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The entire range of WOODLAND is available at its exclusive stores at; Delhi, Chandigarh. Ludhiana. Amritsar, Jammu, Jaipur. Lucknow, Bhopal. 
Indore, Mumbai, Patna. Puno, Ahmedabad. Baroda, Surat, Bangalore, Hyderabad, Secunderabad, Chennai, Coimbatore. Kochi and Calcutta. 

WOODLAND is also available with leading apparel dealers all over India. For trade enquiries contact Aero Club, Gumdwara Road, Karol Bagh. 
New Delhi 110005. Tel.: 5772951/52/53/54. Fax. 5753809,5782900. 
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Think & Act 
Strength does not come from physical 
capacity. It comes from an 

indomitable ’will. 
-■MdjwUSW'l CAiUibl 

For anything worth having one must 

pay the price; and the price is always 
work, patience, love, self-sacrifice. 

— fiihp Bi!.(Toi>ghs 

Hopefully, things will go right and as 
long as I am sincere and honest 

nothing will go wrong. 
—Sacliiff Teiiifuikar 
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Does the India of 
tomorrow beckon you 

with its endless possibilities'^ Do you burn with the 
desire to make a difference to the future of our 
country? 

If you do, then without a doubt, the IAS 
calls. And whether you are a student of 
Science, Engineering, Management or 
Philosophy, there will be a special corner tor 
you to carve out in the design of India’s growth. 

But first, you must get into the IAS 

That's where Brilliant Tutorials can make a 
dramatic difference Because Brilliant 
offers coaching in every optional subject 
for the IAS entrance, except medicine And 
no matter which subject you choose - Physics 
or Philosophy, Accountancy or Animal Husbandry 
Economics or Electrical Engineering you can 
count on our time-tested guidance and support 
even.- step oi the way 

Step-by-Step to the IAS Exam 
A committed team of higtily qualified and 
experienced orofessors resoarcfiers and 
supjxjrt staff help you in 3 distinct areas of 
preparation lor the IAS equipp..ig you 
with relevant knowledge el your optional 
subjects, providing you with a wide 
coverage of general studies and a 
constant update on current affairs, and 
finally coaching you for the most 
gruelling of interviews 

Brilliant's team builds an exhaustive information 
bank on every subject, from which all relevant 
information necessary for your optionals is carefully 
culled out and encapsulated into lessons which are 

both succinct and easy to assimilate 

1^ In the area of General Studies, your course 
p covers a wide spectrum of subjects, and 

provides you with knowledge and information 
to greatly increase your G K lo keep you up-to- 

date in Current Affairs, Brilliant sends you a 
Monthly Information Booklet containing edited 
versions of all that month's important national and 
international news - and a quarterly Calendar 

of Events 

Finally, assisted by our Interview Guidance 
Notes and coached by a special panel of 

retired Civil Service Officers you will be prepared to 
face the nv>st gruelling of interviews 

L Brilliant's Postal Course for the Civil Services Exam is 
I a comprehensive packagi i dedicated to heloing you 
K achieve your goal Proof of its power lies in the 

number of Brilliant’s otudenfs who siweep the top 
lanks and maxc it into the IAS year after year. 

Are you ready to join them'^ 

■Remember- 
23 out of the Top 100 in IAS ’95, 
19 out of the Top 100 in IAS ’96 

and 24 out of the Top 100 in IAS ’97 
were BrUUant'is students! 

BBILLIJRliT 
TUTOBIALS 

P.O. Box 4896 - CS, 12. Masilamani Street T. Nagar, Chennai 600 017 Ph: 4342099,4343308. 4341788. Fax: 4343829 

ENROUMENT OPEN FOR BRiLUANT'S POSTAL COURSE FOR IAS EXAM '99 
• General Studies • All optionals except Medical Science & Indian Language(s) Literature • Concurrent 

despatch of lessons for Prelim and Main Exams * Interview Guidance Notes * Mock Viva Training 
... ... wttrre roH Fuee PRospecTus 
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SACHDEVA’^rTCOLLEGE 
H.O.:29‘CS.SOinHFmLNAeAli, New DELH111000$. 

Ph.: S7$3$99, $707080, S7$B070,57B8182; Fax: 91-11-$740070 
e-mail: iachdevaOglasdlOI.vinl.n0t.ln; web site: www.sachdevacollege.com 

OUR CENTRES AT ' • AQRA Swi|ay • AUOANH Murk Rd. • At. LAM AS AD Mm III W. • AMMLA NkMlon W • AIMTSAR Rwil KA Bsgh • ANOU. AtiolipH • MUSORE 
AlmwIiwISquaniRaARIRADANMrRoiyCnwivaKOUSARAiaMmM • aCRHAMRUH Nwr Bia Sta'idRd •■HAORAKMlymniRd * RHATWIOA PamnrHouwRd • BHRAI Nmt Cwc 
Onta • BHIWANI Nmt Bu> Slaixt • BHOHU. N|p • BHUBANaHWAR Smad Nr • BOKARO S« Itf • CALCUTTA RNl Ahnwd KMiaiM Rd • CHANOMARH Sac TEC « COCHM 
TTlammanam* CUTTACK La* Rd tChandiCtihakBOARBMANaA MklaputHd • OEHRAOUN Rajput Rd aOELHI PalalNr tCliaMnea>artOalancaCid(llwfKlllBaaia|lCaiilp>MadhubanCl.ntt 
a Snakaipur a IMNgr • FARIDABAD Sactor IS • OAVA Oppoaw QttaSa Maidan BaHAZIABAO Qpp Chaudhaiy CInam « GORAKHPUR ODwRaic BOUROAON CMIlinaa • OUWAHATI Raigaih 
Rd BGWAUOR ThalaMT • LaahkarBNALDWAW Aaaa VMiaaColony HAMBTPUHBaikalEimdaymanlEKhangaB MAPURRaiaiay Rd.BHARn«IAR DsN RdBMBAR ModallcwnO JAIPUR 
Haiai Ngt B JALANDHAR Lajpol Nr MU B JAMMU Gandhi Nr * Ralaca Rd BJAMBHEDPUR R^andta Nr B JHANtI Cnil Lkws • JODHPUR Ralanda Rd • KANPUR R K Nr BKARNAL 
Sa.iu> 13 BKORBA'TPCTimrthpBLUDHIANA RaUiSaghBHALOAOutgabA'yOMHRUTBaauinBildgaRd BMORADABAO CluiLniaaB MUZAFMRNAGAR SadarBatatBMUZAFFARPUR 
aiatidiolohClimlioFANIPATM.alalTiiwnBPATUULA Loali Bhaaian # PATNA NayaTila • Rnaip Rd B PURI ChandanHApin Rd B RAruRRaT>andhs Maidan bRANCM Shahaad Choadi 

B ROHTAK Sonapal ^and B SAHBALPUR Conrulns Houaa B BONEMT a Maito B BRBIAaAR Ra| Bagh Ealn B UDAIPUR SuUiaah Nr. B **"*■***'lA>wFNir i Br^ Enclava t nJnl Ba/ai 
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R Xu'S IAS 
S r^U D Y CIRCLE 

m iBACH success 
emLLBNce can ^e tsAm 

- The finest institute 

- The tattest name 

- iHe highest resuCt 

U/e Offefl w Ol^tGINAL % MUCH fAHEO 
m’s \As auAtm mcmoN 

SINCE 1953 

Services Examination, 1999 

RESULTS 
1997-98 
PAST RECORD 
PERSONAL GUIDANCE 
(ENGLISH MEDIUM) 

POSTAL GUIDANCE 

PERSONAL GUIDANCE 
(HINDI MEDIUM) 

TOTAL SELECTIONS -196 
THREE IN FIRST TEN 
2 to 7 In First Ten since 1953 onwards 
General Studies / Essay, History, 
Sociology, Anthropology, Public- 
Administration, Geography, Zoology. 
General Studies, History, 
Public Administration & Geography. 
General Studies / Essay, History & 
Geography. 
Main Exam postal guidance for General 
Studies also available in Hindi. 

If Interested send Rs. 25/- by M.O. for details to the Secretary, 

RAU'S IAS STUDY CIRCLE 
(ESTABLISHED : 1953) 

44, Dikshineshwar Building, 10, Hailey Road, New Delhi -110 001. 
Phones : (011) 335-S906, 332-7995. Fax : 332-8849 



GHAND’S BOOKS FOR VARIOVi 
COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS 

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 

R. S. Aggarwal 
. Ra. 

Advanced Objccbve General Kmrwiedge 130.00 

Question Bank in (kinoral Studies 150.00 

C.S. Bcdi & R.S. Aggarwal 

S. Chanel's General .Sludie.s 

for Central Civil S'rvices 450.(X) 

Mani Ram Agganval's 

General Knowledge Digest and 

General Studies ^XXt.OO 

LANGUAGE 

A.N. Kapur Rs. 

S. Chand's Dictinnart' of iingiish & Hindi 

Usage and Tt'chnical Terminology tor 

Competitive Fxdminatinns ttO.OO 

General Iingiish for Competitums 150.00 

aUTo^tfo ^ ^if^l SnPfM 

ayfTC nwPT 120.00 

K.S. Aggarwal & Monika Aggarwal 

Objective General Engli.sh 175.00 

1 T. Saran 

Precis Writing and Drafting 

Rs. 
50.00 

RTTOT dcii 40.00 

1 REASONING I 
R.S. A^jarwal Ra. 

Advanced Non Verbal Reasoning lor 

Bank Recruit Test 65.00 

Advanced Non Verbal Riuisoning (Hindi) 70.00 

..A Modem Approach to Verbal & Non 
Verbal Reasoning 220.(X) 

1 (Also available in two parts) 

' aiTTeilo 
■ ■ . -f -. r- et 

tllHH'l iWT (Rs nm TilHlI llO.tX) 

1 COMPLETE GUIDES | 

K.L. Kumar Rs. 
Your Interview 95.00 

G.O Maheshwari 

A Complete Guide to Career Planning 75.00 
R.S. Aggarwal & Ueepak Aggarwal 

A Comprehensive Guide for M.C. A. 
Entrance Examination ' IftS.tW 
A Ciompicte Guide tor Bank P.O. Exam. 150.00 

NUMERICAL ABILITY 

R.S. Aggarwal I 

Mathematics for M.B.A. Entrance 

Examination ISO.i 

Mathematics for B.B.A. Entrance 

Examination t.TS.i 

Quantitative Aptitude 115.i 

An Advanced Approach to Data 

Interpretation 45.i 

Arithmetic (Subjective and 

Objective for Competitive Exam.) lOO.i 

Objective Arithmchc t20.i 

Mathematics for C.D.S. Entrance 

Examination 155.1 

Mathematics for N.D.A Entrance 

Examination 1.55.i 

R.S. Aggarwal & Deepak Aggarwal 

Mathematics for M.C.A Entrance 

Examination 123.i 

REFERENCE BOOKS 

Vishnou Bhagwan & Vidya Bhusan 

Indian Administration 120.' 

A TcxtbcKik of Public Administration 120 

BOOKS FOR ENGINEERING & MEDICAL ENTRANCE EXAMS 
).N. Gurtu, R. Kapur. 

V.B. Rana, A. Kapur 

Numerical Chemistry 

J.N. Gurtu. R. Kapur. V.B. Rana 

I.l.T. Chemistry 

Mahesh Jain 

Ob)i'clivi' Physics 

Rs. H. Kaur Ra. 

1.55.00 
Objective Chemistry 

V. Venkateshwar Rao eti. 

325.(X) 

IXO.(X) 
EAMCET Mathematics 

R.S. Aggarwal 

275.00 

265.(X) l.l.T.-IEE Mathematics 225.«1 

S.R. Singh R 

Objective Botany fo5.( 

Vinay Kumar 

Biology for Prc-Medical/Pre-Dental 

Entranct* Examinalion 2''M).(M 

P.S. Verma & P.C. Shrivastava 

Objective Zixilogy' (In Pres 

JUST RELEASED!! 

PHYSICS FOR nx-JEE 
And Other Engineering Entrance Examinations 

nahesh Jain 
A Book for slurlents preparing for the Engineering Entrance Examinations of all 
Indian iiniveisities and institules - specially for those preparing for IFT-JEE. Also 
useful for Civil Sendees (Prelim), JRF (U.G.C) and other similar competitive exams. 

06102 pp. 1762 Rs. 450.00 

PHYSICS 
I OK r 

IIT-JEF. 

S. CHAND & COMPANY LTD. 
RAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110 055. PHONE ; 7772080-81-82 Fax; 91 - 11 - 7777446 

Internet: http://www.schand.com; E-Mail: schandCqschand.com 

Branches: Bangalore-SGO 001 Pli 2268048, Calcutta /(juui2 PO 2‘tw'4-.'' 

541663; Chennai-600 002. Ph 8522026. Guwahati .'81 (Ujl Ph fiP.’l''-) Hyderabad 'ju oOj 

Ph: 4651 1 35; Jalandhar-1 44 008 Kochi 682 038 t^i, ;.ii, Lucknow i - p,. .■''ir.'.ii 

Mumbai-400 001. Ph 2690881. 26 1 0885, Nagpur-44() (.6)2 I’ti /C'O'n,! Patna ... P'l o/l 3ij6 
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Why look for MNCs ? Let them look for you. 

Amity gives you the right credentials. 

Ap(dications ora invited for the following Programmas commancing mid 1999 

Ba 

Approved by All Indio Coundl for Technical Education (AlCTE) 
SmM>:120 

AdmiMion T«m* : CAT of IIM's to be held on 13.12.98 or GMAT (ABS Code . 0098) 

ABS uses CAT for short-listing candidates for the PGDM. IIAfe hove no role in the selection process or in the 
conduct of the programme. 

The Alumni of this progromme get the opportunity for advonced entry into the final semester of University of 
Central Englond (UCE), Birmingham, U.K. This leads to interrKitional recognition and a prestigious MBA Degree. 
Loti Dote for recoiving Application Forms: 21.12.98 (with late fees: 08.01.99) 
Nolo; AAention your CAT registration details in the ABS Application Form 

Soots ;120 

Admission Tost; AAAT of AIMA to be held in December '98 and January '99 or GMAT (ABS Code : 0098) 
Last Dote for rocohrlng Application Forms: 29.01.99 (with late fees : 15.02.99) 

3. Ml flaw PmI tfadaate Mplowa ia lateraatioaal laiiawi (KM) 4- MU (II) 
(13 months ot Amity Business School + 5 months ot University of Eost London, UK) 
Soots :I20 

Admission Tost: MAT of AIMA to be held in December '99 and January '99 or GMAT (ABS Code : 0098) 

Lost Onto for rocohrlng Appikalion Forms: 15.01.99 (with late fees : 20 02 99) 

|.CfBdBatoliplaaHialtaia8nteWaiilrali8a(CIU) -f lU 
(Three Years hull Time leading to GDBA from ABS and BBA degree from Guru Jombheshvrar University, Hisor) 
Soots :120 
Admission Tost: UGAT of AtMA to be hold in December '98 or following future UGAT tests 

Lost Doto for rocohrlng Application Forms: 30 03.99 (with late fees: 15 04 99) 

/V rvi ■ r V 
I I < > 4 > I 

CUE 

ABS - WHERE MOOERNITT BLENDS WITH TRADITION 

Hcwteoppl)r: The ABS 

Information Brochure 

and Application Form 

ca^n be obtained in 

person on payment of 

Rs^ .65Qi.for the, Post 

Groduote programmes 

or Ss. 500. for the BBA in 

cash or o Bonk Droft 

drown in favour of Amity 

Business Sdiool, Noida, 

poyable ot Delhi/New 

Delhi from any of the 

addresses given below. 

Requests through post, 

enclosing a Bank Draft, 

should ONLY be directed 

to the ABS Admissions 

Office at the Noido 

Compus. 

Anwly Budnsii School 
Ant Box No. SOS, Sector-44, 
Noida • 301 303 
Tel ; +91-11.91-578247, 57M04, 
576204, 576207 
Fox : +91.14.91.578238, 576205 

Amhy School Campus ; 
M-Bfodc, Solwt, 
New Delhi .110 017 
Fok +9111-6966592 

MOdM Office 
AKC Houm, £.37, Dc'ii'.'Cp Colony 
(On Ring Rood), 
New Delhi - 110 024 
fox: +91-11-4623317, 4625956 



GRADUATES - HERE IS YOUR GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY - 

?^BANK P.O. RECRUITMENT 
We can help you to become a BANK P. O. 

1 
Banking: Professional 
A Rewarding Career Commitment : 
Nearly 1000 Probationary OJjpcen Jfolm We coach in regular 
are recruited every year by Banks Courses in Maharashtra, Goa. 
in India. This avenue of direct Karnataka, T.N., Andhra Pradesh, 
recruitment as Probationary Officers in Kerala, Bihar, U.P. and by POSTAL 
Banks offers a promising career for TUITION throughout India for 
briglu young people todav. Any objective and descriptive tests ofPO 
graduate between 21 and M years can „am*. All subjects ■ (I) Reasoning 
VPlyfor the post. The job brings a logical, non-^rbal) 
handsomeremuneration, security of fj) Quantitative AptJude 

cm. (3) ^•^•ral Awareness and Current 
COBiPHt iS riCn OHO V(gn0U, TOUOyf in out StiUt* a / as I 

sector Banks, our social ideals find a dynamic 
expression Bank jobs, therefore offer the Descnptiye tests comprismg 
opportunity and the challenge to participate in comprehension, analysis and 
shaping our nation's future. And since expression of views on a given 
liberalisation of the Indian economy in l*^**®?*^? covered exhaustively. 
1991, Banking Industry has come face-to-face Specialised practice books on M 
with multi-dimensional challenges and sub/ects covering thousands of typu 
opportunities. The new goals set for the and actual exam questions are supf 
Banking Industry demand h^h qualUy in the Course. These books are not 
personnel with strong capabilities for 
shouldering a broad-spectrum of critical 
responsibilities. 

Selection on 

subjects covering thousands of typical 
and actual exam questions are supplied 
in the Course. These books are not 
sold to others. “THE COURSE IS 
UPDATED MONTH AFTER 
MONTH.” Free interview coaching 
is given to all candidates who emerge 
successful in the written Tests. 

When vacancies of Probationarv Specialisation. 
Competitive Exams: u 
When vacancies of Probationary 
Officers are declared at intervals of Natwnal School of 
almost every three months by one Bank Banking, headquartered 
or another, large numbers apply for a, Mumbai, was founded-- 
them and appear for the intensely twenty years ago as a specialised 
competitive exams based on general institute providing coaching mainly 
intelligence tests. Standards of for bA NK RECRUITMENT 
evaluation are most rigorous and fxams - of POs and of Clerks. It 
impartiaL The percentage of success is has grown rapidly and is now the 
lower than 0.5%. Therefore, every single largest pre-recruitment 
additional mark that you can get Training Institute in the country, 
becomes important. A provenly Our continuous research and ongoing 
competent, specialised and thorough study of objective and descriptive 
coaching becomes a MUST. exam question papers and patterns have 

contributed to our present 
^ Y pre-eminence as the CENTRAL 
iVl ^ 13 INSTITUTE FOR BANK 
I ^ ^ IB RECRUITMENT TRAINING. 

A computer network is used to prepare 
study materials in General Awareness. 

During the last 20 years, we have helped over 60000 
in Banks as Probationary Officers and Clerks. We 

Success Earned 
is Success Deserved: 
Our offices are located in Maharashtru, 
Goa, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Andhra 
Pradesh, Kerala, Bihar, U.P. and 
Rqjasthan but our successes have been 
noted across the country. Help and 
recognition have come from everywhere 
and in abundance. Test iffter test, 
literaUy hundreds of our students join 
the 19 Nationalised Banks, State Bank, 
Associate Banks, LIC, GIC, ECCC as 
Officers. The subjects, syllabus, pattern 
of tests and examining body (IBPS)for 
all these exams are same. Naturally, we 
have a single common BANK 
RECRUITMENT PROBATIONARY 
OFFICER (BRPO) COURSE for aU 
these exams. Success-oriented students 
join the Course well in advance of the 
lest and benefit by our step-by-step and 
exhaustive coaching. Admissions are 
open round the year and are 
given on first-come-first served basis. 
JOIN NOWAND PREPARE FOR A 
RICH AND REWARDING CAREER. 
For details of our special BRPO 
COURSE, please contact personally or 
write today with Rs. W- P.OJM.O. to : 
.The Director, Correspondence Courses, 

0 National 
School of 
Banking 

Mian Edmeaaon Sneuft Campm, 
Aih Lent, Beirtkar Man. 
Off Gokhalt Baud (Norte), 
Oadar, Mumiai - 40002S._ 

BRANCHES / PHONE NOS.; Daiar-44ttU0,' 
446ms, Pon-2946416,20464M, Girwanm.369S9S4, 
r*anfS42im, Andkeri, BonrU-S0SSj36, DomUvU- 
(911)423227. Piint-3226IS, 322234, Eolkyar- 

' ... r-wiiiTUA f Hjetraeae-stoiiae, Jioiais, vqaywami-aTseJi, 
Td^'W^ prt-ttnmence as the CENTRAL viiakkapalnam-seists, Tlnipall-27512, Paine- 

1VT^13 INSTITUTE FOR BANK 231222. Lmeknow-3S9S0S, t^enpan Adakakad, 

In 3 J5 RECRUITMENT TWINING. 
A computer network IS used to prepare Tktraranikmnram-462lt6. Fax; (022) 4449192. 
study materials in General Awareness. E-mail: okikakar9siaikmOi.nnt.uai.im 

During the last 20 years, we have helped over 60000 students to secure jobs 
in Banks as Probationary Officers and Clerks. We can definitely help you. 

JOIN NOW AND PREPARE YOURSELF FOR 550 PROBATIONARY 

OFFICER VACANCIES IN SBI AND 380 PX). VACANCIES IN 

CANARA, CORPORATION, VIJAYA AND DENA BANKS 
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LEADERS competition 

INDIA 
In Retrospect And Prospect 

Prrhaps the tensile strength India 
has been fninons for througli the ebb 
and tide of history must have worked 
as elixir of sorts to help the country 
tide over one trauma after another 
dining 1998. Crises and trials are as 
iiiuc-h part of an individual as of a 
nation, and a nation of nearly a billion 
people nurtured on a vast diverslly of 
socio-economic backgrounds, cultural 
differences and several other 
centrifugal factors has the inbuilt 
stamina to come off with flying colours, 
unscathed, by a succession of shocks. 
Analysis inured to mull over the dark 
.s|xiis of a nation, which still carries 
Ihe heavy baggage of colonial past and 
a fragmented kaleidoscope of invasions 
from f;ir and near, can hardly perceive 
ihc radiant ro.scs in IJecemlrer beyond 
the thorns. 

The so-called develoiied world would 
disiiii.ss India as harbouring the largest 
niinilier of illiterates in ihe world. Millions in India's 
backward villages may still not Ixr able to read and write. 
Hnl when it comes to decide their political future, they 
con flrinly deckle which party anti individual they should 
vote for. The beginning of the year -saw yet another fall of 
a govi-muicnt at Ihc Centre and yet another mld-lcrm 
(•lection. The t-leclion was a kind of refereiidnin anti India's 
elcclorat*-. comprising the Illiterate as well as literate, know 
well to sieve Ihc grain from the chaff. And they refused to 
give a unilorm verdict. Tlie BJP. the bugbear of most 
political parties, received a clear mandate to govern, but 
nol willioiit a mixed bag of surprises, they stormed 
b;islior!s usually reckoned as traditionally aiiti-B«.jr’ and 
lost boroughs they Itioiighl they I’ould gel foi a song. The 
fallouts trom Tamil N.idu .ukI Ttaiasihau. for instance, 
were at once a slimulaliiig ionic and a biller brew. 

None could slop the triumphal march of Ihc IVJP to the 
ramparts ol the Retl .P'orl in New Delhi. Bill for the 
rcdoudiabic Mr. Ala) behari Vajpavee, it was a perilous 
Irajierc act of a novice acrobat. Novice though he mav 
have liecii. the veteran [larliameiilanaji. schooled in the 
trials of Indian iiollMcs, knew how lo steer his ship through 
the choppy waves cvi-ry fiiric one or Ihc other of his crew 
chose lo revolt, slowing or )eo|)ardising the voyage, lie 
knew as i aplaiii that Pie safety of all passengers rested 
on him and any Indiscreet step in dealing wilh Ihe 
rebellion’s crew members would only bring disaster lor all. 
He kept his cool as Ms. Jayalalilha indulged in her 
IK'riodlcal temper tantrums, as Samata Pariy wanted 
Mrs. RabrI I.)cvi on a platter and as the Akalls threatened 
lo walk out over (Jddham Singh Nagar Issue. 

Few can blame Mr. Vajptiyee for all the ills Inherited 
froiii over 50 years of rule by the Congress and other 
hotchpotch palch-ups. When the voyage is slowed down 
by the very crew supixised lo support Ihe captain, one 
ciui't biainc Ihc captain for not looking afler ttic amenities 
iind the basic needs of the passengers. Still he took care 
lo find a solution to the chronic Canvcry River Water 

Dispute and got his Government 
working on the recommendations of the 
task forces on Information technology, 
infrastructiure and tourism. 

Pokhraii II has been an acid tost for 
India that had its own compulsions 
lo go nuclear, threaiened as it was 
by a hostile environment and an . 
unsympathetic West, particularly USA. 
that was quick enough to impose 
sanctions against India. India look the 
hostile reaction in its stride, prepared 
to face any inconvenience since national 
security was her primary concern. 
Almost the entire nation, lrres|)eclive 
of party nfllliatlons, rallied round the 
Government: both a resilient economy 
and a brave people braved the sanctions 
and an Intemperate criticism with 
equanimity. 

The nation was convulsed by 
eruptions of militancy in (he North-East 
and the targefting of areas other than 

the Kashmir Valley as soft targets of ISI-.sponsored 
terrorism. In the north. Himachal Pradesh and Jammu bore 
Ihe brunt and, for die first time, lerrortsls. In connivance 
with At IJinina, struck at Coimbatore and a few other 
places in Tamil Nadu and Kerala, giving a new dimension 
to the enilreacli of Iruiisixirder terrorism. 

Corruption and crimlnalisation of politics saw new 
fronliers wlicn a imllllcal flxer like Romesh Shanna was 
trapped in the dragnet of law enforcing aiiUiorilics; Sliarnia 
was the iienehiiinii of Oawixxl Ibraliim. planted in Delhi 
to undertake anti-iiatloiial uctivitics in the Capital and its 
neighbourliood. Tiie Uttinr CiovernnienI was still under 
the remoic control of Mr. Utloo Yadav opcraiitig from elUier 
tile po.sli IPS mess or the l-atna Central Jail. Tile Slate of 
biliar wa.s still on trial under LaloiVs rule by proxy and 
IVesiclenl's Rule could not be imposed In die Slate for 
different reasons. 

In exercising his powers as PrcMldeiit in respect i-f 
Article 35G. I’rcsidciit Mr. K.R. Narayanan rrfn.scd to be 
a 'nibIxT stamp' President in the now famous classic 
cases of UP and Bihar. Mr. Narayanan apart, the nation 
was thrilled by the extraordinary feals. lo mention Just a 
few. of Prof. Aniarly.i Sen. Indlii'.s Nobel Prize winner. 
Sachin Tendulkar, the cricket legend of world fame. 
Mr. Ctmndrababu Naiiiu who used Information Teclinulogy 
lv> modernise governance In Andhra IVadesh and our 
topnotrh sclenUst. Dr. Alidul Kalani wtio made India 
seif-ielianl in defence preparedne.ss. 

During the last quarter of the year, Ihe nation was 
caught in one of the worst price rise crises that brought 
the Blip govemmenis In Delhi and Rajasthan crashing 
tiown III tile elections held In November 1998. It took BJP 
leadership some lime to collect its wits even as Mrs. Sonia 
Gandhi announced that her party wouldn't do anything 
lo direatcn die BilP ship midstream. The elections were, 
once again, a resouiKllng victory for Indian democracy as 
it jirovcd that the electorate in India had become mature 
enough to take Its own decl.slons and that no parlv could 

< oAi/v iiTitw sucass Mivir.w, ianuaky m<i 



take the people for granted. 
Ahead are the niurl^ waters of Indian politics with its 

unforeseen whirlpools and eddies. Will there be yet another 

polarisation in I he near future and whether the Congress 
would make furtlicr Inroads into Uie BJP bastion, cashing 
in on the growing fissures within the shalQr coalition, none 

ran forecast for sure. The birds of pr^ are hovering up 
above scanning ihe ground to pounce upon the earliest 

opportunity if the coalition dialntegrates soon mou^. A 
woebegone people look forward io stability and would like 

to give the government a fair chance to govern the country 
on a set agenda instead of frittering away their energies 
squabbling among themaelves.The options ahead are bitter. 

Who on earth would wish India to be dragged down the 
abyss as the rest of the world surges forward to the hppes 

of a new millennium ? Q 

THE WORLD 

The world map showed smouldering 
fires at different spots : war-scarred 

Afghanl.slan, Kosovo and Sri Lanka. Each 

of these trouble spots defied any kind of 
solution. Taliban that controls almost 
ninety {ler cent of Afghanistan seemed 
to issue a decree almost every day. 
limiting the human rights of the already 
muf;h-harried Afghan citizens and 
further tighenlng the r^mentaUon, all 
In the name of Islam. Despite the United 
Nations it seemed that the ordeal of the 

citizens would only deteriorate In the 
months to come. The fundamentalist 

ethos of the Taliban style of crude 
governance has a godfather In Mr. Nawaz 

Sharif, who Is toying with the Idea of 
enforcing ilie Taliban style of law and 

justice in Pakistan. 
The year saw yet another ethnic cleansing of sorts in 

Kosovo whose people were threatened by their own 
government lu.st because they were of a different ethnic 
origin and they paid with their lives and displacement of 
their life, despite the UN and the NATO. 

The disastrous civil war in Sri Lanka is still on and both 
tile goyemment forces and the Intransigent Tamil guerrillas 
are fighting a war which neither of them can win. For 
Vcliipillai lYabhakaran. the lives of hundreds of thousands 
of Tamil youth in the bloom of their life, are exiiendable 
to win his cause and his formidable LTTE has set up 
ha.se.s in almost every part of Ihe world, be It hidden 
rxK-kels in India. London. Toronto, Germany or South 
Africa. Here comes yet anoUier shocking story that the 
Tigers have also developerl Ihclr mini air foicc in tlic 
ongoing war with Colombo. TTiat the LTTE has developed 
ihe lethal tmiscje to strike at will any Urget anywhere in 
Sri Lanka, however guarded It be, has earned for the 
Tigers notoriety as the deadliest terrori.st organisation in 
the world. Ms. Chandrlka Kumaratunga’s offer of 
constttiitieual packages, offered time and again, has 
received no response from the extremists. Tlie latest ntove 
(or ploy) of LTTE In offering to open a fresh dialogue to 
sfilve the eihiiic divide with ihe help of third party 
mediation has evoked mlxe,d reaction: while the Sri I.ankan 
Foreign Minister took a hardened stand of refiising to talk 
to a band of 'murderers', other Tamil opposition groups 
want the Government to grab the opportunity. Whether 
the Ijeleagiicred citizens of the island nation see light at 
the end of the tunnel, only time will tell. 

Elsewhere, the lengthening shadow of USA, the only 
superjxiwer on the siTne today, could be seen eveiywhere. 
Mr. Bill Clinton, despite his apology over the sordid Monica 
Lewinsky affair, refused to be pushed away from the 
centrestage of world politics over which he has been 
exerting a global Influence. Rumours were swirling that 
bill for the running affair with the White House intern, 
Mr. "linton could have well qualified for the Nobel Prize 

for Peace for the good ofilces he extended 

to finding a settlement over the Irish 
stalemate and the patch-up between 

Mr. Yasser Arafat and Mr. Benjamin 
Netanyahu. The American public in 
general, would view Clinton's extra¬ 
marital dalliance with an employee purely 
as his own private affair. Wlilch was why 
the Congressional elections refused to be 

a barometer of Starr's vision of the 
Presldenqr. None can predict the outcome 
of the' Impeachment trials of the 

Incumbent of the White House, but all 
are agreed that Mr. Clinton has etched 
his name in red letters as a successful 
President in the scrolls of American hlstoiy. 

Several times, off and on. Clinton has 

bullied Mr. Saddam Hussein into 
submission, and at least twice this year, 

perhaps with the sole support of Mr. Tony Blair. He has 
virtually reduced the UN to a stump to act according to 
his whims, and he has even threatened that if the next 
time Saddam Hussein docs not behave, lie and his friend 
in Inndon will go it alone to leach the strong man a 
lesson that he will never forget. The world watches in 
mute silence and slides back into disturbed slumber as 
the glolial cop fiejtes his muscles. Occasional murmurs of 
protest come to the surface when an ailing Mr. Boris 
Yeltsin and a paranoid Mr. Jiang Zemin or a conclave of 
the Presidents of France, Germany and Russia visualise 
a multipolar. Instead of a unipolar, world. That the USA 
rules the roost, has been demonstrated the way th^ 

•selectively bombed targets in Afghanistan and Sudan in 
retaliation for the bombings in Dai -es-Salaain and Nairobi 
as well as the imposition of sand Ions against India and 
Pakistan over Pokhran U and Chagai Hills, and its refusal 
to admit the Asian rivals Into the exclusive Nuclear Club. 

Despite the jiaet reached between Israel and Palestine 
with the blessings of Washington and Amman, things will 
take a long time to settle down In the troubled West <\sla 
region just because the only factor that binds the sworn 
enemies Is mutual distrust and fear, giving rise to a scries 
of problems when either party gets down to working out. 
the nitty-gritty of the follow-up of the Oslo Accord. It 
offers no simplistic soluUon Just because Israel does not 
want to part wiOi the gains of decades of occupation and 
Arabs do not want to forgo their rights. 

What are the prospects for the new year and beyond ? 
The situation in Indonesia is slipping out of control with 
internecine strife and the tender Wye Pact over what 
remains of the Oslo Accord has already developed hiccups. 
Tlie millenium bug. Y2K, Is stalking the Information 
suiierhighway. While a few get girded up to tackle the 
bug, many are sUlI sleeping over 11. Tlie looming mushroom 
of economic recession is likely to nairow down the gap 
between the better off and the worse nff on the economic 
chessboard. And If llie p.3sl Is .iny guide. USA will call the 
shots at least in the opening decades of the millennium. U 
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A GOOD VOCABULARY DOES NOT MEAN THE MERE ABILITY 
TO STATE THE MEANINGS OF WORDS IN A QUIZ PROGRAM! 

IT MEANS THE INTERNALISATION OF A LARGE NUMBER OF WORDS 
IN YOUR MIND SO THAT YOU CAN THINK WITH THEMl 

AND THE MORE THE NUMBER OF WORDS YOU HAVE 
INTERNALISED, THE SHARPER IS YOUR THINKING AND 

THE MORE REFINED YOUR WRITING AND CONVERSATION!! 
[iiE c(^ON CH^cimi^l)F c^mATES SEiiciiD 

L____ASUPi3y[QRvgc^^ _j 
And the difference between an AVERAGE and a SUPERIOR vocabulary? 

JUST 5000 WORDS 
and knowing how to use them with different connotations in dfferent contexts! 

NOW, AT LAST, COMES THE MOST DEFINITIVE 
GUIDE TO HELP YOU BRU)GE THIS GAP! 

ALL THE WORDS 
YOU NEED TO KNOW 

By K. S. Ramakrishnan, IAS (Retd.) 
CONTAINS TECHNIQUES TO QUICKLY INTERNAUSE OVER 5000 POWER-PACKED WORDS 

THAT SHOULD BE IN THE ARSENAL OF EVERY IAS ASPIRANT 
WITH ILLUSTRATIVE SENTENCES OF THEIR USAGE IN VARIOUS CONTEXTS 
K. S. Ramakrishnan was among the top-rankers in r ....... ...... .. ._ 

the 1961 batch of IAS, and belonged tolhinilnadu Cadre. ™E BOOK, WITH OVER SOO PAGES 
He had secured the HIGHEST marks among officers OF THIS MAGAZINE'S SIZE, IS IN 

in his batch in General Essay and General English. TWO VOLUMES, AND IS BEING 
Having opted for voluntary retirement from IAS in RELEASED IN JANUARY, 1999. 

SnSTe^I^r “ THE COMBINED PRICE OF 
Presently, he edits and publishes two popular BOTH VOLUMES IS ONLY 

Tts.yis (inclusive of postage) 

To book your set of copies, send Rs. 375 by demand draft, payable in Chennai, to 

GEMINI PUBLICATIONS 
AD 80, Anna Nagar, Chennai 600 040 
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CURRENT AFFAIRS 

INDIA 1 
Advantage Congress in 

Assembly Elections 

The Economist, published from London, 
in its brilliant analysis on the post-Polchran 
nuclear tests, had prophesied that those 
jubilant Indians who hailed the 
Cov^ment's bold decision to go ahead 
with the tests, would turn against it once 
tlieir basic necessities were not fulfilled. That 
turned out to be prophetic if the recent 
outcome of Assembly polls in four Slates 
held on November 25, 1998 is any 
indication. An overwhelming majority of the 
83 million voters voted against the Bharatiya 
Janata Party (BJP). ^ ' 

The verdict has cohne as a stunning rebuff 
to the eight-month-old BJP-led coalition 
Government at the Centre. Why not ? Eight 
months ago in the I ok Sabha'«lections the 
BJP had M in as many as 330 of the total 
620 Assembly segments that went to the 
polls in this roimd. Today, their overall tally 
in a State like MP has plunged to a pathetic 
120. This may come as rude shock, but then 
that 1$ what the statistics speak. 

What went wrong with the BJP, a party 
that has perpetually scored in the political 
horizon after 1984? The fact that the BJP, to 
Its .credit, has impeccable political stalwarts 
like Mr. Atal Behan Vajpayee, Mr L.K. 
Advani, Mr. Jaswant Singh, Mr. Yashwant 
Sinha et al, who enjoy unsullied reputation 
not only among the people but strangely 
among their political foes also, needs no 
further elaboration. At the same lime, what 
emerged manife.stly as a major factor 
contributing to their defeat is that the BJP 
has taken the people tor granted. It is 
precisely here that The Economist's caution 
rang in clear terms. 

To begin with, the euphoria that swept 
the nation receded , within months after the 
BJP's assuming poiver when people in the 
capital had to live without water and 
electricity for days together. That apart, there 
VI as a growing sense of insecurity among 
the Delhiites following regular bomb blasts, 
including the one in front of the Police 
Headquarters. Third, the overall price rise 
in vegetables, and mustard oil made the 
common man's life difficult, it is a warning 
not only to the BJP but also to all die political 
parties as a whole that there can be no 
straying from issues that a^ct the common 
man. 

The disenchantment was reflected in a 
characteristic way: In Delhi, the BJP seat 
strength plummeted to 15 from 49 whereas 
m Rajasthdn it was 33 from 96. In Madhya 
Pradesh it could muster only 120 seats. In 
i>harp contrast, the Congress increased its 
tally in I>elhi tom 14 to 51; in Rajasthan it 

was up tom 76 to ISO and, surprisingly, it 
added one more seat'in MP, taking its total 
to 173. Conversely, in Mizoram, the 
Congress tally was 6 out of the Assembly 
strength of 40. 

If the past is any indicator, then the 
current dismal performanqe of the BJP is 
bound to have its reveiberating aftershocks. 
Mr. Rajiv Gandhi's decline b^n with the 
defeats in West Bengal and. Kerala in 1987. 
Mr. P.V. Narasimha Rao could never catch 
up after the Congress defeats in Andhra 
Pradesh and Karnataka after 1994. 

Surprisingly, despite the dismal 
performance in the election, the allies of the 
BJP-led Government came out with 
declarations of support and dieir intent to 
thwart any Oppo^tion-s^nsored attempt 
to put the Government in the dock during 
the winter session of Parliament, beginning 
November 30, 1998. 

Despite the debacle in Assembly elections 
everything is not lost yet. The BJF has to 
look back at its own'foibles and work upon 
them to restore the shattered confidence of 
the people. 

New Chief Ministers in 
Delhi, Rajasthan, Mizoram 

and Goa 

Cong 

In three of the four States—Delhi, 
Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh and Mizoram 
where elections were 
held on November25, 
1998—new leaders 
were sworn-in as 
Chief Ministers 
following the shift 
in power after the 
Assembly elections, 
whiidi was termed as 
mmi-general elections. 

Ms. Sheila Dikshit, 
Who swept the 
Congress (I) to a 
Comfortable position, 
was made the 
Chief Minister of 
Delhi. The 61-year-old 
Ms. Dikshit is the 
fifth Chief Minister 
and the first woman 
Congress Chief 
Minister of the Union 
Tferritory. A product 
of Miranda House, 
Delhi University, 
she was the first 
preference of the 
Congress President, 
Ms. Sonia Gandhi. 
Ms. Dikshit is a 
seasoned politician. 

Earlier, she was the Minister of State fur 
Parliamentary Affairs in Rapv Gandhi's 
Cabinet. 

In Madhya Pradesh, the Congress put up 
a spectacular performance under the 
leadership of^Mt-Digyiiay Singh, who 
became Chief Minkster for the second con¬ 
secutive term. He was administered the oath 
of office and secrecy by Governor, Mr. Bhai 
Mahavir on December 1, 1998. Mr. Singh, 
52, IS the 21sl Chief Minister of the State., 
He had taken over as the Chief Minister for 
the first time in December 1993 after an 
extended spell of the President's Rule in the 
State in the wake of post-Ayodhya riots. 

Mr. Ashok Gehlot, Rajasthan PCC (I) 
PresldenL'whO led the party to an 
impressive victory, was swom-ih as the new 
Chief Minister of the State. Mr. Gehlot, 47, 
has the distinction of holding the .office of 
PCC chief for the third consecutive term. 
Honesty and simplicity being his haibnark, 
Mr. Gehlot was picked up by late prime 
minister Rajiv Gandhi as a youth leader. 
The State Gos'ernor, Mr. N.L. Tibrewal 
administered the oath of office to Mr. Gehlot 
on December 1; 1998. In Mizoram, the 
Mizo National Front (K^NF)Tresident, 
Mr. Zoramthanga was swom-in as the Chief 
Minister of Mizoram, on December 3,1998. 
Mr. Zoramthanga is the leader of the United 
Legislature Party comprising the MNF 
and Mizoram People's Conference (MPC). 

1 ASSEMBLY POLL OUTCOME 1998 
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He is leading the two-tier coalition 
government in the State whereas in Goa, 
the Chief Minister was changed for the third 
time in the current term. Tlie Coa Congress 
leader, Mr. Luizinho Faleiro was swom-in 
as the Chief Minister of the State on 
November 26, 1998, replacing Mr. Wilfred 
de Souza. 

Union Cabinet Expanded 

In the first expansion of his eight-month- 
old Cabinet the Prime Minister, Mr. Atal 
Behari Vajpayee inducted Mr. Jaswant Sinj^i 
ds'the Minister of External Affairs. Mr. Singh 
will also hold charge of the Planning 
Commission as well. Mr. Jagmohan, former 
Jammu & Kashmir Governor, has become 
the new Communications Minister, while 
Mr. Pramud Mahajan has been given the 
portfolio of Information and Broadcasting. 
The new ministers were administered the 
oath of office and secrecy by the President, 
Mr. K.R. Narayanan on December 5, 1998. 

With this expansion, the strength of the 
BJP-led coalition Cabinet has risen to 43. 
The allocation of portfolios was along 
expected lines. Mr. Vajpayee described the 
induction as the "filling of some vacancies", 
and not an expansion as such. In an informal 
chat with newspersons, he said the excercise 

Mr Pramod Mahajan, a joumalist-tumed- 
politician, belongs to the think-tank of the 
Bharatiya Janata Party and is no novice to 
parliamentary politics. Bom on October 30, 
1949, at Mahboobnagar in Andhra Pradesh. 
Mr. Mahajan was a journalist before 
making his debut in active politics in 1986 
when he became a member of the youth 
wing of BJP. a 

National Security Council 

I After having been sworn in as Cabinet Ministers, Jaswant Singh, 
lagmohan and Pramod Mahafan with President KJt. Narayanan, 

Prime Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee, Union Minister 
Ram Jethmalani and Vice-President Krishan Kant 

at this juncture 'v.'.s mainly aimed at 
sheddmg his own workload. 

Mr Ja.swant Singh, a former Army officer, 
was handling the External Affairs informally 
in the Vajpayee Government. He has built an 
impres.sive rapport with top US officials and 
earned encomiums from experts from India 
and abroad for his diplomatic skills. 

Bom on January 3, 1938, at Jasol village 
of Banner district in Rajasthan, Mr. Singh 
was commissioned in the Army in 1957. 
Mr. Singh played a key role m negotiating 
with US officials, particularly in the 
CTBT and post-nuclear explosions in 
May 1998. 

Mr. Jagmohan, twice Governor of Jammu 
& Kashmir and former Lt-Goveinor of 
Delhi, has long been an ardent BJP ideologue. 
A well-known columnist and writer, 
Mr. Jagmohan is known for his exceptional 
admmistrative skills. 

A six-member National Security Council 
(NSC) has been constituted under the 
chairmanship of the fVime Minister, Mr. Atal 
Behari Vajpayee to undertake a strategic 
defence review and decide on long-term 
policy options. The Council has been set up 
on the basis of a recent report submitted by 
a task force on national security under the 
chairmanship of former Defence Minister, 
Mr. K.C. Pant. 

The Home Ministei; the Defence Minister, 
the External Affairs Minister, the Finance 
Minister and the Deputy Chairman of the 
Planning Commission will be its other 
members. Besides, the Principal Secretary to 
the Prime Minister will play a pivotal role 
in the National Security Advisory Board. In 
fact, he will be the linchpin connecting 
the NSC with an elaborate three-tiered 

back-up structure— 
the Strategic Policy 
Group, the National 
Security Advisory 
Board and a Secre¬ 
tariat represented by 
the Joint Intelligence 
Committee (JIC). 

The Strategic 
Policy Group will be 
the nucleus pro¬ 
viding inter-mini¬ 
sterial coordination 
and back-up for 
the NSC. It will 
undertake a strategic 
defence review, a 
blueprint of short 
and long-term 
security threats as 
well as possible 
policy options on a 
priority basis. 

The National Security Advisory Board 
will form the third element of the National 
Security Council set-up. It will consist of 
persons of eminence outside the 
Government with expertise in external 
security, strategk; analysis, foreign affairs, 
defence, the armed forces, internal security, 
science and technology and economic^. 

Interestingly, the Board will meet at least 
once in a month and more frequently, if 
required. It will provide a long-term 
prognosis and analysis for the NSC, 
recommend solutions and address policy 
issues referred to it. 

Welcoming the NSC formation, analysts 
said that the Government, for the first time, 
will be armed with a machinery which can 
take a holistic view of all ffie dimensions of 
national security, including economic and 
energy security. The NSC will substantially 
increase the powers of the Prime Minister's 

Principal Secretary in the framing and 
implementation of security policy. As the 
National Security Advisor, he will be at 
the Centre for providing and receiving inputs 
to the three-tiered structure as well as 
liaisoning with the decision-making core of 
the NSC. 

However, what's comforting to note is the 
new set-up will increase the influence of the 
three service chiefs in decision making—a 
demand which, according to analysts, had 
been persistently stonewalled by the civilian 
bureaucracy in the Ministry of Defence. 
Meanwhile, Mr. K. Subrahmanyam, 
arguably the country's best defence analyst, 
has been made the Convener ol the National 
Security Advismy Beard (NSAB). 

Cyberabad 

In the near future, personal computers 
(PCs) would be within the reach of the 
masses. The Prime Minister, Mr. Atal Behari 
Vajpayee said that the Government would. 
soon unveil major initiatives to take personal 
computers to the masses, as also for 
development of trained manpower for the 
software and hardware industry, and 
promotion of computer-ba.M-d education. 
These are critical components of the strategy 
to make India a major Information 
Technology power. 

Mr. Vajpayee made it clear while 
addressing a gathering after inaugurating 
the first phase of the Hyderabad Information 
Technology Engineering and Consulting 
City (Hi-Tec City), iij Hyderabad on 
November 22, 1998,-that the Government 
would put an end to the neglect and policy 
confiision that the hardware industry has 
been suffering from. In this context, the 
second report of the IT Task Force, which 
was an action plan for making India a major 
global centre for hardware manufacture and 
exports, was being examined by a 
Ministerial Committee. 

He, however, said that there had bv'n a 
serious imbalance in the growth of IT in 
India with its benefits remaining confined 
to the well-off and the urban elite, who are 
well-versed in English. IT must impnive the 
life of the poor and the powerless. In this 
regard, he emphasisid the need to increase 
the use of Indian languages in computers 
and create more Indian content (both 
in English and Indian languages), on 
the Internet. IT is a revolutionary tool 
for accelerating economic growth and 
ushering in educational and social 
development. 

Hi-'Tsc City project, comprising 
a 10-sloteyed structure, has been named 
"Cyber Towers". It was inaugurated by 
Mr. Vajpayee, while the second phase of the 
Hi-Tec City, named "Cyber Gates Towers", 
was launched by him. Interestingly, the 
Hi-TisC City with its surrounding area has 
been nam^ Cyberabad. Mr. Vajpayee said, 
"V\fe cannot become a .superpower without 
rapidly exp^ding and modernising the 
telecom infrastructure. We inherited an 
extremely problematic legacy in this sector 
because of the wrong policy and equally 
wrong implementation by previous 
governments.” 
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Applicatitin of IT in.fural development 
and agriculture must be vastly increa^ to 
benefit the national economy in general and 
the farm sector in particular, he said. The 
Government had been considering the 

' establishment df a National Centre for Crop 
Forecasting,, ivhich would need a reliable 
and widespread IT infrastructure. The 
"Wired Villages" pilot project being 
implemented in Warananagar in 
Maiiarasiitra was an attempt to create an IT 
culhite in rural areas and the country needed 
hundreds of .such pnijectjj, Mr. Vajpayee 
observed. 

' "IT is India's tomorrow," Mr. N. 
' Chandrababu Nardu, Chief Minister of 
' Andhra Pradesh, observed. He urged 
' Mr. Vajpayee to expedite liberalisation of the 

telecom sector. India ha.s 15 million 
telephone connecUons, out of which 

' 6 million were added last year. But China 
added 18 million connections in one year 

' alone, Mr. Naidu pointed out. Further, he 
said that 25 per cent of the software 
professionals in the US are Indians. Of ttim, 
30 per cent are from Andhra Pradesh. 

US Imposes Export 
Restrictions On Indian 

Companies 

It aJl commenced on November 14, 1998 
with the United States of America rounding 
off 40 Indian entities along with 200 
subordinate units which will be covered 
under export restrictions following sanctions 
imposed by the Clinton Administration 
following the Indian nuclear tests. In fart, 
the Commerce Department came out with 
a Ivit ot names of (Indian) government 
agencies, goveniment affiliated firms and 
pnvate companies as well as military entities 
believed to be involved in India's nuclear, 
missile and military programmes. 

The enlisted I'ompanies would come 
under the Glenn Amendtnent sanctions 
which bar American companies from 
exporting to them any item, which could be 
u.s^ul for both peaceful purposes or for 
nuclear missile prolileration <is for other 
military purposes. 

India has viewed the latest US action as 
contrary to the spirit and principles of the 
World Irade Organisation (WTCD. The 
Commerce Mmisicr, Mr. Ramakrishna 
Hegde Said India would "strongly" take 
up the issue with WTO and Ihe US 
Administration. However, the Minister 
dispelled the log of misunderstanding saying 
that the publication of tlie Ii.st of 40-enlilies 
would have "minimal impact" on India. 

According to Ihe US legislation, any 
American company exporting raw materials 
or components to finns placed under the 
"Entity Ljst" will have to get clearance from 
the US Department of Commerce for every 
transaction, whereas for all components or 
raw materials which might have a dual use, 
both in civil and defence equipment, the 
entity list clamps a blanket cxjiort ban. 

Industry chambers like CII and FlCCl 
have strongly reacted to this move as it 
would adversely affect Indo-US business 
trade. However, an analyst Mr. N. Chandra 
Mohan opines that "judging from past 

experience, the effects are unlikely to be 
serious for the Indian economy. If anything, 
it is US business which stands to lose out 
on opportunities in India". 

In a multipokiT world, there are strong 
rivalries among the major powers for 
business opportunities. The French would 
be more than happy to meet India's 
requirements at the expense of their US 
counterparts. "Americans should thus realise 
that such methods do not really work," 
argued Mr. Mohan Guruswamy, Advisor to 
the Finance Minister. 

India Economic Summit 
The Indian Economic summit, an annual 

event since 1985, organised by the World 
Eainomic Forum (WFJF) and Confederation 
ot Indian Industries (CII), .started in 
New Delhi on November 29,1998. Over 400 
delegates from 33 countries participated in 
the three-day meet. 

The Prime Minister, Mr. Atal Behari 
Vajpayee assured the domestic and 
international investors that the economic 
reforms in the country will not be hampered 
by what he termed as "political vagaries". 
In his address to investors at the India 
Economic Summit, 1998 an November 30, 
1998. Mr. Vajpayee appealed to investors not 
to be "overly influenced by the demix-ratic 
drama of the day" and, instead, cash in on 
the "inherent strengths" ‘ and "huge 
opportunities" in the country. He made it 
amply clear that his "government hfs 

depoliticised the economic agenda". 
The Prime Minister was at his best when 

he assured the investuni that government 
would act "a lot faster" on its economic 
agenda, adding that it has already created 
"new and growing" opportunity for 
investments in infrastructure especially in 
power, ports, airports, roads, telecom, 
information technology, the services sector 
and insurance. 

Mr. Vajpayee said that India's macro- 
economic fundamentals continue to be 
strong despite the economic turmoil in Asia 
and many parts of the world. They create 
new opportunities for private investment, 
both domestic and foreign. 

He promised a 12-point agenda that 

included an annual economic growth of* 
7-8 per cent, a domestic savings of 30 per 
cent of GDP and mca.sures to improve 
infrastructure. 

The President of the World Economic 
Forum, Mr. Klaus Schwab, predicted India 
could be among the three fastest growing 
economies of the world in 1999 and "if right 
policies are undertaken, and the.ihomentum 
is not losi, India could be among the one, 
two or three fastest growing economies in 
the world in 1999." Mr. Schwab added that 
there has been "remarkable resilience" 
demonstrated by the Indian economy in the 
face of the Asian crisis. 

Foreign Equity In 
Insurance Sector 

The Union Cabinet has decided to allow 
26 per cent foreign eqinty in the insurance 
sector and an additional i 14 per cent 
investment by non-resident Indians (NRIs), 
foreign institutional investors and overseas 
corporate bodies, particularly those which 
have predominantly NRl equity investment. 

' Besides, the Cabinet also decided to 
introduce legislation permitting Exclusive 
Marketing Right lEMR) to foreign 
companies in conformity with the 
commitment to ihe World Trade 
Otgani-saiion n^ime on intellectual nghts. 

The level of foreign participation allowed 
by Ihe Cabinet means that a major political 
hurdle has been cros.s^. The Patents Bill 

was okayed so that 
India keeps its com¬ 
mitments on a pat¬ 
ents regime to the 
World Trade 
Organisation (WTO) 
The Cabinet deli¬ 
berately decided to 
deal with the ques¬ 
tions of products' 
patent and E,xclu.sive 
Marketing Rights 
(EMRs) in two sepa¬ 
rate bills, which 
would be introduced 
in the winter session 
of Parliament. 

So far as the 
insurance sector is 
concerned, the Bill 
provides lor the 
promoters to hold 
equity either directly 

or via a company registeira m India where it 
has rontrollihg interest. 

In a .similar way, the Insurance Regulatory 
Authority Bill would be introduced in 
Parliament with appropriate amendments to 
the Lie Act, 1936, the General Insurance 
Business (Nationalistion) Act, 1972 and the 
Insurance Act, 1938.. , 

On the definition of "Indian Companies", 
the Finance Minister, Mr. Yashwaiyt Sinha 
said that Insurance Regulatory Authority 
(IRA) would be granted for^gn equity up 
to 26 per cent in the Indian company. 
Necessary amendments to the Life Insurance 
Corporation (LIC) and the General 
Insurance Company (GIC) Acts would also 
be undertaken. U 

Prime Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee, World Economic Forum 
I Chairman Klaus Schwab and CII President Rajesh V Shah at the | 

inauguration of 1998 India Economic Summit at Viggan Bhavan 
in New Delhi on November 29, 1998 
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How would you like to study in India 
and graduate from Ohio? 

The MBA ptogtamme from 

OHIO UNIVERSITY 
Now in India. 

COLLEGE OP 

BUSINESS 

X .he Manipal Education Network, in collaboration with the 

Ohio University College of Business is offering a 15-month, 

5 quarter MBA programme exclusively for Indian students. 

The entire course will be conducted in Manipal, India with the 

option of completing the final quarter at the Ohio University 

campus in Athens, USA. Faculty from Ohio University will 

handle 60% of the course, and Manipal, the rest. 

Eligibility: Graduate in any discipline. 

Tuition Fee: Rs. 4.5 lakhs payable in three instalments. 

Course commences on January 20,1999. 

For prospectus and application form please send a Demand 

Draft for Rs. 500/- in favour of Manipal Education Network 

payable at Manipal or Udupi. Last date for receiving com¬ 

pleted application forms is December 31,1998. 

Accredited by the International Association 

of Management Education and also the American 

Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business. 

Kindly address all correspondence to: 

The Secretary 

Manipal Education Network 
Dr. T.M.A. Pai Foundation I louse 

Manipal - 576119. 
Phone: (08252)71900.71^)1 Fax; (08252) 71908.70062. 
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IIMS JOIN THE MOST POPULAR INSTITUTE OF INDIA IIMS 

TO PREPARE FULLY FOR THE 1999-2000 COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS 

TRAIN YOURSELF THROUGH 

FREE^THE INDIAN INSTITUTE 
r MANAGEMENT & SERVICES 1 \( Din ( \ssi I I I 
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ACT TODAY AND JOIN OUR CORRESPONDENCE COURSES FOR 1999-2000 COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS 
AND AVAIL OF OUR SPECIAL OFFER OF FREE BOOKS WORTH RS. 250/- PLUS ONE FREE AUDIO 
CASSETTE WORTH RS. 50/- ON GROUP DISCUSSIONS/INTERVIEWS/ENGLISH CONVERSATION/ 
INDIAN CONimrUnON AS PER YOUR CHOICE.- HURRY ! OFFER VALID TILL APRIL 30, 1999. 

IAS (PREL) EXAM MBA ENTRANCE EXA 
GENERAL STUDIES PAPER Rs.1500/-CAT/MAT/FMS/XLRIETC. Rs. 180Q/- 

Rs. 1500/- 

I.A.S. (PREL) EXAM OPTIONAL PAPERS : 
1. POLITICAL SCIENCE 2. INDIAN HISTORY 
3. ECONOMICS 4. SOCIOLOGY 
S. PHYSICS 6. CHEMISTRY 7. BOTANY Rs. 850/- 
8. ZOOLOGY 9. PUBUC ADMINISTRATION emh cum 
I.A.S. (PREL.) EXAM. GENERAL STUDIES 
AND AN OPTIONAL PAPER Rs. 2350/- 
INDIAN FOREST SERVICE EXAM 
(G.K. & ENGUSH ONLY) Rs. 1500/- 
S.B.I./BANK PROBATIONARY 
OFRCERS’ EXAM Rs. 1500/- 
R. B.I. OFFICERS’ EXAM. GRADE ‘A’rB’ Rs. 1800/- 
ASSTT. COMMANDANT/D.S.P. ETC. 
IN B.S.FiC.R.P.FAT.B.P. EXAM Rs. 1500/- 
U.CyG.I.C. A.A.O.’S EXAM Rs. 1500/- 
COMBINED DEFENCE SERVICES 
(I.M.AJC.D.S.E.) EXAM. Rs. 1500/- 
INSPECTORS OF CENTRAL 
EXCISE4NCOME TAX ETC. EXAM Rs. 1500/- 
S. S.C. DIVISIONAL ACCOUNTANTS/ 
AUDITORS/U.D.C. ETC. EXAM Rs. 1500/- 
SECTION OFFICERS (AUDIT) EXAM Rs. 1500/- 

Rs. 1500/- 
Rs. 1500/- 

Rs. 1500/- 

Rs. 1500/- 

B.B.S./B.B.AJB.B.M. ENT. EXAM Rs. 1800/- 
HOTEL MANAGEMENT ENT. EXAM Rs. 1500/- 
NATIONAL DEFENCE ACADEMY (NDA) Rs. 1500/- 
N.T.S.E. EXAM Rs. 1500/- 
I.I.T7J.E.E. ENTRANCE EXAM Rs. 1800/- 
M.B.B.S7P.M.T. ENT. EXAM Rs. 1800/- 
SUB-INSPECTORS OF POLICE, 
B.S.F.. D.P., C.B.I., ETC. EXAM Rs. 1500/- 
IB/SSC ASSISTANTS’ GRADE EXAM Rs. 1500/- 
BANK CLERKS’/CLERKS’ GRADE EXAM Rs. 1200/- 
ENGLISH IMPROVEMENT COURSE Rs. 1200/- 
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE COURSE Rs. 1200/- 
GROUP DISCUSSIONS/ 
INTERVIEWS/SSB COURSE Rs. 900/- 

HAPPY NEWS! NOW ALSO LISTEN AND LEARN 
THROUGH IIMS AUDIO CASSETTES ON : 

S GROUP DISCUSSIONS Rs. 50/- 
• INTERVIEWS Rs. 50/- 
• ENGLISH CONVERSATION (I & II) Rs. 50/- each 
• INDIAN CONSTITUTION (I & II) Rs. 50/- each 
• POLITICAL SCIENCE (I & II) Rs. 50/- each 
• INDIAN HISTORY (I & II) Rs. 50/- each 

NOTE : 1. While sending your fee. please mention your name, your complete address and the name of the course clearly in capital leHers 
on the M.O. coupon or in the letter. It will help us to send you the study material at the earliest. Please write your address clearly 
2. If possible please send your fee by barrir draft only by Registered A.D. However, you can send the fee by M.O. also. 
DIRECTOR: GOPAL K. PURI, M.A. EngliahA Pol. Sc. (Pub.Admn.), P.G. Dip. In Business Admn. (Famous Author of 100 Books) 

Send your full fee by Bank Draft/Money Order immediately to: 

THE INDIAN INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT & SERVICES 
6/18, (II FLOOR), JANGPURA EXTENSION. (DOUBLE STOREY), 
PURI PUBLIC SCHOOL BUILDING, NEAR MASJID ROAD, NEW DELHI-110GI4. 
TELEPHONE NOS. : 4316915. 4329106. 4311946, FAX ; 91-11-4313503 

E-mail : iimspubCa nde.vsnl.net.in 

IIMS COACHING CENTRE AT GUWAHATI (Jayanta Commercial Complex) (Phone No.: sasori) 
NOW IIMS COACHING CENTRE AT SRINAGAR (J A K) — Badshah Nagar, Natipora. 

NOW IIMS OFFERS ysIMtIllMal IN ALL MAJOR CITIES OF INDIA. 
BECOME ilMS FRANCHISEE IN YOUR CITY AND BE A PART OF THE MOST REPUTED 
INSTITUTE OF INDIA. FOR FRANCHISE BROCHURE AND APPLICATION FORM SEND . 

Rs. 200/- BY BANK DRAFT/M.O. IMMEDIATELY ON THE ADDRESS GIVEN ABOVE. 
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Iraq : Crises Unabated 

Few seem to be concerned about the 
rdeal of millions of innocent Iraqis caught 
etween sabre-rattling Anglo-American 
'ilciite and the Saddam regime that refuses 
> yield to the machinations of the wily 
Vest—or of what remains of it—to unseat 
im. Everyone thought that ail was over, 
nee Iraq climbed down on November 15, 

to allow unconditional inspections by 
JNSf.‘OM, averting tor a while the imminent 
inglo-American attack. Mr. Tariq Aziz, 
■dti's Ek'piitv Prime Minister sent a letter to 
If’ UN Secretary-General, Mr. Kofi Annan 
n November 14, 1W8 informing him of 

raq's readiness'to cooperate with UNSC!OM 
nhich is mandated to rid it of its weapons 
if mass destniction capability. 

I'.i'en as one crisis blew over, another 
eemed to replace it, confirming the worst 
iispicions that the Anglo-American 
Uentions over haq went beyond the so- 
alled inspections of the vast hidden military 
iialerial tucked away by foddair. at different 
ilaces. Once Saddam relented on the 
ns|Tt?clion issue, the UN weapons laspectors 
sked Iraq they be handed over documents 
in ihcmical, ballistic and biokigical weapons 
ysiems. A harassed Baghdad turned down 
he dtnnand of Mr. Richard Butler, Chairman 
•I liNSCOM, describing the demand as 
pfovfKative rather than professional". One 
locument being sought by UN iaspectors 
’urporledly shiiwcd that Iraq used fewer 
iifces of ordnance capable of carrying 
hemical and biological agents dunng its 
WO-88 war with Iran than previously 
ieclared, raising questions about how many 
em,un Iraqi sources claimed that the first 

question pertained to alleged documents 
which do not exist and the second included 
repetition of previous requests in respect of 
which they had submitted ail the available 
and true information. 

The Foreign Minister of Iraq, 
Mr. Mohammed Saeed al Sahhaf disclosed 
that Iraq had given the inspectors of 
UNSCOM and the International Atomic 
Agency (IAEA) roughly “2,188,020 pages of 
documents since the weapons inspection 
began in 1991". "We have handed over all 
available documents," he said. "Asking Iraq 
in this artificial way is a new tactic to put 
obstacles and create unwarranted problems." 

As a fresh crisis erupted, the UN 
Secretary-General despatched his trouble 

shooter, Mr. Prakash 
Shah, to defuse the 
crisis. The 59-year- 
old Indian diplomat, 
hand-picked by 
Mr. Annan, has, 
however, little wiggle 
room. Answerable 
to Mr. Annan and 
indirectly to The 
Security Council, 
Shah cannot, step 
outside the limits set 
by UN resolution, 
however great his 
appreciation of Iraqi 
grievances. He has to 
deal with an Iraq 
caught between the 
hammer of intrusive 
UNSCOM weapons 

insjiectoTs and the anvil of crippling UN 
sanctions imposed for its 1990 invasion of 
Kuwait. Iraq trusts Shah and is willing to 
show UNSCOM "relevant parts" of one of 
the key documents sought by Butler, and 
only in Shah's presence, rather than 
surrender it. 

Meanwhile, while the UN Security 
Council failed to reach .settlement on Iraki's 
refusal to surrender arms document to 
weapons inspectors after Russia blocked a 
statement calling for Baghdad's compliance, 
it decided to aUow Iraq to sell another 5.2 
billion dollars in oil over six months to buy 
badly-needed humanitarian aid for Iraqis 
suffering under UN sanctions. In a 15-fl vote 
on November 24,1998, the Council renewed 
the UN Oil-for-FooJ programme and al.w 
agreed to repair its dilapidated oil facilities. 
Iraq has bem barred from freely exporting 
oil since its 1990 invasion of Kuwait which 
sparked the Gulf War. The Security Council 
will lift the sanctions only after the UN arms 
inspectors report that Baghdad has destroyed 

its weapons of mass destruction. The 
Council, however, agreed to start the Oil- 
for-Food programme in 1996 to allow 
imports of basic necessities such as lixid and 
medicines for Iraq's 22 million people. 

Having failed in their attempts to dislodge 
Saddam Hussein through war, subterfuge 
and the never-ending inspection drama, boto 
US and UK have made it clear that they 
would do anything to see that Saddam goes. 
They have even sought the support of the 
Iraqi Opposition to topple him. The 
conspirators were already al work when 
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein's deputy 
on the powerful Revolutionary Command 
Council, Mr. Izzat Ibrahim, while attending 
a religious ceremony^ at Karbala, a Shi'ite 
Muslim holy city, on November 22, 1998, 
narrowly escaped an assassination bid. 
According to reports from USA, former top 
US military and intelligence officials ate 
promoting pksns for a classic guerrilla 
insurgency against Saddam. T'hc plan calls 
for training a 3,1)00 to 5,000 member force 
that would move into Iraq, under US cover, 
establish an enclave, for spearheading 
military challenge to the regime. Tlic US 
Assistant Secretary ol Stale, Martin Indyk 
met in London with Iraqi National Congress 
during 'the last week of November to 
encourage the umbrella organisation's 13 
member groups to work towards greater 
unity and effectiveness. The US 
Administration has said that it will also woik 
with key members of th-.' US Congress to 
implement a law passed in October that 
authorised the Administration to spend $ 97 
million to arm the Iraqi Opposition. 

Political analysts say that USA, guided by 
its calculations of profits from manipulated 
oil supplies, is not at all keen to see 
significant quantities of Iraqi oil flow into 
the international market. There is a world of 
Imth in the charge that UNSCOM personnel 
a;e being inspinx) by USA to turn their 
operations for elimination of Iraqi weapons 
of mass destruction into a never-ending 
affair. UNSCOM itself is dominated by US 
citizens, who behave as if Iraq were their 
fietoom. An inspection team, which cannot 
complete its task in seven years, is either 
totally incompetent or is on a deliberate 
mission of taking vengeance on. the hapless 
Iraqi people just because US is not able to 
get rid of Saddam Hussein, who was 
propped by USA for almost a decade as he 
serv^ as a handy tool against Iran. 

An ineffective and a totally emasculated 
UN, a marginalised NAM, a bellicose 
Anglo-American alliance and an apathetic 

An iraqi '■oUHer stands guard as an UNSCOM team leaves the 

UN compound in Baghdad to resume its inspection work 
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world dd iiol swm In near tho cries and sobs 
;>» tniliinns of Iraqi children and mothers 
who have IteconM- pa was in the power game 
played by callous nations. For more than 
eight years they have been denied the right 
to Jive. The crippling sanctions have made 
it impossible for the p«*ople to luw their own 
resources to sustain Ihem.sedves. The hapless 
people of Iraq have iH'come the expendable 
Itxlder in the wily game of those who are 
never tired of propagating the sanctity of 
human rights elsewhere in the world. 

Japan Refuses Written 
Apology To China Over 

War Crimes 

He "came, saw but did not conquer." 
President Jiang /emin who was on a six- 
day "histone visit" to Japan from 
November 24, l‘W8 as the first I load of Stale 
to celebrate the 20th anniversary of the 

i signing of the 1078 Treaty of Friendship and 
I Cooperation had to be satisfied with an 
I expression of "deep remorse" instead of an 
I apology from japan for its World War II 
-actions. The declaration which was not 
signed by the Chinese President Mr. Jiang 
Zemin and the Japanese Prime Minister, 
Mr. Keizo (Tbuchi said : "Painfully feeling 

Chinese President fiang Zemin with 
I the Japanese Emperor Akihito during the | 

welcoming cm-montf at the Akasaka 
Palace state guest house in Tokyo 

Its responsibility tor inflicting grave suffering 
and damage on the people of China by 
invading China at one period ol history, the 
lapanose side expressed deep remorse for 
this " The joint Sino-Japancse Declaration 
s<iid that Japan would continue in adhere to 
Ihe position stahsi in the 1972 Japan-China 
statement on Taiwan and its recognition again 
that there is one CItina. 

The brutal Japanese aggression on China 
during the span ol the Second World War 
in 1939-194.') dominated the six-day State 
visit of the Chinese I ,'esident to japan. 

That Japan did not oblige China the way 
they did the (’resident ol South Korea a 

2h 

I moiitn ago in apologising over the war 
I cripies left the old wounds still open in the 

I formal relations between the upcoming 
I A.sian power and Japan, the economic 
I superpower. Remarked the Chinese Pcireign 

Minister Tang: "Japan has never oimpletely 
abandoned its militarist past in the same way 
as Germany has with the Nazis. If it were'to 
do so, China And other Asian nations would 
nut have to keep reminding Japan of history 
so often." 

Coinciding with the visit of Chinese 
leader to Japan, a Tokyo aiurt rejected on 
November 26, 1998, a demand for 
compeasation by a group of Allied soldiers 
and civilians held prisoner by Japanese 
troops during World War 11. The lawsuit was 
filed in January 1995 by seven plaintiffs on 
behalf of 20,000 memoirs of veteran and 
civilian ex-prisoner organisations from 
Britain, the US, Australia and New Zealand. 

The plaintiffs had sought a compensation 
of about $ 22,000 per person. It was the 
contention of the Tokyo court tliat the San 
Francisco Treaty of 1951 as well as bilateral 
agreements between Japan and other States 
had already settled the compensation claims 
in regard to the alleged Japanese atrocities 
committed.during the Second World War' 
In a similar case, the Tokyo District Court 
also rejected the compensation claim of a 
Dutch lady who was a so-called "comfort 
woman" as well as by seven mt*n who were 
interned in Indonesia by invading Japanese 
forces during the last War. The Dutch were 
in control of Ihe former East Indies until 
March 1942. Japan claims that the 
Netherlands had waived all claims to more 
reparations under the San Francisai Treaty 
and a later bilateral agreement in 1956 after 
Japan paid a one-time amount to the 
Netherlands government (28,000 yen to each 
of Ihe over 42.200 PoWs) 

Japan did seem to make up for its 
reluctance to give a written apology over 
war crimes by agreeing to extend iipto 
.390- billion yen in loans to China as part of 
their renewed commitment to beef up 
tH.'onomic ties. 

The Chinese leader's vi.sit to Japan also 
marked the completion of an effort by China, 
Japan and the United States to establish 
regular visits among their tup leaders. 
Because of their military alliance, the 
Japanese and American ieadeis have long 
kq)t in close touch. With Jiang's Stale visit 
to the US ii- October 1997 and Clinton's 
return tour of China, Chinese and American 
leaders have now established a pattern of 
regular meetings. The latest summit would 
bring Beijing, Tokyo and Washington closer. 

Jiang-Yeltsin Summit On 
Sino-Russian Border 

'Fhe giant former Cold War rivals met 
once again in Moscow in November 1998 in 
a high spirit of bonhomie, releasing a 
declaration settling disputes over parts of 

I the western streicn or me. two nations 
4^T(Xhkm ^(der. An afling Boris yebeinibund 

I commtm cause with the Chinese fVes(jlent 
during their meetiitg in Moboow on November 
23,1998 that the world should be made safe 
by making'll multipolar to counierbaunice 
the growing global US inlluence. 

After decades of enmity that b^ari in the 
50s, relatiom between Moscow and Belong 
began to tnaw with a visit by the Soviet 
leader Millduiil Gorbachev in 1989. 
- "We have finally overcome a lot of 
historical antagonisnts that were inherited 
fmm the Soviet period, and moved forward 
to a relationship suitable for the next 
century," said a spokesman on the sixth 
Sino-Russian Summit. 

The Ru&sian and Chinese leaders qilled 
for a peawful settlement of Kosovo and 
Afghanistan. 

To strengthen mutual ties, Moscow would 
host a meeting of tlie Russian Prime Minister 
Yevgeny Primakov and his Chinese 
Counterpart Zhu Rongji soon. 

Greenhouse Gases: Action 
At Snail's Pace From Kyoto 

To Buenos Aires 

It is the same (amilliar story of more 
rhetoric and platitudes than action on the 
front to reduce greenhouse gases. The latest 
Global Warming Summit held in Buenns 
Aires, supposed to maintain the momemtum 
of the Kyoto summit on climate change was 
yet another exercise in semantics and 
sophistry, The Fourth Conference of Parties 
of the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change mapped out 
sptxific strategies for carrying out the 1997 
Kyoto I’act designed to tackle the human- 
induced changes to the weather. It may be 
recalliHl that in December 1997, the USA and 
37 other industrial nations agreed in Kyo’o, 
Japan, to .binding reductions in their 
Greenhouse gas emis.sions by 2012, .setting 
out a target of five per cent below 1990 levels. 
I'he Buen;>.s Aires Plan of Action agreed 
upon on November 14, 1998 set a timetable 
for discussing by 2000 the many is.suos that 
still need to be settled, including whether to 
assess penalties against those who don't 
achieve their goals as to how to transfer 
climate-friendly technology to developing 
countries so they pollute less and the nuts 
and bolts of how to measure the pollutants. 

While USA and Europe would like to have 
2000 as the deadline for giving the finishing 
touches to the Kyoto Accord, China and 
India iiave their own reasons not to accede 
to a deadline. USA signed the Kyoto Accord 
on November 12,1998, but the signing was 
merely symbolic because Senate ratiheation 
is not likely anytime soon. And the US 
Congress will not ratify the Kyoto Protocol 
unless some of the bigger developing 
countries—Brazil, China and Indi.i—also 
reduce their production of c^irbondioxide 
and other such gases, though the per capita 
emission of GHCs in these countries is just,' 
a small fraction of the levels in the devefoped 
countries. 
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.1 iiioliiiu storm — n.itiiro's ni.irvollous 

Inoworks displ.iv As oiiinv .is l'll),ll0l> 
iiioloors woio soon in the oorio darkness onlv 

lo 1.0 outsluino .IS the sun ..'liiiibod up Iho 
o.isli 111 skv Iho riiilain h.u' boon runp. on 
0110 o( Iho oro.iiosl .oloslia! shows 

!! was Iho jp'o.ilost displ.iv ot l,o mid 

iiiolooi's -till' nio.i'ost inetoor storm of 

Iho ^l■ll^nl\ visible m ISA. lhi:ly-lwo 
V'o.iis lalor, the l.ooniils slaved aiiolhor 

displ.iv on the m);lils ol \ovomher and 
hS. I'HK 

I mliko Iho ro.u'tion m I'l'iii, 32 y’.irs later, 

snonlists aiul p.ovi rnnieiits aoross the world 
mirsi'd the lo.ir as to what anolhor Leonid 
"storiii" would do to Iho WUt-odd in.iiniiado 

salollilos rol.o. ini; pl-mo i.ills, I'-mail and 

I'.iNos, monitorint; hurrn anos and trop yields 

and serving as aid to global television 
networks \'ASA was worried, so loo the 
|SK( in India. I hough most of Ihe parliolos 

of the Leonid storm are sniallor than .i grain 

ol sand, tlio spooil (of 2.S,0lX) km per hour) 

at whub Ihov travel, poses danger. 

Shortcirciiitiiig and damage to the solar 

panels and oplioal devices are the most 
probable mishaps. 

The Leonids, so named bivausi- they .mviii 

lo r.idialo from Ihe constellation L.eo, are 

.uiiiallv debris shod by comet Temple TurtU.. 
In .111 olong.iloil, 33-yoar-old orbit ol the Sun, 

Iho comet tr.ivols as lar out .is Uranus, thi’ii 

back to within Me million km ol the solar 

siirlaco, p<iss;ng close lo Tarth's orbit on both 

Its wav 111 and its way out. I .ike other comets, 

fempol-1ultle too is a duty snowball that 

heats U)i as it approaches the sun, only to 

thiow oil its "dirt" consisting ol p,irlicli*s, 

big and small. 'I hose particles, calleii 

meteroids, are a debris laden stream 

in space. Our planet conies close lo this 

'violins' ^•vory N’ovomber. The speeding 

meteroids, plunge into Ihe Lai ill's 

atmosphere, are heated by friction and 

boi'ome blaming meteors that are burnt in 

midair. 

As Ihi* IJ-U,iv approaclKsI .>11 lhi‘ nights 

ol Novoinbor 17 and IK most ot the sky- 

walchiTS in India had to be satisfied with a 

dri/7lo ot the I eoiiid wonder instead ol a 
skirin. Iho phenomenon was at its peak 

between 12.'’') AM .ind 2 00 AM .is well .is 

during Ihe early hours ol Novembei IK when 

the range of Leonid showers could be 
s.iiTvew'lieio fnim 100 purtules per hour lo 

more than 1,(l()(; p.iiliclos per hour. ISRCi 

look precautions lo protect its satellites. No 

dain.ige was reported lo the Indian Remote 

Si'iising S.ilellilos and INSAT satellites. So 

•oo NASA confirmed ol no damage* lo their 
s.itellite.s either The Hubble Tel«*scope was 
turned away troiii the storm to proti’Cl lens 

surfiii es. 

Sri Lanka : LTTE Flashes 
The Olive Branch Again 

After a long break that saw the changing 

lorlunes of I.TTL's encounters with 

Government troops, the LTTK leader 

Veliipillai Prahhakaran was, once again, 

ready to negotiate peace that has been 

wrecked by a fratricidal war for over fifteen 

years. The LTTE leader has said that he 

would prefer third party mediation as, in 

his opinion, the Sinhala leadership lacked 

the political will to solve the problem- 

lie dropped any pre-conditions for the 

dialogue and wanted the creation of a 

climate ol peace and goodwill to precede 

the negotiations. President Ms. Chandrika 

Kuinaratunga herself suggeshHi a few days 

ago that her Gov'ernment was willing to 

open a ciialogue w’ith LTTE through a third 

party facilitator. 

I he overwhelming v'lew in the political 

circles in Sri Uinka is that the economy has 

bi*en paralysed by the ethnic war. 

In the emotional speech ov'er the 

clandestine LTTE Radio on the occasion of 

his 44tli birthday, the LITE stipretno assailed 

the internallonal community tor their nol 

finding common cause with the plight of the 

Sri Uinkan Tamils. He was sore af India, 

USA and othi*r countries for imposing ban 

on LTTE. 

Meaii'.vliile, tin* I. ITE has set up bases ol 

.support in difteri nt parts of Ihe w'orld .mil 

IS Irving its bi*st to establi.sh a base 111 South 

Afrii a loo. The Sri l-ankan Eoreign Minister, 

Mr L.aksliniiin Kadirgainar, who was in 

Pft'toria in Novemlu*r 19UK and who 

learnt ol the* LTTE move to shift its 

inlernalinnal secretarial from London to 

an vet omdeiitifii'd place in South Africa m 

she wake of the strict anti-lerrorist legislation 

by Uritain, has described LTTE as "Ihe 

deadliest lerrorist organisation 111 Ihe world 

today". 

Meanwhile, the Sn Lankan Govi*mment 

have respoiisli'il caulioiisly to the LITE olfer 

of peace talks. The ruliiiy; People's Alliance 

Government initiated fieace talks with the 

LI '!• after as.siiming powc*r in 1994, but 

the ciialogue broke down when the Tamil 

guerrillas blew up two navy boats 

in the e.islern port ol Trineomalee in 

April I99K. Spokesmen of ihe ruideiate 

iamil United Liberation Front and the 

Eelam People's Democratic Party want 

the Government to seize the opportunity 

provided by the LITE chief to break 

the stalemate and resume talks with the 

LTTE leaders. Eorincr Prime Minister 

and leader of the United National Party 

(IJNP), Mr. Ranil Wickrainsinghe has said 

that the Government has no alternative but 

to talk lo the LTTE to end the two-decade- 

old ethnic violence. He said that the talks 

could be initiated even when the fighting 

was on. U 
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SPOKEN ENGLISH : COURSE FEES RS. 250/- 

This Package helps to speak English fluently and 
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KVR'S English Home*study Package - 2 
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FAR EASTERN ECONOMK REVIEW Important Topics | 

Euro : Launch of A 
Currency 

On Januaiy 1/1999, Euro of European 
Monetary Union (EMU) is set to become the 
second biggest currency in the world. But it 
is still doubtful whether it will pose a 
formidable challenge to the ubiquitous 
dollar. THE ECONOMIST (November 14- 
20,1998), published from Loivdott, highlights 
the importaitce of Euro. 

Until recently, few outside Europe paid any 
attention to the euro. American policy-makers 
maintained a conspicuous silence, commenting 

transactions, the D-mark in 30%, and other 
euro-member currencies in only 24%. 

Although the dottar's share ef international 
bond issuance has fiillen substantially since the 
early 1980s, otrer 50% of international notes 
and bonds are still in dolors, compared with 
28% for the combined eruo countries. Bank 
lending shows the same dollar preponderance: 
45% of cross-border loans are dollar-deno- 
minated. 

Almost half the world's foreign-held bank 
deposits are in dollars. The dollar's weight in 
private international transactions also makes it 
the currency of choice for countries' c^cial 
reserves. In 1997 some 57% of the world's 

reserves were in 
dollars, though the 
greenback's share has 
fallen in the past hvo 
decades. 

America derives 
several ben^ts from 
the dollar's dominant 
international role. 
There is, first (f all, the 
profits to the state 
from its monopoly 
issue of notes and 
coins. Seignorage from 
dollars held abroad 
may be worth some 

only that what was good for Europe was good 
far America. Asians were too preoccupied with 
their oam crises to worry about a new currency 
half a world away. And Europeans themselves 
were too concerned with the mechanics if the 
single currencu to think about its international 
impact. 

Partly as a result, tlwre is renwrkably little 
consensus on what that impact will be—and 
even less on how to respond to it. The one 
certainty is that the euro will immediately be a 
major international currency, second only to the 
dollar. It is striking that, in economic and 
financial terms, the euro-11 countries are a close 
match for the United States. Their combined 
GDP in 1997 was $6.5 trillion, compared with 
America's $8.1 trillion. Their share of 
international trade outside the eum ana (19%) 
is a shade larger than that of the United States 
(17%). Taken together, bond markets in euro 
countries are somewhat smaller than 

, America'^—although Europe's equity markets an 
I much smaller than Wall Street. 
I The dollar's role in international fitance is, 
liioTvetwr, far bigger than America's relative 
Iweigiit tooulrf suggest. It is the main currency 
Issni for the world's trade and investment. 

half of world trade is invoiced in 
voilars. Almost all commodities an priced in 
■Miars. According to a recent survey by the Bank 

International Settlements, the dolUa features 
^ at least one ride if87% of aU foreign-exehange 
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0.1% of American GDP. 

A No Man's Land for 
Cricket 

Cricket is the top obsession of millions of 
people in India. So much so India and 
Pakistan ate the most formidable rivals not 
only in the Asian power politics but also in 
the field of cricket. Howevm-, for quite some 
time, they have not been able to demonstrate 
their spectacular clashes of the giants, for 
different reasons, yet Siaijah has become 
cricket's no man's land to give the cricket 
farts opportunity to witness IttdU-Pakistan 
cricket battles. TIME (November 23, 1998) 
discusses the lure of the neutral place for 
cricket. 

Aaah, this is cricket at its soap-operatic 
best : Two great teams act out the latest 
installment in a drama that spans generatums. 
A cast <f32 men in udute, guided ly the ghosts 
<f their forebears, perform with high skill and 
raw emotion. Watching the new series unfold, 
millions cf spectators travel through the ages, 
their minds turned time machines, recalling the 
excitement and the anguish if previous episodes. 

Australia tis. England ? dauld be, but here 
we're talking about cricket's other great 
rivalry : India vs. Pakistan. In 51 years, the 
subHxmtinent's sworn enemies have fought scores 
if battles on the cricket pitch, often mimiddng 

the intensity of their three wars off it. Mo4 
than a billion fans in the txdo cricket-mal 
countries relish these encounters as much os-j 
perhaps even more than—Australians ant 
Englishmen. But for the past nine years, thei 
have been denied their favorite spectacle, foi 
reasons that have nothing at all to do with sport 

The last time an Indian team loured Pakistar 
was in 1989, shortly bfbre Islamic separututi 
stepped up their rebellion in disputed Kashmir 
Since then, the Pakistanis have twice canceled 
cricket tours <f India, citing security concerns. 

As a result, Indo-Pakistani cricketing 
encounters have been restricted to the shorter^ 
limited-overs version if the game—and have 

mainly been held on neutral turf, like Sharjah, 
in the United Arab Emirates, and Toronto. These 
distant encounters produce rermue—sponsors 
are attracted by the potential TV viewing 
audience (f one billion—but little passion. Still, 
Jans would rather sec their teams play in some 
faraway place than not at all But consider the 
irony: an Arab or a Canadian has a belter chance 
of seeing the sub-continent's greatest sporting 
event—lit>e—than does any denizen if the su^ 
co.ttinent. It's as f the Ariies were to be played 
for in Belgium, or, for that matter, Sharjah. 

Living Dangerously with 
Nuclear Bombs 

India and Pakistan have fought three 
wars, two of them on Kashmir. The relations 
between the two countries further worsened 
following nuclear explosions by litdia and 
Pakistan. Iklks seem to yield little fruitful 
action. TIME (November 30, 1998), 
published from New York, discusses the 
implications of nuclear race between the two 
rivals. 

It's called chicken's neck : A narrow strip of 
land with a contentious border to the west. 
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owiIttilUi to the east and a hnnkrtr hightvay 
nning up the middle. The rda4 is a. Strategic 
le. It connects India's embattled state of Jammu 
id Kashmir with the rest of the country. At 
mes cf war, arch-rival Pakistaii can xnrtually 
ihead India—thus the nickname—by taking 
mtml if the road. 

Which is why. fur more than 50 years, war 
ss rarely ceased at Chicken's Neck. Indian and 
ttkistani soldiers fire machine guns at each other 

every day, every night, more or less randomly 
(casualties occur regularly). At one point, no¬ 
man’s land is but 100m wide, and the soldiers 
hurl taunts across it. The Pakistanis offer beef 
to their cow-worshipping Hindu rivals; the 
Indians promise to send over pork, which 
Muslims abhor. When there's a lull in the firing, 
one side will accuse the other of running out of 
ammunition. That's a joke. It hasn't happened 
in five decades and isn't likely anytime soon. 
“There is nothing territorial to be gained,” sighs 
Brigadier fuspal Singh, the Indian commander, 
"but you just keep trying to hit each other. Two 
countries simply banging aioay. It's so sad.” 

India and Pakistan harv been banging axcay 
at each other for a half century and haiv fought 
three lives, two of them over the hallow^ land 
called Kashmir... 

But that story gut a fivsh and dangerous twist 
last May when India ti-^'ed five nuclear devices 
and said it might load them onto planes and 
missiles. Pakistan followed suit with siv nuclear 
tests of Its own Both countries' nuclear 
capabilities luere known, but neither had said it 
would make the oombs ready for use They're on 
that threshold now witluiul the exfu'iisioc and 
sophisticated fail-safe meclmnums needed to 
prevent aicidcntal nuclear war (Even the 
residence of India's Prime Mitii'-ler ha been 
knoum to suffer a power blackout.) A missile 
launched from one capital to the other would 
take only a fexv minutes to arrive, affording no 
leeway for hotline negotiations or the self- 
destruct buttons familiar from Hollywood 
_ 

Samsung's Corporate 
Ventures 

Lee Kun i-Iee, tl.e head of Sumsung- - 
South Korea's second laigest business gtoup, 
is pondering whether to scrap his cars as 

the Samsung MoUKS threatens the entire 
group's financid position. FAR EASTERN 
ECONOMIC REVIEW (November 19,1998) 
published from Hong Kong analyses the 
company's corporate planning. 

He's known to stay awake for 48-hour 
stretches, picking apart business proposals to 
examine every cOnceiivhle angle. And forget 
about spending the evening at some stoanky 
affair, rubbing shoulders with other titans if 
industry. South Korea's most reclusive tycoon 
would rather stay home taking apart televisions 
to get a lump on rwals' technology, or head out 
to his company's track to race cars. 

Lee Kun Hte,- the head of Samsung, is as 
legendary in Soufh Korea's corporate circles for 
Ms ability to focus pn new products and business 
lines as he is for his eccentric lifestyle. WUMn 
years of taking cruer from his father Lee Byung 
Chull in 1987, tee demonstrated his business 
savvy by pouring, billions of dollars into 
semiconductors. As a result, Samsung made a 
killing during a two-year global shortage of 
memory chips in the mid-l99lki. 

UnliKc his father, who founded a noodle- 
making company in 1938 and turned it into an 
empire by brooking nif. dissent, Lee is reportedly 
so confident in his managers that he's rarely 
seen at Samsung's Seoul headquarters. In fact, 
he seldom even attends board meetings. Instead, 
the 56-year-old prefers to run South Korea's 
second largest business group from home, 
surrounded by seven pet dogs and a battery if 
TV sets showing science or nature programmes. 

That's where the chairman has bem for the 
past several weeks, local reports say, pondering 
what could be the most important decision in 
Samsung's history: what to do with an ill-fa led, 
4-trillion-amn (53:04 billion) attempt to enter 
the overcrowded car industry that now threatens 
the entire group's financial health. 

Samsung Motors began rolling out its sleek 
SMS modris in March, but so far customers are 
mostly coming from the ranks cf the chaebol's 
own employees, market analysts say—something 
not unneommong among Korean car giants. And 
with production limping along at 60,000 cars a 
year—-just 25% (f capacity—critics question if 
revenues will be big enough to keep the project 
alive. Samsung's recently foiled bid to acquire 
the ailing Kia Motors has only added to the 
pessimism that Samsung Motors will never 
achieve economies of scale. 

China's Growing Elderly 
Population 

As the Chinese population continued to 
grow by leaps and bounds, Mao and his 
successors took measures to check the 
population explosion in China. But it has 
given rise to an entirely different problan— 
the increase in elderly population and the 
decline in fertility due to the country's one- 
chi id policy. In its Leader, THE 
ECONOMIST (November 21-27, 1998), 
published from London, discusses the real 
pnAilem of ageing China. 

For years, people have had Malthusian 
nightmares about global population growth. 
Although, in some countries, too many babies 
have put pressure on fiwd distribution, the 
environment and the supply (f school places and 
health care, Malthus has mostly turned out to 
be bunk. But Ms gloomy predictions frightened 
successive Chinese Communist leaders into the 
most outrageous population policy the world has 
ever seqn. Determined to quadruple Chinese 
living standards per head by 2000, Mao and his 
successors took the simple expedient cf banning 
the growth in the number tf heads. But the result 
will be to exacerbate an entirely new sort of 
demographic crisis in the next century, when 
China wilt become the oldest poor country in 
the wot Id. 

Some of what has happened in China has 
happened all over eastern parts of Asia: j 
phenomenon that Nicholas Eberstadt, an 
American demographer, has dubbed ”a world 
population implosion”. Far foster than in the 
industrial world, life expectancy has risen and 
fertility has declined. Yet China is ageing much 
faster than any comparably pour country has 
ever done before, thanks at least partly to its 
orlt-ekild policy. Fertility seems already to haiv 
fallen below the level needed to replace the 
population. If that doesn't change, more than 
one in five Chinese will be 60 or older by 2030, 
and the absolute size of its workforce will have 
begun lo decline. If this comes about unlike 
most countries China will haiv grown old before, 
rather than after, it has grown rich 

The mum consequence will be a big burden 
on those cf working age. Too many grandparents 
will need family and financial support; not 
enough youngsters will be around to provide it. 
Because the family still takes primary 
resnonsibility for caring for the old. middle-aged 
women will find themselves looking after several 
old folk, and unable lo work just wiien they 
most need to be building up savings for their 
own old age. As for people at woik, they will 
fool the bill for, among other things, healthcare 
and pension schemes. 

Even if these demographic trends were to 
change, China would still need to reform 
financial support for the old. A pension is a 
luxury enjoy^ mainly by CMna's minority cf 
urban workm in state jobs; most old folks receive 
nothing. Still, the obligation on state firms to 
support former employees is one of the biggest 
barriers to the industrial restructuring that 
China desperately needs to achieve. To 
disentangle this mess, the government plans to 
create a single unified sc/iemr. So for, though, it 
has merely created a new sort cf mess, with 
pension obligations fragmented among 
mimKipalilies, rather than among firms. Q 
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If Management is your career Focus, you need 
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the Detailed Course Prospectus. 
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How to Write and Speak 
Simple and Powerful English 

" (for people who studied in non-English medium) ^ 

Dear friend. 
My name U Raj Bapna. I idvite you to read 

Ilia page about my new research-biued powerful 
ourse Bapm's English Course. 

Ybu can use this easy course to learn quickly 
low to write, and speak simple, correct, and 
Hiwerful Bnglish. 

Free Sample off 
What You Will Learn 

Let me teach you how to correctly use 
vUI/shall. We call it Bapna's™ WlU/Shall 
tide. This rule lias two parts: 

Pbr soeakina. always use WILL. During my 4 
van in USA, T never heard anyone use SH^X. 
l^wrBli^ and for exams, use U. like I'll, 

ou'll, he'll, she'll, they'll. This is a short-cut. 
n this way. yixir sentences will always be correct. 

Unique Course 
PieaseiKiie that my course is not at all like 

lapidex'” or other books/courses. I showed you Uic 
ise of will/shali so easily and quickly. Many books 
nay take S to 10 pages to (each it and so it takes you 
iiany days to team to use will/shali correctly. Do 
ou folly icali7.e now that niy course is really unique 
nd difTereni.’ 

Bapiia's Will/Shall Rule and otiter material in this 
ourse caniMH be i^icd by otlwr books/courses 
iccausc this materiiil is based on our research, and 
VC own the cojivnght and iradeinarks. 

Who Will Greatly Beneffit 
This course is not for those smdied in 

English medium. It is for you if you studied in 
ntm-English medium. You can greatly benefit; 
• If you can understand English when others speak, 

but you arc not sure of correct way to write or 
sp^ Englisli. Or. if you someiimcs make 
mistakes or get confused when sjicaking English. 

• If you have used grammar or spoken English books, 
to learn English, ta did not get success. 

• If yuu are a student, teacher, professor, doctor, 
CA. ICWA, CS, MBA, engineer, technician, 
scientist, musician, secretary, phone operator, 
bank ofTiccr. clerk, businessman. 

• If you are highly motivated to leant simple and 
powerful Engli^ easily and quickly 

I Was Weak In English 
I was horn in Rajasthan where people are weak in 

Englisli. I studied in Kovemment nun-Knglish 
medium schtwis. So, I was also weak in English. 

On my w:^ u> Pilaiii lo join B E., at Chirawa 
railway station. I met one P V Reddy from Andhra 
Prade^ who was also tfiiiig to Pilani to join B.E. 

1 started speaking in Hindi. Mr Reddy said. 
'I do not know Hitaji" It was a surprise and shock 
for me Uuil he did not know Hindi. I had never 
uiikcd in Englisii before and I was not confident of 
talking in English. So, I said, *1 do not know 
hngtiSi'. 

My Struggle to Learn English 
In (he fitst semester in Pilani. 1 wus a lo|mr with 

lU out of ID grade points, but I was not conridcm in 
English. .So. I was worried about my weak English. 
I bought many hooks, guides, diclional'ies, 
newspapers. 

I worked hard, but improvcinciit was very slow 
Enr example, I took one month to read my fitst 
novel R. K. Narayan's The Guide liecause I had to 
search so many words in the dictionary. 

1 even thought of dropping one Kinester, silting at 
home, and learning only English That lime I used 
to think 'Why nobody develm a research-based 
course to teach good simple English for noii-Ei^lish 
medium people Tike me? And .someday I'll try.* 

My Oraam Comes True 
I continued to work hard. And finally I improved 

English and became a successful cngineer/auuior in 
America. And, then 1 returned to India. 

fb^, I am happy to offer you this course m 
English-niy second dream has come true. 

My first dream was to teacli students 'how to 

study and how to use mure mind power* to get 
success in exams and competitions. That course has 
changed thousands and thousands of lives in the last 
few years I am more proud of my research and 
comributions in India than my success in USA. 

Our New Research Idr 
Practical Grammar 

The schools teach you complete, theoretical 
grammar. Their goal is to teach eveiything for 
examporpoK. And as a result the schools leave 
many of us confused and unsure of our knowledge 
of English. 

We lurvc aiinplifiod giammar. Our goal is to leacii 
practical Elfish so that you quickly gain 
confulcncc in speaking and writing English. One 
example of our practical approach is (lie Bapna's^ 
vmShuURuk. 

We developed this new course only for people like 
you who studied in non-English meihum. So. it is 
very poimrful and resull-orietued in helping you 
learn quickly. We believe this is the fitst and only 
such course in the world. 

Bio-Data ' 
• BE. BITS PHani M Tech. IIT 

Kharagpur NfSE scholar Rank 
5 Raj School Boaitl. 

• World-famous author, (published 
3 computer books in USA 
Inchnflng a bast selling “MS-DOS 
Mastars* 

• My Drat job as an ani^aer paid 
only Rs 1000 parMONTH. Just 7 
years later, I eatnad SO dollars per HOUR in USA as 
oomputer expert and writer. 

• /U the peak of success. I left USA to do something in 
our own country. Now, I ^land my tun time at the 
'Mind Power Rasaarch Institute.' 

• I also learnt French. Sanskrit. Karate, Breaking 
wooden board by hand, many Maditationt. etc 

• Expert: Computers, English, Mind Power. Study 
Techniques. VWs a rmmbw of'Society for 
Aoeaferated leaminq > Teaching, USA*._ 

60-DAY MONEY-MCK 
GUARANTEE 

I am 100% sure that my course will benefit you 
greatly, so I offer you this unique guarantee: 

If you ate not 100% satislied with the course (code 
8SI;, simply return it »> that il mu-st reach us widiin 
60 ^ys of de.spatch from our office, and you gel re¬ 
fund of .yuur amount (niinus Rs 40 for posi&liand1ii\g) 
by MO. No quesiioas asked-you be the judge 

Ask yuutOTf: Why is this the only English 
course in 'UusTnagazinc, that olTcrs you guarantee? 
W^^dK^j^o^ivyuej^uaramee?^^^^^ 

Easy to Learn 5 Parts 
If you can understand this article, ^ can surely 

understand my course. And greatly benefit from it. 
Our belief and experience shw thu it is better to' 

' leach English throu^ English than through 
.translation, './hy? Because it helps students to 
leant to think in English. 

The complete course has 3 parts for easy learnii^: 
Rirt 1: Esseraial English Rut 2; Invortant and 
Helpful Usage Rart 3: How to Write in a Riwerful. 
EfTeettve, arid Result-Oriented Wiy Rut 4: 
Advanced 'Ibpics Rut 5: Mini Spdiii^ Dictionaiy 

Pan 3 is so easy and powerful that, it is worth 
more than the full price for the conqtlete course. 

Some of the other topics in the coarse arc: 
shon-cuts to powerthl English* Learn to use 

these helpfol words* How to write letters* How to 
enhance meaning* How to remember spellings and 
increase vocahularjr* Common usage. 

Beiwflt from My Mind Povmt Expwtis* 
Mw n»v know ihai I am an expen in the fields of 

Mind Power, Study Ibchniqucs, and Computers. 
I have used this knowlec^e to make the English ' 

course easy to leant and easy to remember for you. 

ffou begin to inqirove on the very fust dsy you get 
this couise. \bu leant simple and powerful English 
in two steps: 

Step I: Study for 1 hour per day. You can 
complete it in 25 to 40 days. 

2: For the next 2 months, revise it for 2 
houfs per week. After tha, for the next 2 months, 
revise it for 1 hour per week. In this ws^, your 
improvement will become permanent. 

Pockat Canto for Faster Learning 
Keep them in your poi^et to revise in scIkmI, in 

ctdiege, in bus, in park, in playground, etc. So. you 
use the time which other people waste. No other 
course gives you such usnul pocket cards. 

More than 100 franchise centres 
of Mind Power English Institute^ 
all over India use Ais course (code 
SSL) for the classroom teaching. 
Their fee is Rs 1,100 to Rs 1,500. 

I encourage you to join the classnmm coaching at 
an authnrired franchise centre in your city or order 
the ccHitse by post as explained below 

i Prooff off Success 
• 'Before joining your course I could understand 

English but I could not speak English. Now, I can 
spm powerful English.' - SnuHSIngli Putnii.Baur 

• 'In the past, I was not good at writing as well as 
spiking English. Using your course, I am able to 
write sinqjle and better English without mistake 
<U>d I can speak English with others without any 
hesitation I compictcil your course in 27 days.' 

• • V H PunJosht. Ahmadnagsr, MS 

• 'Good and unique course I was average in 
English. Now I can write letters in simple 
English.' AkutoSnn.vas.AP 

• *t want to thank you for this valuable English 
course. Now I can write & speak English much 
better than before. * - - bsww Avinmh m. nssiu ms 

Cassettes ffor 
Spoken English 

If you have a tape iccoidei or wanciiuii. I strongly 
lecomnKiid you to also order the course Spoken SigtL\h 
Pmriicr Book (wiih 2 aeneites). The book/casscllcs 
give words and senicnccs of ciinmioti use you need to re¬ 
peat again and again logeit practice in spoken Ei^lish. 
The same are recorded for easy practice on cassettes in 
male and female voices. Tlie course code is 125 and the 
price is: Rs IS0-t-2S. 

Discount Prices: 
Save This Month 

Tile discount prices this month are given helow. Or- 

CfNirse Names Bouroi 
Coda 

1 Prices 
Ptoal 

Bspne's English Courta e$i 245+20 

^okan English Practice Book 24-pegM 
(♦2 eessattaa) 

125 1SD+26 

Both the EngMsh aoMraea ofeeve 720 3g5+26 

HOW TO ORDER 
Thiacause is me-vM m«iinp«because thry do txii 

give money-back guaiaMK. W; send all counes by Reg- 
Meted Rm tmly. No VPB Tb order today, go lo your 
bank or post oRice, nd send foil amount by D.O. or 
M.O. in the name of M.PJt.l. ItilaliHir (Rail to: 

DIrerrior, Mind PiMwr Raaearch Institute 
R-l, Mind Poww Chambora, Sector 4 

Udaipur (Rplaalhan) 313002 
MPOBTAIfr- Niis is CtfitM. Ulart vour naw. aMnu. PIR aouin 
«MBR(^MlMi«ffllOfimiOR(2)bidiaffOrsR Dp nal mM IPO. TMO. 
9P*IID pr MBgns Mb vSM tor one monlh Iroin thp drip o( pubiieSlon o( 

BL Mtow ui for ORbr proGMiliig. dtlsiF PMbMp. LMNPur 
jUftodisHm onty Tlikatomaifc Cc^iyngMIyMM 



Careers & Courses 
Management ir Exports it Export Marketing Statistics ic Personnel Management 

MANAGEMENT 
The Nofthem Institute for Integrated 

.earning in Management, B-II/66, %enhah 
»uri Marg, Badarpur, New Delhi-110 044 
recognised by the All-India Council of 
Technical Education, Government of India) 
)ffers a Post-Graduate Management 
’rogramme (1999-2001). The course offers 
.pecialisation in Marketing, Human Resource 
Management, Finance, International Business 
•nd Information Tedtnology and Systems 
Management. 

Eligibility. A bachelor's degree from any 
■ecogniscd Indian or foreign university, 
.'andidates, appearing for tt«eir fiiul year 
legree examinationmay also apply, 
.'andidates who have appeared for MAT 
conducted by AIMA)/GMAT/other All¬ 
odia Written Tests during tlw last one year 
ir are appearing for MAT in the third week 
if January 1999, are also eligible to apply. 

I’rospectus and Application Forms are 
I vailable by piost from the Admissions Office, 
MIILM, against a Demand Draft of Rs. 550 
irawn in favour of "Northern Institute for 
ntegrated Learning in Management", 
layable at New Delhi. The last date for 
uhmission of completed application forms is 
'’ehriiary 17.1999. Date for Group Discussion 
ind Personal Interview will be intimated to 
he applicant at a later date. 

The Amity Business School, Noida invited 
ipplications for the following programmes 
I'linniencing mid-1999: 

(i) Two-year Full Time Post-Graduate 
Diploma in Management (PGDM)—120 seats. 

iMt Date . January 29, 1999 (With Late 
t-ee • Februaiv 15, 1999). 

(ii) Full Time Post-Graduate ENploma in 
International Business (PGDIB) + MBA (IB)— 
120 seats (13 months at Amity Business 
ScluMil + 5 months ai University of East 
London, UK). 

lost Date : January 15, 1999 (With Late 
Fee : April 15, 1999). 

(/ii) Graduate Diploma of Business 
Administration (GDBA) * BBA—120 scats. 

last Date : March 30, 1999 (With Late 
Fee • April 15, 1999). 

How to Apply : The ABS Information 
Brochure and Application Form can be 
obtained in person on payment of Rs. 650 for 
the Post-Graduate Programmes or 
Rs. 5(X) for the BBA through a Bank Draft 
drawn in favour of Amity Business School, 
NOIDA, payable at Delhi/New Delhi from 
Amity Business School, Post Box No. 503, 
Sector 44, NOIDA-201 303. 

1 EXPORTS 
I The National Institute of Fashion 
iTcchnology, NIFT Campus, Hauz Khas, New 
Delbi-110 016 announces GEM *99 (Gaiment 

Export Merchanidise Management) two- 
semester Certificate Programme for working 
executives under ftie Apparel Marketing and 
Merdiandising Department The ten-month 
course commenoes in February 1999. It would 
provide comprehensive practical inputs in: 
• Merchandising-Principles and 

Tediniques for Exports 
• Fi^ion Materials-Fabrics, Knits and 

Triim 
• Garment Production and Quality 

Management 
• Advanced Merdundising 
• International Trading Practices, 

Procedures and Policies 
• Merchandise Support Systems 
• Vendor Compliance Systems and 

Practices. 
Please apply on the prescribed application 

form available at CE Department of NIFT on 
payment of Rs. 100 by Demand Draft drawn 
in favour of NIFT, New Delhi 

Last Date : January 7,1999. 

EXPORT MARKETING 
The Indian bislitute of Fordgn Trade, IlFT 

Bhawan, B-21 Qutab Institutional Area, New 
Delhi-110 016 has announced an Evening 
Course (March 2—June 30, 1999) for self- 
employed or executives working in private/ 
public sector undertakings, services agencies 
and institutions like banks, insurance. Export 
Promotion Councils, Commodity Boards, 
Chambers of Commerce, etc., to impart 
systematic knowledge' of Export Marketing 
Techniques and enhancing managerial 
competence of the executives enaga(^ or 
likely to be groomed- in intei national 
marketing operations. The course indudes 
International Marketing Management, 
International Business Environment, Indian 
Economic Environment and Policy, 
Marketing Logistics and Export and Import 
Procedures and Documentation. 

Eligibility : Candidates must possess 
minimum Bachelor's Degree or equivalent 
from a recognised Iniiian or a foreign 
univeisity and have a minimum of 2 years 
of post-degree full time work experience at 
executive level as cm February 28, 1999. 
Organisational sponsorship is preferred. 
Non-sponsored employed candi^tes may 
also be considerecl provided their 
applications are accompanied by e "No 
Ol^ection Certificate" from their employers. 

Election : There are 60 seets selection to 
which will be on tite basis of Interviews 
starting fixim February 10,1999. 

Venue : IIFT Campus, 6.00 to 8.00 p.m. 
(Monday to Friday). 

Haw to Apply: ftoapectus and application 
forms can he Obtained by sending a Demand 
Draft of Rs. 250 fiwouring Indian Institute of 
Foreign Trade to tiie Programmes Officer, 

Indian Institute of Foreign Trade, C 
Bhawan, B-21 Qutab Institutional Area, N 
Delhi-110 016. 

Last Date : Januaty 11,1999. 

STATISTICS 
The Indian Statistical Institute, 20 

Barrackpore Trunk Road, Caicutta-700 
has announced that Senior Diploma 
Statistics (5DS) and Junior Diploma 
Statistics GOS) examinations will I 
conducted at Bangalore, Mumbai, Calcuh 
Delhi, Hyderabad and Madras centres (j 
adequate number of candidates apply) i| 
^>ril, 1999. Information bookiet oontahiiitj 
Byelaws and ^llabi and Applicatfon FbRii| 
will be availabte on sending (i) selfaddraasa^ 
envelope (size 25 cm x 20 cm) and (ft) Bdvano 
payment of Rs. 70 (Rupees Seventy only) m 
Bank Draft «idor^ in favour of IitdiaS 
Statistical Institute, Calcutta. Application 
forms, duly filled in with normal fees, etcJ 
must reach the Secretary, Examination^ 
Committee, latest by January 31,1999 or b| 
February 9, 1999 witii a late foe of Rs. 1^ 
The )l5s and SDS are recognised by 
tile Gwmment of India as equivalent to BSiq 
in Statistics and MSc in Statistics respectivdyl 
for employment purpose only. ! 

PERSONNEL MANAGl a7ii:< NT 
The National Institute of Personnei 

Management (NIFM), 45, Jhowtala Road,' 
First Floor, Calcutta-700 009 has invited, 
applications for admission to the three-year! 
Post-Graduate Diploma Course in PersiMinel: 
Management (equivalent to MBA), approved | 
by the All-India Council for Technical; 
Education and also recognised by the 
Government of India as well as by some Sfote 
Governments. 

Eligibility : (i) Admission Test conducted 
by NIPM-A graduate in any discipline from; 
a recognised university. Die sub|«is of the! 
Admission Test are : General l^owledge,; 
English Language, Numerical and Analytical > 
Abilities (ail objective-type) to be held on , 
f<ebtuary 14,19M at various centres. 
■ (ii) Direct Admisnon (Witiiout Admission i 
Test); Candidates possessing Master's law/ 
Engineering/Medical/Agriculture, etc., 
degrees and those who ate profossicmally 
qualified as Chartered/Cost/Management 
Accountants/MBAs, etc., are eligible for - 
direct admission. 

How to Apply: Eligible candidates should 
write to the Institute for Prospectus and 
^iplication Form with a Demaiid Draft for 
Rs. 225/- favouring National Institute of 
Pnsonnel Managonent, payable at Calcutta. 

Last Dale ; For NIFM Admission Test— 
January 15, 1999: for Direct Admission— 
Febniaty 28,1999. □ 
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Questions From BBC's 
Most Popular Quiz Show 
By specid OfTcmgement, Competition Success Review is proud to reproduce 
in a serialised form selected questions from die book BBC : The Complete 
Mastermind, published in India by Teksons Bookshop, New Delhi. Various 
quiz contests are being organised all over die country and on the request 
of our readers to have standard material, we have introduced diis feature. 

What are the names of the two by John Lyly ? 

large towers of the Palace of 13. Who assassinated Robert 

Westminster ? 

2. What is majolica 7 

3. Name the first opera ,ever 

performed ? 

4. What is particular about the oibit 

of Pluto ? 

5. What was the duty of 

Triptolemus ? 

6. What is 'opera bouffe' ? 

7. What is now understood by the 

phrase 'crossing the Rubicon' ? 

8. When did nationalisation of steel 

first come into force ? 

9. What were 'pomanders' ? 

10. What is the origin of the word 

'language' ? 

11. What is the derivation of 

'assassin' ? 

12. What is the literary term 

introduced into our language 

-umuiumii WM 
auuni [miSun -m«q ({sp(JC^, e Suiabh 

■aqcjg oip^. 
asnoui pue asno[ ‘ueutoM 

'ueui 'i{4UO) ‘asooS 'lOO] luaAas aje 
.vaifx '9 JO isa Suippe Xqjo peaisui (aMOA 
U1BUI aqi 9ii|Slu«i(a Xq jepi^c aqj uioa| 
apeui n tpnfM unou ■ ]o uucy iun|d aqj, 

'sapixretpuri 

')ueq3 uouiiuuo SJVV 
'f£8l “! ajnpuQiav.7 

(eaipoijad initnauojae qauaij aqi 
ui aAnaua\i!/v ap nsajnH Xq leaiiJe 
parejisniif ua qiiM auim ]|iom s,»uia 
ep fo uoiiaaifqnd rueaijiuSK isjy aqx 
-paaueApe oo) sbm iqSnoqi {taiinniaiat 
uaqM Xjiuuaa qiuaaiauiu aqr ui a)e( 
]pun paqsiiM ndun pauiauiai Xaqt asneaag 

OCX av 
)noqa paiitied iduasnueui auiiuazXg v 

-uaqiis sjaqsig uaqiis 
-jfJOM s.aiBadsaqaqs 

pasuaniiai (9091- i tSSi) ^1-^1 “Hof 
■puBigug sitf pur eanifdng pua jMt /o 
/taa/ruy atp samfdng in paiaqsuouiap 
aaueXoquiau Xjajatn 'uisinqdng 

■(quup ot qaiqaeq uiaq] aAaS 
japaa) jfaq) pa|ooa jnoAjai Jiaqi uaqM 
siapesrua |ie japinui o| .ainatunoyq 

aqi JO uaui p|a aqt. ''qqams Jiaqi 

Kennedy ? 

14. What is the 'Joshua Roll' ? 

,ever 15. Why did not the aeronautical 

drawings and writings of 

s orbit Leonardo da Vinci play any part 

in inspiring any pioneer in the 

Y of history of the aeroplane ? 

16. Who tried to close the Empire 

Promenade in the 1890s ? 

i>y the 17. Promethcum belongs to a group of 

:on' ? elements. What is the group 

if steel called ? 

18. What is a mutated plural ? 

19. What was the name of the great 

word Dtutch astronomer who discovered 

a supernova in 1572 and who 

>n of drew up a famous star catali^uc? 

20. If you were in a Hummum what 

term would you be most likely to be 

guage doing 7 

ANSWERS 
!M Xq UJOM9 'npeuej uiA|so)q 'auiisajEj 

'UZ '*! snoiSifaj e bjam suissbssc 
1^ -gl jaqiuaui-jaijeqa jeuiSiJo) qsiqscq 
}M JO uajea 'uiqseifsifseif ueiqejy u«uj 11 
ue -anSuo) Suiueaui 'eniuif—uije-] oi 
lOA (asea aqj 
Qoj joj isnf pasn sauipauios sum uua) aqi) 
qj, '01 ucMpajuiisuieSapimSieseJoauinjiadioj 

iri pauJiQBaauBisqnsaqevuojepaxiuijosnBfi S 
91 •X961 'f|n( 8Z 

f/1 X96I PV 1“1S PV* ““r JJpun 
iqi ai«a SuiisaA aqi £561 PV 
lie uaqaq)^pa8iieuoiteu.ap'asino3jo'seAi 
ijA Xqsnpu! aqx -{.ggi Xjenuef sbm 6^51 jjy 
m iaajspuBUOiiaq)japuna»ea*»n>s5Wam >’ 
lat -Xadiuoi qiiM 

JVM ajojaq ui;q Xq passou pue aauiAOjd 
»g -gi s.jvsav^ Supiuiti ujeans v svm uoaiqn^ 
aqj aqi -pauiuiuioa eauioaaq auo jeqj 
I V '91 BueauiqaiqMjoSuisjojaaqjXiepunuqv 

PIS 'Cl vjadn, ueneji u] vjado aiuio^ -9 
iqg '9uimoj9 
|of -ujoa JO aSpaiMouq aqi peajds 01 -g 
/o 'liqio auiuaaaa ue eeq q -9 

•ap '(X6SI 
ns '21 “I aauaJOlJ «! paanpojd) fU)ra C 
iv8 'Xjiquaa qjuaaijg aqi ui vaioje^ uioq 
jAi adomgaiiqSnajquaaqaAeqotpasoddns 

XianodpatuauiVuiopuvpa2V|8jopup|v Z 
aqi 'jaMOi euoiafA pue jaMoi qaoi3 • i 
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'* WMth ^ Confusid about your caruer? Don't 
tceum», know whot options ore open lo you? 
up-to-date Relax, now here's help.. 

Inibrmetkm cAmG career guides offer expert 
incBan Expresa^^ guidonce and insights into popular and 

emerging career options' areas of specialisation, nature 
of work, eligibility, career prospects, jobs, emoluments, 
and real-life examples. 

Pius: eoch book is packed with up-to-date information 
on where <o study, course details, eligibility, etc. 

Cf ere In Managnnwnt 
Cwm In Clinrtarad Aecointaney 

Cnrenni in Motel Monoaomont 

Cmoro In Computen 

Coteoto In Ijrar 

Coteote In Booiity Cam 
Ouldo to Cotioi»ond>nco ft Mart Thno (teuraoa 

Cteof In Itewommont 

entente bi Rnlteinifn 
Cteoote in Soolal Woth 

Coteote In tho Civil Sotelooo 
•Cnrani ■ In Hio Hi wind Foteon 

1^ 

How to excel in studies 
and exams.. Thevvoi1cl*8iiK»t 

successful 

entente In TV H BtendcnnllnB 

Haw to Ool tho Job You Want 
■riUnh Idueatlon Oiddo 

TEST MW 

A Uueprtnt for 
Sueeeee — liMns Today 

IMirk or study aimsees 

rsteori successful 
mneae ' I ^ HOMT-tO-Study GufdeS 
f*™ Is/ 

emKhm designed exercises 
w^wiDE (R&7S/-each) j 

1 VF!? ^ appreciate the help.■ 
* !■ Please rush me: I 

^ VPP □ DD enclosed J 
(DD on a oielhi bank favouring CARINQ) I ■ (Please tick 0 the appropriate horns) o 

mciim i4j gig] m ooia&seoiBil 
IK*i Ql IFJ Qsl ^ gi] (3 @ @ a I 

(Postage A Packing Ra. 71- per book) | 

I Name. I 
.Address. ^ 

Name.... 

CJUUMG1."K 
CAisif ittrotmnoN s ghoancc 

h''. -JUiOl S ^ 
rtoTMwNatoa 
rto hnpteon Yon 

(A VIskm Books Imprint) I . i 
24 Feroze Gandhi Rd. Laipat * .Bin. 
Nagar3, New Delhi 110024 I Signature.Date. I 
Ph: 6836470: Fax-6836490 ■ Rush 7b' CARING, 24 Feroze Gandhi Road. ■ ^ 



Improve Your Memoiy and 
Use More of Your Mind Power 

For Success in Competitions. (MottiMophumoniyie%.) 

r friend. 
My name a Raj Bapna. I want to tell you some 

ftoni my neir suTfrisingly powerful course 
Bapna's Mind raver Study Techniques.* 

Why Oily 10% Misd Pesrer 
\bgis have always known that each person's mind 
very powerful. The sciemists now say tiiai most 
iple use only 10% of their mind power. That 
o 90% of mind ptwver remains hidden and 
ised. 

My course teaches you to use part of this 90% to 
y better, to improve your memory, and to get 

in your exam and competition. 
Surprising But Tnw 

Consider this. have neen learning many 
bjects in schools or colleges for 10, or 12, or 

tore years, it is surprising tliai they do not spend 
I I hour to teach you Ihiw to use more of your 

ind power for success. 
My poHWful, result-oriented course will help you 
eveiytiiing you warn to study: Engllsb, Flndcs, 

itfaa, Hiatoiy, etc. and for IAS, FMT, UT. 
Exams. PO. Bank. UFSC. SSC, CA. CS. 

I[*‘cant Make You Superman. No Magic. 
I want to make it dear that my course cannot 

ipake you a superman or give you success by mpgic 
if yw do mx work hard. 

What my course can do is to help you discover 
ilw hidden talents and natural abilities of your mind 
such as reading faiacr and remembering mote in less 
time. 

I guarantee that my course will help you towards 
success if you anxa sincere and ambitious student 
win studies average or more, is different, and 
seriously wains to get success. Both toppers and 
ordinary students will greatly benefit. 

Just as a strong fouidation helps to build a good 
building, this course helps you to make the best use 
of your hard work and study ing/coacliing. 

laiprttvt Yoar Maaiorif Qakkly 
Vbu will learn many easy techniques to iiiqirove 

your memory in this course. Let me give brief 
sunmutry of two such techniques here 

Technique I Tlic brain lias iwn memory stores: 
short-ienn and lung-lirrm Research shows that 
without revision, after 24 hours wc remember only 
I8‘)l> Afici 1 inonili only 5%. h clearly shows tliat 
we must revise But, most students do not revise 
.sysuanaiically, so much ofthetr hard work is 
wasted I teach the powerful techniques 
'Systematic Revision* 'Daily Routine* so that 
you can revise and rememner more in less time. 

Technique 2* Scientific research has proved that 
fur better memory, we sliould lake rest and not 
study continuously for hours. You will learn my 
technique 'Re.st Ruuiine* to get maximum benefit 
fmm the rest. Tf's technique relaxes you, changes 
your brain waves, and puls you in a 'learning state' 

laad Pastor to Kavisa Pastor 
Everyone can learn to read and understand 300, 

300 or more words per minute. But, many of us 
read only about 100 words per minute. My 'Finger 
Ibchnique' will double your speed in 60 minutes. 

\bu mi^ read slowly for these readons: (I) If you 
read aloud or move tips (Z) If you hear sounds in 
your mind (3) If you read one word at a glance 
rather than reading maiiy words (4) If, without 
bciiig aware, you read .some words again and again. 

This course will help you to overcome these 
habits. The best use of reading foster is not to study 
new cheers liir the first tune, but to revise again 
and again quickly so that you can remember more in 
less lime. 

Wirat Will Tm Uani 
My UMise helps you in tlicsc Crttkai Succoa 

BKlors: 1 Good increase in your memory & 
conceittn..ion 2. Ybur ctfecliveness to read foster 
and leani will increase greatly 3. Increase in your 
ability to .study longer without gening tired (body or 

^ (mafwMamnr 
' TImM QMSiiOBt ^ 
• For battar mamoty, should you study 

oBity m mombig or lata in nlipit? 
• For battar mamoiy, should you read faal 

or slow? Should you study conlinu- 
oualy or taka rest? 

• Do sxamlnari giva you more mailtB If 
you wnto rnore pages? 

•Which vitamins can help your brain to 
function boner and to improvo your IQ? 

• For how many hours must you sloop? 
I* Is It good for your IQ to oat just before # 
Van exam? .X 

0«r Stodasl Ms 
Ml Maaiarr iKM'd 

Our sludant Rajiv Chaudhaiy has 
racengy sat a mamory record. 

.JOUkOB (Limea Book of Records). 
In inteivlaws to many newspapera 

ha said, The sacrela of my nswiy doveloped mamory 
are postal coureas Mind Power Study Teehtdques and 
Mind Pomr Music trom On Mind PomrPeseurch 
Institute, Udetpur.’ 

Balore joining our courses, he was an ordinary 
aludeni and soorad only 52.3% In High School Exam. 

Aak veuraalf: It ttite eouraa can halp aomaona to sat 
a naw mamory rocord, can H also help you io Improve 
memory and uaa more mhid power for sucxrets? 

WbM Rmn|Mp«n, MagailMS Say 
sTSImple, eflarXIve, practirrel techmquas to improve ovar- 
all InteiUgenoe and mind power. Evan average student 
can aaaily undarsland.' — i«T<<iBaiindH 

•' Powerful, practical, easy It win halp all students, bank 
olhciais and others appearing for taat. exama and Inlar- 
vlewS ' ~ hidMn Hank.1' Association BnXatoi 

What Stodaols Say 
•TYour course helped me to win GOLD MEDAL in AMIE 
exam. II has been of immense help to me.' 

tlar%h Vhiflhan Khamw. tiuni 
a't topped DAV College Chandigarh. I increased my 
reading speed from 303 to 1000 words per minute.' 

.Ssnieov Oku. Panchkuls. Harysns 
•/Very useful for my BSc and iCWA exams. Within a sin¬ 
gle day, I increased my reading speed trom 275 to 455 
words per minute* sjavai»usii. Madini.. tn 

•”l am vary happy to inform you that my eon Ravi 
Anand increased his readirig speed trom 228 to surpris¬ 
ingly high IBIS words per minute. Thank you for your 
course.' —Di M t Smslt ^ fy* Suiuaon. SiImi 
■Unbelievably, I Improved my reading speed from 75 to 
200 words per minute- My son (in class 4) improved 
his memory. He also improved his reading sireed from 
45tOl00.' — Ptor M Bhatnagar. PM, fernwrty m USA 

•1 worked hard according to your tachniques and im¬ 
proved My parents are vary happy. I hod never ba> 
fore got distinction, but now I got 78% in Maths and 
80% In Sdsneo.*_— PmiImi Xumat, NoaS, MS 

mind) or feeling sleepy 4. Ybu will experience that 
you are capable of schievii^ much more success 
than you curre»'Jy do (even if you are already very 
good) S. Enhance your intelligence B. Improve 
writing, spellii^, interview skills 7. Learn exam 
secrets m get more marks for what you have studied 
t. Avoid big mistakes that can cause foilure 

YOU Will Atoo LMm TIwm 
1. Some major mistakes of exam days & how to 

avoid them 2. More technioues for inqiraving 
memory, concentration, and imelligence 3. How to 
use time ui the classroom for success 4. Mind maps: 
new scientific way to take notea 5. Program yourself 
for success using the power of beliefs, imagination, 
and Neuro Ui^istic Progiamming 6. Advanced 
memory techniques to remember long sequences, 
spelling, and coinpiicateil things 7. buerview 
(Uniques for self-confidence & success 8. How 
examiners correct answer papers, and how to use 
this knowledge to get mote marfai 9. Mega- 

■W’Rala ——a—— 
• BE,BrrSPIIani. M Tech, IIT Kharagpur. I4TSE 

scholar. Rank 5 Raj School Board. 
•Wortd-famouB author. IpubdahadBconipuiarboaks 

in USA Indudlng a bast saMng “MS-DOS Maaiaia.* 
•My flrst Job as an angkiaar pM only Ra 1000 par 

MONTH. Juai 7 yaare latar, I esmad SO doNara par 
HOUR in USA as oompuler axpert and wrnsr. 

•At the peak of auooaia, I Ml USA to do aomelhino ki 
ourownoounby. Now. I apand my hiH llnw at lha 
*Mlnd Power Research InatUuta.* 

•I also laamt Franch, Sanakilt, Kaiala, Breaking 
wooden boaid by hand, many MaditaUons, ate. 

•Expert: Computare, English, Mind Powar, Study Tbch- 
niquea. Wte a mambar of 'Sodaly for Acoalareled 
Laaming A Taachkig, USA'._ 

vitamins can increase your intdligence during 
exam-di^ 10. How for 2 types or questiona. you can 
get more marks. 

Topper's Unlous Couise 
Combinet Best of USA and India 

This unique course combines SOQO year old Indian 
techniques with the latest scientific discoveries in brain 
lescaich, nuuilion, pnchology, aial music in America 
and other countries. This course is protected ^ the 
Copvriaht Law so nobody can copy this materiu. 

MIb4 Foorar Mask lor laaiaioa 
Our cassette has music and sounds from nature ^ver, 

hir^) andte sidiliminal messages (or Hidden- 
Messages™) in this music bypass your conscious mind, 
go to your subconscious mim to help you. 

Now a rcsiaipch paper, as part or Hi O work in the 
Department of Psychology, Sukhadia Univeraity, has 
academaally proved that this music signifkamly helps 
in learning/creaiivity and that it is as effective is mind 
machines. (Dr Thomas Budynski had found that mind 
machines increase IQ and arades/matks in school/exam) 

60-OAY MONEY-BACK 
GUARANTEE 

I am 100% sure dial will benehi greatly from iqy 
course, so 1 offer you this unique guarantee; 

If yiw aic not 100% satisfied with the course (code 
SOS), simply return it so that it must reach us within 60 
days of dcispalch from our office, and you gel refund of 
ynur amount (minus Rs 40 for posiAhandling) by MO. 
No questions asked-you be the judge. 

This is more liian enough time to benefit. Actually 
many students benefit on the fiist dqr they get the 
course. And must benefit within 1 or 2 weeks. Wiih the 
course, JLalso send a green poster of Sapna's Opdral 
lUusion™ Terludque for Conceniroiion which was 
inspired by S(X)0-year old symbol of India called Sn 
Ibntra. Even if you return the cooiae for money-back, 
please keep this amazing poster as my free gift. 

You Doeldo ••• 
It is up to now. Ybu can turn this page as if you 

did not even read it, or you can decide to jom this 
course to benefit ttom nty hard work and success. 

Discoinil PriC(;s 

The discount prices this nwnlh are given below. 
(?tder now with^ delay to save and to benefit aeoncr. 

RqasaMsaiMPasst study feciiiiieMi cam 805 aaovac 
Mamuy nd CoiomnllDn cansdi (Beds lObRs 80a25^MMPimMiubee*(eDdi«IMixHMS) 111 BS*2a 
cowatisrfaivf (<w»dMf rewiMitufaatwi_ 
■rei«Mww«kire(id^iq I 712 |iaa*M 

HOWTOOtMR 
This courae ia not fold in ihona hecauae they do not 

give money-back gianniee. Vfc send all couiiea by 
Regiateied Boat only. No VPR lb order today, go to 
your bank or post office, and send full amount h D.D. 
otM.Ol In the name of M.P.R.I. UdMnor (Rati w: 

DIraclor, Mind Power Reaaarch ImUtutB 
R-l, Mind Power Chambert, Sectard 

Udi^r (Rgjaethiui) 313(W2 
NBlD’iia: WiSu b CAnriU. Man ynir luna WdMS PW. reins coda 
a P) MMi Id MO bm OR eg bred of OnA Do IM mM ira, TMOl, • bb- 

iwoiailtom 

IriidMwk. Oapri^gMIrUM 



Vikas Garg (7th Hank): IAS Toppers Talk To You 

Support & Encouragement Essential 

Vikas Garg (27) has achieved the 7th 
position among the succeseful candidates 
of the Civil Services Examination, 
1998. 

He has done B.E. (Electronics) and 
M. Tech. 

We publish below an exclusive interview 
he gave to Competition Success Review. 

CSR; What prompted you to choose 
Civil Services as yoiir earner 7 

Vikas Garg : Better social status, 
participation in policy making and power 
to take decisions. 

Q. How did your parents, family and 
friends contribute to your success 7 

A. They provided me the support 
(mental as well as enthusiasm) which one 
necessarily needs to pass this exam. Their 
timely help always encouraged me. 

Q. Had you not been selected in the 
Civil Services Examination, what would 
have been your reaction 7 Which other 
service/career would you have gone in/ 
opted for 7 

A. As 1 was already working earlier in 
the fJepartment of Telecom through the 
Indian Engineering Serx'ices and later in 
Customs and Central Excise Group A 
Service, I would have continued with that. 

Q. How would you visualise your 
success 7 

A. i think of this success as the 
contribution from all of my friends, wife 
as well as parents who always encouraged 
me. 

Q. What were your Optionals for the 
Civil Services Examination 7 

A. (I) Electrical Engineering, 
(2) .Mathematics. 

Q. What wat, your criterion for the 
selection of the optional subjects 7 

A. As I had graduated as an Electronics 
Engineer from Malaviya Regional 
Engineering College, the first was an 
obvious choice. Mathematics was chosen 
on the basis of its being a high scoring 
subject 

Q. How did you prepare for the 
Prelims 7 

A. I read NCERT books on History, 
Omsliliition o) India by D.D. Basu, daily 
newspapers like The Times of India, The 
Hindu, Till’ Telegraph, The Pioneer, etc, 
besides Coiiijrlilion Success Review and 
G-’iienil Kiu'.eledge Toilaif. I was comfortable 
with my Optional paper because 1 was 
Miiite confident. I think it i? a giKtd enough 
'■> .ly to clear the Prelims. What matters is 
one’s speed in answering the questions 
accur.itely without committing any 
mistakes. 

Q. How did you prepare for the Mains 7 
A. For die K^ins, one requires thorough 

preparation. One must also consult the 
previous yeais' question papers in various 
subjects. My preparation centred on 
preparation for History through Bipan 
Chandra's book, Constitution, current 
events and science and technology 
through newspapers and magazines. 11 lid 
much stress on the two papers in 
Mathematics and paid only a cursory 
glance to the other optional —Electrical 
Enginc*ering. 

Q. What is your impression about the 
Interview Board 7 

A. The Interview Bi»ard was vtT\- cordial. 
Q. Competition Success Revieiv is the 

largest read youth magazine in English. 
How do you visualise the role of this 
magazine in moulding the careers of the 
youth 7 

A. It provides a comprehensive ."Ot-up 
for preparation of Civil Services, covering 
current events, essays and discussion on 
optionals. 

Q. How did Competition Success 
Review help you in your preparation for 
the interview 7 

A. The regular feature on preparation 
of Interview in Competition Success Revietn 
helped me to formulate my way of 
answering and preparing questions. 

Q. What is your opinion about 
Competition Success Review 7 

A. its main purpose is to serve tin* 
students in preparation for various 
competitive exams and I feel that it is 
fulfilling its objective. 

Q. What is your opinion about General 
Knowledge today 7 

A. It helps in preparing for the Prelims 
and short notes of two marks ea«di in the' 
Mains. 

Q. What do you think is a better way of 
preparation between selective, intensive 
study and wide, extensive study 7 

A. I feel that selwtive, intensive study is 
the iH'st while preparing for the Mains, but 
one should go for wide, extensive study at 
the initial stages 

Q Is pattern of the examination 
appriipiiate for selection 7 Would you 
recommend any other improvement 7 

A. Vi s, it IS appiopriate but 1 feel that 
the I' - (Mi'er. wludi was reintroduced 
ill I"'*’, ^ 111 bi .liMie iiw.iv \'nh. 

Q On >ou teol that there should be no t 
rc'.tiuliim on the niiiiibc-r of attempts? I 

A. 1 feel that llie restriction on tltc 
loimber «>f .ilteinpls is |ii-.tiric\i as four 
attempts is ei-.nigh Ui satisiv the aspirants 
.nd test tlieii .iliitity. 

Q. With the resumption of Essay' 
paper in the LIPSC examinations, we are 
giving four senior essays every month. Is 
this focus-oriented, analytical feature 
helpful for the I.AS aspirants ? 

A. Yes, It is helptul as it widens your 
horizons of thinking about i topic and 
toiiiinlales .'onr views, 

Q. How do you think Competition 
Stii'irS't lii! roiiKI he jiuiu useful to 
the c.inilid.iU'!. ? 

A. tl tan inrhide .-n- Miidi-l Question 
Paper on t'leni-ial Stiulie- loi I’lelims in 
January—May issues. U 
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j It Was A Stress 
Interview 

The Personalilt^ Test is intended to bring out the inherent traits and 
■ntai ifualities of the candidate. The Interview Board sometimes makes it 
itress interview deliberately in order to appraise such qualities as 
elleclual curiosity, critical power of observation, balance of judgement 
d alertness of mind of the candidate. Here is one such instance of a 
ress' inleroietv. 

—Editor, CSR 
This was my sectind interview. 1 was quite confident because I 

d prepared well for the interview and I had cleared the Civil 
rvices earlier also. As 1 entered the chamber, I greeted the Chairman 
d other members. 
The Chairman read my bio-data and asked me about my 
lucational 
ickground. 
ten he asked 
e about the 
ie of my 
igineering 
eree in Civil 
rvices. 
ink I ans¬ 

wered this 
lUestion satis- 
ictorily. Other 
(uestions concerned the special features of Window '95 and 
Vindows '98, after which the Board moved on to such issues as the 
pnflict between TRAl, DoT arul MTNL. The other members then 
jsked me about economic liberalisation, its good and bad effects, 
•rowth of tourism in Rajasthan, what the new Government is doing 
it industry, etc. Other areas iiKluded comparing die law and order 
ituation in Punjab, Rajasthan and Delhi, reasons of desert in 
tejasthan, its produce, Nobel Prizes in various fields given to 
ndiarui, nuclear blasts in Pokhran, their impact on India's economy, 
he threatened US sanctions and India's reluctance to sign the 
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty as well as the Nuclear Non- 
Voliferation Treaty. It was quite an exhaustive interview. My 
nterview lasted for about 45 minutes, and 1 answered about 
■5-7D%i of the questions. It was a stress interview and questions 
vere asked even before I had completed a single point m the earlier 

esi 

VIKAS GARG, IAS 

Inspiration For Civil 
Services 

We are pleased to publish here a letter from 
Mr. Vikas Garg IAS Topper 1997-98, (7th Position) and 
vrish our readers a similar splendid success. 

7de Sditvs 

0oe$i0etttto*s ^teffriin ^Setedeea 

604 Pka/fdmt ftUfuiM, 
^mfeauha, THaee 

•Hem TkOirltOOO? 

SOb. 

Hdo Utea, sf ptefkofUtsf fea Sewdeea eastse 

to mte tdasmfA sulp. *it det^ed me te Aaem 

0 tdaeUk pees vemp meted fea peeiitedittf eeted « 
peed ettetpeufiete. Oc drffifd me te ^eefkeute fee ettp 

ftetnofeet^ eee eeectf ete fee fmefsaeUtp tde ^eeteeeU. 

fats tde ^Ketiete. 

^de fdAttpA tedded etee ^ftdf/itdrd fet tde mct^a^ietc 

euse ef veep dfpd pttttfffp ertd drffrrd etee te fetefmec 

fditf 0et0iee veep (dererepdtp 0 eutt feafidfitt tdat 

peet vdU eeedtmue- te etuttedaie eeted dipd dtaaelando. 

“Witd SW fOiedee te peet. 

^idete ^^etep, *l/4S 

I Gave More Importance 
To Optionals 

Wf learn from mistakes—ours as well as 
ither's. In this column, the IAS Toppers share 
■oith our readers the mistakes committed by them 
It some stage (^preparation for the examination 
Prelims, Mains, 
Interview, giving 
3ver-emphasis and 
under-emphasis on 
iome subject, etc... so 
that you do not 
commit similar 
mistakes during your 
iireparatioii. 

—Editor, CSR 
The biggest 

mistake which I committed this time was in 
answering the General Studies question 
papers. I had given more importance to my 
optional subjects and had casually read for 

io Data 
the General Studies syllabus. Since I had 
prepared notes for General Studies, 1 felt a 
little difficulty in C.S. Papers and even 
miswidi^^^^ijqi^ti^ in History part of 

I answering the 
'’''v.'-j pSHrajH papers in General 

'• .. ■!: Studies. Since 1 
allocated 

tlproper time to this 
vital aspect, I was at 
a disadvantage. 

I feel that one 
should give equal importance to all subjects. 
One should also read the questions properly 
and understand them before rushing to 
answer them. □ 

'□ Name: Vikas Garg 

ij Educational Qualifications: B.E., 
M. Tech. 

□ School: G.D. Senior Model School, 
Abohar. 

tt College: P.E.S. College, Bangalore, 
MREC, Jaipur, IIT-Delhi. 

□ Any Awards, Gold Medals and 
Scholarships Won: Stood Third in the 
Rajasthan University. 

a Earlier Selections: Selected in Civil 
Services, 1994. Rank—188, IC&CES. 
Earlier selected in lES, 1993. Worked 

. ir in ITS Department of Telecom. 

Q Experience: Worked for IV, years in 
DoT; for I'/j years in Customs and 
Central Excise. 
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Maharishi Institute of Management 
Bangalore, Chennai, Hyderabad, Lucknow and Maharishi Nagar (Noida) 

in collaboration with 

Maharishi University of Management, u.s.A. 
Offers 

Mohariflii Malicsh Yogi 

hiuiKkr ol MahtUisbi Universities, 
(‘nllcges ,ind {nxtiiutcs ttf Mait<i^ 
incnt. MJiuiwlit Vtniit l/nnrnkitia, 
Mjhaiishi Ayuivedw UniversHirii 
dTkt Mdltaii^hi Open Uiiivcmly 
ihiiHighoui the wtirki. 

INTERNATIONAL MBA 
(1999-2001) 

Applications are now being accepted for 
a full-time International MBA offered in 
India at our five Maharishi Institute of 
Management campuses in collaboration 
with Mahariidii University of Manage¬ 
ment, USA. 

MiM (India) 
Maharishi Institute of Management has 
been cstiibiished in India under the auspices 
of Mali.irishi Shiksha Sansthan, which 
administers over 200 Maharishi Vuiya 
Mandir schools in 14 states, with over 
70,000 students throughout the country. 
Maliarishi Institute of Management has 
entered into an agreement with Maharishi 
University of Management, USA, to make 
the MBA degree programme available to 
students and working managers in India. 

MUM (U.S.A.) 
Mahanslii University of ManugcmciU 
(MUM) is accredited Ihrough to the I’li.D. 
level by the North Central A.s.sixtialion ol 
Colleges and Schools, the oldest and largest 
■iccrodiling orguni/.aiion in the United 
States. 

MUM ha' student.s Irom over 70 countries, 
'nie laciiliy incUule internationally lecog- 
ni/.cd scholiiis who hold degrees from 
piestigious universities. Graduates of MUM 
hold key (lositicns <ii all sectors of business 
and governincm. 

Two-Year Degree Programme 
Students, afler successfully completing the 
first year of their studies at Maharishi ln.sti- 
tutc ot Management, have the opportunity 
to transfer to Maharishi University of Man¬ 
agement’.s campus in the United States and 

continue their MBA studies or they may 
remain in India and continue their iull-limc 
classroom studies at one of MlM's 
locations. 
Master of Business Administration (MBA) 
degree will be awarded by Maharishi Uni¬ 
versity of Management. U..S.A.. to the 
graduating students upon successful 
completion of all requirements. 

Faculty 
Our faculty is exceptionally talented, quali¬ 
fied, and multicultural--Indian, American, 
and European—a jifcrfcct mix for today's 
Global Economy. 

Maharishi Master Managers 
Ours is not just another MBA programme. 
This IS based upon more than SOO .scientific 
researches at over 200 universiiics and re- 
scaich institutions in 32 countries, pub¬ 
lished in leading research journals. Our stu¬ 
dents arc provided with the best of Icarniiig 
environment and methodology 
They master the latest nianugement concept 
and principles by studying Human Re¬ 
source Management, Finance and Account¬ 
ing. Strategy. Marketing Management, 
Management Information Sy.stem, 
Iplcrnatinnal Business etc. The.se courses, 
blended with the practice of Transcendental 
Meditation, Development of Creative Intel 
ligence, and expertise in Maharishi's Vcdic 
Management equips our students to be 
world class managers. 
MIM creates managers who combine the 
best ot the East and the West. They arc 
highly sophisticated state-nf-thc-art 
Managers with deep insight and excellent 
foresight, they can understand and foresee 

miniuc.st details of the organisation and ca 
adapt and adju.st tinder any condition wit! 
remarkable ease. 

Eligibility for Admission 
Bachelor’s Degree in any discipline fron 
any recognized university with a minimun 
of .50% marks in the aggregate. 
Selection will be on merit basis after ai 
entrance test followed by persona 
interview. Entrance Examination b 
scheduled fur January 23,1999. 

Campus 
Students may choose from campuses it 
Bangalore, Chennai, Hyderabad, l.ucknov 
luid Maharishi Nagai (Noida). These firs 
rate infrasinictures inspire learning—well 
slocked libraries, replete with a vast colicc 
lion of business video picscntations; state 
ol-lhc-iirt computer labs; access to Ihi 
world’s on-line rc.sourccs through thi 
internet; and Video conference facilities 

Placement 
With the succcsslul final placements o 
students of |>revious batches in corporates 
trade, and industry--.iiir tr.ick rccort 
speaks loi itself. Maharishi Institute o 
Management placement bureau will hcl| 
students in choosing the best possibli 
caieer opportunities in India and abroad. 

Application Procedure 
Prospectus and application forms can bi 
obtained foi Ks. .3(K)/- cash from am 
campus or by sending a nun-refundabli 
demand draft payable to Maharish 
Institute of Management at New Delhi b< 
December 31,199K. 

TEST CENTRES ; Ahmedubad, Bangalore, Bhopal, Bhubaneshwar, Calcutta, Chandigarh, Chennai, Delhi, Guwahati, Hyderabad. Jaipur, 
Lucknow, Mumbai, Patna, Port Blair. R.m'hi, Thiruvanathapuram and Vishakhapatnaiii. • INTERVIEW CENTRES ; Bangalore, Bhopal. 
Calcutta, Chennai, Delhi, Hyderabad, Lucknow and Mumhai (we reserve the right to change or drop any centiel. 

Apply to Maharishi Institute of Management <■ Nnida-Dadri Road. Maharishi Nagar - 201 304, i4i: 01 lS-5b2655,5f)7fi()3 • Silaptir Rood, 
l,uckitow • 226 020, Ph; 0522-.361369, 36.H92 • 28. Dr. Guru Swami Road, Chctpel, Chennai - 600 031, Hi. 044-6431045,6431043 • l-IO- 
77, BcgumpcL Hyderabad - 500 016, Ph: 040-7760707 • No. 9. 10 & 11. 6(Ii Cross, Gandhi Nagar, Bangalore - 560 009. Ph; 080-225.5791 
* 55, Golf Links, New Delhi -110 003, Ph: 011-4624S63,4697283,4692798 • Visit mir website: Mttharishi-lndia.org 

* MUM'S MBA is fully rscognissd by ths Noith Central Assooalion of Colleges and Schools The MBA degree is not recoqnised by the AiCTE as vve have never applied for this to them. 

Entrance Test: January 23, Last Date for receipt of application ; December 31,1998 



Wanted 
Franchisees 

(New Business Opportunity In All Cities and Towns) 

start 
^our Own Institute 

ENGLISH 
and Mind Power 

mgllsh 
^ INSimiTE 

for Aucca** *• cunvttfManc antf MW 

Ideal Opportunity For: 
• Husband-wife teams, engineers, 

teachers, lecturers, armed-forces 
retirees, other professionals, good 
students. 

• Owners Of any coaching institute 
or computer institute 

• Those who want to work part-time 
or full-time at home. 

Dear Irienil, 

Wc inviie you ui start Mold Power 
Engltxh institute to I'.ach Spoken Engli.sh, 
Written English, Memory improvement, 
Sneed Kcading. Concentration and more 
to students and to people in job. 

Lew Investment 
You gel material and start classes 

paying Rs 8,U00 only. Ybu also need to 
arrange tor table, chair, OHP. etc. 

Free Course Material 
You give the course material (our 

tkinous books/cassettes, free to each 
student. This helps you to provide good 
training and to compete well with other 
instiiute.s. 

Famous Course Material 
To get an overview of our course 

material, read our full page ads on Mind 
Bower and Fnehsh courses in this 
magazine 

Number 1 Franchise 
for English & Mind Power 
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Facing The Interview Board 
(Right Approach) 

The Candidate 
Ravi Nandan Chhabra is a fair 

romplexioned young man of average height 
and lean build. With his smiling face and 
friendly eyes, he proves to be quite lively, 
pleasant and cheerful. From his dress and 
grooming, we can conclude that the 
candidate has taken good care to present 
himself in a favourable ii(^t at the int«view. 
His dark bniwn suit is well-tailored, and 
ironed; it fits him nicely to the T'. His light 
grey polyester shirt and deep brown tie go 
well with his suit. His brown shoes are well- 
polished, finger nails clean, moustache 
smartly trimmed and long, thick hair on the 
head properly shampooed and combed. He 
reaches the venue well before the time 
scheduled for interview in order to fill in 
the forms and complete other formalities at 
the reception counter in good time and 
without any haste. This early arrival also 
affords him an opportunity to take some rest 
and relax before going in for the interview. 

In the waiting room, he encounters two 
other candidates who had arrived earlier 
than him. He finds them engaged in some 
heated discussion and decides to join them. 
He requests for permission to join them. His 
smile broadens as he greets them warmly, 
shakes hands and introduces himself. 

Pre-Interview Discussion 
with Fellow Candidates 

Chhabra - Good morning friends. I am 
Ravi Nandan Chabbra appearing for the IAS 
interview this morning. No doubt, you both 
are here for the same purpose. 

First Candidate : Of course, yes, 
Mr. Chhabra. Gixxl morning. 1 am pleased 
In mi*et you. 1 am Nair and our friend here 
IS Mr. Sen. We arrived here about the same 
time. Mr. Sen, it seems, had appeared for 
this inter\'u>w last year also. He feels he did 
not then make the grade because the Board 
did not ask questions on the topics on which 
he was prepared. This time he says he has 
come without any preparation to tiy hi.s luck 
again. I have been pressing him to give me 

some briefing as to how I should conduct 
myself at the interview in the context of his 
previous experience. 

Sen : You sec Mr. Chhabra, it seems our 
friend here Mr. Nair hasn't read today's 
newspaper. He thought I might have gone 
through it and asked me to tell him about 
the headlines and other important news. I 
was telling him to relax and not to worry at 

I hoM.' w lid li.iv V masliTCil (lu- ,ii t 

dl spv.ikiiiv; tlvicnllv .iikI witli 

vl.irils staiul to i-viin .1 Ini in lilc 

,is nUH h .1‘' in intciv lews, lint 

svuli in.isti'iv 1,111 hr li.ul h\ unl\ 

those w ild h.ur t (in I iilviHi' in 

II iriiisri\ ( s .iiul u lid srt'lv to 

onl.iipr tlu‘ svdpr of llirii 

IvlldwTevirr Inim vlilirrv'nl 

sduivrs likr ixKiIvs, lU'vvsp.iprrs, 

r I VC 11 (1 n i ( nu-vli.i .iiitl iiilri- 

pcrsdn.il vdiil.icts. 

all on this account. You sec, last year I had 
read not one but three or four newspapers 
because my interview was then in the 
afternoon. But they did not ask even one 
question from the newspaper items. You will 
now agree with me that it is a sheer waste 
of time. 

Chhabra : You can call me Ravi. Now 
about preparation in advance for the 
interview and reading of the newspapers, 1 
feel it would give you some knowMge and 
confidence, it is always better to be informed 
than be ignorant. When you have 

knowledge, you can always put it to g 
use. On the other hand, if you do not 
knowledge, you may not even know 
the opportunity is Imocking at your doo 

Sen {Showing some annoyance a 
initatam): Can you prove to me Mr. Chh 
I mean Ravi, in a concrete manner how yo 
reading of the day's newspaper woul 
materially help you in the interview 7 

Chhabra : Regular reading of th 
newspapers, periodicals and magaain 
enhances and broadens your gener 
knowledge. We become aware of what 
happening around us and what the cu 
and burning issues of the moment are. 
day’s newspaper could tell you the latest! 
developments on certain issues whidi an( 
current and important. | 

Sen : All this I have heard before. And | 
told you also that they were of no aval: 
during my last year's interview. Now let ui 
come to the brasstacks. I am sure you hav< 
read tixlay'i; newspapers. Let us hear about 
the important news you found and how you 
will make use of it at the interview. 

Nair: Yes, Ravi. I am also interested in 
that 

Chhabra : Recent newspaper headliites 
refer to the alarming financial situation in 
most of the East Asian countries like 
Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia, 
South Korea and even Japan. Similarly, the 
Russian economy is nearly bankrupt and on 
the verge of collapse. There have been 
change of governments in Australia and 
Cetmanv after the recent general elections. | 
The Russian President, Boris Yeltsin is in 
very poor health and facing mounting 
opposition. lit^America, President Bill 
Clinton is facing the threat of impeachment 
on account of sex scandals in White House. 
In India, the BJP coalition government is 
unable to take firm decisions because of the 
conflicting pulls and pressures of the 
aialition partners. 

Nair : I get your point, Ravi. But there is 
Ciie risk. If you introduce these topics on 
your own initiative, there is every possibility 
that the Board might ask you more questions 
in depth on the subject. Then you may be 
cornered. They might grill you. 
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j Chhabra ; You aro riKht. Ho\v«*ver, thcro 
■I no not'd to worry. As I said i( wo road iho 
l-'wspapers, otr., rogularlv and have 
|l(Hjuale knowlodpjp, wc will N' in a .strong 
.! isition lo answer all llic questions well 

Sen : What happens il you have not tH>en 
■ading the newspapers, etc., regularly and 
Miroughly ? What happens il they probe 

' le in depth and I do not kn(>w the 
jrkgmund and other tacts ? 
Chhabra (Willi a frictidly iiitd rumuraging 

J Mile): Not to worr" The best thing is to tell Ire truth and the Hoard will appreciate it. 
Sen: Won't that be taken as admission of 

our ignorance ’To lie hank, I got into this 
im last year but I maiuiged by generalising 
nd shooting some lines. 

!: Chhabra : Pardon me for saying .so. But 
i hat is not the wise thing to do. lire Board 
an scH? through our bluff, waffle and what f’li't. It is belter and proper to admit our 
gnoranre when we do not know the arrswer 

I 'ir when we are unable to make meaningful 
'omments. The Board will appreciate our 
honesty and sincerity. 
I Nair : llranks so much, Ravi. 1 am so 
rappy that we met this morning. 1 have 
'eamt a lot and I can now face the Board 
'aiith confidence. Well, hero comes the 
tiessenger summoning you for the 
jrterview. Best of luck. 

I Chhabra : Thank you. Wi.sh you both the 
_^samc. (Hi' xhakea tumds again and takes leave of 
flu’itl. Next, he pm eeds briskly with firm steps 
htmirds the mlemii'w room. He makes his entry 

jfler gently tapping on the door and ensuring 

'that the door is closed gently behind him. He 

'comes to a hull on approaching the seat meant 
^for the candidate, sfirings to altenlion and greets 
the Chairman and niembers in a pleasant, 

cheerful and aiidihle four.) 

The Interview_ 
Chhabra ; CcHid morning to you all, Sirs. 
Chairman : C'ioikI morning, Mr. Chhabra. 

Please do sit down. (He uuliaites the chair, 

provided for the • aiulidale.) # 
Chhabra : lliank yriu. Sir. (He sils doion 

smartly keeping his legs Hose to the chair and 

sitting III an aticntiiv, yei iviiiforlahh', )HKtlion. 
He ktvps his hands lolded across his chest. There 

are no uaminted nioivincnls nr mannerisms on 
his pari He is mentally relaxed and the smile 

continues to stay , ii Ins lips.) 

Chairman : Mr. l hhabra, I see fniin your 

papers that yon have studied in a public 
schiMil at Shimla. Do you find any special 

advantage in locating the public schcxils at 
hill stations ? 

Chhabra; I he hill stations generally have 
very healthy climate. Normally, the hill 
stations, (‘specially during off seasims, are 
quiet places, best suited fur studies. The 
distractions, including those from politicians, 
are comparatively less. Thus these locations 
do have certain special advantages for 
toraling public schiMils and other educational 
institutions. I would recommend the setting 
up oi big universities also at small and 
distant hi" resorts. For instance, if the }NU 
had iHvn in Kiilii or Nainital, there would 

not have been so many student as well as 
staff agitations. 

Comments ; The grasp of the candidate is 
excellent. He also displays good initiathv. rirst, 
he answers lo the points raised by the Chairman. 
Next, he giivs some concrete suggestions of his 
own. It IS n’ident that hr possesses adequate 
general knowledge and sound awareness. He i;; 
confident and displays willingness to accept 
challenges. His answer indicates that he is ready 
lo answer fiirlhei questions on the topic. At the 
same lime, the candidate does not exceed the limit 
or allempi to bore his listeners. He leaves the 
further initiative or choice to the Board to 
continue the same subject or switch over lo 
another topic. 

First Member; Don't you think it would 
be a better proposition to develop our hill 
resorts into popular tourist attractions and 
earn valuable foreign exchange ? 

Chhabra ; Certainly, Sir. I am fully with 
you that alt our beautiful hill stations should 
beoime major tourist attractions. Not only 
foreigners but also our own brothers and 
sisters from different parts of the (Xiuntry 
should be tincouraged and enabled to visit 

the hill .stations. At the same lime, let me 
hasten to a.ssure you. Sir, that setting up 
educational institutions at hill stations in no 
way hampers their tourist potential. 

First Member: However, our country has 
not been attracting as many tourists as it 
should. Can you tell me from your possible 
encounters with .some tourists, why it is so ? 
For instance, what measures could attract 
more tourists to Shimla 7 

Chhabra : Tourism as a big and 
specialised industry needs marketing and 
piiblidiy in a proper way. Then, there should 
be necessary infrastructure and facilities. 
Finally, the irritants which act as deterrents 
diould be removed. As for infrastructure, 
we need better hotel facilities, transport 
system, entertainment and the like. The 
irritants are so many, starting with customs, 
security regulations, health hazards, beggar 
problem, corruption, exploitation by 
unscrupulous agents and so on. in %iinla, I 
had volunteered to entertain quite a few 
foreign tourists during the afternoons and 
evenings at our house. By and large, they 
have referred to these aspects. Regarding 
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Shifnia, we must build an aerodrome on its 
outskirts. Now they come up to Chandigarh 
by air and then travel to %imla by car or 
bus, which is time-consuming. The tourist 
traffic to Srinagar would be less than half if 
the airfield were not there. Next is the road 
transport, good cars for hiring and safe, wide 
roads. 

Comments : This candidate has kepi himself 
well-informed of his home state and home town. 
He enjoys a wealth 0/ ideas and ably substantiates 
his arguments in depth. He answers the questions 
with confidence and courage and tactfully 
disagrees where he considers it necessary. We 
see consistency and intellectual integrity on his 
jHirt. He has also constructive and workable 
suggestions to make in order to overcome 
problems and obstacles. 

Second Member: Do you agree with the 
view that India's Pokhran II nuclear 
explosions have done more harm than 
gocxl ? 

Chhabra : Sir, I do not entirely subscribe 
to this view, though America has imposed 
sanctions and the world reaction has been 
unfavourable or even hostile. India has been 
under great pressure to sign the NPT and 
the time was running out. Since India 
wanted to subscribe to NPT as a n^pilar 
member of the Nuclear Club on par with 
the Big Five, it had to ixiiiduct Pokhran II 
nuclear explosions and establish its nuclear 
credibility. But America, in collusion with 
China, made Pakistan also amduct miclear 
explosions im its soil and this has shifted 
the empha.sis to nuclear prolifcratioh and 
war between India and Pakistan. I feel this 
IS only a pa.ssing phase. India is unable to 
take advantage of its nuclear capabilities 
liecau.se of its poor economic situation. Once 
India gets over its economic dependence it 
will emerge as a great power on par with 
France, the UK, Russia or even China. 
Besides, we may no longer be threatened by 
nuclear blackmail, especially by Pakistan and 
its ally China. 

Comments : This candidate has taken keen 
interest and acquired substantial knowledge on 
current affairs and interruitional nvnts. His 
approach is rnatuie a,ui logical. He is able to 
analyse and correlate the various issues in a 
logical and realistic manner. As he is able to 
decide upon the jrriorities and come to firm 
conclusions, his organisational capacity and 
decision-making ability are rated high. He meets 
the challenges with determination and 
resourcefulness. He has also an et e fbr the details 
and plans with foresight and irmiginalion 

Third Member ; Though India is 
committed to Free Economy with necessary 
reforms, removal of controls, etc., it has not 
done away with the public sector. How do 
you account hir it 7 

' Chhabra (Smiles) ; For one thing, the 
politicians do rtot wish to lose the economic 
clout they enjoy now. Next, the existing 
employees of the public sector oppose it, 
fearing job insecurity. The private sector 
emphasises merit in contrast to political 
patronage, caste considerations and vote 
banks. 

Fourtti Member: Do you concur with the 
view that opting for public sector is a great 
blunder made by India ? 

Chhabra : 1 feel public sector by itself is 
ncA bad. On the other hand, it may even be 
necessary for equitable development of all 
tegions in a vast country like India where 
several areas still remain backward and 
underdeveloped. We have failed to work the 
public sector profitably on a competitive 
basis. The public sector should be 
accountable and denied monopoly. 

Fif tti Member: What, in your view, is the 
comeistone of Indian culture 7 

Chhabra : I would say tolerance and 
secularism, contributing to India's unity 
amidst diversity. Unfortunately, both are 
getting eroded, thanks to our short-sighted 
and power-hungiy politicians. If we do away 
with the present linguistic States and opt 
for composite States as they existed before, 
we can preserve India's culture, unity and 
nationhood. 

Comments ; The candidate reveals good 
command over the specialised subject 0/ his 
choice. He presents Ms arguments coherently and 
convincingly. There is enough meat in His 
arguments. His approadi is logical and realistic. 
He is able to disem the essentials of a problem 
and suggest workable solutions with imagination 
and foresight. He is not swayed by others but 
pr^rs to judge things independently according 
to his own yardstick and norms. He does not 
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Indian NoKonal Movennent 
Mr. K. K. BhardwaJ 

Eminent Author of History Books 

Rise Of Nationalism 
India has been a victim of foreign 

invasions since the dawn of human history. 
The fertile plains of India have been 
attracting hordes of marauding trthals in>m 
all over the world. Long back, Aryans trom 
Central Asia mvaded India and settled down 
permanently in this beautiful land where 
food and fodder were available in plenty. 
After a chain ot invasions from the 
bordering countries through iand routes, the 
European nations, including the British, took 
the sea route and lame to India with tiie 
dual purpose ot trade and territorial 
aggrandisement. 

The t'liglisiun^’n tlius came to India as 
traders, but stealthily liecame her ma.sters. 
India became the "brightest jewel" in British 
diadem Their idea to civilusi' India was an 
euphemism ior i-xploitation. N'eithei the 
imperialist might nor the tiL,irh< r\ ni -mu 
of her sons •■l■lr the o<T\-..' rai.I mg 
exploitation roiiUI curb the iivi.'ivit.inle urge 
for "freedom ot the people who bid deliame 
to time". They foupjit ami iought heiou alh 
Tliev never .submit'n'l I'liur sir.,.\,,>* roi 

independence is an inspiring aiui 
exhilarating story. If is a slnrv not onlv of 
firm determination and v\ ili. bin al .o .1 stv ns 
ot sacrifices and sutlerings. a story ot 
heroism and courage, the si nit ol all 
revolutions. 

But the Indian revolution wa.s uui<.|uc, ^ 

revolution without hale, without Iteadiery, 
viol* me. arson and assassination It was not 
onlv a political but a social and moral 
revolution as well, it was a fight against 
alien political domination and. at the .same 

time, a revolution "radiant with a light 
I which IS not ot this world". Yet it was 

essentially a modem revolution. It ga\ e birth 
to a new India, n-suigei.i with fresh iJtas 
on different fronts. 

The past glory, the great scriptures, the 
ancient civilisation and culture, and the 
inherent desire for freedom and liber.ilion 
inspired the people to fight against foieign 
domination and liberate their motherland. 
Every community made its own d’stincfive 
contribution. The nation nwe as one man in 
this great task. Yet certain fat tors like uneven 
1‘conomic and pofiticdl developments, dying 
feudal economy, backward soaai structure, 

I religious domiiunce, imposition of a modem 
ipitalist economy in a backward social 
fStem and the presence of foieign rulers to 
(ploit Ibis imbalance, paved the w.iv for 
artition. 

It was a saga of struggle between servility 
lid lr>'i\lo:n. impi‘ri.iiisrn and nalioi' ili^m 
^'id.disin and capitalism, religion and 
«uUrism, obscurantism and on 

barkwardniss and modeun -m 
f nwjiis to be written yet. Passions and 

emotions blur vision and dim the historical 
perspective. The time will not be far off 
when we look back at this great drama in a 
scientific spirit and without apportioning 
blame. 

Growth of National Movement 
The Indian National Movement was the 

political expression of intellectual and 
spiritual ferment as well as social and 
iionoinic development. The factors that 
gave rise to the national movement came in 
the trail ot British conquest. It was the result 
ot social and c. o lomn ihanges initiated by 
(he Biiti.sh tule ilseif 

Tlv I'liiisli tule had two consequences: 
one desiroftive and the oilier n'gensiative. 
The old feudal economy wa.s dc- i-tiipo- ing 
,ii!d .) niw uipitalist society was taking 
root.'. Ihc i’lic.vh rule heiped lie p.u' of 
this prijii'-ss I* pnoidid the malcii.il base 
for Ihi rcse ol nalionali.st torces,»in the one 
iiand, the Urituti rule spread poverty and 
le-.tiii'.ind. <.ii il'i'' other, it generated 

til ■ wiil M tigiti tor a tree and denu'cratii 
India. While the British pursued the pol.iy 
of "do. icif and-rulc", thev also unified lodi.. 
arl!nii-..'.rra'ively. They established .1 

"biI rise I latic" system, provided English 
eitui. .1. >• e^l.lt■>ll■.hcd the rule ot law and 
in!i. .lined liberal ivU'rms. A middle class 
was bern t.ilieral ideas grippi>d the miids 
I'l the iritelligent.sia. The National Movemool 
vva.s .1 liberal movement to start with. 
Hollowing may be considered as some of 
the ii'ii'i’ri.int factors for the rise vif 
na!i.''i'..il..-tn. 

The Great Revolt 
I ho Great Kt volt of 1837 has been 

dis. iibed as the First War of Indian 
liiih'f endeiice. It exercised formatio- 
inihience on the evolution of nationalist 
thought. It was the first expression of the 
people's urge tor liecvl 'in and libcrti. 
Muslims and Hindus, priiici's and people, 
.soldiers and commoners joined hands to 
shake off the shackles of the British rule. In 
.spite of Its failure, its memory rt'mained ever 
fresh in the minds«of the Indians, and it 

provided an inspiration for the future 
.struggle for freedom. 

Proclamation of the Queen— 
Magna Carta of Rights 
After the Kevoll was over, Queen Victoria 

made a pii !iiri.*tic.n on tin* assumption ol 
soccu'ignly in lK5<o promi.sing equality ot 
opportunity l-i ttie Indians and sccunty and 
dig.ufy to piiticcs It was desiriWed as 
■'Magna fart 1' ol their rights. This 

proclamation, however, remained only on 
paper since it was never translated into 
practice. At the same time, it became the 
anchorsheet of nationalism in the latter half 
of the nineteenth century. The Indian 
educated middle classes pleaded for its 
application and demanded equality with 
Englishmen in services. They invoked this 
proclamation to seek active association in 
the administration of India. 

Racial Discrimination 
After the suppression of the Revolt and 

consequent transfer of power to the BrititAi 
Crown, the bureaucracy became mors 
arrogant According to Garrat, the Revolt 
created a feeling of "active hatred" against 
IivIkiiis in the minds of the British officers. 
Hu Indians could not travel in the same 
<.''i..'l'>artment in which an Englishman 
ti .'i.' !lfd The Indians were often assaulted 
by ihe Europeahs. The administration ot 
justice had bK»me a "scandal". According 
M Garrat, Ihe murders and brutalitier 
i.imiiviMed by Europeans went eithei 
tiiipuni.'ihed or were punished lightly. Lord 
1 ylH'ii passed the Anas Act under which 
Indians were deprived of the right ol 
possessing arms and thus it introduced 
.inrihi r discrimination between the Indian: 
>inj the Europeans. 

Economic Exploitation 
During the British rule, the country': 

economy 'sas paralysed. Its industry cam* 
li. .1 standstill, irrigation was neglected 
iin>.'inpi<n'ment became widespread 
exchange j olicy favouR'd British indu-strie: 
,1' tile cost of Indians and a heavy drain 01 

•i- •■iliii w.is taking place by way of trade 
Ibis led to famines and outbreak o 
ej.-lemirs It was mure the kek of monej 
lu purchase IwkI than the scarcity of food 
Hiindivd.s ot thuu.sands of people died o 

i’’. .ii.iii .'\niidst this famine and death 
ii'e ’o;,al Duibar was held at which thi 
Quts n assumed the title of the "Empress o 
Itidi.v" The tears 1873,1875,1877 and 189', 
.ire s.id lanilmarks in the modem history o 
Inditi—landmarks not of progress anc 
prosperity but nt de.solatior> and disasters 
People- were not only impoverished but alsi 
embittered. Ruthless exploitation of thi 
people made them miserable and full o 
anguish against the foreign rule. Wiysica 
and spiritual sufferings of the peopl 
brought popular unrest to a dangerous point 

Reformation Movements and 
New Awakening 
The cod I'l the luoeteeiilh century was 

period of religious revivalism an< 



reformation. Tlie Ramakrishna Mission, the 
Theiwophtcal Siicivty, the Brahmo Samaj, the 
Arya Sama) and the Wahabi Movement nut 
only marked the beginning of the Indian 
renaissance and religious and social reform 
movements but also pmduced vital political 
consequena’s. These movements not only 
fought against the prevailing MX'ial evils but 
gave a new confidence and pride to the 
people who became politically anti-British. 
They infused the spirit of liberty and an urge 
for freedom. * 

Western Education—Infusion of 
Liberalism 
The introduction of English education 

infused liberal ideas of Bentham, Mill, 
Mazarin and Milton. The educated Indians 
imbibed the idea* of "liberty', 
"representation", "self-government", 
"nationalism" and "parliamentariani.sm". 
The English language helped people fnim 
different parts of the country to 
communicate ai.d transact their business 
and bring them together. The National 
Movement in the beginning was, therefore, 
led by middle class businessmen and 
professionals like doctors and lawyers 
educated in Hngbsh liberal ideas. 

i 

Vernacular Press and 
Propaganda for National 
Emancipation 
During the latter half of the 19th century, 

the vernacular Press came into existence. In 
1877, in Bombay Presidency alone there 
were 62 Indian language papers, in Bengal 
28 and so on in other parts of the country. 
The total circulation of these papers was 
estimated at 1,00,000. The.se papers were 

generally critical of the administration and 
espoused the Indian cause. In 1878, the 
Vernacular Act was passed with a view to 
controlling Indian papers. Heavy restrictions 
were imposed. However, in spite of these 
restrictions, the Indian Press fostered 
nationalism and patriotism. The British 
administration was based on coercion and 
denied civil liberties. In the words of Annie 
Besant, India was enslaved and she wanted 
to be free. 

Discrimination in Services 
In the higher services, Indians were 

discnmmated against. The Chatter Act of 
183.T and the Queen's Proclamation of 1858 
had promised equality of opportunity in 
employment. But these promises were 
.seldom kept. On the contrary, Indians were 
debarred from the covenanted service and 
other higher jobs. Surendra Nath Baner|ee 
and Aurobindo Gho.sh were disqualified on 
technical grounds. Bankim Chandra 
Chatterjee was disappointed, too. All 
positions of trust and responsibility were 
occupied by Englishmen. The Indian people 
were mocked at as "drawers of 
water and he'vers of wood". The educated 
young men of Indian origin were oinsi- 
dered to be inferior to Englishmen in respect 
of intellectual ability and physical 
personality. The British policy was described 
by Lord Lytton in a confidential despatch. 
He said, "We all know that these claims and 
expectations of 1858 never can or will be 
fulfilled." Lord Salisbury rightly described 
the British pledges to Indians as "political 
hypocrisy". The demand for equality in 
admitting Indians into services bmme the 
starting pomt of Indian National Movement. 

Talking of the movement for demand of 
equality of opportunity of employment, 
Surendra Nath Baner|ee, said, "The 
underlying concept and the true aim and 
purpose of the civil services agitation was 
the awakening of a spirit of unity and 
solidarity among the people." 

Modem Tiransport and 
Communications 
Prof. C. N. Singh .says, "The growth of 

national sentiment was helped by the 
development of modern transport i,i the 
form of roads and railways. Lines of 
common communication knit up the vast 
country and turned geographical unity into 
a tangible reality." This made it pus.sible to 
carry on political propaganda on the 
national scale. The same purpose was served 
by the administrative unity that the British 
administration brought about. The whole of 
India was subjected to the control of one 
unified administration that India had rarely 
seen before. It fostered the idea of 
nationalism. It, therefore, made possible h'r 
the freedom movement to grow into an all- 
India movement. Development of rapid 
means of transport and communication 
enabled educated Indian people to mingle 
with the mainstream of modem political 
thought. The educated Indians got an 
opportunity to go abroad and come in 
contact with free nations of the world. They 
studied the working of the democratic and 
free political insbtutions of the European 
countries. It infused in them a new love for 
liberty and freedom. 

As a result of the cumulative effect of all 
these factors, a strong and effective national 
movement took shape. U 
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Constitution Of india 
FormorVicO’i 

Prof. (Dr.) M.V. Pylee 
Choncollor, Univsrsity of Cochin 

Basic Principles 

Secularism 
' Ihe Constitution aims to establish a 
Secular state. The concept of Secular state, 
envisaged by the Constitution, is that the 
State will not make any discrimination 
whatsoever on the grounds of religion, caste 
or community against any person professing 
any particular form of religious faith. No 
particular religion will be identified as state 
religion nor will it receive any slate 
patronage or preferential status. The state 
will not establish any state religion; nor will 
the state accord any preferential treatment 
to any citiren or discnminate against him 
simply on the gniond that he professes a 
particular form ol n-hginn. The fact that a 
person professes a paiiiiiilar religion will 
not be taken i.ilo lonsideration in his 
relationship with ilie state or its agencies. 

Although the lerm secular was not 
included anvv.'lx ri' in the ronstitution, as 
it was origiii.illx adopted m 1949, the 
Founding Fathers ot the Constitution were 
clear in their mind as to what they meant 
by secularism, l^r B. K Anibedkar, 
Chairman ot the Dratting Committee, while 
partiapating iii the dt^tiate in Parliament on 
the Hindu Code Bill in 1*”'!. explained Ihe 
secular concept as lollow.-.. 

"It (Secular st,itei does ii.il mean that vve 
shall not take into • imsideiaism the religuius 
.sentiments ot the pi epl'' Mi that a Secular 
state means i-. Ih.ii tl’i- !',i:liainent shall not 
be competent t i impose am particular 
religion upon tie' n si ut die people I his is 

.he onlv limit.iii.m ili.o (!.• Censtpotmn 
recognise-s." 

In the CoiistiPi.Tii I .l.n ;'sell se‘. < i,i| 
members had e.'pri'ss •. |..le,e m 

miin* elaborate terms 

The Isirtv-si >0.1 .ill.'.;. l.'.'.fol to the 
Con.stitution, 197b sou;;!il to make th.e 
position explicitiv > lear by letrodiii ini; the 
term 'secular' as paM otI'leimlile to the 
Coastitution. As a result, the Preamble now 
reads: "We, the people ot India, having 
solemnly resolved to lon-.tilute Invii.i inli. a 
Sovereign, Socialist. Seiular, Hemci.-ratic 
Republic. " 

Secularism is .i Western concept In its 
evolution over the centuries, h took .in anti 
religious char.iiter. later, the seiul.ir 
movement .svimewhai m 'duied its ttit..il\ 
hostile stand towards religion due to the 
influence of democr.v.ic ideas ol toleraiv e 
and freedom of cvimscience. ^el it contiinu'il 

to oppose the use of religious institutions 
and religious motivations in the legal, 
political and educational processes. So long 
as religion does keep to its own sphere, 
secularism is religiously neutral; it 
neither endorses nor disapproves of 
religiousness. 

The concept of secularism as embodied 
in the Constitution of India cannot be 
viewed in the sense in which it is viewed in 
the Vhfst as described above, but only in the 
context of the following provisions of the 
Constitution. The Constitution guarantees 
freedom of conscience, freedom to profess, 
practise and propagate religion and also 
freedom to establish religious institutions 
and manage or administer their affairs. It 
prohibits discrimination on grounds of 
religion and guarantees legal and social 
equality to all by providing for equality 
before Ihe law and equal protection of laws, 
prohibiting discrimination with regard to 
places of public importance and providing 
for equal opportunity in matters of public 
employment. The Constitution also 
guarantees to the religious minorities the 
nght to establish and administer educational 
in.'.titution.s of their choice and to conserve 
their script, language and culture. 

I hese provisions would naturally indicate 
that our Constitution endeavours to build 
up in India the philosophy of secularism on 
treedom, equality and tolerance in the field 
of religum. And viewed in thi-s context, it is 
clear that the Constitution of India does not 
t'uild a wall of .separation between Ihe State 
and religion. The essence of .secularism is 
lb it the state IS noivpartisan in its relations 
111 (iti/ens, mi matter to whatever religion 
the) belong. 

Thus the distinguishing features of a 
secular democracy as ciintemplated by Ihe 
Constitution of India are; (1) that the state 
will not identity itself with or be controlled 
by any religion; (2) that while the state 
guarantees to every one the right to prirfess 
w'hichever religion one chooses to follow 
(which includes also the right to be an 
agnostic or an atheist), it would not aci oid 
any preferential treatment to any ol them; 
(">) that no discrimination will be shown 
by Ihe state against any person on account 
c't his religion and faith; (4) that the right 
ol every citizen, subject to any general 
condition, to enter any office uhder the 
slide will be equal to that of his fellow 
I itirens. Political equality which entitles 

any Indian citizen to seek the highest 
office under the state as opposed to what 
obtains in a theocratic .state is the heart and 
soul of secularism, as envisaged by the 
Constitution. 

Judicial Independence 

The judicial function is, indeed, a delicate 
and difficult one. It involves the process ol 
deciding what is just in a controversy 
between two or more contending parties. Il 
the parties have no confidence in the 
impartiality of the Judiciary, jmstice becomes 
merely a word. Man's long struggle has beer 
to live under a government of laws, not ol 
men. Equal justice under law has for long 
been his cherished ideal, a system undei 
which the same law is applicable to all alike 
Man has in all ages been striving to escapi 
the-regime that dispenses justice according 
to the political or religious ideology of tht 
litigant or the whim or capru-e of those whe 
run the government As a consequence ni 
this struggle, there was est.ihlishcd i 

principle of abiding value, that no (uuiriary 
can be impartial unless it is independent. Ir 
fact, the judicial process ceases to be )'.idicia' 
the moment th;ise who .seex to judge cea.s( 
to be independent of every form ol ex'ernal 
influence. Hence, the importance of judicial 
independence 

The framers ot the Constitution v'ert 
aware that democratic freedoms wen 
meaningless in the absence of ar 
independent machinery to safeguard them 
No subordinate or agent of the govemmeni 
could be trusted to be just and impartial ir 
judging the merits of a conflict to v/hich the 
government itself was a party. Similarly, t 
judiciary subordinate either to the Centn 
or the States could not be trusted as ai 
impartial arbiter of conflicts anc 
controversies between the Centre and thi 
States. These were the compelling reason: 
for the creation cf an independent judician 
as an integral part of Ihe Constitution anc 
for the adiiptuui of judicial independenci 
as basic principle of the Constitution. 

In Its bid to establish completi 
independence of the judiciary, thi 
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Constitution has first erected a wail of 
separation between tbe executive and the 
judiciary. After effecting such separation, it 
has created conditions that are conducive 
to'making the judiciary independent. Thus, 
rigid qualifications are laid down for the 
appointment of judges and provision has 
been made for compulsory consultation 
of the Chief Justice of India in the 
appointment of every judge of the 
Supreme Court and the High Courts. The 
judges are appoint^ for a fixed period 
and their conditions of service cannot be 
altered to their disadvantage, once they 
are appointed. They are given high s 
alaries and their conduct is made a subject 
beyond the scope of discussion in the 
legislature. They can be removed from office 
only for proved misbehaviour. For this 
purpose, both the Houses of Parliament 
will have to pass resolutions against a 
(iidge, supported bv a two-third majority of 
those who sit and vote and at least an 
absolute majority of the total membership 
ot the Hoo.se. 

The judiciary in India, even under the 
British rule, was noted for its integrity 
and independence. Under the Constitution, 
its position has been made doubly 
secure so that it can become in reality 
the most impartial arbiter of the 
conflicts and lonlroversies which fall 
within its jurisdiction. Anyone can 
approach it to secure the restoration 
i>f anv fundamental right whenever it is 
violated. 

Federalism 

Federalism stands (or a union or 
.issociation ol States resulting in the 
tormalion ot a composite Stale with a 
separate and distinct Government at the 
Centre the Government at the Centre 
.iiid the gov.'riinients in the States .share 
on an agrees! basis the totality ot 
government power Then* is. however, no 
rigid formula tor such .sliaring ot power. 
Hence, the federal foiin of government 
IS .in elastu form ol government dependii.g 
on the maimer in whuh power is 
shared between the Centre and the 
States. The United States of America, 
Switzerland, Canada, Australia and 
Germany, to cite some of the leading 
examples of federations, have each a 
.'arying pattern of relations between bheir 
vspective Central Governments and those 
it the States. But the basic objective ol 
■I'deralism, unity in diversity, devolution of 
uilhority and decentralisation in 
idministration, is clearly evident in every 
ane of them. 

India is a land of immense diversity with 
*11 essential basic unity. The diversity of 
India is tremendous; it lies on the surface 
and anybody can see it. And yet, beneath 
the diversity of physical and social features, 
language and custom, race and religion, 

)Jiiit • asftt atM,* 4f 

there exists an underlying unity and 
unitormity of life and living habits from 
Kashmir to Kanyakumari and from Gujarat 
to Nagaland. The framers of the Constitution 
could not ignore these basic characteristics 
and they turned to federalism as a solution 
to a number of problems they confronted in 
their attempt at framing a Constitution of a 
new, united India. Particularly, they wanted 
to preserve both the "infinite variety and 
the innate unity" that animated the length 
and breadth of India. 

The choice of federalism as the 
cxinstitutional form and as the basis of a 
national government in India was not a 
sudden development upon the transfer of 
power on August 15,1W. It was there for 
many years and, in a limited form, it was 
already in operation in Briti.sh India. For the 
solution to the constitutional problem of a 
multiracial, multilingual and 
multicommunal country like India, wifo a 
vast area and a huge population, federalism 
was only a natural choice. Nevertheless, the 
framers were cautious to ensure that the 
unity they sought to establish through 
federalism was of an abiding nature, and in 
rase of a future conflict between unity and 
that diversity preserved under the 
Constitution, the former should prevail over 
the latter. 

Cabinet System Of 

_Government_ 

The most distinctive characteristic of a 
Cabinet System of government is the 
complete and continuous respoasibihty of 
the executive to the legislature. ITie Cabinet 
is composed of the Prime Ministi r, who is 
the chief of the executive, and h's senior 
ailleagues who .share the responsibility with 
him for the formulation and execution of 
the policies of the government. In contrast 
to a sy.stem of checks and balances under 
the Presidential System of the United States 
'd America, the Cabinet System embodies 
the principle of concentrated authority 
under strict control. The Cabinet is the 
central shaft to which all the other agencies 
of the government are geared, individual 
members of the Cabinet are heads of the 
different departments of the administration. 
Collectively, the Cabinet shapes the 
programme of legislation which is submitted 
to Parliament and from it emanate the broad 
and general policies. Parliament also checks 
and controls the performance of the 
administration. Thus, the Cabinet System 
facilitates, on the one hand, the intimate 
cooperation between the executive and 
the legislature and, on the othei; ensures 
the responsibility of the executive to 
the legislature, the representative of the 
people. 

Under the Cabinet System, the Head of 
the Slate occupies a position of great 
dignity, but practically all authority. 

nominally vested in him, is exercised b 
the Cabinet or the ministry whic 
assumes full responsibility for acl 
performed in his name. The unity an 
collective responsibility of the Cabini 
are achieved through the Prime Minisre 
who is the Key.stone of the Cabinet Ard 
His colleagues in the Cabinet are appoints 
on his recommendation and they always g 
out of office along with him. He is thi 
central both to the formation and tb 
dissolution of the Cabinet. 

The real merit of a Cabinet System is thi 
the executive being responsible to th 
legislature is always being watched. IT 
moment it pmves unequal to the task, or 
goes off the track or flouts the will of ff 
legislature, it can be removed from office b 
a successful vote of no-confidence. Undi 
the modem party system, if the party i 
office has a stable majority in the legislatui 
the Cabinet may wield overwhelmin 
power, so long as the members of the pari 
are solidly behind it. Under such condiflon 
as Professor Herman Finer put it, "IT 
Cabinet, although a creature of Parliamer 
will assert and no cabinet will be able i 
dominate." 

The Constitution of India has adopted ■ 
a basic principle the British Cabinet Systei 
almost in its entirety. The only special featu 
of the Indian Constitution which deservi 
special mention in this context is the positic 
of the Prime Minister. The Constitutii 
expressly gives him a distinctly super!) 
position by making him the Head of tl 
Council of Ministers. In Britain, although 
practice, the Prime Minister holds a super!' 
position, he is, at least in theory, describi 
as First Among Fquals. 
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counted by postal authorities in the po: 
office before posting. 

★ Please print or type your name an 
address legibly and clearly whenever yo 
write to us. Always quote yoi 
subsenption number. Preferably enclos 
wrapper. 

* Please check your subscriptir 
period. It might have expired. 

■A Write to us for a replacement cof 
onlv after checking with your local pc 
office, not later than six weeks from tl 
normal date of the receipt of the issi 
which has been misplaced. 



Who...What... Wh0n...Wheie... Why 
You Ask The QuetNon — We WH Rrid The Answer 

' I # What is the present status of Falktands Islands ? 
t —P. Mahadevan, Chennai (Tamil Nadu) 
i The Falklands Islands, situated in South Atlantic Ocean, oft 
Argentina—called Islas Malvinas by Argentina—has been a British 
olony since 1K3K. Argentina forcibly occupied the archipelago for 
'4 days in 1982, touching off a war between Argentina and Britain 
vhidi ended the short-lived rule of Argentina over the disputed 
stands. 
# Is India a party to the UN Convention Against Torture ? 

—P.K. Sabharwal, New Delhi 
The Convention Against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or 

Degrading Treatment or Punishment was adopted by the UN General 
Assembly as early as 1984. The Convention entered into force on 
lune 26, 1987. By December 31, 1991, there were 64 State parties to 
the Convention, which obliges States to make torture a crime and 
prosecute and punish those guilty of violating it. The Convention 
notes explicitly that neither 
higher orders nor exceptional 
circumstances can justify torture. 
It also provides for the trial of 
torturers. 

India signed the Convention 
Against Torture only on 
October 13, 1998, pledging to 
make torture a crime under the 
Indian law, taking steps to 
preventing it and punishing 
those responsible for it, 
irrespective of any exceptional 
circumstances. On tohalf of India, 
the Convention was signixl by 
Mr. Kamlesh Sharma, India's 
Permanent Representative at the 

• How many cinema theatres 
TO roe have in India ? 

—C.A, ttamakrishna, Mysore 
(Karnataka) 

According to the information 
made available in Rajya Sabha in 
luly 1998 by the Information and 
broadcasting Minister, India has 
ir.585.registered cinema houses, 
with the Southern region 
itcounting for nearly 60 per cent 
if the cinema halls (7,874). 
• Can yon eittighten us about 

he London tea auctions ? 
—Mohtt Kumar, Delhi 

The famous London tea 
ructions came to an end in June 1998 after a history spanning 
119 years. The auctions were launched by the East India Company 
n 1679, although its significance declined with the passage oi time, 
fet, substantial quantities of Indian tea, especially Assam tea, were 
itill marketed through the Ixindon auctions. At the last auction 
ihout 1.5 million kg of Assam tea was auctioned off. Changing 
:rade practices took off the bite of the historic auctions as the tea 
trade moved on to direct dealing between buyers and producers, 
•liminating the auction rooms that dominated world trade in tea for 
three centuries. Many Indian gardens have already been dealing 
birectly with buyers rather than taking tea to the auctions in London. 
Quantities of tea auctioned at the London auctions fell from 95 million 
lig worth about 21(1 mi’lion pounds in 1980 to 23 million kg worth 
ibout 50 million pounds in 1996. Many of the tea-producing countries 
have now set up their auctions that eliminate the London middlemen. 

♦* 

Si^ auction centres now operate in India and odier In^iortant tea- 
A^ucing countries like Kenya. 
'V What is the present salary r^ the President, the Vice-President, 
Governors and MPs of India ? 

—r.C. Jain, Saharanpnr (Uttar Pradesh) 
The salaries of the President, die Vice-President, die Governors 

and the MPs were revised in August 1998. According^, die President 
of India gets a salary hike from Rs. 20,000 to Rs. 50,000 a mmith and 
a pension of Rs. 3 lakh per annum. The emoluments of the Vice- 
President have risen from Rs. 14300 to Rs. 40,000 a month whereas 
the salary of a Governor has gone up from Ite. 11,000 to Rs. 36/100 
a month. The salary of MPs has incresued from Rs. 1300 to Rs. 4,000 
a month. The MPS are also entided to a daily allowance of Rs. 400 
and a monthly peasion of Rs. 2300. 
• To whom is attributed the invention of a Cardiac Pacemaker f 

—D.C Pereira. Paiuji (Goa) 
Wilson Grealbalch is said to 

have made the medical cardiac 
pacemaker that has helped 
millions of people with heart 
diseases. He also invented 
batteries to keep the pacemaker 
running without adverse physical 

f^ts from the battery chemicals. 
How does nitrogen dioxide 

op affect our environment f 
P.A. Wadhawan, Jalandhar 

(Punjab) 
Nitrogen dioxide is a yellowish 

brown, highly reactive gas that 
plays a major role, together with 
volatile organic compounds, in 
the formation of ozone. Nitrogen 
oxides form when fuel is burnt at 
hi^ temperatures. When released 
into the atmosphere, they are one 
of the major causes of fog. Die 
major sources of this gas are cars 
and trucks, and stationary fuel 
combustion sources such as 
electric utility and industrial 
boilers. Nitrogen oxides can 
irritate the lungs and lower 
resistance to respiratory infections 
such as influenza. Prolonged 
exposure to hitter than normal 
concentrations of nitrogen dioxide 
can cause pulmonary angina. Diis 
gas is also an agent of add rain. 

• Who it the youngest man to win Wimbledon tit^let title T 
■—P.S. Jha, Patna (Bihar) 

As per TAc Guinnns Book o/Reeohfs 1999, Gemum tennis star Boris 
Bedcer became the first unseeded player and die youngest ever wiraier 
of the Wimbledon m«i'8 singles title at die age of 17y(^ 227 days, 
in 1985. He retained the title the following year, and in 19^3ii^ng 
won ^ US Open for the first time, took home his third Wiinbledon 
tide. Becker was beatoi by Michael Sddi in the 1991 Wimbledon 
finate, havingpost to Stefan Edberg in the 19% and 1990 finals. In 
1997, he annoWed his retirement from Windbledon and the odier 
grand slam tennis tournaments after being beaten by Pete Sampras 
in the quarte^firuls. At that time, Becker had more than 40 career 
titles to his name and had won at least two tides every year frn-12 
consecutive years. In 1998, he came out of semi-ietiremoit, reaching 
die quarter-finals at Monte (Zarlo in April O 
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young designcRs 

CRCAXe 
m 9 

I wo young girls, Aaiiya and Aishiya Faldh, have burst like 
meteors on the Indian fashicm design scene in recent times. Both 
sisters come from a famiiy vdiich has been m the textile and 

garment business for generations. Th^ mother, Naseem Fakih of 
Naseeni Creations, is a wdl known designer of Mumbai and sells 
thousands of salwar kameez sets in a wholesale business which k 

covers all Indian cities, the Middle East, Europe and the US. m 
Her outlet in Mumbai, named Cover Girl, is patronised by m 

the celerity crowd of the dty. Now, the two young m i 
L debutantes, anned with the hipest qualifications in m ^ 

the field of design, have returned home fiom the m — 
United States to create clothes for young women M 

like themselves. M ^ 

The two sisters have similar qualifications, m ^ J 
Both have graduated from the Fashion m ^ ^ 
In^tute of Technology, New York and m 
the National Institute of Fashion m 
Technology, Mumbai Ihor are both m - -.m' . 
graduates of commerce from m 
Mumbai University. Additimi- m 

aQy, .^shiya has also studied m AMpHllf i 
at the ^ J. School of* m Mftmi 

Fbne Alta They have both m . 9 , 
qualified. fai design, m 
piodnctibn aiid iner-- m 

' ^Soth m x 



havfi won various honours in their academic as well as 
vocational careers. Tliey are active sportswomen, eager 

|)articipants in the pursuit of many arts and astute in 
basiness rnmters. 

Aaliya has worked with California Designs and Krishna 
Hosieiy Ltd., whereas Arshiya has more work experience 

with Neil Beiff NYC, Polo Jeans Co., Ralph Lauren, Onyx 
Noir NYC, Sazinni and Rustic Moods, India and Krishna 

Hosiery Ltd. Most of all, both Aaliya and Arshiya are fortunate 
to hav^^ the support of tlieir motlier Naseem, who us a well- 

settled wholesaler, and is therefore able to offer them a 
complete infrastructure to start their own design label. Naseem 

herself started her business with one tailor seated in the small 
balcony of her flat and has now become a garment manufacturer 

of important;e on the city scene. With an impressive turnover, 
she has now an ail India business as well as her own outlets. 

Aaliya and Arshiya had their first shuwiitg of young designs and 
couture wear in November 1998 with a suitable fanfare. “We 

want to create a fashion happening in India," .say the susters, 
“Many of our designers follow Western trends blindly 

sometimes. We also take the trends, but we add our own Indian 
style and create lovely young cJothes. Our fabrics 

are imported and are chosen for the fall, 
the ability to wear well and for the 

_ colours. Our machines are imported 
m and bring to India the latest, .state-of-the- 
■ art technology in the garment industry. 
J The styling and stitching is of international 

quality. We make clotht's to global .standanis becau.se we 
want to export to tin* We.st. We don’t aim at being copycats. 

We trheck client iuhhIs, tlu- Indian way of life, the awareness of 
fashion in our country and then match all these against 

Western expertise. Wc* keep a hawk’s eye on the US Women’s 
W(>ar Daily manual which is the fashion industry’s Bible. We 

hope to make a mark in our profes.sion very soon. We make 
g(K)d Western clothes, wliich are swanky-looking and allow 

easy, graceful movements. We introduce a new 
evening wear look in .sportswear for the active 

m«*n and women for whom we catei. Our 
clothes are different and go with the new 
age of the new millerauum.” 

their first showing, under the banner of 
ir newly fonntsl ompany Araiya, the 

sisters sliowed high fashion clothes - 
with this new concept - which took 
the young celeb crowd of Mumbai 
by pleasant surprise. Aaliya and 
Arshiya, though very young, 

low plan to go from strength 
to strength... 

❖ 

^ The Fakih sisters 



there is more than a grain of truth in the cliche that in youtli. 

one has the face one Ls bom with, but by later age, one has the 
face one deserves, or in other wonls the face one has created 

oneself. This is very obviously true because the expression on 
one’s fat!e gives it the lines which ai’e permanently etched into it. 
Therefore, the secret of a giK»d skin is the right attitude to life and 
additionally, the right use* of cosmetics to keep it supple iuid 
smooth. Many beauticians say that tJie skin on the face should be 
watched carefully for Uiat is the greatest beauty asset of a 
woman. If the skin is dry, the correct creams and lubricants 
should be used according to tlie weather or season to nouri,sh it 
back to health. If it Ls acquiring lines or crow’s feet before its 
time, exercises to fimi up facial muscles 
should be used. 

No lonyer do Inriinn women have 
to depend upon trends in the West 
for their make-up and cosmetics. 
Ripht here, Indian inamilactiirers 
are otleriiui them an excilimj 
ramje o( colours and textures 
in cosmetics which aie 
created s|)ecilically lor the 
dusky heaiities of this cnmitry ,,. 

liy IVlaya Rao 

('leansing is vitally important for all skins so that waste matter 
like perspiration and outside dust particles or pollution-generated 
.soot and stale makiMip are completely n*moved before a radiant 
look is achiev<*d with the use of make-uix. A rich cleansing r-ream 
often dot's the trick. Using upwiu'd strokes while applying creams 
or face lubricants Ls a must if the sui»plene.ss of the skin is to be 
maintained. Toning it with a skin freshener should follow. A wjmI 

of cotton wool, dipped in ;in ice cold freshener, ciui rt juvenate 
the skin in a short, time <md gel the skin ready for make-uj). Most 
Indian women wear little foundation, and resort. tt» a face powder 
for day wear. But in the kind of climate we have, it is advisJilile to 
use a moisturiser each day ;md then use a compact or k»o.se 
powder to create a matt finish for the complexion. Indian 
cosmetic shops offer a g(M»d variety of moisturisers. cleansers 
and face powders or foiuidations which serve tlu' purjxosi' of 
beautifying the Indian woman with .siK'cific colour combinatioits 
and an uncanny understanding of her natural colouring. Several 
fine products are available in this range. 

Cosmetics are usually divided into two categories. 'Tliere are 
thasi* which are created to merge with the skin and create a satin¬ 
like, smooth look. In Uiis category come creams, powders and 
moisturisers which have a vital mle to jilay m beauty culture but 
which are, by their nature, often invi.sible. Tlie other category of 
cosmetics are known as colour cosmetics. These are lipsticks, 
nail varnishes, rouges, eye shadows, kiyal pencils or sticks, lash 
enhancers, eye liners and other coloorants. If Indian companies 
have created powders and foundations to suit the Indian 

^Malaika Arora . i998's lop modti 



<‘f)n»pl<‘xions, they have now undoubtedly excelled 
also in offering in the niarkel an unimaginable 
variety of colour <;osine(i('s which should excite even 
the most inakcMip wary women, (’olour cosmetics 

are being worn today t'vt-n by small town and rural 
women and cosmetic companies have been 

encouraged by the im reasing sales in non-urban 
areas to put forward a plethora of products which 
create unprecedented possibilities for excellent 

make- up. Some time ago, Lakme, one of the premier 
companies which has been exporting Indian coloixr 

liijuisim jUisu 

cosmetics to many Asian countries on par witli the 
European nations, created the Wine Collection in 

which browns, maroons, mauvcs and burgundy were 
the colours highlighted in li{>stirks and nail polishes. 

Recently, Lakme went one more step forward. ITiey 
created another new range called the Spice 
(’ollection, and inspired super designers like Wendell 
Rodricks to create a fashion colledion of mind- 
boggling clothes disjilayed by lop moflels to go with 

tlie coloiurs of the new cosmetics. Though I.iikme Ls 

the market leader in the cosmetic business and 
makes creams and fragrances, their colour cosmetu-s 

win the hearts of women everywhere. At a recent 
event in Mumbai, they presented a mini fashion show 

at the Fashion Bistro where models like Bipasha 
Basil, lljwala Raut, Aditi Govitrikar and others 

displayed tlie new Spice Collection cosmetics md 
wore the spicy fashion outfits designed by Wendell. 
Spices like hot chillies, ciiuiamon, cardamom, ginger 

and pepper are intrinsic to the Indian soil and the 

browns, the muted or bright reds, the maroons and 

the shining, mellow gingery browns suit the 
sensuality of the Indian woman very well indeed. 
This warm palette of colours, launched in time for 

the cool months of the winter, is indeed a 
scintillating idea in the cosmetic trade and there is 

no doubt that women in search of beauty and 

Efutt * West make-ti.p Imtks . p- 

glamour will make tlieir choices from this newest 

range of lipsticks and nail polishes to liegin the 

winter with style and panache. 

Yet another display of cosmetics to prove how 

important make-up is for any modem woman looking 

for su(;cess in all areas of life, was held at the Tsy 
Mahal Hotel when one more Lakme Orchid range of 
make-up was demonstrated by experts like Michel, 

Mara and Cory on live models. Here, a new mascara 

and new gold shades in lipstick were introduced to 
the invited good looks buffs. It is pnxlicfed by beauty 

pundils that gold and copper on the lips and 

aquamarine and green-blue on the eyelids will catcdi 
admiring eyes this festive season. ^ 
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How To Mak^ Successful Decisions 
Alison HarcHngharh 

Eminent Educational and Occupational Psychologist and Family Therapist 

TAKING ADVICE WITHOUT BEING TAKEN OVER : 
OTHER PEOPLE AND YOUR DECISIONS 

There are a few situations in whidi it is 
partkuiarly easy to make this mistake. 

The expert adviser. Wh«t you ask someone 
for information who can reasonably be 
assumed to be knowledgeable in that area, 
it is tempting to treat what he tells you as 
fact. If you have a friend who is a primary 
school teacher and you are deciding vdiidi 
school to send your child to, you may 
consider the information she gives you on 
different approaches to teaching reading to 
be reliable and true. Knowledge in a subject 
area is no safeguard against prejudice, 
liowever. Even experts have axes to grind. 
You can afrbrd to be no less vigilant when 
you ask an expert for information than when 
you ask a non-expert. Perhaps your teacher 
friend is biased in favour of the method used 
in her own school. She will describe it more 
attractively than she will other methods. 
Perhaps she is keen to impress you. She will 
describe experimental methods as if they 
were well understood. Perhaps she has a 
child of her own with reading difficulties. 
That will influence profoundly anythmg she 
says about teachmg reading. 

The reassuring adviser. If someone teUs you 
what you have been hoping to hear, you 
will be irresistibly tempted to believe tlrem. 
This situation is partiadarty likely to occur 
when you have half-made your decision. In 
a similar way, people who tell you things 
which appear to simplify your decision, 
make your choice clearcut and 
straightforward, are likely to be viewed as 
particularly reliable sources of informatioa 

The likeable adviser. People we like are 
much more convincing and easy to believe 
than people we dislike. Also, if we want to 
be liked by someone, we don't question 
what ffiey say. If we don't care about them, 
we eitiier take what they say on its merits 
or disagree with it on principle. It is possible 
to become part of a vicious drcle, where we 
choose people to be our friends because we 
like what they say and we believe what they 

say because they are our friends. This is cosy 
ard comfmrtabte, but not conducive to that 
kind of decision-making which brings about 
constructive change. 

How to tell fact from fiction. The impikution 
of this section on information and advice is 
that we have to remember that all 
information we are given may be coloured 
by the particular views and belief system of 
the giver We have to be especially vigilant 
when the information we are given is expert, 
reassuring or from a likeable source. 

How can we tell when information is 
biased, and how can we make sure we 
remonber to check 7 Here are five questions 
to ask yourself when someorre gives you an 
important piece of information bearing on 
a decision you are nuking. 

• .Has the information-giver anything to 
gain if 1 decide one way or the other 7 

• Has the information-giver anything to 
lose if I decide one way or the other 7 
(Things to gain and lose include 
RKMiey, status, influence, face.) 

• Does the information-giver have 
strong political, religious or other 
views which might iidluence him in 
diis area 7 

•' Has the infomution-giver had any 
persorui experience which might have 
biased his view > 

• Is the information-giver under the 
influence of anyone witli something 
to gain or lose from my decision ? 

It is very unlikely that the answer to a 
these questions will be no. But once yo 
have asked them, you will be better place 
to allow for the bias in the information yo 
receive. You can balance the people whos 
advice you seek so that the bias cancels itse 
out. Or you can simply adjust the amour 
of salt you take with the information. 

Bad reasons for consulting other peopi 
It is clear from this chapter that I considi 

consulting other people to be an importai 
part of most effective decision-makmi 
While recc^ising it to be an activity fraugl 
with the twin dangers of being misled an 
being taken over, it Is vital in providing tf 
decision-maker with information an 
comment to guide his thinking and provo) 
rethinking. So the right rea.s(in for cunsultir 
other people is because you want to lir 
things out. 

Often, however, we conr.ult others for tl 
wrong reasons. Then our decision-making 
unlikely to be assisted at all by doing s 
Here are seven common bad reasons fi 
consulting other people, so that you ci 
check that none of them is your reason ne 
time. 

• You uHinf them to agiw with you. Unie 
the person you consult cares about y< 
very much, lie will agree with you 
soon as he sees that's what you real 
want and so you will have leamc- 
nothing. 

• Ybu want someone in blame tf things go 
lerong. This is a very bad reason and 
as we have already discussed could 
lose you friends and a lot more 
besides. 

• You want them to tike you. As a start to 
a friend^ip asking advice isn't very 
auspicious, since it sets the relationship 
off on an asymmetric footing. And 
asking someone for advice when you 
desperately want them to like you 
means you are in no state to assess 
calmly the information they give you. 
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• You want attention. You should never 
undervalue yourself to the extent that 
you use important decisions in your 
life as ronversatkin openers or bridges 
to scKial success. 

• You want a shoulder to cry on. Crying 
on shoulders i.s often necessary, but 
don't confuse it widi getting advice. 

• You want to influence them. Pretending 
to ask someone something when really 

you want to tell them something is 
dishonest. 

• Other people think you ought to. Try 
reading this feature again from tht 
beginning. 

EXPENSIVE DECISIONS : TAKING PROFESSIONAL ADVICE 
What is meant by 'profes-sionaT advice 
The previous chapter was concerned with 

e care you must take when consulting 
her people informally about your decisions, 
his chapter is concerned with formal 
Ivice, and even more care is needed here. 
I define professional advice as advice 

hich costs you money. It is not to be 
infused with advice from a friend who 
ippens to be an accountant, or a cousin 
ho happens to be a solicitor. Professional 
ivice is uniquely valuable precisely 
'cause it costs you money. You will take it 
lOre seriously because you paid for it and, 
deed, the more you pay for it, the more 
triously you are likely to take it. Your 
Iviser has a clear commitment to provide 

good advice, since he can be u.sed for not 
[ doing so. Your rights are clearly defined, 
l' and so is his commitment. 
, I also include as professional advisers 
, people whose services are not paid for by 

you personally but, in whole or in part, by 
I' the State on your behalf. These can be, for 

example, doctors, dentists, and marriage 
( guidance couasidlors. The discussion in this 

chapter applies lo them just as it applies to 
' those advisers who are costing you money 
' personally. Their advice is not free, and your 
rights and responsibilities vis a vis that 
advice are the same 

Some advice is classed as professional 
because the person giving it is being paid 
for doing so, although particular 
consultations are not chaig^ for as such. A 
typical example of this'kind of role is a bank 
manager. The guidelines in this chapter 
apply to these people tcni. 

When you need professional advice 
Because it is expensive, professional 

advice must be taken sparingly and used 
well It is necessary when one or both of 
two conditions prevail . 

1. You need speiialisi information ot tlie 
kind only a professional can give 

2. You need to consult someone within 
the kind of lormat framework a 
professional situation provides. 

Let me clarify the dislmctuin between 
these two conditions. If you are deciding 
whether to divone your husband, you may 
need precise information on your leg-il 
rights, the steps you can take, the position 
you will be in after you have taken them, 
and so on. (.'ondition One prevails, and you 
need to pay for a solicitor's advice. 

You may also, nr alternatively, need an 
objective and professional view of your 
marriage, its future, and your own 
development within the marriage, of your 
reasons for thinking of ending it and your 
expectations of life alone. Condition Two 
prevails, and you need to pay for a family 
therapist's advice. 

Under Condition One, you are paying for 
information. Under Condition Two, you are 
paying for objectivity and professional 
conimitment. It is possible that you can save 
money under Condition One by buying 
relevant books and papers. You will certainty 
lose a lot of time, and you may also miss 
out on important 'inside' information which 
it is very difficult for a layman to obtain, 
such as the favourite judgements of different 
judges. It is possible that you can save 
money under Condition iWo by using 
friends or acquaintances as counsellors. It is 
highly unlikely that they will be objective 
or committed. 1 think that for certain types 
of personal decision, professional advice is 
indispensable. How expensive it turns out 
to be is largely up to you. 

The brick wall principle 
The guiding principle which dictates both 

whether you need professional advice at all 
and, if you do, when precisely during the 
total decision-making process you need it, 
is one which I call the brick wall principle. 
If you feel you have reached a brick wall, 
which prevents your progressing your 
decision-making, then you may well be at a 
point when professional advice is the only 
thing which will move you on. 

The brick wall principle assumes that you 
have already engaged in all the other 
decision-making activities we have 
described so far, yet despite your 
accumulation of information, and 
coasultation with any appropriate friends 
and acquaintances, you feel you are still 
some way from being able to make the 
decision. More than that, you do not know 
what to do next. You have done as much as 
you can by yourself. Now you need reliable 
and qualified input from an external source. 

You have reached a brick wall because 
there is information you need which you 
cannot acquire on your own. You require 
professional advice under Condition One, 
described above, which will give you the 
information you need. You may alternatively 
have reached a brick wall because your own 
pattern of thinking and feeling about the 
particular decision you are trying to make 
is taking you round and round in circles. 
You require professional advice under 
Condition 'IWo, which will break your 
pattern of thinking and feeling and help you 
to see the decision in a new light. 

Preparing for the consultation 
When you believe you have identitied a 

requirement for professional advice, write 
down why you need to consult a 
professional and, if it is because Condition 
One prevails, what information you need 
from him precisely. Suppose you are 
deciding whether to declare some income 

for tax purposes or not. You probably need 
to consult an accountant. What informatior 
do you want from him ? Your list of 
questions might look like this ; 

1. If I declare this income, how much tax 
will I be liable fur ? 

2. Can I declare it in such a way that my 
lax liability is reduced or eliminated ? 

3. If I don't declare it, what are the likely 
consequences ? 

4. If 1 don't declare it, and the Inland 
Revenue find out, can I justify my not 
declaring it ? 

Making a list like this will ensure, under 
Condition One, that there really is 
information you cannot obtain without 
paying for it. It will also identify for you 
the iriormation you have to provide your 
professional adviser with for him to do his 
job properly. In the example above, you will 
have to provide him with details ot all your 
other income for him to an.swer question 1, 
and also details of your personal 
circumstances. This approach enables you 
to make the best use of the accountant's 
expensive time. 

How much advice ? 
Once you have a clear idea ot what you 

need professional advice for, you can begin 
to work out how much advice you are likely 
to need Almost always, you pav for 
profaasional advice by the hour. I have 
known therapists who charge according to 
their degri>e of succes.s, but this is unusual, 
and of course there are agents who will 
charge commission rather than bill you fo; 
their time direct But generally the more of 
a professional's lime you take up, the more 
you have to pay. So that is one strong reason 
for minimising the amount of advice vou 
buy. 

There is another less obvious but eqxully 
cogent argument for rutting down as much 
as possible the amount of a professional's 
time you take up. Ihc more lime you sper.d 
with a professional adviser, the less effic ient 
use you will make of his lime. If you know 
you have a limited time, you are more hkely 
to plan your own use of that time carefully 
and stick to that plan. Also, and relatedly, 
the mote time you spend with a professional 
adviser, the more he will be part of the 
scenery rather than an agent for change. So 
select the points at > which you need 
professional advice on the brick wall 
principle, and then take the minimum 
amount of protMsinnal time necessary to 
get over that brick wall, initially, it is wise 
to book a single consultation. Use this 
consultation to make a judgement on the 
competence of the adviser you have selected. 
Then, if at all possible, use it to plan how 
many more consultations you will require. 

(Tb be continued) 
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Tourism Management 
Entrance Examination, June 1998 

Conducted by Indian Institute of Tourism & Travel Management (lITTM), Gwaiio 
(Ministry of Tourism, Government of India) 

TEST -1; REASONING 
DirecHvtis (Qs. 1 to S): In each of these 

questions, find the pair of die words which 
is different from the other three pairs of 
words : 

Q. 1. (1) Oil-Lamp 
(2) Water-Tip 
(3) Power-Machine 
(4) Oxygen-Life 

Q. 2. (1) Knife-Dagger 
(2) Pistol-Gun 
(3) CarBus 
(4) Engine-Train 

Q. 3. (1) Mother-Father 
(2) Sister-Brother 
(3) Master-Servant 
(4) Uncle-Nephew 

Q. 4. (1) Cai^Engine 
(2) Ticket-Train 
(3) Ink-Pen 
(4) Stamp-I,etter 

Q. 5. (1) Light-Heavy 
(2) Broad-Wide 
(3) Big-Urge 
(4) Tiny-Small 

Q. 6. A, B, C, D and E play a game of 
cards. A says to B, "If you give me three 
cards, you will have as many as E has and 
il 1 give you three cards, you will have as 
many as D has. A and B together have 10 
cards more than what D and E together 
liave. If B has two cards more than what C 
has and the total number of cards is 133, 
how many cards does B have ? 

(1)3S (3) 25 (3) 23 (4)22 
Q. 7. A clock IS so placed that at 12 noon 

Its minute's hand points towards north-east. 
In which direction its hour-hand points at 
1.30 p.m. ? 

(1) East (2) West 
(3) North (4) South 
Q. 8. If A + B = C -I D, B + D - 2A, 

D+E>A+B, C-* D>AiE, then 
(1) Ai.B>D>E>C (2) D>B>E>A>C 
(3) A>D>B>E>C (4) D>A>B>E>C 
Q. 9. ¥ A 4 E = B + C, A -r B = C -s D, 

B4C>D + E A4D>B4-E A+E>C4-D, then 
(1) A>C>B>E>D (2) C>A>E>B>D 
(3) A>E>C>D>B (4) D>B>E>A>C 
Q.lO.If A + E = B + D, A + B > C + E, 

A 4 D = 2B, C + E > B + D, then 
(1) C>A>B>D>E (2) A>B>C>D>E 
(3) C>B>D>A>E (4) C>B>A>E>D 
Directions (Qs. 11 fo 15)In eadi of the 

following sequences .some letters are 
missing which are given in that order as 
one of the four alternatives under it. Find 
the correct alternative in each question. 

U 11. c - bba - cab - ac - ab - ac 
(1) bcacb (2) babcc 
(3) abebe (4) acbcb 
Q. 12. a - be - c - abb - bca - 
(1) abbba (2) aceba 
(3) cccbc (4) cbbac 
U 13. - c - bd - ebeda - a - db - a 
(1) bdbeba (2) daabbe 
(3) cdbbca (4) adabed 
© 14. a - be - a - beda - ced - bed - 
(1) abddbd (2) acbdbb 
(3) adbbad (4) adbead 
U 15. - cb - ca - bacb - ca - bac - d 
(1) addddb (2) addbbb 
(3) bddddb (4) bbbddd 
Directions (Qs. 16 to 20): One hundred 

and twenty-five cubes of the same size are 
arranged in the form of a bigger cube 
6x5x5). From one comer of die top 
layer of this cube, four smaller cube 
(2 X 2 X1) are removed. From the column 
on the opposite side, two cubes (1x1x2) 
are removed, and from the third comer, 
three cubes (1 x 1 x 3) are removed 
and from the fourth column four cubes 
a X 1 X 4) are removed. All exposed 
faces of the block thus formed are coloured 
ted. 

Now atuwer the following questions 
based on the above statemenL 

Q. 16. How many small cubes arc left in 
the block ? 

(1)112 (2)113 (3)114 (4)115 
Q. 17. How many cubes do not have any 

coloured face? 
(1)27 (2)35 (3)36 (4)37 
O 18. How many cubes have only one 

red face each ? • 
(1)35 (2)37 (3)41 (4)77 
O 19. How many cubes have only two 

coloured faces each ? 
(1)20 (2)24 (3)30 (4)35 
Q. 20. How many cubes in the top layer 

have three red faces each ? 
(1)4 (2)5 (3)7 (4)8 
Directions (Qs. 21 to 25) : In COLUMN 

I below some words are given. They are 
tranalated in a code language given in 
COLUMN 11. The codes for the words arc 
not necessarily in the same order as the 
original words occur in COLUMN L Also 
the codes for different letters in each 
word are not in the same order as the 
letters for which they stand in the original 
word. Study these two columns carefully 
and identify the codes which stand for the 
letters of different words in COLUMN 1. 
After identifying the codes correctly. 

answe't the following questions in ca 
of which a word has been given follow 
by four alternatives one of which is I 
c^e for the word in the question. T1 
alternative is your answer. 

COLUMN f COLUMN U 
PROLIFERA'nON f 1 imrsvxz 
WHIMSICALITY fmmoruvvx 
MANOEUVRES giikllmorru 
SYCHOPHANCY bbh klmssx > 
INFLUENCE bdg hnorrrs 
HURRICANE efhi iimnvvz 
(J 21. POWER 
(1) 1 k d e V (2) k d 1 u 1 

(3) m I d V 1 (4) V 1 k d 1 
Q. 22. RETAIN 
(1) v z e 1 g r (2) r g 1 f in v 
(3) g i m r V z (4) V m i z c 1 
O 23. FAITH 
(1) g z r u s (2) r g s e u 
(3) z s r V u (4) sgrev 
Q. 24. SURVEY 
(1) V b e g s h (2) b e f h 1 v 
(3) h V f t g h (4) u f 1 g h b 1 

0 25. CLONE 
(1) 1 m e X o (2) 1 d m v o 
(3) m V 1 e o (4) 1 m o V X ^ 
Directions (Qs. 26 to 30); In each of ttir|, 

following questions a statement is given; 
followed by two assumptions I and 11. 
Mark your answer as (1) if only I ist 
implied, (2) if only 11 is implied, (3) if', 
neither I nor II is implied and (4) if both. 
I and II are implied . ] 

Q. 26. 
Statement ; Saras, the i.nly moped you'll 

buy when you're ready. 
Assumptions : 

I. Saras is an excellent moped. 
II. People go in for excellent mopeds. 

Q. 27. 
Statement: Use ABC tubes which have- 

buill-in 5 years longer life than any ■ 
other tube. 

Assumptions ■ 
I. Other tubes are not durable 

II. People want durability in tubes. 
Q. 28. 
Statement : You know you have a great 

suit when people ask who vour 
tailor is. 

Assumptions . 
I. People do not ask who Oie tailor is 

when the suit is bad 
II. People want to know the critena 

of a great suit. 
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* Q. 29. 
” Slatemrnt The sucresshil man has the 

ability l«> )u<lge for him.sclf and 
f )Uilr' I i.rnsMly. 
j Assmiijith'” 
;' I. In.iliility to judge corrertly causes 
,| I I''.lie 

•' II ‘'Uiii’i • .! iii.iM cannot make a fl wninc; nidgement. 
■ 1 Q. 30. 

; he Statement ■ It you .ire graphic artist, we 
fi>thl have a challenging |ob tor you. 

Phi Assumptions 
t idv 1. You are a graphic artist. 
] I n. We need a graphic artist. 
'vh Ditictions (Qs. .31 to 35): From among 
xin ic five doctors A, B, C D and E; four 

Sap ngineers G, H, K, L and six teachers M, 
vhi K O, Q, R, some teams are to be selected. 
id\ tf bese A, B, G, H, O, H Q are females 

'lec nd the Kst are males. The formation of 
j' no- >ams is subject to the following conditions: 
tind' Wherever there is a male doctor, there 
';eri till be no female teacher. 
* idv Wherever there 1$ a male engineer, there 
^oo till be no female doctor. 

''ckni 'Hieic shall not be more than two male 
, arid in any team. 

I Q. 31. If the team consists of two diKtors, 
' peo ato female teachers and two engineers, all 
■ YQj, he following teams are po.ssiblt' EXCEPT 
ihe (1) ABKLPO (2) ABGHPg 

'exa (3) ABGHCX? (4) OPGHAB 
' gui< Q' 32. If I he team consists of two doctors, 
cha hwe female te.ii hers and two eirgineers, the 
tha ''ffohers of the team are 
pgp (1) CDOPQGH (2) ABOI>C?CH 
{.„! (3) CDK1.0PQ (4) DEC.HOPQ 
adv Q- 33- B fhe team consists of three doctors, 

c wo male engineers and two teachers, the 
(j^. nembers of the team could be 
£ ' (1) CDEKLMN (2) ABCKLMR 
j-on (3) CDEKLPR (4) BC.DKL.NR 
tvD Q- 34. If the team consists ot two doctors, 
tnai engineer and four teachers, all the 

uUowing teams are possible EXCEPI 
(1) ABCMNOP (2) ABKNRPQ 

J (3) ABHMOPQ (4) ABHMRPQ 
Q. 35. If the team consists ol two diKtors, 

wo engineers and two teachers, all the 
. ollowing teams are po.ssible I XCliPT 

, (1) CT.KI.NR (2) ABGHMN 
(3) CDKl.OP (4) ABCllOP 

2 Directions (Qs. 36 to 40) ■ These questions 
ire Liascd on the following statements; 

.Mohan and Ra|iv are m the s.ime team ol 
nickev ”rem d feated Kajiv in badmmtoii 

. silt lost to Shyam tn tennis Narendra teams 
rtfith Sohan in football and with Shyam in 

’'’’™ hockey. Rajiv defeated Shyam in chess. 
Those who play cricket do not play 
badminton, volley-ball or tennis. Mohan and 
Prem are in opposite teams of basket-ball. 
Narendia represents his stale in cricket while 
.Sohan does so at the district level UoV'Who 

' play chess do not play football, basket-ball 
'•'”1' or vollev-ball. Mohan and Prem are together 

in the volley-ball team Bovs who play 
football also plav hockey, 

reat Q 36. Which IS the mo.st popular game 
®’‘P with this group ? 

(1) Badminton (2) Football 
thei (3) Hockey (4) Cricket 
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Q. 37. Who plays the laigest number of 
games ? 

(1) Narendra (2) Prem 
(3) Rajiv (4) Sohan 
Q 38. Which bov plays both badminton 

and hockey ? . 
(1) Narendra (2) Prem 
(3) Rajiv (4) Shyam 
Q. 39, Who plays both hockey and tennis ? 
(1) Narendra (2) Prem 
(3) Rajiv (4) Shyam 
Q. 40. Name the boys who do not play 

football. , 
(1) Rajiv, Shyam (2) Rajiv, Narendra 
(3) Rajiv, Sohan (4) Shyam, Narendra 

ANSWERS 

1.(2) 2.(4) .1. (.3) 4.(1) 
5. (I) : All others are antonyms of each 

other. 
6. (2) : B - 3 = E ....(1) 

B I 3 = D ....(2) 
A 4 B - D + E s 10 ....(3) 
B . C 4- 2 .,..(4) 
A 4 B 4 C + D + L - 133 .. (5) 
Using (3) in (5), we gel 
11 I E + 10 4 C 4 1) 4. E - 133 
=» 2D 4 2E 4 C 123 ....(6) 
(1) & (2) => D ♦ E = 2B 
. . (6) =» 4B + C - 123 ....(7) 
Now (7) & (4) => B . 25 
Also C - 23, A • 35, K : 22, D . 28 

7. (1) 
8. (4) : A + B ^ C + D ....(1) 

B + D - 2A ....(2) 
U 4- E > A + B ....(3) 
C I D > A 4 I- ....(4) 
(3) &(1) =» D ♦ E>c 4 D =>f:>c 
(4) it (1) => A 4- B > A 4- E =» B > E 
(3) =»D-A>B-E>0 =» D> A 
(1) & (2)^ A 4 B - C I 2A - B 

2R “ A 4 C 
-5A-B-B-C>0 

(•.• B E > C) 
-=> A .4 B 

.• D > A ■. B > F. > C 
9. (2) ; A I I- • B 4 C ....(1) 

A I B --- C t D ....(2) 
B 4 C '* D I E ....(3) 
A 4 n B 4 E ...(4) 
A 4 E C 4- D .. (5) 
(1) & (5) => B I C > C + D => B > D 
(2) : C - A ■- B - D > (* => C > A 
(4) A - F; > B -■ D .4 0 A E 
(2) & (5) ^ A 4 E > A I B => E > B 
.. C>A..E>B>D 

’0. (1) : A t E -- B 4- D ....(1) 
A 4 B > C 4 i; .. .(2) 
A 4 D = 2B ....(3) 
C: 4 F •> B + D ....(4) 
(2) it (4) A > D (.3 is ruled out) 
(1) & (4) => C '> A (2 IS ruled out) 
(2) B - E s C - A > (1 =» B > E 
(I) & (3) =.» B 4 E - 2D and B > E 
=»B>D>E(4is r.iled out) 
.-. C>A>BsD>E 

IL(4) icdbbac/cabbac/cabfeac 
li 0 :ad/b/c£cj;/a/bbhb/c/afl 
13i : aedb/d ueb/eda h/a cdb/ila 
14.0 ; aabc da/hbeda Jj/ced abc/d d 

15. (0 : acbdca/dbacbd/cadbac/bd 
16. (1): Cubes on each layer with number 
of sides painted are indicated in the 
following tables R indicates that this cube 
is removed. 
Layer 1 (Top Layer) Layer 2 

Layer 3 Layer 4 

Layer 5 

1 0 0 (J 1 

1 0 0 0 1 

1 0 0 0 1 

2 1112 

Bottom faces of the cube.s in layers 5 an* not 
exposed. Only sides and the lop are exposeii, 
whatever the case may be. 

No. of cubes on the top layer - 18 
No. of cubes on the 2nd layer - 22 
No. of cubes on the 3rd layer - 23 
No. of cubiis on the 4th layer =■ 24 
No. of cubes on the 5th layer 25 
Total No of cubes - 112 

17. (2) : No. of cubes on the top layer - 0 
No. ol nibes on the 2nd layer 7 
No. of cubes on the 3nl layer •• 
No. ot cubes on the 4th layer - 9 

No of cubes on the 5tli layer = 9 
Total No of cubes 3S 

18. (3) ; b t 5 4 8 4 10 4 12 - 41 
19. (2) : 4 I 8 4 5 I 4 i,3 - 24 
20. (4) 
21. (4) ; Won/ Word in Code m Code in 

No Column I Column II 
1 PRoi.iiFKATioN giiklimorru vz 

(n-lriieii'd wont) 

2 wimmshamiy bdglinoirrsxz 
(ll-letlprid wonij 

3 MANOfi'i RLs e t h 11 in ii v v z 
(10-lettvred word) 

4 SYCHOWANIY bbhkinissxxz 
(ll-lettered word) 

5 iNFLUENCL tmmoruvvx 
(9-lettePfd word) 

6 HURRiCASir fiimrsvxz 
(9 li'itenst wivd) 

In (.5), two letters are repeated and in (6), 
one letter is repeated, lliis is to be taken 
into account while deciding the codes for 
two 9-lettered words 
Therefore A-»z, C-4x, E-»v, F-»u, H->s, 
^-♦r, L-40, M-^n, N-»m, 0->l, P-4k, R-»i, 
S-»h, T-4g, U-»f, V -M«, W-+a, Y-*b. 
In (6), R is the only repeated word, therefore 
R -A i 
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In (2), 1 is the only word repeated 
three times, therefore I-4r. Similarly, 
(5) =» E-^v and so (5) again implies 
that N-*m. Now (1) =* 0-»l A is 
the only common word in (2), (3), 
(4) and (6) and so is z, therefore 
A-+Z. 

(4) and (5) =» C-*x, 
(5) & (6) =» U->f and so 
(6) =» H-»s & (4) y-»b. 
Now (3) jt (4) S—)h. 
(4) =» P-»k. (2) & (3) ^ M-»n. 
(3) => V-*e. (2) & (5) L-»o. 
(5) =* F—»u. (1) =* T-+g and finally 
fonn (2), W-Kl. 
Note The order of steps should 
not be changed at any stage to find 
the codes. 

22.(3) 23.(1) 24.(2) 25.(4) 
26.(4) 27.(2) 28.(2) 29.(1) 
30. (2) 
31. (1) ; With male engineer (K, L), Female 

Doctors (A, B) cannot be there. 
32. (2) ; CXO^ is not permissfcle ^ (1) & (3) 

DEOPQ is not permissible ^ (4) 
33. (1) ; ABKL is not permissible ^ (2) & (4) 

CDEPR is not permissible (3) 
34. (2): ABK is not permissible. 
35. (3) : CDOP is not permissible. 
36. (3) : Persons Games Played 

Mohan : Hockey, Basketball, 
Volleyball 

Rajiv : Hoctey, Badminton, 
Chess 

Piem : Badminton, Tennis, 
Basketball, Volleyball 37. (2) 

Shyam -. 
Sohan ; 

Narendra : 

Games 
Hockey 

Hockey, Tennis, Ches^l 
Football, Cricket, t 
Hockey * 
Football, Hockey, j 
Cricket 
Played by 
Mohan, ^jiv, Soha 
Narendra, Shyam, 

f 

Basketball & k 
Volleyball : Mohan, Prem .• 

Cricket & * 
Football ; Narendra, Sohan j 

Badminton : Prem, Rajiv , 

Chess : Rajiv, Shyam ' 

Tennis : Prem, Shyam ] 
38. (3) 39. (4) 40. (1); 

TEST - II: ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
Directions (Qs. 41 to 45) : From among 

the four alternatives given under each 
question, find the one that fits into the 
blank space most appropriately : 

Q. 41. The terrorists made a vain attempt 
to __the bridge. 

(1) blow down (2) blow out 
(3) blow over (4) blow up 
Q. 42. The Finance Minister may__ 

new propo.sals in his budget speech. 
(1) bring out (2) bring forward 
(3) bring round (4) bnng forth 
Q. 43. The main suspects in the Rajiv 

Gandhi assassination are still ___ 
(1) under a cloud 
(2) at daggers drawn 
(3) at large 
(4) at sea 
Q. 44. The building was so old and 

dilapidated that it was not_ 
(1) habitation (2) habitat 
(3) habitant (4) habitable 

Q. 45. Polyster shirts are more_ 
than the cotton ones. 

(1) durable (2) duration 
(.1) durability (4) durably 
Directions (Qs. 46 to SO) : Read the 

following paragraph and then answer these 
questions given under it : 

Famine has taken a heavy toll of 
Ihoasands of lives in Somalia. At the same 
time a civil war is going on. Those engaged 
in it have an axe to grind and are least 
concerned about the starvation deaths 
around them. They are trying to fish in 
troubled waters. Unless the warlords 
co-operate or at least do not 'obstruct the 
effort all the yeoman's service, which the 
UNO is trying to tender to the local 
population, will end in smoke and in spite 
of going through fire and water those 
engaged in this noble task will not be able 
to reach the needy to alleviate their miseries. 

Q. 46. 'an axe to grind', means 
(1) doing an arduous task 
(2) taking revenge 
(3) having a selfish motive 
(4) motivating people 
Q. 47. 'to fish in troubled waters' means 
(1) to exploit a situation for personal gain 

(2) to go about helping people in trouble 
(3) to enjoy taking risks 
(4) to salvage as much as possible in a 

bad situation 
Q. 48. 'yeoman's service' means 
(1) difficult service 
(2) a good deed requiring considerable 

effort 
(3) good service 
(4) ploughing foe field 
Q. 49. 'will end in smoke' means 
(1) will create confusion . 
(2) will bum away 
(3) will bring darkness 
(4) will end in nothing 
Q. 50. 'going through fire and water' 

means 
(1) having a varied experience ^ 
(2) taking all sorts of risks 
(3) passing through difficult times 
(4) riskmg natural calamities 
Directions (Qs. 51 to 55) : One of the 

four sentences given in each question is 
grammatically wrong. That alternative is- 
your answer. 

Q. 51.(1) I intend going to Calcutta. 
(2) He is too miserly to part with 

his money. 
(3) He has no de.sire for fame. 
(4) He hks invited me for dinner. 

Q. 52.(1) It was I that gave away the 
prizes. 

(2) Those who did this thing 
should be punished. 

(3) Ail that he said had no effect 
on me. 

(4) He carried little Deepu and 1 
on his shoulders. 

Q. 53.(1) Many a glorious deeds were 
done. 

(2) Our followers are but a 
handful. 

(3) Every one of the boys loves to 
ride. 

(4) Neither he nor 1 was then?. 
Q. 54. (1) Neither of the men was tall. 

(2) The jury was divided in their 
opinions. 

(3) Much pains has been taken. 
(4) 1 found out that he was guilty 

Q. 55.(1) This is one of the best films that 
has been produced this yeac 

(2) She is one of the best mothers 
that have ever lived. 

(3) Satish, as well as Harish and 
Suresh, likes milk. 

(4) None of these words is now 
current. 

Directions (Qs. .56 to 60): Each queation 
below consists of a word in capltid Icttets 
followed by four alternatives. Choose du 
alternative that is most nearly opposite in 
meaning to the''wofd in capital letters : 

Q. 56. GARBLE 
(1) enjoy (2) rinse 
(3) clarify (4) accept 
O 57. FORTITUDE 
(1) timidity (2) laxity 
(3) placidity (4) ambition 
Q. 58. PERNICIOUS 
(1) precious (2) healing 
(3) swerving (4) conservative 
O 59. ANATHEMA 
(1) appreciation (2) blessing 
(3) protection (4) obstacle 
Q 60. CONCUR 
(1) pertain (2) reveal 
(3) oppose (4) delay 
Directions ((2s. 61 to 65) ; In thi 

following questions, each sentence has ar 
underlined word or phrase followed b) 
four alternatives. You are to choose die oni 
that best keeps the meaning of the orlgltu 
sentence if it is substituted for thi 
underlined word or phrase. 

Q. 61. Veterinarians usually give dogs an 
anesthetic so that they don't cry out in pain. 

(1) gulp (2) flip 
(3) yelp (4) purr 
Q. 62. City taxes are based on an estimate 

of ihe value of one's property. 
(1) appraisal (2) forecast 
(3) diagnosis (4) outline 
Q 63. Although buses are scheduled to 

depart at a certain hour, they are often late. 
(1) listed (2) requested 
(3) obligated (4) loaded 
Q 64. Because tight travels faster than 

sound, lightening appears to go before 
thunder 

(1) prolong (2) traverse 
(3) repel (4) precede 
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^ Q. 65. When students do not have time to 
'• ead a novel before class, they read an 

mtline of the plot instead. 
(1) an article (2) a synopsis 
(3) a critique (4) an essay 
DireetioHS (Qs. 66 to 70) : In each 

entence below, there are four underlined 
vords or phrases marked (1), (2), (3) and 

V 4). Identify the underiined word or phrase 
^hat has not been correctly used in the 

B ientiince. This is your answer. 
^ O 66. The neutron bomb provides the 
“apable (1) of a limited (2) nuclear war in 

(3) buildings would be preserved (4) 

‘,>ut people would be destroyed. 
I Q. 67. The new mixiel costs (1) twice more 

Ijfhan (2) k£l (3) yiaiii (4) model, 
h' The duties of the secretary as (I) 
I to take (2) the minutes, mailing (3) the 
ifCortespondence, and calling the members 
poefore meetings (4). 

(). Q. 69. jlis (1) extremely (2) important fci 
r(3) an engineer to know (4) to use a 
licomputer. 
M O 70. After the team of geologists had 
udrawn diagrams in their (1) notebooks 
II and wrote (2) explanations of the formations 
Which (3) they had observed, they 

^Vetumed to their camp site to compare (4) 
) notes. 
I DireetiaHS (Qs. 71 to 74) : Select a word 
from the given alternatives which has die 

i^same meaning as the one in italics in the 
I'given sentences ; 
II Q. 71. Man otten behaves irmtionalfy. 

> (1) illogicaily (2) absurdly 
( (3) foolishly (4) immaturely 
1 Q. 72. The mvasion force had no artillery 
'and was completely anmhilalcd. 

» (1) dismembered (2) reduced 
> (3) destroyed (4) split 
1. Q. 73. ItuTnsed by his rude behaviour, the 

manager suspended the worker. 
(1) inflamed (2) excited 
(3) promoted (4) enthused 
Q;.74. A parsimonious man is someone who 

is 
(1) cautious 
(2) extravagant 
(3) stingy 
(4) careful with money 
Directions (Qs. 7S to 77) : In the 

following questions four altcmatives arc 
given for the underlined idiom used in die 
sentence. Choose the one which best 
expresses its meaning : 

O 75. The belief in witchcraft is losing 
ground even in remote areas now. 

(1) acquiring power 
(2) continuing as before 
(3) deeply engraved 
(4) becoming less acceptable. 
Q 76. Ihere are black sheep in every 

community. 
(1) giKid leaders 
(2) bad characters 
(3) poor persons 
(4) intelligent people 
O 77. VW talked over the matter for an 

hour but without results. 
(1) surveyed (2) assessed 
(3) fought about (4) discussed 
Directions (Qs. 70 to SO); From the given 

alternatives choose the one which is 
nearest in meaning to the underlined 
foreign word or phrase which to commonly 
used in today's English : 

Q. 75. v’iiLmgitia 
(1) by the way 
(2) through communication 
(3) a middle course 
(4) the reverse order. 
O W. liUOlo 
(1) in the he.irt (2) in peace 
(3) within the walls (4) entirely 

O 50. Resume 
(1) a summary 
(2) to cany on after interaction 
0) a report of the work done 
(4) a review. 

ANSWERS 

41.(4) 42.(2). 43.(3) 44.(4) 
45. (1) 46. (3) 47. (1) 45. (2) 
49. (4) 50. (2) 
51. (4); Yk invite a person is dinner and 

not hil ,a dmner. 
52. (1); 'That' is used for inanimate things 

and for animate things 'who' is 
used. Hieretdre, instead of 'that,' 
'who' should be used. 

53. (1): When we say 'Many a', it i.s 
followed by a singular noun. Of 
course 'many' alone will take 
plural noun. 

54. (3) : 'Pains' must follow with a 
corre.sponding plural verb 'have' 
instead of ha.s. 

55. (1): The plural noun "films" must take 
a plural verb have. 

56. (3) 57. (1) 55. (2) 59. (2) 
60. (3) 61. (3) 62. (1) 63. (1) 
64. (4) 65. (2) 
66. (1): Instead of 'capable', 'capability' 

should have b<«n used. 
67. (2) : 'IWke' itself shows comparison. 

Therefore, 'more' is superfluous. 
65. (2): Instead of 'to take minute.s', it 

should be 'preparing minutes' 
69. (4): Instead of 'to know' it should be 

"to know how" 
70. (2) : lastead of 'wrote', 'written' should 

be used. 
71. (1) 72. (3) 73. (1) 74. (4) 
75. (4) 76. (2) 77. (4) 75. (3) 
79. (4) 50. (1) 

TEST - III: GENERAL KNOWLEDGE AND CURRENT AFFAIRS 
Q. 81. Confucianism anise during the 

, reign of 
Han Dynastj (2) Chou Dynasty 

, (3) Shang Dynasty (4) Chin Dynasty 
Q. 82. Which one of the following 

civilisations was pioneer in introducing a 
system of selecting public officials on the 
basis of education and competitive 
exaiQination ? 

, '(I) Chinese C-viiisation 
I (2) Roman Civilisation 

(3) Aryan Civilisation 
I (4) Creek Civilisation 
it Q. 83. Kadainbiirt was written by 

(1) Arya Bhatta <!f) Bana Bhatta 
a; (3) Bharat Mum (4) Bhavabhuli 
f Q. 84. The famous Rajarani Temple is 

' located at 
° (1) Bhopal '(2) Bhubaneswar 
” (3) Jaipur (4) Udaipur 
° Q. 85. The rock-cut temple (>i K.iilashnath 
’’ is situated at 
* (1) Ajanta (2) i'llora 
^ Elephanta (4) Mamallapuram 

} U2 

Q. 86. Khajiiraho is situated in 
^1) Madhva Pradesh (2) Maharashtra 

(3) Oriss.i (4) Uttar Pradesh 
Q. 87. VMio intmduced Sareskrit as an 

official language ? 
(1) Mauryas (2) Sakas 

j|3) Guptas (4) Chalukyas 
Q. 88. On the disintegration of the 

Mughal Empire an independent Kingdom 
of Dcccan was established with its capital 
at 

(1) Mysore (2) Bangalore 
Hyderabad (4) Vi).iyawada 

Q. 89. The .iiniature paintings of music 
called 'Raagmala' belong to 

(II Assam (2) Maharashtra 
(3) Madhya PFade.sh.44fJ R.)jaslhan 
Q. 90. Which one dfttie following cities 

was leased tn i'rancis Day by the ruler of 
Chandr.igni which later on became a 
melropolit.in city ? 

(ij IJ.u.g.jl.iie ..^(fT Chennai 
(3) Ceili.ii (4) Mysore 
Q. 91. In which •>( the following .'ities the 

famoas Shiva leinple, in which Shiva is 

worshipped in the form of 'Lord of Dance' 
instead of as the Ungam is ? 

(1) Rameshwaram (2) Suchindrain 
(3) Shankdran Kuii ^ Chidambaram 
Q. 92. Who among the following initiatly 

iought back the barb.iric Huns and 
recovered most of the imperial provinces ^ 

if) Chandragupta (2) Samudragupta 
^(3) ^candagupta (4) Ramagupia 

Q. 99.1'he capital oi Hoysala Dynasty was at 
^) Dwarsamudra (2) Dhillika 

(3) Patliputra (4) V.ilapi 
Q. 94. The International Vedic Conference 

was held recently at 
^ Jaipur (2) N.igpiir 
'^(S) Ptme (4) Varanasi 

Q. 95. Under which dynasty did the 
construetkin of the Great Wall <'i rhiai start ? 

(1) Chou (2) Han (^J^tfhiii (4) Sui 
Q. 96. The Treaty of Srirangapatnam was 

signed between 'tipu Sultan and 
(1) Clive (2) Daihousie 

_^P)<!ornwallis (4) Welle.slev 
tCoutinued on page I.'M) 
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With Hs Eve^Explo<iing Population, 
Indio Con Never Be Setf-Sufficient In Food Production 

present to our readers a tape-recorded 
'live' Group Discussion which took place 
at CSR's Competition Success Institute. 
The expert comments of the examiners 
have bMn provided at the right junctures 
during the proceedings to enable correct 
understanding of the exercise and appreciate 
its finer points. The group consists of eight 
candidates of similar age, education, 
experience and exposure, who are all 
appearing for the Same trainee manager 
appointment in a multinational organisation. 
The time allowed for the discussion is 
25-30 minutes. The examiner announces 
the subject for discussion: "With Its Ever- 
F.xploding Population, India Can Never 
Be Self-Sufficient In Fiwd Production", and 
retires to the background. The group is 
now left on its own to proceed with the 

[ exercise. 

Progress 

With the exit of the examiner, the tension 
that gripped the group so far, eases. The 
candidates are seated in a closed-circle 
tormatiun in the ascending order of their 
roll numbers. It is easy and convenient 
for a candidate to consult his neighbours 
on his left or right, or even talk to someone 
.seated acro.ss or a little further away. Each 
candidate is in a position to see and hear 
what goes on in the group. Very soon the 
silence, which prevailed when the examiner 
was present, is replaced by whispering 
conversations, asides, crosstalks and so 
on, with ever-increasing noise. In the 
rt'sultant confusion, no one is able to make 
out precisely what others are talking about. 
Often the talks or consultations ate confined 
to two or utmost three members only. 
Candidate No. 2 appears rather diffident 
and overcautious. First, he keeps looking 
towards the direction in which the examiner 
has retired to make sure that he does not 
reappear quietly. Then, it seems that he 
is reluctant to be heard by all the others 
in the group. Hence, he deliberately waits 
till all others are well ahead with their 
a.sides, crosstalks, consultations and so on. 
Ultimately, he turns to his neighbour. 
No. 1, and speaks to him in arrested whispers. 

No. Z : 1 say. No. 1, 1 mean, please, 
No. 1,1 want to ask you something, man. 

lltuu see the subject is quite involved and 
fconfusing. They talk about explosion, etc. 

You see, it is rather confusing to me. In 
fact, I wanted to ask the examiner himself 
about it. But then, who knows, he might 
get angry and ciinoyed- 

No. 1 : I say, you are a really funny 
chap. Why should the examiner get angry ? I 
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In fact, he was asking repeatedly whether 
anybody had any doubts. He seemed such 
a nice guy. You should have asked him. 

No. 2: Please don't raise your voice, 
man. 1 told you the truth and confessed 
why I could not ask him. Now, why don't 
you answer and clarify the doubt I raised? 
You see, I won't be able to do anything 
on the subject unless this doubt is cleared. 

No. 1 (Smiles): Okay, okay. Let me go 
at it one by one. First, you say the subject 
is involved or long. But if you look at 
each word, in turn, then you will find it 
very, very short. First, there is explosion. 
You know about it. So, no doubt there. 
Next is it increases. That too is also then 
simple. 

No. 2: Don't make fun of me. Of course, 
I know what the words mean. It is the 
rationale or logic. 

No. 1: You mean, you know everything! 
Then I am sure you understand everything. 

No. 2: Hey, you ate now trying to be 
funny. I take it that you also do not know 
the answer. 

No. t; My dear friend, you are welcome 
to make your own assumptions. You have 
to do the thinking yourself. 1 can't dc it 
for you. 

No. 3 (Observifig and overhearing part of 
the whispered talks between Nos. 2 and 1): 
Hey, you two, what is the secret you both 
are sharing with each other ? Be a sport 
and let me into it. 

No. 1: You better ask nur neighbour 
seated between the two of us. He has some 
problem. Maybe you are the right man 
who could help him solve it. 

No. 3: Of course, and why not ? Not to 
worry, not to worry. No. 2. It is all very ' 
easy. Only trust and believe me. First, 
whatever may be your problem, take it 
as oifMOy solved. But one small little thing, 
which I am sure you won't mind. You 
see, 1 don't render free service. 1 charge 
my own fees. (No. 2 does not know what to 
say. He looks totally confused and highly 
embarrassed. He looks around wondering what 
he should do or whom he should appeal to 
next and finds others busy indulging in small 
talks, asides and whispered conversations as 
he hud been doing himself with No. 1 and 
No. 3. Fortunately for him and for the group 
as a whole, just then No. 7 decides to shoulder 
the responsibility of launching the group on 
its task and commence the Group Discussion 
properly and in earnest.) 

No. 7 (Raising his voice adequately, but 
not unnecessarily or annoyingly so that he 
could be heard and willingly heeded to by all 
else in the group despite the ongoing asides, 
crosstalks, smaR-lime conversations, etc); 
Friends, may 1 have your kind attention 
for a couple of minutes, please. I have an 
important announcement to make, which 
is of considerable interest to all of us. (On 
hearing the direct and bold siatemeni of 
No 7 made in a pleasant and friendly manner 
iinth a cheerful smile, the curiosity and interest 
of the group is aroused and they become eager 
to hear him out. All slop talking, the noise 
dies dawn completely and there is absolute 
silence.) 

No. 5: Yes, No. 7 we an* .ill ready to 
listen. I could see that you have something 
on your mind which '-nneerns the entire 
group. Please go ahead and tell us what 
it is. I am ready to help and cooperate in 
whatever way you want or the group 
decides. 

No. 7: Thank you. No. .“i. Nc.w. gentlemen, 
as you all know we were asked bv the 
examiner to complete this group discussion 
within the maximum time limit of half 
an hour. And, If I am not mistaken, you 
can say that we have already spent five, 
if not ten, minutes of this time limit on 
our asides, consultations, cross-talks, 
etc 7 Therefore, unless we start our group 
discussion immediately, we won't be able 
to complete it. I suggest we star) with a 
volunteer who is ready to explain the 
implications of the subject and (hen offer 
his own views. Then we can proceed in 
clockwise fashion one after another, till 
we conclude with the last person silting 
before the volunteer on the right. I-et each 
of us take no more than two minutes in 
the first round. This will give us some 
time for a quick second round, which can 



be availed of to rebut criticism!!, or offer 
aiunter comments or to amplify one's earlier 
statements, etc. 

No. 5: Suppose someone is not ready 
yet to speak and wants to speak later. 
Should we agree to such a request ? You 
see, this would break the chain. 

No. 8: We should not break the chain 
as it will result in confusion and delay. If 
someone is not ready, we should skip him 
and he can speak during the second round. 
You see, we are not compelling anyone 
to speak. The choice to speak or not to 
speak is his. 

No. 7; Let us start now. Any volunteers, 
please ? 

No. 2: 1 want to speak last, please. 
No. 1; Look here. No. 2, they are asking 

for volunteers to open the di.scussion. No 
volunteers are required to close it. 

No. 7: Don't worry. No. 2. You can speak 
at your convenience. Now, once again, 
may I request for a volunteer to open the 
discussion. 

No. 3; All right, I will open the discussion. 
Normally, I would have kept quiet, but 
from what Nos. 5 and 8 said, I get the 
feeling that, in their view, 1 only joked 
and did not mean to resolve the doubt of 
No. 2. Now they and also others will know 
1 meant busines.s. 

No. 7: That is fine. No. 3, and thanks. 
This incidentally solves the problem of 
No. 2 also. We can start with No. 3, then 
proceed to Nos. 4, 5, 6 and so on till we 
end up the round with No. 2, to speak 
la.st. Okay No. 3, we are ready. Please go 
ahead. 

Comments ; A fairly active and well- 
motivated group in whUli Nos. 7, 5 and 8 
have come fonimrd to launch the group on 
its task by displaying initialioe and assuming 
special responsibilities One observes healthy 
and positive leadership trails in their initial 
remarks and deliheratwns Earlier, we saw 
the group getting siib-dirided into smaller 
groups Nos. 1, 2 and 3 were not able to rise 
above this sub-group ucticily. But No. 7 came 
forward to break the !.c He was bold and 
enterprising. Displaying determination and 
courage, coupled with friendliness, warmth 
and till t, hi succeeded in getting the attention 
and hearing of t'le entire group. Soon, No. 5 
rallied round him and gave excellent support 
in putting the group on its rails. No. 1, 
unwittingly, and No 3. deliberately, attempted 
to sidetrack and create same obstacles. No. 2, 
with his lack of confidence, was another obstacle. 
Once again. Nos. 7, 5 and 8 were able to 
overcome such obstacle.-, without much difficulty. 
No. 3 has managed to attract attention and 
created siitiie impact on the group, but hts 
attempt to crack jokes has not found favour. 
The group luis given him the opportunity to 
be the opening speaker, despite his reservations 
and chullengmg jmstures. It is to be seen whether 
he can acijuit himse’f creditably and prove 
worthy of the honour conferred on him. 
No 2 ha.-, turned out to he a definite drag on 
__ 

WINNING THE FIRST 

IMPRESSION 

the group and No. 1 appears to lack the urge, 
dash and enterprise to profit from opportunities. 
No. 4 and 6 in the group have remained as 
observers; they have not made any visible 
contribution during the preliminaries. 

No. 3: Friends, as 1 told you, I have 
accepted this as a diallenge to speak first 
and prove that Nos. 5 and 8 have 
underestimated me. 1 want to tell them 
and show to them that I know more about 
the subject than they themselves do. 
Otherwise, I would have preferred to sit 
back and relax and listen to what you ail 
have to say. My policy is never to go after 
trouble and seek it out. But I am not the 
one who is afraid of challenges or troubles. 
I am ready to face them. 

No. 8 fin an undertone so that he won’t 
distract No, 3, but audible enough to be heard 
by No. 7): No. 7, don't you think that we 
should ask him to cut out all unnecessary 
references and talk about the subject 
proper 7 

No. 7:1 agree and we shall intervene if 
he does not switch over to the subject 
soon. In any case we shall adhere to the 
time limit of two minutes per head. 

No. 3: Don't worry. No. 8.1 know what 
you are saying to No. 7.1 will deal with 
the subject all right. Okay, the subject says, 
"With its ever-exploding papulation, India 
can never be self-sufficient in food 
production." My first reaction is that the 
subject has missed the basic requirement 
for any economic growth which is the 
prevalence of peace in the community and 
in the country as a whole. If there are 
violent internal upheavals with terrorism 
let loose, then no progress of any kind is 
possible. You remember that terrorists 
breached the Bhakra Canal twice. If the 
canal was breached again and again, you 
have to write off the Green Revolution in 
toto. Another imponderable is the monsoon 
rains. Right now, we have no substitute 
for monsoon rains and if the monsoon 
fails, there is no question of increased food 
production. We will have drought and 
famine. Well, what I told you is enough 
to show that the proposition is a pipe 
dream and cannot stand the test of reality. 
I am ready to challenge any of you to 
disagree with me, and I do not propose 
to waste any more words. That is all, and 
now let us see what Nos. 5 and 8 have to 
say on my observations. 

Comments ; No. 3 is ready to participate 
and take risks. But he is rash and blind. His 
approach is rigid and one-sided. He ie more 
emotional than rational. His judgement is 

defective and he is unable to view a situation 
or a problem dispassionately and objectively. 
He has some ideas on the subject, but his 
presentation gets bogged down because of his 
prejudices. He allows his ego to take precedence 
over group interests. Thus, his firm impact 
on the group has become negative and he has 
failed lo carry the group with him. This 
emotionally unbalanced and rather rigid 
candidate will prove a hindrance rather than 
help for group effort. Rejected. 

No. 4: Gentlemen, 1 agree with No. 3 
that for increased food production, regular 
monsoon rains are of paramount 
importance. In addition, there are other 
things like power, fertilisers, good variety 
of seeds and so on. Our proposition is 
defective in that it does not refer to these 
important items. Instead, it talks of intensive 
cultivation which covers mechanisation, 
large farm holdings, etc. I, therefore, do 
not agree with the proposition. 

Comments : No. 4 has some ideas, but 
his comprehension and grasp are rather weak. 
In concentrating on the wood, he misses out 
the trees that stand in front of him. Further, 
the preliminary proceedings saw No. 4 as an 
idle by-slander. He did not display any urge 
or initiative to shoulder responsibility. Even 
now he has preferred to go with No. 3, who 
proved overbearing rather than challenge him 
This candidate's usefulness to the team will 
be limited to his role as a worker or follower 
who would diligently obey orders. Rejected. 

No. 5: Friends, as you are all aware, 
thanks to India's Green Revolution, we 
find ourselves today in the happy situation 
of having surplus grains and good stock 
in the country, instead of going round to 
other countrie.s with a begging bowl. We 
can be proud of the Green Revolution 
because with it we have belied the fami us 
theory of Malthus, who predicted that food 
production will increase only in arithmetical 
progression whereas population explosion 
will take place in geometrical progression. 
The Green Revolution has shown that food 
production can match the population 
increase and we can have the fond to feed 
all our millions. This i.s the position today. 
But the population explosion is continuing 
despite all our family planning measures. 
Hence, it becomes necessary that Green 
Revolution should also be continued to 
meet all our future food requirements 
through intensive cultivation and water 
conservation. Besides Green Revolution, 
we must have industrial and technological 
revolutions as well. 

Comments : No. 5 has emerged as one of 
the strong and positive leaders in the group. 
Earlier, he came out boldly to shoulder 
responsibility and lent excellent support to 
No. 7 in the latter's effort to launch th: group 
on its task. No. 5 showed urge, interest and 
involvement throughout. He was able to stand 
up against No. .3 and meet the challenges 
posed with courage and determination. Now, 

I his ideas on the subject show that he enjoys 
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m-depth knowledge and fruitful imagination He displays vision and 
maturity and uses sound logic, persuasive arguments and proven 
facts to convince and carry his audience with him. He is clear about 
his goals and the means he has to adopt for achieving them. Though 
he has plenty of ideas and the capacity to discuss the issue interestingly 
further, he reveals self-discipline by voluntarily and strictly adhering 
to the time limit. A determined individual who is intelligent, industrious 
and piactical. Selected. 

^ No. 6: Gentlpmen ! You see. I really don't know what I should 
say, I mean whom 1 should support. Nos. 3 and 4 have expressed 
one view, whereas No. 5 has, other ideas. At least this is my 
understanding, and 1 hope I am right. In my view, both are 
right according to their convictions. With my limited knowledge 
of this subject, it is difficult to pronounce any judgement or 
make any firm commitment. It is better to listen to others before 
making a final derision because 1 would like to support the 
view of the majority. Hence, for the present, I reserve my views. 

Comments : This candidate lacks originality, courage and confidence. 
He IS afraid of coming to a firm decision and committing himself. He 
prefers to play -^afe and awid the issues. He shirks responsibility and 
wastes opportunities. Since he displays such marked negative attributes, 
he cannot he effective even as a worker. Rejected. 

No. 7 : Friends, this subject is controversial and opinions are 
bound to differ. In my view, land ceiling and resultant limited 

' land holdings need not stand in the way of mechanised farming 
I and Green Revolution We can have cooperative farming. Either 

the cimperatives or the panchayats ran own the machines, tractors, 
etc., and apply them to farming. In Japan, land owned by a 
tanner is hardly an ace, as compared to the five or ten-acre 
limit we have in India under the land ceiling legislation. The 
need for land ceiling has arisen because we have millions of 
landless labourers and they are being mercilessly exploited by 
the landlords having possession of large lands. We all know 
that Green Revolution started in Japan despite the veiy small 
size farm holdings for sustaining Green Revolution. We can 
cither follow the example of the Japanese, or go in for cooperatives. 
Both will prove very successful. 

Comments : This candidate displayed initiative and shouldered 
full responsihilily to launch the .group on its task. We find him gifted 
with all qualities—intellectual, organisational, dynamic and social. 
He enjoys extensive ideas and has presented his case with origiruiHty 
and telling effect, carrying his group completely with him. He is bold 
and ready to face challenges with determination. His ideas are practical 
and he proves successful in resolving problems with imaginative and 
Workable solutions. But for No. 7. the group might have taken a lot 
more time to grapple with its task. He has been the major coordinator 
in the group. His ideas are objective and realistic. He displays optimism 
and adopts a fwsitive and constructive attitude, thus proving that a 
strong and capable leader who can deliver the goods. Selected and 
awarded top rating and grade. 

Whyism^ 
the MCA 

so hot? 
Becoming a software professionol isn't just o 
question of 'great pay' or 'exciimg 
prospects'. It's on altogether new way ot life, 
a work environment nothing con compare 
with, solories hitherto undreamed of, the 
chance to travel, to innovate... and above 
all, to be not just a port gf, but a port 
creator gf the new millennium. 

Small wonder that there ore so many 
students vying for MCA seats. Or that the 
competition for these, con yet too hot to 
handle. Unless, of course, you're ready to 
face it. 

Brilliant's Postal Course for the MCA 
Entrance exam turns you into a force to be 
reckoned with. A thoroughly researched 
pock of study moteriol and Model Test 
Papers incorporate every requirement of 
most MCA courses in the country. 

Preparing with Brillionr will equip you not 
only with the capacity, but the cool 
confidence to deal with the hottest 
competition. 

POSTAL COURSE OPEN FOR 

MCA ENTRANCE ’99 
Write, call or fax for free prospectus. 

BBlLLIHaiT- 
TUTOBIALS 
P 0 Box: 4996-CS, 12, Masilainani Sbeel, T. Nagar, 
Chennai 600 017 Ptc 4342099,4343306. Hk 4343829 

BRILUANTS POSTAL COURSES NOW OPEN 
• ELITE 2000 FOR IIT-JEE 2000 • CBSE-f 2000 FOR MBB6 
ENTRANCE 2000 • IIT-JEE '99 • MEDICAL '99 • IAS '9! 
• IE8 '99 • GATE '99 • CSIR • UQC '99 • MBA ENTRANCE '9! 
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No. 8: Friends, 1 fully respect the wisdom of No. 7 and accept 
there is plenty of weight in what he says. Nevertheless, my 
humble submission is that India is neither Japan nor Russia, 
nor even China. We do not have the temperament, mental attitude 
and stem discipline of the Japanese. Similarly, the conditions 
prevailing in Russia or China for successful cooperative farming 
do not exist in India. In our democratic set-up, people are more 
keen on their rights than on their duties towards .society and 
the country. In China and Russia, the right takes the back seat 
and in Japan the duty is given paramount importance as compared 
to one's privileges and rights. What is more, the logical process 
of providing land to each individual will lead to the absurd 
proposition of uneconomical fragmentation of land holdings in 
the context of population explosion. This approach will also 
act as a mental block and prevent the switchover towards 
industrialisation. In all advanced countries, barring Japan where 
the land is limited, there is large-scale farming and mechanisation 
side by side with tremendous industrialisation and economic 
growth. Further, it is only industrialisation and not agriculture 
which can help family planning and contain population explosion. 
With the level of corruption, ignorance, poverty and exploitation 
prevalent in India, cooperatives and panchayats cannot work. 

Comments ; No. 8 boldly rebuts the popular arguments advanced 
by others, particularly by Nos. 6 and 7. Although No. 8 puts fortoard 
strong views, his ideas and arguments are fully backed by relevant 
facts and figures. Thus there is validity and appeal in his arguments. 
He is also sincere and reveals intellectual integrity and honesty, 
besides originality. He presents his thoughts without fear or favour 
revealing admirable courage, confidence and conviction. He speaks 
and argues his case with enthusiasm, energy and devotion. Though 
he apposes No. 7 his approach is positive and constructive. Thi. 
challenging candidate with industry and enterprise will prove a real 
asset to the iirganisation. Selected toith high rating. 

No. 1: Comrades, I don't believe in half-measures. As you ought 
to know, the land problem has been finally solved in China. When 
ail lands belong to the State, the question of size den’s not arise. 
Now you know the answer. You must go by results and tacts, and 
not by words and theories if you wish to progress. That Ls ail. Thank 
you. 

Comments : This candidate is rash and emotional. He is one 
sided, overcrilical and sweeping in his statements and comments. He 
wants quick and easy solutions, and lacks patience and understanding. 
He does not go into the merits of the case with logic and reasoning, 
but jumps to conclusions according to Ins beliefs. His conduct and 
attitude will cause friction and split in the team, and be will not be 
able to realise goals or objectives. He lacks the cooperative and 
accommodative disposition, and with his rigid approach, he lannol 
carry others with him. Rejected 

No. 2: J^fell, friends, T thank you ail for giving me the opportunity 
to speak at the end. I have benefitted a great deal bv listening 
to you all. 1 am happy to say that the doubts which arose in my 
mind have all been fully cleared. I agree with both sides and 
wish to be neutral. Thank you, please. 

Comments : No. 2 is dull and devoid of ideas. He is weak and 
lacks the courage and conviction to take hard and firm decisions. 
Totally lacking in all leadership qualities, he will prove a great burden 
to the team. Rejected. 

Concluding Comments; This 'live'group discussion demonstrates 
how candidates with natural leadership qualities emerge and shine as 
leaders during this practical personality test. One can also see how 
those lacking in leadership qualities behave in such a situation. Right 
from the start, Nos. 7, 5 and 8, who have been gifted with positive 
leadership qualities, have come forward to assume responsibility and 
lead the group towards its chosen objective. They are able to face 
challenges with courage and overcome the obstacles 
with imagination and resourcefulness. We find the group following 
their leadership voluntarily and willingly. They have displayed the 
ability to inspire and invoke confidence in others by their words, 
deeds and positive contributions. □ 
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^v^tyiiig at the University of tsarm 

ioiife mare reputed unioersittes in ttm 

United Kingdom year widi opportunity to try new subjrets. ('hemistry (M Chcm), Master of 

Still the bastion of learning, the United g*ves an opportunity to students to Mathematical Sciences (MMas) and 
Kingdom boasts of some of the oldest and change degree choice at the end of the Master of Physics (MPhys). It does not 
most reputed centres of education like fi«f year and has large departments award general degrw, nor i«; it currently 

f (Oxford, Cambridge and Aberdeen that offering a wide choice of option courses. possible to study part-time at the under- 
wcrc founded in the 14th and 15th It has students from over 100 countries graduate level. The four-year RA and LLB 
centuries. Of late, new universities have and collaborative arrangements, including degrees involve a year of .study abroad; 

the four-year BSc 
degrees • usually 
involve study abroad 
and/or industrial 
placement. 

The University of 
Ev4>x hiis to academic 
Drparfmt'iits which 
are groupetl in five 
iicluwh of study— 
C oinparative Studies, 
5hh iai Sciences, l,aw. 
Mathematical & 
Computer Si’ience, 
and Si lence & 
PngmiH.Ting. The two 
sfxrial characleri,sties 
of Pssex degree 
courses are flrxihiUty 
and clwicp. The 
scheme comprises 
the inter-disciplinary 
nature ot the ccnirses. 
Some ot the subject 

rreek.s and estuaries, picturesque sailing SCXIRATES-ERASMUS and TEMPUR conibinatii.ns are joint’ degrees' c.g., BA 
villages and popular seaside holiday exchange programmes, with over 50 Sociology and Art Ilistiuy Other 
resorts. It is still-a predominantly rural universities in Europe. It also has combinations represent'combined'degree 
and agricultural area, of gently rolling provision for mature students (those in which one of lh<* subjects is studied in 
countryside interspersed with attractive above 21 years) and those with non greater depth than the othrr(s), c.g., BSc 
village.s and small county ttowns. The traditional qualifications. It guarantees Chemistry and Riisiness Studies. 
University of Essex stands in over 200 university accommodation to all students Entry Requirements : You should be 
acres of Parkland, much of it landscaped in their first year. at lea,si 17 ve.irs by October I of the year 
ill the 18th century. The university offers full-time three or in which your course begins There is no 

The university, established in 1964, is four-year courses leading to the award of upper limit It you are over 21, you will 
me of the United Kingdom's leading the honours degrees of Bachelor of .Arts he regarded as a 'manire student’. All 
icademic institutions with anettfolment (BA), Bachelor of Laws (LLB) and students, besides possessing the minimum 
>f .5,571 students in 1996. It provides a Bachelor of Engineering (B Engg), Master prescribed qiiatifiiations of each course, 
lexible degree structure in the broad first of Engineering (M Engg), Master of are expected to be able to understand and 

been established in 
the United Kingdom; 
they offer a ho.st of 
under graduate and 
post-graduate courses 
ill various disciplines, 
joint or combined 
degrees to students, hi 
this issue, we .shall 
ai'()iiaint the readers 
with the University of 
Essex. 

University of 
Essex 

aiCAS Code 
Essex L 70) 
E.s«'x is a county of 

enormous contrasts 
and vanety, stretching 
as it does from 
suburban London in 
the west to peaceful 

General Information 
Academic Year : The academic year in Britain runs trom late .September/e.irly 

October to June, usually with a month off at Christmas and Easter. 
Cost of Study: Most British courses give value for money because they ate shorter 

and more intensive than similar oiurses offered elsewhere, thus mtocing living 
expenses and time spent away from home, indicative costs ol studying in Britain 
per academic year are : Fees ; Arts: $6,210 ; Science: $8,130; Medicine. $15,M>0 

Living Costs : $6,(X)0. International students are entitled tu comprehensive free 
health treatment under the National Health Sendee for courses that last longer than 
six months. 

How to Apply : Applications are made through a computensed national eyrdein 
known as the Universities and Colleges Admission Service (Ut..AS). StudenLs most 
complete a single UCAS form which allows them six choices of universities and 
courses so that they don't have to make cosily and time-consuming mulnple 
applications. U ACS forms and prospectuses of institutions arc av.iilable at all Driii.sh 
Council offices in India. 

When to Apply : UCAS forms should ideally be siibmilted before I December 1.5 
of the preceding year. Students can start applying even if they havi' not lecidved 
their secondary schtxil results. However, even after December 15 apphrafions can 
still be proces^ in the normal way until June .30. After that, application.s will be 
handled through fire "clearing" process. It is important to note that for Oxford and 
Cambridge, students must apply before October 15 of the year preceiiing Iheir year 
of proposed entry. 
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AUSTRALIAN EDUCATION PATHWAYS 
Your Career will take-off with us 

When it comes to shaping your future—do it the cleverest way, with us. ©University of 
Western Sydney 
(Hawkesbury/ 

Macarthur / Nepean) fBond 
University P|U|T|.s| University of 

I I I i Technology Sydney 

s 
MURDOCH 
University 

Northern Melbourne 
institute of TAPE 

TAPE 
QUEENSLAND 

ALEXANDER INSTITUTE _ 
OFTECHNOLOGYA fiXl 
HOTEL MANAGEMENT LXXJ Ins 
WILLIAM BLUE HOTEL MANAGEMENT AND 
BILLY BLUE SCHOOL OF GRAPHIC ARTS 

LaTVobe 
University 

Hoimesglen 
Institute of TAPE 

COURSE OFFERED CERTIFICATES DIPLOMAS BAChElOH t. MASTER DECREE & Ph D s 

SUBJECTS: • Accounting • Advertising • Applied Sciences • Architeclurs • Agricuttuie • Aviation Studies * * Bio Technology • Business • Computing • Data 
Communications • Design * Economics • Education * Engineeririg • Environmental Sciences * Ftnancs & Bonking • Fashion Building S Construction • Health 
Services Management • Human Resource Developmsnt • Industrial Design * Intormalion Technology • Interior Design • Journalism • Languages • Law (double 
degree) * Marketing • Management • Mathematics • Mechatronics • Media Studies • Medical Sdenoe • Nursing • Photography and Imaging • Professional Writing 
* Psychology • Public Health • Public Relations • Software Engineering • Teaching (Sports, Managamant, Madia) • Tacfmolo^ Management • Travel & Tourism 
• Management • Multknedla • Visual Communication • Visual Graphics > Hotel Management • Hoilicullura • Food Science • MBA • MIB • MIT 

-?<- 

For more Information & Appointment contact Director: Vivienne Porter (Former Director rlntemational UWS[N]) 

■nrmS *f^if^'sIntermtiima£^ucmtUmCcntrt . 
>■ mjf Basement -216 C/A, Gautam Nagar, Main Road. Opp. Gulmohar Park, Near Father Agnel 
^ POlytechnic.NowDelhi-110048.Tel.;011-6527156,011-6561278.E-Mail :viec0del2.vsnl.net.in 

For further information regarding studies in Australia ftH ttiis and post it to us with Rs. 30 stamps. 
Name : __________________________ Address; _____________________ 
UNIVERSITY ; _ Course : _ 

What ievel of studies do you want to join in Australia (Diploma / Undarg^uate / Rost Graduate) 

expivss tlH'm.selves in both written and spoken English. If English 
IS not your first language your ability will be tested at the start 
of the academic year in October and it may be decided rm the 
basis of this tt>st that you need to tollow a remedial language 
course in the first term. 

Applications for degree coiiises at Essex should be made 
throiigli tlic Universities and Colleges Admissions Services 
(UCTAS). For turther details, please contact: 

The A(hiiission< Officer, 
Unwersilu of Essex, 
Wiivnhtu' Park, Colchester C04 3SQ. □ 

Q uery Australia 
Mail has basn pouringTn at the office of the Canyjeu'tion Success 

JPewine about Qu^ Ausualia and given below arc the select queries 
on studying in Australia, ail answered by Ms. Vivienne Porter, 
farmedy Diiwctor intemsiional, Univeisiiy of Weaem Sydney, Nepean. 
• kMkar get TAfit tad how is die quality of education f Oo tney 

offer Fashion related courses f 
Ans : TAPE Sands for -TECHNICAL AND FURTHER EDUCATION', 

and the courses are more 'vocationally- oriented and on completion, 
you are ready for a job. Courses like Fashion/Travel and Toiirivm are 
offered and lAFEs are spread all over Austr,ilia. They offer riuality 
education with emphasis on practicality. Many TAPE students are of 
mature age who have worked and then wish to proceed for further 
studies. Queensland TAPE, NSW TAPE, Pioimesglen and NMIT are 
very good and have the facilities to help handicapped students too. 
After completion of the Diplomas, one can directly articulate into any 
University of his/her choice, which offers the students a chance to 
study at different universities across Australia. (Normally 1 -year credit 
is given for the TAPE Diplomas). There is a new and unique concept j 
out in Australia, known as University Diplomas. These diplomas are i 
designed for students who do not get into university courses directly 
because of low percentage. Depending upon the student performance 
they can complete the course either in 1 year or 16 months and then 
directly articulate into second Year University. 
• Are there any Multimedia courses offered m Australia I 
Ans : Billy Blue School of Graphic Design, TAPE Queensland, 

BOND university & Edith Cowan University offer Diplomas in 
MULTIMEDIA. They also include industry related experience and they 
also get to work on industry related project, as this field is i|uite new 
and there is demand for qualified professionals. You are almost 
guaranteed with jobs on completion; Billy Blue has had >00% 
recruitment of former students, ^udents can go to UTS .ind aniculaie 
into the Bachelor of Design degree in second year of Karheiors 
degree. TAPE Queensland also work with SILICON STUDIO (one of 
only 3) such studios in the world which combines animations & real 
time pictures. □ 
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Latest In General Knowledge 

nEO : F«lt*ration of Indian Export 
Drganisations. 

The Federation of Indian Export 
Drganisalions has evolved a multi-pronged 
programme to provide a new dimension to 
accelerated improvement in the economic, 
commercial and trade relations with 
Pakistan. 

HUDCO : Housing and Urban 
Development Corporation. 

The Housing and Urban Development 
Corporation had sanctioned cumulatively a 
total of 619 urban infrastructure projects 
involving a total project cost of Rs. 10,125 
crore with its loan component of Rs. 5,28,247 
crore till July l‘»98. 

IQ) 

International Day of The Disabled 
Persons ; international Day of the Disabled 
Persons was observed on December 3, 1998. 

World AIDS Day : WorU AIDS Day 
was (rtiserved on December 1, 1998. 

Guru Ibgh Bahadur's Martyrdom Day : 
The 323rd Martyrdom Day of the ninth 
Sikh Guru, Guru Tegh Bahadur, was 
observed on November 24, 1998. 

World Fisheries Day: World Fish'erie.t Day 
was observed on November 21, 1998. In 
Mumbai, fisher folk from various areas in 
Maharashtra participated in the celebrations. 

Indira Gandhi's Birth Anniversary: The 
81st birth anniversart- of late Prime Minister 
Indira G<indhi was observed on Novinnber 
19, 1998. 

Raising Day of Corps of Engineers: The 
218th Raising Day of Corps of Engineers 
was celebrat^ on November 18, 1998. 

Universal Children's Day: The Universal 
Children's Day was celebrated on 
November 14, 1998. 

Jawaharlai Nehru's Birth Anniversary ; 
The 109th birth anniversary of first Prime 
Minister of India, Jawaharlai Nehru wa.s 
celebrated on November 14,1998. The day 
is also observed as Children’.s Day. 

Mauiana Azad's Birth Anniversary: The 
noth birth anniversary of Mauiana Abul 
Kalam Azad was observed on November 
11, 1998. 

Foreign Minister, Mr. Al Shaikh A1 Afya Ai 
Taya Zawal was appointed as Prime 
Minister of the North African Arab country 
twi November 16, 1998. 

President, Burkina Faso The -^4(liss Wbrtd : The 19-year-old Miss Israel 
Organisation of African Unity (OAU) Linor Abaigil was crowned Miss Wirld in 
Chairman, Mr. Blaise Compaore has been Seychelles on November 26, 1998. 
re-elected for a fie.sh term as President of Honest Man of The Year Award : The 
Burkina Faso in an election held on Prime Minister, Mr. Atal Behari Vajpayee 
November 15, 1998. received the Honest'Man of the Year 1997 

Chief Minister, Goa : Congress Award from Vice-President, Mr. Krishan 
Legislature Parly leader, Mr. Luizinho Kant on November 26,’ 1998. The award is 
Faieiro was sworn in 
as Chief Minister of 
Goa on November 26, 
1998, after the Wilfred 
de Souza Ministry had 
rested a day earlier. 
>o^airman , JIC : 
The Government has 
appointed Mr. Satish 
Chandra, India's High 
Commissioner to 
Pakistan, as Chairman 
of the Joint Intelligence 
Committee (JIC) on 
November 20, 1998. 
Ihe JIC will function 

as the Secretariat of vtce-Pn$Uent KHshan Kant conferring the Sulabh International 
the high-powered “Honest Man Of The Year Award 1997" on Prime Minister 
National Security Vbjpayee in New Delhi on November 26, 1998 

^alrpcrson, NCW : Ms. Vibha 
Parthasarthy, daughter-in-law of retired 
diplomat Mr. G. Parthasarthy, has been 
appointed as the Chairperson of National 
Commission for Wimen. 

Prime Minister Mauritania: MaurimrilkV-U 
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the high-powered 
National Security 
Council (NSC). 

Chairman, NDDB: Dr. Amrita Patel has 
been appointed as the Chairperson of the 
National Dairy Development Board (NDDB) 
by the Union Government, replacing Dr. V. 
Kurien who sought retimnent from the post 
which he held for over 'two decades. 

Chief Ministers of States : Delhi 
Congress Chief, Ms. Sheila Dikshit has been 
sworn-in the Chief Minister of Delhi. 
Pradesh Congress President of Rajasthan 
Mr. Ashok Cehlot has become the Chief 
Minister of Rajasthan, while McDigvijay 
Singh has been te-eiected as the Chief 
Minister of Madhya Pradesh. Mizo National 
Front President, Mt. Zoramthanga has 
become the new Chief Minister of Mizoram. 

Chairman, SBI; State Bank of India (SBI) 
Managing Director, Mr. M.P. Radhakrishnan 
took over as Chairman of SBI from 
Mr. M.S. Verma on November 30, 1998. 
Mr. Radhakrishnan wiH ivtire on January 
31, 1999. 

Director; VSNL : Mr. Rajneesh Gupta, 
General Manager in the corporate office of 
M'INL, has taken over as Director (Network) 
on the Board of Videsh Sanchar Nigam Ltd 
(VSNL). 

We-President, ICCR : Mr. P. Upendra, 
Lok Sabha MP, was elected as Vice-President 
of the Indian CouiKil for Cultural Relations 
(ICCR) at a meeting presided over by die 
Vice-President, Mr. ^shan Kant, President 

r^f the Council on November 25, 1998. 

given by Sulabh International. Mr. Vajpayee 
was selected for the award last year when 
he was the Leader of Opposition in Lok 
Sablu. 

xMachiketa Award : Noted juunialist and 
the Editor of Chennai-ba.sed Tamil Weekly 
TUghlaq, Cho Rama.swami was presented the 
Nachiketa Award by I'rime Minister, 
Mr. Atal Behari Vajpayee in recognition of 
his excellence in Joumalmm in an Indian 
Language on November 26,1998. The award 
instituted by the periodical Pnnrh/an^s 
comprises a cash component of Rs. 1 lal h. 
a shawl and a memento. 

Indira Gandhi Peace Prize 
Dr. Mohammad Yunus, Chairman of the 
Grameen Bank of Dhaka, has been chosen 
fi«' the 1998 Indira Gandhi Prize for Peace, 
Disarmament and Development. The prize, 
which carries a cash award of Rs. 25 lakh, 
was instituted by the Government in the 
memory of Indira C,andhi to foster creative 
cooperaKon among nations, usher in a new 
international economic order and enrich the 
human spirit. 

UNESCO-Madanjeet Singh Prize : 
Mr. Narayan Desai from India and the Joint 
Action Committee for People's Right 
(JACPR) from Pakistan received the 
UNESCO-Madanjeet Singh Prize on 
November 16,1998, at a simple ceremony 
in Paris for their efforts in promoting 
tolerance'and non-vuilence. Mr. Desai won 
the award 'for his sustained campaign 
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against nuclear weapons and his dynamic nde in mobilising youHi 
volunteers of the "Ushanti Sena* to secure human rights through 
nonviolent methods. The JACPR has been campaigning for woman's 
rights and religious tolerance and against nudesr weapons. 

Right to Livelihood Award : An Indian environmentalist, 
Ms. Vandana Shiva, has been chosen for die Right to Livelihood 
Award of Sweden. She was selected for "her pioneering insights 
into the social and the environmental costs of the dominant 
development process, and her ability to woric with and for the local 
people and communities in die articulation and implementation of 
alternatives". It carries an amount of US$200,(100 and is often called 
die Alternative Nobel. 

D^awad Modi Award: Pandit Jasraj was presented the Dayawati 
Modi Award for Art, Culture and Education on Novnnber 17,1998. 
The award carries a cash prize of Rs. 2 lakh, a scroll and a silver 
shield. He is the fifth person to receive die award. The others who 
were awarded earlier were Amitabh Bachchan, Mother Teresa, Satish 
Gu)ral and Ravi Paranjape. 

Nnterfiational Woman of The Year : Noted Bharatanatyam 
danseusc, Ms. Komala Varadan has been selected as the Internadonal 
Woman of the Year, by the Cambridge>based International 
Biographical Centre (IBC), for her versatility as a dancec painter; 
photographer and writer. 

Joig Kmdulsdi Award: The Intemationat Organisation of Supreme 
Audit Institutions has conferred on the Comptroller and Auditor- 
General of India its highest honour, the }oig Kandutsch Award. 
Named after a funner president of the Austrian Court of Accounts, 
the award honoured the supreme audit institudon of India for its 
"outstanding profe.ssional contribution to the field of public 
auditing"., 
'Oe^word Book Award: Noted author 1. Alan Sealy was named 

the winner of the first Crossword Book Award for his novel Everest 
Hotel, in Mumbai, on November 14, l‘>98. The award, carrying a 
prize of Rs. 2 lakh, is given to the best novel or collection of short 
stories by an Indian writer in English in the year. Everest Hotel 
received the award for its "evocative prose, dear-«yed contemplation 
.)f death and love with humour and precision, the unhurried gaze 
■iver nature that can register seventy-two shades of green on a 
i;uava leaf," acairding to the citation attached with the award. 

Indian Economy—Essay on Monet/ and Finanee : The book is 
written by Dr C. Rangarajan, former Governor of the Reserve Bank 
if India (RBIl who is currently Governor of Andhra Pradesh and 

Dris.->a. It is a collection of lectures delivered at various fora during 
fiis tenure as RBI Governor. The book is divided into four sections 
monetary policy lssucs, financial sector policy, external policy issues 

ind the State and the market. It gives an indepth analysis with 
wide range of subjects. 

Blasphemy : The book, written by Pakistan's Ibhmina Durrani, is 
lased on a true story. A girl Heer's uncommon beauty attracts the fatal 
jaze of a much oldei; powerful man, Pir Sain, already twice married. 
Fifteen-year-old Heer is married off to him by her obliged, 
mpnverished and widowed mother, making her life hell from then on. 
%e experiences the honors of this life. The aufoor pair Is oonlempoiaiy 
iociety in our region which affinrs the everlastiitg paiadox of modem 
:ife on both sides of the bordec 

National Commission for Minorities : The Chairman of the 
Natfonal Commission for Minorities, Mr. Tahir hfohm>!}od.has said 
that in the past two years, tfie most sl^hcaiif acfuevoinent of the 
National Commission for Minorities, Iws been a total "break fnxn 
he earlier impression that the Commission is made for any particular 
immunity... V/e have come out with the concept of state-level 
tninorities and have virtually recognised Hindus as •! minority, 
mtitled to invoke our juilsdiclion, in Jammu and Kashmir, Punjdi, 
Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland and the Union Teiritories of 
[,akshadweep and Chandigarti." 
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containing•ytbibiM.alHiiblHbf.ale aandRa.1Cf 
CDS SUCCESS PLANNER oonlainingTastTakini 
Strateglea, Fmmataf P^wra. Syllabus, Diagnoalk 
fast (solved) etc. Price Ra.26f- 

NDA SUCCESS PLANNER (fontaMng SyMabus, 
Tssttaking strategies. Howto reduoatasttansion. 
what to do bsfbre the oxam., Ovsriw of pspsfs, 
Saif Scorer Test etc. Price Rs.24/- 

Yours Quasi for EXCELLENT Books ends hon 

NDA 

Better English 
for Interviews 

Rs 145- 

Tough 
Interviews 

Ks 95/ 

Facing Interview 
Separata Editlonafor 

Cii{ll,llllach.Eiact,Comp,a 
Elaelronlea Ra.22Sf-( MCh) 

Bliacg Etactmaics Ltd. Prok I^iseetTesI Kit for meebJ 
Eltctniiics coBlaiBiig S sets of solved laodel papers 4Wiik 

books ft Revieiv Maual Price Rs.S35/- (INxtwe fine) BEL 

M.CA 
Entrance Test 

t containing five papers with explanatory 
answers and relevant workbooks Rs. 49S/* 
(For details of kit, list of institutions, types ol 
questions asked send Rs. 22/-} 

MBA 

'o/\ 'j n 

FREE^ 

Civil Engg. and Electronics ft Cfxnm. Engg. 
For prospectus containing syllabus. List ot 
Books recommended, A Diagnostic Teat wltf 
explanations etc. Sand Rs. 25f-_ 

Aptitude Test Booklet wmi 
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Moch. Engg. Interviewa* Re. •</• 
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IAS (PraJ Suecaaa Planner Ra. SS/> 
* (I.E.Pub..t 
(AH sales nubjaetto terms & conditions) (Pastsgo Free) 
Sand amount by M.O.fO.D. (Specify branch of Engg.) 
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Inshul Test-fired Succes'srally ; India has taken a signiBcant 
.lep in achieving command of the seas in the region, by nie .ihlid 

I ucccssful test-firing of the naval vtTsion of Trishul launched from 
"NS Dronadiiirya on November Ift, l<WS. With the help of a radar 
iltiineter, the missile can fly inches above the sea surface at 
upersonic spifd to engage the omuming missile before it reaches 
inywhere near the ship. 

IHAmph ‘98 exercise Concludes : India ended TriAmph '98, its 
Largest tn-servico amphibious exercise in a decade, on Noveitfbtf 
17,1998, The exercLse involved the landing of 800 army soldiery 
a beach on the West Coast and was precedi^ by nearly month-lohg 
combat drills involving the Navy, die Indian Air Force {IAl^,'^he 
Coast Guard and the Army. 

RBI Allows Banks to Accept Euro in FCNR Deposits : Reserve 
Bank of India (RBI) has allowed commercial banks to accept Foreign 
Currency Non-Resident (FCNR) deposits in Euro, the currency of 
European Monetary Union (EMU). 

Cabinet Approves Amendment of Customs Act: The Cabinet 
lias passed a proposal for amending the Customs Act to provide for 
payment of interest along with drawback if drawback payment is 
delayed beyond two months instead of the existing period of lUive 
months. The proposal provides (or reducing the existing hme limit 
of tliree muntbs to two months from the date of filing the shipping 
bill, for payment of drawback, failing which the government shaU 
pay mterest to the exporter. 

RBI Allows Indians to Get Forex Payment for Goods, Services: 
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has allowed Indian residents to get 
remuneration in foreign exchange for services rendered or goods 
sold in India. Iluwever, they will have to surrender the foreign 
exchange within 7 days of its receipt <o an authorised dealer This 
check is primarily to ensure that the persons do not hoard dollars 
for future .speculation. 

Tata Scales Down Indies's Production Target: A lull in market 
conditions has forced Tata Engineering and Locomotive Company 
(TELCO) to .scale down from its projected production target of 20,17)0 
units of Its small ear Indica by half. The downward revision of 
target is in view of the demand, which is likely to slow down alter 
the initial spurt ol demand for the car. Its sales are projected to 
increase to ■10,000 units in the next fuscal year and to 6,000 in 2000- 
2001. 

Over 1.2 Crore PAN Cards to be Issued in Fiscal Year: At a meeting 
of Income tax Chief Commis.sioners, held in Delhi m November, it 
was decided that over 1.2 crore Permanent Account Number (PAN) 
canis will be issued to fover 1.2 croie income-tax assesses by the end 
of the fiscal year l'J9h-9v 

DoT Relief Package For Telecom Companies; The Department 
of relecoiiiinunicalion (DoT) h.i.s prepared a relief package for the 
ba.sic and cellular M-rvict operators. The concession includes 
re.scheduling the licence lee U> enable lower initial installments, 
reducing financial and performance bank guarantees by 2b per cent 
and rediK'ing the fienal interest '.m late payments 

IOC Ninth Largest Company in Asia : Accc'rding to Asiaweek 
1000, ihe Indian Oil f.'orporatiim (IOC) is the ninth laigesl company 
outside lapan with regard to sales of its petroleum piquet■>. In the 
oil and gas category, ICK' is rankcxi .recond after Nippoi. Oil of 
Japan, it said. 

Lie introduces New Housing Loan Facility Tor Gutf NRIs : 
Two wholly owned subsidiary nl Lite Insurance Qirporahon (LIC)- 
LIC Winising Finance l.ld and LIC international Bahrain, UAE- 
have )ointly lotiodured .i unique housing loan faciF'.y for NRI 
population in the Cull coimlrn's. 

VSNL Introduces Dial-up Internet Service : Vtdesh Sanchar 
Nigam Ltd. tVSNL) has intniduced a dial-up Internet service thtough 
its high speed network m the country. The service, launched in 
Bangalore, on November 16, WB through its Integrated Services 
Digital Network (ISD.’s) lines will make Internet facility much faster 
and efficient, the company said in its release in Olhl 

Exxon, Mobil Agree on $77.2 Billion Meiger: Exxon Corp agreed 

Fluency 
Development 
Cour^ 
• In 3 months... • By POST...*' 

Don't just speak English — 
SBeak H FLUENnr.^ 
The ffeemytest... 
Look.. You're well-educated. You 

can write good English. But can 
you speak it fluently? Smoothly 

and continuously.. without 
hesitation..? 

Are you fluent enough to explain 

ideas'’ Discuss issues? Describe 

things'’ Tell stones? Argue? 

Now. do you speak English in a 
jerky . unnatural... sell-conscious 

way" Rather than easily — and 

with confidence? When you start 
speaking in English, do you 

taller? And feel forced to fall back 
on your mother-longue'’ 

ConvenUonal methods 
doa’tmke you tiuent! 
• Mind you . you won't be able 

to speak llue-it English . with 
HflflervEnglish techniques... 

• Nor by learning ready-made 
sentences by heart 

• Nor by tianslating.. 

• No you Lun t pick up fluency 

from audio or viceo cassettes.. 

So we uso new. research- 
based techniques... 

A world’dasscourw 
9 Our cou'se aims to help you 

bieak free of hesitations., and 
speak English with a stream-like 

flow. Yes... whether you're having a 
SdaLor a serious conversation... 

• We aim to teach you a senes til 

fluency-techniques and help you 
reach a high level of tiuency... so 
you can juggle with English.. In 

social situations... At parties... 

Interviews... Meetings... Negotia¬ 

tions.. Discussions... 

Yes... By Post. 

I-.Pioneers & leaders... 
We were the first to start a cor¬ 

respondence course in spoken 
English in India... And the first to 
design a course in fluency develop¬ 
ment., You know., we’re India's 

fluency specisllsts .- 

Our learners... 
We have learners from all over 
India.. And from abroad.. 

I^Our past learners include All 
India Service Officers, Civil Service 
and Judicial officers. Commissioned 
officers. Advocates, Doctors, 
Journalists, Executives and 
candidates for superior/obs 

Act irouf... 
Don't forget this: People judge your 
quality and worth... from how 
fluently you speak English... 

For Booklet S Application 
Form, send us Rs. 15/-... by MO or 
PO—TODAY... 

\a 
ADULT 
rACULTIES 
COUNCIL 

III '' E-26, Devaswam Parambu Hoad, 
Elamakkara PO. KOCHI - 682 026. 

S CI4B4 ~ 345449. 04B4 - ,'131161. Fax: 0484 - 331161. 

Giving you the Uueiicy POWER... 
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to its DRuch'anticipated $77.2 billion 
purchase of Mobil C(^, the ridwst meiger 
of all time that formed the largest oil 
company on December 1, 199*. The 
combination of the nation's two biggest oil 
and gas , companies will be called Exxon 
Mobil Corp. It would surpass General 
Motors Corp as the largest US ompany of 
any kind, with $203 billion in combiited 
revenue in 1997. 

France Launches EdoFrance : Freitdi 
Government has launched a new agency^ 
EduFrance to promote hig^r education in 
France at an international level. EduFrance 
has chosen India to be the first country for 
developing its activities. The French 
Ambassador to India, Mr. Claude 
Blanchemaison said in New Delhi on 
November 20, 1998 that the French 
Govemmmt is keen to double the number 
of foreign students in French universities. 
There are about 140,000 international 
students in France, of udiich only 150 are 
Indians. Ms Mathilde Mallet, Adviser to the 
French Minister of Educatiem Research and 
Technology, said diat they were trying to 
bring in ^nges in the government policies 
so tlut some kind of 'work permits' coukt 
be given to students after they completed 
their studies, to work with French 
companies. Changes ate also being ritade to 
make visa procedures for students easier. 

Scientists Find Medicinal Plant For Cure 
of Filaria : Scientists of the Regional Plant 
Research Centre (RPRQ in Bhubaneshwar 
have identified a medicinal plant which has 
the potential to kill micro filarial parasite in 
vitro. Typhonium tritobatum, a tuberous 
medicinal plant, may soon become the most 
successful drug for treating filaria patients 
as it has so far gpven a very encouraging 
result in killing the parasite in vitro. 

Discovery of Fossils Rewrites Beijing 
History : Arch.ieologists have discovered 
relics to prove that tlie Chinese capital city, 
Beijing was inhabited over 20,000 years ago 
and not 10,000 years as was earlier believed. 
The evidence consists of 100 stone tools, 
fosiiilised bone fragments and traces of fire 
discovered 12 metres underground. 
Archaeobgists tol-1 C3tina Daily that their 
finding was based on the discovery of 
prehistoric artefacts in December, 1996 on a 
building site in Wanfujing—the Beijing 
equivalent of New York's Fifth Avenue or 
London's Oxford Street. Professor Yu Xixian 
of City and Urban Environment at Beijing 
University said : "The discovery shatters the 
myth that humans could not live in the 
plains during the Paleolithic Era." 

New Planet Discovered ; A Swiss 
telescope in Chile has disawered a huge 
new planet in a neighbouring Solar System. 
It is a giant planet, estimated to be five times 
the size of Jupiter. Fifteen planets have been 
detected outside the boundary of our Solar 
System since 1995. 

Kerala's Population Increased Three* 
Fold In S7 Veon : According to a report 
released by the Kerala's Economics and 
Statistics Department, there has been a three¬ 
fold rise in foe State's peculation since 1941 
despite a sharp dedine in the birth rate. The 
population of Kerala, which remained 
fragmented as Travancore, Kochi and 
Malabar till 1956, was estinuted to be 11032 
lakh in 1941 whUe by 1998, it rose to 316.80 
lakh. 
~lFoodgraina Shortage by 2020, Say 

Sdcntisla : Agriculture scientists attending 
the first International Agronomy Congress 
in New Delhi on Novem^ 25,1998 warned 
that rapid soil erosion and declining crop 
yields could lead to foodgrain shortages in 
foe region. Dr. Adel El*BeItagy, Director- 
Goierd of Syria-based International Centre 
for Agriculture Research in Dry Areas 
(ICARDA), said by 2020 there might be a 
shortage of 114 million tormes of fcKxigrains 
in the region, at an estimated cost of $14.8 
bWon at current prices. 
V Asia Epicentre of Ihberculasis—WHO: 
Dt Gro Nbuten Btunddand, Director-General 
of Wbrld Health Organisation (WHO), has 
said that with six high burden countries 

Chamem Hydroelectric Project: The 540- 
megawatt (MW) Chamera Hydroelectric 
Project (SUge-one) on the river Ravi in 
Chmba district has set a new record in 
hydroelectKdty generation, by generating 
over 2033 million units (MU) of power until 
November against a target of 1700 million 
units fixed % foe Centre for the currmt 
Anancial year, 1998-99. 

Meteor Showers Light Up Night Sky: A 
shower of sparkling meteors stormed the 
planet Earth on November 17, 1998 that 
produced a grand cosmic show watched by 
millions of Indians. It was a sort of Nature's 
Diwali in the sky as tiny meteurids left 
behind by comet Tempel-Turttle streaked 
past, putting up a display of spectacular 
fireworks that sometimes appeared as 
Hreballs and sometimes as arrows. 

Y2K Will Affect Flights : Mr. John 
Watson, Director of Airline Network 
SITA, -has warned that many of the 
world’s ground control systems will not be 
year-20()0 compliant, forcing international 
airlines to suspend flights into certain 
countries. 

which account for over 50 per cent of _ . 
tuberculosis epidemic in Asia, the continent £|||H 
is the epicentre of world's tuberculosis 
emergency. Accordiitg to WHO estimates 
4.5 million of the 8 million new cases Russia Launches First Part of New Space 
that occur each year are in India, Station : A Russian proton booster rocket 
China, Bangladesh, 
Pakistan, Indonesia 
and Philippines. 

WWF Caullona 
IruUa Against Serioua' 
Water Crisis: A 
study by the 
UNICEF-World Wide 
Fund for Nature 
(WWF) has warned 
of a serious water 
crisis, the Lok Sabha 
was informed on' 
November 30, 1998.*' 
The study highligh^ 
the importance Cif 
integrating conser 
vation of natural 
resources 
developmental 
activities and enriching bio-diversity of foe carried foe first part of foe international 
country. space station into module, marking the star! 

DRDO Suggests Banks to Use fndi- of a new era in international space 
genous Software : The Defence Research colonisation on November 20, 1998. The 
and Development Organisation (DRDO) has heads of the space agencies of 16 nations 
pressed for using the indigenously made participating in the project watched foe lift- 
software for vita) institutions like banks as off from a distance of about 200 km above 
foe present system installed are vuliterable foe Earth. The Intematioital Space Station, 
to hacking. It has further cautioned that foe the US-led successor to Russia's beleaguerec 
foreign software, which is in use at present, Mir Station, involves 16 nattoru and is due 
might cause havoc to the computer when to be completed by 2004. It will consist ol 
an external command is issued by a hostile more than 100 elements that will take 4! 
nation. assembly flights to complete. C 

Undated file picture shotiHng the first module of the 
International Space Station during its presentation at the 

Khruniehev factory in Moscow, where it was built 
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Word Power 
OBJECTIVE TYPE 

Against each key word are given five suggested meanings. 
Choose the word or phrase which is opposite in meaning to the key word 

(1) Panic A ; al.irm. B : serenity. C : .ipprehension. 

I) : auitioiis. • indit'fen,?nt. 

(2) Pardon - - A : remission. B : consistent. C : fickle. 

U : absolve f! ■ sentence. 

(.1) Parsimonious A : generous. B ; illiberal. C : cmde. 

D : slmgv. li : frugal. 

(4) Particle-- A ; pouring. B : shred. C : bulk. ; mite. 

V. : weak. 

(5) Particular A : scrupulous. B : discriminating. 

C : general. D ; unusual. F : specific. 

(6) Passionate—A ; fervent. B : sure. C : arrogant. 

D : calm. Iv ; unfavourable. 

(7) Passive —A : active. B : unresisting. C : inert. 

D : submissive. F. : wandering. 

(B) Pathetic—A : touching. B : comical. C : common, 

n : u,sele.s.s. f- ; pitiable. 

(4) Patience -A : fortitude. B ; perseverance. C : restle.s.sncBS. 
n : aromatic. F : overflowing. 

(1(1; Peaceable—A : broken. B : delicate. C ; soft. D : quiet. 

!', ; fractious. 

(11) Peculiar -A ; singular. B ; extraordinary. C ; uniuue. 
O ; common, li : longing. 

(12) Peevish--.A : petulant. B ; amiable. C- . snappish, 

n : unpleasant. F ; overflowing. 

(R) Penitent—A : sorrowful. B ; repentani. C ; contrite. 

1) ; remorsele.ss. F • dim. 

(14) Perceive A : ignore. B ; create t. : appiehend. 

I) : conceive F ; tear down. 

(1B) Persecute—A ; torment. B : pester. C : afflict. D ; evaluate. 

F ; support. 

(16) Persistent—A : enduring. B : obstinate. C : wavering. 

D : tenacious. E ; steady. 

(17) Persuade—A ; allure. B ; prevail upon. C : vindicate. 

D ; dissuade. F : display. 

(18) Perverse -A ; wicked. B ; agreeable. C ; disobedient. 

D : petulant. F : long-lived. 

(19) Petty - A: petite. B : parti.san. C : generous. D: perilous. 

F : sickly. 

(20) Pitiless—A : relentless. B : cruel. C . magnanimous. 

D ; fascinating. E ; merciful. 

(21) Plenty—A: vastness. B ; dearth. C : mass. U ; regiment. 

F : numbi'r. 

(22) Poise—A : delicate. B : refinement. C : calmness. 

D ; instability. F : brisk 

(2.1) Practical—A ; visionary. B : sure. C : complex, 

n : simple. E : parental. 

(24) Proletarian-- A : firearm. B ; Aryan. C ; aristix'ratic. 

I) : low. E ; unattractive. 

(2.1) Prolix—A : concise. B : open. C : protracted. 

D : arrogant. E : parting. 

(2(i) Prominent—A : influential. B : inconspicuous. 

C ; celebrated. D : positive. E : haughty. 

(27) Propel—A : project. B : compel. (.’ : inclining. 

L) ; repel. E : avail. 

(28) Propitiate—A : conciliate. B : pre.sent. C : appeise. 

11 : induce. F : ai.ger. 

(29) Protract—A ; make circular. B ; shorten. C ; fuither. 

D ; retrace. E : involve. 

(30) Puzzle—A : bewilder. B : mystify. C : solve. I) : f>ensive. 

E ; londemn. 

(1) B : serenity. (11) D : common. (21) B : dearth. 

(1) E : senteiue. (12) B : amiaolo. (22) D : instability. 

(.t) A ; j;<'nennis. (13) D ; remorseless. (23) A : visionary. 

(4) C : l.ulk. tl4) A : ignont. (24) C : aristocratic. 

(,‘i) C : genenil (15) E : supi>ort. (Z5) A : concise. 

(6) n : calm. (16) C : wavering. (26) B ; inconspicuous. 

(7) A : activr’. (17) D ; dissuade. (27) D : repel. 

(K) B ; (omical (18) B : agreeable. (28) E ; anger. 

(4) C : ivstlessness (1‘>) C : genemus. (2^1) B : shorten. 

(10) E ; fractious. (20) E ; merciful. . (3(1) C : solve. 
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20% Discount on food - A-la-carte menu 

Free Stay for 2 children upto 12 years without extra bed 

Rs. 5999/'* • Bharatpur Forest Lodge 

• Ashok Hotel, New Delhi • Hotel Kallnga Ashok, 

• Kovalam Ashok Beach Resort Bhubaneswar 
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HEAR A WMSPHt UP TO 50 fST 
(15 MEIBiS) AW 
Incredible ClearTonc 
Gives You Super Hearii 

Rs.599 
(Not Rs. 2500) ^ 
This Is the famous IncredRila (^leaiTone'* 
which gives suywr hearing that has tieen 
intematlonally pubiidsed on TV and is. so 
far, the fastest seMng product of Ws type in 
the worfdl Similar products have sold for 

^Rs. 2500 and more, but during this 
■/udionwide publicity campaign, TUebrands 
is offering them for (he unbelievable price of 
just Rs. 599 only, to those teho leapond to 
this ad before Midnight, 20lh Feb. 1998. 

High Technology So Small, 
it Fits Right Behind Your Eail 

Don’t be fooled by the small size or 
appearance of this device. The Clear 
ToneT* may look like a simple device 
designed to hide right behind your ear, but 
Is actually a major breakthrough in sound 
interception end Hearing Aid technology. 
State*of>the-art electronic engineering 
actually allows-you to hear a whisper up to 
50 FEET (15 metres) away. This can be Cused by people having hearing loss 

20 decibels. It works so incredibly well 
that you literally won’t believe your earsi 

Complete 5 Piece Set! 

/ 

p\ I 

ANewWorid 
Through Super Earei 

Just imagine what It would be like to hear Sthat you could never hear before, 
■show that there are thousands of 
It sounds that ere not normally 

eudbie to the average person. Slip on this 
techiKiloglcally advanced device and you’ll 
instantly hear like a super hero, incredbiy. 
youT be able to hear people taildng In the 
'Mat room loudly and dearly, or a pin drop 

' V 

OVER' 
SOLO IN 

Its A 

jAS SEEN ON 

TV 
IVORLDW/OE 

"So Small. It Hides 
Right Behind Your Ear! " 

from 25 FEET (7Vi metres) awayl Take a 
walk outdoors a^you’H hear birds sing Kke 
you’ve never heard them sing before, and 
hear deer coming before they hear you! 
It’s an outdoorsman's dream come tme. 

Take tt To The Movies, 
Theatre, Or Lecture Halil 

ClearTone^** has dozens of practical uses! 
Take it to the movies, theatre, or lecture 
hall and you'll never miss a word. Ifs great 
for watching TV with a spouse - just keep 
the volume on low and turn on Clear 
Tone"”* She can read while you watch , 
cricket! Now you can enjoy the crisp, dear' 
sound of aTV or radio plajring at low levels, 
without annoying everyone else in the 
room. Experience the foscinating world of 
super hearing • order today! 

The ClearTone^" weighs only 55 
milligrams, has 6 sound levels to 
accommodate your own sound 
enhancement desires, an on/off switch 
right at your fingertips and, best of all, it 
ac|u8ts SfKi rotates for ultimata comfort so 
you can wear the CiearTone^ behind your 
left or right earl ClearTone™ cornea 
compisito with battery and a two weak 
money back guarantee (excluding 
postage and handling charges). 
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The completed coupon with your name and 
address In CAPITAL LETTERS should be 
mailed to our address given befow. if you find 
no coupon, please write order on a plain 
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403A, Hnd Floor, Devi Dayal Compound, 
LB.S. Marg, Bhandup (Wset), 
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Expected Questions 

Objective General Knowledge 

to fcr^/^cw 

Madan Lai 
Former Secretary, Staff Selection Commission, Government of India 

For Hie promt issue, / have ilraiim up a test | 

Ivitlery of lUO ijueslions t»i "Indian History— j 

Anrimt, Medieval And Modern Periods". As 
an aid to proper and systematic preparation, the 
readers are advised to ansuvr this test paper in 
one hour and thm make a self-assessment of 
their performance with reference to the answers 
printed at the end of this feature. The following 
grades will help the readers for self- 
assessment ■ 

to Less Hum M /ler rent score —Poor 
(HI 31 to 50 per cent scoie—Fair 
(iiil 51 to 65 per rent score—Good 

(ivl 66 to HO per rent score—Very Good 
(v) Abotv 80 per cent sivre—Excellent 
The aim of the readers should he to achieve a 

score of not less than 60 /ler cent. 
In the next issue, a lest battery of 

700 questions on "Constitution Of India" will 
be drawn. 

The paper on General Knowledge or General 
Atoarrness or General Studies plays a pivotal 
role in the competitive examinations conducted 
by various boards for recruitment to public 
sendees. As the readers are, no doubt, aware, 
this feature has very extensive coverage of 
subjects. It covers Everyday Science, History, 
Economics, Geography, Political Science, Civics, 
Life Sciences, Current National and 
Intematioruil Affairs/Events, Constitution of 
India, Indian National Movement, and so on. 

Indian History—^Ancient, Medieval And Modem Periods 
Q. t. The Dasyus mentioiu>d in the Vedie 

literature were 
(a) the rulers and warriors 

(b) the lowly placed people in swiety 
(c) the traders, craftsmen and farmers 

^d) the original inhabitants of India before 
the coming ol Aryans 

Q.,2. The Di'lhi bultanate ruler who 

moved the capital from Delhi to a new 
town, which later came to lx* known as 
Agra, was 

(a) Ala-ud-din Khil|i 

(b) Iltutmish 
fe) Sikander Lodhi 
(d) Muhammad-bin-Tughlufi 

Q. 3. To which one of the following 

dr nasties did King Bhoja, a great patron of 

literature and art, belong? 

(a) Karkota (b) Utpala 
(c) Paramara iitf) Gutjara Pratihara 
Q. 4. The term-'Yavanapnya' mentioned 

in ancient Sansknl tenets denoted 
(a) ivory 

pepper 
(c) a fine variety of Indian muslin 

i (d) damsels sent to the Greek court for 

< dance performance 
Q. 5. Which of the following classes 

did not participate in the Revolt of 
1857? 

(i) Agricuhvral labourers 
(ii) Peasants 
(lit) Zamindars 

(iv) Moneylenders 
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Chixise your answer tnim the codes given 
below : 

(a) Only (i) (b) (i) and (r.) 
Only (iv) (d) (ill) and (iv) 

Q. 6. 'Ihe areas of the Indigo Peasants' 
Revolt ol 1866-86 in Bihar were 

(a) Madhubani and Begusarai 
J/6) Champaran and Muzaffarpur 
(c) Darbhanga and Champaran 
(d) Muzaftarpur and Chhapra 
Q. 7. Who was the last Mughal Emperor 

to sit on the Peacock Throne? 
(a) Jahandar Shah 
(b) Bahadur Shah /afar 
(c) Shah Aiam I 
Rt) Mohammad Shah 
Q. 8. Barabar Caves were used for shelter 

by 
(a) Tharus (b) Jainas 
(c) Tantrics idj Ajivikas 
Q. 9. The ninth 'roandala' of the Rig Veda 

Samhittt is devoted wholly to 
(a) Urvashi and the Heaven 
(b) gods related to plants and drugs 
^ 'Soma' and the god who is named 

after the drink 
(d) Indra and his elephant 
Q. 10. Who among the following was sent 

by Ashoka to Sri Lanka to preach Buddhism? 
(a) Pushyamitra (b) Kautilya 

Mahendra (d) Banabhatta 
Q. It. Harshavardhana was defeated by 
(a) Vishnuvardhana 
(b) Mahendravarman 

Jlc) Pulakeshin II 

(d) An.inthavjrin.in Chotaganga 
Q. 12. Which Sikh Guru was torlured and 

killed on ihe directions ot Aurangzeb? 
(a) Kam Das (b) Gobind Singh 
(c) Arjan Dev ^l) Teg Bahadur 

Q. 13. Winch Greek nile. wa.s defeated 
by Chandragupta Maun'a? 

(a) Darius (b) Alexander 
(i) Megasthnese .fit) Seleucus 

0-14. Which of the eillowing Knglislimen 

was honoured by jahangir with the title of 
'Khan'? 

(a) Edward li-rry (b) Hawkins 
(c) Sir Tliom<i.s Roe Id) 'niom.i.s I’ainc 
Q. 15. Which of the following .Maslim 

ruler" remdim-d in the capln ity of his .son? 
(a) Akbar (b) Aurangzeb 
(c> Iltutmish (d) Shahjahan 

Q. 16. The Indian Independence laiague 
was set up by 

Ras Behan Bose 
(b) S,M Joshi 

(c) Anina Asaf Ah 
(d) Jayaprakash Narayan 

Q. 17. Which of the following dynasties 

in ancient India was the oldest? 
(a) Chalukyas (b) Pallavas 

Ifi) Sdtavahanas (d) Rashtrakutas 
Q. 18. Who was the first ruler of 

V^ayanagar who raptured Goa from the 
Bahamanides^ 

(a) Bukka I (b) Dei'araya II 
(c) Harihara I fd) Harihara 11 



Q. 19. 1Ih‘ Barrah dacoity was the first 
jia|or venture of the revolutionary terrorists 

if the freedom movement m 
I (a) Punjab 

Ea.st Bengal 
(c) Bornbay-Kam.ttaka 
(d) The Madras Presidency 
Q. 20-. Atxoiding to the Mimaiiisa system 

>f philosophy, liher.ition is possible by 

■leans oi 
(a) Karma (h) Bhakti (i > Yoga (d) )nana 
Q. 21. Ill which of the following battles 

are the main opjioiients mif correctly stated? 
(a) First Battle ol Paiiipat - -Babur and 

Ibraliiiii l.odlii 
,fB) fMs'oiid U.itlle ot i’anipat—Akbar and 

Slier Shah 
(c) rhml Battle ol Panipat—Ahmed Shah 

Aiidali and Marathas 
(d) Battle of Plassey—Sirajudaullah and 

Clive 
Q. 22. The first European sailor to land 

on the western coast of India lielonged to 
(a) England (b) France 

4c) Portugal (d) Spain 
Q. 23. Which of the following enactments 

of British Parliament allowed Indian 
magistrates to try the cases of British 
nationals as well in India? 

(a) Bill of Rights fh) Ilbert Bill 
(c) Pitt's India Act (d) Rowlatt Act 

Q. 24. Mahatma Gandhi called off the 
Non-C'oo(ieration Movement of1V22becau.se 

(a) the Britii^h tiovernmenl conceded his 

demands 
(b) public response was inadequate 
y) mob violence broke out at Chauri 

Chaura 
(d) of the jallianwala Bagh massacre 
Q. 25. Gandhara art is the combination 

of the Indian style with that of 
(a)X)reek style jfh) Kushan style 

(cl Persian style (d) Roman style 
Q. 24. Fahien, the Chinesr- traveller, v'isited 

Inifhi during the Gupta period primarily to 
(a) estabii.sh trade relations 
(b) see the beautiful country 
(^ .iliidy (he teachings of Gautama 

Buddha 

(d) write a Inxik r>n the lite of the people- 
of India 

Q. 27. ’Ihe Chaifya Cave at which of the 
following places is regarded as the finest 
specimen ot sculpture'’ 

ta) Dha|a (b) B.>ds.i fcT Karle (d) Nasik 
Q. 28. I he capital ol (he Chalukyas was 

at 
yfd) Badaini (h) Halebid 
(c) Madura (d) Srirangam 

Q. 2V. The char.icteristic Pallava or 
Dravidian type of Shikh.ira is seen in the 
temples ot 

(a) Cambodia only 
(b) lava and Vietnam 
(c) Vietnam and Cambodia 

/(d) Cambodia, Java and Vietnam 
Q. 30. Some of the rock-cut temples, 

known as the Seven Pagodas, were built by 
the 

(a) C holas (b) Chalukyas 
Xi) Pallavis (d) Kashtrakutas 

Q. 31. Who IS believed to have completed 
Ihe construction' of Qutab Minar near 
Mehrauli? 

(a) Alauddin Khil)i 
Jjo) Iltutmish • 
(c) Raziya Begum 
(d) Muhammad-bin-Tug^lifq 
Q. 32. Sher Shah Surf is best known 

for the oiganisalion of the system of 
civU administration 

(b) as an outstanding army general 
(c) for his quality of tolerance toward all 

religions 
(d) for introducing Ihe system of 

irrigation by canals 
Q. 33. Vl^o, amongst the following, is 

most famous for the establishment of an 
elaberate system of municipal 
Administration'? 

j(a) Chandragupta Maurya 
(b) Chandragupta Vikramaditya 
(c) . Harshavardhana 
(d) Kanishka 
Q. 34. Which of the following statements 

about the religious faiths and beliefs of Ihe 
people, who inhabited the Indus Valley 
about four to five thousand years agt', is 
not true? 

(a) The cult of Divine Mother (i.e., female 
energy as the source of all creation) 
seems to have been widely prevalent 

(b) There was also a male god who has 
been identified as the prototype of the 
God Siva . 

(c) There is an orgaipc relationship 
between the ancient culture of the 
Indus Valley and the Hinduism of 
today 

^) Of their terrestrial deities, the chief 
were Agni, Soma and Saraswati 

Q. 3% The Fourth Buddhist Council wa.s 
held dqring the reign of 

(a) ^huka (b) Chandragupta 
fc) Kianishka 
(d) Chandragupta Vikramaditya 
Q. 34. Who amongst the following Hindu 

kings ii known as the Napoleon of India? 
(a) Ashoka (b) Harshaiardhana 

/(c) Samudragupta 
(d) Chandragupta Vikramaditya 
Q. 37. Both Vardhamana Mahavira and 

Gautama Buddha preached their doctrines 
during the reign of 

(a) Ajatshetru .4b) Bimbi.sara 
(c) Nandivardhana (d) Udayi 
Q. 38. The famous Hazara Temple is said 

to be one of the most perfect specimens of 
Hindu temple architecture in existence. It 
was built duri -g the reign of 

j(a) Bukka I (b) Deva Raya II 
^) Krishnadeva Raya (d) Achyuta Raya 

Q. 39. The enginators of the Dravidian 
style of architecture and sculpture in the 
South Indian Peninsula were the 

(a) Cholas (b) Hoysala.s 
jjc) Pailavas (d) Pandyas 
Q. 40. The Dravidian style of architecture 

and sculpture was further developcsl and 
almost perfected by the ' 

/(a) Cholas (b) Hoysalas 
(c) Pailavas (d) Pandyas 

lAf, 

Q. 41. The Iron Pillar of Delhi, near the 
Qutab Minar, is a marvellous woik belonging 
to, the 

/i(a) Early Gupta Period 
(b) Maurya Peritxi 
(c) Kushan Period 
(d) Pratihara Period 

Q. 42. The Chaitya Cave at Karle is 
regarded as,the finest specimen of 
architecture and sculpture on account ot the 

(a) beauty of the sculptures on the tront 
wall 

(b) remarkable rows of pillars inside the 
hall 

(0 fine proportion of the different parts 
/(d) All of the above 
Q. 43. Lingaraja Temple built'during the 

Medieval PeriiKf is at 
Ji») Bhubaneswar (b) Chhaltarpur 
(c) Khajuraho (d) Mount Abu 
Q. 44. Who built the famous Dilwara 

tenmle at Mount Abu during the thirteenth 
c^rftury? 

(a) Mahendrapnia (b) Mahipala 
(c) Rajyapala ^d) Tejapala 
Q. 45. Chola painting.', of the eleventh ■ 

century AD have been discovered in the 
famous Saiva Temple at 

(a) Ellora (b) Halebid 

Tanjavur (d) Nasik 
Q. 46. On the death of Jahangir in 1627, 

Shahjahan's most formidable rival t(> the 
throne was his 

(a) nephew Da war Bak-sh 
(b) bnillier Klne rau 
(c) brother I'arwez J^) brother Shahryar 
Q. 47. Given below are the main 

const'qiiencc's of .some of the invasions on 
Indja. Which one is not (•orn*ct? 

(a) Hun invasion led to the decline’ of 
the Gupta Empire 

(b) Invasion ol Timur swept awav the 
authority of the 'lughluqs 

(r) Invasion of Ahmad Shah Abda'i led 
to the fall of Maiatha power in the 
North 

(d) Invasion of N>ulir Shah <lrove out 

Humayun and lacililated the victory 
of Slier Shah 

Q. 48. Who amcingst the following wa.s 

impeached m England for acts ciimm.tted 
as Govenior-Cieneral ot India 

(a) Cornwallis 
(b) Cavendish Bentinck 

4e) Warren Hasting.s 
(^ij^llesley 

to.'49^Which of the following statements 
is mirCcirrecl? 

The first partition ot Bengal was made 
when Lord Curzon was the Governor- 
General of India 

(b) The Revolt of 1857 started from 
Meerut 

(c) The Quit India Movement started in 
August 1942 

(d) The control of the Indian Government 
was a.s.sumed by the British Crown in 

"When I first saw them 1 found it 
ditHmlt to beliec'e that they were prehistoric; 

they seemed so completely to upset all 
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>stdbli&hed ideas about early art."' This was 
in observation of Sir John Marshall on 
ibjeets found at 

(a) Harappa -^) Mohcnjo-Daro athal (d) Ropar 
The pillar, which is regarded as the 
ie series of pillars built by Ashoka, 

ind has elicited praise from all the critics of 
:he world, is at , 

(a) Bodh Gaya (b) Nandangarh ' 
(c) Sanclii .^d) Samath 

, MrrT'hc number of centuries that 
Intepumed between the fall of the Mauryas 
inO the nse of Gupta Empire is about 

five (b) four (c) three (d) two 
Q. 53. The representation of Buddha as a 

:iuman figure appeared for the first time in 
:he sculptures found at 
. (a) Bodh Gaya (b) Bharhut 

Mathura (d) Sanchi 
Q. 54. Who was the Afghan ruler of India 

ivhose administrative system was emujaicd 
sy the British? 

(a) Mohammad Shah 
(b) Muhaminad-bin-Tughlui| 

Sher Shah 
(d) Ahmad Shah Abdali 
Q. 55. Who amongst' the following 

iscended the Ihmne of Di'lhi in 1236 AD? 
(a) Chand Bibi (b) Sultana Begum 

yAjc) Raziya Sultan (d) Nur Mahal 
Q. 56. During the early Vi'dic Period, the 

society was divided on the basis of 
(a) birth occupation 
(t) rebgion (dj wealth 
Q. .57. rile antiquity ol civilisatiun in India 

can be carried back nearly to the same 
period which witnessed the growth of 
ancient civilisation in 

(a) Babylon only 
(b) Babylon and Egypt 
(c) Egypt and Assyria 

Assyria, Babylon and Egypt 
0- 58. The number of wives of which of 

the following Mughal rule'ts "h>ll short even 
of the Quranic allowance of four"? 

(a) Akbar /^"Aurangzeb 
(c) Jahangir (d) Humayun 
Q. 59. Shankaracharya, the great Hindu 

philosopher and teacher of the eighth 
century AD, advocated 

(a) Atheism Jjtill Monism 
(c) Theism (d) None of these 
Q. 60. The invasions of Mahmud of 

Ghazni and Muhammad Ghori 
(a) laid the foundations of Muslim rule 

' in India 
(b) resulted in the plundering of wealth 

of India 
(c) produced lasting cultural effect 
ffi) revealed the military weakness of the 
' Indian kings 
Q. 61. Who was the Sikh Guru who 

compiled Adi Granth, the foremost text of Sikh 
religion? 

(a) Guru Amar Das (1552-1574) 
(b) Gurii Ram Das (1574-1581) 
(c) Guni Har Rai (1644-61) 

^)Guru Arjun Dev (1581-1606) 
62. Amoghavarsha was a famous 
(a) Ghalukyan king (b) Pallava king 
(c) Rashtrakuta king(d) Satavahana king 

Q. 63. The Rashtrakutas were great 
builders. Who amongst the kings of this^ 
dynasty built the famous Kailasa Temple at' 
EUora? 

(a) Amoghavarsha <b} Krishna I 
(c) I%tuva (d) Govinda Hi 
Q. 64. Which of the following statements 

is not correct? 
(a) The kingdom of Ahmednagar was 

annexed to the Mughal Empite in 
1633 

(b) The Sultan of Golcunda 
acknowledged the suzerainty of 
Shahjahan in 1636 

(^ Adil Shah of Bijapur never accepted 
the suzerainty of Shahjahan during 
his lifetime 

(d) Aufangzeb was made the Viceniy of 
Sha'h)ahan's Deccan acquisitkms 

Q. 65. Ihe famous European traveller. 
Bernier, was, by profession, a 

(a) merchant (b) mis.sionary 
(c) physician <d) sailor 
Q. 66. Which king's court was adorned 

by the celebrated Kalidasa? 
(a) Ashoka 

Chandragupta Vikramaditya II 
(c) Harshavardhana 
(d) Kani8hkal 
Q. 67. The famous colossal Jama image 

of Gomateswara at Sravanabelagola was 
built in the 

(a) first half of ninth century - 
(b) second Kilf of ninth century 
(c) first half of tenth century 

_„,.(d) second half of tenth century 
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0.6S. 'StjpDV Mutiny' of 1K57 started fmm 
! (a) Agra fb) Cwaliur Ir) jhansi (4) Meerut 
I Q. 69. The lirst teh-gruph line between 

j< aUutlii and Agra was openei) in I (a) 1«‘>2 Mi) («•) IK-ia (d) IK!i!=i 
y. 70. When did ‘^hivaji assume the title 

o( 'Chhatrapati"^ 
(a) 166!; (b) 1W.S (t) 1670 (<f) 1672 
Q. 71, The eapital of I larshavardhana was 

at 
(a) Kannauj (b) I’atlipiitra 
(c) Punishapura (d) Varanasi 
Q. 72. Who aniong the following was the 

elde,st son ot Shahjahan’ 
(a) Aurangzeh efbj Dara Shikoh 
(r) Murad Haksh i# Shuja 
Q, 73. Aiiraiigreb put to death his 

bnilher(s) 
(a) Dara Shikoh only 
(b) Shuja only 
(<') Shuja and Murad Balesh 

j(d) Dara .Shikoh and Murad Baksh 
Q. 74. Chengiz Khan, who invaded India 

in the 1.3th century, liolonged to 
(a) Arabia (b) China 
(fi) Mongolia (d) Tibet 
Q. 75. The Gupta Empire declined in the 

fifth century AD as a con.sequencc of 
(a) Chalukya raids (b) Cn>ek invasion 
j[e) Hun invasion (d) Pallava raids 
Q. 76. Historians believe that the people 

among whom the Indus Valley Civilisation 
grew were 

(a) Aryans J^^f) Dravidian.s 
(c) Huns (d) Mongolians 
Q. 77. Which of the following is the 

correct descending order of the Mughal 
rulers? 

'(a) Humayun, Jahangir, Akbar, Shahjahan 
yM>) Humayun, Akbar, Jahangir, Shahjahan 

(c) Akbar, Jahangir, Humayun, Shahjahan 
(d) Akbar, Humayun, Jahangir, Shahjahan 
Q. 78. Prophet Mohammad founded 

Islam in the 
(a) fifth century AD 
(b) sixth century AD 

,4cJ seventh century AD 
(d) eighth century AD 
Q. 79. Ibn Batuta, the famous Arab 

scholar, visited India dunng the reign of 
(a) Akbar 

4!S) Muhammad-bin-Tughluq 
(c) Qutdb ud-din Aibak 
(d) Alauddin Khiiji 
Q. 80. The Treaty of Srirangapatnam was 

signed between Tipu Sultan and 
(a) Robert Clive Cornwallis 
(c) Dalhousie (d) Warren Hastings 
Q. 81. Who founded the Brahmo Samaj? 
(a) Debendra Nath Tagore 
(h) Keshab Chandra Sen 
ff!) Raja Ram Mohun Roy 
(d) Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar 
Q. 82. India had commercial relations 

with the countries of the West from times 
immemorial. When did her se-bome trade 
pass into the hands of the Arabs fur the first 
lime? 

(a) 6lh century AD 4^ 7th century AD 

(c) 8th century AD 9th century AD 
O- 83. Who, amongst the following, were 

the strongest naval power in India with 

domination over the West Coast during most 
part of the sixteenth century AD? 

(a) The Dutch ^ The English 
(c) The French jldf^The Portuguese 
Q. 84. Who laid the real foundation ol 

Portuguese power in India in the sixteenth 

century AD? 
4<rrAlfonso de Albuquerque 
(b) Pedni Alvarez Cabral 

(c) Vasco da Gama 
(d) None of the above 
Q. 85. The Portuguese hold over their 

pos!ies.sions in Indja ended finally in 
(a) 1947 (b) 1950 jtefTi^l (d) 1962 
Q. 86. The Muslim State in India during 

the Sultanate Period was 
(a) by and large democratic in character 
j(b) essentially military in character 
(c) a theocratic State, the Sultans owing 

complete allegiance to the Khalifas of 
Baghdad and Egypt 

(d) None of the above 
Q. 87. "One of the chief figures in classical 

Sanskrit literature. No facts are known about 
his life or death, but certain evidence place.s 
him in the 5th century AD. Seven of his 
works survive till today.." This descnphoii 
can be most aptly applied to 

(a) BhavabhiHiti (b) Banabhatt 
(pj Kalida.sa (d) Ved \^as 
Q. 88. The Mughal prince who translated 

some Sanskrit wrilings into Persian was 
Dara Shikoh (b) Khusm 

(c) Murad Baksh (d) Salim 
Q. 89. Who was responsible (or the 

introduction of English as the Official 
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Language in India? 
Sir Charles Wood 

(b) Allan Octavian Hume 
(c) Lord William Bentinck 
(d) Marques of Dalhousie 
Q. 90. What important event in the 

educational field took place in 1857? 
(a) Introduction of engiiteering education 
(b) Introduction of medical ^ucation 

Jfi) Introduction of a uniform school 
system 

(d) Founding of the universities of 
Calcutta, Madras and Bombay 

Q. 91. Who founded the Asiatic Society 
of Bengal in Calcutta in 1784 for 
development of education^ 

(a) Jonathan Duncan (b) William Jones 
(c) Wanen Hastings (d) Charles Grant 
Q. 92. At about the close of the eighteenth 

century, a number of horrid customs 
prevailed in the country. Which of the 
following was outlawed or abolished first 
of alP 

(a) Infanticide (both male and female, 
particularly female) 

(b) Sati (burning of wives with the dead 
bodies of their husbands) 

(c) Slavery (there were millions of slaves) 
(d) State lotteries in the Presidency towns 
Q. 93. The powers of supreme amtrol 

f|)vpr the governance of India were vested 
with the Secretary of State for India in 

(a) 1857 (b) 1858 (c) 1859 (d) 1860 
Q. 94. The cultural renaissance, which 

marked the advent of a new age in India, 
was in full vigour in the 

• .(a) second half of 18th century 

(b) first half of 19th century 
(c) second half of 19th century 
JdJ^first half of 20th century 
Q. 95. The principal objective of 

Muhammad'bin-Tughluq in shifting his 
capital to Daulatabad was to 

(a) expand his empire to the whole of 
South India 
fmd a better strategic location for the 
capital of his empire 

(c) move away from the centre of Rajput 
resistance to his rule 

(d) inflict sufferings on the residents of 
Delhi whom he regarded them 
unworthy of his benevolence 

Q. 96. The Nizamshahi Kingdom of 
Ahmednagar was aimexed to the Mu^ul 
Empir^ during the reign of 

(a) Aldiar (b) Jahangir 
^(cf 'Shahjahan (d) Aurangzeb 
Q. 97. The Rajput clan of Solankis rose to 

power in 
/(a) Malwa (b) Kashmir 
(c) Kathiawar (d) Kannauj 
Q. 98. Which one of the following is 

correctly matched? 
(a) Satya Shodak Mandal—^Keshab 

Chandra Sen 
(b) Prarthana Samaj—Dayanand 
(c) Brahmo Samaj—Jyotibha Hiule 

Jd) Sri Narayana Dhatma 
Paripalana Yogam—Narayaru Guru 

Q. 99. Who was the Italian traveller to 
visit Vijayanagar during the heydays of 
Vijayanagar Einpire? 

(1) Durate Barobosa (2) Bemeir 
(3) Thomas Roe (4) Nicolo Conte 

Choose the correct answer from the codes ’ i 

given below : I i 

(a) 1,2 and 3 (b) 2, 3 and 4 t' 
(C) 1,2 and 4 ^) 1 and 4 1, 
Ql 100. Financial allocation fur Education ! j 

was made for the first time by the Charter ! 
Act of i 

(a) 1773 (b) 1793 (€<1813 (d) 1833 

ANSWERS 
l.(d) 2.(0 3.(d) 4. (b) 
5. (c) 6. (b) 7. (d) 8. (d) 
9.(0 10.(0 11.(0 12. (d) , 

13. (d) 14. (b) 15. (d) 16. (a) , 
17. (c) 18. (d) 19. (b) 20. (a) . 
21. (b) 22. (0 . 23. (b) 24. (c) ; 
25. (b) 26. (0 27. (0 28. (a) . 
29, (d) 30. (c) 31. (b) 32. (a) 
33. (a) 34. (d) 35. (c) 36. (c) : 
37. (b) 38. (0 39. (0 40. (a) : 
41. (a) 42. (d) 43. (a) 44. (d; 
45. (c) 46. (d) 47. (d) 48. (c) 
49. (a) 50. (b) 51. (d) 52. (a) 
53. (c) 54. (c) 55. (0 56. (b) 
57. (d) 58. (b) 59. (b) 60. (d) 
61. (d) 62. (d) 63. (b) 64. (c) 
65. (c) 66. (b) 67. (d) 68. (d) 
69. (b) 70. (d) 71. (a) 72. (b) 
73. (d) 74. (c) 75. (c) 76. (b) 
77. (b) 78. (c) 79. (b) 80. (b) 
81. (0 82. (b) 83. (d) 84. (a) 
85. (0 86. (b) 87. (c) 88. (a) 
89. (a) 90. \0 91. (b) 92. (a) 
93. (b) 94. (d) 95. (b) 96. (c) 
97. (a) 98. (d) 99. (d) 100. (c) 
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).N. Sharma 

15. Advanced Differential 
Calculus 

16. Functions of a Complex 
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17. Infinite Series 4t Products 
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).N. Sharma 4t A.R. Vasiditha 
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Dr. R.K. Gupta St 
D.C. Agarwal 

39. Linear Differential Equatiorui 
Dr. R.K. GupU St 
Dr. ). P Aiya 
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(Continued from pa^r IJiK 

Q. 97. Who Ifd the nine-member 
delegation to the 99th International 
Parliamentary Union Conference held at 
Windhoek, Namibia recently ? 
Jt^ Balayogi (2) P.A. Sangma 
(3) Madhu Dandvate (4) Krishan Kant 
Q. 98. Which one of the following Indian 

movies wa.s nominated by the jury to 
compete for Oscar Awards, 1997 ? 

(1) Machis (2) Border 
(3) Hindustani Jfif Cum 
Q. 99, Who IS the present Chairman of 

Atomic Knergy Commission and Secretary, 
Department of Atomic Energy, Government 
of India t 

(IV Abdul Kalam 
K. Chidambaram 

(.3) Raja Ramaima 
(4) Dr. V.N. Amnachalam 
Q. 100. Which papular International 

magazine celebrated its 75th anniversary 
recently ? 

(1) Newsnvdt- ' (2) Span 
<35 Time (4) Reader's Digest 
Q. 101. The Supercoqriputer Param-10,000 

has been recently installed at 
(1) Bangalore (2) Chennai 
(3) Hyderabad Pune 
Q. 102. Who demarcated the line which 

divides India and Pakistan 7 - 
/<f) Sir Cyril Radciiffe 
(2) Sir Mortimer Durand 
(3) Sir Henry McMahon 
(4) Lord Mountbatten 
Q. 103. Martina Hingis won all the 

following Grand Slam tournaments m 1997 
EXCEPT 

(1) Australian Open -(1) French Open 
(3) US Open (4) Wimbledon 
Q. 104. Who won the Miss Universe, 1998 

contest recently 7 
(1) Wmska Ramirez 
(2) Joyce Chraud 
(3) I ymram-t D'Suuza 

Wendy Fit/.william 
Q. 105. Name the Indian musician who 

won the Polar Music Prize, 1998 along with 
Ray Charles—a fellow musician at 
Stockholm recently ? 

Pt. tRavi Shankar 
(2) Zak\r Hus.-ain 
(3) Ustad Bismillah Khan 
(4) Subha Mudgal 
Q. 106. Name the foreigner who was 

honourtd with Padma Vibhushan in 1998: 
(1) fnnai Lama 
(2) Mammoon Abdul Cayoom 

Walter Sisulu 
(4) Mahathir-bin-Mohamad 
Q. 107. Whith one of the following Elms 

has bagged the National Award as the best 
FeatuK Film of 1997 ? 

(1) Dil To Pagal Hai (2) Border 
(3) Imvar Thai Saheb 
Q. 108. Indian Swimmer Rupah Repale 

has recently crossed the sixth 'channel out 
of seven hiajor bhannels in the world. Which 

one she is yet to cross to set a Cuinne^ 
record 7 

(1) Cook Strait 
(2) Palk Straits 
(3) Straits of Cibralter 
fjtii Panama Straits 
Q. 109. Bhakia Dam is built across the 

river 
HfSutlij (2) Ravi 
V) Jhelum (4) Chenab 
Q. 110. The 16th Commonwealth Games 

ate scheduled to be held at 
(1) Manchester Kuala Lumpur 
(3) Sydney (4) lEctoria 
Q. 111. The Headquarters of United 

Nations Educational, ScientiEc and Cultural 
Organisation (UNE^O) is situated at 

(1) Geneva (2) Rome ■ 
jfSf Paris (4) Montreal 
Q. 112. The World Tourism Day is 

celebrated on 
(1) May 8 (^June 13 
(3) September 10 September 27 
Q. 113. The permanent Secretariat of 

South Asian Association for Regional 
Cooperation (SAARC) is situated at 

(1) Colom^ (2) Delhi 
(3) Dhaka ^ Kathmandu 
Q. 114. Which one of the following Indian 

cities is having an international airport 7 
(1) Hyderabad (2)Imphal 
(3) Ahmedabad (ijTThiruvananthapuram 
Q. 115. Whidf one of the following Indian 

dailies is having the largest number of 
editions 7 ■ 

(1) The Hindu ■‘^The lndmn Express 
{3) The Times of India (4) National Herald 
Q. 116. Tetanus is a disease caused by 
(1) Fungus (2) Virus 

Bacteria (4) Insects 
(2. 117. The British had first set up 

universities at Bombay, Calcutta and 
Madras. Which of the following was the next 
to copie up ? 

z(f5 AlMtabad University 
(2) Lucknow University 
(3) Osmania University 
(4) Punjab University 
Q. 118. Light Year is a unit of 
(1) intensity of light pff distance 
(3) time (4) planetary motion 
Q. 119. The Manas Sanctuary is located 

in 
(1) Bihar (2) Kerala 

Assam (4) Gujarat 
Q. 120. Which among the following Ls 

not a nuclear State X 
(1) United Kingdom (2) France 

Germany (4) China 
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. General Knowledge 
Encyc lopedia 

India : The State Of Environment 
Some Itnie, ditrlnf^ the early part of this decade. TIME, 

the well-knowii international weekly magazine, described 
ICarih as ’Man of the Year'. The entire Issue was virtually 
devoted to the enorinotis destruction caused to the global 
emlronnient by man. obsessed by the monomania that he 
could lord it over the entire planet, ignoring the inalienable 
right of the delicate ecosystem comprising the flora and the 
fauna and other million phenomena to survive in the vital 
l)alance of life man has inheriteri from the beginning of his 

me. By flaring to destroy the very lllc supijort system that 
iislains him. man has proved to tic the worst enemy of 

mankind 
Alfing with the rest of the world. India too Is caugtit up 

in the eddies ol the worst of environmental fMlsis. Tlie 

primeval forests arc gone forever with the total forest cover 
shrinking day by day. Even the great Himalayas and its 
•oothills and the Western Ghats have not been spared the 
sacrilege of man in the name of tourism and development. 
Many of our animals, .birds and precious plants have iC^ne 

the way of dinosaurs, and environmentalists are keen to 
preserve tlie few species Uiat survive. Rivers like the Yamuna 
have virtually become sewers, the receptacles of untreatefl 
sullagc from the cities growing unplanned on their hanks. 
Tlie Oanga Action Plan started with a bang only to end in 
a whimper. Most of India's rivers, btg and small, have tieen 
contaminated beyond the saturation iwiiit just becau.se wc 
don't care. Over 30,33,045 vehicle.s that ply on the roads 
of Delhi belch out enough killer fumes to earn f«ir the city 
tlie notoriety as the fourth most polluted rtly in the world. 

Many environmentalists like Sundcrtal Uahuguna as 
Chandiprasad Bhatt. Medha Patkar, M.f;. Mehta. Siigatha 
Kuniari and Banka Beharl Das have licen carrying on "lonely 
campaigns" against the impending "ecocide" the country 
should guard against, but neither the (■overnment nor the 
people at large seem to keep their cyc.s and ears open, 
IiromoUtig a paradigm of development, sclf-dcsimctlve In 
the ultimate an,-ilysls. .Sundcrlal Bahugiina and 
Chandiprasad Bhatt pioneered the famous Chipko 
Movenicnl to preserve the trees In the Himalayas, anti the 
iiiovenicnt spread like wild Are In peninsular India in the 
form of Appiko Movement In Karnataka. These pioneers 
knew that disappearance of the forest cover and precious 
trees would tn^er soil erosion and disastrous landslide.s, 
floods and drought. Bui Ihcir warnings have gone unheeded, 
with unpreccflcntcfi floods, landslides and drought Ixieonilng 
hardy annuals in the country 

Ms. Medha Patkar. who .siiearhecds the Narmada Bachao 
Andolan. Is concerncfl ulsiut nfit only the environmental 
and "human* fallout ot great dams, but about the entire 
concept of our skewcfl dcvelo|)mental planning. She shares 
the view of envtroniiicntali.sts like .Sug.itha Kuinsiri of Kerala 

,and Hittu Sahgal thnl nrillier water nor fofxl supplies .-lie 
any longer secure for nianv ol the people. .Ml liecanse the 
so-callcd developnieiii ha* affected the sources of clean 
water, fertile .soil, forest supplies such as fuel, fibre and 
fotkler. and, of course, focxl which was once available from 
viliage ponds, rivers, p.aslnres. forest fmil tn-es and marginal 
fields. The so-called development on coastal regions has 
deprived millions ol their means of livelihood. 'I tic wanton 
prawn farming in such coastal belts as Balasorc, tfhndrak. 
Kendrapara and Purl has rendered large tracts of 
agricultural land barren, destroying the mangrove forests 
that protect the coast from storms and cyclones and 
polluting the sea. Armed with a quiver of Pit cases. 
M.C, Mehta has all along been figlitliig the cause of greens 
everywhere, be it preserving Utc purity of the Ta| front 
cither refineries or the proliferating itidustries in and sirouiid 
Agra and Mathura. The Save Coast Movement leader Bankti 
Behsu'i Das from Oris.sa is keen to safeguard the Gahinnatim 
Beach on the Orissa coast, said to Ije one of the biggest 
rookeries of Oliver Ridley Turtles In the world. 

Trinity Man. Animal And Plant 
.Nature has provided for a perfect balance and a system 

wherein the trinity of man. animal ami plant have to live 

cc uvxnt'iA* lAX’irattv mnn 
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together. Any bid to disrupt the system would wreak untold 
havoc. The very concept of food chain ensures equitable 
survival of every species. Which is why we are concerned 
about the presert’ation of wildlife and precious biospheres 
like the Silent Valley. The grand idea behind the preservation 
of wild life tiiFougli the network of sanctuaries and such 
projects as lYoJect Tiger and the measures against poaching 
lies in oiir supreme concern In not disturbing the natural 
equilibrium. A recent study revealed that the Nllglrl 
Blorescrve has changed beyond recognition over the past 

Oarttagt dimipad 
in a street 

in DeUd 

three decades, with prime forests and grasslands having 
been converted into tea plantations while the indiscriminate 
relling of trees has reduced the number of fruit-bearing 
trees. The region's rich population of birds has been affected 
by Ihc use of jM-sUcidcs and industrial effluents. It is well- 
known such kinds of depredation of nature is occurring 

elsewhere in the country too. 
Few can imagine, for instance, a world without birds. 

Were there no birds. Insects will grow in such vast numbers 
that they could destroy the entire vegetation of the world 
within ten years. Every creation of nature has a role to 
play. Even carnivorous birds like tlte eagle, crow, vulture 
and falcon keep a check on tlie growth of Insects that are 
harmful to agricultural crops and other vegetation. 
According to a fore.st conservator, even a liny bird like tit 
and its family could eat up 12 million insects annually. 

Tlie concern for environment In India and large-scale 
measures to prevent the pollution of the air and water, 
noise pollution and the pollution caused by the 
accumulation of garbage began after the first UN Conference 
on Environment, held in Stockholm in June 1992. India. 
t<w. set up Pollution Control Boards at the Centre and in 
the States, and there were several NGOs who Joined in tlie 
caiii|)aign for preserving the ecological balance. The cities 
that once were the dream of migrants from the countryside 
have become virtual nightmares with growing air pollution, 
water pollution, noise pollution and pollution caused by 
mountains of uncleared junk. Few cities have 'green lungs* 
with overcrowding and the proliferation of slums. Stress- 
related diseases are on the rise, thanks to the decibel 
Inferno triggered by the *auto boom*, noise from factories 
and loud-speakers. With civic bodies functioning 
perfunctorily, there are several cases of outbreak of jaundice 
and other diseases as a result of the contamination of the 
piped water by sewage leaking into the damaged mains 

from sewers, all ill-maintained after the mains and sewers 
are once laid. Total apathy and utter ipresponsiblllty on the 
part of boUi the civic bodies and citizens have compounded 
the problem of environmental degradation in our cities. At 
present, 8 jiei cent of India's londmass is lieing choked by 
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Competition OppoMunl^ 
Bank Clerical Examination 

Conducted by Hanking Service 
Kei-niitiiienI lioard, I’alna 

tneeemhvr 27. WH) 
Recruitment of Diploma 

Holders 1.1 years) 
For l•nrl>lmenl ai. Direct rntry 

Artificers 
By Indian Navy 

(Last Pate : Pecemher 28, 1998) 
Geologi.sls' l:xamination, 1998 

(Peremher .11, 1998) 

Examination for Recruitment 
of Management Trainees 

( ondiii led by (•ood 
( orpornlion of India 

(Uist Pate : lanuarii 11, 1999) 

C'dmmon Admission Test 
(CAT) 

For Nimia Institute of 
Management (NIM) 

(La.vt Date : January IS, 1999) 

Bank Clerical Examination 
Conductcxl by Banking Service 

Recruitment Board, Jaipur 
(Ianuary 17, 1999) 

Recruitment of Male Officers 
in Permanent Commission 

And Female Officers in Short 
Service Commission 

Fcjt Ground Dutv 
Officers Course 

By Indian Air Force 
(Last Pate : Ianuary 2.1, 1999) 

Recruitment of Male 
Candidates in Permanent and 
Short Service Commission in 

the Officer Cadre 
For the Tethnical Bri'inch 

By Indian Air Force 
(Last Pate ; January 23, 1999) 

Common Entrance 
Examination for Design, 

(CEED) 
For lITs, Bombay, Didhi, IISC, 

Bangalore 
(Mniary 7, 1999) 

Probationary Officers 
ExaminaUon 

For Recruitment in 
State Bank of India, Conducted 
by Central Recniitment Board 

(February 14, 1999) 

Agricultural Officers 
Examination 

Conducted by Bankmg Service 
Recniilmeiil Board, Daroda 

(Last Date : February 28, 1999) 
Bank Probationary Officers' 

Examination 
Conducted by Banking Service 

Recruitment Board 
(Southern Region), 

Bangalore 
(March 7, 1.999) 

All India Entrance 
Examination 

For 2-ycar MSc. in Applied 
Geology and 3-year MSc. Tech, 
in Applied Geology/Applied 

Geophysics-1999 
(..'nnducled by Indian Schocil ol 

Mini»>, Dhanbad 
(Marrb 15, 1999) 

Bank Probationary Officers 
Examination 

Concluctod by Banking Service 
Rc'cruitmoiit Board, Baroda 

(March 21, 1999} 

Memoiy Refention Contest 
^ ANNOUNCEMENT ■ 

We are glaii to announce a 
iii'iijue Meiriorv Kelention 
Contest tor the i-.iiididates 
appearing lor the following 
examinations : 

(1) Bank Clerical Exami¬ 
nation, conducted by Banking 
Service Recruitment Board, 
Patna to be lield o;i 
December 27, 

(2) Bank Clerical Exami¬ 
nation, conducted by 
Banking Service Kecruitmenl 
Board, joipiir to be held on 
January 17, iwq. 

(3) Rajasthan Management 
Admission Te-st IRM AT) 1999, 
conducted by Mohan l.al 
Suldiadia University, Udaipur 
lo be held cm January 24, PHHt. 

The three candidakj, who 

c'ollect the maximuni number 
of qui'sHons asked and send 
the same to os, will he 
aw.]rded First, Second and 
Third I’ri/.cs ol Rs. HiOl), 
Rs. .Sl)0 and Ks 25t) rc”.pt>cti- 
vc'ly. liMi Consolation Prizes 
(books worth ICs. 100 tsich) will 
also be award'-il. 

Each of the above exami¬ 
nations will count separately 
for the purpose of the award. 

Dt’cision ot the I'ditorial 
Board will bo tinil. Entries 
should be' addressed to 
the L'ditor, Competition 
Review Private* l.imited, 604 
Prabhat Kiran, Kajendra Place, 
New Delhi-lit) 008. Last 
date for receipt of entries is 
January 31, vm. 

garbage, turning the precious land Into mere waste and 
making the garbage dumps not only an eyesore but a health 
hazard as well. Many Indian cities have landfills where the 
garbage is dumped. Our |X>llutcd cities have also spawned 
severed respiratory diseases, diseases of tlie skin, carcinogenic 
problems and diseases arising out of the consumption of 
contaminated water. 

One redeeming feature of the environmental crisis Is the 
growing awareness among different sections—the 
Government, the people, NGOs and the media. We 
were shaken out of our apathy when the Bhopal gas 
tragedy mopped up thousands of lives overnight In the biggest 
Industrial iwllutiott in history on the midnight of Gecember 
2-3. 1984. Bhopal put us on the alert, making It mandatory 
for every Industiy lo gel environmental clearance before being 
given the green signal. How an environment-conscious people 
could delay the Dabhoi Project and the Konkaii Railway 
rrojecl is known to ail. We know enough, but not enough is 
being done. 

Environment Audit 
The Government have recently come up with the idea of 

a yearly rejjort on the state of environment on the basis of 
extensive environment audits by each Stale. Environment 
audit may lx; made compulsory for any unit .seeking clearanre 
from the Ministry of Environment and Forests or Stale 
Pollution Coiilrol Boards. Such an audit would be necessary, 
to ensure that the Environment Proieclion Act is properly 
iiiiplcmentecl and adhered to. According lo Dilip Biswas, 
('hairnian of the Central Pollution ('onlrol Board, though 
productivity lemains the primaiy goal of industries, pollution 
roiiti'ol, conserv'alion of resourecs and safely all need lo be 
iniegraietl. 

Hic Environmeni and Foresls Mlnistiy has also undertaken 
ronservalinii studies ol cnvlroiiiiientally sensitive areas lo 
plan action In order to safeguard |iie environment. Siicii 
sliulie.s would em'er the Doon Valley, tlie National Capital 
Itcgiuii, the Danioclar Valley Basin in Hlhar and West Bengal, 
and Ihe VapI area in Gujarat. Environmental epidemiological 
studies for critically polluted areas In the country have also 
been started in Chembiir (Maharashtra) Kanpur (Uttar 
Pradi-sh). Vapi (Gufarat), Cochin (Kerala). Talcher (Orissa), 
Maiidl Gobindgarh (fhinjab) and Hliadravatl (Karnataka). The 
Environment Ministry has also prepared and digitisod 
ilicniatic maps using remote control sensing and geogr.ijihic 
Informalinii .syslciii (GI.S) with specific reference to the 
abaleiiienl of pollution. The maps Include inforinatinu on 
Uie location of water and air quality monitoring statlon.s. the 
liH'ation of critically fiollutcd areas, a designated bc.st-use 
(iassillcation of streams, major cities with over 1.00,000 
population, major river basins and drainage networks. 

I( is goo(.i augury that Ihe people and Ihe NGGs have 
slai'ted sct;king relief from the courts on vital cnvironmerilal 
Issues that cunccrti (he health and well-being of the nation. 
A couple of years ago. ciivlronincntal groups In Mumbai (lied 
a will again.st a third international airport in the cltv 
lpr>ipo.st‘<i at Mandwa) on tlie ground tliat It would not only 
displace (leople, but aflect the life and livclihocxl of the farmers 
and the flsherfolk. Tlie Supreme Court, under Justice Kutdip 
Siiigli. actcii as the sentinel of the Constitution when It 
sniiglil to close down (he polluting industries In Delhi and 
Agr I, and Ihe tanneries in Tamil Nadu. In a landmark case. 
• iuslire IS.l'. Jeevan Reddy |X)lnted out In 1996 that industries 
did not have the absolute and unrestricted right to establish 
new projects notwltlislanding the ofllcial liberalisation policy^ 

Closely linked with a clean environment are priorities In 
the .socio-economie sector. Basic issues such as clean 
drinking water, environmental health and sanitation, decent 
housing and clean food are today part of the environmental 
agenda. Envirniiinent is no more the fad of a few armchair 
inlelleciuals. It concerns i-very citizen. □ 
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ICFAT 
Educational Programs 

The Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts of India (ICFAI) offers high-quality Career-oriented Professional 
Programs (distance learning) in Finance which are well recognized by leading employers in India._ 

Chartered Financiai Analyst 

Eligibility : Graduation with 50% 

Duration . Three Years 

Diploma in Business Finance 
(Eauivlal lo Level I of CFA Pmgrom) 

Eligibility :10 + 2 with 60% 

Leading to the Designation "Certified 'Deasury Manager" 

Eligibility : CA/CWAXS/CAIIB/MBA. Students of CA/CWA/CSfCAIIB/MBA or Working Executives 

_Duration : One Year_ 

A Fee : (UBF/CEA Level I) : Rs.5,000 (with Merit Scholarships) and Rs.8,000 (without Merit Scholarships) 

(TFM) ; Rs.9,500 (with Merit Scholarships) and Rs.14,500 (without Merit Scholarships) 

A Waivers are available in select subjects in the CFA Program for CAs, CWAs, and CSs. 

-[ Highlights J- 
« Contemporary Curriculum • Focus on Case Studies 

e Quality Courseware e Exams 4 times a year at 32 centers 
« Distance Learning Mode e Project Work and Viva 

« 't raining Classes/Seminars (Optional) a Fee payable in installments or through Credit Card 

Merit Scholarship Scheme 
General Merit Scholarships based on 10 + 2 with 70% or Graduation with 60% or 

P*'ofessional qualifications like CA, CWA, CS, CAIIB, MBA, or Students of MBA. 

Special Merit Scholarships for Rankholders in CA, CWA, CS, CAIIB, Business Schools, and Universities. 

Prospectus & Application Form at Special Price for Readers of CSR 

The readers of Competition Success Review can obtain the ICFAI Prospectus end 

Application Form at a Special Price of Rs.90 (regular price Rs.120), by using the 

coupon given below. 

p- — — — — Please here and Mail to ICFAI — — — — — — — — —j 

I COUPON i 
I 1h The Admissiims Officer. ICFAI. Road « 3. Banjara Hills, Hydcnbad 500 034. Fh 040-335-4072. Fax: 040-3%-2S21 I 
i Sir, i 
I Please send me a copy ot the ICFAI Educational Programs Prospectus 1998-99 at the Special Price of Rs.90. Towards the same, I am enclosing a I 
I Demand Draft drawn on_(specify bank), bearing no._dated_for Rs.90 in favor of ICFAI and payable | 
* at Hyderabad. ' 

My Name & Addras 

Name ■ 

I Addresi ; _ 

Citv : State ; _Pin :_ -J 
SignatuR 



Continuous growth. That is the goal 

Indianoil sets for its employees. It’s part of 

our corporate philosophy which aims to 

foster a cufture of participation and 

innovation for employee growth and 

contribution. 

Our 16 training centres across the country 

and the Management Academy at Haldia 

hone employee skills and management 

orientation. Apart from this intensive 

stmctured training, they gain valuable 

cross-functional exposure through periodic 

job rotation. 

And the Indianoil Institute of Petroleum 

Management (IIPM) at Gurgaon has taken 

this further. IIPM aims to become the 

foremost institute of learning worldwide, 

uniquely focused on petroleum and energy 

management. It prepares human resource 

for a globally'competitive.£nvironment and 

also acts as a consulting firm in 

management research (or enhancing 
% 

organisational effectiveness. 

At Indianoil, the learning process never stops. 
Even at work, our employees 

actively participate in the learning process. 

Contributing right from the shop-floor level 

through various fora. As a result, Indianoil 

today has one of the most talented and 

skilled pool of human resource. Across 

companies. Across countries. 

Because early on, we at Indianoil 

realised. To learn, is to grow." 

Indian Oil Corporation Limited 
Vision Beyond Tomorrow 



Descriptive Type Test 
For Bank Probationary Officers’ Examinations 

'if the various subsidies given to 
farmers are withdrawn... Give three 
possible consequences if such a 

situation arises. 

If Ihe various subsidie.s given lo farmers 

die withdrawn, the following consequences 

may arise : 
1. Subsidies are meant to gi\ e a boo.st to 

agriculture in India. Farmers are helped in 

their operations bv the Government to 
enable them to market their pri'.duce at 

moderate prices to Ihe coiisuiiiers. If the 

various subsidies given to farmers in the 

I (orm of fertilisers, pesticides, etc., are 

withdrawn, this will lesull in a rise in the 

procurement prices of loodgrains, thus 

affecting not only the faiiners hut the 

common man also, ihe masses are already 

reeling under inflation and the rise in the 

prices ot loodgrains will have an adverse 

effect on day lo il.iy living. Inflation will 

then gel out ol control 
2. On the other hand, withdrawal of the 

various subsidies given to farmers will 

enable them to beconu- .selt'sutlii'ient. fhey 

v\ ill learn to operate on their own without 
leaning on the crutches ol subsidies. Il may 

result in inflation in the shori-terni, but in 

the long-term it will prove beneficial. 
The vaiious subsidies given to tarmers 

‘ill present are a lie.u \ diain on the 

extliequer. Ihe moiiev sated when such 

subsidies are wilhdr-nvn will be spent on 

development programmes Kir the welfare 

of the masses. This will ensure hi .ter 

primary education .ind health care, 
communications and other essentials- of 

decent living that a Welfare State is 

'•ommilted to pnitide for all its citi/ens. 

^ fobr 

^t^Wth0 yau'0m 

00d t0 ike 
jNriUt-jfuk tm'm0t vMting 0 

ii ft Pf-^p»t0gr«^ wri^. U 

rtffiiiuftif' of iifHng ikf 
itf muf jmitmtfpg- 

t, Wie fl«rt ibiif Ut riyybta Pf 
Wtf i&« fciif iiif fmeuttjf ^ 

pnrpa^fhNUf tiiv0tioH to onMyte uitd 

f<r« pMMt. ^m0y be 0^^ 

to imogine 0 fituaiHon'whtn there ie m 
tvater on fltxv pftnef vr the eerth it flat. 
Give a fret rtfn to ymn imeginatiim emd 
visiHiiise ix^mt uioutd heypeti ^ eoclt 0 

eitffotiea eriffs. 
. 3, There om fitrtr^ aodel md eetmtmic 

problems Gmtretffdet yarn tOmtion, vbc, 
smoking hr prOfieptepai, tmemploymeitt 

Some people feel that most of the 
lewspapers are not taking balanced 

'lew while giving news. They are 
lither in favour of the government 
nr against it. Explain your views in 
his regard. Substantiate your views 
ly giving examples from your 

-eading, experience and knowledge. 

Most of the newspapers depend upon 

lovemment patronage to see the light of 

.he day. This is available to them through 

:he release of adequate newsprint. 

coMrerrnoN success rcvicw. January ms 

irfummetfitt society mul the rurul~ur1m» 

dioMa in India. Haw tuould you deal with 

euch 0 problem? Gentfeity, ymt are ashed 

to give fhfjee eotntbme to etteh ei problem 

and epptmip haw infective they wilt be in 

the pnntaiiing- scenario. 

;4 lEWr/bwiltcoiwIfhiwrt: of this enerdse 

ioto'mpk! ^ .fovonr of and againit 0 
■gftm psvytoeiHaH ae hta ddbrot. \4m« am 
jtfKfrtd two a^suBiewf* in favour 

dgimiyropositiotf. Do 
Hu sitnafirni; ft 

'iifihk of cogent mid 
? f f.TPI. .M 1 

eidee ff 0 debate iieid om 

Coni^im Hmt nod preso^ them 

release ol advertisements on various ’ 
occasions like the Independence Day, * 

Kepublic Day and Gandhi Jayanti as well - 

as wntc’-iips lli.it explain the various policy 
measiire.s already initiated or about lo be 

initiated The more ot government support 

that a newspaper relies on, the more it 

becomes a mouthpiece of Ihe party in power. 

In .sucli a situation, many independent 

newsp.ipers, which publi.sh unbiased and 

obiectivp news, are forced to clo.se down 

by the powers that be as their views clash 

with tho.se of the government. Those of such 

independent publications that manage to 

survive turn against the government with 

a vengeance. In the process, the basic tenet 

of journalism, i.e., purveying unbiased news 

to the reading public, becomes the first 

casualty 
The he.sl njethod lo do away with such 

biased reportage—either for or against the 

government—is give the required 
independence lo newspapers. But the barons 

running v.irioiis newspapers, generally use 

them (or self-.iggrandisement and 

promotion of their business and political 

inlen'sis I his is another danger that is lo 

he guarded ag.i'.nsi ITie |oumahsts working 
111 Mwh ne\vspap->rs olien cringe and crawl 

belofe their bosses *or .small favours. Others 

turn to the government for foreign jaunts, 
free plots of land and other such gifts 

The reader of nev spapers today is 

c'nbgl'ten-’d; he is .iw.ive o( the pollen s and 

vii'W' ol most lit ill.-’ newspapers available 

today As sinh. hi- depends on his own 
judgement belore he iubscrihes to a 

particular newsjiaper which, again, may 

feed liiiii with the intorinatioii he craves 

(or or help formulate his view.s oii various 

issues of the day. In such a scenario, it is 

advisable to read only such newspapers that 

give ohjwtivc reporting in the form ot news 
to their readers and discard tho.se that are 

the mouthpieces of Ihe governinem or 

vociferously against it 

'f^pieo*, ^feed «nl gakh 
__ ,^:pHf^fi»tS!, o/'p0r0mohot 

ifiie ttrtfx I 

permission for the installation of latest 

machinery and indirect support by way of 

Suppose nobody in the country 
accepts any bribe from anybody for 
the services provided. Give three 
possible consequences if such a 

situation arises. 

Bribery has become a fact of life today. 

Not only is it rampant in India, it is a global 

phenomenon. If nobody m the country 

accepts any bribe from anybody for the 



scrvucs ivndeied, ihe following 
rinisfqu«*ncfs mav tirisr • 

1. With no brihe-pivprs and bribe-takers, 

peojile will bi‘ fori'ed to lead a hand-to- 

nuiiilh t■xI>-lPlu•l•. li appears as if bribery 
keeps the vvorlil growing ani.1 prospiTing 

today, ytsteiitaiioiis di.splay of wealth, 

extravagance and a life of luxury in 

general—Ihesi- iire all the re.siilts of ill-gutten 

and tiiiaLLoiinied wealth PiHiple will, once 

again, start l>••llevlng in the adage of simple 

living and high thinking. 

2. ftld hahits dll' lianl Both bribe-givers 
and brihe-iakeiv\iil tiiiil it hanl to live in 

such a SOI l•'|^ v\liere work is done and 

services aie pnn tded »\ ilhoul any greasing 

of p,ilms. riu'ii lingers will constantly itch 

and they would not know what to do with 

the we.ilth the\ have generated so far They 

will lind It lough to come to terms with a 
clean and bribeiess world. 

3. Main government agencies like the 

Central Biiivan ot Investigation, the recently- 

constituted < enlral Vigilance Commission 

may be closed down for want of cases 

dealing with bribes and corruption in high 

plates. Thi.s may reduce the pressure on 

our already-crowded jails and the legal 

system. Such an ideal .situation will help 

make life easier <ind smoother. 

J' " ' - '^India should adopt an internal 
assessment system for evaluating the 
performance of students. Give tu’o 
arguments in favour and two against 
the proposition. 

Af<iunicnts in Faz'our 
1 Ihe evainination .system has become 

a farce toiiav. I he sliulents are required to 

ntproduce tshat they have le.irnt over a 

period of time, sav one or two years, in 

about thret hours I'nlv those who are good 

at cramming oji ill .uail.ihle information 

and ri-prcdtKi it > •'bjlmi. score highly in 

ihi-board and iiniMi.it'. examinations. To 

remove thi^ liandic.ip l.-r the students, it is 

a.l\ isab'i lliaf .III inir-iiial ■is.s»>ssment system 

be iniTodux.l loi ill students in schools 

and Cv'llegi- .iiui it be git en due weighlage 

whil*. ,is-...ssin)t then tioal performance. 

2. i\ sliidcnl irav tall sick; he may meet 

with .in atvtdeiil fb'le may be .some 

t.il.imiiv' III -nisti.p m the family, rie may 

not b. .li lt' 1.. ni.ikc It to the examination 

hall in ii’ri.- .• souk tin.es not at all, thus 

rrsui'ing ii. j. .,.1 ('(rl 'rniante or the loss 

ol a iv li .ivli-niii war In such an 

event!.dill',, ii'e iiilern.il as.sessment of 

his work iie.-r a iieri(>d of time will come 

It.iiidv fill final i'\.itu.ilion In dc'serving 

case-, the wiill'-n |•^.lIInn.ltlon may be 

w.in 1 il •'ll 

,\7,;h);i<’h/.s- ■\gain!it 

1. the eMsiing e<dnun ilion system may 

be t.iulty. Bui il IS run by human beings. 1 

Tw ^ ' 

am afraid that this human element will also 

come into play once the system of internal 

assessment is-introduced. Teachers and 

examiners may be pressurised, influenccxi 

or bribed to rate their students higher than 

the latter deserve. Thus, the system is full 

of pitfalls and it would be better if it is not 

introduced at all. 

2. The internal assessment system is not 

foolproof. Suppose a student is brilliant, 

but he only concentrates on his studies 

towards the end ot the term when the 

examin.itions are at hand In that case, the 

internal assessment would show him as a 

dud or careless or slipshod or worthless. 

But such a .student may score highly in tht> 

written examination. This would mar all 

his chances ot advancement in life. For this 

reason, 1 am against Ihe proposition that 

India .should adopt an internal assessment 
system for evaluating the performance of 

students. 

5 
A large part of our population lives 

in villages where there are no 
employment opportunities for the 

women and the youth. Suggest at least 
three effective measures to provide 
self-«mployment opportunities to the 
women and the youth. Explain how 
the measures suggested by you would 

be helpful. 

Agriculture is the mainstay of 70% of 

India's population that lives in villages. But 

agriculture is a seasonal occupation. Most 

of the time, the people remain idle—at the 

mercy of the raingud or the government. 

In Older to keep them occupied and raise 

their standard of living, it is imperative that 
the following measures be adopted to 

provide self-employment opportunities for 

women and youth in our villages. 

1. Local handicrafts must be taught to 

the women and the youth so that they can 

earn their livelihood during the lean .season. 
For this, centres must be opened in each 

village panchayat to train and equip the 

women and the youth to become self- 

sufficient. Over a period of time, they will 
start enjoying their work and earning at 

the same time. The produce of these 

handicraft centres .should be' sold 
through government-run outlets at 

reasonable prices. 

2. Trained teachers and volunteers from 
nan-govemmental organisations should be 

deployed, at the same time, to imparl ba.sic 

education to the women and the youth in 
our villages. Once these classes ,ire started, 

the women and the youth will be inspired 

to work for a lietter life and branch out to 

other vocations. This will open further self- 

employment opportunities for them in the 

villages. 

3. After a sufficient number of women 

and youth have received basic education 

from trained teachers and volunteers, they 

can start their own adult literacy classes. 

This will keep them busy m the evenings, 

as also supplement their earnings from other 

occupations. Once these measures are 

initialed, I am confident that large-s''alc 

migration of the niral folk to cities would 

be minimised, thus easing the burden on 

our already-crowded urban centres 

6 
If the entire stock of petrol and 

diesel in the world were exhausted 
suddenly... Give three possible 
consequences if such a situation arises. 

If the entire stock of petrol ami diesel in 

the world were exhausted suildeniy, the 

following con.sequences may anse • 

1. Ail transportation by road, rad and 

air would come to a grinding halt. Thu 

would result in immohility. Peojde would 

stay put in one plate I hey would be «iblf 

to communicate with one .mother only 

through telephone or internet or e-mail. 

2. All international meetings and summit! 

will become a thing of the past since work 

leaders will not be able to travel to differen 

parts of the globe. This may les.sen thi 

prevailing tensions and lead lo a peacetu 

world in the long run. 

3. If the entire stock of petrol and dtese 

in the world were exhausted suddenly, thi 

oil-rich Gulf nations would be worse of 

than the poorest of the Third Work 

countries since oil is their major stranglehok 

on world economy. They may be forced ti 

tesort to their earlier lifestyle o.' bedouin 

travelling over long stretches of desert ot 

their camels. This would also pull dowi 

an oil-rich super power like the United State 

a few rungs as it would not be able to enjo 

the military and economic clout it does a 

present. k 
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India's Most Comprehensive Book of 

General Knowledge 

Book your copy today 
competition Re\ iew Rri\.ite 1 imitod 
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WIN AIR TICKETS TO LONDON 

Miss yr Super PersoiKility'99 

Entries Invited 
For Details see backside of lAF Calendar 1999 

Lost Date advanced to January 10 from January 20, 1999 

SSB INTERVIEWS 
Ificludiny IcilL'sl bcrec’ifjtttj 

NUA & COS wnttc-n ( 

SSB INTERVIEWS 
NOA, CDS. SCO, ACC. ALL TYPES COMMISSION/PABT 
ONLY Academy where Success Oriented training is imparted since 1988 by GENUINE Ex-SSB, 
President Sr. GTO & Psychologist having inside knowledge of all the tests. Latest Indoor Training 
aids. Extensive Outdoor GTO Tasks, individual Obstacles .is in SSB. Special oeisonaliaed attention 
to Repeaters & Service Candidates. Each candidate individually Interviewed by an ex-President 
and personality analysed. Complet* MBT by IX'AIr Ferae SMIMMBKR Terms START 
1st, 11th & 21st every month. But can join any day without loss of training. 
CMAPFBT wet beet. Admission Rs. 110/-, Tuition Rs. 1200/- Lodging/Boarding Rs. 225/-, 
Rs. 325/- for 10 days training. All stationery requirements provided Free by Academy. Air cooled 
Hostel & Class Rooms. Separate Boys/Girts Hostel. FREE Prospectus only against Ffa. 3A stamp. 
FUCONCISMONforDefenceParsonnel/theirwards.SainikSchooJ 

& DAV Students. figmphWtTHWIffn FgeflETMPNEP W n<nSi 

Each Batch Limited to Maximum 25 candidates on first come first served' y /pA^i 
basis. Academy Closes in June & December. 

Brig P S SIDHIlpEx-PresIdent 18SSB. Psycholotiist 
Q|*> Capt. D S BAINSiEx-Piesideiit 4 AFSB, liiteiviewlng Otflcer 

J S SIOHU,Ex-Sr.GT0 34SS6.GT0 - ^ ^ ^ 
^ ’ R. Talwwr, Director 

«|?! 2FTJ' 

wTiinevsTAnoN A 

DAV DEFENCE SERVICE ACADEMY 
DAV Cofnpicx Sector ti C, Chandigarh-IbOO Id. Phone : 01 74^ fa/2 ) bd, 54435b,041119 

SSB INTERVIEWSyPAT 
NOA. COS & ALL TYf’l.S Of COMMISSIONS 

mmmmm 
DEFENCE ACADEMY 

924 Ph»Ae IV. Mofirtli Cftaiidtcj.irh loOOhY 

Ph (U1 72) 67 iy24. 67 lb*.a 
Col SS Ghumen (F ooliJi-i Dirotlor) 

riVlIND machine"] 
Improve menxirv, concenirapn. inleioence. 

more marks increase your twnpoiiv. 
your creativ<y Make you relaxed 

free Retail Price 3645/- Speciaf Price Rs 2785 

Admission Notice 
BECOME A GRADUATE SITTING AT HOME. H DiAi/ POSTAL COACHING for Govt, Recognised Courses. 

BesAaa 1.AMIE(B.E.in all Branches.) Civil Mechanical Elecirical. B.TECH./ 
Computer, Chemi,.al .Aichitrectuial Marine Taxtilo S Others 

NomuCATlOlUL 2. OegreeinElectroriic & Telecom, 3. Aeronautical Engg. vipiOllla 
leUSUFIMTIM 4. DIplema in Elect & ieecomin. Mechanical biiginecnng lEllOQ 
SS!!SSL_-Joualiriulion: lOw'ttiMNTER /SSLC'PUC.'HSCeExam Cenires all over India t 
Apply for free details. oForProspoclus send Rs 25.'-for India & fls 125. - lor abread by M O/D D 
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^Letters 
TOP ACHIEVERS 

"Confidence in younielf, confidence that 
you can—and will—succeed is the key to 
your success in any undertaking, venture or 

enterprise." These words from your 
December 1998 Editorial amply fit in the 
resume of the Tap Achievers you have diosen 

for 1998. Each one of them— whether it is 
Vajpayee, or Amartya Sen, or Abdul Kalam, 
or &chin Tendulkar, or Madhuri Dikshit— 

has come up in life against all odds. Such 
stories are inspiring and educating. 
Mirtafiur (Uttar Pradesh) Gyatiediwar Singh 

SACHIN TENDULKAR 
Sachin Tendulkar, the cricket wonderkid, 

has achieved the impossible! He is the one- 
man squad in the Indian team today. If he 

' can set a new world record by scoring 
21 centuries in one-day cricket at the young 
age of 25, imagine how far he would go in 

. his career ? We are proud of you, Sadiin. 
I IMhi Pradeep Kumar Kam 

M.B.A. COURSES 
Your readers will appnKiatc if you gave 

detailed information on the various 
Management courses available in India and 

the probable dates on which they hold their 
entrance examinations. This would 
.supplement the material being already 

published in (^mpetttion Success Keviiw, viz.. 
Facing the Interview Board, Group 

Discussion, etc. These features have helped 
me immensely to improve my performance. 
Hhagalpur (Bthar) Antip Kumar 

PSF UDO-SECULARISM 
The views expressed in leaders 

(CSR, Dotvmber 1998) are balanced. It is 

time we viewed issum objectively, instead 

of branding them pro-BJP or anti-BJP. 

Saraswati N^ndana is a part of ourccimp<isite 

culture. The Goddess of Learning has always 

been invokc'd at the beginning of every 

celebration or function connected with 

education from tune immcworial. We must 

not politicise such time honoured traditions, 

as has been pnweil by Francois Gautier's artide, 

'Let Every Child Absorb India's Dharma'. 

Chattdigarh (Pun/ah) M.K. Singh 

PUBLIC SECTOR 
UNDERTAKINGS 

Public Sector Undertakings (PSUs) have 

become the bane of our life today. Hundreds 

of crores of rupees spent on maintaining 

Ihese white elephants have gone down the 

drain. Only a handful of our PSUs have 

earned profits. ‘ It is high time the 

Disinvestment Commission identifies loss- 

making PSUs and saves the country from 

los.ses it can iR-afford at this juncture. 

Ajmer (Rajasthan) llarish Kashyap 

MANAGEMENT APTITUDE 
TEST 

1 he Special Featwr {CSK, December l‘W8) 

was timely. Since thousands of candidates 

appear for the Management Examinations 

every year, I suggest that information 

about recent papers of the various 

Management Apt'tude Tests be published 

regularly in Competition Success Revieu'. 
Luchi.rw (Uttar Pradesh) R.K. Saxena 

FACING THE INTERVIEW 
BOARD 

The interviews published in CSR's regulat 

feature Fadng the Interview Board, mainly 

concern the Civil Services Examination. Your 

readers will appreciate if you start another 

feature on giving information on interviews 

in general—the nature of interviews, the 

essential pre-requisites, preparation of 

biodata, presentation and the brasstacks. 

Such a regular feature will immensely 

benefit even those who are not preparing 

for the Civil Services Examination. 

Berhampur (Orissa) KJC. Patnaik ■ 

DESCRIPTIVE TEST 
Exposition on current social and economic 

problems in addition to some improbable 

situations that a candidate must visualise the 

consequences of have always appeared in 

various examinations for recruitment to 

banks. You have dime w(41 to introduce this 

feature from the December 1998 issue. Hie 

guidelines provided in the int^uctoryipart 

are very helpful. 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) Aahok Kapoor 

BOOK REVIEW 
Joginder Singh's book. The Indiftn 

Raleidostoffe in Book Review, (CSR, December 

P)98) is a candid and forthright description 

of (he prevailing situation in the country. 

But the vital question is: Why don't these 

bureaucrats—and 'thinking' ones at that— 

try to set the situation right when they wield 

the power ? With the solitary exception of 

Kiran Bedi, T.N. Seshan and Khaimar, none 

has 1111x1 to change things while in office; 

they pontificate only when they retire. 

Nnv Delhi Naxriu Sibal 

SUCCESS IN CDS 
EXAMINATION 

I am glad to inform you that I have been 

.lelecled after the SSB Interview for the 

Combined Defence Services, for which the 

written examination was held in May 1998 

(Roll No. 004746). 1 would like to give full 

(vedit'aif my succes.s to Competition Success 
Review, whidi imparts not only knowledge 

but provides courage and motivation to Qie 

youth. It helps them develop and structure 

an all-round personality. I am proud to 

acknowledge my debt to Competition Success 
Review. 
Hardwar (Uttar Pradesh) Shubham Agarwal 

Edited and Published by Surendra Kumar Sachdeoa for Competition Revieto Pvt. Ltd., 604, Pnibhat Kiran, Rajendra Place, New DeUii-110 008 
and printed by him at Parshva Offset Press. B 9. Sardar Nagar, Delhi. Tele ; 5712898. 5718495, 5761086, Fax : 91-11-5754647. 
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Persons And Places In News 

A.B. Vajpayee 

Alai Behari Vajpayee : The Prime 
Minister was honoured with the Honest 
Man of the Year award 
for 19V7 by Sulahh 
International Social 
Ser\'ice Organisation. 
He received the award 
from I he Vice- 
President, Mr. Krishan 
Kant on November 26, 
1998. After receiving 
the award, which 
carried a plaque, a gold 
medal, a citation and a 
cash component of Rs. 5 lakh, Mr. Atal 
Dchari Vajpayee returned the cash to the 
organisation to be put to best use for the 
ijpliftment of the downtrodden. 

Digvijay Singh ; The Congress leader 
and architect of its spectacular victory in 

the recent Assembly 
election in Madhya 
Pradesh, was swom-in 
as the Chief Minister 
of Madhya Pradesh lor 
a second consecutive 
term on December 1, 
1998. Mr. Digvijay 
Singh is the 21sl Chief 
Minister of the State 
and the second to be 
sworn-in for a second 

conscH iitive temi. After five years, of dealing 
with faction politics, Mr. Singh is unlikely 
to iiiange the tactics which stood him in 
giH)d stead. 

Ashok Cchlot ; The 47-year-old 
Rajasthan Pradesh Congress Committee 
President and Member of the Lok Sabha 
from Jodhpur was swom-in as the Chief 
Munster of Rajasthan by the Governor 
Mr. N.I.. Tibrewala on December 1,1998. Mr. 
Ashok Gehloi, who comes from a family of 
magicians and was picked up by the 
late party leader and former Prime Minister 
Ra)iv (iandhi as a youth leader in the 
early R(K. is the first OBC Chief Mimster of 
the State. 

nigvijay Singh 

Sheila Dikshit 

heila Dikshit : 
Delhi' Pradesh 
Congress President 
was sworn-in as 
the Chief Minister of 
Delhi on Decembers, 
1998. The 6l-year-old 
Mrs. Sheila D^hit is 
the first woman 
Congress Chief 
Minister of the Union 
Territory. The 
convent-^ucated daughter-in-law of the late 
Union Home Minister, Uma Shankar 
Dikshit, plunged into electoral politics 14 
years ago and was inducted into Rajiv 
Gandhi's Cabinet. 

Zoramthanga ; Mizo National Front 
President was swom-in as Chief Minister at 
the head of a 15-member two-tier aialition 

• ministry in Mizoram on December 
3, 1998. Mr. Zoramthanga is the leader 
of the United l,egislature Party comprising 
the Mizo National Front (MNF) and the 
Mizoram People's Conference (MPC). ' 

Luizinho Faleiro : The Goa Congress 
leader, who was sworn in as Chief Minister 
of the State on Novembiir 26,1998 is the third 
Chief Minister after the last assembly 
elections. Mr. Luizinho Faleiro replaced 
Mr. Wilfred de Souza. 

Linor Abargil : Tiie 19-year-old Miss 
Israel was crowned 
Miss World 1998 at the 
Miss World beauty 
pageant in Seychelles 
on November 26,1998. 
Ms Linor Abargil, who 
is a model, seeks 
to pursue a career 
in media lommuni- 
cations and is an expert 
in jazz and classical 
and miHlern dano>s. 

N, Chandrababu Naidu : The Andhra 
Pradesh Chief Minister figures in the 
"Dream Cabinet 19‘>8'', a cover feature of 
the November/Deceniber issue of the 
London-based World Link economic 
magazine. The Editor-in-Chief of the 
magazine, Mr. Lance Knobcl said in a letter 
to Mr. N. Chandrababu Naidu: "You were 

Batchea atari on 10th Jan. '99 A 5th Feh. '99 
Sult/eelt offend: G.S,, Hietory, Pub. Admn, 

Geography, Pid. Science, 
Sociology, Peychology, Botany, 

Zoology, Matha, Pkytiee 
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( I.AS.S KOOM.S A: I.IHK.MfV 
I t l.l.V AlH ( ()M>I I lONKI) 

Separate ClaaM la EngUih ft Himii Medium 

LODGING A BOARDING 
FACIUTy AVAILABLE 

Linor Abargil 

selected as one of our ministers of the year 
in the cover feature of our November/ 
December issue." 

K. Subrahmanyam : The defence analyst 
and an ardent critic of the National Security 
Council set-up, has been appointed the 
Convener of the National Security Advisory 
Board (NSAB). 

Santosh Sivan : This Indian film-maker 
catapulted India on centre-stage by winning 
all the major awards at the 22nd Cairo Film 
Festival which concluded on December 7, 
1998. His National Award winning film The 
Terrorist, loosely inspired by Rajiv Gandhi's 
assassination, bagg^ the Golden Pyramid 
for the best film, best director and best 
actress for Ayesha Dharker. Sivan's film 
probes into the psychology of a suicide 
bomber and ferrets out stray nuggets of 
humanity in the sea of hatred that has 
suffused the assas.sin's psyche. The Terrorist 
has also been included in the Indian 
Panorama section for the International 
Film Festival opening in Hyderabad on 
January 10, 1999. 

Khanna (Punjab) : Tlie place was in the 
news when the speeding Calcutta-bound 
JammU'Sealdah Express rammed into the 
bogies of the Amritsar-bound Golden 

Temple Mumbai-Amritsar Frontier Mail 
minutes after they had derailed, 6 km off 
this town, killing over 200 people and 
injuring 2.50, on November 26. 1998. U 
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1 .-^• 
La- Athlehcs 

Fukuoka IntemaHonal Men's Marathon ; Jackson Kabiga of 
Kenya won Japan's Fukuoka International Men's Marathon on 
EH'cember 6, 1998. Kabiga, who won the Paris marathon in a 
record time in April 1997, clacked two hours e^ht minutes 
42 seconds. ___ 

/ S^Bb888B} 
Riley Northern Open International Billiards 

Championship: World No. 1 and defending champion, Mike 
Russell of England clinched an emphatic 1719-554 victory over 
compatnot Chris Shutt in (he final of the 1998 Riley Northern 
Open International Billiards Championship in MiddlesborouRh 
on November 19,1998 

n Boxing IWBA Super Welterweight World Championship : French 
boxer Laurent Boudouani defended his WBA Super Welterweight 
title, stopping the exhausted American boxer Terry Norris in the 
final .seconds of the ninth round of WBA Super Welterweight 
World ChampicMiship in Paris on November 30,1998. 

Britain's First Professional Women's Boxing Match: Britain 
staged its first profe.s$ional women's boxing match where 

^ .10-year-old Jane Couch won a brief but bruising contest on 
"i home soil on November 25, 1998. She beat the 18-year-old 
il German opponent Simona Lukic. 

Bjj w Chess 
^—iBlIJ- 

t Wydra Memorial Rapid Chess Tournament: Grandntaster 
Viswanathan Anand 
won the Wydra 
Memorial Rapid Chess 
Tournament in Israel 
held between November 
19-21, 1998. The 
Tournament ended 
dramatically with 
Anand and Judith 
Polgar sharing the top 
spot with 11.5 points 
each from 14 games. 
Anand's victory against 
Judith with white pieces 
took him ahead in the 
tic-break thereby 
clinching the title. In the 
eight-player double 
round-robin format, 
Anand recorded nine 
wins and five draws. He 
defeated every 

^ opponent at least once. Anand's victories with white pieces 
tamo against Celfend, Judith Polgar, Kosashvilli, Smirin and 

Viswanathan Anand 
Winner of Wydra Memorial Rapid 

Ches-i loumament 

Alterman. With black pieces he won 
Smirin, Greenfield and Svidler. 

against Kosashvilli, 

World Cup Cricket For The Blind : The indomitable 
Field brothers, captain Rury and Scott, came up with 
landmark partnership of 376 to single-handedly power 
South Africa to clinch die title in the World Cup Cricket 
for the Blind, defeating Pakistan, at the Marbaksh 

^ Stadium in New Delhi on November 28,1998. Rury and 
Scott spelt doom for the Pakistan camp, who scored a mammodi 
372 for five in 40 overs. 

Pakistan-Zimbabwe Three-Match Series : Ijar. Ahmad's 
explosive century and a three-wicket burst by off-spitmer 
Saqlain Mushtaq helped Pakistan beat Zimbabwe by 111 runs 
on November 24,1998 to clinch the threc-mateh scries 2-1 in 
Rawalpindi. Zimbabwe chased 302 runs scored by Pakistan, 
but the visitors could score 191 runs. 

General 

13th Aslan Games : The 13th Asian Games 1998 were 
inaugurated in Bangkok on December 6,1998. India clinched 
the first gold medal 
when in a spectacular 
performance Jyotirmoyce 
Sikdar beat China's Wang 
Qingfen in the women's 
sprint to break the beam in 
4:12.82 minutes extended 
beyond 1500 metres wdtile 
Iniba's Sunita Ram claimed 
the bronze in the same 
competition on December 
14, 1998. India struck its 
second gold on Dece^iber 
15 by retaining 'its 
supremacy in Kabaddi. 
India had first won the 
gold for Kabaddi at the 
Asian Games in Beijing in 
1990 and retained it in 
Hiroshima in 1994. India 
won the third gold when 
Jyotirmoyec won the 800 
metres also on December 
17, 1998. Earlier, India 
clinched one silver, the 
first medal when in 63 kg 
division weightlifing 
Kamam Malleswari was placed second going into file clean 
and jerk lifting 125 kg in her second attempt on December 10. 
In women's marathon, Naoko Takahashi of Japan set a new 
Asian record to claim the first gold medal in the Asian Games, 
ten hours before the opening ceremony. Chinese Yang Xia 
demolished the world record twice in the 53 kg weightlifting, 
lifting 120 kg in clean and jerk for a world record and having 
lifted 92.5 kg in snatch earlier, her total of 212.5 kg too went 
beyond the mark of 210 kg that her compatriot Wang Xiufen 
had established at LahiU, Finland. As the games progressed 
China led the medal tally followed by South Korea and Japan. 

Jyotirmoyee Sikdar who wan 
two gold medals for India, one in 

the 1500 metre sprint and the 
other in 800 metres 

Athletes of the Year: World aprint champion Marion Jones 
of the US and 5/)00-m world record holder Haile Gebreselassie j’ 
of Ethiopia were named Athlete of the Year at fiie 1998 World 
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Athletics Gala in Monaco on November 23, 1998. 
CMtrol Indian Cricketer of the Year Award : Cricketing 

genius Sachin Tendulkar was presented the Castrol Indian 
Cricketer of the Year Award in Mumbai on December 1,1998. 
He rec«ved the trophy and prize tironey of Rs. 5 lakh. 

K.K. Biria Foundation Sports Awards : Sachin Tendulkar 
and physically handicapped woman athlete Malathi K. Holla 
were honoured for their outstanding achievements at a functkm 
by rtre K.K. Biria Foundation Sports Awards on November 29, 
1998. Teimis player Leander Paes was conferred a special award 
for his spectacular bronze medal victory at the 1996 Atlanta 
Games to bea>me the first Indian individual Olympic medaUist 
since bantamweight gtappler Keshab Jadhav had won a broiuee 
in 1952. l%teran distaiwe tutmer Shiny Wilson was given the 
Special Award for 1995, while woman weightlifter Kui^arani 
Devi, badminton star Pullela Gopi Chand and woman climber 
Santosh Yadav (Spcdal Award) were the recepients for 1996. 

Jesse Owens Memorial Awards : World Cup champions 
Marion Jones and John Godina were named wiiuters of the 
Je.sse Owens Memorial Awards for 1998. Jones, a sprinter and 
long lumper, won the award for foe second straight year; while 
shot putter/ discus thrower Godina became the first thrower 
to win the must prestigious US Athletics Award. 

US Open: Frederik Debutghgraeve of Belgium set the world 
short-course record in foe lOO-metre breast stroke at the US Open 
on December 3, 1998. The 1996 Olympic champion and world 
record holder in the long-course 100 breast stroke, 
Debuighgraeve broke his own short-course world mark by 
clocking .58.79 seamds. 

Maheth BkapatM Who helped 
ItuHo retohi pte Asbt Cup 

SPORTS 
dtampionship of the year on the seniors tour having already 
wcm the series. 

Advanta Championshlpa : Steffi Graf continued her 
late season winning spree with a victory over World Number 
One Lindsay Davenport 4-6, 6-3, 6-4 to capture the $ 450,000 

i ATP Senior Tour ot Champions ; US tennis veteran John 
I McEnroe defeated Guy Forget of FraiKe in the singles final 
I of foe ATP Senior Tour of Champions in Tlagreb, Croatia on 
I November 16,1998. McEnroe received USS 30,000 for his victory. 
I Asia Cup : Mahesh Bhupathi's sterling performance in 
^ partnership of Syed Fazaluddin ensured India to retain the Asia HI Itle, beating Uzbekistan 2-1, in New 

Delhi, on November 27,1998. India 
clinched the doubles 6-3, 7-6 (7-4) 
against Uzbekistan, beating Vadim 
Kutsenko and Oleg Ogot^ov of 

Davis Cup : Sweden’s team 
Magnus clinched victory to 
complete a 4-1 win against Italy, 
leading one of the world's top 
tennis nations to a seventh Davi.s 
Cup in Milan on December 6,1998. 
First, Magnus Gustafsson beat 
Gianluca Pozzi 6-4, 6-2 to give 
Sweden a 4-0 lead. However, 
Magnus Norman succumbed to a 
charged-up Diego Na^iso, who 
saved face for tjte beleaguered 

hosts Italy with a win in the last singles 6-2,6^. 
ATP Seniors : John McEnroe won ids fifth toumairtent in a 

row with a spectacular 7-5, 6-3 victory over Yannick Noah in 
j ATP Seniors in London ^ December 6,1998. Earlier, the US 
’ tennis veteran defeated Frenchman Henri Leconte 6-4, 

16-2 to enter the final, while another Frenchman Guy 
! Forget had to sweat it out before beating Pat Cash 7-5, 6-7 
I (7-3), 10^. Hitting winners from ail parts of the court, the 
I 39>year-Qld three^time Wimbledon Champiim wori his eighth 

A fidiilatPSH0 CrmfitfCentuMy, 
Winner o/ the Adonnta Championehipe in Philndelphin 

Advanta Championships in Philadelphia on November 15, 
1998. The 29-year-old German earned her 106th career ; 
title. I 

Flash Sports ITF Women's Tennis Ibumament : lithiana | 
Garbin of Italy beat the seventh seed Amanda Hopmaiui i 
6- 3, 6-2 in the singles final of the Flash Sports ITF Women's I 
Tennis Ibumament in New Delhi on December 5, 1998. i 

Chase Champiotuhips: Second seed Martina Hingis fought 
her way back to the winner's circle by beating top seed W>rki 
No.l Lindsay Davenport in the Enal of the season-ending 
Chase Championships in New York on November 22, 1998. 
The 18-year-old Hingis ended a six-month title drought with 
a convincing 7-5, 6-4, 4-6,6 -2 victory to clinch one of the big 
titles she hadn't yet won, one which her name sake, Martina 
Navaratilova, had won a record eig^t times. 

ATP Worid Doubles Championships : Jaccu Eltingh and 
Paul Haarhuis closed out their successful run as the top doubles 
team, beating Mark Knowles and Daniel Nestor 6-4, 6-2. 
7- 5 for the Phoenix ATP World Doubles Championship in 
Hartford on November 22, 1998. 

Stockholm Open : Todd Martin of America won the 
Stockholm Open for the Erst Erne, defeatit^ Thomas Johansson 
of Sweden 6^, 6-4, 6-4 in Stockholm on November 15, 1998. 
Martin prevented Johansson from claiming a fourth ocmsecutive 
title for Sweden in the event. The unseeded American 
clinched his seventh ATP title when Johansson sent a 
return long in the next game to round off the final in one 
hour SO minutes. Q 
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IAS 
Does the India of 

mKKMKBMUmmM t tomorrow beckon you 
with Its endless possibilities? Do you burn with the 
desire to make a difference to the future of our 
country? 

If you do. then without a doubt, the IAS 
calls. And whether you are a student of ' 
Science. Engineering, Management or 
Philosophy, there will be a special corner for 
you to carve out in the design of India's growth. 

But first, you must get into the IAS. 

That's where Brilliant Tutorials can make a ' 
dramatic difference Because Brilliant 
offers coaching in every optional subject ’ 
fcr the IAS entrance, except medicine. And 
no matter which subject you choose - Phys'cs 
or Philosophy, Accountancy or Animal Husbandry, 
Economics or Electrical Engineering - you can 
count on our time-tested guidance and support 
every step of the way 

Step>by*Stsp to tho IAS Exam 
A committed team of highly qualified and 
experienced professors, researchers and » „ 
support staff iielp you in 3 distinct areas of 
preparation for the iAS - equipping you 
with relevant knowledge of your optional 
subjects, providing you with a wide ' 
coverage of general studies and a 
constant update on current affairs, and 
finally coaching you for -the most 5, 
gruelling of interviews 

Brilliant's team builds an exhaustive information 
bank on every subject, from which all relevant 
information necessary for your optionals is carefully 
culled out and encapsulated into lessons which are 

both succinct and easy to assimilate. 

In the area of General Studies, your course 
covers a wide specirum of subjects, and 

provides you with knowledge and information 
to greatly increase your Q K. To keep you up'to* 

date in Current Affairs, Brilliant sends you a 
Monthly Information Booklet containing edited 
versions of all that month's important national and 
international news - and a quarterly Calendar 

of Events. 

Pinally, assisted by our Interview Guidance 
Notes and coached by a special panel of 

retired Civil Service Officers, you will be prepared to 
face the most gruelling of interviews 

Brilliant's Postal Course for the Civil Services Exam is 
a comprehensive package dedicated to helping you 
achieve your goal Proof of its power lies in the 

number of Brilliant 's students who sweep the top 
ranks and make it into the IAS year after year 

Are you ready to join fhem"? 

■ Remember.-■ ■ 
23 out of the Top 100 in IAS VS. 
19 out of the Top 100 in IAS V6 

and 24 out of the Top 100 in IAS V7 
were BrUUanth students! 

UlWiliifTO: 
P.O. Box 4996 - CS. 12. MnHarnanI Street. T. Itegar, Chennai 600 017 Ph: 4342096.4343308.4341788. Fax: 4343829 

ENROLMENT OPEN FOR ERiLUANTS FOETAL COURSE FOR IAS EXAM ’99 
* General Studies • All optionals except Medical Science & Indian Language(s) Literature • (^ncurrent 
". ance Notes' L«[^i-i»fcifflrgiiifaT.-T.T.T.T.-af^:;7:iirn¥rtiTi8T,rrtt?ia7n7iT;BjmrniriT^cTiTrtF 

mtrre for met prospectus 
Vi r». : ■ 17qmliT* 1 
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Bookhive Publications 
BUILDING QUALITY CAREERS SINCE 1957 

Latest Books from Veteran Publishers for 

Civil Services (Prel. and /VUiin) 
(These Books are equally useful for state services also) 

Civil ServicM (Pr»i.) mi ^ ' ' 
(all Booh mcludt exhaustive Sturdy Material anq example 

Objective Questions Covering Pfwvtous Years Question Papers) 

FOCUS-MBA 

SCORE MAXIMIZATION 

; COMPLETE COMPREHENSIVE COURSEWARE 
• S. L. Guiati • Prashant Kumar 

^ EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO CONQUER MBA 
ENTRANCE IN ONE SINGLE BOOK 

^ AUTHENTIC PHACTICETESTS 

STRATEGIES FOR SCORE MAXIMIZATION AND 
REMOVING YOUR ACHILLES HEELS 

^ COMPLETE DIAGNOSTICS 

pp SPECIAL FOCUS ON COM»REHENSION, 

REASONING AND VERBAL.ABILITY FOR SCIENCE. 

ENQG AND COMMERCE STUDENTS 

^ PROBLEM SOLVINGS MATHS MADE EASY FOR 
ARTS STUDENTS 

^ YOUR VISA FOR IIMS-CAT. XLRI, 8AJAJ FMS 
(DEI HI UNIVERISTY) IMTIGNOU, IRMA ANO ALL 

OTHER PRESTIGIOUS MBA INSTITUTIONS 

Pages 1100 Rs. 350/> (Pobta^ Free)| 

Books for sure Success in MBA Course, 
and other management Entrance Exams 

1 Shiip Focus MBA Mathsmatio .Ha. 150 
(S L Gulatil 
Daiallad iliny malaital. Ainpit practm quailions and pra 
vouiyaaia'iolvadpapan.Connno ArlthmalK Numbor 
ayatami, Manauralian. Plana Gaomaliy. Aigab'a. 
Tngonomair, Data Analyaii, Data SuHiciaiKy 

2 Sharp Focua Taat of Rouoping tor MBA. . Ra 11Q 
(S L Gulab) 

(Vaibal A Logical) incluOaipraviouByaarpBpars (SoNad) 
TaalpaoarbaaadonNawpattamolbia Exainnallon 

3 VisualapbludeINon-vartwtRaauning). ... Ra ES 
(S L Gulab) 
Mora than 3000 Quasinns based on laiaatlrands 5-Flgura 
Problami. aanaa. Clasaitcation. Anaiogiai ate A muitio' 
a'.’a7Csndidalo 

4 General KnomleilgelBaolihiw's Study Csca) Rs.SC 
A' eshausliva Encyclopaedia on Ganarnl Awa'anass 
Covering H1SI07. Polilics. Econeny Sc>anca. Sports. 

Geography. Currant G K, Stalai up date 

Group Oiacuseions lor MBA .Ra. 70 
(Col. Sarvadhikary) 

Eva7 na» adkion includai argumanta lor and agamal 
on gia Lalaii burning lopca 

Interviews (How to do wall). Re 20 
a sclantitic nay 10 present youraelt lor getting 
through lha Interview 

Hamliook ol Cuitant Soco-Econortilc Awwenais. Ra K 
BuiktsH AHairi. Ruial Awaranaaa. Labour Laws etc 
(M C Quastniu and aympaia) 

Directory ol Management Inabtutae and 
Collegsi in India .Ra. 50 
(WMi detailed mtomtallon regarding admission, no ot 
vacancies, dale cl application and Courssi oflsrsd vacancies, dale cl application and Courses oHsrsd 

Rs. 575/- (Pontage Free) 

FIRST or ITS KIND IN ASIA FOR ALL MBA TESTS 

MBA TEST PAPERS 

SELF 
Bookhive's Test Preparation and Testing Services 

10 Sets of English Coirprehension Fui' 
(engm Tests with strategies to score 
HlgnamlVdcatHilaryHitFV^RADE. 9000 

AppluisAl 

Amlsvmint 

iMpeOiFMtNf 

CoNfictiNCI 

lARNid Surcf^s Rs. 345/- 
(Posiagc Fif*ei 

N 10 Sets of Verbal Ability Full Length 
tests fully solved with Strategies 
Ic Score High.90.00 

- lOSeisolDRlalnterpratatiQriTeals ... 7500 | 'w 10SalsotProblamSolvlnaTeats9000 

COMPLETE PACKAGE SET (1,2 4 3) ACTUAL PRICE : Rs.1,270. DISCOUNTED PRICE’ : Rs.1,050 

SET‘U2 Actual Price fisSPS Oiscounfed P*>ce* RsSOO.- SET-2+3 Ackjal PfCe Rs 920 -Discounted Pnct* Rs78S'* 

SET-U3 Actual Pftce PsoSS--Oivounted Puce* Rsf.7S-{‘for Postage free swiiffutfOisrountedPrice ni advance For 

VPP wdefhof SETS>T%!!)KAGE> send lOO.'* as a^hanre iPcislage wlf be charged* 

Rs. 300/- 
(Postage Free) 

Pagas 900 

■ PBOVIDESTIPS AND ADVICE ON HOWTO PREPARE FORTHETEST-WITH EQUAL 
EMPHASIS ON MATHS AND DEDUCTIVE ANO LOGICAL ABILITY TEST 

!i * eJr^*."!." ■ ’’•K' 'VS SUB TEST II ■ Oiducllva and logical abiMy addiUcnal 
^ "*'.'**' Diagnosing yeur sirangins 4 valuss cn convnunicatidn sbmtf (English languaga) 

p andsIsminU^campunrknowWgt 
»tiii« WB USTI Quaniltailvatndnisthsinsil. PunVS Camglalt Pesl-liH to msssurt ybui Pripiraiwn snd 

B. D. Praaad _ ENTRANCE TEST »PfAhant Kumar 

t OsiistslSliidNiflWsipnBsn>.,WDJlB 

Conring: 70 yesra aelved 

ptftn (1U9-UI and 70 nwdit/ TtBl 
Pipm 
iu$il an Ululi tnmU 

Z Agrieuhuia.100.00 

3. Botany.90.00 

4. Chamiatry . 790.00 

5. Commtrca. 279.00 
sccarding Id ravisad lyllabua 

I. Elaci Eng. 9000 

7 Eeonomica.27S.00 
according Is rsviiad lyllibua 

8 Gsography. 710 00 

I. Indian Hlalory.19000 
10. bKian OonillkiOon.4300 
II. Uw.190.00 
13 Mathamatida.200.00 

according 10 roviaod 
lyOabui of 1900 

13 Piydhology.109.00 
14 fMolSeiaica. 19900 
19. Phyalea. 290.00 
19. Soclolooy .110.00 

17. Zoology. 14000 
13 Public Admnt.20000 

19 Sy<ibua(CS)Main.Pnl ...30.00 

I.C.S. (Main) A B. A. (HenB)/Pass of All Indian UnivoraHIo* 

1 Advanced PhyiicB . .. 20000 17 Nallonal Movtmsm In India . .. 36.00 
2 Gentrai EngUsh. 70 00 19 Wastarnandlndifn 

3 Advanced Eaatys (Cowering Poinicil Thinker . . B.oe 
Mast Topics). 95.00 19 PuiM to Min-PoliUcai 

4 Comnistcs 1 (Acet. AudWng Thought. 10300 
4 HisBtlonl. 11000 20 Indian Govammanl and 

s Gandhi. Tigora.Nsnru . .. 3300 Polities. 20000 
a Hindi tor Chrll sarvten. POOP 21 Intarnallonai PoWIcs. . 11300 
7 AndaM And Madidval History 179 00 22 World Conallluttona 
8. Modsm India ... . . asoD (USA.U.SSR'.CNnaolcI .19000 
8 World History . .. 159.00 73 Constitutional Davotopmani 

10. Ganaitl Socloldgy. 100.00 snd National Movamani In 

11 SacMy In Indit. . 12500 India. . 179.00 
12 PanUcal Sclanca (Theory). . 12500 M PuhUc Admlnlatrallon 
13 Political Sclanca (Paparl) . 19000 

(Comparillvt taWles). . 12900 25. Social and Economic 
14 Intarnatlonil Ralallona .. . . 22900 Prohlams In India. . 10300 
IS Indian Economy 28 Putlle Adimnlsiration 

(A Brief Survey). 10000 (PNtarll). .19900 
ie Indian Ccnmiutlon and 27 UNO. 100 DO 

iti working. 

ar\f\i£^ rYM 

. 46.00 

/enckirE: m. aotc^mm 

COVERING PAPER 1, II A III 
1 UGC HMory 19500 4 UGC Commarcs 179.00 
2 UCD Polkicii Scianci 155 00 5 UGC Science 
2 UGC FconoihiCi 15500 (Combined) 15000 

BOOKS FOR OTHER COMPETITIVE EXAMS 

1 NDA Naval Academy (mciudsi 

solved Pefiors) Guide 190 00 

2 Bank Probationary OHicers 

(includes solved .’’aperi). 190X 

3 S S C Clerka Grade Guide .9900 

4 GMAT(M B A.) Guide. 170 00 

5 Hotel Manegemeni.179.00 
6 irr Papera (aolvad) (B3-0I) 

lOYaariwdhScritningTest . 200 00 
7. MilhamiticildrN D A/C. D S. 

(OuWI).90.00 
3 Objaellve Enghsn (Big).7900 
I ObiedNi Arkhmalic (OuWI) 
(SmelO.9900 

10. ObjacUva Arkhmelle (QuWI) 
(Big).10.00 

11. Obiecllva Amhmellc (Narain)... 70.00 
12 S.S.B.Imeivlaari ..*70 00 

13 I AF(1ech7NanTecn) 140 0(V10000 

14 Bank RMnntmeni Teal 95 00 

15 Railway Ricruilmeni Test 

(N Tschmcal) 8900 

16 COS Guids (inchidu 

Salved Papers) 12900 

17 NTSEGukti . . . 129.00 

19 JS7(bt9th. 3lhclisiM). IILOO 

10 NIPT Praparrtion Teeie with 

sample Teel Papera. 229.00 

20 LLBEniranea Taste.140.00 

21. IndianNivyGuida ... . 12900 

22 S.C R.A.EIVI Earn Guide 22000 

23 Railway Reenilimeni Board 

(TKhnIcsi).130.00 

wthObjadva Quasllons an Civil, 

Elaeirleil and HaehinICBl (Engg) 

eil ability Test. pisparadon snd Pilctica 
malarial 

Salad idpca br tavision and gncllca 

—.CONDITIONS ..—I I 
• FOR FREp POSTAGE orders tar Rs 2001- snd above sand luS r.oney m advance by MOBenii 

Orah ■ For VPP orders »nd Rs 50/- as advance ■ Our books are available wiih ell Hading 

bookseOai mIndia 

-.. SEND YOUR ORDER TO —. 

V|®CosM08 Bookhive (P) Ltd., 
|}plhi Silas OHiet'47/30. East Patel Naggr. 

jSjUlK Mew Delhi -no 308 Ph 574 2276 F» 5769681 

jHKJ Admp Oflicf andWorki; 83t. niase-V. UdyogVihar 
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S. CHnNl^'S BOOKS £<?« vnmous 
5SEBIVUNIRTIONS 

■-GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 
R. S. Aas'x'wol R*< 
Advanced Objective General Knowledge 1 SO. 00 
Question Bank in General Studies 150.00 
C.S. Bed! & R.S. Aggatwal 
S. Chand’s General Studies 
for Central Civil Services 450 00 
ManI Ram Aggarwal's 
General Knowledge Digest and 
General Studies 200.00 

LANGUAGE 
A.N. Kapur Ra. 
S. Chand's Dictionary oi {.nglish & Hindi 
Usage and Technical Tcrminoicigy for 
Competitive Examinations 80.00 
General &igllsh for Competitions 150.00 
SUTol^o 3lJ/9lff 9 WfA*/ 3IV9IH 

;iwrar 120.00 

R.S. Aggarwal & Monika Agganval 
Objective General English 175.00 
T. Saran 
Precis Writing and Drafting 50.00 
(fio Wf 

tHTltTT 40.00 

REASONING 
i 

R.S. Aggarwal Ra. 
Advanced Non Verbal Reasoning for 
Bank Recruit Test 65.00 
Advanced Non Verbal Reasoning (Hindi) 70.00 
A Modem Approach to Verbal 8t Non 
Verbal Reasoning 220.00 
(Also available in two parts) 

OTTaA’a 

wqpr HR iwr ?tg5 Tifsti whit 110.00 

COMPLETE GUIDES 
K.L. Kumar Ra. 
Your Interslew 95.00 
G.D Mahaahwart 
A Complete Guide to' ..ireer Planning 75.00 
R.S. Aggarwal & DaepaJc Aggarwal 
A Comprehensive Guide for M C A. 
Entrance Examination 165 00 
A Complete Guide for Bank P O. Exam. 1.50.00 

NUMERICAL ABILITY 
R.S. Aggarwal 
Mathematics for M.B.A. Entrance 
Examination 
Mathematics for B.B.A. Entrance 
Examination 
Quantitative Aptitude 
An Advanced Approach to Data 
Interpretation 
Arithmetic (Subjective and 
Objective for Competitive Exam) 
Objective Arithmetic 

150.00 

135.00 
115.00 

100.00 
120,00 

R.S. Aggarwal Ra. 
Mathematics for C.D.S. Entrance 
Exandnation 135.00 
Mathematics for N.D.A Entrance 
Examination 135.00 
R.S. Aggarwal & Daapak Aggarwal. 
Mathematics for M.C.A Entrance 
Examination 105.00 

REFERENCE BOOKS 
Viahnoo Bhagwan & VIdya Bhuaan Ra. 
Indian Administration 120.00 
A Textbook of Public Administrationl20.00 

1 BOOKS FOR EIMGIIMEERING & MEDICAL ENTRANCE EXAMS 

J.N. Guitu, R. Kapur, Rs. R.S. Aggarwal Rs. 
V.B. Rana, A. Kapur 
Numerical Qiemistry 135.00 - 

I.I.T.-JEE Mathematics 225.00 
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GRADUATES - HERE IS YOUR GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY - 

:j^bank p.o. recruitment 
We can help you to become a BANK P. O. 

Banking: ^ 
A Rewarding Career 
Nearly 1000 Probationary Cfficers jf 
are recruited every year by Banks ^ 
in India. This avenue of direct 
recruitment as Probationary Officers in 
Banks offers a promising career for 
bright young people today. Any 
graduate between 21 ana 20 years can 
apply for the post. The job brings a f^rbal, logical, non-verbal, 
handsome remunera^n, secu^y of Quantitative Aptitude 

Tnre^m^rit^StiS^^ 
sector Banks, our social ideab find a dynamic 
expression. Bank Jobs, therefore offer the Descnptiye tests eompnsmg 
opportunity and the chaUenge to participate in comprehension,^ analysts and 

Our Professional 
Commitment: 
We coach in regular 
Courses in Maharashtra, Goa, 
Karnataka, T.N., Andhra Pradesh, 
Kerala, Bihar, V.P. and by POSTAL 
TUITION throughout India for 
objective and descriptive tests of PO 
exams. AU subjects • (I) Reasoning 
(verbal, logical, non-verbal, 
(2) Quantitative Aptitude 
(.1) General Awareness and Current 

expression. Bank jobs, therefore offer the 
opportunity and the challenge to participate i 
sluing our nation's future. Ana since 
liberalisation of the Indian economy in 

comprehension, analysis and 
expression of views on a given 
situation are covered exhaustively. 

1991, Banking Industry hm come face-to-face SpKialised practice books on 
with muUi-dimensional ehaUenges and subjects covering thousands of typical 
opportunities. The new golds set far the and actual exam questions are supplied 
Banking Industry demand high qualUy in the Course. These hooks are not 
personnel with strong capabuitiesfor sold to others. “THE COURSE IS 
shouldering a broad-spectrum of critical UPDA TED MONTH AFTER 
responsibilities. MONTH." Free interview coaching 

^ is given to attcandidates who emerge 
Selection on ^ J1successful in the written Tests. 

in f 
When vacancies of Probationary Specialisation. 

Officers are declared at intervals of National School of 
almost every three months by one Bank Banking, headquartered 
or another, large numbers apply for Mumbai, was founded 
them and appear for the intensely twenty years ago as a specialised 
competitive exams based on general institute providing coaching mainly 
tnteUtgence tests. .Standards of f„r BANK RECRUITMENT 
evaluation are most rigorous and exams - of POs and of Clerks. It 
impartial. The percentage of success is ,,as grown rapidly and is now the 
lower than 0.5%. Therefore, every single largest pre-recruitment 
additional mark that you can get Training Institute in the country, 
becomes important. A provenly (jur continuous research and ongoing 
competent, specirJised and thorough study of objective and descriptive 
coaching becomes a MUST. exam question papers and patterns have 

contributed to our present 
^ pre-eminence as the CENTRAL 
IVT W El INSTITUTE FOR BANK 

MB RECRUITMENT TRAINING. 
A computer network is used to prepare 
study materials in General Awareness. 

During the last 20 years, we have helped over 60000 
in Banks as Probationary Officers and Clerks. We 

Success Earned 
is Success Deserved: 
Our offices are located in MaharaslOru, 
Goa, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Andhra 
Pradesh, Kerala, Bihar, U.P. and 
Rqjasthan but our successes have been 
noted across the country. Help and 
recognition have come from everywhere 
and in abundance. Test qfter test, 
literally hundreds of our students join 
the 19 Nationalised Banks, State Bank, 
Associate Banks, IJC, GIC, ECGC as 
Officers. The siAjects, syU^us, pattern 
of tests Mid examining body (IBPS)for 
all these exams are same. Naturally, we 
have a single common BANK 
RECRUITMENT PROBATIONARY 
OFFICER (BRPO) COURSE for aU 
these exams. Success-oriented students 
join the Course well in advance of the 
test and beneJU by our step-by-step and 
exhaustive coaching. Admissions are 
open round the year and are 
given on first-come-jirst served basis. 
JOIN NOW AND PREPARE FOR A 
RICH AND REWARDING CAREER. 
For details of our special BRPO 
COURSE, please contact personally or 
write today with Rs. 10/- P.O./M.O. to: 
The Director, Correspondence Courses, 

National 
School of 
Banking 

•irly ( omiiiii, Indian Edatation .Soritly Campm, 
Aik Lent. Babrekar Marg, 
Off (iakkaU Road INorik), 
Dadar, Mumbai ■ 4O0O2S._ 
HRANt'HKS TpHOSE NOS.; Dadar-44tt2M. 
ddsms, Fon-mtdtt, 204*436, Girgaam-JtfSUId, 
Tkant.S42tm, Andktri. Banyli-SOSilJt. DemkivU- 
(flt)4rS727, Pune.322«IS, 322214. Kotkepar. 
S23it6, Nagpur-52940S, Akola. Aarungabitt-iSit IB, 
Naiik.S74943, Sangli, Margaa.732f63, Batgenm, 
ltydtrabad-320I24t, 3201015, Vliarwade-47SS72. 
Vhttkhapatnam-54lb2S, Tirupe,l-275t2, rema- 
23t717, Lacknow-iavtos, Kenaar, AUakebed, 
Jaiaar-SSISSl. BaHgatar»-SS93477, Ckannet- 
4343.12V. Madurai. Cackl»-3ttS*3, 
Tklraranlkapuram-4t2l t*. Fax : (022) 444b192. 
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students to secure jobs 
can definitely help you. 

JOIN NOW AND PREPARE YOURSELF FOR 
380 P.O. VACANCIES IN CANARA, 

CORPORATION, VIJAYA AND DENA BANKS 





DHILLON 
GROUP CIVIL SERVICES PRELIMINARY EXAM. 

OOP SUCCESS 
GENERAL STUDIES 

Sueeui Homonu foreanMatn appuring Pi Caniral CMI 
Sanrieaa, Slata CMISanleaa S otharEaama. ffPiiarOy pHpptaHlor 

aaimalStiMHaa, Urn hooka am halptulfor^lonalot^aeta afao. 
ftaeommandad tor thorough grbiding and aeotPig. 

1. eiiA Smlm PrtlliniMry EximbwHon 
OENEMU. STUMES SOLVED PAPERS (1I8S>1ISI) Rl. S5 

• Hsips you to know tha standard & typa of questions sat in the 
axara • Sanras as ideal practice papers before you acbjally face 
the exam. • Acts as an eye-opener and helps you Judge the 
Standard of Objeetiva Questions given in various books. 

SUCCESS 
PLUS 

BOOKS 

OOP Books for OPTIONAL syBelBOTO 

BOTANY 
• Ample Study Material • SOOO 
Obiective Multiple Choice Questions 
including Assertion, Reason and 
Matching Type • Queetiona front 
PREVIOUS YEARS PAPERS Inco 
rated Pages VIII+ 428 

• SYNOPSIS I.e. Short Study Material • Science Quit containing 
1000Short-Answer Questions• AIIBasleSclentlfleLawe, Principles 
& Concepts explained • 3500 Objective Multiple Choice Questions 
(Queetlono from PREVIOUS YEARS' PAPERS incorporeted). 

3. QUESTION BANK-OEOGRAPHY-World A Indte RtlN 
• SYNOPSIS U. Study Material covering Astronomical. Physical, Human. 
Economic Geography, Phytogeography, Zoogeography (World & 
Indb) with relevant data, diagrams, chartsA maps • Geography QuIp— 
contains 500 Short-Answer Questions • Glossaty—explains Basic 
Concepts. *2500 Objective Multiple Choice Queetiona— 
(Questions from Previous Years' Papers incorporated) 

4. QUESTION BANK-4NDIAN HISTORY Rs. 150 
• ModelPapere-QuastlonsIroin PravlouBYears’Papera Included 
• Synopsis *300 Short-Answer Questions *2500 Objective 
Multiple Choice Queetiona • Maps, Reference Charts etc. 

5. QUESTION BANK-INDIAN POLITY Rs. 150 
CONSTITUTION OP INDIA 

• Model Papers—Questions from Previous Years' Papers 
Incorporated • Synopsis • Short-Answer Questions • 2000 
Objective Multiple Choice Questions • Qloseaiy of Important 
lerma 

• Three Model Papers incorporating 
Questions from PREVIOUS YEARS 
PAPERS • Study Material • 375 Short- 
Answer Questions • Over1700Objective 
Questions Pages VIII + 4361 Price Rs. 2661 

• Three Model Papers incorporating 
Questions from PREVIOUS YEARS 
PAPERS • Study Material • 2000 Obie- 
ctive Questions J Price Rs.fsft J 

• Four Model Papers incorporating 
Questions from PREVIOUS YEARS 
PAPERS • 5000 Objective Multiple 
CSroice Questions • StudyMateriafoi] 
all important aspects j Price As 180 
Pages VIII + 472 '- 

• Model Papers—Questions from Previous Years' Papers 
Included • Synopsis • Short-Answer Questions niSOO 
Objective Multiple Choice Questions • Glossary of Important 
terms • Review of tatsat Economic Scene 

EST10N BANK-QENERAL MENTAL ABILITY Rs. 120 
• Detailed Study Material with Solved Examples S explanations 
covering Reasoning (Logical, Verbal S Non-Verbal), Data 
Interpretation, Numerical Ability, Qrapha, Tabulation, Mensuration, 
Basic Applied Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry i Sfatletloe 
• Objectlvs Multiple Choice Questions (Booha No. 1-7) illB. 985 
Packing S Postage Chargea tor Succsss Pack Rs. 15 

_Total Rl. 1010 
y u* Pricati upio 

R». 100/- and wa will aand It FREE wMt our G.S. 
Suceaaa Pack (Ra. 1010/-). Howsvnr, If you want a 
book/books pricad abova Rs. 100/- plsaas add tha 
balanca amount only. 
Nota; Tha abova books ara avallabla aaparataly also. 

* Plaaaa mmP tha Full amount (Ptiea el daalmd beek/beoka plua 
Pa. Id ter ena book and Pa. IS lor two or mem boeka ter packing 
and peataga) by UOJBank Draft. 

* Boola will ba aant by Pagd. Book Peat only. No YPP erdam. 
* Wma Nama A FuS Addrsse on U.O. Coupon In CAPITAL LtmPB 

a Three Model Papers incorporating 
Questions from PREVIOUS YEARS 
PAPERS • Study Material • Short-Answer 
Questions • Over 3000 Obi^tiveOues- 
tions Pages 500 | Price ftsri 001 

COMPLETE COURSE TO 
LAW 

• Three Model Papers incorporating 
Questions from PREVIOUS YEARS 
PAPERS • Study Material • 120 Impor¬ 
tant Short-Answer Questions • 2000 
Objective Questions | ^rjee fes. 1501 

• Five Model Papers incorporatins 
Questions from NeVIOUS YEARS 
PAPERS a Key Terms & Concepts 
• Descriptive Study Material • IOC 
Short Answer Questions • 300f 
Objective Multiple Choice QuesNoni 
a Glossary • Commerce Review 
Pages VIII + 380 

I PSYCHOLOGY 
a Two Model Papers incorporatins 
Questions from PREVIOUS YEARS 
PAPERS a Key Terms & Concepts • 
Descriptive Study Material • 100Short 
Answer Questions • 2500 Objective 
Multiple Choice Questions 
Pages XII + 464 I Mce fcs. 290 

UUESTION BANK 

a Two Model Papers incorporating 
Questions from PREVIOUS YEARS 

TTsmTumi a Model Papers incorporating Ques¬ 
tions from PREVIOUS YEARS PAPERS 
a Exhaustive Descriptive Study 
Material • Short Answer Questions • 
4000 Objective Multiple Choice Questions from PREVIOUS YEARS 4000 Objective Multiple Choice 

PAPERS a Exhaustive Study Material Questions * Economic Glossary a 
a 2000Objective Questions aGlossary important Economic Data at a Glance 

I MEGA OFFER - FREE BOOKS | 
Paget VIII + 490 [Price Rs. 200] 

QUESTION BANK PHILOSOPHY 
IN PRESS LIKELY RELEASE EARLY FEB. 1999 Price Re. 180 

DGP FOUNDATION COURSE IN GENERAL STUDIE 
(A Micioi osiii <)l (,|( i| I,il l(ill IInI. ill'III) , Rs. 39 
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LEADERS 

Bureaucracy : A Millstone 
Around India's Neck 

competition 

Least productivity, no accountablUty, 
railrs and miles of red tape that work 
as u noose to seal the fate of human 
beings crying for justice from the 
corridors of power and well-conceived 
projects awaiting completion 
characterise India's bureaucracy. 
India's Civil Sendee has earned the 
sobriquet of Steel Frame. On the 
morrow of Independence a free 
government wanted the civil servants 
from top to Imttom to look at their work 
and the millions of people they were 
supposed to serve from a different 

^ angle, not as servants of the colonial 
' masters but as the servants of a 

people s government to give a better 
deal to people denied justice under centuries of colonial 
rule. But the so-called civil servants are no longer 
servants. They are virtually masters capable of twisting 
rules to block progress In every conceivable way. To 
shed the 'colonial' stigma, the policy-makers rechristened 
the Indian Civil Service (ICS) as the Indian Administrative 
Service (IAS), but the cosmetic change did not bring 
about any change of heart In either the otHcers or the 
mammoth hierarchy reaching down to the babu. At least 
the swaggering ICS offlclals had loyalty to the British 
Raj. but the present day officialdom and babudom are 
loval neither to the powers that be nor to the people, 
hu' loyal only to their burgeoning pay packets 
(periodically revised by the Pay Commission), perks and 
the Innumerable holidays—stipulated and 
unannounced—they enjoy. 'You can't blame them for 
<he slow movemeni of the 'flies', for the time at their 
rlisposal Is limited. Out of 365 days In a year, nearly 
half are taken away by various sectional holidays, 
national holloay!. casual leave, medical leave, earned 
leave, half-pay leave and many other unannounced 
holidays and strike days after giving due notice. 

Added to the proverbial sloth of the official hierarchy 
is I he cancer of corrupUon for which the bureaucracy, 
together with the politicians, has become notorious. A 
helpless Rajiv Gandhi as Prime Minister had himself 
admitted that almost eighty-five per cent of the funds 
meant for most of the projects are nibbled away and only 
a paltry 15 per cent reaches the people. Brave hearts like 
T.N. Seshan, Klialrnar, Alphonse, Klran Eledl. Joginder 
Singh et al. altogether belonging to a difTemit class, have 
often tried In the recent past to expose the cancei'ous 
underbelly of the Indian bureaucracy plagued by not 
only corruption, but by sluggishness, unaficountabiUty and 
flab. 

Tlie spate of scams that engulfed the country In the 
flOs showed In lurid detail the deep, labyrinthine tunnels 
dug In ihe foundations of Indian polity by the corrupt 
bureaucrats, together with their cohorts in other fields. 

Take any case, Bofors, urea scam, 
fodder scam, securities scam, 
thousands upon thousands of offlclals 
from the ranks of chairmen of banks, 
top IAS and IPS officials, revenue 
officials to petty clerks have been 
Involved In the wldle-rollar crime. And 
If any good soul dares dig up the facts, 
he would find more mud on his face 
that he can fling on the image of our 
functioning anarchy. From the 
telephone linesman and the constable, 
from the clerk to the lop boss, 
corruption has been thriving at every 
stratum. Said Seshan : “Every patch of 
India Is corrupt.'' If anyone dares 
cleanse it, the whole structure will 

collapse like a house of cards. 
Bureaucracies the world over have changed their style 

of functioning to catch up with Ihe limes to achieve greater 
results for the government and the people by way of 
improved efflciency, quick acUon and decision-making, 
but in India, even with computerisation and the application 
of a few modern methods here and there, the old. 
antiquated mindset as not to look at the world around 
positively still persists. The millions of cases piling up In 
dlHerent courts and tribunals uid ten times that number 
of people dreading any kind of litigation because of the 
cruel delay lii disposal of cases go to prove how much the 
common man suffers for wont of ba.Hlc justice from Ihe 
citadels of power. 

Meanwhile, bureaucracy seems to bloat at all levels in 
disproportion to the work at hand. Wlien the First Pay 
Commission was set up. Its size was 14.45 lakh and with 
the latest Fifth Pay Commission It assumed a gigantic size 
of 38.76 lakh. In most of the projects and programmes the 
poor government ends up paying three-fourths of the funds 
for tile bureaucratic hierarchy and the remainder goes to 
the benellciarles. According to the Ihibllc Finance Statistics 
published a few years ago by the Ministry of Finance, the 
ndmlnlstratlvr (non-developmental) expenditures of the 
government Increased from Rs. 43615 crores to Rs. 79079 
croree—an Increase of B1 per cent between 1990-91 and 
1994-95, but tlie development ezpenditure rose from Rs. 
26542 crorcs to Rs. 36316 crores—an Increase of only 37 
per cent I Here is the Reserve Bank of India that tells the 
Government to control Its expenditure, but the Bank Itself 
Increases Its expenditure on Its employees by 51 per cent 
in a single year (1994-95) I 

"Nothing will happen If the size of the bureaucracy is 
cut half," says Mr. Joginder Singh, former Director of 
CBI. ‘Perhaps the government will function more 
effectively." He says that "lack of work forces people to lie 
obstructionists. Instead of helping In implementing the 
government's policies, underv'orked staff become a devU's 
workshop." 

Nitun ItttiM TihUiy 
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In fact, Uic Fiflh Pay Commission was asked to prune 
Ihc bureaucracy and sufigest ways to Improve eflkrlency 
and ac'countabtiity. but the United Front Government was 
loo obliging to the government employees; It bestowed on 
I hem a largesse larger than that recommended by the Pay 
Commission without any corresponding obligation on the 
part ol the empkiyees to give their dvte to the people. 
Tliere cannot be a worse appeasement. The government 
coiiv'enleiiily Icllisoned the suggestions to tone down the 
burcaucraev. 

l.el us rcmeiiilH'r that the Indian bureaucracy, together 

with other organised sectors, comprise ten per cent of the 
workforce In the country and they appropriate all the best 
that die govenunent provides, leaving the majority of 90 per 
cent unorganised sector as second-class citizens. Can we 
allow tills privileged class to take the rest of India for a ride ? 

No wonder, the then Speaker of the Lok Sabha. Mr. P.A. 
Sangma, called for dismantling the bureaucracy in 
November 1997 as It was ‘standing In the way of progress ' 
of Indian economy.” He said that the Indian bureaucracy 
has led to unimaginable project delays resulting In cost 
and time overruns. □ 

Excellence In Sports : For Ever 
A Daydream 

At the end of every mega-sport event, 
I lie Indian sport.s oflicials. MPs, media and 
miiiisters indulge In the routine habit of 
giving more of the .same thing in jxjrhaps 
tlic most peiiuiK.iory way of what has gone 
wrong and what iicecls to be done. The 
composition of lhe.se so-called judges and 
jiii v of sorts might have cliaiiged over the 
last 51 years, hul ncilher their mindset, 
nor their knee jerk reaction and total 
inacllon. following all the crocodile tears 
shed, hriven'l «hangetl. One gets .sick of 
these iiiiuiincrablc Rm Wan Winkles who 
gel lip only lo tlie vvakc up calls of 
Olympics, Aslan Games. Cioniinomvealth Games and the 
like and then .sleep or go into hibernaliort all owr again. 
The crux of the matter Is that we don't have the will lo 
win and oia- i.s still not shor-ked lliat a country of more 
Ilian 950 million is supremely happy over winning 35 
incilals in all (7 gold. 1 1 silvei ;nid 17 bronze) at the 13lh 
Asian Games in Bangkok in December last, compared to 
oiir neighbour. China, with a popnlatlon of a bllllou, 
reaching llu- skv willi a mind-boggling 129 gold, 78 silver 
and 67 bronze 1 

Here is a counlrv lliat gels excited and elated just 
liecause it lias inclutl lorwarcl. iinprovitig upon one dismal 
record after aiiollior al .sucres.sive Asian Games. As far as 
onr re<-ord in Olympics if- concerned. India s'ill Ix-longs lo 
the primitive world. II is a matter of deep shame that we 
.ire «-Ialed with ,i liandlul of Jyolirniovce Sikdar. Dingko 
Siiigli, Sliaiulilva, llect Sethi and the kabaddi and hockey 
ie.im.s. As 111 any o'her liekl. c.xeellencc and striving for 
jwrlt'c-lioii IS aol in India's blood. We prefer to compare 
one btirkward stale to aiiolher—UP with Bihar or \ice 
vers.i, and not with Singapore or South Korea! Neither 
our govern 11 lent nor lho.se suppo.sed lo build up a sports 
eullnr'-- have anv set agenda or goal that cun make India 
one among the frontline sports nations of the world. Even 
whatever medals our sportspicrsons manage to get for 
tlieir counirj' are more by dint of their perscveruiieit and 
personal effort. Our is the only country where you have 
more of polilies In sports and less of sports In politics, 
miles of red tape that make the athletes trip before they 
rearli the \’lciorv line tape and poor start In sports right 
(nini eduealional institutions. 

II only we analyse our performance at each incga-sport 
ewnt. we will find enough skeletons tumbling out of the 
cupboard When our bantamweight pugilist Dingko Singh 

of Manipur won the gold for India In boxing 
in Bangkok, one must admit. Ironically 
enough, that the credit for his 
championship should singularly go to the 
Indian autlioritics who dilly-dallied over his 
selection, releasing his air ticket jii.st an 
hour before the team’s departure for 
Bangkok. It was only on the persistence of 
the Indian Amateur Boxing Federation that 
the IOC cleared the name of Dingko Singh 
who had shut himself up in a solitary room 
mulling over the traumatic Interlude before 
his name was cleared. In fact, every punch 
he landed on his riveds at Bangkok was 

vicariously more directed at the nose of the pitiable 
sport.s 'non-person' in India. Does anyone know what 
the wclghllifling Kunjarnnl Devi advised her compatriot 
Dingko ? -Before the Hiial 1 told Dingko In Manlpuri 
that he should remember all the insults he had lo 
undergo and chaniicli.se the energy Inlo his punches. 
He has done us all proud.’ Here was the young pugill.st 
Irorn Manipur who converted the negative inessa,u''s 
from IOC Into a positive success for boxing and lii."- 
couni n. 

If ever any intcrnalional sports body institutes an award 
of n gold medal for bureaucratic red tape. India Is sure to 
win it hands down. World billiards ehamplon Geet Sethi 
h.iil Ills own biller exiiericncc al Xllllh Asi.ad. Even a 
week after his team’s arrival in Baiigkok, they did not 
rweive the oniei;il T-stiirts and track suits. “I went lo 
Clief rle-MUssioii's room and wanted to know who was 
responsible for all this. They said lOA... I iisked them why 
wc have not been given what we were supposed to get. It 
is not that T-shirt matters so much to us. But then, we 
are here as a team and we should move around the Village 
like one... 1 iliought of organising a gherao because it is 
ilir only language these* chaps .seem to understand... Just 
alxiut every team in tlie Village look smart In ofllcial 
tracksuits and T-shirts. Tlie Chinese even wear coordinated 
(niairhing) Reebok shoes ! And wc go about in shirts, 
pants and jeans. I told lOA ofncials that we were not 
lieggars and that we should move around dressed as 
smartly as the others..." 

<r such things can happen to a world champion like 
Geet Sethi, belter not tidk to the lesser mortals iu our 
insular sports universe about what they feel about the 
environment that is supposed to nurture thenr. 

fContlniied on page 138) 
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SEVAN SANCHAY assures you 

of ready money at periodic intervals. Money 

that he4>s you to sec through future events, 

planned or unplanned. Money that means 

a secure future. 

Salient features: 

• Choice of terms - 12, 15,20 and 25 years. 

• Provision for Guaranteed Additions 

@ Rs. 70 per thousand, p.a. 

• Loyalty Addition varying from R5.35 to H: 

Rs. 880 per thousand sum assured, 

depending on the Corporation’s working 

experience, term, age and the amount 

insured. 

• Exclusive accident cover beyond usual limits 

up to Rs. 5 lakh. 

For more details contact your Agent or nearest Branch Office. 

Gft Jhsuranec Corporation of Jndia 
In the service of the people 

Use our IVKS facility to get details of policies taken in the following citie.s. 
Mumbai 6187655, Chennai 8589830,. Bangalore 2211435. s«
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— A Tried, Tested and Trusted Name ih the Careers World 
DGP BEST PLUS IMPROVEMENT COURSES & LATEST GUIDES 
_ • Bank P.O. Exam, • Hotel Management • MBA Admission Tests • N.D.A. Exam. • C D S. Exam 

• • Major Exams, conducted by S.S.C. viz. Assistants, Inspectors (C.E., I. Tax, Police) & other Exams 

DHILLON 
GROUP 

Comprehensive Coverage of 
• Geography • Indian History 
• Indian Polity & Economy 
• General Science • Current Affairs 
• G.K. Treasure House 
Ample Descriptive Study Material, 
Short-Answer Questions, 
Ten Model Papers (Objective Pattern), 
Questions from Previous Years' Papers of 
Important Competitive Exams. Included. 

1999 Edition Price Rs. 150 

INTELLIGENCE t 

IMPROVEMENT COURSE 
• Model Papers 
• Previous Years' Papers of Competitive 

Exams. & Management Achnission Tests 
• Reasoning Tests, Logical, Verbal & Non- 

Verbal 
• Data Interpretation & Management 

Aptitude Tests. 
Systematic Approach, Detailed Explanatory 
Sotes for thorough understanding 

JPrice Rs! 150 1 

OOP BASIC ENGU8H 
IMPROVEMENT COURSE 

• Practical English Grammar 
(Fundamental Rules, Common Errors and 
Pitfalls, Explanations & Illustrations) 

• Comprehension & Numbered Gaps 
• Vocabulary (Synonyms, Antonyms, 

Idioms, Phrases, Pair of Words, Foreign 
Words, One-Word Substitution, etc.) 

A step by step, easy & systematic approach, 
helps you to build a strong foundation of 
English Language. 

I Price Rs. 75 | 

ENOUSH VOCABULARY 
IMPROVEMENT COURSE 

• Self-assessment Assignments 
• Word power ready-reckoner 
• Words in everyday use. Formation of Words 

Prefixes & Suffixes, Foreign Words & 
Phrases, Words Commonly Misspelt 

• Idioms & Phrases, One-word Substitution 
• Pair of Words 
• Terms — Political, Medical, Religious, 

Scientific, Marital, Literary, etc. 
• Practical Assignments. _ 

I Price Rs. 120 I 

I n ARITHMETIC 
(QuantHalive Aptitude & Numerical Ability) 

IMPROVEMENT COURSE 
• Exhaustive Study Material 
• Plethora of Solved Examples 
• Practical Tips, Short Cuts and 

Explanatory Notes 
• Objective Multiple Choice Questions 
• Exercises for Practice 
• Model Papers — Questions Incorporated 

From Previous Years' Papers of Important 
Competitive Exams. | price Its. 100 | 

PRIYA .to 
(SIX WEEK) CGUR8E 

The book contains 
• Basic English Grammar—Fundamental 

Rules, Tips, Explanations, lllietrations. 
Charts K Tables 

• Common Errors in various usages 
• Everyday Vocabulary 
• Everyday Conversation—Exercises for 

Practice 
Read the above sections thoroughly and 
step in the English Speaking worm with 
confidence. Price Rs. 100 

DGP DATA 
RPRETATION COURSE 

For: Competitive Exams; Management Admi¬ 
ssion Tests A Professonal Bodies etc. Exams. 
CONTAIhJS ; 
• Introduction to Data Interpretation 
• Presentation of Data 
• Basic Tools of Analysis __________ 
• Model Papers (Solved) I Price Rs. 120 I 

FIRST RATE LATEST GUIDES 
Our liuidss srs patfsmaif on Mast sehamo ami. 

antiro tyUabus la eovarad thoroughly. Ampts study 
matvIoL Selvod Exampto* A ObfocUvo UMpto 

Cholea Quostlona InpMOd. 
1. RL8.A. ADMISSION TESTS Rt, IK 
I. 8MS BankP.a Exam. Glide Ra.iM 
3. Bank P.O. Exam Chide Rt> tW 
4. HOTEL MANAGEMENT ADMISSION TEST 

^er Adndadeh to Oogm/Olplwtm Course) Rs. tW 
0. MCA EXAM. Re. 100 «, C.0.a EXAM. Re. IM 
T. UC., QXC, EXAM. Re. 1M 

ff’er AeilelKtA Typiete A Slenae) 
I. S.S.C. CLERKS' GRADE EXAM. Re. 100 
0. BANK RECRUITMENT TEST GUIDE Rt. 70 

(F« Chrko, CaoMtra, Stono-TypftM ate.) 

n MATHEMATICS 
IMPROVEMENT COURSE 

for N.D.A., C.D.S. & MBA Admission Tests 
• Arithmetic, Mensuretion, Algebra, 

Geometry, Trigonometry end Statistics 
• Formulas and Practical Tips 
• Solved Examples & Exercises for Practice 
• Objective Multiple Choice (Questions 

WITH A r rli El E copy of 
OOP Common Etroro In Engileh Lenguago 

• Practical English Grammar 
• Common Errors A Pitfalls 
• Comprehension • Vocabulary 
• Fundamental rules, tips & usage, 

explanations, illustrations & charts. 
• Specimen Papers 
• Competitive Exams. n.  .- —- 

Question Papers I FHce Rs. 125 | 

1 

BOOKS OF 
GENERAL. INTEREST 

Know Thyulf Through 

PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS 

Knew Thyaeff Through 

NUMEROLOGY 

THE HUMAN BODY-A Study 

12S GREAT HEROES OF 

INDIAN HISTORY 

SORRY DOCTOR, I'M HEALTHY 

{A Family Hoalth Quidol 

Knew Thyself Through 
HANDWRITING 

Rs. AS 

Re. 45 

Rs. 45 

Rs. 40 

GENERAL SCIENCE 
IMPROVEMENT COURSE 

t study Material—Physics, Chemistry, Life 
Science , Space Science, Nuclear 
Science and Computer Science 

1 Everyday Science 
t Basic Concepts, Principles and Laws 
r Science Quiz 
t Objective Multiple Choice Questions 

I Price Rs. 1001 

. DIVINE DRAUGHTS OF 

SPIRITUAL CHAMPAGNE Rs. 120 

(Roligio—Philosophiad Euayt 
in a Cosmic Pcrspcctiyc/ 

PIsase remit the Fidl Amount (Price of doslrod book/ 
borriis plus Rs. 10 tor one book and Rs, 15 for hro or 
mors books ter poslago) by lll,0JBatd( Draff end writs 
your Nemo end Fid/ address In CAPfTM, LETTERS on 
M.O. Coupon. * Books will bo smi by Rogd. Book Root i 
on/y, ' VPP orders 
will net bo sxoeulsd. 

Fax 
648 8448 

011-648 8/48 DHILLON GROUP OF PUBLICATIONS 
E-12. MAIN ROAD, KALKAJI, NEW DELHI-110 019 oii,?"hou,s I” S 



THE BIRTH 

m OF 

Euro 
"We canniit be separated in interest or 

divided in purpose. We stand t<»gether untii 
the end." Wh.il Woodrow Wilson said 
several yeans ago has been implemented 
right 10 the spirit of the law by eleven 
European countries—Cermany, I raiice, 
Austria, Belgium, Finland, Ireland, Italy, 
l.Hxemboiirg, the Nelherland.s, Portugal and 

m—^whose sustained perseverance and 
p'^u'n''e u' hered in the nuieh-awaited Euro, 
the single currency of Europe- -on the New 
Year Dav on Jaiiuaiy 1, 1^199. the launch of 
E.MU (European Monetary Union) is 
de.scribed a.s the most ambitious monetary 
e,\pertment since the launch of the 
Brettonwoods Sy.stem at the end of the 
Second World War. At the chime of 
midnight bells in Brussels, these eleven 
European countries left behind their 
distinctive currency identities to launch a 
curreniy, single and common to ail, 
challenging the mightv US dollar. As eleven 
currencies got locked to Furo, Britain, 
Sweden, Denmark and Greece chose to 
remain on the sidelines. The 290 million 
people of Euroland—as the eleven countries 
vm-ided to Euro are now being addre.ssed— 
ivill, howev'er, ■ i\ e to wait tor three years 
befoo' the\ can hold new Euro notes and 
coins 

The Ministers belonging to EMU ratified 
the irrevocable conversion rate finalised by 
the European Commission, the executive 
body of the EU, at their meet;^ in Brussels 
on December 31, 1998 to se^ in mobon the 
third and the must cruaal phase of the EMU. 
From its official launch at midnight on 
Thursday, the 31st December, 1998, the Euro 
IS worth: 

1.95583 German marks 
6.55957 French francs 
1936.27 Italian lire 
166.386 Spanish pesetas 
2.20371 Dutch guilders 
40.3399 Belgian francs 
13.7603 Austrian schillings 
200.482 Portuguese escudos 
5.94573 Finnish markka 
0.787564 Irish pounds 
40.3399 Luxembourg francs 
(Basel! on these rates, the euro is expected to 

start trading at 5 1.1665) 
Around 50 billion coins and 13 billion 

notes will be needed to replace exisbng 
currency. 

Pink, Healthy Baby 
The virtual reality of EMU (European 

Monetary Union) with their pink and 
healthy baby, Euro, reminded one of the 
palmy days of the Roman Empire, 

consigning to the 
limbo of history the 
tattered chapters of 
European rivalry. It 
cunjured up a vision 
of greater European 
prosperity and a 
possible United 
States of Europe. In 
fact, the Monetary 
Union is the most 
ambitious project 
since the grandiose 
plan of pan> 
European unity as 
conceived by 
F.mperor Napoleon 
Bonaparte's vision of 
Europe, re-lived by 
the former British 
Prime Minister 
Winston Churchill. 

Euro was bom to EMU, and EMU was 
bom to the dream of a unified Europe. Those 
who revel in the grandeur of Europe trace 
the dream to the halcyon days of Julius 
Ceasar, Charlemagne, Napoleon, Karl Marx 
and Adolf Hitler. Euro has even outlived 
the Franco-German animosities thawing into 
a settlement with the signing of the Treaty 
of Rome in 1956. And coming to the recent 
times, Euro is the triumph of the authors of 
Maastricht Treaty, and above all, for Jacques 
Delors, Helmut Kohl and Francois 
Mitterand, the visionaries who conquered 
the scepticism of the detractors who scoffed 
at the idea of any possible economic and 
political unity in Europe. The birth of Euro 
also fulfils a dream nurtured for decades by 
visionaries such as former Luxembourg 
Prime Minister, Mr. Pierre Werner, who 
advocated a European currency as lung ago 
as 1960. 

In the meanwhile, Euro has already 
appeared on bank accounts, travellers 
cheques and on plastic cards. Pending 
the appearance ot hard cash in January 
2002, the national currencies of the 11 
members of EMU will continue in 
circulation. 

Existing nationai centril banks, such as 
the powertui German Bundesbank, will 
continue to exist, in effect, as branches of 
the European Central Bank, which will from 
now onwards manage the future of Euro. 
The national banks will transfer 50 billion 
Euro ($58.38 billion) in reserves to the 
Central Bank. 

Br.iain is in no frame of mind to surrender 
the pound sterling as it and its people feci 
that Euro is a challenge to their national 
identity, sovereignty, tradition and superior 
status. A few conservative politicians see the 
Euro as a German racket designed to fulfil 
an old German dream through new 
methods. But none can predict the future. 
Britain might change its stand and thniw in 
her lot with the rest of Europe. 

New Economic Superpower 
In the first weak after Euro came into 

being, it sent ripples around world markets. 
The Japanese Foreign Minister, Mr. Kichi 
Miyazawa said, "The advent of the Euro is 

19 
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Moments after the signing of the official conversion rate of the 
( single European airreneu Euro, Commission President Jacques 
'Sauter (left), Wim Duisenberg President of the European Central 

Bank (second left), Luxembourg Prime Minister and Finance 
Minister Jean-Claude juncktr (third right), German Economice 

Minister ivemer Mueller (second right), and French Finance 
Minister Dominique Stauss-Kahn (at right), toast on the 

occasion of the introduction of the new curren 
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widely expected to produce a new economic 
superpower to rival the United States and 
its dt>llar.” Greece, which has r"—. ■ " 
been deemed economically unfit 
to join the Euro now, _ . 
reconfirmed its desire to be o start w 
ready in two years and said its , 
drachma would be pegged to the »ansactlOf 
Eimj. Denmark also announced “'’’•fonp 
a formal link between its crown ™ *" 
and the new currency. 

The Australian Government 
warned companies in the 0 

country that they faced a *®*<f 
"competitive disadvantage" _ 
investing in Britain because it lomiow/i 
was outside the EMU. Australia Of ffli 
IS an important trading partner torti, 
of Britain and the comment of »—n 
the Australian Government has ^^yath 
caused deep embarrassment for 
the British Government which 
has 56 far claimed that 
investment in Bntain by MNCs 
may not be affected by Britain's 
stand to stay out of EMU and 
Euro. W 

Euro Vs Dollar f 
The first official American 

reaction to the emergence of n 
Euro came from President Bill ^ 
Clinton himself, who said that 
"a strung and stable Europe, 
with open markets and robust 
growth, is good for America and 
for the world", while US 
Treasury Secretary rejieated his 
old nianlra that what is good for p. 
Europe will be good ic.i the USA. 15 
Though USA has shrugged off 
fears of Euro posing a challenge 
to the dollar, the crux of the matter is that 
the European Eleven is a real match for US 
economic might. Euroland's total annual 
output of about $6.5 trillion compares to 
the almost $8 trillion in the US. And, 
according to European estimates, the Euro 
zone will form the world's greatest trading 
partner, with its exports in IW being 25 
per cent larger than those of USA. The Euro 
zone's weight in global economv has 
prompted some to fear a shift of investor 
money out of the US dollar into '.he Euro, 
which would make it harder for US to attract 
the capital it needs to finance its rising trade 
deficit, eventually pushing up interest rates 
and putting a damper on growth. . 

More people (290 million) live in the EMU 
zone than in USA (265 million) and the total 
GDP of these countries is almost as large as 
that of USA. The US dollar roughly makes 
up 56 per cent of international reserves even 
though US's share of the world economy is 
only 20 per cent. 

Predicts the US economist Fred Bregsten : 
"The Eiuo will move up alongside the dollar 
in what will amount to a bipolar 
international monetary regime, replacing the 
dollar dominance of the past 60 or 70 years." 

Exciting days are ahead for the members 
of EMU. One European Commission study 
estimates that Europeain businesses now 

conomic I spend some $ 12.8 billion a year on currency 
ates and I conversion within the European Union, or 

THE BiBTH OF EURO 
To start vdth only elaven countries are expected to introduce the Euro currency. 
These countries vrauld initially use the common currency (or non-cash 
transactions In trade, industry and financial markets irom January 1,1999. The 
common public win continue to use their existing national currencies for at least 
the next three years. Euro notes and coins will come Into circulation only attw 
January 2002. 

m £umcurmncytob$ 
used In only 11 countrlos 
In the ba0nnlng 

nnn DocIM to stay out 
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CM Greece does not 
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EURO 
CURRENCY 
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1 Luxembourg 
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0.4 per cent of the EU's gross domestic 
product. There is growing optimism that as 
the Euro forces greater efficiency, more 
aggressive strategists could add as much as 
one percentage a year to Europe's long-term 
GpP growt' , 

X%uro And India 
^'in India, the Standard Chartered Bank 
struck the country's first forex option deal 
in pan-European currency on January 4, 
1999 even as the market was feeling upbeat 
about Euro getting even with dollar in the 
days to come. 

According to Dr. Dietrich Kebschull, 
Director of Indo-German Export Promotion 
Project, Euro has opened in the range of 

Rs. 49.50 and is expected to appreciate ir 
the coming months because of tte soaring 
demand for the new currency. Mr. Kebsdiul 
said that Euro will help India in globali¬ 
sation as well as boosting the country’s tradr 
with the European Union. He said as EU h 
the most important trading partner for India 
its switching to Euro will r^uce India'.* 
reliance on dollars for trade purposes. 

What is going to be the extent of th< 
impact of Euro on India ? India's average 
annual exports with the present EMU blocl 
of eleven countries ranged from $630( 
million in 1955-96 to $6142 million ir 
1996-97. Imports likewise stood at $781( 
million and $7974 million during the samt 
period. On an average, both exjKirts to anc 
imports from the EMU block rangec 
. between 18 and 21 f>er cent ol 

the total external trade, making 

lurrencv '' ‘fading partner. Iri 
the months and years ahead, wt 

ggg caH lll-afford to ignore the 

or at bust of Euro or 
. j. India s trading practices and 
" banking activities. In a likely 

scenario of Euro offering tougb 
challenges to the US dollar, EML 
may insist on F.uro-invoicing 
inslead of US dollar. if 

A major advantage for Irfie i- 
banks operating in India will be 
simpliiicdtion of the number ol 
nostro accounts abroad, where 
settlement risks and transaction 
cost involving more than a dozer 
currencies will be limited to one 
The rationalisation of nostre 
accounts will improve efficiency, 
easy reconciliation and bettei 

■ r management of funds deployed 
•I By encouraging Indian investors 
c ■ to invest in EMU with 

comparatively less risk and 
investment portfolios, the Eure 
bonds and securities is.sues will 

y ^ swell. Likewise, Indian banks 
' abroad, especially thost 

functioning in Euro zones, car 
j get Ihe benefit of less comples 

_C foreign debt, funds and a whok 
^ of range of banking transactions 
/ instead if dozen currencies. 

Euro is likely to be a boon foi 
Indian exporters frequently 

fi&S.! travelling to the EMU zone. The 
. traveller will save on at leasi 

three per cent foreign exchange since there 
wouldn't be any need to change currencies 
while entering a different country. 

Since the Indian financial year is from 
April to March, it is quite likely that trading 
in Euro will gain momentum only aftei 
April 1999. The President of the Federatior 
of Indian Export Organisations says thai 
even though there Is no compulsion to usi 
Euro during the transitional period (from 
January 1, 1999 to January 1, 2002), stil 
bankers, customs, the RBI and the likt 
should gear themselves up and start holding 
seminars, workshops, and training 
programmes for their staff and develop 
software for the Euro. G 
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ADIVIISSION IMOTICE 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE 
Applications are invited from persons with minimum 
PD(yiO+2 or oqulvolont qualification for the 4 months 
correspondence course in Export Management. This 
course is designed to train even persons without any 
knowledge of exporting, to set up an export organisation 
^s well as for getting highly paid jobs in export firms, 
shipping companies etc. All relevant aspects of 
exports and imports such as locating a buyer, 
export correspondence, marketing, export-import 
documentation, finance available from banks, 
packaging. Govt, of India's iatest policies etc., 
win be covered in detaii. Additional study material 
like Directory of Worid Importers, Business 
Writing, Garment Exports, Software Exports etc. 

^will be provided. 

INDIAN 
INSTITUTE 

(II 

EXPORT 
MANAGEMENT 

Fresh Batches every 2 IHonths 
For Prospectus and application form, send a self addressed envelope to: 

Indian Institute of Export Management 
PB No. 7531,1953 (B1),9th Cross, 4th Main, NewThippasandra P.O. 

Bangalore • 560 075 Fax/Ph: 5297318, Ph: 5292553 
Vist our home page at: http://www.iiem.com 

E-mail: iiemCtgiasbgOI .vsnl.net.in 

^ Visit: ^ 
iiem.com 
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DHILLON 
GROUP 

DGP 

BMimiwji wgaM 
M ■•BS* m IT 

First to Publish 1 ̂  for CompeUthre Exama ;1 

Cornprchcnsive Tweragfi of 
• Test of Reasoning (Logit al, Verbal & Non- 

Verli.il) Data Interpretation 
• English Language (Praclit al Lnglish Grammar, 

Common I rrors, Word Power elL.i 
• General Awareness (Alt aspecN of C.K.) 
• Quantitative Aptitude (Number System, 

Graphs. I.ibiilalionof Data, MntsuralioriHi) 
• Descriptive English (Short Essays, 

IVoposiUiiiis el(.) 
• Model Papers (I ive Sets-All Solvedt based 

on Previous years' Papers | Price Rs. 2901 

Diamond Kit for 
M. B. A. 

Admission Tests of l.i.M. (CAT) 
MAT, FMS, XLRI & Other 

Leading Institutes/Universities 
OMiiprebetisive C.'over.nge of 
• English Language (Prartkal English 

Grammar, Common f rrors, Comp.re- 
iicnsiuti, Vix abiilary ett.) 

• Intelligence & Reasoning (i ogical. Verbal, 
Non-Verbal) Data Interpretation 

• Basic Mathematics (Algebra, Geometry, 
TrigoiK)m«-try, Co-ordinate Geometry, 
Matrices, C^alculus) 

• Basic Mathematics Review containing 
500 Memory Plus Practical Tips 

e Arithmetic (Number System, Graphs, 
labulation of Data, Mensuration etc.) 

• General Knowledge/Ceneral Science 
• Business and Management G.K., Current 

Affairs 
• Model Papers --l ive Sets—All Sdvedbased 

on Previous Years' Papers! price Rs. 3901 

ISSilKit for 
HOTEL MANAGEMENT 

Entrance Examination 
(For Admission to Degraa / 

Diploma Course) 
Kit Comprehensively Covers 
• Reasoning (Verbal, Non-Verbal, Data 

Interpretation) & Loslcai Deduction 
• Numerical Ability/Arithmetic (Number 

System, Graphs, Tabulation of Data, 
Mensuration) 

• Basic Mathematics (Algebra, Geometry, 
Trigonometry, Co-ordinate Geometry, 
Matrir es, Calculus) 

a English Language (Practical English 
Grammar, Common Errors, Compre¬ 
hension, VcKabulary) 

• General Knowledge/Ceneral Science 
• Model Papers (Five Sets-All Solved) based 

on Previous Years' Papers! price Rs. 32S 

NDA EXAM. KIT 
For Admission to 

ARMY. NAVY A AIR FORCE 
WINGS OF NDA & NAVAL 

ACADEMY (Exscutive Branch) 
• Model Papers Based on Previous Years' 

Papers (with Answers/Solutions) 

• Mathematics—Arithmetic, Mensuration, 
Algebra, Ceonvlry, Trigonometry and 
Statistirs. 1 borough Explanation of Basic 
Concepts, Solved Examples & Exercises for 
prat tite. All Answers given. 

• General Knowledge—SCIENC.ES(Physics, 
Gliemistry, Oneral Science -Biology, 
Solar System ett.), IIDMANI MLS (History, 
f'oristituiion of India, Indian Cconttmy, 
Geography, Current Affairs eli.) 

• English—Practical English Grammar, 
Common Errors, Prepositions, Compre¬ 
hension & VtK abulary _ 

I Price Rf. 2751 

Model Papers Based on Previous Years' 
Papers (with AnswerVSolutions) 

English—Practical English Grammar, 
Common Errors, Prepositions, Compre¬ 
hension A Voc abulary 

General Knowledge—SCIENCES (Physics, 
Chemistry, General Science- Biology, 
Solar System eli.), HUMANITIES (Hislorv, 
Constitution of India, Indian Economy, 
Geography, Current Affairs etc.) 

Mathematics— Arithmetic, Mensuration, 
Algebra, GiConietry, Trigonometry and 
Statistics Thorough Explanation of Basic 
Cone epts, Solved Examples & Exercises for 
practice. All Answers given. 

I Price Rt. 2751 
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DHILLON GROUP OF PUBLICATIONS 
E-12, MAIN ROAD, KALKAJI, NEW DELHI-110 019 

1. PROBABLE (LATEST) EmVS Ra. Tt 
Essays on social, sconomio, rslltetivt, idlomatio,' 
gsnsral and political topics. An sxcatont book tor 
higher grads compstitlvt sxamlnatlofli.' 

а. LEHER WRITING Rs. 40 
This book tsachas the art of good lattar writing, it 
covers personal, social, public, amploymtnt, 
business, oflicial, commercial eorrespondance and 
matiimonial advertisements. 

3. PRECIS WRITING Rs. 3S 
It teaches ths techniqus for good precis wrikng. 
Model passages with thsir precis and exercises for 
practice are given. 

4. PARAGRAPH WRITING Rs. 30 
This book covsrs sssenttal hints tor paragraph 
writing. It has 200 Topics (160 in ths term of Model 
Paragraphs. 20 with Cntical Examination and 20 
with pmper Refutation). 

б. OBJECTIVE ENQLISH-A NEW 
APPROACH Ra. 75 
This book covers Common Errors, use of 
Praposilions, Synonyms, Antonyms and Vocabulwy 
Tests. Comprehension, Drect and Indmct Speech. 

6. ADVANCED GENERAL ENGLISH Ra. 60 
This IS a comprehenswe book designad to meet 
exact requirements of higher gmda eompetibva 
examinations It covers detection of errors, 
analysis, idioms, vocabulary, synonyms and 
antonyms, spelling pittalls, sirrsles, proveits, ate. 

7. TEST OF REASONINQA.OQICAL 
REASONING Ra. 40 
It gives an insight mto Logic and ths basic concapts 
of logical reasoning. It includes Mediate, Immediate 
Inference, Commonssnsa Reasoning and vaitous 
exercises on Test ol Reasoning. 

I. MENTAL ABILITY TESTfr-ACMiule Be. 30 
9. GENERAL MENTAL ABILITY Rt. 46 

It provides material on General Ability, Verbal. Non¬ 
verbal Tests, Brain Teasers, Numerical Abilily & 
Basic Mathematical Ability. 

10. EVERYDAY SCIENCE Ra. 60 
Contains basic principles, terms, concepts and 
formulae in Physics, Chemstiy, Biology & Space 
Science. 

II. NUMERICAL ABILITY-A Capsule Rs. 30 
12. OBJECTIVE ARITHMETIC-ACapwdc Ra. 30 

Books at S No. 11 & 12 ; Compranensiva 
coverage, hints, practical lips, soivsd txtmples and 
model papers. 

13. COMMON ERRORS IN ENGLISH 
LANQUACS Ra. 46 
Designed to cover a vast range o< common errors 
and pittalls. Explanatory notes given tor thorough 
understanding and good grounding. 

14. OOP KIT OF IDIOMS i PHRASES Re. SO 
A close scrutiny ot a wide range of Idioms 6 
PhraMi. MaanInge given. Usage explained. A rich 
fabric, excellent texture. A store house ot 
knowtedge ot Engllah Lenguego. 

15. DGP KIT OF QUOTATIONS Ra. 00 
WIDE CANVAS—Choweet Ouotatone on Adultery 
Art, Beauty, Charaetar, Friendahip, Lovt, MantageJ 
Man A Woman, Mother, Naktdntaa, Poittica. Sax 
and Sueoaia etc. li:l. : 

(>48 8448 
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The Union Cabinet approved on 
muary 10,1999 the draft of the Ninth Five- 
ear Plan (1997-2002) lowering the growth 
irget to 6.5 per cent from the earlier 
rojection of 7 per cent in the face of 
:onomic slowdown. The budgetary 
rpport, however, has been maintained at 
$ 3,74,000 crore. 
One major highiight of the Plan is that 

le gross budgetary support Rs. 3,74,000 
-ore contains a provi.sion of Rs. 21,946 crore 
)r a Special Action Plan (SAP) of Ihe Prime 
linistcr. The SAP will lay emphasis on five 
reas : food and agriculture, physical 
it»structure, health, education, housing 
tin ilrinking water, information technology 
no water resources. 

According to the membcr-secretar>’ of the 
lanning Commission, Mr. S.R. Hashim the 
iwenng of the growth target came in view 
f the slow growth achieved in llu* first two 
ears of the Plan — 5 per cent in 1997-98, and 
II estimated 6 per cent m 1998-99 

On nuicni economic dimensions of thei 
ridian economy, Prof Ha.sliim gave a I 
etailed oullini*; s^ng lor a GDI’ growth! 
lie of 6.3 per contouring the 1997-2002 plan * 
eriod, itomestir savings rate is being 
irnjecti'd at 26.1 per cent of llie GDP against 
.38 j/cr cent in highlli I’lan. According to 
.ini, the current account deticit is prujccted 
! ^.l per cent nl the C'tfjP as against 1 1 per 
4 I The inveslnu-nt rate has been proji'Cted 
.t 28 2 per cent against 24.9 per cent. 

While dispelling the misgivings 
Ai itashini said tiie (.Government was 
■onfiilcni of achieving a *.5 per cent GDP 
p;owth dunng the Ninth Plan lehen the GDP 
;Towlh rale during lS>97-y8 was only 5 per 
•ent. The Govenunent had targetted a 6 per 
■ent GDP growth during 1998-99 and during 
he remaining tlirce years of the Ninth Plan 
>enod the GDP growth rale would be 
iccelcrated to 7 per cent. "This growth rate." 
ie said, "i.s achievable a.s the economy has 
ilready started, showing .signs of a 
umarouiid." 

Surprisingly, platmcrs too concede that a 
^ per cent annual growth in the next three 
jtears will not be feasible unless exports rw by about 14 to 15 per cent in volume. 

\ccording to Mr. Pranab Sen, adviser to 
ihe Planning Commission, "Resources are 
loi a problem. But investment confidence 
is. It all depends on the private sector's 
investment deiciand." Economists agree with 
the fact that investment is the key to growth 

c(\'i.'T;n)i>v si/rcF.c.i rfvew. February i 

Bharat Ratna Conferred 
On Jayaprakash Narayan 
In the post-independence India, 

Jayaprakash Narayan stands out as one of 

the pre-eminent freedom fighters who 
adhered to Gandhlan values till the end of 
his life. He wan also one who cared little for 
any official position and much less tor any 
honours. In an official annouiwement on 
December 23, 1998, the Indian Goyemment 
conferred its highest civilian honour ~ Bharat 
Rttlna—posthumously on the legendarv 
siK'iai worker and statesman, Jayaprakash 
Naiayan, popularly known os JP. He is the 
35th recipient of the Bharat Ratna. 

It is, undoubtedly, n belated recognition 
of a saga of dedicated service both m the 
freedom movement and during the social 
upheavals that unfolded m the decades after 
Independence. JP was indeed a great leader, 
a committed nationalist and out and out 
patriot who cherished individual liberty and 
human digiuty. Such was iris personali^ tliat 
he commanded respect and adoration, both 
from his adnurers and opponents. He fought 
tooth and nail against ail forms of exploita¬ 
tion and oppression. 

In stature, JP was no less inferior to 
stalwarts liki-' Ja'vaharlal Nehru, Rajendra 
Prasad and Maulana Abul Kalam Azad. 
Above all, what made him stand apart from 
the rest was that, like Mahatma Gandhi, he 
was suspicious of power and believed that 
true power or Lok ShakH rested only in the 
common people. In fact, he was quite 
instrumental in launching the people's 
movement in the country. India had for the 

first time a government ruled by a non- 
Congress Party headed by Motaqi Desai in 
1977. At great personal risk to his life and 
the imprisonments, he suffered, JP exposed 
the denial of fundamental freedom dunng 
the Emergency. He was disillusioned by the 
failure of tlic Sarv'odaya Movement though 
his idea of Total Revolution of challenging 
the authorities found unprecedented mass 
support. 

Tile Navnirvan Movement launched in 
Gujarat and Bihar marked a turning point 
in the post-independence India a.s JP became 
the symbol of defiance to authoritarian 
regimes, inviting the wrath cif the then Prime 
Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi. His detention 
sparked nationwide protests. 

JP had implicit faith in the pluralist 
orientation of Indian culture. His political 
ideas often confounded his supporters and 
opponents alike, but his mtegrity and commit¬ 
ment to the cause of democracy overwhelmed 
all. Interestingly, one of his admirers in British 
Parliament even nominated him for the Nobel 
Peace Prize in 1979 By honouring JP with 
Bharat Ratna, the nation has indeed' 
acknowledged his great services. 

The Hag Officer ("ummandtng-m-Clucf of 
the Kochi-based Southern Naval Command, 
Vice Admiral Kushil Kumar lixik over as 
the new Chiel of Naval Staff on 

December 30, 1998 with Ihe rank of 
Admiral. He replaced .Admiral Vishnu 
Bhagwat, who was dismissed by the 
Govemineni in a .sudden move. 

Commissioned in 1961, Admiral Su.shi1 



Kuiriar beK>ng>- to the executive branch of the 
Navy. The most decorated officer in the 
Navy, he is a specialist in amphibious warfare 
ami hydrography. He had actively 
participated in the 1%3 Coa operations and 
the Indo-Pak wars of 1%5 and 1971. 

Air Chief Marshal Anil Yashwant Tipnis 
took over as the new Chief ol Air Staff on 
December 31,1998.1 le succeeded Air Chief 
Marshal Satish Kumar Sareen, who laid 
down office on completion of his three-year 
tenure. 

Air Chief Mar$hal Anil Yashumtt Tipnis 

Air Chief Marshal lipnis was born on 
September 15, 1940 in C'hhaltisgarh in 
Madhva Pradesh. He joined the National 
I U ience Academy in January 1950 at the 
age ol 15 Commis-sioncd as a fighter pilot 
in the Indian Air Force on May 28, I960, he 
excelled right fn>in the beginning and was 
.nvarded Maznmdar liophy tor being best 
in Hying on jet aircraft, Namna Trophy lor 
hest all-round performance in the pilot 
attack instructors course and Sword of 
Honour for best all-round performance 
.hiring lighter combat le.nier course. 

I le took over as an Ollicor Commanding- 
in Chief ol VVe.stern Air Command on 
August I, 1995 and was later appointed as 
Vice (. hiel of Air Staff on April I, 1997. He 
IS the roiipieni of the Paiam Vishisht Seva 
Vlixial. Ati Vishisht Seva .Medal and Vayu 
Sella .Medal and has also acted as AIXT to 
the President 

Air Chief Marshal Tipnis is an officer with 
exceptional -areer profile and had the 
experience of flying all the aircraft in the 
IAi‘''s inventory He participated in the 1965 
operations as a young member of the only 
Mitj-21 squadron in the Indo Pak War. 

Second National 
^tZommission On Labour 

Minister, Dr. Satyanarayan Jatia said that the 
Commission would comprise two full-time 
and seven part-time members from the 
Government, the industry and among 
the workers, and will have a tenure of 
24 months. 

The decision to form a labour commission 
might put on hold the changes in labour 
laws. Retrospectively, the First Labour 
Commission was appointed in 1966, which 
submitted its report to the Government in 
1969. Many recommendations of the First 
Labour Conunision were incorporated in the 
labour laws in the oiuniry. 

The Second Labour Commission has been 
necessitated in view of the rapidly changing 
economic scenario, particularly after the 
opening up the country’s economy. In fact, 
the proposal was mooted on the basis of 
recommendations of the Indian Labour 
Conference in 1992. 

The Commission would review labour 
legislations in both organised and 
unorganised sectors. In the unorganised 
sector, which employs about 320 million 
workm out of the total 350 million working 
peculation, the main emphasis will be on 
ensuring a minimum level of protection to 
the workers. 

At present, various laws applicable to the 
unorganised sector included the Minimum 
Vkgfis Act, the Contract Labour (Prohibition 
and Regulation) Act, the Bidi V^rkeis Act, 
1996 and the Bonded Labour System 
(Abolition) Act, 1976. 

However, these laws do not encompass 
all the workers in the unoigamsed sector 
and therefore the Second National 
Commision on Labour would try to 
formulate an "umbrella legislation" for alt 

‘of them. 
The locu.<> of the newly-constituted 

Commission would be to suggest 
rationalisation of the existing laws so as to^ 
make them more relevant and appropriate ‘ 
in the changing context of globalisation and 
opening up of Indian economy. 

I he Government has decided to 
constitute* the Second National Commi-ssion 
I'll Labour to propose a comprehensive 
legislation for workers in the unorganised 
sector, besides rationalisation of existing 
laliiHir laws in the country. Union Labour 

for sufficient safeguards to get rid of any 
exploitative regimes") 

Oppasition leaders like Dr. Manmohan 
Singh and Mr. P.]. Kurien called on the 
Industry Minister, Mr. Sikander Bakht to 
dconvey that the Congress wanted an 
"amendment to protect the interests of the 
Indian system of medicine" to the Patents 
Bill. Concedii^ the suggestion, the Minister 
said the amendment would be included m 
the Bill on behalf of the Government. 

1 towever, the Government's tailun* to get 
the ratents Amendment Bill considered and 
passed in Lok Sabha has put a big question 
mark on its intentions and points to 
unresolved issues within the Bharativa 
Janata Party and the larger tyangh Ptinmr 
The principal Opposition parly, the 
Congress (1), has squarely blamed the 
Government for taking the "risk" ol an 
adverse fallout in (he event of (he eoaiitr) 
not meeting its internationaj I'bbgnlion ot 
ensuring that the legislation is in place 
before April 1999, the World fr.ide 
(^ganisation deadline. 

VJt may be recalled that the Government's 
decision to open the insurance sector to 
foreign capital and its green signal to the 
Patents Amendment Bill was firmly oppnsjed 
by what can be called the RSS "swadeshi" 
JjrigadJ 
\ But'there is also an element of siirpri.se 

■^hich needs mentioning. The* senior 
"swadeshi" hardliners among the Bharatiya 
Janata Parly MPs, in an ironic twist, wo.-ked 
in tandem with the Left to ensure that the 
final consideration and passing of the 
Patents (Amendment) Bill was put olf. In 
sum, the Bill could not sail through Lok 
Sabha because ot the "arithmetic" problem 
in House and that the BJP could not do 
anything without the required support from 

■other political parties. 

1^ do-Russian Relations 

Patents Bill' I 
/ ‘Ihe BJP-led Government, aided by the 
iamg’'ess, secured passage of the 
controversial Patents (Amendment) Bill in 
Rajya Sabha on December 22, 1998 alter a 
nine-hour debate that was marked by a 
determined opposition from the L«(t and 
other non-Congress opposition partii^ The 
Bill with amendments was passed with 
83 members voting in favour and 43 
opposing it. 

Industry Minister, Mr. Sikander Bakht, 
who steejred the Bill and tesponded to the 
debate, £.* -erted that the Bill had built-in 
pruvisit^ to protect national interests, 
while the Left charged it was a sell-out ot 
national interest.] However, the CPI(M) 
stalwart, Mr. Asl^k Mitra and Congress 
leader, Mr. Kapil Sibal advocated the 
passage of the Bill.^ccoiding to Mr. Sibal. 
India had never known to default on inter¬ 
national agreements and "we had also opted 
to be in the mainstream of world economy, 
and in the present case, the Bill provided 

Bilateral relations In'twocn India and 
Russia touched ■. new^eak with 
Prime lystfiisler, Mr Yevgeny Priiiiakox '* 
two-day usiTtohulia on PeccnihiT.’’I. !99;! 
In the first place, the visit .issumi'd 
significance in view ot the recent comlmied 
attacks on Ira,.j by US and Britain 
particularly bru.shing aside the very piv.xenre 
of a world body—the Untied .\ations 
Secondly, during hi.s stay, both countnes 
signed seven ag/aarnpnia ini-iiirtinj, long¬ 
term mdii^ry-technical cooperation between 
the two nations, which wa.s ife.scribed a.x 
the "depth of our relations^". Both sides 
believe that India and RuVsiashare a "special 
relationship" which would be further 
enhanced by the strategic partnership. 

However, the interest of each nation is 
definitely not the .same despite the easy • 
relationship and the compatiblity of views 
on a number of international matters. Thi.>A 
has been demonstrated by India when 
cautiously responded lo Mr. Primakov's t 
proposition of "strategic triangle"—India, i 
Russia and China—to pursue "joint 
aspirations of establishing peace and . 
security in the world". i 
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Prime Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee welcoming Russian 
I'rime Minister Yevgeny Primakov at a ceremonial reception 
at Rashtrapati Bhawan, in New Delhi on December 21, 1998 

It may lx* recalled that both the nations 
ad earlier signed the ten-year-old 
greeinenl to build two civilian nuclear 
ower plants in KiKKjanikutam, 'Tamil Nadu, 
y September 1998, the lirsi of' the seven 
r^-.;cnic engine blocks pnimi.sed to ISRO 
' Viunch Is geo.slalKinarv satellite had 
inded in India 

The long-term tnililary and technical 
iii'peratnin between New Delhi and 
loM ovv, .slated to last until the year 2010 AD, 
ignetl III the presence of Ihe Prime Minister 
■Ir. A'.al Behari \'a|payei‘ and Mr. Primakov, 
nilenvntfs the continuing signilicance of 
ir icl.itionship India rem.'ins an eager 
•irlnei and a niimbi-r ot other deals, 
uiiidinv' the sale of Russian submarine!), 
O' 111 the pipeline 

Ml anivhile, what went unnotiasl. espeiially 
Iter Mr. Primakov became the Prime 
Tiiiister m .'\ugu.sl l*e)S, was that he 
I’vci-ed a government deiision to auction 
y -nlire rupee-rouble ilebl, worth Si billion 
^e.iallv 111 tax I u ol pari allocation of the 
'ei't In other winds, Ku.-sian enterprises 
i/il' now spend at least ■5''00 million anniiallv 
n buvie.g, goods trom India In fact, 
ilr I’liniakov has .sought .'sew Jfellii's assi.s- 
jnn- in giving food and phaimaceutical aid 
,> help tide over the terrible Russian winter. 

Bilateral cooperation in the economic, 
'tdustrial and finam iai sectors has proved 
nutuallv beneficial and has saleguarded the 
wo countries' shared uiteresls in diverse 
pheris siiih as atomic energy, computer 
oftware, space research and lal exploration, 
here is an open .acknowledgment by both 
he nations that their close relationship in 
11 tields has stiKid the test ol lime lor forty 
;>ng years. 

m omen's Resignation Bill I 
rhe BjP-leii Ct»vemmenl rushed through 

vifh the introduction of the Women 
l<*servation Bill in Lok Sabha or. November 
.4, 1998 amid viiciterous protests by the 
iamajwadi I’arly and Ihe Rashtriya Janata 
Dal. It pas.sed, one-third of the seats in'Lok 
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Sabha and the State 
Assemblies would 
be reserved for 
women. Meanwhile, 
the Govenunent is 
under duress to 
provide for a 
separate quota for 
the OBCs. 

The Law Minister, 
Mr. M. Thambi 
Durai Introduced 
the Bill with 
overwhelming 
support of the ailing 
alliance, the 
Congress (I) and the 
Left parties. In the 
past two years, 
political parties 
frequently plunged 
Lok Sabha into 
chaos and the 

members came to blows twice over the Bill. 
The most recent clash surfaced when the 
Trinamual Congress leader, Ms. Mamata 
Banerjee roughed up an SP member, 
Mr. Oaroga Prasad Saroj, during noisy 
scenes over the Bill 

The Bill, called the Constitution (H4th 
Amendment) Bill, 1998, was first introduced 
in Lok Sabha in September 1996 and sent to 
a Joint Committee of the two Houses 
following a persistent demand for a separate 
reservation for women belonging to the 
backward classes and minorities. The 
demand cut across the political spectrUm 
and barring the Left, all political parties 
supported the Bill. However, the Samajwadi 
Party, the Ra.shtriya Janata Dal, a section in 
the Janata Dal, the Bahujan Samaj Party and 
the Muslim League stuck to their demand 
for a separate quota for women of backward 
classes and the minorities. 

Way back in 1996, a Joint Committee that 
examined the whole range of issues 
pertaining to reservahon for women in its 
report on December 9, 1996, even extended 
the reservation for women in tho.se cases 
where the number of seats in Lok Sabha 
from a State was ^ 
two. In the original ” 
Bill, however, the 
re.servation was 
confined to States 
which had more 
than two seats in 
Lok Sabha. 

in its current 
form, the Bill makes 
no distinction on 
the basis of caste 
except in the case of 
the Scheduled 
Castes an^ 
Scheduled lYibes 
women for whom 
one-third of the 
seats are proposed 
to be reserved from 
among the general 
SC/ST quota. 

fndo~Sri Lankan Relations 
Relations with Sri Lanka have always 

been special for India because of social 
proximity, and strategic reasons. This dose 
friendship between the two nations has been 
further boosted by the visit of Sri Lankan 
President, Ms. Chandrika Kumaratunga on 
December 27, 1998. The three-day visit of 
President, Ms. Kumaratunga added a novel 
dimension not only to the economic ties 
between India and Sri Lanka but also 
boosted regional economic co-operation in 
Sowfh Asia. 

^ore importantly, India has made it clear 
thaPit has no plan to play any mediatory or 
facilitatory r^e to re.solve the Sri Lankan 
ethnic crisisl^sides, it was conveyed to the 
visiting digi^ary that there has been no shift 
in India's policy towards the LTTE. While 
preserving the continuity of policy, India had 
extended the han nn lha l.TTF fnr Hun mmm 

visiting dignitary that there has been no shitt 
in India's policy towards the LTTE. While 
preserving the continuity of policy, India had 
extended the han nn I .TTP fnr h.i.i 

yea^ Su^ an assurance was given by the 
CTmon Home Minister, Mr. LK. Advani 
during his meeting with the Sri Lankan 
President. 

Further, the President, Mr. K.R. 
Narayanan eloquently expres^ India's 
policy towards Sri Lanka }}f^e are 
conscious of (he .challenges that the 
people of Sri Lanka continue to 'face a.s 
they strive to live together in peace and 
harmony in a pluralistic society... Sri 
Lanka will achieve peace and tranquility 
within the framework of its national unity 
and territorial integrity." 

The visit was.-of paramount significance 
as it heralded a new era in bilateral 
economic relamms through the signing 
of the first-ever landmark Free Trade Area 
(FTA) pact between the two countries. 
The Free Trade Area would tunction as a 
catalyst for the larger South Asian Free 
Trade Area (SAFTA) among the SAARC 
countries. 

While Indian exports to Sri L.ank<i were 
to the tune of $560 million m 1997, imports 
from the island nation were pegged at little 
over $42 million. 

The Sri Lankan President's visit assumes 
additional significance as it was preceded 

President K.R. Narayanan (1) and Prime Minister A.B. Vajpayee (r) 
welcoming Sri Lankan President Chandrika B. Kumaratunga at a 

ceremonial reception at Rashtrapati Bhawan on December 28, 
1998. The first lady Usha Narayanan is also seen in picture 



by a major foreign policy statement issued 
by India. External Affairs Minister, 
Mr. Jasvrant Singh, had declared that 
economic diplomacy and South Asian 
economic cooperation would be the official 
areas of Indians external disposition.ln this 
context, Ms. Kumaratunga's visit 
provided India its first major opportunity 
to put this policy into practice. 

Prof’. Amartya Sen 
_In India_ 

Happy days were there again for Nobel 
Prize wirmer for Economics, Professor 
Amartya Sen, when he visited his 
motherland in the New Year. India felt no 
less proud of honounng her 'Nobel' son who 
brought the country an uncommon pride. 
Small wonder, he announced to offer his 
prize money he got in the form of the Noble 
Prize, approximately Rs. 4 crore, to a charity 
Pratichi Trust, he wants to set up, to focus 
on education and healthcare. In his modest 
speech at the Neta)i Indoor Stadium, 
Calcutta, Prof. Sen said : "In view of the 
enormity of the problems faced, a trust of 
this kind can make only a little difference— 
too little— but 1 must try to do what I can." 
Prof. Sen followed in the footsteps of India's 
first Nobel Prize winner for Literature, 
Gurudev Rabindranath Tagore who used his 
prize money to develop Visva-Bharati. 

Prof. Sen was indeed "delighted and 
moved" to be hack in Delhi University, 
which he had made his decade-long 
laboratory of research and theories. It needs 
no further eiaborahon that his woiks were 
the outcome of his dellbi'rations at the Delhi 
School of Economics 

Dr. Sen was the guest of the President of 
India, Mr. K.R. Narayanan, the Prime 
Minister, Mr. Atnl Bcharl Vajpayee and the 
West Bengal Chief Minister, Mr. Jyuti 
Basu, A host of other eminent personalities, 
including Dr A P.). Abdul Kalam, 
Prof. Yashpal,- noled hiotoriati Prof. Romila 
Thapar et, al met the Nobel laureate and 
exchanged views. In each of his meetings, 
he expressed profound concern for India and 
suggested the meaas to come out of the 
crises. He, however, came down heavily on 
the Covemmeni and the opposition for Its 
insensitlvcness on elementary education: 
"Government after government from 
independence has ignored elementary 
education but the Opi^osihon has allowed 
the Government to get away with that, 
why ? I think that's where the engagement 
in democracy becomes important." 

86th Indian Science 
Congress 

The 86th Indian Science Congress was 
inaugurated b}’ the Pnme Minister, Mr. Atal 
Behan Vajpayee at Anna University in 
Chennai on January 3, 1999. Mr. Vajpayee 
urged Indian scientists to be "prepared to 
deliver the goods, if any country tries to 
armtwist us and denies us opportunities of 
legitimate scientific cooperation". 

Five thousand delegates from the global 
science community, including Nobel 
laureate, Mr. James Watson and top Indian 
scientists like Mr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam and 

Indian Securitymen crowd around the firnt Trans-border Bus link 
between India and Pakistan, which began its final "Dry Run” 

from New Delhi to lahore, January 8, 1999 

Mr. R Chidambaram 
attended the 
ceremony. The 
Prime Minister, 
Mr. Vajpayee gave 
away the "Shatabdi 
Punuduu^ awards to 
seven prominent 
scientists for their 
sterling contributian 
to Indhm science in 
diis millennium. 

Union Minister 
for Human 
Resouns Devdopment 
and Science 
and Technology, 
Dr. Murli Manohar 
Joshi announced 
the Government's 
proposal to 
have 21 important 
project.-) to be taken 

up by various Ministers and Departments 
with a science and technology focus. 

Speaking at the plenary session on "Public 
Understanding of Science : Some Issues and 
Concerns", Chairman of the Atomic Energy 
Commission, Mr. R. Chidambaram 
underlined the need to convince people of 
design safety and operational safety of 
nuclear plants. 

Another delegate. Professor Brian Heap, 
Foreign Secretary and Vice-Preaideni of die 
Royal Society, said that one of the most 
important issues m the coming years was 
going to be "unsustainable conaumption". 
According to him, it was a misconception 
that consumption was due to popular 
growth only. 

Dr. M.K. Swammathan, Founder and 
Director of the M.S. Swaminathon Research 
Foundation, stressed the need to look into 
issues like food labelling, particularly In 
view of genetically modified organisms 
being available, bin-surveillance, bio-ethics, 
and bio-safety. 

The celebral Dr. James Watson, whose 
discovery of "double helix" has 
revolutionised the science of genetics, said 
the challenge today was to see what would 
be the impact of the Genomes. They are the 
"instruchon books" of how living things 
develop. According to him, one of the aimii 
of the Genome project is to understand, 
prevent and cure genetic diseases. 

to Pakistan ~~ 
In the face of uncertainties, a bus to 

Pakistan brought a glimmer of hope to the 
Indo-Pak relations. A bus carrying an Indian 
delegation cr->ssed the indo-Pakistan borders 
for the first time after the Partition (1947) 
reaching Lahore amidst heavy security 
arrangements to complete a "dry run" of a 
planned, regular New Delhi-Lahore \>us 
service. 

The bus service is considered to be the 
outcome of one of the major understandings 
between the Prime Ministers of both India 
and Pakistan, for improving relations 
between the two neighbours. 

The Pakistan Government has cleared tht 
full-fledged "dry run". The 650 km joumoj 
between Delhi and Ijihorc will be coverec 
in 14 hours. 

Though charges arc yet to bo worked out 
it is estimated to be about Rs. 600. Thii 
would include breakfa.st, lunch, tea, minera 
water and dirmer. An international phone 
dial facility would also be made availabk 
on board with telephone numbers of all tuf 
police officers of the places the bus will pasi 
thnnigh. The passengers, who would neec 
passports and visas to travel m the bus 
would also be permitted to use the phont 
facility on payment. 

International Film 
Festival In Hyderabad 

The 30lh International Film Festival oi 
India (IPFI) was inaugurated by matinee ido 
Dev Anand, who wa-s the f'hiei Gue-st a 
the colourful tuiwtion held at Lalitha Kalr 
Thranam auditorium in Hyderabad or 
January 10, 1999. The largest cini 
extravugan/a in the country commencei 
with the screening of the nole-J filiii maker 
Shekhar Kapur's directorial venture, llu 
16th century costu.ne drama lliinhlh . /V.-i 
Virgin Queen. 

The ten-day event included the screening 
of about 200 movies from nearly 3C 
countries. Union Informatio'r anc 
Broadcasting Minister, Mr. Pramod Mahajoi- 
expressed the Government's keeness to help 
the film mdustry, adding that the industry 
status was accorded to it last year. Andhr< 
Pradesh Chief Minister, Mr. Chandrababi. 
Naidu expressed his happiness over thi 
return of the festival to the City of Pearl'. 

after a gap of 13 years. 
Apart from featuring of 85 films in th« 

Cinema of the World Section, the festiva 
includes the presentation of a Lifetime 
Achievement Award to Mr. Bernadi 
Bertolucci, the renowned Italian director o 
The Last Emperor. In all, 200 films fron 
nearly 50 countries were screened at thi 
festival. L 
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I CURRENT AFFAIRS 

The World 
Operation Desert Fox 

I_and After_ 
"If AmcricanH kill Saddam, another 

Saddam will take his place and stqnd up to 
US attain, but if Americans kill our children, 
we cannot replace them, nor can Saddam 
do it for us," cried the Iraqi woman Fatima 
as hundreds of missiles were fired from 
ships and from 11-52 bombers for seventy 
hours in December 1998 on as many as W 
iarj;ets iii Iraq in the meticulously planned 
".iRftression" by USA and Rritain, sanctioned 
bv no international law. Puffed up with 
rirro)>aiice of its ivcalth and armed might, 
USA and its lone military supporter, Britain, 
now (in the words of the Labour MP George 

iway) "reduced to being a tail on this 
v^iiiinou-i and mangy Desert Fox," can 
hariily hear the forlc>rn wail of the mothers 
of .5,(100 to 6,000 Iraqi children dying every 
month from infections, starvation and lack 
of rtiedicines, all related to sanctions imposed 
on Iraq to make the 'dictator Saddam' 
behave. What a price the poor of the world 
have to pay to the high and mighty for 
whom the lives of poor arc expendable to 
secure the mean ob|ective of getting rid of a 
gadfly whom they once used to get at 
aiiotber; Undoubtedly, Saddam has bran the 
strongman of Baghdad for over 20 years, out 
of '.vliich tcir 12 years he happened to be 
America's ally, used as a cat's paw, to take 
on Iran. 

I! the then President George Bush had 
l^'oched the 'Otieration De.sert Storm,' w'ith 
tni' support of e big coalition of nations to 
gel Saddam out of Kuwait, a move that had 
the tacit support of many nations, Mr. Bill 
Clinton and his only friend Mr Tony Blair's 
'Cfiieration De.sert Fox wi.-; hamstrung by no 
clear objeitive. The dirty operation was 
perhaps launched to deflect the 
impeachment of Mr. Clinton that the US 
Mouse oi Representatives was to decide 
hours awav. Another trigger factor adduced 
bi'fore and after air strike has been the 
obsession to get the incumbent President of 
Iraq ou.sted bv any means, fair (ir foul. And 
tile me,ins the Anglo-American plot 
unr,i\i>l|i>d was anything but fair. A third 
thisirv was that the I’entagon was eager to 
lost the turlher updating of its weapons. 

Playing second fiddle to Ihe Anglo- 
Aiiieiiian ,imbitions was UNSCtlM's chief, 

Iiiird Butler, w'ho cami under fire for 
doing his job Ihe partisan way, scribbling 
Ills anii S-iddam report to please a 
beleaguered AmericMii President, struggling 
hi get nut oi the lengthening shadow of 
Monica l,ewinsky. Mr. Butler went a step 
further by withdr.-wing his .nspectors even 

without oonaulting the UN Secretary-General 
and the UN Security Council. It is a pity 
that the world body started discussing 
Butler's report only after the aerial 
bcHnbardment started, that there has been 
unpardonable collusion between die so-called 
UN inspectors and the US Administration 
as revealed by some of the American 
newspapers during the first week of January 
1999 at emee, exposes the mischief of the US 
President ai^ the total ineffKtiveness of the 
UN. Newspapers like the Washington Post 
and the Boston Globe have alleged that the 
inspectors collected sensitive intelligence for 
Iraq. It is said that electronic eavesdropping 

operations had allowed American 
intelligence agents to listen to the secret 
communications between the military units 
responsible for Saddam's safety. One of the 
irritants that used to make Saddam raise 
objections very often over the frequent 
inspections was that the UNSCOM was 
totally biased and pro-American, a valid 
reason that made him ask US officials of the 
UNSCOM to leave Iraq some time in 1998. 
Saddam's worst fears have proved true 
with the latest revelations by the American 
Press. 

Iraq s Deputy Prime Minister, Mr. Tariq 
«Aziz claimed-on December 21, l‘>98 that 
* while a total of 62 military personnel had 

been killed and 180 injured in the four-night 
US-UK air strikes, the number of civilian 
casualties was much more. The brief one¬ 
sided war has hardly changed life in 

' Baghdad and thoae who wanted Saddam 
nowhere in Iraq finds him everywhere, with 
the strongman's grip on life in Iraq showing 

no signs of slipping. The bottomline of the 
Anglo-American blitz on Iraq cannot be 
more sarcastic than what the 'TIME had to 
say it about all: "And, of course, the greatest 
irony of all: after the most decisive military 
campaign of the Clinton presidency, the fate 
of the American President appeared more 
precarious than that of Saddam Huaaein's." 

By going it alone, the Anglo-American 
war strategists have emasculated the UN, 
its Secretary-General and its agencies 
including the Security Council. For quite 
some time many in USA, including some in 
the UN, had long felt that UNSCOM—a 
multinational army of biologists, computer 

experts, soldiers, chemists and rocket 
scientists—had increasingly been acting 
more as a US agent and adopting tactics that 
served more the USA than the UN. In fact, 
Mr. Kofi Annan was in favour of "phased 
lifting of sanctions", but fearing that time 
was running out with the UN Chief and the 
delegates of Russia, France and China likely 
to throw a spanner in the works, Mr. Clinton 
and Mr. Blair decided to act. 

One can't blame Saddam for the temper 
tantrums he is forced to indulge in very 
frequently if only one makes a little attempt 
at taking a quick look at the histoey of 
UNSCOM. Resolution 687 of the UN 
Security Council (1991) authorised 
disarmament in Iraq and a zone free of 
WMDs (weapons of mass destruction). And 
so was born UNSCOM. Its inspections were 
to last 40 days, but they dragged on and on 
for an agonising eight years I Now that 
Saddam and his people had cooperated with 
the UNSCOM inspectors for well over 2920 
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days instead of tho stipulated 40 days, how 
on earth can he and his people be reviled 
for occasionally demonstrating their sound 
and fury and refusing to have anything to 

TktUSAhHmilnMMdiMlId Z 
tamM the Gun ragion.iiMi24,100 
ffllWwynMn and womanttim. ‘. / 
T)Mnm22ni«ytMpt,iightaftiiainiia , / 
CV^^nQ TOflMnVMC QUMV fTMIHWi IwiiCH 
eouM itriki argali in Iraq tf long langn. 
Than aia 201 mWary aicnA a tha am. bieluding 
tShaavyB-SObofflbananflalnOanOoaanUandaf ifcimamaiiliii 
DagoGaica.T)MbanibanalaocindaliMrair-liiinclwd 22fighar-tiombara 
cnOii nOiaiai, (ram polna ar from Iraq. 

do with the infamous UNSCOM cronies 
after the latest deadly attack on the 
sovereignty of Iraq ? Washington and 
London are still determined to show their 
deadly fangs just because they know 
there is no corresponding bully to challenge 
them. 

Beyond a shadow of doubt, the air strikes 
by USA and Britain on Iraq show the 
miserable irrelevance that the UN Security 
Council has been reduced to. While paying 
lip service to the high hopes of world peace 
and order, as enshrined in the UN Charter 
and taking on small nations over their 
alleged transgressions of international iaw, 
the two I'K'rmanent members of the Security 
Counol, USA and Britain, have taken the 
entire world for a ride with their bluster, 
bluff and flagrant acts of naked aggression. 
With USA and Britain acting as 
intematio.ial bullies, and other permanent 
members like France, China and Russia, 
(KTasionally giving vent to their impotent 
rage, the UN Security Council has forfeited 
all Its legitimacy and credibility to act 
as a guardian of international peace and 
security. 

Meanwhile a new crisis emerged as Iraq 
said it would fire on US and British 
warplanes patrolling the no-fly zones that 
USA and its allies iinpo.seU after the Gulf 
War. USA, Britain and France had set up 
the mvfly zones in l991-'»2 to halt air strikes 
against Khurdish rebels in the north and 
^i'ite Muslim rebels in the south. 

The much-dreaded D-day came in the 
chilly December 1998 when into the House 
of Representatives stalked the ghost of a 
former President Andrew Johnson, the only 
American President to be impeached. And 
the mantle has now fallen on the shoulders 
of President Bill Clinton, a President, with 
all his bravado and subtle attempts to divert 
the Slates' and world's attention with a war 
imposed on a faraway Arab country, 
couldn't avoid the impeachment. 

So Mr. William Jefferson Clinton was thus 
impeached after a 20-hour debate, for lying 
under oath about his sexual affair with 
Monica Li‘winsky. ITie impeachment vote 
was only the second in the history of tlSA. 
The Hoas{* voted 228-206 to approve Article 1 
of impeachment, accusing Mr. Clinton of 
committing perjury before a federal grand 
jury, it, however, dismissed a second article 
accusing Mr. Clinton of perjury in the Paula 
Jones sexual harassment law suit by 229 as 
again..! 205 votes. The third article on 
obstruction of justice was upheld by 221- 
212 voles and the fourth on abuse of power 
was rejected by 285 to 148 votes. 

A day before the House Judiciary 
Committee Chairman Heifpry Hyde said that 
President Clinton had brayed the public 
trust by lying under oath in the Monica 
Lewinsky affair and should be removed from 
office. "The question before this House is 
rather simple.... It is not about sex... the 

President Hill Clinton in ii pensive moail 

affairs" and that Clinton should follow hi 
example. 

Undaunted by the greatest trial of hi 
pcilitical career and bracing himself for lb 
ultimate trial by the Senate, President 
Clinton refused to resign saying that '' 
would continue to "work until the last hou 
of the last day of my term." 

The impeachment trials of Presiden 
Clinton began on January 7,1999 with ChM 
Jmtice, Mr. William Rehnquist, presidin 
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nver the proceedings. Since a two-thirds 
majority is required to carry through the 
impeachment motion, it is anybody's guess 
whether ultimately it would end up as an 
impeachment, or as a toughly worded 
reprimand, a hefty fine and even the 
i^inning of criminal proceedings agaiztst 
iJpr. Clinton after he leaves the White House 
in 2(KX). 

With the nation on trial even as the 
President's future hangs in the balance, 
Mr Bill Clinton was requested by both 
Kepublicajis and Democrats to delay 
tlelivery of the State of the Union Address 
lo a combined sitting of the Congress. 

As tile "imjicachment managers", the 13 
Ri publicans, doubling as Clinton's chief 
I'lowciitors begin their job, Democrats are 
iiargainmg haul to mitigate the puiiishment 
.if the President to mere censure. Polls have 
ilreadv shown that most Americans, 
Jisgusted by the shockingly detailed probe 
inio the affair and weaned by the battle 
ahead, want a speedy trial ending with just 
ii censure. 

Wye River Accord 
on Hold 

The liawks in Israel and one who 
rejiresents their cause. Prime Minister 
Banjamin Netanyahu, alw'ays Itxik for alibis 
to torpedo the peace proces.s with the 
Piilesiinians. Hopes had soared high when 
the Wve River agreement was signed in 
Washmgion a few months ago with the 
I'lessings of tiu* American President, Mr. Bill 
L linton and everyone hoped that the 
I't-monili old deadlock had been broken and 
that t!i>' I’alestinian.s would get back a bit of 
then lerritorv in response to President 
Ar.if.it's guarantees to contain the extremists 
itnigghng at tlie leash. But the pact's land- 
for-seenritv provisions infuriated the far- 

withdrawal from 5 per cent of the West Bank 
after a wave of anti-Israel violence. 

To make matters still worse, the Israel 
Parliament voted overwhelmingly for 
elections in May 1999 putting off the 
implementation of the Wye River accord. 

As the disgruntled Palestinians fret and 
fume, Mr. Netanyahu is never tired of 
putting forth unreasonable demands on the 
Palestinians such as renouncing their claim 
to Palestine Statehood and dropping the 
demand for the release of Palestine prisoners. 

In a joint statement in Cairo on 
December 27, 1998, Egyptian President 
Hosni Mubarak and the Palestinian 
Authority President Yasser Arafat described 
the Israel Government's decision to suspend 
the Wye River Accord until new Israeli 
elections as "illegal". 

In what could be described as a morale- 
booster, President Bill Clinton earned the 
distinction as the first American President 
to visit Palestine. The President said "for the 
First time in the history of the Palestinian 
movement, the Palestinian people and their 
elected representatives now have the chance 
to determine their own destiny on their own 
land". 

Cambodia : Say 'Very 
Sony' After Killing a 

Million People 

us IVsrifrnt Bill Clinton applauds as the Palestinian leader Yasser 

f Arafat concludes his address at the Palestinian NaHonal Council. 

Bill Clinton is the first American President to visit Palestine 

%hl law-makers, a small but powerful 
netkm in Netanyahu's government, who 
iisist on Israelis' Biblical claim to the West 
ank Early in December 1998, the Prime 
finister scrapped a scheduled troop 
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'Ihc horrendous name of Khmer Rouge 
conjures up the hideous nightmare of 
hundreds upon hundreds of skulls and 
bones stacked up in a room somewhere in 
Cambodia to remind tlie people of the world 
of the ogrish Pol Pot and his henchmen who 
revelled in genocide from 1975 to 1979. With 
changing political fortunes the much- 
detested Khmer Rouge was on the run and 
somewhere in the jungles of Cambodia, one 
of the most hated and dreaded persons in 

history, Pol Pot was 
found dead due to 
natural causes even 
before international 
justice cnuld bring 
him to book for the 
crimes against 
humanity. 

But on Christmas 
last when one heard 
Christ's eternal 
mes-sage of 'Peace on 
earth, and goodwill 
among men,' there 
emerged from the 
jungle hideouts cm 
the Cambodian scene 
Mr. Khieu Samphan 
and Mr. Nuon 
Chca, who said 'very 
sorry' for the one 
million killings for 
which both were 
responsible along 

unt^ Pol PPt. "Let bygones be bygones," said 
the notorious killer Samphan, and the 
strongman of Cambodia, Mr. Hun Sen, who 
always has had the upper hand whether he 
loses or wins an election was ready tc forget 

and forgive the killers to secure the objective 
of so-called national reconciliation. It was 
reported that an accord had been reached 
between the Cambodian Prime Minisfor, 
Mr. Hun Sen and the two Khmer leaders 
who have surrendered to the government. 

Mr. Khieu Samphan was the chief 
"diplomatic spokesman" for Khmer Rouge 
and he xvas once its Commander-in-Chief 
and on seizing power he replaced King 
Sihanouk as Cambodia's Head of State, a 
position he held until the invading 
Vietnamese topplcxl the Khmer Rouge in 
December 1978. Mr. Nuon Chea, who as Pol 
Pot's second in command, was known as 
Brother No. 2 (and Pol Pol was Brother 1). 

While Mr. Hun Sen would like to 
"rehabilitate" the two top Khmer Rouge 
defectors, USA is trying its best to organise 
an international tribunal under the UN 
auspices to try both Mr. Khieu Samphan and 
Mr. Nuon Chea. Cambodia's King Norodom 
Sihanouk, who has left it to the Prime 
Minister on the issue of pardon of the Khmer 
Rouge defectors, has given a sudden twist 
to the unravelling drama by himself agreeing 
to stand trial in a possible international trial 
of the two defectors. The king himself had 
his links with Khmer Rouge when he 
served as Cambodia's Head of State for some 
time during Ihc extreme organi.sation's rule 
in the 70s. 

Nepal : Koirala Leads a 
New Pack 

Changing partners midstream or at any 
time remains the compelling passion amimg 
politicians keim on survival. Politicians in 
Nepal have not bi^en an exception to lliis 
rule. Exigencies have recently compelled 
Prime Minister Girija Prasad Koirala of 
Nepal ditch his coalition partner, the 
Communist I’artv of Nepal (Marxist- 
l.oninist), the third largest parly in 
Parliament. In December 1998, Mr. Koirala 
had a reshuffling of his cards, and just ahead 
of eli’Clioris, fornieil a three-parly oiahtion 
comprising his own Nepali Congress, the 
main Opposition Part} CPN(UML) and the 
Terai-biived Nepal Sadbhavana Party. 

When the Marxists pulled out of the 
coalition over Koirala's failure to implement 
a 2.1-point agreement, it plunged !lio 
government into a crisis. Fearing the 
prospect of a no-confidence motion to he 
moved against him by the Marxists, .the 
rrime Minister rcaimmended to the King 
tl e dissolution of the Lower House and 
general elections on March 31, IV*!'!. 
Meanwhile, 62 Ml’s, led by the CPN (ML), 
asked for a special session of the Hou.se. The 
King of Nepal rejected Mr. Koirala's 
recommendation and summoned a spi'Cial 
session for Dca>mber 24, 1998. But fortune 
smiled on the incumbent when the main 
Opposition party struck a deal with the 
Nepali Congress to form a coalition 
government geared to prepare for the polls 
in March-April 1999. So with the support of 
135 MPs belonging to the Congress and the 
UML, Koirala was back in the saddle, duly 
sworn in on December 24,1996. □ 
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How to Write and Speak 
Simple and Powerful English 
_ (for people who studied In non-English medium) ^ 

Dear friend, 
My name is I^j Bapn:i. I invite you to read 

this page about nw new research-bued powerful 
course Bapna's English Count. 

Ybu can use this easy course to learn quickly 
how to write and speak simple, correct, and 
powerful English. 

Fr«« Sample of 
What You Will Learn 

Let me teach you how to correctly use 
will/shall We call it Bapna's”* WUi/Shall 
Rule. This rule has two parts 

For ipeaklng. always use During ray 4 
years in USA, I never heard an^ne use SHALL. 

For writing and for exams, use IX like I'll, 
^'11. he'll, she'll, tliey'll. This is a short-cut. 
in this way. your sentences will always be correct. 

Unique Course 
PIcBs^ote that my course is not »i all like 

Rapidex"*or other I’CHtks/courses 1 showed you the 
use of will/shall so easily and quickly Many books 
may take to 10 pages to teach it .nnd so it uikcs you 
nuuiy da)^ to learn to use will/shall cotrcctly. Do 
you fully realize now dial my couise i.s really unique 
and different? 

Bapna's Will/Shall Rule and other material in this 
course cannot be copied by other books/courses 
because this material is based on our research, and 
we own the copyright and trademarks 

Who Will Greatly Benefit 
This course is not for those smo studied in 

English medium. It is for you if you studied in 
non-English medium. \bu can greatly benefit: 
■ If you can understand English when others speak, 

but you are not sure of correct way to write or 
speak English. Or, if you sometimes make 
mistakes or get confused when speaking Engliih. 

•If you have used grammar or spoken English books 
to learn English, wt did not get success. 

■If you are a student, teacher, prafeisor, doctor, 
CA, ICWA, CS, MBA, engineer, technician, 
scientist, musician, secreury, phone operator, 
bank officer, clerk, businessman. 

■ If you are highly motivated to learn simple and 
powerful English easily and quickly. 

I Was Weak In English 
I was born in Rqasihan wtiere people are weak in 

English. 1 studied In government non-English 
medium schools. So, I was also weak in English. 

On niy way to PilanI to foin B.E., at Chlrawa 
railway station, I met one'P V Reddy from Andhra 
Pradesh who was also going to Pilani to join B E. 

1 started speaking in Hindi. Mt Reddy said. 
't do not know Hindi'. It was a surprise and shock 
for me that he did not know Hindi, i had never 
talked in English before and I was not confident of 
talking in English So. I said, *1 do not know 
Engli^'. 

My Struggle to Learn English 
In the first semester in Pilani, I was a to;^ with 

10 out of 10 grade points, but I was mx confident In 
Englisli. So, I was worried about my weak English. 
I bought many books, guides, dictionaries, 
newspapers. 

1 worked hard, but Improvement was very slow 
For example, I took one month to read my first 
novel R. K. Narayan's The Guide because I had to 
search so many words in the dictionary. 

I even thought of dropping one semester, sitting at 
home, and learning only English. That time I used 
to think "Why nobody develop a research-based 
course to team good simple English for non-English 
medium penpieTike me? And someday I'll try." 

My Dream Comes True 
I continued to work hard And finally I improved 

Engii.sh and became a successful engineer/aujhor in 
America. And. then I returned to India. 

Today. I am happ}' to offer you this course in 
Eiulish-my sCconu dream has come true. 

My first dream was to teach students "how to 

Study and how to uae more mind power* to get 
success in exBina and competitions. That course has 
changed thousands and thousandi of lives in the last 
few years. 1 am mote proud ctf niy lesearch and 
contributions in India than my luccesi In USA. 

Our N«w Rusaarch for 
Practical Grammar 

The schools teach you complete, theoretical 
grammar. Their goaf is to teach everything for 
nam purpose. And as a result the schools leave 
many of us conftised and unsure of our knowledge 
of ^lish. 

We have simplified grammar. Our goal is to teach 
practical Ei^lish so that you quickly gain 
confidence in speaking and writing English. One 
example of our practical approach is the Bama's^ 
nmmauibiu. 

We developed this new course only fur people like 
you who studied in non-Englisli medium. So, it is 
very powerfiil and rcsult-orTented in helping you 
learn quickly. We hrtieve this is the first and only 
suclt course in the world -- 

Bic-Data 
• B E. BITS Pliant M Tech. IIT 

Kharagpur. NTSE scholar Rank 
5 Raj School Board. V O JY 

• VlftHM-famous author. I published a|p 
3 computer books In USA 
including a best selling "MS-DOS sB^jPP 
Maatans." 

• My Ural Job as an anginaer paM A 
only Ra 1000 par MONTH Just 71*™ ■ 
yaara later, I aamad 90 dollara par HOUR In USA aa 
computer expert and writer. 

■ At the peak of suceata. I laft USA to do something In 
our own country. Now, I spend my full time at the 
"Mind Power Raaasrch Insdiuta.* 

■ I also laamt French, Sanskrit, Karate, BraaMng 
wooden board by hand, many Maditatlona, aid. 

■ Expert: Compulera, English. Mind Power, Study 
Tschniquaa. Was a nembsr of "Society for 
Accalaralad Learning & Teaching, USA*. 

60 DAY MONEY-BACK 
GUARANTEE 

I am lOOIF sure that my ctxirse will benefit you 
greatly, so I offer you this unique guarantee. 

If you are not 100% satisfied widi the course (code 
8S1), simply return it so that it must teach us within 
60 days of despatch from our office, and you get re¬ 
fund of your amount (minus Ks 40 for poit&handling) 

MOt No questions a.sked-you be the judge. 
Ask your^lf- Why is this the only English 

course in this magazine Uiai offers you guarantee? 
Why others do noi give such guaraniecT , 

Easy to Learn 5 Parts 
If you can understand this article, ^ can surely 

understand my course. And greatly benefit fimn ft. 
(}ur belief and experience show that it la belter to 
leach English through English than through 
tranalation. Why? Because it helps students to 
team to think in English. 

The complete course baa 5 parts for easy learning: 
Fart 1: Es’entlal Eitglish Ifort 2; important and 
Helpful Usage Fart 3. How to Write in a Powerful, 
Effective, and Reault-Oriemed Way Fart 4: 
Advanced Ibpics Fart 5; Mini Spdllng Dictionary 

Part 3 is so easy and powerful that. It is wtrth 
mure tiuui the full price for the complete course. 

Some of the other topics la the courie are: 
IWo ahort-cuts to powerful English Learn to use 
these helpful words How to write letters How to 
enhance meaning Hmv to remember spellings and 
Increase vocabulary Common usage. 

Benafit from My Mind Powor Exportloo 
Ybu may know that I am an expen in the fields of 

Mind Power, Study Techniques, and Computers. 
I have uaed this knowledge to make the English 

course easy to learn and easy to remember for you. 

Ybu begin to Improve on the very firit day you ge 
this course. You learn simple and pcwmful English 
In two steps: 

Stn 1; Study for 1 hour per dqy. Ybu can 
Gompfete it in 23 to 40 days. 

Step 2: For the next 2 months, revise k for 2 
hours per week. After (hot, for the next 2 months, 
revise it for I hour per week. In this way, your 
improvement will become pemuuient. 

PoekBt Cards for Fastar Laaming 
Keep them in your pocket to reviK in school, in 

coll^ in bus, in park. In playground, etc. So, ym 
uie the time which other people waste. No other 
course gives you such us^l pocket cards. 

More than 100 franchise centres 
of Mind Power English Institute^ 
all over India use this course (code 
8S1) for the classroom teaching. 
Their fee is Rs 1,1(X) to Rs 1,500, 

I encourage ycni to join the classroom coaching at 
an authorized franchise centre in your city or ordcf 
the course by post as explained below. 

M Proof of Succoss 
Da "Before joining your couise I could understand 

English but I could not speak English. Now, 1 can 
SMak powerful English - ssnw si,isii. fmm, atn 

■ "in the past, I was not good at writing ai well as 
speaking English. Using your course, I am able to 
write simple and better Et^lish without mistake 
and I can speak Eiwlish with othera without any 
hesitation. I complied your course In 27 dim. * 

—' V H PBrdBBhl, AhffltdnBgBr, Ml 

■ "Good and unique course. I was average in 
English. Now I can write letters in simple 
English. * — Atuii artiwn. ei 

■ "I warn to thank you for thia valuable English 
course. Now I cank rite & speak English much 
better than before. * ~ - shmir xvinaih m. nmuc mi 

Cassettos for 
Spokan English 

If you have a tape recorder or watkniin, I strongly 
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Important Topics 

il US-UK Unilateral Air 
I Strikes Over Iraq 

The US-UK air strikes over Iraq in 
December 1998 loUowing Iraq's alleged non- 
cooperation with the UNSCOM has widely 
been considered as unwarranted and 
unjustified around the world. The air 
assaults carried out without the UN 
mandate, have indeed battered Iraq, but 
have not undermined tiaddam's position, 
nor destroyed the places of WMDs. The 
Ofieration Desert Fox, has however, caused 
considerable damage to a few military 
targets. TIME (December 28,1998-Januai)' 4, 
1998), published from New York, gives a 
detailed report on the consequences of the 
recent attacks : 

The start of it was chillingly fiimiliar : tlx 

wail of sirens, the staccato blasts of antiaircraft 
file, the tracers lighting up the night sky ovei 
Baghctaii I hen tame the crash of missiles in tlx 
distance, setuliiig up an orange glow along the 
horiioit. On just the first night of Operation 
Desert Fos, US ships and bombers pounded Iraq 

• with 280 Aiuerhiin iruise missiles-almost as 
imiy as hit tlx country during tlx entire Gulf • 
IVnr III I99J. Night after night, waves of 
warpla,les, including B-52s, F-Hs, F-18s and 
British I'oritadoes, joined in the attack. Even tlx 
B -1 bomber, a cold xuar relic Viat had nevei seen 
combat despite its $280 miUion-per-plane price 

tag, got in on the action. The first night of 
bombs, Pentagon officials said, disarmed 
Iraq's air-defense network, flattened its 
intelligence headquarters and destroyed 
barracks housing Saddam Hussein's special 
security forces. General Hugh Shelton, 
Chairman of the joint Chiefs of Staff, showed 
reporters photographs of several smasiwd 
targets and proclaimed success. "There's 
notiling left but rubble," he said. 

By last Saturday, when the President 
announced an end to the bombing, it was clear 
that Iraq was Ixavily damaged, and there were 
other casualties, including tlx stature of the 
United Nations Security Council and tlx US's 
reputation in tlx eyes of sonx nations. It wasn't 
just Republican who suggested that Clinton had 
ordered tlx assault in a Wag the Dog effort to 
avert impeachment. That tlxory - though 

erroneous - echoed in 
Britain's Parliament, in 
French editorials and 
tixoughoul tlx Arab world. 
FOR MONICA'S SAKE, 
IRAQI CHILDREN ARE 
DYING read a sign waved 
during a demonstration at a 
Cairo mosque. From Russia 
and China came deep 
grumbling that tlx US had 
overstepped itself. Said Boris 
Yeltsin : "The US and Great 
Britain luwe crudely violated 
tlx UN charter and generally 
accepted principles of 
international law and tlx 
norms and rules of responsible 
beluwior of states.'' 

And what did tlx conflict 
accomplish ? Even US 
military officials recognized 
tlat their campaign could not 
wipe out Iraq's stores of 
chemical and biological 
agents. lAhtli UN inspectors 
gone, Saddam might speed 
development of weapons of 
mass destruction. No one 
doubwd that wlxn tlx smoke 
cleared, we would he asking 

tlx same nagging questions: VYIxn will Saddam 
fall ? What do we do now ? 

Why Americans Still Love 
President Clinton 

You may or may not love the US 
President, Mr. Bill Clinton but according to 
the latest Gallup poll survey the American 
citizens have approved the way Bill Clinton 
is handling his job as President, with 
overwhelming support. In other words, the 
people have not only rejected the Kenneth 

Starr Report but consider the former's 
queries' were worse than Clinton's hes. THE 
ECONOMIST (December 19, 1998), 
pubhshed from London, finds out the reason 
as to why the American public still admires 
Mr. Bill CTmton: 

Throughout this year of scandal, a familiar 
demon has stalked America For tlx past decade 
or so. Amertcofis luwe worried about tlxir 
cynicism towards government, their sense tlwt 
the goings^on in Washington do not reflect tlxir 
real concerns. Until Momcagate, the chief 
evidence for this malaise lay m falling voter 
turnout, relentless anti-Washington rhetoric 
spouted by political candidates, and polls 
suggesting that trust in government was at an 
all-time law. But notv Bill Clinton's threatened 
impeachment has dramatised this gap between 
government and country. As The Economist 
xvent to press, the outcome of tlx House vote on 
impeachment remained uncertain, as was its 
timing, thanks to tlx sluiodoum with Iraq. 
But this much seemed obvious; by pushing 
impeachment this far. Congress has risked 
further alienating the people it is meant to 
represent. 

At the start of 1998 Bill Clinton's 'cb- 
approvttl rating stood at 59%. according to t>x 
Callup poll. Then Monica came along, and hi/ 
the end of January the pmidcnt's rating hail 
jumped to 69%, the highes> score of his 
presidency, hi no f-iver than 33 Ctilhip polls 
taken since then, the president's rating has never 
dipped below 60%. Nothing seems to damage 
him This season's trendiest gifts in Washington 
include a CD entitled ''Bill Clinton's Greatest 
Hits... On Woinen", descriptions of Ins affair 
panted on toilet paper, and a iiiatch that reiords 
tlx passing of seconds by the lengtixning of the 
presidential nose. No mattei : on tlx ax of tlx 
impeachment vole, two in three Americans 
loere still telling pollsters that they want this 
object of Beltway ridicule tv remain their 
president. 
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’/ Ills latest illustration of flu gulf behoeen 

l/Vasliingloii anil public has cmfured up a netv 

line of commentary. Until now, it was 

conservttimes who were keenest to explain the 

public's disaffection : it showed that Washington 

was loo eager to meddle in the economy, too 

addicted to do-goading schemes that made social 

problems worse. Now. liberals are talking. 

Americans Imte politics, they argue, because the 

political classes are too (puck to moralise about 

people's private Iwes This is why rehgious-riglit 

Republicans fared esfs-i uilly badly in November's 

mid-term eleilioiis This is why Ken Starr, the 

puritanuiil independent prosecutor, is so 

fanlaslically unpopular. And this is why 

Mr Clinton, the object of Mr. Starr's 

impiisition, retains the sympathy of ordinary 

Americans. 

The New Dispensation 
_In Asia_ 

Asia has come a long way from its 

colonial past during the 20th century. Today, 

as we stand on the threshold of a new 

millennium, new leaders are there to guide 

the destinies of free nations in the largest 

conhnent in the world, and they face new 

challenges. Despots like Suharto have fallen 

by the wayside in the wake of people's 

protests against his one-man rule. In its 

leading wnte-up "Out with the Old in with 

the New" ASIAWEEK Oanuary 1, 1999), 

published from Hong Kong, presents the 

new scenario : 

One hiiiidrid years ago, ii newborn nation 

dared lo go where no Asiiins had gone before. 

Until then, the continent hud known but two 

kinds of rulers ■ dynastic monarchs and imperial 

governors, rising and falling with the flow of 

blood m royal veins or from roguish battles. 

But on fune 12, 1898, Filipinos ended 333 

years of Spanish colonization and proceeded to 

form a government expressly for the concerns of 

the people, for the res publica Not the glory of 

an emperor, the greatness of an eiiipirr or the 

greed of an elite-but the good of everyone. 

Reality, of course, lagged far behind good 

intentions. For the past five score years, even 

after casting oft the eoloiiial yoke, Asians had 

largely allowi'd a privileged few to decide Imv 

countries were run and for whose benefit. 

Qiitbblers were silenced with the bang of guns 

or the boom of GNPs. Hut this year, the party 

IS finally ending foi the once-revered autocrats. 

Now that tla Asian Miracle has become the 

Asian Crisis, a fundamental shift in mindset is 

irrevocably sweeping the coiuineiit. Asians want 

control over their Iwes and lands, to rule both 

for llieir own benefit 

Out with the Old Asia, run by and for the 

rulers: m with the New. governed of, by and for 

the people. To be sure, the region still has a long 

way to go toward that democratic ideal; indeed, 

some countries are marching the other way, lo 

the drumbeat of ruthless juntas, reralcilrant 

strongmen or teachonary elites. Even in the 

Philippines, 12 years after People Power and 

i2 

SIX months under the hugely popular 

foseph Estrada, figures from the nation's 

despotic decades are regaining wealth and 

influence. 

Still, more and more people are discarding 

the cturins of past docility, even if their bosses 
continue to cling to the chinks of past 

domination. From the reformasi rallyist in 
Kuala Lumpur and the onion shopper in Delhi, 

to the laid-pff worker in INuhan and the jobless 
graduate in Osaka, the region's inhabitants have 

one message to their tenders, wlutlier presidents 

or PMs, tycoons or CEOs: We’re mad as 
hell and we won't lake it anymore. From the 

cost of living lo the rights of man, from top- 

level corruption to ground-level destitution, 

Asians will no longer lake "Take me" as an 

answer. 

That's what Asia's Newsnwkers discovered 

or demonstrated in this year of living desperately. 
One frit after lime decades of strongman rule, 

two dueled over politiivl and economic rejvrm, 
and a fourth grappled with slate power in 

business. Another pair rattled nuclear siibers and 

stirred nationalist and communal passions, while 

the seventh Nexvsmakrr, a fast-sprcading global 

force, harnessed milltons of minds to divine, 

debate and decide the affairs of nation^. Suharto. 

Mahathir Mohamad and Atiwar Ibrahim, '/.tin 

Rongji. .Mat Behari Vajpayee and Nawaz Shanf. 

The Internet. In their etidcavors ewer the past 

12 months, they uvre prey or players in the 

fight by Asians to assert their will. 

Environment Calling 

Apart from political leaders and high- 

profile social activists crusading for causes 

dear to their hearts, there are many unsung 

and unhonoured people quietly working 

towards the realisation of their aspirations. 

One such person is Emmy Hafild, who has 

taken up the causes of Indonesia's 

Enchanted Forests. She is featured m TIME 

January 11, 1999), published from New 

York, as she found her calling after the forest 

that had been her childhood playground 

was turned into a golf course : 

To hear Emmy llafild describe it, her 

childhood was a kind o/Jungle Book experience. 

Raisea in rural Suiiiafra, the daughter of a 

planlatioii executive, she played in an abandoned 

rubber tract grown wild again. "You :onld still 

see tigers, elephants, panthers," she recalls. "I 

was an outdoor child." 

But ri 1968, when Hafild was 10, the 

enchanting forest was plowed into a golf 

course - a trauma that eventually turned her into 

one of Asia's gutsiest environmentalists. She has 

taken on an American mining giant and the 

regime of j^rmer President Suharto. Mindful of 

the risks, she made arrangements for friends 

abioad to care for her young daughter in the 

event of her arrest. All this to help Indonesia 

from going the way of her former playground. 

"Even now," says Hafild, 40, "I still miss that 

forest.” 

After earning a degree in agronomy from 

Bogor Agricultural University in 1982, Hafild 

•joined the Green Indonesia FoundoHon and by 

198$ had become active in the Indonesian Forum 

for the Environment (knaivn by its Indonesian 

acronym WALHI), a fledgling environmental 

group that has since mushroomed into a 

coordinating center for 368 non-goveni mental 

organizations. Hafild now runs it. A three-year 

master's degree course in environmental studies 

at the University of Wisconsin gave her new 

contacts around the world and exposure to the 

U.S. political system. "That period made me 

more political," she says, "and I was more 

outspoken in criticizing Suharto." Initced. when 

WAI.HI led a court aition nginnsl '^.ilmilo in 

1994 for transferring $183 inillwn in 

reforestation funds tv an airplane pro/eil headed 

by current President B.[ Huhihie, llufild was 

one of the few people acting publicly against the 

regime "Sniiaito couldn't do a.n/lhing to us 

.because we did it through ttw courts. ' she recalls, 

adjusting her steel-rininicd glasses ‘'t<'!l he was 

iieri/ angnj." two years Inter, Siihnito tiui sirred 

another $102 million oj rcfoiestntion juiw tn a 

pulp and paper company owned by auc ol his 

associates WAI HI filed another I,'w-siul In li.nt 

same year Hafild's group was blamed f.jr the 

riots and kidnappings in tiu- Irmii j.n/a iiiiinng 

toiicession of the U.$ firm Fiecport-h 'nMoRan 

Copper (s Gold. Hafild teas cxpe 'ting the 

military to toss her into /ad but. she say-, the 

generals backed down when site Ihrcut, ned to go 

public with ewhairassing revelations of their 

intelligence operations in the ana 

With biiharto gone and Hafild iinisnig a 

newborn second child, she should fee! 

truimphanl. The apposite is true • tv her, 

Indonesia's current polHical and CLonomic chaos 

IS more environmentally threatening. "Natural 

resources are all we liat'C now," she siiys. "Palm 

oil is big. I here will be big new plantations." In 

the Indonesian context, that presages huge forest 

fires to clear the land, a cloud of stroke across 

Asia, inholcsale environmental degradation. "I 

am very pessimistic," she says, "but we have to 

do something. We liiwe to slop the destiiiction," 

As Suharto learned, stopping Hafild is no easy 

task. Q 
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SPECIAL FEATURE 

mjl Mk V Management Aptitude Test 
■ Condudted by Ail India Management 

m w m ■ Aptitude Testing Service (AIMATS) 

May 1998 Question Papers (Fully Solved) 

Section I 
Language Comprehension 

DireetioHs (Qs. I to 5); Select the word 
which b eimllar in meaning to the word 
given. 

Q. 1. Fluctuation 
(1)Increase 
(.3) Stability 
Q. 2. Bashful 
(1) Haughty 
(3) Shy 
Q. 3. Irivittl 
(1) Significant 
ly Unimportant 
t(p. 4. Rivalry 
(1) Competition 
(3) Compromise 
Q. 5. Collapbe 
(U Rise 
(3) Rebirth 

(2) Change 
(3) Decrease 

(2) Discreet 
(4) Upset 

(2) Momentous 
(4) Critical 

(2) Cooperation 
(4) Campaign 

(2) Failure 
(4) Debt 

Q. 17. Partition 
(l)'^Maintain 
(3) Unify 
Q. 18. Primitive 
(1) Polite 
(3) Weak 

(2) Enjoin ■ 
(4) Break 

(2) Naive 
(4) Sophisticated 

Directions (Qs. 6 to 73) : There may 
be an error in the sentence in these 
questions. Indicate the part of the sentence 
which contains the error. 

Q. 6. You (1)/ will be ready (2)/ to 
start while (3)/ he comes. No ernir. (4) 

Q. 7. The girls (1)/ which (2)/ won 
were honoured (3)/ by their friend.s. No 
error (4) 

Q. 8. Ram asked (IV would (2)/ I go 
to the college with (3)/ him. No error. (4) 
-^0 9. Recent studies have shown (1)/ 

that non-smok'og (2)/ are more productive 
than those who smoke. (3)/ No error. (4) 

Q. 10.1 heard (1)/ Sita's (2)/ knocking 
at (3)/ the door. No error. (4) 

Q. 11. The boys (1)/ is thought to be 
.me (2)/ of the most gifted children (3)/ 
.n the class. No error. (4) 

Q. 12. Will (1)/ you make (2)/ me a 
>mall (3)/ favour ? No error. (4) 

Q. 13. The dishes (1)/ prepared (2)/ 
)V the hostess was (3)/ placed on the table. 
Nio error. (4) 

Directions (Qs. to 18) : Select the 
vord which is the opposite In meaning 
o the given word. 

Q. 14. TranstVnf 
, (1) Urgent (2) Youthful 
J(3) Original (4) Eternal 

■ •Q.TS. Sublime 
(1) Base (2) Concise 
(3) Partial (4) Insist 
Q. 16. Mansion 
(1) Castle (2) Hovel. 
(3) Home (4) Hotel 

Directions (Qs. 19 to 23) : Rearrange 
the following groups of words to form a 
meaningful sentence. 

Q. 19. 
1. Put them 2. So their mother 
3. Were tired 4. To bed 
5. The children \ 
(1)24153 (2K53214 
(3)43215 (4) 15432 
Q. 20. 
1. Wanted to know 2. The book 
3. The librarian 4. Lost 
5. Where 1 had 
(1) 52314 (2) 15432 
(3) 31.542 (4) 23514 
Q. 21. 
1. Afloat 
2. He jumped over board 
3. To keep himself 
4. And tried 
5. As the ship sank 
(1)52431 
(3) 32154 
Q. 22. 
1. A nap IS 

3. After lunch 
5. The two hours 
(1)34152 
(3)41532 
Q. 23. 
1. Out that 
3. Our friend 
5. Had gone 
(1) 53241 
(3)31254 

(2) 15324 
(4) 42513 

2. The best time 
4. To take 

(2) 15.324 
(4) 24153 ■ 

2. To Bombay 
4. We found 

(1)53241 (2) 41352 
(3)31254 (4) 24315 
Directions (Qs. 24 to 30) : These 

questions consists of two words which 
have a certain relationship to each other 
followed by four pairs of related words. 
Select that pair which has the similar 
relationship. 

Q. 24. Reheat sal : Performance 
(1) Satisfaction : appetite 
(2) Applause ; audience 
(3) Engagement ; marriage 
(4) Entrapment : game 
Q. 25. Room : House 
(1) Chair : Room (2) Cabin ; Ship 
(3) Wheel : Car (4) Cockpit; Plane 

Q. 26. Sorrow ■ Death 
(1) Laugh : Cry 
(2) Happinc'.ss • Birth 
(3) Fear : Hate 
(4) Confusion : Anger 
Q. 27. Handcuffs Prisoner 
(1) Shoes ; Feet (2) l.eash : Dog 
(3) Tail : Kite (4) Ring : Finger 
Q. 28. Island ■ Ocean 
(1) Hill ; Stream (2) Forest: Valley 
(3) Tree • Field (4) Oasis : De.sert 
Q. 29. Drama : Director 
(1) Movie : Scenario 
(2) Hope : Optimist 
(3) Magazine : Editor 
(4) Anchor • Playwright 
Q. 30. Loyalty ■ Iraitor 
(1) Truthfulness : Liar 
(2) Hope : Clptimisf 
(3) Diligence : Worker 
(4) Understanding . Sage 
Directions (Qs. 31 to 40): Read the 

following passages and answer these 
questions. 

Passage 1 
Shams and delusions are esteemed for 

soundest truths, while reality is fabulous. If 
men would stead it)’ \'hserve realties only, and 
not allow themselves to be deludeil. Iile, to 
compare it with such things as we know, 
would be like a laiiy tale and the Arabian 
Nights' entertainments. If we respect only 
what is inevitable and ha; right to be, music 
and poetry would resound along the streets. 
When we are unhurried and wise, we 
perceive that only great and worthy things 
have any permanent and absolute existence 
that petty tears and petty pleasures are but 
the shadow of the reality. Tins is always 
exhilaralir^ and sublime. By closing the eye.s 
and slumbering, and consenting to be 
dec. Ived by show.s, men establish and 
confirm their daily life oi routine and habit 
everywhere, which still is built on purely 
illusory foundations. Children, who play life, 
di.scem its true law and relations more clearly 
than men, who fail to live it v.’orthily but who 
think that they are wiser by experience; that 
is, by lailure. 

I have read in a Hindu book that there 
was a king's sun who, being expelled in 
infancy from his native city, was brought 
up by a forester, and, growing up to maturity 
in that state, imagined himself to belong 
to the barbarous race with which he lived. 
One of his father's ministers, having 
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discovert^d him, revodled lu him what he 
was, and the miscuncepiion of lii> character 
was removed and he knew liim.sell to be 
a prince, "So soul,” rontniue-^ tlie Hindu 
philosopher, "from the circumstances in 
which it IS placed, mistakes its own 
character, until the truth is levealed to it 
by some holy teachei and lltcii it knows 
Itself to be Brahma " 

We think that that i^ w huh appears to 
be. If a man .shouhi );ivi' us an account of 
the realities he beliehi, we .should not 
rcHTognise the place m his de.scription. Look 
at a meetiii}’-hou.se, or .1 courl-luiuse, or 
a )ail, or a shop, or a dwelling house, 
and sav what that thing really is before a 
true gaze, and they would all go tu pieces 
m your arrounl of them. Men esteem truth 
remote, in the outskirts ol the system, behind 
the farthest star, betore Adam and after 
the last man. In eternity there is indeed 
something true and sublime. Inil all these 
tunes and places and onasions are now 
and here. Clod Him.selt culminates in the 
present moment, and will never be more 
divine III the lapse ot all ages. And we 
are enabled to iipprehend at all what is 
.sublime and noble only by the pi?rpetual 
instilling and divnehing «l the reality (hat 
surrounds us. The universe conslanllv and 
obediently answers to our conceptions; 
whether we travel last or slow, the track 
is Ijlid for us Let us spend our lives m 
conceiving, then. 1 he p.ic-l or the artist 
never yet had so l.io .ind noble a design 
but some ol his po.sterilv at least could 

accompii.sh it. 
Q. 31. The writer's altilnde toward the 

arts is one ol 
(1) Indifleri-iu c (11) Suspicion. 
(3) Admiration (4) Repulsion. 
Q. 32. The ■iiithoT believes that children 

are often more acute than adults in their 
appreciation ot lile's relations berau.se 

(1) Children know more than adults. 
(2) Children tan use their exjicriencv better. 

Q. 41. it the angles >>l .v tiiangle are in the 
ratio S ■ 4 : 3. liow many degrees are then- 
in the largest angle ? 

(Il75“ t2)9ti- t:i)4tr f4)4'5’ 
Q. 42. Two numbers are in the ratu' S ■ 4, 

■ and there difference is 10 VVhat is the* larger 
number ? 

(1)30 (2)40 (3)50 (4)60 
Q. 43. The ratio ot the prices of two 

houses A and B was 4 . 5 last yeai This 
year, the price of A is mu eased by 25'‘t. and 
"that ot B by Rs. SO.IKKJ. It their prices are 
now in the ratio 9 • ID the piice ol A la.st 
year was 

(1> Rs. .>,60,1X10 (2) Rs 4,.50.000 
(3) Rs. 4,HO,000 (4) Rs. 5,tX),()00 
Q. 44. Tltree lourths of 68 is less than twtv 

thirds of 114 bv 
(1)12 (2)25 (3) .3.5 (4)48 
Q. 45. Twc' cards ate drawn together from 

a pack ot 52 cards (a set of traditional 
playing cards), at random, llic- probability 

that one is a spade and other is a heart is 

, 13 .3 47 29 
(1) 102' <2) (3) t4) 

(3) Children's eyes are unclouded by 
failure. 

(4) Experience is the best teacher. 
Q. 33. The passage implies that human 

beings 
(1) Cannot distingui^ the true from the 

untrue. 
(2) Are immoral if they are lazy. 
(3) Should be bold and fearless. 
(4) Believe in fairy tales. 

Q. 34. The word 'fabulous' in the second 
line means 

(1) Wonderful. (2) Delicious. 
(3) Birdlike. (4) lllmsion. 
Q. 35. The author is primarily concerned 

with urging the reader to 

(1) Mediate on the meaninglessness of 

the present. 
(2) Appraise the present for its true value. 
(3) Look to the future for enlightenment. 
(4) Spend more time in leisure activities. 

Passage 2 
Today every major anthology ol 

ninteenth-century poetry includes examples 
ol the work which Christina Ros.setti 
produced during her long literary career 
Born in 1830, she began composing ver.so 
at the age of eleven and continued to write 

lor the remaining Kfty-three years of her 
life. Tier brother Dante Gabriel Rossetti, 
himself a poet and painter, soon recognised 
her genius and urged her to publish her 
poems. By the time of the her death 111 

1894, Christina had written more than 

eleven hundred poems and had published 
over nine hundred of them. Although this 
work has earned her recognition as the 
greatest woman poet of the Victorian Age, 
there is stil no authoritative edition ol 
her poetry. 

Q. 36. The word "anthology" (line 1) 
pmbably means 

(1) Writer. (2) Collection. 
(3) Poem. (4) Poet. 

Section II 
Mathematical Skills 

Q. 46. A bag has 4 red and 5 black balls. 

A .second bag has .5 red and 7 black balls. 

C>ne ball is drawn from the first bag and 

Iwo fnim the second. The probability, that 

there are two blacks balls and a red ball, is 

14 11 7 9 
,5 (3) (4) 3^ 

Q. 47. Three boxes contain 6 red, 4 black; 

4 red, 6 black and 5 red, 5 black balls 

respectively. One of these boxes is selected 

at random and a ball is drawn from it. If 
the ball drawn is red, then the probability 

tlia' it IS drawn from the first box is 

3 27 15 2 
(1)4 (2) -gg (3) ^ (4) 3 

Q. 48. A dice is thrown 6 times. If "getting 
an odd number" is a "success", the 
pn'bability of 5 successes is 

1 .’ 5 25 
(1) jQ (2) -j" (3) g (4) -3- 

Q. 49. It takes 30 days to fill a laboratory 
dish with bacteria. If the size of the bacteria 
doubles each day, how long will it take for 
the bactena to fill one half of the dish 'f 

Q. 37. Christina Rossetti began writin 
poetry 

(1) Only after her brother urged her I 
do so. 

(2) When she was fifty three years ol< 
(3) When she was very young. 
(4) When her geniuus was recognise) 
Q. 38. Christina's brother was probabi 

a good judge oi her work because. 
(1) He loved his sister very much. 
(2) He himself published poems. 
(3) He was a poet. 
(4) He was a famous painter. 
Q. 39. By 1894, Christina had 
(1) Published only a few of the mar 

poems she had written. 
(2) Published all the poems she ha 

written. 
(3) Published more than eleven hundn 

poems. 

(4) Publi.shed over nine hundred poerr 
Q. 40. At the time this pas.sage w 

written, Christina Ro.sselti's poetry. 
(1) Was almost unknown. 
(2) Was larely published 
(3) had made her known as Ihe greate 

women poet of the eighteenth centui 
(4) Had not been collected in > 

authoritative edition. 

ANSWERS ' 
1.(2) 2. (3) 3. (3) 4. (1) 5.(2 
6. (3) Part '3' should be 'by Ihe time'. 
7. (2) Part '2' should be 'who'. 

8. (2) Part '2' should be 'If 1 would'. 
9. (2) Part '2' should be 'non-smokers' 

10. (2) Part '2' should be 'Sua'. 

11.(1) Part '1' should l>o 'boy'. 
12. (2) Part '2' should be 'do'. 
13. (J) Part ■3' should be 'were'. 
14. (4) 15. (1) 16. (2) 17. (3) 18. ('1 
19. (2) 20. (3) 21. (1) 22. (4) 23. C 
24. (3) 25. (2) 26. (2) 27. (2) 28. (.; 
29. (3) 30. (1) 31. (3) 32. (3) 33. (1 
34. (4) 35. (2) 36. (2) 37. (3) 38. C 
39. (4) 40. (4) 

(1) U) days (2) 15 days 
(3) 29 dajs (4) 2U days 
Q. 50. A tap can fill a cistern in 8 hoii 

and anotht r can empty it in 16 hours, 
both the taps are opened simultaneous 
the lime (in hours) to fill the tank will t 

(1)8 (2)111 (3)16 (4) 
Q. 51. A and B can logetL.er do a piece 

work in 12 days. B and C together can 1 

the .same work in 16 days. After A lias be 
working at it for 5 days, and B for 7 da'. 
C finishes it m 13 days. In how many da 
will C alone be able to do the work 'f 

(1)16 (2) 24 (3)36 (4)- 
Q. 52. A certain dLstance is cov'ered bi 

cycU.sl at a certain speed. If a jogger covers h. 
the distance in double the time, the ratio 
the speeds of the jogger to that of the cyclist 

(1)1:4 (2)4:1 (3)1:2 (4), 
Q. 53. If a man travels at 30 km/hr, 

reaches his destination late by 10 minuti 
but if he travels at 42 km /hr, then he reach 
10 minutes earlier. Ihcrefore the distan 
travelled by him is 

(1)36 km (2) 35 km (3) 40 km (4)451 
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Q. 54. A dock gains 15 minutes per day. 

t is set right at 12 noon. What lime will the 
lock show at 4.00 a.m., the next day ? 

(1) 4:10 a.m. (2) 4:15 a.m. 
(3) 4:30 a.m. 14) 5:00 a.m. 

Q. 55. Two cyclists start on a circular track 
rom a given point but in opposite directions 

vitli speeds of 7 m/.sec and 6 m/sec 
espectively. i( the drcumference of the circle 
4 300 meters, after what time will they meet 

it the staiting point ? 

(1) 20 sec (2) 100 Sec 
(3) 300 Sec (4) 200 Sec 

0- 56. During a journey of 80 km, a train 
•overs lirst 60 km with a speed of 40 km/ 

II and completes the remaining distance 

vith a speed of 20 km/hr. What is the 

iveragc speed of the train during the whole 

ourney ? 
(1) .30 km/lir (2) 32 km/hr 
(3; 36 km/lir (4) 40 km/hr 

Q. 57. ll X + ■ = 5, then the value of 
X 

*■’ •* IS 

(1)125 (2)110 (3)4.5 (4)75 
Q. 58. Ot the following quadratic fsnations, which is the one whose roots are 

ind -15? 
(1) >.= - 2\ -I 15 ^ 0 
(2) * ]5x - 2 = 0 

(3) x’ + 13x - 30 0 
(1) X-’ - 30 - 0 
Q. 59. It the polynomial f(x) is such that 

f(- 43) - 0, then a f.ictor of t(x) is 

(1) X 43 (2) X 
(3) X - 7 (4) X f 43 

I 1 
y. 60. II iognx -I- log^ t, “ 1 ' 

I,line .if X IS 

iliiM 12) 24 (3)16 (4;12 
Q. 61. 'I III- floor 111 a reilangular room is 

r-ini lung .iiid l.■*m wide. The room is 

si>rr. •iiiiv.leil In a i i r.iiidah of width 2m on 
.ill Us -iide.s Ihf .iii-a ol the veianclah is 

ill 124 scj.m t2) 120 .sq.m 

O' s.i.tn (4) 58 .sq.m. 
Q. 62. .n . \ luider is circunissrihed about 

a hi-iiiisph-. :c and a unie is insenbed in the 
c\ luul‘-i s,i as ;i> have Us vertex at the centre 
Cl! one end, and the othei end as Us ba.se 
I he 1 oliiine III tlie cylinder, heini.sphere and 
'.he nine ,irc |•e■^pccllvely in the ritio 

11) 2 .3 2 (2) 3 ; 2 . 1 
(!) 3 : 1 • 2 (4) 1 : 2 ; 3 
y. 63 A vv.«tcr tank in the form of a 

ciib.iid h,is Us base 20 m long, 7 m wide 
and ill m deep Initially the tank is full, but 
i.iU-r M ben water is taken out of it, the level 
ot v\ Iter III the lank reduces by 2m. The 
3 Illume of. tile water left in the tank is 

(1) 1120 m^ (2) 400 in’ 
(3) 280 m-’ (4) 140 m’ 
Q. 64. A cylindrical vessel of radius 4 cm 

contains water. A solid sphere of radius 3 cm 
is lowered into the water until it is 
completely immersed. The water level in the 
vesael will rise by 

(1) 
9 
-^cm (i) 

0 
cm 

4 

(3) 
4 
,cm (4) -cm 

9 

Q. 65. The ratio of the areas of the 
inscribed circk to the circumscribed circle 
of an equilateral triangle is 

(1) 1 : 2 (2) 1 : 3 
(3) 1 : 9 (4) 1 : 4 

Q. 66. If the medians of a triangle are 
equal, then its angles are 

(1) 45‘’,45",90‘’ (2) 60", 45", 75" 
(3) 60", 60", 60" (4) 60", 30", 90“ 
Q. 67. The lengths of the three sides of a- 

triangle are given below. For which one, it 

is impossible to_ construct a triangle ? 
(1) 15 cm, 12 cm, 10 cm 
(2) 3.6 cm, 43 cm, 5.7 cm 
(3) 2.3 cm, 4.4 cm, 6.8 cm 

(4) 17 cm, 12 cm, 6 cm 

Q. 68. Any cyclic parallelogram having 

unequal adjacent sides is necessarily a 
(1) Square (2) Rectangle 
(3) Rhombus (4) Trapezium 
Q. 69. Which is the smallest of the 

following numbers ? 

{1) | (2)-1.5 (3) -3- (4) -1.375 

Q. 70. What is the value of 

(P + Q)/(P - Q) if P/Q = 7 ? 
4 2 2 7 

(1) 3 (2) 3 (3) 6 (4) g 
..7 *.7 O O 

Q. 71. Which of the following pairs of 
tractions adds up to a number greater 
than 5 ? 

13 n 8 
(2) 4- ■ 3 

7 n 5 3 

(3) 3 ' 5- W 3'4 
Q. 72. What is tive value of 

52 X 3 — 2 7 
6 3 • 3 

(1) 20 ^ 
' ^ 18 

'(2) 20 ^ 
18 

(3) 20 f- (4) 20-1 

Q. 73. If a certain sum of money becomes 
double at simple interest in 12 years, what 

would be the rate of interest per annum ? 

(l)8j (2)10 (3)12 (4)14 

Q. 74. A shopkeeper sells two radios at 

Rs. 1540 each. C)n one he gains 12% and on 

the other he loses 12%. What was the nel 

result of the sfilc of both the radios ? 

(1) No loss no profit (2) Gain of R.s. 165 

(3) Loss of Rs. 45 (4) Cain of Rs. 45 

Q. 75,1 wo equal sums were borrowed at 

8% simple interest per annum for 2 years 

and 3 years respectively. The difference in 

the interests was Rs. 56. The sums borrowed 

were 

(1) Rs. 690 (2) Rs. 700 

(3) Rs. 740 (4) Rs. 780 

Q. 76. By selling 12 marbles for a rupee, 

a shopkeeper loses 20%. In order to gain 

20% in the transaction, he should sell the 

marbles at the rate of how many marbles 

for a rupee ? 

(1)8 (2)6 (3)4 (4)3 

Q. 77. If Jx J49 = 8.2, then the 

value of X is equal to 
(1)1.20 (2)1.40 (3)1.44 (4)1.89 

Q. 78. The value of ^ ^ 

(1)-^ <2) - ^ (3)-36 (4)36 

Q. 79. The unit's digit in the product 

7“ X 3" X 11*“ is 

(1)1 (2)3 (3)7 (4)9 

Q. 80. If = 2.236, then the value of 

'fs 10 . , 
—^-+ V iZb IS equal to 

(1) 7.826 (2) 8.944 (3)5.59 (4) 10 062 
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Required Probability * Prob (one 
red ball from bag A and two black 
balls from bag B) or prob (one 
black ball trom bag A and one red 

and one black balls from bag B) 

= P, >' P, + Pj * P4 

4 7 5 7 7 
= -■ X - + X - - 

9 15 9 15 15 

47, (4) : Let U, be the event that the ball is 
drawn from the first box. 

E. be the event that the ball is 
drawn from the second box. 
E, be the event that the ball is 
drawn from the third box. 
E be the event that the ball is fed. 
Clearly, we have to find p(E,/E) 

Since all the boxes are equally 
likely to be selected, therefore 
p(E,) = p(E,) - pin,) - 1/3. 

Also, The probability of drawing 
red ball from the first box 

= p(E/E,)= ~ 

The probability of drawing red 

ball from the second box 

-p(E/E,)- 

The probability of drawing red 
ball from the third box 

-p(F,/^)= jp 

Hence, by Bye's theorem, we have 
p(E,/E) 

__p(»i> _ 
* »>' ’ Pfl"' ■ kj ‘ pn » 

1 6 

3 lb _ 2 

“ i 6 +1 4^1 _5_ - 5 
3 lb 3 ■ 10 3 ■ 10 

48. (2) : Let p - Probability of success 

3 1 
, = _ , (Since there are 3 odd 
n ^ 

numbers out of h numbers on the 
dice.l 
.. q • Probability of tailure 

1 1 
- 1 “ p - 1 - j 2 

Hence the probability of 5 

.successes 

49. (3) 

, . . , ^ ^ 1 Yf ■ 'i f 3 1 
'M) ■ i2i~i32J 

50. (3) . In one hour, 
8 16 

t? ik can be filled. 
16 

of the 

1 • 

SI. (2) ; (A + B)'s one day's work =• 

(B + C)'s one day's work = y" 

Suppose C alone can finish the 

work in k days. 

5=* C's one day's work - y 

.-. B'.s one day's work 

_ 1 1 k-16 

■ 16 ~ k ‘ 16k 
=» A's one day's work 

1 k-16 _ k ■» 48 
■■ 12 ' l6k “ 4ak 

5(k s- 48) 
A's 5 days' work = —— 

B's 7 days' work 
7(k -16) 

16k 
.'. Remaining work to be done 

byC 

, r5(k + 48) , 7(k-16)l 

48k '^~6k~J 

= —, which IS finished by 

him in 13 days. 

Now In one day, C does of the 

work. 

In 13 days, C does of the work. 

. a 
" k 

Ilk + 48 

24k~' 
=» = 24 

52. (1) ; Let the speed of the cyclist be k 
km/hr. 
.'. Speed of the jogger 

= 'ykkm/2hr= ^k km/hr 

.'. Ratio of the speeds of the jogger 
] 

and the cyclist = • 
4“ 1 

53. (2) ; Suppose distance travelled by the 
man = k km 

. k 10 _ k ^ 10 

'■ 30 ” 60 ~ 42 
k = 35 

54. (1) 
55. (3) : For the hrst time they will meet 

after 20 seconds but not at the 
starting point. 

56. (2) ; 60 km are covered in 1 *£• hours. 

Remaining 20 km are covered in 
1 hour. 

.-. 80 km are covered in 2 y hours 

.". Average speed * = 32 
2 ■- 

2 

57. (2); (x+ ^] = 5 

=> X* + -i- + 3x X -i- X { X + ^ 
X* X X / 

=125 

=» X* + ~ = 125 - 15 = 110 
x"^ 

58. (3) 59. (4) 

60. (4) . logs X -Hogs |- = y 

=» i??.* + .™T = 1 
log 8 log 8 3 

logx + log 1 - log6 _ 1 

log 2* 3 
log X - log 3 - log 6 _ _i_ 

3log2 3 
log X = 2 log2 4- log3 

61. (2) 

= log2* 4 log3 
= log 4 + log3 
= log'12 

=» X = 12 
Let r = radius of the base of the 

cylinder 
= radius of the hemisphere 
= radius of the base of the 

cone 
= height of the cylinder 
= height of the cone 

Required ratio 

■ — Ttr^ 1 S 

3 

= 3 ; 2 ; 1 

3 

= 1 : .2 ■ 1 
3 3 

63. (1) : Volumi of the water in the tank 
= 20 X 7 X in = 1400 cu. m 

Volume o( water left in the tank 
- 20 * 7 > 8 = 1120 cu. m. 

64. (2) : Radius of the cylindencat vessel 
- 4 cm. 

Volume of water in the veSs'.'l 
IT X {4i' X h = 16jch 

where h is the height of water m it 

When a sphere is lowered in 
water. suppos« that the water l«*vel 
rises by k. 
.-. Volume of water and the sphere 

in the vessel = 167t (b + k) 

16ir (b t k) - I6tth -- 7t(.3i' 

9 
=* 16ltk -- 36n k - ^ 

65. (5) ; I^^t ABC be an equilateral triangle 

Draw AD i BC, BE A. CA, CF1AB 

Let these perpendiculars meet at 
O. Since ABC i.s an equilateral 
triangle, therefore AD, EE (t Cf 
are also the righf bisectors of 
angles A, B & C 

BO OE 2:1 
AO : OD 2 ; 1 

CO . OF = 2 ; 1 

Frwn A ODB, = . 
dU z 

Radius of the inscribed circle 
= 1 

Radius of the circumscribed circle 

7tX(l)* ] 
Ratio 01 their areas = 

nx(2)* 4 

66. (3) 67. (3) 68. (2) .69. (2) 

(Continued on page 1]9> 
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Munish Moudgll ($th Rank): IAS Toppers Talk To You 

Strategic Planning & Never Say Die Spirit 

Munish Moudgil (24) achieved the 8th 
position among the successful candidates of 
the Civil Services Examination, 1998. 

He has done M.Tech (Electrical). 
We publish below an exclusive interview 

he gave ro Competition Success Review. 

CSR; What is the secret of your success 

in the Civil Services Examination ? 
Munish Moudgil ; Hard work, 

determination, focussed work and never 

say die spirit. This, along with strategic 

planning, was the key. 
Q. Apart from Competition Success 

Review, General Knowledge Today and 
CSR Year Book, which other newspapers 

and journals have you been reading for 
the General Knowledge and other 

papers 7 
A. I read The Hindu, The Times of India, 

^rir Economic Times and Frontline . 
' Q. What is your advice to the future 

aspirants 7 
A. Work with single-minded devotion. 

Especially with the kind of exam that this is, 
any half-hearted attempt is fatal. Be prepared 
to give your everything and yet face the 

result with equanimity. 

Q. Competition Success Review, 
the largest selling youth magazine in 
English, has been extremely helpful 
because... 

A. It provided me the base from where I 
mold build my Civil Services socces.s. It 
ri'inninod a companion in the form of 

inspiration to go further. I subscribi>d to it 
III mv tollege itself. 

Q. What prompted you to choose Civil 
' f>erviccs as your career 7 

A. It combines opportunity with ability 
lo vsork on .some of the fiindamental 

problems lacing our nation It offers good 

lari-er promotional avenues and ability to 
explore oneself in many diverse fields. 

Q. How did your parents, family and 
friends contribute to your success 7 

A. 1 frankly feel without family support 
no person can r«*ach anywhere. Friends are 
there to conslantiv keep vour spirits soaring 
and share vour troubles. 

Q. Had you not been selected in the 
Civil Services Examination, what would 
have been your reaction 7 Which other 

service/career would you have gone in/ 
opted for 7 

A. I would have been surprised. I would 

> have made another attempt along with 
' pursuing a career in Management. 

Q. How would you visualise your 
success ? 

A. It is the culmination of incessant 

endeavours and vindication of the fact that 
hard work always pays. 

Q. What were your Optionals for the 
Civil Services Examination 7 

A, (1) Physics for Prelims; (2) Mathematics 
and I^ysics in the Mains. 

Q. What was your criterion for the 
selection of the optional subjects 7 

A. My confidence in being able to do well 
in these subjects. Analysis of the success 
pattern of toppers in the last few years. My 
aptitude in Physics was the mam reason 

Q. How did you prepare for your 
Compulsory papers ? 

A. Language papers needed no 
preparation except for skipping through the 
List few years' question papers. Essay I could 
write impromptu because of my deep 
interest in philosopfiy. Regarding General 
Studies, 1 went m for planned, systematised 
approach. 

Q. What is your impression about the 
Interview Board 7 

A. Thci are a group of very astute, 
intelligent, knowledgeable persons who are 
exports in their own fields and can size you 
up in the time available at their disposal 
They want you to put forth your best 

Q. Competition Success Review is the 
largest read youth magazine in English. 
How do you visualise the role of this 
magazine in moulding the careers of the 
youth 7 

A. Well bf*gun is half done. So Competdion 
Success Review, if taken up as a companion 
early, can •eally help you discover your own 
potential and thus build your career. 

Q. How did Competition Success Review 
help you in your preparation for the 
inteiview 7 

A. CSR regularly publishes inteiviews/ 
views of toppers, which give a gixxi iasight 

into the whole interview process. 

Q. What is your opinion about 
Competition Success Review 7 

A. It IS a good magazine. It covers the 
widest range of competitions. 

Q. What is your opinion about General 
Knowledge Today 7 

A, General Knowledge Today is useful to 
every person, for even a layman can benefit 
from it. It gives relevant information in a 
concise foim. 

Q. What do you think is a better way of 
preparation between selective, intensive 
study and wide, extensive study 7 

A. An ideal mixture of the two depending 
upon your own temperament, aptitude and 
your optionals. 

Q Is the pattern of the examination 
appropriate for selection 7 Would you 
recommend any improvement 7 

A I feel tiiat the pattern is appropriate, 
except for the amount of time this 
examination takes. I sincerely feel great need 
for If to be cut down 

Q. Do you feel that there should be no 
restriction on the number of attempts 7 

A. Four attempts are more than enough. 
Q. With the resumption of Essay 

paper in the UPSC examinations, we arc 
giving four senior essays every month. Is 
this focus-oriented, analytical feature 
helpful for the IAS aspirants 7 

A. Undoubtedly. Yet essays from the 
previous IAS exam can be published along 
with marks scored by some toppers. 

Q. How do you think Competition 
Success Review could be more useful to the 
candidates 7 

A. It can become more analytical in articles 
and give more coverage to General Studies 
papers and articles suitable for these 
papers. □ 
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Factual Questions 
Troubled Me 

The Pervmihly lesi is mtemleJ to hrmg out the inherent traits and 

mental quaUhei- of the eandidatc The Interview Board someltmes makes it 

a stress iiilerview dehheratelu in order to appraise such qualities as 
intellectual uinosity, critual poivcr of observation, balance of pidgenienl 

and alertness of mind if the candidate. Here is one such instance of a 

'stress' iiitirviiio 
—Editor, CSR 

1 was confid»'nt of iny call as I had done quite well in my written 
exam Still I was joyous when I did receive it. My preparation had 
Ixvn Roing on .suite January, anyway. By way of keeping in touch 
with the world around and also keeping physically fit, f was 
pursuing iny hohhies all this tune. My earnest preparation included 
kisiping news-1'.:,'-."' - 'J ";;g 

Thorough Intensive 
Coverage 

We are pleased to publish here a letter from 
Mr. Munish Moudgil, IAS Topper 1998 (8tit Position) 
and wish our readers a similar splendid success. 

my'optiliaK 
taking keen , ^ TjStofe#-'; ■■ 1' '■.~- 
inlerest in K I 

deve- 
Inpmenl. incul- 
eating an .J 
analytical approach to every problem/issue. 

Chi the D-Day I wore grey trousers, black leather shoes, white 
shirt and a nianxin nwkiie. Though I w'as the first to be interviewed, 
1 had quite ^oine time to chat with my fellow candidates and we 
could strike a good rapport. I was ushered in at 10.00 a.m. I was 
ccxil and relaxeil and greeted the Board Membe-rs naturally. The 
first question was: What had I been doing since pa.ssing out of IIT 
liomhay in July '06 ? And the last que.stion, not by the Chairman, 
was: "How much ha.s the average temperature iiureased in India 
over ths- last 30 years " It was thus an environment-ivlaled que.stion 

I was not asked any questions abruptly but the Chairman did 
interrupt me om e or twice 1 found no question ticklish as such, vet 
factual questions were troubling as many ol them were asked. 1 
think here one should remain one's usual self and give frank, 
straigttorwnrd replies. On the whole, I felt T had done very wel'. T!ie 
interview lasted some 32 minutes J 

I Committed Avoidable 
Mistakes 

One lesson I ha'.'i learnt in appearing for 
the (.'nil horvices I'xamination is that this is 
a dicev examination. Tlierefore, do very well 
in every pait/paper of it so that you can 
nvovertn>m minor I ' " ' _ ' 
slippages, which ' - . , 
invariably are mWm^. 

alwavs there tSk* ’ m 
In the Prelims , R|0||0Cf 

(Phvsicsj I did not 

Msisk 
Moreover, I did not 
cram any formulae 
either. This cost me 
some 15 marks and 1 could only solve only 90 
questions correctly in Physics. So don't take 
chances. 

In the Mains, 1 misread the first question 

(.T.S marks) in the General Studies-l 
paper because ol which the thrust of my 
answer was not correct 1 committed 
avoidable mistakes in Matheinatics-1 and 

■ . Phvsics-I; each of 
' • which cost me. 

'cl^>^''*'w, 

• the first time my 
approach was 

k'-m;-, . wrong This was 
. • <»'> ‘ avoidable, as des- 
f: ,■' * pitc attending‘the 

institute for 
interview coaching 
at Delhi, my mis¬ 

take was not pointed out to me. This problem 
of not taking the interview as a conversation 
but as a question-answer session cost me a lot 
1 convcu>d It the second tune. □ 
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Constitution Of india 
Prof. (Dr.) M.V. Pylee 

Former Vice-Chancellor, University of Cochin 

Basic Principles 
The Preamble 

Fvi'ry C'(>n<ititiil)i<ii has a prfamble with 

'.vhah It hc-giiis aiii.l which fxnbtvJips its 

ob)t*ctives or basic purposes. The framers 

oi >>iir O’li.stitutioii in this ri’spect were in 

a most happv position. Tor, lure was an 

I'pportiiinlj lor them to give expression to 

►he ilroatns ot a new order they liad l>een 

dieannng of for years Nauirally, they we.e 

eagei to draw up a Preamble which 

fiiiliodied the fundamental primriples of 

lliiil new Older. I he Preamble, indeed, 

embodies the philosophy of the 

I'oustitiilion 

^ I rom a strictly legal point of view, the 

n''!|'orlarte ol a Preamble is limited. It 

> .moot ijo.ilif'. the pros isions of the 

eii II tiiii nt .so long .is its test i.s clear .xnd 

iin.iiiihiguous But il the statute i.s 

a'libiguoiis the Pieamhle i.in be relerred 

to in ord'*r to esplaiii and elucidate it as 

"il i-> a kev to open the mind ol the m.ikers 

ol tile Act and the mischiels they intended 

li> ri-dress" I he Supreme Court of India i.s 

siihstantiiilly in .igreement with this 

position 

The Preamble to the Constitution of 

India reads as under. 

T\/ niL rr.orif or /nmmy 

•'■I Ifi'-.tlu icsii/co/ /.) I .iiis/(/i/,v liiiUd into n 
S 'VF.k^:!G^ fOCIAIIFT Sl.CULAR 
4 MOCHATIC Rl rum 1C and to .scurc to 
ii.'i I/. , linen- 

(l-.'sT/l r siidi..', rcoiiinini iiiut jwlituiil 

I irrRI V {<t PiDiiyfif I’A'pi'cssiiiii, belief, fiiilli 

niitl nvrdnr, 

r.iJU.-UII't Ilf sirtfu.s iithi of upfiiii liiiiity, 

iiiiif II' pwniote milling llieiii till 
fR UL'R.VfPY <l'■<llllltg the di^iiiti/ of the 

iiidioiiluiil niul the iiiiih/ nmi nilegnli/ of the 
Si.Uwii ' 

/V DUR COMiTirUENI AhSEMRl.Y this 
lu'eiilii—ixtli dill/ ol K'oi'enihc- Jo 
ULRER'i ADOPT. F.NACI ANl^ GIVE TO 
OLIRSEIVEE THIR CONriTlTimON. 

The semtiments expressed in the 

Preamble were those described by 

J.iwaharlal Nehru in the Objectives 

Res.ilution, which he moved in the 

4 onstitiient Assembly in its first se.ssion 

and which the .Assetnblv adopted 

unaniPVHislv. Hut Nehru's resolution itself 

had taken shape out of what had been 

already said many times by Mahatma 

Gandhi. In 1931, when Gandhiji was 

standing on the deck of a ship taking him 

to London as the spokesman and 

tepre.sentalive of nalionali.st India U' the 

second Round Table Conference, he iva* 

asked by a tiew.spaper lorrespondent as to 

what Constitution he would bring back if 

he could help it. Gandhiji's reply is worth 

reproducing here; 

"1 shall .strive for a Constitution, whicli 

will release India from all thraldom and 

patronage and give her, if need be, the 

right to .sin. 1 shall work for an India, in 

which the poorest .shall feel that it is their 

country in who.se making they have an 

effective voice; an India in which tliere 

shall be no high cla.ss and low class ot 

people; an India in which all communities 

shall live in perfect harmony. There can be 

no room in such an India for the curse of 

untouchabilitv or the curse of intoxicating 

drinks and drugs. Women shall enjoy the 

same rights as men. Since we .shall he at 

peace with all the rest of the world, neither 

exploiting nor being exploited we should 

have the .smallest armv imaginable. TMI 

interests not in conflict with the interests 

of the dumb millions will be scrupiilou.sK 

respected, whether foreign or indigenous 

Personally, I have no distinction between 

foreign and indigenous Tins is the India 

of my dreams." 

It is not an exaggeration to say that not 

only in the Preamble but also in several 

other parts of the Constitution there is a 

perceptible vibration of the Gandhiaii 

concept of independent India. 

Reading through the Preamble, one can 

see the purposes that it serve.s, namely, the 

declaration of “(1) the source of the 

Constitution, (2) a statement of il.s 

objective.s, and (3) the date of its adoption 

The opening words of the Preamble 

emphasise the ultimate authority ol the 

people from whose will the Constitution 

emerges. Most of the modern constitutions 

emphasise the same principle. Since the 

Constituent As.sembly "enacted and 

adopted" the Constitution in the name of 

the people of India, the question has been 

asked whether the Assembly was really 

representative of the people of India "Does 

the Constitution reflect the will of the 

people of India?" Ihis question was raised 

both within and outside the Assembly. 

Notice of a motion to this effect was given 

by a member of the Assembly who asked 

the House to adjourn the discussion on the 

iJiatl I .in‘>liluli>in .illogethcr .ind i ailed tur 

a new lluusc on the basi.s ol adult 

frail, hise l.. be ^•U••■U'd claiming that .such 

a House .done sliould deal uilh the 

framing ol llie Ciuislitution. The motion 

vvris. liou e\ er, rt-‘|ccti'd by the Assembly as 
there was no one to supp.irt it 

'Ihe coiKepIs of Sociali.sm and 

Secularism were impluil in Ihe 

Conslitiition, as il was originally pa.s.sed. A 

number of proscsions in Part IV of the 

Constituiion dr.dmg with the Directive 

Priniiples ol State Poliiv (.Artiiles .IS, 39. 

4(1 and 41 aic examples) au intended to 

bring about a socialist oidei ol sucietv 

These objectiNes had het'n later summed 

up in Ihe jihrase ’'SicialisliL Pattern .'t 
Society" aiul li.ive l«s.|i explaiced in the 

bive-Year Plan doi iinients. Snnil,iil\, 

.Articles 14, I.S. Ill, 26, 27 and 2.S are 

intended lo ensure lht> eslablishmcnl and 

maintenance of a Secular Slate in India. 

'Ibe lenn "deinoiralit" is t oinprehensive 

In a narrow p.ihti...il sense, it refers onh 

to the foim ill government, .1 representative 

.ind a resjionsihle system under which 

tho.se who adiiiimster the aftaiis .>i the 

St.itc- an ihiisen by the I'.eitoiate and are 

at coiinl.ible to llieni But m its broadest 

sense, it einbra'^es, m addition to politieal 

democracy, social and economic democracy. 

Ihe term '’dimi'cralK" is used in this spum- 

in the Preamble 

the term "republn" implies an eleetisi 

Head of Ihe Slate A democratic Si.iie niav 

liace an elected in' a hereditary head 

Britain is perluifis the be.Hl example ot Ihe 

latter tv(>e Iheie the moriatth, a heredil.irv 

ruler, is no liitidrance to democratii: 

government as tlie real power of the State 

is in Ihe hands ol the representatives of 

the elei-torale. Imder a republican form, on 

the contian, the 1 lead of the State, .single 

or ctdledive, is always elected for a 

prescribed period For example, .n the 

Unileo Stales of Ameriia, the Head of the 

State .and (. hief F.xeculive—the Pr'-sidenb - 

m elected lor a fixed perkxl of four tears, 

in Switzerland, on Ihe other hand, a 

I Continued on page 17 T) 
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Improve Your Memory and 
Use More of Your Mind Power 

For SUCCOSS in Compotitfons. (Moatp»opl»UM» only 10%.) byMMi byHtiBapna 

J^ear friend. 
My name is Rapiui I wani in tell ymi some 

ideas from my new .\uipri\ingly /laweifiil course 
*Ka| Bapna's Mind Piiwcr Study Itehniques.* 

Why Use Only 10% Mind Power 
Yigis liavc always kiiirwii dial each person's mind 

is very powerful. Tlic sciemisis now say dial most 
people use only 10% tif llieir mind power That 
uptu 90% of mind power remains hidden and 
unused 

My course teaches you to use part of this 90% to 
study better, to improve your memory, and to aet 
success in your exam and cumpelition 

Surprising But True 
Consider this You have oeen learning many 

subjects in scliools or colleges tor 10, or 12, or 
more years It is surprising that they do ma spend 
even 1 hour to teach you how to use more of ^nir 
mind power for success 

My poumful, result-oriented course will help you 
in everything you want to study. English, Pbyito. 
Acenunling, History, etc. and lor IAS. PM'T, UT. 
Board Exams. PO. Bank. UPSC. S.SC, CA, CS. 
etc. 

Can't Make You Superman. No Magic. 
1 want to make it clear tliai my course cannot 

make you a superman or give you success by magic 
if you do not work hard 

What my course can do is to help you discover 
the hidden talents and natural ahihlies of your mind 
such as reading faster and remembering more in less 
lime. 

I guarantee that my course will help you towards 
$ucccs.s if yoi> arc a sincere and anihiiious siudeni 
who studies average or more, is different, and 
seriou.sly wants to gci succe.ss Both loppcrs and 
ordinary students will greatly bcncni 

Just xs a strong foundatitui helps to build a good 
building, this course helps ym lo make the best us: 
of your hard work and studying/coaching 

Inpreve Your Mtmory Quickly 
Vbu will learn many easy techniques to improve 

your memory in this course Let me give brief 
sumniar;y of two such techniques here. 

'nxhniquc I' Tlie brain has two memory stores; 
shori-tenn and long-term Research shows that 
wilhuut revision, alter 24 hours we remember only 
18%. After 1 month only S% It clearly shows that 
we must revise Bui. most students do mil revise 
systematically, so niucli of their hard work is 
wasted. I leach ymi the powerful techniques 
'Systematic Revision* and ‘Daily Routine* so that 
you can revise and rememlier more in le.ss time 

Technique 2: Scien'ific research has proved that 
for better memory, we should take rest and not 
study continuously for hours. Vbu will learn my 
technique 'Rest Routine* to get maximum beiieru 
from the rest This technique relaxes you, change.s 
your brain waves, and puts you in a 'learning state* 

Rood Faster to Revise Faster 
Kveryoiie can learn to read and understand 30U. 

.‘iOO or more words per niinuic But, many of us 
read only about KX) words per minute. My ‘Finger 
Technique* will double youi speed in fiO minutes 

Vbu may read slowly for these reasons (1) If you 
read aloud or iiuive lips (2) If you hear sounds in 
your mind (3) If you read one word at a glance 
rather than reading many words (4) It, without 
being aware, you read some words again and again. 

This course will help you to overcome these 
liahits The best use of reading faster is not to study 
new chapters for die first time, but to revise again 
and again quickly so that you can temember more in 
less time. 

Whet mil Yea Leare 
My course helps you in these Ctllical Success 

Factors' 1. Good iiKrease in your memory & 
concentration 2. Vbii' effectiveness to read faster 
and learn will increase greatly 3. Increase m your 
abiliiy to study longer withexit getting tired (tiody or 

r CenYeeRiiswer 
These Qeestiees ^ 

• For belter memory, should you study 
eerty m nioniing or late in night? 

• For better memory, should you read last 
01 slow? Should you atudy continu¬ 
ously or laxe re.si? 

• Do exammers give you more marks if 
you write more pages'! 

• Which vilamins can help youi biain lo 
function boiler and lo improve your IQ? 

• For how many hours must you sleep? 
• Is It good (or youi lO to aal just beloie , 
san examv y 

Proof of Benefit 

. Oer Stedeel Sets 
'i^ mib Indie Memery Recerd 
nL ~ ■ studant Rajiv Chaudhary has 
OhwflTiiik.recently sat a memoiy racord 

I (1 imea Book of Records). 
In interviews to many newspapers 

he said, ’Tlie seams of my newly developed memory 
are postai oiurses Mind Power Study Techniques and 
Mind Power Music (ram the Mind Power Research 
Institute. Udaipur' 

Before Joining our courses, he was an ordinary 
student and acurisd only 52.3% in High School Exam. 

Aak voutaaB: If this course can hsip someone to set 
a new memory record, can it also help you lo improve 
memoiy and use more mind power for success? 

Whet Newspapers, Megeziees Say 
■‘Simple, effeebve. practical techniques lo improve over¬ 
all mtelligenca and mind powei Even average studant 
can easily understand ‘ . rimm oi imm 
■"Powerful, praebcal, easy It will help all students, bank 
afficials and others appssnng for test, exams and inter- 
VfCtWS ” iiritMii Hank»' A»Aocieitoit Bulii*tin 

Whet Stedents Say 
■‘Your course helped ms to win GOLD MEDAL in AMIE 
exam It has bean of immense help to me.* 

Harsh Vhrclhant^heitne Cuiu 

■'I topped OAV Collese Chandigarh I inaeased my 
reading spaed from 303 to 1000 words per minute.* 

• Sonieev Dmit, Punchkdbi. Heiyana 

■"Veiy useful for my BSc and ICWA exams Within a sin¬ 
gle day, 1 increased my reading speed from 275 to 455 
words per minute* -SJav'prakash, M«>tm ro 

e*l am veiy happy to inform you that my son Ravi 
Anand Inaeased his reading speed from 228 to surpris¬ 
ingly high 1818 words per minute Thank you tor your 
course.* —btlai Singli.M$ FyeSmgiion Bilvii 
■"Unbelievably, I improved my reading speed from 75 lo 
200 words per minute My son (In class 4) improved 
hiS memory He also improved his reading S|wed from 
45 to 100 * Ptof M Bhitniiisi PhO rnunefly li U^X 
■*l worked hard according (o your techniques and Im¬ 
proved My parents are veiy happy l had never be¬ 
fore got disllnetlon. but now I got 78% in Maths and 
80% in Sciance * p.iiIwviikmi n»»iic ms 

mind) or feeling sleepy 4. You will experience that 
ymi are capable of achieving much more success 
than you currently do (even if you arc already very 
good) 5. Enhance your intelligence 6. Improve 
writing, spelling, interview skill.s 7. Learn exam 
secras to ga mote marks fur what you have studied 
8 Avoid big mistake.s that can cause foilure. 

You Will Also Learn These 
1. Some minor mistakes of exam days & how to 

avoid them 2. More techniques for inqtroving 
memory, concentration, and intelligence 3. How to 
use time in the classroom for success 4. Mind maps: 
new scientific to take notes 5. Program youiself 
for success using the power of belie6, imagination, 
and Neuro Unguistic Programming 6. Advanced 
memory techniques to remember long sequences, 
spellings, and complicated Ihiim 7. fnierview 
techniques for self-confidence & success 8. How 
examinen coriea answer papers, and how to use 
(his knowledge to get more marks 9. Mcga- 

Me-Bola — 
• BE. BITS PHwil. M Tech, Iff Kharagpur. NTSE 

scholar Rank S Raj SchoM Board. 
• World-famous author I published 3 computer books 

in USA Including a bast sailing "MS-DOS Masters.* 
• My first job as an engineer paid only Rs 1000 psi 

MONTH Just 7 years later, I eamad SO dollars pei 
HOUR in USA at computer expert and wnler 

• At the peak of succoss, I left USA to do something in 
our own country. Now. I spend my foil time at the 
“Mind Power Research histilute * 

• I also learnt Frencli, Sanskiil, Karate. Breaking 
wooden board by hand, many Meditations, etc 

• Expert Computers, English. Mind Power, Study Taai- 
niques V\Ais a member of "Society (or Acceleraled 
Learning ft Teaching, USA*._ 

vitamins can increase youi intelligence during 
exam-days 10. Ilow for 2 types of que.siions, you can 
get more marks 

Topper's Unique Course 
Combines Best of USA and India 

This unique cour.se combines 3000 year old Indian 
techniques wiili itir kilcsi scicniific discoveries in brain 
research, nutrition, p.sycliology, aial music in Anxirica 
and oUicr countries. Thi.s course is pr'itcc»d_by the 
Copvriaht Law so nobody can copy this maieriai. ’ 

I Miaii Rawer Music far Laarniag 
Our cassette has music and sounds from naiiire (river, 

birds) andthe subliminal messages (dr Hidden 
Messages™) in this music bypass your conscious mind, 
go 10 your iubconscinu.s mind to help you 

Now a research paper. as pan of Mi D wrirk ip the 
Depariment of Psychology, SukhadU University, has 
academically pror^ that this music .signilicanlly lM:lp.s 
in learning/creativily and that it is as cITeclive as mind 
machines. (Dr Tlamias Budynski liad louiid tliat mind 

Imachiics increase 'Q and gradcs/marks m school/exain) 

60-DAY MONEY-BACK 
GUARANTEE 

I am 100%. sure that you will benefit gieatly linin niy 
course, so I offer you this unique guaraniee: 

If you are nni 100% satisfied widi the ioiir!>e icodc 
803), simply rcluro il so that il must teach us within (id 
days of despatch from our office, and you get reluiul of 
your amount (minus Rs 40 lor posi&handling) by MO. 
No questions asked-you be the judge. 

This is more liian enough lime to benefit Actually 
many students benefit on die fitsi day they get the ) 
course And most benefit wilhin 1 nr 2 weeks. Widi dv 
course, jalso send a green poster ol Bfipmi'\ Optical 
Wusian™ Technique fur Conceturaunn which was 
inspired by 3(XXI-yeai old symbol of India ct.llrd Sn 
tbalm. Even if you return the cnur.se lor iiinncy-biick. 
please keep this amaxi.ig poster as my free gifi 

You Docide ... 
It is up to you now Tkni can turn this page as if you 

did not even read il, or you can decide lo join this 
course to bencfll from my hard work and success 

Discount Prices 
The discount prices this month are given below 

Order now w^oui delay to 5.avc and lo beiwfit stunicr 

[ ■ C.ur«N.m. "" ■ I 1 

MhiJPowtf Tgf.twmiiai eoufhP | B05 I 220^?U . 
Dr Aid Bipoa'8 Mtnd rVmw Mu'if (f^rnoiv oivJ I T 
ClXKnsrMifilciuUte | ”** . 

I grtliCM»Ms'iiliiiw(M*HX8 _I 710 [ SIS.as 

HOWTOORDIR 
This course is noi sold in sliops because dicy do not 

give money-back guaraniee. Wrend all courses t^ ■ 
Registered Post only. No VPP. Tb order today, go to 1 
your bank or post office, and send foil amount ^ D.O. 
or M.O. in the name of M.P.R.I. Udalnur fRal) to; 

Dirgetor, Mind Pow«r Research Institute 
R-2, Mind Power Chambers. Sector 4 

Udaipur (Rajaathan) 313002 
Yf»a A caw^ttoM- viMit In CAntAl Mlgrg your namt, additn. PIN^ 
flOinMgodtgl(1)bonornrfMOMrTROII(2)baako(Onfi DonoiMiitiPO. 
TIAO.erlMtirRM ONrfiMfgrgnginenlnfrDffltNitfglgofpuMioilionoIRi'* 
•d. ARbivui l-SwaafcafafBidgi pfooHihg; dolar pomWw, (MbIpuf |uri»<k. 
HonMy. TM*Ridifflgrk CepYtlQMtiyM^ 



Descriptive Type Test 
For Bank Probationary OfRcors’ Examinations Inciuding State Bank of india 

1. Whal will happen if the supply of 
electricity were discontinued in the country 
for one day ? Give three passible 
consequences if such a situation arises. 

If el»?ctricity i>r power, which ha.s become 
a vital part of our life today, were to be 
discontinui*vl, the fnllowinj; consequences 
nwv .irLse: 

1 All industries will come to a sudden 
halt, resulting in losses amounting to 
hundreds of cnires of nipees to the nation. 
Irains operating on eleilricity will also .stop 
limning, thus dislocating traffic in various 
parts of the country. The total loss in 
luandays to the nation would be staggering. 

2. There will be total darknes.s at night all 
o\ er. The situation would be much worse if 
the supply of eloctricity were discontinued 
filing summer People will find it hard to 
Iw'.ir the sweltering heat. 

1 Computers will stop functioning and 
this would result m huge loss in the wake 
ot large-scale computerisation ol offices in 
our metnipolis today The consequences of 
the siiippage of electricity or powe.r tor one 
d.iv are unnerving, if not completely 
imbearahle. The onlv saving grace is that 
such a situation would exist lor |ust one 
da\. 

2. If the children are permitted to watch 
Poordarshan for more lime, what would 
be the effect on their body and mind ? 

As It is, children watch television lor more 
lime than they should be doing. Most of 
iheit waking hinirs are spent glued to the 

set.-. It they were permitted to 
v'.ai. h Poon! irshaii for more time, they 
wi-ulvJ negleit their studies still turther. This 
iMMilil have .idverse effects on their 
performance in the examinations and prove 
ruinous tor their r.ircei 

I’rogrammcs on Poordarshan and other 
television channels are often educative and 
insiruclive. This broadens the mental 
lioriaon of ihildren watching them; they 
learn new fads ol life through such 
programmes. IJui on the other hand, if 
viewing hours were inciX’ased for children, 
they may also watch late-night adult shows 
on varuuis channels and that would be 
detrimental log their moral health. Children 
may become precocious and lead a 
permissive life. 

Healthwise, w'atching Poordarshan 
|Vrogrammes for long hours weakens the 
'eyesight. Children would be seen wearing 
high-pnwered spectacles all around. And 
when they get up in the morning, they 
w<*uld feel groggy and sleepy. TTiey would 
be listless and in no mood to go to school. 
They may walk around throughout the day 

like zombies. It is, therefore, inadvisable to 
increase viewing hours for children— 

whether it be im DiKirdarslian or on other 
satellite channels. Thi.s w'ill do more harm 
than good to them. Eventually, children may 
give up reading habits and like to watch 
evervthing—even 'read' their bonks—on 
Poordarshan That would bo a sad .state of 
attairs, indeed. 

3. Some people feel that we should 
spend more time on social service than on 
material pursuits. Give tu>o arguments in 
favour and two against the proposition. 

Arguments in J'at'our 

1. Social sen’ice has been .sadly neglectixi 
in post-independence India. After Mahatma 
Gandhi and ll.K. Ambedk-tr, we have had 
few social reformers in the country. It is the 
pursuit of material wealth that has become 
our .sole aim in life. As a re-iult, the youth of 
the country are at tlie emssroads today. We 
need spending more time on .social service 
so that the youth are properly guided and 
shown thc‘ right path in life. 

2. Social service is all the more important 
today to create a.vareness of pievalenl evils 
like dowry, child marriage, exploitation of 
women and the underprivileged s«»ctuins of 
society, laste and conimiin,il hatred and the 
use of fundamentalism fhi’ people must 
be educated on the havoc these social evils 
can wreak on such a va.st and diversi' nation 
as India. 

Atgnments Agninst 
1 Sixrial service h,is become a thing ot 

the past as there aie ivi selfless volunteers 
and pioneers to take up what Ihev term as 
"lost" causes. F.vervotie is in ihe mad race 
foi making money and .Kquirmg material 
possessions. Working towards material 
purMiil>. IS the niilv way to pmgre.ss in 
today s world, it is, ihereiore, right that 
social service has been pu.shed to the 
background. 

2. Material pursuits bring prosperity aad 
happiness, whereas social service mainly 
invites cnticism ami ridicule fkicial workers 
arc lookt'd down upon as freaks and odd 
balls in a sane sonctv. This puts off even 
those who are genuinely interested in social 
.MTvice and woi king tor the pmir. Naturally, 
theretore, people do not spend time on social 
serx'ice. Like others, they are basy in thetr 
material pursuits to the exclusion of every 
other value in life 

4. What are your views on the proverb, 
"The higher the monkey climbs, Ihe more 
he shows his tail" 7 Substantiate your 
views from your experience, reading and 
knowledge. 

The proverb, "llie higher the monkey 
climbs, the more he shows his tail", is largely 
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true in the vds" or upstarts anu opportunists. 
Those who h.ive never seen f;ood time.s in 
life j;i 1 haywire when they becc'nie successful 
and prosperous 1 heir value system btromes 
lopsided; Ihev have no respect for other 
human beings as they feel ever\ thing can 
lie bouglit 01 purcha.sed in life Such people 
may be fcMred, but they art' neiei respected. 

On an individual let el, suih monkeys 
who climb high m life show their tails soon 
enough. Their hidden insnuiitu's and 
complexes come to the loie. Ihet indulge 
III all tvpes of viies at th«‘ cost of their health 
amt general well-being Their (amilies and 
Irii'iids tannot ilelei them Irom their 
tiiingloiious pursuits, thev leel sorry for the 
mess that these people have landed 
themselves into. As .i result, these people 
sink still lower in their vain attempts to 
prove their greatness and cmil up in a sorry 
mess [tut It IS too late by then. The)' have 
exposevl theiii.selvcs to the rest ot the world; 
nobiKly sympathises with their plight, or is 
prepan-d to lend them a helping hand. 

It IS, therefore, advisable to keep a level 
head and remain cool when one suddenly 
comes into luck or climbs the ladder uf 
success. One must not Uise sight of the basic 
value's of life—whether it is in adversity or 
prosperity Such people, even when they are 
lacing mislortunes in life, are admired and 
respet tin! 

5. Are elections in India free and fair ? 
Give two arguments in favour and two 
against the proposition. 

Ar/iinnentt in fnvoiir 
1. Today, Iridia is the largest tunclioning 

democracy in the world. The electorate may 
be largely illiterate and backward, but they 
have sliown remarkable maturity in the last 
12 genuriil elections tlial have lieen held in 
the country. I hcv ilo not hesitate to throw 
out the party in power if it is working 
ag.iinsi the wellare of the people. It has 
luip)>ened time and again that a political 
party, which htis failcil to deliver the goods 
to people'-, s.itislai tion, has been shown the 
dooi at lh< hostings This shows that 
elections in India are live and fair. 

2 Th.il the eU'ctions in India are free and 
la'r h.e. been provevi b\ the fact that India 
has noi gone the wav ot its neighbours like 
Pakistan or Vtv anmai where there is either 
military di< talorshij- for long stretche.s of 
lime or one-man ntle. Democracy functions 
III letter and spirit in India, proving 
Abraham I mcoln's av'tage that it is tmly "a 
government of the people, tor the people 
and by the people". 

Arguments Agninst 
I. It is tni<> that 12 gencial elections have 

been belli in India so far ftul the manner in 
which such elections are conducted leaves 
a lot to be desired. This has bL>en brought to 
ihf iioiice of the media and the people time 
.ind again by the Election Commission, 
iioldblv during the tenure itf Mr. T.N Seshan 
.IS the Chiel Election Commissioner. Mass 
bogus voting, large-scale booth-capturing 
.ind voting m the name ot caste, creed or 
leligion aie the hallmarks of elections in 
India In that event, elections in India can 
be hardjy called free and fair. 

--x mnem Aim 
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2. People with criminal records have often 
been elected to State Assemblies and 
Parliament. Universal adult franchise may 
sound good on paper, but it cannot work in 
an under-developed and largely illiterate 
country like India which require.s guided 
democracy. Dynastic rule is another 
disturbing feature of Indian democracy, 
which goes on to show that elections in 
India are not free and fair. 

6. Students in India are increasingly 
becoming drug addicts. Suggest three 
measures to fight this menace. Explain how 
the measures suggested by you will be 
effective. 

1. The primary cause for students 
increasingly becoming drug addicts in India 
IS lack of parental attention and affection. 
When both the husband and the wife are 
engaged in pursuuig their respective careers 
and acquiring material wealth, they have 
little time for their chitdrc'ii. Money and 
comforts are no substitute for love. Children, 
who have ample time at their disposal when 
they come back from .school or college, 
generally take to drugs in order to pass time 
or to experiment. But when they become 
drug addicts, nothing can be dvme to bring 
them back to normalcy. 

2. Teachers and schools and colleges have 
also become materialistic today. They do not 
act as guardians of the wards entrusted to 
their care. Students are often influenced by- 
wrong and anti-social elements in and 
around their places of learning and succumb 
to the habit. As a result, they cannot 
concentrah on their studies. 

3. Films and the other visual media glorify 
such undesirable habits as drug addiction. 
Those who take drugs, are often shown lost 
in their own world of make-believe; they 
hallucinate about what life ought to be, 
instead of coming face to face with the harsh 
realities of life. 

I would, therefore, suggest that the 
parents as well as the teachers act more 
responsible towards their children and 

waruh hu liw uiry loii uc w«ciii«u away 
instead of glorifying it; it must create an 
awareness among the youth about the evil 
effects of drug addiction. It has to be a multi¬ 
pronged approach towards the menace uf 
drug addiction if it is to be controlled at 
this stage. Otherwise, it may be too late to 
handle it later. 

7. Suppose there were no watches in the 
world. Give three possible consequences 
if such a situation arises. 

If there were no watches in the world, 
the tolliiwing consequences may arise . 

1. We will all live in a state of timelessness. 
When It IS light, it i.s day; when it is dark. 
It is night. We shall be back to such a 
primitive situation and will have to re-invent 
the hour-glass in order to mark time. 

All pmgre.ss will stop. Cars, trains and 
planes will stop taking off on schedule. As 
a result, there might be a number of 
accidents on the road, on the rail tracks and 
in the air, throwing life out of gear. 

2. Children may not have to attend school 
for long hours, or they may not have to go 
to schiKil at all. Industrial workers may have 
to work for long hours as there would be 
no system to keep time. The poor may be 
further exploited by the rich by being made^ 
to work for long hours. 

3. It may be difficult for voung lovers to 
keep their dates. They may be inordinately 
late or tiKi early it they wush to meet their 
loved ones on a particular day. This may 
inconvenience their normal lifestyle as they 
would always be tense in anticipation oi 
such meetings and trysts. 

8. Suppose the Government decides to 
lift all the inter-state trade restrictions. 
Give three possible consequences if such 
« situation arises. 

1. Movement ot goods will be switter. 
Trucks and other vehicles take a long time 
at the various tax barriers put up by aU the 
States when they .ire about to enter or leave. 
If restrictions on inter-State liade are 
removed, theiv would be no need for such 
barriers and the scaft employed there whos,; 
sole purpose appears t-i be to h-irass all 
vehicular traffu and demand bribe.s on 
various pretext,. 

2. Es.sential commodities will become 
cheaper because of removal of all tariffs and 
toll taxes imposed by individual States, thus 
making the life of the common mar happier 
The masses are bound to welcome sach a step 
because it will enable them to get the bare 
necessities ot life at afiordable prices. This will 
aKso ensure uniformity in prices all over tlie 
country and keep inflation under check. 

3. If the Government decides to lift all the 
inter-state trade restrictions, it may stand co 
lose only marginally in terms of revenue. But 
it will go a long way in earning fdr it the 
goodwill of the masses and any govemmeiil 
that takes this bold and welcome step will be ’ 
in power for a long time to come. This way, 
there will be stability in the country and the 
electorate will be saved from the spectre of 
mid-term elections that disrupt normal life 
with alarming frequency. □ 
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Indian National Movement | 
Mr. K. K. Bhardwaj I 

Eminent Author of History Books I 

Indian National Congress—Its Origin And Growth^ 
The Indian National Congress was 

\iunded in IHH? as a rcsull ot the initiative 
ind efforts of A. O. Hume, a retired British 
ifficer from Poona. Sir W. C. Bonnerjee 
^resided over the first session of the Indian 
''iatiunal Congress held at Bombay. "The 
listory of the Congn!.ss is really the history 
>f India's struggle for freedom," said 
Dr. Pattabhi Sitaramayya, the veteran 
;?ongress leader and one of its presidents, 
in tact, long before the Congress came mto 
■jfing, them were .several other oigani.sations 
:Iiat wrestt'd Lonce.ssions from Ihe British. 

Forerunners of the Congress 
The people of India did not reconcile to 

the Britksh rule. As early as 1829, Raja Ram 
jMohun Rov, father of the Indian 
Renaissance and Nationalism, protested 
against the lim- Act and organised a petition 
iigned by the Hindus and Muslims. This 
Act had made a a clear-cut distinction 
Detween Europeans and Indians, it denied 
the Hindus and Muslims the right to try 
Europeans and Indian Christians. 

In 1833, Devendranalh Tagore organised 
the Landholders' Society and the 
landholders ol Bengal, Assam and Bihar 
:ame together to protect their interests 
through this Society In 1843, the Bengal 
British India Society was formed to promote 
the interests ol the natives bv peaceful 
means. In lx.'s!, the Bengal Society and the 
Landliolders' Society weiv merged to form 
the British Indian Association. It owned the 
Hindu Patriot, the first Indian paper. It was 
loined by P'anv eminent Indians. It has 
been described as "pioneer in pohlical 
agilaticm". 

In .Madras, the Madra- Native Association 
was established in i.<S2 ll siihmilted a 
petition to the British Parltaiiieiil protesting 
against uxce.s.sive taxation, demanding cheap 
and speedy )ustice, a better systeyi c'f 
education, irrigation and public works, 
prt>po.sed economy in e-xpenditure and grant 
of local sell-government working tor the 
welfare of people. II the Hindu Patriot was 
giving expression to the grievances of the 
people ot Bengal, the Cincrnt did the same 
in Madras, "fhe Cn'scciit took up a crusade 
against the conversion of Hindus to 
Christianity, among other matters. In 
Poona, the public work was carried on by 
eminent persons like fi. H. Chipluiikar and 
R. L. Nulkar through Poona Sarvajanik 
Sabha. 

In Bombay, the Bombay As.scH;iation was 
formed on the initiative of Jagannath 
Sankarsett in January 1885. it was later 
replaced by the Bombay Presidency 

Association. It was led by eminent persons 
like Pherozeshah Mehta, Sir Dinshaw E. 
Wacha, Badruddin Tyabji, K.. F. Telang and 
others. 

In December 1885, after the Annual 
Conference of the Theosophtcal Soaety at 
Adyar, 17 prominent Indians from all parts 
of the country met "to find ways and means 
of bringing together Indian politicians to 
inaugurate a political movement—to 
proniote a future advance towards Swara)". 
They formed themselves into a provi.sional 
committee as a potential forum for further 
consultations. 

Prominent political leaders felt that an all- 
India organisation ivas necessary. 
Consequently, the India League came into 
being in 1875. This was soon replaced by 
the Indian Association, founded in 1876 by 
Surendranath Bannerjee, who could rightly 
be called Father of the Nationalist 
.Movement in India. He was the first Indian 
to pass the Indian Civil Service Examination. 
The objects of the Indian Association 
included unification of the Indian people 
upon the basis of common political interests 
and aspirations, and creation of strong 
public opinion. It led the agitation against 
reduction in age requirements for 
competitions in England. The age was 
reduced to 19 years, which made it more 
difficult tor Indians to go abroad and 
compete it demanded raising tlie age tor 
(ompetition a simultaneous competition to 
be held m India and greater as.sociatiun of 
Indians in administration. Surendranath 
Bannerjee toured the country' and developed 
the movement into an all-lndia agitation 
The Association carried on agitations against 
the Vcmacutai Press Act. 

Reaction against the libert Bill 
The agitation earned on by the Anglo- 

Indians against the Ilberi Bill and its succe.ss 
taught a le.sson to the natives. It was a les.son 
of struggle. Indian.s fel* assuivd that the only 
way to get concessions from the British 
Govenimenl was by organising agitatioas. 
IBe Association took up the que.stion of a 
representative government and campaigned 
for reform of the Councils. In December 
1883, the Association held its tirst National 
Conference in Calcutta. Attended by 
deli*gdte.s fr'm all over the country, it was 
described as "the first stage towards a 
National Parliament". In 1884, the 
Association welcomed lord Dufferin, the 
then Governor-General of India, and 
presented to him a memorandum 
demanding reform of Councils and 
extension of their rights and powers. 

particularly the control of budget and the 
right ol members to ask questions. The 
Second National Conference was held in 
Bombay in December 1885, on the eve of 
the Congress session. Its demands were the 
same as those oi the Congress. These 
included Reform of CouncUs, modification 
of Arms Act with a view to giving Indians 
the right to bear arms, separation of the 
Judiciary from the Executive, reform of 
police administration, etc. The Association 
thus represented the political coasciousness 
oi that time, it would have become the 
premier political organisation of the country 
had the Congress not been founded at this 
time. 

Formation of the Congress 
The initiative for the formation of the 

Congress was taken by Allan Octavian 
Hume (1829-1912) He retired from the Civil 
Service in 188U and settled at Simla. In 1883, 
he sent a letter fo the 'Graduates' of Calcutta 
University to serve their motherland and 
work tor the moral, materul, social and 
political progress of the country. He made 
an appeal to find 50 men who could form 
a union for the task. Consequently, the 
Indian National Union was founded. This 
(.inion was changed into the Indian National 
Congress in 1885. 

1 he first session of the Congress was held 
in December 1885 in Bombay. It was 
presided over by Sir W. C. Bonnerjee. This 
session expressed loyalty of the Indian 
people towards the British Government in 
clear and unequivocal terms. In a way, 
*he Indian National Congress was formed 
to establish clo.se cooperation between 
the British administration and the Indian 
people, and stabilise the relations betv een 
the two. 

There are diften-nt viewptnnts as to why 
A. O. Hvime, a retired Bntish bureaucrat, 
founded the Congress The one view is that 
he founded it wijlj. the blessings of Lord 
Diifferii. to sa\'e ihc'Einpire from violent 

•■■overtKrow. It was to act^s 'His Majesty's 
Opposition III the House of Cdfnmons'.'The 
middle cla.ss intelligentsia was sought to be 
brought under it so that their agitation could 
be dinxted on constitutional fines, lest they 
should become revolutionary or radical. 
Lala Lajpat Rai and Sir W. Wedderbum held 
this view strongly. Hume himself considered 
the Congress as a "safety valve for 
revolutionary discontent". According to 
Wedderbum, the repressive legislation 
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denying poUlicdl liberties like the fRfduin 
of the press, freedom of dss>i>ciation and 
local self-government, independence oi the 
universities and police repression brought 
India within a measurable distance of a 
revolutionary outbreak and Hume 
intervened to save the lintish rule trom an 
imminent revolution 

Whatever be the reasons of llurne, 
there was an idea ot some sort of an all- 
India organisation to cooniinate the acti¬ 
vities of dil'lerent organisations function¬ 
ing 111 various province's The Congress 
soon became the niediiim for political 
aspirations of the Indian people. Lord 
Duffenn, who had blessed the loundatiun 
of the Congress, described it as a 
revolutionarv bc'dv It soon became the 
"platform ol anti-impenahsm" and was 
described bv buri'nucrats as the ''factory of 
si'dition". 

Aims and Objectives of Indian 
National Congress 
The Congr.ss started as an c'rganisalion 

of the educated middle class m India, 
consisting of busini >-sinen, profe.ssional 
lawyers, medical men. teachers, prolesscirs, 
etc. In the initial stages, its main aim was to 
.secure tiie right ol rec.-uitinent of Indians in 
the higher ci\ il .services under the British 
adniiiustralion Thus, to begin with, the 
Congre.ss was gist a non-political association 
of Indian intelligentsia who simply wanted 
to get some concessions from the British 
authorities through appeals, memoianda 
and petitions. During the period between 
1897 and 190,S, people of India became very 
restless on account ol Ihc oppressive and 
thoughtless policy ot British bureaucracy in 
India In 190t!, the Congress adopted the 
resolution of "solf-government". The 
extremist movement led by Lal-Bal-Pal (Lala 
Uiipat Rai, Bal Cangadhar Tilak and Bipm 
Chandra Pal) and the Home Rule Movement 
of Dr, Annie DesanI became I’ery .strong. 

From 1919 onwards, began the Candhi era 
in Congress. The Congress became a mass 
movement and a united platform for the 
struggle for independence. 

The First Phase—Era of 
Cooperation 
The first .session of the (Aingress was held 

in Bombay in December 1885 under the 
presidentship of W. C. Bonnerjee. It was 
attended by 72 delegates which included 
Dadabhai Naoroji, K. '1'. Tclang, Pheroze- 
shah Mehta, D. E. Wacha, P. Rangia 
Naidu, P. Ananda Charbi, M. Viraraghav 
Achariar, amongst profe-ssors, lawyers, 
editors, writers and scholars. The main 
demands put forward at this session 
included: 

(1) Reform ot Legislative Councils and 
dcreplance ol election in place of nomination 
as a pnnciple to constitute them. 

(2) A .siinultanenus examination for the 
ICS to be held in India and England. 

(3) Reduction ol military expenditure. 
(4) Opposition to tlie annexation of Upper 

Burma with India. 
Thus the demands were very mode¬ 

rate and limited The Congress was then 
just a forum tor the expression of minor 
demands ol the edur.ited community of 
India. 

At the second se.ssioii, attended by 434 
delegates, the Congre.ss demanded reform 
of Councils with .so per cent elected and 50 
per cent nominated members. They 
conceded ii. Jircct election and the right of 
the Government to overnde the Councils. 
This demand was repeated at the 
subsequent sessions till the Councils Act of 
1892 was passed. It loyally accepted the Ac? 
and, in 1893, it thanked the Government 
for its liberal spirit in givirg effect to the 
Act, though it recommended some minor 
amendments. 

The Congress went on becoming more 
popular year after year. The third session 

held at Madras was attended by 607 
delegates; the fourth and fifth sessions (at 
Allahabad and Bombay) by 1,248 and 1,889' 
'delc^tes, respectively. However, it remained 
a middle class and loyalist oq;anisation. In 
1895, Siirendranath Bannerjee called it an 
organisation of "educated community". 
Presiding over the Congress in 1897, 
Pherozeshah Mehta said that the Congress 
was not the "voice of the masses" but that 
It was the duty of the "educated 
compatriots" to interpret their demands. In 
1886, Dadabhai Naoroji assessed the loyalty 
of the Congress to the British in the 
following words: "We are loyal to the 
backbone." He appealed to the Government 
not to drive the Congress into opposition. 
Ananda Mohan Bose, President of the 
Congre.s.s in 1898 .said that the educated 
classes of India "are the friends and not the 
fiH's of England—her natural and necessary 
allies in the great work tliat lies before her." 
The Congress thus did not represent maases, 
nor had it the representatives of the pe.isants, 
the workers and the common masses. Its 
demands were limited to demanding the 
greater a.ssociabon of educated Indiaas in the 
Councils and services. It was, by and large, 
an organLsation of newly arising middle class 
m the Indian society which consisted of 
enterprising industrialists, progressive 
basinessnien, and aspiring intellectuals like 
professors, lawyers and doctors. 

It may be further pointed out that the 
Indian National Congress was 
predominantly a Hinou organisation, even 
though the sixth session was attended by 
156 Muslims out of 702 delegates (22 per 
cent), as compared to two Muslims in the 
first session and 3.3 in the second. The 
nature of its dmands could not and, did 
not, attract Muslims who were backward in 
education at that time. The first phase of 
the Congress ended with the passage of the 
Act of 1892 and its loyal accq^tance by the 
Congress. Q 
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At MARICO we'd like to offer you 
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Business Opportunities 

Wanted 
Franchisees 

(New Business Opportunity in All Cities and Towns) 

Start ENGLISH 
Your Own institute ^ and Mind Power 

Idval Opportunity For: 
■ Husband-wife teams, engineers, teachers, lecturers, anned- 

forces retirees, other professionals, good students. 
• Owners of any coaching institute or computer institute. 
• Those who want to work at home. 

India's Number 1 Franchise | 

for English & Mind Power 
There are already franchise centres in every pan of India from 

Rajasthan, MP, UP, Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Titmil Nadu, 
Karnataka, We.st Oengal, Maharashtra, Andaman & Nicobar 
Islands, Punjab, Orissa, Bihar, Gujarat, Kerala, Jammu & 
Kashmir, Chandigarh, Delhi. 

We invite you to start Jtfind 
flmver English Institute to teach 
Spoken English. Written English, 
Memory lnipr,3vement. Speed 
Reading, Concentration and more 
to students and to people in job. 

Low Investment 
By paying Rs 8,000, ynu get 

teaching material, student course 
material (10 sets). You aiso need to 
buy table, chairs, OHI-', etc. and 
dial invesunent is exua. 

Free Course Material 
You give the course material 

(our famous bcxiks/cassettes, free 
to eacli student. This iiclps you to 

provide good mining and to 
compete well with other instimtes. 

Famous Course 
Material 

To get an overview of our Cvwrse 

material, read our full page ads on 
Mind Power and E/^lish courses in 

: this magazine. 

Send Rs SO for Application 
I To get full details about this 
! exciting franchise business 
I opportunity with Franchise 
I Application, please .send Rs SO by 
i DD or MO for postage & handling 
witli your name, address. PIN. 

NOTE No 'iPP Full advaflct payment necsssaiy Co not use Inis coupon if you send MO ■ 
'i I 

Director. Mind Power Research Inslrtute ■ 
j, *'*“„jR-2. Mind Power Chambers, Sector 4, Udaipur (Raj) 313002 I 

Please send FnttcMaa Aoo/teatfoti Paekaaa f 

DD Amount fts.50 Number. 

NEW book tells you how you can earn good money with 
companies such as AMWAY, Oriflams, Modicara. 

Network 
Marketing 

in India 
For Good Income 

New Business Opportunity 
With Big income Potentiai 

Now in india 
And You Can Start Part-Time 

With Rs 2,000 to 4,000 
Network Marketing allows you to start your business part- 
time with investment of Rs 2,000 to 4,000. But, it offers thS 
potential to earn huge profi^income of Rs 10,000 or Rs 
25,000 per month and more. 

It is a new way of doing business. In USA, it been in 
existence for the last 40 years and It has been growing in 
popularity. In Network Marketing, when you become a 
distributor, you sell products and more Importantly you 
sponsor distributors who further sponsor other distributors. 

You get commission or incentive on sales of all your 
distributors and their distributors and ao on. This is how them 
Is a potential for hugadneome without employees, inventoiy, 
stock or big investment. 

Some foreign Network Marketing companies such as 
AMWAY, Oriflame, Avon, etc. have now come to India. 
Some Indian companies such as Modlpare have started. 

This new book tells you about this exciting new business 
opportunity and how you can benefit. Just read this book, 
and maybe, you'll discover that you love this way and earn 
big income or at least make some good money. The 
opportunl^ la so good that even my tamlly has Joined 
some of these companies. 

The cost of the book is Rs 85 Including postage & 
handling, 
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facing The Inten^iew Board 
(Right Approach) 

Miss Rita Pant is a post-graduate in 
Political Science from Allahabad University. 
She had graduated from Calcutta University 
in the same subject. She did her high school 
and higher secondary studies in one of the 
leading con»'enls in Delhi. She can be rated 
as above average in her studies as she 
obtained second divisions in her B.A. and 
M.A. She is currently teaching Political 
Science and History to the Degree classes m 
one of the women's colleges in Lucknow. 
She belongs to a middle-income group 
family, which originally hailed from 
Madhya Pradesh. Her father, who began his 
career as junuir Engmeer in the U.P. Stale 
Electricity Board, joined a private sector firm 
subsequently where he has now risen to the 
position of a senior executive. Rita's hobbie.s 
are Hindustani vocal music, tailoring and 
embroidery. She plays badminton and 
tf^mis, knows cycling and is fairly good at 
i|v.-imming. She is attractive and charming, 
cheerful and friendly; others are drawn to 
her spontaneously. We see her 
enthusiastically chit-chatting with a .small 
group of fellow candidates in the waiting 
room of the IAS interview centre. Besides 
Rita, the group comprises Shilpa Roy, 
another lady candidate, Prem Bhatia and 
John Peter, two male candidates. 

Peter : Miss Rita, you .said that one can 
scientifically and systematically prepare 
oneself for this perstinality test. Can you 
please tell us how exactly you have prepared 
yourself ? 

Rita (With II Miii/rt ; First, I prepared 
myself for the possible questions that could 
crop up in the interv'iew, like my educational 
background, extra-curricular activities, 
.n.Uure of iny present job, why I wish to 
uavitch over t(. l.\S, etc. I also gave a quick 
run-through to iny optional subjects— 
Politiial Science and History. I drew up a 
li.st ol expected questions and thought of 
convincing explanations lor the same 1 also 
consulted some seniois, who have been 
successful in the IAS in recent past. I al.'-'.o 
had practice interview sessions with the 
head of my department in the college and 
with my father at home. In addition, I have 
been regularly going through the 
observations of the IAS toppers and the 
model 'live' interviews aj^pearing each 
month in Conipelitioii Siiclvs'.s Kci ieu'. Finally, 
of course, I haye been reading publications 
like Time, India Today, Yojatui, NCERT books, 
NBT publications, India Year Kook and Five- 

Year Plan document, besides the daily 
newspapers. 

Shilpa ; How can one find the time to 
read so much 7 

Rita (Smiling again} : Well, for one thing, 
I have developed the reading habit from 
my school days. All it means is self- 
discipline and adhering to a strict schedule 
drawn up by yourself. You have to decide 

C (imiminic.ilion is ,in .ii I in 

ilscK .iiul tlic hcsl w.n one <.in 

com mil n i 1.1 li‘ oiu'scll is when 

one sei'ks lo m.islei .i p.iiluul.n 

sul’jeet Ol .1 whole i.ini',e of 
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the \e.iis the smcesslnl 
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on your priorities and spend your time 
accordingly. The college authorities also 
were kind and helpful by granting me a 
month's leave and allowing me to use the 
college library and reading room freely. 

Bhatia : Do you think, Mi.ss Rita, that the 
first impression counts more than anything 
else in the personality test or interview ? 

Rita : I dare say, it helps. But that alone 
will not suffice. However, a definite negative 
first impact, especially in key jiersonality 
traiLs like honesty, cooperation, adaptability, 
etc., may possess other merits like high 
intelligence, power of expression, 
decisiveness, and so on. 

Peter : I agree, honesty is a key factor. 
But how can the Board find out whether a 
candidate is honest or not ? They cannot 
ask direct questions and get direct, small I 

say, 'honest' answers. (He laughs and others 
jam him ) 

Rita : You are fwrfectly right, Mr. Peter. 
The Board will not, and does not, ask direct 
questions to find out the personality traits 
of the candidate in any sphere, whether it 
relates to character or other leadership 
factors. But such personality attributes are 
gauged and deduced from the answers 
given by the candidate and the attitude 
displaved by him during the interview. For 
example, if the Board observes that the 
information fiiniislied by a candidate about 
his hobbies and interests is incorrect in the 
context of the answers given by him during 
the intert'iew, it would doubt his honesty. 
1 lonesty does not imply only not stealing, 
but also extends to truthfulness, sincerity, 
etc. Similarly, if a candidate repeatedly 
bluffs, instead of truthfully pleading his 
ignorance in certain matters, it could be 
construed as dishonesty. In the same way, 
the social, dyn.imii. and leadership qualitiM 
can be perceived and evaluated from his 
answers during the inter\'iew. 

Bhatia ; Thank you. Miss Rita. Your 
clarifications are apt and very aseftll. I can 
see they are now summoning you for the 
intervim. We all wish you the very best. 

Rita : Thank you and wish the same to 
you all. (She tnke^ leai>e of her friends After 
obsennng the etiquette and obtaining permission, 
she enters the intennew room and gracefully 
walks toimrds the Chairperson and Members 
seated behind an oval desk.) 

The Interview 

Rita (Standing near the chair meant for the 
candidate and smiling cheerfully) : Good 
morning to you. Madam, and good morning 
to you all. Sirs. 

Chairperson : Cixid morning. Miss Rita. 
Please do sit down and relax Let me first 
introduce myself and the othei Board 
members to you, before we briefly go 
through your biodata. 

Rita ; Tltatik you. Madam (She takes her 
seat and remains attentive, slightly bowing to 
each Board Member laho is being introduced lo 
her by the Chairperson.} 

Comments : This cheerful candidate is keen, 
enthusiaticandenergcUc. Slieis intelligent,reveals 
ideas and tackle.- issues with imagination and 
resourcefulness. She can perceive the essentials of 
a problem with speed and accuracy, and come out 
with workable solutions with practical hearing. 
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She has taken hrr inlen'ieri' in ail earnestness and 
made preparations in a systematic and sustained 
manner. Thus, she faces the Board ivith tonpdence 
and comdclwn. Sheenjoys a good grasp and proves 
suci essfut in convincing and carrying her audience 
rvith her. Her conclusion that honesty is pnvtal to 
all personality attributes is very relevant and 
realistic. 

Chairpenon : We find your biodata that 
you .are now in the teaching profession, 
which is n<A>le, respected, full of scope for 
the future and also well-paid these days. 
Could you, therefore, tell us why you wish 
to switch over to the IAS, which many 
regard as hazardous and very demanding ? 

Rita (Smiling) : 1 want to choose a 
challengingand exciting careerwithfullscupe 
to render selfless service to the maximum 
number of people. I entirely agree with you 
that IAS IS a hazardous as well as challenging 
and demanding job. I would like to take on 
this challenge and prove successful. 

Chairpenon : Why do you feel that the 
IAS is hazardous and demanding 7 

Rita (Smiling again) : An IAS officer has 
to satisfy the people, who are his customers, 
or clients, and also please the politioans, 
both in power and out of it, as they are the 
bosses. I presume nothing could be more 
hazardous and demanding. 

Chairpenon : You also stated that your 
ambition is to render selfless sers'ice to the 
maximumnumberof people. Can you explain 
how IAS would enable you to realise this goal ? 

Rita : An IAS officer is brought in direct 
contact with the people, say, in an entire 
division or distnet. Hor example, a collector is 
responsible for the total well-being of all the 
people of thr district, hie lias to implement 
successfully the various social, economic and 
other developmental programmes. He has to 
cope with natural calamities tike floods, 
droughts, etc., and minimise their hardships. 
Averting communal clashes, linguistic riots, 
caste conflicts and the like is also his 
responsibility As one gams experience and 
assumes greater responsibility like the office 
of the Chief Secretary of a State or Secretary of 
a Ministry at theCentre, he will be required to 
took after the welfare and interests of all the 
people in the country, as a whole. 

Comments : The Chairperson begins the 
inten'KW by referring lo the information the 
candidate luis given in her hiodaUt, primarily to 
put the candidate at ease and establish good 
rapport prior to the inlervieA' proper. 
Simultaneously Ih' i •ndidate is also probed as 
to why she prefers the IAS lo her present teaching 
job. VVf find the candidate giving very 
f ( nviiicing as well as iiiiprcssiir reason.< for her 
choice. She is alert and makes use of certain 
observations ,.mde by the Chairperson lo clinch 
Ihc issue in her favour. She explains with i larity 
and biwity, in o logical and rational manner, 
hull’ her goal of sen’ing the niaximiim number 
to thr ma.ximuiii extent could Iv accomphshrd if 
she were to he itelc. ted to IIk !AS. We also iiolice 
thal she IS ready to face cimllenges boldly ami 
accept new responsibilities with optimism and 
resoluteness. She has been successful in 
conveying tactfully, but firmly, her keenness and 
resolve to make it lo the IAS. 

First Member : Do you favour the 
delinking of degrees from jobs ? What main 
lienefits are expected from this proposal ? 

Rita : So long as we have .screening tests 
and written tests to ensure the required 

standards in knowledge and compre¬ 
hension, I feel the delinking of degrees from 
jobs should be all right. Already candidate.s 
who have dune professional courses like 
engineering, medicine, etc, are allowed to 
appear for the IAS though such professional 
courses differ considerably from the regular 
university degree in their coverage. In any 
case, what we are interested in is the 
candidate's knowledge and grasp, and not 
his degrees. One's knowledge and 
understanding in various fields oi 
knowledge as presented in the syllabus can 
be tested in the objective' tests in the first 
instance before one is allowed to lake further 
written and other tests. 

Comments: The candidate en/oys goal grasp 
and reveals the ability to present her case in a 
rational and convincing manner Her arguments 
are logical and persuasive She is not dogmatic 
or rigid, but considers each issue on merit. Her 
answers indicate u /tosilnv attitude einaiiating 
from extensive knmoledge, m-depth study and 
an analytical approach She has the courage to 
express her original viaes without fear or favour. 
She can make up her mind firmly and s/ieedily, 
and her Judgement is sound. She can lake 
reasonable n.ks and take a plunge where the 
situation demands such action 

Second Member: When India is refcired 
to as a 'secular' state, what docs it imply 7 
Should a secular slate have only one religion 
or more than one religion or no religion at all ? 

Rita : The Preamble to our Constitution, 
as it stands amended by the 4?nd 
Amendment, stales (hat the people of India, 
have solemnly resolved to coastitute India 
into a Sovereign, Socialist, Secular 
Democratic Republic. The Fundamental 
Rights ensh ined in our Constitution 
guarantee freedom of conscience, freedom 
to profess, practise and propagate one's 

religion and also the freedom to establish 
religious institutions and manage or 
administer their affairs. It prohibits 
dLscriminatiuii on grounds of religion and 
guarantees legal and .social equality to all 
the citizens providing ior equality before the 
law and equal protection of laws, prohibits 
discrimination with regard to place ol public 
importance and providing ior equal 
opportunity in matters of public 
employment. The Constitution alsi' 
guarantc-es religious minorities the right to 
establish and administer educational 
institutions of tlieir choice and to coo-arve 
their script, language and culture. Thus, oui 
secular concept is founded on freedom, 
equality and tolerance m tlie field ol religioii 
The evsencp of .secularism is that the state i'- 
non-partisan in its relations lo citizens nc> 
matter to which religion they belong. 

Third Mem’oei : 1 he I linclus, Muslims. 
Christians and other communities tn India 
have different sets of personal laws in regard 
to marriage, divorce, property rights, 
succession, etc. Don't you think thi;- 
amounts to discrimination 7 

Rita ; Sir, there is no discrimination 
among Hindus, among Muslim.i oi 
Christians, as they are entitled to be 
governed by their own pcrsc'nal laws in 
these areas under ihc Fundamental Righi 
providing tor freedom of conscience and 
worship. What is more, one has the freedom 
to change over to any religious faith at an) 
time. Further, at the time of marriage e 
couple may voluntarily decide to abide b j 
the general law instead of their owr 
personal law. Viewed from this angle, then 
is no discrimination by the State. 'iTte chota 
is left to the individuals. However, 1 agree 
with you that this is a moot point and other.' 

(Continued on page 118 
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Be Tolerant 
It is common to indulge in activities which 

ive do not tolerate m othere. What we dislike 
in others, we enjoy doing it ourselves. The 
motto, "Do unto others as you would like 
udiets to do to you", is rarely practised. A 
leader has to understand this basic human 
lendency, nature or weakness. 

Take a simple example. When the other 
fterson talks about his own exploits, you get 
iKtred. You say that he is blowing his own 
tmmpet. But don't you want to talk about 
your own exploits? People do not want 
themselves to be criticis^ or found fault 
ivith. But they criticise others and enjoy 
doing it. 

The general rule is that no one wants to 
be blamed, criticised or found fault with. If 
you criticise or blame them, they go out of 
the way to defend themselves. The greater 
your argument, the stronger your evidence, 
the more adamant they prove to be. If you 
want to be a leader, try and behave the other 
way and see what happens. Suppose 
'someone blames you for something and you 
wore to agree with him, what happens then? 
You will find that the wind has Iwen taken 
nut of his sails. Your agreeing with him will 
bowl him over completely. He would have 
come prepared for a real sliowdcrwn and a 
tough fight. But you have taken him by 
surprise. Your ready agreement will 
completely disarm him. He may oven get 
confused and start doubting his own 
conclii-sions. You do not defend yourself as 
he was expecting you to do. You are not 
even offering any excuses. You admit that 
vou are in the wrung. Tliis would induce 
the other individual to have more respect 
for you. 

' I guess 1 was .speeding, I am really 
sorry," adnuts the driver, and the traffic 
policeman, expecting a stout denial, finds 
himself unable to believe his own ears. The 
lesult? He lets the offender off with a 
warning instead of fining him ora.sking him 
to appear before the court. You can guess 
what would happen if the speeding motorist 
tried to defend himself. No matter what 
excust* or explanation he would have given, 
the traffic constable would not have listened 
to him. It would have ended up in a bitter 
argument and the traffic policeman would 
have dragged the offender to the aiurt. 

Feeling of superiority 
Often people find fault with you in order 

to get the feeling of superiority. If you 
happen to be on the wrong side and you 
admit the fiict without fuss, they will gel 
the feeling of superiority and, at the same 
time, they will also respect you and like you. 
If you Idiow that you are going to be blamed 
anyhow, why not blame yourself and listen 
to some self-criticism instead of being 

IMPROVE YOUR 
PERSONALITY 

criticised by others ? Say about yourself ail 
the damaging things which you know the 
other person is contemplating to say about 
you, and say them before he has a chance to 
utter them. You will find that this approach 
takes the force out of his argument. In 99 
cases out of 100, you will find that the other 
person, instead of criticising you, takes a 
generous attitude. He will forgive you for 
your mistake and, instead of exaggerating 
it, he will belittle it. Therefore, when you 
arc wrong, be honest to yourself and leam 
to admit your mistakes. 

According to the great railroad magnet, 
James ]. Hill, "The man who has not made 
mistakes is either a fool or a coward." A 
fool will not know that he is committing 
mistakes. Me cannot distinguish between 
right or wrong. Therefore, the question of a 
hml realising his own mistakes does not 
arise. Similarly, a coward will always be 
cautious. He will never take the lead. He 
will never have the courage to take a plunge. 
He will wait for tlie others to take the lead. 
Since he would be only a follower, the 
question of his committing mistakes also w'ill 
be rare. 

Therefore, an individual, who wants to 
take bold actions, may make a mistake now 
and then. A wise man should only be careful 
to learn from his mistakes. Since a bold 
individual, who displays initiative, is not 
debarred from making mistakes, there is nu 
harm in admitting your mistakes 
when you know that you have made one. It 
is only the small people who hesitate to 
admit their mistakes. 

Abraham Lincoln was well known for his 
readiness to admit his mistakes. Once the 
Commander of the Union Forces, General 
Grand, disobeyed Lincoln's specific orders, 
but the General won the battle and proved 
successful. Lincoln, Pnsidt.>nt of the United 
States, wrote a letter to his General, not to 
take him to task for his insulwrdination, but 
to openly admit that the General had betm 
right and that he himself was wrong. You 
will find the man who insists that he is 
always nght, to be of the most unpopular 
type. He will be dead set on convincing 
everyone that he has been absolutely right; 
he can mwet bt* wrong. He will always aiguc 
and defend himself. 

Suppose you are not in the wrong, but 
the other person unnecessarily blames you, 
are you then supposisl to admit that you 
arc in the wrong, just to please him or give 
him the satisfaction or the feeling of 
importance? Certainly not. You should admit 

your mistake only when you know that you 
have committed one. You admit your wrong 
without any arguments provided you ate in 
the wrong. In case you are not in the wror^ 
and you know for certain that the other 
individual is blaming you under some 
misapprehension, then you already .know 
what to do. 

Let him save his face 
All you have to do in this case is to agree 

with him that he might be right, but at the 
same time inform him that you have .some 
nagging doubts. Therefore, request him to 
verify the facts. Help him, then, to discover 
the facts. Let him find out that he has been 
wrongly blaming you. But do not expect that 
he should admit his mistake. Allow him to 
save his face. If the other person is in the 
wrong, do nut take it upon yourself to prove 
that he is in the wrong. Let him discover the 
fact himself. 

But when you are in the wrong, make no 
bones about it. just admit that fact 
straightaway. While practising this 
technique, you must bear in mind not to 
lielittle yourself unnecessarily. 

Just like adfiiitting mistakes, you should 
also learn to laugh at yourself, to take a 
joke on yourself and laugh it off in good 
humour. When you laugh at yourself 
once in a while, you will be putting others 
at case. It will show that you are not 
trying to be perfect. It will make you appear 
human and normal in the eyes of others. 
You should never attempt to be aloof. You 
should not stand on a high pedestal. You 
should not consider yourself to be above 
blame On tlie other hand, you should get 
off your high horse. You must be one among 
the many. You should mi’ve freely with your 
friends You should be human, and you 
should be wa'nn and normal. You should 
not claim to be a know-all. 

To iH'come a leader, theiefore, is to study 
human nature. l,earn what people want the 
most. Observe what everybody wants. Try 
to be difierent. Do not be one among the 
many. Be different, but do not show it to 
others; learn to play the rtiverse role. When 
^nii want to feel important, just give 
importance. When you want to get 
.somi‘thing, start offering something else first. 
It IS not what the other person can do for 
you, but what you can do for him that binds 
him to you. Never criticise the other 
individual. Never try to find fault. But when 
you arc in the wrong, do not wait for 
someone else to point it out; be the first one 
to admit it and see how the magic works. 
You will find, iastead of yourself, the other 
person arguing your case. You will find the 
result to be magical and your leadership 
proving to be successful. U 
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Who... What... When... Where... Why 
You Ask The Question — We Will Find The Answer 

9 What is Raman Effect? 
,—S.D. Singh Chand, Chennai (Tamil Nadu) 

Raman Effect is a type of inelastic scattering of light and ultraviolet 
radiation discovered in 1928 by the Indian scientist 
Sir Chandrasekhara Venkataraman (1888-1970), Nobel Prize winner 
for Physics, 1930. If a beam of monochromatic light is passed through 
a transparent substance, some of the radiation will be scattered. 
Although most of the scattered radiation will be the same as the 
incident frequency, some will have frequencies above (anti-stokes 
radiation) and below (stokes radiation) that of the incident beam. 
This effect is known as Raman Scattering and is due to inelastic 
collisions between protons and molecules, leading to changes in the 
vibrational and rotational energy levels of molecules. 

9 IVhaf is Bermuda Triangle ? 
—Swati Sara/, Baranagar (Madhifa Pradesh) 

The triangular .sea area between Bermuda, Florida and Puerto 
Rico is called the Bermuda I ^ 
Triangle where the currents are 
very strong. The area gained \ .„ ,• 
notoriety in the 196ns on account * ~ .,1 ■,. 'jjj.-' 
of the mysterious disappearance “ 
of numerous ships and aircraft 
without any trace of wreckage. 

9 VWio invented the typewriter ? 
—S. Vasandra Devi, 

Namakkal (Tamil Nadu) * 
The typewriter was invented 

by Mitterliofer of Austria in 1864. 
9 IVfiflf are galaxies and 

Milky Way ? 
—S. Suneel Kumar, ^ 

Admii (Andhra Pradesh) . 
Galaxies are systems of very 

many stars separated from one 
mother by large empty space 
[sometimes galaxies are called 
sland universes). In the M 
.’ighteenth century, William 
Hersfhel concluded that many 

k^rosgf 

fiUhf; w 

9 What is the West Indies ? Is it a country or group of 
countries ? 

—Paul Victor, Gulbarga (Karnataka) 
The West Indies is a chain of islands extending from Florida to 

the North Coast of South America, separating the Gulf of Mexico 
and the Caribbean Sea from the Atlantic Ocean. An alternative name 
(excluding the Bahamas) is the Antilles. The West Indies comprises 
three main groups: the Bahamas to the north east of Cuba and 
Hispaniola; tins Greater Antilles (Cuba—the largest island in the 
Wt-st Indic.s, Hispaniola, Jamaica and Puerto Rico); and the Lesser 
Antilles (Leeward and Windward Islands, Trinidad and Tobago and 
Barbados), together with the Netherlands Antilles and other islands 
off the Venezuelan coast. 

9 What is blue blood ? 
—Krantdarshi R. Mahajan, Amravati (Maharashtra) 

ITie expression "blue blood" refers to high or noble birth or 
descent; it is derived from the 
Spanish sangre flzii/. The veins of 

pure-blooded Spanish 
aristocrat, whose race had 
suffered no Moorish admixture, 

'lljm were believed to be more blue 

. IS the diff^enee 
between Centigrade and Celsius ? 

—tJ.R. Dumre, Indore 
(Madhya Pradesh) 

Celsius scale is a temperature 
scale m which the fixed points are 

temperatures at standard 
. I pressure of ice in equilibirum 

'' '^'th water (0 degree C) and 
''’^ter in equilibrium with steam 
(100 degrees C). The scale 

' between these two temperatures 
is divided in 100 degrees. The 

\ scale was formerly known as the 
■ I- — ■ I y Centigrade scale; the name was 
^[jefhent to ofBnally changed in 1948 to avoid ‘toaematp^l - -- ' I'-I v'' i A - F xrssivimajir 111 OVMIU 

:loud patches of light seen among Up by him to dilfewfS^l : J confusion with a himdredth part 
rhp d^rct worsa arfiiallv avimnf 4tMaiiih fcuKto horiii 111191? h ttmAliVfrihrtI f _j- t__i-i___ ;he stars were actually giant mdhi. r.Wta^;SKJel*tjr.k^ 
wstems of billions of stars, but t8iehig<t:^f)l^s|«dtgll^j^^ 
;o far away from Earth as to look and the Bkey whb gav«^ 'affH< 
like clouds. The advent of ' from thethe pMien 
mproved telescopes proved him ^hded Cattt^'«tenf^ hprij^ 
right in the early .wentieth '|lma.-Ciy.Pi^^ 
rentury, and these far-off great . Jihr 
masses of stars became known as 
galaxies. There are two types of ' ■ ' '.r^TTW^, :- ■ =■ 
galaxies—spiral and elliptical, 
ilthough some galaxies are neither (irregular). 

Milky Way pertains to that galaxy to which the Sun and Earth 
belong. If one is lucky enough, one can see it on a clear night sky— 
I faint band crossing the sky. 

9 At n public meeting held in Tamil Nadu, the Prime Minister 
said that there are 19 languages recognised by the Constitution of 
India. What is the 19th language added to the list of recognised 
'anguages in the Eighth Schedule ? 

—K. Raghu, Nixamahad (Andhra Pradesh) 
The Constitution of India recognises 18 major languages which 

m* specified in the Eighth Schedule to the Constitution. These are: 
^saames<:, Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi. Kannada, Kashmiri, Konkani, 
Malayalam, Manipuri, Marathi, Nepali, Oriya, Punjabi, Sanskrit, 
sindhi. Tamil, Telugu and Urdu. English, the associate language, is 
:he 19th language. 

at bay, hw» ww #, $al$«^i||fi^of a grade. Celsius scale is named 
Damien,Mahahna^Gail^r. after the Swedish astronomer 

frpm thepu^htetreais^ pMieiigs knitted carpets: wove;:d^ 
^ ^hded cattti^' ^bmt^ hdhestbf^ without stretcNno; a 

.wm wwkattddighil^-^>^'<^ Andres Celsius (1701-1744), who 
(nhtted carpets: woveclsw devised the inverted fonn of this 
t Without stretcNnp; a scale (ice point 100 degrees and 
enhanyand steam point 0 degree) in 1742. 

Hplnea«siBit.^'.j^>t|^yi^^ 9 Where and when did boxing 

—Rajinder Singh, Amritsar 
- (Punjab) 

It set>ms boxing had its beginnings in early Greece. A Greek mural, 
dating back to 1520 BC and depicting fighters wearing gloves, was 
discovered on the island of Thera. The early Greek fighters received 
no pay, only the glory of victory They wore thongs of soft leather 
bound about the fists and often two-thirds of the way up their 
forearms fur additional protection. Boxing was first introdut^ into 
the Olympic Games in 688 BC. Size, strength and skills were the 
only qualifications for early pugilists. With the passage of time, 
wealthy men trained their slaves as boxers and for^ them to wear l 
gloves studded with iron or brass nuggets to bludgeon to death 
their rivals. The crude sport declined with die decline of the Roman 
Empire. 

Boxing with a strict code of prize-fighting rules emerged only in 
the eighteenth century. □ 
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Namrata 
Shirodkar has 
become a star of 
Hindi cinema with 
her debut movies 

Mere Do Anmol 
Ratan 'and Hero 
Hindustani", released 
recently. See how designer 
Krishna IVIehta created 
pastel ensembles for her... 

by 

diiffons siie wes ai«iifalesceiit ir|A «TSbegf m 
with enabroldeay whidi is at once teftfaitoe and ttadMoinl, Her paahal ^ 

fendnhii^iAettBate. y ' % ^ 

KrWinnMeltta also gees phidh and deqpKiolouredvalrets to create a 
efhtA of aring pearl endsRddeiy witti vdvet is flfkan stoni^ / 

f of the dothes, the flowing look is used to advantage. light gicien« ' 
aeam, powder blue and peadqr pink are coloois of disolute htasstjf and 

splendour, bi the aocampsoyting lectures, Namrata models acme 
of the best dothes created by Kdshna Mehta for 

the wedding season of1999. 
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Want to bum off excess fat? Sculpt ifour body or simply 

stay in shape? Idea, Asia's first fitness centre with the 
award-winning Millennium Range from Pulse U.K. helps 
you to do Just that... 

by Pervin Khajotia 

jp (f. ^ 

Gym. instructor 
arui ; Kunal T 

miA is'a V 
nashun in snbuiban Mumbai and 
offers you total body care. 
Qualified instructozs ensure that 
all activity is performed correctly ' 
so as to prevent spozts injuries 
which are common during 

* ■ i 5. U U f t i # : I 

exercise. The emphasis is always 
on safety. No damage is done to 
Joints, tendons, muscles and other 
areas prone to exercise damage. 
Feeling good from within is 
important, You have to be 
satisfied' with the way you look 
and feel. This is the motto of the 
Ideas fitness centre. 

The concept of Idea originated 
k when Anita Shivdasani and Sunita 
\ Kapoor, wife of film superstar 
B . y Anil Kapoor, both devout 
■ advocates of fitness, started 

looking for gym facilities for 
[■ every day workouts. The lack of 

proper equipment, wrong 
floork^ inadequate ventilation 
and damage after exercLsc due to 

( the lack of guidance led them to 
9 (q;>en Idea at Juhu, Mumbai. The 

Kym is famous today and 
frequented by a stream of 
celerities like Zeenat Aman, 

JV Poonam Dhillon, Tabu, Dimple 
Ktqmdia and daughter Twinkle. 
:‘?d6a does not cater only to the 

■ says Anita, “We also target 
W' those who are aware of the 

’ ihibd to be fit There are people 
r b^eve that prevention is 

® highly 
^diy like Mumbai, where 

^C^pi^^blbcalt to breathe fresh air, 
' an eco-fresh air 

environment with an 
/^^iir-circujating system 
j^^tinuous streams of 

fres^B^l^ther unique concept 
is of flooring. The 
^usaBH^Isooden flooring is 
nin^m^ff the ground, with 



an air cushion and has 
rubberised foam which 
absorbs any shock and 
impact to the body. 

“Aerobics classes are run on 
the horn throuj^out the day 
and the main fitnciss director 
is Banoo Batlibhoy. The right 
breathing techniques taught 
here, help clients to relax. 
After using the cardio¬ 
vascular equipment and 
other gym facilities, yoga and 
its soothing effect are 
recommended. Classes are 
conducted three times a day 
in Yoga for achieving body 
flexibiiity. 

“Additional facilities such as 
a steam room, chilled 

showers, massages, facials and consultation facilities with a nutritionist and a juice bar with health food 
centre serving ready-to-eat salads etc. are available. Nutritionist Shobha Rqjgopal comes in thrice a week to 
monitor the weight loss programme clients. Two varieties of health foods - low calorie and no fat - are 
available. A client’s height and weight dictate his or her weight loss programme." 

“Almost all women need to use weights," Anita continues, “Women are misled by the myth that weight 
training makes them muscular and 
leads to a loss of femininity. The 
results are quite the contrary. Weight 
training accentuates their femininity 
and helps a woman to firm up her 
bosom, enhance her power, tone and 
sculpt her body. Strength training 
helps build bone density, preventing 
bones from brittleness. Since women 
have most of their body fat around 
the abdomen, hips and thighs, they 
need to train on a programme 
different from that of men." 

The Pulse Range at Idea includes 
fitness equipment to target every part 
of the hmnan physique. It consists of 
cardiovascular equipment, treadmills, 
steppers and a recumbent bike, as 
well as resistance machines. Upper 
body conditioners. Smith’s machines, 
thigh adductors and five station multi¬ 
gyms are available for use. Radio 
personalities Shemaz Dinshaw and 
Anish Trivedi frequent the gym 
regularly. As Anish sums up, “1 lost 
5 kgs., got rid of aU body fat I have 
never felt as healthy as I do today.” 

❖ 
The walking machine > 
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CS/? SPECIAL 

How To Moke Successful Decisions 
Alison Hardingham 

Eminont Educational and Occupational Psychologist and Family Therapist 

EXPENSIVE DECISIONS : TAKING PROFESSIONAL ADVICE 
Try to avoid an open-ended conunitment. 

In particular, Ir)' to avoid any arrangemoit 
ol the form 'We'll meet until the problem is 
solved/you have what you need Ahcre's no 
further reason to meet.' Tell your adviser 
what you want to achieve, and ask him to 
%i\'e you an estimate of how long it will 
take to achieve it. Here ate some examples 
of objectives to aim for with a professional 
adviser, to give an idea of the form they 
should take. 

1. To find out what qualifications 1 need 
to become a chartered accountant. 

2. To establish what would be involved 
in going into business in partnership 
with my brother 

3. To establish the cost of building an 
extension to my house. 

4. To draw up nty will. 
3. To arrange care, custody and control 

of the children between my ex- 
husband and myself. 

6. To stop feeling angry with my brother 
and his wife. 

Whose advice 7 
It is fair to say that whatever kind of 

derision you need professional advice for, 
there is someone somewhere qualified to 
give it. Often it is easy to identify the kind 
of professional you want. For financial 
decisions, you need an accountant; for 
decisions with legal implications, a solicitor; 
for medical problems, a doctor, and so on. 

Occasionally you know you need 
professional advice, but do not know what 
would be the appropriate profession. The 
Citi7.ens' Advice Bureau may then be able 
to identify an .appropriate professional for 
you, or friends may have had experience of 
looking for advice in that area. 

Once you have identified the type of 
professional you need, you face the much 
more difficult task of selecting one in 
particular. If you have identified a clear 
requirement fur professional advice and 
analysed carefully what you need it foi; then 
buy the best advice you can afford. It may 
not always be the most expensive, but it is 
unlikely to be the cheapest. 

Be careful, however, not to fall into the 
trap of thinking that just because someone's 
advice is expensive it must be good. Some 
advisers can charge highly because they are 
well-known and established. They-may no 
longer be applying themselves energetically 
to solving problems. Others may be 
providing good advice to most people, but 
for a reason particular to your situation they 
give you poor advice. An expensive 
accountant used to dealing with large 
companies may be poorly informed and 
badly motivated when ask^ to consider the 
tax problems of a small company with a 
low turnover. 

When you think of the money you spend 
on things which are of trn‘i.il significance in 
your life, it puts into perspective the 
amounts of money you spend on good 
quality advice, which can affect fundamental 
decisions. The extra insight that a single 
professional consultation can provide into 
an important decision is often critical to the 

of that decision. 
Make a list of all the people whose ads la- 

you have paid for. For each one, mark 
whether you now consider it to have been 
money well spent. If you have wasted good 
money on protesional advice, perhaps it 
was because you did not prepare for it in 
the way I suggested above. But it may have 
been b^ause the advice you were given was 
poor. As we have discussed, paying money 
does not guarantee its value. 

Finding the best adviser 
There are several steps you can take 

whidi, whilst not guaranteeing that you will 

find the best adviser, will ensure that the 
adviser you chcxise is at least competent. 

1. If there is a relevant society, trade 
association, or other licensing body for the 
kind of professional you are seeking to 
employ, consider only people who are on 
their list. Not only does this usually ensure 
a minimum level of competence, but it also 
often provides a means for obtaining redress 
if things go wrong. 

2. If any of youi triends, family or 
acquaintance liave uses I professional advice 
of the kind you need, or know about 
professional advisers in the relevant area, 
ask them to recommend one, or better, a 
few. Personal recommendation by someone 
ynu know and trust is by far the best guide. 
I chose my accountant, my solicitor and the 
architect who designed my house on that 
basis. In any case, ask your family and 
friends about their experiences, and u.se 
them to becon'i* more knowledgeable about 
what you can realistically expect from 
professionals of that kind. 

3. Once you have made a preliminary 
choice, try to contact one ci' two people who 
have used this person. Professionals should 
not mind your asking them to provide the 
names of a couple of previous clients as 
references. If Ihev cannot or will not do so, 
that is in itself a danger sign. Of course, 
professional.-* surli as solicitors and doctors 
cannot disclose the names of their clients. 
Then you will have lo rely on your own 
detective work. 

4. Try to find out what kind of work the 
person or people you have chosen specialise 
in professionally. ITiev will tend to do that 
best, and also more quickly and hence more 
cheaply. 

5. Some prntessionnls, such as some 
accountants and solicitors, will let a new 
client 'sample' a small amount of their 
advice free. If you have the cipportunity and 
time to take advantage of this, 'sample' two 
or three possibles and compare them. Take 
a limited aspect of your decision to each, 
the same aspect to each for purposes of 
comparison, and discover what kind of 
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advice each offer:.. Things to watch out for 
am : 
• How comfortable do ><ni Its'l talking 

to this person ’ It is no good 
employing stimeoiu- to advise you it 
thetr very pr»*senrf gives \oii extra 
pixibiems. You should (vel loiitident 
in his ability but not mtunidatod, 
relaxed but not careless Yoix should 
find him plvas.int and n.-asonahly 
likeable, but not so attractive that that 
is likely to beixmie more important 
than tht' quahlv ol his ad'’ia‘. 

• How quickly .ind how thoroughly 
does he grasp what you are saying ? 
It will save you time and money if 
you and he are on similar 
wavelengths, and if he is a good 
listener. 

• How easy do you find it to 
understand him ^ Without prompting, 
he should use concepi-s and 
terminology which are compre¬ 
hensible to you. The vast maiority of 
useful advict* can be given in the 
language of the leasonably intelligent 
layman. 

Never foiget that all these pwiplc want 
your custom. Just as much as someone who 
is selling you a car or a house, they are the 
ones who should toiniiue vnu they li.ivc 
something worth selling 

Handling the consultations 
The key thing to remember when taking 

professional advue is that vou are in iit.irge. 
it is very' tempting to sink into, tor example, 
the solicitor's comfortable diair and let him 
make the decisions, but you cannot afford 
to, literally or metaphorically. Forever)' hour 
you spend with your professional adviser, 
you should spend seveml hours of your own 
time, preparing for the consultation, 
considering the implications of the ad\ ice 
he has given you, working out what to do 
next. His time is expensive, yours is tree 
Not only that, you are the one wh.i has the 
complete picture and the motivation really 
to apply yourself to making a good division. 
However good your advisei is. vou are to 
him at the end of the day just another client. 
If you go 1(1 the consiiliations with positive 
and n*sponsible frame of mmd, yon are 
already most of the way towauls ensuring 
you make the best :<s. ,if iheni 

Here are some further pr.ictu,j| wavs ot 
handling the consult.itions - 

1. Make out an agenda. You will piohably 
not write this agenda down tonnally, but it 
is up to you t.i make sure bolh you .ind 
your adviser know what the meeting or 
telephone call is for .md can i-i’cognise when 
the obji*ctlves have been met 

2. Take notes. Not onh' is this important 
for all the obvious O'asons, but it pivserv es 
the right balance between you .ind your 
adviser. It demonstrates that you .ire lak ing 
the consultation senously Nothing is worse 
than being left simply waiting while your 
adviser maki>s his own notes or ai-svvers an 
ini nming telephone call. (Make sure, by the 
w.ty, that you are not charged for anv' time 
he spends answ-ering the phi'iie while )ou 
are there.) 

3. Use every minutes constructively. Don't 
spend time in social chat, other than what 
IS necessary to preserve a reasonably friendly 
atmosphenv You should be as charming as 
you can, since even professional advisers 
work better for people they like, but you 
should lie charming in a time-efficient way. 
Witty asides are infinitely preferable to 
lengthy anecdotes. 

4. Without being aggressive or unpleasant, 
take any opportunity you can to make it 
clear that it is you who are paying for the 
aiiwultation. You may say, for example, 'I 
wonder if it would be better if I wrote the 
first draft of this letter since it might be 
rather expensive if you do the whole thing.' 
Never give the impression that money is no 
object, or your adviser will find it hard to 
resist the temptation to spend yours freely. 
Discuss terms of payment calmly and 
openly. Leave nothing to do with the 
financial contract between you ambiguous. 

5. T.ike any opportunity you can to thank 
your adviser explicitly for a particularly 
useful piece of information or insight. 
Kveryone works better when they are 
appiiv'iated. Also, providing you thank your 
adviser in a thoughtful appraising way 
ratlior than in a patronising or ingratiating 
way you will again be giving him the 
fundamental message that you ate in charge. 

h At the moment you realise you have 
lost your grasp of what he is saying to you, 
ask him to explain. Often we are in some 
distress or agitation when we ate taking 
professional advice. It can be easy to let our 
thiuighl.s wander, and fail to follow a line 
ol reasoning or explanation which our 
adviser is pursumg. It is vital then that we 
ask him to repeat what he has said, so that 
we are never agreeing to things we did ijot 
tully understand, or fumbling along, hoping 
ev e.rylhing will come clear eventually. To use 
our advisers effectively, we must keep 
abreast of them. 

7. Be firm with yourself about sticking to 
questions the professional can uniquely 
answer when you are with him. You cannot 
expect your accountant to tell you how 
much it will prey on your mind if you don't 
declare' some of your income. So don't waste 
time, and therefore money, discussing that 
with him. 

Some consultation patterns to avoid 
Then.' are some unhelpful patterns it is 

easy to slip into when taking advice from 
an expert. 1 he patterns I shall describe have 
in common that they reduce the amount of 
inform.ition you obtain from your adviser 
and in .iddilion militate against your making 
'.III' best use nf the information you dn 
obtain These patterns exert their harmful 
effects by nbalanctng the relationship 
bi'lw.'en you and your professional adviser 
and by emphasising his skill to the detriment 
of your own 

Piiltcrn One . The Grrtitis and the Fool. 
Advisers encourage this pattern by 
indulging in unnecessarily complex 
arguments and explanation, by using long 
words in preference to short ones, and by 
drawing attention to their qualifications. A 
particular danger sign is any insistence on 

their part on being addressed by a title sudi 
as Doctor or Professot As seekm of advke, 
we encourage this pattern by beginning a 
consultation with 'Of course I don't know 
anything about this', by looking puzzled but 
never asking any questions, and by having 
nothing to say at tlw end of the consultation. 

Pattern Tloo : Mother and Child. Advisers 
encourage this pattern by calling you 'dear', 
by making you a cup of tea, and by 
conveying to you in words and gestures that 
everything will turn out all right in the end. 
Advisers like this are particulaily pernicious 
because they can feel so reassuring. 
However, by encouraging you to rely on 
them completely they are actually behaving 
very dangerously. Wb encourage the pattern 
when we become over-emotional during 
consultatiorui, when we tell the adviser a 
lot of irrelevant detail about our personal 
lives, and when we arrange frequent 
consultations at regular intervals. 

Pattern Three: The Knight and the Damsel. 
As is immediately obvious, this pattern only 
applies when a woman is seeking advice 
from a man. Male advisers encourage it by 
becoming angry on behalf of their client, by 
being over-solicitous about their client's 
health, finances and situation, and by asking 
their client out to dinner. Wbmen clients 
encourage it by overdressing for 
consultations, by behaving in an 
inappropriately feminine manner (this is not 
to be confused with using a bit of female 
charm), and by accepting advice passively. 
Adviser/ciient relationships based on this 
pattern may lead to many things but are 
unlikely to assist the client in effective 
decision-making. 

Pattern Four: The Rock and the drowning 
Man. We have already discussed how 
difficult it is to live with the uncertainty 
urhich surrounds an important decision. In 
situations of uncertainty and stress, it is 
tempting to try and identify something or 
somebody as utterly reliable and safe. A 
professional adviser can appear ideal 
material for a rock in stormy seas. 
Unfortuni-itely, few advisers are utterly 
reliable and safe. We should never lose sight 
of the fact that we may need to change our 
adviser, or at least argue with him. 

Hven advisers qualified in various forms 
of therapy are nut soUd rocks, but people 
who bring their own flaws and rough edges 
to each consultation. And the people for 
whom this book is written are not drowning 
men, but people who arc at turning points, 
where they need to exercise more, not less, 
control than usual. If you can hardly wail 
from one consultation to the next, if )rou 
.susfiend action between consultations, and 
if you never find anything to criticise in your 
adviser, then you have probably fallen into 
Ihc 'Rock and the Drowning Man' trap. 

If you take the steps that were outlined 
above on handling consultations then you 
should avoid ail of these unhelpful patterns. 
If by any chance you find you have slipped 
into one, you may need to change your 
adviser. For not only are consultatiors based 
on an unhelpful pattern uninformative, they 
also positively undermine your effectiveness 
as a decision-maker. (Concluded) 
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Expected Questions 

Objective General Knowledge 
Madan Lai 

Former Secretary. Stott Selection Commission, Government of India 

For the present issue, I have drawn up a lest 
battery of UX) questions on the "Constitution 
Of hiiiiii. Including Constituliorml History". As 
an aid to projier aiui systematic preparation, the 
readers arc advised to answer this lest paper in 
one hour and then make a self-assessment of their 
performance with reference to the answers 
printed at the end of this feature. The following 
grades will help the readers for self-assessment: 

(i) Less than 30 per cent score—Poor 
(ii) 31 to 50 per cent score—-Fair 
(Hi) 51 to 63 per amt score—Good 
(iv) 66 to SO per cent score—Very Good 
(v) Aboiv 80 per cent score—Excellent 
The aim of the readers should be to achitve a 

score of not less than Ml per cent. 
In the next issue, a test battery of 

100 questions on "India—From .Stagnation 
And Poverty To Growth And Prosperity" tviU 
be draiim. 

The paper on General Knowledge or General 
Awareness or General Studies plays a pivotal 
role in the competitive examinations conducted 
by various hoards for recruitment to public 
servias. As the readers are, no doubt, aware, 
this feature has very extensive coverage of 
subjects. It covers Everyday Science, History, 
Economics, Geography, Political Science, Civics, 
Life Sciences, Current National and 
Intemaliorml Affairs/Events, (Constitution of 
India, Indian National Movement, and so on. 

Constitution Of India, Including Constitutional History 
Q. 1. The reference to Hindus in Article 25 

of the Constitution does not include 
(a) Parsees. (b) Sikhs. 
(c) Jains. (d) Buddhists. 
Q. 2. The Chairman of Rajya Sabha is 
(a) nominated by the President. 
(b) elected by the two Houses of 

I’arhament. 
(c) elected by Parliament and the 

legislatures of the States jointly. 
(d) elected by the members of Rajya 

Sabha. 
Q. 3. In India, a tax on agricultural 

incomes can be levied by 
(a) both the Central and Slate 

Governments. 
(b) neither the Central nor the Sta»e 

Governments. 
(c) only tlw State Governments. 
(d) only the Central Government. 
Q. 4. By which amendment, were the 

Fundamental Duties of Indian citizens 
added to the Constitution? 

(a) Forty-fourth Amendmeni 
(b) Forty-third Amendment 
(c) Forty-seaind Amendment 
(d) Forty-first Amendment 
Q. S. Financial allocation for Education was 

made for die first time by the Charter Act of 
(a) 1833 (b) 1813 (c) 1793 (d) 1773 
Q. 6. There is no provision in the 

Constitution for the impeachment of 
(a) the Chief Justice of a High Court. 
(b) the Chief Justice of India. 
(c) the Governor. 
(d) the Vice-President. 

Q. 7. In the event of non-enforcement of 
Directive Principles of the State by the 
Government, a citizen of India can move 
the 

(a) District Court, (b) High Court. 
(c) Supreme Court, (d) None of these. 
Q. 8. TTie member of a Stale Public Service 

Commission ran be removed on the ground 
of misbehaviour only after an enquiry has 
been conducted by the 

(a) Supreme Court of India. 
(b) High Court of the State. 
(c) committee appointed by the President. 
(d) committee appointed by the Governor 

of the State. 
Q. 9. Who can recommend abolition or 

creation of the Legislative Council in a State? 
(a) Governor of the State 
(b) Advocate-General of the State 
(c) Legislative A.ssembly of the Stale 
(d) The State Council oif Ministers 
Q. 10. The purpose of the libcrt Bill was 
(a) to take away the right of the native 

magistrates to try Eumpeans and 
Englishmen. 

(b) to take away the right of the European 
magistrates to try Indians. 

(c) to remewe an anomaly in the Criminal 
Procedure Code of 1873, according to 
which no magistrate or sessions judge 
could try a European or British subje^ 
unless he was himself of European 
birth. 

(d) None of the above. 
Q. IL The Constitution of India borrowed 

the concept of the Directive Principles of 

Stale Policy from the Constitution of 
(a) Ireland (b) USA 
(c) UK (d) Canada 
Q. 12. Which one of the following 

slatements is nut correct? 
(a) Then* is no provision of referendum 

in the Indian Constitution 
(b) Tlic Stale Legislatures do not possess 

the nghl to initiate the amendment 
of the Cuiistitulion 

(c) The proposal tor amending the 
Cc’ri.stitution can only be initiated in 
latk fiabha. 

(d) The Indian Cu'istitulion is partly 
flexible and partly rigid. 

Q, 13. Which one o( the following Articles 
has declared unlouchability in any form as 
unconstitutional:’ 

(a) Arlu le 14 (b) Article 17 
(c) Article 44 (d) Article 45 
Q. H. Which one of the following is not 

among the sourc«'.s of revimue for the Union? 
(a) Land revenue 
(b) Custom duties including export duties 
(c) Duties of excise on tobacco and other 

goods manufactured or produced m 
India, except aIci<holi(. liquors, opium, 
Indian hi*mp and other narcotic drugs 

(d) T.ixes on income other than 
agricultural income 

Q. 15. Under which one of the following 
Articles, the fiupreme Court has been given 
the powers to review any judgement 
pronounced or order made by if previously? 

(a) Article 130 (b) Article 137 
(c) Article 138 (d) Article 139 
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Q. 16. A iTitmbt'r ».-Ii»cle(i to Lok Subha a*. 
a canilidal)* of at pailv c'n-'Si>«;s thf lloor <>( 
thi’ Hi)us»>. ]n such a raso, 

(a) 111*: continued inenibership nl Ihe 
House IS not adeated in any way. 

(b; he ceases to be a menibi'r c)( the 
House whether or not he n-signs his 
niemtiership 

(c) he can continue fi > be a inemlTer of the 
House if the party on vehose symlKil 
lie was eliHTted has no ohjistion. 

(d) he will ,ontinue to tie a meinber of 
the Mouse if the Speaker permits. 

Q. 17.1 lie Rifjhl to Pmperty was excludcKl 
from the rundaniental Rights during (he 
tenure ol the (ii'yernment headed by 

(.1) C'haran '^inph. (b) Morarji Desai. 
(c) Indira (landhi (d) Rajiv Gandhi. 
O-18. Which of the following statements 

in regard to the Dm’ciive Principles of State 
Policy IS corn'll? 

(a) rundamental Rights constitute 
limit.itions upon State action, while 
Pirecfive Principles are in the nattire 
oi instruction to the Government to 
achieve certain ends. 

(b> 1111*5 an' iiisticiable in certain rc.spccts. 
(c) They en)om on the State to secure a 

living wage to all workers within a 
sperifu*d period. 

Id) 11ic courts can compel the Stale to 
implement some ot the important 
ilirectives. 

Q. 19. The Mrst Official Language 
t ommission, as required under Article 144 
of the Constitution, was constituted by the 
President in 

(a) 195(1 with K.M. Munshi as its 
C'hainrian. 

(b) 195.5 with B.G. Kher as its Chairman. 
(c) I960 with M.C. Chhagla as its 

Cliairman. 
(il) 1965 with Humavun Kabir as its 

i hairman. 
Q. ZO. Which nuthonty should an Indian 

citizen approach for securing his 
fundamental right ot personal freedom 
guaranteed by 'iie Constitution? 

(a) The Pn'sident ot India 
(b) Ihe tiovernor ot a State 
(c) Hie Speaker oi Lok Sabh.i 
(d) The Supreme Court or a High Court 
Q. 21. 'ihe system of Proportional 

R<’presentatii.n is used in the election of 
the 

(a) President of India. 
(h) Speaker ol Lok Sabha 
(c) Members ol Lok Sablia. 
(d) None of the abovi. 
O- 22. A Bill is deemed to be a Money Bill 

it It contains only provisions dealing with 
all ol Ihe following matters, except 

(a) iinposiiion, abolition, r< mission, 
alteration or legulation of any tax. 

(b) impo.sitioii ol fines or other pecuniary 
penalties. 

(c) appropriation of moneys out of the 
Consolidated Fund of India. 

(d) audit of the accounts of the Union or 
of a State. 

Q. 23. The constituents of Indian 
P•lrlial1lcnt, as mentioned in ’he Constitution 
are the 

(a) President, Lok Sabha and the Council 
of Ministers. 

(b) Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha. 
Ills ————— 

(c) President, Vice-President and the two 
Houses of Parliament. 

fd) President, Lok Sabha and Rajya 
Sabha. 

Q. 24. Comprehensive changes in the 
Constitution were effected in 1976, 
overturning some of its bedrocks. All of the 
following were the major areas of impact of 
these changes, except 

(a) the changes narrowed down and 
fettered the scope of judicial review 
of ordinary laws. 

(b) the changes unsettled the original 
balance between the different organs 
of the stale, viz., Legislature and 
Judiciary. 

(i') the changes excluded the Right to 
Property from the list of Fundamental 
Rights enshrined in the Constitution . 

(d) there was devaluation of 
Fundamental Rights vis-a-vis the 
Directive Principles of State Policy. 

Q. 25. In 1921, a session of the Indian 
.National Congress was held when its 
President was in prison and with some other 
leader acting as its President. Who was the 
Congress President in prison? 

(aj Mohammad AH 
(b) CR. Das 
(c) Abul fCalam A/ad 
(d) Mahatma CaiKthi 
Q. 26. The objective of the Morley-Minto 

Reforms was 
(a) extension of Pnn’incial As.semblies. 
(b) to give more powers to local govemmoit. 
(c) to abolish the post of Secretary of State 

for India. 
(d) to establish dyarchy in provinces. 
Q. 27. Which of the following states was 

not annexed by Lord Dalhousie by using 
the Doctrine of Lapse? ' 

(a) Nagpur (b) Udaipur 
(c) Mysore (d) Satara 
Q. 28. The Indian National Union was 

formed in 1854 by 
(a) A.O. Hume. 
(b) Henry Cotloe.. 
(c) Dadabhai Nauroji. 
(d) Badniddin Tyabji. 
0- 29. Following the famous Quit India 

resolve, the top Congress leaders were 
arrested on 

(<1) August 8, 19'12 (b) August 9, 1942 
(c) Aiigusl n, 1942 (d) August 12,1942 
Q. 30. The Cabinet Mission to India was 

headed by 
(a) AM Alexander. 
(b) Hugh Gaitskell. 
(c) Staffonl Cripps. 
(d) Lord Pethick Lawrence. 
Q. 31. SiiU'e the commencement of the 

Indian Constitution on January 26, 1950, 
how many persons have occupied the 
august office of the (’resident of India? 

(a) 9 (b) 10 (c) 11 (d) 12 
Q. 32. Which of the following Articles 

empowers the High Court to issue writs for 
the eiiforrement of Fundamental Rights? 

(a) Article 225 (b) Article 226 
(c) Article 227 (d) Article 228 
Q. 33. The Government of India Act, 1935, 

envisaged the introduction of 
(a) dyarchical form of government. 
(b) federal form of govenunent. 
(c) republican form of government. 
(d) unitary form of government. 

Q. 34. Which of the following are thf 
Financial Committees of Parliament in Indial 

1. Public Accounts Committee 
2. Estimates Committee 
3. Committee on Public UndertaUngB 
(a) 1 and 3 (b) 1 and 2 
(c) 2 and 3 (d) 1, 2 and 3 
Q. 33. Which of the following are the 

circumstances under which an elected 
member of Parliament may be disqualihad 
on the ground of defection? 

1. If he voluntarily gives up hii 
membership of a political party 

2. If he votes or abstains from voting 
contrary to any direction issued by 
his political party without prior 
permission of the political patty. 

3. If he speaks against the political party 
4. If he joins a political party other ttian 

the party on whose ticket he contested 
and got elected. 

(a) 1, 2 and 3 (b) 1, 2 and 4 
(c) 1, 3 and 4 (d) 2, 3 and 4 
Q. 36. The Union Territory of Mizoram 

was formed out of the north-eastern 
territories of Assam in 1962. Full status of 
'State' was conferred upon it in 

(a) 1980 (b) 1982 (c) 1985 (d) 1987 
Q. 37. The name of the Laccadive, 

Minicoy and Amindivi islands was dianged 
to I./ikshadwecp by an Act of Parliament in 

(a) 1970 (b) 1971 (c) 1972 (d) 1973 
Q. 38. The full status of 'State' was 

conferred upon the Union Territories of 
Manipur and Tripura in 

(a) 1970 (b) 1971 (c) 1972 (d) 1973 
Q. 39. At the end of 1998, the Union of 

India comprised 
(a) 25 States and 8 Union Territories. 
(b) 25 States .md 7 Union Territories. 
(c) 26 States and 7 Union Territories. 
(d) 26 States and 8 Union Territories. 
Q. 40. Which one of the following does 

mi constitute the electoral college for 
electing the President of India? 

(a) Elected members of the Legislative 
Council 

(b) Elected members of the Legislative 
Assembly of each State 

(c) Elected members of Lok Sabha 
(d) Elected members of Rajya Sabha 
Q. 41. The proclamation of Emergency 

by the Piesident on the ground of internal 
disturbance was made for the first time in 

(a) 1962 (b) 1965 (c) 1975 (d) 1976 
Q. 42. A proclamation of Emergency, 

unlcs.s il is approved by resolutions of botti 
tlie Houses of Parliament, will cease io be 
in operation within 

(a) one month from the date of its 
proclamation. 

(b) two months from the date of its 
proclamation. 

(c) three months from the date of its 
proclamation. 

(d) six months from the date of its 
proclamation. 

Q. 43. The proclamation of Emergency 
under Article 352 was made by the President 
for the first time in 

(a) 1960 (b) 1962 (c) 1965 (d) 1971 
Q. 44. Whi^ of the following writs can 

be issued by a High Court to direct a public 
official or the government not to enforce a 
law which is unconstitutional? 

(a) Certiorari (b) Prohibition 
(c) Quo Warranto (d) Mandamus 
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Q. 4& Which of the following writs can be issued by a High 
Court m the Supteme Court to an inferior court forbidding me 
latter to continue proceedings therein in excess of its jurisdiction? 

(a) Certiorari (b) Mandamus 
(c) Prohibition (d) Quo Warranto 
Q- 46. In how many provinces did the Indian National Congress 

form governments after the elections to the Assemblies held under 
the Government of India Act of 1935? 

I (a) 5 (b) 7 (c) 9 (d) 10 
Q. 47. The Residuary Powers (i.e., those relating to subjects not 

mentioned in any of the three lists included in the VII Schedule) 
are, according to our Constitution, vested in the 

(a) President of India. (b) Union Parliament. 
(c) State Legislatures. (d) Supreme Court. 
Q. 48. The words 'Satyamcva Jayate' inscribed in Devanagari script 

below the abacus of the State Emblem of India are taken from 
(a) Mundaka Upanisfmd (b) Katha Upmishad. 
(c) Sania Veda. (d) Yajur VMa. 
Q. 49. The design of the National Flag of India was adopted by 

the Constituent Assembly on 
(a) 9th December, 1946, at its first meeting. 
(b) 22nd January, 1947, when it adopted the famous Objectives 

Resolution. 
(c) 22nd July, 1947. 
(d) 14th August, 1947. 
Q. 50. The State of Bombay, a Part A State in the original 

Constitution, was split into two States, Gujarat and Maharashtra, in 
(a) 1956 (b) 1958 (c) 1960 (d) 1962 
Q. 51. Article 19 of our Constitution forms the core of me Chapter 

op Fundamental Rights. The number of categones of freedoms that 
A Indian citizen shall have is 
' (a) 6 (b) 7 (c) 8 (d) 9 

Q. 52. Konkani was mcluded in the list of Official Languages in 
the Eighth Schedule of our Constitution in 

(a) 1961 (b) 1967 (c) 1988 (d) 1992 
Q. 53. The lenm Schedule of me Constitution of India deals wim me 
(a) languages of the Union. (b) lists of legislative business. 
(c) anti-defection law. 
(d) special status of Jammu and Kashmir. 
Q. 54. Who presides over Lok Sabha if neither the Speaker nor 

the Deputy Speaker is available? 
(a) A member chosen by the Council of Ministers. 
(b) The senior-most member of Lok Sabha. 
(c) A member nominated by the President. 
(d) A member of the .Panel of Chairmen announced by the Speaker 
Q. 55. Tile Secretary-General of Lok Sabha, who is the Chief of 

Its Secretariat, is 
(a) appointed by the Speaker. 
(b) appointed by the President. 
(c) elected by Lok Sabha. 
(d) elected by both the Houses of Parliament. 
Q. 56. Which of the following Articles of the Indian Constitution 

guarantees equal opportunities in public employment to person.s 
belonging to SC/ST and other minority communities? 

(a) Article 15 (b) Article 16 
(c) Article 22 (d) Art.cle 27 
Q. 57. All of the following statements in regard to the office of 

the Vice-President of India are correct, except 
(a) a person seeking election to this office must be at least 35 

years of age. 
(b) the electoral college for election to this ofiice consists of the 

elected members of both the Houses of Parliament and the 
person so elected holds oificc for a term of six years. 

(c) in the event of death of the President, he can hold that office 
for d period not exceeding six months. 

(d) die incumbent of this office te the ex-affido Chairman of Rajya Sabha. 
Q. 58. The Preamble says that the State in India will assure the 

dignity of die individual. The Constitution seeks to achieve this 
object by guaranteeing 
' (a) equal fundamental rights to each dtizea 

(b) the right to adequate means of livelihood to each individual. 
(c) just and humane condibons of work to each individual. 
(d) equal wages for ^ual work to each individual itrmjpectave of sex. 
.59. Who was the first Chairman of the Planning Commission? 
(a) Guizari Lai Nanda (b) Jawaharlal Nehru 
(c) Dt C.D. Deshmukh (d) Dr. K.C. Ncogy 
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The subjects haven't changed, 
the eligibility criteria are the same, 

and the competition is as stiff as ever. 

SO WHY WILL 
THE CSm-UGC EXAM 
BE EASIER TO FACE 

FROM NOW ON? 

Wherever there is a challenging 
competitive exam, and wherever there are 

students in need of reliable guidance, 
Brilliant can be trusted to come up 

with a welcome solution. 

Brilliant's Postal Course for 

CSIR-^UGC EXAM 

Created in response to hundreds of requests from 

students aspiring for Junior Research Fellowships 

and Lecturerships (Science), the course 

is a comprehensive, extensively researched 

package covering your subject of specialisation, 

apart from the mandatory requirements of 

General Awareness of Science, Computer 

Science fundamentals and 

Quantitative Reasoning. 

8 .sets of study material cover the syllabus 

thoroughly, while a Doubt Letter Scheme 

allows you to clarify doubts 

with our professors. 

Brilliant's Postal Course for CSIR-UGC. 

just what you’ve been waiting for. 

SUBJECTS OFFERED ^ 

• Chemical Sciences • Mathematical 
Sciences • Physical Sciences • Life Sciences 

Enrolment continues 
for the June ’99 CSIR-UGC Exam. 

Write, call or tax tor tree prospectus. 

iiEnaLE 
P. O. Box 4996-CS. 12, Masilamani Street, T. Nagar. 
Chennai 600 017 Ph: 4342099,4343308. Fax: 4343829 

ENROLMENT NOW OPEN FOR DEC. ’99 EXAM 
DESPATCH BEGINS FEB. ’99. 
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ANNOUNCING 

1 YEAR COURSES FOR XOOO EXAMS 

I YEAR COURSES FOR lOOl EXAMS 
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’ INOO.' ENT. EiiAMS'tpO 
MEDiCAi E»ni$Exiaiiis;to<n: 

Admission now in full swing.... 

'99 & 2000 

CSIR - UGC JRF & L EXAM 
JUNE '99 a DEC. '99 
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I YEAR COURSES FOR 1999 EXAMS 

IIT-JEE ’99 
ENGG. ENT. EXAMS '99 

MEDICAL ENT. EXAMS ’99 

Z YEAR COURSES FOR 2000 EXAMS 

IIT-JEE 2000 
ENGG. ENT. EXAMS 2000 

MEDICAL ENT. EXAMS 2000 

SECTION A - DIPLOMA 
A NON-OlPLOMA 

ELITE JK CADEMY 
“Leading The Path To Success” 

84, JANMABHOOMI MARG, 2ND FLOOR. FORT, 
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Q. 60. Which of the following is not a statutory body? 
(a) Election Commission 
(b) Finance Commission 
<c) Planning Commission 
(d) Union Fliblic Service Commission 
Q. 61. "No action lies against the Government for injury done to 

an individual in the course of exercise of its sovereign functions". 
All of the following actions ate covered by the above provision, except 

(a) improper arrest, negligence or trespass by police officers. 
(b) loss of movables from government custody owing to 

negligence of its officers. 
(c) injury due to the negligence of servants of the government 

employed in a railway or a dockyard. 
(d) administration of justice. 
Q. 62. To secure the enrichment of Hindi, the Corutitution, among 

other things, directs the State to give primary importance to 
one of the languages included in the VlII %hedule for the purpose 
of drawing upon it This language is 

(a) Bengali. (b) Marathi. (c) Sanskrit. (d) Urdu. 
Q. 6.3. Disagreement between the two Houses of Indian 

Parliament is fitully resolved through 
(a) a pint session of the two Houses. 
(b) mediatory efforts by the presiding officers of the two Houses. 
(c) a joint committee of the two Houses for the purpose. 
(d) mediation by the President 
Q. 64. lAffiich of the following Articles of Constitution cannot be 

amended by a simple majority in both the Houses of Parliament? 
(a) Article 2 (b) Article 3 (c) Article 4 (d) Article 15 
Q. 65. Which one of the following Directive FTtneipies is,a 

socialistic principle? 
(a) Et^ual pay for equal work to all 
(b) Pnttection of the health of workers 
(c) Prevention of concentration of wealth and the means of 

production 
(d) All of the above 
Q. 66. Origiitally it was laid down in the Constitution that English 

shall continue to be used for all the official purposes of the union 
for a period of 

(a) 15 years. (b) 20 years. (c) 25 years. (d) 30 years. 
Q. 67. As per Article 100(3), the quorum to coastitute a meeting 

of either House of Parliament is 
(a) one-fourth of the total number of members of that House, 
(b) orie-fifth of (he hitai number of members of that House. 
(c) one-tenth of the fbtal number of members of that Hoase. 
(d) onc-third of the total number of members of that tiou.se. 
Q. 68. Die age of retirement of a Judge of’h Hi{|^ Court in India is 
(a) 58 years. (b) 60 years. (c) 62 years. (d) 65 years. 
Q. 69. Tlu* Rule of Law means 
(,i) existence of written rules to regulate the conduct of 

government officials. 
(b) that no person can be punished unless his guilt is established 

by a fair'tnal. 
(c) that the power to make laws vests in the elected 

reprosenlatives of the people. 
(d) independence of the judiciary. 
Q. 70. Ill <t particular case, the advice tendered by the Council of 

Ministers is sent back by the President for reconsideration. If the 
i.'ountil of Ministers adhere to their earlier advice, the Presidemt 

(a) c.in ask for reconsideration of the advice once more. 
'(b) can ask (or reconsideration of the advice any number of limes, 
(c) has no option but to accept such advice. 
id) must seek the advice of the Supreme Court before rejecting 

the advice. 
Q. 71. The writ by which a High Court or the Supreme Court 

i an .secure the body of a person who has been imprisoned to be 
brought before it is 

(a) Certiorari. (b) Habeas Corpus. 
(c) Mandamus. (d) Quo Warranto. 
Q. 72. The number of writs that can be prayed for and iMued by 

the Supreme Court and/or a High Court is 
(a) 3 (b) 4 (c) 5 (d) 6 
Q. 73. I'he term of which ot the following Lok Sabhas was 

extended beyond the normal period of five years laid down in the 
Constitution? 

(a) Fourth Lok Sabha (b) Fifth Lok Sabha 
(c) Sixth Lok Sabha (d) Seventh Lok Sabha 
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Q. 74. The High Courts at Bombay, Calcutta and Madns were 
stabUshed under the 

(a) Indian High Courts Art, 1861. 
(b) Indian High Courts Act, 1865. 
(c) Indian Hi^ Courts Act, 1911. 
(d) Government of India Act, 1919. 
Q. 75. In which of the following situations can the President 

)mmulgate an Ordinance? 
■ (a) There is disagreement between the two Houses of Parliament 
* over a Bill. 

(b) Both Houses have refused to pass a Bill sponsored by 
/Government with the previous sanction of the President. 

(c) A Bill has been pending in Parliament for a long period. 
<d) Parliament is not in session. 
Q. 76. Which of the following events made Gandhiji to launch, 

or the Bmt time, Ovil Elisdiedience Movement? 
(a) Jallianwala Bagh massacre in 1919 
(b) Killing of peaceful agitators at Chauri Chauia by the British 

troops in 1922 
(c) Pnxnulgation of the Rowlatt Act of 1919 
(d) Failure of talks with the Cripps Mission in 1942 
Q. 77. Dyarchy as the form of Government at the provincial level 

vas introduced by the 
(a) Government of India Act, 1919. 
(bi Minto-Morley Reforms. 
(c) Montague-Chelmsford Reforms. 
(d) Government of India Act, 1935. 
Q. 78. Which of the following Acts of British Parliament envisaged 

or the first time a closer association of Indians with the administration? 
(a) Indian Councils Act, 1861 (b) Indian Councils Act, 1892 

) Indian Councils Act, 1909 (d) Government of India Act, 1919 
\(1. 79. For how long can the President's rule in a State be imposed 

nitially? 
(a) One year fb) Six months (c)T\vo years (d) Three months 
Q. 80. In accordance with the provisions of our Constitution, 

lew all-India Services can be created only by the 
(u) Parliament. 
(b) process of amendment of the Constitution. 
(c) L'nion Government in consultation with the U.PS.C. 
(d) President on the advice of the Council of Ministers. 
Q. 81. Both the Union and the States derive their authority from 

he Constitution ot India whiih divides, as between them, all of the 
ollowing powers, except 

(af Executive, (b) judicial, (c) Legislative, (d) Financial. 
Q. 82. Which of the following ^hedules in the Constitution 

livides the legislative powers between the Union and the States? 
(a) V Schedule (b) VI Schedule (c) VII Schedule (d) VIII Schedule 
Q. 83. The powers to legislate with respect to any matter not 

•numerated in any of the three Lists are mentioned as Residuary 
fowers. Which of the following is empowered to determine finally 
IS to whether or not a particular matter falls in this category? 

(a) l.ok Sabha only (b) Judiciary only 
(c) Rajya Sablia only (d) Parliament 
Q. 84. The vesting of Residuary Powers under our Constitution in the 

Jnion, instead of the Stal*> iegislatures, follows the precedent of the 
(a) Canadian Constitution. (b) Irish Constitution. 
(c) Australian Coastitution. (d) Coastitution of the USA. 
Q. 85. 'Closure' in parliamentary terminology meai» 
(a) the end of a session of Parliament. 
(b) refusal of the Government to show important documents to 

members of the Opposition. 
(c) suspension of debate at the end of a day's sitting of legislature. 
(d) a rule of legislative procedure under which further debate cm 

a motion can be stopped. 
Q. 86. Which is the constitutional authority that has been made 

esponsiblc for constituting the Finance Commission periodically? 
(a) Chairman of Rajya &bha (b) Speaker of Lok Sabha 
(c) President of India (d) Union Finance Minister 
Q. 87. The Finance Commission is normally expected to be constituted 

iftef every 
(a) five years. (b) four years. 
(c) three years. (d) there is no fixed period 
Q. 88. In which of the followirg cases is a joint session of the two 

louses of Parliament not neexssary? 
(a) A Bill has been pending with cme House for more than six 

memdts after it was passed by die other. 
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(b) A Bill to amend (he Constitution. 
(c) Both Houses disagree on the amendments to be made in i 

BUI. 
(d) A Bill is passed by one House and is r^ected by the other. 
Q. 89. To whom does the Public Accounts Committee submit iu 

report? 
(a) Chairman of Rajya Sabha (b) President of India 
(c) Speaker of Lok Sabha (d) Union Finance Minister 
Q. 90. All of the following statements in regard to Money BUIs 

are itKorrect, except 
(a) a Money Bill can only be introduced in Lok Sablu and Rajya 

Sabha has no power to make a change in it against the will 
of [.ok Sabha. 

(b) a Money Bill may be introduced in Rajya Sabha but it must 
be approved by both the Houses. 

(c) a Money Bill can only be introduced in Lok Sabha but it must 
also be approved by Rajya Sabha. 

(d) a Money Bill can be introduced in either House, the decision 
of Lok Sabha thereon .shall prcvaU. 

Q. 91. Dr. Rajendra Prasad held the office of the President of 
India during the period 

(a) 26-1-1950—12-5-1957 (b) 12-5-1952—1.3-5-1962 
(c) 26-1-1950—13-5-1962 (d) 12-5-1950—12-5-1960 
Q. 92. That India is a Secular State is clearly proclaimed in the 
(a) Fundamental Rights. 
(b) Preamble to the Constitution 
(c) Directive Principles of Stale Policy. 
(d) Ninth Schedule to the Constitution. 
Q. 93. A person who is arrested and detained in police custo$ly 

has to be produced before the nearest magistrate 
(a) immediately after arrest. (b) within 12 hours. 
(c) within 24 hours. (d) within 48 hours. 
Q. 94. According to the Preamble to the Constitution, India is a 
(a) Sovereign Democratic Republic. 
(b) Sovereign Socialist Secular Democratic Republic. 
(c) Sovereign Socialist Democratic Republic. 
(d) Sovereign Secular Democratic Republic. 
Q. 95. The sovereign power under the Indian Coastitution rests 

with the 
(a) Judiciary, (b) President, (c) People of India, (d) Parliament. 
Q. 96. On which of the following subjects dues the power to 

legislate vest both in the Union as well as the State legislatures? 
(a) Acquisition and requisitioning of property. 
(b) Sanctioning of cinematograph films for exhibition. 
(c) Duties of excise on alcoholic liquors for human consumption. 
(d) Taxes on agricultural income. 
Q. 97. The President is empowered to establish an Inter-State 

Council if at any time it appears to him that the public interests 
would be served thereby, l^ch of the following has not so been 
set up? 

(a) Central Council of Health 
(b) Inter-State Commerce Council 
(t) Central Council of Local Self-Government 
(d) Iransport Development Council 
Q. 98. The Council of Ministers in India remains in office till it 

enjoys the support of the 
(a) majority of the membeis of Rajya Sabha. 
(b) majority of the members of Lok Sabha. 
(c) minority of the members of Rajya Sabha. 
(d) minority of the members of Lok Sabha. 
Q. 99. Which one of the following amendments to the Constitution 

clearly has laid down that the President of India is bound to accept 
the advice given by the Council of Ministers? 

(a) Twenty-fourth Amendment 
(b) Twenty-fifth Amendment 
(c) Forty-first Amendment 
(d) Forty-second Amendment 
Q. 100. Which one of the following has pmvideJ for the Instniment 

of Instructions? 
(a) The Indian Councils Act, 1892 
(b) The Government of India Act, 1935 
(c) Lord Rippon's Resolution of 1882 
(d) Montague-Chelmsfbrd Reforms 

(Continued on page 138) 
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Losting World Peace Will Remain A Mere Utopia Till The 
Great Gap Between The Rich And Poor Nations is Closed 

Presentation GROUP 
No. S . Oh, shut up, No. 3, and you 

don't have to art smart. I know what I 

We are liappy to present to our readers 
here a tape-recorded 'live' Group Discussion 
which ju.st took place in our Competition 
Success Institute. The participants arc those 
.ippearing for Management ITainees 
^election oi a leading .ind reputed private 
sector, nuilti-crore turnover firm. For its 
management cadre this company selects 
every ye.ir smart and talented young 
graduates and post-graduates and the 
tandidates are availing themselves of the 
; icilities ot Competition Succe.ss Institute 
to better their prospects. This Group 
Discussion took place before the 
l oinmencement oi training to asses.s the 
present levels of the aspirants and our 
fspert examiners/ observers have given 
their valuable comments to help the readers 

n.lerstand and appreciate the salient 
.i-ipects o,' tills test. 

Progress 

When the examiner retires to the 

am talking about and I don't need to be 
educated by anyone, least of all by you. 
And another thing, so what if we don't 
complete the exercise ? Heaven.s arc not 
going to fall down. I told you guys to 
relax and take it easy, and that is what 
you should do. 

No. 7; No, no. No. 5, that is not correct. 
You see we are here to get selected for 
the job. We have got a task in hand and 
no question of relaxing. I suggest we need 
No. 2. Come on No. 1 please give your 
comments on the .subject. 

No. 1 (Looking unsure of himself and 
speaking haltingly and lieslitalingly) : Please, 
please. Can 1 say something please ? 1 feel 
It would be better if we first consult our 
friends, neighbours, etc., so that we can 
gather enough ideas on the subject. Then 
we can talk more on it. In fact, I asked 
my neighbour. No. 8, to explain the topic 
to me. After listening to No. 8 I would 
like to hear my other neighbour. No. 2 
akso. Right now, the subject doesn't make 

background after announcing the topic and 
asking the group to proceed with the 
clisc’u.s.sion, the perlect silence which 
prev,iiled till then gives way to aside.s and 
(ros.s-l,ilks among the candidates. Some 
speak to tht'ir neighbours, others indulge 
in cross-talks with those seated further 
away and iii no time the tempo picks up, 
leading lii much noise and confusion. At 
this stage we find No 2 raising his v'oice 
over the din so that he could be heard by 
.'11 and .iddresting the group as a whole. 

' . lis pleasant l.'ne of voice, self-confidence, 
inviting smile, warmth and friendly attitude 
enable him to secure the group's attention. 

No. 2 : Friends, may I have your kind 
attention tor a few seconds, please ? Kindly 
pardon me for the interruption, but 1 wish 
to make a small submission. I am certain. 

or so of this allotted time in our individual 
chit-chats and consultations. Therefore, 
unless we begin the exercise immediately 
and get on with the discussion proper, 
we will run short of time and won't be 
able to complete the task. You see, it is 
an absorbing topic we have been given 
and, I am sure, everyone of us would like 
to say quite a bit on the subject. It is 
important that all get equal opportunity 
to present their ideas. Hence, I se^k your 
cooperation and request tha* we begin the 
exercise straightaway without wasting any 
further time in asides and cro8S-talk.s. 

No. 5 (Laughing indignantly and 
patnmisingly): I say, old man, I mean No. 2, 
it is all right man. Not to worry, not to 
worry at all. They all will say 25 minutes 
and 30 minutes, but no one will stop us 

head or tail to me. 
No. 5 : There you are. Thank you. No. 1 

for hitting the nail on the head. You see, 
I am glad there are some sensible chaps, 
besides myself, of course, in this group, 
who are ready to relax, take things easy 
and go about the job in the right way. 
You see, we must first get to know our 
neighbours as human beings before we 
embark on a mundane discussion on a 
dry and boring topic like the one assigned 
to us today. 

No. 2 ; My dear No. 5. I aiA sorry, but 
if 1 am not mistaken, no one in the group 
.seems to stiare your views that we should 
first relax and then tackle the exercise. 
You wili agree that it is better fo relax 
after completing the job. We will be in 
the right mood to relax then. Right now. 

ynu will find what I say of much interest 
and importance to our group. You all will 
be doing me a great favour by .suspending 
your talking with each other for a minute 
and listening to what 1 have to put across 
to you. iEveryone u'lio ions busy with his 
asides or cross-talks, tlumgli taken by surprise, 
IS nevertheless iittrnetcd by the appeal of No. 2 
and the asuies and individual conversations 
I case iiutomiilically. There is silence once mare 
and No. 2 has the floor.) 

No. 2 (Taking ndvanlage of the opportunity 
afforded to him by the group) ; Thank you, 
ail for responding to my appeal. Now, 
you all heard the examiner telling us that 
we must complete our group discussion 
in 25 minutes at the maximum. Maybe 
vve have already used up five minutes 

when we are talking, whether you talk 
for 40 minutes or 60 minutes. Besides, 
1 am ready to talk for 40 minutes or even 
more on this topic. Besides, I am ready 
to take a bet that there is nothing much 
to talk about on this dry and drab topic. 
I think, we should relax a bit and take it 
easy. No point in getting worked up. 

No. 3 : Hey, No. 5, what the hell are 
you talking about ? This is not a fish market, 
or for that matter an election meeting, 
where time is of no consequence. We are 
being examined and tested for job selection. 
They have to decide through this test 
whether we are suitable or not. I tell you, 
when they say 25 minutes, they mean 
25 minutes, and no more or no less. I am 
with No. 2 and support him in toto. 

I .seek your cooperation to get going with 
our job on hand. Let us not take unnecessary 
risks and waste time. Do you all agree 
with me ? 

No. 3 ; Yes, No. 2. We all agree with 
what you said. Now please outline your 
plan as to how we should go about this 
discussion. 

No. 2 ; Thank you. I suggest we start 
with No. 1 and proceed anti-clockwise 
one after another till it would be my turn 
as the last speaker to complete the first 
round. I don't mind being the last speaker 
and if you all exhaust the topic before 
my turn, it is all right with me. All the 
same, I suggest each speak only for two 
minutes and no more during the first round. 
That would ensure everyone gets at least 
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^one chance to express his vieivs. With your 
permission, may I request No. 1 to set 
the hail rolling'? 

No. 1 : No, no, please. I tolil you 1 do 
not want to be the first oni- t.i speak. To 
tie frank, 1 want to be the last speaker. 
After listening to you all, ii would be easy 
and 1 will have a lot oi ulea.s 

No. 5 : I feel No. 1 is right. .No. 2, I 
can't understiind whv vou are fort mg No. 1 
•to speak first. Any wav. why should he he 
the first speaker ’ Whv not mvself ? 

No. 2 : Verv good. No 5.1 am so h.ippv 
you have vtilunteered to he the opening 
speaker. There is nt' question of forcing 
anyone to do anvlhing I thought of 
No. 1 as Ins roll numher comes lirst. Ntiw 
vou can open the distus.stoii .iiul .Nos. .S,7,>t 
and so on follow \ou one alter another. 

No. 3 : 1 wonder whether No. s will he 
able to do lustice to this rather involved 
subiect, as the opening speaker "N'ou see, 
a lot depends tm the opening speaker who 
has to explain properly the nature and 
.■cope of the subject and do the introduction. 
From what we saw, may be No. 'i would 
be the ideal opening speaker it the topic 
dealt w’lth film stars, beauty queens and 
the like. 

No. 5 : 1 challenge you. No t. Are you 
ready to take a bet ’ 

No. 3 : I acknowledge \ou as an .inthi'rity 
on malters concerniiig such stuff as fashion 
parade. 1 am sure it is \our speciality 

No. 2 : Please, Iriends, I ani afraid we 
,are straying .iway Inmn our task and subject. 
Let us concentrate on oiir task. Come on, 
^0. 5, please guH- M>ur ideas on the subject 
to the group. 

No. 5 (SliPifin): iiniu>}iitiii r iiml imtutwn). 
Oh, No. 3 has spoiled inv mood Now I 
have changed mt’ mind. I won't speak 
first. For that matter I max not lare to 
speak at all I don't care uhat vou people 
do or don't do It is all the s.ime to me 
r>o whatever von w ant I am not hotlien'd. 

No. 2: I am sorre but as \ini -.aid e.ulier 
yourself, there is no q^u■■^t^)n oi c'ornpulsion 
or coercion. Now let ns see wtu-llier there 
are ane other xohin’eers. 1 hose whc> wish 
to speak first, ple.isc raise coin hands. 
(No Oilc ccuic.-. .^>1 •ciirif mu! No T 

No. 7: I think n 'sould be ideal. No. 2 
It you open the discussion vour.sell. After 
vou. It wcHilct be the turns ot \os .'k4..'’,(> 

and so on in that order, .inJ No I could 
speak last as he wislu's. Wli.it do viui sav 

No. 2 : Tnank von. No " I havr- no 
objection and if fou all want me to start 

the discussion I shall gladly d(< so. I am 
here to do the bidding c’t the gronji. 

Nos. 3, 7 and 8 : Tes, yes. It is settled. 
Please start the discussion. No. 2. 

Cinnmeiifs ; IVc' tmd ifiir.'Jiy (/ic j'lvfmiiiirtncs 

in l/'iis groiiji, .\j fiiii-ryufy ii- tlir luituml 
IrihU-r mu' 1 i»>ii/iii4iloi //.• (ffq'iiM/.s iiutuilire 

mui ciilcrjiiisc mul 'iiki'ii ...sis fiis.' ilir ar'iif 
(»s ,1 Oliiolf lottll (•■Mtlifilsc (!■>..' 'ill fs.s i^^ 
(s kivn to ■’lioiihlcr iitlilitronnl ii'-./t. ifiilnlitu-f 

mu! iniikr-, ftii! H'i- .•( '!ii- •>i>i),iriunitii'- to 
I’ShlWf.di/f/lH'C.V (i.s till ifinU'’' It: fill'/>i\‘/rtiU)lg 

he encounters some opposition from No. 5, 
but overcomes the same with tact and 
understanding. When others also jump into 
the /ray and make efforts to register their 
impact. No 2 gives them fair chance and all 
cnroiiragement. However, when he finds 
No 5 bullying others and ragging No. 1, he 
asserts himself and puts No. 5 bullying others 
and ragging No. 1, he asserts himself and 
puts No. .3 firmly in his place His courage, 
combined tvilh sincerity, enables him to win 
Ihe support of the group and he has no difficulty 
III containing No. 5. At the same time, he 
tries his best hi keep No. 5 as an important 
member oj the team, offering him several 
opportunities Unfortunately, No. 5 turns sulky 
and refuses to cooperate. Despite his capacity 
tc assert and create a strong impact. No. 5 
fails to emerge as a leader as he proves offensive, 
rigid and also selfish. He proved to be rude 
and insulting and insisted that all should 
relax uihen the need of the hour was working 
hard towards the fulfilment of the group task. 
He was also found to be irresponsible and 
indisciplined, taking things too lightly. 
Nos. 3 and 7 gave instructive and positive 
support to No. 2 and helped him to overcome 
the aniics of No. 5. Candidate No. 8 displayed 
some inteivsl and awanmess, but did not make 
much visible contribution. No. I proved to 
be feeble, uncertain and under-confident. He 
wasted the opportunities which came his way. 
Nos. 4 and 6 remained mere spectators and 
did nut make any contribution at all. 

No. 2 : Friends, I thank you all for 
granting me the honour to be the opening 
speaker and conferring on me the privilege 
to introduce the subject. The .subject assigned 
foi this Group Discussion reads, "Lasting 
World Peace Will Remain A Mere Utopia 
Till The Grt:al Gap Between The Rich And 
Poor Nations Is Clo.sed." On the face of 
It, the proposition sound.s rather imposing 
and dry However, a closer look will show 
that the subject is a burning topic of the 
day. Today, there is only one super power 
a.s the Soviet Union has cea.sed to exist. 
Communism has been abandoned in Ru.s.sia 
and also in those countries which were 
once controlled by Russia. Thus with 
America as the sole super power presiding 
over all the nations and the Communist 
philosophy having been given a burial, 
the hope is that there would be permanent 
world peace. The proposition says that 
ihi.s conclusion is not correct. It further 
emphasises that so long as there are some 
very rich and many very poor countries, 
tliere cannot be lasting peace. The wide 
gap between the rich and the poor nations 
must be narrowed to pave the way for 
enduring world peace. The proposition 
as.seris that the key to lasting peace has 

to be found not in military buildups, but 
by economic upliftment of the poorer 
nations. So long as we have the sharp 
division of 'haves' and 'havenots' we are 
bound to have wars. Communism itself 
came into being because of the big gap 
created, between the few rich and many 
poor by capitalism. Now Communism has 
failed because it'could not better the lot 
of the poor. The rich industrialised nations 
cannot have a world order providing for 
lasting peace unless they ensure the 
economic betterment of the poor nations 
of the world. In my view, the proposition 
is valid to this extent. Thank you. 

Comments: A brilliant and cajmhie candidate 
with exceptionally high level of leadership 
qualities. He has imply demonstrated his ability 
for organisation and coordination. He is dynamic 
and decisive and faces all challenges with 
courage and confidence. His views indicate 
that he has grasped fully the essentials of the 
subject and his ideas have extensive range 
and depth. He is persuasnv and succeeds in 
comnneing and carrying Jus audience with 
him. He has created a very strong and highly 
favourable impact on the group t'clected with 
top position. 

No, 3: Gentlemen, first of alUnn behalf 
of the group 1 wish to thank No. 2 for his 
clear expo.sition of the topic, highlighting 
its implications. While agreeing with the 
proposition that economic betterment ot 
the poorer nations is important for world 
peace, 1 feel the countries of the South 
can and should do a lot on their own to 
improve their economies. To begin with, 
they can put an immediate stop to liie 
quarrels and fightings they arc having 
among themselves. They should alsv. 
abandon their craze to obtain military 
'hardware from the affluent industrialised 
countries diverting a substantial portion 
of their meagre resources for this purpose. 
Iran, Iraq, etc., wa.stod Iheir oil wealth m 
a futile war, providing in Ihe process a 
niaring business to the armament industry 
of the affluent North. Likewise, India and 
Pakisian are engaged in an arms race m 
the sub-continent. The countries oi Afiica 
and South America are likewise diverting 
their limited resources to buy and pile 
up arms, instead of utilising the same for 
their economic betterment. This unhappy 
situation has ari.sen as then* is no unity 
among the poorer rountries of the South. 
Thus, the poor nations, instea’d of being 
help and aid from the industrialised rich 
rountries, can do a l|>l iw their own for 
their economic betterment. In my view, 
Ihe poorer countries should .stand on their 
own feet, instead of being dependent on 
the countries of the North. I am sure you 
all will agree with this approach. Thank 
you. 

Comments : This candidate displays a 
positive approach and involvemenl. He is eager 
to contribute to teamwork and evinces noticeable 
cooperation and inlerest. In this speech, the 
underlying theme is unity, self-help and 
industry. While agreeing with the views 
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expressed by No. 2 and appreciating hie own 
original arguments, in a rational, eloquent 
and convincing manner, he has kept himself 
abreast of current events and his knowledge 
luis depth as well as coverage. He is ready to 
accept responsibilities and face rhallrnges with 
enterprise and enthusiasm. He makes honest 
/and sincere efforts to better his lot. Selected 
\tind awarded high grading. 

No. 4 : Well, sorry, folks. You see, I 
really do not know what 1 can say more 
than what Nos. 2 and 3 have said so well 
and comprehensively on the subject. Of 
course, 1 agree with them hundred per 
cent. I am also grateful to them for 
enlightening the group so much on this 
quite involved topic. I am also eager to 
hear the view.s of the other members of 
the group. After hearing you all, I shall 
decide whom I should support. At present 
I am neutral 

Comments.- A cautious and insipid candidate 
u'ho lacks ideas, urge and dynamism. He is 
confused and waivring and attempts to cover 
up Ills slwrlcoiiiirigs by offering fai -fetched 
excuses. He wishes to play safe and is scared 
of taking risks He lets not made any woithwhile 
iijnlribution at any stage to promote the group 
Lask He kept himself in the background 
Throughout as an uninterested and silent 
onlooker. Rejected. 

No. 5 ; Comrades, let me tell you on 
your face (hat I am totally opposed to 
the proposition and completely and 
unresc'rvediv disagree with all the highbrow 
talks and confounding views of Nos. 2 
and 3. I want to pose one simple, straight 
que.stion to you all. What has prevented 
the Cold War from hotting up and the 
Third World War from breaking out. Is it 
because that the poorer countries were 
economically better off ? I challenge Nos. 2 
and 3 to say so. fiverybody knows the 
poor are getting pooler and the rich arc 
growing richer. Can all be made equally 
rich among nations as well as people in 
each nation ' It you ask me, the topic is 
tonfusing and contradictory and as I said 
right in the beginning, we are only wasting 
our tune discussing it instead ot dismissing 
It in one word as 'absurd'. Thank you. 

Comments: Phis ciiiulidale is tvry assertive 
and enjoys strong expressive faculty. He has 
some ideas ami rei'eiils ii fair grasp of the 
subject. He has originality and strikes out 
an independent path with courage and 
conviction. Rut his attitude is rigid and lopsided. 
He is overbearing and inflexdilc Hr prefers 
to browbeat and bulldoze others than conrinre 
and carry them with linn willingly. He is 
intolerant, of criticism and larks flexibility 
and understanding. A dcininaiit individual 
who I.: obstinate and quarrelsome. His presence 
III the team will lend to friction and quarrels. 
Reiected 

No. 6 : Friends, the main empha.sis of 
our proposition is on lasting world peace. 
Next it says (hat to achieve this goal, 
economic betterment is very important. 
No one can dispute that economic 
betterment of the poorer nations is essential 

for world peace. Otherwise we have to 
face revolutions and wars. If we have 
industry, wealth, riches and so on, we have 
something at stake and will think many 
times before breaking up the prevailing 
peace. Nuclear parity is a dangerous 
doctrine and it escalates arms race, can 
lead to nuclear accident and results in 
diversion of economic resources to 
unproductive u.se. The prevalence of poor 
countries lead to their exploitation and 
competition among affluent countries to 
capture markets. This rivalry w'lll lead to 
wars among nations. Besides, due to poverty 
the people in'poor countries remain illiterate 
and ignorant. Ignorant people could be 
easily misled and exploited for selfish ends 
by corrupt politicians and warmongers 
by raising emotional issues linked to 
religion, race, language and the like. 
Economic upliftment is, therefore, 
fundamental for emergence of democracy 
and ensuring observance of human rights. 
Hence the proposition is valid and the 
time is opportune to better the economic 
lot of the poorer countries. 

Comments : This candidate displays fair 
comprehension, of the subject and his approach 
IS analytical and systematic. He reveals original 
ideas and argues his case logically and 
convincingly. He ii.-.sociales himself with group 
deliberations with keenness and enthusiasm 
VVe find him flexible and adaptable. He is 
enterprising and seeks out opportunities 
Displays dedicalion and persezvrance. Selected 
and recommended 

No. 7 : Friends, in my view there is 
intimate correlation between Cold War 
ending, communism rollaps'ng and 
economK betterment of the least developed 
and developing countrie.s. 'I'he affluent 
countries refuse to divert even one per 
cent of their GNP towards economic 
development of the poorer countries 
whereas they are spending as much as 
20 per cent of the GNP on producing 

weapons. With the latest changes in the 
former Soviet Union a sizeable chunk of 
this 20 per cent of the GNP would be 
available and this could be put to good 
use to make the earth a better, healthier 
and happier place to live in. Japan and 
West Germany enjoy great economic 
prosperity because they are not in the 
armament race. Here is a lesson for the 
Third Wjrld countries. They should unite, 
accept disarmament among themselves, 
and use the money thus saved for economic 
betterment. 

Comments ; This candidate displays clarity, 
logic and originality. He has comprehended 
the complex issues intvlved and outlines the 
limitations with good understanding. He can 
cope with problems and come out with workable 
solutions. His reasoning is sound, logical and 
convincing Earlier, during the preliminary 
stage, he gape good support to No 2 and 
helped the group to get on with its task. Selected 
with merit and awarded higher grading. 

No. 8 : Well, gentlemen, 1 grant there 
is a lot in what you all have said and 1 
thank you for making me a wiser man. 
No one will dispute that poverty should 
be eliminated from this planet and all should' 
have food, clothing, shelter, health, comfort 
and enjoyment. If we limit the population 
this should be possible even without 
disarmament. However, war and armament 
can also contribute to technological and 
scientific advancement at a much taster 
pace. You see, we would not have had 
the nuclear missiles, satellites, moon landii^ 
etc., but for World War II and Cold War. 
The Star Wars may unveil the secrets of 
space and universe to us. If the world 
has to peri.sh,. it has to peri.sh. So what ? 
The best thing us to enjoy and make hay 
while the sun shine.s. 

Comments : Tins candidate is confused 
and IS not clear about liis priorities. He prefers 
to take things easy and avoid responsibilities 
His attitude is also -.oniewliat negative Instead 
of making things luifqien as per a well-drawn 
plan, hr seems to believe in letting things 
drift and follow their own course. He cannot 
provide leadership and lead the team to its 
chosen destination. Rejected 

No. 1 : Thank you, friends. At last my 
turn has come and I am obliged to you 
all in allowing me to speak last. It makes 
my task easy. I fully endorse what you 
all have said. 1 am also happy that you 
all have exhausted the topic and left nothing 
for me to add. 'I'hank you once again. 

Comments ; A diffident and dull candidate 
lacking in ideas and effort He has shown 
neither interest nor imuhvment. He is allergic 
to exerting himself and wastes all opportunities 
afforded to Itiiii. Ei>en as a worker he is useless 
to the team On the other hand, hr would 
prove to be a burden. Rejected. 

Concluding Observations : This 'live' 
Group Discussion gives a good insijflit of the 
strengths, and weaknesses of the candidates 
who took part in the e.xercise. Knowledge plus 
the ability to influence others is the real key 
to success. CJ 
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Music for Success 
Subliminal _ 
CDs and Cassettes 
For Self-Improvement 

MituI Power Music is based on scientific 
research into how the mind works, how to relaa, 
Ikiw to program & control it for our success. It 
has subliminal messages, music and sounds from 
nature (river, birds). For details on how sudi 
relaxing music helps you, please read best-selling{ 
American books ‘‘Superleaming'' and 
“MegaBrain”, or read our bools ‘Mind Power 
Music" and ‘Mind Tecluiology". 

Subliminal Messages: 
The Power Behind 
Mind Power Music 

What are Subliminal Messages? It means that 
there are messages which are hidden from your 
cuascious mind But, your sub-conscious mind 
can hear these messages and accept them. 

Since your conscious mmd cannot hear diem. 
It dues not interfere with these messages. They 
simply go to the .sub-conscious mind and 
program ii 

l«t us look at some of the research with 
examples of die p<iwer of such subliminal 
messages. 
Subliminal masaaoes Ineraaaa aalaa of 
cold-drink In a clnama hall 

In a IS day experiment in a cinema hall, the 
subliminal messages ‘lliirsty? Drink Cola* was 
shown on the .screen for a fraction of second 
(t/.1(XI0th of a second), once in every S seconds. 
This was too small a period for people seeing the 
cinema to consciously notice this message. But 
die sales of the “cola” increased by 57% during 
the experiment period. 

It is obvious that the .sub-conscious mind 
noticed the.se subliramal messages and acted 
u|ion them. It proves that such messages can 
modify your behavior. 
Subliminal mMsagas raduca thaft in a 
shop 

In one shop, a music cassette containing 
subliminal message.s was played continuously. 
The subliminal messages were; “If I steal I go to 
jail." and ‘I <un honest. ‘ As a result of this, the 
theft in the shop reduced by 37%. in another 
shop, similar subliminal messages reduced theft 
by 74%, 
Subliminal masaagea Improve acadamic 
performanca 

In one experiment, subliminal messages were 
used for 60 students. These students were 
divided in 3 groups. Group 1 and 2 were 
exposed to subliminal messages for better 
academic performance. The third group's 
exposure had no such subliminal messages. 

Statistical analysis reveated significant 
iinprovemem in academic performance. The two 
group receiving subliminal messages for better 
academic performance got grades ftom B Plus to 
A Minus. The third group got grades as low B. 

In addition to this, die two groups also 
remembered better at the end of one month. 

University Research 
Proves Effectiveness of 

Dr Anil Bapna’s 
Mind Power Music 

Now a research paper, as part of Ph D work in 
the Department of Pt^hology, Sukhadia 
University, has academically proved that this 
music significandy helps in leaming/emtivity. 
and that it is as active as mind machines. (I^ 
Thomas Budynski had found that mind machines 
increase IQ and grades/marks in school/exam). 

_ You can read this research paper in the 
^^ipendix B of the book Mind Technology. 

Subliminal Messages and 
Audible Sample Messages 

All CDs and cassettes have music with 
subliminal messages as well as audible sangile 
messages. 

Each CD cemtains more than one tide. Each 
tide is on a separate track that you can pity 
individually. 

CDs for Students 
CD: Studem Foundation Package 

This CD has diese tides; 
1. Mamofv 6 Concentration 
2. Will Power 6 Determination 

CD: Student Super Success Package 
lliis CD has these titles; 
1 Relax and Take Exams Confidently 
2. Gam Self-Confidence 
3 Relaxation 
4. Read Faster to Save Time 
5. Public Speaking 
6. Setting & Achieving Aims 
7. Winning Parsonality 

CDs for Executives 
CD: Executive Career ft Busineas 
Success Package 

This CD has d^ tides; 
I Gam Self-Conlidanea" 
2. Laadarship 
3. Salting 6 Achievino Aims 
4. Will I’owar and Dalarminition 
5. Public Speaking 
6 Winning Panonality 
7 Succaaaful Stiaa 
a. Tima Management 
8 Prosperity Thinking for Mora Waatth 

CD: Eawwtiwi personal-Fuidly Success 
& Happiness Package 

This CD has these tides: 
1. Achieve Peace and Happineas 
2. Exerciaa tor Good Health 
3. Reiaxation 
4. Sports Performance 
5. Stop Smoking 
6. Stop Drinking 
7. Weight Loss 
a. Success for Children 
9. Sound Sleep 

New Book: Mind 
Technoiogy 

Hiis book is meant to give you latest 
information about Mind Technology products in 
India and USA. The table of contents is; 

a Mind Technology Cassettes and CDs 
• Hypnosis. Self-Hypnosis and How to Create Your 

Own Cassette for Hypnosis 
e Image Streaming A Technique to Increase Your 

IQ Greatly 
a Mind Technology Machines / Devices 
• Miscallanaous 
• Your Ears and Science of Sound 
a Brain Expansion Through Stimulation 

. e Appendix A'Where and Howto Buy These Prod¬ 
ucts in USA and Indie 

• Appendix B' Research Paper 
■ Appendix C. Or Anil Bapna's Mind Power Music 

Disf oiinl Prices 
The discouni ixices this month are given below. 

Ceuraa Nama Coutaa 
Coda 

Price 
*Poal 

CD: Student Foundation Package 830 385*50 
CD: Student Super Succaii Package MO 395*50 
CD; etaeuSVa Ceiaara Businaia 

SuecaaiPeekaga ato 48i*« 

CD; Executive Pereonal-Family Succau 
a Heppinaia Package 620 486*50 

BOOR Mind Technology 500 195*20 
Caaaalle: Will Power a Oalarmlnatlan Tbo' 95*25 
Caaeatta- Memory S ConcarUFatlon 110 96*25 
Caaaatta Ralaxalion 120 95*26 

TMal Postage: Rs SO if you order CDs. 
Rs 25 if you order boo'it or cassettes 

HOW TO ORDER 
Our products ire nm inid in shnpi. We lend all 

courses by Registered Post only. CDs are lem by Speed 
Rw or courier (curiemty Blue Dart). No VPP. lb 
order today, go lo your bank or post office, end send 
Aill amouni ^ D.O. or M.O In die name of MJBBJL 
lldslpurntslltn: 

Oiraetor, Mind Powtr Raaaarch Inattula 
. n-2, Mind Powar Cpambara, Sactor 4 

Udaipur (Niiyaathan) 313002 
XhmJUMiMIim-Vmto b CMImL Mura your iwmu. gflUraw. pm. 
ooufM OP* 11 (f) Morn of MO toim Oil bMk If DnA Du fM MM IPO. 
TIIO.ylibMM.O<lMMi<tMOMmonMlMilMMiOftMOIteMlonofWi 

-diliiVpOMfeiB.UdiiiMxjurMio* ai Mmm l*3MiliifBroMir MOOiitlii; 
IM TIMridimM. OepyrigM by Mm 



Test Of English Language 
bint Entrance Examination For Admission To Three-Year Diploma Course In 

Hotel Management, May 1998 
Directions (Qs, 1 to 20) : The most 

appropriate wotd/phrase to fill in the blank 
in each of the following sentences is given 
as one of the four alternatives under it. 
That is your answer Mark it on the answer- 
sheet as instructed. 

Q. 1. The child kepi im aying while it_ 
(1) Ls bathed (2) was being bathed 
(3) was bathed (4) is being bathed 
Q. 2. He has such good manners that he 

can ea.sily a gentleman. 
(1) pass out (2) pass tor 
(3) pass in (4) pass on 
Q. 3. Shivaji_a plan to escape from jail 
(1) hit upon (2) hit out 
(3) hit about (4) hit against 
Q. 4. We chose to __our views in 

the light of the new information made 
available to us 

(1) disclose (2) revive 
.g (3) diagnose (4) revise 

Q. 5. Although the Rajput army was out- 
numbeied, the brave general tefus^ to_, 

(1) give way (2) give over 
t3j give in * (4) give out 
Q. 6. Having earned a lot of money in 

busines.s, Mr. Sharma_his poor cousins. 
(1) looks down upon (2) hits upon 
(3) shows off (4) looks upon 
Q. 7. The price of gold as well as silver 

_risen. 
(l)nre (2)ha\e (3) has (4) is 
Q. 8. The building was so old and 

dilapidated that it was not_. 
(1) habitable (2) habitat 
(3) habitability (4) habituating 
Q. 9. Your son had piomised to call vou 

to i;sA,_? 
tl) didn't he (2) did he 

J (3) hadn't he (4) had he 
Q. 10. A large majority ot students_ 

absent fn>iii the college yesterday. 
(I) were (2) was 
(3) has been (4) had been 
Q. 11. He is very keen .. going 

abri'ad tor higher st‘idles. 
(l)tor (2) at (3) over (41 on 
Q. 12. You are not justified_ 

ihe blame ... • _ rnv door. 
(1) in, over (2) in, at 
(3) at, at (4) over, at 
Q. 13. Wltat you have done..noexcuse. 
(1) admits (2) admits to 
(3) admits about (4) admits of 
Q. 14. Timid by nature, the doctor who was 

alone in his house was trightened_ . 
(1) out of wits (2) out at his wits 
(3) at his wits end (4) out of his wits 
Q. 15. His approach to work is so_ 

that none of his colleagues con.siders him 
dependable. 

(1) uninteresting (2) low 
(3) casual (4) common 
Q. 16. He has full facts_but is 

deliberately hiding them. 
(1) up his sleeves (2) in his sleeves 
(2) under his sleeves (4) upon his sleeves 

Q. 17. Their faults, are_by their 
masters. 

(1) winked after (2) winked at 
(3) winked out (4) winked 
Q. 18. Having had_oops for the 

last two years, the government is falling 
short of storing space. 

(1) bloated (2) bumper 
(3) booming (4) blooming 
Q. 19. Having been set_he is now 

free to go anywhere he likes. 
(1) at libeity (2) freedom 
(3) at freedom (4) liberty 
Q. 20._come to my rescue 1 would 

have been killed by the bandits. 
(1) If he did not (2) Had he not 
(3) Having not (4) He having not 
Q. 21. A lurd nut to crack is 
(1) a person who is very obstinate 
(2) any dry fruit like walnut 
(3) a difficutt child 
(4) a problem which cannot be easily solved 
Q. 22. A cock and bull story means 
(1) an unbelievable gossip 
(2) a children's fable 
(3) a quarrelsome dialogue 
(4) a competition between unequals 
Q. 23. The gift of the gab means 
(1) an unexpected gain 
(2) fluency of speech 
(3) thought-provoking oration 
(4) a gift from Santa Claus 
Q. 24. A fool’s paradise mean.s 
(1) a foolish idea 
(2) an imaginary idea 
(3) an unexpected gain fur a foolish man 
(4) false hopes 
Q. 25. A man of spirit is 
(1) a very talented man 
(2) a spiritual person 
(3) a very courageous man 
(4) a unique person 
Q. 26. The murder of the king is called a 
(1) homicide (2) matricide 
(3) patricide (4) regicide 
Q. 27. Allowance paid by a husband to 

his wife on legal separation is 
(1) compensation (2) alimony 
(3) substance (4) maintenance 
Q. 28. A tank in which fish are kept is 

called an 
(1) aquarium . (2) aquacade 
(3) aquatint (4) aquatone 
Q. 29. Animals that eat flesh are 
(1) caimibals (2) herbivorous 
(3) carnivorous (4) quadruped 
Q. 30. Talking disresjs^fully of sacred 

things is called 
(1) blasphemy (2) heresy 
(4) atheism (4) apostasy 
Directions (Qs. 31 to 35) : In each of the 

following questions there are four 
sentences in one of which a word has been 
wrongly used. The alternative with this 
wrong usage ia your answer. Mark it on 
tile answer-eheet aa inatructed. 

Q. 31. 
(1) There LS no alternative, he must go to jail. 
(2) I like the childish simplicity of his 

character. 
(3) He lectures on alternate days. 
(4) His humility has earned him many 

admirers. 
Q. 32. 
(1) lam Ihe ngliteous owner of the house. 
(2) Worldly pleasures are just temporary. 
(3) He has been visibly upset at your rude 

behaviour. 
(4) Your sudden appearance on the stage 

was a pleasant .surprise to many 
people in the audience. 

Q. 33. 
(1) Let him go and fetch some money 

from home. 
(2) Listen attentively to what 1 say. 
(3) In all respects he is a perfect gentleman. 
(4) That man has sent a respectable letter 

to me. 
Q. 34. 
(1) I could not follow even a word of 

what he said. 
(2) This betrays his nervousness. 
(3) Monday follows Tuesday. 
(4) These two festivals come in quick 

succession 
Q. 35. 
(1) The patient is gasping for breath. 
(2) 1 am sure that my confidant will not 

get shaken. 
(3) He has levelled frivolous charges 

against me. 
(4) Your intentions are more than clear 

to me. 
Directions (Qs. .16 to 50) are based on 

the following passages : 
PASSAGE I 

1 was lying on a ridge scanning with field 
glasses a rock clift opposite me for Ihar, tiu’ 
most sure-footed ol all Himalayan goals. On 
a ledge halfway up the cliff, a thar and her kid 
were lying asleep. Presently the thar got to her 
feet, stretched herself, and tlie kid immediately 
br^an to feed. After a minute the mother tn'ed 
herself, took a few steps along the ledge, 
poised for a moment, then jump^ down on 
to another and a narri'wer ledge .some twelve 
to fifteen feet below her. As soon as it wa.s left 
alone the kid .started running backwards and 
forwards, stopping every now and then to 
peer down at its mother, but unable to 
.summon the courage to jump down to hei for, 
below the narrow ledge, was a sheer drop of 
a thousand feet. I was too far away to hear 
whether the mother wa.s encouraging her 
young, but from the way her head was turned 
i belies'e she was doing so. The kid wu - getting 
more and more agitat^ and, possibly tearing 
that it would do something foolish, the mother 
went to what looked like a mere crack in the 
vertical rock face and, climbing it, rejoined her 
young. Immediately on doing so she lay 
down, presumably to prex-ent the kid from 
feeding. 
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After e while she got to her feet again, 
allowed the kid to drink for a minute, poised 
carefully on 'the brink, and jumped driwn, 
while the k.id again ran backwards and 
forwards abeWe her. Seven times in the course 
of the next'half-hour this prui edun* was gone 
through,untii finally the kid, abandoning itself 
to its fate, jumped, and landing vifely beside 
Its mother was lewaided by Iving allow'ed to 
driitk Its fill. The lesson tor her young, that it 
was safe to folKiw where she led, was over for 
that day. 

Q. 36. Which of the following exceipts from 
the passage be.st bears out the description of 
the thar as a sure-footed mountain goat ? 

(1) "Seven time.s in the course of the next 
half-hour this procedure was gone 
through." 

(2) " The ies.son for her young_was 
over tor that day." 

(3) "_the mother went to what 
looked like a mere crack in the vertical 
Hick lace_re|oined her young." 

(4) "I was too far away to hear whether 
the mother was encouraging her young 
_I believe she was doing so." 

Q. 37. The mother goat feared that the 
kid "would do something foolish" like 

(1) drink more* than its share of milk. 
(2) thmw itself off the cliff. 
(.3) follow her down the vertical RKk face. 
(4) continue to pace up and down 

indefinitely. 
Q. 38. In the .second paragraph, 

"abandoning itself to its fate" can be 
•eplaced by which phrase ? 

(1) Making the most of tin* situation 
(2) Taking the bull by the horns 
(.3) Facing the music 
(4) 'taking Ihe consequence.s 
Q. 38. One way in which the kid was 

eficouraged to follow its mother was by 
(1) not being allowed to have its fill of 

milk until it had (umped. 
12) running backw.irds and lurwards on 

' the ledge betore it jumped. 
(3) getting a ery agitated before it jumped. 
(4) Ix'ing rejonied by its modier .se\ oral hmt's. 
'Q.''40. The mother goal tauglit her kid 

the le.sson llmnigh 
M) agility and sui’e-lootedness. 
(2) seventy and punishment. 
(3) patience .ind perseverance 

'(4) praise and reward. 
PASSAGE II 

So Tiziano continued to draw. Bui one thing 
tiMubled him gre.'ily—all the pictures he made 
were black, drawn with his piece of black 
charcoal yet round about him glowed a 
|■H'rtcct glory ot colour—Ihe beautiful blue of 
the skv; the delicate, changing pink ot the great 
jaj^ed peiks above him; the red, blue and 
yellow wild tloweis, the golden brilliance of 
sunshine: and the rich, soli, mellowed tints in 
the old houses of the town. Colour ! Tiziano 
loved It more than aiivthingel.se in the world. 
Yet how was he to mjimduce it and gel it into 
his pictures.’ He had no money to buy paints, 
and paints were expensive in those days. His 
father, who was a mountaineer, would never 
listen to anything .so foolish as buying paints 
for a hoy when the family needed fond and 
Lloiliing and fuel (u keep them warm. 

1 et l i^iano nwke shoes! Tliea* was a trade for 
a man' All the same, Tiziano continued to dream 
of pamtfog and to wonder if there was not 
some way he could make a picture in colours. 

The day before Ihe festival of fli>wer.s 
Tiziano chanced to pass the spot where the 
garlands had been woven the evening before. 
Suddenly, he noticed stains on the stones of 
the walk ^fore the inn. They were stains from 
flowers that had been dropped and crushed, 
and those stains were coloured ! They werb 
every colour that a painter needed ! In a 
moment the feast and the fun went out ot 
Tiziano's mind. Catarina saw her brother 
heading awav from the merriment and 
hastening out of the village, i^e ran to bring 
him back and found him in a meadow like a 
variegated quilt from the brilliance of the wild 
flowers. "Tizianol" she called, "Why are you 
running away from the feast ?" The boy did 
not answer for a moment. Too often he had 
been teased by his family a ncl the villagers for 
the crazy dreams in hi.s head. At last he 
answered bluntly, "I have found that the stains 
of flowers make colours and I am going lo 
paint a picture." 

Q. 41. Tiziano's "crazy dreams" that are 
mentioned in the second paragraph refer to 
his desire to 

(1) make the best shoes in the land. 
(2) find a method for recycling the 

flowers from the feast. 
{?) bring prosperity to his family and his 

village. 
(4) paint pictures in colour. 
Q. 42. Tiziano's father wanted his .son to be a 
(1) painter. (2) cobbler. 
(3) florist. (4) mountaineer. 
Q. 43. In (he second paragraph, the world 

'variegated' means 
(1) mark(*d with patches of diffeientcokiurs. 
(2) having different designs. 
i3) flowery. 
(4) of different varieties. 
Q. 44. Which of the following would best 

describe Tiziano's father ? 
(1) Miserly (2) Artistic 
(3) Insensitive (4) Generous 
Q. 45. At the end of the passage, it i*'. 

clear that Tiziano had discovered 
(1) that he could fulfil his dream of 

painting with colours obtained from 
crushed petals. 

(2) that painting was a better profession 
than making shoes. 

(3) a way to make his sister happy. 
(4) a way to add to the fun of the Festival 

of Flowers. 
PASSAGE III 

The shoemaker had for ages .suffered from 
a heart condition and five years ago, after an 
attack, it had appeared as though he would 
have either to sacrifice his business upon the 
auction block and live on a pittance thereafter, 
or pul himself al the mercy of some 
uascrupukius employee who would in Ihe end 
probably luin him. But just at the moment of 
his darkest despair, this Polish refugee, Sobel, 
appeared one night trom the street and begged 
for work. He was a stocky man, poorly 
dressed, with a bald head, a severely plain lace 
and soft blue eyes prone to tears over the sad 
books he read. Though he confessed he knew 
nothing of shoemaking, he said he was apt 
and would work for very little if Feld taught 
him the trade. Feld took him on and wimin 
six weeks the refugee rebuilt as good a shoe os 
he, and not long thereafter ex^rtly ran the 
business for the .shoemaker. 

Feld cxiuld trust him with anything, and did 
frequently, goinj'home after an hour or two 

lit die store, leaving ait the money lii ihe tflUj 
kncngiiig Sobel would guard eveiy cent of it 
l^e amazing thing was that he demanded so 
little. His wants were few; in money he wasn't 
interested—in nothing but books, it .seemed— 
which he one by one lent to Feld'li daughtec 
Miriam together with his profuse queer 
written comments, manufactured durii^; his 
lonely evenings, which his daughter, from her 
fourteenth year, read page by sanctified page, 
as if the word of Cod were inscribed on them. 

Feld's conscience bothered him for not 
insisting that his assistant accept a better wage 
than he was getting, though Feld had honestly 
told him he could earn a handsome salary if 
he worked elsewhere, or maybe opened a 
place of his own. But the assistant answered, 
somewhat ungraciously, that he wa.s not 
interested in going elsewhere. Feld fiequently 
asked himself wlut kept him there, why did 
he stay ? He finally told himself that the man, 
no doubt because of his terrible experiences 
as a refugee, was afraid of the world. 

Q. 46. After his heart attack Feld feared 
that he would have to 

(1) take in several employees to help him 
in his work. 

(2) teach his daughter, Miriam, the trade 
of shoemaking. 

(3) give up the business immediately and 
rest in a ho-.pltal 

(4) sell his business fur very little and live 
as a poor man. 

Q. 47. Sobel was t/an 
(1) a vagabond. 
(2) Polish refugee. 
(3) already dismissed employee. 
(4) person already known to the shoe¬ 

maker. 
Q. 48. Sobel was a man of frankness 
(1) because he confessed that he knew 

nothing of shoe-making. 
(2) because he admitted that he was a 

poor man. 
(3) because he cle.irly said that he 

belonged to Poland 
(4) because he declared that he was a 

man ot honesty. 
Q. 49. Feld trusted Sobel as 
(1) he left the money to the latter's care. 
(2) he sent him out on business errands: 
(3) he found that Sobel never told a lie 
(4) he felt foal people of Plilarid were fu >nest 
Q. 50 Feld was a man of conscience 
(1) because he had love for the poor. 
(2) because he wanted lo sell his shoes 

at a low price. 
(3) because he tell that Sobe, could get a 

better salary elsewhere 
(4) because he had given 'Employment 

, to Sobel. 

I ANSWERS 
1. (2) 2. (2) 3.{1) 4. (4) 
5. (3) 6. fl) 7.(3) 8. (1) 
9. (2) 10. (2) 11. (4) 12. (2) 

13. (4) 14. (4) 15. (3) 16. (1) 
17. (2) 18. (2) w. (1) 20. (2) 
21. (4) 22. (1) 23. (2) 24. (4) 
25. (3) 26. (4) 27. (2) 28. (1/ 
29. (3) 30. (1) 31. (2) 31. (1) 
33. (4) 34. (3) 35. (2) 36. (1) 
37. (2) 38. (4) 39. (4) 40. (1) 
41. (4) 42. (2) 43.(1) 44. (3) 
45. (1) 46. (4) 47. (2) 48. (1) 
49. (1) SO. (3) 
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Constitution Of India 
(Continued from page 43> 

roUegium of sevm members is elected for a period of seven years 
:o constitute the executive. By deciding to become a tepidtlic, 
ndia has chosen the system of electing one of its citizens as its resident—the Head of the State—at regular intervals of five years. 

The Preamble proceeds to define the objectives of the Indian 
ftepublic. The.se objectives ate four in number Justia, Liberty, 
Equality and Fraternity, justice implies a "harmonious reconcilement 
if individual conduct with the general welfare of society". The 
.•ssence of justice is the attainment of the common good. It 
.•mbraces, as the Preamble proclaims, the entire social, economic 
ind political spheres of human activity. 

The term "liberty" is used in the Preamble not merely as a 
legative but al.so in a positive sense. It signifies not only the 
ibsence of any arbitrary restraint on the freedom of individual 
ntion but also the creation of conditions which provide the 
.>s.sential ingredients necessary' for the fullest development of the 
persiinality of the individual. Since society is constituted by 
ndividual.s, social progress depends on the progress of the 
individual. Ilonre it is in the interest of society to ensure the 
niaxinium Iibertv ui thought and action of the individual 
Minmcnsurate with social conditions and circumstances. 

l.ilierty and equality an- complementary. Equality does not mean 
that all human beings are equal, mentally and physically. It 
iignities equality of status, the status of free individuals and 
atjuality of opportunity. As the French Revolutionaries proclaimed; 
'Men are born and remain free and equal in rights. Social 
.listmclions are ba.sed only upon public utility." Equality of 
.ipporlunity implies the availability of opportunity to everyone to 
develop his or her potential capacities. The concept of equality 
dial is envisaged in the Pri'amble, as it embraces both equality of 
>latiis and of opportunity, is widest in scope. 

[■iiiallv, the Preamble emphasises the objective of "fraternity" in 
.irder to ensure both the dignity of the individual and the unity 
iind integrity of the nation. The necessity of the spirit of 
brotherhood anuiiig the citizens was first emphasised by the French 
Rtn-olution, which adopted it along with liberty and equality as 
tile toundatiuns of the new social older that it aimed to establish. 
IH'er since the French Declaration it has become a slogan of 
uiinersiil applu.ition In its Declaration of Human Rights, the 
Tinted Nations proclaims: "All human beings are bom free and 
equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and 
i'lmscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of 
biotheriioisi " It is this .spirit of brotherhood that is emphasised 
h'. the ii.se of ilie term "fraternity" in the Preamble. In a country 
like India witli inanv disruptive social forces, communal and caste, 
scitional and denomiirational, local and a'gional, linguistic and 
iiiltiiral, the unity .'.’.d integrity of the nation can be preserved 
only tlirough a spirit ol brotherhood that pervades the entire 
ciiuiitrv •iinong all its citizens, iiTe.spective of their differences. 
Ilmiugh the establishment of a new nation based upon justice, 
liberty and equality, all must feel tliat they are the cliiidren of the 
same soil, ot the same mother and members of the same fraternity. 

The Preamble to the Constitution of India is one of the best of 
ils kind ever drafted. A glance over the preambles of constitutions 
all the world over will show that both in ideas and ideals and in 
expression,■ ours is unrivalled. It embodies the spirit of the 
Constitution, the determination of the Indian people to unite 
tlit'iivselves in a common adventun* of building up a new and 
iiulependent nation which will ensure the triumph of justice, 
^iberty, equality and fraternity. Commending the beautiful 
form in which the Preamble is couched, one of the members 
in the Constituent Assemblv rose to poetic heights when he 
said: "The Preamble is the most precious part of the 
Constitution. It is the soul ot the Constitution. It is a key to the 
Constitution." □ 
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WINNING CHECKLIST Faciiig The Interview Board 

I Continued from page 52) 
can argue it differently. 1 feel we are 
continuing with system that we had 
Inherited from the British. A common 
personal law like the common penal law 
could be more appropriate. May be once 
enlightened, we may have a common 
personal law for all. 

CommenU : The amdiJate has a good grasp 
on her sub/eii and her arguments are ba^ on 
facts. On controt'ersial issues, she is able to 
identify the priorities and select the best option 
rei'eaiing logic, decisnviiess and originality. She 
has the courage to stand by her comnetions and 
differ from others where warranted on merit. At 
the' same time, she is considerate and 
understanding and readily agrees to look at the 
issues from the fiomt of vieivs of others also. 

Fourth Member : Has India done the 
correct thing in carrying out the second 
Pokhran nuclear explosions at this juncture ? 

Rita: Assuming tlrat carrying out nuclear 
explosions is necessary, it is better to do it 
MHiner than later. We were all set to conduct 
nuclear test during Mr. Narashimha Rao's 
Prime Ministership, but the attempts failed 
because of American threats. Thus the 
necessity to conduct test has always been 
there. The present Vajpayee Govemmmt has 
taken the plunge and done what was 
essential for national security. 

Fourth Member : Don't you think that 
with Pakistan also conducting nuclear tests 
our advantages have been lost 7 

Rita : First of all, Sir, I feel the Pakistan 
nuclear tests were stage-managed ones with 
US and Chinese connivance. I think 
Pakistan, on its own, would not have been 
able to conduct such nuclear tests so soon 
after India's tests. May be the Chinese and 
the Americans have done it on Pakistani 
soil to stall India's claims to enter the 
exclusive nuclear club of the Big Five. 

Comments : The knowledge of the candidate 
in current affairs is sound, and she has kept 
herself up-to-date by following important 
national and international events and 
developments with intelligent interest. She has 
analysed the impact of Indo-Pak relations in 

considerable depth and has put forward la 
honest views in a forthright and convincin 
manner. She is also frank , about the doubi 
standards of nuclear pmoers. This candidate i 
bold, reveals foresight and imagination, an 
displays intellectual intergirty. 

Fifth Member ; Despite 51 years u 
Independence and preventive enactments, w 
are still witnessing 'sati' and dowry death 
in our country. How do you account for this 
and what remedies would you suggest 7 

Rita: These are social evils and cannot bi 
cured by legislation alone, especially in i 
democratic set-up. People have to be eduratec 
and the intelligentia should set an exampk 
and give the lead in such matters 
Unfortunately, as our leaders and politfea 
parties are k^n on winning only elections 
they do not wish to tackle social reforms whief 
could «wt them votes. That is why many socia 
evils, including untouchability, are stil 
thriving in our land. The answer is education 
full use of mass media and eradication o 
poverty. 

Comments i This candidate is keen 
intelligent and iiidustrioua and has been able ti 
select worthy and realistic goals ami umrk fo\ 
their accomplishment with imagination 
resoluteness ami dedication She is sincere am 
honest in her efforts, displays a positive attitudi 
and puts in a sustained and systematic-effort U 
attain ultimate success. With her knowledge 
adaptability and example, she can provide strong 
leadership and win over others to her side Shi 
meets tiu challenges boldly and seeks out neu 
responsibilities with enterprise and initiathv. Slu 
will be an asset to any organisation. Selecin 
and awarded lop grading. ^ 
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Management Aptitude Test 
Continued from page 38) 

ItQ - Q 
70.(1): P-Q 

+ 1 

71. (2) 

72. (3) 

73. (1) : 

74. (3) ; 

8 
6 

_P_ 

Q 
-1 

L*1 
7-1 

il 
3 6 

20-- i?Lt42 ^ 
18 " “ 18' “■ 18 

Suppose sum ^ p, S.I. = P 
T = 12 years 

Rate%=Y;^=8- 

S.P. = Rs. 1540, Gail) = .12% 
S.P.X100 - 

” 100 + Gain% 

.1^x100 
* 1375 

S.P. ■ Rs. 1540, Loss » 12% 
S.P. X100 

CJP. 
100-Loss% 

,1540x100 . 1750 

75.(2) 

76. (1) 

.’. SJ*. df both the radios ■ 3080 
C.R of both die radios » 3125 
.*. Net loss = Rs. 45 
Let S be the sum. 

• S x 8 X (3 - 2) 
100 

=*S-700 

56 

S.E of each marble = Re yj* 

Loss 3 

CP. = 

20% 
1 „ 100 . 5 

12 SO 48 
If gaiii = 20%, then S.E per marble 

48 
20%of- 

48 

77. (3) : ^ • 8.2 - 7 = IJ B» X = 1.44 

i_ . .. 

• I ■ 6 /' 

1. ty 

~2 

— - * 36 

36 

79. (1) 

80. (1) ; 
2 Js 

5 - 20 + zJsJiE 

-— 

5 - 20J- 50 

, iJE 

35x Vs 

iJs X Vs 

= X Vs = — X 2.236 
2 2 

= 7 X 1.118 = 7.826. 

Section III 
Data Analysis And Sufficiency 

Directions (Qs. 81 to 86) : Following six 
fuestions are one the basis of the data 
;iven in the following table, which gives 
he annual production (in thousands) of 5 
products of a famous toy company. 

Year ludo Scrabble Chess Monopoly Carrom 

1992 200 ISO 78 90 65 
1993 150 180 lOb 105 70 
1994 180 175 92 no 85 
199.9 195 160 120 125 75 
1996 220 185 130 135 80 

Q. 81. What is ttie appromiate percentage 
ncrease in the production of Monopoly 
rom 1993 to 19957 

(1) 10 (2) 20 
(3) 5 (4) 25 
Q. 82. For which toy category, there has 

been a continuous increase in the production 
wer the years ? 

(1) Ludo (2) Ches.s 
(3) Monopoly (4) Carrom 
Q. 83. What is the percentage drop in the 

Jroduction of Ludo from 1992 to, 1994 7 
(1) 30 (2) 50 
(3) 20 (4) 10 
Q. 84. For which of the following toys, 

he total production of all the 5 years is Ae 
naximum 7 

(1) Ludo (2) Scrabble 
(3) Chess (4) Carrom 
Q. 85. The production of Carrom in 1993 

ms what percent of the production of Chess 
n 1993’7 • 

(1) 80 (2) 70 
(3) 35 (4) 20 
Q. 86. For which of dte following toys, 

the ratio of the' production in 1996 to t^t 
m 1992 is the highest 7 

(1) Chess . (2) Ludo 
(3) Monopoly (4) Carrom 
Dinetiona (Qs. 87 to 92).- Following six 

questions ate on die basis of the foUo^g 
table which gives dstg ysarwiss and 

diseiplincwisc for candidate selected in an 
industry (In thousanda)._ 

Year 
Disciptlnt 

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 

Science 16 20 25 15 14 16 
Alta 4 8 9 10 11 13 
Commerce 8 12 12 11 IS 13 
Law y 9 5 3 6 8 
Computer 
Science 10 14 18 20 25 30 
Odiers 1 1 2 1 1 1 
Ibtal 46 64 71 60 72 81 

Q. 87. In which year for the first time. 
Computer Science discipline constituted 
mote than 25% of the selected candidates ? 

(1) 1991 (2) 1992 
(3) 1993 (4) 1994 
Q. 88. Which discipline showed she 

greatest decline between 1992 and 1994 
selections 7 

(1) Sklence (2) Computer SdeiKe 
(3) Arts (4) Law 
Q. 89. In which year the percentage of 

science discipline candidates was the 
highest 7 

(1) 1991 (2) 1992 
(3) 1993 (4) 1994 
Q. 90. Which discipline has shown the 

greatest rate of increase in its selection from 
1994 to 1996 7 

(1) Arts (2) Computer Science 
(3) Law (4) Commerce 
Q. 91. For which discipline the total 

recruitment for all the 6 years is closest to 
the total recruitment for any year 7 

^) Arts (2) Computer Science 
(3) Law (4) Commerce 
Q. 92. For which discipline there is no 

change between the candidates selected in 
1991 and in 1996? 

(1) Commerce (2) Scierwe 
(3) Law (4) Arts 

Directions (Qs. 93 to 99) ; Following 7 
questions are based on the following pie- 
Aart which gives the expenditure Incurred 
in printing a magazine. 

Q. 93. What IS the angle for the Sector 
representing paper cost 7 

(1)10* (2)» (3)23-'" (4)45'' 

Q. 91 What should be the central angle 
of the sector representing transport.ition 
charges 7 

(1) 4" (2) 8.4" 
(3) 12.4° (4) 14.4' 
Q. 95. If the editorial content development 

cost is Rs 30,000, then the cost of 
transportation can be expected to be 

(1) Rs. 4000 (2) Rs. 400 
(3) Rs. 12000 (4) Rs. 2000 
Q. 96. For a given issue of the magazine, 

the miscellaneous cost is Rs. 2000 and the 
print runs is 12500 copies. What should be 
the sale price if the publisher desires a profit 
of 5% 7 

(1) Rs. 5 (2) Rs. 7.50 
(3) Rs. 8 (4) Rs. 8.40 
Q. 97.‘If for the same data as given in the 

previous question, the prinbruh were to be 
50000 copies, the sale price per copy would 
have been 

(1) Rs. 5 (2) Rs. 2 
(3) Rs. 2.10 (4) Rs. 2.20 
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Q. 98. If the promotional costs for a given 
issue of the magazine Ls Rs. 9,000, then the 
total expenditure m bringing out that issue 
ot the magazine is 

(1) Rs. 50,000 (2) Rs. 1.00,000 
(3) Ks. 45,000 (4) Ks. 60,000 
Q. 99. For the same data as given inthe 

previous question, wh.ii is the cost of 
editorial content development ? 

(1) Rs. 45,000 (2) Rs. 30,000 
(3) Rs. 15,000 t4) Rs. 20,000 
Dirtctious (Q$. 100 to 105/ ; Following 

six questions ate based on the iollowing 
diagram indicating the relationship 
between fertiliser consumed (in kg/acre) 
to output (in quintals/acre). 

2 10 20 
Ferhiiscr 

Q. 100. If a farmer is having 5 acres of 
land and only 50 kg ol fertiliser, which of 
the following will give the best yield ? 

(1) 10 kg/acre 
(2) 20 kg in one acre and the remaining 

30 kg over tour acres 
(3) 20 kg each in two acres and lemaining 

in three acres 
(4) All of the above will give the same 

yield. 
Q. 101. What is the angle that the limited 

portion of the graph is making with the x 
axis ? 

(1)30" (2)45- (3)60" (4)80“ 
Q. 102. What IS (he angle that the later 

part of the graph i.s making with the y-axis ? 
(1)45“ (2)30' (3)60“ (4)90“ 
Q. 103. Increasing the fertiliser use, stops 

showing an improvement in procuctivity 
after 

(1) 10 kg/acre (2) 20 kg/acre 
(3) Above 20 kg/acre (4) 2 kg/acre 
Q. 104. If a farmer liad only 10 acres of 

farm land and only 100 kg of fertiliser, what 
could be his maximum yield in quintals ? 

(1)50 (2) 100 (3) 150 (4)200 
Q. 105. The correlalum between (he 

foodgrain output and die fertiliser usage (till 
at least upto 20 kg/acre) can be said to be 

(1) PoUtive and do.se to 1 
(2) Positive and smalt 
(3) Negative and siiiall 
(4) Negative and dose to 1 
DfrectfoHS (Q$. 106 to 120) ; In the 

following 15 questions there is a question 
followed by two statements A and B. Use 
the data given in statements A and B 
together with other facts of common 
knowledge to decide whether the 
atatements are sufficient to answer the 
given question. Then choose answer 

l.lf you can get the answer to the given 
question from statement A alone but 
not from P alone 

2. If you can get the answer to the 
question from B alone but not from A 
alone 

3. If both A and B together are required 
to answer the given question. 

4. If mure data is needed. 
Q. 106. Wlut IS the area of the shaded 

part of the circle ? 
A ; The radius of the cirde is 4 

Q. 107. What was Ram Copal's income 
in 1990 ? 

A : Hi.s total income for 1988, 1989 and 
1990 was Rs. 3,00,000. 

B ; He earned 20% inure in 1989 than 
what he did in 1988. 

Q. 108. Is a quadrilateral ABCD a square? 
A . A pair ul adjacent sides are equal. 
B : I'he angle enclo.sed by the.se t*qual 

adjaceni sides is 90“. 
Q. 109. A lirge corporation has 7,000 

employee.s, what i.s the average yearly wage 
ot an umpiuyee m the corporation ? 

A : 4,(Kk1 ot the employees are executives. 
B : The liH.il wage bill for the company 

each year is Rs. 77,000,0(X) 
Q. 110. Is X y ? 

A : (\ + y)- -• 0 P : X is positive 
Q. Ill tlow long will it take to travel 

from A and B Mt takes 4 hours to travel 
from A to B and back to A. 

A : It takes 25% more time to travel trom 
A to B than it does to travel Irom 
B to A 

B : C is midway between A and B and it 
takes 2 liours to travel Iroin A and C 
and back lu A- 

Q. 112. VVh<il IS X s y + z ( 
A : X ! y ^ 3 B : y + z - 2 
Q. 113. is d nurnbci divisible by 9 ? 
A ; i'lie number is divisible by 3 
B : The number is divisible by 27 
Q. 114. Is the integer K odd or even ? 
A : K- I.s odd B ; 2K is even 
Q. US. Is X positive ? 
A:x'e3x-4 = 0 B;x>-2 
Q. 116. Do the points P and Q he on the 

same circle with centre (0, 0) ? 
A : Tlie coordinates of point P are (2, 3). 
D : The coordinates of point Q are (4, 1) 
Q. 117. Is 2" divisible by 8 7 
A : n IS an odd integer 
B ; ii IS an integer greater than 5 
Q. 118. Find x + y. 
A : X - y :■ 6 B : 2x + 3y = 7 
Q. 119. How many books are on the 

bookshelf 7 
A : The bookshelf is 12 feet long 
B ; The average weight of each book is 

8110 gm. 
Q. 120. Is X greater titan y 7 
A:x = 2y B:x*y + 2 

ANSWERS 

X 100 > 19.04 •> 20 

X 100 =. 10 ' 
200 

Total production from 1992 to 
1996 in case of 
Ludo = 945, Scrabble - 850 
Chess = 520, Carrom = 375 
Suppose 70 -- k% of 100 
=» k = 70 
Ratio of production m 1996 to that 
in 1992 in case of 

130 
Chess " - 1.67 

. . 220 
= 200 = 

1.35 
Monopoly = ^ - 1.5. 

80 
Carrom - ‘ r ■■ 1.23 

to 

18 out of 71. 

- X 100 = « 67% 
9 3 

Percentage of Science discipline 
candidates in 

IWl =, It 100 = 34.78 
46 

1992 = ^ X 100 = 31.25 
64 

1993 = X 100 = 3.S.21 

1994 = A®. X 100 = 25 
60 " 

Rate of increa.se in selections from 
1994 to 1996 in case of 

Arts 100 = 30% 

10 
Computer Scienif = 20 " 

5 
Law = - 166.67% 

2 
Commerce " - 18.18% 

Total recruitment for all the sir 
years in ca.se of 
Arts = 55, Computer Science = 117 
Law = 38, Commerce = 71 
Total recruitment in 1993 x 71 
16 

100% = 360“ =» 4% = 14.4“ 

2% = Rs.2000 
Total cost ^ Rs. 100000, 

100000 „ „ 
CP per copy = • * Rs. 8 

S.P. per copy = Rs. 8A0 
4>rofit a 5%) 

• „ 100060 „ , 

CP-per copy = -5o66o' -P®-2 

S.P. per copy a Rs. 2.10 
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M. (1) 

».(3) 

100. (4) 
104. (2) 
100. (3) 

18% = 9000 

=» Total cost = 

18% = 9000 

9000x100 

18 
B 50000 

=♦ 3O'>0 =■“ x30= 15000 

101. (2) 102. (4) 103. (2) 
105. (1) 

(A) Area of the circle = nr^ = 16ic 
360" = 16n 

=» 60“ 
16n ^ Jilt 

6 3 
= Required area 

107. (4): Suppose iitcomes in 1998, 1989 
and 1990 be x, y and z 
respectively. 

K + y * za 300000 
X + 20% of X S y 

108. (4) 109. (2) 
110. (4) : (A) (x + y)* > 0 X + y > 0 or 

x+y<0(x>0) , 
^x + y>0=*x>-y(x>0) 
=» y may be greater ftan xor ■ 

less than x or equal to x. 
111. (1) 
112. (4) 113. (2) 114. (1) 
115. (3) : (A) =» x' + 3x - 4 = 0 

(x + 4) (x - 1) = 0 
=»x = -4orx = l 

(B) =* x > - 2 
(A) & (B) ^ X s 1. 

116. (3) : If O (0, 0) is the centre, then the 
radius = OP = OQ 

OP = + 9 = Jn 

OQ« Vib +1 = JW 
which is absurd. 
This shows that the points do not 
lie on the .same arete. 

117. (2) 118. (3) 119,„(4) 120. (3) 

Section IV 
Intelligence & Critical Reasoning, May 1998 

Directions <Qs. 121 to 12S) : In the 
following five questions, out of the four 
figures given, identify the one which is 
out of place : 

Q. 125. 

Q. 126. Which one of the following 
diagrams correctly represents the 
relationship between automobiles, cars and 
motor-cycles ? 

/IV 

Directions <Qs. 127 to 130) ; In the 
following four questions, which of the 
figures given below represents the best 
relationship between the items given in 
each of ttiese questions ; 

(2) 

O w) 

CBO 
Q. 127. Mangoes, Apples, Fruits 
Q. 128. Parrots, Birds, Mice 
Q. 129. Musicians, Men, Women 
Q. 130. Coffee, Tea, Beverages 
Q. 131. The next term in the series 

4, 8, 28, 80, 244, ? is 
(1)278 (2)428 (3)628 (4)728 
Q. 132. The next term in the series 

13, 25, 51, 101, 203, ? is 
(1)405 (2)406 (.3)407 (4)411 
Q. 133. Which of the following wiU come 

next in the series below ? 
nsi, org, pqe, qpc, 7 

(1) pqa (2) rqd (3) aor (4) roa 
Q. 134. Which of the following would 

come in place of the question mark (?) in 
the following letter-number series 7 

P3C, R5F, T31, V12L, ? 
(1) Y 17 O (2) X 17 M 
(3)X17 0 (4)X16 0 
Q. 135. Which combination of alphabets 

would come in the position of the question 
mark in the following sequence ? 

ABP, CE)Q, EFR, ? 
(l)GHS (2)GHT (3)HGS (4)GHR 
Q. 136. In a certain code, 15789 is written 

as EGKPT and 2346 is written as ALUR. 
How is 23549 written in that code 7 

(1) ALEUT (2) ALGTU 
(3) ALGUT (4) ALGRT 
Q. 137. If Z » 52 and ACT is equal to 48 

then BAT will be equal to 
(1)39 (2)41 (3)44 (4)46 
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Hindi heartland 
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Q. US. If ttw woid MARCH l8 written u 
HCRAM^thcn.vehetrioM ELBAC stand for ? 

(1) TABLE .. ■ (2) CABLE 
(3> APRIL (4) LANES 
Q. 139. In a c^ainopde, VVOSE is written 

as FPOQE. LIGHT be written 
m that code T' 

(1) LIGFT (2> LGGHT 
(3) LGGFT (4) JIEHR 
Q. 140. In a ceriain code, ROAD is written 

as UROG. How is SWAN written in that 
code ? 

(1) VXDQ (2) VZDQ 
(3) yXDQ (4) VZCQ 
Direction* (Qs. 141 to 145) : These 

questions are to be answered on the basis 
of ttie given data. 

A team of 3 reports is to be chosen from 
amongst two groups. Group X has as its 
members, M, N, O and P and groiq> Y has 
as its members A, B and C. The selected 
team must have one member from each 
group. In addition, 

O refuses to work unless A works. 
If M works, then B works. 
C will not work, if M works. 
If O does not work, M will not work. 
Q. 141. Which of the following teams 

cannot be selected 7 
1 (1) MOA only (2) MBC only 

(3) NPConly (4) MOA, MBC and NPC 
Q. 142. Who else can be there in the team 

of which A is a member 7 
(DAB (2) ON (3) PC (4)NB 
Q. 143. Which of the following caimot 

work with M 7 
(1)N (2)0 (3)P (4) A 
Q. 144. A team having B and C will also 

have 
(1) only N (2) only O 
(3) N, O and P (4) only O and P 
Q. 14S. Which of the following statements 

is tVue 7 
a - If N works, A will work 
|) - If N works, P does not work 
y - O may not work with A and B 
(1) a only (2) P only 
(3) a and P only (4) a, p and y 
Q. 146. How many terms of the series, 

3, 9, 27.will add up to 363 7 
(D5 (2)6 , (3)7 (4)8 
Q. 147. The second term of a geometric 

2 16 
progression is and the Pfth term is . 

Find the seventh term. 

32 16 15 64 
(1) 729 (2) 5J2 (3) 524 729 

Q. 148. If the sum of n terms of an 
arithmetic progression is 3n’ + 2n, what is 
the rth term 7 

(1) 6r + 1 (2) 6r - 1 
(3) '3r + 1 / (4) 3r - 1 
Q. 149. The sum of the series 

the value of x is gtVen by 
Cl) 2 (2)3 (3)1 (4)4 

Dirtetiomt (Qt. 151 to ISO) : In the 
firilowingflvequtsttoas, yon an given two 
statements followed by two conclusions A 
and B. Ybu have to take ttie statements to 
be true even If they appear to be at 
vartcance from commonly known facts. 
Choose your answer as 

1. If «^y conclusion A follows. 
2. If only conclusion B follows. 
3. If either A or B follows. 
4. If neltiher A nor B follows. 
Q. 151. 
Statementa: 

All pilots are brave men. 
All astronauts are pilots. 

Conclusions : 
A All astronauts are brave men. 
B. Some pilots are astronauts. 

Q. 152. 
Statements : 

Many books are rocks. 
All rocks are clips. 

Conclusions ; 
A. Some books are clips. 
B. No rock is a book. 

Q. 153. 
Statements : 

Some kites are horses. 
All horses are dogs. 

Conclusions : 
A All dogs are horses. 
B. Some dogs are horses. 

Q. 154. 
Statements : 

Ail poets are readers. 
No reader is wise. 

Conclusions ; 
A. No poet is wise. 
B. All readers are poets. 

Q. 155. 
Statements : 

Some trees are horses. 
Biscuit is a tree. 

Conclusions ; 
A. Biscuit is not a tree. 
B. Some horses are trees. 

Directions (Qs. IS6 to 160) ; In the 
following five questions, there is a 
statement fallowed by two assumptions. 
You have to choose 

1. If only assumption A is implicit 
2. If only assumption B is implicit 
3. If cither A or B is implicit. 
4. If neither A nor B is implicit 
Q. 156. 
Statement : 
If it is easy to become an engmeer, then 
I do not want to be an engineer. 
Assumptions ; 
A: An individual aspires to be a 

professional. 
B: One desires to achieve a thing which 

is hard-earned. 
Q. 157. 
Statement; 
Who is brother of Balu 7 
Assumptions ; 
A: Balu is Arun's brother. 
B: Balu's fadter is the husband of Aiun's 

mother 

Q. 158. 
Statement: 
What will be the total weight of 10 poles, 
each of the same weight 
Assumptions ; 
A: One-fourth of the weight of the poles 

is 5 kg. 
B; The total weight of three poles is 20 

kilograi&s-more than the total weight 
of two poles. 

Q. 159. 
Statement: 
What is Mhnohar’s birthday 7 
Assumptions : 
A: Manoh4r's father was born on 

15-8-47. 
B: Manohar i$ 25 years younger than his 

mother. 
Q. 160. . 
Statetpent: 
Ashok'-is shorter than Anil. Sunil is taller 
than Sudhir. Who is the shortest among 
them 7 
Assumptiouf': 
A Anil iS'shorter than Sudhir. 



V 131.(4) :The sequence in the given series is 

132. (1) sequence in the given series is 
x2- l,x2 + l,x2- l,x2 » l,x2- 1. 

133. (4) :1st letter moves +1 .step, 2nd letter 
move.s -1 step. 3rd letter moves 

-2 steps. 
134. (3) :1st letter moves +2 steps, 3rd letter 

moves >3 steps. The middle 
number moves +2, +3, +4, +5 .steps. 

135. (1) :1st and 2nd letters move +2 steps. 

3rd letter moves +1 step. 

136. (3) 
137. (4) :Z - 52, ACT - A + C 4 T 

- 2 + 6 + 40 = 48 

.-. DAT - D 1 A 1 T - 4 f 2 + 40 = 46 

(Here A =• 2, B 4, C = 6, D = 8,...) 

136.(2) '.Letters are being written in reverse 

order. 

139. (3) .'Second and fourth letters move 

-2 steps 
140. (2) '.Each letter moves -1-3 steps. 

141. (2) :lt M works, then C will not work. 

142. (2) 143. (1&3) 144.(1) 145.(3) 

146. (1) : Given series i.s a G.P. with first term 

3 and common ratio 3. 

Suppose sum to n terms is 3t>3. 

.'. a = 3, r ■ 5 3, Sn - 363 

=» S„- 

=» 363 =. 

(r> 1) 

147.(4) :Suppose the given G.P. is 

a, ar, ar*,.... at^'V. 

2 . 16 

•••sT 

=> aV = “ =» aV =ai^ =* a’ = 1 

=» a = 1 

a = 1, r = 

Seventh term -‘-(ir 

.3(.3" - 1) 

3-1 
=* 3" - 243 - 3' => n = .5 

148. (2) :S„ = “ [2a + (n - l)d] = 3n’ + 2n 

=> ^ 12a (n - l)dj = 3n + 2 

=»a + ('^-|)d-3n-e2 ...(1) 

Let n - 2r - 1 

.•.(l)=*a + (r-l)d = .3(2r-l) + 2 
=* T, = 6r - 1 

149. (1) :a = 1, r = 2 < 1 

.'. S_ = -r^—(r < 1) 
1 - r 

-rS- 

150.(2) :x= ^6 

151.(1) 

152.(1) 

153.(4) 

154.(1) 

155.(4) 

156. (2) 

157. (4) 

158. (3) 

159.(4) 

160.(1) 

= JfUTx ae X* » X 6 
a*x*-x-6 = 0a»(x-3)|x + 2)*0 
= x = 3, x = -2 

tCondusion canifot contain the 

middle term (pilots). 

: If both the premises are affirmative, 

conclusion cannot be negative. 

;No conclusion can be drawn, since 

both the conclusions contain the 

middle term (horses). 

:If one of the premises is negative, 

conclusion must be negative. 

:No conclusion can be drawn, since 

both the conclusions contain the 

middle term (tree/trees). 

lArun may be sister of Balu. 

;(A) => V4^ight of each pole == 20 kg 

=* Weight of 10 pole.s = 200 kg 

(B) =» 3 X = 2 X + 20 =» X = 20 

where X = Weight of each pole. 

=» Weight of 10 poles =: 200 kg 

: 15 - 8 -1972. Both A and B together 

are implicit. 

: (A) =» Ashok < Anil < Sudhir < Sunil 

=» Ashok is the shortest 

(B) =a Anil > Ashok 

Anil > Sunil > Sudhir 

=* Either A.shok or Sudhir js the 

shortest 
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General Knowledge 

Encyclopedia 

North-East Deserves A Better Deal 
The only time the Morth-East used to come to the notice 

of the rest of India was when the Brahmaputra was In 
spate flooding villages and towns, mopping up precious 
lives and property in one go. Then came the unexpected, 
yet another flood of. or rather wave after wave of Chinese 
troop sweeping across what was then known as NBFA. 
North'East Frontier Agency (and todaye 
Aruhachal Pradesh), and a traumatised 
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru went on the 
air bemoaning. ‘Our hearts go out to 
the people of Assam...* as India was 

^caught napping by the Chinese 
aggression In 1962. In the 90s the 
Nortli-East still makes the news only 
when the militants strike wherever they 
choose, be it in As.4am. Tripura. 
Nagaland. Mizoram. Manipur... 

111111 is all the rest of India knows 
about the Seven Sisters. At the fag-end 
of 1998, a note prepared by the Union 
Home Ministry has ‘discovered* that the 
insurgency In the North-East has been 
caused by “poor governance Iqr the State 
Governments in the region as a result 
of which the ISI of Pakistan has spread 
its tentacles in at least four States— 
Assam, Manipur. Nagaland and 
Tripura". The Home Ministry concedes 
that there is more to insurgency than a 
mere law and order problem: the chronic 
feeling of “neglect" by the powers that 
lie. And the marginalised youth let off 
iheir pent-up steam through such 
outlets as unbnciled militancy or drug addiction as In 
Manipur; and there ore enough troublemakers within and 
without to exploit the feelings of alienation among the 
different sections of the people in the North-Eastern States. 

The very fact of the North-East having become a cauldron 
of simmering troubles and Prime Minister after Prime 
Minister seeking to molliiy the feelings of the estranged 
with “packages” of multiple programmes goes to show that 
there Is a grim, if not a belated, realisation that the long- 
neglected. North East deserves a better deal and needs to 
be an Integral part of the national mainstream. 

The North-East comprises the States of Assam. Arunachal 
Pradesh. Manipur. Meghalaya. Tripura. Mizoram and 
Nagaland. If the different States bristle with problems galore, 
they also present a cornucopia of plenty if only the local 
people are given opportunities and if only the local resources 
are exploited to ^e optimum extent to benefit the region 
and the^ country at large. Problems are not peculiar to any 
State in India and to Uie extent the feelings of the people 
of a particular State are Ignored, there are bound to be 

N.O. Dtngko Singh 
The Aslan Games boxing gold 
medallist halls Jrom Manipur 

rumblings of discontent, and here <us elsewhere elements 
from outside the international borders arc bound to stoke 
the embers to gain their long-term objectives of destabilising 
the country. 

There are enough common features that bind the Seven 
Sisters and enough dissimilarities that divide them, and 

there could be Slates within States 
from the points of ethnic difietences 
and other socio-economic factors. The 
Government is also aware that to the 
extent the authorities go ahead with 
programmes to tackle the manifold 
problems of the region, to that extent 
militancy and violence would subside, 
a fact explained by the “forward moves* 
made by at least three Prime Ministers 
in 1996. 1997 and 1998. 

A close look at the potential and 
problems of each State shows that the 
rest of India or the powers that be have 
not given it the due attention it richly 
deserves. Precious little has been done 
by tlie Centre to help the Assamese 
tide over the disastrous floods year 
after year. We have chosen to abandon 
them to their yearly ordeal that leaves 
its economy haywire with losses 
running to crores of rupees, sparing 
not even the sanctuary that is home 
to the one-horned rhinos. Here is a 
State unique in many respects. Assam, 
whose tea gardens numbering 848 in 
all and occupying 2.30 lakh hectares, 

contributes about 15 per cent of the world's tea production. 
The State is also rich in petroleum and natural gas. Assam 
Ijrothices varieties of silk. erf. muga. tussur and mulbeny. 
Muga I.S a non-mulberry silk and it is produced nowhere 
else in the world except in Assam. 

Manipur, which became a .full-fledged State on 
January 21. 1972. is known for its biodiversity, with its 
richness In terms oi rare plants, trees and fauna. The 
region is home to the rare brown antlered deer, called 
SiangaL Here you also find the Shtroy IJly. the paradise^ 
flower not to be found anywhere else in the world. Meghah^ 
is yet another State rich in biogenetlc material. 

In terms of economic development and infrastructure, a 
lot still remains to be done to make the region catch up 
with the rest of India. Manipur found a place in the ralhway 
map of India only in May 1990 when the railhead was 
opened at Jlrlbam. Agart^a, capital of Tripura, Is yet to 
And a place on the railway map of the country, though 
trains come up to Kumarghat in North Tripura District. 

There is a lot of scope for horticultural development In 
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the entire North-East. For instance. Assam is known for Its 
orange and other citrus fruits, banana, pineapple, guava. 
Jackfrutt and mango. Similarly, Meghalaya is Imown for its 
oranges, pineapple, banana, jackfiruit, plum, pears and 
peaches. Tlie State is also known for cash crops like potato, 
turmeric, ginger, pepper, arecanut. banana, tapioca and 
the like. 

The tourist potential of the North-East is yet to be 
exploited. One might say that tourism could be promoted 
syslemalically only when the threat of militancy recedes. 
True enough. Conversely, militancy will not subside unless 
development catches up with other sectors. It is the same 
old argument: Wtiich comes first—^the egg or the chicken ? 
For .all we know, the Centre has to tackle both development 
and militancy simultaneously. 

Uii his first visit to Assam a few weeks after he became 
(he Prime Minister. Mr. Atal Behari Vajpayee said that the 
Centre might consider any suggestion to amend the 
Constitution to accommodate the demands of underground 
groups of the North-East and to facilitate talks with them. 
Likewise both of his predecessors. Mr. Oeve Gowda and 
Mr. I.K. Uujral. offered massive economic package of 
Rs. 6,100 crore 
while extending 
an unconditional 
invitation to the 
militant groups to 
amicably solve 
the Insurgency 
problems. Mr. 
Gowda promised 
that a t^ll would 
be set up in Uie 
Reserve Bank of 
India under the 
Deputy Governor 
to ensure that a 
credit system 
operates elRclently 
in the North-East 
Region and that 
adequate credit Is 
made available to 
(he Industry, 
agriculture and self-employment schemes. He had also 
promised that all the Centr^ Ministries tirauld earmark 10 
per cent of their budget for .different programmes in the 
North-East. With the UF Governments collapsing before 
iltelr stipulated terms, it Is anybody's guess whether these 
promises have either run aground or taken wings. 

It would appear that in the context of the peremptory 
need to mainstream the North-East with the rest of India 
and contain the periodical bouts of violence and militancy, 
tile authorities have to take to the traditional carrot-and- 
stick policy. While the development of the entire redon 
deserves to be accorded the utmost priority, the 
Govenvnent ran ill-afford to let extremlsU get away with 
unbridled violence and let the nefarious outfits beyond the 
intcrualiona! (borders to collude with the disgruntled 
elements within lo subvert India's sovereignty and the 
little progre.ss the region has achieved over the vears. The 
very racial mosaic of each State gives rise to friction and 
coiKsequenl fear and anxiety triggering violence. More than 
650 people, including officials, employees, teachers, 
contractors, traders, tea garden managers and others were 
kidnapped by the tribal militant groups in IVlpura between 
1994 and 1996 and, out of this huge number, at least 50 
hostages were done to death by the captors. A major cause 
of unrest in Tripura as elsewhere In many other parts of 
North-East is tlie running sore of illegal migrants and the 
host of militant outfits like the National Liberation Front 

% 

of THpura CNLTF), the An Tyfpura,'Mbal Force (ATTF). the 
IMpura Resurrection An^y TTRA}' and the TVlpura Tribal 
Defence Force tnOF] and the like would'not like ‘the 
outaldera' who have oitrenched themsetvea in the State to 
snatch away the lion's share of the c^e thqt ^ould 
legitimately beloi^ to the sons and daughtera of the soil. 

If each State vies with other in the truavsUy of Addence, 
bow on earth each can catch up with the rest of India ? 
Aasam has been rocked by unlimited vldehce over the 
years. Blind with anger and seething with vengeance, almost 
each group—the ULFA, the Bodo groups, the Bengal Tiger 
Force and several others—Js on a Mllir^ spree. The vtctims 
could be anyone: the BSF or CRPF persoimel. police 
personnel, militants themselves and Innocents, all dying m 
dozens and scores. Everyone and everything could be a 
target,of militant strike ; Ministers, railway stations, trains 
like the Brahmaputra Mall and even the Rajdbant Eiqiress. 

On December 30, 1996, at least 300 people were killed 
and many injured when a powerful bomb, planted by 
suspected Bodo extremists, blew up three crowded 
coaches of the Delhi-bound Brahmaputra Mail at 
Chechamukh in the Bodo heartland of Kokrajhar district of 

Assam. 
One hears of 

ceasefire in 
Nagaland but 
where people 
tend to distrust. 
each other, the 
durability of. any 
kind of ceasefire 
remains a pipe 
dream. The army 
called off its 
unllatoal ceasefire 
in April 1998 
agreed upon with 
the Khaplang 
faction of the 
National Socialist 
Council following 
the ambushing of 
nine Assam Rlflea 
troopers. While 

different polttlcBl parties promote violence for slx^-teim ^dns, 
some groups like the Naga Mothers' Association complain 
that the Army has been rounding up innocent citizens. 

There couldn't be any agenda for discussion with ultras 
beyond the ‘four walls of the Constitution”. It is quite 
understandable that the ethnography and the 
anthropological diversity of the region, with its ’nbeto- 
Monglold heritage, la yet to sink into the mindset of both 
the policy-makers and administrators before they formulate 
plans for the well-being'of the people in the North-East 
region. The sub-nationalism of the entire North-East w stUl 
to merge with Indian nationalism. Adding to the alienation 
of more than five decades has been the indifference shown 
all along to the development of the region. 

If there is a political will on the part of all—the Central 
Government and the various state governments on the one 
hand and the different militant groups operating in different 
States on the other—there is noUilng under the sun that 
cannot be resolved in an atmosphere of total mutual trust. 

' Neither the Govemment nor the militants can find a solution 
to the chronic problems of the r^on through force. That 
the last fifty-one years have been marred more by 
betrayals—each passing the buck to the other—otplainB 
the simmering cauldron North-East has became. Let better 
sense prevail with all so that the chasm that divides the 
North-East from the rest of India is closed for ever. Q 

NorthrBamtem Chiq/' Mnfstera (I to rit BA tyngib^ iteghalaya, 
Qegong Apang, Anmaehal Pradeah, PA. Mohanto, Aaatun, 

S.C. Jamtr, Nagahattd and Pawan ChamUng, SUcfclm at tha development 
_meeting In iVeut Delhi on Mag 8, 1998 
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Latest In General Knowledge ( 

NABARD: National Bank for Agriculture 
and Rural Development. 

The National Bank for Agriculture and 
Rural Development haa sharply reduced the 
interest rate on refinance provided for 
various agencies for term loans exceeding 
three years under minor irrigation schemes, 
with effect from December t, 1998. 

CPCB: Central Pollution Control Board. 
The Central Pollution Control Board has 

ordered closure of some industrial units for 
not maintaining their pollution control 
devices. 

Swam! Vivekananda's Birth 
Anniversary: The 135th birth atmiversary 
of Swami Vivekananda was celebrated on 
January 12, 1999. 

Guru Gobind Singh's Bitdt Aimlversaiy: 
The birth anniversary of lUth Sikh Guru 
Gobind Singh was celebrated on January 
5, 1999. 

Louis Braille's Birth Anniversary ; The 
109th birth anniversary of Louis Braille was 
observed on January 4,1999. Louis Braille, 
a Frenchman who was accidentally blinded 
at the age of three and who invented a 
system of writing for the blind which is 
called Braille. 

CRPF Raising Day : The 59th Raising 
Day of the Central Reserve Police Force 
(CRPF) was celebrated on December 28, 
1998. 

Madan Mohan Malviya'a Birth 
Anniversary : The 1.38th birth anniversary 
of Madan Mohan Malviya was celebrated 
on December 25, 1998. 

hfitu Ghallb't Bbth Armlvenaxy; Mirza 
Asadullah Khan Ghallb's bicentennial 
birth anniversary was celebrated on 
December 13, 1998. 

Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee ; 
The Chief of Army Staff, General V.P. MaUk 
took over as the Carman of Chiefs of Staff 
Committee (COSC) on December 31,19M. 

Chief of Air Staff : Air Chief Marshal 
Anil Yashwant Tipnis took over as the Chief 
of Air Staff on De«mber 31,1998 succeedittg 
Air Chief Marshal Satish Kumar Sateen. 

Chief of Naval Staff: Admiral Sushil 
Kumar, Flag Officer Commanding-in-Chlef, 
Southern Naval Command, took over as 
Ute new Chief of Naval Staff on December 
30, replacing Admiral Vishnu Bhagwat 

Vice Chief of Air Staff ; Air Marshal 
P.S. Brar was appointed Mce Chief of Air 
Staff on January 3,1999. Commissioned as 
a fighter pilot in the lAF on December 15, 
1960, Air Marshal Brar was serving as Air 
Officer Commanding'in-Chief, Eastern Air 
Command. 

Secretary, Defence : Mr. T.R. Prasad, a 
1963 batch IAS officer of Andlua Pradesh 
cadre, took over as the new Defence 
Secretary on January 1, 1999. Mr. Prasad, 
who was earlier Secretary, Industrial Policy 
and Promotion, swapped places with 
Mr. Ajit Kumar, previous Defence Secretary. 

Director, CBI : Mr. R.K. Raghavan, 
Director-General of Police (Vigilance) in 
Ittmil Nadu, has been appointM Director 
of the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) 
replacing Mr. Trinath Mlshra, who has been 
shifted to Cabinet Secretariat as Officer on 
Special Duty (OSD). 

Prime Mlnistei; Peru; Peruvian President 
Alberto Fujimori has named Victor Joy Way, 
a long-time Fujimori loyalist and current 

head of Congress, as 
Prime Minister of 
Peru, replacing Mr. 
Alberto Pandolh. 

Deputy Speakers 
Lok Sabha 
Mr. Padannatha 
Muhammad Sayeed, 
a ninth term member 
of the Lok Sabha 
from Lakshadweep, 
was unanimously 
elected Deputy 
Speaker of the 
Lok Sabha, on 
December 17, 1998. 

Directot Enforce¬ 
ment Directorate : 
Mr. Indeijit Khatma, 
a 1966 batch IAS 
officer of the 

Air Chief Manhel A.Y. Tipnis fR), with the outgoing Air Chief 
Manhttl SX. Sareen after taking over as the new Chief of Air 
_Staff OH December 31, 1998 

Rajasthan-ca4>*, has been appointed the 
new Director of the Enforcement Director¬ 
ate, replacing Mr. M.K. Bezbaruah. 

Chiinnan, IDBI: Mr. G.P. Gupta, former 
DTI Chief, it the new Chairman of IDBI. 

President, FHDCCl: Mr. Ashok Khaima, 
Chairman and Managing Director oi 
Khanna Watchea Ltd, has been elected 
President of the PHD Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry for the year 
1998-99. 

Ambassador to Denmark: Mb ^shank, 
Indian's Ambassador to South Korea, was 
appointed the Indian Ambassador to 
Denmark, on January 4, 1999. 

Members, TRAl : Mr. U.P. Singh, an 
Indian Revenue Service officer of 1963 batch, 
and Mr. Arun Sinha, IAS, have taken over 
as members of the Telecom Regulatory 
Authority of India (TRAI). 

Inaide CBI rV^itten by the former Director 
of the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) 
Mr. Joginder Singh, the book reveals some 
unknown focts about several sensational 
corruption cases and scams that Mr. Singh 
looked into during his tenure. One of the 
important chapters in the book entitled 'The 
Foddar Scam' says, "After the investigation, 
holistic view of the scam reveals that despite 
loud voices of protest since 1985 against 
fraudulent activities prevailing in the AHD, 
the Government of Bihar did not initiate 
any action to curb them." 

Freedom Song: The book written by AmJt 
Chaudhuri is set in 1992, when communal 
riots were sparked off after the Ayodhys 
incident. TWo ageing women move ir 
talkirig around a house in Calcutta, watchiit^i 
life pass them by, almost oblivious tr 
realities. For them arthritis, the servants 
family memories, snatches of songs seen- 
far more tangible in this world than oittei 
realities outside. Chaudhuri says, "f <-m(orr 
Song is about absences—young peopit 
of a certain class go away from Calcutta 
This is a novel about those who remair 
but feel the absences of tho.se who havi 
gone away." 

Kanga—Exploitation of Little Angels 
Written by Ms. V. Mohini Giri, it is . 
revolutionary book in the field ot women'' 
studies. It exposes the bitter realities abou 
the conditions of girls subjugated ti 
prostitution at a young age. The bool 
critically analyses the mode of traffickinj 
and U\e society's response to it. 

The Collins Hietorg of The World In Th 
Twentieth Century ; 'The book is writtei 
by JAS Grenville. It gives detailei 
global history in the twentieth centup 
which may be called the history's blood iei 
century. 
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National Commission for Women : The 
National Commission for Women has 
launched an awareness campaign on the 
menace of dowry. Called the 'Dahej Mukt 
Abhiyan', the campaign is aimed at 
sensitising people on the t.ssuv and projects 
dowry as liarmful to the image, dignity and 
empowerment of women. 

Bill For Defence Personnel For Proxy 
Voting Tabled ; Law Minister Mr. Thambi 
Durai introduced in Lxik Sabha the Election 
Laws (Amendment) Bill, 1998, seeking to 
provide the option to members of the armed 
forces or paramilitary forces to cast their 
votes either in person or through postal 
ballot or through proxy voting on Decmber 
22, 1998. The Bill provides changes in 
Section 60 of the Representation of the 
Peoples' Act, 1951. Under this provision, 
over 2.5 million personnel deputed in some 
of the remotest and most difficult terrains 
of thtf country will get an opportunity to 
cast their votes by proxy in elections. 

MeU on Admiral Gorshkov Aircraft 
Carrier Signed India signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding with 
Russia for possible purchase of 44,500-tonne 
aircraft carrier Admiral Gorshkov on 
December 21, 1998. 

India, Nepal Renew Transit I'reaty: India 
and Nepal renewed a transit treaty 
providing !and>ltxked Nepal access to Indian 
sea ports through 15 points on the border 
for another seven years on January 5,1999. 

US, EU Embargo Ends ; According to 
Apparel Export Promotion Council (AEPC), 
an embargo on import of certain type of 
garments, including shirts and blouses from 
India, by the US and European Union (EU) 
has automatically cciised from the New Year. 
The embargo was I’-.iposed by thi- US and 
EU as Indian exporters over-utilised the 1998 
import quota lor specified cati*gories in these 
countries. It has now been relaxed 
automatically with the new quota coming 
mto effect. 

Rs. 1,74,91.5 Crore FDl Since 1991 : 
Industry Minister, Mr Sikimdar Bakht told 
Rajya Sabha on December 21, 1998 that the 
Foreign investment Promotion Board (FIPB) 
has cleared ttoreign collaboration projects 
worth Rs. 1,74,915 crore from 1991 to 
Octobi'r 1998 

SBl Concludes 5-Million Euro Deal With 
'ABN : The State Bank ot Indii (SBI) and 
ABN-Amro Bank concluded the first inter¬ 
bank deal in the Euro currency, on 
January 1,1999. The SBl-ABN deal for EUR 
(the symbol for the euro) 5 million has 

■aUllMMHHMIWWillMlMilin 

been struck at a reference price of $1.7 to 
Euro. 

Forex Reserves: India's foreign exdiange 
reserves rose to $29.%7 billion on Oecemh^ 
24,1998 from $29,746 billion in the previous 
week, the RBI said on December 31,199$. 

India, Sri Lanka Free Trade Fact: India 
and Sri Lanka signed a free-trade agreement 
that will eliminate customs tariffo between 
the two countries over several years. 
The deal was signed by India's 
Foreign Mmister, Mr. Jaswant Singh and 
Sri Lankan President, Ms. Chandrika 
Kumaratunga in New Delhi on December 
28, 1998. 

Government Raises Customs Duty on 
Gold: in order to incur additional revenue, 
the Union Government has raised the 
customs duty of gold to Rs. 400 from the 
prevailing Rs. 250 pur 10 grams. 

Indica Car Launched : Telco's 
indigenously designed and developed car 
Tata Indica was launched by the Qxaitman 
of Tata Group, Mr. Ratan Tata in Mumbai 
on December 30, 1998. The ex-showroom 
price of India is Rs. Z63 lakh (Petrol version) 
in Mumbai and 2.59 lakh in Delhi. The price 
of the simple diesel version of Indica will 
be Rs. 2.99 Jakh in Mumbai and Z85 lakh 
in Delhi. The diesel (air-conditioned deluxe 
model) IS pneed at Rs. 3 lakh and die diesel 
deluxe at Rs. 3.99 lakh in MumbaL and at 
Rs. 2.95 lakh and Rs. 3.90 lakh respectively 
m Delhi. 

inoHmnee Regulatory Authority Bill : 
The Government introduced the Insurance 
Regulatory Authority (IRA) BUI in Lok 
Sabha on December 15,1998. The Bill seeks 
to operl the insurance sector to private sector 

including foreign companies. The Bill also 
incorporates provisions that will remove 
the monopoly status granted to GIC and 
UC. 

Pakistan's Trade Deficit with India ; 
Pakistani economic officials have recorded 
a Rs. 276-crore ($60 million) deficit in 
bilateral trade with India during the 
1997-98 financial year. According to the- 
Export Promotion Bureau (EPB) officials. 
Paki.stan exported Rs 415 rrorc ($90 million) 
to India and imported trom it Rs. 690 crore 
($150 million) worth of products. Pakistan 
sold 25 items to India while it purchased 
26 items in 1997-98. Sugar, fruit and 
vegetables were llic major exports and the\ 
fetched Rs. .345 crore ($75 million) 

Upper Age Limit for Civil Services 
Recruitment Raised : According to an 
official release, general orders have been 
issued increasing the upper age limit by 
two years, from 28 to 30 years for 
recruitment to Central Civil Services and 
other civilian posts through direct open 
competitive examinations conducted by the 
UP^ or SSC or any other authority. The 
general order will come into effect from 
Afuil 1, 1999. The increase in Ihe upper 
age limit is not applicable to recruitment 
to Armed Farces or Paramilitary Forces. This 
will also not be applicable to direct 
recruitment to any Central Civil Services 
or dvUion posts for which action has already 
been initiated through advertisement or 
otherwise before April 1, 1999. 
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Bharat Ratna : Veteran freedom filter 
and Sodaliat leaders Lok Nayak Ja^aprakash 
Narayan waa named recipient of India'a 
[highMt civilian award on December 23, 
>1998, Bharat Ratna (poathumoua). He ia the 
35th recipient of tto award. 

Vyaa Samman : Noted Hindi writer 
Mr. Gobind Miahra waa awarded the Vyaa 
Samman 1998, for his book Paanch Angano 
kVato Gliar on December 20,1998. The award 
is given by the K.K. Blrla Foundation to an 
outstanding work in Hindi, published 
during the last ten years. 

Asiatic Society Award : Dr Haripriya 
Rangarajan, wife of Andhra Pradesh 
Governor Dr. C. Rangarajan, was awarded 
the Asiatic Society's Silver medal for Bte 
year 1998 in recognition of her book Varalm 
Images in Madhya Pradesh — An Iconogmphie 
Study J997 on December 23, 1998. 

Blharl Puraskar; Dr. Vishwambhar Nath 
Upadhyaya, a former Vlce-CharKeUor of 
Kanpur University, has been awarded the 
Bihari Pmaskar in recognition of his novel 
iVtsInottbahu Parashuram. The Puraskar 
awarded by the K.K. Birla Foundation for 
an outstanding work in Hindi by a 
Rajasfoard writer carries Rs. 75,000 as award 
money. 

Commonwealth Award : The Assistant 
Commissioner of the Guwahati-based 
Kendriya Vidyalaya Sanghathan, Dr. Lalit 
Kishore, has bagged the 1998 
Commonwealth Award in recognition of 
his teaching of his innovative methods in 
science education Or. Kishore won the 
award for the seventh time from among 
educators of science, mathematics and 
technology working at primary, secondary 
and tertiary levels in 52 Commonwealth 
countries, a Sangathan release said on 
Tanuary 5, 1999. 

National Productivity Award ; The 
National Productivity Award for the year 
1996-97, given by the National Productivity 
Council for the best productivity 
performance in fertilisers in the country was 
awarded to Gu|arat State Fertilisers & 
Chemicals (GSFC), Vadodara, at a function 
m New Delhi in January 2,1999. 

JRD Tata Corporate Leadership Award: 
Director-General of the Council of Scientific 
and Industrial Research (CSIR), Mr. R.A. 
Mashelkar has been selected for the JRO 
Tata Corporate Leadership Award 1998 in 
recognition of his "outstanding leadership 
in transforming CSIR and intensifying 
scieiKe-business links". This is the first time 
that a scientist has been chosen for this 

I ^-‘'Meghrud Saha Medal : The Meghrwd 
Saha Medal for the year 1998 given by the 
Indian National Science Academy (INSA), 
was awarded to Professor Arun Kumar 
Sharma of the Calcutta University in 
recognition of his "outstanding contributions 

to the study of 
chromosomes", in 
Chennai on 
December 31,1998. 
The medal is one of 
the four general 
medals instituted by 
INSA in 1957 in 
memory of the late 
Professor Meghnad 
Saha. 

World Economic 
Forum's Global 
Leaders for 
Tomorrow : Senior 
advocate of the 
Supreme Court, Mr. 
Abhishek Singhvi 
has been selected as 
one of the World 
Economic Forum's 
Global Leaders for 
Tomorrow. Mr. Singhvi, a former Additional 
Solicitor General of India, is the Vice- 
President of SAARC La w, a body of lawyers 
and judges of SAARC countries. 

National Award for RAD A national 
award for Research and Development 
(RAD) efforts in industry for 1998 was 
presented to the Hindustan Aeronautics 
Ltd's (HAL) Rotary Wing Aircraft Research 
and D^gn Centre, (RWR A DQ Bangalore, 
in recognition of their Research and 
Development effort in mechanical 
engineeriitg industries, on December 22, 
1998. HAL has developed an Advanced 
Light Helicopter (ALH), whteh is a unique, 
multi-purpose, multi-mission, helicopter in 
the 4 to 5-toime class. 

Natiorul Board of Review of Motion 
Pictures Awards : The National Board of 
Review of Motion Pictures in New York 
has named Shekhar Kapoor for the Best 
Director award for his film Elizabeth. 
The Best Movie of the Year award went 
to Cods and Monsters; actor Michael 
Caine received a Career Achievement 
Award, while Director, Bernerdo 
Bertolucci won the Freedom of Expression 
Award. 

Thozhilalar Nala Thondral Award: The 
Sri Lankan Tamil leader, Mr. S. Thondaman 
was conferred the Thozhilalar Nala 
Thondral Award by the Viforld Tamil Peravai, 
in Chennai, in recognition of his service.s 
to Sri Lankan Tamils andplantation workers, 
on pecember 27, 1998. 

Ghalib Awards : Mirza Ghalib 
^Awards were presented to artists from 
related fields for their contribution towards 
spreading Mirza Ghalib's works, at a 
seminar jointly organised by the Sahitya 
Akademi and the Urdu Academy in New 
Delhi, on December 13, 1998. Yesteryear 
siitger-actress Suraiya, poet-director Gulzar, 
ghazal singer Jagjit Singh and film actor 
Naseeruddin Shah were presented a shawl 
ai\d a plaque by the Prime Minister; Mr. 
Alai Behari V^payee. 

Prime Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee presenting Mirza GhaUb 
Award to yesteryear playback singer and actress Suraiya at 

Mirza Ghalib International Seminar held to mark Ae 
bicentennial birth anniversary of Indian poet Mirza Ghalib in 

New Delhi on December 31, 1998 

a former Additional ^Bimal Roy Memorial Awards : Singer- 
India, is the Vice- actress of yesteryear Suraiya, film producer 
tv, a body of lawyers Ramgopal Vemta of Satya fame, cinemato- 
countries. grapher R.D. Madiur and veteran photo- 
RAD A national grapher R.M. Kumtakar have been chosen 

and Development for the Binuil Roy Memorial Awards. The 
istry for 1998 was awards, instituted in the name of late 
lustan Aeronautics filmmaker and director Bimal Roy, 
ig Aircraft Research comprising a trophy and a citation, is given 
FR A DQ Bangalore, to recognise pioneers in their specialised 
eir Research and fields in the,film mdustiy. 

in mechanical Forbes' Company Of The Year : Forbes 
, on December 22, magazine has named the US drug maker 
}ped an Advanced Pfizer its Company of the Year. Forbes' 
I, whteh is a unique, published in a six-page profile of Pfizer, 
lission, helicopter in the New York-based group that came into 

limelight in Apnl 1998 by launching Viagra, 
Review of Motion the world's hrst prescription pill for the 

} National Board of treatment of impotence. 

Later Vedic Period Remains Found in 
UP : Remains of a rettlement belongmg to 
the later Vedic period dating back to 1000 BC 
to 200 AD have been found near Makarbat 
village in Mahoba district of Uttar Pradesh. 
The discovery indicates that human 
settlement in the region continued from the 
Chalcolithic age to the medieval period 
despite disruptions caused by change of 
dynasties. 

Jawbone Of Oldest Whale Found : A 
fossilised jawbone of world's oldest whale 
has been found in the foothills of the 
Himalaya.s — a part of tlie world that was 
oiibe a sea separating two ancient amtinents. 
The discovery casts new light on the 
evolution of one of the most successful 
groups of sea mammals, which became 
adapted to a semi-acquatic life in river, 
e.stuaries and shallow seas before becoming 
fully marine. Scientists have dated the fossil 
to about 53.5 million years, 3.5 million years 
older than the previous oldest known 
member of the whale family. 
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Euro Launched : Eleven European 
nations, with a total population of idwut 
300 million, removed their monetary borders 
to launch a single currency Euio, on January 

dl, 1999. The Eurozone grouping—Geniumy, 
'France, Austria, Belgium, Finland, Irelaitd, 
Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, 
Portugal and Spain—will account for nearly 
a fifth of the world economic output 
and trade. Three European countries— 
Britain, Denmark and Sweden— 
have decided not to join the Euro at least 
for now, while Greece has failed to qualify 
the economic standards for joining the 
group. 

Madhya Pradesh Human Development 
Report Released ; The Madhya Pradesh 
Human Development Report, 1998 was 
released in New Delhi by Nobel laureate 
Prof. Amartya Sen, in New Delhi on 
January 5, 1999. The report is in the form 
of compilation of micro*level statistics 
pre^ceded only by the 1995 effort by the 
same State. While the 1995 report included 
education, health and gender issues, the 
^998 report also dealt with typical rural 
indices of development like livestock 
population, availability of veterinary centres, 
net and gross area irrigated, etc. The famous 
Paki.stani economist, the late Mahboobul 
Haq, had institutionalised as benchmarks 
for human development health, infant 
mortality, literacy, gender equality among 
others, which are followed by many 
countries. 

Mathematician Solves 361-Yeat>Oid 
Theorem's Puzzle : Professor V.K. Curtu, 
Head of the Mathematics Department in 
the Laxmmarayan In.stitute of Technology, 
Nagpur University; has claimed that he has 
found a short and simple proof of the 
)61-year-old internationally known Fermat's 

J.ast Theorem (FI.,T) a mathematical puzzle. 
He pre.senteJ the proof at the 64th annual 
conference of the Indian Mathematical 
Society held at Hardwar. The seventeenth 
century French jurist and mathematician, 
Gierre de Fermat gave the FLT in 1637 in 
a marginal note on the well-known 
Pythagoras Theorem. According to the 
theorem, the .square of any number can be 
expressed as the sum of squares of the other 
numbers. The only proof of the theorem, 
given by Mr. Andrew Wiles of the Princeton 
University, USA in 1995, was l'J9-page long 
and was difficult to understand, said 
Prof. Gurtu. According to FLT, no number 
of the form of "Z raised to the power N" 
(lor example 5 raised to power 3 is 125) 

I can be expressed as the sum of two other 
knmilar numbers when N is greater than 
Plwo. Prof. Gurtu had sent his paper to 

vweral renowed international journals of 
mathematics and he was waiting for its 
acceptance. 

World's Largest Statue : A 3.S-metre 
statue of Cuan Shi Yin, the Buddhist 

Goddess of Mercy, 
made of gold and 
precious stones, in 
South China's 
Hainan province, has 
been confirmed as 
the world's largest 
statue. It is made of 
more than 100 kg of 
gold and decorated 
with 100 kg of 
jadeite, 120 carat 
diamonds and 
thousands of other 
precious stones. The 
Shanghai office of 
the Guinness Book of 
World Records 
granted a certificate 
to the statue as the 
largest of its kind in 
the world, on December 27, 1998. 

Eiffel Tbwer Attracted 6 million Visitors 
In 1998: The landmark iron-laced 320-metre 
ElBel Tower attracted six million visitors 
in 1998, beating its own record as the 
world's most popular monument. The 
company that maiuges the 110-year-old. 
tower said that the number of visitors in 
1998 had exceeded the Tower's previous 
bumper year in 1992 when it drew 
5,747,357 people. 

Natural Disasters Cost $89 Billion In 
1998: According to World Watch Institute 
in the United States, in a record high 
weather-related disasters across the world 
like floods in India, China and Bangladesh, 
storms like the Atlantic Hurricane Mitch, 
and forest fires in Brazil, Indonesia and 
Siberia resulted in economic losses totalling 
$89 billion in 1998. The loss in 1996 was 
$60 billion. 

Publication Of Early Upanishads In US; 
The Oxford University Press and the Centre 
for South Asian Studies at the University 
of Texas have jointly published the early 
Upanishads with both text and translation 
in English. 

US Owes UN Over $1 Billion: According 
to the latest financial figures of the United 
Nations, the United States remained the 
largest debtor to the cash-starved world 
body with unpaid arrears of more than 
$1 billion. 

A combo picture of the engraved national sides of 11 European 
countries' coins (Belgium and Luxembourg will use the 

same coin) of the Euro single currency, which was launtiud 
on January L 1999, replacing eleven European States’ 

national currencies 

Bio-Degradable Plastic Developed 
According to Dc S.K. Nada of the Central 
llibercrops Research Institute (CTCRI), 
Thiruvananthapuram, an eco-friendly 
biodegradable plastic, which disintegrates 
into the soil within six months, will hit the 
Indian market soon. Or. Nada, who has 
developed the starch-based biodegradable 
plastic, said on January 5, 1999 that the 
technology hac been transferred to a Delhi- 
based company. 

Method Found To Suppress HIV in 
Infected Patients : Researchers at the 
University of Washington have succeeded 
for thb first time in suppressing HIV in 
infected patients by giving them injections 
of cells made from their own immune 
systems. Thanks to the latest drugs, many 
patients show little sign of HIV infection 
in their blood but carry persistent traces of 
the AIDS virus in lymph nodes and other 
hard-to-reach place.-: The new method could 
provide new paths for destroying such 
remnants of the virus. Tlioiigh the scientists 
say the new method can't be used 
immediately to treat large numbers of 
patients, it is encouraging because it appears 
to suppress the virus temporarily in lymph 
nodes. 

New Vaccine Carrier Developed : An 
Indian researcher Dr. Sujoy K. Guha, 
Professor at the Centre of Biomedical 
Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology 
and All-lndia institute of Medical Sciences, 
New Delhi has developed a new kind of 
vaccine carrier by combining the principles 
of thermoelectric cooling and evaporation 
of water. The carrier can store vaccines at 
sub-zero temperatures. 

National Integrated Highway Project: 
The National Integrated Highway Project 
was launched by the Prime Minister, 
Mr. Atal Behari Vajpayee with foundation 
laying ceremony for six-lane carriageway 
of Bangalore-Hosur Section at Singasandra, i 
15 km from Bangalore on January 2, 1999. I PIm 
Launching the project, Mr. Vajpayee said that ' 
the Government would seek active 
participation from the Indian private 
sector and the foreign investors to 
make investments in the mega highway 

I project. 

IRS-IC Working Well: According to the 
Indian Space Research Organisation, the 
Indian remote sensing satellite IRS-IC, 
which completed its three years on 
December 28, 1998, has so far completed 
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15,600 orbits and is functioning lattsfactorily. Data froovtiia aataiUte 
is bring received by several stations in the US, Korea, Japan, Dubai 
and Germany. The satellite was launched by the Rundra Molnij/a 
Rocket from Baikonur Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan on December 
M, 1995. 

Delta>Il Rocket Carries Mare Spacecraft t The US Man Polar 
Lander, a part of a 470>million-miie quest to uncover frozen water 
near the planet's South Pole, was lifted oft from the Kennedy 
Space Centre at Cape Canaveral, Florida, moving towards a 

Delta'll Rackat l^ng off m Jamiary 3, 1999 from launch 
pad at Cape Canaveral, Florida, United Statee eanylng 
Mare Polar Lander epaeeera/t to begin an eleven-month 

journey to Mare 

rendezvous with the red planet. The Delta-II carrying Lander took 
off successfully on Januaiy 3,1999. The Lander is expected to touch 
down on Mars on December 3,1999. It will begin to take out dirt 
from the surface with a robotic arm. The Umder will then bake 
the dtrt in a tiny oven it carries to ascertain If any water vapour 
is released. 

Russia Launches Three Satellites : Russia's Defence Ministry 
successfully launched three global positioning satellites from a 
space station in the Central Asian nation of Kazakhstan. The three 
Glonans satellites blasted off from the Baikanour Cosmodrome 
atop a Proton booster rocket on December 30, 1998. 
Clonase was developed by the Russian military to enable ships, 
planes and general troops to pinpoint their positions anywhere on 
Earth to within 13 metres. 

New Theory on Ghost Galaxies ; Astronomers trying to trace 
the mysterious missing matter in the Universe are highligting a 
new theory about "ghost galaxies" that contain few stars hut are 
surrounded by dense halos of invisible dark matter. According to 
Dr. John Kurmendy of the University of Hawaii, an analysis of 43 
galaxies shows that small, ghostly, galaxies that appear to be little 
more than "fuzz balls" in powerful telescope images, actually contain 
high densities of dark matter, with only a scattering of visible 
stars. Dr. Kormendy who was speaking at the Natioiul Meeting 
of the American Astronomical Society, daimed that there may ^ 
more of the small, dense galaxies than the bright, giant galaxies 
and they could contain a significant portion of the Universe's 
dark matter. The presence of invisible matter was determined years 
ago by astronomers who measured the motion of stars within 
galaxies. They determined that stars and clouds that shine 
and can be seen from earth did not contain enough mass to .j 
hold the galaxies together. Thus, there had to be bdier matter. ] 
to provide the gravitational force that keeps the galaxies from 
flying apart. Q 
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39 YEARS OF SERVICE 

SPECIAL 3 FOR 2 OFFER 
Send your order for any 3 booke printed here and we shall charge for 

only 2 booke and offer the 3rd book (leaet priced out of 3) FREE 

HURRY! OFFER VALID ONLY TILL FEBRUARY 15, 1999 

FOR COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS 
Cod* R«. P. 

1 CSR Ganml Knowtodgt 19M 58.00 
4 Owiwal Knewtedgv, Currant Aftaira A 

Who's Who 1999 30.00 
5 Ganeral Knowledgs At A GHsnes 1999 25.00 
7 Latest QenarsI Knowledge 30.00 

11 CSR Year Book 1999 150.00 
12 CSR GENERAL KNOWLEDGE Year Book 1909 175.00 
14 Ganeral Knowledge Eneyclopsdia 1999 275.00 
15 CSR English Speaking Course 85.00 
21 Arithmetic For Competitive Exambietioiw 45.00 
24 Business Letters 30.00 
26 Cheek Your I.Q. 30.00 
27 Cheek Your Personality 30.00 
29 Common Errors In English 30.00 
30 Constitution Of India 30.00 

t 31 Constitution Of India (Ob|aetive Type) 30.00 
32 CSR Current Prize Winning Eseaye 30.00 
33 Directory Of Engineering Coilagas 55.00 
35 Direetory Of Medieai Colleges 45.00 
36 English Conversation 30.00 
37 Essays For CompstKIva Examinations 30.00 
38 Essays For Juniors 30.00 
39 Examination Teehnique 30.00 
44 CSR General Inteiligenee 8 Rsaeoning 50.00 
45 Gandhian Thought 30.00 
48 General English Ob]setlve Type 30.00 
49 Grammar For Competitive Examlnationo 30.00 
50 Group DIeousslon 30.00 
54 How To Write Better Applieations For Jobs 30.00 
55 How To Writs Correct English 30.00 
57 Idioms A Phrases 30.00 
58 improve Your I.Q. 30.00 
59 Improve Your Word Power 30.00 
60 Instant Vocabulary 30.00 
61 Interview in A Nutshell 30.00 
65 Journalism 30.00 
68 Letters For All Oeeasions 30.00 
69 CSR Numerical Ability Tests 35.00 
70 CSR Objective Ckmarai English 40.00 
72 Ob active Botany*Zoelegy 75.00 
73 Ob eetiva Chemistry 75.00 
74 Ob active Physios 65.00 
75 Off ce Procedure A Drafting 30.00 
76 Ob active General Science 50.00 
77 Ob active General Geography 50.00 
78 Ob active Indian History 80.00 
80 Paragraph Writing 30.00 
81 Precis Writing 30.00 
82 Prize Winning Eesiys (Junior) 38.00 
83 Prize Winning Essays (Senior) 30.00 
84 Public Spaaldng 30.00 
87 CSR Quantltstivo Aptitude Tests 38.00 
88 Sales A Medlcei Rspresentative 30.00 
89 Satssmanship 30.00 
91 School Essays 30.00 

I' 92 Soienoo For CompeUtivo Examinations 30.00 
93 S.S.B. Intervlows A PsyohoHnlsIHgsnM Tsola 68.00 
94 Synonyms And Antonyms 30.00 
98 CAR Test Of CIsrIoal Apdtuda 30.00 
98 CSR Teat Of English UngiiRBO 33.00 
37 CSR Tsst Of RaaaoMng ^^VarbaO 33.00 

Cede Re. P. 
98 CSR Test Of Reasoning (Verbal) 60.00 

101 Word Power 30.00 
102 Write Better Engiish 30.00 
109 Botany For Civil Services Preilminary 

Exsminatlon (C.S.P.E.) 125.00 
111 Chemistry For Civil Services Preliminary 

Examination 250.00 
114 C.8.P.E. (Gerwral Studies) Question Papers 

Fully Solved 50.00 
115 Civil Slices Examinstion (Preliminary A Main): 

Guidelines and Syllabus 30.00 
118 Economies For Civil Services 

Prellminsry Examination 275.00 
118 Indian History For Civil Services 

Preliminary Examination 90.00 
120 Maths For Civil Services 

Preliminary Examination 275.00 
122 Physics For Civil Services 

Preliminary Examination 195.00 
123 Politieal Science For Civil Services 

Preilminary Examination 95.00 
124 Public Administration For Civil Services 

Preliminary Examination 75.00 
125 Zoology For Civil Services 

Preliminary Examination 75.00 
128 I.A.S. Suecaaa Plan by IAS Toppers 200.00 
129 I.A.S. Toppers' Personality Testa 200.00 
130 Assistants’ Grade Examination 150.00 
131 D.A.AJU.D.C. Exam. 150.00 
132 Bank Clerical Examination 

At A Glance 1999 95.00 
133 Banks' Clerical Examination 120.00 
135 Bank Recruitment Tests 120.00 
136 Clerks’ Grade Examination 

At A Glance 1999 90.00 
138 Chemistry For Roorkee University 

Engineering Entrance Examination 175.00 
139 Chemistry For JEE 125.00 
140 Chemistry For Adm. Tests To Engg. & 

Msdiost Colleges 75.00 
143 Common Admission Test (CAT) 225.00 
149 J.E.E. For Admission To 3’Year Diploma 

Course In Hotel Management 125.00 
148 irr/JEE Entrance Examination 325.00 
149 Inspectors Of Central Excise and 

lneome*Tax, Etc. Examination 140.00 
150 lAF Abmon Recruitment Teat 

(Non-Tsch. Trades) ' 80.00 
153 M,B.A. Entrance Exsminatlon 225.00 
155 Maths For Adm. Trats To Engg. Colleges 75.00 
156 All India Prs-MediesVPrs-Dental 

Entrance Examination 275.00 
187 Msths For J.E.E. 195.00 
160 NDA/Naval Academy Examination 225.00 
131 National Talent Search Exsminatlon 160.00 
132 1000 Questions : Chemistry 

Enginoering/Medleai Entrance Tests 65.00 
133 Phyaiee For CPMT 95.00 
134 Physics For J.E.E. 128.00 
139 Mathemstioa For Roorkee University 

Entrance Examination 225.00 



R«. P. 

39 YEARS OF SERVICE 
Coda Rs. P. 
172 S.C.R.A. Examination 225.00 
174 Grada ‘C & Grade ‘D’ Stanographara’ Exam. 150.00 
351 Bank Probationary Offlcara’ Examination 

At A Glance 1999 140.00 
352 State Bank Probationary Ofileara’ 

Examination At A Glance 1999 140.00 

Re. P. Coda 
225.00 353 Railvniy Raerultmant Board 
150.00 Examination At A Glance 1999 

354 Objective General Knowledga 
140.00 At A Glance 1999 

355 Civil Servieea General Studiaa 
140.00 Prelima Exam AT A Glance 1999 

GENERAL 
Coda 
184 Being The Boea 
185 Acne 
186 Common Childhood lllnesaee 
188 Body Language 
189 Depression 
191 Fears And Phobias 
192 How To Bring Up Your Child Sucoaaafully 
193 Goodbye Backache 
196 How To Cope With Your Nerves 
197 How To Do What You Want To Do 
198 How To Love And Be Loved 
199 How To Pass Exams. 
200 How To Stand Up For Yourself 
201 How To Start A Conversation And 

Make Friends 
202 How To Overcome Shyness 
203 How To Interview And Ba Interviewed 
204 How To Say No To Alcohol 
206 Making The Most Of Middle Age 
207 Making The Most Of Yourself 
.208 How To Improve Your Confidence 
209 How To Make Successful Decisions 
210 Mind Teasers 
211 No More Headaches 
212 Overcoming Tension 
215 Puzzles For Super Brains 
218 How To Stop Smoking 
219 Curing Coughs, Colds ft Flu — The 

Drug Free Way 
220 Six Weeks To A Healthy Back 
221 Solving Your Personal Problems 
222 Stress And Your Stomach 
223 Taking Care Of Your Skin 
285 The Complete Public Speaker 

Rs. P. 
75.00 
75.00 
95.00 

115.00 
75.00 
75.00 
95.00 
95.00 
75.00 
75.00 
75.00 
75.00 
75.00 

Code 
227 What Every Woman Should Krurar 

About Her Breasts 
228 Achieve Success By Overcoming Fear 
229 Women And Sax 
230 Coping With Depression And Elation 
231 How To Love A Difficult Man 
400 Beat The i.Q. Challenge 
401 Baffling Brain Teasers 
402 Brain Twisters 
403 Be Fit ft Super Fit 
404 Business Letter Writer 
405 Conquering Back Pain 
406 Complete Letter Writer 
415 How To Look Younger 
416 How To Get The Job You Want 
417 How To Succeed In interviews 
423 Jokes And Quotes For Speeches 
429 Master The Quiz Quest 
435 Play The Quiz Quest 
437 Quiz Quest Challenge 
439 Relax And Feel Good 
441 Super Brain Twisters 
443 The Healing Power Of Acupuncture 
444 Take The I.Q. Test 
445 Great Brain Puzzlers 
446 Take The I.Q. Challenge 
447 Test Your I.Q. 
448 The Ultimate I.Q. Book 
449 The New IQ Test 
603 Body Power 
615 How To Be Your Own Best Friend 
625 Making The |/lost Of Loving 
639 The Nervous Person's Companion 
802 How To Play Cricket 
806 How To Play Tsnnis 

Code 
232 Radio-Technology 

-ELECTRONICS- 
Rs. P. Code 
40.00 233 Radio A TV Technology 

FOR ACADEMIC EXAMINATIONS 
Code 
250 Indian Constitution 
254 Political Science (Theory) 
256 Public Administration Refresher 
258 World Constitutions 
259 Modern Microeconomics Part I 
260 Modern Microeconomics Part II 
262 Modern Microeconomics 

Code Rs. P. Code Rs. P. 
1000 rilflJiRfWl 30.00 10021194 191H 30.00 
1001 (Correct Spellings) 30.00 

Code 
1002 im 191H 

iiaoo 

190.00 

Ra. P. 

Coda Rs. P. 
264 Indian Economics 130.00 
308 History Of Ancient India 40.00 
309 History Of Europe Since 1789 50.00 
310 History Of India 150.00 
311 History Of Medieval India 50.00 

History Of Modern India 40.00 

Rs. P. 
30.00 

Non : Pricw mo niblwi to chango wimout noUc*. AH lUipiiiM on oubioct to DMhi lurlutteHon only. 

Please send Rs. 2S/> in advance by M.O. and mention your requirement of books along with your 
name & address in CAPITALS on the M.O. Coupon itself in the Space for Communication for quick 
response. In case you send us full payment of the books required by you, postage will be FREE. 

SUDHA PUBLICXATIONS PVT. LTD. 
B-5 Prabhat Kiran, Rajendra Place, New Delhi-110008 



STUDYING 
ABROAD 

Quality Courses -A- Great Future 

United Kingdom 
Still the bastion of learning, the United 

Cingdom boasts of some of the oldest and 
nost reputed centres of education like 
^ford, Cambridge and Aberdeen that were 
nunded in the 14th and 15th centuries. Of 
rte, new universities have been established 
1 the United Kingdom; 
hey offer a host of 
inder-graduate and 
losl-graduate courses 
n various disciplines, 
:iint or combined 
k*grees to students. In 
his issue, we shall 
cquaint the readers 
vith the University of 
iberdeen. 

for more doctors, teachers and clergy to serve 
the local community and for more lawyers 
to serve the Crown. His university, modelled 
on those of Paris and Bol(^;na, embraced 
every known bnmeh of learning with faculties 
of Arts, Theology and Canon and Civil Law; 
and, in 1487, the earliest ‘chair* of medicine 
in the English-speaking world was 
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University of 
Aberdeen 
One of the oldest 

Irisith Universities, the 
university of Aberdeen 
vas founded in 1495. It 
■as nearly 12,000 
tudents on its rolls, the 
'omposition being 
il% men and 49 % 
vomen representing 
M nationalities. The 
iniversity offers over 
'<>0 first degree courses. Its breadth of 
urriculum affords a wide ranga of courses 

<1 build up a portfolio tailored to invidiital 
ieeds and ambitions. There is tremendous 
'<>.'xibility in course options, allowing 
students to experiment, to broaden their 
horizon and to mix and match their subjects 

they build towards their degree. 
1 In 149.5, as the voyages of Columbus were 
(Veiling up the New World and the 'new 
learning' of the Renaissance was inspiring 
t'urope, William Elphinstone, Bishop of 
Alierdeen, established King's College in the 
town of Old Aberdeen, Scotland's third 
ildest institution. He recognised the need 
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established. Further changes, under an Act 
of 1889, led to the creation of a science faculty 
in 1892 and the admission of women in 1894. 

Aberdeen, called the Granite City, is a 
vibrant and cosmopolitan city, its rich 
cultural heritage combines with a thriving 
contemporary community and a strong 
economic pulse. Its buoyant economy is the 
result of diverse commerical activities— 
including trading, tourism, farming and 
fishing—which sustain a high quality of 
lifestyle. 

Rail services connect Aberdeen both north 
and south. There are regular direct trains 
from and to London. 

Entry Requirements : There are no 
formal age limits for entry, except in. 
Medicine. Most students are aged between 
17 and 19 when they begin their courses, 
but a few are younger and a lot are more 
than 21. All applications to Aberdeen—as to 
ofher UK universities—ere made through Bie 
Universities and Colleges Admissions 

Service (UCAS). The 
UCAS Code for 
the University of 
Aberdeen is A20. 

Counes Offered : 
(i) Arts & Social 
Sciences — MA 
Honours. It is a four- 
year degree course 
which combines 
traditional arts 
subjects (like 
philosophy, languages 
or mathematics) with 
modem Social Sciences 
(like economics, 
politics or sociology), 
it may be taken as a 
specialised single 
(one-subject) or joint 
(two-subject) Honours 
programme, or as 
a general degree 
covering serveral 
subjects. A student can 

shidy serveral subject combinations for this 
degree, viz.. Accountancy and Economics, 
Accountancy and Entrepreneurship, 
Accountancy and Geography, Accountancy 
and Management, Accountancy with 
Sociology or Accountancy and niilosophy. 
Accountancy and Social Research, 
Accountancy and Sociology or Accountancy 
and Statistics; Agricultural Economics and 
Economics or Agricultural Economics and 
Management Studies; Biblical Studies, Celtic 
Studies; Church History; Comparative 
Literature and Ideas; Computing and 
Entrepreneurship, Computing and 
Mathematics or Computing and Statistics; 



Countryside & Environmental Management; Cultural History; 
Economic History and Economics, Economic History and Geography, 
Economic History and Intematioruii Relations, Economic History 
and Management Studies, Economic History and Politics, Economic 
History and Social Research or Economic History -md Sociolo^; 
Economiis and Accountancy, Economics and Agnrultural Economics, 
Ea>nomics and Econmnic History or Economics and English. 

(li) Eiigiitfcring—Honours degrees (Bachelor of Engineering and 
Master of Engineering) 

(f»0 Land Economy — 
Bachelor of Land 
Economy. 

(ir) BSc (Marine 
Resource Management). 

(») Lure—Bachelor of 
Law (LLB). 

(til) Medicine— 
Bachelor of Medicine 
(MB ChB), BSc Medical 
Sciences and BSc 
Health Sciences. 

(w7) Purr Scimem— 
BSc. 

{via) Agriculture—VSe (Agriculture). 
(ir) Forestry—BSc (Forestry). 
(r) AquacuUure and Rural Business Adanagenieni—B Techiutl. 
The university provides some of the best student accommodation 

in Britain with almost 50% of the total student population in the 
various halls of residence. There are Advisers and Support Services 
and other sources of help for die student conunimity like Students' 
Representative Council, Student Health Service and University 
Counselling Service. 

Advisers and Support Services 
As a student you are likely to find university life new and exciting, 

though perhaps a little unfamiliar and even confusing at first. 
Assistanre is close at hand. From the earliest point in your student 
career and throughout the entire period of your umJei^aduate 
studies, there ate people who are accessible and ready with informed 
and sympathetic advice. 

Advisers of Studies 
The University aims to ensure that, in choosing your courses and 

settling down to your academic studies, you will benefit from 
cimsulting with specially designated members of the teaching staff. 
On all degree courses you will be assigned an Adviser of Studies to 
assist you in choosing courses. Your Adviser will discuss with you 
any aspect of your academic progress. 

Advisers are also there to help with the problem issues you may 
face—personal, financial, housing or whatever. If you need further 
assistance, they can refer you to individual spedalists. 

Library Services 
The University Library is one of the largest and best equipped in 

Scotland and employs the latest technology for both staff and student 
use. 

It has well over a million volumes, ranging from ancient papyri to 
the latest textbooks and journals on a wide range of subjects. Most of 
the books and journals can be freely borrowed and there are ample 
reading areas where you can study your own or the Library's books. 

Facilities and Activities 
The Department of Physical Education, which encourages and 

pnwides opportunities for studenfe and staff to take pan in exercise, 
s(H>rt and physical recreation, admlnistera all the Sfmrting facilities, 
and delivers a varied programme of fitneas and instructional claisea. 
Professional teaching ataff ara always on hand to give on-the^pot 
advice on all aspects of ^>ort, exercise, health and fltneaa. All students 
automatically enjoy free aceesa to Physical Education facilitiea. 

For further details, you are advised to contact: 
Shideitf Recruitment Services, 
University cf Aberdeen, 
University C^ce, 
Regent Walk, Aberdeen AB 24 3FX, 

LeaeJers 
(Continued from page 16) 

Each sports body In India is an Island in Itself. When 
Mr. Ashok Mattoo, President of the Indian Amateur Boxing 
Federation (lABP). laments that there Is hardly any co¬ 
ordination among different aports bgdlea, be it the lOA. the 
lABF, the Department of Sports and Culture or the Sports 
Authority of India, we see only one of the many causes that 
Veep us floundering even before the start of the race. 

And if there is. lucidly, a little bit of coordination, there comes 
I he recurring complaint of dearth of funds. It comes right from 
the horse's mouth when none other than the chief of IOC himself 
admitted the other day that the Sports Authority of India has 
to rent out its premises for funds to run the show I * 

To complain that India does not have enough funds for the 
promotion of sports is nothing but total misrepresentation of 
facts. When the government has enormous funds to spare for 
Jacking up several loss-making PSUs including Air India and 
for periodically hiking the pay packet of the overbloated 
bureaucracy, the bank officials and the rising pay and perks of 
executives of public enterprises, can't they spare the minimum 
dues needed to keep Indian sports alive ? The crux of the matter 
is we are not Inclined to accord sporls the pride of place it 
richly derserves. Like the little Oliver In the classic of Charles 
Dickens, the sportspersons in India ask for more than hollow 
promises and platitudes. 

Let those, whose spirits run at^snially low at the persistently 
depressing sports scene, take a look across to the soul-lifting 
panorama on the Chinese screen where a Chinese Olympian 
Huang Uping was just 7 when a coach fashioned his destiny. 
Years of State-sponsored training brought Huang Olympic and 
world championship medals. He retired after the Atlanta Games 
in 1996. China's sports machine's ability to pick and train 
athletes young, hard and in volume is inexhaustible, and they 
showed their superhuman skills and feats at Atlanta and 
Bangkok. Catch them young is their mantra for success and 
they have pushed down even Japan that rode the crest before 
China launched itself to challenge the high and mighty. Mary 
of the top athletes are paid and housed by the State, or cared 
for in State-run sp6hs schools. 

In a country like India whose HRD index is one of the lowest 
in the world and where education has the least priority with a 
very low percentage earmarked for education in budgets and 
five-year plans, sports and sportspersons have to remain 
content with doles and step-motherly treatment for several more ^ 
years to come._ J' 

Expected Questions 

Objective General Knowledge 

ANSWERS 
l.(a) 2. (b) 3.(c) 4. (c) 5.(b) 6. (c) 
7.(d) 8. (b) 9.(c) 10. (c) 11. (a) 12. (c) 

13. (b) 14. (a) 15. (b) 16. (b) 17. (b) 18. (d) 
19. (b) 20. (d) 21. (a) 22. (b) 23. (d) 24.(0 
25. (b) 26. (a) 27. (c) 28. (a) 29. (b) 30. (d) 
31. (b) 32. (b) 33. (b) 34. (d) 38. (d) 36. (c) 
37. (d) 38. (c) 39. (b) 40. (a) 41. (c) 42. (a) 
43. (b) 44. (d) 45. (C) 46. (b) 47. (b) 48. (a) 
«. (c) 50. (c) 51. (a) 82. (d) 83. (c) 34. (d) 
55. (a) 36. (b) 57. (b) 58. (a) 89. (b) 60. (c) 
61. (c) 62. (c) 63. (s) 64. (d) 68. (d) 66. (a) 
67. (c) 45. (C) 69. (b) 70. (0 71. (b) 72. (c) 
73. (b) •4.(8) 78. (d) 76. (c) 77. (a) 78. (c) 
W.(b) •0. (•) 81. (b) 82, (0 83. (b) 84.(6) 
85. (d) 84. (c) •7. (a) 88. (b) 89. (C) 90. (a) 

Scotland (United Kingdom). 

W.(c) 
W.(b) 

»a.(b) 
••.(b) 

••.(c) 
••.(d) 

•4. (b) 
100. (b) 

•S. (d) 96. (B) 
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and BSc (Engineering). 
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INDIA 1998 
At Your Fingertips 

BJP emerges as largest party In 12th 

general elections; forms coalition govt, 

with the help of 18 allies; Vajpayee is 

PM, Mar 12; Govt, faces periodic 

problems with coalition partners. 

■ India conducts three nuclear tests in Pokhran 

range in Rajasthan on May 11 followed by two more on 

May 13; international criticism and economic sanctions 

follow; Pakistan follows with similar tests later in the month; 

PM declares India a Nuclear Weapons State. May 12 

■ Sonia Gandhi enters active politics; takes over 

as Congress President, Mar 14; resurgent 

Congress wins Assembly elections in Madhya 

Pradesh, Rajasthan and Delhi in Nov.; Digvijay Sing! 

Ashok Gehlot and Sheila Oikshit are respective CMs 

■ Massive rise in onion prices since July contri¬ 

butes to inflationary trends and becomes an election issue 

■ VDIS nets a bonanza of Rs 10,050 crore; Rs 33,000 crore 

black money comes out 

■ Retirement age of govt, employees raised to 60 yrs, May 12 

■ Year-long celebrations for 50 years of 

independence formally conclude, Aug 15 

■ Alleged Oawood front man and 

property grabber Romesh Sharma 

arrested in Delhi, Oct 21 

■ Six-member National Security 

Council formed, Nov 19 

■ Ambitious 760 km Konkan 

railway connecting four states 

on the west coast dedicated 

to the nation by the PM, 

May 1 

■ Shiv Sena supremo Bal 

Thackeray indicted by Sri- 

krishna Report on 1992 

Mumbai riots; state 

government rejects report, 

Ai 

■ Over 300, including many Kailash 

Manasarovar pilgrims, killed in land- 

■ Over 200 killed in rail collision 

near Khanna in Punjab, Nov 26 

■ Governor Romesh Bhandari 

dismisses Kalyan Singh government 

slides near Malpa village in UP, Aug 181 in Uttar Pradesh, installing Jagdambika 

Pal as CM. Feb 21; HC reinstates 

Kalyan in landmark order, Feb 23 

■ Muiayam-Laloo float new front- 

. Rashtriya Loktantrik Morcha- 

^ attempting to build a Third Alternative’ 

■ 34 killed in series of blasts in 

Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu, on 

election eve, Feb 14 

■ President Narayanan rejects 

government's recommendation of 

central rule in Bihar, Sep 25 

■ Two former Bihar CMs Laloo 

Yadav and Jagannath Mishra held 

in fodder scam case, Oct 28 

■ Keshubhai Patel sworn-in as Gujarat CM following 

BJP's impressive victory in state elections, Mar 4 

■ Killer cyclone kills uver 1,200 in Gujarat; 

Kandia port suffers severe damage, Jun 29 

■ Azhar replaces Tendulkar as Indian cricket captain, Jan 2 ■ Veteran freedom fighter and former PM Gulzarilal Nanda, 100, 

dies in Ahmedabad, Jan IS ■ CPM veteran EMS Namboodiripad dies in Thiruvananthapuram, Mar 19 ■ Kushabhau Thakre 

elected BJP President, Apr 14 ■ Bharat Ratna for M.S. Subbalakshmi, C. Subramanium and Loknayak Jaya Prakash Nars^an 

■ Dropsy claims over 50 lives due to contaminated mustard oil, Aug ■ Bollywood star Salman Khan arrested on charges of 

poaching in Rajasthan, Oct 13 ■ Controversy erupts over the film 'Fire' following Shiv Sena protests ■ Amartya Sen receives 

Nobel prize for economics in Sweden, Dec 10 ■ India wins the Asiad Hockey Gold in Bangkok after 32 years, Dec 20 KBK 

India began the year with a bang with India going on a nuclear spree with Atal Bekari Vajpayee at the helm. A chronic river 

water dispute that divided Tamil Nadu and Karnataka for decades was resolved to their mutual satisfaction. India was launched 

on the Information Superhighway with a new IT package and government drew the blueprint for new expressways to crisscross, 

the country. The biggest railway project after Independence—the Konkan Railway, was dedicated to the nation by the Prime ^ 

hdinister on May 1, 1998. While titans in different realms were honoured with Bharat Ratna, Amartya Sen brought glory home 

with his Nobel Prize for Economics. As Jyotirmoyee Sikdar replaced P.T. Usha as the new Golden Girl, the Indian hockey team 

grabbed the gold at the XlUth Asiad after a prolonged medal drought spanning decades. Sachin Tendulkar became the superstar 

of cricket smashing oru record after another. 
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WORLD 1998 
At Your Fingertips 

■ Bill Clinton mired in a sex scandal 
ii^Mng White House intern Monica 
Lewinsky, issues emphatic denial before 
being forced to confess at the Grand Jury 
tripl; nukes impassioned public apology, 
but independent counsel Kenneth Starr 
proceeds with prosecution leading to 
impeachment by House of Represents* 
tiVes, Dec 19; awaits trfal in Senate. 

■ The Queen agrees to end monopoly 
of male succession to the British 
throne, Feb 28 
■ Historic North Ireland peace accord 
signed after years of violence, Apr 10 

■ Quake kills over 4,000 in 
north Afghanistan province of 
Takhar, Feb 6 
■ US attacks alleged terrorist 
camps in Afghanistan & Sudan 
in retaliation for bombing 
of its embassies, Aug 20 

■ US-BriUin launch four*di^ attack on 
Iraq, pounding over 400 missiles on 
suspected weapon sites, Dec 17-20; 
Defiant Iraq ends dealings wKh UNSCOM 

■ Psddstan carries out five nuclear tests 
on May 28 and another on May 30 after 
India's five tests earlier the same month. 
World-Wide condemnation and econ jmic 
sanctions follow 
■ Pakistani National Assembly passes the 
controversial Islamic Shariat Law Bill, Oct I 

■ Duma approves Yevgeny 
Prinukov as Russian PM, Sep 11 
■ Russian President, Boris 
Yeltsin, continues to grapple with 
ill health 

■ Over 200 killed in bombing 
of US embassies in Kenya & 
Tanzania, Aug 7; Osama bin 
Laden-the Saudi millionaire- 
operating from Afghanistan 
believed to be responsible 

■ Hurricane 
Mitch claims 
over 7000 lives 
in Honduras & 
Nicaragua, 
Nov 3 

v, 

■ Ex-Chilean dictator 
Pinochet, 83, arrested 
in London on a 
Spanish warrant on 
charges of killing 
over 3000 following 
his 1973 coup 

■ Israel-PLO fail to reach 
agreement of troop with¬ 
drawal despite US 
mediation, Dec 16 

■ Nelson Mandela marries for 
the third time at 80 with 
Mozambican sweetheart Graca 
Machel, 52. Jul 18 

■ 15 ex-armymen 
get death penalty 
for assassinating 
Bangladesh’s 
founding leader 
in August 1975, 
Nov 8 

■ Japanese PM Hashimotc 
resigns, Jul 13; Keizo 
Dbuchi is new PM, Jul 24 
■ Japan in the grip 
of economic recession 

1 ■ Over 300 LTTE miiitante 
killed in major Lankan 
offensive, Feb 1 

■ Malaysian PM Mahathir 
sacks and jails deputy PM 
Anwar on charges of 
corruption and illegal sex 

■ President Suharto of 
Indonesia steps down 
after 32 years in power 
following widespread 
riots caused by economic 
hardship, May 21 

Ij^bags r^!id-^int 11 Os(iairs,'Mv 24|BPb^^Za^|l!aW!pii^dMit Kenneth Kaunda; ar 

tln§ner’%bmtf^i|ouge^i^@a^l^ii^:i1tidlU^^^ Ho^ France d£bnii»>Bf^fffl» 
tiaie j/ltorld Gup SoGcentttliiiHJu^12<« Aflagrei^raw .theiniok taOtid'aboiA^ii^ 
plane crashes near Halifax in Canada^iSep B^ i.l^ld-meteor shower lights up east Aslan sl^, Nov 17si>€uro«etl»tM 
launched onJan 1,1999 

Likt my other year 1998 has had its best of times and xoorst of times with ehmges for the better and changes for the vH»se, 
new flashpoints of violence, space marvels, scmdals of the worst kind and on top of all India and Pakistan emerging as niicbw 
capability states. If accord over Northern Ireland seemed to stay, the Wye River accord seemed to develop hiccups even before the 
ink of the signatures became dry. Kosovo became the new sector of ethnic elemsing while President Clinton, with the lengOiening 
shadow of impeachment behind him took on Saddam Hussein to deflect the world attention on his affair with Monica Lewinsky 
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Questions From BBC's 
Most Popular Quiz Show 
By special arrangmnent Competition Success Review is proud to r^xoduce 
in a serialised form sekcled tfuestions h>m the book BBC : The Complete 
Mastermind, published in India by hksons Bookshop, New Delhi. Vm’ious 
quiz contests are being organised all over Ae country and on the request 
of our readers to have standard material, we have introdu^d this feature. 

1. Who designed the 'bouncing 
bomb' used by die 'Dam Busters' 
to destroy the Ruhr dams in 
VSforld War U ? 

2. What is the real name of the 
British Intelligence Officer who 
created The Spy who Came in 
from the Cold ? 

3. How are the flags of the 
constituent Republics of the 
Soviet Union distinguished 
from that of the Soviet Union 
itself ? 

4. Who said : 'Let us never 
negotiate out of fear. But let us 
never fear to negotiate' ? 

5. In Greek legend who was 
Pygmalion ? 

6. The Trojans are groups of 
asteroids that move in the same 
orbit as oiw of die planets. Whidi 
planet 7 

7. Fred Hoyle put forward a theory 
of aeation. vVhat did he call it 7 

8. Isobars are lines joining places 
with the same atmospheric^ 
pressure. \^diat are isothenns 7 

9. His name in particular has 
become synonymous with 

political double dealing and 
intrigue. Who was he 7 

10. What unique find was made by a 
Bedouin shepherd boy in a cave 
in the Wadi Qumran (Qumran 
Valley) 7 

11. For how long was Troy besieged 
by the Greelra 7 

12. What is the name of the Greek 
God of the Winds 7 

13. What name is given to the art and 
practice of bell ringing ? 

14. In some of the portraits we have 
of him, Shakespeare wore a 
'whisk'. What was this ? 

15. What is neologism ? 
16. What is the derivation of the word 

'sandwich' ? 
17. What famous nineteenth-century 

novelist attempted to clear off a 
debt of more than £100,000 with a 
succession of novels 7 

18. For what is the chemist Newlands 
remembered 7 

19. They are ancient Hindu scriptures, 
written in an old form of Sanskrit. 
What are they called 7 

20. What group of organisms may 
cause gas gangrene and tetanus 7 

ANSWERS 
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Achiever Par Excellence 
There are atUl a few individiula In the 

murky world of politics and bureaucratic 
jungle that India has become today, who tilt 
at the windmills and manage to succeed In 
their endeavours despite all odds stacked 
up against diem. These individuals are like 
s slWer lining amidst the clouds and the 
nation should rightly feel proud of them. 
They manage to achieve miracles in the 
sordid surroundings they are put in time 
and ag^in. 

Tb such a rare breed belongs Klran Bedi, 
who has made a mark in whichever posting 
she was consigned to in her long and 
chequered career. Unmindful of the feathers 
she ruffled during her crusades, Kiran has 
always ploughed a lonely furrow and 
brought glory to her calling. Years ago, she 
streamlined the traffic system in Delhi; it 
earned her the sobriquet of 'Crane' Bedi. She 

shunted out to Mizoram. When she 
returned to the capital, another 
uncomfortable' posting awaited her. She 
was put in chaise of the country's high- 
security prison, Tlhar Jail. This did not faze 
hec She went about working on the new 
assignment with single-minded devotion 
and dedication because she believed in the 
adage that criminals are not bom, but made. 

Ms. Bedi is the first Indian woman to 
storm the bastion of Indian Police Service. 
She became the first woman officer to 
become the Inspector-General, Prisons 
heading Tihar, administrating a 
predominantly male prison housing over 
9,700 inmates. Within the 200-acre Tlhar 
complex ace housed, apart from hardcore 
criminals, unconvicted alleged offenders, 
convicts and remandees among men, 
women, adolescents and children—Indians 
and foreigners. 

Tihar was (and still is) an overcrowded 
jail—a limping and languishing institution 
condemned by the media, isolated from the 
community, exploited, used and abused. ?t4s. 
Bedi brought about fundamental changes, 
giving a human face to the administrative 
structure—creating an exemplary system 
covering every possible aspect of prison 
management. The objective was to initiate 
and strengthen collectively and individually 
the transition from a wooden system to a 
responsive and sensitive administration. It's 
Always Possible, the outcome of the Nehru 
Fellowship which MV. Bedi was awarded 
after her two-year tmure at Hhai; unfolds 
^ process of reformation Involving prison 
^ministration, prisoners and the 
immunity towards one common goal— 
'rortectlon' through a 'collective* approach. 
'Fhis rare documentation of a candid account 
ranges right from the innovative Vipassana 
Meditation Programme wherein over a 1,000 
inmaws sat for ten long days in meditation 

to their festivities, educational programmes 
and visits from the NGOs. This has been 
appreciated by the prisoners etpressing their 
feelings on camera, their written petitions, 
poetry, paintings, art and craft. Ms. Bedi was 
thus able to bring about a metamorphosis 
within the existing legal framework. It's 
Always Possible is a graphic portrayal of that 
holistic process and a worthy successor to 
her biography, / Dare 

Contrast Ms. Bedi's efforts to what one of 
her predecessors told her before she was 
'fixed' in Tihar after her 'paid wait' of nine 
months on completing her tenure as Deputy 
Inspector-General of Police in Mizoram : 
"Kiran, where are you going 7 What will you 
do mere 7 There is no work there. I was IG 
(Prisons) many years ago. I received just two 
files a day. So 1 used to clear them from my 
home...." However, Ms. Bedi saw it as part of 
God's larger plan. "I knew where he was 
wrong. But 1 did not tell him. I felt he had 
been promoted too high to look that 'low'— 
where thousands cf human beings lived 
perhaps the sunshine of their lives... Deep 
down inside me) I could sec destiny leading. 
I knew I was going to the right place. A place 
where I instinctively wanted to go to, and 
park and steer all the years of experience of 
'Corrective and Collective' policing." 

She thought of her 21 years of policing 
that preceded this postit^ and the questions 
that were routinely asked when every time 
an oBender was arrested ; 

(a) Why did he commit that crime 7 
(b) What were the circumstances which 

forced him to do so 7 
(c) What were the psycho-social- 

economic reasons; if any 7 
(d) How did his family/friends influence 

him 7 
<e) Did the police have any prior 

information about his delinquency 7 
(To analyse for ourselves whether we 
failed to prevent it.) 

(fl What was he Hkely to do on being 
released from cust^y 7 

(g) Was it possibie for the police to help 
him, legitimately, to break the cycle 
of Crime-Prison-Bail-Crime-Pnson- 
Bail-Crime 7 

"1 was now Inspector-General of Tihar 
Prisons flooded with all those concerns ... 1, 
a 5 feet three and a half inch and a 55 kg 
woman, was heading the lai^est Indian 
prison complex. 

"... We began with trust, at least visibly... 
Wis used to flee prisoners from their barrack.*) 
and cells and allow them out in open 
compounds and courtyards of thei| 
respective wards... What gave me the 
greatest sense of satisfaction was the extent 
to which we had reached out to the 
prisoners. And that it had worked. This 
opening up had earned countrywide 
acceptance and appreciation. It was followed 
by international recognition with Ramon 
Magsaysay Award (1994), also called the 
NoM Prize of Asia and Joseph Buevs .Award 
from Joseph Bueys Foundation, Switzerland 
(1997)." 

This book is about how this situation 
came about. In her words, "Tihar Jail tested 
my patience to the maximum, and 
ultimately did cave in for the inhabitants to 
call the same monument Tlhar Ashram"." 
According to Associated Press : 

“...Tlhar Central Jail was India's toughe.st 
prison, a cesspool of drugs and gang wars, 
of corruption and extortion by both guards 
and powerful inmates... These days, 
thousands of inmates gather in clean, tree- 
shaded courtyards every morning for prayer 
and meditation. "Voluntary groups were 
allowed into Tlhar for the first time in 3'5 
years to provide counselling, meditation 
classes, vocational training, legal aid, even 
entertainment..." 

This, dien, is the account by "a w’omar. of 
unusual distinction", as His Holiness the 
Dalai Lama describes her. She has proved 
the aptness of the title of this book, It's 
Almys Possible. We can mould adversities 
to our own advantage and work within the 
given framework. It is no use finding fault 
with where we are; we must look at 
ourselves as part of a larger plan and work 
towards the fulfilment of our destiny. In the 
process, we may well succeed in shapmg 
and changing the destiny of many odiers 
around us. ^ 

rrs ALWAYS POSSIBLE 
by 

KIRAN BEDI 
Sterling Publishers Privote Limited, 

New Delhi 
Rs. 450.00; with CD410M • Rs. 800.00 
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^ OBJECTIVE TYPE 
Against each key word are given five suggested meanings. 

Choose the word^ phrase which is^postt^in meaning to the key word. 

(1) Quaint—A : peculiar. B : ordinary. C : curious, j (16) Riddle—A : myslcry. B ; conundrum. C : lowly. 

D : fast. E : stupid. P'^^chxe. E : mercy. 

(2) Queer—A : strange. B : careless. C : shorten. (17) Rigid—A : incompl^. B : sickening. C : authoritative. 

: ordinary. E ; vinusual. D : unyielding^'I'^ldd. 

(3) Querulous—A: discontented^ : contented. C : nasty. (18) Robust—A : sound. : feeble. C ; inadequate. 

D ; Eckle. E ; ill. D : militant. E : volatile. 

(4) Questionable—A dubiups. B declining. (19) Ruthless—merciful. B ; majestic. C : mighty. 

C : persistent. D ; effectiv^„Jl^ certain. D : brutal. E ; rustic. 

(5) Quiet--^ : noisy. B : motionless. C : tranquility^ I (U).Badistic—A : happy. B : quaint. kind hearted. 

D : senseless. E ; serious. j ^ • fo>^binate. 

(6) Quit—A ; abandon. B : discharged. start.(21) Salvage—A : remove. B : outfit. C : burn. O' - lose. (6) Quit—A : abandon. B : discharged 

D : withdraw. E : caution. E : confuse. 

(7) Qiuxotic—A : imaginary. B : fantastic. C : romantic. (22) Sc61d—h : berate. B : vituperate. C : loyal. D : pacific 

P': practical. E ; mournful. /E : praise. 

(8) Quote—A : cj^act. B : adduce. C : reveal. (23) Scurrilous—A : ribald.'ti^ decent. C : gmssly abusive. 

D ; restrain. Ep^ntradict. D ; mitigated. E ; inaccurate.' 

(9) Radiant—dim. B : splendid. C : beaming. (24) Severe—A : relentless. B : intemse^^^: lenient. 

D : industrial. E : restive. D ; unadorned. ; austere. 

ilO) Radical—A - thorough. B : uncompromising. C ; basic. (25) Sham—A :^nuine. B : simulated. C ; paucity, 

superficial. E : ingrained. j D bairkrupt. E : fake. 

(11) Rational—A: sag^nus. B : reasonable. C : insufficient. (26) Shnewd—A ; sly. B : surreptitious. C : substanital. 

D ; wandering. C ; insane. y' D/dull. E ; discriminating. 

(12) Reckless—A ; indifferent. iB ; careful. C : careless. (27) Significance—A ; indication. B : importance. C ■ vital. 

D ; imprudent. E : lonely. D : boldness. : triviality. 

(1.3) Ruereation—^A; diversion. B ; pastime. C: make circular. (28) Slander—A malicious. commendation. 

^ : boredom. E : assertion. C : aspersion.D : sleepy. E : scholarly. 

(/) umxotic—A : imagmary. b ; tantastic. : romantic. 

P': practical. E ; mournful. 

(8) Quote—A : ci^act. B : adduce. C : reveal. 

D ; restrain. Ep^ntradict. 

(9) Radiant—dim. B : splendid. C ; beaming. 

D ; industrial. E ; restive. 

superficial. E : ingrained. 

(11) Rational—A: sag^ous. B : reasonable. C : insufficient. (26) Shnewd—A ; sly. B : surreptitious. C : substanital. 

D ; wandering. C ; insane. y' D/dull. E ; discriminating. 

(12) Reckless—A ; indifferent. iB ; careful. C : careless. (27) Significance—A ; indication. B : importance. C ■ vital. 

D ; imprudent. E : lonely. D : boldness. : triviality. 

(1.3) Recreation—^A; diversion. B ; pastime. C: make circular. (28) Slander—A malicious. commendation. (13) Recreation—^A; diversion. B ; pashme.C : make circular. (28) Slander—A malicious. commendation, 

^ : boredom. E : assertion. C : aspersion.D : sleepy. E : scholarly. 

(14) Refrain—A : desist. B ; witholdVC : continue. (29) Solitude—A ; retirement. B : concealment. C . tease 

D : induce. E ; overflowing. * • D : conducive^ : exonsure. D : induce. E ;^erflowinj 

(15) Remission—lA - blame. B ; 

D : conducivg^ : exposure. 

forgiveness. C : abatement. (30) Sublime—A : exalted. B : elevated. C/ ignoble. 

D : assessment. E ; repetition. D : noble. E : scant. 

ANSWERS 

(1) B : ordinary. (11) E : insane. (21) D : lose. 

(2) D : ordinary. (12) B ; caKfui. (22) E : praise. 

(.1) B : contented. (13) D: boredom. (23) B : decent 

(4) E ; certain. (14) C : continue. (24) C : lenient. 

L, (5) A ; noisy. (15) A : blame. (25) A : genuine. 

(6) C : start. (16) D: clue. (26) D : dull. 

(7) - D : practical. (17) E ; lax. (27) E : triviality. 

(8) E ; contradict. (18) B : fMbte. (28) B : commendation. 

(9) A : dim. (19) A: meRiful. (29) E : expi^sure. 

(10) D; superficiU. (20) C : kind-hearted. (30) C : ignoble. 
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Competition Opportunities 
Probattonniy Officer*' Examination 

For Recruitment in 
Stdte Bank of India, Conducted by 

Central Recruitment Board 
(Exam Date : February 14, 1999) 

Entrance Test for Admiasion to Post 
Graduate Programme in Management 

Studies (P.C.P.M.S.), 1999-2001 
Conducted by KJ. Somaiya Institute of 

M.maKeinrnt Studies and Research 
Mumbai 

(Latt Pate : February 19, 1999) 
(Exam Date ; February 20, 1999) 

Entrance Examination for Admiasion to 
M&BS Coarse 

Conducted by Armed Forces Medical 
College, Pune 

(Last Date ; February 23, 1999) 
(Exam Date i May 2, 1999) 

Combined Defence Services 
Examination, May 1999 

Conducted by UPSC 
(Exam Date ; May 2. 1999) 

Bank Probationary Officers' 
Examination 

Conducted by Banking Service 
Recruitment Board 

(fiouthein Region), Bangalore 
(Exam Date ; March 7, 1999) 

Grade 'C Stenographers Examination, 1996 
Conducted by Staff Selection Commi^ion 

(Exam Date : May 2, 1999) 

Bank Pioballonaiy Officers' Examination 
Conducted by Banking Service 

Recruitment Board, Baroda 
(Exam Date : Martk 21,1999) 

Qvil Servicea Examination, (nriima), 1999 
Conducted by UPSC 

(Exam Date: May 30, 1999) 

I ADMISSION OPEN FOR 
I REPUTED FOREIGN SHOPPING I 

1. B.TECH-.Marino Engineering 
(H.N.D) [+2 with PCM above 60%) 

.2.DECKACDET 
+ 2 with PCM, 6/6 normal 
eyesight with no colour Blindness 

3. TRAINEE MARINE ENGINEERS 
[B.E. / B.TECH Mechanical] 

Apply with complete bio-doto, 
D.D.R5.250/- for opplicotion and 
Prospectus 

j iX J , I I I ( I I I«. , \ » . I« I«, • I I I \ j I 

No.6| Comp Rood, Stloryur, Ch«nnoi-73 S 
Ph; 2377101, Telefax: 91-44-2377101 9 

Memoiy Retention, 
Contest 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
We are glad to announce a unique 

Memory Retention Contat for tihe 
candidates appearing for the 
following examination: 

Probationary Officers' 
Examination for Recruitment In 
State Bank of India, conducted by 
Central Recruitment Board to be held 
on February 14, 1999. 

The three candidates, who collect 
the maximum number of questions 
asked and send the same to us, will 
be awarded First, Second and Third 
Prizes of Rs. 1000, Rs. 500 and Rs. 250 
respectively. Ten Consolation Prizes 
(bemks worth Rs. 100 each) will also 
be awarded. 

Decision of the Editorial 
Board will be final. Entries should be 
addressed to the Editor, Competition 
Review Private Limited, 604 Prabhat 
Kiran, Rajendra Place, New Delhi- 
110 008. Last date for receipt of entries 
is February 28, 1999. 

ANDHRA F^RADESH 
PRODUCTIVITY COUNCIL 
Hira Mansion, 5-9-30. II Floor, Opp Paiqah Plaza 
Bashoerbagh. Hydot.abad - 500 063 PH ; 3224094 

ANNOUNCES ADWSSIOW TO THE fOUOWWG POSTORADUATi mmi POST DIPLOMA COURSES 
THROUGH f*!:'l;iaJl?ri13?MjiiiniAfjaMl;H'<CTC0MMB^ FROM MARCH,199S. 
POST GRADUATE DIPLOMA COURSES : ONE YEAR DURATION 
MEDIUM OF INSTRUCTION ENGLISH 
miajiimi 

-witp— 

5. 
6. 

HOwTo apply"*"™ '-1 ‘ Marked courses are otlefsd aa POST DIPLOMA also. 

A. Thepraxribe<japdi^onlomicBnl)eolitainedl)ypoit,incloilngiMlliddnss«d>lainp8d|Rt6/-)i 
a crossed demand oraft lor Ra 3C/- drawn In lavour of ’ANDHRA PRADESH PRODUCTIVITY COUNCIL, HYDERABAD' 
or in person by Cash al the above addtasa on any working day batwaan 10.30 AJL A S.W PJL 

B Fliadin Application lorms logether with Rrsl Semaster tuAlcn ha of Ri. 2,050f- payibla by Demand Draft In tivour of 
’ANDHRA PRADESH PflOOUCTIVITY COUNOL, HYDERABAD" or by Cashln parnn to land to the above addraai SO 
as to reach bslore 5th March, 1999. PflMCiPAL DIRECTON 

SELF IMPROVEMENT COURSES (POSTAL) 

Cods Course Name 
Z1 Develop Attitudinal personality 
Z2 Develop 6th Sense, ESP of Brain. 
Z3 Memory, Conecntratlon A Acquire 

any Physical Skill. 
Z4 Investment Manaaement on Share 

Market. 
Send Rs. S/- (PosM Stamp) Ux each 
prospectus 

ZENITH ACADEMY 
Pott Box No.: 17107. Calcutia - 700 033 

NON - STOP COACHING 
JOIN MASTER COMHNED COURSE (Pealal) for 
Bank P.O./Clarloal, Aaaistant* Orada, U.C./Q.t.C. 
AA.O., S.8.C. Clarki Qrada, Audltara/J.A.AJDC/ 
I.C.EA.T.. Railvwy A8.M./Clarloal Etc. Bwna. Non- 

atop pooial coaching tiil aueooaa (or 3 fun yeara). 
Monthly 2-4 doapatchoa. Magical Tipa A Slwtt«ul 
malhoda to alova prcMama In aaeond. All lataat pat- 

tarn. No other help rsiqulrod. Poo; Ro. 1B00 (Ra. 800 
X 3 Monthly Inatilmania). Proopoctua Prao.Wrtt8 or 
Centaot: PRESIDENCY TUTORIALS, 2C, SliBkarrti 
Banorioo Lane, Caleutta • 70000S. 

SSB COACHING 
For All Types of 

COMMISSION ARMY/NAVY/AP/TA 
NAVAL ENQQ 

NDA I l>\ I M H \M I ( o \( I IIM , 

\l V( I !'( )M \l ( I ’ \( I I!, 

HUMAN RESOURCES ACADEMY 
aajIAINES ROAD,BANGALORE 
TCLiSMsaiLSsaam 

OjQ ' wiiH f*l fvsorjAi if r 

Ow) f'l I ' W'MI ti 1 W '.H( jf 

\HM\ N \\ L \l ] \ N W \l I Nt.i. 

’ M> \ f MS V\ K| M I N I I M 

( ()\ 1 \( 1 I I \ J < o v< t HS<. 

IIG4BIU K6 COMKlraUR vaMOMUMallM 
ILONEL CPV NA^UWIWNa, AWaTtAM or 

THECAVALUER 

Ji/.'.ri.l'I.'IiU 

INDIAN AIR FORCE 
106 CnOC/lBSiC (IV) 

comiBNcnfo jmt 00 
< »K int. I MUM I 

Candldatea aflio have applied for ADbUNWISATTVIvi 
BRANCH fcr 106 ODOC/IBSBC |W) m Rtponie to 
advotuement rekaaed In Au|uit BB laaue of CSR 
an botai conaidcrad (or the above eauna 
commencing Jul SB. EUglble/ShartUatad MndmatiA 
will be Intimeted indMdue^ by the reepeetive Air 
Force Sclectton Baerdt. i 
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Careers & Courses 
Management ir Low it Socicd Sciences ic WNcHfe Sciences 

' MANAGEMENT 
The Univenily Business School, Punjab 

Univeislty, Chandlgaih invites applications 
for admission to the following Post-Graduate 
Management Courses for the Academic 
Session 1999-2000: 

(i) Master of Business Administration 
(MBA)—two-year, full-time course; 

<ii) Master of Business Administration 
(International Business) MBA (IB)—two-year, 
full-time coutse; 

(iii) Master of Business Administration 
(Human Resource) MBA (HR)—two-year, 
full-time course, and 

(iv) Master of Business Administration 
(MBA)—three-year, part-time course. 

EUsMity: MBA/MBA (IB)/MBA (HR>— 
Graduation in any discipline with 50% marks. 
MBA (PT)—Graduation in any discipline 
with 50% marks and two years' whole-time 
executive experience in a commercial or 
incKstriai establishment after passing the 
qualifying examination. 

Admissum Criteria : Admission based on 
merit determined by Written Test, followed 
by group discussion and personal interview. 
All provisionally eligible candidates will take 
the Written Test on March 28, 1999 at 
Bangalore, Chandigarh, Calcutta, Delhi, 
Kanpur and Mumbai. 

A^lictttion Forms : Can be obtained on 
submission of a crossed bank draft for Rs. 180/ 
- in favour of Registrar, Punjab Univeniiy, 
Chandigarh. 

Last &fe ; February 10,1999 in the office 
of Assistant Registrar (CET Cell), Punjab 
University, Chandigarh. 

The Vdkunth Mehta National Inahtuta 
of Cooperative Management (VAMNICOM). 
Ui^venlly Road, Pune—411 007 invites 
applications for the Post-Graduate Diploma 
m Business Administration (PGDBA) 1999- | 
2001. The diploma is equivalent to MBA and ! 
IS recognised by AICTE. 

Eligibility : Graduate from any recognised 
; university with at least 50% marks (45% for 
SC/ST). 

Application Forms : Can be obtained by 
sending a demand draft for Rs. 215/- in 
favour of the Director, VAMNICOM, Pune 
(for NRI/Foreign students US $70). 

Last Date ; February 15, 1999. 
Test Centres: Written test on C.AT pattern 

at Pune, Bangalore, Gandhinagar, Patna, 
New Delhi, Hyderabad, Chennai, Kalyani 
(Calcutta), Chandigarh, Thiruvananthapuram, 
Bhopal and Lucknow on March 7, 1999, 
followed by group disaission and interview 
at selected places. 
^he GRD Institute of Management, Civil 
^odrofflc Post, Avanashi Road, 
Coimbatore—441014 invites applications for 
'ts MBA and MCA programmes, for which 
Entrance Test will be held on March 6,1999 
at Cnimbatoie and Kexhi. Candidates shortlisted 
Mill be called for a Group Discussiem and 
[^raonal liuetview at a later date: 

O^MPETITKVJ success RSVieW. eKBKUAKY 1099 

Eligibility Criteria : (i) MBA—Full-time 
(1999-2000); Bachelor's degree from any 
recognised university with 50% marks; 
(ii) MBA—Part-time (1999-2002): Bachelor's 
degree with at least two years of work 
experiaioe; (m) MCA (1999-2002): BSc Computer 
Science of BSc Maths or B^ Statistics or 
BSc Physics atvl Chemistry witti 60% marks. 

Application Forms : Can be had from the 
Colle^ on payment of Rs. 400/- by demand 
draft drawn in favour of the Kincipal, 
Dr. G.R. Damodaran College of Science 
payable at Coimbatore along with a self- 
addressed envelop of 23x15 cm size with a 
postage stamp afnxed for Rs. 10/-. 

Last Date : February 20, 1999. 

LAW 
The National Law School of India 

Univenily, NagarbhavL Bangaloie-^60 072, 
the premier Residential Law Univenity in 
India, invites applications for admission to 
its five-year integrated undergraduate 
programme—B.A., L.L.B. (Hons) for 
1999-2000. 

Eligibility : lO-t-2 Schcxri Examination or 
equivalent with not less than 50% marks. 

Age Umit i Below 20 years on July 1,1999 
(22 years for SC/ST). 

Admission Criteria t Admissions are based 
purely on merit, assessed at the All-India 
Admission Test to be held on May 2,1999 at 
Baitgalore, Chennai, E)eihl, Mumbai, Kochi 
and Calcutta. 

Annual Tuitim Fee; Rs. 25,000/-. Firumdal 
assistance if the parental atmiul income is 
less than Rs. 1,50,000/-. 

Application Forms ; For application form 
and bulletin, write to the R^strar with a 
bank draft for Rs. 200^- payable to the NLSIU 
at Bangalore. 

Last Date : March 15,1999. 

SOCIAL SCIENCES 
The Tata Institute of Social Sciences, 

Mumbai invites 'applications for M.A. in 
social work with specialisation in 
1. (i) Criminology and Correctional 
Administration (CCA); (ii) Family and Child 
Welfare (FCW); Medical and Psychiatric 
Social Work (MPSW); (iv) Social Welfare 
Administration (SWA) and Urban and Rural 
Community Development (URCD); 2. M.A. 
in Persoimel Management and Industrial 
Relations; 3. Master of Healfo Administratiort; 
4. Master of Hospital Administration; 
5. Certificate in Sexhd Welfare Administration. 

Eligibility Criteria ; Bachelor'^ degree for 
three years' duration. 

Applicatum Forms: Can be had by sending 
a bank draft of Rs. 250/- in favour of the 
Tata Institute of Scxrial Sciences, Mumbai 
along with a self-addressed envelop 
20 X 25 cm with postal stamps worth 
Rs. 30/-. Free application forms for SC/ST 
candidates. 

Last Date ; F^ruary 26,1999. □ 

..I niI nil MMWM\ 

Give Your Engineering 
Skills The Management 
Edge... 

AND Become 
An Engineer Manager.. 

Todojr the globol markatplocs damonds uncommon 

tkillt. Undarslondlna oi changing lachnology, 

chongino markets, changing needs and tastes. 

And unrortunotely, many of todoy's engineers 

do not hove formal management training. 

The Blnlomo In Inalnaerlna Manaaamant 

gal me Management Advantage by 
ensuring ; 

• thot you learn the ort ond science of 
management • thot you utilise the knowledge 
goined in the programme in your day-to-day 
engineering life • you to get ahead in your 

coreer by giving you the, requisite 
quolifkotions in management. 
DURATION: ONB YEAR 
rvi'j.ti.nti'iii'jj 1 

mi* Management ond Communicolions 

e Human Resource Plonning • Production Plonnmg 

& Control • Project Monogement 

MIT H 9 Economic Framework of the Engineering 

Industry 4 ' IMustrioi Accounting ond Finonce 

9 Ugol Aspects, of Engineering Monogement 

9 Industrial blotiens 9 Computer Applications for 

Managers Qg 9 Basic Stotislia & Ste Management 

Sg 9 Total Quality Monogemeni i Cose Studies 

PAIT 111 9 Oral Examinations 

iTllLxlE 
THE INSTITITION OF IXCOarOasTCD 

e\F.CITIVEENGI\EE«.lk 

The Institution of Incorporated Executive Engineers, 

(U.K.| a nominated and licensed member of the 

UK Engineering Council, is the only such InslHutioi. 
devoted primarily to odvancemem of engineering 

manogement. Its courses are designee <o cater 

not only for the graduate engineer but also for 
lha more practical, hands-on engineer, and its 

managameni awards are the only ones 

udministerad by any of Ihe British Engineering 
Institutions. 

The Diploma in Engineering Manogement is 
acc^ad in lieu of a first degree by most British 

Universities for entry to Mostars' Courses in 

Business Administration (MBA) and Masters' 
Courses in Monogement. 

Per deiafM dfstome foaming proepacfvs 
lOMl lb. 70/. by M/MOIIPO to : 

lOEsmi 
TRAINING AND AOVANCfO RTUOIES 

IN MANAGEMENT A COMMUNICATIONS 

C-2 Shordorom Pork, 37/37A, Sassoon Rood, 

Near Jehongir Nursing Home, Pune 411001. 

Maharashtra. 



SSB INTERVIEWS 
UIRITTCN COnCHING FOR NDR/CDS 
ALL TYPES OF INTERVIEWS & GD S 

It A Commlnteimt OHIcw In Awwb Farwi. A Carur P^^e^c^ll^nc^, Adirtiitiirt A QBi>Hy of Lift) 

JOIN ALPS ACADEMY 
A Dtlinn Oriitiitf Initituli wltb a rttorl tl a«ar I Thouianl Sacciuti la two Oatatfii. 

1,'IHtClUH LI Col KD Sc9<-)n (HM.i) It Senior GTO (Po'.locJ 7vvii.n t-n C.t.u*!'-, of SSfi^) 

ol Chirf of Army Siaff s Commondnlion (Ginl fo* Preparing N(;C C.itKJul.tiio, f oi ' .I’U'f.hun Po.-iofs 

ALPS ACADEMY ca>1U, Ring Read, NarakialNMrPMrol 

SSB INTERVIEWS 
NDA, CDS, SCO, ACC, ALL TYPES COMMISSION/PABT 
ONLY Academy where Success Oriented training is imparted since 1988 by GENUINE Ex*SSB, 
President. Sr. GTO & Psychologist having inside knowl^e of all the tests. Latest Indoor Training 
aids. Extensive Outdoor GTO Tasks. Individual Obstacles as in SSB. Special oemonailasd attention 

■to Repeaters A Service Candidates. Each candidate individuaHy Interviewed by an ex-PresIdent 
and personality analysed. Comptot* MLBT by Ix-AIr Foro* SM MMWIW Temta START 
1st, 11th A 21st every month. But can join any day without loss of training. 
CHBAHEST vt bwet. Admission Rs. 110/-, Tuition Rs. 1200/- Lodging/Boarding Rs. 225/-, 
Rs. 325/- for 10 days training. All stationery requirements provided Free by Academy. Air cooled 
Hostel A Class Rooms. Separate Boys/Qirts Hostel. FREE Ppsnectus only aaafciat Rs. 3A stamp. 
Fll CONCUMON for Defence Personnel/their wards, Sainik School 
A DAV Students. ConwHte Tuition Fee RETURNED H not SHefled. d K bw J|| 
Each Batch LimKad to Maximum 25 candidates on first come first served ; wfi- 
basis. Academy Closes in June A December. a I-ii] apREBTr 
Each Batch Limited to Maximum 25 candidates on first come first served ^ HMlum (j 

basis. Academy Closes in June A December. a j 

•Hfl P 9 SIDIIII,Ex-Pnsid«iit 18SSB. Psychologist | 
Qp. Capt. D S IMINSiEx-Presiilsiit 4 AFSB, inttrvlewina Officer sAfioVAii i ■ 

J S SIDHU.Ex-Sr. GTO 34SSB. QTO _ [33 “SL J 
Ra TalWaf, Director iuuwaystation 'f 

DAV DEFENCE SERVICE ACADEMY 
DAV Complex, Sector 8 C, Chiindigarti 160018 F’hoiU' 0172 6/2168 844306.04111'I 

I s S B up'so 

INTERVIEWS & 
WRITTEN EXAM 

NDA-IMA/OTA-AF/NAVAL ACADEMY -SCO-Women Officers - ACC-TA COMMISSION 

NATIONAL CAREER INSTITUTE 
1302 A, Sector-31, Behind Malt Pactoiy, Jharsa Road, Ourgaon.« 0124 (81)4806331381248 
* Easy accesiibllty (Just 30 Min. fhim Dhaula Kuan, N. Delhi) * Five min. Asm Gurgnon But Stand 
* Spacious Ground wKh latest GTO Tasks A Obstaclas * Fee refunded If not satisfied 
* Special training for latest screening test * Free accomodation for out station candidates 
t r COL. (RETD.) MAHINDER SINGH (Ex. Sr. GTO A Just Retd, from SSB Allahabad 

PAT/SSB Interviews & NDA/CDS Written Exams 
Te fei a CaiMiieiiead Officer la Ained femi a e eMnee. AcccR it end Jiai Ike Tewm' liHiiliitt wide hqMy qedHied 
Defence Service Ofliccri. Betchn en tM, ttik 2tM etch mentk. Qeia Iran ear 31 yawe esperboct A |M libcted. Only 
Mmks warned Actdwny in Indie when tel ittiMiee ii ytid tc wterrinn, Ftythn A GTO Take Teui conducted it in SSB. 
Thwinadf nlncttd. Why nm you? Chnnyni and yni thn hnm. PMT latWin I writtan A practhal I. U4M<S A Matdni 
ficBtin. Fne Pretynctui. An Imiitutiwi whan nyaMt clmwi fw N0AIC08 wtitlai wa kdi Jifn fer ncmh. 
* AnAABOSSummer saattam - IWWdidwCMiran f IdiK f Juntb f Jtdy. RneeneSeMSL 
WAtannaftinanlhCMVBeaadertf JatL, fllKt f Aug. U. Cal HS. OHdUJWfAL'e U. Col HS. OHdhUWAL'a 

NEW CAREERS ACADEMY , 
KNo:"./li .MClOH i , ( CtlANDir.AMII lO I/21 ».0 11" 11 Mil'Mf/t iiO/l'i? 

Learn JOURNALISM (ENGLISH/HINDI) by 
correspondence. Easy home study courses. 
'Good English' A 'Advanced Engileh' courses 
also available. Write card tor Prospectus 

[^INSTITUTE OF JOaRNflUSMj 

Post Box • 3583 (CS) 
New Delhi-110 024 

NIFT/NID-20(H)/2(MH 
ENTRANCE EXAIVI COACHING 

(REGULAR POSTAL COURSES] 

non McospccTua SIND Maiow-sv ooffo M muoun OF 
TAROET mSTITUTE OF MOMT. A ENGO. STUOm 
3*T. MAsapjeoTH, SOUTH ixm% naox -mm, n.d«u« -«» 

PHONEi 0U-62MS82, TELE FAX 011-4256986 

SSB INTERVIEWS 
I n c I n(i If K ) Life-)! '.jf ot. f Iff»cj lest 

NDA iS vviiitt-n < l.isst s 

SSB INTERVIEWS/PAT 
1 NDA, CDS S ALL TYPES OL COMMISSIONS \ 

iF««Miiawi|iltiincloUiwnvlyEi.saWgOe.CaltF>)cMgee Z 
ecauFiEnFMCTa(ONFnci«ifiTf.MTenvcMiaF.TnnH e 
eaTOnwidvwiWgneuUaAneiiduilaMaclNtticIraSSa 6 
*F*riELECTnai«can,onuuTisTi«MnENntT)ww«i. * 
SfEE COnXaslON loi Manev FmchM A Sw* Scinci euMW. 2 
•FaREiuaumEDtoiMi*ciE>.sw«iMfflM homivcwmi Jam e 
e,ii.,iiii«i,H.raEEFMaFEcnit.FoniunEiuccEMjoni e 

DEFENCE academy! 
024 Phase IV Mnhnll, Chanrtlyarh-160 0S9 

Ph (0172)67l»24,«736b6 

Col S S Ghuinaii (Founder Ultoclof) 

rMIND MACHINE2I 
lni|irovemem«y. coiictniralion. mWligence 
Get mora marks Incraam year bran power, 
yoarcraatm'ly Make you relaxed HOMEY 
BACK GUAHAMTEE: Uae far 7 dayc rak. 
free Retail Price 384SI- Soecial Prte Rs.fTES MVaal', 
For FREE Booklet Write or 

PflT, SSB INTCRVieUIS 
LT. COL. DEOL’S 

MINERVA ACADEMY 
44 GLORIOUS YEARS 

|(K.STD. I«$$) .\RI’ Miislar. Specialixta & Highly! 
^L/untiDcd I r\-ar 2X.0I10 siiawaskc. ' me in every 4_ 
luiriiscn Ik uuri. Maxiiimni tmining laeilitica. Ultrvg 
IMuflem .Xuditorium. VaM ilrouiuts with treet f>va 

outdoor taskk Scientific Obkiaclek courae. ■ 
I too actual hours of methodical inicnaiix training. I 
^Separnle buntela for GIRLS A llttYS. l^cellent a 
IMea. Hodcl admusinn open day and night. Feel 
■ hack if not satisfied femiH start eicri 1st, lllh &l 
2 2l«t hut can join any day and complete full 10 dayi _ 
I cycle. (ioMk of Punjab. Haryana .ind Himachal | Ireimhunc xiafda of K\-scrvicenitn ipto J.C.O. w 

We have no broiicbrs. Pmapcctua Fm. \tiention " 
■ fee revised, note ; June CliMril. I 
■ Mrs. J. Deol Lt. Col. I.S. Dcol ■ 

MJl. (Psyrh) B.T. 
Prlnripal 

I HOHaU 

(Reid.) M.,\. 
Founder Diivriar 

nuaiTooN Horn. 
I PETROL FUMP 

r—1 KHARAR 

■Ropar-140 301, Direct Local Bun No. 35 from * 
IC^andigaih for Dson. Tele. :C3uuiiUgai1i 
|J0l72jl702^mW.^ ■■■■■■■■ J 
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FREE BOOKLETS 
The Free Bookletg being given along with 

Ampetifitm Success Review since September 
1998 are extremely useful for candidates 
appearing in various competitive 
examinations. We would like you to 
continue giving these booklets in the future 
as well to increase the utility of the magazine 
still more to its aiuntlcss readers. We suggest 
booklets on the following topics for the 
future issues of Competition Success Review: 

(i) Books and Authors 
(ii) Science &■ Technology in India 

(iii) Space Research 
(iv) Chartered Accountancy at Your 

Fingertips 
(v) Company Secretaryship at Your 

Fingertips 
(vi) Cost Accountancy at Your Fingertips 

(vii) Railway Recruitment F.xaminations 
at Your Fingertips 

(viii) More booklets on General 
Awareness 

(ix) General/F.veryday Science 
(x) Geography of India. 

Jabaipur (Madin/a Pradesh) A. Shrivastava 
Sundar;farh tOrissa) Satya Prakash Pamgrahi 
Pune (Maharashtra) Sachin G. Patil 
Akola (Maharashtra) Parag V, Kalashikar 
Hanahatti (Karnataka) Shankar C. Aursang 
Ulundurpet (Tamil Nadu) P. Elamurugan 
Vammsi (Uttar Ihmiesh) Suchandra Deb Roy 
Ciu'ii^alpultu (Tamil Nadu) V. Pugashendhi 
Bangalore (Karnataka) S.P. Shivakumar 

INFORMATION ON 
COMPUTERS 

As a regular reader of CSR. 1 find the 
a|lditional booklets extremely useful and 
they provide a great deal of information. 
Even though CSR is a storehouse ot 
inlonnation, I feel many readers will be 
pleased if there is information available on 

. computers also. I feel the additional booklets 
;can include computer subjects like 
I multimedia, internet or any other recent 
I toincs. 

Chennai (Tamil Nadu) Radhika 

THINK HIGH TO REACH 
THE SKY 

1, NK CLK Yogesh Kumar am glad to 
inform you diat 1 have passed the Entrance 
Exam of Army Cadet College for grant of 
Permanent Commission in the Indian Army 

been recommended for the same by the 
>rvices Selection Board (East), Allahabad. 

Competition Success Revieio has been a source 
of constant inspiration to me all along and 
1 wish to share my success with your young 
readers 
16 Bihar C/o 99 APO Yogesh Kumar 

PERSONALITY PLUS 
This is a unique feature not found in any 

other youth magazine in India. It gives us 
valuable tips on improving our personality 
and general appearance. Fur instance, 
the information given about 
orthodontist Dr. Sunil Bhooibhai (CSR Dec. 
1998) will be of great help to youngsters 
like me. 
Pondicherry R. Anitha 

BBC MASTERMIND 
The questions culled from BBC 

Mastermind in Competition Success Review 
(January 1999) were unusual. Please 

accept my thanks for giving us this 
feature regularly. 
Mandi (Himachal Pradesh) Rafender 

CAREER QUERIES 
I wish to suggest that you introduce a 

regular feature on Career Queries to help your 
readers decide on the various career options. 
This will earn you the gratitude of all 
aspirants to various competitive 
examinations in the amritry. 
Cuttack (Orissa) Rashmita Mishra 

BANK INTERVIEWS 
While it IS aimmeiutable that (Competition 

Success Rimicia r»>gularl v publishes interviewB 
with IAS Toppers, I suggest that you publish 
interviews with toppers in other competitive 
examinations like Rank Probationary 
Officers. 
Mandya (Karnataka) Smitha Richiru, G 

SUCCESS IN NDA EXAM 
I have been seli ited for the 101st Course 

of I he Notional Defence Academy 
(Roll No. 023434). Coniftelition Success Review, 
the Youth Magazine With A Difference, has 
provided me with moral and psychological 
support to achieve my goal in life. I wish to 
place on record niy appreciation for the 
efforts put in by the Editorial Board in 
bringing out tins magazine. 
Ghazialml (Uttar Pradesh) Deepak Tiwari 

INDIA AND THE WORLD 
The January 19‘>V issue of Competition 

Success Review aptly summed up the 
happenings in India .ind the world in 1998. 
Apart friiin Ihe ririshl'ack of tlie year given 
in the F"ee Booklet, the two Leaders: India in 
Retrospect and Prospect and the World in 
Retrospect and Prospect put the issues 
(ona'rning India and glob>il leaders-in the 
right perspective. 
Madurai (Tamil Nadu) R.K Raja 

EURO 
The excerpt from THE ECONOMIST 

((.. SR. January 1999) on the launching of Euro 
was timely. Euro may pose a challenge to 
the ubiquitous dollar in Ihe near future as it 
has now been adopted by 11 European 
nations. The only sad part is that the 
currency will be available to the people cmly 
three years hence. In the meanwhile, 
transactions will have to be carried on 
through credit cards and other means. 
New Delhi Manoj Sinha 

Edited and Published by Swerutra Kumar Sachdeva jor Competition Review Pvt. Ltd., 604, Prahhat Kiran. Raiendra Place. New DelhbllO 008 
and printed by him at Parshva Offset Press, B-9, Sardar Nagar, Delhi. Tele : S712898, S71849S, 57610,%, Tax . 91-11-5754647. 

Mumhai Office: 18, Narnb Building. 327, Dr. D. N. Road, Mumbai-40Q 001. Tele. : 28.13990, 2040987. 
Competition Success Review is a monthly mi^azine published from Delhi. All disputes are subject to Delhi jurisdiction only. 
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Persons And Places In News 

C^ayaprakash Narayan The j^eteran 
freedom fighter and 
Sarvodaya lead 
Loknayak Jaynprakash 
Narayan who fought 
for liberty andjrecdptn 
of expression during 
internal emergency 
w<as posthumously 
award^ Bharat Ratna, 
the ct>iintry's highest 
civilian award, on 
Di-ccmber 23,1998. He 
is ^ 35th recipient of this award, 
y^ir Chief Marshal Anil Yashwant 
Tipnis: Air Morshal A.Y. Tipnis took over 
as the new Chief of Air Staff on December 

31, 1998 succeeding 
Air Chief Marshal 
Satish Kumar Sareen. 
Bom on September 15, 
1940 in Chattisgarh, in 
Madhya Pradesh, Air 
Chief Marshal Tipnis 
joined NDA in 
January 1956 at the 
age of 15 and was 
commissioned in the 
Indian Air Force on 

Vlay 28, I960 a.s a fighter pilot. A graduate 
if the Defence Services Staff College, Air 
Jhief Marsha] Tipnis earlier held a number 
if important command and staff assignments. 
vUldmiral Sushll 
Kumar: The Flag 
^Wicer Commanding* 
n-Chief of the Kochi- 
Msed Southern Naval 
rommaivl is the new 
ilhicf of Naval Staff. 
\dmiral Sushil Kumar 
-eplaccd Chief of 
Niaval Staff Admiral 
i/ishnu Bhagwat on 
December 30, 1998. 

>f<4C. Raghavan: The Director-General of 
’olice (Vigilance) in Tamil Nadu, assumed 

office as the Director 
of the Central Bureau 
of Investigation 
(CBl) replacing the 
Acting Director 
Mr. Trinath Mishra, 
on December 31,1998. 
Dr. RK. Raghavan is 
senior-most officer of 
the 1963 batch of the 
IPS. Raghavan has an 
academic bent of 

mind and holds a Doctorate in Police 
Administration. 

A.Y. Tipnis 

Sushil Kumar 

R.K. Raghavan 

'-Yevgeny Primakov t The Russian Prime 
Minister arrived in New Delhi on a two-day 
visit on December 20, 
1998. During his 
visit, Mr. Yevgeny 
Primakov suggested a 
strategic partnership 
among India, Russia 
and China, to promote 
peace and stability in 

he 
his 

comments later at a ^pg^^Mmak^ 

admitting that Russia had not formally 
placed this propo.sal before India. India and 
Rus.sia signed a defence pact, with six other 
key agreements during his visit. 
'^Chandrlka Kumaratunga : The Sri 
Lankan President arrived in New Delhi on 

a three-day state visit 
on December 27, 
1998. Mrs. Chandrika 
Kumaratunga parti¬ 
cipated in a 
foundation-laying 
ceremony for the 
expansion of the Sri 
Lankan pilgrims' rest 
house in New Delhi 
along with Prime 
Minister Mr. Atal 
Behari Vajpayee. She 

also signed Sri Lanka's free-trade agreement 
with India. 

Padanatha Muhammad Sayeed ; The 
nine-time Congress MP from Lakshadweep, 
was unanimously elected Deputy Speaker 
of Lok Sabha on December 17,1998. 
x/Saddam Hussein : The Iraqi President, 
who has survived two devastating wars and 
several assassination 
attempts during 
nearly two decades in 
power, had to face the 
US-UK air strikes on 
Baghdad in the third 
week of December 
1998, even though he 
had narrowly avoided 
US strikes twice earlier 
in the year. Despite 
the aim of the latest 
"Operation Desert Fox" to overthrow 
Mr. Saddam Hus.sein, the Iraqi President was 
uofazed by the Anglo-American air strikes. 
•'Bill Clinton : Even after the US-UK air 
strikes on Iraq, the Republican-dominated 
House of Representatives voted for 
impeachment of the beleaguered US 
President for having relations with a former 
White House intern. And as the air strikes 
were being widely considered as Mr. Bill 
Clinton's calculated attempt to reap benefits 

Chandrika 
Kumaratunga 

Saddam Hussein 

and scuttle the impeachment proceeding! 
the President declared that he would lu 
resign from his post. 
.^yotirmqyee Siledar: 
The sprinter from 
West Bengal became 
the first Indian to 
bag a gold medal 
in the 1500m race in 
the Asian 
Games in Bangkok. 
Ms. Jyotirmoyee 
Sikdar won her second 
gold in the 800 m race [fyoOrm^uSikdm 
in the Games. l-i--- 
\Zlnedine Zidane: The 26-year-old Frenc 

footballer was named the Europea 
Footballer of the Year for an eventful 19$ 

when he helpe 
France win the Worl 
Cup. Zinedane Zidar 
also won the Reutei 
Sports Personality < 
the Year Aware 
beating Austrian skik 
Hermann Maicr an 
American sprintt 
Marion Junes int 
second and thir 
places respectively, 

ingko Singh ; llie 20-ycar-old juntc 
commissioned officer of the Indian Nav 
beat the world number five Uzbek pugilii 
Timur Tulyakov in the bantamweight boxin 
Anal in the 13th Asian Games in Bangkol 
Dingko Singh is the first Indian to win 
boxing gold In the Aslan Games after Kav 
Singh in 1982. 
x^emardo Bertolucci; The Italian directc 
has been chosen for the Lifetime Achievertii 
Award for his contribution to cinema. H 
was presented with a Golden Peacock, 
shawl and a certificate at the 30t 
International Film Festival, which was hel 
in Hyderabad from January 10 to 20, 1991 
Bernardo Bertolucci is well-known in Indi 
for The Lasl Emperor, a film which ran fc 
weeks in India. Burtolucci's latest fill 
Resieged was a part of the Aim festival. 

Zinedine Zidane 

Baghdad : The Iraqi capital was in th 
^ news when the US-UK air strike! 

codenamed Operation Desert Fox, bombe 
*• it on December 17, 1998. 
*■' Chennai : The capital of Tamil Nad 
<1 was the venue of the 86th Indian Sde^ 
rt' Congress, held from January 3 to Januar 
S 7, 1999. 
tr Hyderabad : The capital of Andhr 
!s Pradesh was the venue of the 30t 
ill International Film Festival of India fror 
ts January 10 to January 20, 1999. ( 
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SPORTS 
ROUND-UP 

ATHLEncsj 

St Silvnter Road Race : The 29-year-old Paul Teigat of 
Kenya took advantage of an injured and absent Brazilian 
marathon world record holder Ronaldo da Costa, grabbing die 
lead midway and winning his third St. Silvester Road Race in 
Brazil on December 31,1998. Ibrgat completed tire 15 kilometre 
(9.3 miles) in 44 minutes, 47 seconds to get a top prize of 
10,000 rials ($ 8,350). 

Boxing 

r IBC Super Featherweight World Championship : Katie 
Burton won tire IBC Super Fratherweight World Championship 
beating the Swiss Christina Negg, in Aarau, Switzerland on 
January 3, 1999. 

Koiwi Orwii^ Ae MM fRdtaa 
to score taw csnlories to « Bto 

Mstrik ^ttr Hozore oad 
Smat Gomnitor 

Mohammad Azharuddin joined a select band of Tesst 
cricketers who achieved the distinction of scoring more 
than 20 lest centuries after he hit 21st century m the 
same match. 

Australia-England Test Series : Stuart MacGill led 
Australia to a 3-1 Ashes series victory over England when 

. he sealed the fifth and final Test in Sydney on 
I January 5,1999 claiming 12 wickets in the match. MacGill 

was declared Man of the Match. It was in the final l^t 
that Australian captain Mark Tay ior, broke his predeces.sor 
Allan Border's world record for catches in Test by a non¬ 

wicketkeeper when he took hLs 157th catch in the 104th Test tm 
the day while Border had 156 catches from 156 games. 

South Africa-West Indies Test Series : South Africa pasted 
their fourth successive victory over West Indies in the fourth 
Test at Newlands, on January 6,1999. West indies was bowled 
out for 271, giving South Africa a 149-run win. Earlier South 
Africa cruised to a nine-wicket victory in the third Test on 
December 29, 1998. With it South Africa had clinched a 3-0 
lead over West Indies on their first pcist-apartheid tour of the 
republic. Soudi Africa won the first Test in Johannesburg by 
four wickets and the second Test win over the tourists in Port 
Elizabeth by 178 runs. 

Pakistan-Zimbabwe Ibst Series: Zimbabwe won their first- 
ever Test series in Faisalabad on December 21,1998 when the 
fog-hit third and final match against Pakistan was abandoned. 
Zh^abwe won the three-Test series 1-0 following their seven- 
svkket victory in the first Test at Peshwar, their first-ever Test 
victory abroad. The second Test at Lahore was also abandorred 
because of misty conditions. 

India-New 2>aland Test Series: New Zealand claimed their 
biggest scalp for 13 years when Chris Cairns scored a century 
to secure a 1-0 Test series victory over India in Hamilton on 
January 6,1999. After Cairns' second Test creitury ensured New 
2Icaland that would not lose the Teri, India, set to make 415 for 
an unlikely win, finished with 249 for two when the game was 
called off with 3.5 overs left from the sdreduled 56 overs. India's 
Rahul Dravid who hit 190 in the first iimings, got his second 

century of the match 
103 not out off 136 bails 
including 16 
boundaries. Dravid is 
the third Indian to score 
two centuries in a test 
after \fijay Hazare and 
Sunil Gavaskar. Hazare 
hit a century in each 
iruiings of the match 
against Australia in 
1947-48. Gavaskar hit 
thrice—two times 
against foe lAfest Indies 
in 1970-71 and 1978-79 
and once against 
Pakistan in 1978-79. 
Earlier New Zealand 
won foe secoitd in 
Wbllington on 
December 30, 1999. 
India scored 208 and 
Nnv 2tealand with 352 
runs in first iiuiings 
while in the second 
innings India scored 356 
and New Zealand 215 

for 6 wkkels in Wellington. Sachin Ihndulkar hit a brilliant 
17th lest century scoring 113 in foe matdi. Indian skipper 

13fo Asian Games : The 15-day long 13fo Asian Games 
1998 were held in Bartgkok from Decemb« 6 to 20,1998. India's 

Tie imdiati hmm's Hodcey team wMch bagged the gold medal 
after vrirniiag the hockey fiaale against South Korea in 

_13th Astoii Games to Boagkok m December 1998 

sprinter JyoHrmoyee Sikdar won two golds in 1500-m and ^ 
800-m while Kamam Malleswari won the first medal, silver | 
from India's side in foe 63 kg category weightlifting in foe 
Asian Games. N.G. Dingko Singh bagged a gold in | 
bantamweight boxing. In billiards doubles, Geet Sethi and 
Ashok Shandily'a won a gold while India clinched another gold 
in billiards whm Ashok Shandilya defeated his compatriot and 
world professioiuil billiaids champion Geet Sethi in the singles 
final. In Kabaddi, India's men's team struck a gold, defeating 
Sir Laidui. In a spectacular performance, India clinched a gold 
after 32 years defeating South Korea 4-2 in the men’s hockey 
finals. In foe medals tally, China ranked number one with 129 
golds followed by South Korea with 65 golds. Japan stood 
third with .52 gold medals. India ranked at 9fo among the 33 
medal-winning countries. 
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Who Will Be The Winners This Year ? 
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SAARC Golf Championship: India clinched the inaugural 
SAARC Coif Championship title defeating Sri Lanka 2-1, in a 
closely fought fmals in Bangalore on January 10,1999. In the 
three-match head-tivhead finals, top ranked Indian amateur 
Vi^jrld Cup finalist Harmeet Kahlon put India one-up defeating 
Sri Lanka's amateur world aip finalist lissa Chandradasa by 
a margin of four holes with a scoreline 4 and 3. In the second 
match, Sri l,ankan Lalith Kumara prevailed upon Dtgvijay 
Singh on the first extra hole in the second death play-oR after 
the two players were tied after the regulation IS^hole second 
finals. While Amish Jaitha playing in the third match behind 
Digvijay, beat Sri Lankan Aruna Rohana at the i7lh hole to 
clinch the championship for his country with the scoieline ot 
2 and 1. 

SPORTS 

pB| Honours gjgggq 

Spoits Personality Of The Year And World Player Of The 
Year : France's Zinedine Zidane won the Reuters Sports 
Personality of the Year award, beating Austrian skiier Hermann 
Maier and American sprinter Marion Jones into the second 
and third place respectively. Zidane was named for another 
award World Player of the Year by the readers of the London- 
based English magazine Football World. 

K.K. Birla Foundation Awards: India's tennis doubles duo 
Leander Paes and Mahesh Bhupathi, and national women's 
badminton champion Apama Popat have been selected for 
the K.K. Birla Foundation Awards for spurts for 1997-%. The 
Foundation presents two awards every year, since 1991 and 
each award is worth Rs. 75,000. 

Stai Of The Asian Games : The 28-year-oid Japanese 
sprinter Ko|i ito was voted the star of the 13th Asian Games 
adding a $100,000 cheque to his three gold medals. 

European Flayer Of The Year: French footballer Zinedine 
Zidane was named European Footballer of the Year in Paris, 
on December 21,1998. He was honoured for an eventful 1998 
which saw him help France win the World Cup. The 

International Tennis Federation Awards: Pete Sampras and 
Lindsay Davenport of the US were named .the International 
Tennis Federation World Champions on January 5, 1999. j 
Sampras, who fiiushed the season as world No. 1 for a record 
sixth consecutive time, also won the ITF award for the sixth 
straight time. The ITF men's doubles award went to the Dutch 
pair of Jacco Eltingh and Paul Haarhuis, while tlw women's 
recipients were Davenport and Nata^a Zvereva. 

African Player Of The Year : Moroccan Vibrld Cup star 
Mustapha Hadji was named African Footballer of the Year by 
^ican Football Magazine after a vote of 51 journalists from 
counh'iiS'aniBated to African Football Confederation (CAF), 
on December 24, 1998. 

jSSj Tennis SSSSSSj^ 

Hopman Cup ; Australia's newest tennis .sensation, 
15-year-old schoolgirl Telena Dokic helped her country power 

French soccer player Zinedine Zindane (r) reuioing the 1998 
Golden Ball Award for the European Footballer 0/ the Year 
from France Football ^sodation Director Gerard Henaut 

26-year-uld midfielder who .scored with two headers in the 
3-0 final victory over Brazil was presented the Golden 
Ball Irophy. 

Jeleua Dokie of Australia returning a shot to Asa Carlsson 
of Sweden in the finals of Hopman Cup in Perth 

to victory over Sweden in the Hopman Cup finals in Perth 
on January 9, 1999. Dokic, won $62,-500, and her partner 
Mark Philippous.sis beat Sweden to .snatch the two singles 
clashes and win the mixed teams tournament for the iirst 
time. Dokic beat Asa Carlsson 6-7, 7-6 (10-8) before 
Phillippoussis defeated Jonas Bjorkman 6-3, 7-6 (8-6). In the 
mixed doubles, played as a pro-set, the Swedes gained a 
small consolation by winning 8-6, leaving Australia 2-1 
winners in the finab. 

Super-Power Challenge Cup : Former world champion 
Steffi Graf of Germany had to dmp out of her Super-P.iwer 
Challenge Cup final against American teenager Wnus Williams 
in the first set after suffering trom an upset stomach m Hong | 
Kong on January 9,1999. Mlliams was declared winner. I 

Qatar Open : Unseeded German Rainer Schuttler clinched 
the Qatar Open title beating top-seeded Tim Henman 
6-4, 5-7, 6-1 in the finals in Doha on January 10, 1999. 

Australian Hardcourt Tennis Championships : Swede 
Thomas Enquist clinched his fu^t title in the eight months as 
he beat Australian Lleyton Hewitt 4-6, 6-1, 6-2 to win the 
$350,000 Australian Harcourt Tennis Championships in 
Adelaide on January 10,1999. Earlier Patty-Schnyder defeated 
top seed Mary Pierce of France 4-6,7-6 (7-5), 6-2 in three sets 
to claim the Australian women's Hardcourt Tennis 
Championships title in Cold Coast, in Australia on 
January 9, 1999. □ 



The only larger fleet flying Indian skies. 
Unfortunately, they won’t take you to where you'd like to touch down. But Indian Airlines can, thanks to its jet fleet 

comprising 10 Airbus A300's, 30 Airbus A320's and 12 B-737’$ linking 55 destinations in India and 17 overseas. And with 

37,000 seats on 220 flights every day. All brought to you by a truly impressive infrastructure manned by our experienced 

and professional workforce of 22,000. 

$fS2iil I?Wc41s:^H 
Come home to ^ Indian Airlines 
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It's not about 

winning. 
It's about 

believing in 

yourse If. 

Not your ragulor award show, this. For one thing, 

it nally isn't about winning. 

The Super Brain Awards honour the country's top 

brains from judiciary, academia and media. The Super 

Personolily Awards, on the other hand, honour various 

personalities from the entertainment world. 

The Super Brain Youth Awards and Super Personality 

Youth Awards ore categories of Awards that recognise 

and help develop young talent from across the country. 

Frankly, the only qualification people need to participate 

in this contest is to be themselves. Simply because, 

in this contest, we judge people on a different set of 

parameters. Parameters like general knowledge, 

communication skills, cultural interests, ocademic 

achievement, personal appearonce, attitude and, above 

all, a sense of humour Parameters thot'll bring out 

the real person. 

But what's a contest without an aword ? The winners 

will get Gold Medals, trophies and return air tickets 

to London while the runners-up will get return oir 

tickets to Kathmandu. 

But like we sold, this is one contest where it's not 

winning that's important. It's believing you can. 



Exciting Days Ahead! 
Watch out for 

WORLD CUP 
Quizzes 

Prizes & Surprises Galore 

competition 
kit 

India's Largest Read Youth Magazine 

WORLD CUP CONTEST STARTS FROM CSR APRIL '99 ISSUE 



Does the India of 
tomorrow beckon you 

with its endless possibilities? Do you bum with the 
desire to make a difference to the future of our 
country? 

If you do, then without a doubt, the IAS calls. 
And whether you are a student of Science, 
Engineering, Management or Philosophy, 
there will be a special corner for you to canre out 
in the design of India's growth. 

But first, you must get into the IAS. 

That's where Brilliant Tutorials can make a 
dramatic difference Because Brilliant offers 
coaching in every optional subject for the ' 
IAS entrance, except medicine. And no 
matter which sub)oct you choose - Physics or 
Philosophy, AccountarKy or Animal Husbandry, 
Economics or Electrical Engineering - you can count 
on our time-tested guidance ar>d support every 
step of the way 

St«p4iy-Stop to the IAS Exam 
A committed team of highly qualified and - 
experienced professors, researchers and ^ 
support staff help you in 3 distinct areas of 
preparation for the IAS - equipping you 
with rolev.'jnt knowledge of your optional ^ 
subjects, providing you with a wide M'' 
coverage of general studies and a ^ , 
constant update on current affairs, and K . 
finally coaching you for the most ^ 
gruelling of intenaews. 

Brilliant's team builds an exhaustive information 
bank on every subiect. from which all relevant 
information necessary for your opfionals is 
carefully culled out and encapsulated into lessons 

which are both succinct and easy to assimilate. 

In the area of General Studies, your course 
covers a wide spectrum of sub)ects. and 
provides you with knowledge and 

information to greatly inaease your G K. To 
keep you up-to-date irv>Current Affairs, Brilliant 

sends you a Monthly Information Booklet 
containing edited versions of all that month's 
important national and international news - 

and a quarterly Calendar of Events 

Finally, assisted by our Interview Guidance 
Notes and coached by a special panel of 

retired Civil Service Officers, you will be prepared to 
face the most gruelling of interviews 

Brilliant’s Postal Course lor the Civil Services Exam is 
a comprehensive package dedicated to helping 
you achieve your goal Proof of its power lies in the 

number of Brilliart's students who sweep the 
lop ranks and make it into the IAS year after 

year Are you ready to join them? 

——— Remember————— 
23 out of the Top 100 in IAS '95, 
19 out of the Top 100 iu IAS '90 

OHd 24 out of the Top 100 iu IAS '97 
tvere BrOlUutt’M wtudents! 

P.O. Box 4996-08,12, MasUamanl SItmI, T. Nagar, Chennai 600 017 Ph: 4342099,4343308,4341788. Fax: 4343829 

POSTAL COURSE FOR IAS EXAM ‘99. ADMISSION CLOSES MAR. 20 '99. 
• General Studies •AH optionais except Medical Science & Indian Language(s) Literature •Concurrent despatch of lessons 

for Prelim and Main Exams • interview Guidance Notes • Mock Viva Training 
enrolment OPEN FOR BRILLIANTS POSTAL COURSE FOR IAS EXAM 2000. DESPATCH BEGINS APRIL ‘99. 
—... wm-...-..... liMrtte etHortaxfor fno proopoettm ... 



And so does everyone I 

Its need somebody to tell us ‘how to’ - 

ho^tdiallC 
how to behsve, how to study and obviously 

hodftaitetAhead of others I And this 

phenomenon is nothing new l Since time 

ImmemortSfthls is happening - Just flip 

. fltrough dte pages of our scriptures- 

^ RAMAYANA, MAHABHARATA, UPNISHADS 

end you will find innumerable Instances 

' depicted to stress the need of a GURU i.e. a 

^ preceptora person with wisdom who can 

*pulde you through and believe me, you too 

need one in^your ‘hurdle race' for a bright 

career I 

f. Yt^rseerch for a Guru comes to an end when 

you are with us a$ we have been guiding the 

destiny of thousands and thousands of our 

students since our inception and we are sure 

we wfti he your best help to help you sail 

through t 
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Civil ServUes (Prelims,) '99 
NDAf CDS, Bank PO & other Competitive Exams, 
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website: www.sachdevacoilege.com 
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Tests . .... F5.00 

~ 10 Ssts ot Verbal Ability Full Length 
tests fully solved wtih Siaiegiss 

to Score High 90.00 

' 10 Sets of Problem Salving Tests 
. 90 00 

COMPLETE PACKAGE SH (U t 3) ACTUAL PRICE ; Rs.UTOI- WKOUMTEO PRICE' : Rs.I.OSO/- 

SET-leJ ftcF'/a* FNife I ly u'’ii', i*'*b‘* 

SET-1e3 A'li.* **fify • \*> 
.'af'sPArKALiF 5er.d*\ S.rt.’ 

SfT-2*3A''** Ws ■•,'0 i)ixoijnif<-| P'V.*’ 

s**'* I * *•» rW'un’Hd P*itF; tt.ii'MM ftv 
r 'at Ji- A 1* 1 «- I »ljr J» .1 

COMPLETE COMPREHENSIVE COURSEWARE 

B. D. Pratad ENTRANCE TEST * Prashant Kumar 

^ FOR ALL UNIVERSITIES OF INDIA 

Latest Books from Veteran Publishers for 

Civil Services (Prel. and Main) 
(These Books are equally useful for state services also) 

...CivH Services (Prel.) ..■■■... 
(alt Books iaclutle txhausti¥e Stuay Mattrial oqd ample 

Objeetive Questtons Covering Brevious Yean Question rapen) 

Gtogmohy Currani G K. SMii noKlala 

Group Ditcuiiieni tot MBA.. Ri 70 
(Col Sarvtdhibary) 
Every nt« adsion mcludai atgunwnli tor and agamii 
on lha Lataii burning Mpici 

tntarviows(Hewtodonialt). Rl 20 
I Kitntilic my In praaant youna> tor galling 
miough ma Iniaivww 

HamtoiM 01 Currani Socio-EainoincAiiiirantu flstt 
Buunaia AHnut. fluiil Aanranaii, Labour Llait tK 
(MC QuMboniaodiymipiiil 

Dirocloty 3I Mintgomen! Insbtulm ind 
CollagM in India . Re 90 
CWm dalanad mtarmatan raganjmg adnuann, no si 
vacanciaa data si applicalron and CoursH olbrad 

I PROVIOESTIPS AND ADVICE ON HOWTO PREMRE FORTHETEST-WITH EQUAL 
- EMPHASIS ON MATHS AND DEDUCTIVE AND LOGICAL ABILITY TEST 

eZn 5 Pnm 'VS SUB TEST II Dtductivt and toffcal abuay adddionai 
nnri « Ptt-Joii lor Oognoiing your alrangmi 1 vihist on csrrununicslion tbiMy (Enoiish Inngusgsi 

. U**"****** ondltomsniiryeompulfflinoaHsdos 
*11“ JtST I QuonliMivt and marhsmali Pant VS CsneWa Poal-tatt Is msamit ysur Ptapaitlam and 
«iMiiv Teat prapaniion and Praciica Satoei ispca tei lavmsn and pnaica 

1 GanatalSlueaaQuiaOongin* 1(1000 
Comrmg ■ 10 ywra aatoad 
paptri ffW9'M7 «na f 0 modal ftat 
ripen 
paiedddlaMI frendk 

2 Agneullura , . 100.W 
3 Bolany MOO 
4. Chamnlry . 11000 
5 Csmmarca 27900 

lecordHig to rtmaad aylliOua 
t EtoelEng MOO 
7 Eeonsffliei 27900 

accotdmg to ramaad ayllaOua 
I Gasgraphy . . ItOOO 

t. Indian HiiMry.ISOM 
10 Indan Conmilan .4100 
11 Law ... . 110.00 
12 MalhamaMi . 200.00 

accordmgto ramitd 
ayllaOiia si 1900 

13 PlycOoiogy .. . lOSOO 
14 PoSalSasrict. . .. 19000 
15 Phywu . 290.00 
II Socislogy .11A00 
17 Zsolsgy . 1M.00 
10 PubOcAdnaS. 20000 
It. Sy«abua(CS.)MHi*Pldl . . .2000 

I.C.S. (Main) A B. A. (Hons)/Past el All Indian UnivnrsilinB . 

1 Advineed Physics 2MM 17 National Hovamanl to MdM 3E.H 
2 Oansral Engllah 7000 14 Wtotarn and Indian 
3 Adwncad Eaasya K^warlng PoMicai Thinkai ISM 

lalaaiTapIci). KOO to Pmo to Min-Poiilleal 
4 Commsica 1 lAeei. Audblng Thougni 1NM 

ITaialion) ttooo 20 indlsn aevainmsm and 
5 Gandhi. Tigois Nahru 3600 Poiilica 2MM 
1 HMI tor Chril SanrcM MOO 21 imtrnaiionai Pomes .. IIOM 
7 Anctom And Madiaval Hialory IIOOO 22 World ContlMuliont 
1 kledarn mdia K00< (USA.USSR.China Me) ISOM 
e World HWory 196M 23 Conitiiutlonai Davatapmant 

10 Gtnaral Sociokigy IMDO and Nalnnal Mwtntnl to 
11 SocMy In India 12500 India 17SM 
12 Pouncst Sciancs (Thsoiy) 125 M 24 Pubke Admintoimiion 
13 Pomicti Scianca (Paparl) 1MM 

(Comparatlw Poiiiica) 1»M 25 Soelil bnd Economic 
14 Marnallanal Rauitona 22500 Piobtomt In Inoa IHM 
IS Inditn Economy a Pubbe AdiMnltinlian 

(ABrMSurvoy) 1M00 (Paparn). IBM 
10 indiin CoMliiuilon and 27 UNO . . IMM 

lit wo.'hing MOO 

BOOKS ON UGC (SCIENCE A ARTS)— 

COVERING PAPER 1,11 
1 ilGCHtaiory 155 00 a UGCCommarca 
2 UQC Manal Scianca 155 00 g UGCScwnca 
3 UGC Ecsnonuea 155 00 ((Mntwd). 

— BOOKS FOR OTHER COMPETITIVE EXAMS ■ 
1 NOA Naval Acadamy (includaa 

atrivad Papara) Quida IM 00 
2 BanO Probationary OHtceia 

(includaa lolvad Papers) IRO 00 
3 S S C ClatliaGradt Quida 05 00 
4 GMATIM B A.) Guide .. 170 00 
5 Hotel Managemant.175.00 
6 HT Papers (tolved) (S3-9B) 

15Y0araai4hSertaningTasl 200 00 
7 HalhaeialicatorN 0 A/C 0 S 

(Guiali) M 00 
3 Obisclivs English (Big) 75 00 
t Obiaclwa Arllhniatic tGulbli) 

(Smaa) 0500 
10 Obiscliva Arithmalc (Oulitl) 

(Big) MOO 
11 Obitctnrt Amhnmic (Niraai) 70 00 
12 S S B Imarviaws 7000 

13 lAF.'TadiTNonTsch) 1400(7100 00 
<4 Banh Paerudmant Taat 05 M 
IS Raitoity Pacruiimani Tan 

IN lachmcil) 05 M 
10 COS Guida (mciudat 

SoivadPMsra) 17500 
17 NT$EQuida 12$M 
IS JST(tornh.Chclaiiaa) 11000 
19 NIPT Praparilien Tttia wHh 

sample Teal Papers .. 235.00 
20 LLBEmraneaTaata 140 M 
21 inditn Navy Guida 12500 
22 S C R A Enl EumGu-dt 220 00 
23 Railway Racndmani Board 

(Taenmeai) ISOM 
won Obiaclwt OuMleni on CMI. 
Elactricil tnd Mschincbi lEngg | 

.. CONDITIONS' .. 
• FOR FREE POSTAGE ordwi tot Rf 200/- ind abdvt atnd lull maniy in idwnca by MOr 
Bank DrtR • F«t VPP oidsrs sand Rs 50/- as advanca * Our booha ara availibto wnh tU 
leading bObliMaar m India 

^ SEND YOUR ORDER TO ■■"■'i 

|®CosMos Bookhive (P) Ltd., 
Delhi Sales Office: 47/30. Eeet Pelel Negar, 

^2ga^ New Delhi -110 OOBPh. S74 2270 Fm ' 5769681 

jBHU Admn. Office and Works ; 831. PhsM-V. Udyog Viher. 

Estit 1957 6urgeon(He'yent}-12201696 :346280.346020 

Ftx No . 356322 (STD CiMle-0124.61 lor Dieling tram DeM] 



L CHAND'S BOOKS FOR VARIOUS' 
n COMPETITIVE EXANINATIONSi— 

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE NUMERICAL ABILITY 
R.S. Aggarwal R*. R.S. Aggarwal Re. 
Advanced Obiective General KrxTwIedge 150 00 Mathematics for M.B.A. Entrance 

Question Bank In General Studies 

C.S. Bedi & R.S. Aggarwal 
150.00 Examination 

Mathematics for B.B.A. Entrance 
150 00 

S. Chand's General Studies Examination 135.00 

for Central Civil Services 

Mani Ram Aggarwal’a 
450.00 Quantitative Aptitude 

An Advanced Approach to Data 

125.00 

General Knowledge Digest and Interpretation 45.00 

General Stixiies 200.00 Arithmetic (Subjective and 

Objective for Competitive Exam.) 100.00 
LANGUAGE 

A.N. Kapur Re. 

Objective Arithmetic 120.00 

R.S. Agganval 
Mathematics for C.D.S. Entrance 
Examination 135.00 
Mathematics for N.D.A Entrance 
Examination 135.00 
R.S. Agganval & Deepak Agganval 
Mathematics for M.C.A Entrance 

Examination 125.00 

REFERENCE BOOKS 
Vishnoo Bhagwan & VIdya Bhuaan R«. 
Indian Administration 120.00 

A Textbook of Public Administration 120.00 

S Chand's Dictionary of English & Hindi 

Usage and Technical Terminology for 

Competitive Examinations 80.00 

General English for Competitions 150.00 

anvm ar diftw snrsiR 
tftjFtM 81*1 Hi 120.00 

R.S. Aggarwal & Monika Aggarwal 
Obiective General English 175.00 

T. Saran 
Precis Writing and Drafting 50.00 

’ttHTT 40.(X) 

REASONING 
R.S. Agganval Ra. 
Advanced Non Verbal Reavniing for 
Bank Recruit Test 65 00 
Advanced Non Verbal Rea-sonuig (Hindi) 70.00 
A Modern Approach to Verbal & Non 
Verbal Reasoning 220.00 
(Also available in two parts) 

Sfffo^o 

*ii8Pr 3nt ?wr Tiftm w,n i lo.oo 

COMPLETE GUIDES 
K.L. Kumar Rs. 
Your Iritervidw 95.00 

G.D Maheshwarl 
A Complete Guide to Career Planrmig 75 00 

R.S. Aggarwal & Deepak Aggarwal 
A Comprehensive Guide for M.C A 
Entrance Examination 165 00 
A Complete Guide for Bank P 0 E'.xam. 150.00 

BOOKS FOR ENGINEERING & MEDICAL ENTRANCE EXAMS 

J.N. Gurtu, R. Kapur, Rs. 
V.B. Rana. A. Kapur 
Numerical Cliemistry 135.00 

J.N. Gurtu. R. Kapur, V.B. Rana 
I.I.T. Chemistry 180.00 

Maheah Jain 
Objective Physics 265.00 

H. Kaur 

Objective Chemistry 325.00 

V. Venkateahwar Rao eti. 

EAMCET Mathematics 275,00 

R. S. Aggarwal Rs. 

l.I.T.-JFJ: Mathematics 225.00 

S. R. Singh 

Obiective Botany 165 00 

Vinay Kumar 

Biology for fYe-Mcdlcal/Pre-Dental 

Entrance Examination 290 00 

P.S. Verma & P.C. Shrivastava 

Obiective Zoology (In Pres.s) 

Plf YSICS FOR IIT-JEE 
And Other Engineering Entrance 

Examinations 

nahesh Jain 
A Book for students preparing* for the Engi¬ 
neering Entrance Examinations of all Indian 
universities and institutes - specially for those 
preparing for IIT-JEE. Also useful for Civil 
Services (Prelim), JRF (U.G.C) and other simi¬ 
lar competitive exams. 

PHYSICS 
I 1>K 

IIT-JEE 

06102 pp. 1762 Rs. 450.00 

S. CHAND & COMPANY LTD. 
RAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110 055. PHONE : 7772080-81-82 Fax; 91 - 11 - 7777446 

Internet: http://www.schand.com: E-Mail; schand@schand.com 

Br,inchrs Bangalore TiGO 001 i^ti; 21.'6(i048, Calcutta-/OO 01 Ph 0()74‘)0. .’/.'iOM; 

041663, Chennai-600 002 Ph: 832,'^026; Guwahati-/Hl 001 Ptv S:-’,.’1 f)‘1: Hyderabad-OOO I'to 

Ph -’Of, 1 1 3'1: Jalandhar-1 •14 OOH, Kochi-66? 035 Pli .361740 Lucknow :6'(! 0 1 6 I'h ?;'..16 1 5, :-’:'6H01 ; 

Mumbai-400 001 f’lr '4)'i();i81, 2610885: Nagpur-440 002 Plr 723901, Patna 80o (lo.i I'li i,71,ibb. 



can become 
an MBA but. 

...not anyone can become an MBA with 
the right credentials, from one of the leading 

management institutes. It isn't merely that tens of 
thousands of young aspirants compete for a few 
hundred very select seats; it's the inescapable 
^ct that your competition consists of the brightest 
students coming out of the country's pre-eminent 
institutions -1 IT for example. They have already 
walked the tightrope of the toughest entrance 
exams in India and thrived in an atmosphere of 
intense rivalry in their classrooms. They have the 

ambition, the attitude and the intellectual 
ammunition to succeed in IIM-CAT, or any other 
MBA entrance exam. 

And yet, most of them wont make it, 
because the seats are so limited. 

In order to break through this barrier you need to 
tackle your competition systematically, 

scientifically and decisively. And this is where 
Brilliant masterminds your strategy. 

Our Postal Course for MBA Entrance puts your 
preparation on the fast track. With exhaustive 
study material. 120 Sectional Tests focused on 
strengthening your reading comprehension, 
verbal ability and problem solving skills. 
38 Comprehensive Model Tests (26'CAT, 
3-XLRI, 2 each on FMS, BIM.*GMAT, 1-MAT, 
1-liFT, 1-IRMA) and 3 Self-Administered Mock 
Tests to hone your speed and precision. 
A National level Final Rehearsal Test under strict 
exam conditions to get you ready for the actual 
event. Finally, first hand training for Interview and 
Group Discussion, conducted in 4 metros. 

A complete preparatory course that packs all 
the power you need to outperform the 
competition and make it into one of the top 
management schools. 

Admission open for 

Starting with IIM-CAT ^9 

Despatch now on. Write ior free prospectus. 

Lli 
TORIAL 

P-O. Box 4996-CS, 12, Masilamani Street. T. Nagar, Chennai 600 017 Ph: 4342099,4343308,4341788. Fax; 4343829 

TARGET'MBA towards MBA Entrance 2001 starting with CAT 2000 
For students who'll be entering the pre-finat year of college this year. Despatch now on. 



GRADUATES - HERE IS YOUR GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY - 

:t^BANK P.O. RECRUITMENT 
We can help you to becbme a BANK P. 0. 

Banking: ^ 

A Rewarding Career a 
Srarly HUM) Prohationary Offivers 9^ 
arr recruited every year hy Hanks ^ 
in India. This avenue of direct 
recruitment os Probationary tlffieers in 
Banks offers a promismn career for 
hrinht young people today. .Any 
graduate between 21 and 2S years ran 
apply for the post. The job brings a 
handsome remuneration, security of 
service and job satisfaction. The work 

Our Professional 
Commitment: 
W r coach in regular 
t'ourses in Maharashtra, (ioa, 
Karnataka, T.\ . Andhra Pradesh, 
hcrala. Hihor. t /*. and b\ PttSTAI. 
Tl 'TTIO\ throughout India for 
objective and dc.i riptive tests of PO 
exams. .All subjci ts • (I) Reasoning 
(verbal, logical, non-verbal! 
(2) Quantitative .Aptitude 
(.1) (ienera! ,\ wareness and Current 

cotaenl is rich and varied Ioday, in our .Mate- \ ^ Ixinguage 
sector Banks, our socuil meals find a dynamic .i'. . • 

u-...L!-.L. ,1._..nv., ;i.„ (S) Oescriptive tests comprising expression. Bank jabs, therefore offer the .V ..j"" 
opportunity and the challenge to participate in '^•••"prehension, analysis and 
shaping our nation s future. .And since expression of vi, ws on a given 
liberalisation of the Indian economy in "f'' '"'ered e.yhaustivrl\. 

Hankinf^ industry kas eomr face-tn^Jace laitard prarth r hooks on ail 
with multi-dimensional challenges and subjects rovcrinv thousands of typical 
opportunities. The new goals .set for the "••d actun f • •l^•o lui >lion\ arc supplied 
Banking Industry demand high quality m the Ceuru. /•((■. hooks an-not 
personnel with strong capabilities for sold to others. "TUT. CtU'RST I.S 
shouldering a broad-spectrum of critical I 'PMTTD MONTH ATTER 
responsibilities. MONTH. ” Tree interview coaching 

Kotorltetn tin •' <•> "W cundidates h ho emerge 
aeietmm on su.cissfulmthi written lesls. 

CoZe^vfLmsf '« 
When vacancies of Probationary ^pPCIQIlSdllOn, 

Officers are declared at intervals of National School of 
almost every three months by one Bank Banking, hcadguancred m ^ 
or another, large numbers apply for .Mumbai, was founded 
them and appear far the intensely twenty viars ago as a specialised 
competitive exams based on general institute providing coaching mainly 
intelligence tests. Standards of j„r RANK RECRl 'TTMENT 
evaluation arc most rigorous and - ofPOs and ofl'lerks. It 
impartiaL 7he percentage of success ls i,„„ grown rapully and is now the 
lower than (LA'i. Therefore, every single largest pre-recruitment 
additional mark that you ran get Training Institute in the country, 
becomes important. /I provenly (Juf continuous research and ongoing 
competent, sperialLscd and thorough y/«i/v of objective and descriptive 
coaching becomes a Ml'.S'l. exam question papers and patterns have 

contributed to our present 
_ ^ prr-rminence as the ('ENTR.AI. 

iVT W IJ /A S’/// f '//•; TOR BANK 
JI3 RECRl ITMENT TRAINING. 

.4 computer network is used to prepare 
study materials in (ieneral.Awareness. 

During the last 20 years, we have helped over 60000 
in Banks as Probationary Officers and Clerks. We 

Success Earned 
is Success Deserved: 
Our offices are located in Maharashtra, 
(ioa, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Andhra 
Pradesh, Kerala, Bihar, I'.P. and 
Rojiislhan but our successes have been 
noted across the country. Help and 
recognition have come from everywhere 
and in abundance. Test after test, 
literally hundreds of our students join 
the IV Nationalised Banks, .State Bank, 
.Associate Banks, TIC, (HC. ECfiCas 
Officers. The subjects, syllabus, pattern 
of tests and examining body (IBPS) for 
all these e.yams are same. Naturally,-we 
haice single common B.ANK 
REt Rl li'.Mf \T PROBA TIONARY 
OTTK TR (HRPO) (OCRSE for all 
till se I yams Suerrys-orirnted students 
joi’i till ( oursi well in odvance of the 
test and heiiejit by our step-by-step and 
exhau.stive coaching. Admissions are 
open round the year and are 
given on first-come-firsi served basis, 
lOIN \m\ .S.\n PREPARE TOR A 
RK H A Mi RTW.ARIil.M! CAREER, 
lor details of our special HRPO 
< ’0( 'RSE, please contact personally or 
write today with Rs. 10/- P.O./M.O. to : 
The Hircctor. i 'orrespoudence Courses, 

National 
School of 
Banking /lead Ofjiir 

tiiJiiiu r.tiueutttui Stnipfv (‘umpui 
t iiHt\ Hahrtkar Mur^. 

Off imkUtliv Htuni >, 
Daikttr. Mumhiti« 

HRA.\rni\\~/ VnoSH SO\^ Dadar*44i6Zno. 
44(i99iH, rort‘2ft464/6, 2*t464A6, airgaiim»36959M 
rhanfU2im, Afulhtrk B0nvU-HnM2tkl>umkMk 
(91U47S727, Rune-.m6lS, \222U, Kolhnpmr' 
S2Mil6, Na^ur’^294BH, Akpkt, Aur9hgd^^"2$jilti^ 
Sastk-$7494l, SangH, Margane7.\2M2, Btlgmum. 
nvJpnihaJ>l2f024A, A20JtUS, Mji»fwaJm'47SM72. 
Vi\tikhapatnam»S4l62M, Virupali*27SJ2» Patna- 
2U727. Eutknnw.WSOS. Kafipari Allahahad 
JdipureJMIM^I. Bangal0revSS91477, Ckannai- 
434Ji29, Mut/arat, Cafkin»stBiS4st 
Thiru¥anthapuramv462ii4. Fax . (022i 4448292. 
K-mait: rklnakuriflgiashmOl.vsnl.Het.m 

students to secure Jobs 
can definitely help you. 

THE ENTIRE P.O.COURSE IS AVAILABLE IN LARGE 
DESPATCH WITHIN ONE WEEK TO HELP YOU PREPARE 
FOR 380 P.O. VACANCIES IN CANARA, CORPORATION, VUAYA 
AND DENA BANK - REMIT Rs.2500/- TO OUR H.O.i 
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DHILLON 
GROUP CIVILSERVICESPRELIMINARYEXAM 

DGP SUCCESS 
V GENERAL STUDIES > 

SuecM* Mormon** for emadatM appumg In Cantnl Civil 
Sorvfe**, Sfaf* Chll S*rv/*** a othar Eaama. Prlnuff9y prtpand tor 

GanaralSMIaa, lha hooka ara hatful for optional au^ls also, 
(taeommandad lor thorough grinding and high acoring. 

SUCCESS 
PLUS 

BOOKS 

DGP Books for OPTIONAL SUBaECTS 

I 1. U.P.SbC. Civil Services Preliminary Examinalion 
QENEIUL STUDIES SOLVED PAPERS (198S-199B) Ri. 95 

• Halps you to know the standard & type of questions set in the 
exam. • Serves as ideal practice papers before you actually tace 
the exam • Acts as an eye-opener and helps you judge the 
Standard of Objective Questions given in various books. 

2. QUESTION BANK-QENERAL SCIENCE Rl. 180 
• SYNOPSIS I e. Short Study Material •Science Quiz containing 
1000Short-Answer Questions* All Basle Scientific Lews, Principles 
& Concepts explained • 3500 Ob|ectlve Multiple Choice Questions 
(Oueetlona tmm PREVIOUS YEARS' PAPERS incorporated). 

3. QUESTION BANK-OEOGRAPHY-Worid A Imia RsISO 
• SYNOPSIS Le. study Material covering Astronomical. Physical, Human. 
Economic Geography, Phytogeography. Zoogeography (World & 
Indalwilhnelevanidata.diagrams.chaits&maps •GeographyQuiz— 
contains500 Short-Answer Questions • Glossary—-explains Basic 
Concepts. *2500 Obiectlve Multiple Choice Queatlons— 
(Questions from Previous Years' Papers incorporated) 

4. QUESTION BANK-INDIAN HISTORY Rs. 150 
• Model Pepers—Queetkme from Previoua Years' Paper* included 
• Synopsis • 300 Short-Anawsr Queatlons • 2500 Ob)ectlve 
Multiple Choice Questions • Maps, Reference Chart* etc. 

S. QUESTION BANK-INDIAN POLITY Rs. 150 
CONSTITUTION OF INDIA 

• Model Papers—Questions from Previous Years' Papers 
Incorporated • Synopsis • Short-Answer Questions • 2000 
Ob|*ctlv* Multiple Choice Question* • Glossary of Imjxcrtant 
terms 

6. QUESTION BANK-INDIAN ECONOMY Rs. 120 
• Model Papers-Questions from Previous Years' Papers 
Included •Synopsis • Short-Answer Questions *1500 
Objectiva Multiple Choice Questions • Glossary of Important 
terms • Review of latest Economic Scene 

7. QUESTION BANK-GENERAL MENTAL ABILITY R& 120 
• Detailed Study Material with Solved Examples A explanations 
covering Reasming (Logical, Verbal A Non-Verbal), Data 
Interpretation, Numerical Ability, Graphs, Tabulation, Mensuration. 
Basie Applied Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry A Statistics 
• Ob|ecllv* Multiple Choice Questions (Books No. 1-7) Rs. 995 
Packing A Postage Charges for Success Pack Rs. 15 

_Total Rs. 1010 
Ick up any book published by us Priced upio 

Rs. 100/- and we will send It FRtE with our G.S. 
Success Pack (Rs. 1010/-). However, if you want a 
book/books priced above Rs. 100/- please add the 
balance amount only. 
Note: The above books are available separately also. 

* Plaaaa ramk lha Full amount (Priea ot daaind book/booka plus 
Ha. 10 lor on* book and Rs. IS for two or mors books lor packing 
and postal^) by U.OMank Draft. 

‘ Books will ba aant by Ragd. Book Post only. No VPP orders. 
• WrHa Name i Full Address on U.O. Coupon in CAPITAL LET'ERS 

COMPLETE COURSE 
Y8 

• Model Papers incorporating QueslionB 
from PREVIOUS YEARS PAPERS • Study 
Material • 2500 Objective Questions 

iifffffi:narriii 

1 

y 

COMPLETE COURSE 
CHEMISTRY 

• Three Model Papers incorporating 
Questions from PREVIOUS YEARS 
PAPERS • Study Material e 37S Short- 
Answer Questions e Overt700Objective 
Questions Pages Vlil e 4351 Price Rs. 2001 

COMPLETE COURSE 
ZOOLOGY 
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LEADERS 

"Powerless" India : Let There 
Be Light I 

Qod uld : ‘Let there be li^t. And there 
was light.* The DVB (Odhl \Adyut Board) said, 
*Let there be light* and there was total 
riarfcngiui. And the DVB does not know vdien 
It will lift Its veil of darkness. Luckily, the 
DVB Is In good company with similar sluggish 
State Electricity Boards In spreading darkness 
across the country by virtue of rampant 
Inefflciency. power leakage, power theft, 
corruption and total unaccountablllty. All the 
claims by the Delhi Government and the 
Centre notwithstanding, with the passage of 
every year, the Capital of India, instead of 
surging forward In the era of ^obalisatlon. is 
steadily sliding back Into the “Dark Age*. 

.Millions of citizens have resigned themselves 
▼ic the ordeal of a miserable life without the 

basic minimum power required to survive : 
students cannot study for hours together In candlelight, 
emergency operations cannot be conducted In hospitals 
for want of power; water supply to citizens comes to a 
grinding halt when the pumping station stops functioning 
and crime stalks the streets to strike the unwary under 
cover of darkness. The hapless people sweat it out at 
home and in the offices and hundreds upon thousands of 
generators are run by shopkeepers to keep their business 
going. But none of these things seems to bother either the 
staff or management of DVB; from the point of 
irresponsibility and unaccountably no SEB can beat the 
DVB. Any time is gay time for load shedding: winter or 
summer, spring or autumn, i.e.. 365 days in a year. tThank 
God, He has provided only 365 days in a year and 24 
hours in a dayl) Power cut could be for one hour, ten 

4 hours, day or night, and could last for days together as 
in some of the trans-Yamuna colonies where exasperated 
citizens, in the face of a callous DVB and an irresponsive 
government, have often resorted to msta roko agitations 
and even manhandling of the local DVB staff at .the 
complaint centre. 

One must extol the virtues of patience of the Delhi 
citizen and citizens of India for putting up with the 
callousness, corruption, inefficiency and arrogance of 
those employed by the Government to provide a basic 
need such as electricity paid for by the consumers. To 
a large extent, the so-called power shortage is purely 
man-made and the blame should be laid as much on 
the door of the State Electricity Boards as on the State 
Governments and the Central Government, who have 
been a party to the chronic problems of overstaffing, 
wastage, pilferage, corruption and who have all along 
failed to take both short-term and long-tenn steps to tacMe 

g the growing needs of power Inevitable with a growing 
jP population. Industrialisation, agricultural production and 

aver-increasing demands In the wake of greater 
investment—internal and external—on the morrow of 
globalisation. 

While dedicating to the nation the first 115>mw unit of 
the Kaystnkulam Combined Cycle Power Project in Kerala 
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on January 17. 1999. Prime Minister. Mr. Atal 
Beharl Vajpayee, himself admitted that the 
SEBs were losing more than Rs. 6,000 crore 
every year, with ‘excessive cross¬ 
subsidisation, poor economic efficiency, poor 
maintenance of network and poor collection 
of revenue*, corroding the financial health of 
every SEB. 

Reverting to Delhi, the Union Territory is 
notorious for power theft committed tty both 
the rich and the poor—the farmhouses of the 
rich and industries and commercial houses in 
non-conforming areas as well as the scattered 
slum clusters—in direct collusion with DVB 
officials who make hay while 'darkness' 
deepens in home and establishments that pay 
their dues to DVB periodically. Many In the 
Capital might have forgotten an ironic incident 

in Delhi a few years ago when there was a riot between 
the residents of a Government colony clashing with 
the police and residents of an adjacent Jhuggi-Jhonpri 
colony over the then DESU imposing a prolonged 
power-cut on the colony and letting the illegal slum 
settlement enjoy 'free' electricity at the cost of 
consumers of DESU. 

Towards the end of January 1999 at least two 
governments—Delhi and Uttar Pradesh—announced 
restructuring o^ their DVB and UP State Electricity Board 
(UPSEBl to give a better deal to their consumers. The 
Delhi Government armounced that DVB would be split 
and that they would form separate companies for 
generation, transmission and distribution of power and 
set up an independent electricity regulatory commission. 
On the generation front, the Government proposes to 
attract fresh investments in both the private sector and 
the Joint sector under the BOT. Any project that would 
give the woebegone citizens of Delhi assured minimum 
supply of power is most welcome Just because, though 
the install^ capacity of DVB is 694 mw, what is available 
is Just half of this capacity while the peak demand this 
summer is going to be 2.700 mw and the requirements by 
2002 in the vicinity of 3,500 mw. On January 27. 1999. 
the UP Government took a decisive step towards 
privatisation of the power sector, particularly in respect of 
UP State Electricity Board. The State Government proposes 
to set up separate corporations for transmission and 
distribution, and for thermal and hydel units. UP is In the 
grip of a severe power shortage and. according to the 
State Energy Minister, the State needs a whopping 
Rs. 69,000 crore to revamp the entire power system and 
augment its generating capacity. The Minister says that 
UPSEB has become a white elephant, having accumulated 
losses of Rs. 7.000 crore and a cash liability of Rs. 4.200 
crore. Despite an installed capacity of 5.886 mw, there is 
a shortage of 1500 mw in UP during peak hours: the 
State's per capita consumption of 204 units per year la 
the lowest compared to oiher States and the national 
average of 319 units per year. 



There Is no getting away from the much-needed power 
reforma that could be achieved only through prtvatlsaUoit 
and corporatisation. Orissa. Haryana and the cities of 
Mumbai and Calcutta have already shown the way. 
Orissa has been able to reduce its transmission and 
distribution (T & D) losses by 10 per cent after its SEB 
was corporatised. Yet another State to go in for 
corporatisation of power was Andhra Pradesh that 
replaced the State Electricity Board (APSEB) with two 

corporations—^AP Cenco and AP TTansco (for generation 
and transmission) on February 1. 1999. While India's 
TAD losses are 20 per cent, it is Just 10 per cent in the 

rest of the world. 
If India is to progress on different fronts and has to 

catch up with the rest of the worid. it has to build a sc^ 
and h«^thy Infrastructure, and.a key element to the 
infrastructure is power. Moat of the ‘foreign investors eager 
to invest in India develop cold feet at the bleak power 
scenario in the country. The India Infrastructure Report 
estimates that India needs to install 111,500 mw in the 
next 10 years at a cost of Rs. 6.24,400 crore. Can we 
achieve this target ? We cannot if we choose to remain 
stuck in the old grooves of sloth, delay, corruption, power 
theft and bureaucratic bungling. We can if we privatise 
and corporatise, trim the bureaucratic flab, cut down dday 
on every project cuid blend high will power with the success 
of every project. There are no options to strong will and 
hard work. U 

Never Bank On Our Banks 
A million bank employees across the 

country struck work on January 12. 
1999 and have threatened to go again 
on an indefinite strike from March 17, 
1999 over the issue of a higher pay 
packet. They have expressed their 
displeasure over the “inflexible 
approach’ of the Indian Banks' 
Association regarding their demand for 
an expeditious negotiated wage 
settlement and recruitments. The bank 
unions have also demanded that all 
vacancies must be filled in and 
adequate recruitments Immediately 
made to relieve the employees of their 
excessive workload. 

Whatever be the excuse or 
Justification, the employees of banks 
have resorted to all techniques of stoppage of work any 
number of times in the past, holding the entire economy 
to ransom and putting the customers to maximum 
hardship for days together. Neither the Government of 
India nor the Ministry of Finance, ever willing to succumb 
to the blackmail of striking employees, asking for a bigger 
cake without a corresponding obligation to provide a 
greater quality of service in due proportion to the financial 
hike asked for, has bothered to compensate the much 
harassed customers for tlie untold hardships caused by 
strikes by the bank employees. 

A major question that the Government and the 
bureaucracy in general, and the bank employees in 
particular, have to ask themselves is whether the 
employees have ever bothered to match their performance 
and output with the greater outlay the Government 
provides for their ‘opulent style of living’. That neither 
the government nor the trade unions are Interested in 
quality, performance and accountability of its employees 
has been already shown by the cavalier way the 
recommendations of the Fifth Pay Commission in regard 
to dovetailing performance with hike in pay was treated 
by the United Front Government. In the monolithic 
structttre called btireaucracy in India or m respect of 
emplctyees in the banks or the white elephants called 
PSUs, one gets one's salaiy or Increments, holidays and 
all perks whether one works or not. The efUcient few are 
clubbed together with the dullards who cmistitute the 
majority; the one who shirks work is never punished and 
one with an outstanding performance is seldom rewarded; 
rather he is pulled down by the majority out of the 
pervasive fear that his solitary example might undermine 
the ivory tower of Indolence in which the majority wallow, 
accountable to none. 

A former Governor of the Reserve Bank of India. 
Mr. S. Venkataramanan has described the public sector 

banks as government’s non-performing 
assets (NPAs), spawning Rs. 40,000 
crore of seemin^y irrecoverable loans. 
According to him, the overall profits of 
public sector banks are negative and 

that no respectable banker would 
accept a negative 0.07 per cent return 

on assets. Low rates of return of 
many public sector banks, coupled 
with heavy losses of a few. account 
for this situation. According to 
Mr. Venkataramanan. total NPAs of the 
Indian banking system hold a world 
record. The 1997 survey of the Bank 

of International Settlements (BIS) shows 
that India's NPAs as a percentage of 
total loans is 17.3 as compared to 

USA's 1.1 per cent, Japan's 3.3 per cent. Malaysia's 3.9 
per cent and Korea's 0.8 pier cent. 

Reacting to th^ shabby pierformance of these banks, the 
Government is £ontempIatlng the establishment of 
restructuring committees or mergers to revive these 
moribund aberrations. If all these resuscitation attempts 
fall, the Government will take off the oxygen mask and let 
them take the last breath without much fanfare. 

According to the Indian Banks' Association. “A large 
staff has restrained the banks' ability to give on offer of 
a substantial hike in the wages.’ IBA says that “the public 
sector banks have a large workforce. If we examine the 
percentage of establishment expenses to operating 
expienses of public sector banks, this works out to 73.11 
per cent as compared to 67.36 per cent for all banks In 
1997-98.’ Added to this, with the ongoing computerisation 
in banks, there have been surpluses especially in metro 
and urban centres where it has not been possible to deploy 
the surplus manpower effectively while there are acute 
shortages in rural and semi-urban areas. 

Wlien the then Prime Minister Indira Gandhi nationalised 
many of India's banks in 1969. she would have never 
dreamt that both the unaccountable management and 
the inefficient large workforce would, in just a few decades, 
nullify the noble motives of nationalisation. The so-called 
nationalisation provided the employees full proof security 
at the cost of efficiency and brtter pierformance of the 
banks. It is beyond the ken of one's comprehenMon that 
when several foreign banks are making brisk business 
and earning huge profits, why our baiiks are faring so 
badly. 

Banks are yet another sector whoe the rot has already 
set In. The Indian taxpayer wouldn't like the piowers that 
be to provide crutches to banks that cannot stand on 
their own. having wasted all the funds to make them 
healthy. Privatise or perish I □ 
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ATTENTION ALL MBA ASPIRANTS 

IIVIS now has a completely Revamped Orientation 
Course to give you a Head Start in the race for 

3 AT December - 99 
For the 6 IIMs, and MDI, MICA, IMDR, T.A. 
PAI. Tests of XLRI, XIM, IRMA, IIFT, S.R JAIN, 
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• Personal Attention : Expert counselling and guidance 
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that competitive edge. 

Classroom Coaching available in Delhi, Bangalore, Chennai & 
Mumbai Admission for CAT-99 Correspondence course also open. 

FOR BANGALORE ContactMs Monica Deshpande 
S-204, Manipal Centre, South Block, Dickenson Rd, 
Bangalore -5.60 042. Tel. No.: (080) 5588101 Extn. - 3204 

FOR CHENNAI ContactMr. Amit Saboo 
Office No. 7,1st Floor, Sindur Plaza, 42, Montieth Road, Egmore, 
Chennai-600008. Tel. No.: (044) 8569262. 8569263.8549763 
Fax : 8569264 

For Course Prospectus contact or write with an M.O. 
or D.D. of Rs. 20/- to :- 

HEAD OFFICE 

INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT STUDIES 
1/45, Tardeo A.C. Market Building, 1 ardeo, Mumbai-400 034. 
Tel: 4951300,4954637,4953439,4942855 Fax: 022-4931584 
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There is nothing called permanent enmity blood created by self-destructive political 
Mr biendship; bitter foes can turn frienck games. Even Mr. Vajpayee's simple gesture 
nremlght and fast friendship could sour into that he was keen to go to Lahore making 
.mouldering malice. Just as a single use of the bus service to be started between 
andlellght can dissipate the darkness of the Indian capital and Lahore has brought 
-ears in a split second, ^mingly simple about winds of change in the subcontinent, 
gestures can help Aaw bitterness between u showed that the Prime Minister, while 
ndividuals and nations. Nothing could have asserting his right to strengdien his country 
>een a better godsend than cricket for India letting it go nuclear in May last was equally 
,nd Pakistan to forget for a whUe all the p^pared to forget all the bitter past and 
rritants that cleaved a p^ple who Uved ^pen a new chapter with his country's 
ogether for centuries before freedom at neighbour. 
nidmght m August 1947. i"' ...'.. —.■■■—....-■■■■■ 

The Prime Minister's iron resolution that Global Elimination Of 
he Test series will take place in India, 
l^pite Shiv Sena's antics at thwarting it at NUClCaf iAf6apOn8 
.11 costs cheered up not only the cricket ——I 
overs in both the countries, but also conformity with India's known stand 
irovided a healing balm to the bilateral ties “n nuclear disarmament, the Defence 
■he nulling spectators m Chennai gave a Minister, Mr. George Fernandes has called 
landing ovation to the victorious Pakistani what he termed as global and total 
earn even though India lost the first Test elimination of nuclear weapons. Nuclem 
>y a whisker. So carried away by the magic weapons states should also commit 
if cricket that there were rumours diat the themselves to no-Erst-use. There is an urgent 
’akistani Prime Minister was keen to come need to sincerely address these two aspects, 
o India to see both the teams play. The He was delivering the inaugural address 
Toivning glory came on Sunday the 7th at the two-day international conference on 
February, 1999 when Anil Kumble created 'Asian Security in the 21st Century' 
ustnry with his 10-wicket-haul sending organised by the Defence Ministry and the 
’akistan crashing to a 212 run defeat on the Institute for Defence Studies and Analysis 
ourth day of the second Test match in New (IDSA) on January 27,1999. Former Def^e 

Minister, Mr. K.C. 
Pant, who presided 
over the conference, 
referred particularly 
to the emerging 
situation in the post- 
cold war world and 
disintegration of ttte 
Soviet Union. He 
also referred to the 
iiKreasing instances 
of low intensity 
conflicts and pre¬ 
dominance of 
economic issues, and 
urged inteivnaticmal 
cooperation to 
combat drug tra¬ 
fficking and narco- 
terrorism. 

Mr. George 
Fernandes stressed 
the need to discuss 

On the field to hug the ace bowler 
he Pakistani skipper Wasim Akram 
I other team mates in a sur^g wave 
ittaneltj'. 
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resolve 

Giving reasons that the next century %viu be 
the Aslan Century, he told the 
representatives attending from about 30 

countries, "This is where the world's major 
socio-economic changes are taking place, 
and this is where five out of six centres of 
power and capability—the USA, Japan. 
China, India, EU and Russia—are located." 

India, he said, believed duit a cooperative 
approach to peace and security is ihe cmly 
viable means of achieving an Asia wrifiiout 
war and conflict. The five principles of 
intembtional relations enumerated in the 
Panchsheel Agreement of 1954 and the 
UN Charter contain the basis for such 
cooperative peace and security. 

He reminded the gathering of the Wbrld 
Court's verdict of 1994 to move eneigeticaliy 
towards global and total abolition of nuclear 
wcapens, and fiicre exists an obligation to 
negotiate and conclude such an agreement 
In November 1998, India had moved a 
resolution in the United Nations to ban file 
use and threat of u.>e of nuclear weapons. 
Unfortunately, other nuclear weapons stales 
and many so-called non-nuclear weapons 
states, ptotel;ted by nuclear weapons, voted 
against the resolution. 

Secondly, to ensure stabiUly and reduce 
the risk of accident and miscalculation, it is 
vital that the nuclear doctrine of various 
countries is harmonised with the concept of 
cooperative security. This would necessitate 
commitment to no-first-use of such 
weapons, and nuclear postures in 
consonance with them. China and India 
have already pledged themselves not to be 
the first to use nuclear weapons. 

The most striking challenge confronting 
the policy makers in Asia and beyond is the 
fundamental uncertainty prevailing in file 
strategic, economic and military dimensiana, 
said Mr. Fernandes. 

Indo-US Talks 

The eighth round of Indo-US talks began 
on a positive note on January 29,1999 with 
US President, Mr. Bill Clinton having a 
telephonic conversation with the Prime 
Minuter, Mr. Atal Bchari Vajpayee. The two 
leaders expressed optimism at the overall 
outcome of the on going talks. 

The US Deputy Secretary of State, 
Mr. Strobe Talbott and India's External 
Affairs Minister, Mr. JaswanI Singh, who 
earlier held marathon discussions have 
agreed to harmonise their security 
perspectives and committing fiiemselves to 
stepping up this process. 

The ke>' issues that came up for discussion 
were : India's resolve to maintain a 
minimum credible nuctear deterrent or 
defence posture, the US stress on 
the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) 
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and questions relating to missile 
development. 

A joint statement, issued at the end of 
the three-day meeting between the External 
Affairs Minister and US Deputy Secretary 
of State, has expressed satisfaction at the 
outcome and pointedly mentioned the 
shared view of the two sides to lay the 
foundation for a new, broad-based 
relationship that has eluded the two sides 
tot the past. 

The scope of the dialogue on security, 
disarmament and non-proliferation, to use 
the official description, has of late narrowed 
down to four su^ects : (i) the US stress on 
the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty; 
(ii) India's plan for a minimum but credible 
nuclear deterrent, or its defence posture; 
(iii) control on the export of nuclear 
material; and (iv) cut-off in the production 
of fissile material. 

Regarding India's stand on its defence 
posture, the Prime Minister, Mr. Atal Behari 
Vajpayee had already explained it in 
Dei^ber last year ; "CXir talks (with the 
US) are based on the fundamental premL<« 
that India will define its own security 
requirements, for its nuclear deterrent, on 
its own assessment of the secuiity 
environment. The US and other interlocutors 
are interested in understanding our positions 
and policies better." 

Interestingly, India has agreed to sign the 
CTBT before ^ptember 1999, provided the 
stringent .ainctions imposed on it are lifted. 
The US State Department spokesman, 
Mr. James Rubin said the Indo-US talks are 
"productive and generated new momentum, 
liiere is some encouragement on the part 
of our negotiators". 

US Refuses To Mediate 
In Jammu & Kashmir 

There has been a perceptible change in 
the United States' approach towards Jammu 
& Kashmir. It refu8«l to share Pakistan's 
demand for its mediation in the Kashmir 
issue without India's concurreAce. 

The Eleputy Secretary of State, Mr. Strobe 
'Ulbott made it clear that Washington is not 
in a position to act as a "mediator or broker" 
unless it is asked by both parties. India has 
been consistently opposing any third-party 
mediation in the bilateral issue. Mr. Talbott 
was delivering a speech in the Institute of 
Strategic Studies (ISS) in Islamabad. "The 
US expressed its strong support for the 
currmt talks between Pakistan and India 
ifwrluding on Kashmir." 

Outlining the key 
US goals in the 
region following 
nuclear tests by 
India and Pakistan, 
Me Talbott said that 
Washington would 
regard any 
agreement on a 
credible nuclear 
deterrence between 
the two neighbours 
as a "progress in the 
right direction" 
towards global 
nuclear non¬ 
proliferation." It is 
Important for the 
two states to define 
conceptually and 
operationally 

credible minimum nuclear deterrence in 
ways that are recognised by each other and 
the world as such," Mr. Talbott said. 

According to Mr. Talbott improving ties 
between Pakistan and India and helping 
resolve the Kashmir issue was no less 
important to the USA. 

Second Generation 
_Reforms_ 

In a move to include the common people 
in the reforms process, the Goverrunent has 
proclaimed its intention of carrying out 
what it termed as "second generation 
reforms" from the forthcoming budget, 
1998-99. The Finance Ministen Mr. Yashwant 
Sinha said on January 19, 1999 that he did 
not want the common people to feel that 
they have been delinked from the budget. 

The second generation reforms cannot be 
started without the first generation reforms 
being completed which are ; deregulaticm 
of the market, reforms in the tax system, 
controlling inflation and reducing the fiscal 
deffeit. Of these, fiscal reduction has proved 
to be most important for all reforming 
countries around the world. It should be 
conceded unambiguously that neither 
Dr. Manmohan Singh nor Mr. P. 
Chidambaram succeeded in reducing the 
fiscal deficit and the current Finance 
Minister; keeping his predecessors' job in 
mind, should target it first. It would be 
preposterous to harp on the second 
generation reforms without completing the 
finanaal sector reforms or the public sector 
reforms. 

The Finance Minister chacacteristically 
remarked that the hands of the Government 
are tied. It cannot, for example, cut any of 
tile major subsidies from its expenditure 
budget. Likewise, the Public Distribution 
System (PDS) has benefited the urban 
middle class instead of the urban poor, and 
fertiliser subsidies have gone more to the 
lidt tiian to the poor farmers. It is no secret 
that the marmer in whidi subsidies are being 
offered have caused a drain on the 
exchequer, yet in the forthcoming budget 
they will be maintained in as big a 
proportion (around 12 per cent) of tile total 
government expenditure as before. 

Yet, there are other important areas like 
health, education, women and child welfare 
and environment which have beeh assigned 
a "left-over" status. But these are precisely 
the areas that Nobel Laureate, Prof. Amartya 
Sen wanted the Government to be active in 
and it has to be seen how well the 
Government works upon them. 

There is hardly any doubt that the signals 
for the market will come from the budget 
because if it is truly a reformist budget—a 
hope that the Government is trying to 
project—the recovery of the econom’y will 
be quicker because it will boost business 
expiations. 

State Funding Of Elections 

The report of all-party Committee on State 
Funding of Elections has justified State 
funding of elections, saying it is legal, 
constitutional and in public interest. The 
eight-member Committee, set up in May 22, 
1998 under the Chairmanship of the former 
Union Home Minister, Mr. Indrajit Gupta, 
submitted its report to the Union Home 
Minister, Mr. LK. Advani on January 14, 
1999. Mr. Advani said : "This is a unanimous 
report and it should be possible to legislate 
on the basis of this report." 

Mr. Gupta was of the opinion that, to 
strengthen the democratic roots, th^ 
Government should help in the Stafe 
funding of elections. He added : "It will 
also help in removing corruption and black 
money and other malpractices from 
elections." 

The Committee suggested creatiem of a 
separate election fund for meeting the 
expenses on State funding of elections. "To 
begin with, the Central Government may 
contribute Rs. 6(X) crore annually, at the rate 
of Rs. 10 per elector for the total electrorate 
of sixty crore in the country, towards tiie 
corpus of the fund. The State Governments 
may also contribute proportionately a 
matching amount of Rs. 600 crore annually 
in accordance with the present financial 
arrangement between the Centre and the 
States whereby all capital expenses oil 
election items are shared by them on 50;5(| 
basis," the report said. 

Significantly, the Committee felt ttuit all 
political parties should compulsorily submit 
their annual accounts regularly to the 
Income-Tkx authorities, showing all details 

US Deputy Secretary of State Strobe Thtbott meeting with Jaswant 
Singh, External Affairs Minister at Hyderabad House during the 
eighth round of Indo-US talks in New Delhi on January 29, 1999 
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of their receipts and expenditure. It 
recommended ^t State-funding should not 
be provided to any party or its candidates 
if the party had faiM to submit its annual 
returns. For transparency in part>' accounts, 
all donations received by political parties 
above Rs. 10,000 should be accepted only 
through cheques or bank drafts. 

To curb the mounting election expenses 
of parties and candidates and ostentatious 
show of money power by them, it favoured 
placing of reasonable restrictions on them 
by law in display of cut-outs or vehicles 
and holding of public meetings. 

As a first step hiwards State funding of 
elections, the Committee has suggested the 
grant of a number of facilities, such as the 
allotment of the rent-free telephone to the 
recognised National and State parties, 
suffident free air time on Doordarshan and 
AIR, including the provision for such 
benefits through other private channels, 
including cable operators, specified quantity 
of petrol or diesel, paper for the printing of 
election literature, postage stamps, five 
copies of the electoral rolls for each 
constituency besides refreshments and food 
packets for the counting agents. 

The Committee comprised Mr. Somiwth 
Chatterjee, Dr. Manmuhan Singh, 
Mr. Madhukar Sarpotdar. Mr \'ijav Kumar 
Maihotra, Mr. R. Muthiah, Mr. Digvijay 
Singh and Mr. Ram Copal Yadav 

New Chief Ministers In 
Aninachal Pradesh And 
_Maharashtra_ 

There has been a change of guard in 
Arunachal Pradesh with the defeat of Chief 
Minister, Mr. Gegong Apang on the floor of 

Ntw Cfiie/Minister of Arunachal Pradesh 
Mukut Mithi 

the House by a voice vote of 36 to zero. 
Dissident leader, Mr. Mukut Mithi of 
Arunachal Congress (M) was asked to 
form the new government. Mr. Apang ruled 
the State lor 18 long years. 

The t«t-day-old drama which started on 
January 9,1999 wittyninisters belon^ng to 
the Nyshi Ttibe resigning from the Apang 
Ministry, came to an end after the three- 
hour long speech of Mr. Apang in the House 
when the Speaker went in for a voice vote, 
defeating the 28-month old Arunachal 

New Chief Minister of Maharashtra 
Narayan Rone 

Congress Ministry of Mr. Apang. Mr. Mukut 
Mithi was sworn in as the new 
Chief Minister of Arunachal Pradesh by 
the Governor, Mr. Mata Prasad on 
January 19, 1999. 

A product of Agriculture University, 
Jabalpur, Mr. Mithi, 47, stepped into active 
politics after winning a by-election in April 
1983 on a Congress ticket from Roing. 
Mr Mithi was made a Deputy Minister in 
1984. A sports enthusiast and President of 
the State Badminton Association, Mr. Mithi 
was elevated to Cabinet rank in 1987, the 
year when Arunachal Pradesh achieved 
Statehood. He retained the portfolio 
tiU 1990. 

He was given the Home portfolio in 1996 
but was dropped from the ministry 
following sharp differences with the Chief 
Minister in May 1998. 

Mr. Mithi spelt doom for Mr. Apang when 
he broke away from the Anmachal Congress 
to launch his own Aninachal Congress (M) 
on January 10, 1999 after a spate of 
ministerial resignations at the call of 
Nyish Elite Society and All Nyishi Students 
Union. 

Close on the heels of the political 
developments in Arunachal Pradesh, there 
have been changes in Maharashtra too. The 
Shiv Sena Chief, Mr. Bal Thackeray asked 
the Chief Minister, Mr. Manohar Joshi to step 
down and appointed the State's Revenue 
Minister, Mr. Narayan Rane as the Chief 
Minister Mr. Rane, 45, was sworn in as the 
15th Chief Minister of Mahva^tra along 
with 47 Ministers on F4bruaty 1, 19M by 
the Governor, Dr. PG. Alexander. 

The fifth meeting of the Inter-State 
Council, attended by the Prime Minister, 
Mr. Atal Behari Vajpayee, Union Ministers 
and Chief Ministers was held on 
January 22,1999 to hammer out a consensus 
over the "misuse" of Article 356 and other 
emergency provisions in the Indian 
Constitution. The Council resolved to accept 
as many as 124 recommendations made by 
the Sarkaria Commission. 

The Council was hardly able to overcoiAe 
the "diversities in perception" reported by 
the George Fernandes Sub-Committee, 
comprising the Chief Ministers of Andhra 
Pradesh, Orissa, Uttar Pradesh and the 
Finance Minister of Wsst Bengal. 

In his opening remarks, the Prime 
Minister ob.‘«rved that the Chief Minister of 
lAfest Bengal, Mr. Jyoti Basu had written 
to him inviting his "attention to the 
serious controversies that have arisen in the 
coimtry regarding the scope, application of 
Article 355". 

The Home Minister, Mr. I..K. Advani, 
however, turned down West Bengal's 
suggestions and held that the Centre lud a 
constitutional obligation "to keep constant 
vigil monitoring ground realities in the entire 
country very closely" and that the Centnf 
has to "act according to its own perception 
of the situation". 

Meanwhile, both the DMK Government 
in Tamil Nadu and the Akali Dal 
Government in Punjab remained committed 
to the total abrogation of Article 356. 
Rajasthan Chief Minister, Mr. Ashok Gehiot 
wanted steps to be taken to restore the 
original position saying the Bommai Case 
(1994 Supreme Court) had created more 
pioblems than sorted them out. On the other 
hand, many wanted that the Bommai 
judgement itself should be accorded a 
statutory recognition, with detailed advice 
as to how the Centre/Govemor would go 
about determining whether a situation had 
arisen when the State Government could not 
function in accordance with the provisions 
of the Constitutioa ^ 

It was decided to accept the Sarkaria 
Commission's recommeiuiationB in the 
matter. The States also made demands for a 
redefinition of the baais for division of 
financial resources between the Centre and 
the States. □ 
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1 CURRENT AFFAIRS 

1 ne vvoria 
Senate Trial Of Clinton 

The Senate trial of the US President, 
Mr. Bill Clinton, began in the New Year widi 
none knowing when the curtain of the 
bizarre drama would be rung down. As the 
Second Act of the second political drama of 
its kind in American histoiy opened, die hero 
(or the villain ?) of the drama pleaded not 
guilty, denying the impeadunent charges 
agaiasi him by the House of Representatives 
prosecutors who alleged that he had 
orchestrated a broad scheme to obstruct 
justice and hide his affair with Ms. Monica 
Lewinsky. The US President contended that 
the charges should be dismissed because 
they did not meet the constitutional standard 
of high crimes and misdemeanours required 

^or removal from office. Mr. Clinton 
^conceded that ho had indulged in improper 
conduct in the Lewinsky affair, but the 
allegations heaped on him by the House of 
Representatives in this regard did not 
warrant his removal from office. "The 

charges in the articles do not rise to the level 
of high crimes and misdemeanour as 
contemplated by the founding fathers," said 
the 13-page White House Response to the 
Senate's tonnal summons. 

Tire 105-page trial brief prepared by the 
House prosecutors had argued that the case 
was not about sex or private conduct. "It is 
about multiple obslructions of justice, 
pequry, false and misleading statements, and 
witness tampering—all committed or 
orchestrated by the President." 

Prosecutors in the historic impeachment 
Inal, while arguing for Clinton's ouster, 
accused him of putting himself "above the 
law not once, not twice, but repeatedly". 
"What he did was criminal, time and again," 
charged Mr. Sensenbrenner, one of ttw 13 

House of Representatives-appointed 
prosecutors, while the White House 
slammed the charges as "unsubstantiated 
and circumstantial' and termed the 
proceedings as a political campaign to unseat 
a Democrat President. Each of the 13 
prosecutors insisted that witnesses be 
summoned to unravel the truHi. 

Rising to peaks of his characteristic 
eloquence, the Republican representative, 
Mr. Henry Hyde, the lead prosecutor, said : 
"Some of us have been called Clinton haters. 
This is not a question of who we hate, this 
is a question of what we love—die rule of 
law, equal justice before the law and honour 
in our public life." Reminding the American 
citizens of their indebtedness to the past, 
Mr. Hyde said: "We must never tolerate one 
law for the ruler and another for the ruled. 
If we do, we break faith with our ancestors 
from Bunker Hill, Lexington and Concord 
to... Desert Storm." 

As the trial battle was on, the counter¬ 
offensive on behalf of the White House was 
launched by its counsels Charles Ruff, an 

imposing figure in 
Washington legal 
circles for two 
decades, and 
Mr. Gregory Craig. 
They argued that 
the President was 
innocent of the • 
charges lodged 
against him and 
that he "must not 
be removed from 
office". Mr. Ruff 
traced Mr. Clinton's 
troubles back to the 
Paula Jones' sexual 
harassment lawsuit 
and assailed the 
motives of her 
lawyers in seeking to 
uncover evidence of 
Clinton's other extra¬ 

marital affairs. It was this that led to the 
discovery of Monica Lewiasky and the 
President's illicit affair. He claimed that the 
evidence digging was done "clearly with 
only one purpose ■ to embarrass the 
President". Mr. Gregory Craig challenged 
the impeachment charges against the 
President as ‘■flawed" and "unfair". 
Commenting on the voting pattern by the 
Senate on January 28,1999 when the S^tc 
defeated a motion to dismiss the 
impeachment trial but approving a motion 
to hear from Ms. Lewinsky and two other 
witnesses, Mr. Craig asked for a quick end 
to the trial in the "national interest" just 
because Mr. Clinton's Senate opponents do 
not have the two-thirds majority needed to 
remove him from office. "Any proceeding 

Video picture of the former White 
House intern'Monica Lewinsky taking 
the oath at the beginning of her video 
taped evidence during the impeachment 

trial of US President BUI Clinton 

from this date forward only serves to delay 
the resolution of this matter, and runs 
counter ‘to the best interest of the 
Congress, the presidency and the American 
people." 

All through the days of the trial by the 
Senate, the President of USA moved—or at 
least appeared to move about—as if nothing 
had happened to him. Pmih-poohing all 
insinuations and protests, he delivered his 
annual State of the Union Address to the 
Congress on January 19, 1999 in which he 
wax^ eloquent on the dangers of nudear 
and missile proliferation from North Korea 
to India and Pakistan, CTBT, crusade against 
child labour, terrorism and pouring more 
venom over the .strongman of Baghdad, but 
never making even a fleeting reference to 
the impeachment trial he was facing. 

For the majority of the American public, 
the Clinton trial still looked a bit odd, with 
his stock still high when the prosecutors 
received the audio taped testimony of 
witnesses like Monica Lewinsky, the 
Presidential friend Vernon Jordan, who 
helped Ms. Lewinsky in her j{* search, and 
the White House aide Mr. Sidney 
Blumenthal. 

A new twist to the trial drama was given 
by the independent aiunsel, Kenneth Starr 
on February 1, 1999 when he hinted tliat he 
would seek to indict the President on two 
charges of peijury and obstruction of justicu. 
According to the Neiu York Times, Starr is 
seriously asking a federal jury to indict the 
President before the end of his second term. 
According to him, the US Constitution and 
legal presents have given him the green 
signal to pursue the indictment that could 
lead to a spectacle unprecedented in US 
history—the criminal trial and conviction of 

US President Bill Clinton addresses members of Congress 
on January 19 during his State of the Union Address 

on Capitol Hill in Washington, DC. 
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<1 Presidi'nl while in ollici*. In September 
IWH, Starr had delivered €» sexually explicit 
455-p<if'e report to Coii(;ress claiming there 
was "credible evident e" that Clinton had 
committed impeachable offences in seeking 
to conceal his affair with l.ewinsky. It was 
this sensational Starr report that W to the 
President’s impeachment by the House of 
Representatives followed by the ongoing 
trial iii,the Senati- lal irui 

Kosovo : Massacre 
And After 

It was yet another griJesume act of "ethnic 
cleansing" of the ethnic Albanians fighting 
for survival in the land of their birth. People 
across the world saw on the small screen 
the grisly sight ol row after row of bodies of 
45 ethnic Albanians piled together in a 
muddy ravine at Racak in Kosovo, the worst 
killing spa'e indulged in by Serb forces in 
the nearly year-old conflict. The killers 
spared none, for there was a 12-year-old boy 
and even n seventy-year-old man among the 
viclims. Eyewitnesses said that many had 
been shot at close range after the Serb forces 
rounded them up. 

International monitors in Kosovo 
expresseil Iheir horror over the killings while 
US President Bill Clinton threatened action 
by NAIX) against Yugo.slav military targets. 

Mr. William Walker, head of the 
Organisation lor beiurily and crotiperation 
in Europe, said that the latest carnage had 
made l-KY 'I'ederal Republic of Yugoslavia) 
guilty o* vio'ating Security Council 
Resolutions Nos. 1 l‘W and 1203. 

A Kosovan father helps to lift his child over a barbed wire 
/I’licc as he, along wtlh his family, flees his village, Sipolje, as 

Serbian police forces mount attacks on different villages in 
Kosovo on January 21, 1999 

Sixteen NATO ambassadors, who met in 
Brussels on lanu.irv IS, IW), condemned the 
massacre and warned that the "activation 
order" signi'd on Oclolicr 27, l‘J98 calling 
for an strikes against S<“rb military targets 
remained in effi et, bin tlio mivting did not 
dixide on any imlitarv intervention. The 
onlerhad bivn pul on hold after Mr. Richard 
Holhnnike, the American negotiator, secured 
a list of conce*. .iions from the Yugoslav 
President, Mr. Slobodan Milosevic. But all 

along In the Kosovo crisis NATO has not 
matched any action on the ground with its 
bluster and threat of air strikes. The people 
of Kosovo have lost hope in NATO's sabre- 
rattling exercises. In September 1998, Serbian 
forces butchered more than 20 women, 
diildren and old men. Most ethnic Albanians 
have now had enough of the western 
monitors who patrol in expensive armoured 
cars, but fail to stop the Serb killing 
juggernaut that claimed more than 2,0W 
Albanian lives in 1998. Flouting all 
agreements, Serbian army units in Kosovo 
have not been withdrawn to barracks and 
military police have been beefed up with 
heavier weapons. Talks on autonomy for 
Kosovo have made little headway. 

Perhaps both Mr. Slobodan Milosevic and 
the people of Kosovo know that NATO is 
just a paper tiger, preferring to play to the 
gallery to acting upon what they threaten. 
No wonder, the Yugoslav President had the 
cheek to defy both the NATO and the UN 
when he barred Ms. Louise Arbour, the Chief 
Prosecutor of the UN's International 
Criminal Tribunal for tlie former Yugoslavia 
from entering Kosovo to investigate, the 
gruesome massacre on January 17,1999. He 
also decLired Mr. William Walker persona non 
grata. Ms. Arbour has a mandate to pursue 
anyone held responsible for war crimes 
throughout the territory of the former 
Yugoslavia and contends she has no need 
for a visa, although Belgrade disputes this 
interpretation. The Tribunal was set up by 
the UN Security Council in May 1993 with 
a view to trying anyone charged with having 
committed war crimes in the former 

Yugoslavia after 
January 1, 1991. 

Meanwhile, the 
UN Security Council 
has condemned 
the massacre and 
deplored Yugoslavia's 
decision to block the 
entry of Ms. Arbour 
and expel America's 
Mr. William Walker. 

As the stalemate 
over Kosovo 
continued, NATO 
asked the ethnic 
Albanian leaders in 
Kosovo to accept 
talks on a plan for 
self-rule, short of 
full independence, 
at a site outside 
Yugoslavia. NATO 
authorised its 
Secretary-General, 
Mr. Javier Soiana, to 
laundi military action 

if diplomatic initiative fails to produce 
negotiations. To back up its ultimatum, 
NATO despatched two allied naval forces 
to the Yugoslav region, and hundreds of 
NATO warplanes were armed and ready at 
bases in northern Italy, waiting for a final 
'go' signal from NATO's political leadership. 
As the threat loomed on the horizon, the 
Setbian Parliament overwhetmii^ly voted in 
favour of sending a delegation to 
Rambouillet in France on February 4,1999 

for attending peace talks on Kosovo, but 
categorically turned down NATO's plans to 
deploy troops in Kosovo. 'The "make or 
break" peace talks between Serbia and cthnk 
Albanians would be monitored by the 
Western powers and Russia._ 

World Economic Forum 
Meeting 

Finance Ministers from the North and 
South met at the World Economic Forum 
(WEF) in the Swiss holiday resort of Davos 
in the last week of January and the Erst week 
of February 1999 to offer a range of recipes 
to reinforce the base of globalisation and 
varying prescriptions for ailing economies 
of individual countries and regions, mors 
particularly Asia. That globalisation has 
miserably failed to change the face ol 
poverty was underlined by veteran leaders 
like the South African President, Mr. Nelson 
Mandela. He said that unless glubalisatior 
benefitted everyone, there would be serious 
conflicts between the rich and the poor. "Is 
globalisation only to benefit the powerful 
and the financers, speculators, investors and 
traders ? Does it offer nothing to tficn. 
women and children who are ravaged by 
the violence of poverty ?" 

Perhaps, the senior South Africar 
statesman was echoing the voice of dumb 
millions across Asia, Africa and Latin 
America for whom globalisation has been 
more theoretical concept that has made little 
difference to the last man in the last row. 

Mr. Mandela fiKussed attention on the 
inequities in the international financial and 
trade systems that worked against 
developing countries. He said while the 
global financial markets had earlier beei 

^ held up as a panacea for progress, recent 
' ’ 'events had conveyed a totally different 

message. "We have seen how global financial 
tunnoil can stall industrialisation, and even 
de-industnalise in some cases." He folt that 
while putting capital into developing 
countries in large amounts was profitable tc 
individual lenders, it was destructive for the 
countries receiving the.se excess flows. 
"Finance in abundance derived from very 
high levels of development is destabilising 
industrialisation processes where they are 
needed most. Profitable as they may for 
individual market actors, it is a grand and 
destructive irrationality for those 'Xninlrief 
and their peoples whom it sets back on the 
develc^ment patti." 

Addressing the WEF, the UN Secretary- 
General, Mr. Kofi Annan appealed to the 
world financial leaders to give a human face 
to the global market. Acarrding to him, "The 
spread of markets far outpaces the ability oi 
societies and their political systems to adjasl 
to them, let alone to guide the course they 
take. And history teaches us that such ar 
imbalance between the economic, social and 
political realms can never be long sustained." 

'The UN Secretary-General recalled that 
the industrialised countries themselves 
learned that lesson in their costly and bittei 
encounter with the Great Depletion and tc 
restore social harmony and political stability 
tlwy had adopted social safi^ nets and othe 
measures designed to limit economic 

(Continude on page 97, 
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How to Write and Speak 
Simple and Powerful English 
_ (for people who studied in non-English medium) 

Dear friend. 
My name is Raj Bapna. I invite you to read 

this page about my new research-bued powerful 
course Bapm's English Course. 

You can use this easy course to learn quickly 
how to write and speak simple, correct, and 
puwci I'ul Rnglish. 

Free Sample of 
Wkat You Will Learn 

Let nic teach you how to correctly use 
will/shall. We call it Bapna's™ WUI/ShaO 
Rule. This rule has two parts: 

For sneaklna. always use WILL. During my 4 
yc^ln USA, I never heard anyime use SHALL. 

Pur writing and for exams, use |X like I'll, 
yiHi'ji, he'll, she'll, they'll. This is a short-cut. 
In this way, your sentences will always be correct. 

Unique Course 
Please note that my course is not at all like 

Rapidcx'" or other bmks/courses. I showed you the 
use of will/shall so easily and quickly. Many books 
may uikc 5 to 10 pages to teach it and so it takes you 
many days to learn to use will/shall correctly. Do C fully realize now that my course is really unique 

Jiffercint 
fiapna's 'Will/Shall Rule and other material in this 

course cannot be c^ied by other books/courses 
because this material is ba.sed on our research, and 
we own the copyright and trademarks. 

Who Will Greatly Benefit 
I'his course is not for those studied in 

Imglish medium. It is for you if you soidied in 
non-English medium. You can greatly benefit; 
• It you can understand English when others speak, 

hut you are nut sure of correct way to write or 
speak English Or, if you sometimes make 
iinsiakes or get confus^ when speaking t^lish. 

• It you have uSed grammar or spoken English books 
to loam English, but did not get success. 

• It you are a student, teacher, professor, doctor, 
CA, ICWA. CS. MBA. engineer, technician, 
scientist, musician, secretary, phone operator, 
bank officer, clerk, busuie.ssman. 

• If you are highly motivated to learn simple and 
powerful English easily and quickly. 

\ I Was Weak in English 
I was born in Rajasthan where people are weak in 

Kiiglisli I studied in government non-English 
medium schools. So. 1 was also weak in English. 

On my way to Pilani to join B.E.. at Chiniwa 
railway station, I met one P V Reddy fimn Andhra 
Pradesh wlio was also going to Pilani to join B.E. 

I started speaking in Hindi. Mr Reddy said, 
’I do not know Hindi". It vvas a surprise and shock 
lor me that he did not know Hindi. 1 had never 
talked in English before and I was qoi confident of 
talking in English. So, I said, 'I do not know 
English" 

My Struggle to Learn English 
In the first semester in Pilani, I Was a topper with 

It) out ol 10 grade points, but I was.not confident in 
Eiiglisli, So. 1 was worried about my weak English. 
I Iniughi mahy books, guides, dictionaries, 
newspapers. 

I worked hard, but improvement was very slow, 
fhr example, I took one month to read my first 
novel R k Narayan's The Guide because I had to 
search so many words in the dictionary. 

I even thought of dropping one semester, sitting at 
< home, and learning only Eiuliah. That lime 1 used 

to think "Why noMy deveim a research-based 
course to teach good simple English for non-English 
medium people Tike me? And someday I’ll try.* 

My Draaiti Comas Tnia 
I continued to work bird And finally I improved 

English and became a successful engincer/aumor in 
America. And, then 1 returned t6 India. 

mday, I am happy to offer you this course in 
EtWhsh-my second dream has come true. 

My first dream was to teach students *how to 

study and how to use more mind power" u get 
succeu in exams and competitions. That course has 
changed thousands and thousands of lives in the last 
few years. 1 am more proud of my research and 
contributions in India than my success in USA. 

Our New Research for 
Practical Grammar 

The schools teach you complete, theoretical 
grammar. Their goal is to teach everything for 
exam purpose. And as a result the schools leave 
maiqr of us confused and unsure of our knowledge 
of ^lish. 

We have sinrqslified grammar. Our goal is to teadi 
praaical English so that you quickly gain 
confidence in speaking and writing English. One 
example of our practical approach is the Aumm's 
VmaaBSule. 

V/c developed this new course <mly for people like 
you who studied in non-English medium. So, it is 
very powerful and tesult-onented in helpiitg you 
learn quickly. We believe this is the fint and only 
such course in the world. ^ 

Bio-Data 
• BE. BITS Pliant. M Tech, IIT 

Kharatgiur. NTSE scholar Rank 
5 Raj School Board. 

• Woitd-ramoua author. IpubHahad 
3 computer books In USA 
Including a 0011801110011X8-008 ' 
Mattera." ^ 

• Myflnljobasanenglnaarpald A 
only Ra 1000 porMONTH Just 7 
years later, I eemed SO dollata per HOUR In USA et 
computer expert end writer. 

• At the peak of succaee, I left USA to do something in 
our own country Now, I spend my full time at the 
"Mind Power Research InatHute.* 

• I also learnt French, Sanakrit, Karate, Breaking 
wooden board by hand, many Meditations, ate. 

• Expert: Computers, English, Mind Power, Study 
Techniques. WhsamMnbarof'Sodelyftx’ 
Accelerated teeming S TeachInQ, USA*. 

eibDAY MONEY-BACK 
GUARANTEE 

I am 100% sure that iqy course will benefit you 
greatly, so I offe^ou this unique guarantee; 

If you are not 100% satisfied with the course (code 
,851), simply return ii so that it must reach us irithin 
60 days rd despatch from our office, and you get re- 
ftind of your amoum (mirais Rs 40 for posiAteuxUing) 
by MO. No questions asked-you be the judge. 

Ask yourself: Why is this the only English 
coursein itus'magazine that offers you guarantee? 

Easy to Learn 5 Parts 
If you can understand this ardcie, you can surely 

understand my course. And greatly benefit from it. 
Our belief and experience show that it is better to 
leach E^lish througli English than through 
translation. Why? Because it helps students to 
learn to think in English. 

The complete course has S parts for easy learning; 
Ant t; Essential English Fact 2: Impottaat and 
Helpftil Usage Itet 3: How to Write in a Eowerfiil, 
Effective, and Result-Oriented WAiy Hut 4; 
Advanced 'fopics IW 5: Mini Spoling Dictionary 

Hut 3 is so easy and powerful that, it it worth 
more than the ftdi price for the complete course. 

Some of the other topict lii the coune ore; 
TVro short-cuts to powerrui English Learn to use 
these helpful words How to write letters How to 
enhance meaniiu Hw to remember spelliiigs and 
increase vocabulary Common usage. 

Bwwfit from My Mind Pow*r Expertise 
Iftw may know that I am an expert in the fields of 

Mind Poaret, Study IbchniqiiBS, and Computers. 
I have used this knowledge to make the English 

course easy to learn and easy to remember for you. 

You begin u> improve on the very first dayyou get 
Uds course. Ybo learn singile and powerful English 
ill two steps: 

Step 1: Study for I hour per day. You can 
complete it in 23 to 40 dgys. 

Step 2: For the next 2 months, revise it for 2 
hours per week. After dial, for the next 2 months, 
revise it for 1 hour per week. In this way, your 
ingtrovemem will bKome permanent. 

Pocket Card* for Faster Learning 
Keep them in your pocket to revise In schoM, In 

college, in bus, in park, in plwground, etc. So. ytM 
use the time which other p^le waste. No other 
course gives you such useful pocket cards. 

More than 100 franchise centres 
of Mind Power English Institute™ . 
all over India use this course (code 
851) for the classroom teaching. 
Tlieir fee is Rs 1,1(X) to Rs 1,S00. 

I encourage you to join the dassroom coaching K 
an authorizM franchise centre in your city or mder 
the course by post as explained below. 

I Proof of Success 
!• "Before joining your course I could understand 

English but I could not meak English. Now, I can 
ww powerful English.' - s«* SMgh. vmim. hw 

• 'in the past, I was not good at wridng as well as 
sp^ii^ English. Using your course, I am able to 
write simple and better English without mistake 
and 1 can speak English with others without any 
heaitadon. Icoropikedyourcoursem27d»s.* 

- VHPiidMM,Mmdiwsii.Ma 
• ’Good Bid unique course. I was aver^ in 

English. Now I can write letieis in singtle 
English.* - MniuaiMnhr^ 

• *I want to thank you for this valuable ^lish 
course. Now I cank_rite & speak English nnich 
better than before."" — BiiHniMkMiiM.NMiixMS 

Cassettes for 
Spoken English 

If you hive a tape recorder or wdunan, I aliongly 
recommend you to also order the course Spoken StglUh 
Pmclice Book (with 2 cassenes). The book/cassenes 
give words and sentences of common use you need to re- 
pest sgain and again to get a practice in spoken English. 
The same are recorded for easy practice on cassettes in 
male and female voicei. The course code is I2S and the 
price is; Rs 150-f25. 

Discount Prices 
The discount prices this month are: 

BibMSEiilMi Coins_ _ Ml _ _ MWO _ 

Spokan EngWi PncllM M 
»et]ai*2eiiaa»w 4 
BbBi eawsat sbova (l5t«T») T20_.. I 
Adumd Seokm EndWi traugh Easy 
QrarmwandSinplaPlioneecsBo* 730 2t5^« 
42jgna4^sssaas ____ 

HOW to ORDER 
This course is nnr mM in shops because they do not 

M.O. in the nsme of M.P.K.I- tlii«ipnr Wi^t in- 
OlTBctor, Mind Power Research Institute 
R-3, Mind Power Chambera, Sector 4 

Udaipur (Rajasthan) 313002 
TaMRACnarfHiMRA RriB fei CAPITMi WlOB your MRW. sMrwi, PIN. 
CMKM oeds B 0) botom of MO tom OR bsok of Or A Do acH wnl 
TMO.« Mlspim. Ollir vBU for Mit month from too (Mb of puHMion of 
aihsAAIowiMi l-9«NnliiferordfrpreooMm9;«MofpQHlbto UMpiir 
juiMleltanonly TU-ttattotnoiLCi^rlgMbylii^Rl 
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Aren't we 
lucky 
we can call 
this home? 

Our network 
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not just to 

connect cities, 

not just to 

connect India, 

but to connect 
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SPECIAL FEATURE 

KL£k ^ Business Administration 
mwm Entrance Examination 
Faculty of Management Studies, University of Delhi 
January 1999 Question Papers (Fully Solved) 

Directuurt (Qs. I to 37): ttcad the 
tolloiving four passages and answer 
questions 1 to 37, given at the end of 
the passages. The answers would be based 
either on the author's views or inferences 
drawn from the given passages. 

I PASSACn A I 

In tins ,irtK'l(> we have attempted to 

aci)iidicatc between inconsistent perspectives 
about the effci'l <'f organisational decline 
on innoialion. We have developed a 

coniingeiicv framework that identified 
v.iriaoles moderating the organisational 

Iine-innovatiou relationship. These 
v.iiial’Ivs lepri.senl londitiuns that help 
di'lermine whether organisational decline 

inhiliii'i or stimulates innovation. Thus, 
III Ir.ulilional contingenci Iheorv tashion, 

till- appropriate .’.itswer to the central 
iiui'slion of tins article "Does 
orgams.ilional decline suppress or induce 
inno\ation is "It all depends". This 
siiggisl.'. a reoricnlalion of current 

organisational decline research. Rather than 
trving tc, deleimine if decline leads to 

inncivative or conservative organisational 
responses, researchers should focus on 

isolaimg the factors that cause organisations 
to respond either iiinovaiively or 
con.servatively to decline, 

i !'o sum manse bnelly our moderating 
vaiiables, we argue that the presence of 
lughlv institutionalised missions, widely 
ddiiised power structures, and high levels 
of resource commitment negatively affect 

org.misational innovation in response to 
di-cline. These conditions act as constraints 
on an organisation's capacity to innovate 
wiiiMi dcsiine (KCurs. in contrast, we propose 

that less institutionalised missions, more 

loncviitrated power, and a higher level 
oi uncommitted resources positively affect 
uiiun atuin in response to e'etiine. These 
c.mditions relax the constraints we just 

.rvleired to'and, therefore, function as 
, c.ii.ilysts for innovation when organisational 
■ d.'cline oicurs. Purther, we suggest that 

•Uinhutions made toward lemporari' or 
bnv ontrollabie causes of decline will lead 
V less innovation in ivspon.se to decline, 
p inversely, attributions toward permanent 

controllable causes will lead to more 
‘'’novation under the same objective 
conditions. 

VVi* believe that our theoretical framework 
can help integrate tlic organisational decline 

liler.iture, which is liccoming overwhelming 
in bulk and scope. Each of the moderator 
variables we discuss in this article represents 
a partial explanation for why different 
organisations facing comparable conditions 
of decline frequently respond to different 
ways. This would provide the beginning 
of a synthesis of the divergent perspectives 
noted in past research and should help 
explain the simultaneous existence of the 
"necessity is the mother of rigidity" and 
"necessity is the mother of invention" 
literature streams. 

Tlte moderators we describe in this article 
are evident in much of the "necessity is 
the mother of rigidity" literature. For 
example, Staw et al.'s well-known threat- 
rigidity model draws heavily from many 
social science studies on how people 
respond to natural disasters and other crises. 
Because natural disa.sters are large, 
uncontrollable events with negative 
consequences, our attribution moderators 
would predict that people will respond 
conservatively, relying on well-learned 
coping routines, if they think there is little 
they can do to directly control the disaster. 
This is consistent with the type of reaction 
Staw and his colleagues hypothesise. 

Highlighting the role of other moderators 
in past research, many of the key 
organisational studies supporting the 
"necessity is the mother of rigidity" school 
have examined the responses of universities, 
city governments, and social service agencies 
to organisational decline. Such organisations 
may have mtue difficulty responding to 
decline with innovation because of their 
highly institutionalised missions. In 
addition, universities and city governments 
have diffused power structures that make 
implementing innovations more difficult. 
Therefore, it should not be surprising that 
studies of universities, government agencies 
and social service organisations play such 
a prominent role in the evidence .supporting 
the thesis that decline leads to lack of 
innovation. 

Finally, in studies that have found non- 
innovativc responses to decline at for-profit 
firms, causal attributions and lack of 
uncommitted resources may have been 
important moderators. In a senes of studies 
on firms that were sliding toward a financial 
crisis, Hedberg, Ny,strom and Starbuck 
found that firms often responded non- 
innovatively to decline because their 
managers believed the causes of the decline 

were temporary and uncontrollable. These 

causal attributions may have created scheme 
that constrained the managers away from 

innovation. Interestingly, these same 
researchers found that when causa) 

attributions were changed, often through 
top management replacement, innovation 
was more likely, unless the firm had 

exhausted its resources. Authors of Several 
other studies of for-profit firms have also 
found evidence of lack of strategic change 
when a declining firm has exhausted most 
of its financial resources, and therefore, 
has few uncommitted resources ifVailable 
for innovation. 

In sum, much of the theory and empirical 
base underlying the "necessity is the mother 
of rigidity" school may have been influenced 

'hy the presence of particular scores on 
the mmlerator variables we have identified. 
We believe that these moderators can explain 
why in the collective body of organisational 

decline research there is evidence of both 
direat rigidity and decline-induced innovatiotL 
Therefore, future scholarly work on decline 
needs to recognise the role of moderators 
in study designs so that the factors that 
increase or decrease innovation in response 
to decline can be better understood. 

Our theoretical framework also helps 
explain several of the radical changes taking 
place III the corporate sector today, and 
it sheds light on why change may be more 
discontinuous in corporations than in other 
settings. Compared to such organisations 
as universities or government agencies, 
corporations have loosely institutionali.sed 

missions and concentrated power. Many 
also have high levels of uncommitted 
resources (e.g. big pools of cash) and fewer 
committed resources (e.g. administrative 

overhead) than in the past. In other words, 
corporations today have most of the 
objective attributes that, we argue, promote 
innovation in response to organisational 
decline. Current trends seem to be 
strengthening some of these attributes; for 

example, the robust profitability of many 
corporations in the late 1990s is bolstering 
the stock of uncommitted resources on 
which they can draw. In a parallel 

development the deregulation of many 
industries (e.g. utilities and iclecomm- 
uiiication.s) promises to dcinstitutionalise 
corporate missions in those industries 
relative tq their past state of institutional 
and letel constraint. 



ri)f rt*-i-nf'ini*i'rmg roinmon »n 

c<)ip«r<ili(>ns tiiil.iy is ccmsisU-nt with these 
tronils Altluui>;h n* en}'iin*<‘ring corpora¬ 
tions rtri- odfii not in ilwline, they do 
M-eiii to be expel iencinj; incnsised pressures 
for perforni.iHi i‘ In f>n t, tlie tirst chapter 
oi iheir IW't best-seller, llammer and 
Chainpy, fraine these pertoiitiance pressures 
as "the crisis tiiai will not ro away". This 
perieplion ol irisis or ailversity is leading 

to niiuh innovation and radical change 
(e.g re engineering the form of the 

corporation's business processes). The 
capacity to iniplenient thi.s ladical change 
is enhaiued by the corporations' loosely 

institutionalised or deinstilutionalised 
inissioiis, their concentrated power, and 
their iiiuoiiiiiiilled resources (to pay for 
lavolls and resiriKturing). Meanwhile, in 
imn ersiiie,s .ind government agencic.s, whore 

the model.itori wi' have discussed are not 
at such laMuirable levels for radical 

responses to crisis or adversity, one sees 
iiion- ihcn'meiiial responses, such ns budget 
reductions m downsising liy attrition. 

V\ hen considering empiricat exainination 

lit the relationsliips |in'pn.sed in thi.s paper, 

we sei* at least three issues with implications 
lor lulure reseaiih. First, there may be 

impoitant individual difterences that 
inlluence some of the proposed moderator 
varialiles Isir example, in our di.scussion 

111 causal alliiiiulinn dimensions, we 

distingiiishisJ the conlrollability dimensions 

Iroiii Kotikr's locus of control concept. 

I lowever, .Miller and his colleagues provided 

ev idence to suggest that locus ol control 
mav he .in important antecedent to 
managers' perceptions and sense-making 

iiiterprelalions. Other individual ditferences 
hkviv to iiiihienke our propo.sed moderators 

espis'ially ihv perceptual moderators include 
iniln idiials' self-elfieacy or self-confidence, 
esiernal leedl>akk propensity, feedback- 

'■••ekiiig behaviours, and scTI-.serving or 
ego-proleilive atiributional biase.s. Future 

work coulkl kies flop llieoiy and employ 

reseanh designs lhat consider the eftects 
ol these iiuliMklual ditferences on the 

proposed moderator variables. 

PASSAGE B 

llie theory ol competence-based 

coinpelilion introduced by Hamel, Heena 
and S.iiikluv. and Fleene and Thomas, 
pnu ides an important deepening and 

estension oi the resourcc-basi'd perspective. 
.•\inong thk' strengths of the compclcnce- 

bask\l pei-.pective is its emphasis on an 

open, hohstii and systemic view of the 
oiganisalion, o.s locus on the dynamics 

ot conipeience building and leveraging 
and Its I'xieiisioii of the concept of core 

competence tvoin the infra-firm to the 

lompeiuiveand industry levels. In building 
on, rathk-r than replacing, the resource- 
b.'si-d perspoi live, the theory ot competence- 

based competition carries with it the three 

mam sliengihs ot the resource-based 
perspective, by emphasising the dynamics 

ot value ereatioii and the role of managers 

in the piocess, building on Pentose's seminal 
work on firm growth; the heterogeneity 
of firms, seen as a result both of initial 
resources endowments and of managerial 
decisions about which products, markets, 
and critical resources to create and leverage; 
firm resources as a bundle of intangibles 
as well as tangibles, with particular 
emphasis on the long-underestimated 
intangible such as client loyalty, stakeholder 
relations, recognised brands, reputation 
and capabilities. 

In highlighting the role of competence, 
the theory ol curnpeterice-based competition 
emphasises what we consider to be the 
most important aspects of the management 
of firm resources, in particular learning, 
both at the individual and the collective 
levels. However, in our view, the theory 
of competence-based competition is also 
faced with some of same challenges as 
the resource-based perspective, including 
the following. 

F'irst, the notion of firm's competence 
needs to be challenged for two reasons; 
(a) individual capabilities, which constitute 
a key component of the firm's total 
competence base, are not owned by the 
finn, but rather hired fiom individuals 
on a contractual basis. One excellent and 
recent example may be ihe controversy 
described m the press concerning the 
acquisition of the advertising tirm Saatchi 
& Saatchi, and the ownership ot the Saatchi 
name, the reputation, and the client 
relations. Could Maurice Saatchi himself 
be prevented from carrying a large part 
of these invisible assets with him upon 
leaving the firm ? Clearly nut, as neither 
seller nor buyer controls the image and 
expectations for future services which the 
clients of the firm hold after the acquisition. 
It is their opinion of the expected value 
added from the firm versus Mr. Saatchi 
which determines Iheir loyalty. Moreo’'er, 
(b) firm value creation depends on both 
intra-firm and extra-firm resources and 
competencies, a fact which is highlighted 
in both the increasing literature on joint 
ventures and alliances, and the research 
on national or rational clusters, where firms 
are cross-fertilised from each others' 
competencies as a result of interactions 
facilitated meaningful firm boundaries, and 
the fact that ownership of resources is 
not all that is involved in the creation 
and appropriation of value from the use 
of resources. 

Second, the literature on competence 
has so far showed only limited interest 
in the motivational characteristics of human 
resources, which are the sources of 
competencies. As pointed out by Itami, 
human resource.s can be divided into two 
categories: one is the labour part, where 
one hour of labour input to a given process 
yields a relatively fixed and easily measured 
yield in terms of output, costs or putential 
revenues. The other is problem solving 
or competence part, where individuals are 

not substitutable and hours are highly 
heterogenous. A five-person team may, in 
one hour, generate a tremendous 
breakthrough with income potential similar 
to that of thousands of labour hours in 
normal operations, but may also spend 
weeks together without generating anything 
but conflict. A number of factors affe^ 
the value of an hour's input of competent:^ 
including but not limited to team 
composition, interpersonal "chemistry", 
personal health, motivation, culture, physical 
and structural context. This fact complicates 
tlie importance tangible icsuuices. The value 
of Mr. Jones' capabilities when motivated, 
tor example, can hardly be compared to 
its value when he only goes by the rules 
and performs what is in his job description. 

Third, the value of a resource or a 
competence is extrinnely hard to measure. 
One ot the main problems in 
operationalisation of intangible resources in 
empirical testing of the resource-based 
perspective is the challenge of the flexibility 
of a competence, and the impossibility ol 
measuring ib value in isolation from the 
task to be solved or the market which.is to 
buy its product or solution. For competence- 
based services in particular, this challenjl^' 
is substantial. Similarly, the less routine- 
bu.scd the operations of the finn, the harder 
it is to estimate the value of the competence 
in future applications. As Penrose pointed 
out : one key feature ol firms is that their 
managers are not bound by the product ami 
services delivered in previous peritids, and 
hence they are also free to choo.se alternative 
applications of the resouices in order to 
access alternative markets where the value 
(>f the resources is more appreciated. 

The shift in focus at this stage of theory 
development from an emphasis on 
competencies and rosources that the firm 
has to the competencies and resources that 
the lirni utilises appears helpful, as 
suggested by the systematic and dynam|if 
view of competence-leveraging, r.nd 
competence building activities. 
Accompanying this shift in emphasis is the 
observation substantiated in field studies, 
that only a relatively small portion of the 
firm's competence is actually used at any 
given point in time. The combination of 
tasks to be accomplished and an 
organisation structure cementing bundles of 
tasks into fixed piositinns limited individuals 
and their chances of utilising their 
capabilities fully. Hence, there is a 
surprising slack in the competence of must 
oi^anisations, and an increased emphasis 
on possible ways of mobilising this 
competence might improve value creation 
substantially. This would, however, requite 
both a different mindset of most manage^ 
as w«U as employees, and a different tyj:^ 
of organisation structure allowing fur a mote 
efficient and flexible competence. We, 
therefore, suggest a shift from the firm as 
the focal unit of analysis, in order to analyse 
activities as the source of competencies, we 
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have proposed a framework where the 'unit 
(if activity' is the central concept. This 
fiamework is not, in our opinion, an 
.alternative to the theory of competence- 
hcised annpetition, but rather an exten.sion 
and partial application of it, albeit with a 
different primary focus. For the purpose of 

ftvpiaining and improving from value 
cft‘ation, we suggest that it may be fniitful 
to emphasise "resources in action", rather 
tli.in resources per se. And we also su(^est 
that an emphasis on value creation as the 
result of re.sirurce leveraging and reskiurce 
building needs to focus on the actual 
activities resulting in value creation, rather 
th.in limiting the focus to whatever goes on 
within some elusive and hard to define firm 
boundaries. 

l ire theoretical foundation of the activity 
Irainework is primanlv threefold : (1) the 
iiirrent attention to .irtivities of business 
iit'iiis in strategic management, (2) activity 
theory, as origin.iJIy developed by the 
Kiissian siiiolar Vytgosky, and (3) theories 
iitcolleiiii’e action. In strategic management, 
the fiKus on activities has primarily been I 
occupied with understanding firm activities, 
M opposed to .seeing firms as activity 
>aF«iems. Van de Ven and Poole saw action 
.IS impossible without authority, shateii rules 
•ind information, arguing that coordinated 
.11 lion rec)uii'i‘s common goals. Spender 
.irgued that collective tacit knowledge is 
built thnnigh activities, and that this pmcisis 
I', socially constructed. Activities might in 
liirn evolve into routines through the 
emergeiuv of ci'llective skill building. The 
v.ilue cliiiin (onceptualised the operations 
111 the linn as a ch.'iin of activities, from input 
III output. Subsequent criticism has pointed 
Hill thiit the value chain might be well suited 
lor industrial firms engaged in the 
tianstormaticin ui physical goods, but that 
ii might Ih' less suited for service firms and 
.»'.''0 lor tirms m networks, l.owendahl 
ll'iioduced (In' "firm as a collection of 
pro|erls", also with a fiirus on how firms 
Jitii.ilh work mon> and more through the 
'■iiirdin.uion of pro|ect-driven activities 
|•|lh^>r than tliroiigir hierarchical directives 
.111(1 luiitrols 
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l( IS tune to think again about the 
I'biei lives the small-sc.-ile industry policy 
'■■•IS intended to achieve; and to see how 
tiii'se c.in best be realised now by large or 
siti.ill firms, in conditions of faster 
I'shiuilogical change and liberalisation. Can 
I’l " lorms of decentralised production and 
inicnlepeiidence between smaller firms or 
I'civM.en small and large firms, offera better 
" •!' to .ichicve industrial growth and jobs ? 
^''•.worldwide interest in decentrali.sed 
podiiction and industrial districts has been 
'parked largely by Uie seminal works of 
'hchael Piore and Charles Pabel, and by 
*cb,iies about the potential for 'flexible 
pci i.iliKation’ especially but not only in local 
hiMers of firms with complementary 
’foducts, tedmoingies and skills. Piore and 

Sabel introduced the notion of flexible 
specialisation to explain why industrial 
economies dominated by the now traditional 
methods of fordist mass production, 
'deskilled' labour, hierarchical management, 
and ruthless competition between piofit- 
maximising firms, were falling behind 
countries like Japan, Germany and Italy, 
which were adapting more flexible 
production methods and taking advantage 
of new technologies and more cooperative 
forms of social oiganisation. Other writers 
have criticised or refined the notions of 
flexible specialisation, clusters and industrial 
districts and discussed their relevance to 
developing countries. 

llvere ate large and small-scale variants 
of flexible specialisation. Large German 
firms like Thyssen achieve innovation and 
flexibility by decentralising decision making 
within the firm. In Japan, laige firms do tiie 
same, and they subcontract work to small 
firms bound to them in long-term 
relationships of trust. Flexible specialisation 
in a large firm means, among other things, 
that decision making is decentralised, not 
just to managers of departments or profit 
centres within the firm, but to workers who 
are expected to take an interest in the 
product and its market, and who amsiantly 
discuss quality and innovation with 
technicians and managers in an informal 
atmosphere, without hierarchical barriers to 
the free exchange of ideas. This can go with 
experiments like autonomous work groups 
or quality circles. Managers aim at 'driving 
fear out of the workplace', solving problems 
rather than disciplining workers: 'The threat 
of being fired instills fear which inliibits 
learning and systematic improvement; 
fuithermore, incentive, quota, and 
piecework systems of pay all foster 
competition rather than teamwork among 
workers and undermine morale because of 
their inherently arbitrary nature. Thai is the 
large-firm variant of flexible specialisation. 
But i’iore and Sabel wore more inlerested in 
explaining the succc.s.s of networks of small 
or medium firms m certain mgions. These 
firms work closely'together, oven with firms, 
which sometimes compete witli them, in 
local networks prixiucing a range of similar 
or complementary products. Piore and Sabel 
vailed thest' networks 'industrial districts', 
a term they took from the early twentieth- 
century economist Alfred Marshall, who 
wrote : 

"When an industry h.»‘ thus chosen a 
locality for itsv'U, it is likely to .stav there 
long : so great arc the advantages w’hich 
people following the same skilled trade gel 
from near neighbourhood to one another. 
The mysteries of the trade become no 
mysteries; but are as it were in the air, and 
children learn many of them unconsciously. 
Good work is rightly appreciated, inventions 
and improvements in machinery, in 
processes and the general organisation nt 
business have their merits promptly 
disnissed : If one man starts new idea, It is 

taken up bv others and combined with 
suggestions of their own; and thus it 
becomes the source of further new ideas. 
And presently subsidiary trades grow up in 
the neighborhood, supplying it with 
implements and materials, organising its 
traffic, and in many ways conducing to tite 
economy of its material." 

in Marshall's industrial district, individual 
finns pay for expensive machinery by carrying 
nut specialised tasks for thar neighbours; and 
there is constant market for skill; 

"Employees are apt to resort to any place 
where they are likely to find a good choice 
of workers w'ith the special skills which they 
require; while men seeking employment 
naturally go to places where there are many 
employers who need such a skill as theirs 
and where therefon* it is likely to find a 
good market. The owner of an isolated 
factory, ewn if he has access to a plentiful 
supply of general latx^ur, is often put to great 
shifts for want of some special skilled 
labour; and a skilled workman, when 
thrown out of employment in it, has no easy 
refuge." 

Marshall described both the strengths of 
industrial districts and also their iimitations, 
like over-specialisation and slowness in 
adapting to changing markets. In the post 
30 years or so, new technologies, producti 
and attitudes towards labour have revived 
and transformed the industrial district, 
allowing smaller firms to compete with and 
even overtake large firms, adapting quiddy 
to changing conditions and filling market 
nirhe.s with high-quality goods, while 
providing high levels of employment at high 
wages. This in turn has led to revival of 
interest in Marshall's model, and the 
potential and limitations ot Industrial 
districts in the very different conditions of 
the late twentieth century. Giacomo Becattini 
defines a 'Marshallian industrial District' as: 

"A s'lrio-ierrilorial entity which is 
characterisal by the active co-existence of 
an open community of people and a 
.segmented population of firms. Since the 
communitv ol pixiple and the population of 
firms live in the same geographical an*a, 
they ivill crisscross one another. Production 
activitu's and daily life over-lap. The 
(ommunity is 0|)en because the industrial 
nature of the district and the related 
problems of increasing returns imply 
incommg and outgoing flows of goods and 
people. The population of firms is 
si'gmented in the sense that different phases 
of the process of production are divided 
between the firms, each of which specialises 
in one or a few phases... Exchange relations 
and hierarchical relations intertwine and 
alternate with no discontinuities. The district 
is at the same time the realm of the most 
lively competition, and the realm of 
cooperation, custom and informal 
institutions." 

The best known examples of these new- 
style industrial districts are in north central 
Italy (which Italians, following Arnaldo 
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Piigrifisai, liill lh<‘ 'Thud iMlv';. i?spiti<iHy 
thr n'>;i(>n of Finifid-Ktiniogna : 

"It (tti'xiblf spcciiilWatuin) is st>c!n in the* 
networks of li'chnoloKKallv sophisticated, 
hif^hiy floxthle manufacturing firms in 
central and nurthwestern Italy. Flexible 
specialisation is a strategy of permanent 
innovation ; accoinmiulition lo ceaseless 
change, rather than a'l effort lo lontrol it. 
This strategy of permanent innovation : 
accommiKiation to cea.seless change, rather 
than an effort to lontrol it. Hiis strategy is 
bast'd on flexible—nitilti-u.se—equipment; 
skilled workers; and the creation, through 
politics, ol an industrial community that 
Restricts the lomis of competition to that 
favouring innovation. For the.se reasons, the 
spread of flexible specialisation amounts to 
a revival ol iraft forms of pixHluction that 
were eniargiiiated at the first industrial 
divide (in the nineteenth cc'ntury, loading to 
fordist mass prodiiclion)" 

Flexible specialisation is both a matter of 
economic advantagi*—the best way to niw't 
consumer demand in fragmented, fast 
changing markets--and personal and 
polilictil choice : if workers have anv choice, 
they will n<* longer put up with taylorist 
management and the working conditions of 
mass production. The 'flexiblv-specialisod' 
large firm is like a fc-iii'rnlion of small firms, 
with centralised arrangements for 
marketing, ii'sc'arih and ilevelopment, and 
investment. Sni.iiler firms m an industrial 
district achieve similar economii'S of scale 
through cixiperalion, div iding up the stages 
of inanufacluring and marketing among 
thi'insrives, sharing .servi<"*'s and fi'rining 
consortia: so the whole industrial district 
sometimes acts almost as a single large firm, 
with its own pn',sf'nce and reputation in the 
market. Firms around the Ifiwn of Prato 
specialise in textiles and textile machinery; 
amund Carpi, in knitwear, around Modena, 
in machine-building, i'.sperially agricultural 
machinery. 

In ari'as like the ''I bird Italy', the most 
successiul and dynamic fmns arc* small or 
middle siri’d I his is ,i relatively classless 
part of Italy : thc-n* are few social barriers 
I'letwc'c'ii employers and workers, who ,ire 
used to di.sLUSsiiig c|UHhly and innovation 
with each other. Workers are ronsfantlv 
solving new probh'ms ,md learning skills. 
There is a strong onion pre'sence, though 
iiiiicms h.r'e had to adapt to new working 
practices "Ihis is sometimes called the 
‘Fniilian model' because it has Ixien most 
successiul in the l.iniha-Rom<igna region of 
the 'third Italy' Sibel dc'.'-cribcs it as : 

"A sy.stein of higli-technnlcigy eotlage 
industry that does in a dpcentralisi>d way 
what large mnovatiye companies like the 
Thyssen speciaify steel division do w’ithin 
the framoweirk of huge organisations; c rente 
new demand by filling needs ihiit potential 
customers have only bcigun to suspect were 
there... 'The innovative' rapacity of this type 
of (.small) firm dc>pends on its flexible use of 
technology; its close relations with other, 
similarly innovative tinns in the same and 

adjacent sectors, and above an on the close 
collaboration of workers with different kinds 
of experti'a*. 'These firms practice boldly and 
spontaneously the fusion of conception and 
execution, abstract and practical knowledge, 
that only a few exceptional giant firms such 
as Thyssen have so far been able to achieve 
on a grand scale, and then... Only by 
disregaiding the rules of Fordism." 

The right balance between cooperation 
and competition depends on trust between 
entrepreneurs, and between employers and 
».’mployees "Mistrust freezes the 
technological progres.s of a whole sector; 
trust fosters it." This reduces the risk for 
those who start their own firms or develop 
new products, since 'these decisions are 
taken, within a framework of mutual 
cixipcration, in the hope that, should things 
not work out, all would not be lost'. An 
entrepreneur can b«*comc an employee 
again, or can produce for other tirms. Even 
if individual firms cannot offer the same job 
security as a large firm, 'people who live 
and work in the district feel confident, even 
in adverse circumstance, that they will be 
able to find a job in tile area... Even if no 
one (or almost no one) is completely free of 
uncertainty, yet everyone can feel fairly 
certain of not being overwhelmed by it. The 
network of social and economic n'lations 
within the industrial di.strict gives workers 
and their employers most of the advantages 
of a large firm, without many of the 
disadvantages. 

'Ihe 'Third Italy' may not hi* utopia—as 
S.ibel almost depicts it--but it is 
undinibteilly a .suiwss story, especially for 
small and middle-sized firms. It has 
achieved rapid economic growth and nearly 
foil employment at high wages, with 
interesting work and career opportunities 
for worki'r.<, both men and women. The 
social conditions which allowed the 
•levelopmcnl of this 'decentralisation of 
production' have been extMisively debated 
both in Italy and outside. Other success 
stones include the regions of liaden- 
Wiirttembc'rg in Germany and (Vi's! lutland 
in Oenmark. SiiccTssful industrial ivoiiomies 
li.ne moved towards decentralised llexible 
production partly for economic reasons 
(markets an* more fragmented and change 
taster) and partly for social or political 
rraso.is (taj lorism wastes w'orkrrs' talents, 
and they will no longer stand for it). But 
the shift is also closely related to new 
technologies, which make it possible to gel 
the best of several worlds : the creative skill 
and adcptiihility of the atisan, the cheapnc.s5 
iif mass production even when small 
qu.mtities are needed, and the precision of 
new technologies. 
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A sunny Friday in August 1997. The two 
men have just ffnisfoid playing 18 holes of 
golf on Martha's Vineyard, Both are feeling 
good. TWo of the most powerful men on 
earth, they are enjoying each other's 
company, holding a lively conversation on 

all sorts of topics while traversing the oourn 
in a golf cart. To cheer them up even more 
they have won their match against the othei 
two members of the foursome. From t 
distance, the two men tooling around in ttu 
golf cart look like any other golf twosome 
But the muscular; crew-cut figures, with theii 
ear pieces and bulging Janets, standinf 
amund in the rough, eyes peeled for troubte 
make it clear that this is no ordinary goli 
twosome. The older, shorter man is lad 
Welch, chairman and chief executive officei 
of General Electric (GE) since 1 April 1981 
TTip taller figure is Dill Clinton, the presiden' 
of tlip US since 20 January 1993. 

Though Welch and Clinton have knockec 
off IK holes already, the two men agree tc 
play another 18. It's a rare moment o' 
relaxation and freedom for both of them, 
on vacation, away from their desks, out oi 
dixirs, surrounded by the beautiful foliage 
They're not ready to quit. Rounding out the 
foursome is Ben Heineman Jr. GE's genera 
counsel, and one of Clinton's closest friends, 
attorney Vernon Jordan. Tliey too, are glac 
to continue playing. Pleased that lAblch and 
the president are getting along so-well. 
Heineman congratulates himself silently foi 
proposing to Jordan that the GE chairmaij 
and the president, vacationing close to om 
another, play a round of golf together. The 
foiusdme plays another nine holes and the 
Cl in ton-Welch team lases, but they're still 
having fun. They are prepared to cariy on. 
But the foursome breaks up. Ben Heineman 
has to run »o catch a ferry to transport his 
car off the Vineyard, otherwise he will noi 
be able lo get off the island in the weekend: 
with everyone leaving at once toward? 
summer’s end, ferry reservations are very 
difficult lo coino by. Welch and Clinton, 
sealed in the golf cart, smile for a 
photographer. The picture winds up in The 
Mew York 'times on Sunday; two days later. 

Weltli has a lot lo .smile about. He i? 
heading the most valuable business, 
enterprise on the fare of the earth. He is tht 
most admired business executive in 
America. He ranlcs as one of his country's 
most powerful figures. The mi'dii pays more 
attention to other American business leaders 
like Microsoft's Bill Gates and Intel's Andy 
liw\-e. But Jack Welch doesn't mind other? 
grabbing the headlines. He is indisputably 
Ihe inosi successful chief exerative on the 
American sci*ne. And he dtiesn't need a 
newspaper or a magazine article to ratify 
his achievements. Gates, Grove and other? 
may seem flashier—Whence the headlines— 
however, Welch has the distinction oi 
pre.siding over a business that has few rival? 
in .size, and none on its complexity, a 
business that is the envy of every one of it? 
■worldwide competilors. 

Welch is not the boasting kind. Whal 
other figur». having attained so much ir 
business, wmild proudly acknowledge, as 
he did in December 1997, that "I take 
absolutely no comfort in where we are 
today"? Strange words right ? Not really 
Welch may sound as if it matters not a )ol 
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Improve Your Memory and 
Use More of Your Mind Power 

Fof SuccMS In Compstitlons. (HMtptopit mt otuynmj 
J^ear t'ruaid. 

My name ia Ri)j Bapna. 1 warn to tall you soim 
ideas ftwi my new surprUngty pomifid course 
*Raj Bapna's Mind Bower Sudy Tbchniques.* 

Why Um Oaly 10% Mlml P»w«r 
Ybgis have always known that aach person's mind 

is very powerftil. The scientisn now say that most 
people use only 10% of their mind power. That 
upui 90% of mind power remains hidden and 
unused. 

My course teaches you to use pan tX this 90% to 
.study better, to improve your memory, and to pet 
success in your exam and competition. 

Surprlnlno But ThM 
Consider this: Khu have oemt learning many 

subjects in schools or colleges for 10, w 12, or 
more^rs. & is surprising that th^ do not spend 
even 1 hour to leacli you how to use moK of your 
mind power for success. 

My powerful, result-oriented course will help you 
m everything you want to study: EngUsh, Ftayncs, 
Aceuonting, Hfattoty, etc. and for IAS, FMt, ITT, 
Board Exams, PO. Bank, U7SC. SSC, CA, CS, 
etc. 
gCan't Maka You Supamtan. No Magic. 
Y/ want to make it clear that my ctmise cannot 

make you a superman or give you success by magic 
if ymi do not work hard 

Wiiui niy course can is to help you discover 
the hidden talents knd natural abilities of your mind 
such as reading fksier and remembering more in less 
lime 

I guarantee that mjr course will help you towards 
success if you are a sincere and ambitioua student 
who studies averagk or tliore, is different, and 
seriously wants to jht suhcels. Bbth toppeia and 
Oldinary students will greatly benefit. 

lust as a strong foundation helps to build a good 
building, this course helps you to make the use 
of your hard work and sludying/coaching. 

Inifirove Year Memory Qoicfciy 
Vuu will learn many easy techniques to improve 

your memory in this course. Let me give brief 
summary of two such techniques here. 

Ibchnique 1: The brain has two memory stores; 
short-term and long-term. Research shows that ffithout revision, after 24 hours we remember only 

S%. Alter i month only 5%. It clearly shows that 
wc must revise. But, most students do not revise 
.systematically, so much of their hard work ia 
wasted. I teach you the powerful techniques 
"Systematic Revision* and ’Daily Routine” so that 
you can revise and remember more in less time. 

Technique 2: Scientific research has proved ihat 
fur beuer memory, wc should take rest and not 
study continuously for hours. will learn my 
technique "Rest Inline* to get maximum ben^ 
from the rest. This technique relaxes you, changes 
your hrain waves, and puts you in a 'learning state*. 

Read Faster te Revise Faster 
Everyone can learn to read and understand 300, 

Sno or more words per minute. But, many of ns e 
read only about 100 words per minute. My 'Fmgei*^ 
Ibchnique* will double your speed in 60 minutes. 

llbu may read slowly for these reasons: (1) If you 
read atond or move Ups (2) If you hear sounds in 
your mind (3) If you read one word at a glance 
rather than r^ing many words (4) If, without 
bel.-ig aware, you read some worA again and again. 

^This course will help you to overcome these 
^biti. Tile best use of readiiqt lasier is not to study 

new chapters for the first time, but to revise again 
and Main ipiickly so that you can remember mote in 
less lime. 

What WillYaaUani 

Caa Yaa teswar 
r Thaia Qoaitlaas ^ 
•For batter memoiy, ihauM you atudy 

early In morning or late hi iiighi? 
•For better memory, ahouid you read feat 

or riow? Should you study continu¬ 
ously or lake real? 

• Do examlnan giva you mora marki If 
you wrtto mora pegaa? 

• VWtWi vliamlna can halp your bram to 
hinelton bettor and to Improve your 107 

• For how aseny hours must you sloop? 
lata It good for your K) to oat Just botara i 
Van exam? y 

w learn will Increase greatly t. Increaie In your 
•ouliy 10 ttu4y langer wibmit ggniig tired (My or 

.u. Ow Madaot Soti 

All lidia Maoiory Racari 
Our studoni Ragv Chaudhaiy haa 

mesnHysttamsmoiy rscord. 
(Llmca Book et Racordt). 

In IntarviswB to many nawapapam 
ha laM, *Ths •serais of my itawly davalopad maiiiory 
•re postal couissa Mind Powisr Study fecfin/guea and 
M/nd Pomr Music from the M/nd Power ftssssieh 
Insbtuls, UMpur" 

Before Joining our eourat^he was an ordinary 
aludant and soorad oniy 52.3ns in High Schooi Exam. 

Ask youraalf: If this course can help somaona to sot 
a new msmoiy raoord, can It also hoip you to Improvo 
memory and use mora mind power for auccass? 

What Ntorspapan, Magaslaas Soy 
a'SImpla, alfacttva, pmdlcal nchnlquat to Improve over¬ 
all Intalllgenca end mind povwr. Evan avaraga shidant 
can easily understand.' : — Tmw of indu 

•'Powerful, practical, assy. It will help all sludants, bank 
offidala and othora appearing for teal, exams and hiier- 
ViaWS.' *lndnnB#nla‘A«McotlonBull«tin 

What Stadaots Say 
•rvour course helped me to win gqlp medal in AMIE 
exam. It has bean of immanso help to mo.' 

— Horth VbrcihBn Khanna. Gum 
wi topped daV Cokegt Chahdigarli. I increased my 
reading apeod Horn 303 to 1000 words par mlnuta.* 

—>San|aav Dbdi. Pinchkuli, Haryana* 
dVary utaliii for my BSc end ICWA axamt. Wtthln • sm- 
glo day, I Increased my readino speed from 275 to 455 
words par mlnuta’ —s jayipniiMh. mm«, tn 

•'I am vaty happy to tofocm you that my son Ravi 
Anand kicroasad Ns reading spoad from 228 to sutprla- 
Ingly high 1618 words par minute. Thank you for your 
courao.* . ~OrMLSnBX.MS.Ey*Sut||Mn.Bil«i 

•UnbBtlBvably. I improvad my reading spead Irom 75 to 
200 words per mlnuta. My son (In dasa 4) improved 
hla memory. Ha alao improvad hla reading apaed from 
45 to too.* . l>nilMBtatiiaiiiir.Ph0.h»m«lrinUSA 

•*l worked hard according to your tochniquos and Im¬ 
provad. My parents are vary hdppy. lhadnavarba- 
fora got dIsOnetton. but now I got 78% in Malhs and 
80% In Sdenco.* - runiuii cumw. nm*. ms 

mii^ or feeling sleepy 4. You will experience that 
you are c^ble of acMeving much more success 
than you curremly do (even if you are already very 
good) B. Enhance your intelligence S. Improve 
writing, spelling, interview skills 7. Learn exam 
secrets to get more marks for what you have studied 
8. Avoid big miiudcei that can cauK fiiilure. 

You Will Also Lmm Theso 
1. Some major mistakes of exam days & how to 

avoid them 2. More techniques tbr improving 
inenwry, concentiation. and intelligence 3. How to 
use time in the claasroom Ibr success 4. Mind maps; 
new scientIBc wgy to take botes S. Program younelf 
for luceeas using the power of belleft, Imagination, 
and Neuro Lir^istlc Progiamming 6. Advanced 
memory teebniquea to remember loiu sequences, 
spelling and oompllctted things 7. Interview 
techniques Hot self-confidence t success 8. How 
saamliien correct answer papers, and how to use 
this knowledge to get morg marki 9. Mega- 

) tyl^fBapnt 

lia>Dafa 
•B E, Brrs PSaN. M1beh,irr Kharagpur. NTSE 

acholto. Rank 5 Rat School Board. 
•WotW-famout author. IpubUthadSoompulerbooka 

in USA toduoing a bait Baling 148-006 Matters.* 
•My llrat Job an engineer paid only Ra 1000 per 

MONTH. Jual 7 yean later, I eetnad 80 dollars per 
HOUR tn USA aa eomputor expert and witter. 

•At the peak or lucceat, I loll USA to do aomelhlng In 
aurowncounby. Now, I apend my IkiS ttana at the 
*Mlnd Powar Raaearch hwatuto.* 

• I also laaml French, Sanakrtl, Karato, Breaking 
wooden board by hand, many MadKatlont, ato. 

•Expart: Computore, EngNah, Mind Powar, Study Tbeh- 
nfouai. Vtti» a member of 'Society tor Acoalaretod 
teeming A Teaching, USA*,_ 

vitamins can increaie your intelligence durii« 
exam-days 10. How for 2 types of questions, you can 
get moremarka. 

Toppw's UniguB Counw 
Comblim Bast of USA and India 

This unique course combines 5000 ycir old Indisn 
lechniq^ with the latest Kienlifk discoveries in brain 
retetreh, nutrition, pnchology, and music in America 
and other countries. This course is lyoiected by the 
Coovriaht Law so nobody can copy tEii'nwerial. 

Mtail Powar Mask far Uaraiaa 
Our cas.vetie has musK ind sounds from nature ^ver, 

birds) amUhe subliminal messages (or Hidden- 
Messagcs~ in this music bypiss ynur conscious mind, 
go to your subconscious mind to help you. 

Now a reaearclt paper, as part or Ph D work in the 
Depaitmem of Psychology, Sukhadia Universin, hat 
scadenucally proved ttial this musk lignificsnlly helpt 
in learnlng/crcaiivily and that it is as effective as mind 
machines. (Dr Thomas Budynski bad found that mind 
machines increase 10 and irades/marla in achool/cxanO 

60-DAY MONEY-BACK 
GUARANTEE 

1 am 100% sure that you will benefit greatly feom niy 
coune, 101 offer you this unique guanntee: 

If you ire not 100% satisfied with the course (code 
805). simply renirn it so that it must reach us within 60 
days of dnptich from our oRice, and you get refond of Siur amoum (minus Rs 40 for postAhandImg) hy MCk 

o questions asked-you be toe judge. 
This is iraoie than enough timr to benefit. Actually 

many student! benefit on toe fsrst dqr they get the 
coune. And most bercfit within 1 or 2 weeks. With toe 
course, J^lso send a green potter of Bepna's Optical 
Illusion"' Technique for Conctntration whkh waa 
inspired by 5000-year old symbol of India called Sri 
IbAm. Even if you return the couise for money-back, 
please keep this amazing poster as rny free gift. 

You Doeido ■■■ 
It is up to you now. You can turn this page as if you 

did not even read it, or you can decide to join toil 
course to bencEi from my hard work and success. 

■■BBHHHtfiiBiailUHUaaBaMaaaBRH 
I The discount prices tou month are given below. 
Order now without delay to save and to benefit soon^ 

CaurM N«im *0215? 

WaBaprorsMuiSPiiiwr study raehnlqiiit cam SOS 220*20 

DrAni aren't MM Pc«wUiiile(M«iiMy and ... hl.uk 
Clliie»ri55<ul)M«w«c_110 85*29 

Boiiicautn«tkova(MSrt1d| TIP | 210*21 

NOWTOORDIR 
This coune is not sold in shops bectuie they do not 

give money-back guarantee. We setxl all courses by 
Registered Post only. No VPR Tb Older todi^, go to 
jour bank or post mtee, and send foil amount m D.D. 
or M.Ol in toe name of M.RR.I. Udalniir IRatl w; 

Director, Mind Povrer RosMrch Institute 
R-3, Mind Power Chamber*, Sector 4 

Udaipur (Ratuthan) 313002 
v*n*«r-|g||Mi""''Tr'’“***l 'r^~ininm rtlfTn *1/1 
mm dodi a (1| boIlM gl MO tami OR O) aaek el DnS, Dc iM aan ira, 
TUO, w Bbweii. Mat vWd k( dm mosiiltnii M daa el pdillcatini ol Ml 
id Moar ua l-a amlu Id didai ptBOMaSe daU* pgwtSa. Udapui lumde- 
tonodb' TM-Vadanek. CapyniMtiiMnil. 



u> nun mat nc rwivett t..!-, ana tunmi u 

iiiUi the most dynamic company in Amenca. 
But what this odd-stnindinR statement really 

means is this : I cannot ntford to rest on my 
laurels. If I do. I’m dead ! Earlier in the 

summer, Welch's CE led Business Week list 
of top 1(K) companies in market value in the 

world for the swond year in a row with 
SIW.tW billion In second place was Coca- 
Cola {^169 billion), lollowcd by Royal 

Duirh/Shell of the Netherlands and Britain 

(S16H biliion); .N'll of Japan ($151 billion); 
and Bill Ciates' VIicrosi>li ($148 billion). GF. 

Ii.is been number one in market value in 

the US since 1993. Its market value as of 31 

[December 1997 was S24U billion—$50 billion 

more Ilian the next highest in the world 

(Roval Duich/Shcll). What was more, GE 

was once again on the verge of ranking near 

the top of the list of the most profitable 

companies in America. CE's first quarter 

profits in 1996 itMched $1.67 billion, more 
profit than the company earned ($1.65 

billion) during all of 1981, the year Welch 

tiMik over as Chairman & Chief Executive 

Officer ot the company. Its third quarter 
profits of $2.01 billion led all American 

companies, ahead of second-place Exxon 

($1.82 billion) and third-place Intel (SI .57 

billion). (In 19%, GE had its best year ever, 

as mvenue nise to a record $79.2 billion, a 

13% increase over the previous year's 
revenues; its profits increased 11% to a 

rtMTord of $7.8 billion.) 

Back at work in September, Welch 
carefully monitors his latest initiative) a 

countrywide programme designed to 
improve the quality of CE's processes and 

priHlucts in the hope of saving billiims of 
dollars. He is proud of the initiative, pmud 

that Ills 270,0(H) empliiyees have taken to 

the programme so enthusiastically, proud 
that the early indications of the programme's 

value are far better than he expected. He 

didn't invent the concept of business quality, 

but listening to him one vvould have thought 

lie had. That's Jack Welch. If be likes an 

idea, lie embraces it with the warmth and 

exciteineiit that a parent shows to a new 
babv. It Welch likes an idea, it becomes his 
idea 

in late October, Welch dines at the W'hiti- 

House, a guest at the stale dinner for 

^ hinese pn>sident Jiang 2I«''inin. Observing 
Welch 111 the ri’ceiving lino to greet the 

American and Chinese leaders. Bill Clinton 

iniroduced the C IE chaiiman to Jiang as "My 

fai'onte golf icacher" Clinton and Weldi 

eiijov a warm laugh. Both silently recall their 
relaxed golf outing in August. The 

president's purpose in inviting the GE 

cliairman to the White House is not merely 

social. I he invitation is Clinton's way ol 

recognising GE's gniwing business role in 

China, and of ackniiivledgnig Jack Welch as 
one of the country’s inost successful—and 

powerful—individual. (A Time sur\'ey in 

June 19% selected Welch as the sixth most 

iiitiuential figur(>s in America. Clinton 

topped the survey.) On 19 November 1997 
Welch turns 62 years old, and he makes it 

38 

Clear iniu in mree years nc win step aown 

as GE's chairman and CEO. How could this 

be ? How could the man who golfs with 

presidents, who runs the most powerful 
business enterprise on earth who seems so 

fit despite his years, contemplate quitting 

in the year 2000 ? The answer has to do 

with GE's practice that its CEOs retire at 
age 65. Yet, anyone meeting Jack Welch that 

fall concludes, just by looking at the spring 

in hi.s step, by listening to the upbeat voice, 

that the chaintian of GK is just revving up 

that he is years away from walking away 
from it all. 

To be sure, his face has a few more lines, 

and his hairline is receding. Yet, witli his 

squat, muscular build, and his solid five foot 

eight inch frame, he still looks like the hard- 

checking hockey player he once was. If a 

film were to be made of Jack Welch's life, 
one could imagine Hollywixid actor Robert 

Duvall playing the lead role. Welch's face 
shifts from one expression to another 'Ibere 

is the warm, eager smile when he likes what 

he hears, and the stem, steely-eyed 

countenance when someone has said 
something silly (a favorite Welch phrase). 

The childhood stutter is almost gone 

completely, and only in emotional burst docs 

it surface. Though he has been through 

open-heart surgery in the spring of 1995, 

Welch continues to put in long biisine.ss 
hours, phoning employees, visiting GE 

businesses around the world, sitting down 

with financial analysts, board members, 

journalists, the proverbial last person ai GE 
headquarters in Farfield, Connecticut to turn 

the lights off (a GE nianufnclitred light of 

course !). 

GE is a far different companv in late 1997 

fnim the GE of a decade ago, or two decades 

ago. And that is largely due to jack Welch. 

It was clear from the day lie look over the 

company that he planned to launch a 
revolution at GE. He wasted no time iii 

executing his plan. No one linkered with a 
basically healthy inapr company as much 

as Jack Welch did. No one in American 

business had the vision to hx something that 

wasn't broken. No one was as successful in 

making the repairs as was the liF, Ci-.O. It 

was an odd revolution that he carried out 

but It was still .1 revolution Hrequentiv, 
revolutions start at the bi.itoiii. Weleh's 

began at the top. It was rei'oiutioii th.it made 

GE leaner, lousier. More lonipetilivi*. fewoi 

people. Fewer business units, Fewer 

managers To many, GE had been an icon, a 

sacred institution, not one to lie lantpoTeit 

with. Bu. Welch had no such notions; he 
applied a hind of ".surc'ival of the finest" 

rule-of-thumb" Ui his businesses and to his 

personnel, and those who survived were the 
ones who were needed. All others— 

businesses, people—wcre discardi*d. He sold 
SIO billion and purchased $19 billion worth 

of businesses. And he pared the workforce 

of 1981 from 412,000 to 229,000. 

For 17 years, quietly yet meticulously, he 

led a series of revolutions at GE, seeking to 

recast a highly bureaucratic, labour intensive 

LurpuKtitf iiuu a ptuaui^civis 

machine that would function with the speed 
and simplicity of a small, entrepreneurial 
companv. Given GE's size and complexity, 
it seemed a Herculean task. Yet, throughout 
the eighties he wrought enormous change 
at GE. Others accused Welch of creatine 
turmoil. He remained unfazed. He knew] 
that, to turn GE around, to make it the 
world's most competitive enterprise, chan^ 
was essential. Not surprisingly, GE personnel 
respemded to Jack Welch and his unsettling 
plans with wariness even suspicion. After 
all, change, to tliem, usually meant a turn 
for the worse. Change was just a sugar 
coated word for a plant closing or dismissal. 

By the late eighties, when the CEO of CE 
was satisfied that he Iiad restructured his 
company sufficiently, and that the company 
was positioned to become a world-class 
competiior, he shifted ground and turned 
Ills aftontion to GE's employees. He knew 
all too well how discomfiting and unnerving 
the earliei part of the eighties had been for 
them, the survivors. While they had not lost 
tlicir jobs, many of their friends had, and 
they themselves bad spent the past decade 
fretting over their fulures. He decided that 
the best way to give his employees a sens#' 
of stability was to allow them take part iii 
the diMsioi'.-making processe.s in the 
company One major side-benefit of this new 
empowerment plan was to make employees 
mon> productive as well. 

When, in 1989, the chairman decided to 
empower GE's employees, he used a 
companywide vehicle called Work-Out. This 
was a programme that was designed to give 
everyinie down to llie factory floor level a 
chance (or the firsi lime to propose ways of 
improving the company's day-to-day 
operations Not surprisingly, it tiwk time for 
the chairman's ideas to sink in among the 
employees. Some of the same suspicions 
about Wc'Ich and his strategies resurfaced, 
and some workers ,ign*ed to take part in 
Work-Out only grudgingly. Semsing those! 
suspicions, tile chairman deliberately spread 
the programme llirough the company 
slowly, even as he exhibited liLs usual 
unbridled •.■ntbusiasm for the pro|ert 
Ultimately, tlie progi amine proved a huge 
sui c'’ss helping Welch to create the kind I'l 
compani he bad talked about lor years— 
one that was more open, with tew'er 
boundaries, one that engaged in thousands 
of learning experiences large and small. 

By the late ninetie.s, lack Welch could 
liave stood still. He coulil have said to 
himself, 'We've done it. We've made GE 
the most competitive enterprise on earth, 
let's ease up, let's sit back and enjoy things 
for a while. But Welch is not about to 
tread water. 1 le enjoys the game of business 
too much and yearns to be in the middle 
of it. He is too passitmate about his vvork;j 
too passionate about wanting to be the 
very best at what he does, about wanting 
GE to be Ihe very best. Coupled with that 
unremitting zest for business is his belief 
that GE can only suffer if it stands still. 

(Continurii on page 74) 
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Brtimtdra Singh (9th Hank): IAS Toppen Ibik To Ybu 

A Bumpy Ride 
Brijmtre Singh (26J achieved the 9th posilian 

among the luccettful candidatet of the Civil 
Services Exammtlmi, 1998, 

He has done M.A. (Modem H»lorg),fiwn JNU, 
We publish below an exclusive interview he 

gate to Competitiim Success Review. 
CSRi What is the secret of your success in 

the Civil Sert'ices Examination ? 
Brijendra Singh : No secret whatsoever. A 

lot of elders' blessings, friends, good wishes 
and my own efforts. That's it. 

Q. How much time do you think one 
requires for serious preparation for this 
examination ? 

A. It's totally variable. 
Q. Which journals and newspapers have 

you been reading for the General 
Knowledge and other papers ? 

A. I read Competition Success Review, 
(^neral Knowledge Today, CSR Year Book, 

Times of India The Hindu, Frontline, 
Mainstream and Seminar. 

Q. What is your impression of the 
Interview Board ? 

A. Experienced and brilliant people-with 
tonnes of knowledge. Can be patronising if 
y.>u are honest and forthright, and would 
tighten the screws really bad if one tries to 
be clever by half. 

Q. What is your advice to the future 
aspirants 7 

A. Take it only if you know you can make 
It. Otherwise it's a bumpy ride which takes 
a whole year and there is no getting off it. 

Q Competition Success Review, 
the largest selling youth magazine in 
English, has been extremely helpful 
j^cause... 

A. It's been a constant companion since 
childhood. When we used to look at the 
toppers' faces, we were absolutely fascinated 
how they had made it a success. The 
information contained in the magazine 
seemed all the inspiring because of 
interviews with toppers. 

Q. What prompted you to choose Civil 
Services as your career ? 

A. My grandmother's age-old wish to see 
me as a "Deputy Collector," my mother's 
earlier prodding and my own desire to chart 
out a course independent of my father. 

Q. Hotk did your parents, family and 
ftienda contribute to your success ? 

A. Parents, family and friends brought me 
success more than anything else, for they 

^ept their faith while 1 tumbled from one 
ntdge (n the other for tluee years. Had it not 

been for their unflinching support I would 
have cracked up long ago and lost it all. 

Q. Had you not been selected in the 
Civil Services Examination, what would 
have been your reaction 7 Which other 

service/career would you have gone in/ 
opted for 7 

A. I would have said, "Too bad, you 
missed out the services ol a brilliant civil 
servant." Politics i.s where I would have 
delved in. 

Q. How would you visualise your 
success 7 

A. Relief... sense of satisfaction, 
achievement, etc., etc., but yes, above all, 
relief. 

Q. What were your Optionals for the 
Civil Services Examination 7 

A. History in the Prelims, and History and 

Exams. It has entered the psyche of 
competitors well and amply caters to their 
academic requirements. 

Q. What is your opinion about General 
Knowledge Today 7 

A Good for thoiie avid quizzers ! Also, 
useful for General Studies at the Prelims 
stage. 

Q. What do you think is a better way of 
preparation between selective, intensive 
study and wide, extensive study 7 

A. It it's not a sensible mix of both 
intensive and extensive study — failure is 
certain. 

Anthropology in the Mains. 
Q. What was your criterion for the 

selection ot the optional subjects 7 
A. History : My own subject in college 

and; Anthropology . general, comprehen¬ 
sible, very subjective. I fell comfortable with 
It 

Q. How did you prepare for your 
Compulsory papers 7 

A. Books are what I primarily relied on, 
though I did attend coaching classes for 
General Studies. 

Q. How did Competition Success Review 
help you in your preparation for the 
interview 7 

A. Apart from the inspiration 1 derived 
every now and then, the magazine is a 
bundle of useful information, all in one 
place, between two covers, with no 
scouting around for farts from anywhere else 
required. 

•>Q. What Is your opinion about 
'Competition Success Review 7 

. - A. The oldest and the best The magazine 
has been around for so long now that It has 
dmeome synonymous with Civil Services 

Q. Is the pattern of the examination 
appropriate for selection 7 Would you 
recommend any improvement 7 

A. Nothing could be more fixilproof. But 
yes, those reaching the interview stage if 
wanting to take the next year's exam could 
be exempt from Pielims. 

Q. Do you feel that there should be no 
restriction on the number of attempts 7 

A Three, for the general category and 
five for the reserved category. 

Q. With the resumption of Essay 
paper in the UPSC Examinations, we arc 
giving four senior essays every month. Is 
this focus-oriented, analytical feature 
helpful for the IAS aspirants ? 

A. Definitely. But only as long as aspirants 
are trying to develop a certain writing style 
rather than mugging up these essays and 
then just using one of them on the answer 
sheet. 

Q. How do you think Competition 
Success Review could be more useful to the 
candidates 7 

A, It's a good magazine, that is at the top 
It maintains the standard, that's it. J 
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Vishal Chauhan (Wth Rank): IAS Toppers Talk To You 

Choose Your Optionols Carefully 

Vuliiil I'lmuhnii f?-i) uc/iifvfJ the lOth 
/hiKition i/iHiiHy the itinilidiitcs of the 
Cii'il Semiciv Lxiiiiiimtwii, llt'lH. 

He has ihiie HL <1 leili, PCOIE. 
We /luhlish More an exclusn>c mtm<ieto he 

y.nr to C onipi-tition Success Review. 

CSR; Whiit IS Ihe secret of your success in 
tlie Civil Services Examination ? 

Vishal Chaiihiw : Clarity of concepts in 
niv optional sub|ccl, hard work and support 
given by my family members. 

Q. How much time do you think one 
requires for serious preparation for this 
examination ? 

.■1. 10-12 months if one has taken same 
optionals in which graduation is done. 

Q. Which journals and newspapers have 
you been reading for the General 
Knowledge and other papers ? 

A. .New.spapers like The Hindu and 
niagaiuncs like Conifietition Success Review, 
CenernI Kncrrledye Today, CSR Yi'fli Book, 
honlhiic and India Today. 

Q. What is your impression of the 
Interview Board ? 

A. I think the Interview Board was veiy 
cordial. The Chairman was very much 
p.irlu ipative. The Board members, in 
general, guided me in giv'ing my best answer 

Q. What is your advice to the future 
aspirants 7 

.A. It IS \er\ important to take the same 
optionals in which one has done graduation. 
Besides this, the scoring pattern of recent 
years ••houlcl also be taken into consideration 
while deciding the optionals. 

Q Competition Success Review, 
the largest selling youth magazine in 
English, has been extremely helpful 
because... 

A. interviews and personality te.st of 
siKiesstiil candidates are highiv motivating 
till tor-, ‘oi IAS aspirants l eatiires like 
Sucicss Plan help very much in detailed 
pt.iniiing 

Q. What prompted you to choose Civil 
Services as your career 7 

A. Civil Servants play a leading role in 
deciding the destiny of the country. 1 think 
as an IAS Ofticer, 1 can contribute very much 
to the society and the people. Beside.s thi.s, 
this job provides challenges and 
opportunities for career growth. 

Q. How did your parents, family and 
friends contribute to your success 7 

A. Contribution of family members and 
friends is verv important. But my 
maternal uncle has been the driving force for 
me. 

Q. Had you not been selected in the 
Civil Services Examination, what would 
have been your reaction ? Which other 
setvice/career would you have gone in/ 
opted for 7 

A. I would h.ive iH'en disappointed and 
would have tried for once more. Even then 

if I were not selected, I would have joined 
Indian Railway Services as an Electrical 
Engineer 

Q. How would you visualise your 
success 7 

A. It IS the ciilmin.ition of my continuous 
efiorts and consistent performance m my 
graduation and in later years. It is really like 
a dream come true. 

Q. What were your Optionals for the'* 
Civil Services Examination 7 

A. Electrical Engineering lor the Prelims. 
Electrical Engineering and Maihematics tor 
the Mains. 

Q. What was your criterion for the 
selection of Optional subjects 7 

A. I hav*' always been very conifort<ible 
in Electric.il Engineering bei-ause ol my 
specialisaiioo I had ihosen Mathematics 
because it is a scoring subject. It has proved 
very helpful m scoring a good rank 

Q. How did you prepare for your 
Compulsory papers 7 

A, No preparation was required for Hindi 
and English. For General Studie.s papers 
I consulted standard books like Bipin Chandra 
for Modern History, Basu (for Polity). For 
current affairs I followed newspapers and 
magazines available in the market. 

Q. Ci-mpetition Success Review is the 
largest read youth magazine in English. 
How do you visualise the role of this maga¬ 
zine in moulding the careers of the youth 7 

A. Competition Success Review covers 
almost all the career options fur the youth. 
This magazine helps them in deciding their 
career and give them critical information 
about what to prepare add how to prepare. 

Q. How did Competition Success Revieu> 
help you in your preparation for the 
interview 7 

A. The personality lest ot successtui 
candidates gives relevant and first-hand 
information about the interview, it helps the 
aspirants on what lines one should prepare 
for tile interview and they know what is 
expected of lliom. 

Q. What is your opinion about 
Competition Success Review 7 

A. it IS an excellent magazine, helping 
youths in deciding their career and guiding 
them in achieving their target. 

Q. What is your opinion about Ceiierul 
Knowledge Today 7 

A. it contains almost all important 
infoimation needed lor young students. Ihi. 
jntormation is giv-.-ii m a very logical and* 
precise way. 

Q. W'hat do you think is a better way of 
preparation between selective intensive 
study and wide, extensive study 7 

A. 1 think a combination of both is 
required. In optionals one should 
concentrate on lew selected topics and cover 
them thoroughly while in the mains wide 
study is requiivd- 

Q. Is the pattern of the examination 
appropriate for selection 7 Would you 
recommend any improvement 7 

A. There should be .separate exams tor 
IAS, IFS and IPS and the course content 
should be designed in such a manner that 
students can prepare it part-time also. 

Q. With the resumption of Essay 
paper in the UPSC Examinations, we are 
giving four senior essays every month. Isi 
this focus-oriented, analyticai feature 
helpful for the IAS aspirants 7 

A. This featuK has been very encouraging 
to IAS aspirants. Students can ieam much by 
reading these essays and improve their style 
and language. -.j 
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Why Professionals Join 
The Civil Services 

Since I had performed well in my Optional*, I was expectin); my 
interview call. Then* was a feelin); io gear up for the next challenge 
Iftcr seeing the Mains result. I divided my preparation in two parts. 
First, personal information like my home town, home stale, hobby, 
mv education background, the institutions 1 have attended, reason 
for joining Civil Services, my present job etc. Thcs part I prepared 
mvself. 1 prepared some expected questions also. For the second part, 
lor lurrent events I nude a group of three-four friends and we 
discussed some contmversial and current issues. In the process, we 
conducted some mock interviews al.'.o. My interview was in the first 
session. I wore blue truu.sers and light blue shirt with a contrasting 
lie and black shoes. My interview was second in the group of six 
(.indidates. So my waiting time was not much. 1 had a small chat 
with fellow 
i-1) n d I d a I e s 
and glanced 
through the 
newspaper 
headlines of 
the day. 

i was 
relaxed and 
c o n f I d e ii t 
throughout 
i1|| interview. 
Ine very tirst 

question put to me was the reasons of the high crime rate in 
Ch.i/iabaci, which I ansivea'd to iny satisfaction. The next question 
lias on cnminalisation of politics especially in U.P. The Chairman 
also asked me what is political crime, corruption in public life, 
[’n'sidential form ot CGovernment, reasons for malfunctioning of state 
•'leciriciiv boanls, generation cost, transmission cosls etc. 

I he second member asked me ciuestions on the electrification in 
Kaihvays, motor used in Railway loconiolives and other que.stinns 
n laled to Railways 

I he third menibi'r asked me about small hydnipower projects, 
positixe and negative leodback their advantages and 
di'-advantagfs, etc. 

The fourth iiiemlx'r asked me about newspaper headlines of the 
da\-, prison reforms, management, etc. 

1 he last question, and which proved to be most ticklish question 
wa.s will being a |'>rllte.^slonaI (electrical engineer as well as IXT in 
lndiistri.il Liigineenngt, I wanted to join the Civil Services. U 

VISHAL CHAUHAN, IAS 

Highly Motivating 

We are pleased to publish here a letter front 
Mr. Vishal Chauhan, 1A$ Topper 1998 (10th Position) 
and wish our readers a similar splendid success. 

7de Sditvt 

604 PtmtUe XotM 

"POue, 

•Ke» t>Ud£-ttOOOg 

am, aen^ mttci tdoadfai ta &ampttitiaa SmecM 

^ ftUdiMf me tdamtfdma m^ p/tepmmUisM. 

U OM, tMeUuU emwUaf aU 

iM^nmeOiaa te^tUetd fvt fgiitorf SvwiuA atpiiumU 

(earn mteUitup oh fa dam (a fvtepa/u. idem fax 

tde Pmiima amt 'TfCataa. 

“Tfe pmasaatie^ (eat of meeeaafat eamtidatta U 

tdu etpidmi featme. *l came t» 6»tem 

wAat U feaeeatt^ aeded Ot tde OUewiem amt dam ta 

deepmte fee U. 

9ue fee me tde meet uatmdte /kaet ef tde ma^afiHe 

e* tdc iateeaieme ef euccceefat caadidate*. 

'?6eee iateeiUuee dove aieeatfe deem a metamtUcf faetee 

fee me. 

TOud 9eet ’Wiedee. 

4^ieded ^dmtdaa. *}f4S 

Little Time For Preparation I Bio Data 
I luci verv jittlo tinn* for preparatUm for 

tlu‘ I’relims. Though 1 had cleared the 

Preliminary exam last year also, 1 should 
have been more careful about it. 

Tor the Mains, I 
w as able to devote 
nivself fully only 

after Preliminary 

exams. Since only 

limited time waj 

■nailable, 1 
devvited most jpf 

khe time ^ 

Pi •> t h e m a t i c s 
'which finally paid 
rich dividends), but ( should have 
managed at least JO more days for 
Electrical Engineering. Though I had 
already appeared in Engineering Services 

'■'’mpct/t/ov success nr.viEW. march im 

VISHAL CHAUHAN. IAS 

Examination, this lark of revision cost me 

about 30 marks. Ample time should 

be devoted to preparation of optional 
papers. So, the candidate should 

revise his paper 

at least once, 

irrespective of 
tne fact that he 

has appeared 

in the previous 

examination. 

In the interview 
one should never 
change the stand 
once taken. One 

should defend one's viewpoint with logical 
reasoning. In the end if one is not able to 
defend ones' views, it can be modified a 
little. U 

Q Name : Vishal Chauhan 

□ Educational Qualifications : B.R 
(Elect), Post Graduate Diploma in 
Industrial Engg. 

Q School ; Indian Public School, 
Ghaziabad 

□ College : Shambhu Dayal Inter 
College, Ghaziabad 

□ University : University of Roorkee 

□ Any Award, Gold Medal and 

Scholarship Won; University Merit 

Scholartihip. 

a Earlier Selections : GATE (99.61 

percentile), IES-96 (7th rank). 



FOR SUCCESS IN ALL COMPETITIVE EXAMS READ IIMS ‘SUCCESS PACKS’ 

I Ki:i: 
ISOOKS 

Iwouiii US >00/ 

IIMS PUBLICATIONS 
IKKI 
BOOKS 

\\ ( )K I II US JOd 

6/18, JANCPURA F.XTENSION, (DOUBLE STOREY), NEAR MASJID ROAD, NEW DELHM4 
PHONES : 43)6915, 4329106, 4311946 FAX ; 91*11>4313S03 E-mail : iimspub@nde.vsnl.iiet.ln 

NOW IIMS PI HI.K’AT IONS OFFKK ‘SUCCFSS PACKS’ OF ESSENTIAL BOOKS TO ACHIEVE SUCCESS IN ALL 
roMi’K IT n\ i; i:x \m.s. m y iims ‘success pack* today and avail of our special offer of free books 
WORT H RS. 2(M1/. I’Ll S i )NE FREE AUDIO CASSETTE WORTH RS. 50/- ON CROUP DISCUSSIONS/INTERVIKWS/ENOLISH 
CONVKRSATION/INDIAN trONSTITUTION AS PER YOUR CHOICE. HURRY ! OFFER VALID TILL JUNE 30,1999. 

I.A.S. 
(Prelims) 
General 
Studies 

1. Gemral Kowladg* 
2. Q.K. Workbook 
3. 15,000 QuocUons on 

Gonoral Studios 
4. SO M.T.P. on G.K. 
5. Gonoral Sciancs 
6. Oblociivs Gan. Sciancs 
7. Gaography 
8. Indian History 
9. Indian Economy 
10. Indian Constitution 

,11.100P.P.onG.K7G.S. 
13. Gonoral Montal Ability 

113. Arlthmatlc 
14. Dictionary of Scloneo 

I IS.PreviousPapars 
Ns. I.A.S. Planner 

IAS 

Rs. 150/ 
Rs. 200/- 

Ra. 300/- 
Rs. 140/- 
Ra. 200/- 

a Ra. 100/- 
Rs. 200/- 
Rs. 200/- 
Rs. 150/- 
Rs. 150/- 
Rs. 150/- 
Ra. 150/- 
Rs. 80/ 
Rs. 70/' 
Rs. 50/- 
Rs. 100/- 

Ra.2370/ 

(Prelims) 
General Studies 

(Hindi) 

MBA ENT./CAT/ 
MAT/FMS/BAJAJ/XLRI, ETC. 

1. nmiaj anoita 
2. warm Reia 
3. yH" 
4. amt et yflieia 
5. amt an aflara 
8. amfta unitmm 
7. warm im/jvuiaa 

lOOOfleti Oatl 
8. WMi-a tja 

aalftl^ mAoui 

Ra. 300/ 
Rs. 200/- 
Ra. 200/- 
Rs. 320/- 
Rs. 150/- 
Rs. 150/- 

Ra. 140/- 

Rs. 200/- 

Rs. 1650/- 

I.F.S. Exam 
(G.K. & ENGLISH ONLY) 

Qaneral English Rs. 120/' 
100 M.T.P. on Engligh Rs. 150/ 
Common Errors In Eng. Ra. 100/ 
Teat of Eng. Language Ra. ISO/ 
Reading Comprahsntlon Rs. 70/ 
English Vocabulary Ra. 150/ 
Group Olacuaalona Ra. 100/ 
Argumantativa Quaationa Rs. 100/ 
Synonyms S Antonyms Rs. 70/ 

3. Idioms A Phrases Rs. 70/ 
1. Word Potwar Course Rs. 200/ 
2. Obioetivo Maths Rs. 120/ 
3.5000 Qs. on ArlthmsUe Rs. 180/ 
4.100P.P.mNuinaricilAbllliy Rs. 160/ 
5. Oatalntorpratatlon Rs. 100/ 
1. Verbal Rasaoning Rs. 120/ 
7. Test of Reasoning Rs. 150/ 
B. 100 M.T.P. on Reasoning Rs. 150/ 
B. Intarvlaws for All Ra. 100/ 
0. QanaralKnowledge Rs. ISO/ 
1.50 M.T.P. on a.K. Rs. 140/ 
2. Business G.K. Rs. 100/ 

Rs. 2730/ 

N DA/CDS 
Ganaral Knowlsdga Rs. 150/ 
50 M.T.P. on G.K. Ra. 140/ 
100 P.P. on Q.KyG.S Ra. 150/ 
Indian Constitution Rs. 100/ 
General Science Rs. 200/ 
Geography Rs. 200/ 
Indian History Rs. 200/ 
Dictionary of Science Rs. 70/ 
Obiactiva Maths Rs 120/ 

9.5000 Qs. on Artithmatic Rs. 160/ 
t. General English Rs. 120/ 
2.100 M.T.P. on English Rs. 150/ 
3. Tast of Eng. Language Rs. ISO/ 
4. Common Errors in English Rs. 100/ 
5. Group Diaeusslona Ra. 100/ 
5. Intarvlawt for All Rs. 100/ 
r. Engllah Conversation Rs. 150/ 
I. Word Powar Course Ra. 200/ 

MBBS ENT. 
EXAMS/PMT 

Rs. 
1. 5000 Questions on Physics 100 
2. 5000 Quaationa on Chemistry 100 
3. 5000 Quaationa on Botany 100 
4. 5000 Quaationa on Zoology 100 
6. General Selanca 200 
6. Objsctivs Selanca 100 
7. 3000 Questions on Selanca 10O 
5. Dictionary of Science 70 

Ra. 870 

S.B.UBANK P.OJ 
RBI OFFICERS GDE. ‘B’ 

EXAM. AC/DSP IN CRPF/ 
BSF/ITBP EXAM, BBSmSA/ 

BBM ENT. EXAM 
1. General Knowlsdga Ra. 150/ 
2. 50M.T.P.onG.K. Ra. 140/ 
3. 100P.P.onQ.K7G.S. Ra. 150/ 
4. Ganaral English Rs. 120/ 
5. 100 M.T.P. on Engllah Rs. ISO/ 
0. Tast of Eng. Language Ra. ISO/ 
7. Reading Comprahsnalon Ra. 70/ 
5. Common Errors In English Rs. 100/ 
6. 100 Important Essays Rs. 50/ 
10. Paragraph Writing Ra. 50/ 
11 Precis Writing Rs. 60/ 
12. Modal Lsttsrs Rs. 70/ 
13. EnglishVooabulsry Rs. 150/ 
14. Synonyms & Antonyms Rs. 70/ 
15. idioms A Phrases Rs. 70/ 
15 Group Diaeusslona Ra. 100/ 
17. Argumantativa Quaationa Rs. 100/ 
18.5000 Quntlona on ArlOimaUc Rs. 160/ 
10. too P P. on Numiricil Ability Rs. 160/ 
20. Teat of Rsasening Rs. 150/ 
21. too M.T.P. on Raaaontm Rs. 150/ 
22. Verbal Reasoning ' Rs. 120/ 
23. Data Intarprststlon Rs. 100/ 
24. Interviews lor All Rs. 100/ 

Total: Rs. 2690/ 

INSPECTORS OF 
C.E./I.TAX, 
SI BSF. SI DP/CBI, S.O. (AUDIT) 

EXAM. SSC/IB ASSISTANTS' 
GRADE, HOTEL MOT. ENT, EXAM. 

1. Ganaral Knowledge Rs. ISO/ 
2. 50 M.T.P. on G.K. Rs. 140/ 
3. 100P.P.onQ.K,/Q.S. Rs. ISO/ 
4. Indian Constitution Rs. 100/ 
5. Engllah Vocabulary Rs. ISO/ 
6. 5000 Qs. on Arlthmolic Rs. 160/ 
7. Teat of Reasoning Ra. 150/ 
5. 100 M.T.P. on Reasoning Ra. 150/ 
0. Ob|actlva Geography Rs. 60/ 
10. Objsctlva Science Rs. 100/ 
11. Ganaral English Rs. 120/ 
12. Tast of Eng. Language Ra. ISO/ 
13.100 M.T.P. on English Rs. ISO/ 
14. Common Errors In English Ra. 100/ 
15.100 Important Essay a Rs. 50/ 
16. Paragraph Writing Ra. 50/ 
17. Precis Writing Rs. 50/ 
16. Modal Lsllsrs Rs. 70/ 
16. Intsrvisws for All Rs. 100/ 

ENGLISH 
IMPROVEMENT/ 
SPEAKING COURSE 

1. English Convarsation Rs. 150/- 
2. English Vocabulary Rs. 150/- 
3. Qsnsrat English Rs. 120/- 
4. Common Errora In English Ra. 100/- 
5. Idloma & Phraaas Ra. 70/- 
6. Synonyms A Antonyma Rs. 70/- 
7. Word Power Course Rs. JOO/- 
8. 100 Important Essays Rs. 50/-, 
0. Paragraph Writing Rs. 50/- 
10. Precis Writing Rs. 60/-1 
11. Modal Lsttsrs Rs. 70/- 
12.100 M.T.P. on English Rs. 150/- 
13. Test of Eng. Language Rs. 150/- 
14. Reading Comprshansion Rs. 70/- 
15. /trgumantallvs Questions Rs. 100/- 
16. Confuiad AMisuatd Words Rs. 70/- 
17. Prepositions for All Ra. 70/- 
18. Proverbs for All Ra. 70/- 

Rs.1770/- 

GROUP 
DISCUSSIONS/ 
INTERVIEWS/SSB 

1. Group Discussions Rs. 100/- 
2. Inisrviswa for All Rs. 100/- 
3. ArgumsntatlvaQuattlona Rs. 100/- 
4. Quotations for All Rs. 50/- 
5. English Convartstion Rs. IbO/- 
6. 100 ImporTant Essays Rs. 50/- 
7. Paragraph Writing Rs. 50/- 
8. English Vocabulary Ra. 150/- 
9. Word Powar Course Rs. 200/- 
10. General Knowladga Ra. 150/- 

Total: Ra. 1100A 

1. Students may buy the eomplata 
'Success Pack' or any book/books. 
2. Free Books worth Rs. 200/-will be' 
sent to those students only who buy 
our lull ‘Suecoas Pack' of any course 
and sand the full payment In advance. 
To avail of this offer the students may 
deduct an amount of Rs. 200/-from the 
total cost el the 'Sucesss Pack* as 
given above whilsssndinglha amount > 
by M.0 JBank Oralt. 
3. For free postage, pisaas sand the 
full amount in sdvanea by M.oyBsnk' 
Draft on the abovs address. For V.P.P. 
sand Rs. 500/- by M.O. as advance. 
4. Writs your name, address and the 
name of the 'Success Pack', clearly in 
capital latlsrs on the M.O. Coupon or 
In the tailor. 

ENGLISH CONVERSATION : Rs. 150/- WORD POWER COURSE ; Rs. 200/- DATA ; Rs. 100/- 



Facing The Interview Board 
(Right Approach) 

The Candidate 
Roop Chiind Bhasin, who is a second 

division M.A. (Polihcal 5>cience) irom Delhi 
University, is a dynamic young man of 
average height and medium built. His hei^t 
can be reckoned around 174 cm, but he 
appears rather tall, thanks to the high-heeled 
shoes he has been sporting. Keepiitg the 
Pelhi summer in mind, he has opted for a 
light grey terrycot safari suit, which fits him 
well and also meets the requirements of the 
formal occasion. His shining black shoes and 
>iark blue nylon socks match admirably with 
his safari outfit and make him appear smart 
and efficient. He has kept his wavy dark 
well-groomed hair slightly long, but it is 
properiv .shampooed and combed after a 
recent haircut. His personal hygiene is well 
^«nded to and the thin moustache he 
^irts adds to his impressive appearance. 
Overall, he is successful in creating a first 
favourable impression by his careful 
grooming, choice well-fitting dress and 
upright carnage. He walks with confident 
steps, head held high and chest forward, 
displaying self-confidence and re.solutenes.s. 
Bv looking at him, one cannot but conclude 
that he is serious about the interview and 
keen to do well as he has taken the trouble 
to dress and present himself in the right 
manner before the interview Board. 

Interface With Other 
Candidates 

in the far comer and having discuissions 
among themselves in low undertones 
without disturbing others in the library, 
reading magazines, journals or books. 
Bhasin decides to join them, proceed.s to the 
group, introduces himself and seeks 
permission to join them with a friendly and 
cheerful smile lighting up his countenance. 

Bhasin ; Good morning, friends. I am 

riu‘ Interview llo.iid is le.illy 

on the lookout for youth th.it e.in 

lead—candidates endowed with 

intelligence, organising ability, 

integrity of ( haracter, sociability, 

and the ability to motivate ami 

inlluence people the right way. 

I he candidates have to satisfy 

themselves whether they i.m don 

the mantle of responsihilify. 

Bhasin finds out that he is the second 
candidate to be interviewed Ibis morning 
||nd his interv lew might start after 10.3U a.m. 
Nevertheless, to avoid la.st-minute rush and 
unexpected traffic hold-ups, he decides to 
be at the UPSC office, which is the venue 
for his interview, fairly in advance and 
arrives there around 9.i5 a.m. On arrival at 
the UPSC office, he reports at the reception, 
shows his call-up instructions and submits 
the original certificates, documents, etc., for 
scrutiny. Before leaving the reception, 
Bhasin takes a good look at the seating plan 
for the interview, noting the seating 
arrangements for the chairman and 
members vis-a-vis the candidate. He also 
gets his turn for interview and time 
confirmed from the notice board. In the 
library, he finds a few candidates gathered 

Roop Chand Bhasin one of the candid.ites 
for the Civil Service interview this morning. 
I aiuld make out that you are all here for 
the same purpose. If you permit me, 1 would 
be delighted to join you and benefit from 
your views and ideas. 

Sooraj: You are most welcome, my dear 
friend. Shall I say that it would be our 
privilege and plea'sure to have your exalted 
company? Unfortunately, in our group there 
are no ladles and I must say it is a pity as 
two lady candidates are posted for interview 
in the afternoon. You will agree. Mi. Bhasin 
that one is always one's best when members 
of the fair sex are around. Now, let me 
introduce my companions to you. On my 
left is Mr. Sayal, and on my right is 
Mr. Rao. 

Sayal ; Hey, you have not introduced 
your^f. 

Rao; Mr. Bhasm, let me have the pleasure 
of presenting Mr. Raj Narain Sixiraj from 
Allahabad who ought to be in the films, but 
has decided to try the IAS instead, in 
deference to the wishes of his innumerable 
girl friends. 

Sooraj ; Mr. Bhasin, these chaps are just 
pulling my leg. Please do not take them 
seriously. 

Bhasin: What is the harm ? The film line 
or the political arena is as good as any and 
could hold better prospects for those who 
liave tile aptitude, skill and luck. By the way. 
ju.st call me Bhasin since adding Mister 
sounds distant and formal. 

Rao: What do you expect to be your first 
question from the Board, Bhasin ^ 

Bhasin : It depends on the information 
you have provided about yourself in your 
biodata or the Board Questionnaire. But, by 
the large, all candidates, at .some time or 
the other, are asked why they opt tor the 
IAS in preference to the private sector 
where the pay, perks, promotions and 
opportunities .«.-e better. 

Sayal: One of my friends was asked why 
he did not opt tor the Armed Forces. 

Rao : But his case was different. He was 
in the NCC for five years, got promoted to 
the rank of Under Officer and .so on. 

Bhasin ; T'hat is correct. The question 
would be pertinent to the individual. If you 
are doing research, or are in the teaching 
line they might then ask the reasons which 
have prompted the switch-over. By the way, 
please tell me what other questions were 
posed by the Board to your friends. 

Rao : 1 am afraid, the Board is not going 
to post the same questions to each 
candidate. If that were so, everybody will 

■ be able to give the correct answers. 
Sooraj : I suppose, there is something in 

what Rao says. For a change, he appears to 
be serious and talking .sen.se 

Bhasin ; We can agree with the logic ut 
Rao to a I'ertain extent, but his presumptions 
and conclusions need not necessarily be 
correct. Of course, the Board will not repeat 
the same questions to each candidate. But 
by getting to know the questions asked of 
different candidates and by analysing them, 
we mav be able to perceive the general 
trend. 

Sayal : You are very right, Bhasin and 
we can definitely benefit by knciwing the 
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general approach and trend. It I am not 
mistaken, you have already met some of 
tho.se who have earlier been interviewed, 
learnt about the questions and analysed the 
trends. If you have no objection, you can 
share your findings with us. 

Bhasin : To start with, either the 
Chairman or one of the members takes the 
trouble to put the candidate at ease and 
makes him fuliv relaxed. They understand 
well that a candidate is bntirul to he tense 
and could even be nervous. Hence, he is 
offered a scat and asked some routine 
questions relating to his educational, home, 
family background, his hobbies, interest, 
present occupation and the like. Thereafter, 
they smoothly switch over to the interview 
proper, perhaps without the candidate even 
being aware of it. By and large, the starting 
point would be related to the information 
you have furnished in your biodata or the 
Board's Questionnaire. 

Sooraj ; Please enlighten us on this 
pattern. 

Bhasin : After dealing with your 
educational, family and residential 
background, the Board generally probes you 
in the areas of your earlier or current job 
experience, if any. For instance, you might 
be working in other branches of the Civil 
Services like the Indian Revenue Service, 
Audit and Accounts, Indian Railways, Police 
and so on Or you might be with the public 
sector or in a private enterprise. You may 
be doing research nr may in the teaching 
line. You might have been travelling or been 
abroad. You might even be assisting your 
father, brother or others in some family 
business. The Board would be interested to 
know how you lared there and why you 
want to change to the IAS. 

Ran: How would the Board know abmi* 
my previous job experiences ? 

Sayal : Well Ran, he already told you 
that all such details anild be found in the 
candidate's hiiHlata. 

Rao : What if one does not choose to 
mention them in the biixiata ^ 

Bhasin (With a friendly smile): They could 
ask you what you have been doing since 
you graduatiHl arid furtlicr questions can be 
asked on the basis ol your reply to the 
original question. Next, there are some other 
areas or tields in which questions are 
generally asked and I would like to mention 
tliem For instance, they ask one or two 
questions aliout your home State. Then there 
will be a question on the optional subjects 
you have offered for the written examination 
or you hav-* studied at the college, on 
current national and international events 
and on burning topics of the day. Lastly, 
you can also expect questions on matters of 
your special interest or where you have 
distinguished yourself, say your sports 
activities, pastime, hobbies, etc. 

Sooraj : What do you think we should 
do if they a.sk questions where we do not 
know the correct answers ? 

Bhasin (Smiles) : Well, 1 feel you don't 
have to worry at all on this score. As you 
know, the Board is not interested in the 
extent of your knowledge in specific su^ects 
at this stage. This aspect has already been 
taken care of by the written examination. 
During the inter\ iew, the Board is more 
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interested in your personality traits and yemr 
awareness in general. I would say, the Board 
now is more concerned with your approach, 
attitude and reaction. More than what and 
how much you know, how you present and 
put across what you do know, counts a great 
deal. Thus, the ^lard will make it a point to 
find out what you really know and then ask 
questions in those areas so that you are in a 
position to give your comments, views, etc. 

Sayal: 1 am glad to hear that. It means 
every candidate will get a fair chance 

No wonder, Bhasin, you are .so thorough 
and (unfident. Clad we met and you could 
help us with so much valuable information. 
Well, now they are summoning you for ihe 
interview and we all wish you the very best. 

Comments : This jtreiiminary enivunter nf 
Mr Wmin with other candidntes rei’eals some 
pointers towards his /Nrsonality make-up which 
would be useful for the aspirants to take note of. 
He can he regarded as an enterprising and 
resourceful candidate. He mixes freely with 
strangers, instinctively reveals a liking for 
teamii'ork md proi>es successful tit creating a 
strong and favourable impact on those with 
wiioni he comes into contact With his knowledge 
and preparatory work, he is ready to face the 
Board with confidence and optimism. 

Bhasin : Thank you. Sir, and good 
morning to you all please (He sits smartly, 
occupying the chair meant for the candidate.) 1 
am quite comfortable and ready. Sir, and I 
don't need anything else. Thank you once 
again. Sir. 

Chairman: Mr. Bh,isin, 1 found fiotn your 
dossiers th.it you have studied Politics at 
the University and gamed seaind division 
in M.A. in the .subject. Was it your intentioiv 
to become a politk lan and enter into activek 
politics ■’ 

Bhasin : T'io, Sir, not at all. 
Neither then, nor now. I am not keen on 
becoming a politician. My goal has always 
been the IAS and 1 cho.se Political Science 
as one of my subjects ol academic study as 
! felt it would help me to discharge my 
responsibilities effectively as an 
admini.strator in the IAS cadre. 

Chairman : That is interesting. Can you 
explain how the study of Political Science 
can be helpful to an IAS officer ? 

Bhasin ; Sir, after Independence, India 
has opted for a democratic form of 
government with parliamentary institutions 
fashioned on the British Westminster model. 
Our Constitution guarantees certain 
Fundamental Rights to its citizens. It also 
contaias a chapter on Directive Principles 
Indicating the direction or objectives^ 
towards which the nation should progress. 
We have a Welfare State founded on 
Democratic Socialism. Five-Year Plans have 
been formulated as the vehicles to enable 
the citizehs to reap the benefits of this 
welfare state. The adminkstrator has to .play 
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4 key rule in implementing the Five-Year 
Plans and other related programmes in the 
context of the Welfare State, Socialism, 
democracy, fundamental rights of the 
citizens, parliamentary form of government 
responsible to the peciple and hopes and 
aspiratkms of the people and similar other 
factors. By studying Politital Science, not 
only can we understand the working of our 
own Constitution and institutions taut also 
knmv how they work in other democracies. 
Thus, I am convinced that the study of 
Political Science could be of great help to 
the administrators. 

Chairman : Well, I agree you have 
something there although many who have 
not studied Political Science have also 
become excellent adminustrators, both in 
India and abroad. But tell me why do you 
not want to )nin active politics ? Is it your 
view that educated youth should eschew 
active politics ? 

Bhasin : No, Sir, not at all. I wonder 
whether 1 had ainveyed such an impression. 
If so 1 am very sorry, indeed. 1 firmly believe 
that good education is a basic and 
fundamental requirement for all, no matter 
one's profession or viKalion ui life. It is all 
the more so in the case of politicians. Of 
course, it will also help if politicians had 
undergone the study of Political Science as 
an academic subfect. 

Chairman : Then why are you not keen 
on )oinmg active politics ? 

Bhasin (Smiling) : Shall I say. Sir, that it 
calls for a certain type of mental attitude, 
adjustability and adaptability to function as 
have a special interest and drive for active 
politics. Above all. politics is an expensive 
game and you need lots of money. May be 
I lack these and in any case, as 1 said earlier, 
my goal right from the beginning has been 
to make the IAS cadre and 1 deliberately 
did not allow myself to be led away from 
my chosen goal. 

First Member: I suppose you are aware 
that the world which, ot course, includes 
our country, has seen many able politicians 
who did not have any formal university 
education. For example, one can cite some 
well-known film-star politicians 

Bhasin : 1 beg your pardon, Sir. 1 referred 
to good education It 1 remember correctly, 
and not to lormal university education and 
acquisition ol dog.ves as such. The great 
Winston Churchill and Abraham l.incoln 
did not boast ol Master's degrees But they 
acquired good eduiation through their own 
efforts The film-star politicians, 1 would say, 
are exceptions to I’ht’ rule. Even they could 
shine as still better politicians it they had 
had university education. 

First Member: You indirectly referred to 
money power m politics. Can you say that 
we have been successful in operating 
democriU'v in independent India and that it 
has taken rotits in this country ? 

Bhasin : All I can say is that we are still 
retaining demiHTacy in this land even after 
51 years of Independence and m the face of 
many diversities whereas it has fallen by 
the wayside in many other countries which 
opted for democracy on attaining 
independence after World War II. That is 
an achievement in itself. As for its taking 
^ts hete, I have my own doubts. I am 

inclined to agree with Dr. Ambedkar who 
observed that democracy in India is nothing 
but top dressing on alien soil. To strike deep 
roots, democracy has to grow through 
evolution, with people u.sed to it. They must 
have education and acquire a stake in 
preserv'ing demiKratic institutions. A citizen 
should know the value of his \ote and 
exercise it judiciously—and with care and 
caution. All these are absent in our country. 
Since black money and corruption are 
rampant, it is doubtful whether democracy 
could long .survive their increasing 
onslaughts. 

Comments : The Chairman starts the 
interviexv referring to the educational 
background of the candidate who finds in it an 
opporlunili/ and opening to communicate his 
keenness and planned approach to make the IAS 
grade. He is also able to answer in depth a 
question on the subject of Ins aeudeniie sludg. 
The candidate displays Ihe eourage of his 
convictions and also the tael and ability to 
disagree in an agreeable manner. He slmns good 
amreness of his surroiimlmgs ami also the role 
iin IAS officer has to play as an administrator. 

Second Member ; You have indicated 
Punjab a.s your home State. But you have 
done all your college and university 
education in Delhi. How do vou explain this ? 

Bhasin : My great-grandfather migrated 
from West Punjab. We are now settled down 
in Gurgaon, which borders Delhi but 
belongs to Haryana. We have a house in 
Gurgaop and my father and elder brother 
are running a small factory, which produces 
various automobile components there. 

Second Member ; What have you been 
doing since completing your M.A. ? 

Bhasin ; Mainly, 1 have been preparing 
for the IAS. Occasionally, I have been 
helping my father in marketing automobile 
compor nts. 

Second Member . Why marketing and 
not production ? 

Bhasin (Smiles) : Well, Sir, any one w’ith 
some financial resources can produce 
anything. But marketing, selling and 
realisation of sales revenue is a different 
thing and it is most diftiailt. Besides I am 
not an engineer or a technician. Above all, 
marketing provided good scope for 
travelling, which I enjoy. 

Second Member: If you are selected for 
the IAS, which State cadre would you like 

to emt for and why ? 
Bhasin ; I have already indicated 

Nagalandk Mizoram and Arunachal Pradesh 
as my preferences in that order. In my view, 
they are virgin lands wl^h would pose 
many challenging tasks to an administrator. 

Third Member : How do you account 
for the terrorism and violence we witnes.s 
in States like Tripura, Assam, etc. y 

Bhasin : At present, our politicians and' 
political parties are ready to stoop to any 
level to win elections and capture power. 
They exploit religion, language, caste, 
community, etc., to achieve thdr narrow and 
selfish goals. There is also foreign 
interference. The creation of several States 
was engineered by short-sighted politicians, 
using religion and language script as 
yardsticks. Hence, we are facing a big 
problem and challenge today. During the 
British rule, we had hardly seven or eight 
provinces which were multilingual, 
multiracial and so on. Unless we make an 
about-turn and go back to administrative 
divisions based on natural boundaries we 
will nut be able to contain such divisive 
tendencies as have cropped up in North-Ea.sl. 

Comments; The candidate expresses original 
and candid ideas uithout fear or faiwur, 
displaying courage, intellecttial integrity and 
firm convictions He is frank and outspoktfid 
without being dogmatic or offensive. He 
approaches sensitive and controversial issuer 
objectively and iineniolionally basing his 
arguments on empirical facts, logical reasoning 
and overall national interests. He reveals 
commendable common sense, tact and persuasnv 
ability. A loyal and forceful leader who can fine 
a challenge with Lourage, detachment and 
resourcefulness to accomplish ultimate success 

Fourth Member : The Russian Prime 
Minister Mr. Yevgeny Primakov who vi.siteii 

, India recently suggested that a stratcgie 
triangular alliance of Ru.ssia, India and 
China would counter tliv American post- 
cold war unipolar domination. Do you 
favour this proposition ? 

Bhasin : Russia, India as well as China 
are economically and indu.stnally weak and 
they are dependent on Americans 
investments, trade and financial assistance 
Militarily, even all the three together can 
not be a match to American mili.-ary might. 
Therefore this is not a feasible idea, at least 
for the present. Further Russia and perhaps 
China might gain by this alliance triangle 
But India cannot expect any benefit. In an\ 
case China will not agree to it as :t is too 
closely allied with Pakistan. 

Fifth Member : Would you then 
recnmmerid an alliance with America tor us 7 

Bhasin : I am afraid. Sir, that Amerua 
will no longer be interested in such altiance'>. 
As for India, we have opted to be non- 
aligned and 1 feel it is the best policy. We 
must now concentrate on building our 
economic and indastnal strength. 

Comments ; The candidate shows good 
understanding of current national andi 
international events and trends. He has kep^ 
himself abreast o/ the latest developments in this 
field and presents his views in a rational, 
coherent apd convincing manner. There ts sound 
logic and reasoning in his arguments and he is 
able to look into the future with vision and 
foresight. J 
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Constitution Of India 
Prof. (Dr.) M.V. Pylee 

Former Vice-Chancellor, University of Cochin 

The Union And Its Territory b|f | 
The First Article of the Constitution 

leclares India as a Union of States. 
Explaining the significance of the term 
'Union of States", B. R. Ambedkar said that 
I implied two things. First, the Indian 
'ederation was nut the result of an 
igreement among the units. Second, the 
romponent units had no freedom to secede 
rum the Union. Those who were not happy 
vith the term Unmn contended in ihe 
I'onstituent Assembly that it did not 
sufhaently emphasise the federal nature of 
he Constitution. They wanted the adoption 
.if the term "Federation of Statc.s". 

Under Article 2, Parliament of India is 
'inpowered to admit into the Union or 
^-tabli.sh new States on terms and conditions 
i; thinks fit. Thus, it may form a new Slate 
j) .separation of territory from any Slate or 
.’V uniting two or inert’ Slates or parts of 
■il.iles or by uniting any lerrilnry to a part 
il any State. In the pnicess, i( tan inewase 
ir tiecrease the area or anv Stale or alter tile 
.loundaries or change the name ol any State 
Article 3). Although the power of 
I’arlianient in tins lespecf is esclusn’e, tlie 
.'(institution provides for ii pnxedure which 
-■iiabies the legislatures nl the State.s 
iincerned to express their opinion in the 

.natter. According to this, every Bill 

.untempldting any of the .ibox-e tliauges can 
Lif introduced in Parli inient only on the 
lecommendation of the Pn’.sident and prior 
reference by the President fo file legislature 
•if the Stale concerned lor its opinion. Ihe 
procedure thus helps Parliament to liave in 
view the .sentiments ol the pixiple of the 
State concerned before taking a final 
deci-sion. Any such change made by 
Parliament and the consequent alteralrnis 
effected in the Constitution will not amount 
to an amendment of the Constitution 
fArticle 4). 

At present, the Union ot India is 
composed of twenty-five States whicli are 
the units of the Federal Unuai and seven 
Union Territories which an- under the direct 
administratian of the Central Government. 
As such, the political map of India today 
presents a comparatively simple picture in 
contrast to what it was in 1947 when India 
became independent, and in 19.S() when the 
present Constitution came into effect. But 
this was the result of the successful 
execution ot a gigantic task of integration 
and reorganisation during Ihe first ten years 
ef Independent India. The process w-as 
indeed difficult and even painful one, and 
it cannot yet be said with certainty that ttie 

pattern which exists at present is the final 
one. 

Mention was made in earlier article on 
the process of territorial readjustment as a 
consequence of the accession of Indian States 
in the days following August 1947. As a 
result of this process, by the time the 
Constitution was inaugurated in 1950, their 
total number had come down to 18 from 
500. These eighteen were grouped under two 
categories—Part B and Part C States. Part B 
consisted of Hyderabad, jammu Sr Kashmir, 
Madhya Bharat, Mysore, PETSU (Patiala and 
East Punjab States Union), Rajasthan, 
Saurashtra and Travancore-Cochin. Part C 
consisted ot Ajmer, Bilaspur, Bhopal, Coorg, 
Delhi, Himachal Pradesh, Kutch, Manipur. 
Tripura and Vmdhya Pradesh. The former 
British Indian Provinces were grouped under 
Part A and consisted of Assam, Bihar, 
Bombay, Madhya Pradesh, Madras, Orissa, 
Punjab, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal. The 
only (dher Indian territory left out ot 
rlassificaliun was the Andaman and Nicobar 
Islands and it was brought under Part D. 

The constitutional provisions establishmg 
llie thn'e-licr State system were the product 
of expediency. No one was happy with this 
arrangement and desired to end it at (he 
earliest opporluniiv The situation under 
went an unexiHH Uxl change m 1952 when 
the Ccntr.il ijovernnieiit under pressure 
from tlie lelugu-spe.iking people oi Madra.s 
State, took a sudden decision to create ,i 
separate State ol Andhra. 'Hie Stat.> of 
Andhra came into existence on October 1. 
1953. 

The inauguration of the new Stale was 
not to be an isolated incident. Formation of 
new States on linguistic basis and the 
consequent reorganisation of the entire Slate 
system became almost a militant demand 
all over the country. Political leadership 
found It no longer possible to resist this 
demand. The result was the appointment of 
the States Reorganisation Commission ^SRC) 
in December 1953 to go into the entire 
question of reorganisation "objectively and 
iJLspassionalely" and make its recommen¬ 
dations with a view Ui settling this difficult 
problem. 

The Commission was headed by a former 
Judge of the Supreme Court of India, 
Fazl All, and had as members. Pandit 11. N. 
Kunzru and Sardar K. M. Panikkar. The 
report of the Commission was submitted on 
September 30, 1955. 

After considering fully all the aspects of 
reorganisation, the Commission arrived at 

four major principles which were to be given 
the highest importance in any scheme of 
reorganisation of States. These are: 

(0 Preservation and strengthening of the 
unity and security ot India; 

(»; Linguistic and cultural homogeneity; . 
(Hi) Financial, economic and adminis¬ 

trative considerations; and 
(iv) Successful working of the national 

development pLins 
In making its recoinmendation.s, the 

Commission dealt witli not only territorial 
readjustments hut .ilso other matters such 
as financial implications, administrative 
changes, integiatiuii ol .services, etc. Taking 
these as a whole, the lollowing lecommen- 
dations deserve special mention: 

(1) Abolition ol the classilicatiun of States 
into thnv calegoni's. Part A, Part B and 
Parte 

(2) Abolition ot tlie spLs;ial agreements 
entered into with the Union in consequence 
of the fin.incial integration of Part B States. 

(.3) I’art C Slates, with tlie exception of 
Delhi (the Union Capital), Manipur and 
Andaman and Nicobar Islands, which are 
to be cenirallv administered, should be 
merget* with the adjoini'ig States. 

(4) tin Ihe basis of these changes, the 
Commi.ssion recommended the creation of 
16 States and three C entrally-admini.stered 
territories, called Union Territories. 

The report was placed before Parliament 
and the Stale legislatures, which discussed 
it at length. After prolonged dcscussions both 
inside the legislatures and oiit-side and after 
protracted negotiations between the Union 
Cabinet and the interested parties, the 
(Government of India annoumvif its decision 
which was crnlHHlied in a Bill, called the 
States Reorganisation Bill. The Constitution 
also needed amendment at many places as 
a result ol the proposed reorganisation. Both 
the Constitution (Seventh Amendment) Bill 
and the States Reorganisation Dill were 
passed in 19,56 and were put into effect on 
November 1. 1956. 

The provisiores of both the Amendment 
and the Act are based on the recommen¬ 
dations of the SRC report except in a few 
in.stan’;es. The most important of these were 
the decisions with respect to the formation 
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Area, Population, Capital City and Principal Languages of the Component States and Union Territories 

StatesAJnion Tentiories Area in sq km Population Capital Principal Languageis) 
(1991 Census! 

States 
Andhra Pradesh 2,7.5,068 
Arunachal Prade.sh 83,743 

Assam 78,438 
Bihar 1,73,877 
Goa 3,702 
Gujarat 1,96,024 
Haryana 44,212 
Himachal Pradesh 55,673 
Jammu and Kashmir 2,22,236 

Karnataka 1,91,791 
Kerala 38,863 
Madhya Pradesh 4,43,446 
Maharashtra 3,07,713 
Manipur 22,327 
Meghalaya 22,429 
Mizoram 21,081 
Nagaland 16,579 
Orissa 1,55,707 
Punjab 50,362 
Rajasthan 3,42,239 
Sikkim 7,096 
Tamil Nadu 1.30,058 
Tripura 10,491 
Uttar Pradesh 2,94,411 
Vtfest Bengal 88,752 
Union Territories 
Andaman and Nicobar Islands 8,249 

Chandigarii 114 
Dadra and Nagar Haveli 491 
Daman and Diu 112 
Delhi 1,483 
Lakshadweep 32 
Pondicherry 492 

66,508,008 Hyderabad 
864,558 Itanagar 

22,414,322 Dispur (Temporary) 
86,374,465 Patna 

1,169,793 Panaji 
41,309,582 Gandhinagar 
16,463,648 Chandigarh 
5,170,877 Shimla 
7,718,700 Srinagar (Summer) 

Jammu (Winter) 
44,799,201 Bangalore 
29,098,518 Thiruvananthapuram 
66,181,170 Bhopal 
78,937,187 Mumbai 

1,837,149 Imphal 
1,774,778 Shillong 

689,756 Aizwal 
1,209,546 Kuhima 

31,659,736 Bhubaneswar 
20,281,969 Chandigarh 
44,005,990 Jaipur 

406,457 Gangtok 
55,638,318 Chennai 
2,757,205 Agartala 

139,112,287 Lucknow 
68,077,965 Calcutta 

280,661 Port Blair 

642,015 Chandigarh 
138,477 Silvassa 
101,586 Panaji 

9,420,644 Delhi 
51,707 Kavaratti 

807,785 Pondicherry 

Telugu and Urdu 
Nishi, Dafla, Miji, Adi Gallong, Wancho, 
Monpa, l^gin, Nocte, Bengali and English 
Assamese, Bengali V 
Hindi 
Maratho, Konkani, Portuguese and EitglLsh 
Gujarati 
Hindi 
Hindi 
Kashmiri, Dogri, Cujri, Punjabi, Urdu, 

Baiti, Dadri, Pahari and Ladakhi 
Kannada 
Malayalam 
Hindi 
Marathi 
Manipuri and English 
Khasi, Garo and Eirghsh 
Mizo and Englisli 
Ao, Konayak, Angami, Serna and Lotha 
Oriya 
Punjabi 
Hindi and Rajasthani 
Lepcha, Bhutia, Hindi, Nepali and Limbu 
Tamil 
Tripuri, Assamese, Bengali and Manipuri V 
Hindi 
Bengali 

Bengali, Hindi, Tamil, Telugu and 
Malayalam 

Hindi and Punjabi 
Bhilli, Bhilodi, Gujarati and Hindi 
Gujarati and Marathi 
Hindi, Urdu and Punjabi 
Malayalam and Tribal l,anguages 
Hunil, Malayalam, English and French 

of the Bombay State and the immediate 
creation of a united lelugu-speaking State 
of Andhra Pradesh. I'he number of the 
Centrally-administered areas also was 
increased from the recommended three to 
six. 

The Union of India then consisted 
of fourteen States and six Centrally- 
administered territories. 

That position, however, did not last long. 
The pattern underwent a further change in 
1960 when, on account of inten.se and 
persistent popular demand, Bombay was 
divided on a linguistic basis to form two 
new States- -a Marathi-speaking State of 
Maharashtra and a Gujarati-speaking State 
of Gujarat. 

In 1961, yet another new State was 
created when the areas comprising Naga 
Hills and Tuensang Ama a.ssumed the name 
ol Nagaland and was given the status of 
the sixteenth State of the Indian Union. 

During the next ten years between 1%1 
and 1971 five more new States were formed. 
The first of these was Haryana by 
reorganising Punjab to form two States— 
Punjab and Haryana—in 196b. In 1970, the 
Union Territory of Himachal Pradesh was 
made a full-lledged State. Manipur and 

Tripura were also given the status of States 
in 1971. In the same year yet another State 
was created, and that was Meghalaya which 
was part of Assam until then. 

In 1975, Sikkim acceded to India and was 
given the status of a State, thus raising the 
total number of States to 22. 

The number of Union Territories also 
registered an increase since 1956. In August 
1961, Dadra and Nagar Haveli were 
integrated with the Union of India at the 
request of the Varishta Panchayat and the 
people of free Dadra and Nagar Haveli. 
Similarly, Goa, Daman and Diu were also 
united with India in December 1961 and 
thus the remnants of Portuguese colonialism, 
which was the last to disappear, were 
brought to an end. Pondicherry, a former 
French cc ony, became a Union Territory in 
1962 along 'vith other French settlements 
in India. In 1966, as a result of the 
reorganisation of Punjab, Chandigarh 
became a Union Territory. In 1971, two more 
Union Territories, Mizoram and Arunachal 
Pradesh, came into being, both in the north¬ 
eastern region. 

In 1987, three Union Territories were 
granted Statehood. Mizoram and Arunachal 
Pradesh became the 23rd and 24th State 

respectively of the Indian Union on February 
20, 1987. In becoming the States of India, 
the two joined five others in the region 
together known as "the five sisters of north¬ 
east". The elevation of Mizoram to full- \ 
fledged State brought to a fitting climax, 
the process of psychological integration of 
the Mizus which began with the signing of 
the peace accord on June 30, 1986. The 
triumphant return of the Mizo National 
Front, insurgents, led by Laldenga to the 
national mainstream and the convincing 
electoral victory on the eve of the formation 
of the State closed a turbulent phase in the 
chequered history of Mizoram. Similarly, 
Arunachal Pradesh, which was made a 
Union Territory in 1972, became the 24th 
Slate of the Indian Union. Prior to 1972, it 
was known as the North-East Frontier 
Agency (NEFA). Though, NEFA was 
constitutionally part of Assam, it was 
administered separately by the represen¬ 
tative of the Governor of Assam 

The youngest State in tlie country, Goa ^ 
came into being on May 30, 1987, but was 
launched as the 25th State of the Indian 
Union on June 3,1987. The overland districts 
of Daman and Diu were delinked from 
Goa and remain as Union Territory. 

(Continued on page 102) 
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• Unique Design! 

^ • Precision Quartz Movement! 

• Actual Moving Train On Seconds Hand! 

• Amazing Lifelike Train Sounds 
At A Push Of A Button! 

• Limited Time Offer! 
Time And Again People Will Ask... 

“Where on earth did you get that incredible watch?” 
Just imagine a collectible watch that's so unique, it will catch the attention and admiration of everyone who sees it! This 

intricately detailed Train Watch features a brilliant goldtone case, a rich brown leather strap and a moving train with sound, making 

it the most appealing watch you'll ever own! 

A Great Way To Honour The Mighty Rails! 
Whether you're talking about the first steam locomotive built in 1803 or about one of today's most luxurious passenger trains in the world. The 

Blue Train in South Airica, the rail system is considered a very important part of our history ...and our future! Now. this rare I'rain Watch featuring 

moving parts and lifelike sounds will bring you back to the days of the mighty rails. 

So Much More Than A 'Fimepiece! 
To train lovers, travellers and collectors, there ate few methods of transportation that can match the wonder and glory of a tram. The beauty as it 

glides so smoothly along the tracks. The marvellous sound of the whistle blowing announcing its entiance and exit. Even the excitement and 

suspense that builds while waiting for that speeding flash of silver to pass through the station as you watch from your car. Now, Authentic American 

'^Coileaibles has made these exciting moments and sensational sounds available for you to enjoy any time! 

Accurate And Exciting! 
The moving Train Watch captures the wonder of a train with every passing minute! You can watch the train glide around the hands of the clock and 

with a simple push of a button, hear a full spectrum of sounds lil(c the train chugging on the tracks, blowing its whistle and the ever &miliar 

clanking sounds of a railroad crossing! Most importantly, the moving train watch features contemporary accuracy - something you can count on 

for years to come! BaousMrTDvousi' m « 

Satisfaction Guaranteed! /1 ^ f 
Whether you have a special collection to add this piece to, are interested in p _ . _ — 

surtingacoileccionorknowsomeoncspecial wholovesandadmirestrains, iMAILBEFORE ZOthAPBlL, 1999 FOR THIS AMAZING OFFER! • 

the moving Train Watch is something you or that special someone will | ym ORDfAS RUSHED BY Y.P.P, i 
cherish forever. We guarantee that you'lLlove the historic charm and exciting • | 
movement andsounds of this Train Watch. I VES!W„scn«hmyl«...Wa,ch(c).nd.c.,cdbclaw j 

The completed coupon with your name and address in CAPITAL LETTER.S I ^ '**''^*' ** *’*'** ^ pa>-Lng | 

should be mailed to our address given bulow. If you find no coupon. | ** P*"’ '’‘“"S'’ * P***"’* | 
please write order on a plain paper. OR CALL RIGHT NOW - j r«f 13%willbeai>pkablc ^ 

.Hodme: (022) S912133 E^: 254W. All orders will be rushed by V.RK ■ Name-■ 
L »Addt«5 • 

r«i«Bruids, Dept. TW 2543V. 

403-A, Ilnd Floor, Devi Dayal Compound. 

L.B.S. Marg, Bhandup West, 

Mumbai 400 078. 

AU ORDERS RUSHED BY Y.P.P. 

or FAX your 
order to 

(022) 5700818 
Pin Code 

Orders mailrd wiihin ddijrs' jmiwj 
omwmSTw 



tie** Business Opportunities 

Network Marketing in India 
Dear friends. 

My name is Raj Bapna and I want to tell 
you about my new book NETWORK 
MARKETING IN INDIA that tells you 
about the exciting new business 
opportunity called Network Marketing and 
how you can benefit. 

Network Marketing allows you to start 
your business part-time with investment 
of Rs 490 to 4,200 But. it offers the 
potential to earn huge profits/mcome of 
Rs 10,000 or Rs 25,000 per month and 
more 

It IS a new way of doing business In 
USA. it been in existence for the last 40 
years and it has been growing in 

popularity. In Network Marketing, when 
you become a distributor, you sell 
products and more importantly you 
sponsor distributors who further sponsor 
other distributors 

You get commission or incentive on 
sales of all your distnbutors and their 
distributors and so on This is how there 
is a potential for huge income without 
employees, inventory, stock or big 
investment 

Some foreign Network Marketing 
companies such as AMWAY, Oriflame, 
Avon. etc. have now come to India. 
Some Indian companies have started 
such as Medicare, Franklin Spoken 

English, Mind Power English Institula. 

Just read this book, and maybe, you'll 
discover that you love this way and earn 
big income or at least make some good 
money. The opportunity is so good that 
even my family has joined some of these 
companies and we converted our two 
English training franchises into network 
marketing based businesses 

;det«^;«iKKA. Vie' £ \ 
tficfoivng hoie to heoome %/. j 

mahVier«t»d'%rtyour^ownbue^^ j 

AmwayJ i; M 
The above are India's top three 

Network Marketing companies Amway 
and Oriflame are multinationals whereas 
Medicare belongs to Modi group of India 

Amway and Medicare currently have 
products whicli are mostly household 
products Oriflame has cosmetics and 
skin care related products 

Their number of members in India is 
between 50,000 and 1,00,000 each. 

The amount of money needed to join 
Amway is Rs 4.200, to join Oriflame is Rs 
490 and to join Medicare is Rs 1950 

To be successful as a Distributor in any 
of these companies, you need to use the 
products yourself sell the products to 

New Business Opportunity 
With Big income Potential 

Now in India 
And You Can Start Part-Time 

With Rs 490 to 4,200 

friends and relatives and sponsor your 
friends and relatives as new Distributors. 

Each of these companies has 
members all over India Each Distributor 
deals directly with the company and not 
with sponsors 

\Franklin. 

SPOKEN 
ENGLISH 

. Institute! 

MIND POWER 
Cnsfllsfc 

Fur Abccast m comfiRtitionK and Mo 

You Earn in 3 Ways 
The above two business opportunities consist of establishing your own 
institute and offering courses in classroom setting. 
You earn in 3 ways 

1. By teaching in classroom. 
2 By selling course material, etc. 
3. By sponsor ing new Members. 

About Mind Power English institute 
(1) This business opportunity is for all people except tor owners of 
computer institutes Ui Courses ottered English & Mind Power. Mind 
Power. English. Executive English (3) Exclusive territory 
(4) Membership Registration Fee Rs 9,000/- 

About Franklin Spoken English Institute 
(1) This business opportunity is only for owners of computer institutes. 
(2) Course offered Frank'in Spoken English Course (3) Membership 
Registration Fee: Rs 5.000/- 

.There are already authorised centres of these 
) two institutes in every part of India from 
/ Rajasthan, MP, UP. Andhra Pradesh, Assam, 

Tamil Nadu. Ka. nataka, West Bengal, 
Maharashtra, Andaman & Nicobar Islands, 
Punjab, Orissa, Bihar, Gujarat, Kerala. Jammu & 
Kashmir. Chandigarh, Delhi as well as in NEPAL 

How to Order Fastest' You can send OD by Speed Post or good couner 
Or you can put Rs 5 stamp on MO so that it comes to us by Speed Post. It is 
cheapei for you to send Speed Post MO. M you send your order within 1 
month of publication of this ad, we despatch the book by Speed Post / courier 
without any extra cost to you. So, hurry. 

®^^e"T5otFp Fulladvan? p^msnl necessai^Oo’nDT uwsle Tyoli senTMO^' 

Director, Mind Power Research Institute 
R-3, Mind Power Chambers. Sector 4, Udaipur (Raj.) 313002 

Please send the book Network Mark«tlna In IntUm 

DO Amount RS..9.5 Number.. 

.PIN.i 
A!' trademarks are owned by respective companies Copyright by MPRI. 1999. Subject to Udaipur jurisdiction 



Indian ^ lational Movement | 
K. K. BhardwaJ I 

Eminent Author of History Books I 

Renaissance Movement 
The latter half of the nineteenth century 

gave birth to various reformative and 
revivalist movements in India. The Indian 
si^-iety was passing through transition. It 
had come into contact with new ideas as a 
result of the Briti.sh rule even as a wide range 
III social evils were getting entrenched in 
the Hindu society. A .set of wild superstitions 
had replaced real religion. People were po.ir, 
illiterate and unemployed. The Christian 
missionaries wore taking advantage of the 
situation and were carrying out their policy 
of conversion. The conflict between the 
iVV'.tem ideals and Indian ideals, and the 
lonthct between Christianity and Hindu 
ithgion gave birth to these movements. The 
^h|ection to an alien rule provided a 
political content. While preaching against 
the social evils and religious superstitions, 
these movements revived the laith in India's 
glory and gave a new confidence to the 
peop'le. The movements became anti-Briti.sh 
and influenced the struggle tor freedom. The 
most important of these movements are 
disoii.ssed here. 

Raja Ram Mohun Roy and 
Brahmo Samaj 

Raja Ram Mohun Roy has been described 
as the Father of Indian Renaissance, 
advocate of liberalism and prophet of Indian 
nationalism. He was bom in 1776 and died 
in 1833 in Bristol. His name is also associated 
with two reforms, abolition of sati and 
introduction of English language. He was 
mainly concerned with socio-religious 
matters. He fought against repressive 
restrictions put on the Indian press. The 
wrong was undone in 1835, two years after 
his death. He pleaded for equality of women 
in every field and preached against 
widowhood and child marriage, caste 
system, polygamy, etc. 

Raja Mohun Roy was a gieat scholar 
of Hindu, Muslim and Christian religions. 
He was confident that the Hindu religion 
could withstand .ill critici.sm leveled by 
Christian missinnarii's against it. if the real 
Hindu religion preached by Upannhads was 
revived. He was opposed to idol worship 

and believed in a tonnles.s God. He founded 
the Brahmo Samaj for the purpose of 
spreading the idea nf the sublime truth 
contained m the Upanishads and for 
propagating against social evils in Hindu 
society. This movement rescued Bengal from 
a slate of inertia It was a movement of 
'enlightenment' and sowed the seeds of 
freedom. It preached purity of Hinduism, 
religious toleration and a liberal social 
sy.siem. 

The Brithmo S.iin.i| got split under the 
leadership of Kesh.iv Cliandra Sen. Anand 
Mohan Ghosh lounJed "Sudharan Brahmo 
Sama|". In I’oon.i, K<in.)de founded 
"Prarlhana Sama)" with similar ideals. 

Swami Dayanand and Arya Samaj 
Swami Dayanand Saraswati founded 

Arya Siimai in North India. Il was based on 
revival ot \'ed>- teachings. II preached 
monism In other word.s, il believed in Cod 
and propagated ag.iiiisl paganism. It fought 
against caste system iind untouchability It 
propagated widow reniairiage and opposed 

Raja Ram Mohun Roy 

I )iu’ of India's great sck lal retormers. Raja Ram 
Molnm Roy laboured hard all through his life for 
iho sorial, religious, mlrllectual and political 
icndis-sance ol his country I h- was anguished by 
the pathetic state of affairs that saw the 
str.uiglehold ol the caste system and that reduced 
religion to a bundle* of supcrititions and 
malpractices by corrupt pnests He warned his 
countrymen to'accept the principle of human 
dignity and social equality ot all men and women 

true representative of all that is best m Eastern 
and Wstem cultures, Ram Mohun Roy set up the 
I'r.ihmo Samaj to purity Hmdui.sni and preach 
itiimolhcism. The Brahmo Samaj laid emphasis on 

I human dignity, opposed idc.Ialry and launched a 
i-riuiade against evils like niii All his life he fought 
•iiMiiist social injustice ,wd mequality even at great 
P'Tsonal loss ami hardship 

He otten clashed with his family, the rich 
ramindars and the powerful Christian 
missionaries, but the fearless lion m him would 
"111 cowet under the most dr.unhng challenges. 

Swami Vivekananda 
Like a great messiah, Swami Vivekananda 

(186.3-1902) emerged on the Indian and world scene 
preaching the eternal gospel oi ttie Vbdanta. A true 
disciple of the great master Ramakrishna 
racamahansa, Swami Vivekananda revived the 
pride of hts countrymen m the great hentage of his 
country—the greamess of Hindu religion and the 
catholic outlook of his jreupic He spread the Vciiaiitn 
not only in the far comers of the country, but in the 
West, taking America by storm with his historic 
Chicago address at the World I’arliamert of 
Religions Vedani" and all that Hinduism stands for 
became a houtiehold word with the Mtssiorei set up 
by him after his Master ui different parts of India 
and die world Like his Master, he also proclaimed 
the essential oneness of all relijpons and condemned 
bigotry. 

The Swami's heart always went out in sympathy 
for the poor and neglected masses Once he said "1 
actually saw God in them. How guileless they are!" 

Swami Vivekananda always spoke ot faith 
"Believe first in yourself and then in God ..." 

Annie Besant 
Annie Bps.uit holds ,i proiim-nl position m 

Indian freedom mo-, imcnt She was born in 
London in 18-1? Hn mother and paternal 
grandmother ivcic Irish She joined the 
Thfosophual Sm icU in iss*! and tame to India in 
186.1 to settle dou’ii .ind dev it'* hersell to the cause 
of soci,it an 1 education.il uplilt nf the Indians 
Gradually .‘.he .anu- lo realise that no real 
improvenu'iit was possible without r.-iising the 
politirai status oi India No douhl that It was her 
'Irish blood and Irish heart' that made her drift 
into the fight ,i)’,iinsi British rule in India 

Her c^lr^ into Indian politics was heralded 
by the piibli ation of ,i weekly review. The 
Ciimmmuuillh, on |,iniiaiv2, 1914 That year she 
went to 1 oiuloii lo conduct propaganda for 
granting soli-goveniiiient to India Slie also set up 
the Home Rule I eaguo and addressed a crowded 
mi'clmg in tlie (Jueen's Hall Cln her return lo 
India, .che bought a daily newspape-r in Madras 
andrcnan.edit Nriv liiifiu Her Home Rule league 
carried out mtensc campaign for self-government 
m India and the revival nf the great Indian legacy 
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Gandhian Thought—Means And Ends 

child marriagt!. It was a national and of Indian national life, of unashamed and of 'Home Rule' Movement. Sir V. Chm 
patriotic movement. It believed in the vigorous national life, is the conquest of says, "The advent of the Theosophi.st 
infallibility of Vedas and superiority of Vedic the world by Indian thought." Vivekananda headed by Madame Blavatski, Col. Olco 
culture. It fought against Westernism that was hailed as 'harbinger of a new hope, the and Annie liesant gave a tresh impetus t 
was having influence over Indian .society. proud apostle of Indian freedom'. There is the rev'ival, and certainly no Hindu has dun 
There developed two schools in the Arya no denying the fact that the great master so much to organise and consolidate th 
Sama) popularly known as the Gurukul generated a new spirit of national dignity ., movement as Annie Besant, who in ht 
section and the College section. The Gurukul in the minds of the Indian masses. Central Hindu College at Benares and hi 
section stood for Vnf/c ideals of Bra/imacfia^u Ramakrishna Mission, in the building of Theosophical Institute at Adyar nea 
and religious service and the College section which Swami Vivekananda played a Madras, has openly proclaimed th 
for imbibing in due measure, modern significant role, stood for religioas and social superiority of the whole Hindu system t 
Western culture througli English education. reform and derived its inspiration from the vaunted civilisation of the VA>st." 
Swami Shradhanand and Lala Lajpat Rai India's ancient culture. The Mission's The.sc and such other movements gav 
led the two schiHils, re.spectively. Arya Samaj branches were set up in different parts of a new turn to the political life of Ind.. 
preached nationalcsni and patriotism. Its India and the world and, true to the While the.se movemints fought again< 
slogan was "Aryasthan for Aryans". It was philosophy of the Master, the Mis.sion stood social evils and religious orthodoxy, the 
described as a revolutionary movement. It for the unity of religions while promoting preached high f>atriotism and nationalisn 
became a mass movement in Punjab and universal love and human brolherhcKid. The They created a new zeal for freedom i 
other parts of .Nurth India. It did great Mission and its Swamijis reminded the the country and for cteans’ng tne India 
service in spreading education both among people of their great spiritual heritage society of the evils that were eating into i 
men and women. It fought against social India's pride of place in the comity of vitals. Pattabhi Sitaramayya sums up th 
inequalities of women, orthodoxy and nations and was a pioneer in selfless soaal role of these movements in the followir 
heterodoxy work. words: 

Ramakrishna Parmahansa, 
Swami Vivekananda and 
Ramakrishna Mission 
Ramakrishna Parmahartsa founded the 

Vedantic Movement. Vivekananda was his 
chief disciple who carried his message far 
and wide, fie preached identity of the soul 
with the Supreme Being. In his opinion, God 
could be realised not by passive 
contemplation but bv living a life of selfless 
service. Swami Vivekananda preached unity 
of religions. "We must," he proclaimed, 
"conquer the world by our spirituality and 
philosophy." He said : "The only condition 

Annie Besant and 
Theosophical Society 
The tiieosophical movement was an 

international movement. It, however, 
concentrated on rediscovery and 
rehabilitation of what was great and glorious 
in the Indian culture. Col. Olcott, one of the 
founders of the society, undertook a tour of 
South India and in his speeches exhorted 
the Hindas to revive Iheir ancient splendid 
'Hinduism' and fight against its 
degeneration. Dr. Aiuiie Besant not only 
spread fhe religious mes.sage of the society 
but led a big political movement in the form 

"All the.se movements were really s 
many threads in the strand of India 
nationalism and the nation's duty was I 
evolve a synthesis, so as to be able to disp 
prejudice and superstition, to renovate an 
purify the old faith and reconciliate wil 
the natioiulism of the new age. The India 
National Congress was destined to fulfil tl 
great mission." 

It can, therefore, be safely conclude 
that the leaders of reform movements 
India played the same role which Wi 
played by the Renaissance Movemei 
in Europe and the revival of faith i 
humanism. 
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Avoid Finding Fauits 
A leader should make his men want him. 

He should make his people accept him 
freely, willingly and eagerly. He should 
also be able to influence their thinking, 
shape their ideas and direct their actions 
to achieve the selected common and worthy 
objective. After considering the essential 
pre-requisites for leadership, wc have 
been examining the important factors 
which enable an individual to effectively 
influence others and win them over to his 
or her .side. In this article we are proceeding 
further to consider some more such relevant 
factors. 

An aspiring leader should, as a rule, 
avoid finding fault with others. He should 
never categorically and dogmatically 
declare that another individual is wrong. 
Generally, one delights in finding faults 
with others, blaming others and catching 
others in the wrong. But one should 
^neinber that right and wrong are, in most 
Wanes, a relative concept. One can and often 
views his actions subjectively and justifies 
them as right and proper through a curious 
process of reasoning which suits the 
occasion. Therefore, when you are out to 
prove another person wrong, you start with 
a serious handicap. You can let in all the 
evidence, quote all the books, produce 
witnesses and establish your point all right. 
But in spite of all that you would not have 
convinc^ the other individual that he nr 
she was in the wrong or did the wrong thing. 
Since you have failed to convince the 
individual, you also cannot influence the 
party. 

On the other hand, in your eagerness to 
prove him wrong, you will only earn his 
..'nmity and hatred. His ego will be hurt. He 

%vi11 defend himself at any cost and will be 
more determined than ever to persist with 
whatever he has been doing. He will prove 
to be very obstinate and difficult. It is 
extremely rare, may be one in a million, who 
is likely to agree with you and admit that he 
was wrong and you are right. Since you are 
striking a deadly blow at his self-respect, 
pride, intelligence and judgement, he will 
protest and oppose you tooth and nail. "You 
may be right—and dead right at that. You 
may be hundred per cent correct. You may 
be cleverer and smarter than the other 
person. But niJver try to prove it hi him. 
Never challenge him. Never hurt his self¬ 
esteem and pride. You can never influence 
others by proving them to be in the wrong. 
"Be wiser than other people, if you can; but 
do not tell them so," Lord Chesterfield 
lidvised his son. This advice holds good to 
you and to me, if we aspire for leadership 
and recognition. 

Does this mean that we should never 
point out the mistakes of others to them, 
correct them when they are definitely in the 
wrong and save them tom their own follies? 

Certainly not. You must definitely cry a halt 
and put a stop when an individual is doing 
the wrong thing and is rushing headlong on 
the road to his ruin. But make sure that you 
would be able to stop him and make him 
proceed on the right road. Your action 
should not force him run at double the speed 
on the same road to ruin and damnation. 
You don't have to prove him that he has 
been wrong. It is enough if you could help 
him, to discover for himself, that he Iras not 
been on flie right lines and it would be better 
to change his course to get what he wants. 
In other words, you must motivate him to 
change on his own, voluntarily and 
willingly. 

You are interested that he should not 
persist with the wrong. For this you don't 
have to prove him that he has been in the 
wrong. Do not attempt to arnvince him of 
his mistakes. Instead be tactful, judicious and 
help him to make die discovery himself. 
Instead of declaring that the other party is 
in the wrong, start by saying that you might 
be in the wrong and, therefore, you would 
like to examine the facts with his help. Such 
statements like, "I feel I might be in the 
wrong." "I am frequently mistaken." "If I 
am in the wrong, I would like to be put 
right." "Can we, therefore, examine the 
facts?" These will put the opponent in a 
friendly, positive and cooperative mood. 
More often than not, he will confess that he 
himself has his own doubts. 

Scientists never attempt to prove 
anything, they only attempt to find out the 
facts. You can, therefore, suggest the 
scientific approach to the problem and 
anyone is likely to agree. Your admission 
that you could be in the wrong will stop all 
arguments and controversies. The 
opponent's ego will be satisfied. You lose 
nothing since you know only too well that 
you are hundred per cent right. You should 
not antagonise the other person. You should 
not make him feel small and let down. You 
should not hurt his ego or vanity or self¬ 
esteem. Where one's ego is involved, logic 
and reasoning will have no appeal. You 
should, therefore, be practical and sensible. 

Basically, all of us are averse to change. 
Our ideas, beliefs, customs and values are 
very sacred to us and we cling to them with 
surprising zeal and fanaticism. Changes 
have to be brought about gradually and 
naturally. Instead of forcing one to change, 
we must help to change voluntarily and 
gradually. In this context, the observations 
of Professor Robinson, an eminent 
psychokigist, merit serious consideration. He 

says; "We sometimes find ourselves dtang- 
ing our minds without any resistance or 
heavy emotion but if we are told we are 
wrong, we resent the imputation and harden 
our hearts. We ate incredibly heedless in the 
formation of our beliefs, but find ourselves 
filled with an illicit pa.ssion for them what 
anyone proposes to rob us of their com¬ 
panionship. It is obviously not the ideas 
themselves that are dear to us, but our self¬ 
esteem which is threatened. Ilte little word 
'my' is the most important one in human 
affairs, and properly to reckon with it is the 
beginning of wisdom. It has the same force 
whether it is 'my' dinner, 'my' dog, and 'my' 
house, or 'my* father, 'my' country and 'my' 
God. We not only resent the imputation that - 
our watch is wrong, or our cab shabby, but 
that our conception of the canals of Mars, of 
the pronunciation of 'Epictetus', of the 
medicinal value of salicin, or of the date of 
Sargon I is subject to revision. We like to 
continue to believe that we have been 
accustomed to accept as true, and the 
resentment aroused when doubt is cost upon 
any of our assumptions leads us to seek 
every manner of excuse for clinging to it. 
The result is that most of our so-called 
reasoning consists in finding arguments for 
going on believing as we already do." 

Let us, therefore, avoid finding faults and 
let us not rush to prove others wrong. But if 
at all we have to do it, for a valid and 
worthwhile reason, then let us do it in a 
diplomatic, gentle, tactful and indirect 
manner. The leader has but one aim—to win 
over others to his way of thinking. He should 
see that all his words and deeds invariably 
contribute to this primary objective. If they 
do he is bound to WIN. 

Benjamin Franklin has been one of the 
famous personalities and leaders of men in 
America. In his autobiography, he explains 
how he gave up the habit of fault-finding 
and thus became exceptionally successful in 
the art of influencing and motivating people. 
This is what he writes: "I made it a rule 
to forbear all direct contradictions to the 
sentiments of others, and all positive 
asr.->rtions of my own. I even forbade myself 
the use of every word or expression in the 
language that imparted a fixed opinion, such 
as 'certainly', 'undoubtedly', etc., and I 
adopted, instead of them, 'I conceive', 'I 
apprehend', or *1 imagine' a thing to be so 
and so or 'it so appears to me at present*. 
When another asserted something that I 
thought an error, 1 denied myself the 
pleasure of contradicting him abruptly, and 
of showiirg immediately some absurdity in 
his proposition; and in answering I b^an 
by observing that in certain cases or 
circumstances his opinion would be right, 
but in the present case there appeared or 
seemed to me some difference, etc. I soon 

(Continued on page 102) 
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Who... What... When... Where... Wliy 
You Ask The Question — We Will Find The Answer 

A What ant the Womiers of the World, and where are. they ? 
—C. Kamakrishnan, Srivilliputttir (Tamil Nadu) 

Whnt arc j;i’ncrally known as the Seven Wonders of the World 
an* flu* seven greatest structures of the ancient world, as listed by 
Greek scholars, flie oldest wonder (and the only survivor) are the 
Pyramids of Fgvpt; the others were the liangiitg Gardens of Babylon; 
the 50ft statue I'f /eus at Olympia; the great temple of Artemis at 
Kphesus; the Mausoleum at Halicarnassus; the Colossus of Rhodes; 
and the Phams of Alexandria. 

• What is a White Paper 7 
—Amit Joshi, Bareilly (Ultar Pradesh) 

White Paper is a government publication on a particular issue 
(or the information of the Members of Parliament. 
• When was the ICS started ? 

—Sanjay Rarik, Allahabad (Uttar Pradesh) 
I'he assumption of direct administration of India by the Crown 

18!5niwessitatedThe cr^Jflon of ♦ Has tam atde to make 
what came to be called Indian ? . ' . \ ' V ^ _ 
Civil Service (ICS) The 
competition for entry into the K 'S 
was open to all natural-born 
subjects of Her Majesty, whether 
European or Indian. The 
maximum age for admission was 
at first 23, lowered in ISW to 22, 
and the sulei-ted candidates were 
to remain on probation in 
England for a year. In 1870 an 
Act was passed authorising the 
appointment of Indians to the 
higher offices without anv 
examination, but the effect to this 
legislation was given only in 
1879. The rules provided that "a 
proportion not exceeding one- 
sixth of the total covenanted Civil 
Servants in any year should 
be natives selected in India". 
The British later introduced 
simultaneous examinations in 
both India and England. 

After Independence ICS was 
renamed ns IA.S (Indian 
Administrative Service). 
• What is Pyrrhic victory ? 
—Deepak Singha, Hailakandi 

(Assam) 
Pyrrhu victory is a victory won 

■?, . y' Ktdhartti, 
According', to Book of Recoedd ^ 

MlteTyson eained# 
front llhtee iti ! This controvert 
enktred making (horc ino^ 
thw ac^ bit# yilffiiitte. 'iQ Tyaon had become ^ 
boxing l#yyWm^ world cha^ of all time whenhe lit l^fow 
US bit: Tretor Betik io win 
the W8C W3#»i In 1#, Vegaa, 
Nevada, at t age of !20 yte 
i44 da;^. H«#kfed Hdd 
to ht$. Ms 

Smith tnv at the' 
age of d«yk imd ■# 
became ,da?itgrkmt 
Aogt«t,3,''TW< 'Wt lie 

Mike in-Ihe 
ting'Vi^ch hkt goeto | 
aftd tmbeetabte Roches on ! _ . 
Jannaiy lb,. the tofamous incident wjt he 
.was dt#KfiBd for biti^ Evander>iolyMld.'ae4ridlurii|gav#jk) 

tekie ,ag#n in his' Mettle when he kno(3<ed ottt iP*ftntofe-#(h» of' 
SDa|h;AMea Mtfte fttth tound of a tlVrotmd fight In I# 

is set tof 
to ov%rcopk'4lKMiktx#kto to’i# 
to- the : 

• Which is the smallest State in India ? 
—G.5. Bina, Thtnivanmthapuram (Kerala) 

Goa, with an area of 3,702 sq km, is the smallest State in India, 
while Sikkim, with an area of 7,096 sq km, is the second smallest 
State. Since the population of Goa (11,69, 793) is higher than that of 
Sikkim (4,06,457), Goa is represented by two Lok Sabha MPs and 
Sikkim by one. While the most populous State of Uttar Pradesh has 
16.44 per cent of the Indian population, Goa and Sikkim have only 
0.14 and 0.05 per cent of the population respectively. 

• What is the meaning of ‘Ashes' in the cricket world ? 
—Pragayebhai Khuman, Amreli (Gujarat) 

■n-ie tenn, 'Ashes' pertains to the mythical prize contended for in 
the cricket Test matches between England and Australia. When 
England was beaten at the Oval in 1882 a mock obituary of English 
cricket appeared in the Sporting Times. The a.shes of a burnt cricket 
slump were subsequently plac^ in an um and given to the English 
team when it next won. 

■■ "" ‘ ■ ‘. S'.- 0 How can an owl see at night 7 
ahle to make ffce*%^ _S. Sanjeev Kimar, 

, Rourkeltt (Orissa) 
t KiUkami, ^uny Owl is a nocturnal animal. Xhe 

Book of Recoedi' eyeballs of the owl arc elastic, the 
Tyson earned^ record^ i|#inn owl can focus them instantly for 
! This conlrovef^ ' any distance. It can also open tl^ 
making (hore ino^ Jfe,« year , pi'pil'd ‘‘s eyes very wide. This 

ryson had become ttm cn«'ble.s it to make use of all the 
onofaiittmewhefthebeatMow ''R'’* available. The owl's 

eyes are so placed that it has to 
turn its whole head to cluingc the 
direction of its glance. 
• Which is the top-selling 

news magazine in the world 7 
—Amarinder Singh, Bhatinda 

(Punjab' 
According to the Guinness 

Book of Records 1999, the well- 
' known American magazine, 

TIME, launched in 1923, is the 
. top-selling magazine with a 

worldwide weekly circulation of 
4.15 million. 

0 Which is the largestmarsupial ? 
—Abdul Latif, Gwalior- 

r>tolyffold.'se4r during a vto#l (Madhya Pradesh) 
*roldfofmef l»iMB#le« waf ''’ht* male red kangaroo of 
knoaod out iP*ftn<»Ms 80(h» ^ Au.str.i ia w the largest marsupial 

' a JiVroimd ftoHt to Us VWss. '''*«> •» height of 5 ft 11 inches and 
^ of 9 ft 4 inches, (including 

ri^wffglrS'- • ™”' “ /”»’ '■ “• 

£ B 

at too great a cost to be of u.se to 1. . 
the victor The expressl.m alludes to the '■•oslly victory won by 
Pyrrhus, King of Epirus, at Asculum in 279 BC ('One more such 
victory and we are lost.'). Pyrrhus lost all his best officers ind many 
men in the battle. 
• What is Territorial Army 7 

—P. Narcndra, Nagpur (Maharashtra) 
Raisi-d in 1949. the Territorial Army is a voluntary part-time 

civilian lorci which has played a useful role in the defence of the 
country, the TA consists of departmental and non-departmcntal 
T A units. The departmental 'I A units are raised from amongst the 
I'lnployei's (»f government departments and PSUs. There are at 
present 27 dopartmerital and 25 non-departmental TA units. TA 
has assisted flie Army in tackling terrorism in j & K, Punjab and 
other States. The five ecological battalions of TA called Eco-Task 
Forces have done excellent environmental upgradation'work in 
Raja; than, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar t’radesh and Jammu & Kashmir. 

.--'.T (West Bengal) 
Fog pertains to a dense mass of small water drops with smoke or 

dust particles in the lower layers of the atmosphere. The phenomenon 
is termed fog only when the obscurity is such that objects at a distance 
of one kilometre from the observer have become invisible. The fog is 
most dense shortly after sunrise, and often disperses before the 
afternoon. What is called smog is a mixture of fog and atmospheric 
pollution. When the visibility is less than 2,0(10 m, but exceeds 
1,(MI0 m, the phenomenon is known as mist. 

0 What is meant by the term ‘conscientious objectar’7 i 
—M. Vasudeoan, Bangalore (Kamatakalf 

The expression 'conscientioas objector' pertains to a person who 
refuses to bear arms and opposes military training or service. Those 
who oppose drafting into military service raise their objections on 
groun# of conscience, according to their religious, political or 
philosophical bdiefs. There is evidence to show that sudi oonadenliotis 
objectors have be«t persecuted at various periods in history. Q 
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CS/? SPECIAL 

Interviews: How To Succeed 
~ Judy Skeats 

INTRODUCTION j 
As no interviews are completely 

predictable, there is no magic formula which 
you can follow. However, although a few 
companies interview everyone who applies 
for a job, this is not common. Usually if you 
have got as far as the interview you have 
already beaten a lot of the opposition. 

Even experienced interviewers sometimes 
make mi.slakes. However, if you plan and 
prepam carefully, you will be far more likely 
not to be caught out by awkward questions 

^nd therefore you will feel that you have 'got 
right'. This planning can, and often does, 

mean the difference between being offered 
the job and receiving the familiar 'we regret 
that we cannot offer you the post on this 
occasion' letter. The mformation given in this 
book is designed to help all job seekers, 
including .school or college leavers, those who 
have been out of work for a while or have 
been made redundant, employees seeking 
promotion, or others about to change their 
jobs. It is intended for the guidance of the 
lay reader rather than the personnel 
professional. Its aim is to help you to analyse 
yourself and to put the best, most relevant 
interpretation forward for each job. It shows 
you how to prepare, what sort of information 
you should be collecting, and gives many 
basic pomters on conduct in the interview 

I Itself. Although most of this book is devoted 
to the sort of interviews you will face if you 
are searching for a job (known as selection 
interviews), there is also a section on other 
kinds of interviews which you may 
encounter. This includes how to deal with 
your bank manager, doctor and the media, 
etc., and the importance of knowing what 
you want before you meet them. Many of the 
principles are similar, but there are also .subtle 
differences and some specific points that you 
will need to be aware of. Another chapter 
deals with assertion skills—these are 
important and will help enormously in all 
sorts of different encounters. They will also 
help you to notice if your body language is 
saying something different from your speech. 

Interviews are really only face-to-face 
situations with other people, and .should not 
be daunting provided you know the 

, principles behind the process and some of 
the reasons why certain questions will be 
asked of you. Once you have understood 
this, some of the uncertainty can be 
removed, along with the feeling of dread 
too, hopefully! 

Throughout the book, the importance of 

practice and role-play is stressed. Role-play 
involves practising the situation as if it is 
real. Although this might sound ineffective, 
it is in fact a very useful way to improve 
your tedmique. Role-play is used a fet by 
trainers precisely because it is so effective. 
The situation becomes 'real' as you 
concentrate and become involved. 

Interviews tend to be 'one-off' situations. 
Without checking what you sound like and 
having the chance to gain feedback from 
friends about what you are saying, it is very 
easy to give the wrong impression or be 
misunderstood. If you have practi.sed what 
you are going to say first (with some flexibility 
— nobody wants to listen to you recite 
answers parrot-fashion), you have the chance 
to correct and modify and to learn methods 
of calming your nerves. The old adage is true, 
preparation wrf/1 give you confidence. 

All interviews are good practice, and time 
well spent. The interviewer will want you 
to do well, to walk through the door as the 
answer to his/her prayers, hut it is up to you 
to ensure that your best qualities do nut go 
unnoticed. You must be active rather than 
passive. You too can alter the course of the 
interview, provided that you do this with tact 
and don't wander aimpletely off the subject. 
The interviewer doesn't want to spend the 
time in idle chat, but you should bring in 
relevant information if there is a danger that 
it would otherwise be missed. Many people 
go away from an interview with an uneasy 
feeling that it was an opportunity missed and 
thinking, 'I wish 1 had been asked about x.' 
It is up to you to take the initiative, be positive 
and show yourself in the best light. If that 
sounds terrifying to you, don't worry. This is 
where the chapter on Assertion Skills will 
help. Coupled with practice beforehand, 
these skills can increase your confidence and 
help you f^I more self-assured. It is es.sential 
that you don't feel too silly to try; if you are 
going to show yourself in the best light 
during the interview, you must feel able to 
relax enough to listen to what you are being 
asked, rather than sittii^ frozen into the chair 
wondering if the interviewer has noticed 
your enormous feet or whatever your 
particular hang-up is. Being completely 
submissive, without giving your own input, 
will be seen as a sign of weakne.ss and lack 
of personality. Your own fear will also block 
your ability to listen properly to the 
questions, and the interviewer will notice if 
you are answering a different question. 

On the subject of personally, the golden 
rule is don't put on on act. The interview is 

important and you do have to sell yourself, 
but if you act instead of staying natural you 
run the risk that this will be detected 
(especially in long interviews where you have 
mure time for the real .'you' to slip through). 
Acting also uses up your concentration amd 
you may find that because your thoughts 
were all centred on keeping up the false 
impressions, you did not notice something 
special in the interview and as a result you . 
land up with a job that you do not want. Be 
positive about yourself though; a thorough 
knowledge of your plus points is important. 
You should apply ior a job to which you are 
suited and he ready to have positive 
ansiA^s when questioned about your 
weaknesses. 
yydliis book assumes that you have already 
prepared a gejod CV or obtained guidance 
about application forms, etc. If you haven't 
already done so, go back to that stage and 
tackle those things first. In order to get as far 
as the interview, you should reply to the 
advertisement in the way requested The 
pattern of the interview may well be 
determiiied by something you have said in 
your original application—if you do not get 
this right, it may blight your interview, if 
you have been lucky enough to get one. 

The interview gives both you and the 
interviewer an opportunity to assess each 
other. It is a two-way process—you must 
decide whether the job is what you want 
and has not been over-sold or under-sold, 
and the interviewer .has to decide whether 
you can perform tlie required tasks and have 
the motivation to do so. 

'There are of course times when, despite 
the best preparation, you fail to be oFered 
the job. There may be a dozen reasons for 
this—there may have been better candidates 
or it might have been ]ust bad luck. This 
botik will explore the follow-up, analysing 
'how you dia' and getting feedback on your 
interview style. Most importantly you must 
keep trying—if you don't give in to the 
negative feelings, your work, effort and 
preparation should p.iy off in the end For 
those of you who were successful, feedback 
can still lie important, and a few details about 
the facts you need to check before you accept 
the job arc also given. 

If .vou arc unable to keep the appointment 
for the interview, you have an obligatitm to 
inform the organisation or inters-iewer as si >on 
as possible. Just as it is unfair of them to keep 
you waiting, so it is unfair of you to up.set their 
timetables when a simple telephone call con Id 
save a lot of time and trouble. 
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PREPARING FOR THE 
INTERVIEW 

What are you going to be inler\'iewed 
for? It is essential that you understand the 
advertisement (if the job has been ad\ ertised) 
or that you are mally clear in your own mind 
what the job entails if you have heard about 
it by other means. It you have written a 
speculative letter and been invited to an 
interview, check to see it the soinpany has 
a specific job m mind lor you and il so, do 
your homework on what that entails. If there 
is no specific job, do more homework and be 
ready -to be llexible' 

Read between the lines in adveftisemenl.s 
—tliink about the job from the employer's 
perspective. L<.iok at wheie the advertisement 
is (which newspaper or journal) and think 
about what this savs about the job and the 
firm. Is that where the nigani.sation would 
hax’e to advertise that job to get any re,sponse? 
Or have they chosen unusual media? l.>oes 
it indicate a prestige job in the organisation ? 
Is it likely that you will face stilt competition 
because it will be very widely rt'ad? Look 
also at how the company describes itself, the 
style of the advertisement and whether it 
has been placed by an agency. The latter 
might indicate that they are expecting a huge 
response, or want applicants screened by 
someone else first to save them time, etc. 
Consider the ci’.st implicatnms ol the 
organisation's recruitment too; advertising 
costs in national new’spapers are very high 
and agencie.s' charges often start at aniund 
15 per cent of the annual salary. If the 
organisation has spent a lot, it is bei'ause 
they think that the siui'e.ssful candidate will 
be worth it 

judge the employer on the lecruitment 
policies. Advertisements should state clearly 
how you are expi'cted to repiv and good 
employers will acknowledge your 
application if it is to be a while betore they 
are able to invite you tor intendew or let you 
know the outaunc. With a good emplover, 
the recruitment process should go smoothly. 

Oiganisations spend a lot of time and 
money on ge'ting their iniage right, i.ook at 
the advertisement to see if you can work out 
what they are trying to project. Do they have 
an image that looks large and formal or small 
and entrepreneurml, smooth and 
professional, rapidly expanding or under¬ 
going some kind ot change, etc ’ If the 
advertisement has a box number, consider 
why the company does not want its name 
published. Look at evidence ot the 
organisational philosophy in equal 
opportunities statements and such like. Think 
about the organisation's size and its main 
products or services. You will need to 
consider all these taciors and decide what 
kind of organisation you would like to work 
tor and will feel happiest in. If you do not 
have a choice but must pursue this avenue 
anyway, be aware of your prefea*nces so 
that even if you would rather work 
elsewhere, you can ensure that this does not 
come across. It it is obvious that you won't 
fit this will be seen as a major weakness. 

Once you have analysed the kind of 
organisation you would like to work tor, see 
if it matches with the midge in the 

advertisement. Then look at the demands of 
the job itself—again you may have to read 
between the Imes to see what the company 
is looking fur but may not be specifically 
requesting. How is the job describ^ ? Is that 
really what you want ? Look at exactly what 
the pb demands and what other things ane 
implied (a willingness to travel, etc., may 
not be explicitly stated but will be apparent 
to all who work m the industry, or just by 
thinking about what the job really involves). 
Have you got the right qualifications and 
exjTerience ? Are you overqualified ? Will 
training be given ? Tliere may be qualifi¬ 
cations or experience which are essential, or 
you mav bc' able to make a case for lack of 
qualifications being balanced by relevant 
work experience or vice versa. 

Employers often list all the criteria they 
expect in an ideal applicant, and it is up to 
you to as.ses.s what is essential or desirable. 
Don't necessarily a.s.sume that the attributes 
you have are more important (of course you 
sec that logic!). Try to see it from the 
employers' side and remember that they will 
need a good ca.se to convince them. 
Realistically, li an employer asks for language 
qualification.s and you do not have these but 
can speak the relevant languages fluently, 
this will probably be acceptable, though you 
may have to prove your expertise so don't 
blufti Ihere are other commonly acceptable 
alternatives texv, for example, speedwriting 
imstead of shorthand, etc. To enable you to 
as.sess whether it is worth you applying, 
always think back to why you consider the 
employer has asked for each item. Note that 
il good communication skills are required, 
your application and interview style will 
have to be good! 

Coasider whether you would be working 
alone or as part of a team (small or large) 
and look at the job title too as this will often 
reveal a lot about the organisation's hierarchy 
and prioritie.s. Does the advertisement 
mention any persona) qualities ? You will 
need to consider all these aspects before 
considering salary, 'fringe benefits', 
promotion prospects, etc. 

There am many ways that employers avoid 
stating the exact salary in the advertisement, 
using phrases such as 'the right salary for 
the right persim', 'salary commensurate with 
age and experience', etc., or there may be 
nothing mentioned. This allows them a 
degree ol flexibility and may mean that they 
will pay as little as possible, or that you can 
ask for more, or both. Beware of 
advertisements which say 'up to' or 'top 
consultants earned', etc., as the earning 
potential for.new employees may be 
considerably less. Increasingly, employers 
refer to a ',jood remuneration package', 
which includes basic salary, any bonus 
payments, pension and other so-called fringe 
benefits. The latter includes non-money 
items, such as company cars, medical or life 
iasurance, etc. 

Once you have decided to apply for the 
post, find out all you can about the 
organisation and make the application. You 
may need to obtain guidance on this, so ask 
for help or use a good book if necessary. 
Getting it right at this stage may mean tiw 
difference between being invited for an 
interview and an immediate rejection. Keep 

a copy of the original advertisement and youir 
application so that you can refresh your 
memory before you go to the interview. If 
you are making a lot of different applications, 
it's no good forgetting what you told each 
company—the interview could go badly 
wrong if you appear to have nd idea what 
you said before or ate hazy about the jobs you 
have done or the dates. You can't afford to be 
inefficient jmt when you need to impress. 

It really is important to gather all the 
information you can on the aimpany before 
you get to an interview. Ask other people 
you know in the same industry about the job 
and about what they know of the firm's 
competitors. A trade journal may give you 
added information about this, and some of 
the gossip, too. Provided that you are not 
desperate for the job, you need to make an 
informed choice about whether you wish to 
work there (the choices ate not all on the 
interviewer's side). If you are desperate for 
the job, you will need to learn all you can 
about the place and not show how acutely 
you want the job. However unfair it may 
seem, desjjeralion sjTells stress to mterviewers 
and that in turn spells inability to cope with 
pressure. 

If you are to apply for the right job, you 
will need to have worked out your strengths, 
weaknesses and requirements in advance of 
making the application. Strengths and 
weaknesses should be assessed in the light 
of the demands of your chosen job or career 
If you haven't thought this through and you 
really are not qualified or experienced 
enough tor the posts you apply for, your 
morale will crash with the .subsequent 
rejection letters. You must establish a 
thorouj^ knowledge of your plus points in 
relation to each company, particularly if they 
areeither rare or essential to the job. You musi 
consider your potential weaknesses too. The 
prosfjcctive employer is sure to spot them 
and it can bc devastating for your confidence 
if the weaknesses you were trying not tc 
admit to yourself are paraded in front of youi 
during an interview. Be realistic-nobody 
expects paragons (they'd be terrified ol 
them!), but balance is essential. There may 
be ways that you can show your weaknesses 
in a positive light, so do this as long as you 
won't seem too clever or arrogant. 

If you find applying for the right job hard 
find a good book on careers. Make sure that 
you know what different jobs entail Wirk 
out what your ideal job is in terms of the 
tasks within the job, the size and nature ol 
the company and the working style, etc You 
can discover your own skills by simple 
exercises in careers books. As a beginning 
think of all the skills that you have and wnte 
them down. Consider when you actually 
used those skills: if it was a long time age 
perhaps you are deceiving yourself. If you 
need something to focus your mind, think 
about situations where you achieved 
something or excelled. What sort of skill! 
did you display then? List them even if you 
think that you are not normally good it thos< 
things—you obviously were on that occasfon 

A lot of people underestimate their skills 
Be aware of ttiis, but if nobody has evei 
called you modest, bear that in mind! 

(To be continued 
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Expected Questions 

Objective General Knowledge 
Madan Lai 

Former Secretary, Staff SelecNorr Commission, Government of India 

The paper on General Knowledge or General 
Awareness or General Studies plays a pivotal 
role in the competitive examinations conducted 
by various boards for recruitment to public 
sennees. As the readers are, no doubt, aware, 
this feature has very extensive coverage of 
subjects. It covers Everyday Science, History, 
Economics, Geography, Mitical Sciepce, Civics, 
Life Sciences, Current National and 
International Affairs/Evenis, Constitution of 
India, Indian National Movement, and so on. 

For the present issue, I have drauln up a test 
battery of 100 questions on the “India—From 
stagnation and poverty to Growth and 
prosperity—Facls, Efforts and Achievements". 
As on aid to proper and systematic preparation, 
the readers are advised to answer this lest 
paper in one hour and then make a self- 
assessment of their performance with 
reference to the answers printed at the end 
of this feature. The following grades will 
help the readers for self-assessment: 

(i) Less than M) per cent score—Poor 
(ii) 31 to 50 per rent score—Fair 
(Hi) 51 to 65 per cent scure—Good 
(iv). £6 to 80 per cent score—Very Cwod 
(t>) Above fin per cent scon-—Excellent 
The aim of the readers should be to achieve a 

score cf not less than 60 /vr cent. 
In the next issue, a test battery of 

100 questions ‘on "Science—Botany and 
Zoology" will be drawn 

India—From Stagnation and Poverty to Growth and 
Prosperity—Facts, Efforts and Achievements 

Commerce and Trade 
Q. 1. For administration of the cent per 

(.eni export-oriented units, export pn>cessing 
rones have been created, each under the 
charge of a Development Commissioner. The 
number of such zones at present i.s 

' (a) 5 (b) 6 (c) 7 (d) 8 
Q. 2. During 1997-98, India's foreign trade 

civile it was of the order of nearly 
(a) Rs. 25,268 ctore ib) Rs. 19,686 crore 
(c) Rs. 23,809 crore (d) Rs. 20,639 croie 
Q. 3. Of the total value of India's foreign 

trade in 1997-98, the value of imports was 
nearly 

(a) .35% (b) 43% (c) 55% (d) 58% 
Q. 4. In terms of value of exports, which 

of the following commodities earned for 
India the high^t amount in 1997-98? 

(a) Textiles 
(b) Gems and Jewellery 
(c) Engineering Goods 
(d) Chemicals 
Q. 5. Which of the following countries at 

I present holds the second position in our 
foreign trade? 

(a) USA (b) Japan (c) Russia (d) UK 
Q. 6. At which of the following places in 

. India is export processing zone not situated? 
(a) Visakhapatnam (b) Faridabad 
(c) Falta (d) Chennai 
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Q. 7. India's imports from South Asian 
countries represents only per cent ol our 
global imports. 

(a) 2% (b) 5% (c) 0.25% (d) 0.7.5% 
Q. 8. Exports from Export Oriented Units 

(EOUs) and Export Promotion Zones during 
1997-98 were 

(a) Rs. 16.610 crore (b) R-s 15,310 crore 
(c) Rs. 14320 crore (d) Rs. 17,425 crore 
Q. 9. What was the envisaged annual 

export growth in volume terms in 
percentage in the Eighth Pive-Year Plan? 

(a) 16.8% (b) 15.14% (c) 13.6% (d) 8.47o 
Q. 10. What was the target (rupees in 

crores) set for exports of agro-ba.sed 
industries at the end of the Eighth Plan? 

(a) Rs. 6000 (b) Rs. 8000 
(c) Rs. 10500 (d) Rs. 12000 

Planning 
Q. 11. Which one of the following Five- 

Year Plans recognised human development 
as the core of all developmental efforts? 

(a) Eighth fb) Seventh (c) Fifth (d) Third 
Q. 12. The laigest source of financing the 

public -sector outlay of the Eighth Five-Year 
Plan came from 

(a) deficit financing 
(b) government borrowings 
(c) balance from current revenue 
(d) contribution of public enterprises 
Q. 13. Which of the following is true? 
(a) Physkal and financial plannings are 

complementary 

(b) Physical and financial plannings are 
equally important 

(c) Financial planning is more important 
than physical planning 

(d) Physical planning is more important 
than financial planning 

Q. 14. A ma|or shift in the Eighth Five- 
Year Plan from its preceding ones was 

(a) the significant reduction in public 
sector outlays 

(b) the aincentration of public investment 
in infrastructural sectors 

(c) major investment in agriculture with 
a view to promote exports 

(d) major investment in sectors in which 
industrial sickness has been a chronic 
problem 

Q. 15. The pnncipal reason why national 
economic planning is still being pursued in 
spite of embracing a market economy since 
1991 is that 

(a) it IS a Constitutional requirement 
(b) the vast quantity of capital already 

deployed in the public sector need.s 
to be nurtured 

(c) five-year plans can continue to 
provide a long-term perspective to 
the economy in market-friendly 
fashions 

(d) the market economy is mainly confined 
to industry and commerce, and central 
planning in agriculture is necessary 
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Q. 16. The basic cliftercmc between 

imperative and indicative planning is that 

(a) in case of the imperative planning the 

market mechanism is entirely replaced 

by a command hierarchy, while in the 

case nf indicative planning it is looked 
upon as a way to improve the 

functioning of the market system 
(b) in the case of indicative planning 

there is no need to nationalise any 

industry 
(c) It is easier to achieve targets in 

imperative type of planning 

(d) m the case of imperative planning all 

economic activitie.s belong to public 

sector, while in the other type they 
belong to the private sector 

Q. 17. What IS the correct duration of 
Ninth Five-Year Plan 7 

(a) 1997-2(H)2 (b) 1992-1947 

(C) 1992-1996 (d) 1993-1998 

Q. 18. Who finallv appmvcs the draft 

Five-Year Plans.' 

(a) Planning Commission 

(b) President 
(c) National Development Council 
(d) Parliament and State Legislatures 
Q. 19. The magir emphasis in the Ninth 

Plan is on 

(a) Adult Education 
(b) Green Revolution 

(c) Priority to Agriculture and Rural 

Development 

(d) Industrial Development 
Q. 20. The total plan development outlay 

trupee.s in crcires) in the Eighth Plan was 

appnivimately 
(a) 486,000 (b) 798,000 
(c) 521,600 (d) 627,600 
Q. 21. The objective of the Eighth Five- 

Year Plan was the 
(a) generation ot adequate employment 

to achieve near full employment level 
by the turn of the century 

fb) containment of population growth 

(c) universalisathin of elementaiy education 

(d) .All of the above 

Q. 22. Self-relianie as an object of 

planning was emphasi-sed lirst in the 

(a) Second Plan (b) riiinl Plan 

(cl Fourth Plan (d) Fifth Plan 
Q. 23. In which of the Plans, India's 

growth of agriculture production was 

negative? 
(a) Second (b) Third (c) Fourth (d) Fifth 

Q. 24. In most ot our Five-Year Plans the 

capital output ratio has turned out to be 

(al the s.ime as estimated 
(b) lower than estimated 

(() higher than estimated 

(ell nothing can he said tirmlv 

Transport 
Q. 25. Which of the following statements 

about the Indian Railways is correct.' 

(a) It IS the largest rail system in the 
world under a single management. 

(b) It IS the second largest rail sy.stem in 
Asia. 

(c) It is the third largest rail system in 
the world. 

(d) It is the second largest rail system in 
the world under a single management. 

Q. 26. Which of the following statements 
about the total goods traffic (in terms of 
gross tonne km) carried by the Indian 
Railways is correct’ 

(a) Steam and electric locomotives 
together haul about 50% of traffic. 

(b) Diesel and electric locomotives 
together haul about 95% of traffic. 

(c) Steam locomotives alone haul about 
40"« of traffic. 

(d) Steam and diesel locomotives haul 
about 60% of traffic. 

Q. 27. The Konkan Railway Corporation 
Limited was set up for the construction of a 
broad gauge line from 

(a) Ruha to Mangalore 
(b) Manmad to Coimbatore 
(c) Kolhapur to Quilon 
(d) Panaji to Kozhikode 
Q. 28. The principal mode ot transport of 

goods freight in the country is 
(a) by air (b) by rail 
(c) by road (d) by inland waterways 
Q. 29. The Indian Railways have a route 

kilometrage of nearly 
(a)-58,300 (b) 62,211 (c) 62,500 (d) 65,206 
Q. 30. The Indian Railways now carry 

goods freight of nearly in lakh tonnes? 
(a) 2,243 (b) 4,342 (c) 5,600 (d) 11,000 
Q. 31. The Shatabdi Express truin runs 

between 
(a) New Delhi and Bhopal 
(b) New Delhi and Lucknow 
(c) New Delhi and Kalka 
(d) All of the above 
Q. 32. What is the number of passengers 

carried annually by the Indian Railways? 
(a) 33,000 million (b) 5,600 million 
(c) 11,000 million (d) 13,IHX1 million 
Q. 33. Which of the following is not an 

undertaking under the administrative 
control of the Ministry of Railways? 

(a) Container Corporation of India Ltd. 
(b) Konkan Railway Corj:>oration Limited 
(c) Indian Railways Construction 

Company Limited 
(d) Die.sel Locomotive Works, Varanasi 
Q. 34. Approximately what per cent of 

total track kilometre is electrified for the 
Indian Railways? 

(a) 18.14 (b) 29.P (c) 26.28 (d) 30.12 
Q. 35. Which one of the following 

Railw'ay Zones has the maximum route 
Kilometrage in India? 

(a) Southern (b) Central 
(c) Northern (d) Eastern 
Q. 36. Which of the following places does 

not have a Railway Production Unit? 
(a) Bhopal (b) Kapurthala 
(c) Peranibur (d) Hyderabad 
Q. 37. The Government of India 

established a fund, called Solatium Fund in 
1982 for payment ol compensation 

(a) furgoodslnst/ddmagedinrailaccidents 
(b) to the victims of rail accidents 
(c) to the victims of air accidents 
(d) to the victims of hit-and-run cases 

Q. 38. An outlay of what amount was 
approved in the Eighth Five-Year Flan for 
the development of roads in India? 

(a) Rs. 10,510 crore (b) Rs. 12,210 croce 
(c) Rs. 13,210 crore (d) Rs. 15,260 crore 
Q. 39. India's total operative shipping 

tonnage i.s nearly 
(a) 4,508 MGRT (b) 5590 MGRT 
(c) 6843 MGRT (d) 7256 MGRT ' 
Q. 40. The number of major and medium- 

size ship-building yards in India, which are 
Covemmeirt undertakings, is respectively 

(a) 4 & 3 (b) 5 & 4 (c) 4 & 5 (d) 6 & 5 
Q. 41. Which of the following ship¬ 

building yards builds the largest .sizes of 
vessels (DWT)? 

(a) Bombay Docks 
(b) Cochin Ship Building Yard 
(c) Garden Reach Worlihop, Calcutta 
(d) Hindustan Ship Building Yard, 

VLsakhdpatnam 
Q. 42. India's eleventh major seaport 

is 
(a) New Mangalore (b) Nhava Sheva 
(c) Tuticorin (d) Cochin 
Q. 43. Which of the fi Mowing companie.*; 

owns the largest fleet of ships in India 
(CRT)? 

(a) Great Eastern Shipping Co. 
(b) Scindia Steam .Navigation Company 

Ltd. 
(c) Essar Shipping l.td. 
(d) Shipping Corporation ot India 
Q. 4a. Ot the total Indian shijsping 

tonnage (CRT), ihe Shipping Corporation 
of India owns about 

(a) 35.5% (b)45.6% (c)49 0'v.. (d) 55.0% 
Q. 45. Natioiral .Ship Design and Research 

Cantre, a premier national institution, is 
located at 

(a) Cochin (b) Visakhapatnam 
(c) Calcutta (d) Kandia 
Q. 46. In India, the length of major rivers 

navigable by mechanised crafts is 
approximately 

(a) 3,7(«1 (h) 2,000 (c) 4,300 (d) 3,000 
Q. 47. The ruerine port handling 

diversified comnuKlities m India is 
(a) Paradip (b) Kandia 
(c) Mangalore (d) Calcutta 
Q. 48. How many major ports are located 

along the 7516.6 km long coastline of India? 
(a) 5 (b) 11 (c) 20 (d) 35 
Q. 49. Including the ncighb.iuring 

covintries, India has bilateral air services 
agreement with how many countries? 

(a) 56 (b) 65 (c) 71 (d) 80 
Q. 50. Air travel services by Indian 

Airlines is not provided to 
(a) Oman (b) Kuwait 
(c) Thailand (d) Myanmar 
Q. 51. Including the neighbouring 

countries, the numbei of destinations 
covered by Indian Airlines is 

(a) 56 (b) 32 (c) 66 (d) 71 

Energy 

Q. 52. The target for power generation 
during 1997-98 was fixed at (billion units) 

(al 251.3 (b) 271.3 (c) 429.0 (d) 366.3 
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Q. 5S7As against barely 10 per cent in the developed countries, 
the transmission and distributim losses in India involving an annual 
revenue loss of Rs. 500 ciore are 

(a) 15.3% (b)25% (c)21.3% (d)20% 
54. In how many States have Electricity Boards been set up so far? 
(a) 24 (b) 22 (c) 21 (d) 18 
55. The ONGC has established a numW of research irutitutes. 

iVhich of the following two institutes are located at Dehra Dun? 
(a) Institute of Drilling Technology and K.D. Malaviya Irutitute 

i of Petroleum Exploration 
(b) Institute of Reservoir Studies and Institute of Drilling 

Technology 
(d) K.D. Malaviya Institute of Petroleum Exploration and Irrstitute 

of Reservoir Studies 
Q. 56. The highest transmission voltage in the country at present is 
(a)220kv (b)320kv (c) 400 kv (d)450kv 
Q. 57. When were the two power generation corporatiorrs, namely, 

Natioiral Thermal Power Corporation and Natiorud Hydro-electric 
Power Corporation, created? 

(a) 1974 and 1975 respectively (b) Both in 1975 
(c) 1975 and 1976 respectively (d) 1978 and 1979 respectively 
Q. 58. When was the Oil and Natural Gas Commission set up? 
(a) 1956 (b) 1957 (c) 1958 (d) 1960 
Q. 59. Oil refineries are located in all of the following States, 

except 
(a) Andhra Pradesh (b) Kerala 
(c) Madhya Pradesh (d) Tamil Nadu 
Q. 60. With the increase in the production of crude oil, the 

production of associated natural gas in the country has gone up. 
The annual production of gas in 1997-98 was 

(a) 13.45 BCM (b) 15.38 BCM 
f |c) 2439 BCM (d) 23.45 BCM 

Q. 61. Of the total oil industry's sales, the market share of Indian 
Oil Corporation in 1997-98 was 

(a) 53.0% (b)56.8% (c) 60.8% (d) 65.8% 
Q. 62. At the end of March 1998, the total refining capacity of 

public sector refineries stood at 
(a) 60.6 MMTPA (b) 45.85 MMTPA 
(c) 40.00 MMTPA (d) 35.01 MMTPA 
Q. 63. In which State of India is the headquarters of Oil and 

Natural Gas Commcssion located? 
(a) Assam (b) Gujarat 
(c) Maharashtra (d) Uttar Pradesh 
Q. 64. Approximately what per cent of the total power generating 

capacity is produced bv National Thermal Power Corporation? 
(a) 15% (b) 28% (c) 2.3% (d) 26% 
Q. 65. Tile coal production in 1997-98 reached 
(a) 185 million tonnes (b) 246 million tonnes 
fc) 280 million tonnes (d) 296 million tonnes 

■l Q. 66. Asia's laigest wind larm of 28 MW is located in which of 
the following Slates? 

(a) Madhya Pradesh (b) Gujarat 
(c) Rajasthan (d) Maharashtra 
Q. 67. The tidal power potential in the country is estimated to be 

of the order of 
(a) 1000 MW-2000 MW (b) 3000 MW-4000 MW 
(c) 8000 MW-90U0 MW (d) 11000 MW-12000 MW 

\ Demographic Background 

6i. The total population of India on the basis of 1991 Census 
x^as nearest to the figure of 

W 680 million (b) 700 million (c) 800 million 844 million 
(CP 69. Wherr will the next Ceitsus be held? 
fa)^l (b)2002 (c)2005 (d) 2006 

70. According to the 1991 Census, which of the following 
ita'^s had the highest density of pop^ation per sq km? 

(a) Kerala p) West Bengal 
(c) Bihar Xd) Uttar Pradesh 

L Q. 71. According to 1991 Census, whidt of die following States 
tad th^ lowest density of population per sq km? 

(a)iAnmachal Pradesh (b) Mizoram 
(v) Sikkim (d) Nagaland 
Q. 72. The total jjopulation of males, according to the 1991 Census, 

vas nearly 
(a)30.7crore (bji35.7crore J^43.7crore (d)45.7crore 
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Inflation Is Inevitable In A Developing 
Economy Seeking Rapid Economic Growth 

' Methodology 

In the Group Discussion Test, 8, 10. or 
12 candidates appearing lor the same, job, 
selection, appointment, scholarship, training, 
course, etc., are formed into a group. Thus 
out of a batch of .'iU lo 60 candidates 
appearing before the Selection Board, seven 
or eight groups will be formed, each group 
having eight or nine candidates. Then, 
the group will be asked' to discuss a given 
topic or subject for about 20 to 25 minutes. 
The CD Ibst is anything but a formal debate. 
On the other hand, CD is most informal 
a^ resembles a chit-chat among friends 
as.sembled in a railway rest room or on a 
picnic tour. No one is appointed Leader. 
Chairman or Speaker to conduct or preside 
over the GD. It will be a leaderless e.xercise 
i: one can term it so Every member of 

'^;ie group will have full freedom to say 
what he likes, whether for or against the 
proposition. One can also argue 
simultaneously in support of the proposition 
and oppose it. There i.s no hard and fast 
rule as to who should speak and when. 
Ihe candidates of the group are seated 
m a closed-circle formation where each 
IS visible to the oMiers. During the test, 
the participants address one another by 
the roll or chest numbers to ensure instant 
and ready recognition. After announcing 
the subject to be discussed and finally 
launching the group on its task, the examiner 
retires to the background and the group 
is entirely on its own to proceed with the 
discussion. 

‘ Progress 

In this group, there are eight candidates 
with Roll Nos. 1 to 8, seated in the ascending 
order of the chest numbers. When the 
examiner retires, the silence that prevailed 
till then is broken and the candidates 
attempt to probe and feel their way. They 
resort to whispered asides and conversation 
to begin with. Soon cross-talks and 
arguments develop and the volume of the 
noise increases, creating confusion. At this 
stage, hlo. 2, who was carefully observing 
the going-on rather closely, decides to take 
chaige. Instead of indulging in whispers, 
asides or cross-talks, he raises his voice 
and addresses the group as a whole. With 
his sudden intervention, all are taken by 
surprise and there is absolute silence. 

No, 2 (In a raised and somewhat hud and 
oulhoriiarian voice) : Gentlemen ! Let me 
tell you that inflation in India is the sheer 
t reation of the politicians tu amass black 
Rtoney and keep themselves perpetually 
In power, winning the elections by free 

GROUP 

DISCUSSION 

use of black money. Therefore, whether 
there is inflation in other parts of the world 
or not, this country will always be saddled 
with inflation, economic growth or nut. 
Since Independence when we opted for 
parliamentary democracy and univer.sal 
adult franchise, elections have become the 
all-important factor in our national life. 
To fight elections, the political parties and 
politicians need a lot of money. They have 
to get the money from the industrialists 
and business house.s. Those in Industry 
and business have to pay tu different 
political parties. They have to find the 
money in order to pay these politicians. 
This results in concessions and preferences 
to Industrialists and businessmen who, 
in turn, to pay these politicians, resort to 
corruption, adulteration and so on. For 
every election, bye-election, mid-term 
election, etc., funds have to be found which 
means black money and inflation. 

No. t (Showing annoyance, impefience and 
frrffatfen in his voice): I say. No. 2 hold 
on, hold on. What are you doing, man 7 
Don't say that you are going to continue 

•lecturing us for the next half an hour or 
•o on Indian political scenario. You have 

already spoken for at least five minutes 
and I must .say your time is up. Secondly, 
you are completely off the mark, inflation 
IS a subject linked to economics whereas 
you have been talking politics all the time. 
Thirdly, we should first decide how we 
intend to proceed with our task, like who 
.should be the opening speaker, who should 
be the Chairman, who should speak in 
favour and who against the proposition 
and so on. Now shut your mouth and let 
us get on with our business. 

No. 2 ; Shut up, No. 6. Don’t exhibit 
your ignorance. You don't even know that 
today's economics is notliing but the creatian 
of politicians. Tliere is no economics without 
politics, and vice versa. If you don't know, 
at least you can listen and learn. By opening 
your mouth wide, you only stink. 

No. 6 : Hey, 1 told you lo shut your 
mouth and 1 mean what 1 say. If you don't 
do what I tell you, I know what action 1 
have to take. Don't try to pose as if you 
know everything. 

No. 3^: You, you, will you dare ? 
No. 6 ; Yes, I dare and will damn well 

do what 1 want to do with you. (At this 
stage No. 4 wtert'enes and ends the arguments 
before a first fight erupts.) 

Comments : No. 2 i.s overeager to start 
first ami make an impact on the group. He 
lacks tact and does not explain to the group 
what Ins atm is. Instead, he goes on talking 
endlessly. He does not tell others of his plan, 
if any, and whether others will get any chance 
at all to f.xpress their z’lews. Thus hr is in 
too much of I! hurry and lacks the ability to 
plan, organise and mutnnte others. His approach 
also ifpeals selfishness on his part. Thus the 
initialirr, enterprise and ability lo speak fluently 
displayed by him prove to be ineffecliyr and 
counter-productive. He is emotional and hash/ 
and does not know how to cope inlh No 6 
The net result is a head-on clash between Ihe 
two. Doth Nos. 2 and 6 do not realise that 
the group has to fulfil a task and their private 
quarrels should be subordinated to group 
interests. It is thus seen that though Nos. 2 
and 6 set the ball rolling, they did not make 
any constructive contribution. 

No. 4 : Please, Nos. 2 and 6. Kindly 
bear with me for a second. Please do not 
take things personally and fight for nothing. 
(Turning to Nos. 5 and 7) What do you 
.say gentlemen? Do you all agree with 
me. 

No. S and 7 : Yes, yes. You are right, 
No. 4. 

No. 2 ; 1 say, 1 didn't start any fight. It 
is that bully. No. 6, who asked for a fight. 
You see, he is stupid and he just cannot 
understand. 

No. 6; You idiot. No. 2, don't you dare 
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call me stupid- You were talking rubbish 
like a mad hatter. 

No. 2 : You are crazy, you are a fool 
and you have lost your senses. (Now. 
No. 5 interveneo.) 

No. 5 : Gentlemen, I mean you both. 
Nos. 2 and 6. Please do not start your 
fight all over again. You must understand 
that by your meaningless fight, quarrel 
and arguments, vnu are holding up the 
entire group from going ahead with the 
discussion. We have a time frame and the 
task has to be completed within the given 
time. Well, the time is running out. 

No. 7 : I fully endorse what No. 5 said. 
(Turning lo Nos. 6 and 2.) My request to 
you both friends is to forget and forgive 
and cooperate in completing the group 
task. If you don’t agree then there will be 
no option but to ask you both to withdraw, 
go outside and have it out between you 
two in whatever way you feel like. At 
least we will be left in peace to go ahead 
with our job. I am sure the group agrees 
with me and 1 am expressing the collective 
view. 

No. 8 : Yes, yes, we all support what 
you say. (Finding they have incurred the 
displeasure of the group. Nos 2 and 6 decide 
to keep mum.) 

Comments : Nos. 4, 5 and play an active 
part in controlling the situation. No. 4 gives 
the lead and Nos. 5 and 7 follow suit. No. 8 
also lends his support Nos. 1 and 3 have, 
howet'tr, remained silent spectators. 

No. 4 ; Friends, the subject of inflation 
is the burning topic of the day and all of 
us will be able to make interesting 
contribution to the discussion. This being 
a friendly chit-chat, there is no need to 
elect a Chairman and decide in advance 
as to who should speak in favour and 
who against. We can express our ideas as 
we are seated now. Let u.s start with No. 1, 
move on to Nos. 2, 3, 4 and so on, one by 
one and conclude with No 8. As we have 
already used up a good deal of time, 1 
suggest each should speak only for three 
minutes during the first round. 

Comments ; No. 4 accepts responsibility 
readily and cheerfully He proves resourceful 
and demonstrates his ability to plan, organise 
and find an acceptable solution to the problem 
forced on him. He is also able to carry his 
enti.e audience with him. 

No. 5 : I totally agree with you. No. 4. 
However, I would like the group to consider 
a minor modification to the plan you 
outlined. This deals with the time aspect. 
Perhaps, we restrict our talk to two minutes 
only in the first round. In case some time 
is available after the first round is over, 
we can have a second round. 

No. 7 : Very good. No. 5, we all agree. 
Now, come on. No. 1. Please start. 

Comments ; Nos. 5 and 7 display active 
interest and involvement in the group task. 
They lend excellent support to No. 4 and 
contribute towards the fulfilment of group 
objectives. 

No. 1 : Excuse me please, 1 don't want 

WINNING STRATEGY 

to speak first. I am a Science student and 
I would like to confess that I do not know 
much about economics or politics. Since 
No. 2 was keen, we can start the diKussion 
with him. 1 will speak last if you all have 
no objection. If necessary, I am ready to 
forgo my chance also. 

Comments ; No. 1 wastes the opportunity 
offered to him on a platter. On his own also, 
he did not display any initiative or urge to 
launch the group on its task. He also pleads 
ignorance and volunteers to be Ifft out completely 
from the discussion. He shirks his responsibility 
and appears to be inhibited, insipid and dull. 
To be rejected unless he shows remarkably 
good pefformance later on. As at preunt, he 
will not be useful even as a follower in a 
team. He has not shown any leadership qualities. 

No. 2 ; Thank you. No. 1. But I am in 
no mood to speak now, with all the rude 
behaviour exhibited by No. € and the 
unfavourable reception I have had from 
others. Besides, the link in my thoughts 
has snapped and my ideas are now all 
jumbled up. You can assume that I have 
said my piece already and it will save 
time. 

No. 4 : Please forget the past. Vie all 
have agreed to cooperate and make a fresh 
beginning. Besides, we can't be so sure 
of a second round. It all depends on how 
much time is left. a. 

No. 2 : Thank you. No. 4j But I told 
you that I am not in the mooq right now. 
It does not matter if there is no second 
round. You already have my ideas for what 
they are worth. 

Comments : No. 2 refuses lo cooperate 
and wastes the fresh opportunity offered to 
him. He is rigid and peeved, and finds it 
impossible to adapt himself to the situation. 
He has fair ideas and enjoys good expressive 
faculty, but assailed by a hurt ego and pride, 
he refuses to cooperate. With such marked 
negative traits, he will turn out to be a liability 
lo the team and the organisation. Rejected. 

No. 3 ; Gentlemen, to be honest, 1 was 
hoping Nos. 1 and 2 will talk at length 
and explain the subject in detail so that 
I could, perhaps, react to their ideas and 
views. VViell, I do understand inflation is 
price rise where too much money chases 
too few goods. I also concede that inflation 
is a worldwide phenomenon. The logic 
then is, India caimot escape what the entire 
world has to endure. Howevez to contribute 
to the discussion in an effective manner, 
1 should first get a proper Introduction 
to the subject and understand its moot 
points. I, therefore, leave the floor for 
No. 4, who, I am sure, will expound the 
subject ably and unravel its secrets. 

Comments : No. 3 also proves lo be 
unenterprising and refuses to take the plunge. 

He has wasted the opportunity offered to him 
though he has been frank in his confession. 
Moreover, he had also not taken any active 
part during the initial and early stages o/ 
the group deliberations. He is able to speak 
fluently, but the drive to take the lead is missing 
on his pert. He is content to play a secondary 
role, waiting for his turn. He could be a willing 
and disciplined follower, but he lacks .the 
leadership ability to seek out responsibility 
and face challenges with courage and 
determination. Rejected. 

No. 4: Friends, we all understand what 
inflation is, and No. 3 also explained it 
in a layman's language. It is demonstrated 
by continuous and ever-increasing steep 
price hike. The prices keep rising because 
there is a growing demand, but the supplies 
are inadequate and also there is too much 
money in drculation. Inflation within limits 
seems inevitable for faster economic growth. 
Besides, it remains a worldwide 
phenomenon because the world economy 
is controlled by the industrially advanced 
and affluent countries of the West. Japan 
was, peihaps, the only Asian country which 
could match the technology of the West. 
Now, South Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, etc., 
are also in the industrially advanced bracket, 
but they still depend on Western support. 
The rich nations do not want to share 
their wealth with the poorer countries. 
The resources, which could have been 
diverted to economic betterment of the 
developing and least developed countries, 
are being wasted in the manufacture of 
military hardware. What is worse, poorer 
countries ate also made to buy and stockpile 
Western arms in the context of superpower 
manipulation. Another dimeasion is the 
OPEC cartel pushing up the petroleum 
crude prices to unheard of heights. The 
developed countries are ir. a position to 
dictate terms to the Third World countries 
and buy their raw materials at a cheap 
rate. They have also now resorted to import 
restrictions. Thus developing countries like 
India have to import at high cost and they 
find it difficult to increase the exports and 
balance their trade deficits. Despite all 
these, the Third World countries can do 
certain things on their own to keep the 
inflation under check. First and foremost, 
they must put an end to the population 
explosion. Next, they should stop fighting 
among themselves. The OPEC countries 
can sell oil at discounted rates and also 
help with petro dollars. Since my time 
limit is ovez I now request No. 5 to continue 
the discussion. 

Comments: No. 4 has readily and cheerfully 
accepted the responsibility and made wry good 
use of the opportunity offered to him. He has 
been consistently displaying initiative, drive, 
enterprise and imagination. Now he has 
demonstrated an in-depth knowledge, extensive 
ideas and excellent grasp of the subject. His 
approach has been very constructive, and he 
has made a strong and favourable impact on 
the group. His approach is positive and attitude 
optimistic. He has displayed a dominant role 
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n launching the group on its task after 
rerconiing serious obstacles with remarkable 
esourcefulness. Selected with top rank rating. 

No. 5 ; 1 fully agree with No. 4 that 
imited inflation is inevitable for a 
leveloping economy aiming at high and 
ast economic growth. Nevertheless, I feel 
hat India can contain it more effectively 
>y adopting the right economic, social and 
lolitical measures. In other words, inflation 
nay be inescapable and India may have 
o live with it, but it can be u.sed for 
•coiiomic growth and development as in 
apan or Germany. What is more, India 
ilso fared better when favourable monsoons 
ind high agricultural production pmvailed. 
i/lodern economists feel that inflation within 
imits IS not bad and it helps economic 
;rowlh. If India can avoid waste, contain 
copulation explosion, have better law and 
irder, reschedule its priorities and ensure 
nore congenial relations with neighbours, 
t should be able to keep inflation within 
cermissible limits and benefit from it. 

Comments ; No. 5 resembles No. 4 in many 
esperis as a natural leader and coordinator. 
It this group, they have been complementary 
I. each other. No. 5 also displays positive 
i'^anisatwnal and leadership i/ualities and 
r'lahlishes himself as an excellent coordinator. 
With his enterprising, resjionsihle, cooperative 
vul dynamic approach, he has made a strong 
mJ favourable impact on his group-mates. 
iVf find him knowledgeable on the subject 
pven for discussion. He has also displayed 
iriginality and boldly Lomes out with his 
liffering approach in a constructive and 
r.iii'incing manner Selected with high rank 

‘iiting on par with No 4 
No. 6 : Gentlemen, after listening to 

\o.>. 4 and H, I could .see that the inflation 
factor IS, indeed, closely linked to politics, 
hiifh nationally and internationally. To this 
c'tt.'iit. I wish to concede the stand taken 
In No 2 though 1 do not approve of his 
iitilude, approach and bulldosing tactics. 

strengthen our economy, we should 
’tep up production and increase exports. 
iVc should a*so eliminate waste and restrict 
i-i'nsumption. We are lacking the Japanese 
discipline and dedication. Japan is able 
In produce better quality goods at cheaper 
prices and they will always be able to 
cnnipete favourably in the world market. 
'A'e have to find out what our drawbacks 
are and correct our mistakes. Lack of 
infernal law and order is a major drawback 
in India. Inter-State disputes, communal 
clashes, labour disputes, insurgencies, 
extremist activities, etc., should be 
W'litnilled. Perhaps, a dose of military rule 
mav be the answer. 

Comments i This candidate has ideas and 
tries to learn from his mistakes. His grasp of 

lilii’ subject matter is adequate and hr can 
Tcnrme the essentials of a problem. It Is to 
be seen lohether his emotional immaturity and 
rash reaction could be improved upon by 
training. As he is willing to team, he can be 
’’awarded as a borderline case and given a 
'hance. 

WINNING THE FIRST 

IMPRESSION 

No. 7: Dear friend.s, I agree that politics 
has a lot of say in economics in that it is 
the politicians who give direction to the 
nation's economy. For instance, Jawaharlal 
Nehru laid down that India should embrace 
democratic socialism. Democracy is linked 
to political ideals and socialism ha.s high 
economic content. We have tried to marry 
democracy to socialism and find quite a 
few contradictions. Our politicians have 
given directions to our Five-Year Plans, 
but their implementation ha.s not been 
effective to the desired extent. Another 
aspect is corruption and black money. Most 
of the funds allocated have been siphoned 
off by the politicians, administrators and 
contractors. Similarly, industrialists and 
manufacturers divert their funds elsewhere 
and produce inferior goods. Political 
considerations and electoral prospects come 
in the way of implementing economically 
desirable and necessary measures. Thus 
we cannot enforce labour discipline. We 
cannot introduce effective educational 
reforms and language policy. Water, power 
and other natural resources cannot be 
utilised to optimum advantage because 
of inter-state rivalries. We resort to cheap, 
populist measures—subsidies, bank loans, 

. etc., and end up with deficit financing 
' because of the need to play to the gallery 
! and win votes. 
j Commanta; A resourceful, fairly intelligent 

I! and adequately motivated candidate. He is 

keen and active, and has the urge and industry 
to better his lot. He has gnvn good supporl 
to Nos. 4 and 5 in their efforts to launch 
the group on its task He reveals initiative 
and appreciable sense of responsibility. 
Selected. 

No. 8; Friends, if I understand correctly. 
Nos. 4, 5 and 7 feel that India could have 
contained inflation it it had followed 
different political policies and economic 
strategies. Weil, they have been also citing 
Japan, Germany and even South Korea, 
Taiwan, etc., as examples. But what about 
France, Italy, England and several other 
countries ? They have to contend with 
inflation and unemployment as we do. 
For all that, they do not have the acute 
population explosion problem. They are 
also industrially advanced. Therefore, 
there is no ea.sy solution to this inflation 
problem. 

Comments ; This candidate played a minor 
part during the preliminary stages, but has 
made good use of the opportunity and revealed 
some original ideas. He has the courage to 
differ and stick on his conviction. His thews 
indicate that he has grasped the essentials 
and he can present his own solutions to a 
problem. However, he wants to play safe and 
his appreciation does not .stand scrutiny. A 
borderline case. 

No. 1; Thank you, gentlemen. 1 agree 
with what everyone has said. 1 do not 
disagree with anyone. 1 have nothing new 
to add. Thank you. 

Comments ; No 1 was given a second 
opportunity, but we find that he is unable to 
learn and benefit by experience. He is dull 
and docile and prefers to remain in the 
background. No the urge or motivation is 
seen on his part and training given to him 
would only be wasted Retried !J 
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Special Feature 
(Ctiiitwiii'J from /Jiiyc .JSi 

Ho beUovoh in (.hant^o. H« believes in 
ri'in.ikinK He behoves in taking a 
hard ln<ik at what he artd the company 

have done m the past few years and making 
decisive changes, sometimes in the blink 
ol an eve And he is far more self-confident 

lodav than he was wlien he took over 
thecoinpanv that I homas Bdison founded 
over a tentiirv earlier Ilien, m msi, Welch 

had ideas that, once implemented, would 
produce the kind of financial results he 

wanted. But 17 years later, Welch knows 
that his business strategies have worked 

that he was right all along. And he relishes 
the tact that his troops now demonstrates 
deep mspj-ct tor him and for those .strategies. 
f,\ample : when he proposed, as he did 
in 1W5, that the company undertake a 

new initiative to improve the quality of 
its products and processes, the programme 
was adopted with religious zeal around 
the lompanv 

OF luisiness held "tournaments" as 

pro|i’ct teams competed to see who could 
achieve the best results in improving quality. 
\‘earl\ every conversation with a GE 
eniplovee, whether senior or junior, 

coniaini’d a positive reference to the quality 
mil.dive taken bv the company, a far cry 

Iriim the eaiiv dismissive noises heard when 
Work-Out was first introduced. CE leaders 
are eiuouraged to have a passion for 

excelleiKe. to hate bureaucracy, tc. be open 
to ideas, t(' ha\ e enormous pneiy;y to stn’tch. 

lUit as fhev stiive tor these, goals, they 
must ih' so "always with unyielding 
integrits" It IS no aciideni that the word 

"mtegnlv" 's among the first words in 
the company's olficial description of its 
u'rjiorate values. For, much as Jack Welch 
would wish It was rot so, ethical lapses 
among Cjf emplovees constitute one of 

the chairman s most perplexing and difficult 
cliallenges. 

As each ethii'al lajase has occurn'd, Welch 

has had to endure more allegations that 
his aggressive leadership style and his quest 

lor high performance are the main cause 
ot transgressions, large and small, at his 
ion panv He refutes such charges 

vigorously. Welcli is all too aware that 

iransgn’ssions ha\-»' occurred tar too ollen— 
and he loncedes that they will probably 
occur in the future. For all of GE’s 

hottoinliiu* success (some say, because of 

lhat siicces) few other major American 

I inns have been the locale for as many 

ethical lapses as GE. Yet. Welch has never 

tried to defend or ofler excuses for the 
lapses, though he does suggest that in 

anv communilv ol Cit's size, such 

transgres.sions are seemingly unavoidable. 
Alter all, he noles, all communities of GE'.s 

size have police Uirces lor the simple reason 

lhat they are necessary: no one has yet lo 

iigiire out how to do away with crime 

I cinpletely. Given the amount of scandal 

at GE, how has Jack Welch been touted 
so often as America'a most admired CEO ? 
By getting rid of tranagressors as quickly 
as possible, making it clear that future 
transgressors will automatically be 
dismissed and by persuading people 
effectively that he personally had nothing 
to do with the integrity violation in questioa 

If a major ethical lapse occurred at many 
other firms, the CEO would be in hot 
water—with dismissal a distinct possibility. 
Y'et, not once has anyone ev'er suggested 
that Jack Welch should step down as a 
result of a CE scandal. One of his most 
important business secrets has been his 
ability to remain aloof from the company's 
ethical troubles. It is not a secret one proudly 
boasts about, but it is part of Welch's 
business acumen nonetheless. And there 
are lessons to be learnt from how the GE 
chairman has dealt with the company's 
integrity troubles. Here then is a brief look 
at some of those troubles and how Jack 
Welch coped with them. 

On 26 March 1985, nearly four years 
after he took over as chairman & CEO of 
GE, the company suffered one of the worst 
blows of his tenure. On that day, GE was 
indicted by a Federal grand jury on two 
sets of charges: one set contended that 
GE's aerospace business had filed $800,000 
in incorrect costs on employee time cards: 
the second set contended that GE had lied 
to the government about work it had carried 
out on a nuclear warhead system. CF.'s 
work on the nuclear warhead system was 
the result of a S40.9 million contract that 
the US Air Force had awarded the company 
to overhaul fuses on intercontinental bHUislic 
missiles. Three days after the indictment, 
Welch wrote a letter to every GE employee, 
hoping to put on the front-page media 
coverage of the scandal into some 
perspective. He noted that 100 of the 108 
counts of the indictment related to 100 
time card.s, representing a relatively small 
portion of the 100,000 time cards filed 
during that period. "While it is entirely 
possible," he wrote, "that during the course 
of perfonning several multi-million-dollar 
contracts, charging errors did occur, there 
was no criminal wrongdoing on the part 
of the company or its ei nployees. The company 
has not been convicted of any crime." When 
other misdeeds occurred in future years, 
the CEO would use the same argument 
quite effectively, that the transgression was 
the act of a few rotten apples and that 
the company, overall, was not involved. 

As Welch observed after the aerospace 
indictments : "In any large organisation 
—and GE with its 330,000 employees is a 
very large organisation—people may make 
errors in judgement. These must be viewed 
in relation to the extremely giKid reputation 
of our company and its people. After a 
low-lcvcl employee pleaded guilty, GE 
pleaded guilty to the aerospace charges • 
and was fined $1.04 million. Other 
infractions followed : ,, 

• In 1989, GE settled four civil suits 
w’hich were brought by whistle blowers 

who had alleged that it had cheated the 
government millions of dollars by issuing 
faulty timecards. GE paid $3.5 million. 
In 1990, GE was convicted of defrauding 
the defence department as a result of 
overcharging the US Army for a battlefield 
computer system. GE paid $30 million in 
penalties for that infraction and other 
defence contracting overcharges. 

• In 1992, GE pleaded guilty to 
defrauding the Pentagon out of more than 
$30 million on the sale of military jet engines 
to Israel when an employee took bribes. 
GE paid $69 million in fines. In 1993, GE's 
NBC News unit staged a misleading 
simulated crash test, which led to the unit's 
on-air apology to General Motors (CM). 
NBC also agreed to pay CM an estimated 
$1 million in legal and investi'gation 
expenses. 

• In 1994, in one of the most widely- 
publicised scandals of that year, head 
government T-bond trader Joseph Jett of 
Kidder Peabody, GE's brokerage unit, to 
improve the appearance of his performance, 
concocted $350 million in phony profits 
over a 29-month period period before he 
was fired in April of that year. GE was 
forced to take a $ 211) million charge againsf 
its first quarter earnings in 1994. The 
Securities & Exchange Commission was 
due to rule on the case in the spring of 
1998. GE sold a majority of assets of Kidder 
Peabody to Paine Webber in 1994. 

Is Welch personally responsible for these 
incidents ? Fortune magazine thought so: 
"Most troubling is that (Joseph) Jett's 
misdeeds, if true, are not an isolated case 
at GE. When you put the Kidder scandal 
together with other lrdnsgres.sions that have 
sullied GE's reputation over the past 
decade... you begin to git a sense that 
somewhere in the highly successful and 
celebrated GE culture something is not 
right." The corollary lo the magazine's 
claim is that, in putting great pressure 
on his managers to perform, Welch 
encourages them to look after their self- 
interests at the expease of company loyalty. 
In short, winning is everything. 

To Welch's regret, other than take a tough 
stand against transgressors when they are 
uncovered, he has discovered there is 
precious little a CEO can do in advance 
to ward off such integrity lapses. One step 
he did take in 1987 was to issue company¬ 
wide guidelines, an 80-page booklet called 
"Integrity; The Spirit & The Letter of Our 
Commitment". Every new employee was 
required to read the booklet and sign a 
card found in the booklet (or answer by 
e-mail) that they had read it. And all other 
employees had to do the same once a year. 
The card is turned into the person's superior. _ 
In that booklet, Welch wrote in hiS' 
'Statement of Integrity: 

"Integrity is the rock upon which we 
build our business success and our quality 

, products and services, our forthright 
I, relations with customers and suppliers and, 

ultimately, our winning competitive record. 
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Q. M. According'to the passage, human 
resouri'C's 

(1) are easily measurable in terms of 
output, cost or potential revenues. 

(2) are not at all measurable in terms 
of output, cost or potential revenues. 

(3) have measurable as well as non- 
measurable aspt>cts. 

(4) are a team ol individuals. 
Q. 10. Which of the following is a true 

statement ^ 
f 1) The theory of competence based 

competition improves upon the 
resource based perspective. 

(2) The re.soiirce based perspective is 
ail exten.sion of the theory of 
competence based competition. 

(3) The resource based perspective is a 
re|ection of the theory of competence 
based competition. 

(4) 1 he theory of competence based 
competition discards the resource 
based perspective. 

Q. 11. According to the passage, which 
ot the tollowmg i.s not a true statement ? 

(1) The firm's total competence base is 
primarily constituted by individual 
capabilities. 

(2) Individual capabilites have nothing 
to do with the firm's competence 
base 

(.3) The firm does not own its competence 
base. 

(<) Ihe individual capabilities are the 
key components of organisational 
competence. 

Q. 12. According to the passage, 
(1) At a given point ot time a large 

portion of the firm's competence is 
lull used. 

(2) At a given point of time a small 
portion ol the firm's competence is 
unused. 

(3) At a given point of time a firm uses 
all its available competence. 

(4) Organisation's structure lacilitates 
Ihe individuals to utilise their full 
capabilities. 

Q. 13. Which of the following concepts 
IS suggisted as Ihe tociis ot analysis by 
tin' pass I ,e ? 

(1) Ihe firm 
(2) t^rganisation structure 
(3) Mindset of managers 
(4) L'int of activity. 

PASSAGE C 

Q. 14. According to the passage, flexible 
specialisation, among other things, would 
mtiude 

(1) (.entrali.sed decision making. 
(2) workers who take keen interest in 

quality and innovation. 
(3) exchange of ideas restricted to 

hierarchical boundaries. 
(4) decentralised decision making 

restricted to managers. 
Q. 15. The author ot the passage suggests 

that \orth-Central Italy is best known 
for 

(1) industrial districts. 
(2) I hyssen Steel. 
(3) Fordist mass production. 
(4) fragmented markets. 

Q. 16. According to the passage, which ' 
of the following has helped smaller firms 
to compete with laiger firms 7 

(1) New technologies. 
(2) High levels of employment. 
(3) High levels of unemployment. 
(4) Market niches. 
Q. 17. According to the passage, which 

of the following is not a true statement ? 
(1) Piore and Sabel introduced flexible 

specialisation in Japan, Germany and 
Italy. 

(2) Germany, Japan and Italy were 
adopting more flexible production 
methods. 

(3) Countries using fordist mass 
production were falling behind 
countries which were using flexible 
production methods. 

(4) Japan, Germany and Italy were able 
to benefit from new technologies. 

Q. 18. Which of the following may be 
an appropriate title of the passage 7 

(1) Flexible Production Methods. 
(2) Flexible Specialisation. 
(3) Industrial Districts. 
(4) Industrial Districts and Flexible 

Specialisations. 
Q. 19. Which of the following authors 

quoted in the passage suggested the idea 
that employees prefer places where there 
is a high demand for their skill ? 

(1) Piore and Sabel 
(2) Humphrey and Schmitz 
(3) Alfred Marshall. 
(4) Pyke and Sengenberger. 
Q. 20. According to the passage, which 

of the following is characteristic of 'industrial 
district'? 

(1) An open community pf, firms and a 
.segmcnti>d population of people. 

(2) Segregation of production activities 
and daily life. 

(3) Coexistence of competition and 
cooperation. 

(4) Sc‘p<iralion of exchange relations and 
hierarchical relations. 

Q. 21. According to the author ot the 
pa.ssage, 

(1) A number of small firms in an 
industrial district is like a flexibly 
specialised large firm. 

(2) A flexibly specialised large firm is 
not similar to a network of small 
firms in an industrial district. 

(3) Smaller firms in an industrial district 
cannot achieve the economies of scale 
similar to large firms. 

(4) A whole industrial district can never 
be like a large firm. 

Q. 22. According to the passage, which 
of the following is a true statement 7 

(1) Flexible specialisation has renewed 
craft form of production. 

(2) Flexible specialisation has renewed 
mass production. 

(3) Craft form of production was 
marginalised by fordist production 
methods. 

(4) Craft form of production was 
renewed by fordist production 
methods. 

Q. 23. the passage suggests that tl 
term 'industrial district' was developed I 

(1) Piore and Sabel 
(2) Humphrey and Schmitz 
(3) Alfred Marshall 
(4) Giacamo Becattini. 
Q. 24. Which of the following is mil 

characteristic feature of 'Third Italy'? 
(1) Small and medium sized firms 
(2) Rapid economic growth 
(3) Decentrali.satinn of production 
(4) High level of unemployment. 

i PASSAGE D 

Q. 25. Which of the following is > 
incorrect statement 7 

(1) Jack Welch reduced the number 
GE business units. 

(2) Jack Welch increased the size of C 
(3) Jack Welch reduced the number 

top managers. 
(4) Jack Welch made CE mo 

competitive. 
Q. 26. According lo the passage, 
(1) Bill Clinton has been the Preside, 

of US since 19«1. 
(2) Bill Clinton underwent an open-hea 

surgery in 1W5. 
(3) Jack Welch has been the chainni 

of General F.lectric since 1993. 
(4) Jack M'Ich underwent m open-hea 

surgery in 1995. 
Q. 27. Which of the following statemen 

I.s implied by the author of the passage 
(1) Bill Clinton was once a hockey playi 
(2) Bill Cates was once a hockey playi 
(3) Jack Welch has once a hockey playi 
(4) Jack Welch was once a football coar 
Q. 28. The author of the passage, sugges 

that when Jack Welch took iivvr as CEl 
General Electric was 

(1) bureaucratic .wd labour intensive. 
(2) productive and enlrtpn-ncurial 
(3) small and innovative. 
(4) quick and responsive. 
Q. 29. According lo the passage. J.n 

Welch 
(1) dismisses immedi.itely tlio>e employe 

VI ho are involved in ethical lapsi 
(2) protects those employees who a 

involved in ethical lapses 
(3) defends those cmpiloyees who a 

involved in ethical lapses. 
(4) owns up personally the responsibili 

for all ethical lapses. 
Q. 30. The passage suggests that a schen 

called 'Work Out' was meant for 
(1) transporting CE employees with 

the plant. 
(2) receiving suggestions from G 

employees. 
(3) physical exercise of GE employee 
(4) introducing a new operation in G 
Q. 31. According to the passage, Gcner 

Electric was founded by 
(1) Jack Welch (2) Dill Cates 
(3) Andy Grove (4) 'Thomas Edisi 
Q. 32. Which of the following did tl 

Time survey in 1996 select as the mo 
influential figure in America 7 

(1) Jack Welch (2) Bill Gates 
(3) BUI Clinton (4) Andy Grove 
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Q. 33. According to the passage, 
(1) lack Welch had dinner with the Chinese President in the 

White House. 
(2) Jack lA^lch went to China to have dinner with Jiang Zemin. 
(3) Jiang Zemin invited Jack Welch to have dinner witti him in 

the White House. 
(4) President Clinton invited the Chinese President to have 

dinner with Jack Welch in the White House. 
Q. 34. Which of the following is a correct statement 7 
(1) General Electric is the most envious business worldwide. 
(2) General Electric has many large rivals. 
(3) Jack Welch is very satisfied with his company's position. 
(4) Since Jack Welch took over as CEO of General Electric, its 

performance has declined. 
Q. 3S. According to the passage. General Electric headed the list 

f top ItX) companies in the market value in the world for the 
iTond consecutive year in 

(1) 1997 (2) 1996 (3) 1998 (4) 1993 
Q. 36. According to the passage. Jack l^blch 
(1) lied to the Government about the work CE had earned 

out on the number of warhead systems. 
(2) admitted the possibility of charging ernirs on time cards. 
(.3) dismissed the contention that charging errors on time cards 

had taken plarv. 
(4) did not contest that charging errors amounted to criminal 

wrong doing. 
Q. 37. Jack Welch was personalty held responsible for the ethical 

ransgressitms among GE employees by 
(1) the author of the passage.' (2) CE employees. 
(3) Portunc magazine. (4) Federal grand jury. 
Directions (Qs. 3H to 39) : Attempt questions 38 and 39 after 

liudying the following passage. 
On his first trip to the People's Republic of China, a young Indian 

liplomal of very subordinate rank embarras.sed himself by aisking 
Chint'se official how it was that Orientals managed to be so 

iiMTutnble. The Chinese official smiled and then genfly responded 
hat he preferred to think of the inscrutabilitv of tiis race in terms 
It want of perspicacity in Orientals. 

Q. 38. Which of the following best describes the point of the 
oininent made by the Chinese official 7 

(1) It IS not merely the Chinese, but all Oriental people who 
are inscrutable. 

(2) Most Indians fail to understand Chinese culture. 
(3) What one fails to perceive may be attiibutablc to carelessness 

in obsi’rvation rather than obscurity inherent in the object. 
(4) Since the resumption ot diplomatic relations between India 

and China, many older Chine.se civil servants have grown 
to distrust tile Indians. 

Q. 3*> Which ot llip following best characterises the attitude and 
'•vponse of the Chini.»se official 7 
• (I) Angry (2) Compassionate (3) Emotional (4) Indifferent 

Directions (Q. 40) : Study the following passage and attempt 
question 4(1 ; 

i ii: Gupta, who IS professor in the department of sociology, claims 
li.ii he .saw a flying saucer the other night. But since he is a 
'Oiiiiiogisi insti‘ad of a physicist, he cannot possibly be acquainted 
vilh the most ns;ent writings of the finest scientists that tend to 
iisi:»nint such sightings. So we can conclude his report is unreliable. 
,Q. 40. Which of the following would be the most appropriate 
nticism of the author's analysis 7 

M) The author makes an irrelevant attack on Professor Gupta's 
credentials. 

(2) Tlje author may not be a physicist, and therefore may not 
be familiar with the writings cited. 

(-3) AscHTiologist i.s sufficiently well educated to read arid understand 
scientific literature in a field other than his owa 

(4) It is impossible to get complete agreement on matters 
such as the possibility of life on other planets. 

ANSWERS 1 

3. (1) 4. (4) 5.(1) 6.(4) 
9. (3) 10. (3) 11. (4) 12. (1) 

15. (1) 16. (4) .17. (3) 18. (4) 
21. (3). 22. (1) 23.(4) 24. (4) 
27. (3) 28. (1) 29. (4) 30. (2) 
33. (4) 34. (1) 35. (1) 36. (2) 
39. (2) 40. (1) (Tb be concluded) 
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The State Of Education In India I 
Can a nation of 960 million catch up with the rest of the 

world with nearly 48 per cent of Its population totally 
illiterate ? It cannot if it does not take up bold measures 
to tackle the chnintc problem wtthln a timeframe. India 
has already paid and is still paying a high price for falling 
to solve one of the worst problems facing It : the ticking 
population bomb that has neutralised whatever little 
headway we have made since Independence. It is universally 
acknowledge,d that education is the best contraceptive and 

Jwhere education has become widespread, birth rate has 
fallen steeply. Illiteracy spawns child labour, exploitation of 
women and children, low .sell-esteem in millions of poor, 
and is a cause ol poverty Can Ir.dta afford to continue to 
give low priority to education ? 

Replying to a private niembeCs resolution Introduced In 
l>ok S.abha. the then Education Minister M.C. Chagla agreed 
{'o March 20. 1965 : “There is nothing in India today which 
is of greater Importance than education It Is investment In 
human beings. Unless we can raise the educational 
st.-indards of our people, we can never go far as a nation." 
[’erhaps the then Education Minister said the same thing 
that the Noltel haureate Amartya Sen wanted the 
Government ol India to ilo a long 33 years later when he 
\1siled India in 1999. But the powers that be. then and 
now. were swayed more by what Chagla said as tailpiece to 
his speech rather than by hts exhortation on the holistic 

L concept of education. Said Mr. Chagla : “Unfortunately, 
f whenever there is an economy drive, education becomes 
! Hie first ccsua.'iy... because we cannot show results. They 

say ; ‘We cannot produce steel, we cannot produce ferttllrers, 
we cannot pul up Irrigation dams’. What is the value of 
education ?" 

The mindset that education is ‘vidiieless’ has persisted 
11 through these decades and more with India earning the 
ubions distinction as harliouring the largcsl number ol 
literates in liie world. And. .shockingly enough, any number 
I shock therapies administered by the likes of Prof. Amartya 
■en or.the annual indices of HFID are not going to wake up 
ur policy planners, administrators and politicians out of 
.leir Intentional apathy towards education. 

Tile so-called Directive Principles of Smte Policy that the 
'tdtc must ensure that all children In the country in the 
ge group of 5 to 14 are Imparted free primary education. 
'Ithin ten years of the Constitution coming into force, has 
irtually become a dead letter, as dead as dodo. Not one 
ecade, but five decades have gone by, but, thanks to 
hortsightedness of our planners and administrators, India 
an sliamefacedly boast of the lai^est child labour force in 
lie world (children who have been deprived of the right to 
ducatlon), a rising population that would overtake China's 
II the next millennium, and. of course, a swellhig army of 

Illiterates. Wlieii the rorv (lu.i'iu of .i .M.ialilr number of 
our M12VS and MPs, diavu ftoi, lil-'i. t' ..od criminal 
backgrounds, goes ciotiu. i.iu < i.i i tnuiy cxjicct our 
expenditure on educ.iilofi ii> i'>> i.p Iimiii iiu* present measly 
2 per cent of the total cxpi lulituu : 

Nobel Laureate Aiiiartvii .Stii .ii.'vl.seti the Union 
Government in Januarv i Vi'b) to iimke on tnci’.iary cduratlon 
a fundamental rfgh* • jo . ,t a view 
earlier expressed bv r '‘is* iai,-. me lardy 
progress of elemenloi'j ccMii nti'-.” -wo vi-a- earlier ana was 
accepted by the Det c ‘'.owe*; tVs i,. iri ■ t has been 
the same story all trirouj;’: 'ni i-t.. s- ndcpenacnce : 
we set up any nuriibi-- o; v.i.i .‘uucotion and 
publicise the repor' wi<o' reor'^ii • ; tii-ui Hie. much- 
publicised New Educarioii l-oliry ot itn -i.Os. We prefer to 

let the volumlnou.s ‘oines !:.*■ rtv'-ie r-.-ivigh dust In 
the stores! of Ministries. a'lH m>! up ( 'mnusslons it 
has become almost tmpos.v.tjle i-i go* 1 smb costly 
hobbies as setting up u< w kImiHis auri f oi.iiutsslons. We 
know enongh, but are loo w< nk kn<-e<l to on uuon what we 
know. Our platitudes arc .1; u'.iii lini l -. oux kind of arlton 
to take nillllons of out cbiklfen out oi Hu- dark tunnels of 
ignorance. 

On October 29. 1998 the Dellit High Court asked the 
Delhi Goxemment to take necessaiT measures to provide 
building and other amenities in the Gowrutnent-ixin primary 
schools In the Capital's lesettleitient colonics and slum 
clusters. Reacting to the plliable ronditions of the schools 
for the urban poor, the Couit askeii the Government to 
mend matters within a reasonable time. The All-India 
Lawyers Union that moved the pelltion in the Court had 
alleged that the Government was not providing buildings 
for 100 schools run by the civic authorities In tents for 
several years. Worse still, these so-called schools did not 
have even such basic facilities like, water, electricity and 
toilets. The Judges asked the authorities to submit an 
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cnciiiiry report on the tragic death of a 7-year-old boy in an 
accident in Dadrt (within the Union Territory) when he 
went out to drink water across the road as it was not 
available In the school. 

If such miserable conditions could dog the education 
scene in the Capital, better imagine the plight of children 
alieiiJing sciiools in the educationally backward States in 
the country I 

The Public Report on Basic Education In India (PROBE), 
released early in January 1999 at a function graced by an 
elite gathering that included Prof. Amartya Sen, Prof. Yash 
Pal. an eminent scientist, and others pointed out the snail's 
pace at which primary educaUon had progressed in the 
States of Bihar. Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan and Uttar 
Pradesh and the phenomenol progress achieved by 
Miinachal Pradesh—Slates that account for 40 per cent of 
the country's population. 

Contrary to the views of the urban elite, the people in 
rural India do want their children, more particularly the 
girls, to attend .schools. Says a Dalit labourer from a village 
in Uttar Pradesh, India's most {lopulous State : “Marriage 
liccoines easier (if a girl Is educated), teaching their children 
Ixvonies ea.sler. facing widowhood or divorce becomes easier." 

Thougli child labour is a disquieting feature of both rural 
and urban communities steeped In poverty and illiteracy, 
reducing millions of children, denied of access to education, 
to carry the burden of work too early for their young 
shoulders and growing minds, there arc many children 
willing to learn even while helping parents at home or in 
the Helds. Bill wliai galls llie.se children and their parents 
are the conclitlons of these schools, if such schools are 
available, and what Is taught there. To be bom poor In 
India is a curse and when we know their lot even In the 
Capital In terms of the |K)or infrastructure In education, 
their predicament in the villages In UP, Bihar and elsewhere 
could lie horrifying. This explains why there is poor 
enrolment and a rising dropout rate. A few States in India 
tried to retain the students with the attractive scheme of 
midday meal .scheme, but which children would like to 
.study In schools with ill-motivated teachers, ramshackle 
classrooms, or schools pretty faraway from their homes 
(posing risk to young girls), a lacklustre curriculum relevant 
more to an urban milieu than day-to-day activities in their 
village ? How many parents, who wouldn’t mind a large 
broorl of children in help the mother at home and the 
father at his workplace, ran afl'ord the costly textbooks, 
stalioiiciy. uiiiform.s and tlie like to send their children to 
the school ? The I’UCiBE survey .shows that If all children 
aged 6-10 in Bihar went to school, there would be 133 of 
them in earli pucca clH.ssroom I Conditions in Bihar being 
w.ial they arc now, can we hope that things will take a 
turn for the Ijeiter at least during the second half of the 
21si century ? 

A lot dei'iends on the political will, but such a political 
will will not be forthcoming with the prest>it drift in India's 
jinlitical spectrum. But where there is detennination and 
political will, things could change for the better. For 
Instance, Himachal Prade.sh whose illiteracy rate In 1951 
among 10-14 year olds was the same as that of UP, MP, 
Bihar and Rajasthan, has achieved a virtual miracle in 
terms of rising literacy, thanks to the commitment shov,-n 
by successive State Governments. The percentage of 
Illiteracy in the 10-14-year group Is only 10 per cent 
compared to 43 per cent in the four other States. HP has 
also ns'rrowcd down the gender differences In illiteracy and 
tlie State's teachcr-pupll ratio is twice higher than the all- 
liidla average. Tills record Is In no small measure due to 
a per capita expenditure on education, double the all-Indla 

average, the high d^ree of cooperation between the teachers 
and the parents, the social cohesion In the hill communities 
and, on top of all, a political leadership committed to 
education. 

Madhya Pradesh has shown that both learning and 
teaching could be a thrilling experience when It Introduced, 
in 1992, what came to be called the child-friendly school 
(Sal MItrashala) as part of the concept Of ShtkshaK 
Samakima, the teachers' empowerment programme. Here 
is a different school where the planners and ofQcials have 
placed their total faith in the teachers at the grassroots 
level. Here in the new setting the teachers develop their 
own model of teaching, and children too enjoy the 'fun' of 
learning, untrairanell^ by the hackneyed and dismal rote- 
learning process. II is a 'joyful learning' shared by the 
teacher and the taught. First Introduced in 1992 in the 
186 schools in one district In MP, as the strategy became 
popular It was replicated In other districts In MP and ten 
other Indian States. MP set the trend with the help of 
UNICEF, UNDP and UNFPA and soon our neighbours like 
Etemgladesh, Pakl3t2ui and Nepal found that the Idea of 
child-friendly schools could sprout in their soil tiw. 

If HP and MP can do It. why cant other States that still 
lag behind In primary education ? The HP experience shows 
that, given the right ambience and commitment, India can 
change the situation for the better. That total literacy and 
education, even with relatively lower per capita income, 
has a multiplier effect has been shown by the Kerala model, 
as per the findings of the World Bank. WHO. UNICEF and 
UNESCO as well as the analysis made by Prof. Amartya 
Sen. According to UNICEFs report on The Slate of the 
World's Children 1999, "In the southern Indian slate of 
Kerala, where literacy is universal, the Infant mortality Is 
the lowest in the entire developing world—and the fertility 
rate is the lowest In India." All children in the age group 
of 10 to 14 "years in Kerala are literate. The State’s life 
expectancy Is 71 years for males and 74 years for females. 
The fertility rate In Kerala is 1.8. one of the lowest in the 
world, and infant mortality rate 17 and 16 jier thousand 
for boys and girls respectively. And all these achievements, 
despite low income levels in the Slate compared to the 
per capita income in States like Haryana, Gujarat or 
Punjab 1 

The National Policy on Education, 1}>86 and the 
Programme of Action, 1992 envisage that free and 
compulsory educaUon of satisfactory q,uality should be 
provldetl to all children up to the age of 14 years before the 
beginning of the 21st century. A plpedreain Indeed I During 
Uie regime of the United Front, the 83rd Constitutional 
Amendment Dill was Introduced in Rajya Sabha to make 
the right to elementary education a fundamental right and 
a fundamental duty. The fate of the Bill Is still awaited. 

We have Impressive staUstics on education : 590 421 
primaiy schools. 171.216 upper primary and 98,134 high 
schools, 6,569 colleges for general education, 1,354 
professional colleges and 226 universities, as In 1995-96. 
For the 150.7 mlillon children enrolled in 1995-96 In the 
age-group of 6-14 years, there were 2.90 million teachers. 

■What Lincoln said about the conflict between slavery 
and freedom In US on June 16. 1858—“A house divided 
against itself cannot stand'—Is true of India of 1999 caught 
between the paradox of high technocrats, IIT professionals, 
MBAs, graduates and other literates and another India 
overflowing with an Illiterate populaUon of more than 400 
million—or the combined population of USA and Russia. 
Can India sustain Itself—progress economically and 
socially—with the widening hiatus between the educational 
haves and'have-notsT □ 
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STUDYING 
ABROAD 

Quality Courses -k Great Future 

United Kingdom 
Still the ba^tinn of learning, the United 

Kingdom boasts of some of the oldest and 
imi* t reputed centres of education like 
|(^ford, Cambridge and Aberdeen that were 
; (luindcd in the 14th and 15th centuries. Of 
' Ijtf, new universities _| j , 
,h.i\e been established VaCnerai ini 
in the United Kingdom: Academic Year 
they tiffer n host of October to June, ui 
iiniior-graduate and Cost of Study: N 
riwt-graduale courses <*tid more intensiv 
in various dLsciphnes, expenses and time 
i.'int or combined per academic year 
degrees to students. In Fees : Arts: S6,2 
this isstie, we shall Living Costs : $ 

quaint the readers health treatment ut 
■111 the University of six months, 
iinherside How to Apply : 
, - . . , known as the llniv 
University of «,mplch. a single 

Humberside course.s so that th 
The University of applications. UACf 

•imherside i-' a gn’at Council offices in 1 
ui' to be a student. When to Apply 
iih the cost of living of the preceding yi 
iractively low and a their secondary .set 
iiie range of activities still be prwessed i 
id entertainment on handled through tl 
t'T, the four main Cambridge, studen 
mpu.ses ol the proposed entry. 
uversity—three ini-^- ■" ■ 
Mil and one in Grimsby--have large 
luient populations and the presence of s«' 
any young people has done much to 
iiiirihiite to the cultural and social 
•alilv of the region. The courses offered 
'vi>r a broad range of subjects, both 
ii’lessional and vocational, at Foundation, 
I'rlificalc, Diploma. Degree and 
civtgroduate level with opportunities-for 
"dv in Europe. 
Humberside is a geographic region 

'O.iunding the Humber Estuary, midway 
!!>\vi>en London and Edinburgh in the 
'^th-east of England. It is easy to reach 
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11^ whether by rail, road, boat or plane. Railway 
stations in Grimsby ,ind Hull provide rail 

irning, the United connections from all parts of the United 
I of the oldest and Kingdom. Hull is just two-and a-half 
[)f education like hours by intercity train from London's 
Aberdeen that were Kingcross. 
1.5th centuries. Of The total student population ol the 

General Information 
Academic Year : The academic year in Britain runs from late Seplcmher/earlv 

October to June, usually with a month off at Christmas and Faster. 
Cost of Study: Most British courses give value for money because thev ,m- shorter 

and more intensive than similar courses offered elsewhere, thu.*- reduung living 
expenses and time spent away from home, indicative cusl.s of studying in Britain 
per academic year are — 

Fees : Arts: S6,21(); Science: $8,130; Medicine- $15,fi60 
Living Costs : $fi,000. Intemational students are entitled to comprchcn.sive free 

health treatment undw the National Health Service for c«urse.s th,it last liMig«>r th.-vi 
six months. 

How to Apply : Applications are made through a cnmpiiferised n.itinn.il s\ ‘•lem 
known as the llniversilics and C?oHeges Admission Service ‘^lii'ii'iit'- must 
complete a single UCAS form which allows them .six choices of irineisiiic., and 
course.s so that they don't have to make costly and time con.summg multiple 
applications. UACS forms and prospectu.ses of iii.stituHons are avail.ib'c .it all British 
Council offices in India. 

When to Apply : UCAS forms'should ideally be submitted hcfnr<> Pccembc'r 15 
of the preceding year. Students can start applying even if they ha\ r not oTeived 
their secondary .school ro.sulfs. However, even after December 15. applu.itions <-,in 
still be prcKossed in the normal W'ay until June 30. After that, applicalioivs will he 
handled through the 'clearing' prcKess. It is important to note that for t'xfoni and 
Cambridge, students must apply before October 1.5 of the year ; refilling lln'ir year 
of prerposed entry. 

University is about ’3,000 with an equal 
number of non-mature (under 21) and 
mature (21 or ovci at entry) students. Of 
these, about a thousand are international 
students at present. 

The University offers (t) single sub(ect 
degree; (ii) joint subject degree; and (iii) 
combined subject degrees along with 
employment and career progression 
programmes as well as opportunities for 
personal development in general .skills 
and competencies such as coinmunicaiton, 
group work, time management, leadership, 
etc 

Single Subject Degrees 

The single snbjcM't degrees currently 
available are ■ BA (Hons) Administrative 
Management, BA (Hons) Architecture; BA 
(Hons) Bu'iness In^ormaiion Systems ; BA 
fllons) ('ninmiinic<iiions; BSc (Hons) 

('omiminications; BSc 

' (tlons) Computing; 
September/ear V u. , ' HSc (Hons) C.oiintry- 

■ , . side Management; 
ic thev an- shorter „„ . V . 

. BSc (tlon.s) Equine 
s rediKing living 
udving III’ Britain '"‘'OL BEng 

(lions) T.nginoering; 
BSi- (Homs) t-iiod 

mprehen.sive tree •’"ience; BSc (Hons); 
it last longer Ih.in BSc (Mons) i-nod 

1 .'cbnology; BA 

:1 n.lti.in.il s\s|em itlons) (irapliic 
S) Sill.ieiits must I’esign; BA (Hons) 
I irini'isitie., and interior Design; BA 
suming multiple (Hons) M.inagement 
il.ib'v .it all British Sciences; BA (Hons) 

Marketing, BA (Hons) 
Fore Dccembc'r |5 Media. BA (Hons) 
i.ivr not rmived Museum A lixi.ibitioii 
, applu ations c.in Design; BSc (Hons) 
plicalioivs will ho Bsycholngv; BA 
It for Oxford and iHons) Sod.il Policy; 
'Ceding their year BA (Hons) Si'ci.il 

Work, BA (linns) 
- -..-I 1 oiirisin. 

Joint Subject Degree 
Yciij may prefer to study two subjc'cts for 

vour liegrcH";. tot inelancc BA (Hems) law 
and Criminotngv or BA (Hons) Tnformation 
Systems and Administration. In this c'ase. 
you will follow a more prescribed 
programme of study within eai'b .subject 
area, with li'ss unit rtioice hut with a great 
subject range within your degree The 
following subji*cls are studied in joint subject 
degrees ; Accountancy, Administration; 
Applied Social Science, Architecture; 
Combined ' Studies; Communications, 
Computing: Criminology, Economics; 



agnelic 

areer 

A Mracfion 

Becoming o software professional isn't just a 
question of 'great pay' or 'exciting prospects'. 

It's on altogether new way of life, a work 

environment nothing can compare with, 

salaries hitherto undreamed of, the chance 

to travel, to innovate... and above all, to be 

not just a part gf, but a part creotor gf the 
new millennium. 

Small wonder thot there ore so many students 

vying for MCA seats. Or that the competition 

for these, con get too hot to handle. Unless, of 

course, you're ready to face it, 

MCA 
ENTRANCE 2000 

Brilliant's Postal Course for the MCA Entrance 

exam turns you into a force to be reckoned 

with. A thoroughly researched pack of study 

material and Model Test Papers incorporate 

every requirement of most MCA courses 

in the country. 

Preparing with Brilliant will equip you not only 

with the capacity, but the cool confidence to 

deal with the hottest competition. 

^stal Course open for MCA Entrance 2000. 
Despatch begins May '99. 

Write, call or fax for free prospectus. 

BBILLiiyiT* 
TUTOBIALS 

P. 0. Box 4996*CS, 12, Masilamani Street, T. Nagar, 

Chennai 600 017 Ph; 4342099,4343308 Fax; 4343829 

Engineering, Environmental Studies, European Studies, Finance; Fir 
Art; Food Science; Food Technology, Graphic Design; Huma 
Resource Management; Infoimation Systems; Interior Design, Lav 
Management, Management Sciences; Markciting; Media; Moder 
Languages (Piench, Spanish, German), Museum & Exhibition Desigi 
Nutrition, F^ychology; Social Policy, Social Work; Sociology, System 
Technology, Tourism. 

Combined Subject Degrees 
A number of degrees are awarded to those combining a great! 

range of subjects and who choose to achieve a wider base of kncwled; 
rather than study one or two subjects in greater depth. These are 
BA (Hons) Applied Social Sciences; BA (Hons) Business Studies; B. 
(Hons) Combined Studies; BA (Hons) Management Sciences. 

Support Staff & Library Services 
All students at the University of Humberside are expected t 

develop appropriate IT skills. Learning Support staff have develope 
a range of open learning units to help you do these. The librat 
services provide aa'css to a wide variety of information and mittcria 
essential for your studies. I-niir libmrios—one .it each campus—contai 
learning resources nTevant to the ronrses l<iiight at that campus. Tf 
total number of volumes availal>le<ire some 17(),(KX) with subscriptior 
to over 1,000 periodicals and other specialist information which ensui 
that you have the lah'sl information at your fingertips. 

Student Services 
The Department of Student Services and tlu' t.'areers Sarvici 

are there to support and help vou during vonr time at the Universit; 
A full range of services are offered dealing with any problims t 
enquiries that you have, be they linancial, health, personal r 

proiessional. The Advice Service offers practic.il advii-e and ,i.ssistanc 
on anything fn;ni benefits, education, finaiut!, grants, housing, leg, 
matters, ta-ves to issue's affei tmg both overseas a id Iluropeaii Unio 
students. The confidential advice thus rendered will enable you t 
save time, money and any unwanted stn-ss. Tlic Caroi'rs Siirvices ha 
the expertise and resources to help sinoolh Uie path for you. 

Entertainment 
Entertainment is plentiful in Hull, and the cost is on the right sid 

of a student's budget. The student scene has kept pace ivith moder 
trends and innovative style. Spacious nightclubs, multi-scree 
cinemas, theatre and a number of sport and leisure venues offt 
concessionary fees for students. Hull City Council's 'Recreation Pass 
allows tree access to a number of public facilities—swimming, mult 
gym, 18 hole golf course. Soccer, county cricket, horse riding, watf 
siding, wind surfing, canoeing, sailing, cycling, walking, fishii^ gok 
tennis and many other extracurricular activities are available to th 
student community. 

For further details, write to; 
The Eduaitum Liaison Department, 
Unwersify cf Humberside, 
Southcoates House, Cottingham Road. 
HUU HY6 7RT (United Kingdom). (. 
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Get Your Copy Today 
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New DelhM 10008 
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Tor decades, film stars have' 
initialled (ashian and beauty 
looks, says Azeem Khan, this 
year s most acclaimed young 

designer 

by Vimla Patil 

Of aU young ensemble designers, Azeem Khan has made a remarkable 
impact in the fashion industry in 1998-99. He has brought the’fine art of 
embroidery and bead work to such excellence that his designs now sell 

internationally. Azeem is bom into a family of textile marketers. lYained in 
the United States, he used his family business and his state-of-the-ait 
knowledge of the international fashion business to create a revolution 1h 
India’s f^hion world. Swarovsky crystals, semi precious gems, beads, 
pearls and gold and silver wire-wcvk are used profusely in his delectable 
creations. 

“Our films have given many designers a strong new platform to launch 
style,” he says, “Today’s film stars like Madhuri Dudt, Ktyol, Manisha Koirala 
and Urmila Matondkm as well as male stars like Govinda, Sunil Shetty and 
Shah Rukh Khan work with designers like Abu Jarfl, Aruia Sirt^ and Manish 
Malhotra to create unique clothes. They wear Versace, DKNY, ’Fortuny 
Hunger and other designer st^es. ’The concept is that these glamorous 
women and men liave beautifiiliy sculpted bodies and 
clothes are created to show them off. Since the 
fitness fever runs high just now, many young people 
copy these clothes and thus designer styles become 
popular in every class of society at 
several price ranges.” 

What Azeem Khan says Is absolutely ^ 
true. Hindi films have, for decades ^ 

caused the barometer of fashion to go JL 
up and down. Time was in the fifties ^ m 
and mxties when stars like Nargis, m. ^ 

Nimmi, Waheeda Rahman and others H \ .| 
set trends like Chinese collared .| v| 
blouses, shirt collared cholis and |l 
sarees or ghagra cholis of imported S 

chiffons and georgettes. Then came the 11 
seventies and eighties ruled over by ! 1 
Ritidiee, SharmUa Tagore, Hema , i IB 

Malini, Dimple Kapadia and others. | ^ ; I 
They are remembered more for || i I 
tl^ ability to emote rather than Mil 

'' tc^lset fashion trends. £11 

Times changed once again 4 £ 11 
with the late eighties and 1 11 

nineties. Beauty contests, ' \ K l l 
fitness, great I bodies m K > j1 



ind revealing clotties became 
: awddenly acceptable to 
.women. They wpre now 
pillared to ^nd money to 
look good and feel good too. 
This was the time when 
many designers made 
their debids in the Indian 
market and began to 
seriously project fashion 
as a lucrative industry. 
With the winning of 
international beauty 
crowns by Sushmita Sen 
and Aishwarya Rai, 
Indian women came a 
ftiU circle and fashion and 
beauty became an integral part 
of their lives. The film stars 
Kayoi, Manisha Koirala, Juhi 
Chawla, Karishma Kapoor, 
Urmila Matondkar and others of their generation came from 
affluent backgrounds. They knew the importance of well 
sculpted bodies and had good taste in clothes and make up. 

Azeem Khan, whose new spring-summer collection was 
acclaimed recently by style gurus, has made it to the 
international market His designs are sold in South Africa, Britain 
and the US. “Designs or clothes will no more be limited to any 
one country in the future," he says, “Ehreiy culture has lovely 

concepts developed over centuries and 
people will choose beautiful clothes, if 
they are comfortable and h^py 
wearing them. I have successfully 
sold my ensembles to celebrity 

women like Hillary Clinton, Demi 
Moore and others." 

“Clothes should look as if a 
r woman is bom 
I into them. It’s 
y. \ * a form of 

possession, 
belonging to 

^ ■ one another. 
\ Creating that 
I . . ; bond, that one- 

.1 , ness between 
A . ' body and 
1 ; .j:. s . clothes, is the 

\ I' .1 essence of 
\ L, fashion," says 

Azeem Khan. 

Rags, as UJ-pop-singer- 

actress Raagesliwari is 

called affectionately, has a 

simple philosophy in life. 

She doesn't hurt anyone 

wilfully and says I love 

you' to her parents at 

/ omchow, in (he public mind, the 
words pop-star and goody goody 
girl or a level headed, mature 

woman do not go together. Po.ssibly, 
the reputation for a wild lifestyle and 
wilder attitudes which typify Western 
pop singers like Michael Jackson and 
others has traveled tx) India’s .shores 
together with their brilliant music. 
Added to this, pos.sibly .some Indian 
pup stars have also emulated (.heir 
western heroes and aerjuired a wild 
reputation. Possibly pop music i(.self is 
perceived as being iconoxdastic and 
representing (he irreverent young 
gemrration of modem times. 

If you, like all others, believe aU tliis U) 
be tme, you should meet Raiigeshwari, 
becau.se though she is one of (he mo.st 
.succes.sful i)op stars of India at (he 
moment, she’s .somehow different and 
rofre.shing! 

“I was bom in a middle class family 
which lives in .suburban Mumbai. My 
father, though a trained musician, 
never got a real good chance in the 
film industry. My mom and dad left 
everything behind in Delhi and moved 
to Mumbai soon after marriage for my 
dad’s passion for music. But finally he 
had to take a government Job to look 
after us when we were bom," 
Raageshwari says, “My mom too 
grabbed the first Job as rccepUonist to 
look after the home, me and my elder 
brother Rishabh. We never saw any 
tight fisted behaviour from my parents 
nor did we hear any complaints about 



bad times. Only sometimes, wo would 
hear our parents discus.‘:inj? how they 
were doing their best to make tlie 
money stretch and we would become 
wiser. We were fed well and educated 
well. Our unit was dost; knit smd we 
were like a group of friends. The only 
connection to my father’s dreams of 
music were our names - Rishabh and 
Kaageshwari.” 

Then as Rags finishc^d her tenth class 
from a Mumbai school, she wj>s offered 
her first, assignment with Bobby Deol. 
At the screim lest, Shekhar Kapur, who 
was to direct the film, instructed her to 
hug the hero and the cliit of a school 
girl was awkward and shy. She did not 
make to the film but her screen test 
was seen by someone at Star TV’s V 
channel and she was called for a screen 
"St for becoming a VJ. “That was the 

first tiiTK' 1 talked to an outstretched 
palm which played the camera," she 
jokes, “I learnt that talking and emoting 
before the camera is the most 
important skill an actor must jiossess. I 
landed the Job of VJ for the much- 
hyped BPL Oye show after Ruby Bliatia 
and Neelam had set the standard." 

Meanwhile, Rags had done two very 
s\i{-cessful films, Aankhen with 
Oovinda and Tu KhiUuli Main Anari 

with Saif Ali Khan and Akshay Kumar. 
Though both the films were super hits, 
Rags did not move much ahead into a 
film career. “Many roles were offered to 
me but they consisted of only a few 
scenes in each film with an appearance 
in the climax. I did not like what was 
offered," Rags says. Just then she made 

her music album Duniya with her father as the lyricist and composer. 
It was such a runaway success that Raageshwari’s career was 
automatically charted out. She h}id made one album of patriotic 
songs earlier but Duniya, with its meaningful words and fresh-as-dew 
appn)ach to youUi, was an instant .mccess. Rags signed up with HMV 
and made yet smother album called Py<ir Ka Rang, wliich has been 
equally succ«;ssful. 

“At prest'nt, 1 do the Ek Do Teen count.down show on MTV and sing at 
least two coiM-erts every month,” she says, “I hsive a compU'te team of 
dsmeers, musicians, choreographers, lighting and soimd technicians 
who travel with me. I recently came bsu*k from Australisi. Yes, I would 
like to do films. Bui my image now Is that of a strsiight, gentle girl next 
door, not a glamour doll. This ims^o of a family-oriented girl, who 
dresss‘s rather sedately, does not sell in Hindi cinema. 1 can travel in 
bases or tsixis with comfort now, but not if I am a stsu. I don’t mind this 
image because that’s what I resdly sun. I’m plesLsed that there' is more 
money in the family now and life' is easitir for my parents. My fatlier is 
now into music and RLshalsh is looking forward to directing a film. My 
mom still works hsud smd is tJie mainstay of our family. I love my 
psuents very much and tell them so (we'ry time I talk to them at home 
or on the mobile. I think all young people love tiseir parents deep down 
but in the nice to the disc'ss and the* pubs, they have forgotten how to 
run a relationshii) with elders. I know many girls who shout 
inhumanely at their parents. 1 can’t imagine how they do it.” 

Rags thinks tliat music videos have be<-oine a ‘make-quick-money’ 
business. “But this will settle down and real talent will survive," she 
says, “People witli great sensitivity are coming into the pop music 
video world and the effect is already evident. Music channels have 
realiseil that totally Westeni disco music does not work in India, 
('olonial (’ousins (Krishna), Sonu Nigam’s Sanskar, Riqshri’s Yeh Hai 
Prein and other ’.ideos are great directorial suci-esses showing the 
path for Indum music industry. Our an must adhere to our culture to 
make the point that pojj music is not a dividing force for families. All 
members of a fimiily, irrespective of age, should be filili' to ei\joy this 
genre of music like any otfier. These videos relaU* to the Indian psyche 
and show our youtti how to 
have a touch of Western culture 
while preserving our own 
treasure of family valut?s. 1 
think these values make India a 
great country and young people 
must cherish them in spite o'' 
new trends and views. I myself 
am totally Indian in family 
values. I don’t, hurt anyone 
wilfully and I tend to gather 
soft, smiling people around me 
in my work and social life." 

Raageshwari, at 23, is a keen 
businesswoman who manages 
her money with her parents. 
She is fiin loving but has level 
headed attitudes! ❖ 



HOWTO 

diet should help you to maintain a 
steady body weight, a good lewel of 
energy and develop resistance against 
infections... 

Eating enough to maintain a steady body weight is 
very important. Eating less-than-nceded food can 
increase your risk of disease and being overweight 

affects your mobility and well being, lb design a healthy 
diet for yourself, the following information is extremely 
u^fiil. 

Vitamins and minerals are sometimes called the micro- 
nutrients. This is because our bodies need them in small 
amounts. However, despite this, they are very essential 
and we need quite a range of vitamins and minerals for 
good health. Some vitamins and miners make up a 
signifuumt pniportion of the body’s structure, tissues 
and fluids. For example, the calcium in our bones and 
the iron found in our blood are the mainstay of our 
health. Others are vital for the countless chemical 
reactions which occur in our bodies every day, to keep 
them functioning normally and carry out all the 
processes necessary for life. With the exception of one 
or two vitamins which our bodies manufacture, all 
other nutrients have to come from our daily diet. Even 
though some vitamins and minerals are highly 
publicised and therefon; familiar to us, aU are important 
for our health and often work collectively to strengthen 
body health. For exmnple, calcium and vitamin I) are 
nutrients which combim* to make; strong bones. 

How can we be sure tlial, our diet, contains enough 
vitamins and minerdl.s? The key to this question Ls to eat 
a variety of foods. This is because while .some nutrients 
tend to be found in sub.strmtial amounts in certain 
groups of foods, such as vitamin C in fruit and calcium 
in dairy produce, other nutrients such as the B group 
vitamins are found in small amoimis in a wide range of 
foods. If we make healthy choices from this variety, we 
are less likely to mi.s.‘< out on any one particular 
nutrient. 

Onir Mood ? 

Iron makes up an cs.sential part of our red blood cells, 
which cany oxygen around the body. Vitamui B12 and 
folic acid are needed to easure that the red blood cells 
are correctly former!. Protein, vitamin B6, vitamin C 
and copper are also involved in the formation of red 
blood cells. Witamin C also helps us to al)sorb iron from 
our diet. In anaemia, the blood cells do not contain 
enough iron so the oxygen they can cany is reduced. So 
when the need for oxygen is increased during exercise, 
people .with anaemia can easily feel tired and 
breathless. Anaemia is caused by a diet deficient in iron, 
B12 or folic add. 

General good health t 

The B group vitamins, thiamine, riboflavin and niacin 
arc needed to help release energy from the food we eat 
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Together with vitamin B6 and B12, they are 
important for health. Vitamin A helps the corrert 
development of blood cells. It helps as to see in 
dim light and keep our skin healthy and to fight 
infectioas. Vitamin 0 helps to have a healthy 
skin, gums, blood vessels and body tissues. It 
helps wounds to heal. Vitamin C and E and the 
mineral selenimn act as antioxidants and protect 
our body from damage. Carotenoids are a type of 
vitamin A which also acts as an antioxidant. 

Where do we find •vttamtwuB a-itd 

minerals? 

Vitamin A is found in fish, full fat milk, butter, 
carrots, green leafy vegetables and fiuits. Tlie B 
group of vitamins are found in meat, fish, 
wholemeal and white bn^ad, pulses, nuts, milk 
and eggs. Folic acid is found in leafy green 
vegetabk's. Vitamin C is foimd in fresh firuit and 
vegetables, particularly citrus or soft fruits, 
salad vegetables and cereals. The main source of 
vitamin 1) is sunlight on our skin, t'ish, eggs and 
butter also provide this nutrituit. Vitamin E is 
found in vegetable oil, eggs, whole grain cereals 
luui leafy vegetables. Vitamin K is found in 
cereals aiul leafy vegetable.s. 

Ciilciuin is found in milk, fish, wtiite bread, 
pulses, leafy vegetables and dried fruit. 
I*ho.sphorus is availabh* in meat, fish, milk, 
cereals and vegebihles. Iron is found in meat, 
k*afy vt;getables, bread, y)uls«\s, eggs and dried 
fruit. Muoride is availat>le in seafood and tea. 
Wat(!r also sometimes contains this nutrient. 
S(‘lenium is found in bread, meat and fish. 
Sodium and potassium are available in all fruits 
and \ ('getabkvs. Bananas are pail.icularly rich in 
these minerals. Table .salt is a gootl .source of 
sodium. Other minerals essential to om health 
include iodine, isinc, copper, magnesium and 
chromium. Tliese are needed in tiny amounts 
and because th<‘y are present in a wi«le variety of 
food, deficiency in these minerals is rarely 
found. Diet experts recommend that we cut 
down on fat, sugar and salt from our diet ;uid 
increase the consumption of fibre. 

T)esigning a diet with this infonnation is easy 
l)ecause of the great diversity of foods availaide 
in India. One can eat delicious food without 
sacrificing any food values. A nutritioas diet is 
necessary for creating the foundation of a great 
body. Exercise and a jarsitive attitude to life do 
the rest of the work. The results are guaranteed 
t o be fantastic! ^ 

to make hand and nail care ever so easyl most people tend to neglect their hands, feet and nails. 
They think that nail care is secondary to face or 
complexion care. Wliat they do not realise is that 

hands and feet are used more often than the face. 
Handsliakes, holding hands, waving goodbyes - all tliese 
bring hands into limelight. F'cet too are a barometer of 
good grooming. Therefore, well maintained hands and 
feet always g<‘t attention and are appreciated as much as 

a beautiful face! 

A nail takes approximatx'ly Iti weeks to grow from nxit to 
tip, so miraculous overnight cunvs for nail problems 
cannot jast haiipen. 'File best strategy is to give yourself a 
good manicure once in two to three weeks. Caring for 
your hands and nails should be as mwh a part of your 
beauty nuitine as cjiring for your complexion. Spending a 
minute on massage at least onc<* a day keeps hands 
smooth and suiiple. Use almond oil or keep a jar of 
Vaseline handy. Keep himds upright while working in the 
cream to increase the blood How towards Uie fingers, 
using upwanl movements. Almond oil rubbed in 
overnight is also a good pick me up for nails. Leant to 
give yourself a manicure at home. Here are ten easy sU*ps 
to T home maninire. Tliese are prescribed by Diishad 
Panthaki of “nilshads" beauty parlour, Mumbai. 

^ Invest in a good nail file and buffer. 

File nails to a fairly short, square stuqie. Nails worn 
short and square last longer and do not chip as easily 
as pointed ones. Oval is old-fashiotu‘d! 

Massage with cuticle cream. 
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^'“Soak nails in warm soapy water for a few minutes. 

^-i>sing a nail pusher, push the cuticle layer back 
gently. You may also ase a manicure stick for this 
pur[H)s<‘. 

.y-'Scrub nails gently with a soft nailbrush. 

a bufft^r to take the yellow colour off your nails 
and lo give them iui attractive shine. 

'Brush on a base coat which makes a smooth 
foundation and ofh'rs the added advantage of 
protecting nails. 

.. .iiru.sh on the polish of your choice in three strokes, 
first down the crentre of the nail, then down each 
side. Apply two thick coats and a thin coat to 

finish. 

-' t is€‘ glitU’r over the top coat U> give nails an added 
lustre. 

This year, fashion decrees that light colours like 
mauves, pastels and nudes in glossy finishes are the 
summer-monsoon favourites. Body blues, pinks and 
peaches in shiny tones with glitt(!r and crystals are 
really top of the popularity {•hart this season. Choositig 
the right nail colour is very essential. Like any other 
cosmetic, nail enamel should enhance your skin lone. 
Tht' right colour can make your skin look bright and 
attractive and the wrong one could age it and make it 
look weary. Red is a neutral colour and complemenls 
any skin tone, whereas deep mauvt«, browns and 
purples only go with the rigtil skin tones. If you s^e 
wheatish in colour, soft pinks and rose tints would go 
well with your skin. Avoid reddish purples. ()n veiy 
fair skin, mauvc*s and plums are most flattering. 

Phulo courtesy: [jikme 

Here are some nail secrets: 

I Always use a nail polish remover which has no 

acetone. 

2 Allow nails a one week breathing period between 

applications. 

Always use a nail hardener to protect nails. 

4 Use a calcium gel nail builder to strengthen nails. 

■'s Always use a two-sided emery board (with one 
rough side and one smooth). Never u.se a metal 
file as it is too harsh on the nail n>ols. 

*» File in ont‘ direction only. Filing backwards and 
forwards shatters nail edges. 

T Use speed driers and sprays U) dry the nails within 
60 seconds of application Say goodbye to the five 

minute drying time routine. 

S Do not use your muls as tools for opening jars, 

removing stiqrlc pins or for diidiing telephone 
numbers. 

ii If your nails are prone to cracking, step up the 
calcium .supplements in your food. A diet rich in 
proU'in (milk and ttlvese) builds up your luiils. 

it 5 Lastly, a regular manicure is a must do. 

Last, but very important, here is a list of what's 
in this season: 

i. A FVench manicure. In this, nails are kept short 
and square. J. Nude colours with glitter, Pastels 
and peach colours. 

And here’s what’s out! 

1. Nails worn oval and pointed ji. Matching lipstick 
and nail colom are passil Mix, don’t match, arc the 
key words. -L Deep reds and purples are a no-no. 
4. Nail biting is definitely out! 

WeU-manicured and well-cared for nails make hands 

look longer, slimmer and graceful. The size of your 
hands and fingers determine the length and shape of 
your nails. Nail lengths should floater tiie size of the 
hands. TYie ideal length is about lialf a centimetre 
above the top of your nail. But there are no limits for 
those who want lo experiment! 
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will bp niMici'cl and lool.i*d on unfavourably. 
If you think it very irilikely that you will 
react Ihi** way, be warned : these exercises 

you, such as in terms of being away from 
home a lot, or relocation, you talk this over 
with yi>ur partner before the interview so 

Aptitude tests ; These are used to see 
whether you are able to develop particular 
active skills, to see whether you are capable 

have a tendency to make everyone sweat, 
particularly if you are told that you are 
competing with arother group or being 
timi'd to find a solution to the problem. 
Observers will be looking at who 
participates, who drops out or withdraws 
from the group, which members of the 
group encourage others, who leads, who 
summarises and kwps the group from going 
off at a tangent and who coordinates in 
situations where the group subdivides to 
look at different aspects of the problem. 

As thi'se tests are often nin over a period 
of time, you may well be involved in the 
'social' parts, such as taking a meal together. 
Even if you are told that this does not form 
part of the assessment, do not be caught off 
your guard. Slurping the soup, or other 
transgressions will all bo noticed! 
Interviewers are human, they will not be 
able to forget awkwardne.ss or unwise 
behaviour, so you should treat this part as 
seriously as you treat the rest of the 
interview and selection process. It you have 
been invited to bring your {lartner to a meal, 
or an* undergoing the tests with him/her, 
remeniber tliat they will also be assessed. 
'I he employer may be looking for signs of 
instability in your partnership of just 
wh-Mher you will both give the right 
impression to potential t lients if ycni have 
to take them to dinner, etc. Make sun* that 
it the job would jiose any difficulties for 

that assessors do not pick up on your 
doubts. 

Psychological Tests, etc. 
Even if you don't have to go through a 

two-day battery of tests, you may be asked 
to do one or two at the interview. If you are 
not sure what it is designed to assess, ask. 

Tests can range from simple, obvious ones 
like typing tests to see if you can do the jd), 
to those which are de.signed to as.sess your 
personality nr aptitudes. For most tests you 
will be given a strict time limit. If you are 
undertaking a personality test, don't try to 
be clever or to give the answers that you 
think the interviewer wants to see, unless 
you really know what you are doing—^most 
of the people who analyse the test results 
can tell if you have done that. With 
intelligence tests, try to be fast but accurate. 
The questions generally get harder as you 
progress through. 

If you arc applying for a place on a 
graduate trainee scheme you may also be 
asked to complete an occupational interest 
questionnaire. Promotion applications may 
also bi? tested in this way. 

Most tests fall into the following 
categories : 

Knou'ledye tesls/examinalions : These will 
test your ivcall of factual information and 
may require analysis of the data. Tests may 
require different answers ; multiple choice, 
essay style or numerica* ones. 

of doing something you may not have tried 
before, or to see if you are able to develop 
logical arguments using reasoning. These tests 
an* used to see how people actually behave 
and to help the interviewer assess how you 
might react in certain different situations^ 

Personality tests and interest questionnaires. 
These are used to give an idea of your 
personality and motivation. Your 'scores' on 
a personality test may be compared with 
the normal average pattern for successful 
individuals in that industry or type of 
occupation. 

Trainability tests : These check on the 
likelihood that you will be able to learn how 
to do the job. 

Performance/achievement tests and 
simulations : These test how you actually do 
the job. 

There are varying methods of testing for 
all kinds of things and you may be asked to 
do anything from putting colouied balls into 
the right places to describing what pictures 
you see in an ink blot. The variety is 
fascinating! If you want to know more about 
this, find a gn^ book on the subject, but as 
a general rule you won't be able to influeive 
the results too much. So just try to relte. 
and do your best. 

One last note about tests: if you an' 
applying for a post in the Forces you may 
also have to undergo a test of your physical 
stamina. 

(To hr continued/ 
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Improve Your Personality 
iContmued from page 53) 

should no more be presented in rags, tatters and dirt than your 
mvn person should." And there is only one way to learn how to use 
words, and that is to use them. 

'^'oice and words attract attention. But to sustain the attention of 
[he listeners, you must get them interested. You must arouse an 
interest in them and make them want to hear what you have to say. 
They will be only too eager to hear what you have to say. In fact, 
they may take a lot of trouble and put themselves into a great deal 
rif inconvenience in order to listen to you, when they know what 
vou are going to say concerns them personally and all in their 
favour, all in appreciation. Appreciation makes people feel more 
important and happy than anything else you can offer. Everybody 
like» to be appreciate, be it a child, an adult, a grown-up or an old 
me, man or woman, boy or girl, educated or uneducated, rich or 
poor. People crave it so passionately that they are wil'mg to pay 
inv price to earn real appreciation. You and I are n- .creni and 
aant very much to be appreciated. But the appivc. i should be 
genuine and not phoney. It must be sincere and come from your 
leart. Not only your words but your voice als inust express the 
ippreciation spontaneously, naturally and deseivingly. 

What to appreciate ? This is no problem at all. If only you take 
he trouble to observe a person carefully, you will find hundreds of 
hmgs to admire and appreciate truly and sincerely. The truth is 
hat each one of us, craving for appreciation, takes such a lot of 

a^hle to impress others in a thousand ways. We dress, wc talk, 
ve build our muscles, we own property, w'e show affection, wo 
ondemn, criticise, praise and eulogise, to show ourselves off and 
■arn appreciation. You can appreciate people for what they 
ire, what they do and what they have got. When 1 receive 
otters Irom you that you liked mv article, you found it to be true, 
'dll practised it and benefited from it, they mean such a lot to 
lie I feel elevated. When someone shakes hands with me and 
emarks that 1 have a firm grip, that 1 have great strength and so 
m, I feel very happy and want to hear more. When you show 
ppreciation to what I have given you, 1 am urged to give or do 
r.'.rre tor you. 

When you want to appreciate you are forced to think about the 
ithcr individual and concentrate on his good points. This is 
■'rtremely important. If you want to criticise him, you will 
iiiiientrate on his weak points. You start thinking about him 

■nd not about yourselt. You turn vour attention on his 
S^mplishments, posse.ssions and gifts It tompels you to recognise 
■•^.nipori -ince. 

Apprt'ciation is not resi'rved only for big things. On the other 
land, vou should be liberal in showing appreciation. Etiquette and 
naimers are nothing but disciplined apprei'iation. To show respect 
5 elders, aged people and women is to appreciate .some factor 
tmnected with them. When you meet people and greet them, you 
iiusi observe the rules of etiquette and your manners niu.st remain 
iipoccable. When people offer you a seal, when they enquire about 
our welfare, you must say 'Thank you' to them. When you want 
l> ask something, make it a request supported by the word 'please', 
appreciation is the easiest and best way of getting along with p«>ople 
bd make your personal'ty felt by them. When you show 

■’P'^edation, people will be glad to do things for you. 
Your voice and words will go waste if they are not channelled 

' provide appreciation. You must be well-mannered, considerate 
'd thoughtful to show appredation automatically as a matter of 
'bit. This habit of being thoughtful and ainsiderate towards others 
'll change you into a nicer, pleasanter and more charming 
i^mality. "Serving the needs of others" is the great secret of 
■Jp successful personality. When you earnestly .seek the good in 
™*rs to give appreciation, you will find them dtsccniing your 
‘rsonality in a favourable and winning light. Voice and words, 
'"dded to true and sincere appreciation, will project your 
'rsonality in favourable light and build you up as a successful 
iider. □ 
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Indian National Movement 
K. K. Bhardwaj 

Eminent Author of History Books 

Birth Of Trade Union Movement And Communal Politics 
Working Class, Peasant and 
Youth Movements 
1 h«' workini; class bwami- not «»nly well 

ir};anis(<cl but rad i call sect and politicised. 
• he Russian Revolution R.ive a new impetus 
ind broad horizon to the working class 
iiovement On October .11, 1920 was born 
hi" All-India Trade Union C'ongrcss, the first 
entral organisation of trade unions in India, 
i.s lirst session was helil m Bonib.iy under 
hf pri'sidentship o( I ala I ajpat Kai At the 

ii", .ind ht's'.iiin, a resolution \^'as adopted 
licit "Ihe tune has now arrived tor the 
ittaiiiment of Swaraj lor the people of 
India" The loiirth session was presided over 
.ly (■ K Das and the fifth hv L'.R Thengdi. 

Andrews ivas elected President, N.M. 
IrWii as Secrelarv and V V'. (an as Vice- 
I’resident among others. 

The working class was very active in 1920. 
In lanuary 1919, thoa- was a general strike 
in textile industry in Bombay involving 
irs,0IK) workers. Other powertul .strikes took 
I'UKe in mdiistiial centres like Kanpur, 
Mii'lapur, Calcutta, Bombay, Madras and 
Ahiiieclabacl. All these drikes in 1920 had 
heen followed by increases of wages ranging 
Iniin 10 to 30 per cent. To terrorise the 
hiovement, the Government staged the 
katijuir Conspiracv ( ase. The anti- 
fcUionalisation strike ol Bonihav workers in 

1928 culminated m the liisloi ic strike of 1929 I 
lasting lor six inoiitbs In 1928, |awaharlal j 
Nehru was elected as the President of 
AITUC, with S.A. Dange as an Assistant 
Secretary. In 1929, the Government gave 
another blow to the movement by arri*sting 
militant leftist trade union leaders under the 
Meerut Conspiracy Case Of tin- 32 leaders 
arrested, 18 weie office-bearers ol the 
AITUC A special ordinance, the Public 
Safetv Bill, was issued bj the Governor- 
Gc'iieral to "mrli (. ommiinisl aclivilic's in 
India" 

Similcirlv, till' peasantry was organised 
under the .All-India Kisan Sahlia. In 1925, 
the first conference of the Communist Party 
of India was held. The Workeis and Peasants 
Parte was leading the working class and 
peasantry, particularly in Bengal There 
developed leftist and radical groups in 
Congress also under the leadership of 
lawaharlal Nefiru and Subhash Chandra 
Bcise. The youlh ar.d students conferences 
became an annual feature TTie Communist 
and Socialist ideas were becoming popular, 
rhi'v were all working for file Irei'doin of 
the country and brc.ught a dose ot militancy 
to the nationalist nioveiiii'iil. Revolutionary 
activities were forging ahead. The 
revolutionary party under the leadership of 
Bhagat Singh had captured the minds of 

the pi>opli" oi Piinjah. I le threw a bomb in 
the Ceiitial 1 egisl.iiive Assembly It w.i.^ 
symhcilit--.III expression ol anger ot tlu- 
people of India against British imperialism 
The heroism ol Bliay,al Singh ancl the self 
sacrifice ol |atin Dass electrified the piilitiral 
atmosphere ot India. 

Growth of Communal Politics 
The Hindu Maha Sahha hi'came 

politu.ilU .11 live I lie Muslim I.eagiie 
hfcame more and more communal anil 
ohstriictue 1 he eniotniiial vlemoiahsalion 
of Ih" (leople resulted liom the failure of 
the \on-Cooj'eralion Movement The 
constructive progiamnie ol (■aiidhiji-- 
temperance, aiiti-unloucli.'ihilitv, spinning, 
cottage industries—could nc't satisfy the 
hunger of the starving millions. I'he British 
Government ulilisc'd the opportunity to fan 
the flames ot comiTumaiisin. Communal 
riots became a regular feature alter 1923. 
The tempers of the people were frayed. 

The Sti/uft/r and \m_\;iUhtw movements pf 
the Hindus and the i'an'int ami TnW/yfi 
movements ol Muslims became sirong and 
came .iit(' direi.l clash with eai li other. Each 
excited the other Bureainraiy engineered 
cornnumal riots and tullv exploited the 
situation. The > uiiiiing British imperialists 
used Itindii and Muslim fanatics lo destroy 

I ulit iMjpiil Rui 
Ji 'in ii' I.Srr* »n rmUtih. I .ii.i I Kru »v.i> •! 

••■'1' iiiii.'st t.« Ihr Ihi- }joyk<rtt %u^^\ 

' ‘n ^ kM)pcr.»ti(»n MovonuMU*. Wo wrni l(» 
III lv()5 to o^plA^n If' fht* Hritish pt*oph^ 

Indian viowpiMiiL (In roliirn to India, hi* was 
irjpstrd and deported to Mandalay in Burma 

in-H*- Myanmar) where he *5pi‘nl a ycMr hc^hind 
t'ars Hi^fore the I'lrst World War broke out 

''Ml, he wont to the USA, hut was not allowed 
*'*»tirn till the War was over Suftenng 

rnsnnment every now ami tin'll, he never l«>sl 
»'■ M’-ve to fight for the natn'ii's causf*. Ix'arhng 
mammoth demonsti'ahon against the Simon 

-'niinis-ion in 1^28, he hraveil the of the 
and herame a marlyi so that his country 

mild breathe the air of freedom 
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Suhhasli Chnudm Rose 
Iitvhrtinil ri'Ci'lulKiinir.- S".i|ih,isl'. I'hiiiuu.i 

Bose wa.i bciiii on l.iiiii.iiv I’T iS97 dt CuIM.I. 

Ill* iveiit to t ngfilii t 111 IVIV ,tnT w,i*. st>lt"iti'tl 

for the It'9 Hi- .sikxi i,inie iinHer the* spell ot 

two Iiidiniis sw.inii Vivekaniinclrt amt 

f)i"shbaii(lu Chilliiraniao I.>as l-te held prominent 

positions as I’resiitcnl of the All-liiifia Traile 

Union Congress, Mayor o( C'alriiltn and as 

frisiidcnt of the Indian Naliooal Congress In 

194.1, he liHik ovei the leadership of the Indian 

liidejiendeiu. league in I'asi Asia and formed 

the Indian National Army (IN.AJ to liberate India 

from foreign yt-ke and assumed its k'adership 

on July 5,1943. He is helievcil to have died in an 

air crash in 1945 

Mohmnmaii Alt litintih 
An s'lrdent iiat*oni*lust ui Mif • *faisi.M)H 

.'i*h ( inti.r.. iaU i 1*5.inr oiu of the 
)>rojnn»i‘nt l«‘ad<‘is a ihi Mu’ll m (lagni, the 
(irgiinisahoii that tliitined to be the suit' 
spokesman ol the Mitslin"* jIt liiuia and 
demanded Pakistan an exflnsive land for 
Muslims In the Wfike of ine p.utifion of the* 

suheontimsit, Vli'banima'I Mi lion.th !hi amc the 
first (jovemor < leniTiii I'l i’akisian. I he theory 
that the Indi.in pinple ti-»ns»-‘i‘d ol tW’^' nations 

went against the eniin' spinr of Indian historv, 
with disastious ii nsequi iui'.s ii» fallow. I he 

sdbcontinf'fit witnessed one et the worst 

bkiodbaths in the name oi rrligion. The Muslim 
league wa'- Ir’H hi*nt ('n supporting the two- 

nation thet»rv 
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Cuindhiji !v.-iie\Td that if ewry tme atf^^mpted to 
pdSHf'ss what he really needed and did not attempt to 
store tor tomorrow, many of human miseries amd 
inequalities in life would vanish, stressed 
Ufioo the virtue of non-possesi^tvjti^ttntng thereto, 
that we should not attempt tv» possfe more thaft we 
really rr>qutn:. This act of non-po^oi^dmr would Jeeye 
cm>u);!> for others Gandhiji stated, '^ture produces 
enout'h for our wants trom day tu day, and if otdy 
i. verybody look oiuuyih for himself and noftiing mote,. 
;h«ne would htf no pauperism in tins vworld, ihm would 
he no man dyinj; of starvation in tWs wraHld 

own possession and prriperty within timits, thi 
starving masses would toe easily fed and tlwe vimali 
be cnnttmhneni all around. 

Candhip knew weft that the full reatisa^n o' 
jarindpie trf nun->pc«stsskm,was no piury 
fulfillment of die ideal of nuiirpo.s«>ss'km requires tha' 
man ^tould, like tire birds, have no mof pvor his head 
no clothing etui no stock of i»iod hir the moKow. Ht 
will indeed tteed liia" daily bread but it wig'be (Jod"; 
business and not his. to provide it, Cktiy the rewes< 
poRsible, if any at all, can reach the ideal. VVe, ordinart 
seekers, may not b« repullud by the seemin): 

fte furtiier stressed upon the ,rittlona( arid stdrKme naitm! of 
virtue of non-iwssessinn by eKpiiaintn)|, "f^osseswtion Implies 
provision for the Httum A seeker Rafter Ifrudt, -a foltower of fffe 

law of Un’o, cannot hold anything,against tonuarow. God never 
stores for tomorrowj lie never ere#f« moty Stan what is tarictly 
needed for the mornent If, therefore We repose faith irt, ^ 
providf'nre, we shoi^ rest «.ssu^ ^t fSa «**. wSiry 
day our daily bread, meaning eveiT^ldng that We reqtdie.*’'Tbc 
lack ot such faith m the Divine LaW.iUted God is bound to give 
us Our daily bread everyday, gtveS.riae to iWir miseritW Tfie.hk^' 
have sup>.-r^uous stores which th^ do not tre^d i>hd go vreete 
while inilliorLS .starve and die for wanfi^ sustemnoe, ThtW, tf-gie 
rich learn to dispossess what they do not need, U' they kp^ Ihsjjf 

impossibility gut, we must keep dirt ideal constantly in viev,.' 
Then he gfv«»» '.religious fervour to the doctrhie oi 
non-po.ssessiOri and esqilains that ip>m the standpoint of pun 
Ihife, the human btnJy too constitutes powiession. It creates desin 
for enji^inant and only when we are able to eliminate tl»e desin: 
and arrive m total reouuhciatlon, living' only h* serve, vre get iht 
real happiness ,in life, <^ndh^.further enjoins that the prindpU 
pf non-possession is equally applfcatoie to thoughts. t>o if « 
man fifls his brain with uselew kniiwledge that turns him aw'ai 
fmm Cod, his thoughts buaano hnpedimeriLs for him in reallsatiur 
of God. He also focuses our thinking to G/W which reaches in in 
19lh Chapter that humility is krvowdedge and tin; rest i» onb 
ignorance. ' , 

h" basil unitv amuni; Indians on thi- pretext 
if issui's like .'1;<m.s, ^17x1/ trees, animal 
ilanuliti'i. templi-, gurdwara or mosque 
iropertii-s. so on and so torth. Hundreds of 

housanils of people were killed in such 

•lots IhiTc was unhndgeahle disiord 
lelHoen the two coinmunities. The 

•oininunal pioliloni overshadowed the 
lolitical sreiie. InUui was led into a blind 

illi'l' C 'oniimionlism Ini^hlighted distinction, 
iiila>;.iiiisni and separatism rather than 

iiiitv. vooperation .ind cotntnonnc.s.s 
(imiTiLin.ilisin di\ ided the nation and 

•.mse.l (vermanent harm. 
1 he iiiinmunal riots led to unity 

oiiteieiues and t.jandhi|i's frequent fasts 

the iin.sl iinpoil.ini ol sinh eonferenves 
.\iMe till Sinila f’onfeience, the Delhi 

.'('nl. ieiiie and the ( aliiilta ( ontereiiie. An 

■\ il stai sei-meil to haunt liiilia's fate, for 

loinin.n emer);ed out ol the apjiaientlv 
-fiions elluils. lhi‘ parlies, on a ihallenne 

dii.'iiii l'\ the SevieMn ot Slate tor !ndi.i, 

ippoinii'd tile \ehni t i>mniitlee to prodiice 
III i»;reed I'oiwtitutioii lor liiilia acieplable 
10 i-iith the llindiis and the Muslinis. 

I III- \elirii ( oinniitte.. report w,is wiileix 
iieliomeit 1-lowei ei, the t oinmunists could 

lu'l a>;iei e en 1 1 sin h a relonno-'l 
C. onstitution as was envisa|;ed bv il. The 

Maha SaMia was ns alviirant and 

Mohammad Ah Jinnah tame out with his 
loiirleen-point di inaniis fho effort of 

politii'.il India to re.U'h eotniminal acconi 
failed 11’;' spire ol l-tlft had vanished, l•le''e. 

to ionii‘ h.iik. I he polite al diinate soon 
bei.ime hot. I he Indian Valional Congress 

adopli d omplele Independence'' in l‘t?9 

as tile (illimate goal ot the national 
nnnemenl at its ' ahtue session. The 

Congn-sss started the SafyayrM/w min’ement. 
The commiinalists were on the retreat. 
Communal riots were conspicuous by their 

absence. But such evils hardly die and 
communal discord, once again, emerged tn 

its violent form with the laihire of the 
political moyement and trca<.h,*ri)us designs 

of the British rulers. 

Boycott of the Simon .. 
Commission 
"''he dyarchy had lath'd. Ihe Swarajists 

did their part in wrecking it, how'.oevei lilth- 
It was. 'I he working ilas. youth anil 
peasants vvere on flU' move Siicialist .ind 

(..ominumst ideas were spreading. Ihe .'il- 
PartK's ConfiTcncehad appointeil the Ntel.iu 
Coinniittee lt> prodiice .in .igreid 

Constitiilinn. rhe Tongiess was p’o'. ing 
trom 'dominion st.itus' to •(iinij'I'l, 
independence'. 'Ihe Madr.is Coiigri's. of 
1427 passed a resolution of 'Compiet..- 

National Independence'. |a\'.al'>arl.il Nehru 
and Ihe Camgress leftists liecame the t .I'liei-il 
Secretaries of the Congo'ss. 'Ibe .M' l’arlies 

Muslim Conference of l.lp nu't in X,»\ emfier 
f42fi and di'clared tiiat the Muslims stood 
for 'the goal of umiph'tc indepemleii.’e" 
Ihe revolutionai V movement w.is 
spreading. Even the Moderates w(>r.' 

demanding further retorms 
The British Gi’venimenl was forced to 

appoint a Koyal C'i»mmis.,i(m, known as the 

binion (.ommission. It addixl insult lo mfun. 
People bi-caine furious. It was .10 all-Wl.ile 
Commission. No Indian was thoughl tit lo 
serve on this Commission i'\ en though at 

that time there yverc tw'o Indian niembets 

ol the British Parliament- -Lord Smha and 

Saklatvala All the political elements in the 

ciiuriliv lK>yLelli'i! lh< Cumniissii'ii. exu-j 

the stooges of British imperialism an 
dieli.ird coinirinnalisis. A nsire conseivaln 

group m the Miishni l.eagiie and the Hiiul 

.M.iha babha welcomeil it. A resolution w 
pa.sed in the c'eniial f egislalive A',.seiiil''l 

on the motion of l.ala 1 ajji.it Kai to l oy<e 
the ( oiniiiissiim. 

fhe I ommissiiin arrived Bumbay . 

I ehruarv ^1 1428 II was gre< teil with 
When-vei it wiiil, tin; ill', was di'',erli. 

Cries ot ' i ,1, Lai k ^iiiumi", hl-it k flags, as! 
itnli'.li pull e.'."-ions .t-nl ileneinsl 1 itn i. 

wi'lioiiftl 'I Ihe thini's reacle'd a pili'' ' 
1 .ihuri- Ihe anti ‘len.iii ili.ini.n-,lralii>n w ’ 

lii’.iiled bv I ala 1 .i|]iai i-hii. tlie I ion 

I'lii’ial'. As lie .V IS -t.Hiding at die hea l • 
tile ,l''eii>n-,tMliiin he v'as as-.aulted ai 

I'll u-| his 1 hesl wilfi <1 l.aton hv .1 m u- 
f i-r.llsh puliie olfi er. Il sen* a .iiUe 

Mdi):ni''io;i tliroiiglumt Ihe 'iiui.trv L.'.t|' 
P.ii'.iiii unilieil to his injurii*.-, Il .yjsan illi 

i-iail in llie loifin in Itiitisfi imperial"-'' 

i .a lers nke I.e.vaharlai Nelnu and (.i.'l'i'i 
Il.iilahh 1 an!, loo ii'ieiied ihe I'jimi hle'i 

of thi* p'.li' 1 

!• chargiil ihe pohiiial alniO'.pheii ' 
Inlia '.vill' I'l agiti'.li.'oal inoei 

Itevoliitionary a<li\ily was lev'Vi'd 1 

Beiig.ii and I’um.ib Bhagat Singli eaiis.’' 

the mind ot the people Ihe Inglo 
olficer who heal 1 ajjiat K.ii was sin 

dt'ad m Lahore B K. Dalt and Bh.ig' 

Singh liiieyv Uvo lioiiibs on the flooi ol •! 

t.tntral Legislative Assemhly. IJli.itJ 

Singh's iiei'oi.,m \ indicated the natioi- 
hi*nour It showeii the u'solve anil n-' 

deterniinj'i.m of the Indian youth 'o le 

the mulhei'lanil from the chains of liritr 

impel lalism. 

ii:< rv),vi/'' rtJicv s'l/i'cf sa k/ p/i vv, si rir.Miii k ; 
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Facing The Interview Board 
(Right Approach) 

_The Candidate_ 
Miss Beena Yadav is a cheerful and 

harming young lady. Though her 
omplexion is wheatish, she has the correct 
lake-up to show herself in the most 
ttractive light and impress others by her 
ppearance and carefully chosen dress. Her 
pedal attractions are her remarkable charm, 
Lveliness and enthusiasm. 

Her light pink saree, matching blouse, 
Irgant hair style, cultivated carriage plus 
ler overall appearance contribute towards 
ler impressive and arresting personality. Her 
nnvent-style pronunciation and perfect 
English, turn nut to be her extra assets in 
iciping her to make a strong impact on 
ithers. 
^Although she is the only lady candidate 

this day for the IAS interview and the 
esi are gents, she is fully confident and 
■omplctely at ease in the company of the 
ncnibers of the opposite sex. lAfe find her to 
IP a ready and good mixer and an able 
on versa tionnlist. She is the first candidate 
o b€* summoned for interview this morning 
ind she takes it in her stride without any 
lervousness or apprehensions. 

After taking leave of the othef candidate 
vith whom she was engaged in exchange 
if information, she walks up to the interc'iew 
oom in her attractive style with full 
■uitfiilence. She gently knocks at the door 
o conform to the requirements of etiquette 
led sw.'ks permission in a formal manner, 
.nside the interview room she proceeds 
|^••ellIlly towards the desk behind which 
'/le Chairman and the Members of Ihe 
titerview Board are seated. On approaching 
lip seat meant for the candidate, she comes 
ii a stop and thereafter joins her hands in 
he traditional 'Namaste' posture and greets 
ho Board in a cheerful and audible voice. 

The Interview 
t- -' 

Beena : Good Morning to you all, please. 
rhrre ts also a lady Marher m the Board. Hence 
hr candidate preferred to greet them all jointly 
nstead of differentiating them and repeating 
treatings as Good Morning, Sirs and Good 
doming. Madam). 

Chairman : C‘,>iod Morning, Miss Yadav. 
Kindly sit down and make yourself fully 
comfortable. Please do not hesitate to ask 
us if you need anything like water, etc. 

Beena : 'thank you. Sir. (Shr sits down on 
the seal meant far the candidate unlit mwtmum 
ofmoaement and wilhoiit any noise. She adopts 
a posture which is relaxed and yet attentive. 
She sits crei.t, head up and hack resting on the 
back-rest of the chair. Her legs are straight in 
front with fret pulled in. She remains obsenvinl 

Ncmvousiicss is j common 

fcMturo in those nppc.iring loi 

interviews, hut once you seek 

to root out the c.iuses ol 

nervousness, you ieel conliclent 

in f.icing the Interview 15o.irtl, 

On ,1110lysis, one fiiuls tli.it 

nervousness is the ollspriiiL; ol 

ignor.inco—ignor.ince almul Ihe 

iiitly-^ritly of tlie interi iew— 

jiitl fe.ii .IS to wliat would 

happen if you (all to make it. 

But sincere preparation can 

spare you all Ihe gnawing 

anxiety and once von are sure 

you have done ynui best, leave 

the' rest to tiod. 

and her eyes radicate interest and enthusiasm. 

The smile amiinucs to play on her lips and she 
looks cheerful, inoigaraling and lively.) 

Chairman : I see fn^m your dossiers that 
you have graduated from the Osmania 
University’, Hyderabad, but have taken yc<ur 

Master's Degree in Economics from the 
Delhi University. Can you explain why did 
you migrate from Hyderabad to Delhi for 
your post-graduation ? J 

Beena : (Smiling) Sir, mv father was a 
Brigadier in the Army. When he was posted 
to the forward area, all the members of our '< 
family had to stay behind in Hyderabad 
itself which was his previous duty station. 
'There was no family accommixlation in the 
forward area to which he was posted on 
transfer. At that stage, I was already doing 
my graduation in the college at Hyderabad. 
Within a couple of years, nry father 
completed his tenure in the forward area 
and was transferred to Delhi. 1 had still one 
year fo complete for my degree. Therefore, 
I joined the hostel and my mother and 
younger brother moved over to Delhi to join 
my father. After aiinpleting graduation, I 
also shifted to Delhi and joined the Delhi 
University for my M.A. 

Chairman: Didn't you have any problem 
in getting admission in the D««lhi University 
and also getting acclimatised to the new 
surroundings of Delhi ? 

Beena : (Smiling again) l.iickily. Sir. I had 
obtained a 1st Division W'lh 70 per cent 
maiks in my Degree ex.iniination. As such. 
I had no difficulty in securing admission. 
As for the new surroundings, it was quite 
all right. I am used to such frequent changes 
in places as my father was gi'tting rcgularlv 
transtfired from place to place throughout 
the country. With such service tiackgroimd, 
1 did no! have any pnililem in adapting 
myself to llie new environment 

1st Member: Wliich of the two 
Universities vou like better and why 7 

Beena: 1 find both places very interesting 
and congenial for studies. Tf required to 
choose, my preference will be for Delhi, 
fjarticularly for the post-graduate education. 
At the nabonal Capital we huve not only 
students from all parts of India, but also 
from sev'cral foreign rountnis. 'This provides 
for plenty of opportunity for the cross¬ 
pollination of ideas. 'The li'-'rary facilities fn 
Delhi, in my \ icw, arc also belter. You have 
not only the I'niversitv Library, but many 

I embassies also have their own libraries. We 



can get the latest books and also in sufficient 
numbers. Another aspect of Delhi is the 
atmosphere which is more free. 1 mean ymi 
are encouraged, may be because of the 
foreign students, to attend to your studies 
on your own, think freely and express your 
views without irdiibitions. In the South, I 
would say, conformity and coascrvatism in 
the academic field are still in practice. 
Regional parties have a lot of say, I mean 
interference from the politicians is somewhat 
on the higher side in regional capitals. These 
are my impressions. But may be I could also 
be wrong, or that 1 did not have the 
opportunity to see the better side. 

1st Memben Didn't you experience 
politicisation of the students community 
in Delhi also, for example, the Union 
Elections, strikes, etc. have also been there 
in Delhi. 

Beena : Yes, Sir. They were there. But 
somehow or the other in the circle of senior 
students with whom 1 was moving, 1 was 
not affected much by these politics, elections, 
strikes, etc I agree that students should get 
training in elections and should take part in 
healthy extra-curricular activities, but I f^l 
studies must come first and we should not 
get involved in actual politics. 

CoMimetits : The Chairman sets the ball 

rnlling mith some affable, personal questions to 
pul the candidate at ease and establish proper 

rapport. We find the candidate fully relaxed and 
extremely cooperative. She speaks fluently 
without inhibitions and subtly brings out hw 
good family background and her proficiency in 

studies. Tactfully, she has conveyed to the Board 
that she has done extremely well in her studies. 

Her answer also indicates her powers of 
observation and assimilation. We learn that the 
candidate is keen to do original thinking and 

arrive at independent conclusions. In other 

words, she is enterprising and ready to take 

reasonable risks. Since she refers to students from 
abroad and other parts of India fiicilitating free 
exchange of ideas, it is apparent, socially she is 
well-up and a good mixer. Thus, even at the 

preliminary and opening stage her answers give 
a good insight into many of her personality and 
leadership traits. 

Second Member : Ihe national goal and 
also the objective of our planning have been 
stated as economic growth with social 
justice. How, in your opinion, India is 
attempting to achieve this c^jective ? 

Bern ; Sir, economic growth refers to 
increased production of gixxls and services, 
measured in terms of annual national 
income. In other words, it is the increase in 
national wealth. This increased attd growing 
wealth should not remain in the hands of a 
few privileged individuals or a group of 
people. It should be shared by all people to 
the maximum extent po.ssible. This will 
facilitate the narrowing of the gap between 
the 'haves' and 'have-nots'. As for the 
mechanism, our Coverrunent proposes to 
accomplish this objective by operating the 
iiujor industries and means of production 
in the public sector. The Government can 
also fix a ceiling on incomes, ownership of 
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land and other properties. Selective and 
graded taxation, w^th tax, estate duty, 
expenditure tax, etc, could also be employ^ 
to serve as levellers. Our Government has 
opted for most of these. 

Second Member: How far do you dtittk 
we have succeeded in promoting ecottomic 
growth with justice ? 

Beena: (Smiles) To be frank. Sir, I would 
say our economic growth since 
indeperulence has been rathw moderate. On 
the other hand, there has been a tremendous 
explosion in our population growth. 
Therefore, we cannot say that we have 
attained the goal of economic growth widi 
social justice. We are nowhere near the 
countries like Germany, Japan, South Korea, 
Taiwan, Singapore, ete. which have been 
constantly showing over 10 per cent annual 
growth rate each year. Our economic growth 
rate has averag^ arouitd 3 per cent per 
year. Secondly, because of the social barriers 
and so oit, the wealth that we have been 
able to generate has not been equitably 
distribute. The benefldaries have, by and 
large, remained the privileged few though 
the middle class is expanding. 
Unfortunately, practically all our public 
sector enterprises have turned out to be 
losing propositions. They do not show 
profit, because there is no strict 
accountability. The bureaucratic approach, 
labour disputm, induction of politics into 
the working of the public sector enterprises 
and the war between the administrators and 
the technocrats have all contributed jointly 
to the poor performance of the public sector. 
In general, economic growth has mainly 
come about from the agricultural as well as 
private industry. There is also, heavy 
concentration of wealth in some ca.ses as 
rich landlords and the monopolistic 
industrial houses have been cornering all 
the wealffi. The land is owned by a few. 
More than 70 per cent of the popiilation is 
dependent on agriculture for its existence. 
Since the owners get the lion's share, the 
question of even or equitable distributiun 
does not arise. The daily wage earner hardly 
gets a subsisteiux wage, either in the rural 
areas or in the urban centres. To add to the 
woes, the effiirts made to use taxation and 
other levellers have also proved 
counterproductive. These have only resulted 
in ihe accumulation and operation of black 
money in a big way. There are vested 
interests, various lobbies and rampant 
corruption everywhere. In my view, our 
experiment of combining socialism with 
democracy has not proved successful and 
hence the economic growth has been limited 
and social justice has not been translated 
into reality. 

Comments: The Samd Member now probes 
the candidate in the field of the candidate's 
specialisation. The examiner poses some 
controversial questions and asks the candidate 
to give her views, justifying the same with 
appropriate and convincing reasons. We find 
the candidate accepting the challenge with 
confidence and conviction. Her ideas are 

extensive and she could argue in great depth. 
Her grasp is excellent and she analyses the 
problem in a systematic manner. She is dUe lo 
take a firm stmd on any controversial issue, 
without hesitation. She accepts responsibilities 
willingly and cheeifuUy. Where necessary, she 
is ready to dffer but she does so with plenty dj 
tact and with a sweet and enchanting smile.'^ 

Third Member : Ms. Yadav, yoii 
expressed your opinion about social justice. 
You also mentioried that die experiment of 
linking socialism to democracy has not 
proved successful. Do you feel that 
democratic socialism and economic growth 
with social justice are one and the same? In 
case diey are different, whidi one do you 
think should come first ? 

Beena : Well, Sir, as I could see, we ate 
referring to two distinct subjects—one 
concerns politics and the other, economics. 
The political goal is to have democracy and 
socialism at one and the same time. The 
economic goal is to have increased economic 
wealth throu^ industrialisation and odier 
means. There is also a marriage between 
the economic goal and the political goal in 
the conce(>t of socialism, llus marriage is 
indicated by the concept of social jiutice nt 
equitable distribution of wealth. We hav^ 
seen there are various ways of achieving 
equitable distribution of wealth. One way 
is having the major means of production in 
the hands of the Government. In our case, 
it is the public sector. 'iTie other means is to 
resort to various methods of taxation and 
other levellers to distribute the wealth in an 
equitable manner. We can also have old age 
insurance, unemployment insurance and 
other such measures to bring alx ut equitable 
distribution. In the Communist countries 
they adopt an authoritarian approach. The 
Government controls not only the meaas of 
production but also the entire distribution 
mechanism. In the Weste'-n democracies, Ihr 
Government controls neither the means of 
production nor interferes with thi^, 
distribution. There is free enterprise and th?* 
laws of supply and demand arc allowed to 
operate in a fair manner. Both these 
approaches have contributed to increa.sed 
production and higher rate of economic 
growth. They have also been able to control 
the population growth. Thus, greater wealth 
is produced and the same is available for 
distribution to lesser number of people. In 
India, we followed Mixed Economy with 
its controls, licensing, permits and other 
restrictive measures to manage distribution 
resulting in corruption and black money. 
The eomomic liberalisation we introduced 
in 1991 has given a great fillip to private 
initiative and foreign investment in the 
Indian economy. 

Third Member : The coalition 
governments at the Centre have not last^ 
their full term of five years and we hai£' 
been having too many general elections 
What alternative would you suggest ? 

Beena : I feel the Presidential type of 
government as it exists in loanee could be 
die answer. 
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IAS TOPPER SAYS 
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tie ittMl' 

. M^'fbkfd I'wM 

t «Rtei^ fhc iitib|eyielv 

^ ii»Badb^,.Tlic 

i^«f(iott" tilt me w» is Jt» why « 
nombet'^ llThpim. W^I(e«#'lP 

:te»e«h^' ^ 

me it|U^oii« sA Ate 

like Itierikhl^, hidden egmAe, omlfholegy <my 
iaferetA), $0vcimm' n>le end flMir dlecsettonaty poiwMiffi 
(partiimlKrfy in Negilend) «n(t whetheir they ehonld be 
elected eic. Thm eleo ieked me qucttiont on my 
confdbntien to ii^ei^ c^paign M liT, poQoiioR in 
the Giut^ ike Genge Adihm Ran end the statue of 
polloiian in dm tivem ai the world. Sometimes they 
deHbecately tried .to piessudse wm btd I stuck to toy 
poim of view. One member asked nm about: wl^ states 
in indie should not be dbdded on pi^lel tines iiid 
why nto'dtose people toho ate , demanding aeparate 
Sufam, ^utd be allowed to do so. Ibe pioralify and 
intcgdiy of the nation is so ai)dk)m«Hc to me diet 1 was 

; not able to comeupwHheyeiysatiafying answer. Laady> 
die Chainnan asked why I oamldn't iobi IAS last year 
iWlf, vdMn 1 got seleiljM (?2^ »tdd> My confident 
rephr was. that I aspin^ tor a tt%her position this year. 
I kiutor.l.^rWOAthe4a^ when jdt^ wcp^sed their 
sad^id^'oyet.lhe.r^'vei^ widi me and wished 
ttME''in»to^'’to my cam^ mib'awtoks I got>iZll^radl tahied 
wtUf wgr'ftototimnto'a^ - 

'I-,/.' ■ tA$ 

md the war between the administrators and the technocrats have 
>11 contributed jointly to the poor perhirmance of the public sector, 

n. general, economic growth has mainly come about frttm the 

>gricultural as well as private industry. There is also heavy 
'imcentration of wealth in some cases as rich landlords and the 
Monopolistic industrial houses have been cornering ail the wealth. 
ITic land is owned by a few. More than 70 per cent of the 
population is dependent on agriculture for its existence. Since the 
kwners get the lion's share, the question of even or equitable 

‘listribution does npt arise. The daily wage earner hardly gets a 
subsistence wage, either in the rural areas or in the urban centres. 
Vo add to the woes, the efforts made to use taxation and other 

levellers have also proved counterproductive. These have only 
■vsulted in the accumulation and operation of black money in a 
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ICFAI 
Educational Programs 

The Fastitute of Chartered Financial Analysts of India (ICFAI) offers high-quality Career-oriented Educational Programs 

which are widely endorsed by treading employers. These Programs are based on study and examinations. 

I Koiiii(hiti(>n Course I 
Eligibility : Degree / Engineering 

Cullege Studenh 

Duration : 9 monlh-y Fee : Ri;.3,000 

Refresher Classes in Select Cilir- 

leads to the CFA Program 

DBI 
Diploma in Business Finance 
For Whom : Engineers, IT Professionals, 
K'on-Emancial Lxecuthvs, Entrepreneurs, 

Consultants 
Duration ■ One Year Fee : Rs.R,00ll 

Refrcshct Classes in Select Cities 
Leads to CFA (Level 11) 

The Accelerated CFA Program (2 years) 
i’lxife'sionals like CAs, CWAs, CSs, CAIIBs, Working Executives 

can complete the CFA Program on an accelerated path in 2 years. 
Subject Waivm: C As, CV\As, CSs are eligible for waivers in select subjects. 

Fee payable in installments and through credit card. 

Cl A 
Chartered Financial Analyst 

Eligibility : Graduates with 5(1% 
Duration . Three )ears (.1 Lewis) 

Fee ; Rs.S.OOO (Level 1) 

Refresher Classes in Select Ciltes 
leads to Membership in CCFA 

n M 
Treasury & Forex Management 

For Whom : Working Executives, Professionals 

like MBAs, CWAs, CSs, CAIIBs and 

Students of these Courses 

Duration : One Year Lee ; Rs.l2,()(l() 

leads to Membership in ACTM 

Brochure & Application Form : 

Eligible candidates can obtain the Brochure and 
Application (free of costj by mailing/faxmg the Coupon 
along with their Bio-data. Coupons without Bio-data 

mav not be considered. 

For Personal Counselling and free Brochure, please contact: At AHMEDABAD; Ms Avani Vaishnav, Icfaian Busines.s Schex)!, j B Towers, 

4th Floor, Plot No.ll 1, Thaltej (Ph.: 7440689); .At BANGALORE: Mr Amit Jain, Iclnian Business School, Sri Krishna Av enue, #64,1.3th Cross, 

iI’Njgar,.3rdPhase(Ph.,6641279),AtCALCinTA:MrIoydtpGhosh,lcfaianBiJsin('SsSchool,CJ :M,SectorIl.Sall lA^kcCityKaninamayee 

'I'h. 3586927), AlCHENNAl: Mr A Dhandapani,lcfaian Business School. #84. TFK Road, Alwarpet(Ph..4991924:, At MUMBAI'.Mr Anup 

Joseph, Icfaian Business School, Curunanak KhalsaCollegeCampus, King's Circle {rh..40P1132); ,\t NEW DELHI; Mr Kumar Bijoy, Icfaian 

Business l>chiH)l, CSKM Educational Complex, Satbari, Mehrauli (Ph.:6804227), At PUNE : Dr. G V Swamy Ictai.in Business School, 

263/1, \^arsha Park, Punc-Baner Road, Baner (Ph.:3881119) 

• - Please X here and mail/fax this COUPON to ICFAI — ■ 

To The Admissions Officer, ICFAI, Road # 3, Baiijara Hills, Hyderabad 500034 Ph : ,335-1071, .3411. 

Fax ; 335-2.521, 0107. EMail : dlc@irfai.wiprobl.cma.vsnl.net.m 

I am enclosing my bio-data. Please send me a free Brochure and Application Form for the Program ticked {/) below: 

□ Foundation Course □ CFA/Accelerated CFA □ DBF C TFM 

_^Qualifications', 

Mailing Address.. 

j City:_ _ State: _Pin:_ 
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Intelligence And Critical Reasoning 
Management Aptitude Test, May 1999 

All India Management Aptitude Testing Service (AIMATS) 
Directions (Qa I to 8) ; Find the next 

tenn in the given series in each of these 
questions 7 

Q. 1. 198, 194, 185, 169. 
(1) 136 (2) 144 (3) 112 (4) 92 
Q. 2. 198, 202, 211, 227, . 
(1) 210 (2) 212 (3) 252 (4) 27 
Q. 3. 125, 80, 45, 20,. 
(1) 8 (2) 12 (3) 10 (4) 5 
Q. 4. 5, 7, 9. 11, 13,. 
(1) 15 (2) 10 (3) 8 (4) 6 
Q. 5. 0, 2, 6, 12, 20. 
(1) 38 (2) 30 (3) 45 (4) 60 
Q. 6. 35, 30, 25, 20, 15, 10,. 
(1) 15 (2) 10 (3) 5 (4) 2 
Q. 7. 5, 6, 8, 9, 11. 
(1) 15 (2) 12 (3) 17 (4) 20 
Q. 8. 6, 9, 7, 10, 8, 11. 
(1) 12 (2) 13 (3) 9 (4) 14 
OirectioHS (Qs. 9 to 15); In Aese questions, 

fame relationships have been expressed 
through symbols, i.e. ^ means less than, 
A means not greater than, - means equal to, 
+ means not equal to, X means not less than, 
s means greater than. 

5ludy the meanings of these symbols 
uid pick up the correct answer from the 
answer choices for each of these questions: 

Q. 9. X ^ y + 2 implies 
(I) X - y ^ z (2) X X y - z 
(3) X A y X 2 (4) X - y X z 
Q. 10. X y - z implies 
(1) X X y - 2 (2) X - y X 2 
(3) X + y X 2 (4) X X y = z 
Q. 11. X - y + z implies 
(1) X + y + 2 (2) X ^ y - 2 

^ (3) X - y 41 z (4) X A y = z 
I Q. IZ X - V - z 

X + y-z (2) X Ay X 2 

(3) X -t y 4i 2 (4) X - y X z 
Q. 13. X A y - z implies 
(1) X = y X z (2) X - y -= z 
(.3) X - y A z (4) X X y X z 
Q. 14. X = y A z implies 
(1) X + y <1 2 (2; X - ] • = z 
(3) X A y X z (4) X A y - 2 
Q. 15. X -I- y A z implies 
(1) X ^ V = z (2) X = y = z 
(3) X =■- y A z (4) X A y s z 
Directions (Qs. 16 to 20); In each of tliese 

questions, two statements are followed by 
two possible inferences. Take the two 
given statements to be true even if they 
<ie at variance with the known facts and 
iben mark your answer as 

(1) If only conclusion A follows, 
(2) If only conclusion B follows, 

, (3) If neither A nor B follows and 
' .MM If both A and B follow. 

16. 

Statements ; AU books are pencils. 
All pencils are flowers. 

Conclusions ; 
A; All books are flowers 
B; Some flowers are books. 
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I) X + y - 2 

(3) X 4 y 4) z 

Q. 17. 
Statements : Some pens are tables. 

No tabic is blue. 
Conclusions : 

A: No pen is blue. 
B : No blue thing is pen. 

Q. 18. 
Statements : Some trees are horses. 

Some ships are trees. 
Conclusions ; 

A: Some horses are ships. 
B : Some trees are not ships. 

Q. 19. 
Statements : Some trees are boats. 

All trees are ships. 
Cormtusions ; 

A: Some ships are trees. 
B : Some trees are ships. 

Q. 20. 
Statements : All goats are animals. 

All animals are four-footed. 
Conclusions : 

A: All goats are four-footed 
B : Some four-footed arc goats. 

Directions (Qs. 21 to 30) ; Study the two 
statements, the 'Assertion' and the 'Reason' 
given in each of the following questions. 
Then mark your answer as 

(1) if both 'A' and 'K' are true and 'R' is 
the correct explaiution of 'A'. 

(2) if both 'A' and 'R' are true but 'R' is 
NOT the correct explanation of 'A'. 

(3) if 'A' is true but 'R' is false. 
(4) if both 'A' and 'R' are false. 
Q. 21. 
Assertion (A): Comets belong to the Solar 

System. 
Reason (R) : All comets come near the 

sun after regular intervals 
Q. 22. 
Assertion (A) ; When a body is dipped in 

a liquid fully or partially, there is a 
decrease in its weight. 

Reason (R) : The decrease in weight is 
due to the higher density of the 
displaced liquid. 

Q. 23. 
Assertion (A) : An iron ball floats on 

mercury but gets immersed in water. 
Reason (R) ; The specific gravity of iron 

is more than that of mercury. 
Q. 24. 
Assertion (A); No food material normally 

enters the wind pipe during 
swallowing. 

Reason (R); When we swallow, the back 
portion of our tongue covers the 
opening of the wind pipe. 

Q. 25. 
Assertion (A) : There is rsinbow in the 

sky only after rains. 
Reason (R) : Water drops suspended in 

the air break up sun rays into seven 
colours. 

Q. 26. 
Assertion (A) ; Prices can be brought 

down by increasing production. 
Reason (R) : It is so because supply of 

The goods is made more than its 
demand. 

Q. 27. 
Assertion (A) : Alexander could not 

advance across the Beas river. 
Reason (R) ; His army was completely 

exhausted. 
Q- 28. 
Assertion (A) : Tides indicate the regular 

aiul periodic rise and fall in the sea 
level. 

Reason (R) : Tides are caused by the 
gravitational pull of the Moon and 
the Sun. 

Q. 29. 
Assertion (A) : Indian President is the 

head of the State. 
Reason (R) : Indian Parliament consists 

of the President, Lok Sabha and Kajya 
Sabha. 

Q. 30. 
Assertion (A): When a person is standing 

in a lift which is either at rest or 
moving up or moving down with 
uniform speed, he does not find any 
apparent change in his weight. 

Reason (R) ; The reaction of the floor of 
the lift is equal to his weight. 

Directions (Qs. 31 to 33) ; These 
questions are to be answered on the basis 
of the three views of a cube given below: 

Q. 31. Which number is ^ the bnttom 
laccybf figure 1 7 / 
A) 3 (2) 2 6 (4) 1 
Q. 32. Which number* is on the face 

oppos^ to 4 ? 
(2) 3 (3) 6 (4) 1 

Q. 33. Which number is on the face 
opposite to 1 ? 

(1) 3 (2) 2 j^6 (4) 4 
Q. 34. Two positions ofAdice are shown 

below. Find out which number is opposite 
to 4. _ __ 

is on the face 

(1)3 0)6 ^5 (4)1 
Directions (Qs. 35 to 38) ; These four 

questions are to be answered on the baris 
of the following infoimation. 



A five-member research group is to be 
chosen from the mathematicians 
A, B, C and D and the physicists E, F, G 
and H. At least 3 mathematicians must be 
in the group. However, 

A refuses to work with D. 
B refuses to work with E. 
F refuses to work with C. 
D refuses to work with F. 
Q. 35. If B IS (hospn, who else would 

have to be in the gniup ? 
(1) F (2) G (3) A (4) C 
Q. 3b. If B and C' arp chosen, which of 

the following is definitely true ? 
P : A is chosen Q ; D is chosen 
R : Either I-' or G is chosen 
(1) P only (2) Q only 
(3) R only t4) O and R only 
Q. 37. If ti IS rejected, which other 

member could not work with the group ? 
0) A (2) 11 (3) D (4) I- 
Q. 38. If II IS I lioscn, which of the 

following must be true ? 
P : A must be chosen 
Q : B must be chosen 
R : C must be chosen 
(1) P only (2) Q only 
(3) R only (4) P, Q and R 
Q. 39. ENGLANf) is written as 1234.526 

and FRANCE as 7K.52')l J low will GREECE 
be written in this criding scheme ? 

(1) 381191 (2; 381911 
(3) 394132 (4) 562134 
Q. 40. BRlIX:n is written as EULCJH in 

a certain code. I low will FRUIT be written 
in that code ? 

(1) lUXLW (2) IVI.XW 
(3) lUWXI. (4) lUXVT 

_ANSWERS_I 

1. (2) : The sequence is -2^ -S', -4* -S'. 
2. (3) : The sequence is +2', +3', +4*, +5'. 
3. (4) : The sequence is -45, -35, -25, -15. 
4. (1) : The sequence is 42. 
5. (2) : The sequettce is 42, 44, 1-6, 48,4l0. 
6. (31 -. The sequence is -5. 
7. (2) : The sequence is 4l, 42, tl, 42, 4l. 
8. (3) : Alternate terms are consecutive 

natural numbers. 
9. (3) ; X (ji y 4 z X < y V r 

=>x }.y<zorxj.y>z 
-n^xiliyxzorx (JiyAz 

10. (3) ; X <1 y - z x y _ z 
=» X ^ y < / X I y X /. 

11. (3) : X - y I z =» X ^ y / z 

^x-ycz=^x-y<t>z 
12 (2 &. 4) : X - y - z =» X = y > z 

=>x>y.tz=»xAy xz 
Also x-y = z=»x •y>7. 
=^x - y4:z=»x-yxz 

1.1. (3) : X Ay - z =» X j. y = z 
y>z=»x-y.\z 

14. (If . \ = y A 7 =:> -x > y z 
=»x ^y'-z =:»X4y <|iz 

15. (3) ; X 4 y A 7 =4 X It y J. 7. 
=»x>y>z=>x--y Az 

16. (4) 
17. (3) ; Some pens are not blue. 
18. (3) ; The middle term 'trees' is not 

distributed in any of the premises. 
19 (3) : Conclusion cannot contain the 

middle term. 
20. (4) 21. (3) 22. t'it 23. t.3; 

24. (1) 2S. (1) 26. (1) 27. (< 
28. (1) 29. (2) 30. (1) 
31. (1) : 3 is opposite 5,2 is opposite 4,1 

opposite 6. 
32. (1) 33. ( 
34. (None) : 1 «-> 3,2 4-> 5 or 6,4 4-» 6 or 
35. (2): If B is chosen, E cannot be chose 

(1) If A is chosen, D caiuiot 
chosen. 

Mathematicians chosen a- 
A, B and C. 
Physicists chosen should be (F, I 
or (G,H). 
(2) If D is chosen, A cannot I 
chosen. 

Mathematicians chosen a 
B, C and D. 
Physicists chosen should be (C,} 
.'. G has to be in the gmup. 

36. (3) : (1) I A is chosen, Madicmaticiai 
chosen are A, B and C. 

Physicists chosen are P and 
or G and H 
(2) If D is chosen, Mathcmaticiai 
chosett are B, C and D. Physicis 
chosen are C, H. 
Theiefore, F or G hqs to bo chose 
whatever the case may be. 

37. (3) : If A is chosen, then the group' 
ABC F H. 

38. (2) : (1) If A is chostai, then the group 
ABCFH or A B C G H. 
(2) If D is chosen, tlien the grou 
is B C D G II. 

39. (1) 40. (. 

KCMS announces 
Correspondence 
Courses in 
Management 

K.C. College of Management 
Studies, the premier 
Management school in 
Mumbai, for the first time 
opens It's doors to 
correspondence courses in 
Management. The courses 
are designed by industry 
professionals Quality study 
material will be sent to 
students for all subjects. 
Exams will be held twice a 
year and question bank will 
be p-'cvidcd to students to 
help them prepare for the 
exams. 

Management 
education now 
through the mail 

The various programmes being offered are ; 

Diploma in Business Management (Dbmi iyear 

Diploma in Marketing fr Sales management (OMsr/) iyear 

Diploma in Personnel Management (DPM) iyear 

Diploma in Finanacial Management (OFM) iyear 

Diploma in Adverising b Public Relations ioapri iyear 

Diploma in Hotel Management (DHM) iyear 

Diploma in Travel b Tourism (OTT) iyear i 
Diploma in Export import Management (OEM) enonths 

Diploma in Journalism (Oip.j) iyear 

[P.G. Diploma In Management (PGDM) syears 

Prospectus and application forms available on payment oi Rs. 100/- 

Eor further details ccniact. 

O Colics* of Mancs*<n*n< Studies 
K.C. College Building, 1st, Floor, Dinsha Vacna Rd., Churchgate, Mumbai -400 020. 

Tel.;282 2272 ■ Fax ; 283 3087 ■ E-maii.kccms@bom5.vsnl.net.in s: 
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Super Brain Super 
Personality Contest 2000 

(Continued from page 36) 

the bowlers. TTiere have been any number of occasions 
when Sachin Tendulkar had to bowl the death overs, 
simply because the men who are supposed to perform 
their Job have either dewloped cold feet or just did not 
tiavB an Idea what they were expected to do. Here how 
can a captain go and tell either Javagat Srinath or Anil 
Kumble where to bowl. It Is humiliating for both. 

England demands a fuller length, because the pitches 
are slower than the ones In Australia and South Africa. 
But unfortunately, none of the Indian bowlers was kbie to 
hit, what the pros call, the English length. They pitched 
the older ball far too short and that Is the reason they 
suffered punishment at the hands of even the lower-order 
batsmen. No doubt, our strike bowler. Jayagal Srinath, 
was brilliant with the new ball. He had a vlce-llke grip on 
the batsmen when the balls were moving around but once 
It got older. Srinath began pitching shorter than the Ideal 
fuller length that bowling In England calls for. The great 
success of the Indian medium-pacers In the World Cup of 
1983 lay In the full length to which they howled. A seam 
bowler like Roger Blnny was never going to pilch the ball 
loo short and by allowing the ball to go fiirther down 
before pitching, he also gave it the maximum possible 
time for it to swing late. 

The English conditions may allow the ball to move 
around In the air and off the .seam but the pitches do not 
offer too much additional bounce. A bowler has to work 
for It and mix up the delivery of genuine pace with slower 
ones. 

The Indian Ixjwlcrs would have benefltted Immensely if 
they had watched the highlights of the matchc.s of 1983 
In which India turned the cricket world upside down. It is 
a pity that the Indian Board did not think of adding to the 
.srmy of technical personnel one of the fast howlers of the 
198.3 winning team as consiillaiit to the seam howlers In 
this sqtiad. Dob Simjj.son. the team's con.sultant, had hecn 
tnlking to the bowlers at length. He also supervised their 
Unit training at the breaks when the fast bowlers came 
nut to warm up before the opponent's innings. But they 
did not clearly carry out what Simpson might have had In 
mind. 

The Indians also paid the penally for their wavward 
Ixiwling. They lost against Zimbabwe In the field Itself, 
howling several extra overs through wldes and no-halls 
and In the process deitled themselves of as many as four 
overs of batting because of the slow over rate. TTie loss 
ultimately cost them the place In the .seml-flnals. 

India had problems In both chasing as well as setting 
targets. Among the top-rated teams, they defended a 
moderate score successfully only against Pakistan whereas 
they could not do so against South Africa and New Zealand. 
They could not chase against Australia and Zimbabwe, 
hut they got the flak for not batting first against Australia. 
Palsing huge totals against Kenya and Sri I anka proved 
Inconsequential as neither helped It to make it to the 
Super Six. 

.^dded to the glaring deficiencies that the team had In 
all departments of the game was a temperament more 
delicate than a lizard's tall, falling apart at the slightest 
pressure. What the team lacked Is the sort of 
professionalism that we find among sides like Australia. 
South Africa and even Zimbabwe. Tlie spineless batting 
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INDIANS SO INVADED 
THE WORLD._ 

I twenty 

HjBrWSfBHWlfcrSBy something. Cool 
■**********"**“*^0 Confident. And very aware 
that they ore welcome, indeed sought after, m the 
Information Technology .lopilols of the world. From 
Silicon Valley to Switierland, they ore creotiiig software 
magic that is transforming the very fobric of life on this 
planet. 

This is the new generotion of young Indians. The 
software wizards. They head out in troops to conquer 
the IT world. Their skills, youth ond confidence are their 
weapons. And winning is token for gronted. 

No wonder the MCA is such a desirable qualification 
Or that tens of thousands take the entrance exoms 
for 0 few thousand seots. And no wonder the really 
smart, really anibitious student., choose to take 
the Brilliant Way. 

Brilliant's Postal Course for MCA Entrance exams turn«, 
you into O force to be reckoned with. A thoroughly 
researched pack of study material and Model Test 
Papers incorporate every requirement of most ^^CA 
courses in the country. 

Preparing with Brilliant will equip you not only with the 
power to meet the challenge of the MCA Entionce, 
but the cool confidence to deal with the hottest 
competition. 

(Postal Ceww open for .MCA intranet 2000. Despatch new on.) 

Write for Jrre pmsprt tu.\ 
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display against Australia was an offshoot of the 
vulnerability of the Indians to pressure-cooker altuatlona. 
The difference In approach between India and Australia 
was all too glaring, .^ay Jadeja and Robin Singh in a 
splendid rearguard action gave respectability to the Indian 
score atler they had lost four wickets for 17 runs against 
the Australians but none of the lower-order batsmen 
bothered to help their vice-captain to try and see If they 
could really have a shot at the Australian total. In a similar 
situation, Steve Waugh produced a hundred worth its 
weight in gold and the others chipped in to fashion one 
of the greatest one-day victories chasing a highly 
defendabie total. That Is the character of a captain and 
tlie side. You just cannot simply throw in the towel because 
your top-order batsmen arc done In by an Inspired bowler, 
who Is among tiie top purveyors of fast bowling. 

There is, however, no denying the fact that the Indian 
team, in comparison to the Australian side, lacked an all- 
rounder who is strong-willed and who can be trusted to 
do-the job. Srinath cannot satisfy liimself as a limited- 
purpose player whose batting Is a bonus. The lack of all- 
rounders re^fy made India's job all tlte more difilcult. The 
World Cup *83 winning squad had many sturdy and reliable 
all-rounders that made iJie dlfferenee 

The Indians were also very inconsistent in their 
performance. ITiougii they had a very good line'up. th(^ 
could not achieve what they had aimed at. largely because 
they lacked consistency and coordination. As the 
Karnataka star Rahul Dravid said, the team could have 
done much better only if it liad Ijccu more consistent. “I 
personally tcel I should have lx>eii more consistent with 
tile bat and should iiavc got runs against Zimbabwe*. 
Uravld admitted. 

The Indians also committed a number of mistakes. The 
first and biggest mistake they coimnitted was to expose 
their star batsman Sacliin Tendulkar to tite now ball. 
Tliey should not have risked itieir best batsman in the 
opening slot as the wlilte ball was seaming orounu a lol 
in tlie early-part of the Innings. Sacliin should h;ive been 
more citecUve while batting at the cnicial number four 
position because then he would have been ."iblc to carry 
tile innings tiirough to the 50tli over. In England, the 
lualches are never won in (he firsi 15 overs. vTpeuers are 
required to stay on: otherwise a team licaJs for a 20 for 
three situation. Slogging is needed in tlie last 10 or 15 
overs. That Is why, we needed Sacliin to bal at a lower 
order. And if he would remain not out there at the end oi' 
tile .50th over. India could never tiave lost that match. A 
batsman like him, did not need to play all the 50 overs for 
a big score. He would have been among runs even if he 
batted at No. 4. A good start would have provided the 
platform for Ids pyrotechnics. It was certainly worth trying 
out. Saurav and Ramesh should have opened tlie innings, 
followed by Rahul and Sachin, if ail of tiiem failed, which 
was most unlikely, Azhar and Jadeja would still have 
been there to repair the damage. 

Tlie second mistake India committed was that they did 
not go through the range of their resources. Look at 
AustraJIa. Everyone of their squad had at least two games. 
This kept everyone in (he tournament, li.slng the bench 
meant there were new taps to open when others went dry. 
It meant those in the eleven knew they were not 
indispensable. And those in the wings were kept hungry 
and dying to perform when given the chance. Shane Warne 
knew that there was Stuart McGill hovering around in 
case he didn't deliver. 

But the Indian team had no such luck because their 
super stars were safe in the knowledge that they were 
indispensable. Some complacency had to creep in. The 
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Ausslea were anything but complacent as they like India 
also hovered on the brink. That was what won them the 
World Cup from the strongest field ever. 

The third mistake India committed was that th^ did not 
I keep reviewing their tactics. They got bogged down with 
0 one set of tactics: and the tactics they adopted was highly 

defensive. The strategy of packing a team with lot of batsmen, 
a couple of strike bowlers and medium-pace bits and pieces 
men can win one-day matches, but it caimot give the 
consistent success necessary to win a World Cup, and that 
also, in En^and. It was surprising to see India Held only 
four frontline bowlers against Zimbabwe, who bat deep 
down the order. If Azhar had allowed himself at least one 
more genuine bowler then Zimbabwe would never have 
reached 252 and the game might have been much easier. 
He could have easily replaced Ramesh witli Mongia in the 
opener's slot to include an extra bowler. Mongia may not be 
an Adam Gilchrist, but he Is as good as Ridley Jacobs. 
India, like England and West Indies lacked a bowler or two 
to become champions. 

The last mistake India committed was to cast ^It 
Agarkar out after Just two bad games. No doubt, the young 
medium-pacer had a poor start. But lie is a quick learner, 
and should have got at least one more game. In thinking 
like a fast bowler he might ha\r erred In his basic length, 
which was too short. But then, tl is a mistake lliat every 
Indian bowler committed. 

The Indians were also a shade unlucky. They had to 
play seven Test-playing nations in two stages, whereas 
Australia played only six. Besides, the raln-abtindoned 
New Zealand-Zimbabwe match prevented India from a 
semi-final l>erth. 

True, the Indians could not achieve what they had aimed 
for. But this Is not the end of die world for them. Tliey 
definitely have the class and the potential to win 
touniaments and even turn tlie cricket world upside down, 
once again. For that they will need to overcome their 
weaknesses. Improve upon their strategy, loughen their 
attitude and approach, he more consistent tn their 
performance, and altove all, coniinit no silly errors. U 

The Composite Culture Of Indio 
‘India Is a mixed pot qf races." 

V —Jawaharlal Nehru 
Culture and civilisation are two 

such concepts, which are devoid of 
any concrete definition. TTie word 
‘culture’ broadly covers the sum 
total of a nation's aesthetic and 
intellectual achievements. India from 
time immemorial has been regarded 
as a land of composite culture and 
prosperity—thus attracting intellect¬ 
uals and adventurers alike—may 
they be the Romans, who traded 
with the Tamil kingdoms of the 
south or the Christian missionaries 
of the Isi Century A.D. landing in 
Kerala or the persecuted forefathers 
of present day Parsis who sought 

^asylum in the Western coast of 
•*’ Ii..!la. 

Thus, culture can be regarded as 
the widening of mind as well as of 
spirit. The essence of our comfxistte 
culture through the ages has been 
its capacity to absorb various 
streams of cultures. The core 
around which otlicr cultures took 
shelter and eventually got absorbed 
has resulted In the 'compositeness' 
of our culture. The essential feature 
of this composite culture is broad-based, which focuses 
mainly on tolerance, adaptiveness with an unique 
individuality. It is. therefore, amazing to note that Uie 
same essence that existed before many millennia has 
continued till today and is continuing. 

Very few things in history are more astonishing than 
the wonderful stability of the social structure in India. >which has withstood the test of time. It has withstood 
torelgn cultural invasions, because it always sought to 
absorb them as well as tolerate them. As one turns the 
pages of Indian history, one observes that culturally 
nothing alien was exterminated, but an equilibrium was 
always reached with essence as core even with the alien, 
by extracting their goodness. 
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India through the ages was never 
isolated from the rcM ol the world. 
It came Into contact with almost 
every great cIviliNallun the world has 
wltnes.siHl. however. It never met 
with the same l.ate ns other great 
civilisations did. like the ancient 
Egyptians or the Mcsa|K'tamians or 
the Ikimniis. All 'his could Ire boldly 
nitributed to the 'dviiamlsm' of our 
great past—whieli nltimatelv gave 
ri.se to ‘comiioslle cullure'. 

Indian Culture Through 
the Ages 
“To know my count ly. one has 

to travel to thai great age. wiien 
she realised her soul and thus, 
transeeiided her physical liouridarles 
when she n-vealed he: heliig In a 
radiaul in,'igniiniiiilty....“ once said 
Rahindranath ragore. lYuely. unless 
wc uiulerf-.land the grealne.ss 
attainerl by oiii lorefalhers. we 
would tail to understand the depth 
of our composite ;ullure As u noted 
poet aplly said-'‘withoul past iliere 
is no present sind tlicre eanriol t)c 
any fuliire Ion’. 

■TTie sensational disr-ovrrles made 
In the beginning of this eentury in llarappa and 
Mohrnjodaro throw ilglil on the aneleril. unknown 
culture that existed as far bark as third millenuium 
B.C. TTiis urban culture w.is dated lo he Pre Aiyaii In 
age and the essential features of ‘Hindu religion' like 
tolerance, love for peace and nature, high and 
unmatched Intellect etc., arc clearly visible here. I 

TTien canie the Aryans—their plare of origin and their i 
exact age of arrival In India is. even Inday. shrouded in 
mystery. But one can lx; sure that, theirs was a culture 
which was certainly dlfferenl In many aspects than that 
already existed here. There was no bioodbath and slowly 
the two alien cultures intermingled with each other to give 
birth to an ‘enriched culture'. There was a great passion 

li; 
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for life and zeal for inqulaitlveness that resulted in immortal 
texts like the Vedas and the other epics. Dating back to 
a remote antiquity, these texts continue to have a perennial 
appeal even today. “Age could not wither their charm nor 
could custom stale their infinite appeal*. 

With the passage of time, with several socio-economic 
changes around, the system began to rot. The result was 
the birth of new off-shoots from Hinduism viz.. Buddhism 
and Jainism. However, it would be a mistake to regard 
them as new religions for. they were ‘new revelations' of 
truths that already existed in Hinduism. Their simplicity 
and honesty appealed even a commoner. Both these 
religions received great royal patronages. 

'ne composite cultural elements of India in general, 
and Buddhism In particular were not confined to India 
alone, but crossed the land and ocean firontiers to various 
parts like Kambuja (now Cambodia) Siam/Champa 
(Thailand), Srivljaya. Java. Sumatra (Indonesia)—^whtch 
later came to be called as ‘Greater India'. It is really 
astonishing to find through the pages of history that 
Kambuja was a famous centre of Sanskrit learning in the 
early years. It is significant to note that, the largest Hindu 
temple is not found in India, but in Cambodia and even 
today—the Indonesian island of Bali is dominated by Hindu 
majority. Buddhism though originated in India, slowly 
migrated to other Aslan countries and today, the followers 
of Buddha are more in numbers in others countries 
compared to its land of birth. Yet Buddhism has left its 
unique features In composite culture, again not altering 
the essential features of the original. 

E5ven in the extreme tip of Indian peninsula l.e.. In 
Kerala, long before the birth of Hindu revival saint Adi 
Sankara, two significant events occurred—one, the arrival 
of Jewish exiles and the other, the arrival of St. Thomas 
the Apostle. However, there was no clash between any of 
these different cultures but they merged with the existing 
culture. Buddhism which oossed over the North-western 
frontiers not only intlucnccd the Greek dynasties there, 
but resuHed in new Indo-Greek art forms like the 
‘Gandhara school of art'. All these added dimensions to 
our composite culture. 

Many great rulers who ruled across the Indian sub¬ 
continent were always famous for their ‘tolerance and 
respect' to other religions irrespective of their 
own culture and religion. Thus, this age could be regarded 
as “the golden age of Indian culture", where our composite 
culture attained the highest watermark. 

With the birth of Islam and advent of Muslim rule in 
India more beautiful colours were added to the greatness 
of our composite culture. Though the initial few hundred 
years were very turbulent—then slowly, turbulence calmed 
down and the wonderful power of assimilation and 
absorption—^the inherent strength of our culture came into 
fore. The Afghan and the Turkish rulers slowly intermingled 
and adopted our culture, with their dynasties being 
Indlanised and Delhi became their own home. The result 
was again a 'wonderful mixed culture*. Many 3ufl saints 
came to India during this period and u^re ^uenced by 
virtues of our culture, which they adopted into their 
culture. Even the Bhakti Movement of the ISth and 16th 
centuries aimed at revival of our ancient culture paving 
the way for composite culture. 

The rule of the Mughals in India was no less great 
event. The great Mughal ruler Akbar believed that ‘every 
religion leads to the same end“ and formulated a new 
religion 'Dln-i-BIahi' or 'Divine monotheism'—^whlch 
however was a futile exercise. Nevertheless, no one 
can disregard the impact of this new religion on our 
culture. 
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The Britlah Rule and the ‘Renaissance* 
The Europeans, particularly the British who came to 

Inilia as traders—slowly converted the country Into their 
colony. Tliou|»h. a school of thought favours the Idea that— 
‘the loss of poliUcal freedom led inevitably to cultural 
decay': the idea is nol favoured by all. It does not even 
appear reasonable In say that a highly civilised nation like 
ours succumbed to external aggres.slon so easily—which 
led to its cultural decay. Most reasonable Idea seems to 
be the one. which says that ‘there was an internal decay 
prior to colonisation l)ut spread nimpantly after aggression'. 
Bill even during this tierlod because of its assimilative 
power. Indian cullure absorbed many good things from 
the West like science, literature, art, administration etc. 

nie 20th Century witnessed the renaissance of our 
composite culture. Raja Rammohnn Roy, SwamI 
t’lvekanauda. Oayanand Saraswathi and the likes are 
n?garded as Ihe ‘calalysts of Indian rcco\’cry‘. Nol only 
Indians, hut many Westerners also worked for the revival 
of our ancicnl cullure, wliicti had much to olTei- like 
painting, sculpture, archaeology, religion, philosophy, 
liiiguislics and much more. Thte opened the floodgates for 
tlic visit ol iiuuiy scliolars, thinkers, writers, philosophers 
a;ui tlir likes Iroin Europe. 

Tlie work nl arcliaeologists. cpigrapliisis and art crlUcs 
^!ikc .lames Kergiisson, Dr. Fleet. Percy Brown. Sir John 
I Marshal revealed t he glory of our ancient past. Itenowned 
historians like S.ircar. Uhaiidarkar, Ranade. Todd. 
ICIpliiiisioii wrote aboiil glories of the India's jiast. Many 
Europe.xn scliol.irs iiMstcrcd ancient languages of India 
like M.'ixrnullcr. ('hailcs Wilkins William Jones. Kiltel and 
'iiiicrs Thev trausl.ucd ni.inv classical Sanskrit .and other 
l;uii>uage w<iiks iiiio European languages, that acted as 
.’.II eyc-oiTciicr to nco literate Indian masses. This kindled 
a sense of n.iuonal pride and nationalist feeling in the 
minds ol our upcoming educated middle classes. 

fCvcii altei independeiirc. many Tibetans were given 
ii-tuge in India anil once again the magical spell of our 
l oniposiie culture is at work to amalgamate the goodness 
I'/l TitH'tar. cullure. 

Bcliiiul I he entire dynami.sm .ind progress, there lies a 
lilillo.sophic Ideal of‘comvMjsile cullure'that again revolves 
.Hound llie iiiiegr.it ion of mankind, the stress on goodness, 

^ii-autv ami tnitli - lint never 'acquisitiveness'. Our basic 
'"■'I ''lire itscli is a lileiid of‘tolerance and reasonableness', 

ihc acccpt.incc ol Irec lliouglit in mailers of i'aitli, a strong 
will to live and let live—wlilc’li may be a Iruili behind our 
firogre.ss. 1 leiiceiorlli. wr can proudly claim oimselves to 
oc the pan and panel of a coitunon culture—whether wc 
arc Ilindiis. Muslims. t:lirl.s*‘ans, Jains. Buddhists. Sikhs, 
i’arsi.s and anyone, lor thi-y were all party to creation of 
'his unique cullure. endemic’ to India alone. However, it 
Is liniH’issiiile lor anyone to conclude the cultural survey 
of India—as he <iocs with the Greek or the Roman or the 
U<ibyloniaii. tor. Indian culture is still vibrant, still very 
much alive as it wr.s in the past, as it is today and surely 
A’lll continue till inankind lasts. 

Tile same zeal and great ideals that drove us through 
die darkest of dark days will certainly continue to guide 
u.s in all adversities as this Invocation from the L/ponts'liud 
gPfS- 

".A.sfata rna sad gamai/a V Tomaso ma JyotUyamaya 
MritUforma ainruthaitgamaya". 

^'’hlch means, 
"Lead mcifram unreal to the real; 
I^atl rm-\from darkness to light; 

Lead me from death to immortality'. □ 
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And Now 

Super Brain Awards 
Super Personality Awards 

It was indeed a mindblowing extravaganza that saw the rallying point of India’s brains and beauties at the CSR Awards '99 
ceremony at the Convention Hall of the Ashok Hotel in New Delhi on the glittering evening of February 14, 1999. 

It goes to the credit of CSR to nave assembled under one aegis a rich mosaic ot India's beauties and brains, a feat never before 
acnomplisned by any other organisation, government, private or voluntary. 

While Nobel Laureate and Bharat Hatna, Prof. Amartya Sen won the prestigious CSR Man of the Year Award, eminent 
journalists, educationists and, intellectuals Mr. Justice P.B. Sawant, Chairman, Press Council of India, Prof. V.R. Mehta, Vice- 
Chancellor, University of Delhi, Prot. P.K. Dave, Director All India institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi, Mr. Virender Mohan. 
Editor-in-Chief, United News of India and Mr. Joginder Singh, former CBI Director bagged the Super Brain of India Awards. Besides 
Film, TV, and stage personalities Kumar Sanu, Mamta Kulkami, Varsha Usgaonkar, Satish Kaushik, Anand Raj Anand, Penaz 
Masani, Bhupinder Chawla 'Bhupi', Bali Brahmabhatt, Dhrya Chauhan, Sapna Awasthi, Raju Manwani and Vikas Bhalla, the 
celebrities from the world of entertainment walked off with the Super Personality of India Awards. 

For CSR the evening of February 14, 1999 was also a fascinating rendezvous with the future of India—the youth fired with a 
mission to change the course of events for the better. While Ms. Abhijita Kulshrestha and Mr. Amav Medhi wrested the Super Brain 
Youth Awards, Ms. Purva Merchant and Mr. Iqbal Wani bagged the Super Personality Youth Awards. 

The Super Brain Super Personality Contest 2000, open to all citizens of India in the ago group of 20 - 27 as on June 1, 1999. 
will be conducted in two stages. As part of Stage I, there will be a Super Brain Essay Contest every month. Four new topics for 
the Essay Contest will be announced. The candidates will write an essay on any one of the following topics. 

FOURTH SUPER BRAIN ESSAY CONTEST 2000 

Topics 

First Prize 

Consolation 
Prizes (Eight) 
Finalists (Twelve): 

(I) They Died So That We May Live—A Tribute To Our Jawans 
(II) MultinatlonsI Corporations—Saviours Or Saboteurs 
(III) Role Of Women In Nation Building 
(iv) Religion And Science 

Intellectual Trophy of the Month (Three Oays/Two Nights 
Stay In Musaoorle—Rs. 6000 Hotel vouchers), Books 
worth Rs. 750 and a Certificate 

Books worth Rs. 300 each and a Certificate 
A Fully Paid 4 Days-3 Nights trip to Delhi. 

As suggested by most of you, there will be four First Prize Winners every month. In other words, four essays on four different 
topics will be chosen for the Four First Prizes. In each contest will thus emerge four Intellectuals. All the four first prize winning 
essays will be published in CSR. The duration of the Contest will be six months. ^ 

At the conclusion of tfie 6 month Essay Contest, all the 24 prize winners will be sent a General Knowledge Paper (Descriptiw 
Type) as the second part of the Stage I of the Contest. On the basis ot the evaluation of the answers of the General Knowledge 
Paper, there would be a final selection of 12 contestants out of the 24. 

As part of the Stage II of the Contest, all the 12 finalists will be invited to participate in the Super Brain Youth Contest 2000. to 
bo held in New Delhi in February/March, 2000. The second stage of the Contest will comprise the following three phases; (i) A Short 
Essay Writing contest on a given topic. (Maximum marks 100); (ii) Personality Assessment, Group Discussion, Interview, etc. 
(Maximum marks 100;; and (iii) General Knowledge round. (Maximum marks 100). 

The General Knowledge and Extempore Speech rounds will take place before a large gathering of invited guests. 
On the basis of the performance of the second stage of the Contest, the panel of judges will select Super Brain 2000. Two 

Runners-up (I and II) will also be selectea. 
Winners of Super Biain Youth Awards will get many other prizes in addition to a Return Ticket to LONDON, Super Brain Trophy 

and a Gold Medal. There will be a lot of other prizes and aurprlasa for winners. 
THERE IS NO ENTRY FEE. Entries fc- Essays should pot exceed 2000 words and should be typed double-spaced on one side 

of the paper and must be accompanied by latest (1) passport size (bust) and (2) full-length black and white photographs. Photographe 
should be taken in formal dress, l.e., men wearing a suit/shIrt wKh tie and women wearing a blouse and saree/top and skirtf 
salwar kameez as if appearing for an interview/Personallty Test Name, address and telephone number (along with STD Code) 
of the contributor along witli biodata must be written on the first page of the entry and only name on the back of the photograph. De 
not write anything, or sign or affix rubber stamp on the front of tha photograph. Mutilated or old photographs will not be accept^^ 
Handwritten entries or entries without photographs and IncomiMete biodata will not be considered. All entries received will 7 
the exclusive property of Competition Success Review. Only original essays will be considered. The contributor will be solely 
responsible for any violation of the Copyright Act where the material submitted for the Contest is not original. Editor's decision wi* 
be final and binding. Prizes can be substituted. No correspondence will be entertained in this regard. Entries should be 
marked “CSR Super Brain Contest 4” and addressed to Competition Review Pvt. Ltd., 604 Prabhat Kiran, Rajendra Piace< 
New Delhi-110 008. Last date for receiving the entries for the Fourth Super Brain Essay Contest 2000 is September 30, 1999 
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To Preserve Our Norionoi Sovereignty And Security, Indio Has Done 
The Right Thing By Becoming Nuclear And Going In For Missiles 

Procedure 

The procedure involves summoning of 
:he candidates of approximately same ag;e. 
.•ducational and experience level, competing 
•oT the same job or opportunity and 
iubjecting them to the GD Test. In this group 
here are eight candidates who are seated 
n a closed circle, which enables each to 
jbserve the other members of the group 
Afithout any hindrance. Each candidate has 
jeen assigned a roll number, also called as 
■best number, since the number prmted on 
I cloth is worn on the chest and back. Thus, 
lot only the candidates, but also the 
■\aminers can readily recognise who is 
loing what in the group. During the test 
?arh member of the group is addressed by 
IIS chest number. For the GD Test, none 
from the group is designatc'd as chairman, 
Jjsident or leader. On the other hand, they 
CSi'e been informed that it is only an 
nforinal friendly chit-chat and the 
andidates can carrj' on the discussion in 
vhatever %vay they want. 1 he group is given 
1"' to ."Ml minutes to <-omplcte the exercise. 

Presentation 

We present hero the tape-recorded version 
ii .1 'live' Group Discussion conducted at 
he Competition Success Institute. The 
'Xpert examiners of the institute have given 
tieir comments at appropriate places which 
vill help our readers to appreciate correctly 
lie various aspects of the Group Discussion 
leM and understand the exercise better. 

I he examiner alter explaining the task, } 5 modus op’erandi and subject for the 
>.'.s.sion withdraws to the background ^ 

'pjving the group completely free to carry 
>n with the discussion on their own. Though 
lot visible to the group, he is able to observe 
ind listen to the group deliberations from J 
'IS seat behind the smoked glass screen. ^ 

Progress ^ 

As soon as the examiner turns his back, 
he candidates feel a bit free. The tension is p 
‘a‘'ed and they start talking in low murmurs ” 
'■'th their neighbours While one or two 
'■mam silent, there are others who indulge S 
a cross talks. Soon the tempo of these asides g 
fid conversations increases and the volume jj 
'• the noise goes up leading to confusion as q 
'll seem to be talldng at one and the same 
•me. At this stage, we find No. 5 raising 

voice to the extent he could be heard by 
Jk'n the group and addressing the entire jj 

No. 5 : (Displaying a friendly, disarming tl 
and sincere warmth) Friends ; May I rr 

ijpk your kind attention for one moment tl 
'lease. Pardon me for my interruption, but c< 

■^’MPcrmoN s JccEss rivikw, September 

vi 
o«t oi cyi^ 

eUintentt 

. to ktek>«tori ttt« 
^scntiMons. iti4i}tn% to 

Hm ift iitfrito ill>TO<fa«dto 

i^A «tul ««o»t lajks, the 
pttooitMl leader, ceaeclooe of toe 
tone lindf, tidtes toe totoattoe to 
&i^i^.cnder af toe tonmb All toie be 
4i^ Mid celcnlettog 

^'tooto' dl^eadtog''Mi)totoit' 
-tooMiee wtw'. provoke 

l have something important to say. And, of 
course, it concerns all of us. (The eonfident 
and assured manner w wludt No. 5 addresses 
others with his pleasant, friendly approach 
brings immediate silenre and order in the group 
The asides, whispers, cress *alks, etc., cew-e and 
all ryes are turned towards No 5. Since he 
mriitioned that he had something of interest to 
speak about, the curiosity of all is aroused.) 

No. 2 : Yes No. 5. You said that you had 
something of lommon interest to tell us. 
Pray, go ahead. 

No. 5 : Well, dear friends, we have b( c-n 
given a task in this test, which is to discuss 
the subject : "'to Preserve Our National 
Sovereignly And Security, India has Done 
the Right Thing by Becoming Nuclear and 
Going in for .Missiles." Our success in this 
test xvill greatly depend on our ability to 
complete this task, that is, the group 
discussion on this subject within the time 
limit set by the examiner. You all know that 
he has given us half-an-hour to complete 
the discussion I am afraid, already five 
minutes are over and we are yet to begin 
the discussion. Ixt us rush things a bit to 
complete our task on time. 

No. 2 ; No. ?. What is your problem ? We 
have already been discussing the subject, I 
mean, each one with his neighbour before 
you interniptcxl. At least 1 was talking about 
it to No. 3. I also saw others talking to one 
another, but I do not know what they talked 
about. You can be sure most of us have been 
discussing the subject only. Now, you are 
holding up oiir discussion. 

No. 5 : (Smiling) 1 do agree with you. 
No. 2. Most of us have been talking to our 
neighbours, friends. As you said we have 
been talking in asides and cross talks. But, 
as you would all readily agree, that is not a 
Group Discussion 

No. 2 : All right man, do not talk in 
riddles. For heaven’s sake, tell us plainly- 
what you want us to do. 

No. 7 : Why ask No. .5 7 1 suggest we 
elect a leader. He can conduct the disaission 
and tell us what to do. 

No. 5 : Thank you. No. 7. I suppose it 
will be a gixxJ idea to have a chairman. But 
I got the impression that Ihe examiner did 
not favour our electing a i hainnan. Now, 
No. 2, will you agree to art as the chairman? 

No. 2 : No, no, nut in«' please. You say 
the examiner didn't favour the idea. Then 
why do you ask mo to be the chairman? Do 
you want me to get black-listed? 

No. 7 : Well, I did not hoar the examiner 
telling us not h' have a »-hairman t thought 
lie gave us full fri*edom. 

No. .5 : You are very right No. 7. The 
cxamini*r did not spell it out in so many 
words. Put, if you all remember, he 
emphasised that this is only a fryndly chit¬ 
chat and not a formal debate. He clarified 
that anyone ran say anything as and when 
he feels like. There is no need for voting, 
"‘c. But all Ihe same everything was left to 
us. 'nierefore, if we wish to have a chairman, 
we can certair ly h.ive one. Now that No. 2 
has declined to art as chairman, what about 
you Mo. 7 ? Would you like to be the 
chairman please ? If there are other 
contestants or x’olunteers. then 've can go 
in tor an election, 

No. 1 ; You can ask No H, who is my 
neighbour here. Earlier, he was telling me 
that he wa ; the college union president. 

No. 8 : Let us first ask No 7 if is his idea 
that we should have" a leader. 

No. 7 : No, thank you. 1 don’t want to be 
the chairman. It looks to me that No. 5 is 
nght. After all, A friendly chit-chat and a 
formal president wlio will a>ndvict a debate 
do not go together. 

No. 5 : Okay, No. 8. That leaves you as 
the sole volunteer to act as chairman. You 
can take charge and procet’d further. You 
have to hurry as wc might have already 
eaten up five minutes by now. 

No. 8 : What is the point? You all have 
said that a chairman is not necessary. No. 7 
has himself changed his mind. 



No. 2 ; Hey Nu. S, as 1 said in the 
beginning, you can tell us liow we could go 
about the uisk and complete it succc.sslully. 
Come on. Let us hurry, please. 

No. 5: Friends, 1 submit that each one of 
US talk on the subject for two minutes in the 
first ixiutid. Or, sliall I say, lor nut more 
ttian two minutes please. Thus, every one 
of us will gel a chaiue to place our views 
before the group. Alter one round is over 
we can have aiiothei lound to (xiunter the 
arguments or answei cnticism. 

No. 7: Who will set the ball rolling. Also, 
who arc to be Nos. ?, 3, 4 and so on 
speakers. We have to decide these things 
also. 

No. 2: Why don't you tn* the first speaker 
No. 7 ? 

No. 7 : Why not you No. 2 ? 
No. 1 ’ What about those who should 

speak for the motion and those against it? 
We must know who is going to be on which 
side. Then oniy the order and sequence of 
speakers can be decided. 

No. 5 : One minute please. Although, 
what No.l says would be ideal, we do not 
have time for all these. Secondly, they arc 
not required for a friendly chit-chat. Ail that 
is required here is for everyone to express 
his views to the group on the subject. No. 1 
said that No. 8 is a good speaker. Let us 
then start with him. Thereafter, we go in 
clockwise fashion, which means after 8, it 
would be Nu. I, then 2, .3 and so on till we 
finish the round with No. 7. After the 
first round, we can repeat the process for 
the second round. Now, No 8, please go 
ahead. 

Comments; Sour no leader was desianated, 
iuitialli/ toe found some delay, suspense and 
confusion in the j(roup aclivity yetting started. 
There uvre only asides and emss talks in the 
beginning. At this stage Nu. 5 displayed 
initiative, assumed resfwisihility and became the 
natural leader He cleared the ground and asked 
the group to come to grips with its task. After 
fwsing some challenge to No .'5 in the opening 
phase. No. 2 extended giHtd support to No. 5. 
When there was strong opposition from No. 7, 
the situation was handled with tact and 
imagination by No. 5 The opportunity to act as 
chairman was offered by No to Nos. 2, 7 and 
8, but a'l declined the offer Thus, No. 5 stood 
fully vindicated in his views and stand. Again 
it was lift to him to find a workable solution 
and he ably motivated No. 8 to start the 
discussion. We find all those, including No. 7 
aud No. 1 who voiced some opposition to No. 5, 
ultimately becoming his ardent and willing 
followers. Besides No. 5, Nos. 2, 7,1 ami 8 haiv 
partia/tated actively and an their own during 
the preliminary phase. Nos. 3, 4 and 6 have 
remained as mere spectators and no active 
contribution was made by any cf them. They 
did not speak or express any opinion. Neither 
any of them volunteered to be the chairman or 
the (^nmmg speakei. A-: a consiyuence, they have 
been ignoted by the active participants. However, 
No. 5, as a good leader, has seen to it that they 

had their due share of opportunity to express 
their views and play their part in the group 
task. Thus, No. S has emerged as the natural 
and able leader with ideas and resourcefulness. 
Nos. 2, 7 and 8 have followed suit and given 

support to No. 5. But they did not display 
enough dash and enterprise to capitalise on the 
oppoiluHitics offered to them. None oj them 
agreed to be tlw leader. No. 5 being the twtural 
leader did not require any official mantle. 
Further, we find tlwt No. 5 has always placed 
the interest of the group and those of others 
ahead of his own. Thus, he did not volunteer to 
be the official diairiuan or the first speaker. 
Uncfficially, he has been both and that is the 
secret of his success. 

No. 8 ; Gentlemen, I wish, first of all, to 
thank No. 5 and, of course, everyone else 
also in the group for giving me the honour 
and privilege to be the opening speaker in 
this Group Discussion. 1 feel honoured 
because this is a very distinguished and elite 
gathering. All of you arc graduates and post¬ 
graduates of distinction, each one a scholar 
and a specialist in his field and in his own 
right. To be frank, i icel diffident to face 
.such an august gathering and that is the 
reason I did not v«iture on my own to covet 
the honour of being the individual to 
inaugurate the proceedings, despite the 
good natured promptings made by my 
esteemed friend. No. 1. Cruming to No. 5) 
Mr. Chairman, Sir, you are the Chairman in 
fact, indeed, the de facto leader. President 
and Chairman. Like an uncrowned, but 
most beloved monarch, you are. Sir, our 
dearest Chairman. Die second reason is my 
personal weakness. Well, my dearest friends, 
I am not overstating the fact when I tell you 
that this may be tlic 1000th time that I am 
addressing such meetings. But, i have never 
addressed a gathering till date which did 
not have a Chairman or President. Since 1 
am addicted and accustomed to address the 
honourable Chairman, it Ls but natural that 
I cannot overnight talk to a gathering 
without a chairman, all the more so, when 
we are privileged to have a bom President 
in our midst. 

No. 5 ; {At this stage No. 5 tactfully 
interrupts him) Thank you No. 8. As an 
opening speaker you have done an 
admirable job. Now the time is over. We all 
will be eagerly looking forward to hear you 
again during the second round. Now, No. 
I, your turn please. 

Comments; No. 8 has got the gift of the gab 
and fiassesses fluent and powerful expression. 
But hr is not realistic, rational or logical. He 
lacks organisational .sense. He beats about the 
bush all the time and has twt referred to the 
subject even once. Maybe, he is shallow and 
lacking in ideas. He tries to impress the group 
by praising No. 5 and, using bombastic and 
flowery language. A humbug. Rejected. 

No. 1 : Gentlemen, having heard the 
wonderful opening speech of No. 8,1 really 
get nervous to stand up before you and 
make a speech. To be frank, 1 am nu match 
to Mr. No. 8, or for that matter, I can't even 
rate myself as a patch on the subject to our 
Mr. President. {He looks up to No. .5) 

Well, Sir, since No. 8 has named you ai 
President, 1 am duty bound to follow hi: 
tradition. {At this stage No. 2 slowly whisper, 
to No. 1). 

No. 2 ; No. 1, the suited is "To Preserve 
Our National Sovereignty And Security 
India has Dcme the Kight 'I hing by Becoming 
Nuclear and Going in for Missiles". 

No. 1: {hastily adds) Well, No. 2 you 
speak louder. I want to be correctly informel 
about it by the President, i mean No. 5 
Never mind. As No. 8 has demonstrated 
we can speak on any subject equally well 
Our esteemed Chairman .said that this is i 
friendly chit-chat and everyone has ful. 
freedom to express his honest and humble 
opinion. Sorry No. 2, I will also talk aboul 
this subject during the second round. 1 
would like to hear the views of No. 8 and 
also our President first, before 1 offer my 
own. {Turning to No. 5) Yes, Sir, you are 
looking at the watch. The time is up and ] 
stop now. 

Comments ; No. 1 is just an imitator am, 
lacks originality. He is also devoul ideas as lu 
avoids the subject even after being told about it 
Further, his forgetting the subject itself indicate! 
his lack of interesl and enthusiasm. He did mil 
volunteer to t'peak when the opportunity wat 
offered to him Instead, he passed the baby on tc 
No. 8 and suggested that he should bell the ot^ 
As this candidate is a vain individual devoid ry 
ideas, he will he of no use to the organisation. 
Rejected. 

No. 2 : Friends, our subject for the 
discussion roads that "To Preserve Our 
National Sovereignty And Security, India 
has Done the Right Thing by Becoming 
Nuclear and Going in for Missiles". I am 
entirely in agreement with this proposition. 
To saft'guard our hard-won freedom and 
protect the sovereignty and integrity of our 
motherland, it was a right step in the right 
dirtx;lion. In fad. it was long over-due. Our 
dilty-dallyiiig and dithering on this vital and 
strategic front, when India had developed 
the requisite know-how h) go nuclear as 
early as 25 years back in W74 resulted in 
Pakistan catching up with us as Nuclew 
Power. Now that both, our enemies in tl)l 
west fPakistan) and north (China) art- 
Nuclear Powers, our decision to go nuclear 
is fully vindicated. Our i.'ncmies would think 
twice to attack us. Even during the recent 
Kargil conflict, Pakistan when forced to 
retreat, consequent upon India's counter 
offensive, didn't dare to use its nuclc.'ir 
bomb—though it threatened to use this 
deadly weapon as a blackmail tactic, since 
it knew pretty well that India too could 
retaliate and pay't in the same coin. 

Comments : No. 2 has been giving gooJ 
support to No. 5 in coordinating group activity 
and launi:hing the group on its task. His 
approach is systematic, swift and to the point- 
He is able to project his views in an orderly 
manner, assigning proper priorities as per Ins 
judgement. He is confident, bold and 
adventurous. A hard-working as well 
imaginalive candidate who is eager to do wA 
Socially well adjusted Selected and accord 
above average rating. 

No. 3 ; Gentlemen, you see, I support 

No. 2. I agree with him in all respects and 

1 have nothing to add. Thank you. 
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Commt»tt:No. 3 has not made his prtseaes 
felt bjf the group. His contribution towards group 
task is literally nil. He has thrmghout been a 
mere spectator. As this candidate is dull and 
unenterprising he will not be able to function as 
a succes^l leader. Rejected. 

No. 4 : Well, thank you all. I welcome 
India becoming a nuclear power and going 
in for missiles like America, China and 
Russia etc. Then we don't have to go to 
l^reign countries. We can get everythir^ 
here. We liave got many scientists. We can 
do better than Pakistan. 1 support No. 2.1 
vote for the proposition. 

Comments ; Candidate No. 4 is talking in 
fits and starts in an incoherent manner. His 
idais are limited and hazy. He b unable to 
analyse the problem in depth, arrange hb ideas 
according to their importana and priority, and 
argues hb case in an analytical and objective 
manner. As this candidate is confused and 
lacking in organising ability, hb chances of 
becoming a successful leader are remote. At best 
he could serve as a folloioer and he useful when 
able guidance is available to him. Rejected. 

No. 5: Friends, whether India should go 
nuclear or not, had become a highly and 
hotly-debated issue for years. There had 
been some hard-core supporters of the 
nuclear deterrent theory advocating that 
India should manufacture nuclear bombs 
and missiles to protect its territorial integrity 

sovereignty. 1 fully support their view 
and I am proud that ultimately their view 
has been upheld. I think India has taken a 
right decision at the most appropriate time 
in going nuclear otherwise Paidstan, our 

sworn adversary since birth, which 
detonated a nuclear device just 2 weeks after 
Pokhran II, would have overtaken us and 

blackmailed us on Kashmir and other issue 
threatening our very existence. With th 
acquisition of nuclear capability, our aim i 
to develop a nuclear deterrent against am 
evil designs of biith China and Pakistan am 
also to pressurise the nuclear powers to g« 
in for a complete nuclear-fret* world. Then 
was also the danger of terrorists in differen 
parts of the world acquiring nuclea: 
capability and blackmailing non-nuclea 
national governments. Even though nuctaa: 
development is cosily yet nali.,.>al securit] 
is paramount for ccononnc growth anc 
development and thus it was wortl 
becoming nuclear whatever be the costs 
There cannot be any compromise on matteh 
involving national security. 

Comments ; No. .S reveals excellent grasf 
over the subject. His views are highly matura 
and realistic. Hr b able to think of natioHOt 
interests and security in an objective and rationa, 
manner and project hb m-guments in a logkm 
and convincing way. In short, he is abu-it 
examine a problem in Us proper perspecttve ant 
entirety. No. 5 has been very successful in 
cmitiiig a strong as well as favourable imjutel 
on the group by hb positive and dynamic 
approach. A /msilive leader with proven capacity. 
Selected and awarded top rank rating in tht 
group. 

No. 6 : Friend.s, we all know that soonei 
or later, most of the countries in the world 
will acquire nuclear capabilities. The ability 
to produii* nuclear bombs and weapions and 
deliver them accurately on selcHTted enemy 
targets by means of hallislic missiles cannot 
tor ever remain the monopoly of only the 
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learning. 

Applications are now 
Invited for admission Into: 

1. P G Diploma In 
Adverthting Managbment 

2. Diploma in 
Advertising Management 

EueiaiuTv: Degree and 10+2 
respectively. 
The courses arc concfcicted 
through correspondence. You 
can combine the course with 
your other studies or 
employment. Students can 
earn extra credits for field 
work, projects and summer 
training. Placement support is 
available. For full details 
please read the Course 
Details booklet. 

How to opply 
Write to Director for 

Application form. Advertising 
Career Guidebook and 
Course Details booklets. The 
booklets are free of cost. 

Encioso: (I) Brlid details of 
your age, qualification, 
occupation (11) 2 (two) self- 
addressed slips of paper, with 
your address written In camALs. 

Tho 
■ /Advoitielna 

Caroor 
0«ld.lHK* 

Tile Advertising fereer 
Ouidebcxik published by tiie 
Institute contains alt the career 

information a beginner should 
know. The main topics are; 

• The different kinds of jobs in 
udveitising 

• How to get thrill 

• Qualifications needed 
• How to start 

• What can you cam 
• Future prospects 
• Where to get training 

and 21 more topics on the 
career. The Guidebook is sent 
free with application form. 

INSTITUTE OF 
COMMUNICATION 
MANAGEMENT 

147/C-31, Mh Croat Rood, 
HMTLoyaul. R.T. Nogor, 
Bongoloro S40032 
Niom:3431744.3334128.3434907 
Fox; (080) 3433853 
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big powers. In fact, this aspect was rudely 
brought home to all concerned when India, 
without external help, exploded its own 
nuclear device in Pokhran on May 11, 1999 
and became a member of the exclusive 
nuclear club. Apart from Pakistan, Israel and 
South Africa too seem to have gained 
nuclear capability. Canada, Australia, Spain 
and some South American countries are also 
said to possess nuclear capability. Therefore, 
Pakistan going nuclear should not unduly 
disturb us. S^ondly, we know that arms 
race will not solve any problem but only 
create more problems. In my view when ail 
countries have acquired nuclear capability, 
it will automatically become redundant as 
is the case with poisonous gases and 
chemical warfare. Poison gas was used in 
World War 1 but it never surfaced during 
World War II and in Vietnam. When both 
sides have this power, it will cancel itself 
out. Finally, India is loo big a country for 
Pakistan to swallow. We have ta.stcd our 
Independence and no one can lake away 
our freedom from us. I feel the answer was 
to find other solutions to keep Pakistan and 
China in check rather than jump into a 
nuclear race. Right now poverty, illiteracy, 
unemployment, ill-health and the like are 
our major and bigger enemies. They are 
more dangerous for natioiitil freedom than 
Pakistan's nuclear capacity. We should 
review our foreign policy. Perhaps, we could 
have got nuclear guarantee from both the 
'JS^ and Russia against nuclear attack on 
us. We may ultimately succeed in getting 

nuclear war banned from the world. 
Gandhiji, a single, frail individual, gave us 
a new weapon of 'Ahimsa', and freed our 
country from the British yoke to us. India 
can again provide a new solution to the 
global nuclear threat. India must try and do 
its duty with courage and wisdom. I am 
positive we will succeed. 

Comments ; No. 6 has spoken well and 
argued a difficult case with remarkable 
imagination and persuasion. He has been quite 
successful in creating a very favourable and 
strong impact on the group with this single 
performance of his. In the earlier stages he 
remained a mere onlooker. However, when his 
turn arrived, he has proved lobe a capable and 
resourceful person who could face the challenge 
with courage and competence. He has plenty of 
ideas and his arguments are rational, methodic^ 
and with training his mildness am be easily 
overcome. Select^. 

No. 7 : Friends, our friend No. 6 has 
brought out some new points and I think it 
is important that we take a closer look at 
some of them. As you would appreciate they 
are not only controversial but have a vital 
bearing on the security and defence aspects 
of our country. To be brief, the theme of 
No. 6's presentation is that India should not 
have gone nuclear notwithstanding the fact 
that Pakistan too has exploded a nuclear 
device. His hope is that since poison gas 
has gone out of use, nuclear weapons will 
also go out of use. In my considered view 
this is not a correct comparison. In the case 
of poison gas, it was meant for the front¬ 

line troops and subject to wind and othi 
climatic conditions. It could cause mm 
damage to the user and his civil populatio: 
But atom or nuclear bomb can be droppp 
on major cities and industrial centres as w. 
done in Hiroshima and Nagasaki of Japai 
If we had no capacity for nuclear retaliatin' 
then Pakistan and its ally China could easi 
blackmail us. Secondly, we cannot depen 
on the goodwill of the big powers. The 
will put their own interests before our 
We can see how America has abandune 
Taiwan, Vietnam, Iran, etc. What is worsi 
to gel their pnitection you have to becom 
a satellite of the super power, mortgagin 
your independence and sovereignty. No 
also spoke of economic and social problem- 
But 1 wish to emphasise that nation.- 
security and survival take precedence ovt 
everything else. India's security, surviva 
integrity and honour as a free and sovereig 
nation are more important than anythin 
el.se. 1 am sure you all will agree with m 
on this. Tliank you. 

Comments : No. 7, toho lias been displayin 
hiilialioe and taking part in the group 
deliberations from the early stages, has no. 
demonstrate.1 that he has the resources an 
ability to stand up to stiff lompelition an 
challenge and turn the tide in his favour, h 
has a good and firm grip on the subject. Hi 
ability to persuade and niolhvle others, especiall 
under adverse circumslanres is very high. N 
doubt he plays on the nnolwnul side of hi 
audience but his arguments ore also uieighii 
rational and coiivinring. Selctted. 

BUIIDYOUR 
CAREER 

ei^The British Institutes 
Popular Home Study Courses Designed by Experts 
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Latest In General Knowledge 
Abv. 

TRIPS : Trade-Related Intcllecutal 
iperty Rights 
The United States on August 5, 
)9 sought global trading nations to 
ummit to a January, 2000, deadline 

implementing the World Trade 
,;anisation's agreement on Trade-Related 
ellectual Property Rights. The agreement 
lich be came in effect from July 1, 1995, 

a time-table for its implementation, 
lile developed nations like the US, were 
•en one year to implement the 
juircinents; developing countries shifting 
ni centrally- planned economies five 
irs, and the least developed countries 
X.’'s) 11 years. 
KDSO : Research, Designs and Standards 
itanisation 
The Research, Designs and Standards 
i;anisation, the Re.seaich and Development 
ng of the Indian Railways which has its 
idquartcrs at I.uckiiow, has launched its 
•bsite on the Internet with an access site 
hftp;//rdsoorg. 

Rabindranath Tagore's Death 
inivcrsary : (Turudev Rabindranath 
.’.ore's death anniversary was observed on 
i>;ust 7, 1999 
Hiroshima Day; I Iiroshima in Japan was 
nenibered on August 6, 1999. It was on 
fiday 54 years ago that Hiroshima became 
it", t citv ever where the atom bomb was 
.'t'ped by a US B-29 bomber ['ttolu Cay. 
M'ul MihtHHI people were killed in the 
inbmg. 

loth Anniversary of Man's Moon 
nding : The 30th Anniversary of Man's 
Khiig un McKin was celebrated on July 
■ IW. Thirty years ago on July 1%9, Neil 
nistrong, lidwin Aldrin and Michael 
ilhns weie launched on journey to the 
■on where Armstrong and Aldrin became 
• first and second men to set focit there 
>pi’i tively on July 20, 1969. 

(0) 

Mr. Dave succeeds I HUMAN DEVI 
Lt-Cen. S.K. Stnha The UNOP Human O 
W.M.), «» S“i«5S!rajS 
of Assam who was Into a compoatta Hun 
holding the additional Tha sraphlc ahowa tl 
charge of Arunachal v/s-a-Ws lhair par ca 
Pradesh after the 
retiteinent ot Mr. Mala 
Prasad. 

Executive Director, 
IMF : Mr. B.P. Singh 
was appointed Exe- 
cutive Director ot the 
IMh with effect fnim / 
Augu.st 1, 1999. i 
Mr. Singh had earlier K 
served as the Secretary 
in die Home Ministry , m ' 
and later as the Health ■ 
Secretary. 11 ^ \ ^ 

Chief Minister, 1 
Haryana : 'Uie Indian \ 
National Lok Dal Vv ^ 
(INLD) leader Mr. Om V , 
Prakash Chautala was 
sworn in as the Chief 
Minister of Haryana 
on July 24, 1999. 

King, Morocco : 
'The Crown Prina* of 
Morocco, Mr. Sidi \ KBK Infographics 
Mohammed was 
enthroned as the King of Morocco, after the 
demise of his fat.her King Hasan II on 
July 23, 1999. 

Chairman, UGC; I3r. Had Pratap Gautam, 
Acting Chairman of the University Grants 
Commission (UGC) was appointed the 
Chairman of the UGC on July 22, 1999. 

Finance Secretary : The Information and 
Broadcasting Secretary, Mr. Piyush Mankad 
was appointed the new Finance Secretary 
on July 19, 1999. 

Additional Solicitor-General : Mr S.S. 
Jaisinghani, a lawyer of Mumbai High 
Clourl, was appiiinled Additional Solicitor- 
General of India. 

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT RANKINUS1999 
The UNOP Human Development Report ranks 174 countrtea on the 
baelB of meeauring human devalopmani by combining IncHcatora ot 
life expectancy, educational attainmant and adjuatad raai Income 
Into a compoaita Human Developmeni index (HOI). 

The graphic ahowa tha HOI rank of aeleei counirlaa 
v/s-a-Wa their per capHa real QDP. 

- X' X ' 

X \ xX#^ i 
/M 

KBK Infographics 
Saurei Humn Dmiapimiil thport 1M9, UNO^ 

Prime Minister (Acting), Russia : 
^'ladimir Putin, the former security head 
Vussia was appointed acting Prime 
Ulster of Russia replacing Mr. Sergei 
Tashin on August 9, 1999. 
Govemoiv Anmachal Frade^ : Former 
’•el of Research and Analysis Wing (RAW) 
r Arvind Dave was sworn in as 
' Governor of Arunachal Pradesh on 

wPErmoN SUCCESS review, September : 

A Si« of Colour; The book is wntten by 
Sunetra Gupta. It is a story of the Roys 
who live in a house called Mandalay in 
Calcutta. Alter independence, and the 
eventual partition of the country, the family 
fortunes fluctuated with their wealth 
receded. One of the family members, 
Debendranath, who was last seen on a punt 
on the Cherwell in Oxford, was presumed 
to be dead when he could not be traced. 
However, the mystery unfolded after two 
decades when Debendranath returned to 
the family house which is in ruins. 

Subrahmanyam Committee ; The 
Government announced on August 4, 1999 
Ihjt the four-member Committee headed 
by noted defence analyst Mr. K. 
Subrahmanyam, will review the events that 
led to Pakistan's aggression on Kargil. 

Manufacture of Bofors Guns : The 
Chairman of the Ordnance Factory Board, 
Mr. D. Rajgopal said on July 18, 1999 that 
the 1.55-mm bofors guns that playcni a 
significant role in evicting Pakistani 
intruders in Kargil operations, would be 
manufactured in the ordnance factories of 
Kanpur and Jabalpur. 

DU'S School of Correspondence Courses: 
The Elelhi University has done away with its 
School of Correspondence Courses. Now it 
has adopted the Open University system for 
distance education, said the university 
sources on August 3, 1999. The Open 



Manu Shri Award : Telu{(u writer. 
Or. Malati Chendur wa.H awarded the Manu 
Shri Award on July 25, 1999. 

Indira Priyadarshini Vrikshamitra 
Award Mr. Ramesh Sharma, 
Superintendent of Railway Police was 
selected for Indira Priyadarshini Vrikshamitra 
Award for 1999. The award carries a cash 
component of Rs. .50,000 and a plaque. 

UNESCO's Cities for Peace Prize: Hanoi, 
the capital of Vietnam, ha.s been chosen as 
winner of UNESCO's Cities for Peace Prize 
for the Asia Pacific, it was announced by 
the Hanoi People's Committee on July 26, 
1999. 

International Prize for Film and Media 
Music : India's sitar maestro Pt. Ravi 
Shankar received the coveted International 
Prize lor Film and Media Music for 1999 in 
Bonn on July 24, 1999. The award has been 
instituted by the German government's Art 
and Exhibition Centre 

Langley Gold Medal : Two of the Apollo 
11 crew members, Neil Armstrong and 
Edwin Aldrin received the prestigious 
Langley Cold Medal for aviation in 
Washington on July 20, 1999 to mark the 
30th anniversary oi man's first landing on 
the moon. 

National Film Awards ; The National 
Rim Awards were announced on July 16, 
1999. Vinay Shukla's Godmother bagged six 
awards including Best Actress—Shabana 
Azmi; Best Lyric Matt Re Mati Rc■—Jarved 
Akhtar; Best Male Playback'Singer—Sanjeev 
Abhyankar for Sum re Ithaik; Best Editing— 
Renu Saluja; Bust Music—Vishai Bhardwaj 
and the Best Feature Film in Hindi in the 
language category. While Ajay Devgun was 
named the Bc^t Actor for his performance 
in Mahesh Bhatt-directed ?.akhm. (He shared 
the award with M.alayalam actor 
Mammootty for his pertonnance in English 
film Hr Baba$ttheb Amhedkar directed by 
Jabbar I’atei.) Alka Yagnik won the best 
Female Playback binger Award for the film 
Kuch Kuch Hola Hui. Shyam Benegal's latest 
film Samar bagged two awards including 
the Best Feature Film as also for the Best 
Screenplay tor Ashok Mitra. 

UNESCO Literacy Prizes : India's 
National Literacy Mission (NLMj has been 
selected for the UNESt l >'s Noma Literacit 
Prize tor 1999 in revognition of its efforts to 
"galvanise activities towards national 
integration, conservation ot the 
€Mivironinent, promotion of women's 
equality ana preparation of family customs 
and traditions besides producing teaching¬ 
learning materials, training establishing 
autonomous education bodiei-, creating 
educational awareness and raising the 
demand for quality and quantity of primary 
education. The award carries $15,000 and a 
silver medal. The Corresponding Services 
of the Literacy Movement Organisation of 
Iran has been selected tor Malcolm Adiseshiah 
International Literacy Prize for providing 
learning opportunities to those who seek 
knowledge but cannot attend literacy 
classes. Thu Family Literacy Programme of 
the Basic Skills Agency, UK, was cho.sen for 
the International Reading Association Literacy 
Award. The King Sejong Literacy Prize has 
been shared by the Directorate for Adult 
Literacy and Training, Ministry of National 

Education, Niger and the Ministry for the 
Promotion of Women and Human 
Development, Peru. 

H.K. Firodia Awards for Excellence 
in Science It Technology : Dr. K. 
Kasturirangam, Chairman of ISRO and two 
other Indian scientists. Prof. M. M. Sharma 
and Dr. Paul Ratnaswamy were selected for 
this year's H.K. Fircidia Awards for 
Excellence in Science & Technology in 
recognition of their contributions in space 
technology, study of heterogeneous chemical 
reactions and work in the field of industrial 
catalysis respectively. 

Best Institution Award ; The Project 
Directorate of Biological Control, Bangalore 
was presented the Best livstituticin Award 
1998 by Indian Council of Agricultural 
Research (ICAR) on July 16, 1999. 

[g| 
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Buddhist Site Found ; The Arrhaclogical 
Survey of India (ASI) has found a rich 
Buddhist site at Sanati in Gulbarga district 
of Karnataka as per the report on August 7, 
1999. According to the Director General of 
ASI, the site bears significance because it is 
the first time that any anthropomorphic 
representation of Emperor Ashoi» has been 
discovered with identifying inscriptior 

Mughal Coins Found: Two ancient coins 
belonging to the period of Mughal Empiemr 
Aurangzeb have been discovered at Yalagi 
village in Gulbarga district in Karnataka. 
One was a silver coin, minted at Bijapur 
in the State and the other a copper coin, 
minted at Surat in Gujarat. The coins would 
help study the genealogy of the Mughal 
Kmgs. 

Nuclear Scientists Develop Zireatoy-I : 
Indian scientists and engineers at 
Hyderabad-based Nuclear Fuel Complex 
(NFC;, a major unit of the Department of 
Atomic Energy, have successfully developed 
and produced, for the first time in the world, 
a critical component for nuclear reactors 
called ZinaloyA (square channel) through 
the seamless route. The unit produced the 
square channels for the Tarupur Atomic 
Power Station, alter its .supply was stopped 
by the United States, Canada and Japan 
following the post-Poklirau-il sanctions 
imposed on India. The NFC has already 
fabricated 80 ch.iniu-is each costing 
Ks. .5 lakli and sent them to Tarapur. Nearly 
100 channels were mquired for "recharge" 
of the reactor every year. A huge amimm of 
foreign exchange had to be spent earlier for 
the import of these channels. SouUi Korea 
has lecciitly placed an order with the NFC 
for the supply of Zircaloy-4 bars for use in 
nuclear reactors in that country. 

Inpip 

INS Viknmt The Maharashtra 
government presented a cheque of 
fo. 5 crore to the Navy on July 29, 1999 for 
work on dry docking and repair of the de¬ 
commissioned aircraft carrier, INS Viknmt. 
The fund is meant to help convert the 
Navy's former flagship into a maritime 
museum. 

HLL Rated Most Admired Compan 
Ambani Most Admired CEO : Accoidir 
to a survey released by Taylor Nelson Sofre 
Mode (TNS-Mode), on July 26, 199 
Hindustan Levjer Ltd (HLL) has bem rate 
as the Most Admired Company in tl 
country. The Chairman of the Reliant 
Industries Ltd. (RIL) Mr. Dhirubhai Amba 
is the Most Admired Chief Executive Offio 
(CEO) while the Tata Group Chairma 
Mr. Ratan Uita wa.s rated second. The sup 
H's list of the most-admired CEOs all 
tiKludes Narayan Murthy of Infbsys, Ar 
Ambani and Mukesh Ambani of RIL ar 
Rahul Bajaj of Bajaj Autos. 

Calcutta Renamed ; The West Beng. 
assembly unanimously adopted a noi 
official motion on July 20, 1999 changir 
Calaitta's name to Kolkata. 

Biggest Desalination Plant : Bhar, 
Heavy Electricals Limited (BHEL) h: 
commissioned India's largest rapacil 
desalination plant on a turn-key basis i 
the Gulf of Mannar along Tamil Nadi 
The soa water desalination plant, wit 
approximately one million gallons per di 
capacity, is expected to cater to the drinkir 
water requirement of over 2._5 lakh peop 
in 296 villages of Ramanathapuram distn 
of the State. 

India Among 22 Countries with High' 
Informative National Website : Accoidir 
to a survey released on August 3, 1999 t 
the International Y2K Co-operation Cent. 
(1Y2KCC), a Umted Nations-backed grou 
funded by the World Bank, India and 1 
other nations, have ''highly informativi 
nalional government websites. The survt 
which was conducted in July 1999 lists apa 
from India, the following countne 
Australia, Botswana, Canada, Chile, Franc 
Iceland, Indonesia, Ireland, Japan, Keny. 
Lithuania, Mexico, the Netherlands, Not 
Zealand, Philippines, South Kore. 
Singapore, South Africa, Uganda, UK an 
the USA. 

Chamer,. Stage-Il Project : Acti% 
construction work on the 300-niw Chamer 
Stage-II Project in ILmachal Prude's!; lu 
started following an agreement with th 
Indo-Canadian Hydro Consorfium in jul 
1999, as per the announcement by th 
National Hydro-eiect"K' Power Cnrporatm 
on July 28,1999. The project is estimated t 
cost Rs. 1,^00 crore and is to be complele 
within tive years. 'I'he projc'ct is located o 
the Ravi near Chamba and its mai 
components are a 39 metre high conciei 
dam, a 7.86 km long head race tunnel, a 
underground power house comprising thte 
units of 100 mw each and a 3.6 km long ta 
race tuimei. 

Nathpa Jhakri Power Project ; Nathp 
Jhakri Pow'er Project in Himachal Pradt* 
which is under construction is the coun^ 
largest underground hydel power pwjM 
its power plant is also perhaps the mot 
enviroiunent-friendly, witii the largest wat* 
diversion tuimel in the world. It is expecte 

to generate an ambitious 6,700 million unit 
of energy and provide 1,500 mw of powe 

(Continued an page Idf 
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Indian And Global Environment 
^ Management Aptitude Test, May 1999 

All India Management Aptitude Testing Service (AIMATS) 
J. 1. In 1999, Pete Sampras became No 2 
,1 short time only. Who became No. 1 
ing that period 7 
i) Chang 
!) Moya 
i) Krajicek 
li He ne%'er became No. 2 
». 2. Who is the Indian cricketer to have 
vd 3 centuries in a row in his first 3 test 
ches ? 
1) Sachin Tendulkar 
:i Kapil Dev 
h Mohd. Azharuddin 
I) Sunil Gavaskar 
! .3. Ihe cricketer who acts in a T.V. Serial 

Vi Salil Ankula (2) Nilesh Kulkarni 
% Abhay Kuievilla (4) Nobody 
). 4. What is the nickname of Kumble ? 
l> limmy (2) Jammy 
i) Jumbo (4) Jet 
>. 5. Who among the following has taken 
fastest fifty wickets in One-day 

rnationals till 1st April, 19997 
) Sncjlain Mushtaq(2) Ajit Agarkar 

5) Kapil Dev (4) Courtney Walsh 
). 6. In Wrestling (WWF), the Undertaker 
nown as 'The Phenom' Then who is 
vvn as 'Stone Cold Steve Austin' ? 
) The Phenominum (2J The Rattle Snake 

') The Cooperator (4) Bad Boy 
!• 7. tn which of the following cities, 
nhle took 10 wickets in an innings 7 
T Calcutta (2) Chennai 
r -agpur (4) Delhi 
t. 8. When Kumble took 10 wickets in 
linings, who among the following took 
'■iilch to dismiiw the last batsman ? 
) Kabul Dracid 

■) VV.S. Laxman 
) Mohd. Azharuddin 

■) N'avan Mongia 
'■ 9. What is the folk dance of 
;h.ilaya 7 

• ‘^ati (2) Loho 
" Bamboo Dance (4) Khantum 
'• II). There is a traditional flower 
ngement called .4thapoo. In which 
'al IS this used 7 
< Onam (2) Rath Yatra 

Teej (4) Pongal 
1- 11. Kuchipudi is a dance drama of rof the following States ? 

^dhra Pradesh (2) Kerala 
‘J Kamauka (4) Tkma Nadu 
!• 11 Who gave the Kamatic music its 

form ? 
0 Shyama Shastri (2) Thyagaraja 

Furandaradasa (4) AmJadAHKhan 

Q. 13. 'Peace on Earth' is the message of 
which of the following festivals 7 

(1) Diwali (2) Holi 
(3) Christmas f4) Dussehra 
Q. 14. Which place is known as Queen of 

the Arabian Sea ? 
(1) Kochi (2) .Alappuzha 
(3) Punjab (4) Mumbai 
Q. l.S. Betwa river joins the 
(1) Canga (2) Yamuna 
f3) Brahmpiitra (4) Sone 
Q. 16, "Business At The Speed of 

Thought" is the title of a recent h'.Kik by 
(1) Rajeev Gandhi (2) Rahul Bajaj 
(3) Bill Gates (4) Bill Clinton 
Q. 17. A recent Computer Virus which 

left a large number of Internet and e-mail 
users reeling under its impact was called 

(1) Friday the 13th (2) Y2K 
(3) Melissa (4) Hiawatha 
Q. 18. A monument erected in honour of 

a person buried elsewhere is called 
(1) Cenotaph (2) Epitaph 
(3) Epitome (4) Semaphore 
Q. 19. The theory that refers to an 

explosion about 10 to 15 billion years ago, 
which most astronomers believe to be the 
origin of the Universe, is called 

(1) The Red Shift Theory 
(2) Relativity Theory 
(3) Big Bang Theory 
(4) Titanic Theory 
Q. 20. Which creature in Greek mythology 

has the arms, shoulders and head of a 
man, while the body and the tegs that of a 
horse ? 

(1) Centaur (2) Achilles 
h) Apollo (4) Cupid 
Q. 21. Unit Trust of India's headquarters 

is located at 
(1) Mumbai (2) Chetmai 
(3) Calcutta (4) New Delhi 
Q. 22. 'India Brand Equity Fund' was 

established in the year 
(1) 1992 ' (2) 1998 
(3) 1995 f4) 1996 
Q. 23. Brand name 'YKK is related to 
(1) Cars (2j Cellular phones 
(3) Zip (4) Shoe Polish 
Q. 24. One-rupee note bears die signatures 

of the 
(1) Governor of Reserve Bank of India 
(2) Finance Minister 
(3) Secretary, Ministry of Finance 
(4) President of India 
Q. 25. VIP suitcases are being 

manufactured by 
(1) Tata Plastic Products 
(2) Blow Plast (India) Ltd. 
(3) Asian Plastics Pvt. Ltd. 
(4) None of these 

Q. 26. Actors get Oscars, Advertising 
Campaigns get Clios, what do Best Direct 
Marketing Comp.iigns get ? 

(1) The Dimark (2) The Assets 
(3) The Best-effort (4) The Echoes 
Q. 27. Dp Boer's has the world monopoly 

In diamonds. Recently, another diamond 
company tried to challenge its monopotoy 
but was cnished. Name it. 

(1) Cali Diamonds, Hungary 
(2) Agile Diamonds, USA 
(3) Hilfy Diamonds, Germany 
(4) Aigvie Diamonds, Australia 
Q. 28. Name the brand that advertises 

itself witli the slogan 'The Vision of Sound'. 
(1) Samsung TVs (2) Thomson TV's 
(3) Sansui TV's (4) BPI. TV's 
Q. 29, 'Peter England' is the brand name 

of 
H) Shirts (2) C7igarettes 
(3) Shoes (4) Carpets 
Q. 30. "That which we call a rose, by any 

other narpe would swell as sweat". Who 
said these words 7 

(1) George Bernard Shaw 
(2) Shakespeare 
(3) John Milton 
(4) Robert Brownmg 
Q. 31. National Income is the 
(1) Net national product at market price. 
(2) Net national product at factor cost. 
(3) Net domestic product at market price. 
14) Net domestic product at factor cost. 
Q. 32. Ferozabad in U.P. is famous for 

its 
C) Leatlier industry (2) Glass industry 
(3) Rubber Industry 14) Cotton industry 
Q. 33. Fiscal policy moans 
(1) The ciedit policy 
(2) The planning policy 
f3) The taxation policy 
(4) The e.xpenditurp and public debt 

policy 
Q. 34. Which of the following is not a 

financial instiUition ’ 
(1) laCI (2) Lie 
(3) IDBT (4) IIPA 
Q. 35. 'Oral-B' is the brand name of which 

of the following products ? 
(1) Contraceptive pills 
(2) Softivare 
(3) Mouth freshener 
(4) Tooth brush 
Q. 36. 'Quetzal' is the currency of 
(1) French Guyana (2; West Indies 
(3) Guatemala (4) Luxembuig 
Q. 37. Which day is celebrated as the 

International Labour Day? 
(1) Isl January (2) 2l8l July 
(3) 3lst December (4) 1st May 

(Contmued on page 134) 
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Data Sufficiency And Data Analysis 
Management Aptitude Test, May 1999 

All India Management Aptitude Testing Service (AIMATS) 
(Qs. 1 to 20) : In these I Q. 10. A certain bookshup sold 92 copies I Why Factor 

X + l/3y 5 

Directions (Qs, 1 to 20) : In these 
questions, each question is followed by 
two statements labelled A and B in which 
certain data is given. You have to decide 
whether the data given in the statements 
are sufficient to answer the question. Using 
the data given together with your everyday 
knowledge, choose your answer as 

(1) If statement A alone is sufficient but 
statement B alone is not sufficient to 
answer the question. 

(2) If statement B alone is sufficient but 
stalomcnt A alone is nut sufficient to 
answer the question. 

(3) If both the statements A and B 
together are sufficient to answer the 
question but neither of these alone is 
sufficient to answer the question ; and 
choose 

(4) If A and B together are not sufficient 
to answer the question and additional 
information is required. 

Q. 1. What is x ? 

A . 2x t 10 -- 35 B ; X + y - 17 
Q. 2 What is X ’ 

A : X ( z -- 23 B ; 3x - 35 = 10 

Q. 3. What is V ? 

A : l,'2x 4 V 5 B ; X 4 l/3y 5 

Q. 4. What is /. ? 

A : 3x I 45 t 5? -- 120 

B ■ 4x t 72 ♦ ty - 130 

Q. 5. How l.ill IS rnmendii ? 

A : S<injfeva is 5 It 7 inches. 

B . S<in|a) is t<iller llian Purnoitdu. 

Q. 6. Is Di'llii ilu‘ most piolluted city in 

the world ? 

A ; Delhi is the most polluted city in 

India 

B : Dt'Uii IS the capital «t India. 

Q. 7. Wluil marks h.nve been obtained by 

Akshav ? 
A : Aksh.iy's marks an* the average of the 

marks ot Namita and Mona. 

B ; Namita obtained KO marks and this is 

.33”'.. iiuire than the marks obtained 

by Vtona 

Q. 8. Is I ieatitrow the busiest airport in 

the world 7 

A : On an average, a flight takes off every 

2 minutes fnim lerminal 4. 

B : Then* .ire no flights between 10 p.m. 
and 5 a.m. 

Q. 9. How mucli weight did Sherla lose 

within first one week of her dieting ? 
A : She lost 300 grams per day during 

the first month. 

B : She lost 250 grams per day during 

the second munth. 

Q. 10. A certain bookshop sold 92 copies 
of Bill Gate's book 'BUSINESS AT THE 
SPEED OF THOUGHT' during the first day. 
What percentage of his stock of this book 
did he sell on that day ? 

A : The total number of books with this 
title on stock is 230. 

B : There arc a total of KXXI books in his 
store. 

Q. 11 Did Jayalalitha receive more than 
40% of the 30,000 votes cast in an election ? 

A : Mamata received 45% of the voles. 
B : Jayalalitha received exactly 11000 

voles. 
Q. 12. What is the value of y ? 
A : X - y = 3 B : y (x“) = 0 
Q. 13. What was the combined average 

attendance per game at the Jawaharlal 
Nehru Stadium for the months of June and 
July ? 

A : The total attendance for the month of 
June was 23100 and the total 
attendance for the month of July was 
25,200. 

B : There were 20 games played in June 
and 22 games played in July. 

Q. 14. If t is a multiple of prime number 
S, is t a multiple of S’ 7 

A:S<4 B;t=18’' 
Q. 15. What is the area of a rectangular 

field whose perimeter is 40 metres 7 
A ; A fence around the entire boundary 

of the field is 140 meters long. 
B : Tile field is more than 20 meters wide. 
Q. 16. What is the value of the expression 

4x’y - 4x’/y 7 
A :x = 2 B : y - I 
Q. 17. If x* - y" = 0, what is the value of 

x* - y’ 7 
' A : x is positive B : y is greeter than 1 

Q. 18. What is the shortest distance 
between Delhi and Curgaon 7 

A ; [X*Ihi to Faridabad is 18 km. 
B : Faridabad to Gurgaon is 23 km. 
Q. 19. What percentage of families in the 

State of Kashmir have an annual income of 
over R.S. 2,50,000 and own a boat 7 

A; 28"/!> of all the families in the State 
have an annual income of over 
Rs. 2,50,000. 

B : 40% of the families in the Slate with 
an annual incoine over Rs. 2,50,000 
own a boat. 

Q. 20. What is the value of x 4- 3y 7 
A : X + y = 4. B : 2x + 6y - 15. 
Directions (Qs. 21 to 28) : These 

questions are to be answered on the basis 
of the table below giving the percentage 
of different factors that employees in a 
modem organisation want. 

Why 

employees 

like an 
organisation 

Why 

employees 

leave an 
oiganisatio 

71% Job Content 50% 
577» Opportunities S7% 
21% Training 21% 
29% Compensation 36% 
36% Company Image 7% 
29% Flexibility 0 
0 Sense of purpose 0 
7% . Leadership 21% 
79% Work Culture 7% 
0 Work Relationships 0 
21'::. Quality of Worklife 0 
NA Higher Studies 42^ 
NA Overseas 

Assignments 64% 
NA Personal Needs 29% 

if Q. 21. The single most popular factor t 
11 encourage employees to leave i 
s organisation is 

(1) Bad work culture 
(2) Not enough training 
(3) The attraction of foreign assignmen 

■*' (4) The desire to pursue higher studie 
Q. 22. For how many factors listed in tl 

table, is the percentage for cmployei 
leaving the organisation greater than tr 
percentage for employees liking a 

^ organisation 7 
j 0)2 (2)3 (3)4 (4) 
^ Q. 23. If the job content and the 

culture are right, approximately w" 
percentage of the employees would !■ 
happy in an organisation 7 

(1)90% (2) .30% {■S)7S% (4)51! 
[ Q. 24. Which factor, other than wu: 
P relationships, .scene- to have no signifirat 

bearing on the employee liking or leavin 
an organisation ? 

(1) Work Culture 
le (2) Flexibility 
)f (3) Sense of purpose 

(4) Quality of worklife 
:e Q. 25. The percentage for all factm 
ir contributing to an employee leaving a 

organisation can be expressed as muitipl' 
h of 7 (including 0), plus or minus 1. There 
10 only one multiple of 7 which does not ocfu 

in the data. What is that 7 i. 
(1) 7 (2) 21 (3) 14 J# 
Q. 26. If the total number of empIo}’e( 

le m an organisation is 14{X), approximate! 
is Itow many of them would leave th 
ie organisation on account of tile compensati'' 
a package 7 

(1) 700 (2)420 (3)98 (4) S'" 
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Q. 27. Which factor is twice as important for employees to leave 
p organisation as the training being provided by the organisation ? 

(1) Personal needs (2) Higher Studies 
(3) Leadership (4) Job Content 
Q. 28. Of the fourteen factors identified in the problem, how 

uny have absolutely no significance as far as influencing an #yea's decision to leave foe organisation is concerned 7 
3 (2) 5 (3) 6 (4) 4 

DirecHont (Qi, 29 to 34) : These quetUons axe to be aiuwcred 
n the basis of the following : 
Ten students - L, M, N, O, IJ Q, R, S, T and U graduated from 

torld University in foe years 1971-1975, two students per year. 
M graduated the year before Q. 
P and R graduated together before 1975. 
Q and N did not graduate in the same yesui S and T graduated 

igefoer. 
Q. 29. All of the following are possible orders of graduation, 

arting with the 1971 pair of graduates EXCEPT 
(1) s, T; P, R; M,0; aN; L,U 
(2) S, T; P, R; M,N; Q,0; L,U 
(3) 0,U; M,N; Q. L; 1', R; S,T 
(4) P, R; M,U; Q,L; N,0; S,T 
QJO. Which of foe following could be in foe pairs that graduated 

. 1971, 1973 and 1975 respectively 7 
(1) O, U, N (2) O, L. U 
(3) L, N, S (4) S, N, P 
& 31. If Q, T and U graduated in 1972,1973 and 1975 respectively 

xrO and M graduated together, which of the following must be 
ue ? 
(1) L graduated in 1972 
(2) N graduated in 1974 
(3) P graduated two years before N 
(4) R graduated before 1974 
Q. 32. If O and U graduated together, and Q graduated in 1974, 

hich of the following must be true 7 
(1) N graduated in 1974 (2) N graduated in 1972 
(3) L graduated in 1974 (4) R graduated in 1972 
Q. 33. If P graduated in 1973 and L and O graduated together, 

hich of foe following are the only years in which N could be one 
■ the pairs of graduates 7 

(1) 1971 and 1972 (2) 1971 and 1974 
(3; 1971 and 1975 (4) 1972 and 1974 
Q. 34. If L, O and U each graduated in an even-numbered year, 

ite'' of the following must be true 7 
w P graduated in 1971 (2) O graduated in 1972 
<3) Q graduated m 1972 (4) N graduated in 1973 
Directions (Qs. 35 to 40) : These questions are to be answered 

It the basis of foe following data for costs incuired under different 
rads for creating an Internet-based learning site: 

Head Annual cost incurred 
(in Rs.) 

Leased Line 10,00,000 
Computer Hardware 12,00,000 
Projection Equipment 2,50,000 
Manpower 7,50,000 
Utilities 1,50,000 
Teaching Aids 3,50,000 
Maintenance 50,000 
MiKellaneous 2,50,000 

Q. 35, The total annual expense for foe centre is how many times 
^ expense for the Leased Line 7 

4 (2) 3 (3) 2 (4) 1 
■^36. In a pie chart, the angle at the centre for the Computer 

Ftdware part of the atutual cost is 
I (1) 90’ (2) 108° (3) 72° (4) 36° 

37. The total cost of Computer Hardware , Manpower and 
faintenance is what fraction of foe total atmuai cost of the centre 7 
[ 0) 50% (2) 70% (3) 30% (4) 40% 

MBA Entrance 
is not a 

selection exam. 
If s a rejection 

procedure. 

Lci s l.i'f i' ;hc‘ MBA Fnti.inif' i-x.in's loi picmi.T 

manaijiTnor!; inMitu'os arc iio fiicr.K They .in' dcvqn*'>d 

to <iivpidiify most siiiflenis /vK> t.ikc them and to snlcrt 

only 'hose with the aptitude to lii in:;) ‘he i'x.)<.tiiig, 

unrelenting world of managnnir'nt- A world that 

casts away failures as 'losen, and tiestows the 

'winners' with rich rewards 

ENTRANCE 2000 : 

Brilliant understands this 

world and that's why our 

course is systematic, 

M exhaustwo and exacting. 

With 120 Sectional ’ests focused on strengthening your 

reading comprehension, verbal ability and problem 

solving skill.. 38 Comprehensive Model Tests f26-CAT, 

3-XlRI. 2 each on FMS, BIM, GMAT, 1 MAT. 1 IlFf, I- 

IRMA) and i Seif-Administcied Mock Tests to hone your 

speed and precision A National level F.nai Rehearsal Test 

under shicl exam condit'ons to gel you rcarjy for the 

actual event Finally, first hand tnining for Group 

Discussion and intervi.-w, connucted m 4 metros 

Brilliant's Course for MBA Entrance. 
Tough training for tough exams. 

BrilhaWs fosliil Coune Inr MHA tnirana inc/mm \iiu fur 
the (.'AT<it USAplu- the e.iamt ul XI.RI, IRMA Hiiiii/ tM ('h'/j RIM, 
IMS. m, un. Ml MDl im'BM. 1 a I'm A P Jum .VW/VfS’rrr 

Write toi free pioipectiis 

MiSSIMi 
iFF3iT;Tr 
You cain’t prepaire batter 

0m.4996-CS.t2MasilamaniSI.1 Nagai Owmai600017 Pli 434209914lln4s)Fu'4343829 

Also opan: TARGET-MBA (fourae for MBA Entr. 2001 starting with CAT 2000 
(for students in the pre-final year of college.) 



BELLEVUE 
IVERSITy 

iha ONIINE 

inm BsHeww UnlinRiaJaMnu, VSIL 
First fully accredited American online MBA programme in 
India. 

Accredited by it>e Nodi' Central Assodafion of Sdiools & Colleges, 
Chirjgi) USA 

Eligibility : Senior / Middle Management Professionals, 
Engineering / Post Graduates, CS, CA, ICWA & CFA. 

Graduates (10 >«' 13) witl need to dr a Bridge prograiTiine which 
can be pursued along with the MBA Piogramme. 

Complete your MBA Degree in 18 months, all degrees are 
awarded by Bellevue University, U.S.A. directly. 

Pursue this MBA degree from anywhere in Irrdia or Abroad, with 
]ust a PC Modems Internet connection. 

Specializations in Marketing, Finance, MIS, Accounting, 
International Management & Business Administration. 

Small batch size to ensure individualised attention. 

The Bellevue Online MBA enables maintenance of your 
current work schedules. No classroom lectures • moat exams 
also online. 

US News & World Report lecognises Bellevue University in the 
Top 5 Universities m Mid West USA for Business studies. 

Majority of Bellevue faculty are Doctorates with real world 
experience • you can access them, as well as University’s 
Bookstore, Library,Technology Centre & Student Services, 
24 hrs. a day, 7 days a week. 

UPM Mayazire July 9B issue lists Bellevue University in the 

1 sf ’ I’ foi l.'i.stance Learning Business Studies. 

Corporate / Employer sponsorship encouraged. 

Opfoitu'iitv' to in’eiact A network with peers across the globe. 
For Application kIVprospectus Rs. 500/- payable by Cash, 
for outstation send Rs. 550/- by O.D. payable at Mumbai in 
favour of- 

Centre for International Management Education 

g 111"'. Sulai is -1. A Wing. t)pp, I .& 1 Gate No. 6, 
gg Saki Vihar Road, Andheri (I-). Minnbai - 400 072. 
GH I el.. 8^7 2T5y' 857 6322857 2016 Telefav 857 5361 

l-niail: ciinciu boin3 .vsnl.net.in 

OR (.'unt.Kt Or Marj- Hawkins, Vice President For 
nruuHinent & Outreach, Bellevue University, 
let • t4()2) :'i3 2031 Fav; (402) 293 2035 
E- -mail: inhawkins ^scholars.bellevue.edu 

Visi! the Bellevue University at www.beilavue.edu 
Online classroom at www.beiievue.edu/Onllne/lntro.htm 

Q. 38. If according to recommendations of TRAI, the annual o 
of a Leased Line were to be reduced to Rs. 1,00,000 per yeac wl 
would become the second highest component of the cost 7 

(1) Teaching Aids (2) Manpower 
(3) Projection Equipment (4) Utilities 
Q. 39. if there were another centre of a similar type whose exper 

on each item was 4 times that of this centre, and piecharts fbr^ 
were created, the ratio of the diameter of the pie chart for the ^ 
expen-sive centre to that of Ote less expensive centre is 

(1) 4 : 1 (2) 2 : 1 (3) 1 ; 2 (4) 1 
Q. 40. The money being spent under the head of Miscellanec 

is what percent of the total expense ? 
(1) 2.5% (2) 5% (3) 7% (4) 6.2; 

ANSWERS 
1. (1) 2. (2) 3. (3); Solve the equatioi 
4. (4): Since there are 3 variables, three equations are requin 
5. (4) 6. (4 
7. (3): Akshay = Namita + Mona, Namita = 80 

80 - Mona * 33% of Mona, i.e. Mona = 60 
•. Akshav - 70 

8. (4) 9. (1) 10. (1) n. (2) 12. (2) 13. (3 
14. (4) 15. (4) 16. (3) 17. (4) 18. (4) 19. Ci 
20. (2) 21. (.3) 
22. (1) ; Compensation, I.eadership 23. (4) 24. (.'^ 
25. (3) : 7"'o, 21%, 57% (+1) occur 13% or I47« or 15% does 

CKcur. 
26. (4) : 36% of 1400 = 504 
27. (2) : Training (21%), Higher Studies (42%). 
28. (4) ; Flexibility^ Sense of purpose. Work Relationship, Qua! 

of Wtirklite. 
29. (1) : Q & N cannot graduate in the same year. 
30. (3) : 1971 — LM, 1972 — QO, 1973 — NU, 1974 ~ PR, 

1975 — ST 
31. (1) 1971 — MO, 1972 — QL, 1973 — ST, 1974 — PR, 

1975 — UN 
32. (3) • 1971 — PR, 1972 -- OU, 1973 — MN. 1974 — QL. 

1975 — ST 
33. (2) : 1971 — MN OR Sf, 1972 — QU OR LO 

1973 — PR OR PR, 1974 — LO OR MN 
1975 — ST OR QU 

34. (3) : 1971 — MN, 1972 — I.Q, 1973 — PR. 1974 — OU, 
1975 — ST 

35. (1) : Total cost is 40,00,000 
36. (?) : 360-’ = 400(XK)0, 12001X10 = lOS" 
37. (i) 8. (2) 39. (2) 40. (4) ; 250000 = 6.25% of 400(KX 

Indian And Global Environment 

(Continued from page 131) 
Q. .38. How many National Water^vays are (here in India ’ 
(1) 3 (2) 5 (3) 7 (4i 
Q. .39. 7 o'clock safety razor blade is being manufactured !"> 
(1) Gillette 
(2) Poddar Group 
(3) Indian Shaving Products Ltd. 
(4) Sensor Excel Shaving Products Ltd. 
Q. 40. Wtwt docs 'Super 301' agreement of U.S.A. deals w'ltl"' 
(1) The trade retarions between the interested countries 
(2) Alleviation of poverty from the Third World 
(3) Foreign exchange crisis of the developing countries 
(4) None of these 

ANSWERS 
1. (2) 2. (3) 3. (1) 4. (3) S. (2) 6.(!1 
7. (4) 8. (2) 4 
9. (None of these): : The folk dance of Meghalaya isKhasiD^ 

10. (1) 11. (1) 12. (2) 13. (3) 14. (1) IS. (21 
16. (3) 17. (3) 18. (1) 19. (3) 20. (n 21. it) 
22. (1) 23. (3) 24. (3) 25. (2) 26. a)' J 27. (41 
28. (1) 29. (1) 30. (2) 31. (1) 32. (2) 33. (3) 
34. (4) 35. (1) 36. (3) 37. (4) 38. (2) 39. (31 
40. U) 
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>robatioiuiy Officets' Examination 
BSRB, Hyderabad 

(Exam Date ; August 29, 1999) 
Management Aptitude Test (MAT) 
^ India Management Association 

(Exam Date : September 5, 1999) 
UPSC Combined Defence 

Sendees Examination, 
September 1999 

(Exam Date : September 19, 1999) 
Recruitment Examination for 

Officers (Information Technology) 

B5RB, Baroda 

(Exam Date : September 26, 1999) 

JPSC National Defence Academy/ 

Naval Academy Examination, 
October 1999 

(Exam Date : October 3, 1999) 

SSC Combined Preliminary Exam 

For Matric Level Posts, 1999 
(Exam Date : October 24, 1999) 

^ Recruitment Examination for 
V. Clerks, Typists (English), 

Typists (Hindi A English), 

Stenographers (English) 
BSRB, Bangalore 

(Exam Date : October 24, 1999) 

Recruitment of Clerks Grade II/ 

Coin<Note Examiners Grade 11 

Reserve Bank of India : New Delhi, 

Hyderabad, Patna, Ahmedabad, Jammu, 

Kanpur, Guwahati, Thimvananthapuram 
(Exam Date; November 14,1999 [Expected)) 

Recruitment Exam for Bank Clerks, 
Stenographers and Typisbi 

BSRB, Chandigarh 

(Last Date ; September 6, 1999) 
(Exam Date : November 21, 1999) 

Recruitment Exam for Clerks, 

Typists and Stenographers 

BSRB (Central ''Iroup), Liu-know 

' ast Date : August 31, 1999) 
\i.xam. Date ; December 12, 1999) 

University of Roorkee Entrance Exam. 

for Admission to B.EyB.ATch. 

(Date of Qua). Exam. ; December 29, 1999) 

Joint Entrance Examiiution-2000 for 
Admission to Undergraduate Courses 

at Indian Institutes of Technology : 
Chennai, DelhL Guwahati, Kanpur, 

Kharagpur, Mumbai, IT (BHU), 

Varanasi and ISM^ Dhanbad 

(Last Date ; September 13, 1999) 
(Date o/ Screening Test; /anuary Z 2000) 

We are glad to announce a unique 
Memory Retention Contest (or the 
candidates appearing (nr the following 
examinations: 

(1) Probationary Officers' Exam, 
Conducted by BSRB, Hyderabad on August 
29, 1999, 

(2) Management Aptitude Test, 
Conducted by All India Management 
Association on S«^tember 5, 1999 

(3) Combined Defence Services 
Examination, Cnndticted by UPSC on 
September 19, 1999. 

(4) Recruitment Examination for 
Officers (Information Technology), 
Conducted by BSRB, Baroda on Septem^r 
26, 1999. 

'Die three candidates, who collect the 
maximum number of questions askixi and 
send the same to us, will he awa-'ded 
First, Seamd and Third Prizes of Rs. 1000, 
Rs. 500 and Rs.' 250 respectively. Ten 
Consolation Prizes (Bcxiks worth Hs 100 
each) will also be awarded 

Eadi of the above examinations will count 
separately for the purpose of the award. 

Decision of the Editorial Unanl will be 
final. Entries should be addresstHi to the 
Editor, Competition Review Private 
I jmiteii, 604 I^abhat Kiran, Raiendrr Place, 
New DelhellO (KIK. I ast date for receipt of 
entries is October 10, 1999. 

Planning for a career in the U.S. P 
Z ... CHAMPLAIN 

COLLEGE UoA 
Accredited by NEASC, announces the following programmes in India 

BS in Oompu'tor Infornnatiion Systems & 

lA - Baohfftlors in Business Administration 

• Fully accredited U.S. Degree ^ 

• 1 Year completion programme br graduates, applying (dr U.S. Masters Degree smm/ 

• Oiplomo liolders evaluated on ifie basis of transcripts 
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INDIA 
(Continued from payc 22> 

Shakti and Samata Party to fight the coming 
elections. 

The pathmaking (pathbreaking ?) 
function in New I^elhi was graced by the 
presence of all concerned : the Janata Dal 
chief, Sharad Yadav, the Karnataka Chief 
Minister, Mr. J.H. Patel, the Samata Party 
leader, Mr. George Pernandes and Mr. Nitish 
Kumar and Mr. Ramakrishna Hegde of the 
Lok Shakti. 

In a swift move, the Dal group led by 
Mr. H.D. Dave Gowda removed Mr. Sharad 
Yadav from the post of party President for 
anti-party activities. The Samata Party and 
the Lok Shakti announced that they would 
unite with the Janata Dal and contest the 
elections under the common symbol—the 
arrow allotted to JO (United) bv the Flection 
Commission. 

Prominent among tho.se who have 
remained with the JX'X'e Gowda faction arc 
Mr. Madhu Daiulavate, Mr. Jaipal Reddy, 
Karnataka Deputy Chief Minister 
Siddaramaiah and Mr. ('.M. Ibrahim. This 
faction-Janata Dal (Secular)—has been 
allotted the symbol of "larmcr driving a 
tractor" sinri* the earlier lanata Dal symbol 
wheel has been frozen by the Election 
I ommission. 

The Lok Sh.ikli President, 
Mr. Kamakrishna i legde, said that the 
decision ol the thri'e parties (Lok Shakti, 
Samata Party and Janata Dal) to come 
together wa.s the culmination ot parleys held 
during the last eight months. "We will nes’er 
allow a woman of foreign origin to become 
the Prime Miiiisier. It will be a great disaster 
and we will never allow il " 

Mr. Rain Vilas Paswan, once a staunch 
critic of the B|P, jiistiiieii the idea of joining 
the NDA, saving that 'W per cent of the 
United Front had already joined hands with 
the BJP. 

The toTinal merger ol the Samata Parly, 
the Lok Shakti and the lan.ita Dal (IJniteil) 

Janata Dal (Sharad) President Sharad 
Yadav and Ram Vilas Paswan after 

appearing before the Election 
Commission on party symbol issue in 

Sew Delhi on August 3, 1999 

would take place only after the Lok Sabha 
elections though all the three would take a 
pro-BJP line. 

During its 22-year history, the Janata 
I’arty has split at least 13 times. It all began 
with the merger of the Bharatiya Jan Sangh 
and the Congress for Democracy of Jagjivan 
Ram in 1977. Charan Singh and Mr. George 
l-'emandes broke away from the party to 
form the Lok Dal in 1979, making the first 
rupture. Soon after the Jan Sangh, assuming 
the name of BJiaratiya Janata Party, broke 
away from the Janata Party in 1980 
on dual membership of RSS and Janta 
Party issue. 

The Janata Dal was formally A>prn in 
Bangalore in October 1988 and there 
emerged the rebel Congress group led by 
Mr. V.P. Singh. Split after split plagued the 

Janata Dal through 
the yeans by the 
events in 1997 when 
Mr. Ldloo Yadav 
walked out of the 
party to form the 
Rashtriya Janata Dal. 
And now comes the 
split in July 1999. On 
the virtual end of a 
Third Front in Indian 
politics. The Hindu 
says in its Leader; 
"More than the death 
of the Janata Dal as a 
party, what is of 
concern now is that 
the centrist political 
space has been 
left vacant. And 
that loo at a time 

when it was needed the most, to challenge 
the drift towards a majoritarian political 
ethos, especially with the Congress (I) 
increasingly consumed by a dynamic 
political culture, and its attendant risk of 
turning into an authoritarian power 
structure." 

Kamataka State Assembl; 
Dissolved 

The greatest fallout of the vertical split 
die Janata Dal was experienced in Kamata 
where the Karnataka Assembly w 
dissolved on July 22 by Mr. Khursheed Ak 
Khan on the recommendation of? 
Chief Minister, Mr. J.H. Patel, who a1 
sacked the Deputy Chief Ministi 
Mr. Siddaramaiah and seven other ministi 
loyal to the former Prime Minister. Mr. H. 
Dwe Gowda. The Gowda-faction, howev 
termed the dissolution of the Anembly 
unconstitutional and undemocratic as t 
Governor had accepted the recomme 
dations of a "minority" government. 

Chautala Succeeds 
Bansi Lai As CM 

As a sequel to a series of dramatic polibi 
developments in the wake of the fall of t 
Bansi 1^1 government following withdraw 
of support by the Congress to the H) 
Government, the chief of the Indii 
National Lok Dal, Mr. Om Prakash Chaub 
became the Chief Minister of Haryana i 
July 24, 1999. This was the fourth time SI 
Mr. Chautala became the Chief Minister 

Mr. Chautala emerged as the consens 
candidate of the INLD, the BJP, tl 
Haryana Vikas Party (Democratic) at 
six independents. In the 87-member Sla 
As.sembly, he has the support of 53 ML^ 

Closer Ties Between Indii 
And Namibia 

India and Namibia took a step towan 
closer economic cooperation when tl 
Namibian President, Dr. Sam Nujon 
signed two MoUs in New Delhi on July 2 
1999. One of the MoUs pertained to 
$5 million line of credit for easier facilitaiK 
of transfer of Indian technology to Nar;\iV><i 
companies. The second MoU was si^ 
with Depa'tment of Non-convention 
Energy Resources. 

Diiring his talks with the Indian Pnn 
Minister, Mr. Atal Behari Vajpayee, It 
Namibian leader discussed ways to revitalr 
the NAM. 

Dr. Sam Nujoma also addressed tJ 
Confederation of Indian Industry (Cll) a« 
mentioned textiles, apparel clothmi 
garments, leatherware, pharmaceutical 
plastic moulding and processing-of preooi 
stones as areas where assistance ftoi 
the Indian-lndustry would be appreciata 
Indian businessmen could also explo' 
opportunities in developing the cemd 
industry, agro-industry and mining. 

The Namibian President also visited d* 
Central Electronics Ltd at Sahibabad on 4' 
outskirts of the Capital and discus^ 
programme of cooperation between^ 
and Namibia in the area of photo-volu>° 

Namibia which is going to become a 
permanent member of the UN Securil 
Council next year, has also suppotl* 
India's stand on Kashmir. ' 
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Janata Dal (Cou'da> leaders S.R. Dummai, Mndhu Dandwate and 
Rapti Kaldate speak to media after a meeting with Chief 

Election Commissioner M.S. Gill on party symbol at 
the t'lertion Commission on August 2, 1999 
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How To Succeed 

In Civil Services Exqminotion 

(Conlinued from pa^e SCJ) 

Improve your communication skills by 
giving mock-interviews. These will also 
open you up. Ask your friends to grill you, 
so that you can face pressure from the Board 
easily. Always pause a bit before answering 
even if you know the answer. Do not give 
a hasty reply. Answer in an orderly and 
logical fashion and always look into the eyes 
of the interviewer while answering. Be polite 
and courteous. Don't be too much 
argumentative. Be consistent in your views 
i.e. just don't change your views because of 
the fact that the Bcurd is differing with you. 
Remember that they are ortly testing you 
and often even try to provoke you. C^ive 
balanced answers and avoid taking 
extremes. Alongwilh your preparation for 
die Qvil Services Examination, die following 
four elements are the pre-requisites for 
success in the examination. 

(1) Hurd Work—Remember that there is 
no substitute for hard work. .Mo genie is 
coming to help you. You have to finish the 
whole course by yourself. 

(2) Dedicalion—Dedication towards your 
duty always pays in life. Be totally dedicated 
towards your study. You will have to 
sacrifice something like movies, parties etc., 
at this stage of your life to achieve bigger 
things. Just work day and night and go on 
and on. 

0) Patience—As the Civil Services 
Examination spans a whole one year right 
from Preliminary stage to the Interview 
stage, it requires a lot of patience to maintain 
your tempo. At times you may fei‘I tired 
and sick of further studying during the 
course of your preparation, but don't throw 
the towel as yet. Maintain your cool and 
patience and go on. To take out your anger 
and frustration, talk to friends and parents. 
They’ll provide you with the inuch-mieded 
emotional support. 

(4) Self confidence—yciur self-confidence 
C.1II make the wliole difference. If you don't 
believe in yourself and your capacity to 
achieve then no matter how hani you try, 
you will ^nd up in failure. So your self- 
confideiKe should be at a very high level. I 
don't intend to say that vou should become 
over-coniident, but a good self-esteem 
matters. So to pep up your confidence level 
say to yourselt everyday in front of the 
mirror that you can do it and you will do it. 
You should be in the surroundings of the 
people who could ainstantly motivate you 
and inspire you. Keep a group of close 
friends with you who are as determined to 
make it to the Civ it Services as you are. This 
will make sure that if you aiv facing some 
problems in any subject then you can 
approach some one. Also while talking and 
discu.ssing with them you'll be exposed to 
different views. Tins wili also eiisun* that 
you can vent out youi frustration by talking 
to some one. Besides, good friends are 
always a source ot inspiration and 
motivation Q 

facing Tlie Interview Board 
(Continued from page 110} 

Sixth Member; Before foe break-up of foe 
Soviet Union, China was ranked as the 
second greatest Communist power in the 
world and today it is the number one 
Communist country. Do you think China 
will also undergo the fate of the former 
USSR ? 

Beena : The Western democracies and 
especially America were totally opposed to 
Communism. Today, after foe collapse of the 
Soviet Union, USA is foe sole super power. 
It would have tried its utmost to end 
communism in China as well as in the few 
other communist countries like North Korea, 
Vietnam, Cuba etc. However, China has 
leamt lessons from the mistakes committed 
by foe erstwhile USSR and is now emerging 
as a near superpower both economically and 
militarily. I feel it cannot be vanquish^ by 
USA. In fact, USA is now wooing China. 

Sixth Member : How is China trying to 
cope up with this American threat 7 

Beena: Internally, on the economic front, 
China has begun liberalisation and 
introduction of market economy in a phased 
manner. It has opened up its markets too to 
Western capital to a fair extent. On the 
political side, to neutralise the American 
thrust, China has begun improving its 
relations with various Asian countries with 
whom it did not have cordial relations 
earlier. It is making concerted moves to settle 
disputes with its neighbours like Japan, 
India, Vietnam, South Korea, Mongolia, 
Indonesia, Philippines, and other ASEAN 
countries etc. So also the leaders o^'other 
countries have visited Beijing. China is also 
out to improve its relations with the 
European countries. Since the Chinese are 
flexible and pragmatic, they may be able to 
counter successhilly foe Amencan threat and 
pressure. 

Comments : This candidate reveals 
commendable knowledge in international 
matters. Her grasp and understanding of 
complex issues is remarkable. Her approach is 
objectioe and analytical. She does not allow her 
views to be influenced by her personal prejudices 
or emotional involvement. She can be relied on 
to look ahead and plan effectively to cope up with 
future development. 

Concluding Comments :A cheerful, pleasant 
and charming candidate, Ms. Yadao is Isrm, akrt, 
enthusiastic and lively. Her general awareness is 
sund. She displays commendable xeM-power, 

motivating ability and dynamism. With her 
resolute, clear-cut approach and positive attilu^, 
she succeeds in creating a strong and fdvourabie 
impact on others. Her preparations are thorough, 
work methodical and well-organised. Her sdf- 
confidence is backed by sustained efforts and she 
is quite adventurous and enterprising. She uses 
her resources and imagirtation to advantage and 
finds workable solutions to complex problems in 
a realistic manner. Selected and specialty 
recommended. Q 

Latest General Knowledge 
(Continued from page 130) 

to the Norfoem Grid. The project is expertei 
to be completed by June 2000 at a cost u 
Rs. 10,000 crore. 

Project Tiger : The Government 
decided to add two more areas to the lYott 
Tiger, Nameri-Pakhui Inter-State T^ 
R^erve in Assam and Arunachal PradesI 
(about 1,000 sq. kms area) and Satpura Boi 
and Pachmarni Tiger Reserve in Madhy 
Pradesh (15,000 sq. kms). During the NintI 
Five-Year Plan two more areas—Udani 
Wildlife Sanctuary and Achankmar Wildiif 
Sanctuary, both in Madhya Pradesh, will h 
included in the Project 'R^r. 

Lok Jumbish Project: roe Lok JumbisI 
Project involving about 40 NGOs am 
mainly associated with educated men 
women and children being run in 75 block 
spread over in 27 districts in Rajasthan i 
feeing closure because foe govemmmit seek 
to replace it with the World Bank's Distnc 
Primary Education Project. 

Global Carbon Emissioru : Accordin||^ 
the new estimates released by the World 
Watch Institute on July 28,1999, for the fiisi 
time since 19^3, global emissions uf carboi 
from the combustion of fuels declined lasi 
year, by 0.5 per cent to 6.32 billion tonnes 

Columbia Blasts oft wifo Chandra : Ihe 
American space shuttle Columbm blasted mti: 
space from the Kennedy Space Center. 
Florida, Cape Canaveral on July 23,1999 t( 
launch'the four-storeyed Chandra X-ra| 
observatory (named atlor the India- 
born Nobel I.auH>ate Dr. S. Chandrasekluirj 
in orbit to examine the most powerful 
sources ot X-ray in the Universe— 
holes, colliding galaxies and remainjl^ 
sufier-nova. It was a milestone m the spaa 
history as Colonel Eileen Collins became iht 
first woman to command a space mis.sion 
NASA took 38 years to put a women ir 
charge of a space mission. Columbia returned 
to earth on July 28, 1999 after a S-dav 
mission. 

Computen Installed at Mir : The crew 
on board Russia's Mir spare station have 
installed a new computer that will enable 
foe station to orbit unmanned after they 
return home later in August, ofHcals at 
the mission control in Moscow said on 
August 2,1999. It is their last space mission 
on Mir. 
' Mars Probe to be Launched : According 
to British media reports (August 3, 1999), 
Britain is to launch a space probe in 
investigate whether there is life on hla^i^ 
spacecraft Beagle n, named after the 
on which Charles D^’in came up wifo W 
theory of evolution, will descend tu the 
surface of foe red planet in 2003 and gather 
samples, which will be examined for traces 
of life on Mars. ^ 
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X 625I$H1,6247224 IvnMil.time&tid^vsnlxum 
Brwmh. l3.Siiik« Niii«un.S<Hrili rMinFUb.N.Ddlil*2l!3)4l(iB75B 

For Franchise Contact Head Office 

SSB COACHING 
For All Types of 

COMMISSION ARMY/NAVY/AF/TA 
NAVAL EN6G 

NI)A.'C‘DS l•,NrRAN('l, COAt'IIINi., 

Al so I'OSTAI, t'OACIIINti 

I Ill'M.LN HI.S<H'KC'i:S ACAUEMV 
4a.HAt.M..S KOAD,HA,NCALORi: 
rt.L : SJ6J472, 5548173 

Make a career in Fashion 

NIFT 
ENTRANCE ’2000 

ENT. EXAM POSTAL COACHING 
72 Successful-oiil of 136 appeared from 
our Academy in National Inst, of Fashion 
Technology Ent Exam 1999 Merit List 

Eligibility: 10-l2 (Passed/Appeared) 
For Prospectus, send 2 self-addressed slips 

FASHION ACADEMY 
POST BOX 6365 (CS), MADRAS 600 03' 
TEL; 8271953 FAX : 044-8259911 

SSBTRAINING AT BHOPAL 
Unique personality based training 
course for succeta by Ex-COMDT SSB 
(Maj Gen), Senior experienced, 
psychologistdi GTO. 
Couree let & 15th of every month. 
Boarding Lodging. Reasonable tee. 

SSB interviews/patII SS IB 
NDA, CDS » ALL TYPES OF COMMISSIONS 

jFtflurgayccMBonpfBncAltriMngbyCiSSEtWoCdr Cal4PiycfiM09i( • • C0mErENUCTi6E0NPSVCH0IE$T«.IHTERytCWI4GPTesnNQ • 
• GT QfOiindMtfiallgrouptukt4ini»v4uil«twtaciM«uctyftiSS6 # 
*nuT lEiEcmoNic cur. qnuu iest » wRinfNTEEi|«v»iaM * 
^ FEE CONCESSION for OtfbfkCb Parsonngi 4 SBnH SUM Btudgnls ^ 
• FEE REIMBURSED fOfwbfdsUFi-SBfV'sgfntri HoMiavtiiiMt Tgr<iit • 
• FREE PROSPECTUS. FOR SURE SUCCESS JCM • 

DEFENCE ACADEMY 
t24. (HkAM tv. Mo^bW. Ch«ivS9*rh 160 06S 

Pti: (0172) 471P24. 
Cod. S.6 OlHtmtkfk (FoufYcdar-OdrbciCK) 

Army/Navy/AFyNavai Engg/Tech/TA/CPO/Coast Ouard 

NDA/CDS/WRITTEN-REGULAR/POSTAL COACHING 
Clan by; Ex. GTO Bmgalora SSB, EX.CHIEF INSTRUCTOR PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE. 
& Member CoMt Guard Saledlon Boird, PSYCHOLOGIST, INTERVIEWING OfReer ard team of Senior 

Military Officeri ■■ ... .... 
agyr if- —Compleia Fee returned 

CaiiahcF L it not satisfied I 
Pangode Thirumala P.O. TRIVANDRUM, I BANOALORi: No. 701,4th 'A' Cfoss, 7th Mam. HR8P 
KERALA.Tel (0)342290(R).326594 Layout,KalyanNagar.BLR-43Tel (0) 5458939(R)5720453 

un sifyr’pcc vrxnrvu crorrAiiiiFR IK 



Be a Commissioned Officer In Armed Forces I ssB batchfs tsT icth 
A Citrei P»r litelUnc* Wilh AdvrnluK Oiqnily A QuJlity o1 I il» | EVEBV MONTH MOUMD 1 Hf Vt 

WRITTEN COACHING 

RISK lATCH STARTS FROM 20lh AUGUST '99 
« 1st SEPTEMBER Rsspactivsiy 

Ragistratlon In Advance Plans* B Join ALPS ACADEMY 
 [ST().19/<) 

COURSE SYLLABUS 
X & XII 

Starting Soon 
(Rsglstratlsiii Opsn) 

CB-1IS. RING ROAD, NARAWA, (NEAR PETROL PUMP). 

NEWOELH-a. QS69aM1,K980S7 

i>nT, SSR IIMTCRVICULiS 

MINERVA ACADEMY 
45"' OLORIOUS VCRR 

(FSTD. 1955) AJLE Muterrt, SpeuiaiMts & Highly Quiitincd (.Hxr 28,000 •ucvcb^ci, iTnc in even 4 otlieen 

IIS ,>iin> Maximum training tacilities. I'ltra Modem Auditorium, Vut Grounds uith beea fur outdoor 
tasks Seientdlc Obitaclea eoumc 100 actual houm uf iiiclIiiMilcal intenaive training. Separate hoatels 

|liir GIRLS A BOYS Excellent Men. lioatel admimon open day and night Fee back if not aatiidicd 

Ileiinii atari every lat, lllh A 21il but can join anv day and complete full 10 daya cycle liovta of 
I'uniah. Hananu and Himachal reimburae aponaored warda uf Hx-aervieemen upto J CIX We have no 

|bralieb«. Proaj»etu. LOCATION MINERVA PUBLIC 
I Mrs. J. Deol Lt. Col. I.S. Dcol enunm a Ar^Anrik/rv 

M.A. (Psych) BT. (Retd.) M.A. SCHOOL & ACADEMY 
I Principal Founder Director | p**HTOONHotei 

vast L-ampus, 10 k.in. from ^^^Li BRiDac KHARAR 
I^iatiiliearli Nfain Biia Stand on i_j_~ ! 1 nfwnww_^ 
*Tfain vast L.anmiu, Id K.in. trom 
J^iatiiligarli Main Biu Stand on j 
|(.li.indi|2aili-K}iarHi Road. Whichf 
-outfor lOth Km atone on Kharar 
Iroad V&P.O. Daon (9l4l)), I.Muhali, DisLt. Ropar-HO SOI, 

Diircl Loral Bus No. SSIlom 
l(2iandigaih for Daon. Tele. 
* Ihandif^; (0172) 670273,67006S. 

iJ—X .i-i- 

PAKHTDON HOTEL 

TP*Tr°S'*‘i“P KHARAR 

MILK PLANT MINERVA j I 
lACADEMYi 

Ill iii mill nil..Ill il 

ADMISSION OPEN FOR REPUTED FOREIGN SHIPPING 

1. DiCK CADET : +2 with PCM, 6/6 normal ayesight with 
no colour Blindness 

2. TRAINEE MARINE ENGINEERS: [B.E. / B.TECH Mechanical] 
Apply wM (onplete Mo-Jotp, BJHbi J00/« lor appHodlop wd ProipodBS 

I ;i l i I i 111*.' * ;i« 1*1 II> 

No.3, Camp Read, Selalyur, Chennal*73. 
Ph: 2391103, 2392480 Telefax; 91 -44-2391103 

I T T .. t 

\Jusf Released 
f _9^ • • -tmX ' 

Save Rs. 120 
* TEST OF REASONING _ __ 
* TEST OF REASONING ^Send Rs. 195 (Including Rs. 15 lor Postage, Packing 
* TEST OF REASONING 31 and fonvardirul to Sudha Publications Pirt. Lid., 

fti5, Prabnat Kiron, Rojendro Place, 
New Delhi-110 008 by Bank Dialt or Money Order 
and get a set of five boob on Test 01 Reasoning 

worth Rs. 300, thus saving Rs. 120 in all. 

* test of reasoning 4 
* test of reasoning 5 

Rs. 60 Each 
t 4 4 *«<•*••*'* 4 • 

SSB IIMTEBVIEWS 
luf AM IvM'' > >'1 (. o inm ts11) 11 •. 
NI)A 6. C^(>.S wfitlfii clejssi'.. 

rmmixTi.'rwMiiJM.r.! 
They get the much n«4ded Supr^m* Coaching to 
bpccrne Soft Gonofmting reihef than woilmp to b# 
motivated to oaaiiy woik on ina road that foatfa fo 
safKfAMiMSSA. A Batches on 1st 1 lth&2latoilhemonth 
aV For Proap. A Ret^atrattcm aond Ra. 2S/* by MO only. 
Bng R.K Bhalla(Ratd.)HonbieCheirnianQQQQQm 

SELF IMPROVEMENT COURSES (POSTAL) 

Code Course Neme 
Z1 Develop Attitudinal personality 
Z2 Develop 6th Sense, ESP ot Brain. 
Z3 Momory, Concentration & Acquire 

any Physical Skill 
Z4 Investment Management on Share 

Market. 
Send Rs. S/- (Postal Stamp) for each 
prospectus 

ZENITH ACADEMY 
Post Box No 17107. Calcutta - 700 033 

SSB Interviews 
NDA/CDS/0TA/T6C/$C0 

NATIONAL CAREER INSTITUTE 
1302 A SMlor.31. Bthind Malt FKtoiy, GUROAON. 
8 0124 (911-380639/381843/381248 

WRintN COACHING • NDA, CDS RIMC, SAINIK SCHODL t 
* Rfv^ubif 10 Days (Wadto&jnl • Mai lOOiya FREETrilnIng. 
6 PfmenaUaad Attwtlon HKjhV MnlMtiryjand ftiisnnaMv IWning 
* Tiarf-atV Df^^niopOflrfv■u)Oalai» thmugh PfUCTICALlining 
6 High Sifceisa Rata I'taitisA Alt inrlutlihg PSYCHO. 

OnoUP ORSIACUSAiNTFHVtFW A&INSSB 
* ERpMuia to Succaatful Candidaita HOSTEi A&siitanca 

prowdod Faa CONCESSION - Dafancs Par6<KTna> Canddalaa 

JOb/OTHEH C*RPLP7n 1 FRVItWS- -PFRSONALITV 
DEVELOPMENT Cou»»aa f raaliaftfPfolassionalh'CorDorBtei. 

COL ROVE'S TRAINING ACADEMY, A Otv of 
COL T ROVE CONSULTANCY & SERVICfS 

CK'2b6 SfdOf ll S.'tl! l.Thf C.itt'ufln .^000*) 1 7.''Ip 

SUBSCRIBE CSR 
For One Year/ 
Two Years And 

Get Gifts Upto Worth 
Rs. 240/Rs. 480 

For Details See Pages 8 & 46 

EAST WEST COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & MANAGEMENT 
No. 1912/A,8thMain 'E'Block, ZndStage, Raiajinagar(Subram8nyanagBr).Bangalore-560010Tel 3322909.3321270.3321933 Fax 080-3323284 

ADMISSIONS OPEN FOR THE YEAR 1999-2000 

1 
i 
VI.B.A. / M.CA / M.Sc., 

Micro Bio. 

Eligibility : Pass in degree with 50% marks 

B.B.M. / B.P.T / B.Sc., 
aiglMItty : Paes In P.U.CJ - Computer Sclanc* 

10'»2 or equivalent - Micro Biology 
• Nursing 

Recognised by Govt. Of Karnataka. Affiliated to Bangalore University. Approved By A.I.C.T.E. 

^I^PCTITION SUCCESS REVIEW, SEPTEMBER 7999 



READ THE MOST POPULAR BOOKS OF INDIA 

READ 

IIMS 
BOOKS 

IIMS PUBLICATIONS 
lUV 

RIGHT 
( IIOK K 

6/18, JANGPURA EXTENSION, (DOUBLE STOREY) NEAR MASJID ROAD, NEW DELHI - 14 
PHONES ; 4316915, 4329106, 4311946 FAX ; 91-11-4313503 E-mail : iimspub@ndc.vsnl.net.in 

NOW IIMS PUBLICATIONS DIVISION OFFERS THE BEST BOOKS FOR ALL. 
READ IIMS BOOKS FOR SUCCESS IN ALL COMPETITIVE EXAMS. 

ESSENTIAL BOOKS FOR ALL COMPETITIVE EXAMS. 

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE FOR ALL COMPETITIVE EXAMS 
(Ineliuling 3000 Obfaetlm Typo ExpeetMl Otmollono) 
2500 EXPECTED QUESTIONS ON GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 
SO MODEL TEST PAPERS ON GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 
(5000 Ob/actlve Typo Ouoottono (or oil Exomo) 
100 PRACTICE PAPERS ON GENERAL KNOWLEDGE/G.S. 
OBJECTIVE GENERAL ENGLISH FOR ALL EXAMS 
(Full StuOy Uolorlol A 5000 Ob/ocllm Quoollono) 
100 MODEL TEST PAPERS ON GENERAL ENGLISH 
(5500 Objoetlvo Typo Quootlono for oil Exomo). 
100 PRACTICE PAPERS ON TEST OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
ENGLISH COMPREHENSION (200 Rudlng CempnlmiUon PMMgM) 
COLLEGE A COMPETITION ESSAYS FOR ALL 

. 100 IMPORTANT ESSAYS FOR ALL 

. OBJECTIVE ARITHMETIC FOR ALL EXAMS (WHh Study MiUrlol) 

. OBJECTIVE MATHEMATICS FOR MBA ENT.. NO0J 
CDSEINTSE EXAMS (With Full Study Uotorlol) 

. 5000 EXPECTED QUESTIONS ON ARITHMETIC (With Full 
Study htotorlol~Tho CompMo lm(irovomont Couroo} 

. 100 PRACTICE PAPERS ON NUMERICAL ABILITY {Fully Sohmdt 

. GENERAL INTELLIGENCEn-EST OF REASONING FOR ALL 
EXAMS (4700 Objoetlvo Quootlono With Study Uotorlol) 

. 100 MODEL TEST PAPERS ON TEST OF REASONING 
(5000 Obioctivo Typo Oueotiono tor oil Exomo.) 

. VERBAL REASONING FOR ALL COMPETITIVE EXAMS 
(Objoetlvo Typo Quootlono With Full Study UMorlol) 
DATA INTERPRETATION FOR ALL COMPETITIVE EXAMS 
(Objoetlvo Type Quootlono WHh Full Study Uotorlol) 

. OBJECTIVE GENERAL SCIENCE (4000 Objoetlvo Ouoollono) 

. 3000 OBJECTIVE TYPE EXPECTED QUESTIONS ON 
GENERAL SCIENCE (With Study Uotorlol lor oil Exomo) 

. 4000 OBJECTIVE EXPECTED QUESTIONS FOR IIT/JEE EXAM 
INDIAN CONSTITUTION (Pi///Stutf^Afalartal A 1500 Quootlono) 
1500 OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS ON INDIAN CONSTITUTION 
2000 OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS ON GEOGRAPHY 
CUHRENT AFFAIRS FOR ALL 
TEST OF CLERICAL APTITUDE 
IHTH Wl TlftvUR OTijftW B»=<IWT 

ITTRI^ Wn 6000 (RJ-SwfiiTO) 
RIRTRI 5IH 100 afiNm 
TITRT=1I 2800 (RJ 
iiiRpR i|[R Twfnftn 

aiwifORi 

Rs. 150/- 
R8. TSl- 

Ra. 140/- 
RS.1S0/- 

Rs. 150/- 
Ra. 150/- 
Ra. 70/- 
Ra. 50/- 
Ra. 50/- 
Ra. 60/- 

Ra. 160/- 
Ra. 160/- 

4500 OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS ON CHEMISTRY 
2000 OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS ON PHYSICS 
5000 OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS ON PHYSICS 
2400 OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS ON BOTANY 
5600 OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS ON BOTANY 
3600 OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS ON ZOOLOGY 
6000 OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS ON ZOOLOGY 
4000 OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS ON GEOGRAPHY 
4000 QUESTIONS ON ECONOMICS (W/m Full StudV Uotorlol) 
4000 QUESTIONS ON INDIAN HISTORY (W/t/i Stw^ MatanaO 
12.700 OBJECTIVE TYPE EXPECTED QUESTIONS ON 
INDIAN HISTORY (WHh Full Study Uotorlol) 
PSYQIOLOGY- STUDY MATERIAL WITH QUESTION BANK 
LAW - STUDY MATERIAL WITH 3.000 OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS 
10.000 OBJECTIVE TYPE EXPECTED QUESTIONS 
ON GENERAL STUOIES/QENERAL KNOWLEDGE 
15.000 OBJECTIVE TYPE EXPECTED QUESTIONS 
ON GENERAL STUOIESKSENERAL KNOWLEDGE 
Tima Tirol 4000 mgftq (R|-SRrf&ra) 
RTOi an fBlpwi awoR umlR ijo 6300 irr*in 
■<n44>fil firtro aiunR umift ifR sooo itoOtr 

4000 RYgPPB (W-Sosf&IRl) UV-AlH 
^ awraR 4700 jngfw bt=<Rr 
aninnaoiunFi laaA ^ 4000 arilip 

. RPTRi awPFi ■ 12.000 mgftvi (^-Sasf&rai) 
UTRiRi aroPH arewR ir* 12.000 irofriR 'nftn 

Ra. 200/- 
Ri. 100/- 
Ra. 200/- 
Ra. 60/- 
Ra. 200A 
Ra. 100/- 
Ra. 200/- 
Ra. 160/- 
Ra. 250/- 
Ra. 200/- 

Ra. 400/- 
Ra. 200/-1 
Ra. 300/-1 

Ra. 200/- 

■Ra. 300/- 
Ra. 200/- 
Ra. 350/-) 
Ra. 350/- 
Rs. 200/- 
Ra. 200/- i 
Ra. 250/- 
Ra. 350/- 
Ra. 600/- 

Ra. 100/- 
Ra. 100/- 

Ra. 100/- 
Ra. 100/- 
Ra. 100/- 
Ra. 501- 
Ra 501- 
Ra. 60/- 
Ra. 501- 
Ra. 50/- 
Ra. 160/- 
Rs. 140/- 
Ra. 60/- 
Ra. 200/- 
Ra. ISO/- 

GO»OES FOR ALL COMPETITIVE EXAMS 
1. S.S.C. COMBINED PRELIM EXAM. (GRADUATE LEVEL) Ra.400/- 
2. S.S.C. COMBINED PRELIM EXAM. (MATRIC LEVEL) Ra.300/- 
3. ligw niifirti b6mi {yrhiw wit 16 piil ftm) Ra. 400/- 
4. Tjn.Tjn.iW ligim nTYpiw bRmi (Aflfw kiy i> nal * ftn;) Ra. 300/- 

5. RPiRi aiunn IAS oDy PCS vOanafl 41 finr Ra. 600/- 

BOOKS FOR M.B.B.S./PMT ENT. EXAMS 
1. 5000 OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS ON BOTANY 
2. 5000 OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS ON ZOOLOGY 
3. SOOO OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS ON PHYSICS 
4. SOOO OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS ON CHEMISTRY 
5. 20.000 OBJECTIVE TYPE EXPECTED QUESTIONS FOR 

MEDICAL COLLEGES ENTRANCE EXAM. (Ouootlon Bonk) 

INDISPENSABLE BOOKS FOR I.A.S. (PREL.) EXAM. 

Rs.100/- 
Ra. 100/- 
Ra. 100/- 
Ra. 100/- 

6000 OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS ON SOCIOLOGY 
4000 OBJECTIVE TYPE EXPECTED QUESTIONS ON 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (Wth Study Uotorlol) 
5000 OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS ON POLITICAL SCIENCE 
(With Full Study Uotorlol) 

Ra. 200/- 

Ra. 200/- 

Ra. 300/- 

BOOKS ON GENERAL STUDIES FOR IAS, IFS. PCS, ETC 
(FULL STUDY MATERIAL WITH QUESTION BANK) 

1. GENERAL SCIENCE Ra.200/- 
2. GEOGRAPHY 

(WORLD A INDIA) Ra.200/- 
3. INDIAN KISTQSY Ra.200/- 
4. INDIAN ECONOMY Ra 150/- 
5. INDIAN CONSTITUTION Ra.1S0/- 
6. G.K. WORKBOOK R8.200/- 
7. GENERAL MENTALADHjn/ Ra.150/ 

VALUABLE GENERAL BOOKS FOR ALL 
PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT FOR ALL Ra. 100/- 
COMPUI'ERS FOR ALl Ra. 50/- 
PUBLIC RELATIONS FOR ALL Ra 50/- 
A COMPLETE GUIDE TO JOURNALISM FOR ALL Pa. 60/- 
ADVERTISING MANAGEMENT FOR ALL Ra. 50/- 
TRAVEL 6 TOURISM FOR ALL Ra. 50/- 
INTERIOR DLCORATION FOR ALL Ra. 40/- 
PAINTING FOR ALL Ra. 50/- 
BEAUTY FOR ALL Ra. 50/- | 
ACCOUNTANCY FOR ALL Ra. 50/- 
ENQLISH CONVERSATION COURSE (Contolnlng 200 
Engiloh Convorootlono On Vorleuo Topleo In Engiloh) Ra. 150/- 
ENQUSH VOCABULARY FOR ALL COMPETITIVE EXAMS Ra. 150/- 
WORD POWER IMPROVEMENT COURSE Ra. 200/- 
DICTIONARY OF SYNONYMS A ANTONYMS Ra. 70/- 
DICTIONARY OF QUOTATIONS Ra. 50/- ; 
MODEL LETTERS FOR ALL Ra. 70A I 
PARAGRAPH WRITING FOR ALL Ra. 50/- 
PRECIS WRITING FOR ALL Ra. 60/- 
MODEL SCHOOL ESSAYS (For Uotrle « 10*3 elooooo) Ra 50/- I 
COMMON ERRORS IN ENGLISH FOR ALL EXAMS. Ra. 100/- : 
IDIOMS AND PHRASES FOR ALL COMPETITIVE EXAMS. Ra. 70/- 
ARQUMENTATIVE QUESTIONS ON SOCIAL AND 
ECONOMIC PROBLEMS {CentUnlng 300 Short Eoooyo) Ra. 100/- 
DICTIONARY OF SCIENCE FOR ALL COMPETITIVE EXAMS. Ra. 70/- ; 
JIMS fPWfl vftftin aM (ftRft-sPSitl) Ra. 200/- 
BUSINESS Q.KJBUSINESS AWARENESS Ra. 100/- 1 
WORD POWER (WWi Full Sontoneod) Ra. 70/- 
PREPOSITIONS FOR ALL (HWi FuK SafltofiCM) Ra. 70/- > 
CONFUSED 0 MISUSED WORDS (WWi FuK Sonloneoo) Ra. 70/- 
PROVERBS FOR ALL OCCASIONS Ra. 70A 
M.B.A. ENTRANCEA:AT/MAT practice papers Ra. 200/- 
THESAURUS Ra. 100/- ' 

For (roo postage send the full emouni In odvence by M.0JBenk Draft on the above eddrese. For V.P.P. send Rs. 200/- by M.O. os odvonce 

BUSINESS G.K.:RS.100/-| : RS. 200/- | LAW: RS. 300/-J 



MY EXCLUSIVE CSR LIBRARY 
1 have been a regular reader of Ccm^ition 

•Auccrss Review since my Xth Class (1998). 
^nce then, I have been preserving this 
valuable magazine regularly. Today my 
study room has become a CSR magazine 
library. In fact, CSR reading has become a 
passionate hobby for me. My friends who 
are preparing for various competitive exams 
come to me for perusal of this magazine for 
study and reference. Indeed, I feel very 
proud of my prized collection. It is 
heartening to note the steady improvement 
in the quality and contents of the magazine 
over the years. Every topic in the CSR is 
interesting and useful not only for those 
who are preparing for various aimpetitive 
exams but also for general people. I 
hope you will continue to keep up the gexxt 
work. 
Kkihimam Gauga R. Sharma 
(Andhra Pradesh) 

% GROUP DISCUSSIONS 
BOOKLET 

Tlianks ftir providing a free booklet "How 
To Succeed In Group Discussions" along 
with August issue of your prestigious 
in.mthly magazine. Competition Success 
HiviiH’. Needless to say, the booklet is quite 
informative and would act as a guiding star 
lor aspirants to various posts in the 
i-itmpelitive exams; especially to those in far- 
ilung rural areas who cannot join an 
.iiademy etc., for equipping them.selves to 
hue Group Discussions and often feel 
nervous to participate m .such discussions. 1 
.1111 also preparing for the forthcoming Civil 
'■ervices Exam. The booklet has, frankly 
putting, acted to dispel my fears about 
'.lU'up Discussions and has given me a new ? mfidence. Please continue bringing out 

1 li booklets for the benefit of competitors 
till various posts in the competitive exams. 
Kii'iiTii ilithar) M. Maniruddin 

A REMARKABLE 
ACHIEVEMENT 

I was very niudi delightcnl to see a full 
p.ige photograph of the all-time great Indian 
tennis duo, Leander Paes and Mahesh 
hhupalhi (CSR August '99). By winning 
•Vten's Doubles both in French Open and 
'Vimbtedon, this up-coming duo has 
brought pride for a billion Indians. Their 
'■uicess story, I feel, is a perfect expression 
of the phrase—'success—step by step'. To 
UMch the lop, they touched almost every 
rung of the ladder. First qualifying, next time 
|vachmg quarter-final and losing, next time 
“aking it to semi-final and losing, still next 

“e entering final and again losing. Having 

do- tml tttqpms'c^R- 
wlddt Im pUy«d m ibi 
»y raecM» ,i«'tlie Civil 

Imw jR jRMSKd«e 
Bine* "SdiW 'jw<d iGtif 
'fnfervlietim'.tetf 
m»*9mykwam ftBr-B^- 

yovuqi^ iinj^aU^iuM« Mind. WH«n I 
tndwkri ondlik khidiiMgixig'i^^ 
CSR w«» thm M »c wit^'lt* 

aiudydMl ftealures. 
«nd ilin?fiMt«ii'.bd^ 

f9 Ml v)» niy tipiiitti in<M<ntt«Bt« <4 
9|r xcud^ 4fi« Mtabdce* 

cinttiniUtedJby oib^ IbBcame iwatc at 
die me «tn face 1^ dM 
Tc*t end was Alf tn avoid thcM Tbus, 
to me CSX has hfea an tnvaduable 

I wltM its iwkdten fljltiie vtay 
best to dieir wtgix. 

jaipur Ptajasthm) Priutkrmt Agr«wat 

tasted the bittem«»ss of all the failures, how 
sweet the victory at Wimbledon would have 
been tor the pair! Hats off for their patieno* 
and game spirit. But regrottully, in our craze 
for VVorld Clip, 1999, this historic triumph 
in the tennis field vlidn'i get the attention it 
deservixl. 
Gotulia Chiindrashekhat N. Borkar 
(MaharuiJtfra) 

CSR—"THE VALUABLE GIFT 
TO THE ICS ASPIRANTS" 

Competition Success Review S by far the 
best roagazine for the competitors to various 
exams It provides a vast knowledge of 
current atfairs, technology, sports, politics, 
economics etc. 

The most important thing is that it is 
immensely useful, especially to the English 
medium candidates. 1 wish there were a 
Hindi edition too for Hindi medium 
students whose number is quite large now. 
CSR's language is very simple, impressive 
and the latest feature, "IAS Toppers Talk to 
You" is one of my greatest favourites in this 
magazine. 

1 request you to please publish more 
interviews with succes.slul candidates in ICS 
which are non-IlTians Also try to diversify 
your Questionnainx 

I wish a tremendous success for CSR in 
lulure. 
laipu) (Rajasthan) Sharad Tiwari 

OPERATION VIJAY 
Operation Vijay nghtly deserves .to be 

termed as sensational success (CSR August, 
199*1) since our brave jawans dislodged the 
enemy from this side of the LoC in just 50 
days from the 14t)-km Kargil S«*rtor despite 
the strategically-advantaged po.sitiuns held 
by our treacherous I'ncmy on lull-tops. US 
pressure on Pakistan to vacate, which is 
claimed^ to be the deciding factor in the 
withdrawal ol Pak regulars and irregulars, 
had nothing to do here. The US President, 
Mr. Bill I'linlon's role was to bail out a 
bekvguered Mr. Nawaz Sharif wliose army 
could not bear the heat ot Indian counter¬ 
offensive. In fact, Mr. Nawaz Sharif used 
the Wu.shiiigton DecUiration as a tace-savtng 
device to extricate lus country from an 
increasingly ditfu'ult situation. Bn* soon after 
Pakistan has ri-verted to its old game of 
proxy Wiir---<'v«‘ii ii‘soiling to direct 
controntation with ,iriiiv and p.ira-mililary 
ioi ces in J fi K. 'jo sooner the Kashmir 
problem is sorted ('Ul. heltei it is lor India. 
We nivd not Ih- ’var\ ol US mediation. How 
long can w«’ drag on this issue and at what 
cost to National Exchequer ? 
Xew Oelht Aiay Bhatia 

CHINESE DIPLOMACY 
We need not take China's so-called 

neutral stand on Kashmir on its face value. 
It If. the exigencies ol the -..ituation and 
expediency which made China cold- 
shoulder Pakistan. In the event of a 
referendum sought by Pakistan, C hirai has 
not only to vacate the areas grabble! by it 
through 1962 invasion but also the areas so 
generously a-ded to it by Pakistan usurping 
Kashmir as its integral part even before a 
referendum. 
Netv Delhi Geetanfali 
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FOR SUCCESS IN ALL COMPETITIVE EXAMS READ IIMS ‘SUCCESS PACKS’ 

FREE 
HOOKS 

WOK I II KS. 2tM)/ 

fiiivis publications! FREE 
HOOKS 

woiM ii KS :(Mt/ 

6/18, JANGPURA EXTENSION, (DOUBLE STOREY), NEAR MASJID ROAD, NEW DELHI-14 
PHONES : 4316915, 4329106, 4311946 FAX : 91-11-4313503 E-mail : iimspub@nde.vsnl.net.in 

NOW IIMS Pl'BKIC ATIONS OFFER ‘SUCCESS PACKS’ OF ESSENTIAL BOOKS TO ACHIEVE SUCCESS IN ALL 
C< IMPETITIVE EXAMS. Bl 'Y IIMS ‘SUCCESS PACK’ TODAY AND AVAIL OF OUR SPECIAL OFFER OF FREE BOOKS WORTH 
RS. 20(1/- PLUS ONE FREE Al'UIO CASSETTE WORTH RS. 50/- ON ENGLISH CONVERSATION/INDIAN CONSTITUTION/ 
POl.rrU'AI. SCIENCF7INDIAN HISTORY AS PER YOUR CHOICE. HURRY ! OFFER VALID TILL DECEMBER .^I,. IW*). 

! 
I.A.S. 

(Prelims) 
General 
Studies 

1. Oeneral Knowlsdga Rs. 1SQ/- 
2. G.K. Workbook Rs. 200/- 
3. 15,000 Quasllons on 

Gsnsral Studios Rs. 300/- 
4. SO M.T.P. on G.K. Rs. 140/- 
5. Gonarsl Sclonce Rs. 200/- 
6. Obiscliva Gon. Scisnco Rs. 100/- 
7. Goography Rs. 200/- 
3. Indian History Rs. 200/- 
e. Indian Economy Rs. 150/- 
10. Indian Constitution Rs. 150/- 
11.100 P.P. on G.K7G.S. Rs. 150/- 
12. Qanaral MonUI Ability Rs. ISO/- 
13. Arithmatlc Rs. 60/- 
14. Dictionary ol Scisnco Rs. 70/- 
16.PrsviouaPapars Rs. 50/- 

Total Rs.2270/- 

m 

% (Prelims) 
^ General Studies 
■P (Hindi) 

1. sintpc wra‘t 

2. WIMI-C 
3. 
4. rnm sn illtiini 
5. arm «t nf4ura 
6. HnrHhi whoann 
7. maim ura/minr-t 

lOOOntm iad 
a. wmrc jfi its 

nsKifCn 
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NDA/CDS 
1. Gsnoral Knowlodga Rs.lSO/- 
2. SO M.T.P. on G.K. Rs.140/- 
3. 100 P.P. on Q.KiQ.5. Rs.150/- 
4. Indian Constitution Rs.100/- 
5. Ganaral Scisnco Rs.200/- 
6. Goography Rs.200/- 
7. Indian History Rs.200/- 
a. Dictionary of Science Rs. 70/- 
0. Ol^sctlvo Maths ns.120/- 
10.5000 Qs. on Artllhmotie Rs.160/- 
II.Gonsral English Ra.120/- 
12.100 M.T.P. on English Rs. 150/- 
13. Tost of Eng. Language Ra.1 SO/- 
14. Common Errors In English Ra.100/- 
15. English Conversation Rs.150/- 
16. Word Power Course Rs.200/- 

I.F.S. Exam 
(G.K. & ENGUSH ONLY) 

Rs. 600/- 

Rs. 200/- 
Rs. 200/- 
Rs. 320/- 
Rs. 150/- 
Rs. 150/- 

Rs. 140/- 

1. General Knowlodga Rs.lSO/- 
2. G.K. Workbook Rs.200/- 
3. General Science Rs.200/- 
4. (Geography Ra.200/* 
5. Indian History Rs.200/- 
6. Indian Constitution Rs.lSO/- 
7. Indian Economy Rs.lSO/- 
6. General English Rs.iao/- 
a. 100 M.T.P. Ml English Rs-ISO/- 
10. Test of Eng. Language Rs.lSO/- 
11. Common ErrMS In Eng. Ra.IOO/- 
12. ArgumentatlvsOuesIkins Ra.IOO/- 
13.100 Important Eaeays Rs. 50/- 
14. Paragraph Writing Rs. 50/- 
15. Precis Writing Rs. 80/- 
16. Model Letters Rs. 70/- 
17. Synonyms A Antonyms Rs. 70/- 
la.ldloms A Phrases Ra. 70/- 
19. Word Power Course Rs.200/- 
20. Dictionary of Science Rs. 70/- 
21. Previous Papers Ra. SO/- 

Ra. 2560/- 

SSC COMBINED 
PRELIM EXAM. 1999/ 
INSPECTORS OF I.TAX/SI 

BSF, SI DP/CBI, S.O. 
(AUDIT) EXAM. SSC/IB 
ASSISTANTS’ GRADE, 

HOTEL MGT. ENT. EXAM. 

1. General Knowledge 
2. SO M.T.P. on G.K. 
3. 100 P.P. on G.KA3.S. 
4. Indian Constitution 
5. English Vocabulary 
6. 5000 Qs. on Arithmetic 
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a. Teat of Reasoning 
9. 100M.T.P w Reasoning 
10. Objective Geography 
11. Objective Science 
12. General English 
13. Test of Eng. Language 
14.100 M.T.P. on English 
1S. Common Erron In EngNah 
19.100 Important Essaya 
17. Paragraph Writing 
18. Precis Writing 
19. Modal Letters 

Ra. 150/- 
Rs. 140/- 
Re. 160/- 
Rs. 100/- 
Rs. 150/- 

t Rs. 160/- 
i Ra. 160/- 

Rs. 150/- 
RS. 150/- 
Rs. 60/- 
Rs. 100/- 
Ra. 120/- 

I Ra. 150/- 
Rs. 150/- 
Ra. 100/- 
Ra. 50/- 
Ra. 50/- 
Ra. 00/- 
Ra. 70/- 

Ra. 2220/- 

S.B.iyBANK P.OJ 
RBI OFFICERS GDE. ‘B’ 

EXAM, AC/DSP IN CRPF/ 
BSF/ITBP EXAM, BBS/BBA/ 

BBM ENT. EXAM 

1. General Knowledge Ra 150/' 
2. S0M.T.P.onG.K. Rs. 140/ 
3. 100 P.P. on a.K7G.S. Rs. 150/ 
4. General English Rs. 120/ 
5. 100 M.T.P. on English Ra. ISO/' 
6. TastofEng. Languaga Rs. ISO/ 
7. Rsading Comprehension Re. 70/' 
8. Common Errors In English Rs, 100/ 
0. 100 Important Essays Rs. 50/ 
10. Paragraph Writing Ra. SOJ- 
11 Prseia Writing Rs. 60/ 
12. Modal LaMars Ra. 70/' 
13. English Vocabulary Ra. ISO/' 
14. Synonyms A Antonyms Rs. 70/' 
15. Idioma A Phraaas Rs. 70/ 
16. ArgumantatIvsOuasiions Ra. 100/ 
17.5000 Ousstione on Arithmetic Rs. 160/ 
18.100 P.P. on Numerleil Ability Ra. 160/ 
16. Tast of Rasaonlng Rs. 150/ 
20.100M.T.P. on Qaieoning Rs. 1 SO/' 
21. Vsrbal Rasaonlng Rs. 150/ 
22. Data Intsrpratatlon Rs. 100/' 

M.B.A. 
ENT./CAT/MAr/FMS/ 

BAJAJ/XLRI, ETC. 

ENGLISH 
IMPROVEMENT/! 
SPEAKING COURSE! 

MBBS ENT. 
EXAMS/PMT 

1. Studania may buy tha complete; 
‘SuccaasPsck'orany book/booke. ' 
2. Fraa Books worth Ra. 200/- will be 
sent to those studania only who buy^ 
our f ull ‘Suecoss Pack’ of any course; 
and sand tha full payment In advance.: 
To avail ol this offer tha studania may; 
deduct an amount of Ra. 200/- front; 
tha total coat of tha ‘Succaaa Pack' as' 
given above while sanding tha amouni' 
byM.O.nankDralt. ; 
3. For fraa postage, plaaaa sand theJ 
full amount In advance by M.OTBanh, 
Draft on thaabova address. ForV.P.,^'! 
sand Rs. 500/- by M.O. as sdvai 
4. Writs your pants, address and itAi 
nsms ol tha 'Succaaa Pack', clearly in; 
capital lattars on the M.O. Coupon or; 
In tha latter. 

ENGLISH CONVERSATION : Rs. 150/- WORD POWER COURSE : Rs. 200/- DATA : Rs. 100/- 



Persons And Places In News 

Arvind Dave : Thi- tormer Chief of 
Research and Analysis 
Wing (RAW) was 
sworn in as the 
Governor of Arunachal 
Pradesh on August 2, 
1999. He succeeds 
Lt-Cen. S.K. Sinha 
iRetd.), the Governor 
of As.sam who was 
holding the additional 
charj^^of Arunachal, ^ 
Pradesh after the 1- 
retirement of Mr. Mata Prasad. 

Sachin Tendulkar: India's baiting genius, 
again lo,ik the reins of the country's cricket 
team when he was appointed its captain 

replacing Mohammed 
Arharuddin on July 
28, 1999, by the Board 
of Control tor Cricket 
in India (BCCl). Sachin 
Tendulkar's first stmt 
as Captain (August 
199b to December 
1997) was not so 
NIK- essful The nevlv- 

Sachin Tendulkar I Captain has 
— .1 I also been rated the top 
Icst batsman in the wcirlJ on form and 
'.ireer achievement by the l,oiidon-based 
nspci'ted Wisi/cM Criiiit Monthly. 

Veer Bhadra Mislira : The Vt-year-oUl 
ii'iered priest at a Varanasi temple and a 
iitdraulics engineer and an activist who h,is 
he**!! ballling to clean up the Ganga was 
g^ed as one cif the seven "Heroe.s of 
i^nel by the Tmu: magazine that hit tlic 
Stands cm )uly 19, 1999 "l ie was moved to 
launch a vigorous campaign unable to bear 
llie sight of corpses and filth flciating on his 
beloved mother Canga", .said the magazine. 

Om Parkash Chautala ; The Indian 
National Lok Dal (INLDl leader was sworn 
in as the Haryana Chief 
Minister for the fourth 
lime on July 24, 1999 
following the tall of the 
Haryana Vikas Party 
(HVP) government led 
by Mr. Bansi Lai. 
Mr, Om Prakash 
Cbautala won the 
confidence motion m 
She special session 
yf the 89-member 

Assembly in 
-™ndigarh with 54 votes in favour, and 32 
*8ain.st it, 

Nitad C, Chaudhuri ; The 101-year-old 
Jndian celebrity author who biKrame most 
ampus for his work The Autobiography cf an 

_ 

Om Prakash 
Chautala 

Unknonm Indian, a memoir of his childhood 
in colonial India, died at his residence in 
Oxford, England on August 1,1999, Among 
his better-known publications, besides the 
Autobiography, wen* A Passage to England, 
the Continent of Circe, Medion of Essays, Max 
Mueller: Scholar Tvtramdinary. To Ijve or Not 
to Live, llindutsm. Thy Hand, Great Anarch 
and Clive of India. He also authored a book 
in Bengali on the status of women in Bengali 
life, 

Dhirubhai .Ambani; I'he Chairman of 
Reliance industries Ltd. (RIL) who has 
excelled nieteorkally 
in the ccirporatc world 
has bc*en rated as the 
most Admired (?hief 
Executive Officer 
(ChO) 111 the survey 
conducted by Taylor 
Nelson Sofres- 
Mode (TNS-Mt>de) 
for Business Barons 
m^azine on July 2b, 

^ Colonel Eileen Collins : The 42-year-old 
astronaut became the first woman in the 

space history to 
command a space 
mission, when the 
American Space 
sliiitlle Coliinihia was 
Lumched fn>m Kennedy 
.space center. Cape 
Canaveral, Florida on 
July 23, 1999 carrying 
"Chandra" X-ray 
observatory. National 
Aeronautic Space 
Association (NASA) 

took 38 years to appoint a woman 
corniTuinder for a space mission. 

King Sidi Mohammed : 'The 30-year-old 
Crown Prince Sidi Mohammed, was 
formally enthroned as the King of Monaco 
on July 23, 1999 following the death of his 
father. King Ha.ssan II who ruled the North 
African country for almost 40 years. 

John F. Kennedy Jr. : The son of 
assas-sinated Ameiican President John H. 
Kennedy along with his wife Carolyn 
Bessette and his sister-in-law who was cn 
route to Martha's Vineyard from New Jersey 
in a private self-pi1o»ed plane, Piper Saratoga 
dic'd in a crash off the coast Gay Mead Beach 
on July 16, 199'* night He was going to 
attend wedding of his cousin, Rory K(.*nned>, 
daughter of hes uncle Ruoert Kennedy. John. 
F. Kennedy Jr. also edited a widely-acclaimed 
political magazine, George since 1995. 

Bilal Iqbal: A 14-ycar-oId Pakistani school 
boy became the youngest person to secure 
the status of a iMicro.soft Certified System 
Engineer (MCSE). The boy, a student of grade 
nine at Model College for Boys Islamabad, is 

Colonel Eileen 
Collins 

an export Web CVveloper and Pnigrammer. 
During his recent summer vacation, he 
started studying the MCSE course and 
completed six certifiralion papers in just 25 
days w'hich is another ri'ixmt feat. 1 lis exact 
age at the lime of ai(|uiring certification was 
14 years, oni* month .md one wex-k, 

Ajay Devgun : The Bollywood actor and 
the son ol fight director Virii nevgun. 
who n’cenlly married 
actress Kajid, was 
named for the 1998 
National Film Awaid 
as the Bi-st Actor li>r 
his sterluig pi-rfonnanti* 
in Mahesh Bhalt- 
directed Zaklini. He 
shared this award with 
the Malayalam actor 
Manimootiv who 
played a memorable | Oevgiin 
role in English language lilin Ur l>alia.-,alu‘b 
Ambedkar. 

Shabana Azmi : 'I'he Indian film actress 
and a scwial actn'ist, bagged l‘>98 National 

Award lor Best Ai tres. 
lor her performance in 
Codniolhi'i. Her dehiil 
film Ankiir, .iiul her 
suhseiiui’nl rides in 
films like NkJiiint and 
Ai1li also won her 
aiil.uins. In Ihniinotlier. 
she plays the title nile 
portraeing ,i woman in 

.iTian's world who 
Shabana Azmi I....,,..,, lU,. i nines ai ross the 

contemporary power structure and ' 'inlronls 
violence and corniplion, depicting more or 
li*ss, a true chninule of Porhiinder's under¬ 
world she-don, Sanlokben's life. 

B place.s *>>■■■■■■*2 
Cape Canaveral : 'I he plan- in Florida, 

USA was the launch site ol Coliiinbia which 
carried Chandra X-ray observatory fiom the 
Kennedy Space Center on |uly .'’L 1999 
uriiler the command of C ol l-ileen i.'ollins, 
Ihr- first woman in spate liisUirv to be 
assigned the job. 

Bucharest ; It is the pliue in Romania 
when' 81 countries partii ipab-d al the 4t)th 
Inb-rnational Mathematual tllvmpiad (IMOl 
held in the thin! week ol July, 'ndu; securtxl 
lhn.-e silver and three bronze med.ils and 
was ranked 18. 

Gaisal : The railway station in West 
Bengal, 81) km from New Jalpaiguri when.- 
the Guwafiati-bnund Awadh-A.ssam fixpre.'is 
collided head-on with the New Delhi-bound 
Brahamputra Mail on August 2,1999 killing 
at least 300 passengers. 

Singapore : The Cily-Slale was in the 
news when* the ministerial meeting of the 
ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) took place 
on July 26, 1999. U 



SPORTS 
ROUND-UP 

^ t'...:_S!!!!7^7r^3 

Record-breaking Federation Cup Athletic Championships: 
Asian Games bronze medallist Sunita Rani of Punjab created a 
national mark in the women's 1500 metres (4-(IH.l) on the 
opening day of the 5th Federation Cup Athletic Championships 
in Bangalore on August 7, 1999. She clipped four seconds off 
the previous reaird h€‘ld by Molly Chaiko (4:12.01) in 1994. In 
men's ISOOio category, Gulab Chand of UP clocked 3:46.0, 
clipping 03.3 sc*conds ot Satish Kumar's 1995 record Anju 
Markose ot Tamil Nadu .stH a new' meet record with a leap of 
6.27m in the long jump breaking the 1995 record of 6.25 m by 
Lekha Thomas. While Ramachandran of Tamil Nadu grabbed 
the gold with a new meet rt'conl of 45.1) swonds, breaking the 
previous mark of P.iramjit Singh (46.21), the last meet reiord of 
the day came ui the hammer throw event when Ishtiaq Ahmad 
of PSEB hurled to a distance of b7.41m, bettering the 1997 
record of Pramod Kumar Tiwan (66.92m). Sanjay Kumar Rai of 
UP became the second Indian to touch the eight-metre barrier 
in long jump after T.C. Yohanna who had marked 8.()7m. Sunita 
Rani set her second national set in 5U00m. (15:14.4) to bettor 
her own mark of 15.54.43 set in the Asian Games in Bangkok 
in December 1998. Anju Markose set the new reniid in triple 
jump clearing 13.25m to eclipse the previous record of l.ekha 
Thomas 13.26m in 1998 Sanjuy Kumar Rai of Uttar Pradesh 
and Sunita Ram of Punjab ivere adjudged the Best Athletes in 
their respective category. 

^ ... ijijjjjjgggjjjjg j 

International Open Chess Tournament : Junior national 
champion, S. Kidambi achieved his maiden inteniational master 
norm by logging 5.5 points at the end ot nine rounds after 
agreeing tur a quick draw against his compatriot Abhijit Kunte 
in the International Open Chess Tournamen: at Biel. 
Switzerland. Earlier, Grandmaster Sergei Volkov of Russia 
clinched the Rapid title scoring a convincing victory over his 
teainiiu’.e, IM Grischuk. 

Footbau.SSS^§ 

Confederation Cup; Mexico clinched the Confederation Cup, 
defeating Brazil 4-3 in Mexico City on August 4, 1999. 

Copa America ; Brazil beat Uruguay 3-0 to win the Copa 
America iinal at .Asuncion on July 18, 1999. 

Federation Cup Hockey Tournament : Haryana won the 
Women's Federation Cup Hockey Tournament title defeating 
Indian Railways in the tie-breaker (3-1) at Tirupati on July 26, 
1999. 

Captain Suijeet Singh (Posthumously) and soccer star 
Baichung Bhutia (Sikkim) are among 30 sports persons 
named for the 1998 A^una Awards announced on 
August 11, 1999. Baichung Bhutia also earned a 
distinction of becoming the first Indian to sign for a 
European football club—Bury Football Club of 

\ England—on August 11, 1999. 
r Rajiv Gandhi Khel Ratna Award; Asian Games gold- 

medallist middle distance queen Jyotirmoyee Sikdar was 
selected for the Rajiv Gandhi Khel Ratna Award for 
1998-99 on August 11. The award instituted by the 

government is given to a sports person for the most spectacular 
performance. It consists of a medal, a scroll of honour and a 
cash p'rize of Rs. 1 lakh. The earlier recipients of the award 
arc Viswanathan Anand in Chess (1991-92), Geet Sethi in 
Billiards (1992-9.1), Cdr Homi D. Motiwala and Lt. Cdr. P.K. 
Garg—Yachting (1993-94), p————— 
Karnam Malleswa'i (1994-95) 
and, Kurijarani Devi—Weight 

Leatider 
Paes—Tennis (1996-97), 
Sachin Tendulkar—Cricket 
(1997-98). 

Top Test Batsman in the 
World : The star batsman and 
the newly-appointed Captain of 
Indian team, Sachin Tendulkar 
who has been rated as the Top 
Test Batsman in the World, on 
form and career achievement ' 
by the London-based Wisden 
Cricket Monlhlt/, was desentx'd j, , 
as the Prince of Batsmen by the 

Crystal Bowl : Australian ^ 
tennis legend Rod Laver was 
honoured and presented a [yotinHoyee Sikdar 
cry.stal bowl by the ATP tour Recipient of Rajiv Gandhi Khel 
Chief Executive Officer Mark 
Miles on July 26, 1999 to mark -.■ . ..—■ 
the .30th anniversary o( Laver's second career Grand Slam, lie 
is the only player to win twice all four of tennis major 
championships in the same year, a feat lie accomplished in 
1962. and 1969. 

World Rapid Chess Ranking : Grandmaster Viswanathan 
Anand I'H'came the first person in the game ot 64-.stniares to 
cniss the magical figuie of 2800 points in rapid chess, topping 
the World Rapid Chess Ranking introduced by the Federation 
International de Kchecs (FIDE) for the first time. Anand who 
to|>s the list with 2840 ELO rating is followed by Vladimir 
Krammik of Russia with 2760 points. 

Tennis' 

Aijuna Award: Cricketers Rahul Dravid and Nayan 
Mongid, boxer Uingko Singh, athlete Paramjit Singh, woman 
rifle shooter Roopa Unnikrishnan, former national hockey 

Canadian Open ; Thomas Johansson of Sweden defeated 
Yevgeny Kafelnikov of Russia 1-6, 6-3,6-3 to win the Canadian 
Open at Montreal on August 9, 1999. 

TIC Classic Tennis Ibumament ; Martina Hitigis of 
Switzerland clinched the TIG Classic Tennis Tournament beating 
Venus Williams of the US 6-4, 6-0 at Carlsbad, California on 
August 8. 1999. 

Mercedes-Benz Cup : Pete Sampras of the US clinched 
the Mercedes-Benz Cup defeating his campatriot 
Andre Agassi 7-6 (7-3), 7-6 (7-1) in Los Angeles on 
August 2, 1999. 

WTA Bank of the West: Lindsay Davenport of the US beat 
Venus Williams 7-6 (7-1), 6-2 to win the WTA Bank of the Wisst 
final at Stanford on August 2, 1999. □ 
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“Marketing isn t just 
one aspect 
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it is all of it.” 
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Rs 500 Nike Gift Voucher redeemable on any Nike merchandise purchase of Rs 1599 or above 

Subtcriptlon | 
Torm 1 

No. of 
Issues 

1 Newsstand 
1 PrlctORsSO 

1 You Pay 
1 Rs 

1 Effective 
1 Savings 

1 Free 
1 Qlfta 1 

5 Years 120 6000 2195 63% Nike Joggerb Nike Kit Bag ■« Fla 500 Nike gift vouchor, worth a total of Rs ?498 

3 Years 72 3600 1795 50% Nike Ktt Bag * Rs 500 Nike gift voucher, worttt a total of Re 1299 

1 Year 24 1200 1200 0% Nil 
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Oicuianon * INS ' Newspapei Ratings * Iflevisicni Ratings ' Survey Rinr^s * ForiHn ' Shunu Sen. who offers •nat'keiing advice* in the Advisor '' Rifa Sniai ta, who explaim the tiuricacius of Pharma HaHi*’ ‘ 
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“IF sensf:x and recession are causes for concern, 
TURN TO glycyrrhiza glabra AND emblica officinalis.” 
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n.ulima’s lar^nn mi«hi be Jitikult ro (ft>r 0\.implc, l>.i> 
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Iht* exotic Muiiulmi; ingroclients « I i.iiigc All ol vvIiilIi help voui 

in iIk'm* prt>cliictN arc nothing Kulv keepp-ue with tin*tlcm.iiuU 
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Ayurvedic 
CONCEPTS 
Front llir makers of Liv. S2 

GET ON WITH YOUR LIFE. 
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HEWLETT 
mUKM PACKARD 

Expanding Possibilities ] 

The hi-tech range of HP Calculators 

for advanced financial and engineering functions. 

HP lOB 
Financial Calculator. 

Computes a braad 

range of financial and 

statistical Functions. 

Rs. 2350* 

HP 17BII 
Financial Wizard. 

Performs more than 

250 advanced 

business Functions. 

Rs. 4,950* 

HP38G 
Graphic Calculator. 

The latest and most 

progressive teaching 

and learning tool. 

Rs. 5300* 

HP48G« 
Graphic Calculator. 

The best engineering 

tool For professionals. 

Rs. 5300’ 

CALL US NOW 

_*Offer volid till 31 si October, 1999 *M.R.P (Inclusive of oil toxe 

New Delhi: (Oil) 6917992/93/94/95/96. Mumbai: (02?> 2037624/3332/5443. Chennai: (044) 8241718. 8254245. 

Bangalore: (080) 3434324/1083. Calcutta: (033) 4667595. e-mail: shobhdrH_M‘thi«‘l'p.com 

Ahmedobod: .el 5501283 Amrilsor: Te! 64785 Borodo: 3ol. 439042 Bhopol: Tel. 5529B0 Chondlgorh: Tol 543617 Emokolom: Tel 373911 
•wen .... I...! ...... T.l -ismsa T.l . ransaa Namur! Tel 



PLAYMATES 

w0\ All Occasion Gifts 

Soft Dolls 3" to 31" 

Birthday and 
Baby Collections 

AAorkalino Division: 

ABHI CREATIONS 
Corporal* Offic*: 62, NAJAFGARH ROAD, NEW DELHI 110 015 

TEL: 011-5117819 RAX : 91-11-5432940 

r' ^ ^ 

Tlw*ntlr*rwig*0fMASOOM PLAYMATES Is avallabls It all iMdlng'niyShoiivroomi, 

OKI GilliriM A Oipirtfnintil Slom throughout thi Country. For Exduilva 

FnnehiM* imVortradiinquIrM.WrltitouiwIthcoinptotidililliitthiilMivi 

■ddiMi oroflMlI;■bhlcraatlorwOhotinill.com 
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67 
CELEBRATING 67 LAKH 

READERSHIP 

SubKribe CSR For One Year/ 
Two Years And Get Gifts 
Worth Rs.240/Rs. 480 

Fpt IMaib St» PagBf 110 A 138 

Editor & Ptiblishcr 
S. K. Sachdeva 

I Ex0cuiive Publisher 
Vivek Badhwar 

Marketing Director 
Vandana Badhwar 
Sales Director 

Vijay Lakshmi 
Vice President P.P. and Advtg. 

Ninnala Raturi 

Editorial Office 
Competition Review Pvt Ltd. 

604 Prabhat Kiran, Rajendm Place, 
New Delhi - 110006 

Telephone . 5761086 

li'ivertisdinent £ Circulation 
Oepartmenta 

603A Prabhat Kiran, Re^endra Place, 
' New Delhi-110008 
f Telephone: 5712698,5718495 

Fax: 91-11-5754647. 91-11-5735086 

Regional Office 
18 Nawab Building. 

327 Dr. D.N. Road. Mumbai-400001 
Telephone: 2833990, 2040987 

October 1999 
152 Pages 

Cmvr Story: p. 131 

Vol. XXXVI No. 4 

> < i: I 'ikiA ? ^ 
Peofde An YoufMost Important Asset ...1.1 

I • 
Merit Must Tor Higher Education ...IS 

’ A Billion Indians ! ...1b 
i (,'1 ’'.V \ ?(}«,; f 

Elections '99: What Are We Heading For ? 
—Prof. Rttfinder S. Dhillon ...131 

ff’l; v , ; ;; 

Kashmir Problem . 39, Cricket Is Killing Other Sports ...42 
Practice Makes A .Vlan Perfect ...44 
When Money Speaks, Truth Is Silent ...107 

i rr'A i.iil it ■*.U IV 

CSR Ms Super Personality 2000: Entries Invited ...ISO 
't') K ’ i" ?: (In Colour) 

Barcode Creates Low Cost Fashion ...55, India’s Most 
Beautiful Necklace ...95, Fitness Through Yoga And 
Naturopathy ...96, The Face Artist ...148 

BPO Exam ; Model Question PapersIPractice Tests ..31 
Interviews : How To Succeed—fudy Skeats ...99 

Sports Round-Up ...145 
i". if 

India ...19; The World ...ZS 
mo...What...When...Where...Why ...54 
Constitution Of India—Hr. M.V. Pylec ...11.1 
Latest In General Knorvledge ...123 
Persons And Places In News ...143 -> 

■'it'-.'/ *1'; *;■ n CSR Gold Awards 2000: p. ISO 
Facing 'The Interview Board ...103,GrtHip Discussion ...115 ' 
Keep Smiling—Improve Your Personally ...120 

'li’-f i;. ■ 
IAS Toppers Talk To You 

Planned And Single-minded Approach : 
Key To Success—Kunal Kumar (6th Rank) ...47 

•'i;-';s:{\ /"i iVv. A ;<■'>■ 
Announcement ...128 

Competition Opportunities ...138, Memory Retention 
Contest ...138, Careers (* Courses ...139, l.etters ...140 

})(>( sti ! L_. 
Current Essays: Topics Of'Ihe Year ..59-92 Mahesh Bhupathi : p. 146 
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rhe Clown of quality 

for the customer 

who is kine. 

- customer is king and always deserves 
^ i T// —best. Being synonymous with quality. PNB 

^ ^ receives the fSO-9002 awards for providing 
impeccable banking services. Not only the 

■■■   ■*' ^ I5Q C branct^ Ixjt even the administrative offices 
9002 ““ achieving value addition In their services 

-- rendered. As on today 57 Offices - 4 Zonal 
offices. 11 ReglorK3l offices. 9 IntematiorKii Banking Brartches and 33 other brartches 
hove already been accredited wtih ISO-9002 certificates for all banking services. 
In 1999. several other branches are also aiming at attaining crowning glory in terms 
of Quality Services. 

punjob notionol bonk 
The name you BANK upon! 
Visit us at: www.punjabnationalbank.org. 
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t AMtTNE6t 

2 ANKKUMAKWMV 

3 KUNM.KUMAK 

4 SmCMMS 

i VANDANAR 

L PUMSETVADAW 

^7 SHESHAOnV 

f ruSHreMORARMPUT 

» RAMUlSHRWAnAWA 

10 svaoAUMURTA^ium 

11 MMANtWMMliMANMA 

13 lommjoramohantv 

13 UDMU SHEKHAR 

14 VEENARAI 

15 TOUT 

14 ASHIMANER 

17 MEERASmVASTAVA 

18 SIBASMXABIIUU 

19 5UDHW KUMAR 

20 SATYAPRIYARAMAKiaSHNA 

21 SHOBHITiAIN 

22 ROHIT GARG 

27 KUMAR SUPRAVIN 

24 NAZLIJAFRI 

7S SVEDMOHO ANDAIEEBRAZI 

26 ANURAOHA SINGH 

27 OHRUBAIYOT1 SENGUPTA 

28 MONKA SINGH 

29 AMARPREET OUGCAL 

iO tUSTIN MOHAN I 

31 FREDERICK ROV KHARKONGOR 

32 NEEIAKANTAREODVC 

33 SHEENASANDHU 

34 VIKRAM $ KULKARNI 

35 NITIN KUMAR YADAV 

36 VENKATESH T N 

37 VINAY HANOE 

38 YASHA5VIVAOAV 

39 WABANGJAMIR 

40 ANURAG CHATRATM 

41 VINOD BHAm 

42 RAIENORAPRATAR SINGH 

43 ASHUTOSH AGMHOTRI 

44 MAOHUP WAS 

4$ MOaVBOSE 

48 MANISHA BANSAI. 

47 KUSHAIVASHIST 

48 mOHIMAMTRIRMHI 

4» PRACHI MISRA 

50 SONAU RAMESH PANKSME 

51 PANKAIKUKX 

52 DEEPAKMOAIHOR 

53 TANMAYABEHERA 

54 VMI M R 

55 NIPUNAACHAUHAN 

56 JAYASHREESBHDJ 

57 BASANTSWARUP 

SB TEMJENWAPANGAO 

S9 POUNJIOitN 

QRHRAOVW t 

RALAGHAT S 

ROORKXC E 

BANGAUME 7- 

BAN6AUME It 

AGBA It 

BANGAUMIE IE 

BUNOR 1* 

RDURKEU t4 

tUCKMOW RE ~ 

btlHl M 

CUnACK 41 

DELHI 4B 

KOLIAM SO 

AUVAVE SS 

NOIDA <7 

LUOMOHV 71 

RANCHI 84 

GHAZIABAD OS 

HVDEBABAD 90 

INDORE 100 

LUCKNOW 114 

CHENNAI 117 

ALIGARH 135 

RAEBARELI ISO 

GURGAOH 153 

HOWRAH 163 

PATNA 17S 

AMBALA 179 

TRICHY 183 

SHH3.0NG 186 

SECUNDERABAD 300 

DELHI 211 

BELOAUM 319 

HYDERABAD 330 

CHENNAI 337 

BANGAUME 333 

LUCKNOW 337 

DIMAPUR 3$0 

DELHI ' 361 

LUDHIANA 363 

GHAZIABAD 371 

KANPUR 277 

DELHI 300 

IABALRUR 303 

SATHINDA 303 

RALAMRUR . 304 

GORAKHPUR t«3 

DElHI 303 

PUNE 304 

AHMEDABAO 3S9 

VADODARA 361 

OHURANESHWAR 363 

TRIVANDRUM 366 

AHMEDABAO 376 

DELHI MS 

KANPUR 401 

DELHI 4S3 

OEUil 460 

Masterminds. 

riTirFsmm s future. 

The Brilliant Ten_ 
who made it into the Tod 25 in 

lAS 1998 

ZJ.] 
AMIT^eCii ANIL KUMAR YADAV KlMAl KUMAR M S ^HlKAM R VANUANA 

JU.tlNOIANo.2 ALL INDIA No. S ALL INDIA No. 6 s AIL INDIA No. 7 AIL INDIA No. 11 

_k. 
PUNEET y*D4V V SfSHAOBI 

ALL INDIA No. 18 ALL INDIA No. 18 
PUSHPCNOHAH RAHUL bHlVASTAVA SVEOALIHIWI 

ALL INDIA No. 18 ALL INDIA No 24 ALL INDIA No. 28 

59 of our students_ 

are confirmed successful in the 

CMI Services Exam 

We envision the most distinguished 
careers for these bright young men and women 

and wish them the very best! 

pTTfmi w 
kiwoii m 

You can't prapara battar 

Box; 4996-CS, 1£ Masilamani St., T Nagar, Chennai 600 017 Ph: 4342099. Fax; 4343829 

Enrolment opan for Brilliant’s Postal Course towards IAS 2000 
• General Studies • Ail optionals except Medical Scienca & Indian Language(s) Literature • Concurrent despatch of lessons 

for Prelim and Main Exams • Interview Guidance Notes • Mock Vm Training 

WRITE FOR FREE FROSPECTUS wmmmmmmmRmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 
CSR OCTOBIK '99/Pige 
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Which Savke is at the Mdm ? 

*C>ivil 
Services 

Admissiott Open For IAS (Prelims.) Examination 

SACHDEVA'iSrCOLLEGE 
H.O.; 29-GK. South Pafol Nagar Now Dolhl • J10 008; Phonos: 5783399,5787080,5788070, 5788182 

Fax: 91' 11-5748070; o-mall: sachdovacollogo9vsnl.com; wobsllo; sachdovacollogo.com 

aiM dimmer I •AOOA Sanity nee* •ALlOAnHOtfrlaM eMJbeHAOMliwMUtU • AMneiA Kalitlt— ns. > eUniTiAII nasi lU nt^e AltOW. >—lay iH •SALAeCWeAtimSaOMoSfseiAini'ADANMtRan 

Onsms O OATALA IMm tMI»* oeoUSAlUl Itttiea OS • tlNMAMnun Nw lita StatS M • nHADRAK Om Imw M • aHATINDA Pm Heaw U • tNlLAt Nt* ClvM Ctiilrt • OMWIANI Mtar IImS • tHOPAl lltIviH 

Nr •nHUSAMtWAntMyallr ernUUmUHLMM •CALeUTTAIMAiMMlNMeafM eCHANlNOAnNlM nc S^OCWW TlmiwuaiiB 0 CUTTACnlies ns # DtHWADUNiU|iat Oi • MlMI Mai Nr f ttwrt iMtf SOttwct 

CatetilUai—lyCasipSntNItaSaaOitefcfSfceMi^rfllHliNr-•PAiaOdA01niiNiSMeiiiipNi.iMtSeOAYAes»itlnea»ilSfaSMieaMAllAaADIwaiCawsll.flSSiC>MimiiynaiWiaaonAm*l»Ua Dewier •ouaoaon 

Clfi Hiiea —UINAMATt «a»ga»S M O OWAt tOO fSaniWtaaiHar • MSLPWAIN Am mss Citfr ♦ WSMWWiWSNtSiimipttifaiiar laaSaati OkAPmOslhoSthi •NA«OlVAIIOeS<M.«MllAaitoMTaMeJAJf*UniNe.CaniftM 

• MUNDHAnusrtNti so. • JAMMU OtHilil Up • NMM OC • JHANil CMI IhMt eKAimUR AN % • KARNAL Im ISeilOIISA NTFCTaMuSp • NIMUNMimA Iw.II • LUOmAMAOMS litS AMALOA 0iin*wy 

O MeinUTetgaaieiMf M e MlMAnunfl—Mtrall AMOWAPAnADCWImw MUIArrAWSAaAnsmi■■■» ♦ WMMma>K»nA enANWATntSM Ta—a AATMMnCOTNwrflwpMwAr A AATKMAlerit emta A OATNA 

ttiiiTiTiffrrrirnrIlf AWJmCliMMalt»wM AWAtAdn^iiminiHia AdNCMIttaMaSft—>AMWAiMlMmiM A1I0HTAKIwm»MIIMiS AnounKELAOiMANir AAOMAATimMieMIMAOAnmim#ifataAUOAIAUn 

SaNSatH Up A VAMAMAet ttSawMi A m toiMtl OaSil tssm A VAMUNANAMARneMTawi 

CSRCXrroBER -WagtS 



Sndla^m Most Tmsted /iame Jor 

M.B.A. 
CLASSROOM COACHING 

out of 4 Students in 

(wmJimmMtlaimQ 

are from BRILLS school of Management. However, we must say that 
we are the best in Coaching students for CRACKING CAT. 

IIM-CAT, XLRI, XIM, IRMA, IIFT, FMS, 
IMT, SAJAJ, SPJ, IMI AND M.BJS. 

entrance of All Universities/lnslitutiens 
Cracking CAT anrf //le/i basking in the haloed glory of one of the IIMS is no less prestigious 

than conquering Mount Everest or winning World Cup. 

Modus Operandl 7 
The glorious track record of Brills School of Management speaks volumes ! 

Every year, a sizeable number swaggeringly walks into the portals of 
IIMS/XLRI/FMS/IIFT and other prestigious institutions/universities. 

Out features : 
♦ Highly competent faculty ♦ Small contact classes ♦ Personalized attention 

♦ Weekly Tests ♦ Superb guidance for CD and Intennew 

LIMITED SEATS 

Free Ceunselling by a leading Educatienist every 

year te mere than 2000 MBA students 

ALL OVER INDIA 
< Jr t < 4iv»i a MM. ><«M« .'vmrmmmw'- „»■>»» >t»<re»'»ne»wi.<r .(He*n>wa%-~aw»wMW>**;4W'e«‘fc v <,'> weem »• 

Enrol at the earliest Main Admission Centre (India) 

E-56B, GREATER KAILASH-II, 
NEW DELHI > 48 C/o IBC 
TEL. : 6477659, 6474497, 6417833, 
6481228, 6219378, FAX : 6465051 

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT Classroom Venue: 

ii£!£!s!2[LSLSS^^ £?rL^PATNA^^^^^ 
DELHI-CHENNAI-MUMBAI'CALCUTTA NEW DELHI-24 TEL. : 6842484, 6474497 

9{oste[ y^aciCity :PivaUa6k 

Chief Course Advisor 

Pramod K 
MBA IIM, Ahmedabad 

e Select Courses at Select Places. Terms/Conditions apply. # 

SUNDAY 
OPEN 

WE HAVE NO OTHER BRANCH IN DELHI 

Course Director 

H. Manocha 
MBA IIM, Ahmedabad 

CSK OCTOBER 99/Ptp9 
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S. Chcind's Books for Various 
Comoetitive Cxominotions 

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE | 

R.S. Aggaivral Ra. 
Advanced Objective 
General Knowledge 1X.OO 
Question Bank in General Studies 1X.X 
C.S. Bed! A 
S. Chand's General Studies 1 
for (Tifinlral rtivil SBrvicfi.<s 500.00 1 
ManiRamAggarwal’a 
General Knowledge Digest and 
General Studies 225C0 

LANGUAGE | 

AN. Kapur Ra. 
S. Chand's Dictionary of 
English A Hindi Usage and 
TechnicalTerTTHnologyfor 
Competitive Examinations X.X 
Gen^ English for Competitions 1X.M ' 
wt'o?vro jnmev v •Afkmi anam 

1X.X 
R.S. Aggarwal A Monika Aggarwal 
Cbj8Ctive General English 175.00 
T. Saran 
Ptv cis Writing and Drafting X.X 
€lo VRSf 

’nrriii 40.x 

REASONING | 

R.S. Aggarwal Ra. 
Logical Reasoning S0.X 
Advanced Non Verbal Reasoning for 
BankRecruitTest 65.x 
Advanced Non Verbal 
Reasoning (Hindi) 70.x 
A Modem Approach to Verbal A 
Non Verbal Reasoning 3X.X 
(Also available in two parts) 
wvoolo UN 

.'rnri’xr itH n*n nut nfon 110X 

COMPLETE GUIDES 

K.L Kumar Ra. 
Your Interview 95.x 

6.DMihNhwirl Rs. 
ACompleteGuidetoCareerRannlng 75.00 
R.S. Agganml ft DMpik Agonviil 
A Comprehensive Guide for M.C.A. 
EntranoeExamlnailon 166.00 
A Complete Guide for Bank 
P.O. Exam. 150.00 

NUMERICAL ABILITY 

R.S. AgganMil 
Mathematics for M.B.A. Entrance 
Examination 
Mathematics for B.B.A. Entrarxs 
Examination 

Quantitative Apfitude 

An Advatced Approach to Data Ra. 
Inlarpietaiion 45.00 
Mthmetlc(Subiectivt and Objective for 
Competitive Ei^.) 100.00 
ObjectIveAfIthmatic 1X00 
Mathematics forC.D.S. Entrance 
Examination 1X.00 
Mathematics for N.O.A Ent. Exams. 135.00 
R.S. Aggarwal A Oaapak Agganwil 
Mathematics for M.C.A Entrance 
Examination 125.00 

REFERENCEBOOKS 

VIshnooBhmManAVIdyaBhusan Rs. 
Incfian Administration 1X.00 
ATextbookofPublicAdministration 1X.00 

BOOKSFORENGINEERING&MEDICALENTRANCEEXAMS 

S.R. Singh 
Objective Botany 
VInay Kumar 
Biology for Pre-Medical/Pre-Oental 
EntranceExamination 
C.S. Bad! 
S. Chancfs General Studies 
P.S. Khilnani, N.M. Nimdeokar 
S. Chand's Common Entrance 
Test(Maharastra) 
P.S. Verma A P.C. Shrivastava 
Objective Zoology 

J.N. Gurtu, R. Kapur, V.B. Rana, A Kapur 
Numerical Chemistry 
J.N. Gurtu, R. Kapur, V.B. Rana 

1X.X 

l.l.T. Chemistry 
MaheahJain 

1X.X 

Physics for IIT-JEE 4S0.X 
Ol^ive Physics 265.x 
H.Kaur 
Objective Chemistry 
V. Venkateahwar Rao eti. 

^.X 

EAMCET Mathematics 
R.S. Aggarwal 

275.x 

l.l.T.-JEEMathematics 225.x 
(In Press) 

.V?' V ^ 
r.MNi rfli’.r Aat.riH "ifii s 

GEMFRAL 
KNOWLEDGE 

DIGEST 

General Knowledge Digest 
and General Studies 

for Union and State Public Service Commission 
Competitive Examinations 

RB/ISEDEDITION 

K. MOHAN Rs.225.00 

^ S. CHAND & COMPANY LTD. 
RAM NAGAR, NEW UELHI-110 055 

PHONE 7772080-8082 Fax 01-1 1-7777446 

Visit us at nttp //WWW schandgroup com, E-M.iil bChandco/mgiasdl01 vsnl net in 
Branches B.ingalorc' 'luOOOl f-’li .'268043 • Calcull.i .'00 012 f’li 22.0/'4',iO OJ.'O'-iH# 

Chennai 600 002 F'h 8622026 • Guwohati 78 1 00 1 I’h 62? 1 66 • Hycler.ibacl 'iCO I''O I Mi 40611: 

Jalandhar - 144008 • Kochi 68? OliO Ph :}81 740 • Lucknow','26 018 Ph 226801 284816 

Mumbai 400 UO M’ll 2i)'i(l881 26 I 0686 • N.ujput 440 OOl’I’h . 2 n 11 # f’atii.i 8()0 004 Ph fl’l-’o 



No.1 TRUSTED NAME KNOWN FOR TOP RESULTS 

i 
DELHI-CHBNNAI-MVMBAI-CALCDTTA 

The enly institute ef Its Kind in India 
under the guidance of academic experts credited with 

EXPERIENCE IN SHAPING THE DESTINY OF YOUNG STUDENTS 

BRILLS Bducatfon India <P) Ltd. one of the leading Coaching Institutes of its 

kind for various courses i.e.; MadlcaMIT'lEE'MBB etc.; has earned 

and established a nationwide reputation for 

Top quality educational training through CLASSROOM invites 

BUSINESS PARTNERS I 
_ALL OVER INDIA / GULF COUNTRIES_I 

BRILLS Edncatioa India (P) Ltd. has decided to open about 100 centres all over 
Indio and also in Gulf Countries as FRANCHISE CENTRES. 

Persons/Institutes must apply with complete details of infro-struclure. Having Sound 
Investment Capacity to invest depending on the City/Centre, Faculty etc. 

within fifteen Days on the below mentioned address : 

11 I E-568, Greater Kailash-ll, 
SfjUBfSfSdsSS New Delhi-48. c/oiBC 
ewmtimiiimkhiwi 
balliHilMnnai-IRniiiliaMaliiutta 6219378. Fax: 646sdsi 

SUNDAY OPEN 
NO. 1 TRUSTED NAME. EE A PAItT Cl- IT. LIET'S PROGRESS AND PROFIT. 

aiR(KinniR v 



GRADUATES - HERE IS YOUR GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY - 

BANKP.O. RECRUITMENT 
We can help you to become a BANK P. O 

Banking: 4^'=^ 
A Rewarding Career 
Nearly 1000 Probationary OMcera 
are recruited every year by Banka 
In India. Thia avenue of direct recruitment 
aa Probatloruiry Officera In Banka oBera a 
promlaing career tor bright young people 
today. Any graduate betvreen 21 and 20 
yeara can apply tor the poet TTm/ob bringa 
a handaome remuneration, aeeurlty ot 
aervlce and Job aatlatactlon. The work 
content la rich and varied. Today, In our 
State-aector Banka, our aocM Ideala ttnd 
a dynamic expreaalon. Bank/oba, theretore 
otter the opportunity and the challenge to 
participate In ahaping our natlon'a tuture. 
And aince llberallaatlon ot the Indian 
economy In 1991, Banking Induatry haa 
come tace^o-tace with multl-dimenalonal 
challengea and opportunitlea. The new 
goals aet tor the BanUng Induatry demand 
high quality personnel with atrong 
capabllltlea ter shouldering a broad 
spectrum ot critical reaponalbllltlea. 

Selection on 
Merit through 
Competitive Exams: {sJfl 
When vacancies of Probatlonmy 
Otticera are declared at Intervals ot 
almost every three months by one Bank 
or another, large numbera apply tor 
them and appear tor the Intensely 
competitive exams baaed on general 
Intelligence testa. Standards ot 
evaluation are moat rigorous and Impartial. 
The percentage ot aucceaa la lower than 
0.5%. Theretore, every single additional 
mark dtat you can get becomea Important 
A provenly competent, apeelallaed and 
thorough coaching becomea a MUST. 

iOurProfessional 
'commitment: 
We coach In regular 
claaaea In Maharashtra, Goa, 'k | 
Karnataka, T.N., Andhra Pradesh, 
Kerala, Bihar, West Bengal. U.P., M.P., 
Rajaathan and by POSTAL TUITION 
throughout India tor obfective and 
deacrlptlve testa ot PO exams. All 
aub/ecta - (1) Reasoning (logical, 
verbal, non-verbal) (2) Quantitative 
Aptitude (3) General Awareness and 
Current Attaira (4) English Language 
(5) Deacrlptlve testa comprising 
comprehension, analyala and 
expreaalon ot views on given situation 
are covered exhaustively. Specialised 
practice books on all aub/ecta covering 
thousands ot typical and actual exam 
queatlona are supplied In the Course. 
TTiese books are not sold to others. 
“THE COURSE IS UPDATED MONTH 
AFTER MONTH.“lntervlew coaching 
la given tree to all atudenta who 
emerge aucceaatui In the mitten Teats. 

NSB's Faith In 
Specialisation: 
National School ot 
Banking, headquartered 
at Mumbai, was tounded - 
twenty yeara ago aa a apeelallaed 
Institute providing coaching mainly 
tor BANK RECRUITMENT exams - of 
POa and ot Clerks. It haa grown rapidly 
and la now the lariat pre-reerultment 
Training Institute In the country. 
Our continuous research and 
ongoing study ot ob/eetive and 
deacrlptlve exam question papers and 
patterns have contributed to our 
present pre-eminence aa the 
CENTRAL INSTITUTE FOR BANK 
RECRUITMENT TRAINING. A 
computer network la used to pr^are 
study materials In General Awareneaa. 

Success Earned ' gS 
Is Success Deserved: 
Our otticea are located 
In Maharashtra, Goa, Karnataka, Tamil 
Nadu, Andhra Prmteah, Kerala, Bihar, 
West Bengal. U.P., M.P. and Ra/aathan 
but our aucceaaea have been noted 
across the country. Help and 
recognition have come from 
everywhere and In abundance. Teat 
after teat, literally hundreds ot our 
atudenta irtin the 19NationallaedBanka, 
Stale Bank, Associate Banka, LIC, 
GIC, RBI aa Otticera. The aub/ecta, 
syllabus, pattern of teats and examining 
body (IBPS) for all these exams 
are same. Naturally, we have a single 
common BANK RECRUITMENTS 
PROBATIONARY OFFICER (BRPO)l 
COURSE for all these exams. Success- 
oriented atudenhi /oin the Course well 
In advance of the Test and benefit by 
our atep-by-step and exhaustive 
coaching. Admiaalona are open round 
the year and are given on tirat-come- 
tirat served basis. JOIN NOW AND 
PREPARE FOR A RICH AND 
REWARDING CAREER. For details of 
our special BRPO COURSE, please 
contact personally or mite today with 
Ra. lOf- P.OJM.O. to : 

The Director, 
QSm National School 

of Banking 
Hmdornc: (bswistM 
Indian Education Seelaty Campua, 
Babrakar Marg, Ottaj^ala Poae (North), 

BBANCHES/PHONE HOa.: Dadar-44SSSSa, 
440S2SO. 44SB41t, Fort-2e4$41$. 204S4SS. 
airgauin-ssasss4, nana-S421IM, Andharl, 
BorlvH-aoSStaS, DombMI-tSt 1)478727, Puna- 
B8S2S18,8832234, Kolhapur-823818, Naaput- 
828408, Akola, Auransabad-383110, Naalk- 
874843, Sanallj l8ar8ao-73288S, Balgaum, 
Hydarabad-3201248, 32r 
478872, Vli 
27812, 
Lueknow-38M0B, Kanpur, Allahabad,Varanaal- 
(P542)3ai9n Jalpur-3ai881, Bhopal-27003e, 
Bangalorm-8883477, ehannal-4343S28, 
I8adaral-744a88, Thfruvanlhapuram-482118, 
Coehln-381383. Fax - Mumbai :(022)444ai82. 
E-mall: akfhakurUglaabm01.aanl.nat.ln 

During the last 21 years, we have helped over 66000 students to secure Jobs 
in Banks as Probationary Officers and Clerks. We can definitely help you. 

STATE BANK OF INDIA IS EXPECTED T 
ANNOUNCE OVER 600 P.O. VACANCIES THIS 
MONTH. JOIN NOW AND PREPARE YOURSELF. 
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A Tried, Tested and Trusted Name in the Careers World 

DHILLON 
GROUP! 

DGP BEST PLUS IMPROVEMENT COURSES & LATEST GUIDES 
• Bank PO. Exam. • Hotel Management • MBA Admission Tests • N.D.A. Exam. • C.D.S. Exam. 
• Major Exams, conducted by S.S.C. viz. Assistants. Inspectors (C.E., I.Tax. Police) & other Exams. 

czaa BASIC English 
IMPROVEMENT COURSE 

WITH A FREE COPY OF 
DGP Common Errors in English Language 
• Practical Fnglish Grammar | Rs. 100| 

(Fundamental Rules. Common Errors and 
Pittalls. Explanations & Illustrations) 

• Comprehension & Numbered Gaps 
• Vocabulary (Synonyms. Antonyms. Idioms. 

Phrases, Pair of words, Foreign Words, 
One-Word Substitution, etc.) 

A $tep by step, eaay A aystematie approach, 
helps you to build a strong foundation of 
English Language. 

rm ENGLISH 

IMPROVEMENT COURSE 
WITH A FREE COPY OF 
DGP Common Errors in Enghsh Language 
• Practical English Grammar | Rs. 135 | 
• Common Errors & Pitfalls 
• Comprehension • Vocabulary 
• Fundamental rules, tips & usage, 

explanations, iliustratio,nb & charts. 
• Competitive Exams Question papers 
• Specimen Papers 

PRIYA 
ENGLISH SPEAKING 

(SIX MEEK) COURSE 
Basic English Grammar explained I—5S:-—■ 
in simple English-Hindi. Excellent Help to gain 
confidence in speaking English 

ENGLISH VOCABULARY 

IMPROVEMENT COURSE 
• Self-assessment Assignments I Re. 1201 
• Word power ready-mckoner 
• Words in everyday use Formation of Words 

— Prefixes & Suffixes, Foreign Words & 
Phrases, Words Commonly Misspell 

• Idioms & Phrases, One-word Substitution 
• Pair of Words 
• Terms — Political, Medical, Religious, 

Scientific, Marital. Literary, etc. 
• Practical Assignments 

INTELLIGENCE A 
REASONING 

IMPROVEMENT COURSE 
• Model Papers I Rs-fSOI 
• Previous Years' Papers of Competitive 

Exams. & Management Admission Tests 
• Reasoning Tests, Logical, Verbal & 

Non-Verbal 
• Data Interpretation & Management 

Aptitude Tests. 
Systematic Approach, Detailed Explanatory 
Notes for thorough understanding 

ARITHMETIC 
(Quantitative Aptitude & Numerical Ability) 

IMPROVEMENT COURSE 
• Exhaustive Study Material I Re.l00| 
• Plethora of Solved Examples 
• Practical Tips, Short Cuts and 

Explanatory Notes 
• Objective Multiple Choice Questions 
• Exercises (or Practice 
• Model Papers — Questions Incorporated 

from PreviousYears' Papers of Important 
Competitive Exams. 

liTHa KIT OF ; 

QUAHTITATIVE APTITUDE I 
WITH A FREE COPY of' 

Numerical Ability j 
I • Comprehensive coverage of all I Re. 150| 

topics including Number Systems. 
Commercial Arithmetic. Mensuration, Data 
Sufficiency and Data Interpretation. 

H rm DATA 
INTERPRETATION COURSE 

Fo; Competit:ve Exams: Management 
Admission 'ksts S Protessional Bodies etc. Exams 
• Introduction to Data Interpretation 
• Presentation of Data 
• Basic Tools of Analysis 
• Model Papers (Solved) 

Competition Centre's 

REASONING 
IMPROVEMENT COURSE 

• Logical Reasoning 1. —■ 
• Commonsense & Analytical Reasoning 
• Data Interpretation 
• Verbal and Non-Verbal Reasoning 
• Principles. Illustrations. Exercises and 

Specimen Papers. 
Coherent, systematic and Indepth study of 
Logical ftaaaorUng. Designed to render moat 
practical help. 

MATHEMATICS 
IMPROVEMENT COURSE 

tor N DA, C.D.S & MBA Admission Tesisl Ws- 601 
• Arithmetic. Mensuration, Algebra, 

Geometry, Trigonometry and Statistics 
• Formulas and Practical Tips 
• Solved Examples & Exercises for Practice 
• Objective Multiple Choice Questions 

GENERAL SCIENCE 
IMPROVEMENT COURSE . 

• Study Material—Physics, I Ra.lQOI 
Chemistry, Life Science, Space Science, 
Nuclear Science and Conputer Science 

• Basic Science 
e Basic Concepts, Principles and Laws 
• Science Quiz 
• Objective Multiple Choice Questions 

Please remit the Pull Amount (price of^ahed 
book/boolie plus fls.10 for one book end lls.1S1» 
two ormonboeia hr postage) by HO/BanliOrSK 
Write your Name end Full Addreae In GAPH)^ 
LETTEHS on U.O. Coupon, 
Books wn be sent by ftegd. Book Peel only 
ypp orders will net be executed. 

DHILLON GROUP OF PUBLICATIONS 
E-12, MAIN ROAD, KALKAJI, NEW DELHI-110019 

• Comprehensive coverage of all 
topics ; Arithmetic, Mensuration, Algebra. 
Trigonometry, Geometry and Statistics. 

fiTHD KIT OF 

MATHEMATICS 
For C.D.S. Examination 

Comprehensive coverage of all T^e' isbl 
topics : Arithmetic, Mensuration. Algebra 
Trigonometry, Geometry and Statistics. 

Salient Features of All the Above Books 

Thorough extensive coverage 
jur Reader friendly Tabular presentation. 

Formulas, Tips, Techniques given for 
, easy grasp and quicker solutions. 1 
•‘w Detailed explanatory notes. Plenty of 
[ solved examples & exercises for practice. 
!<»' Model Papera with complete Solutions/ 

Hints Incorporating questions from 
PREVIOUSYEARS'PAPERS. 

FIRST RATE LATEST GUIDES 
Our Guidesrers patterned on la^ schema and 

anttra syllabus Is covered thoroughly. 
Ample shmy materiel. Solved Examples and 

Otfoettve Multiple Choice Quasillona indudad. 

1.14.BA. ADMISSION TESTS Rs. 19S 
2. Sl^ Siqk RO Exam. Qu'ida Rs. ISO 
X Bank Pa &cam Guide Rs. ISO 
4. HOTEL MANAGEMENT ADMISSION TEST 

(Pat Adn'isdon to Degtes/DIplome Course) Rs. 
5. N.0lA Exam. Qolde Rs. ISO 
& C.QS. Exam. Guids Rs.i^ 
7. BANK RECRUITNENT TEST GUKIE Rs. 3 

(For CMis, CaaNei^ Sfano- TjipisIs etc.) 
Tcl.: 64.1 84231 

6 48 84481 
F.1X : 01 1-648 87481 

Alter I (>23 953f’l 
Ollice Honrs I (,11 953t| 



Merit Must For Higher 
Casteism has l>een the 

bane of Indian society 
compelling Swaml 
Vlvekananda to describe 
certain parts of India 
stigmatised by caste 
cornparlnientalisatlon as 
virtual ‘lunatic asylums' 
and forcing Gandhijl to 
identify himself and his life 
with the cause of the lost 
and last In the hierarchy 
Uie Indian social life had 
been reduced to. An 
independent India sought 
to put into the statute 
book the concern and 
solicitude of savants like 
Swaml Vlvekananda, 
Mahatma Gandhi and 

^ B. R. Ambedkar for the 

down-trodden. But In the last twenty years, a new breed 
of politicians has been making capital out of the caste 
system painting themselves as the inessiah of the undetdog 
while their real motive has been how to swell their 
vofebanks. Instead of eradicating the caste system, these 
narrow-minded politicians have only tended to create sharp 
divisions pitting one section of the people against another. 

In the maelstrom of declining values, state governments 
nin by different political parties have been trying to outwit 
one another by populist policies to pander to different 
castes. The worst casualty of a caste based politics at 
different levels has been quality, which cannot be ensured 
by re.servatlon. Were Gandhijl and Dr. Ambedkar alive 
today, they would not have subscribed to a kind of social 
liistice that neutralises quality and tnerilocracy at the 
highest level. The economically poor In the general category 
who excel in examinations tend to be marginalised in 
admissions to higher courses and entry points to jobs 

'and they are compelled to bear the crcjss. Even the 
so called poor ca.stes to<j tend to lo.se ultimately If they 
are pampered to a nauseating degree by politicians and 
-state governments'who are even prepared to fix a minimum 
jiercentage ol 20 marks or ev'eii less for admission to 
spwdality courses. Such an approach Is not social jtisUce, 
but a mockery of education, quality of education, 
inerilocracy and warped form of social justice. 

Agcdusl this backdrop, the historic judgement made by 
the Supreme Court of India on August 11. 1999 that for 
admission at the super speciality levels In medicine and 
engineering faculties, no special provisions like reservations 
for Scheduled Castes. Scheduled Tribes and Backward 
Classes are permissible would be welcomed by all those 
who emphasise quality, merit, hard work and perseverance 
of millions of students to come up In life the hard way 
and the parents who sacrifice their all to help the wards— 
fhelr only assets—to make a mark. 

The Apex Court felt that reservations of any kind for 
^higher education ran* counter to predominant national 
interests. The Supreme Court bench comprising Chief 
'Justice Dr. A.S. Anand. Mr. Justice S. B. Majumdar. Mrs. 
•lustlce Sujata V. Manohar, Mr Justice K. Veiikataswainl 
and Mr. Justice V. N. Khatre who disposed of a batch of 
appeals, writ petitions and review petitions concerning 

admissions to the. 
and engineering coui- 
in various states felt 
that merit alone can 
be the basis of selection. 
‘Admission to the highest 
available medical courses 
in the country at I he super 
speciality levels—where 
even the facilities for 
training are limited—^must 
be given only on the basis 
of competitive merit. There 
can be no relaxation at this 
level." 

The Constitution Bench 
of the Apex Court In the 
‘Post-Graduate Medical 
Entrance Examination 
(PGM EE)—Reserved 
Categories — lower 

minimum qualifying marks case" struck down as 
nnconstltuUonal the Uttar Rradesh PG Medical Education 
(Reservation for SC.' ST and OBC) Art 1997 which fixed 
20 per cent as minimum qualifying marks for reserved 
category candidates belonging lo SC and 5)T at the f'GMEE. 
The Judgement also set asicle a Madhya Pradesh 
government order dated June 7, 1997 which fixed the 
mliilinuni qualifying marks of 20 [xr cent. 15 per rent 
and 40 per cent for the reserved candidates of !^s. STs 
and OBCs, respectively, at the PGMEE. lo make them 
eligible for rounselllng and admission. 

'The Supreme Court held that there could not be a wide 
disparity between the minimum qualifying marks 
prescribe for general and reserved category students even 
for admission at the post-graduate level of medical 
education. The Ctourt directed the Medical Council of India 
IMCI) to examine whether the nilniinuiii quallfyhig marks 
for reserved category candidates could be prescribed at 
the post-graduate level of medical education. The Judges 
fell that the purpose of reservation, if permissible at the 
post-graduate level. Is to ensure that the reserved category 
candidates with the reoulsite training and calibre may 
benefit from the post-graduate mediral courses and rise 
lo the standards which ure. cx|)ocied of persons possessing 
post-graduate medical qiialincation should not he denied 
this opportunity by competing with general category 
candidates. 

The 70- ptige majority Judgement Siild that It is ner-essary 
m the public Interest to ensure that the ranfltdates. at 
the post-g^adlla*'^ level have not just passed the 
examination but have profited front their studies in a 
manner which makes tiiem capable of making thetr 
contribution and diagiicslng difficult medical conditions 
with a certain degree of expertise. 

It may be recalled that In the Sadhana Devi case, the 
Apex Court In 1997 had held that while laying down 
minimum qualifying mark.s for admission to post-graduate 
courses, ft was not open to the government to say that 
there will be no minimum qualifying marks for the reserved 
category candidates. ‘If this Is done, merit will be sacrificed 
altogether." the Court had sakl then. 

It is high time that true to ground realities and for the 
inevitable need to prove lo all that the State does not 
discriminate against any citizen, political parties should 

Super Speciality Laser Eye Surgery being performed 
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UH2 to cash in on the concept of reservation for gaining 
I — - ^ mileage. Populistic measures to secure short-term 
I] _ P«rould be counter-productive and a wrong step taken 

JL^pic political parties will sunder the system and not 
Ite it. The facade of social Justice that such populistic 

l!l^ 
measures seek to justify will not only bring down standards 
to abysmally low levels, but perpetuate the caste 
stratification and the evils innate in it. The ruling of die 
Apex Court is a writing on the wall and one can Ignore it 
at one's own peril. □ 

A Billion Indians ! 
The crowding syndrome 

stalks us everywhere: 

crowded streets, jam-packed 
buses, the long queues at the 
railway reservation counters, 

the winding beeline of anxious 
parents at nursery schools to 
get just an admission form for 
their children, the perpetual 
struggle to secure admission 

in professional colleges, 
the long wait for LPG 
cormeetton—the litany of woes 
is the symptom of a malaise 

firom which our country seems 

to be never free. The swelling 
Ude of human numbers seems 
to submerge all our gains and 
keep India shackled in chains 
socially and economically. 

We seem to be getting 
nowhere in slowing down our 

population juggernaut wtth 
successive governments at the 
Centre and in most of the 
States giving scant regard to 
a problem that merlls top 

attention. The draconian 
measures like compulsory 

sterilisation that stigmatised the family planning 
programme during the dark days of internal Emergency, 
with a high-profile son of Indira Gandhi, ramming down 
the throats of people concepts even before they were ready, 
left what could have been a people’s pnigratrimc into the 
lurch. And ihere it l.s, like some railway wagrins gathering 
rust in the marshalling yard. None talks about population 
control the way they did before 1975. though the threat of 
the ticking bomb is ominous as ever before. Like some 
wild weed, the problem is growing fast endangering the 
survival of other plont.s, hut people and the government 
seem apathetic Uj the looming .spectre. 

We ii.e preparing for the decennial census, the first in 
the new millennium in 2001 and we are already grimly 
aware that we will soon eclipse China to gain the dubious 
distinction as the most ftopulous country in the world. 
Before the population juggernaut runs over us. we have to 
see to it that we do everything possible to slow it dowit. 

And this could be done only by the combined efforts of the 
government, the people, the NGOs and the corporate world. 
Educational institutions across the country could 
contribute their incremental effort to n ake the crusade 
reach the last post of victory. 

That India lives In different ages like the bullock cart 
age and the age of Information, superhighway and 
communication satellites cannot be denied by anyone. This 
high contradiction could be at once a bane and a blessing. 
We have the largest anqx of child labour in the world and 
we have the best sofiwaixFprofessionals that could win the 
plaudits of the CEO of tire Microsoft giant. Mr. Dll! Gates. 
India presents the best and worst features of a system in 
a flux : regions that reek of high child morbidity, child 
mortality, high maternal mortality, lower literacy, child 

marriages, discrimination 
against the girl child, female 
infanticide, rampant evils like 
dowry, child and maternal 
malnutrition. And there are 
pockets where literacy, health 
standards, industrial and 
agricultural developments are 
far atxwe the national average. 
How we strike a balance 
between these Imbalances will 
help us a long way In defusing 
the population bomb. For 
instance. States like Punjab, 
Haryana and Gujarat that have 
earned a name for themselves 
in industrial development could 
be models for the rest of India. 
Kerala that basks In the glory 
of social development including 
zero population growth, but 
has miserably failed to sustain 
agricultural and industrial 

growth has to learn a lot from 
their brothers ai’d sisters in 
Punjab, Haryana and Gujarat. 
Arxl BIMARU States like 
UP. MP, Bihar, Rajasthan have 
to dovetail the best from 
the models from both the 

north and south India. 
It is worth Tiylng a zone-wise approach to the population 

problem: we did it with n?soundlng success In the case of 
our drive for total literacy. Many governments, with the 
backing of NGOs and cornm\inlty look up dlstrictwlsc 
plans, and exet:uted total lllcracy plans with spectacular 
success. Can't we take up similar plans In the case of 
population control ? We can, if we arc fired with the political 
will to transform our future that could go haj'wlre if we let 
things go the way they choose to go. 

It is high time that the government, the media and a 
section of the NGOs galvanise into action lo choose that 
model tlial suits the socio-economic conditions and 
cultural matrix of a particular state to make the small 
family norm leapfrog in order that oui gains on other 
fronts are not fritter^ away. Any smugness on the part of 
all those concerned would spell disaster. 

Uttar Pradesh continues to be the largest Stale, 
population wise with 16.44 per cent people of the country 
living there followed by Bihm- with 10.21 per cent and 
Maharashtra with 9.33 per cent. We.sl Bengal occupies' 
the fourth place accomriiodatlng 8.04 per cent of the 
country’s population, followed by Andhra Pradesh with 
7.80 per cent. 

Measures to control population cannot be taken Hn 
ieolatlun; they have to take into account the plus and 
minus points of each region and the State and the 
distinctive socio-economic and cultural conditions of each 
State. In other words. India ncetf to take up a holistic .n 
approach while coming to grips with a sensitive issue like 
population control. But we must act sooner and fast when 
wc can manage population explosion rather than later 
when It becomes unmanageable. ' 
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Champions today. 
Doctors tomorrow. 

Brilliant students, all! 

SHASHWATMISHRA 
No.I.AIIMS 

VAMSHI KRISHNA M priyakanwar NKHL GUPTA 
No. 1. JIPMER No. 1. AFMC (Girts) No. 1. Delhi PMT 

SUNNYSANDHU 
No. 1. CMC Ludhiana 

CHIRA6KAMALAHUJA 
No. 1, Chandigarh GET 

SANDEFPP 
No. 1. Kerala CET 

SUNNYSANDHU 
No. 1. Punjab PMT 

BHARAT) R 
No 1. Manipur PMT 

Chand^Mh CET 

Kerala CET’ 

PimjaliPMT’ 

7 out of these 9 firsts were won by students of 

Brilliant^ 2 Year Course for MBBS Entrance. 

TTTW 

Box: 499&CS,12 Masilamani St., T. Nagar, Chenna 600 017. 
Ph: 4342099 (4 lirres) Fax: 4343829 

jpiLLIANTS COURSES OPEN FOR MBBS ENTRANCE 2000, 2001 & BEYOND 
• For Sid. XII students : 1 Ybar Couree, with Quealion Baiyc, for CBSE-F»IWPD. Allive; Delhi-PMT, AFMC, 

JIPMER, GMC.... & State MBBS EnL Exams in 2000 • For Sid. XI students ; CBSE - PLl^: 2 Yr. Course with 
Bank, for CBSE-PM/PD^ AIIMS, Oelhi-PMr, AFMC. JIPMER, CMC.... & State MBBS Ent. Exams in 2001 

_ • For Sid. IX, X students : TARGET - nllBBS: Prinr«r courses for a firm foundation. 
DESPATCH NOW ON. WRITE FOR FREE PROSPECTUS. 
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GROUP —THB tmeum 
Firal to Publi# lor Com 

NDA EXAM. KIT 
For Admission to: 

Army, Navy & Air Force wings of 
NDA ft Naval Academy 
(Executive Branch) 

liiaa CDS EXAM. KIT 
For Admission to: 

I.M.A., Naval Academy, Air Force_ 
ft Officers’Itainlng Academy 

AAeadmleiiM. 

NDA ft CDS Exam. KIta contain : 
• Model Papers Based on Previous Years' 

Papers (with Answers/Solutions) 
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CURRENT AFFAIRS 

Atal Behari Vajpayee 

Another Battle Royal 
In a calculated yet crude attempt to 

replicate the BJP's Bellary, the "secular" 
Congress, after days of uncertainty and 
intense discussion, has at lirng last, decided 
to play the "Hindu card" by fielding 
Dr. Karan Singh, a former founder-President 
ot "Viraf Hindu Samaj" (created by him to 
unite Hindus of all hues on one platform to 
fight for their legitimate rights) against 
Prime Minister, Mr. Atal Behari Vajpayee 
after considering many names including 
filmstars Dilip Kumar and Sunil Dutt 
(probably inspired by the 1980 experiment 
'-^en Cire*star Amitabh Bachchan trounced 
a>re veteran Hemvati Nandan Bahuguna at 
Allahabad in 1980s) and Niloufer Bhagwat 
(wife of sacked Admiral Vishnu Bhagwat 
With an eye on sympathy vote and attracting 
minority vote bank). Thus, Lucknow is all 
%t to witness another high-profile contest 
after Bellary (Sonia vs Sushma Swaraj). 

The Congress was in no mood to permit 
Mr. Vajpayee go unchallenged and was keen 

putting up a formidable candidate and 
ultimately decided in favour of Dr. Karan 
Singh in view of his Btatv.re as a man of 
letters and deep knowledge of Hindu 
philosophy. Dr. Karan Singh who left 
Congress nearly two decades ago but 
rejoined it on August 7, 1999 resigning his 
**iya Sabha seat (1996) as a National 
Conference nominee is reputed for his deep 

iJl^ht into the Indian cultural traditiims as 
raw as for his wide exposure to Western 
, ^Wature and is expected to exploit Hiiulu 
I fantiments in view of his versatile 
knowledge of Hindu religion and 
philosophy. A former ambassador to the 
J-nited States, Dr. Karan Singh claims that 
he is confident of defeating Mr. Vajpayee 
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Dr. Karan Singh 

on the basis of his long-standing political 
and administrative experience. In an 
apparent rebuff to the B]P campaign theme 
of Mr. Vajpayee's long years in public life 
in contrast to "greenhorn" Mrs. Sonia 
Gandhi, Dr. Singh as.<ierts that Mr. Vajpayee 
has only a two and a half years experience 
as Foreign Minister under Janata Party 
dispensation and thirteen months as Prime 
Minister. On the other hand, he claims a 
whole lifetime of varied administrative 
experience as Go\’emor, MP, Union Minister 
and Ambassador. Thus Dr. Karan Singh may 
not allow 3-time-winner Mr. Vajpayee a 
cake-walk; instead, he may pin down BJP's 
star campaigner; affecting the party's poll 
prospects in Uttar Pradesh and elsewhere. 

Meanwhile, BJP has described Dr. Singh's 
decision to oppose Mr. Vajpayee as "the 
most unexpected act of courage" in his 
political career. A staunch-Hindu-tumed- 
secularist has been pitted against a leader 
representing the moderate face of BJP. 
Indeed, it would be an uphill task for 
Dr. Singh to unseat Mr. Vajpayee, an 
excellent orator, a seasoned campaigner with 
a sober, mature and amiable disposition on 
his own wicket, and riding a popularity 
wave after Kargil victory, a buoyant 
economy, a comfortable foexi grains and 
foreign exchange reserves position and a 
steep fall in inflation rate down to 
1.8%—the first after 2 decades and a rising 
Sensex. 

A Nuclear Doctrine 
For India 

India wili not be the first to use a nuclear 
weapon against any country, but it will 
retaliate with nuclear weapons, if attacked. 
India will also not threaten the use of 
nuclear weapons against states which do 

not possess nuclear weapons or are not 
aligned with nuclear weapon powers. 

These are some of the highlights of the 
draft Nuclear Doctrine released by the 
National Security Advisory Board (NSAB) 
in New Delhi on August 17, 1999. 
Mr. Brajesh Mishra, National Security 
Adviser and Principal Secretary to the Prime 
Minister declared that the objective of 
publicising the draft nuclear doctrine was 
to have a widespread public debate to 
enable the government to take a final 
decision. The document envisages assured 
capability to shift from peacetime 
deployment to fully employable forces in 
the shortest possible time and the ability to 
retaliate effectively. 

According to the document, India will 
pursue a doctrine of credible nuclear 
deterrence. India's nuclear forces will be 
based on triad ot aircraft, mobile based 
missiles and sea-based a.ssets. Nuclear 
weapons shall be controlled and released 
for use at the highest political level; the 
Prime Minis^r or the designated successor 
will alone have the authority to release 
nuclear weapons lor use. 

According to the doctrine, India shall 
continue its efiorts to achieve the goal of a 
nuclear weapons-free world at an early date. 
Since no-first-use of nuclear weapons is 
India's basic commitment, India would 
strive its best to persuade other states 
possessing nuclear weapons to join in an 
international treaty banning first use of these 
weapons. 

'Ihe document says that in view of the 
very high destructive potential of nuclear 
weapons, appropriate nuclear risk reduction 
and confidence-building measiirrei shall be 
sought, negotiated and instituted. India's 
nuclear forces and their command and 
control shall be organised for very high 
survivability against surpnse attacks and fm 
rapid punitive response. They shall be 
design^ and deployed to ensure survival 
against a first strite. Deterrence requires tliat 
India maintains sufficient survivable 
and operationally prepared nuclear devices, 
a robust commaiid and control system. 
Though described as a consensus document, 
weaving together the views of 27 members 
on the Advisory Board, under the 
chairmanship of Mr. K. Subramanyam, 
it is likely to be greeted with mixed 
response. 

Commenting on the Nuclear Doctrine at 
a meeting in Chandigarh on August 30, 
1999, the Prime Minister, Mr. Atal Behari 
Vajpayee said that India would follow any 
move by the nuclear weapon states to 
destroy nuclear weapons and make the 
world free from the destructive weapons in 
a time-bound manner. 



Pakistan and USA have reacted to India's 
Nuclear Doctrine the negative way and 
argue that it could lead to an arms race in 
the subcontinent. 

Population Explosion 

On its 52nd Independence Day on 
August 15,1999, India achieved the dubious 
distinction of joining the "Demographic 
Billionaire Qub" along with China with its 
population crossing the one-billion 
milestone. Thus, if not on economic front, 
rm demc^aphic front atleast, we have raced 
to deprive China of monopolising the 
Billionaire status. At the present rate of 
"demographic progress", we are poised to 
overtalre even China as the most populous 
iMtion in the world in the next four decades, 
as per projections of United Nations Fund 
for Population Activities (UNFPA). Despite 
allocation of huge funds (Rs. 3000 crore 
during 1998-99) for family plantting, there 
is no significant fall in population growth. 
It is presently 1.6% in contrast to 0.9% for 
China. lA^th a geographical area of just 2.4% 
of the world, we brar the burden of 16% of 
global population. The comparative figures 
for China are 7% of global area and 20% 
population; USA 7%/6% and Russia 
12%/5%. Naturally with such a big burden 
on land, a "democratic" India (unlike a 
dictatorial China) cannot afford to take 
drastic coercive measures and consequently 
finds Itself in a quagmire of poverty, dearth, 
disease, illiteracy and squalor with its 
national income constituting barely 2% of 
the total world income. Even among the 
SAARC countries, our per capita income 
($ 380) is much lower tl^n even Maldives 
($ 1,032), Sri Lanka ($ 740) and Pakistan 
(S 480). Of course, we can have the 
coreiolation of being ahead of .such Least 
Developing Countries like Bangladesh 
($ 280), Nepal ($ 210) and Bhutan ($ 163). 
In the comity of nations, we are ranked at 
a woefully low rank—132nd as per-Viforld 
Bank's Human Envelopment Index. All oqr 
advancement in nuclear field (Pokhran 11), 
^ace exploration through satellites and the 
economic strides made through nine Five- 
Year Flam appear only cosmic in the context 
of backwaidness scenario we are pushed to 
through population explosion which is 
nullifying aU progress. In fact, the starvation 
deaths in Orissa and elsewhere, the growing 
numbers of ill-clad, shelterless under and 
maLiourished populace—all indicate to the 
pointer that the long-discarded Malthusian 
forecast is going to prove true at least in 
our case; unless we take timely steps to 
control the buigeoning population. Short of 
draconian measures of forcible sterilisation, 
we should earmark more funds for 
education (especially female), health care 
and other social services. Public 
participation through NGOs and social 
organisations be sought to make the family 
planning programme people-oriented rather 
than Govemmcnt-orienti^. The population 
clock should be shown ticking fast after 
every half an hour on Doordarshan to 
hammer home the dangers of galloping 
population. People violating two-drild noim 
should be denied free medical care and even 
rations at public distribution outlets. On the 

1 Populatiim Ikends | 

Year Population 
(iMtion) 

Annual 
Growth Rate 

1901 238 0.14 
252 0.59 
251 -0.04 

1931 279 1.12 
1941 319 1.43 
1951 361 1.32 
1961 439 2.16 
1971 548 2.48 
1981 683 2.46 
1991 846 2.39 
1999 1000 1.82 

(August 15) 

other hand, there should be conspicuous 
incentives (social and economic) for those 
who remain celibate throughout Ufe, or stick 
to one-child norm or marry late—say after 
45 years; thereby helping in checking 
population growth. Special Identity Cards 
should be issued to such persons entitling 
them to prionty medical care, subsidised air 
and rail journey, subsidised interest rate for 
loans, priority in allotment of Government 
accommodation and flats built by various 
Urban Development Authorities, LPG, car, 
accelerated promotions, cash awards etc. At 
the same time, we must restrict the facility 
of subsidised (50%) ration and cheaper 
kerosene only to such couples below poverty 
line who conform to the two-child norm, 
abstain from drinking and undertake to send 
their children to Government schools 
providing free tuition, books, mid-day 
meals. Those already having more than two 
children must go in for sterilisation to be 
eligible (or the facility. Otherwise, the 
Subsidised Ration Facility introduced 
recently for those below poverty nlinc, 
(approximating now 400 million), would 
only lead to multiplying numbers pulling 
the country to the nadir In order to prevent 
democracy slipping into "mobocracy", as it 
is now, let future voters, say after 15th 
August, 2000 having two children be only 
allowed to exercise their franchise and let 
people having more than one living wife 
(present and past) as also their offsprings 
be debarred from voting. But which party 
will bell die cat ? All are after vote bank 

olitics with vested interest in country's 
ackwardness, poverty and population 

growth. In the run-up to elections 1999, 
while the Congress manifesto speaks of 
population planning with special focus on 
Northern States where fertility decline has 
been tardy; without, of course, specifying 
the modus operandi to achieve results; the 
NDA document lays emphasis on positive 
aspects of population control such as ; no 
child to remain illiterate, hungry or without 
medical care, compulsory schooling up to 
15th year and removal of poverty by 2010. 

India Designs Its First 
Star Wars Weapon 

Bursts of microwaves, packed with 
gigawatts of power (one gigawatt is 1000 
million watts), when aimed at enemy 
missiles and aircraft, will cripple their 
electronics systems aiul computer chips and 
bring them down. Facts look stranger than 

fiction. But dtis is the real fact about "K< 
5000", the powerful electron acceleratii 
machine now being assembled by t 
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BAR( 
Mumbai. According to scientists, "sc 
killing" by high power microwaves h 
advantages over the sp-called laser weapi 
which destroys by drilling holes thign 
metal. 

Kali-5000 will be ready for testiiw by 8 
end of 1999, according to Mr. P.H. Ro 
Head of the Accelerator and Pulse Pow 
Division at BARC and chief designer i 
India's first Star Wars Weapoit. Kali-SOI 
which can potentially be used as a bea 
weapon is foo bulky, weighing 26 tonne 
will undergo more phases of R A I 
In fact. Kali which is the acronym f 
"Kilo-ampere linear injector" was develop* 
for industrial applications and Qie defen 
use was a. recent spin-off. Development 
the Kali machine was mooted in 1985,1 
Mr. R. Chidambaram, Hie present Chief 
the Atomic Energy Commission and the 
Director of BARC. But the work on Ki 
earnestly began only in 1989. 

The Defend Ballistics Research Institu 
in Chandigarh is already using an X-n 
version of Kali to study the speed i 
projectiles A defence institute in Btmgalo 
is using a microwave producing versioia 
Kali which the scientists use for testing <i 
vulnerability of the electronics systems gou 
into the light combat aircraft undi 
development and designing electrostat 
shield to protect them from microwai 
attack by the enemy. The Kali machine hi 
for the first time provided India a way ' 
'harden' the electronic systems used i 
satellites and missiles against the dead 
electromagnetic impulses (Emi) generated I 
nuclear weapon;. The Emi wreaks havoc t 
creating intense electric field of sever 
thousand volts per centimetre. The electron 
components currently used in missiles a 
withstand fields of just 300 volts p( 
centimetre. While the Kali systems built i 
far are single shot pulse power systems (the 
produce one burst of microwaves and 
next burst comes much later), Kali-5000 A 
rapid fire device, and hence its potential tr 
as a beam weapon. 

Kali-5000 will shoot several thousan 
bursts of microwaves, each burst lasting ft 
just 60 billionths of a second and padee 
with a power of about four gigawatts. Tl 
high p^er microwave puLses travel in 
straight line and conserve their energy 
the frequency falls between three and te 
gigahertz. According to BARC scientists, 
microwave power of 150 megawatts ht 
already been demonstrated in earlier versio 
of Kali. •_ 

G>15 Ministerial Meet in 
Bangalore_ 

At the two-day G-15 ministerial meetir 
on the World Trade Organisation hostc 
by India in Bangalore during the third ^ 
of August 1999, the Commerce Mfe p 
Mr. Ramakrishna Hegde, in his keynoi 
address, appealed to developing countrii 
to reject outright any bid to indude iV 
issues such as social clause and governs^ 
in the WTO, on the agenda of the Thh 
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Ministerial Conference (TMC) of the 
WTO to be held in Seattle later this year, 
describing them as thinly disguised 
efforts to impede the free flow of trade in 
items of export interest to developing 
countries. 

The Bangalore meeting is a follow-up to 
the decisions taken at the C-15 Summit in 
Montego Bay (Jamaica) in Februaiy 1999 
where it was decided that a high level 
meeting would be organised by India to 
discuss the WTO issues in preparation for 
the Third Ministerial Conference of the WTO 
in Seattle. The Bangalore meeting was 
attended by the trade and commerce 
ministers of only eight countries of G-15— 
Algeria, Egypt, Jamaica, Kenya, Nigeria, 
Senegal, Venezuela and Zimbabwe. 

It is, however, well known that there is 
not much unanimity among G-15 countries 
on the issue of inclusion of new issues into 
the WTO agenda. While some of the Asian 
countries like India, Malaysia and Indonesia 
are vehemently opposed to the inclusion of 
new issues into the WTO agenda, the Latin 
American countries like Argentina, Brazil 
and Venezuela arc not averse to this idea, 
toeing the line of their regional trade bloc 
spearheaded by the United States. 
Meanwhile, following an inter-Ministerial 
Meeting held on September 11, 1999 at the 
initiative of Prime Minister's Principal 
Private Secretary, Mr. Brajesh Mishra, 
industry associations have been asked to 
provide specific demands that would help 
the country in boosting exports and 
"nurturing" domestic production. It was 
also decided to have the following as 
country's agenda at the WTO Conference 
scheduled to be held at Seattle trom 
November 30-December 3,1999 
(i) Eliminate curbs on temporary movements 
of professionals for rendering service 
abroad; (ii) Win commitments on better 
implementation of existing agreements to 
gain tangible market access; (iii) Strike a 
balanced stand on liberalisation of industrial 
tariffs to nurture domestic industry; 
(iv) Ensure a special and differential 
treatment for developing countries and 
(v) Get non-tariff barriers scrapped to 
improve market access. 

No Reservations In Super 
Speciality Courses 

It was once again the Judiciary which 
intervened, though to a limited extent, to 
stop the spate of indiscriminate reservations 
for weaker sections, launched after 
Mandalisation ot Indian politics and 
patronised by various casteist parties like 
Samajwadi Party and the RJD of Mr. Laloo 
Prasad Yadav as also under compulsive 
electoral politics by national parties like BJP 
and Congress; the latter even committing 
to 10% reservation of jobs for minorities as 
also for the affluent Jat community purely 
with the aim of capturing power. 

In a landmark majority (4-1) judgement, 
a S-member Bench of Supreme Court 
including Chief Justice Dr. A.S. Anand and 
others, ruled (August 12, 1999) that 
competitive merit alone should be the 
criterion for admission to super speciality 
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medical courses as caste-based reservation 
at these levels would be against national 
interest. Delivering the judgement, 
Mrs. Justice Sujata V. Manohar said, 
"Admission to the highest available medical 
courses in the country at the super speciality 
levels, where even the facilities for training 
are limited, must be given on the basis of 
competitive merit." She further added, 
"While the object of Article 15(4) of the 
Constitution is to advance the equality 
principle by providing protective 
discrimination in favour of weaker sections 
so that they may become stronger and be 
able to compete equally with others more 
fortunate etc., one cannot ignore the wider 
interests of society while devising such 
special provision." 

Setting aside the UP Post Graduate 
Medical Education (Reservation for 55C/ST 
and OBCs) Act and MP Government Order 
that had lowered the cut-off percentage for 
these cati^ories of candidates to PC M^ical 
entrance exams, the Bench noted: "It will 
not be possible for such candidates to fully 
benefit from the very limited and specialised 
PC training opportunities which are 
designed to produce high calibre well- 
trained professionals for the public". 
However, the students already admitted to 
such courses under reserved quotas will not 
be affected by the judgement nor the existing 
norms prepared by the MtsJical Council of 
India for lowering marks for reserved 
category for admission to undergraduate 
courses be disturbed. The Court has directed 
the Medical Council of India to examine 
whether minimum qualifying marks for 
quota candidates can be prescribed at P.C. 
level. 

Barring Mr. Justice S.B. Majumdar, the 
Bench was of the view that States canjziot 
exercise exclusive pow’er to frame rules 
and regulations concerning education. 
However, Mr. Justice Majumdar, in his 
dissent note has said, "The common 
entrance examination envisaged under the 
regulations framed by Medical Council of 
India fur PG medical education does not 
curtail the power of the State authoritio.s, 
legislative or executive, from fixing suitable 
minimum qualifying marks differently for 
general category candidates and for SCs/ 
STs and OBC candidates". 

Thus, while the Supreme Court judgement 
has put a temporary stop on reservation fur 
such super speciality courses, everything 
depends on the view the Medical Council 
of India takes finally on this issue. The 
judgement has however made it clear that 
there cannot be a "wide disparity" between 
minimum qualifying marks for the reserved 
cat'gory and general categoiy. 

The judgement, though laudable for its 
emphasis on merit as a sole criterion, 
may however reopen the contentious issue 
of reservations on which there has not been 
a really genuine consensus all these years. 

Not surprisingly, a Samajwadi Party 
leader has described the verdict as "re- 
actioriary" while a former Chairman of SC/ 
ST Commission has said that "merit alone 
cannot be the criterion for competition 
between unequals". On the other hand, BJI^s 
Mr. M.R. Maikani states that "Social justice 

is important but you need to balance it with 
competition in today's globalised world." 
Thus, after the dust and din of elections is 
over, there may be once again heated 
arguments on the issue and no wonder, 
under compulsive situations, "Shah Bano" 
may be repeated by Parliament to appease 
this major chunk of vote bank. ! 

Triangular Bonds Among^ 
India, China And Russia 

It may be a dream in the making that 
could change the present equation in world 
politics where in a unipolar world the USA 
and its few hangers-on call the shots 
Supposing China, Russia and India 
come together politically and economically, 
it may completely change the face of world 
politics. 

The Vice-President of the Chinese news 
agency, Xinhua, disclosed on August 11, 
1999 that China was keen to slren^hon its 
ties with India to facilitate the I'stablishment 
of a triangular relationship among the three 
Asian giants—China, Russia and India. 
China explored this idea during its 
discussions with the Indian- Foreign 
Secretary, Mr. K. Raghunath and the former 
Indian Prime Minister, Mr. l.K. Gujral, 
Before any ccm.solidation of this propose!-. 
triangular ties, China wants the 
reinforcement of bilateral relations as 
behveen China and India, Russia and China 
and Russia and India 1 he initiative for this 
triangular relations was taken by 
India's Ministry of External Affairs, thougli 
the idea of a .strategic triangle between 
Russia, China and India was first mooted 
by the former Russian Prime Minister, 
Mr. Yevgeny Primakov during a visit to 
New Delhi in 1998. 

China feels there is great logic in the 
Russian and Indian interest in such a 
triangle after the NATO bombing the 
Chinese embassy in Belgrade. It says that 
better triangular ties could guarantee better 
regional security. 

Sino-Indian relations, which remaine!^ 
nearly frozen in the aftermath of Pokhran l^ 
has thawed with the visit of India's External I 
Affairs Minister, Mr. Jaswant Singh, to 
Beijing in June 1999 during which India and 
China reiterated their desire to forge 
forward-looking and giKxl neighbourly ties 
based on Pattchsheel. Both the countries had 
stressed the need for increased political, 
economic and cultural exchanges between 
the two nations. 

Mr. Sha Zhukanf, Director-General of the 
Chinese Foreign Ministry, has recently said . 
"China and India are two major countries 
of Asia, both geographically and politically. 
I think it is important for Irath to exchange 
views on the perception of security, 
how to improve our security through 
bilateral exchanges and find ways and 
means to haxe some kind of cooperative 
security". China is also keen to develop 
closer ties with Russia a^ter the Kosovjf* 
crisis. However, the immediate consensus 
point between the three powers could be 
fighting Islamic cross-border terrorism 
jointly which is creating problems for 
them alike. □ 
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The World 
East Timor Votes for 

Independence 
It was a resounding victory for sanity 

when an estimated ninety per cent of the 
resident registered voters of East Timor— 
4.2 lakh registered voters—exercised their 
franchise on August 30, 1999 The LiN, 
generally reduced to the status of a cat's 
paw in the major manipulations of USA and 
Its allies, came as a Good Samarii.in to the 
cause of the people of East Timor who were 
given a chance to register their option to 
stay with Indonesia or bn*ak away in the 
UN-sponsored "popular consultation". 

It should have been an occasion foi 
unalloyed reioiting wluni the Unitea 
Nations declared on Septeiiibei 4, PW that 
l^t Timor has voted overwhelmingly for 
Independence, tint violent pro jakarta gangs 
gave the ma)ority of 'limoiese little chance 
to (elt'brate Thi- militias were back on the 
strc’ets whipping up an atinosphen- ot lei rrir, 

with thi- Indonesian Army [ust looking on. 
The referendum conducted under the 

auspices of the UN showed that the pcxiple 
rejected the autonomy plan within 
Indonesia. The results showed that 78.5 per 
cent opted for independence against 21.5 
per cent who favoured wide-ranging 
autonomy under Indonesia. At a specially 
convened meeting of the UN Security 
Council, the UN Secretary-General 
announced that "there arc no winners or 
l»rs" 

^'“ifhile the Indonesian President Mr. B. J. 
Habibie expressed his government's 
acceptance of East Timor's overwhelming 
vote for independence, the independence 
leader Mr. Jose Ramos Horta wanted the 
transition period to Independence to last for 

three years which would mean that the UN 
would effectively rule the territory till then. 
Jailed rebel leader Xanana Gusinao has 
called for an inletnalional peacekeeping 
force to maintain law and order in areas 
virtually taken over by rampaging mobs. 

East Timor, presently ruleil bv Indonesia, 
IS a former Portuguese coh^ny lliat was 
abandoned by Portugal in the i970s. Soon 
after, Indonesia annexed East Timor in 1975 
reducing the natives lo the status of second 
class citizens. In fact, the history of East 
Timor has been a litany of woes with a 
people denied a voice to choose their own 
way o| life or future. It all began in lliMts 
when the Portuguese established the first 
settlements on the island. In 1859 the Dulch- 
Portuguose agreements split the island inti' 
East (Portuguese) and West (Dutch) In 1950s 
Sukarno became the President of Indonesia 
and W’st Timor became part of Indonesia 
In 1967, Suharto succetsled Sukarno and in 
1974, Fretlin, the Revolution Front of 
Independent East Timor was founded and 

the following year 
East Timor was 
invaded by Indonesia 
Bloodshed followed 
Indonesia's invasion 
and guerilla warlan- 
began, invo'ving 
Faiantil, the armed 
wing of Fretlin. In 
1991, the Indonivsian 
Army shot mourners 
at the funeral of 
pro-independeiue 
activist killed by 
secu''ity forces and 
the following year 
the Renslante Leader 
Jose Xanana Gusmao 
was captured and 
jailiHl. In 1994, it was 
reported that ?(M),t«IO 
people, one-third 
of East Timor's 

population liad died since annexation by 
Indonesia. The sustained reign of terror by 
the security forces and the violatioi. of 
human rights for about 25 years have totally 
estranged the E-ast Timorese from Indonesia 
and its political leadership. To a large extent, 
the shortsighted policies of the ousted 
Indonesian President Suharto have been 
responsible for the miseries of the East 
Timorese. 

The voting on Augu.st 30, 1999 was 
remarkable for its complete absence of 
violence which has plagued East Timor for 
months as pro-Jakarta militias embarked on 
a wave of terror to cow down those who 
wanted independence. Credit must go to the 
Indonesian President, Mr. B. J. Habibie, for 
ensuring a fairly fn.>e election. By all accounts 

it was a historic day for the people of Fast 
Timor Besides the resident East Timorese, 
as many a*- 30,tt(K) jieople outside East Timor 
and across the world in Indonesian 
embassies were allowed lo vote. 

Meanwhile, the violence, loot and arson 
li't loose by pro-Jakarta miliiui left hundreds 
of pro-independence pi'piilace slaughleri*d, 
rigiil undei the nose of Indonesian troops 
stationed lliere to maint.nn l<ivv and order, 
while tens of thousands fled their homes to 
West Timor wlrere they lace food and water 
shortages as also pro-Jakarta militiamen. 
Evi'n the L'niled Nations stall and fort'igp 
imirnalists weie not spared by rampaging 
mililia who opened lire with automatic 
weapons ('ll a UN coinpoiuul in the troubled 
tc’rntorv’s s»>cond i itv, Ikuicaii setting ablaze 
a garage* and at least 50 vehicles. Following 
this, UN staP is being relocated from Baucau 
h' Darwin in Aiistialia for their safety. 
Alarmc'd at the brutal massacn* of hundreds 
of innorenl people for exercising their right 
to vole at a UN iiiandaled rofetendum, the 
United Nations gave Indonesia 48 hours to 
restore normalri* in Fast Timor otherwise 
the world commiir.ily v'oiiid act In response 
to this UN ultimatum, Indonesian President 
has clamped martial law in the troubled 
island to tiring back order Indonesia has 
also treed F,ast Timorese rebel leader, Jose 
Alexander 'Xanana' Gusman in the hope 
Mint he may help calm the desperate 
situation (Gusmao. widely expected to 
become President of iiidependant East Timor 
was raptured in November, 92 and has 
sen'ed nearly sei’en years ot a 2tl-year of 
prison sentence) Meanwhile East Timor's 
spiritual leader, and Nobel laun‘ate Bishop 
C arlos Belli was flown to Baucau for safety 
after he was .v'oiinded and liis house in the 
capital Dili was attacked by anfi- 
indepcmdence riiilili.i 

Till* UN Sccrc’l.iry General, Mr. Kofi 
Annan lias staled that in i.i.si* tlie martial 
law l.iili*ii to wor', tlie world loinmiinify 
would cunsidc’r iTUMsures lo assist Iridon(*sia 
in meeting its obligations In this regard, 
efiorts are aloot lo pul in j'lace a UN- 
niandaled juMie-kerping force in violenco- 
.orn island, should Indonesian security 
forces fail lo enforce martial law. 

Ill the ni(*antime, international pressure 
is mounting on Indonesia to restore 
normalcy in the violence-hit island. In a 
toughening of stance. President, Mr. Bill 
Clinton has suspended a half a million dollar 
assistance under International Military 
Education and Training (IMET) Programme 
for Indonesia and warned Jakarta of 
suspending economic assistance as well if it 
"continues to resist" Fast Timor's 
independence, IMF for has effectively haltc'd 
its lending programme for Inclonesia 
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because of international anger over Jakarta's 
repression in the tiny island. 

Meanwhile, USA has rejected a Pak* 
inspired attempt to equate East Timor with 
Kashmir 

Revolt in Dagestan 

It would appear that a weak government 
at the Centre is a sure Incentive for border 
States to make an attempt at secession. That 
has been the ordeal of the Russian 
Federation right from the days the 
Federation replaced the much-vaunted 
USSR. The political and economic conditions 
in the Federation have staggered from bad 
to worse matching the ups and downs of 
an ailing Russian President and the merry- 
go-round that the office of Prime Minister 
has been going through during the tenure 
of a mercurial Presidency. Recalling the days 
of 1994-96 when Chechnya was on the 
collision course with Mr. Boris Yeltsin, it was 
the bizarre turn of Dagestan to hog the 
limelight during the second week of August 
and declare that it would be better off as an 
independent identity. 

The spark was ignited by the Islamic 
Shura or Council of Dagestan, declaring 
their province independent and distributing 
notices of their secession in the Chechen 
regional capital of Grozny. Those who have 
been watching developments in Russia say 
that the rebellion in Dagestan is the most 
serious outbreak of violence in Northern 
Caucasus since the end of the two-year long 
war in Chechnya. 

The declaration of independence issued 
by Chechen Islamic organisations called for 
support to the Muslims of Dagestan in their 
struggle against unbelievers and for the 
liberation of the Islamic State of Dagestan 
from occupation. As the fighting was on, 
several villages in the Botlikh region of 
Dagestan were seized by the guerillas. 

The troubles in Dagestan are the first trial 
for Russia's new Prime Minister, Mr. 
Vladimir Putin. Former head of Russia's 
counter-espionage agency, Federal Security 
Service (earlier Imown as KGB), Mr. Putin 
declared that his government was 
uetermined to quell the rebellion The 
federal government mounted a massive 
military ..reration that included air, artillery 
and missile strikes. 

Hie Dagestan rebels, led by the famous 
Chechen warlord Shamyl Basayev and a 
field commander of Jordanian origin known 
as .<hattab, are linked to the Wahabi Islamic 
movement in Northern Caiu asus seeking to 
bring Dagestan under Islamic Law Reports 
filtering in from the battle scene nwealed 
that the insurgents included a sprinkling of 
Arabs, Africans and Pakistanis. The ragtag 
elements defy the government of Chechnya 
and propound the merger of Dagestan and 
Chechnya into one independent Islamic 
State. 

According to Izvestia, the Pakistani 
fighters among Dagestan rebels were led by 
a Pakistani national Abu Abdulla Jafar who 
runs a military training camp in Chechnya. 
The rebels estimated to be 2,000-stung 
crossed to Dagestan from adjoining 
Chechnya. Pakistani instructors are known 
to have trained Chechen rebels during their 

. 

two-year war with Russia and Chechen 
militants are still getting their training in 
Pakistan. According to hvestia, the Saudi 
billionaire Osama bin Laden has pumped 
in $1 billion to fuel the Jihad in Dagestan 
whose rebels indude mercenaries from the 
nationalities of Sudan, Jordan, UAE and a 
few other Arab States. 

On August 21,1999, Russia admitted that 
the war againat the Islamic guerillas in the 
mountains of Dagestan would take far 
longer and cost many more lives than first 
thought. Like any other guerilla warfare, the 
war against Dagestan rebels would drag on 
and the rebels split into groups of no mure 
than eight sheltering in caves are prepared 
for a protracted trial of strength with the 
Russian aircraft, helicopter and artillery. 

In a way, Dagestan conflict is akin to 
Kaigil with Muslim rebels from Chechnya 
and other Muslim countries entrenched 
strategic caves on Dagestan-Chechnya 
borders. 

The guerilla leader Shamyl Basayev 
fighting the federal troops from the 
sanctuary of the mountain villages near the 
Botlikh town, has declared to rid his region 
bestraddling the Caspian Sea of the Russian 
presence forever and of Dagestan claim that 
their region conquered by Russia two 
centuries ago now should become an 
independent Islamic state are demanding 
the complete withdrawal of Russian troops 
from the region and the creation of an 
Islamic super state including Dagestan and 
Chechnya and other mainly Muslim Russian 
republics in the North Caucasus stretching 
from the Caspian to Black Sea. 

Moscow is obviously and painfully aware 
of the consequences of sending troops back 
into Chechnya to quell the fundamentalist 
insurrection in Dagestan; it v/oulil mean 
undermining the cease-fire and plunging 
Rus.sia back into the morass from which it 
retreated in all humiliation. Many observers 
fear that the Russian military is in no better 
shape to fight the Chechens now than three 
years ago. Russia's failure in the Chechen 
conflict was attributed to its flawed strategy 
in a guerilla war and the differences of 
opinion between the defence and the interior 
ministries. 

Meanwhile, undaunted by the killing of 
its more than 1000 Muslim co-fighters 
following storming of the last rebel 
stronghold in Dagestan by the Russian 
troops in an all-out offensive to crush the 
secessionist movement, the Wahabi rebels 
in Dagestan got a shot in the arm when 
hundreds of Islamic rebels from the 
neighbouring break-away region of 
Chechnya invaded Dagestan on September 
■i, 1999 seizing the whole of a district called 
Novolaksk The incursion came after a 
powerful car bomb blast destroyed an 
apartment block in a military residential 
complex in Dagestani town of Buinaksk 
killing 64 persons. A similar blast ripped 
through an apartment block in' Moscow 
early on September 9, 1999 destroying 72 
flats and killing 70 persons with 167 missing; 
raising fears that an escalated civil war in 
Russia's South might be carrying terrorism 
right to the nation's capital. Russian Security 
Services are particularly worried about the 
participation of Muslim extremists from as 

far as Pakistan, Afghanistan, Turkey in the 
conflict imparting a Middle East-style 
terrorist tactics with them. (It may be 
mentioned that Russian Security Services 
have been put on alert since early August 
'99 when armed Islamic militants invaded 
the Southern province of Dagestan and 
warned that they would carry their struggle 
to the heart of Moscow) ^ 

It may be mentioned that Northern 
Cancusus is Russia's most unstable and 
violent region. Dagestan, a tiny republic of 
just 2 million comprising 32 diverse ethnic 
groups, is the poorest (per capita income 
around S210) with high urremployment (80 
per cent). However, Russia can ill-afford to 
lose this strategically-located republic, an 
important outlet for its oil exports through 
'Caspian Sea' (In fact, it is reported that 
Wahabi movement is funded by oil rich 
Middle East countries especially Saudi 
Arabia with the aim of, apart from Islamic 
fraternity, stopping Russian oil exports 
through Caspian Sea and thus further hike 
oil prices in the international market). Apart 
from territorial loss, it might fan the fires of 
Islamic fundamentalism in Muslim- 
dominated 'epublics of Russian Federation 
to secede in the footsteps of Chechnya; as 
planned by Islamic rebels from within and 
outside'Russia. 

Berlin Regains Gloiy as 
the Capital of Germany 

The journey from the sedate and 
somnolent Bonn to the brave new world of 
a vibrant Berlin could bring up a lump of 
nostalgia. It was indeed a journey back into 
the past and a journey forward into the 
future when the German Chancellor, Mr. 
Gerhard Schroeder, shifted the capital of 
United Germany from Bonn to the historic 
Berlin after a long 54 years. The German 
Parliament was shifted to Berlin in July 199') 
and the office of the Chancellor during the 
last week of August 19‘?9. Now Berlin ranks 
along with other European cities in political 
and economic importance ; Moscow, capiUj 
of Russia, Brussels (the headquarters of tl ■ 
European Union and NATO), .’’aris, London 
and Rome. The post-19K9 United Germany 
of over 80 million citizens is now the third 
laigest economy after US and Japan. It is an 
all-consuming German ambition to make 
Berlin the leading city of Europe in the 
coming years The return to Berlin also 
symbolises the urge of Germans to come to 
the centrestage of world politics and world 
economy. 

The German government has .spent $ 13 
billion to give a facelift to their new capital 

Berlin may still carry the stigma of 
Hitler's Germany, but Chancellor Schroeder, 
born in 1944 and most of his colleagues 
belonging to the post-war generation, who 
are not tainted by the horrors and 
humiliation of the S^ond World War see 
Berlin as emblem of a new Germany, gea^ 
to mark its dominating presence in Eurejr 
and the rest of the world. Berlin's preseui 
population is 3,102,500. 

Founded in the I3th century, Berlin was 
the seat of Hohenzollem princely family and 
capital of Prussia. The city has powerful 
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All ove. India, thousands of bright, 
ambitious young students share a 

common dream - to one day belong to 
that privileged band who make it to the 

II I. each one determined to blaze a trail 
somewhere in the future The achievers 
The select The elite of engineering 

To these young men and women. 
Brilliant has dedicated the finest 
preparatory training available in ttie 
country today 

ELITE. The course that sets you on a 

carefully charted path which begins 
immediately after the Std. X exams and 
'eads you right up to the IIT-JEE, making 
maximum use of the less taxing Std. XI 
year to lay an unshakeable foundation 
for your preparation The course that 

equips you. not only with the necessary 
knowledge, but the practised skill in 
utilising that knowledge to acquire the 
problem-solving bent of mind so 
essential to succeeding in this exam. 

■ ■ ■■ ■ 

thai vtiinds aldntt 

BtocauM' 

no af udant 

should have to. 

DESPATCH NOW ON 

In the past 12 years, ELITE 
students have taken the AIMndIa 
1st Rank 7 times, and the 
All-India 2nd Rank 8 times. 
In IIT-JEE '99, 26 out of the 
All-India Top 100 and 50 among 
the Top 200 were ELITE students. 
In all, 411 ELITE students 
were successful In IIT-JEE '99. 

These statistics come as no surprise 

Because ELif E is now acknowledged 

to be the most exhaustive, scientific 

and systematic course in existence for 

IIT-JEE Developed and honed over 

2 decades, and administered arid 

monitored try a distinguished team of 

professors. EtlTE is packed with 

comprehensive Postal Lessons, 

assignments containing hundreds of 

problems of giaded complexity 

a unique Doubt Letter Scheme, periodic 

Posta! Tests mid term On the Spot 

Tests conducted in 25 cities, Faculty 

Contact Programmes conducted in 

14 cities 2 years' YCa-FILE with 2700 

super-tough problems, and the Full 

Syllabus IIT-JEE Simulator TestSeries 

When you become a student of EI.ITF 

you become part of a fjowerful force 

which propels vou towards success The 

k'nd of success that has seen thousands 

of 111 aspirants achieve their dream T:ie 

kind of success that s made ELITE wfiat 
It IS today 

India's No. i Course /or IIT-JEE. 

call or fax for tree prospectus 

UiiiintipT] 
finirnTT 

R 0. Box 4996-CS, 12, Masilamani Street. T, Nagar, Chennai 600 017 Ph: 4342099. 4343308, 4341788. Fax 4343829 

BRILLIANT’S POSTAL COURSES OPEN FOR IIT-JEE 2000, 2001 A BEYOND. 
• For Std. XII students ; 1 Year Course, with YG-FILE * TEST SERIES, for IIT-JEE 2000. • For Std. XI students : 2 Year ELITE, with 
2 sets of YQ-RLE TEST SERIES, tor IIT-JEE 2001. • For Sd. IX. X sluelents : TARGET - ITT Courses to build a firm fouidation. 

DESPATCH NOW ON. WFVTl FOR FREE PROSPECTUS, wmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 
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images of a shattered and devastated city 
which has carried much of the burden of 
German history. At the end of the Second 
World War the city was occupied by the 
Allies, and divided into two parts : West 
Berlin, comprising the American, British and 
French zones, later a state of the Federal 
Republic of Germany, forming an enclave 
within the German Democratic Republic ; 
and East Berlin, the zone of the city occupied 
by the USSR and later capital of the German 
Democratic Republic. Between 1961 and 
1989, the Berlin Wall separated the two 
sectors, which were united in 1990. 

Ethnic Indian S. R. Nathan 
Becomes President of 

Singapore 

On the conclusion of the six-year term of 
President Ong Teng Cheong, Mr. Sellappan 
Ramanathan of Indian origin, born in 
Singapore, took over as the new President 
of Singapore on September 1, 1999. Ih's is 
the second time an ethnic Indian has become 
the President of Singapore The lirst ethnic 
Indian to become President of Singapore 
was Devan Nair during the Prime 
Ministership of Mr. Lc*e Kuan Yew. Mr. 
Sellappan Ramanathan, widely known as 
S. R. Nathan was declared elected, 
unopposed as the sixth President of 
Singapore, on August IK, 1999. 

Indians form only 7 per cent of the 
population of Singapore. I he major ethnic 
groups are the Chinese and Malav. 

Mr. Nathan is the second pc-rson to 
beaime the Pri»sident of the City-State aftei 
the post became an elective one. Tlie 7.5- 
year old Pn*sident is a former civil servant, 
diplomat and social worker Since lie was 
the only candidate with \alid papers, (he 
Returning Ofticer declared Mr. Nathan 
elected wilhoiil a contest 

Arafat and Barak Restart 
Peace Process 

Breaking with the past when his 
predeces.sor. Mr Baniainin Netanyahu, d.d 
eveiylhing possible to stoke the tires ot 
mistru-.! lietwi'en tlie Aralis and jews, the 
new Israeli Prime Minister, Mr Vthud Barak, 
took the bold initiative of signing an 
agreement with the Palestinian President, 
Mr. YasscT Arafat on Sc'ptember 5, 1999 at 
Siiann-EI-Sheikli in Hgvpt infusing new life 
into the moribund Wve agreement. The 
solemn ceremony held at the Red Sea resort 
m Egypt was graced by the presence of a 
trio who had ail along expressed their 
eagerness to end the deadlock in West Asia ; 
the US Secretary ol State, Ms. Madeleine 
Albright, Egyptian President, Mr. Ilosni 
Mubarak and Jordan's King Abdullah. 

At the signing coreininiv, Mr. Ya;i.sc*r Arafat 
said that the Palestinians would make every 
effort to mov'p fast towards the final status 
negotiations to iirpU ment the UN Security 
Council resolutions Nos 242 and 338 "on 
the basis of land for peace, to build our 
independent Palestinian State with 
Jerusalem as its capital and to solve the 
_ 

refugee problem." The Israeli Prime Minister 
said Israel and Palestinians had a historic 
opportunity "to shape a better future" and 
appealed directly to President Hafez Al- 
Assad of Syria to put all past differences 
aside in the quest for peace. 

The agreement, hailed as "truly a new 
beginning" by US President, Mr. Bill Clinton, 
revises the Wye River Accord signed in 
October 1998 by Mr. Arafat and Israel's 
former Prime Minister, Mr, Benjamin 
Netanyahu. The accord was Mr. Barak's first 
since he took over in July 1999 pledging to 
seek peace with the Palestinians, Syria and 
Lebanon. It piuvides for the implementation 
of a modified version of the interim V\^e 
land-for-security agreement and gives the 
parties a year to negotiate a final peace 
settlement. 

The agreement sets the term for three 
Israeli withdrawals from the West Bank 
between September 1999 and January 2000. 
It offers Palestinians more prisoner releases, 
clearance to open Gaza seaport and a safe 
passage from Gaza to the West Bank. As 
per the agreement, Israel and Palestinians 
will complete by February 15, 2000 a 
"framework agreement" on some of the 
most ticklish issues in the Arab-Israeli 
conflict such as Jerusalem, the future of 
Palestine refugees, the future of Jewish 
settlement and the borders and status of (he 
Palestinians' territories. Under the tenns of 
their new peace plan, Palestinians will not 

unilaterally declare .in independent state 
until at least September 2000 

Meanwhile, Israeli Parliament appravi>d 
(St'ptembcr 9, 1999) Prime Minister ITiud 
Barak's new peace plan (54-23) despite 
security risks and heartbreak over giving 
parts of the Biblical land of IsraeUdiarlier 
the same day, the Israeli Cabinet voted (17- 
1) to approve the fust stage ol the 
agreement— the handover of .si-ven per cent 
ot the West Bank to Palestinian civilian 
.lulhoritv by week-end. 

Israel also released 199 Palestinian 
siNTurtiy prisoners carrj'ing out the first stage 
of the new peace deal The releases coming 
a day ahead ol the deadline were the first 
concreti- evidence, aftei a nearly a year of 
deadlock, that Israel Palestinian peace 
making IS back to track. 

Russia, China and Central 
Asian Republics for a 

Multipolar World 

In .in obvious mov’e to counterbalance the 
dominant influence of USA in world pilitics, 
the Prcsiilents of Russia, China, and the 
three Central Asian Republics of 
Kazakhstan, Kyigyzstan and Tajikistan met 
in Bishkek, capital of Kyrgystan during the 
last week of August 1999 ard called for a 
multipolar world to ensure long-term 
stability in their region. 

In the Bishkek Declaration issucsl by these 
five countries, they resolved to fight 
international terrorism, the illegal drug 
trade, arms trafficking, illegal migration anil 
other forms of trans-border crime. 

separatism and religious extremism. The 
Declaration has become relevant against 
the backdrop of growing Islamic 
fundamentalism in Russia and China (as is 
evident in the Islamic revolt in Dagestan in 
the Northern Caucasus in Russia and the 
Islamic unrest in a part of China and the 
lliliban threat to the stability of the Centri] 
Asian Republics). 4 

Russia and the three Central Asian 
Republics share a 4,(X}0-mile border with 
China and under agreements reached in 
Shanghai in 1996 and in Moscow in 1997, 
the five nations have reduced troop levels 
and limited military activities along the 
common border. 

The Last Eclipse of the 
Millennium 

It was the last solar eclipse of the 
millennium as the muon crossed between 
the sun and the earth on August 11, 1999 
enveloping parts of the world in gloom and 
moved eastwards from the southwest lip of 
England to the Bay of Bengal. People 
clogged highways in Germany to watch the 
celestial spectacle while others crowded the 
Eiffel Tower and other landmarks, peering 
skywards behind protective glasse.'N 
welder's masks and other protective 

gadgets. Many stayed indoors out of fear of 
the unknown, or impelled 'ly superstitions 

A I'lVie of a Total Holnr Ixlipse from 
the Iranian city of Nahai'and on 

August 11, 1999 ■ 

or the fear of losing sight. The longest view 
of a total eclipse--a full tw'o miiuites and 
23 seconds—was in and around Raminicu 
Valcea—a cify in Koirania. Here thousands 
emwded streets and rooftops as the moon 
bit into the sun, darkening skies and 
bringing temperature down. 

Scientists hope tc learn more about giant 
gas explosions on the sun's surface, causing 
magnetic storms which can interfere with 
radio, TV and telephone signals and satellite 
communications. 

The moon's shadow dashed at 2,435 km 
per hour across parts of France, Germany 
Hungary, Romania, Turkey, Iran, Iraq and 
Pakistan across a path 110 km wide, befoK 
sinking at sunset in the Bay of Bengal. 
canopy of clouds robbed millions of Indians 
the diance to see the eclipse. 1 iundreds of 
astronomers and scientists who travelled to 
western India missed the spectacle. U 
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_ How to Write and Speak 
Simple and Powerful English 

(1) For peofle who studied in non-English medium. (2) Advanced Sf^ken English 
My name is KaJ Bapna. I want to tell you 
-^;r “Bapna's English Course". It is a new easy 

, vm} to quickly anti easily learn how to write and 
' speak simple, correct, and powerful English. 

Free Sample of 
What You Will Learn 

Let me teach you how to correctly use 
will/shall. We call it Bapna’s"* Will/Sliall 
Rule. This rule has two parts; 

Fnr speaking, always use WILL. During my 4 
years in USA, I never heard anyone use SHALL 

yor writing and for exams, use ILL like I’ll, 
you'll, he'll, she‘11, they’ll. This is a short-cut. 
In this wi^, your sentences will always be correct. 

1 teach you English that I myself use-like in 
this article and in my books publishei’ in USA / 
India. 

Such English is easy to learn and also 
pmverful. 

Different. Better. Unique. 
Please note that my course is totally different 

from Rapidex™ or any other books>'courses. I 
shewed you the use ot will,'shall so easily and 
q«.;kly. Many books may take S to lU pages to 
leach it and so it takes you many days to leain to 
Use will/shall correctly. Do you fully realize now 
that my course is really unique and diffcremC! 

Bapna's Will.'Sliall Rule and otlier iiiatcnal in 
this course cannot be copied by other 
uuoks/courses because this material is based on 
our researcli. and we own the copyright and 
trademarks. 

Who Will Benefit Greatly 
Bapna's linglLsli L oursc is tint for tliose who 

snidied in English medium li is for you if you 
studied m non-English medium, 'fou licnent 
greatly; 
• If yoii can understand English wliuii utlicrs speas. 

bin you are not sure of correct way lo wiitc or 
speak English. Or, if you .sonimmcs make 
mistakes or pel conlu.sed when speaking English 

• It you h.iv(; used g.'-ammar or .spoken English honks 
w learn English, hiii did not gel success 

• ♦\iethcr yiju are a stiidem or in iub. if you arc 
raghly nionvaled lo learn simple and powerful 
English easily and quickly, you will benefit 

Was Weak in English 
I was Ixmi in Rajasthan wlietc people aie weak 

111 r.nglisli. I studied in govcritnieii non I-jiglisli 
mcJiiini schools So. I was also >.cak iii Liiglisli 

On Min sv.iy to Pilam lojoin H.E , at <’liiri!W,i 

Milway station, i met one P V Reddy liom 
Andhra Ptatlesh who was also going to Pilaiii to 
join B E 
__ I started speaking in Kindi. Mr Reddy said. 
"I do not know Kindi". It was a sun>.'ise and 
shuck for me that he did not know Hindi. I had 
never talked in English before and I was not 
confident of talking in English. So. I said, “I do 
hoi know English'. 

My Struggle to Learn English 
In the first semester in Pilani, I was a u^per 

with !0 out of 10 grade points, but I was not 
eonfident ui English. So, 1 was worried about 
i^'^eak English. I Ixnight many books, guides, 
•'♦•oisaries. and newspapers. 

I worked hard, but improvement was very 
slow. For example, 1 took one monfu to read my 
first novel R. K. Narayan's The Guide because I 
had to search so many words in the dwtioiiary. 

I even thought of dropping one semester. 
Sitting at home, and learning only English. That 

time I used to thmk "Wiiy nobody de>'elop.s a 
research-based course to teach good simple 
English for non-English medium people like 
me?" 

I continued to work hard. And finally I 
improved English and became a successful 
engmeer/auihor in America. Now yxru can also 
improve your English and fortunately do so 
easily widiout hard work and witlioui wasting 
time. 

Our New Research on 
Practical Grannmar 

The school.s teach you complete, theoretical 
grammar Their goal is to teach English for 
exam purpose (same exam as in England and 
America). And as a result the schools leave 
many of us confused and un.sure of our 
knowledge of English. 

My goal IS to teach practical English so that 
you quickly gain confidence in .speaking and 
writing English. One example of our practical 
approach is the Bapna’s”" Witt/Shall Rule. 

This course is uitally different and you will not 
fmd most of our techniques in any other course 
or book. We developed this new course only for 
people like you who snidied in non-English 
medium. 

Easy to Learn 5 Parts 
If ysm c,iii iiiiderstand this aiticle, you can 

suiely understand my course. And greatly 
benefit from it. Our belief and experience show 
iluii it IS lietle’’ to leach English through English 
tlian ihroitgli rranslaiiuii 'Why? Because it helps 
students to Icain lo thirik iii English. 

The tuniplviv tuursc ha.s S parts hit c.isy learning. 
i*arl 1 ' Essenlial English Fart 2 . Iiiiiiortam ai d 
Hclphil Usage Furl .1 How lu Write in a Powerful, 
Elleative, and Kssuli Oiienicd Way 
Part 4 . Advaiu'rd Topics 
Fart 5 Mini Spelling iJiclionarv 

Pan -t IS so easy and powerful dial, it is worth iiioic 
lhaii the full puce tor the complete course. 

.Some of the other topics in the course are' ill two 
shmi'cuts 10 powcilul English '1) learn to use these 
hcl[ilul wolds |3| How cu write tellers (4; How in en¬ 
hance nic.i!iii;g i.s) How lo remcinb-jr spr'hn|:s and 
increase vik.,i><uI.ii) (hi Conunoii u^age 

It is Easy, But Takes Time 
Nothing good III Me comes without e'lori 
Though my cooise is easy lo learn, you camini loas- 

ler niy ciuise niju.l one week or without etloiI. 
hui, I use III) expel use in mind power and study tech¬ 

niques It help you ic.'ini quickly and easily in iwu stq>s 
.Step 1 bliidv for I houi pci d.ay You can compiclr 

ii in 23 ■' > 40 days 
.Step 2. Fui (lie nest 2 months, tevise il lor 2 hours 

per week. After that, foi the next 2 months, revise il 
tor 1 hour per week. In this way. your learning wih be¬ 
come permanent 

You gel "pocket cards”. Keep them in your pocket to 
revise in school, college, bus. park, playground, etc. 
So, you learn English in the free lime that most people 
waste because they dun't have pockcl cards 

BiO'bata 
IB E. BITS P.lani M Ted., IIT 
Kharagpur NTSE scholar Rank | 
5 Raj School Board 

, World-famous author I 
published '* computer books in 
USA induding best selling 
■MS-DOS Maslers' 
Earned SO douars per HOUR In 
USA as computer expert and 
writer A.i the peak of success. I 
left USA to do something ir, our own country Now.' 
do research at the Mmd Rower Research institute 

Proof of Success 
• “Belorc imniiig your cuur.se 1 ccnild undcrsiand 

English hut I could not speak English. Now, I can 
speak powerful Englksh." - amna singi,. Pam. bisw 

• “In the past. I was not good at writing as well m 
speaking English Using your course, 1 am able to' 
write simple and better English without mistake 
and I can speak English with others without any 
hesitation I completed your course in 27 days. * 

— V H PinWaM AlupMnausi. MS 
p “Good and unique course, 1 was average in 

English. Now I can write letters in simple 
English," — Akua Siunm. ap 

a ‘1 want to lliank yon for this valuable English 
course. Now 1 can write & .speak English much 
better than befoi e." - smvui Avinaaii m, nha. ms 

‘"■^^pokeii Engllsir**^-^ 
|^.,(ourses with Cassett^pM'j 

I Spoken EngtlsfTT^ractlM (with 2 cass) | I The book/casseiics give words and sentences of com-l 
mon use fnr you to repeat again and again for faster J 

I learning. The same are recorded for easy practice on | I rasselies in niale/fcmale voices. ■ 
Advanced Spoken English through Easy I 

I Grammars Simple Phonetics (with 4 cassl 
I Tills IS for pcuplc from English mediu.m or those who! 
I are already good in English or who have used our book I I or cassettes (code KSl nr 123) This course helps you to I 

in^vrave yot^rammar and pronunciation. | 

60-DAY MONEY-IaCK 
GUARANTEE 
If yriu ate mu fully lUOVk drlighied and ilird.'ed widi 

the course (code 11311, simply reiuiii it so Ihui it must 
reach us within 60 days of drspaie!i lioi.i our oificc. and 
you get I .'tuiid of youi Jiiioutii (minus Rs 4(1 lor poslSt 
lundlmgj by MO NojiicMiom askctl-you be the judge 

a,p'**'Rs3S^0 Rs245+20.^vri55-’">^ 
Np,^Post your order before 25 Oct 99]L**^ 

Tlie piitc ul lilt- courM* ante M5I is Ra IWS » 20. but 
now you If lot R‘. 245-* 20 only. St), yt'u Nave Rs 
ISO. But, in saN'e, you must post your urdci on or hcforc 
25 Oci (It does not nuiiei when u reaches us) 

Couma Nam** 

Dahlia b Lr'giiyh Coursw 

^iken Cnglish P(ac4ic6 Bouk 
(<4 ksotte5}_ 
Faolh th* English c oursoa afaov* 

lAchanLea '^•po^«n t'nyli&h ttirough Easy Grammar 

! ham : 
■ Cod* ' 

Pric* ♦ 
Poet 

8M I 24S*20 

1i0*30 

720 j 395»3S 

anel'dMft^i>ef*honebrs’(4?p.iae6w> *'4cjbs<tte;s) ! 

BEST OFFER;'>^+100. Rs 690+50. 
Save 293. FREE book 

Now you yet the ’.uluat ic hook "htwerful Henwry 
Tec/miquc^ fur Xnuinui'’ when you order all the 3 
courses. But to bavc R$ 2V5, yx>u niu.si post ynur ordci 
before 25 Oct 09. 

All 3 eourett ibov* 1851*123* 730) You 
■iio g*t fr*8 th* bock PQwmrful Memory 
7*chff(yu** fer StudmntB (vcUm 8g*20)» 

iltisy Fxfcuti/e‘i to Powerfti aixt Pesun- 
lOrientBd r-r^Qfatfi tot Wntng and Speech 

I BFST , 690*50 
I OFFER j__ 

! 20 I 3«5aS0 

HOW TO ORDER 
This course is nut 4aliljii.liuips because they do not 

give inuiiey-back giiaranice Wt send all courses by 
Rcgd. Fosi/cuuiier only No vpp 7o order today, to 
your bank or post office, and send full amount by t) D 
or M 0. in the tiamr of M.P.R.l. Udaipur (Ri\i) to 

Director Uind Power Research Institute 
R-10. Mind Power Chambers, Sector 5 

Udaipur (Rajasthan) 313002 
Ttima 1 Conditlcng V|f't* in CAWfA. nam*. ftddim PIN 

(ladt Iff (1) fit MO Ic'fm OR I2l c< 0<«tt Ov nni ffinl 'PO 
TMC *1 telegram A<'gw ut ^ J weftkfe *or wUs* (.'Ct^n'hg Onlay pja<»ta>a 
S’jt),sc( to iiiiikOd ik>n of eourts/Ccih&iiniaf uuii'lr. Jagatpur uruy 
TMtradtmirfc CcpyngM by RB Wflbtilcwvmrbeltycom/mfROpenwr 

(s/‘ •. •' -N f< 'Wks-:'* 
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Bank Probationary Officers’ Examination 
Model Question Papers/Practice Tests 

Q, 1. What is India's share in the world 
exports at present 7 

(1) Less than 0.30% 
(2) Between 0.30% to 0.50% 
(3) Between 0.50% to 0.70% 
(4) Approximately 1% 
(5) None of these 
Q. 2. Booker Prize 1998 was awarded to 
(1) Graham Swift 
(2) Rohinton Mistry 
(.3) Ms. Norma Major 
(4) Ian MrEwan 
(5) None of these 
Q. 3. The overall growth in GDP (Gross 

Domestic Product) during 1998-99 is 
estimated to be around 

i(1) 8% (2) 4% 
“^,3) 6% (4) 7% 

(5) 3% 
Q. 4. Shoaib Akhtar is a name related to 

which of the following games/sports 7 
(1) Badminton (2) Tennis 
(3) Cricket (4) Chess 
(5) Football 
Q. 5. 'Prithvi' which is included in the 

Indian Army very recently is the_ 
(1) Helicopter develops in India 
(2) Fighter Plane developed in India 
(3) Main Battle Tank 
(4) Surface to Surface Missile 
(5) Radar System capable of detecting 

high speed planes 
Q. 6. Human beings breath at what rate 

pc minute in normal course 7 
p i) 30 times/m (2) 15 times/m 
'(3) 25 times/m t4) 40 times/m 

(.5) None of these 
Q. 7. "Fasting & Feasting", a book 

recently in the news is wntten by 
(1) Dr. Salim Ali 
(2) Dr. M. C. Chhagla 
(3) Anita Desai 
(4) John Major 
(5) BUI Clinton 
Q. 8. The term "operating system", in 

relation to the computers, means 
(1) A set of pmgrammes which controls 

working of computers 
(2) Conversion of high level language in 

machine language 
(3) The way of a floppy disk drive 

functions 
(4) All of these 
tf) None of these 
•Q. 9. Who is the Chairman of Foreign 

investment Promotion Board 7 
(1) G. V. Ramkrishna 
(2) Pranab Mukhetjee 
f3) N Vaghul 

GENERAL AWARENESS 

(4) Montek Singh Ahluwalia 
(5) None of these 
Q. 10. What was the rate of growth of 

overall industrial output in our country in 
the year 1998-99 7 

(1) Less then 4% 
(2) Between 4 to 8% 
(3) Between 8 to 10% 
(4) Between 10 to 13% 
(5) None of these 
Q. 11. What approximately is the 

percentage of India's population to that of 
the world at present 7 

(1) 5% (2) 10% 
(3) 15% (4) 20% 
(5) None of these 
Q. 12. Which of the following States is 

the main producsr of rubber in India 7 
(1) Maharashtra (2) Assam 
(3) Orissa (4) Tamil Nadu 
(5) Kerala 
Q. 13. Which of the following publications 

of Bennet, Coleman & Company, Ltd. (Tunes 
of India Group) based on silver screen world 
is being presented as on-line version (of 
cyber space) on the Internet 7 

(1) Madhuri (2) Stardust 
(3) Movie (4) Silver Screen 
(5) Filmfare 
Q. 14. What is the age of retirement for 

the Judges of Supreme Court and High 
Courts in India ? 

(1) 58 years 
(2) 60 years 
(3) 65 years 
(4) After completion of their lerm which 

is 6 years 
(5) None of these 
Q. 15. Dr. B. C. Roy National Award is 

conferred for excellence in the field of 
(1) Sports (2) Chemistry 
(3) Physics (4) Social work 
(5) M^ical Science 
Q. 16. A 92-^itorey Tower, considered to 

be the world's tallest building, is being built 
in 

(1) japan (2) China 
(3) Malaysia (4) India 
(5) None of these 
Q. 17. Which State in our coimiry ranks 

top in terms of per capita income 7 
(1) Delhi (2) Maharashtra 
(3) West Bengal (4) Punjab 
(5) None of these 
Q. 18. 'A Train to Pakistan' is a novel 

written by 
(1) R. K. Narayan 
(2) Mulkraj Anand 
(3) Anita Desai 
(4) Kamla Markendeya 
(5) Khushwant Singh 

Q. 19. Night Blindness is caused owing 
to the deficiency of which of the following 7 

(1) Vitamin A (2) Vitamin B 
(3) Vitamin C (4) Vitamin D 
(5) Vitamin E 
Q. 20. FBTR is a name closely related to 

which of the following fipld.<i 7 
(1) Medical Science (2) Horticulture 
(3) Atomic Eneigy (4) Space Research 
(5) CX'eonography 
Q. 21. Which of the following is NOT a 

site of Kumbh Mela 7 
(1) Ujjain (2) Allahabad 
(3) Haridwar (4) Nasik 
(5) Varanasi 
Q. 22. The magnetic resonance Imaging 

(MRI) is used for which of the followmg 7 
(1) It is a new technique of medical 

diagnosis 
(2) It is a new technique of colour 

photography 
(3) A popular technique to detect the 

leaks in atomic reactors 
(4) A useful technique to measure the 

intensity of the magnetic fields 
(5) It is a technique to detect the cracks 

in aircrafts 
Q. 2.3. Which of the following is the 

currency used in Japan 7 
(1) Dinar (2) Lira 
(3) Yuan (4) Rouble 
(.5) Yen 
Q. 24. Ihe term 'Derby' is associated with 
(1) Cricket (2) Hockey 
(3) Football (4) Horse racing 
(5) BadminU.n 
Q. 25. rhe instrument used fur measuring 

the intensity of sound is called 
(1) Sonometer (2) Anemometer 
(3) Ammeter (4) Audiometer 
(5) Altimeter 
Q. 26. Corbett National Park is located in 

which of the following States ? 
(I) Madiiya Pradesh (2) Uttar Pradesh 
(3) Maharashtra (4) West Bengal 
(5) Assam 
Q. 27. After the .ittammenl of the 

Statehood by Goa, what is the status of 
Daman & Dm 7 

(1) They continue to be Union Terrorities 
(2) They aie part of the new State of Goa 
(3) They are merged with Gujarat State 
(4) Their status is yet to be decided 
(5) None of these 
Q. 28. Late Salim Ali was associated with 

which of the following 7 
(1) ITiysiology (2) Onomatology 
(3) Ornithology (4) Entomology 
(5) Ecology 
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Q. 29. Bronchitis is a disease of which of 
the following ? 

(1) BkxxJ (2) Bladder 
l.iver (4) Intestine 

(5j Respiratory tract 
Q. 30. "The World Watch Institute" is 

mainly engaged in which of the following 
activities ? 

(1) rnvironniental research 
(2) I-’rotectiuii of human rights 
(3) Defence research 
(4) Prevention of cruelty on animals 
(5) Providing medical help to the war 

victims 
Q. 31. Telugu Ganga project is intended 

to solve the drinking water problem of 
which of the following cities 7 

(1) Hyderabad (2) Bangalore 
(3) Chennai (4) Cochin 
(5) Thiruvananthapuram 
Q. 3Z The Glimpses of World History' is 

a boi>k written by 
(1) Mulkraj Anand 
(2) Mahatma Gandhi 
(3) S. Kadhkrishnan 
(4) Rajendra Prasad 
(5) Jawaharlal Nehru 
Q. 33. High Court at which of the 

following places is common for mote than 
two states 7 

(1) Jabalpur (2) Chandigarh 
(.3) Allahabad (4) Calcutta 
(5) None of these 
Q. 34. What is the maximum number of 

judges excluding the Chief Justice that can 
be appointed in the Supreme Court of 
India 7 

il) 18 (2) 25 
(3) 22 (4) 26 
(.5) There is no such limit 
Q. 35. Which of the following is the 

lightest element available in the world 7 
(1) Oxygen (2) Hydrogen 
(3) Helium (4) Chlorine 
(5) None of these 
Q. 36. Vishwanathan Anand is related to 

which of the following games ? 
(1) Tennis (2) Cricket 
(3) Chess (4) Hockey 
(.5) Badminton 
Q. 37. Who amongst the following has 

recently joined as the third member of 
Election Commission of India 7 

(1) Shri M. A. Pathan 
(2) Shri K. M. Agarwai 
(3) Shri J. M. Lyngdoh 
(4) Shri J.M.B. Bijoibaruah 
(5) None of these 

Directions (Qt. 1 to 10) . Reaa the 
following passage carefully and answer 
the questions given below It. Certain 
words/phrases are printed in bold to help 
you to locate them while answering some 
of the questions. 

There is fairly universal sentiment that 
the use of nuclear weapons is clearly 
contrary to morality and that its production 
probably so, does not go far enough. These 

Q. 38. How the ek'ction of the President 
of India takes place ’ 

(Ij Cilected by the two Houses of the 
Parliament at a joint.session 

(2) Elected directly by the people 
(3) Elected by the members of the Rajya 

Sabha only 
(4) Elected by the State assemblies only 
(5) None of these 
Q. 39. Who among the following 

Scientists got the Kalinga prize of UNESCO 
for 1998 

(1) Dr. J. V' Narhkar 
(21 Prof. Ennio Candotti 
(3) Dr, P. K. Iyengar 
(4) Dr. Kurien 
(5) None of these 
Q. 40. Mr. Nawaz Sharif who has taken 

over as the Prime Minister of Pakistan 
belongs to which of the following political 
parties 7 

(1) P.ikistan People's Party 
(2) Pakistan Muslim League 
(3) )amaet-e-Islami 
(i) Tahieek-e-lnsaaf 
(3) None of these 
Q. 41. Rangaswamy Cup is related to 

which of the tollowing games ? 
(1) Hockey (2) Cricket 
(3) 'lennis (4) Football 
(3) Niine 01 these 
Q. 42. Which of the lolknving statements 

IS Ikllb about the Presidential review of 
Indian Naval Shifis 7 

(1) It IS a quarterly exercises of naval 
.shi|>« 

(2) !i IS organised as a formal closing of 
the 'Republic Day' functions 

(3) ri!|.. IS the annual inspection of naval 
ships by the President cf Indi4 

(4) It IS a traditional presentation by the 
Indian .Navy to the President, once 
.luring his tenure. 

(5) This IS the name of the simulation 
exercises taken by tlie Indian Navy 
in presence of the President of India 

Q. 43. Which of the following pairs of 
the aitists and the arts is NOT correct 7 

(1) Bendre-l’ainting 
(2j Pandit Kartik Kumar - Instrumental 

Music 
(3) Birju Maharaj - Vocal Music 
(4) Mrinalini Sarabhai - Dance 
(.3) Ramanand Sagar - Filin Direction 
Q. 44. 'Calory' is a unit of 
(11 fkiiind (2) Prcs.sure 
(3) I ight (4) Heat 
(5j Power 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
activities are not only opposed to morality 
but also to law and if the legal i4)j«ction 
can he added lo the moral, the argument 
against the ase and the manufacture of these 
weapons will considerably be reinforced. 
Now the time is ripe to evaluate the 
respoiisihility of scientists who knowingly 
use their expertise for the construction of 
such weapons which has deleterious effect 
on mankind. 

Q. 45. Recently "Bharat Mela" was 
organised at which of the following places 
to celebrate SO years of India's Independence 
and the birth centenary of Netaji Subhash 
Chandra Bose 7 

(1) New Delhi (2) Mumbai 
(3) Cakutta (4) Bangalore 
(5) None of these 
Q. 46. IVho amongst the following is 

author of the book "fCargil ; Crossborder 
Terrorism" published recently 7 

(1) Kavery Nambisan 
(2) Salman Rushdie 
(3) M. J. Akbar 
(4) Andrew S. Grove 
(5) None of these 
Q. 47. India is planning to launch a new 

communication satellite in 1999. The name 
of the satellite is 

(1) INSAT-ID (2) INSAT-IC 
(3) INSAT-2D (4) 1NSAT-3B 
(5) None of these 
Q. 48. Which of the following is NOT a 

r.C. vender companies of India 7 
(1) HCL-HP (2) Zenith 
(3) Wipro (4) Mqdi-Olivetti 
(5) Ojjiel Astra 
Q. 49. Who amongst the following 

Indians was awarded the famous Templeb; ’ 
Prize recently 7 

(1) Shri T. N. Sheshan 
(2) 9^iri Pandurang Shastri Athavale 
(3) Shri Manu Chhabaria 
(4) Mother Nirmala 
(5) None of these 
Q. 50. At present the major part of which 

of the following Central revenues goes to 
various state governments in India 7 

(1) Gift Tkx (2) Wealth Ibx 
(3) Excise Duties (4) Income liix 
(5) Sales Ihx 

ANSWERS 
1. (3) 2.(4) 3.(3) 4.(3) 
5.(4) 6. (1) 7.(3) 8. (1\ 
9. (1) 10. (2) 11. (3) 12. (5- 

13. (5) 14. (3) 15. (5) 16. (3) 
17. (4) 18. (5) 19. (3) 20.(3) 
21. (5) 2Z(1) 23.(5) 24.(4) 
25. (1) 26.(2) 27. (1) 28.(3) 
29. (5) 30. (1) 31. (3) 32. (S) 
33. (2) 34. (1) 35. (2) 36. (3) 
37. (3) 38. (5) 39. (2) 40.(2) 
41. (1) 4Z(4) 43.(3) 44.(4) 
45. (1) 46. (3) 47. (4) 48.(5) 
49. (2) 50. (3) 

To this must be added the fact that more 
than 50 per rent of the skilled sdontific 
manpower in the world la now engaged in 
the armaments industry. How appropriste 
It is that all this valuable skill ^ould ^ 
devoted to the manuiscture of weapons P< 
death in a world of poverty is a question 
that must touch the ^entifk conscience. 

A meeting of biologists on the 
Long-Term Worldwide Biologicel 
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HOFC, Hindustan Lever, ICICI Banking, 

IFCI, Indian Hotels Company, Indosofi, 
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Jet Airways, Jyod Structures, 

Kanry Consultants, KEC International, 

KPMG, Madura Coats, McMillan India, 

Mercedez Benz, Metamor Enterprise 

Icfaian Business School 
(Formerly ICFAI Business School) 

Admission Notice 
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VI Botch (2000-2002) 
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are recruiting IBS graduates every year because of rigorous 
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development through case studies. 
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♦ Indian and International Case Studies from Harvard 

Business School, Transworld University and IBS. 

♦ ERP Training integrated with curriculum for all students. 

♦ Unique 16 Weeks Faculty Supervised Summer Internships. 

♦ Final Placement with more than 160 leading Companies. 

♦ Three specialization streams: Finance-Jiarketing and IT. 

♦ Concurrent programs from ICFAI, Chartered Institute of 

Marketing UK, and Competency Center for Java (India), 
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Consequences of Nuclear War added 
fnghtening dimensions to ttiose forecasts. 
Its report suggested that the long biological 
effects resulting from climatic changes may 
at least be as serious as the immediate ones. 

Sub-freezing temperatures, low light 
levfls, and high dose of ionising and 
uliip'iolet radiation extending for many 
m^hs after a large-scale nuclear war could 
destroy the biological support systems of 
civilisation, at least in the Northern 
Hemisphere. Productivity in natural and 
agriarltural ecosystems could be severely 
restricted for a year or more. Post war 
survivors would face starvation as well as 
f>eezing conditions in the dark and be 
exposed to near-lethal dose of radiation. If, 
as now seems possible, the Southern 
Hemisphere were affected also, global 
disruption of the biosphere could ensue. In 
any event, there would be severe 
consequences, even in the areas not affected 
directly, because of the inter-dependence of 
the world economy. In either case the 
extinction of a large fraction of the earth's 
animals, plants and micro-organism seems 
possible. The population size of Homo 
sareens conceivably could be reduced to 
piWiistoric levels or below, and extinction 
of the human species itself cannot be 
excluded. 

Q. 1. Choose the word which is most 
OPPOSITE in meaning of the word printed 
IP bold, as used in the passage. 

Deleterious 
(I) beneficial (2) harmful 
(3) irreparable (4) non-cognisable 
(5) revolutionary 
Q. 2. The author's most important 

objective of writing the above passage seems 
to_. 

(1) highlight the use of nuclear weapons 
as an effective population control 
measure. 

(2) illustrate the devastating effects 
if use of nuclear weapons on 

> mankind. 
(3) duly highlight the supremacy of the 

nations which possess nuclear 
weapons 

(4) summarise the long biological effects 
of use of nuclear weapons. 

(5) explain scientifically the climatic 
changes resulting from use of nuclear 
weapons. 

Q. 3. The scientists possessing expertise 
m manufacturing destructive weapons are 

(1) very few in munber. 
(2) -irresponsible and incompetent. 
(3) more than half of tire total number. 
(4) engaged in the armaments industry 

against their desire. 
(^) not conscious of the repercussions of 

their actions. 
4. According to the passage, the 
ent against the use and manufacture 

of nuclear weapons 
(1) does not stand the test of legality. 
(2) possesses legal strength although it 

does not have moral standing. 
(3) is acceptable only on moral grounds. 

(4) becomes stronger if legal and moral 
considerations are combined. 

(5) None of these. 
Q, 5. The author of the passage seems to 

be of the view that 
(1) utilisation of scientific skills in 

manufacture of weapons is 
appropriate. 

(2) the evaluation of the scientists' 
expertise show their incompetence. 

(3) manufacture of weapons of death 
would help eradication of poverty. 

(4) spending money on manufacture of 
weapons may be justifiable subject to 
the availability of funds. 

(5) utilisation of valuable knowledge for 
manufacture of lethal weapons is 
inhuman. 

Q. 6. Which of the following is one of the 
consequences of nuclear war 7 

(1) Fertility of land will last only for a 
year or so. 

(2) Post-war survivors being very few 
will have abundant food. 

(3) Lights would be cooler and more 
comfortable. 

(4) Southern Hemisphere would remain 
quite safe in the post-war period. 

(5) None of these. 
Q. 7. Which of the following best explains 

the wonl devoted, as used in the passage ? 
(1) dedicated for a good cause 
(2) utilised for betterment 
(3) abused for destruction 
(4) underutilised 
(5) overutilised 
Q. 8. The biological consequences of 

nuclear war as given in the passage include 
all the following, except 

(1) fall in temperature below zero degree 
Celsius. 

(2) ultraviolet radiation. 
(3) high dose of ionising. 
(4) low light levels. 
(5) All of these. 
Q. 9. It appears from the passage that the 

use of nuclear weapons is considered against 
morality by 

(1) only such of those nations who cannot 
afford to manufacture and sell 
weapons. 

(2) almost all the nations of the world. 
(3) only the superpowers who can afford 

to manufacture and sell weapon.^ 
(4) a minority group of scientists who 

have the necessary skill and 
competence. 

fS) most of the scientists who devote their 
valuable skills to manufacture nuclear 
weapons. 

Q. 10. Which of the following statements) 
(A), (B) and /or (C) is/are deffnitely true in 
the context of the passage 7 

(A) Living organisms in the areas which 
are not directly affected by the 
consequences of nuclear war would 
also suffer. 

(B) There is a likelihood of extinction of 
the human species as a consequence 
of nuclear war. 

(C) The post-war survivors would be 
exposed to the risk of near-lethal 

. radiation. 

(1) Only (A) 
(2) Only (B) 
(3) Only (C) 
(4) Only (A) and (B) 
(5) All the Aree 
DirectiottB (Qt. 11 to IS) ; Which of the 

phrases (1), (2), (3) and (4) given below 
each senteiKe should replace the phrase 
printed in bold type to make the sentence 
grammatically correct 7 If the sentence is 
correct as it is, mark (5) as your answer. 

Q. 11 My doctor knew that I would 
eventually recover and do the kind of work 
I would be doing before. 

(1) would have been doing 
(2) would have done 
(3) had been done 
(4) had been doing 
(5) No correction required 
Q. 12. If you are thinfong about investing 

overseas, isn't it makes sense to find an 
experienced guide 7 

(1) is it not making 
(2) doesn't it make 
(3) does it make 
(4) is it making 
(5) No correction required 
Q. 13. In addition to enhanced their 

reputations through strategic use of 
philanthropy, companies are sponsoring 
social initiatives to open new markets. 

(1) of enhancing their reputations 
(2) to having enhance their reputation 
(3) to enluincing their reputation 
(4) to have their reputation enhancing 
(5) No correction required 
Q. 14. Technology must use to feed the 

forces of change. 
(1) must be used to feed 
(2) must have been using to feed 
(3) must use having fed 
(4) must be using to feed 
(5) No correction required 
Q. IS. The crime has growth rapidly in 

Russia since the disintegration of the 
communist system. 

(1) rapid crime has grown 
(2) crime has grown rapidly 
(3) crimes grow rapidly 
(4) crimes have been rapidly grown 
(5) No correction lequii^ 
Directions (Qs. 16 to ZO) . In each 

question, an incomplete stem of sentence 
is given. It is followed by five parts of the 
sentence numbered as (1), (2), (3), (4) and 
(5) to complete the incomplete stem. Pick 
out the most appropriate part to complete 
the sentence meaningfully. 

Q. 16. Although initial investigations 
pointed towards him. 

(1) the preceding events corroborated his 
involvement in the crime. 

(2) the additional information confinned 
his guilt. 

(3) the subsequent events established that 
he was guilty. 

(4) the subsequent events proved that he 
was innocent. 

(5) he gave an open confession of his 
crime. 
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Q. 17. It is not easy to remain tranquil 
when those around you 

(1) behave in a socially acceptable 
manner. 

(2) exhibit pleasant mannerism. 
(3) are losing their heads. 
(4) agree to whatever you say. 
(5) exhibit generous and magnanimous 

gestures. 
Q. IS. Since it is already midnight, we 
(1) had better leave. 
(2) ought to have leave. 
(3) should take our leave. 
(4) might as well as leave. 
(5) must have been leave. 
Q. 19. The employer appeared to be in 

such an affable mood that Rohlt 
(1) decided to ask for a raise in his salary. 
(2) was scared to talk to him about his 

leave. 
(3) felt very guilty for his inadvertent slip. 
(4) promised him that he would not 

commit mistake again. 
(5) was pained to press his demand for a 

new flat. 
Q. 20. The officer who had neglected to 

file his income tax returns had to 
(1) return the files. (2) pay a fine. 
(3) be rewarded (4) play mischief. 
(5) give warning. 
Directions (Qs. 21 to 25) : Read the 

following sentence and answer the 
questions that follow ; 

As a result of economic liberalisation and 
entry of a large number of multinational 
companies into India, the life of most middle 
class and upper middle class people in the 
last two decades of the present century has 
been characterised by artificiality in dress, 
manners and conversation and elaborate 
surface of formality and grace covering a 
certain amount of vice and a great deal of 
plain silliness. 

Q. 21. The sentence lays emphasis on the 
fact that the economic liberalisation has 

(1) raised the standard of living of the 
middle and upper middle class 
people. 

(2) helped the people dispen.se with their 
vicious behaviour. 

(3) helped people imbibe good qualities 
and moral valu(>s. 

(4) made people more artificial 
outwardly, without change in attitude. 

;5) removed their poverty and raised 
their quality of life 

Q. 22. Which of the following is not true 
about must of the middle and upper middle 
class people of the periiH* mentioned in the 
sentence ? 

(1) They are hypocrites. 
(2) They are silly. 
(3) They are witty. 
(4) They arc formal. 
(.■>) They are wicked. 
Q. 23. It can be inferred from the sentence 

that the middle and upper middle class 
people of the period probably live 

(1) very simple lives 
(2) wicked lives. 
(3) virtuous lives. 

(4) conventional lives. 
(5) affluent lives. 
Q. 24. It appears tiiat the author of the 

sentence criticises economic liberalisation for 
the people's 

(1) lack of naturalness. 
(2) lack of formality. 
(3) lack of grace. 
(4) poor mannerism. 
(5) articulate conversation. 
Q. 25. The period discussed in the 

sentence is 
(1) from 1990 to 2000 AD. 
(2) from 1991 to 2000 AD. 
(3) from 1981 to 1900 AD. 
(4) from 1980 to 2000 AD. 
(5) from 1981 to 2000 AD. 
Directions (Qs, 26 to 35) : In the 

following passage, there ere blanks each 
of which has been numbered. These 
numbers are printed below- the passage 
and against each five words are suggested, 
one of which fits the blank appropriately. 
Find out the appropriate word in each case. 

Faced with an ...(26)... number and variety 
of products on the market, managers are 
finding it more difficult to ...(27)... demand 
and plan production and orders ...(28).... As 
a result, ...(29)... forecasts are increasing and, 
along with them, the costs of those 
errors. 

Many managers today, ...(30).., speed is 
the ...(31)... have turned to one or an other 
popular production scheduling system. But 
these tools tackle only part of the problem. 
...(32)... really needed is a way to ...(33)... 
forecasts and simultaneously redesign 
planning processes to ...(34)... the impact of 

.(35)... forecasts. 
Q. 26. (1) exact (2) equal' 

(3) optimum (4) eccentric 
(5) unprecedented 

Q. 27. (!) meet (2) predict 
(3) ignore (4) accept 
(5) register 

Q. 28. (1) immediately (2) quickly 
(3), accordingly (4) postively 
(5) spontaneously 

Q. 29. (1) inaccurate (2) buoyant 
(3) frequent (4) inadequate 
(5) exorbitant 

Q. 30. (1) consider (2) neglecting 
(3) visualising (4) believing 
(5) notwithstanding 

Q. 31. (1) problem (2) answer 
(3) source (4) outcome 
(!>) lacuna 

Q. ?2. (1) What's (2) That's 
(.3) One (4) Managers 
(5) Companies 

Q. 33. (1) ignore (2) obtain 
(3) vitiate (4) negate 
P) improve • 

Q. 34. (1) rationalise (2) substantiate 
(3) minimise (4) counter 
(5) tolerate 

Q. 35. 0) dangerous (2) absolute 
(3) unpredicted (4) erroneous 
(5) popular 

Directions (Qs. 36 to 38) i Read each 
sentence carefully. Four choices are given 

as (1), (2), (3) and (4) for each sentence. 
You lunre to choose the one that is closnt 
in meaning to the original sentence and 
indicate its serial number as your answer 

Q. 36. The minister told his secretary that 
at present, he is not interested ip making 
any announcement which he can't fulfil. 

(1) The minister told to his secretary t^at 
at present, if he makes announcement 
he will fulfil it also. 

(2) Secretary advises the minister 
that better avoid making any 
armouncement at present. 

(3) At present, making announcement 
only, is not attracting the minister 
(foserved by secretary. 

(4) The minister told his secretary 
that he will not make any announce¬ 
ment, at present. 

(5) None of these 
Q. 37. Had all the call letters been sent 

earlier, more candidates would have 
appeared in the examination. 

(1) Call letters were sent earlier, with a 
hope that all the candidates would 
appear in the examination. 

(2) Since the call letters were not sent 
earlier fewer candidates appeared in 
the examination. ' > 

(3) Not many candidates could appear 
in the examination bt'cause, call letters 
were delayed. 

(4) More number of candidates appeared 
in the examination because, call letters 
were despatched to them. 

(5) None of these. 
Q. 38. You would have won the 'Best 

Paper Award' if you had used transparencies 
and blackboard in your presentation. 

(1) You did not win the award only 
because you did not use transparen¬ 
cies in your presentation. 

(2) Using transpanmeies and blackboard 
during presentation is very im(iortant. 

(3) Without using transparencies and 
blackboard in the presentation it is 
very difficult to win the award. 

(4) 'Best Paper Award’ is the prestigious 
oneand presenter should ensure to use 
transparencies during presentation. 

(5) None of these. 
Directions (Qs. 39 to 41) : Read each 

sentence carefully to find out whether 
there is any grammatical error in ib The 
error, if any, will be in one part of the 
sentoice. The number of that part is Oie 
answer. If there is no error, the answer is 
'5'. (Ignore the errors of punctuations, if 
any.) 

Q. 39. Whatever he was (1)/ today is only 
because (2)/ of his mother who (3)./ was a 
renowned scientist. (4)/ No error. (5) 

Q. 40. The Head of the Department, along 
with his colleagues (1)/ arc coming to attend 
(2)/ the conference which is (3)/ scheduled 
this afternoon. (4) No error. (5) i 

Q. 41. One of the most effective (.f' 
solutions i^ that (2)/ she should work on 
Sunday (3)/ and complete the assignment 
(4),' No error. 

(Continued on page ItS/ 
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The skills and commitment of the 

Aptech students are truly 

remarkable and perfectly 

matches with the kind of 

profiles we were looking for." ^ 
/law Munukutia, 

Daputy Managar - Systems. 
MBL Research b Consultancy I 

Group (P) Ltd. I 

”We find Aptech students to be 
very enthusiastic and hardworking. 

They have always displayed 
immense confidence while i 

executing any task J 
assigned to them." M 

Surd! Fonseca. V 
Territory Manager, jS 

Wartg-for Hutchison 
Max Telecom 

”We are extremely satisfied with 
the quality of students recruited 

from Aptech. We are looking 
forward to your enthusiastic and 

reliable response to meet 
our requirements." 

■ N.V. Rama Raiu. 
Director - Marketing. 
Baron Motech 

IB "We are very pleased to put on 
record the high calibre of 

Hjl trainees recruited from Aptech 
for our office at Hyderabad." 

G. R Nagarai. 
Manager - MSD/Rersonnel. 
Elbee Express Service 

Over 70,000 students placed in blue-chip companies like Seagull, IBM Global, Bajaj 

Black & Decker, GE Capital, Tata Honeywell... Students trained in industry-relevant 

technologies. Personality Development and Management modules. 10 Placement 

cells across India Get Aptech certified. Now! 

MkrosoBt” 
Aptech is Microsoft's Internet Solution Partner 

APTECH 
COMPUTEB EDUCATION 

www.aptcch-educatlon.com 

We c/ian^e liVBS 
ACCP stftndt for Aptoch Coitifiod Computor Profoestonai Aii btsnd oro registered trademarks of reapeetive companies 
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IIMS JOIN THE MOST POPULAR INSTITUTE OF INDIA IIMS' 

TO PREPARE FULLY FOR THE 1999-2000 COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS 
TRAIN YOURSELF THROUGH 

FREE^ the INDIAN INSTITUTE QF^FREE 
\l DKK \SS1 I II 

W OK I 11 KS 50/- MANAGEMENT & SERVICES 
3 

kl DM ) < ASSi: I I I I 

WOUIII HS 50/- 

ACT TODAY AND JOIN OUR CORRESPONDENCE COURSES FOR 1999-2000 COMPETITIVE 
EXAMINATIONS AND AVAIL OF OUR SPECIAL OFFER OF FREE BOOKS WORTH RS. 250/- PLUS ONE FREE 
AUDIO CASSETTE WORTH RS. 50/- ON ENGLISH CONVERSATION/INDIAN CONSTTrUTION/POLITICAL 
SCIENCE/INDIAN HISTORY AS PER YOUR CHOICE. HURRY ! OFFER VALID TILL DECEMBER 31, 1999. 

IAS (PREL) EXAM 
GENERAL STUDIES PAPER Rs.1500/- 
• I.A.S. (PREL) EXAM OPTIONAL PAPERS : 

1. POLITICAL SCIENCE 2. INDIAN HISTORY 
3. ECONOMICS 4. SOCIOLOGY 
5. PHYSICS 6. CHEMISTRY 7. BOTANY Rs. 850/- 
8. ZOOLOGY 9. PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION bieh ceurM 

• I.A.S. (PREL.) EXAM. GENERAL STUDIES 
AND AN OPTIONAL PAPER Rs. 2350/- 

• INDIAN FOREST SERVICE EXAM 
(G.K. & ENGLISH ONLY) Rs. 1500/- 

S S.B.IJBANK PROBATIONARY 
OFFICERS' EXAM Rs. 1500/- 

• ASSTT. COMMANDANT/O.S.P. ETC. 
IN B.S.F7C.R.P.F./I.T.B.P. EXAM Rs. 1500/- 

• LI.CyG.I.C. A.A.O.'S EXAM Rs. 1500/- 
• COMBINED DEFENCE SERVICES 

(I.M.A7C.D.S.E.) EXAM. Rs. 1500/- 
• SBC COMBINED PRELIMINARY 

EXAM. (GRADUATE LEVEL) - 1999 Rs. 1500/- 
S INSPECTORS OF CENTRAL 

EXCISE/INCOME TAX ETC. EXAM Rs. 1500/- 

MBA ENTRANCE EXAM/ 
CAT/MAT/FMS/XLRIETC. Rs. 1800/- 
• R.B.I. OFFICERS'EXAM. GRADE'A'/'B' RS.180Q/- 
• IB/SSC ASSISTANTS’GRADE EXAM Rs.1500/- 
• B.B.S7B.B.AyB.B.M. ENT. EXAM Rs. 1800/- 
• HOTEL MANAGEMENT ENT. EXAM Rs. 1500/- 
• NATIONAL DEFENCE ACADEMY (NDA) Rs. 1500/- 
• I.I.TJJ.E.E. ENTRANCE EXAM Rs. 1800/- 
• M.B.B.S7P.M.T. ENT. EXAM Rs. 1800/- 
• SUB-INSPECTORS OF POLICE, 

B.S.F., D.P., C.B.I., ETC. EXAM Rs. 1500/- 
• BANK CLERKS'/CLERKS'GRADE EXAM Rs. 1200/- 
• SSC COMBINED PRELIMINARY 

EXAM FOR MATRIC LEVEL POSTS Rs. 1200/- 

Rs. 1500/- 

HAPPY NEWS 1 NOW ALSO LISTEN AND LEARN 
THROUGH IIMS AUDIO CASSETTES ON : 

s ENGLISH CONVERSATION (I & II) Rs. 50/- each 
• INDIAN CONSTITUTION (I & II) Rs. 50/- each 
• POLITICAL SCIENCE (I & II) Rs. 50/- each 
e INDIAN HISTORY (I & II) Rs. 50/- each 

NOTE: 1. While sending your tee, please mention your name, your complete address and the name of the course clearly in capital letters 
on the M.O. coupon or in the letter. It will help us to send you the study material at the earliest. Please write your address clearly. 
2. If possible please send your fee by bank draft only by Registered A.D. However, you can send the tee by M.O. also. 
DIRECTOR: COPAL K. PURI, M.A. EngllshA Pol. 8c. (Pub.Admn.), P.Q. Dip. In Buslnaas Admn. (Famous Author of 100 Books) 

Send your full fee by Bank Draft/Money Order immediately to: 

Rs.1500/- 

fllM^ 
THE INDIAN INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT & SERVICES 
6/18, (II FLOOR), JANGPURA EXTENSION, (DOUBLE STOREY), 
PURI PUBLIC SCHOOL BUILDING, NEAR MASJID ROAD, NEW DELHI-110014. 
TELEPHONE NOS : 4316915, 4329106, TELE/FAX ; 4311946 

E-mail ; iims@vsnl.com 

IIMS COACHING CENTRES AT GUWAHATI (ASSAM) AND SRINAGAR (J & K). 
OPENING SHORTLY IIMS COACHING CENTRES AT PATNA AND DHANBAD (BIHAR 

NOW IIMS OFFERS IN ALL MAJOR CITIES OF INDIA. 
BECOME AN IIMS FRANCHISEE IN YOUR CITY AND BE A PART OF THE MOST REPUTED 

INSTITUTE OF INDIA. FOR FRANCHISE BROCHURE AND APPLICATION FORM SEND 
Rs. 200/- BY BANK DRAFT/M.O. IMMEDIATELY ON THE ADDRESS GIVEN ABOVE. 

JCiN IIMS COURSES, READ IIMS BOOKS AND LISTEN TO IIMS AUDIO CASSETTES 
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SUPER BRAIN 
[SUPER PERSONALITY 

CONTEST 2000 

The Genesis And The Possible 

I "ftor qft when on my couch I lie 
In vacant or In a pensive mood 
They Jlash upon the imvard eye 
Which Is the bliss of solitude 
And then my heart with pleasure Jills 
And dances with the dqffbdUs" 
Once, Kashmir was to the nation 

what the daffodils were to 
Wordsworth. Militancy in the valley 
has destroyed this Paradise On Earth. 
With the nation forced into a war 
which has been going on for 52 years 
to vacate and counter trans-border 
terrorism on a land too beautiful to 
let go. It is imperative that the 
“Kashmir-cancer", which has bled 
India since independence, is 

, examined anew. 
The genesis of lire Kashmir problem 

lies nestled in a historical nest 
infested with corruption and folly of 
Indian politicians. The key to the 
solution of the problem lies in 
concentrating on its genesis and then 
striking at the roots of the problem. 
History has been witness to the 
dispute over Kashmir which stems 
from the conflict between Sheikh 
Abdullah and Harl Singh The Sale 
Deed of 1846 entitled Kashmir the personal property 

■of Hari Singh, a Hindu Obgra prince. The people of 
Kashmir, under the leadership of Sheikh Abdullah, 
were fighting for freedom from the autocratic rule of Hart 
Singh. 

As per Independence Act while India was divided into 
two dominions—India and Pakistan, the rulers of Indian 

^ states were given the option to Join either one of the two 
' dominions or maintain their independent status. Whereas 

a majority of Indian princely states decided to join India, 
the rulers of Junagadh, Hyderabad and Kashmir were 
dilly-dallirlng. In the meantime, Maharaja Harl Singh of 
Kashmir signed a Standstill A^eement with Pakistan to 

Problem 
maintain the supply line of essential 
goods to the state through Pakistan. 
However. Pakistan, In clear violation 
of this Agreement, invaded Kashmir 
on October 13. 1947; cutting off 
supplifes of petrol, sugar and kerosene 
oil in the process. On October 24, 
1947 the Maharaja appealed to India 
for help. India was weighing the pros 
and cons of responding to the appeal 
when, on October 26. a second and 
more frantic appeal followed, which 
was accompanied by the oflef of 
accession. On October 27. India 
accepted the offer on tlie condition 
that a responsible government 
representing people's aspirations 
would be set up in Jammu and 

r. The insirument of 
Accession was signed and Kashmir 
became legally a pari of India. 

This sliould have been tlie end of 
the territorial dtspule over Kashmlt 
but for the craay ambitions of an 
insane and religiously zealot Pak 
Governor Genertd, who directed his 
army to Invade Srinagar. Mohammed 
All tiinnah’s dreams of capturing 
Kashmir were almost buried in the 

grave when General Auchbtleck. the Comniander-in-Chlef 
of Pakistan Army, on Odtpber 28. 1947 iold him that 
Kashmir was legally a part of India and sending the 
Pakistan Army would amount to declaration of war. The 
General also reportedly threatened Jlnnah with the 
withdrawal of eveiy British officer serving m the Pakistan 
Army. But Jlnnah's men in the guise of Iribals had already 
Invaded Kashmir. Jawaharlal Nehru exposed his 
inexperience as a statesman when he internationalised 
the dispute by approaching the United Nations for help 
instead of allowing the triumphant Indian defence forces 
drive out the invaders right inside Pakistan. Accepting a 
cease-fire without driving the last intruder out of the state 

Solution Of Kashmir 

Ms. Sutapa Raha 
rmsmizE wnmen of 

CSR SUPER BRAIN PERSONAUTT 
CONTEST 2000 (3) : TOhc 1 

JUs. Sutapa Raha has done MjA. in 
Fhitosophyjrom Calcutta Vntverstty. 

Us. Sutetpo Raha is the first prise 

winner c{f Topic 1 and has been 
adjudged the US. aURLLBCrUAL OR 
THE MONTH. She is entitled to 
participate in the remaining stages 

qf the Siiper Brain Super Personally 
Contest 2000 as well as receive other 

prtzee. 
Congratulations, Us. Sutapa • 

Kaslimi 
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was a suicidal blunder for which we arc paying the price 
even today through many Karglls. 

Pakistan befooled the world till as early as 1948. when 
It confessed to United Nations Cominisaion that its regular 
army had entered the State but only in May that year and 
that too in self-defence. And thus the ‘Kashmir-cancer* 
was bom. 

In the past 52 years. Pakistan has consistently been 
echoing these lies and indulging in double-talk. In August. 
1965, President Ay»ib Khan had boasted that he would 
attack Kashmir in the morning and have his breakfast in 
Delhi that very day. A tough India, however, had him 
whimpering for help to the United Nations. On January 10. 
1966, the Tashkent Declaration was signed in the presence 
of Russian leaders But. again in 1971, during the 
liberation movement of Bangladesh, Pakistan attacked 
Kashmir. Within weeks. Pakistan's forces surrendered in 
Bangladesh and a e.ease fire was declared. 

It was precisely at this point in Indian history that the 
Kashmir-problem became an irreconcJIablc issue between 
tlie two neighbouring countries. Mrs. Indira Gandhi was 
misled by the crafty Zulfiqar All Bhutto when she 
committed the nation to the Stmia Agreement, the last 
paragraph of which declared : Tlie representatives of the 
two sides will meet to discuss further the modalities and 
arrangements for the establishment of peace and 
normalisation of relations including the final settlement of 
Jammu and Kashmir'. 

Hence, apart from Jawaharlal Nehru's inept handling, 
Indira Gandhi too played a significant role In complicating 
the Kashmir-Issue beyond repair. The unique advantage 
that was achieved by 1971 victory was destroyed by her 
criminal folly through Simla Agreement. 

The mutilated bodies of soldiers, fighting in Kargil, have 
brought back the memories of the past wars of 1947, 
1962. 1965 and 1971. India docs not need to be reminded 
by Prime Minister Naw’az Sh'irif that Krugil is an aspect of 
the Kashmir-Issue. India realises only too well that in 
Kargil. Pakistan ha.s again raised its deceitful head to 
spew venom. Tlie genesis of the Kashmir problem lies In 
the culmination of India's foolish and forgiving nature 
and Pakistan's foolh.ardy but stcadfasi designs to annex 
Kashmir by any means 

The solution to the Kashmir-problem lies neither in 
bilateral dialogue nor in sacrificing national security in 
the face of international condemnation. For any dialogue 
to succeed, a genuine effort to substantiate it with actions 
must be forthcoming from Ixith sides. But a moment’s 
reflection will reveal that the Pakistan Government cannot 
allow the Kashmir issue to be resolved. A physically, 
niorally. ideologlcidly .and economically weak Pakistan finds 

i Kashmir a helpful diversion from frustrations at the 
I domestic front. Pakistan's internal administration is in 
■ uhambles. (-'onflicts between Shlas and Sunnis, discontent 
I among the Ahinefilyas against religious bigotry, the Shariat 

Law and the misimcrprelation of Jihads have resulted iii 
widespread chaos within the country. Its economy Is almost 
Insolvent. Ne-’crthf less, in keeping with Bhutto's 
inspirational ideologies. Pakistanis are prepared to eat 
grass “btit wage a thousand years war against India", 
^cn today. Pakist.ui shells out staggering amounts for 
defence. Moreover. Kashmir has been a plank to draw the 
Islamir forces in tlie military and ISl. How can Pakistan 
let go off Kashmir, a strategically Importoril point of access 
through land route (o its closest ally China and to the 
markets of Ceiilral Asia ? No wonder, the words of 
Mi, Nawaz Sharif ; "Come let's talk..." ring hollow In the 
Indian ears After the Kargil conflict. India has realised 
only too well the futility of talks with Its hostile neighbour. 

In Kashmir. India has been draining its resources to the 
detriment of development It should make every senae to 
lance this abscess once and for all; International 
condemnation be damned. In its attempt to get the ‘good 
boy prize*. India has been bleeding since 1948. Is not India 
a country where human life is prized higher than praises 7 

India should follow the footsteps of Israel, which crushed 
any hostile threat to its frontiers, however rudimentary. If 
Israel can bomb targets in Lebanon, if NATO can do the 
same against Serbs, if USA can violate Iranian airspace 
and territory to rescue hostages at its embassy In Tehran, 
then why should not India act along the same lines to 
defend its frontiers 7 India should also fearlessly exercise 
any option for the sake of national security. A hostile 
country threatening transgressions should be made to pay 
such an exorbitant price that It should deter all from 
embarking on such misadventures against India. In today’s 
disquiet world, peace cannot be bought on the cheap. 

That the Kashmir issue can be solved through 
meaningful dialogue is a m}rth and that it can be solved 
biiaterally is a greater myth. Internationalisation of Kashmir 
Is a glaring reality. Nehru internationalised Kashmir when 
he took the issue of Pakistan aggression to the UN; and 
now. the welcome accorded to US Under Secretary of State. 
Mr. Gibson Lanpher has once again opened the door for 
international mediation. 

India should realise that the demise of Soviet Union 
has changed the scenario of International relations. After 
the ouster of pro Soviet regime in Afghanistan. US perceives 
Pakistan as a troublemaker—burdened with an unstable 
polity and Islamic terrorism. On the other hand. India has 
the maximum amount of forel^ trade with USA. Both 
India and USA share a common conrem for stability In 
the region rather than for self-determination for Kashmiris 
harped upon day in and day out by Pakistan. These 
underline the tilt in US polic)' which has come out clearly 
in India's favour during the Kargil conflict. And India 
should not ^y away from global empathy when It helps. 
India should 'build on the support which the US has 
extended to It. 

The Indo-US relations will lmpro\'e further If India 
emerges as a stable polity and strong economy. For only 
a Strang economy will enable India to preserve its integrity 
and put a stop to cross-border terrorism. A fast rate of 
growth in the national economy will provide the basic 
infrastructure for dealing eff^ectlvely with internal 
insurgencies and external aggression. It is true that 
fi'ontiers must be guarded from hostile thn^ats, but it is 
also true that a well-equipped army is a must to counter 
the attacks. Technology-based surveillance, rapid action 
capability based on airlift, heavy artillery concentrations 
and daring plans—all go to equip the army. And these 
have to be maintained at very high operational costs. It Is 
ruthless to expect our mortal soldiers to make up for 
technology dellclenc)' with valour. 

Needless to say, the ^ater enemy is within. Time and 
again, the security of the nation has been hijacked by 
power-hungry politicians and corrupt bureaucrats. 
Corruption, more than paucity of funds, is responsible for 
the lop-sided development of d^ence establishment. Hence, 
substantial increase in the defence budget Is not the 
answer. How the money Is spent within the defence budget 
is a greater issue to be addressed. Major reforms on 
Internal allocation should be effected to improve India’s 
military machine. Sophisticated weapors should be 
provided with requisite backup and spare parts to keep 
them In flghUng gear. The defence forces are our Insurance 
cover and we have to pay the premium whether we like it 
or not. 
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MICA 
announces 
admission to 
the 2000-2002 batch tor 

Post Graduate 
I IIhi 

MICA alms at creating a community of professionals to 
reckon with, in the communication industry. We equip 

^ talented young people like you to take on the challenges of 
working life, by offering a sound, conceptual foundation In 

communications. With specialisation In •Advertising planning 
and management •Media planning and media marketing •Direct r marketing •Marketing research. MiCA's faculty resources are drawn 

from nationally and Internationally reputed institutions, advertising 
agencies, media organisations and the*industry. MICA Is the only 

school of its kind In this part of Asia. All MICAns get recruited foi 
reputed ad agencies, market lesearch agencies, publicatlons/channels 

and marketing companies from the campus. 

Post Graduate Programme In Communications 

The Faculty 
Eligibility: At least a 3-year Barhelor's degree or equivalent In any discipline 

recognised by the Association of Indian Universities/AICTE as eligible for Post Graduate 

studies Candidates appearing for the final examination for the Bachelor's degree (or an 

w equivalent examination) can also apply Students with a demonstrable aptitude lor 

' conceiving, expressing or assessing ideas that move people into action will find this 

programme raward'ng. 

Application procedure: Common Admlaalon Teat (CAT): MICA requires the CAT conducted by 

the IIMs as the first stop for application to the MICA programme rCAT forms are available at select branches of the Slate Bank of India as listed in the recent CAT 

advertisement for 1990. MICA Application Form: Vou should also send for the MICA application form 

(to be filled In addition to the CAT form) from the Admission Office. MICA with (i) crossed demand oratt for 
Rs 800/-(Rupoes eight Hundred only) favouring Mudea Institute of Communications, Ahmadabad and (il) 

one self-addressed and stamped (Rs.12/-) envelope of 12-x10'‘ Application forms are also avaiinble at MICA 

from Septamber IS, 1999. The last date (or Issue of sppllcstian forms Is Dscsmbsr 31,1B99. Ths Isst 
dsts for rscsiving flllsd in sppiicstlon forms Is Jsnusiy 10, 2000. Our inslituts uses CAT (or shortlietino the 

candidates lor the 2-year full-time post graduate programme In communications. IIMs have no role either in the 

selection process or in the conduct of the programme. 

The Facumi hMliiclln Provanme • Where wm tsseh you to tsseh. 
Ves. It's a truly one-cf-a-kind opportunity Where you get to learn from tlie bast brains In the industry, some of whom 

have laid the very foundations of Indian advertising. And what's more you gat to nurture and train a group of carefully 

picked talent In what can bast be described as today's hotbed of advertising. And yes, MICA will fully back your 

enthusiasm and energy in your quest to explore the limits of existing industry perceptions. The minimum qualification the 

programme demands, is Post Graduation, from reputed univorsHies. No Ph.D required but you do need experience in 

researcfVleaciilng/marketlng/loumalism/medla/advertising. Candidates will be given a stipend of Rs. 10.000 per month In the 

first year and Rs.12,000 par month In the second year. On successful completion, you will be appointed as faculty at MICA. 

Please send your bio-data within 15 days to the address mentioned below. 

Write to: The Admission Oftica, MICA (Mudra institute of Communications). Sheta, Ahmedabad 380 058. 

Phone: (within Ahmedabad 902717-39046 to 39051), from outstation 02717-39046 to 39951 

Fax: 02717-39945. E-Mall: admissions Omica.ac.in 

Prospectus and application form also avallabia on our wabalta: http:/AMww.mica.ac.in 
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An efficient Intelligence network should complement the 
defence forces. And Intelligence continues to be the weakest 
link in fighting Insurgency In Kashmir. The efildency with 
which the militants have been hitting strategic targets 
exposes the deficiency of the intelligence system which 
nenlB revamping. If the Information about the recent 
Intrusions in Kargil indeed came from the ‘bakarwallas*, 
then what was ttie use of maintaining RAW with its 
s<^hl8ticated system ? The need for a better structural 
arrangement to bring about Inter'servlces operational 
tynergy Is a lesson which we have learnt the hard way. 
Also, there should be complete coordination between 
military and civil administration. 

Since neither India nor Pakistan can recapture the 
‘occupied’ territory In Jammu and Kashmir without risking 
a nudear conflagration, a possible solution to the Kashmir 
tangle lies In the acceptance of the Line of Control as 
Ihtemational border between India and Pakistan; though 
this step Is fraught with wide-spread public resentment 
and adverse reaction against political leadership of both 
the countries. India Is a bigger loaer yet Instead of frittering 
away billions of funds to defend Kashmir's borders from 
aggression and to quell Insurgency In the state, It is a 
better bet. For this, a bold and realistic approach is called 

for. Why should we fight shy of US mediation, which in 
the changed scenario fri Indo-US present rdationship, 
should assure us Just and fklr solution. But to be on safer 
side, let a resolution be moved in the United Nations under 
guarantee from USA, Rustia, China and OIC sanctifying 
the LoC with the rider that Pakistan would send no 
Intruders in Kashmir or elsewhere to disturb the tranquillfy 
of this Paradise on Earth as also of India through cross 
border tenroilsm. To ensure its faithful implementation, 
let UN peace-keying forces be stationed for a year or so 
to test the sincerity of Pakistan. Meanwhile, let Kashmir 
enjoy privileges under Article 370 till its Assembly passes 
a resolution frn- its abrogation. 

For 52 years, India has been living In dreams—a dream 
where the valley sleeps peacefully nestled In the warmth 
of serenity. And the words of Robert Frost (which 
Incidentally were favourite of Jawaharlal Nehru also) are 
an inspiration to turn this dream into a reality: 

“The woods are loveb/, dark and deep 

And I have promises to keep 

And miles tn go before I sleep 

And miles to go before I sleep’ 

And let these dreams not be shattered by Pakistan's 
repeated transgressions any longer. □ 

Cricket Is Killing Other Sports In India 
The World Cup euphoria had 

caught up with the Indian psyche 
long before the tournament 
commenced at Lords. The lay sport 
lover (read cricket lover) was, of 
course, exuberance personified. 
‘Cricket, man crlcketl* his body 
language seemed to ooze. The visual 
media almost had us believe that love 
for a sport was tantamount to 
patriotism if It happened to be cricket. 
It had composed paeans with a 
nationalistic fervour urging India to 
romp home with the coveted World 
Cup a second time. Departing for a 
different arena In the same host 
country was the Lcunder-Mahesh 
tennis duo. In stark contrast to the 
emotive response Azharuddin and 
squao generated, absolutely nothing 
was said or written either in 
retrospection or anticipation of the 
duo's tennis performance. Thy were 
not even aware of their country's 
expectations from them. Probably it 
had none. 

Throughout the World Cup. the 
pulse rate of the diehard cricket 
qfletonado kept pace with the fortunes 
of the Indian side waxing and waning 
with every prospect of its victory or defeat. He cursed, 
fumed and swore at each Indian loss, however well- 
deserved. He was delighted, nay exultant at evny of its 
victories however unconvincing. Cricket was at Us 

personalised best On the other hand, at the Mecca of 
tennis, Wimbledon, the duo too was crossing swords with 
the best talent In tlie world, with absolutely no sure chance 
to win the final and still be In the reckoning. But they 
were to fight their battle, quiet and alone with not a 

semblance of encouragement from 
him. Even their entry Into 
quarterfinals failed to make the 
Indian sport lover sit up and notice. 
Tennis was at Us marginalised worst 

in the World Cup. we tumbled from 
match to match until finally we 
tumbled out At Wimbledon, the 
tennis duo rigorously battled Its way 
through quarter and semi-finals. 
Then In a remarkable display of 
initiative, coordination and skill. It 
clinched the double's title at the 
world's most reputed tennis 
tournament. Unfortunately but not 
unexpectedly, the crowning glory of 
their triumph hour was marred by 
the all pervasive maniacal obsession 
with cricket which, even in our failure 
at It, cornered all the tlirust of public 
opinion, analyses, criticisms. 
Introspection. Ihe tennis duo had to 
be content with, to quote their own 
words, ‘a four line news clipping'. 

If cricket Is not killing other sports 
In India, it surely does not seem to 
be letting them live either. 

Flawed InheTitance 
Cricket is one of the very few 

beneficent legacies the British colonial era bequeathed to 
indepoident India. It was the sport the 'pantaloon wearing 
brown sahib* used to indul^ in and the advancing Indian 
middle class grew to love. The fact that we inholted crldret 
from its mother country like all other Commonwealth 
nations Is perfectly Innocuous in its Isolation. The question 
we conveniently forget to pose to ourselves Is. did we 
Inherit only 'cricket' or did we Inherit a healthy tradition 
of nurturing sports, loving them and aiding their 

Mr. V^ay 8h€UTna 
FIRST PItIZE WINNER OP 

CSR SUPER BRAIN PEMONAUTY 
conmEsr 2000 oj: Tone 2 

Mr. vyag Sharma has done B.Teeh. 
(Electrical Englneeringljivm CaUcut 
University. 

Mr. vyay Sharma fs the first prise 
winner qf Topic 2 and has been 
adiudged the MR. BVTBLUBCnML OP 
THE MONTH. He is entitled to 
participate tn the remoinlnp stages 
qf the Super Brain Super Personaliiy 
Contest 2000 as welt as receive other 
prises. 

Congratulations, Mr. vyagl 
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proliferation. The answer, obvious though. Is as agonising 
as It Is true. The root of our biased attitude In favour of 
cricket lies In our flawed Inheritance. That was the pn*"* 
when the balance began to tilt towards cricket In an 

j unsavoury magnitude. That was the point which marked 
pthe sounding of death-knell of other sports India had 

excelled in or had the potential of doing the aam*-. There 
is possibly no other explanation of the fact that we did not 
produce another Ohyanchand or Mtlkha Singh while we 
have been rolling out cricket 'glanU' and ‘legends' by the 
day. True, India has at one time or the otlier produced 
world class players In sports like hockey, wrestling, chess, 
billiards etc., but they were more the products of individual 
effort, merit and passion than popular enthusiasm or 
support. They represent not the rule but the exception; 
the flashes In the pan. For a sport to produce generation 
after generation of world class talent, both Incessant 
nurturing and a popular base are required. That Is how 
and why Russia excelled In chess and Romania In 
gymnastics. In Its obsession with cricket, India has felled 
to realise this fact. Evidently, that is the central problem 
of sports development or rather the lack of It In India. 

Cricket on the Kill 
A budding sports kid who Is almost as tall as the bat 

I he holds and does not understand what's “reverse swing" 
or ‘swivel pull shot* all about, claims that seme day he 
would be like Tendulkar'. Why not like "Vlswanathan 
Anand' or ‘Geet Sethr'i* Because In his formative years, he 
has been so overwhelmingly exposed to cricket and Its 
living legends, and the i-elerences to the likes of Anand or 
Sethi have been so few and fleeting, that his Impressionable 
mind begins to equate sports with cricket. Again, while so 
many kids are out pla3ing cricket in the streets with make¬ 
shift stumps and walls for boundaries, none dribbles with 
a hockey stick or dabbles in something as simple as 100m 
sprint. This statistical preponderance of cricket lovers at 
the grassroots level ensures that all sporting talent of the 
country makes a bee-line for cricket while other sports 
longingly await new entrants. When so few are taking to 
other sports, fewer would make the grade and achieve a 
certain level and fewer still would be there to inherit the 
legacy of such achievements. In such a deplorable scenario, 
life cannot but be snuffed out of other sports and It will 
be sooner rather than later. 

In countries like India where an Integrated sports policy 
is conspicuous by its absence, where institutional and 
infrastructural facilities are hard to come by, and where 
coaching and training aveiiucs are at best meagre, extrinsic 
factors like the popularity of a sport, the recognition It 
entails etc., become crucial In deciding its survivability 
and ensuring Its longevity. All recognition, all glory that 
accrues through sports Is again appropriated by cricket 
and its practitioners, leaving the other sports a totally 
unattractive proposition at the amateur level. That explains 
•why countries like the USA have been producing world 
class amateurs in sports like Skateboarding and Surfing 
while India has failed to do the same In any sport but 
cricket. It's the amateurs who turn professionals later 
Into their careers. Needless to say, when the quality and 
quantity of new recruits to other sports at the amateur 

, level is not optimum, the profession^ level simply mirrors 
r that inadequacy. Such a skewed Interest for cricket and 

diversion of total energies to It and a woeful apathy for 
other sports has resulted In the current lamentable 
standing of these sports vls-a-vls cricket. 

In the era of marketing gimmicks and advertisement 
'Cult, endorsement of a product by a sports hero definitely 

enhances Its brand value and. of course, makes the 
endorser richer by a few millions. Everyone does It, Sachin. 
Ganguly, Azhar, Jadeja. So what's wrong? Nothing except 
that thry all are cricketeers. The advertisement makO'S 
obviously encash the fan-following and the hero-worship 
these cricketers command. It's the so-called sports-lovers 
who don't seem to take their heroes from any other sport 
but cricket. This step-motherly attitude where Ganguly 
and Sachin are elevated over-night to the status of demi¬ 
gods, but not even a becoming welcome Is accorded to the 
Vtqmbledon's doubles champions. Is not the advertising 
agency's fault. It's ours. Our obsession for cricket Is the 
cause. The price, of course, is paid by the players of other 
sports who too are the nation's heroes but have been 
deprived of that status and possibly the money which 
they might have really needed. It affects them in the short 
term but their sport In the long run. 

At the professional level. It's no longer the endorsement 
amount Uiat counts. It's not even money throu^ playing 
the sport. It comes anyway If one keeps winning. At that 
level, an intangible but greatly Influential factor comes 
into play to guide the destiny of a sport. When the 
practitioners of a sport are a part of a certain tradition.- a 
link in the chain of successive achievements, they develop 
a sense of responsibility. There is a constant pressure on 
them not to let their predecessors down. There is the 
constant motivating factor of passing on the legacy they 
inherited unscathed and untainted. This pressure, this 
motivation manifests Itself In their enhanced performance 
levels. Unfortunately, the colossal fen following cricket 
commands and out-of-pro}^rUon glorification It receives 
saps evey ounce of everybody's energy who can be 
Instrumental in developing such a tradition for other sports. 
Sportspersons like P.T. Usha, Vlswonathan Anand, Jaapal 
Rana, Jyotlrmoyee Slkda', Dingko Singh etc. did excel in 
their respective spheres but by dint of their merit. They 
are part of no tradition and heirs to no legacy. They have 
been and are playing In isolation. They do manage to give 
a fresh lease of life to their sport. But for how long? 

The point Is cricket. The trouble it is not. The trouble 
Ic our attitude. The media, as some would say. over¬ 
exposes us to cricket to the exclusion of other sports 
because it is popular. Then it gets even more popular and 
the media shows even more of It. We would have to get 
out of this vicious cycle and fast. We will have to make a 
conscious and deliberate effort to 'cstore a balance between 
cricket and othei sports and ensure an equitable 
distribution of our energies for the development of all other 
sports. The sports authorities In the country need to 
Implement an Integrated sports policy with i- result- 
oriented strategy. Hie first step should be to enhance 
participation In sports like chess, athletics, tennis etc. at 
the grass-root level. A constant grooming, an incessant 
striving Is what goes Into making champions out of 
ordinary players. For this, our budding players will have 
to be provided with adequate coaching and training, the 
necessary paraphernalia and Infrastructure. A constant 
exposure to the rigorous international standards will surely 
enhance their performance. Admittedly, this will not be 
enough. A sport merely survlvra in the hands of its players 
but It lives and thrives in the hearts of the people who can 
make heroes out of them. It's the people who make a 
sport live or die. 9o let us resolve not to be spoilsports, 
control our obsession with cricket and give the other sports 
the place due but denied to them, or else we would be 
Interring many a sports quite soon with the epitaph: 

‘Cricket Crkket etxrywhere 
Caused us to be laid here’ □ 
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Practice Makes A Man Perfect 
Nature in 11a various forma la 

perfection in itself. Man or ar^ living 
being is an entity of this nature where 
life strives hard to attain or fetch Its 
Uveilhood. Man has his own means 
to meet the ends of livelihood. Ends 
are usually defined as goals In 
materialistic and spiritual form. 
Materialistic ends like food, clothing 
and shelter require means like earned 
money. Spiritual ends are perfection 
in human qualities which reflects 
human nature and abilities. To meet 
these spiritual ends, man needs IPMiuiraon 
practice as means. 

Practice can be defined as tuning mcST mz 
one's mind, soul and body to certain CSK SURER HR 
activities uniformly aimed at OONTBST ao< 
achieving certain requirement more m». Bwaroopa 
smoothly and satisfactorily. This done M.8e. in Sm 
universal satisfaction in certain fitm c 
achievement can be defined as Ovaroopa 
perfection. flnt prise lofainei 

Human attributes like faith, been odfiutoed tia 
determination, confidence and -rmr MONTH. 
ambition when complemented with nnrtfrlnnfe in tii 
practice lead to perfection. When we . 
speak of determination as a human ^, 
quaUty, our memory dates back to Co^t 2000 os i 
mythological period where we learn ^ ^ ^ 
about the resolute delermlnaUon of Congratulation 
Ekalavya who was denied education 1^ Dronacharya. In 
spite of racial discrimination and denial of education, his 
determination made him to learn In front of his master's 
Idol and this determination complemented with years of 
practice made him one of the most skitifuis in the art of 
archery. 

Practice is an exercise and mantra, which tunes both 
our physical and mental entities to the required frequency 
that leads us to perfection. In tills context, faith is one 
such kind of cohesive force which brings both the entities 
together. When we speak of faith. It is one's faith in oneself. 
By supplementing this with planned practice one can 
achieve his goals In a more comprehensive manner. 

Human beings are ever ambitious. Ambition compels 
human beings to pracUse day in and day out to see their 
ambitions fulfilled. Practice is one such Mnd of tool which 
sharpens human abUiUes and capabilities beyond their 
capacities In pursuit of goals. 

When we speak of conflderice as human quality. It is 
pracUce which awakens the lethargic potential and induces 
confidence, so it is this practice which gives birth to 
confidence and it is this confidence, which never reverts 
back human Intention and ambition to achieve perfection. 

Practice is a sacUiana, in other wort'') It is meditation. 
With this a man can achieve anything In his life and 
bedeck his life with bed of roses and can become 
exemplary. Our history is replete with stories of great 
pensons who stand at unreachable heights, e.g. Maharishi 
Valmlkl—initially he was unable to spell even the word 
‘RAMA”. Hut after continuous practice or sod/tona, he 
not only learnt the spelling of words, but also wrote Uie 
great epic “RAMAYANA". 

In oi^er to acquire peace and spirituality, Siddhartha 
left his family and Kliigdom and went to forests and by 
dint of his constant sodhona. he achieved enllghterunent. 
He was later known as Gautam Buddha. 

Ms. Swaroopa Rani Bukka 
nRST PRIZE WINHER OP 

CSK SORER HRAQV RERSONAUnr 
OONTEST 2000 01 : TOPIC 9 

Ms. Swaroopa Honl Bukka has 
done M.8e. fn Bnolronmmtal Science 
from Kakatiga Vnioereity. 

BKe. Swaroopa Rani Hooka is the 
flrat prise winner t^Topie 3 and has 
been adfudged theUS. INTEIJJECTVAL 
OP THE MONTH. She is entitled to 
participate in the remaining stages 
qf the Super Brain Simper Rersonolilp 
Contest 2000 as uiell os receioe other 
prises. 

Congratulations, Ms. Swaroopa I 

A famous Telugu writer-poet had 
said that regular practice of eating 
bitter neem leaves gives sweet taste 
to our senses. 

Scientifically, practice has been 
proved to be the only way to achieve 
perfection. Challenges can be 
stepping stones or stumbling blocks 
but it is Just a matter of how you 
view them. So practice is one such 
bioscope which gives us a clear view 
of the challenges and prepares us in 
a right direction to accept the 

Mntti challenges and sharpen our ^llltles 
physical and spiritual tii meet 

WINNER OF the challenges for achieving thumping 
r PERSONAUTY victory. 
tS) : Tone 3 In this universe, there are very few 
lani Bukka *»■«« lucky who are born with a silver 
rmmental spoon in their mouth. They don’t have 
perslty. strive hard for fulfilment of their 
inf Hooka fa the wishes. With less practice and by 
r Tbpfe 3 oiul has virtue of inherited means their wishes 

mrrs!f xjfy*xrrar. are fulfilled, but ft is the pritdUce that 

he is entitled to ® recognise hie 

remainfitp stages 
bu»m- pl'ttctk* schedule to attain nla goals. 

do many things and assume several 
„ _ , postures and achieve several goals. 
ms. swaroopa I ^ 

crawls towards his desired objects, but slowly and steadily 
he becomes so desperate tliat he wants to ^«b those 
objects instantaneously tmd slowly he realises that he 
has to stand up on his legs and walk to reach his goal. 
This Intention compels him to practise walking and. if 
needed, even running wltich he realises as an improvement 
in reaclilng new vistas througli which a person can find 
an answer that is more suitable and appropriate. 

To practise is to meditate In hot and cold, good and bad 
situations, in favouiablc and unfavourable conditions, Wc 
can sec the socletv di.scardlng handicapped people who 
are helpless; It is this discrimination that gives birth to 
determination fur practice. A iierson with artificial legs 
practises to walk on hts owsi without human support and 
this practice one day enables him to even run. in re&l life, 
we have the famous classical dancer, Ms. Sudha Chandran 
dancing even with an artificial leg afiei years of practice. 

Practice is one such activity that enhances will power of 
a person. It encourages one to accept abnormal challenges 
and come out strong. Perfection attained through practice 
can't be stolen by others. 

‘Practice makes a man perfect”, it is not a saying. It 
became true in case of many pre-eminent persons of this 
world. Today, they say, the reason behind their success is 
only continuous practice. So they treat practice as Mother 
to success, because practice provides only positive results 
and it can never be called a failure. There is a intimate co- 
relation between practice and success. That is why, some 
people are often heard saying that due to lack of practice 
they ore unable to perform as usual. 

In today's competitive world, one has to undergo various 4' 
hurdles (competitive exams) for which one has to tune his 
talents practising systematically because practice clears 
hurdles and provides a right direction, it is Just because 
of practice that a person is distinguished from others in 

(Continued on page 107) 
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BAPNA’S Mind Power Study Techniques 

Use More off Your Mind Power 
For Your Success in Exams and Competitions. (Most p*op/« UM only 10%^ by KaS Sapna 

Hi, my name is R^i Bapna. In itiis interesting . 
article, f want to tell you about my surprisingly / 
pcMtrJul ntu count “Rat| Bapna's Miiui l^et ^ 
Study Bxhiiiques * 

My course will help you in everything you want ^ 
to study: English, Madis, AccouiiLs, History as 
well as IAS, Bank, UI«C. Board, PMT-UT, 

Practical, iasy, RMoit'Oriantad CourM 
llic techniques in the course are effective. They 

do nut require hard work that makes you tired. 
And you can learn them quickty. I teadi no theory. 
Only the techniques that have proved effisaive for 
mysdf and other students. Originally, I researclied 
ihw techniques for my own use; They helped me 
tu get success in competitions and to increase my 
sdary, in 7 years, from Rs 1000 per month (after t 
BE) to SO CMIars per hour in U^. .Mow you can 
WH'/Iy from my bard work, good luck, and > 
special knowledge (with money-back guarantee). 

SttccMt is Vary DHficalt in India 
Ibd^, more tlian ever before, the eompetitions are 

very very tough. Hkic are upto 200 or more students 1! 
for every siiiglc seat. So, achieving success is not easy 
in India. So, to ensure your success aial to avoid the 
disappoinuneiM of failure, ym try every possible wiiy 
an g0 even I extra mark. Join some good coacliing. In 
Iddition, you should join course and it will help you 
10 gel imuiimm beimfit from your hard work/coaching 

Itnd Paster to lovisa Paster 
Everyone can ksm to read and understand 300, SQO 

or more words per minute. But, many of us read only 
about 100 worifo per minute. My course will leach you 
die “Finger Technique' to prove m bit minutes tlut you 
can double your reading speed. 

The best use of reading faster is not to study new 
chapters for die first lime, but to levisc i^ain and again 
guiikly ao that you can remember iixire in less tune 

Coa You Aaswsr Hms* A Qwstiaas''^ 
f There is a possibility that you are making some 1 
serious mistakes in how you study, and may not be 
getting success to die best of your imelligencc and 
ability. Fur example, do you know 

« For better memoiy. snouM you aludy early Mi morn¬ 
ing or late Ml nightv 

• For better memoiy, shouMl you reed feat or alow? 
Should you study continuously or taka rest? 

• Oo exaimnera give more marks it you wnta more? 
a Which vilamMia cun help your bram to luncMon bet¬ 

ter end to Improve your IQ? 
■ For how many hours must you sleep? 
«Ic II good lor your IQ to eat jusl before an exam? 

Even if you are making mistakes, do not worry. 
Most other snidenis are also making these mistakes 

I because schools & colleges do not teach about this new. 
k research. I can help you to improve greatly now. k 

this page fully now for your own b^fit, 

Rcolt ia iadia MM ladia Maoiory Raewd 
before, the competitions are Our student Rmiv Chaudhaiy sat a 
n upto 200 or more students ySL tnainoiy record (Limca Book m Racoide). 
achieving success is not easy to Interviews to nawapapere he eaid, 'The 
ur success and u> ovouf Oie secrets of my newty devalopsd memory are 
you try every possible way postal courses Mhid Power Study 

Join some good coacliing in Techniques end UInd PowerMuslclrom the Mind 
my course wid it will h3p you Peseerch InsMule.Udel^r.- 

e. Bui, many of us rtad only ovarall intoHigunca and nlnd power Even averape 
lie. My course will leach you sludanl can easily undaiatand “ -- imw* oi ind« 
j prove m bO nuiiuies Out you •-powaifui, practical, easy. It will help all students, 
ipeed. bank offidalt and others appeanng lor last, exams 
t fisier is not to study new and mlanilews.' - ixUuii Uaias' AiwcuMn kuiiMn 
, but to revise i^ain and ag-un •’ll hat many laclmiques to increase your mind 
:member iixire in less tune powoi quickly ‘ _- to.iid mw«i i'«iiai 

Mfhaf STUDiliTS aad Olhan Smr * Tschmqvn for Improwig Mamoiy. Conuinlialion. 1 InfoUigiincs 
More than sg ?«XI students are ilreadv bcmrliiine * How to Use YouiTmenrjiaCIsssieioir, tor Success 

lll-re • “*«* * N»w Scwnllic Way to Take MemorsN-i Notes 
^ ^ llereiswhal j p,og,.mYours<ll to. Success by Usms foe Power olBetok, 

.•YS,r"S^i;,.d me to winfiOUJLMEnAl.m „ 
AMIE exam tthaabeen of immjns. hajp^lo mej 

•■I rnnnwrf DAV College Chandigarh I increased liiy 11 Some Major Metikes Of team Csys and How to Avoid Them 
raadirig speed from 303 to tOdO words per minute.' 12 New Reiaarcfi n Siain Scitnes Pioves foal You art More 

—Santoev Om, Pineskuw Hatyane Capabio Then You Thfok 
•‘Vary uaeful for my BSc and IC WA exams. Witoin a Now you get a new edition of this course so you also 
tingle day, I Inereacad ray reading epeed from 275 get ftte 3 bonus scciions as my gill (value Rs 75 each)' 
lO 4S5 words per mmole* — S Javaisakasii. Madm. iw Bonua Section 1. The Maoic Of Youi fyes And Your Maid 

a I am veiy happy to inform you that my aon Kavi Bonus Section 2 How to Gat Mnmum Benefit From Your 
7 Anand Increaead hie reading epeed from 228 to sur- pioieteional fcducaiiMi Such Aa Etigir,e*ni'9 01 Medical 

priaingly hl(fo IBf 8 words per mmole. Thank you for Bonus Section 3 Success In Lile Beyond School And CclltQV 
your couraa.’ —Oi M l Swer. ms. ey» Su.0»jii Miai raMa»«« r^aaMi Ikaa- 

•’ll was very beneTidal for my IAS exam." WBOI laB UUrn UaaOl 00 
- naaidiani owaM. OaiaihiHji uv Tiic Course camM make you a superman. Similarly, 

•‘Unbelievabfy, I improved my reading spaed from m cannot make everyone a tapper. 
75 to 200 words per minute. My son (m class 4) im- But widi it, you will learn u study more efncicwly 
provrt his mai^ Ht also impro.sd his raaitoiQ than «)« of die siudenis You will see a good increase 

ui your memory and concemration. Your effecliveness 
fily parents are very he^|^^l 

■io-Date 
• BE,BITSPilsnl MTech,IITKharagpur NTSE 

scholsr Rank S Raj School Beard. 
• Wortd-fomouasuihor I published 3 computer books 

m USA mcluduig beat ssittou‘MB-DOS Maitais.* 
a Eamad SO dollars per HOUR In USA as compular ax- 

pert and wntsr. At the peak of succasa, I left USA to 
do something m our own country Now, I do research 
at the Mind Power Reseeteh Institute. 

a LeamI French. Sanskrit, Karate, BraakMig wooden 
board by hand, many Modilalions, etc. 

a Wee a member of 'Society for Accsieialad Laamtog 
» Teaching, USA*.__ 

I lost a tig Chaaca. Rut You ShoaM Nola 
I am asking you not (o delay beesuse I myself made 

this deadly nusiake once For my IIT entrance, 1 warned 
to order ihe best posial course 10 get success. The cost 
was Ks 330 Just like many students. I could pay the 
money. But I was not sure if die course WDuid leatly 
give me success. Alter waiting for 3 months, I ordered 
die course. Tlie course was very good and it helped niY 
to gel rank 1102. But I did not gel admission to 
Electronics Engineering in IIT and I joined BITS, 
Pilam. i lost a big cliancr because 1 waited and d|d not 
order immediaiely. You aliould not lose any chance. 

II you SI* not toty 100% rfsfiglitod ane Ueilml with my caurae 
(cede 8(15). simply letum fi to Uiit S must raach ui within 60 days s( 
daspuich fiom out office, and we tend refund o' your emounl (minus 
Rs 40 tot postShandkftg) by MO No queskons atked 

Almost all studenis start to benefil quickly on foe Ural dey hey gel 
foe course. And most benefit gisaily wahin t or 2 weeks reu mo 
«t a greens^islw of 'Uapna's Opficui Uhisiun Tschraqua for 
ConcenMalKin' Even d you return llie course tor money back, piSMe 

J to read ftsler a/id learn taster will iiicreme significantly 
^^on. but now I got 7«*4n , Ybut ability to study longer without getting tired (body 

_-P.nMiSi.nwi.llM*. MS_. . J. 

Now to loiprovt Yew Mamery Qeickiy 
Ybu will learo many easy techniques to Ingirovc your 

memory m this course. TWo are: 
Tbcholqiic 1; The brain has iwn memory stores: 

short-term end long-term. Research sliuws that without 
revision, after 24 hours we remember only 18%. After 
1 month only 3%. It clearly shows that we must reviic. 
But, moM students do not revise systematically, so much 
of their hard work is wasted. I teach you the powerful 
iKhniques “Sysiemaiic Revision" and “Daily Ro<iiine“ 
so that you can revise and remember more in less time- 

Ibdudqoc 2: Scientifle research has proved that for 
better memory, we should lake real and not study 
rominuously for hours. Ybu will learn my technique 
) licst Routine* to get maximum benefit from ihe rest, 
^Ais technique quickiy relaxes you, clianges youi brain 
***1, and pull you in a “leariung state* for success. 

12 RmtoiM Chapters A 3 Roaw SMtimu 
1. Ltam 2 MM Powsi study Tachniqiiasin One Hour And Quickly 
. knpreuaYburSkidyEllcitiicy 
2. SieiMisIGMing Mon Msriii in Exams 
4 Quaslem And Aniwin: TWa KnoMadgo Wfil Help You fSndti 
4 howtolmpmvaYbwManoninSuiptiMnglyEtsyVMys 
8 iMaiviMinchnlquatforStlKfonfidanctandSuoeau 

or mind) and without feeling sl^y will increase. 
So, your success in competitions will greatly increase 

I Trach Ihe Rwl from ladia R JUnerica 
I combine die SOCXFyear old Indian uxhnique.- widi 

die latest scieiuiflc duKoveries in brain research, 
nuuition ffbod use), psychology (study of mind), and 
music in America and other countries. So, ihesc 
lechniques are very very effective-you benefit quickly. 

lasy to Rtad aad Rtatfif 
If you car understand this paniKtaidi. you will 

understand Ihe course. 47 diagrams help you to 
underatand easily. Da run worry even if you ate weak in 
English. Jbw will surely benefit from ilie course. 

Topptra Art Not 2 Vinits Smarter. 
They Re Net Study 2 Yimet More. Rut.~ 

Toppers are noi 2 linars smarter dian you Or, ihey do 
rxit study 2 limes more than you. There are only 24 
hours in a day. So, it is not possible to study much more 
rhan other studenis. Knowii^ly or unknowingly, toppers 
use more of iheit mind power. 

Ate you KX>% sun you understand fiilly that you 
must gel the course if are really serious about 
success. Get the course. Do not wail. Do not delt^. 

ConcenMaUiH' Even if you retuin Ilia course tor money back, pitisa 
keep fos amaanig posler fire is my gifi to you 
!l»t)0 lo you now Yosi cat. h»n Ihti page m U yMi Uid w ovw rtad % or you 
nan uocohi lo cuitei Ui« cuwm to banafit t'orn my hard worti amt auoeaai. 

Mind Pomrer Music for Foster loarnlnf 
it has muSic and souitdh from naiu.'O (riwr, bircte). K also has ponwr* 
hil ‘sutHunmai niesbaaos' Uk halp you ham faster • rtRtarrti 
pRotr, as pact of Ph D work in tttO D«partm«nt of f’hy^ology. 
auKhidifi Univertity. has arrademiceiiy proved that ths ’nuM 
siQniftcanUy helps »feorning/creabyrly and that <t is aa alfbc^ IS 
mmUmachwies Read dftfadtffi fhc book/Utodfech/iotofly. 
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f ^!r4i5i-20. Rs 220+20 Only. N 
''w^^ost order before 25 Oct OJ^****^ 
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irure ttian 58 TOO studenis. «t are jivinii speciel ofiers The price of 
course code 805 « Rs 345-20, but niw il« only Rs 220-20 So, 
you save Rsf25 In addition, foere is foe BEST OFFER Bulls 
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Mine a«war Mwane Studacil'a SufNif Suaeaaa 
Fackaaa (3 oMatlM) Moinocy A Cpnr vna^ffa 
* Wff Puwai A CiatatmmatiOR uRt^vir* • Lteuatop 3C8 
■ WirvoftA ParranabU casaaffa* PRi.E baoh dvw 
fiatvia'a Mind Pouiai Mumc u«m>attawae _ 

BElTOFFm AH lha 3 «aMatia« and twe hooka MO 
about SUMMARY 'lou aava Ra 25!»6acouaa SE8T 410*48 
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Not Sold InVhops 

HOW TO ORDER 
This course is ngt add in sJh»ji.v because ihey ifo not 

give inniiey -back gu^aiiice w .send all courses by 
Regd. iVisi/courier only Nu VPP To ordei today, go to 
your bank oi post ofiicc. and send full amount by D.D. 
or M .0. in the name of M.I’.R.I. Udulpur (Ral) lo: 

Director, Mmd Power Research Instituie 
R-10, Mind Power Chambers, Sector 5 

Udaipur (Rajasthan) 313002 
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IIMS READ THE MOST POPULAR BOOKS OF DWIA HMS 

[S yiiMS publications! ri'(;h 
w s: ____M / ii/vw I 

6^8, JANGPURA EXTENSION, (DOUBLE STOREY) NEAR MASJID ROAD, NEW DELHI • 14 
PHONES : 4316915, 4329106, TELE/FAX : 4311946 E-mail : il1nspub@nde.v5nl.net.i11 

NOW ilMS PUBLICATIONS DIVISION OFFERS THE BEST BOOKS FOR ALL. 
READ IIMS BOOKS FOR SUCCESS IN ALL COMPETITIVE EXAMS. I 

ESSENTIAL BOOKS FOR ALL COMPETITIVE EXAMS. 

OENERAL KNOWLEDOE FOR ALL COMFETITIVE EXAMS 
(Including 3000 O^ceth/c Type Kcpcetcd OuccUcnc) R».' 
2500 EXPECTED OUESTIONS ON OENERAL KNOWLEDGE R«. 
50 MODEL TEST PAPERS ON GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 
(0000 Ob/Mf/M Type Oueetlene ter all Bxmne) Ro.' 
100 PRACTICE PAPERS ON GENERAL KNOWLEDGEK1.S. RS. 
OBJECTIVE GENERAL ENGUSH FOR ALL EXAMS 
(Full Study SUaerlMl» 0000 Objeetiue Oueetlene) Rt.' 
100 MODEL TEST PAPERS ON GENERAL ENGLISH 
(0000 O^eethm Type OuMNena tor eS Eeeme). Ra.' 
100 PRACTICE PAPERS ON TEST OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE Ra.‘ 
ENGLISH COMPREHENSION (200 mmOng CeaipiUitlMm PMtiSM) Ra. 
COLLEGE S COMPETITION ESSAYS FOR AU Ra. 
100 IMPORTANT ESSAYS FOR ALL Ra. 
OBJECTIVE ARITHMETIC FOR ALL EXAMS (MWlSIuayMatariiO Ra. 
OBJECTIVE MATHEMATICS FOR MIA ENT.. NOA/ 
CDSEMTSE EXAMS (With Full Study Meterte!) Ra. ^ 
5000 EXPECTED QUESTIONS ON ARITHMETIC (WHO FuH 
Study KeterM-TIm CompMe Impreuemeni Ceurte) Ra. i 
100 PRACTICE PAPERS ON NUMERICAL ABKITY {FiOy SoNed! Ra.' 
GENERAL INTELLIGENCEn'EST OF REASONHOG FOR ALL 
EXAMS (4700 Ob/eetlve Oueetlene WHh Study UeterM) Ra. i 
100 MODEL TEST PAPERS ON TEST OF REASONING 
(mUO Oblecllve Type Oueetlene for eU Baeme.) Ra. 1 
VERBAL REASONING FOR ALL COMPETITIVE EXAMS 
(Oblectlee Type Oueetlene With Fuff Study Ueterlel) Ra. 1 
DATA INTERPRETATION FOR ALL COMPETITIVE EXAMS 
(Oh/eetlve Type Oueetktne With Full Study tIeterleO Ra. l 
OBJECTIVE GENERAL SCIENCE (4000 Ottfacffva Oueetlene) Ra. i 
3000 OBJECTIVE TYPE EXPECTED OUESTIONS ON 
GENERAL SCIENCE (WHh Study Ueterlel fur ell Bxeme) Ra. 1 
4000 OBJECTIVE EXPECTED QUESTIONS FOR HT/JEE EXAM Ra. 1 
INDIAN CONSTITUTION {Full Study Ueterlel A 1000 Ouaaltona) Ra. 1 
1500 OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS ON INDIAN CONSTITUTION Ra. 
2000 OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS ON GEOGRAPHY Ra. 
CURRENT AFFAIRS FOR ALL Ra. 
TEST OF CLERICAL APTITUDE Ra. 
Rim an (ag-Saifbiai) nnfttR Ra. 
HIRIRI SIIR ■ 5000 RTjftRI (iJ-SsiljRai) mWlTR Ra. 1 
auRPR SIPI • 100 ftftePR ^ Ra. i 
mRiRi - 2500 (ag-Saif^) Ra. 
fiiHM ija naiaifSn nBapa Ra.s 
aagftto ahFnfliRi Ra. i 

GUIDES FOR ALL COMPETITIVE EXAMS 

4500 OBJECTIVE TYPE OUEBTIONB ON CHEMISTRY 
2000 OBJECTIVE TYPE OUESTIONS ON PHYSICS 
5000 OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS ON PHYSICS 
2400 OBJECTtVE^PE QUESTIONS ON BOTANY 
5500 OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS ON BOTANY 
SSOO OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS ON ZOOLOGY 
5000 OBJECTIVE TYPE QUEmONS ON ZOOLOGY 
4000 OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS ON GEOGRAPHY 
4000 QUESTIONS ON ECONOMICS (WWi Fuff SfudV Ueterlel) 
4000 QUESTIONS ON INDIAN HISTORY (WHff Slwiy Malarl*) 
1VM OBJECTTVS type expected OUESTIONS ON 
INOIAN HISTORY/WMffPUffSNitfrWatorto/J 
PSYCHOLOGY-STODY MATERIAL WITH QUESTIOMBANK 
UW - STUDY MATERIAL WITH SJMO OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS 
10,000 OBJECTIVE TYPE EXPECTED QUESTIONS 
ON GENERAL STUOIESraiENERAL KNOWLEDGE 
15,000 OBJECTIVE TYPE EXPECTED QUESTIONS 
ON GENERAL STUOKSAIENERAL KNOWLEDGE 
wRiai etm ■ 4000 aagftRi (R|-%aifrni) HtWIea 
Rim an lATsiw - anma wnm m ssoo aau^ iiv>6m 
Yiortrtd fhiiR • waaa wndl^BOOoa^Wto snSm 

- 4000 aigfSRi (m-Sailbi®) snilni 
mt imiHR - 4700 RagAw (ag-SarfSni) syWHiy 
aRNim-anfana aipiA m 4000 aagf^ vfOut 

. rpuri waaa • 12.000 aagftai {ajj-Sarfim) hy^rt 

. RiRPR anaa annoR wi^ YR 12,000 Hi-ftwa aifin 

Ra. 20(V- 
Ra. HNV- 
Ra. 200/- 
Ra. SOI- 
Ra. 200F 
Ra. lOW- 
Ra. saw- 
Ra. 150/ 
Ra. 280/ 
Ra. 200/ 

Ra. 4001- 
Ra. 200/- 
Ra. 300/- 

Ra. 200/- 

Ra. 300/- 
Ra. 200/- 
Rt. 380/- 
Ra. 380/- 
Ra. 200/- 
fto. 200/- 
R8.250/- 
Ra. 350/- 
Ra. 500/- 

BOOKS ON GENERAL STUDIES FOR IAS, IFS, PCS, ETC 
(FULL STUDY MATERIAL VI/ITH QUESTION BANK) 

1. GENERAL SCIENCE 
2. GEOGRAPHY 

(WORLD S INDIA) 
3. INDIAN HISTORY 
4. INDIAN ECBNOMY 
8. INDIAN CONSTITUTION 
8. aK. WORKBOOK 

Ra.200/- 5. CURREy AFFAIRS Ra. SOI 
_ 5. iiiai*a Pi MW Ra. 200/' 

Ra 300/- ^ ***■ ^ 
Raiiso/- 11. Rim an YPnm Ra. 200/ 
Ra.«0/. 12. Rim an wfEaiR Ra. 150/' 

13- RiyAr jiilRiami Ra. 160/- 

Ra.400/- 
Ra.300/- 
Ra.400/- 

Ra.300/- 
Ra.500/- 

S.S.C. COMBINED PRELIM EXAM. (GRADUATE LEVEL) 
S.S.C. COMBINED PRELIM EXAM. (MATRIC LEVEL) 
rm.ijw.’A. wjm iiwPiai aHan (mniai mr U vil tO ftta) 
m.YR.A. aigm nrifllRt aOan (Sftai ma SI r«A B Bit) 
anapR anaaR - us aSa PCS aOwart B Bir 

BOOKS FOR M.B.B S /PMT ENT EXAMS 
8000 OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS ON BOTANY Ra. 100/- 
6000 OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS ON ZOOLOGY Ra.100/- 
5000 OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS ON PHYSICS Ra. 100/- 
5000 OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS ON CHEMISTRY Ra. 100/- 
»).000 OBJECTIVE TYPE EXPECTED QUESTIONS FOR 
MEDICAL COUEGES ENTRANCE EXAM. (Oueeden Benk) Ra. 400/- 

INDISPENSABLE BOOKS FOR I.A S (PREL )EXAM 
5000 OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS ON SOCIOLOGY 
4000 OBJECTIVE TYPE EXPECTED QUESTIONS ON 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (With Study Ueterlel) 
8000 OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS ON POUTiCAL SCIENCE 
(With Full Study Ueterlel) 

Ra. 30(V- 

Ra. 200/- 

Ra. 300/- 

|7. GENERAL MENTALABUTY Ra.1B0/' 

VALUABLE GENERAL BOOKS FOR ALL 
PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT FOR ALL Ra. 100/- 
COMPUTER5 FOR ALL Ra. 80/- 
PUBUC RELATIONS FOR ALL Ra. 80/- 
A COMPLETE GUIDE TO JOURNALISM FOR AU Ra. 80/- 
ADVERTISINQ MANAGEMENT FOR ALL Ra. 50F 
TRAVEL 5 TOURISM FOR ALL Ra. SOA 
INTERIOR DECORATION FOR AU Ra. 40A 
PAINTING FOR AU Ra. SOI- 
BEAUTY FOR ALL Ra. 50/- 
ACCOUNTANCY FOR ALL Ra. 80/- 
ENGLISH CONVERSATION COURSE (Centeln^ 300 
BngHeh CenvereeHene On Verleue Teplee In BngUeh) Ra. 150/. 
ENGLISH VOCABULARY FOR ALL COMPETITIVE EXAMS Ra. 180/- 
WORD POWER IMPROVEMENT COURSE Ra. 200/- 
DICTIONARY OF SYNONYMS S ANTONYMS Ra. TO/- 
DICTIONARY OF QUOTATIONS Ra. SOh 
MODEL LETTERS FOR ALL Ra. TOA 
PARAGRAPH WRITINO FOR ALL Ra. 80A 
PRECIS WRITING FOR ALL Ra. 50/- 
MODEL SCHOOL ESSAYS (Fer UUrle A 10*3 eleeeee) Ra. 80A 
COMMON ERRORS IN ENGLISH FOR ALL EXAMS. Ra. 100A 
IDIOMS AND PHRASES FOR AU COMPETITIVE EXAMS. RS. 70/- 
AROmSENTATIVE QUESTIONS ON SOCIAL AND 
ECONOMIC PROBLEMS (CoMUAiffM 300 Sheri Beeeyd) Ra. 100A 
DICTIONARY OF SCtEN« FOR AU COMPETIIIVE EXAMS. Ra. 70A 
HMS#R«i Ra. 200A 
BUSINESS aKJBUSmeSS awareness Ra. 100A 

' Ra. 75A 
Ra. 70A 

CONFUSED 0 MISUSED WORDS (HWl FUO Senteneed) Ra. 70A 

Ra. 200A 
Ra. 100A 

BUSINESS aKJBusmess awareness 
WORD POWER (IMVI FUO Bantonaaa) 
PREPOSITIONS FOR ALL (iMffi FUO Senteneed) 
CONFUSED 0 MISUSED WORDS (NWl FUO Senteneed) 
PROVERBS FOR AU OCCASIONS 
M.BJL ENTRANCE/CAT/MAT PRACTICE PAPERS 
THESAURUS 

For (rao postaga aand tha full amount In advanco By M.O,/Bank Draft en llw aBevo ad*osa. For V.F.F. aontf Ra. nof- By NLO. aa advanet 

[business G.K.:RS.100/-| : RS. 200/- | LAW : RS. 30^ 
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Kunal Kumar (6fh Rank): tAS Toppers folk To Ybu 

Planned And Single-minded 
^ Approach ; Key To Success 

Kmul Kumar (23) achieved the 6th position 
among the successful candidates of t^ Ciuil 
Services Examination, 1399. 

He has done B.E. (Electrical Engmeering) 
from University of Roorkee. 

We pubUsh below an exclusive interview he 
gaiv to Competition Success Review. 

CSR' What is the secret of your success 
in the Civil Services Examination 7 

Kunal Kumar; Consistent haidwoik with a 
planned and single-minded approach, support 
of my family ard encouragement by frierds. 

Q. How much time do you think one 
requires for serious preparation for ttiis 
examination 7 

A. At least 1 year of dedicated hard work. 
Q. Which journals and newspapers have 

you been reading for the General 
Knowledge and other papers 7 
Aa. Competition Success Review, General 

Knowledge Today, Frontline, Mainstream, The 
Hindu, The Economic Times. 

Q. What is your impression of the 
Interview Board 7 

A. The Interview Board was generally 
very cordial. They asked me both fact-based 
and opinion-based questions in a subtle way. 
They are co-operative and encourage you 
u'hen you are answering properly. 

Q. What is your advice to the future 
aspirants 7 

A. Candidates need to be single-minded 
before they start preparations. The Civil 
!iervice8 Examination requires planned and 
consistent effort. Motivation levels should 
be high during preparation. 

Q. Competition Success Review, the 
largest selling youth magazine in English, 

been extremely helpful because... 
...it offers wide-ranging information 

with accuracy. It publishes interviews of 
toppers which are encouraging and provides 
valuable advice. Overall, it provides several 
categories of information for various exams. 

Q. What prompted you to choose Civil 
Services as your career 7 

A. Diversity of job options; challenge and 
responsibility involved and a desire to serve 
tbe p«ople. The Civil Services play a crucial 
role in a developing country like ours. An 
IAS officer can miuribute to improve the 
socjo-economic condition of the country. 

Q. How did your parenta, family and 
friends contribute to your success 7 

A My parents encouraged me and did 
not let me feel the responsibilities of home 
AS 1 was the eldest of my brothers and sisters. 
My friends kept me motivated and helped 
^ cope with the pressure of the long 
#^aration. 

Q. Had you not been selected in the 
' vil Services Examination, what would 
have been your reaction 7 Which other 
■ervicefcareer would you have gone in/ 
opted for 7 

A 1 would have been disappointed but 
would have understood that I had to work 
harder. I could have gone abroad for higher 
studies. 

Q. How would you visualise your 
success 7 

A. When I started pit'paring, I was sure 
that this is the one attempt that I wanted to 
take and hence 1 prepared in a motivated 
and single-minded way. I consider it the 
crowning glory of my academic career. 

Q. What were your OpUonals for the 
Civil Services Examination 7 

A. Electneal Engineering for the Prelims 
and Maths and Electrical Engineering for 
the Mains. 

Q. What was your criterion for the 
selection of Optional subjects 7 

A Electneal Engineering was my subject at 
ttie gniduatiem level and I was feiify comfortable 
with it I chose Maths as my second Optional 
because I had interest in it and knew that it 
was scoring. Besides, I was in touch wife Maths 
during my Engineering Course. 

Q. How did you prepare for your 
Compulsory papers 7 

A It was a combination of extensive study 
to start with and intensive study when the 
examination neared. I divided my time 
between various subjects and prepared a list 
of important topics by corwulting past years' 
papers and the prescribed course. 

O Competition Swccess Review is the 
largesUread youth magazine in English. 
How do you visualise the role of this 
magazine in moulding the careers of fee 
youth? 

A. Competition Success Review provides 
good, extensive coverage of current affairs 
as well as specified topics on various 
subjects. It enables students to prepare for 

various examinations by providing valuable 
wide-riinging information. 

Q. How did CompetiUoH Success Review 
help you in your preparation tor the 
interview 7 

A The interviews of IAS toppers inspired 
me to perform my best. Besides, it provided 
I'dluable information on various subjects 
and extensively covered current affairs 
which IS crucial for this examination. 

Q. What is your opinion about 
Competition Success Review 7 

A. CSR is a very useful general 
knowledge magazine which provides 
extensive coverage of topics which are useful 
in various examinations. 

Q. What is your opinion about General 
Knowledge Today 7 

A General Knowledge Today is a very gcxxl 
abridged compendium of information about 
current affairs. It is very useful for various 
competitions. 

Q. What do you think is fee better way 
of preparation between selective, intensive 
study and uride, extensive study 7 

A. A combination of both is required. 
Initially depending on ffie subjects, one should 
go in for ertensive .study and narrow down to 
important tc^ics as tlw exam approaches. 

Q. Is the pattern of fee examination 
appropriate for selection 7 Would you 
recommend any Improvement 7 

A The pattern of the examination is 
appropriate. The duration can be shcirtened 
and fixed dates for announcement of results 
can be helpful at all stages. 

Q. Do you feel feat there should be no 
restriction on the number of attempts 7 

A No, there should be restriction on it. 
The maximum age limit should be brought 
down to previous limit of 28 yean. □ 
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Focus On Economic 
Issues 

I had done well in my written examinations, so I was expecting 
the interview call. But, due to it being iity first atfempt, I was feeling 
very nervous and uncertain about the result and therefore, was 
ve^ happy to know of my selection. 

I had more than a month's time, after the Mains results, for my 
interview. Initially, I spent some time in collecting relevant 
information from various sources required to prepare for the 
interview. Then, 1 along with a few of my friends who had also 
received interview calls, prepared a list of important topics to divide 
them among us and cover them all through group discussions at 
regular intervals. Wu had regular muck sessions. Besides this, I was 
r^ularly following newspapers and read current affairs magazines 
as much as possible. 

1 dressed 

xi" '.K I J||h ^ 
grey trousers 
Mid s matdung ' m 
tie. My name f^BfSOlfKSllnf - 
was fourth on j,- ■ • ."S' • . 
the list, so I , ^ '■ 
got about one 
and a half 
hour's timeMBBBBllcl^uKiiniWirMlitS^^ 
during which I 
chatted witii my fellow candidates. When I entered the interx’iew 
room, I politely wished the Board Members. When the Chairman 
asked me to sit down, I sat down in an upright yet comfortable 
manner. 

The Chairman asked me the first question about the budget and 
the meaning of fiscal deficit. Then, the other members asked me 
about subsidies, impact of WTO on India, the issue of large vs small 
daiiiB, recommendations of the Pay Commission, Telecom Policy. 
The Chairman in between asked me about Power Policy, 
Restructuring of SEBs, steps to solve pniblems in the power sector 
etc. I was asked ticklish questions on the North Eastern States and 
Sanskrit as a national language. Questions were asked on my hobbies 
and extra-curricular activities, about India's chances in the World 
Cup etc. As the last question, the Chairman asked me aboiit President 
of India Cold Medal which 1 had bagged at University. When 1 was 
asked to leave the interview board, I felt as if it ended very abruptly. 
However, though I was not satisfied with my answers to a few 
questions, I thought that overall it was a good interview. U 

I Wasted Two Months Until 
Prelims Results Declared 

A Storehouse Of 
Information 

We are pleated to puhlieh here a letter fron 
Mr. Kunal Kumar, IAS Tbpper 1999 (6th Rank) and toif 
our readers a similar splendid sua^ss. 

In the initial stages of my preparation, 1 
tended to make extensive notes on topics in 
General Studies paper which I realised 
later on, was a wastage of time to some 
extent. The mistake, 
which I regret the 
most is that after 
the Prelims, I 
wasted nearly two 
months with 
virtually no studies 
till the results were 
declared. I now 
realise that single- 
minded candidates 
should not waste the crucial time waiting 
for the results. In Mathematics, I spent lot 
of time on the first question that I got stuck 
up with. Thus, I was under pressure because 

KUNAL KUMAR, IAS 

of which not only I had to rush through the 
other questions ^t I ended up making a lot 
of silly mistakes. In the Maths papers, I feel 
one should never spend so much time on a 

particular question 
■xji -J': ^ ’ as it detriments 

f!] one's chances in 
; the remaining 

; ' nihjnB ;; paper. During my 
preparation for 

' Mains exams, 
^ r^i I failed to cover 

certain topics in 
my Optional 
subjects because 

of shortage of lime as I had already wasted 
nearly two months after my Selims. This 
could have proved crucial to my chances of 
success. Q 

Q Name : Kunal Kumar ' 

Q Educational Qualifications 
B.E. (Electrical Engineering) 

□ School : Delhi Public Schoed, Rand 
and Biria Vidya Mandir, NainitaL 

□ College : Umversity of Roorkee. 

□ Any Award, Gold Medal an> 
Scholarahlp Won : Preaident of Indi 
Gold Medal for best all-rounder studer 
of Univeraity of Roorkee. 

a Earlier SclccUona :jC:-DoT (Centre h 
Development of Telematics. M. 
(Miao Electronics) ILSc, Bangalore. 

□ Experience ; No Experience 

□ Published Worlca: Articles in foe SdKs 

and University Magazines. 
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"Can vou tell me somethin^ about "Can you tell me something about 
yourseip" the interviewer asked 
Mr. Narang. 

"Well sir, I have completed my 
M.Com in '95", began Mr. Narang. 

The interviewer raised his brows 
apparently not satisfied with the 
grammar of Mr. Narang, a post 

^graduate in commerce. 

What is wrong with Mr. Narang's 
sentence 7 have completed my 
M.Com in •95". 

Let's look at it. 

Sentences that begin with'Ihave', 
'He has' are actually present 
perfect tense sentences. In such 
sentences, we do not use a time 
element in past like 'in '95', 
'yesterday', 'last year' etc. 

^ Like Mr.Narang, many of us need to 
improve our English. Vivekiinanda Institute 
offers you a special training programme 
which not only improves your grammar but 
also helps you develop your fluency and 
style of language. 

VIVEKANANDA'S research based 
training programme comes to you in two 
packages. 

1. EFFECTIVE ENGLISH - SPOKEN 

This easy-tO'Use {vogramme hdps you 
kdevelc^ fluency, builds up confidence and 
' brings out the best in you. The package of 

10 modules is now offered to you for Just 
Rs.325/- 

2. EFFECTIVE ENGLISH • WRITTEN 

This step-by-step programme strengthens your grammar, 
builds up your vocabulary and updates your style. Hu: package 
of IS modules is now ofiered to you for just Rs. 31S/- 

I fiet both the packages for Rs. 67S/- and Saw Ra, 12B/-1 

Send this coupon today. We will send you die study material by VPP. 

I Yisiq I want to improve my English. ( 
I ■ Please send me the material by V.P.P. ■ I 

I ( I Spoken English Package, I'll pay Ra. 326/- i 

I I I Written English Package, I’ll pay Ra. 376/- | 

I I I Spoken & Written English Package, 111 pay Ra. 678/- | 
I (Tick your choice) j 
I I'll pay the postman and collect the study package. j 

My Name & Address: 

VIVEKANANDA 
INSTITUTE 

9, Natesan Street, T. Nagar, Chennai • 600 017. 

zz«rx>x>e.*s BXSrGJIUZaiSE ■Z'Rw^XTWXXxrCS XTVS'X'X'X'Cjr'rXC 
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IIMS FOR SUCCESS IN ALL COMPETITIVE EXAMS •SUCCESS PACKS* 

I KOOKS FillVIS PUBLICATIONS^ 
^ wok III ks 2(0/ M   - -M 

1 Ri:i 
KOOKS 

W Ok I II l(S 2(0 

6^8. JANGPURA EXTENSION,' (DOUBLE STOREY), NEAR MASJID ROAD, NEW DELHI-M ' 
PHONES ; 4316915, 4329106, TELEyPAX : 4311946 E-mail ; iimspub@nde.iTOl.net.ln I 

NOW IIMS PUBLICATIONS-OFFER 'SUCCESS PACKS’ OF ESSENTIAL BOOKS TO ACHIEVE SUCCESS IN ALL 
COMPETITIVE EXAMS. BUY IIMS 'SUCCESS PACK* TODAY AND AVAIL OF OUR SPECIAL OFFER OF FREE BOOKS WORTH 
RS. MOt- PLUS ONE FREE AUDIO CASSETTE WORTH RS. 54V< ON ENGLISH CONVERSATIONaNDUN CONSTITUTION 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/INDUN HISTORY AS PER YOUR OIOICE. HURRY ! OFFER VALID TILL DECEMBER 31. 1999. 

I.A.S. S’ II.F.S. Exam 

IAS 
Rl.22nv- 

(Prallma) 
Genaral Studlas 

(Hindi) 

2. flWW RwR 
3. ipftn 
4. UTOI w xfllWl 
5. 
8. ifirritv 4iil«i4Wi 

7. fiiw(# aw/aiww 
100 Me« 

Ro.60(V 

RS.20W 
Ra. 20W' 
Rt. 320/ 
Ra. 160/ 
Ra. ISO/. 

Ra. 140/ 

Ro.20a/ 

Ra. IflSO/- 

NDA/CDS 

(Q.K. A ENGLISH ONLY) 

1. Oanaral Knoafladga Ra.1S0/> 
2. O.K. Workbook Ra.200/> 
3. Oanaral Scianea Ra.aoo/- 
4. Oaoorapby Ra.20Q/- 
5. Indian Hlatory Na.200/- 
t. Indian ConaUtuUon Ra.18(l/> 
7. Indian Economy Ra-IBO/- 
t. Oanaral En^lah Ra.120/- 
0. 100M.TJ>.onEngllali Ra.160/- 
10. TaatofEns.LansuaBa Ra.isa^ 
11. Common Errera In Eng- Ra.100/> 
12. AminianlallvaQiiamona Ra.100/> 
13.100 Important Eaaaya Ra. i0/> 
1A Paragrapli Writing Ra. tOh 
18. Praela Writing Ra. SO/- 
ig. Modal Lattara Ra. 70/> 
17.8ynonymaBAntonyma Ra. TV- 
1A Idloma B Phraaaa Ra. 70/- 
10. Word Powar Couraa Ra.200/- 
20.DletlonaryofSclan«a Ra. 70/- 
M.PrmdouaPapara Ra. 80/- 

Ra. 2880/- 

SSC COMBINED 
PRELIM EXAM. 1999/ 
INSPECTORS OF I.TAXASI 

ESP, SI DP/CBI, S.O. 
(AUDIT) EXAM. SSC/IB 
ASSISTANTS* GRADE. 

HOTEL MOT. ENT. EXAM. 

S.B.I JBANK P.07 
RBI OFnCERS GDE. ‘B’ 

EXAM. AC/DSP IN CRPF/ 
B8F/ITBP EXAM, BBSmBA/ 

BBM ENT. EXAM 

M.B.A. 
ENT,/CAT/MAT/FMS/ 

BAJAJ/XLRI, ETC. 

1. Oanaral Knewtadga 
2. B0M.T.P.ona.K. 
3. ioop.p.ona.ic/a.s. 
4. Indian Conatliutlon 
A Oanaral Scianea 
8. Qaography 
7. Indian Hlatory 
8. Dictionary at Sclaneo 
8. Objactlva Matha 
10.8000 Oa. on Artmunaile 
11. Oanaral Engllah 
13.100M.T.P.onEngllan 
13. Toat of Eng. Languaga 
1A Common Errora In EngHtli 
18. Engllah ConvaraoHon 
18. Word Poawr Couraa 

Ra.1S0/- 
Ra.140/- 
Ra.1S0/- 
Ra.100/- 
Ra.200/- 
Ra.200/- 
Ra.200/- 
Ra. 70/- 
Ra.120/. 
Ra.1S0/- 
lto.120/- 
Ra.1S0/- 
Ra.1S0/. 
Ra.180/. 
Ra.1S0^ 
Ra.200/- 

Ra. 2380/. Ro. 2880/. 

ENGLISH 
IMPROVEMENT/ 
SPEAKING COURSE 

1. Engllah Convaroalion Ra. 180/ 
2. Engllah Vocabulary Ra. 180/ 
3. Oonoral Engllah Ra. 120/' 
A Common Eirerabi Engllah Ra. 100/' 
8. Idloma A Phraaaa Ro. 70/ 
8. Synonyma A Antonyma Ra. 70/' 
7. WordPoworCouroo' Ra.200/ 
8. 100 Important Eaaaya Ra. 80/ 
8. Paragraph Writing Ra. 80/- 
10. Praela WrWng Ro. 80/-/ 
11. Modal Lattora Ra. 70/- 
12.100 M.T.P. on Engllah Ra. 160/- 
lATaatof Eng. Languaga Ra. 180/- 
14. RaadkigCamprahanolen Ra. 70/-I 
15. ArgumantaUvaQuaallona Ra. 100/- 
18.ConluMdAMIiuiadWardaRa. 70/- 
17. Propoattlona for AH Ra. 70/- 
18. Pravarbafor All Ra. 70/- 

Ra.177a/- 

MBBS ENT. I 
EXAMS/PMT I 

Rs.l 
1. SOOOOuaatlonabnPhyalca lOOi 
2. 5000 Quaatlona on Chamtalry 100 
3. 8000 QuoaUona on Botany 10O 
4. 8000 Quoallono on Zoology lOii 
5. QanorolSeioneo 20c; 
g. Objactlva Sclaneo 100 
7. 3000 Quoatlona on Selanca 100| 
B. Dictionary at Selanca 70| 

Tout: Ra. 370 

1. .Studanta may buy tha complaia 
'Suecoaa Pack' or any book/booka. 
2. FraaBooko(worthRa.200/-willba 
oonttolhoaa atudonU only who buy 
our fuN ‘Suecoaa Pack* ot any couraa 
and aand tha lull paymont In nd vanea. 
To avail of thia oflor tha atudanu may 
doduet an amount of Ra 200/- from' 
ttw total coat ol tha 'Suoeoaa Pock' aa | 
gl van obova whilaaanding tha amount 
by M.oyBank Draft. 
S. For fraapoataga.ploaao aand tha 
full amount In advance by M.OiBanli 
Draft on tho above addrooa. For V.P.P. 
aond Ra. 600/- by M.O. aa odvanea. 
A Wriu your nama.addroaa and thA 
noma of tha ‘Suceaaa Pock', cUarly IB 
eapHoi loltara on tha M.O. Coupon erj 
In Iho lotior. 

ENGLISH CONVERSATION ; Rs. 150/- WORD POWER COURSE : Rs. 200/- DATA : Rs. 100/ 
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Indian National Movement 
K. K. BhardwaJ 

Eminent Author of History Books 

Demand For Complete Independence 
The period from 1929 to 1939 marks an 

important stage in the political and 
constitutional history of India. The Congress 
moved from Dominion Status demand to 
Complete Iitdependence in 1929. January 26 
became the day for national oath to fight 
for Complete Independence. Later, it was 
on thia day in 1950 that India adopted her 
new Constitution and proclaimed itself a 
"Sovereign Democratic Republic". Mahatma 
Gandhi led two satyagraha movements in 
1930 and 1932. The "Gandhian alchemy" 
was again at work. Young and old, women 
and children, joined in the pilgrimage to 
the shrine of complete freedom. The 
Cmgress Socialist Party was formed. Bhagat 
!^h and his associates were hanged. India 
became militant. The communist leaders 
were arrested. But the [.eft movement grew 
and began to play an important role in the 
nationalist movement. 

The British Government declared in 1929 
that Dominion Status was the goal of its 
policy in India. The Simon Commission 
submitted its report and the Round Table 
Conference was coiled for. The Meerut 
Conspiracy Case was started to curb 
communist activitic>s. Mahatma Gandhi was 
arrested. The "Communal Award" was 
followed by the Act of J935, inaugurated, 
however, on the first of April 1937. It was 
a "Charter of Slavery" for India. India 
remained irreconcited. The Congress fought 
elutions and got majority in most of the 
F^vinces. ft came to power in eight out of 
II British provinces. The rebels became 
rulers. This proved that Indians could be 
politicians and agitators as well as good and 
efficient administrators. Communalists again 
became active and assertive. They opposed 
and fought against the Congress 
Government though they never raised a 
finger against the British Raj. They 
celebrated "Deliverance Day" when the 
Congress resigned from Ministries to 
vindicate the national honour in protest 
against the unilateral act of the British 
Government to make India a party to war 
without consulting political leaders of India 
and Indian representatives in the Central 
Legislative AsMmbly or In the Provincial 
Assemblies. The communalists openly came 
l^^ard with their demand for partition of 

"*7 country. Hindu Mahasabha gave the 
alogan of aepanle Hmdustan in 1937 and 
■Mohammad All Jinnah placed his dranand 
for Pidditan a year later. The stage was thus 
*et for the partltfon of India. 

It was now foat the prindpte of federation 
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was accepted. The rulers of Indian States 
agreed to join one unified India. The broad 
outlines of the Constitution of free India 
began taking shape. The Indian industry 
was growing. The Indian capitaliata and 
working clasaea were taking their positions. 
The national movement was having three 
postures—the Right, the Left and the middle 
of the road. Yet, all were joining hands to 
fight for independence. All were demanding 
a Constituent Assembly to frame India's 
Constitution. Only Hindu communalists 
struck a discordant note; they asked the 
Kmg-Empetor to frame India's Constitution. 

Complete Independence 
Resolution 
The Congress gave an ultimatum to the 

British Cuvernment in 192S that it should 
take steps to actualise Dominion Status by 
December 31, 1929; failing which it would 
demand "Complete Independence". Lord 
Irwin, the then Governor-General of India, 
said clearly that the "Dominion Status" was 
the goal of British policy. No steps were 
taken to make it a reality. On the other hand, 
the Simon Commission was touring the 
country to make recommendations as to 
what further constitutional reforms be 
introduced towards that end. The Dominiem 
Status was to be still a far distant goal. The 
British Government, al.so, on the 
recommendations of the Commission, 
announced the Round Table Conference of 
the Indian representatives and the 
n‘prcsentatives of the British Government 
to discuss what further constitutional steps 
could be taken and not how to actualise the 
Dominion Status. 

The Congress elected Mahatma Gandhi 
as the President of the Congress seuion of 
1929. He stepped down in favour of Pandit 
Jawahartal Nehru. In Gandhiji's words, 
"Pandit Nehru, although passionate and 
resolute in struggle, atill possessed the 
reason of a statesman." His election was 
welcomed by ail and sundry. 

On the banks of Ravi in Lahore, under 
the presidentship of the "passionate and 
resolute" young Nehru, the Congress 
adopted the resolution on Complete 
Independence or Purmt Swaraj. The 
resolution read: 

"We believe that It Is the inalienable right 
of the Indian people as of any other 
people, to have freedom and (o enjoy foe 
fruits of their toil and have foe neceseltlei 
of life so that they may have full 
opportunities of growfo. We believe also 

that if any government deprives the 
people of these rights and oppresses them, 
foe people have a further ri^t to alter it 
or abolifo it. The British Government in 
bidia has not cmly deprived the Indian 
people of their fi^om but has bated 
itself on the principle of exploitation of 
the masses, tnd has ruined India 
economically, politically, culturally and 
spirilually. We believe, therefore, that 
India must sever the British connection 
and attain Puma Swaraj or Complete 
Independence." 
The resolution further laid down the 

methods to achieve the goal. "We recognise, 
however, that the most effective way of 
gaining our freedom is not through vloloice. 
We will, therefore, prepare ouraelves by 
withdrawing, so far as we can, all voluntary 
association from the British Government 
and will prepare for civil disobedience 
including non-payment of taxes." Jantuiy 26 
was decided as the "Independence Day" 
when the nation pledged to fight for 
freedom to finish. The Independence Day 
was thus observed solemnly on January 26, 
1930 all over the country, and people 
assembled and took the pledge for Complete 
Independence. 

The people, thus, asserted their right to 
forgo ail ties with the British raj in order to 
have full opportunities for growth. The 
Government viewed the defiance with 
contempt. There was bound to be a new 
confrontation between Gandhiji and the 
British Government. What would be its form 
and technique could be anybody's guess. 
Rabindranath Tagore, who met Gandhiji at 
Sabarmati Ashram on January 18, 1930, 
asked him as to what he propWd to do. 
His reply was, "1 am furiously thinking nigjvt 
and day, and I do not see any light coming 
out of the surrounding darkness." The inner 
struggle in his mind went on for days and 
days. The answer he got finally was the 
finest fruit of his creative genius. It was so 
simple, yet so dramatic and so enchanting 
to areiyone. It was to be salt, whhfo he had 
given up as a part of his daily diet many 
years ago. Yet, it was so important to 
everyone—an essential ingredient of food. 
There could be no life without salt. Its 
manufacture was, however, the 
Government's monopoly, which raised its 
price slightly by imposing a small tax 
upon it Economically, foe price rise or foe 
tax was too insignlfl^t but it hit foe poor 
people. That was the reason why Gandh^i 
decided to embark upon his single against 



Gandhian Thought—Dedication 

it As Ndtni wrote, "Salt suddenly became 
a mysterious word—a word of power." The 
sah fatyagnha drew worldwide attention 
and invigorated the country's struggle for 
freedom. 

Before embarking upon the salt satyagraha, 
Gandhi|i published his eleven point 
demanda depicting, inter alia, the evila of 
the British fuf and wrote to the Viceroy on 
March 2, 1930 that if the Government 
accepted them, he would not resort to the 
Civil Disobedience Movement. He also 
asked for an interview with the Viceroy. 
These points touched on reduction of land 
revenue, prohibition, disbanding of the 
secret police, imposition of a protective tariff 
im foreign cloth, reservation of coastal traffic 
to Indian shipping, an amnesty for political 
prisoners and finally abolition of salt tax 
for the peasants and poor people. 

Civil Disobedience of 1930 
In February 1930, the Ail India Congress 

Corrunittee called upon Gandhiji to lead the 
Civil Disobedience Movement. Mahatma 
Garulhi, along with 79 inmates of his 
Ashram, start^ his famous Dandi March 
cm March 12,1930 from Sabarmati Ashram. 
Dandi was a wayside village at a distance 
of 200 miles from Sabarmati. On April 6, he 
broke the salt law by picking up salt at the 
seashore. Chi April 9,1^0 the people were 
advised to manufacture salt in violation of 
government prohibition. The other items 
of the programme included picketing of 
liquor and foreign cloth shops, burning of 
foreign cloth, boycott of schools and 
colleges, resignation from government 
services, universal spinning, anti- 
untouchability and communal unity. The 
movement spread from town to town and 
from village to village. Thousands of men 
and women braved police lathis and courted 
arrest. 

Such wu the success of the movonent 
that for some months Midnapote appeared 
to be beyond the reach of Bengal 
Government. For ten days, the writ of the 
British Government could not run in 
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Peshawar. The working classes set up for a 
week their own authority at Sholapur. The 
peasantry rose in revolt in many areas, 
especially in the United Provinces and 
withheld payment of land revenue. Those 
were great days—joyous and proud. At 
Peshawar, the 18 Royal Carhwal Rifles 
refused to fire on the crowd. From April 25 
to May 4, Peshawar was in the hands of the 
people. It was "recaptured" by the 
government with the help of British forces 
and air squadrons. This heroism of 
Garhwalis will always live in the hearts of 
people and will always be cherished. 

Gandhiji was arrested on May 5. He had 
become the "symbol of the people's 
unbending will to freedom." His arrest ivas 
followed by hartals and mass demonAmtions 
all over the country. The most spectacular 
ev«it occurred at Sholapur. For a week, die 
people of Sholapur established their own 
administration till May 12 when the Martial 
Law was declared. 

The government let loose repression and 
terror. The Congress and all its organisations 
were declared illegal. According to 
government figures, 60,000 persons were 
sentenced for various terms of imprisonment 
during one year. Between April and July, 
Bring was resorted to at 29 places, killing 
103 persons and injuring another 426 
persons. Jails were packed to capacity with 
satyagrahis. Repression failed. Lord Irwin 
frankly admitted the magnitude of this 
movement. He said in one of his specdies, 
'However emphatically we may condemn 
the Civil Disobedience Movement, we 
would, 1 am satisfied, make a prof^nd 
misuke if we underestimate the genuine 
and powerful meaning of 'nationalism' 
which is today animating much of Indian 
thought" 

Gandhi-Irwin Pact of 1931 
While on the one hand the government 

was following a policy of repression, on 
the other it was eager for a compromise. 
Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru and Dr. Jayakar 
made attempts to bring the Congness and 

the government nearer. They started 
negotiations. They interviewed the Viceroy 
and Gandhiji and other Congress leaders in 
jail. The government transferred Congress 
leaders like Jawaharlal Ndiru, VaUabMAai 
Patel, Sayed Mahmood and others to 
Yervada Jail to enable them to confer wif* 
Gandhiji. The negotiations failed. The First 
Round Table Conference was held without 
Congress being represented. . 

On January 26, 1931 Gandhiji and other 
members of the Congress Working 
Committee along with their wives werr 
released. Negotiations for settlement began. 
On March 4, the Gandhi-Irwin Pact was 
signed. The struggle was provisionally 
suspended. 

Gandh^ agreed to forgo the demand for 
an inquiry into police atrocities in order to 
suspend civil disobedience and top^rtidpate 
in the Round Table Conference ori^ basis 
of three principles, that is, (2) the 
establishment of federation of India, 
(2) establishment of responsible govemme<M 
and (3) certain safeguards or reservation 
in India's interest for matters like defence, 
external affeirs minoritieB and the financial 
credit of India. The pact was, in many 
respects, a disappoint!^ one. None of the 
major demands of the movement was 
coriiaeded by the government‘not even the 
repeal of the Salt Tax. "Impertaiiam sought 
a treaty with Indian nationalism, but 
obviou^ on Us own terms." Paridit Nriitu 
commented, "Was it for this drat our people 
had bduved so gallandy for a year? Wen 
aU your brave words and deeds to end in 
this?" The Gandhi-Irwin Fact was not Uked 
by the people diougji it was endmsed by 
the Congren in 1931. The Congress leaders 
were greeted with black flags in Karadii. 
Youth and student conferences arid 
organisations passed resolution af<^ 
resolution denouncing die pact GandlB 
feced hostile demonsttadons when ha ien 
for London to attend the Second Round 
Table Conference aa the sole official 
representadve of die Congresa. Q 
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In Addition to Good Coaching for Medical/Engineering 
y name ii Ry Bapna. 1 want to tell you 
about my Memory Maps^" for Physka 

t>let you leviae foster and remember better. 
.M£ 3 Types of Study Material for Physics 

Chysic;, IS M ost linportaiU 

In a lecem uuerview ror India i No. 1 Science 
nagazine ‘Junior SUeiicc Refresher*. Mr G. 
jHilraietnn llie 2nd topper in IIT enlraiii-j- ' 

■ 'Brillia 

Noi competlUon-orfantod 
Party Halnful! auelt. 

aid *1 had ordered Brilliant's and 
^grawal’s counes to equip myself with 

study material and... 1 felt that JEE 
hmici p^r would be die most crucial... 
io 1 souaht help...for proper guidance in 
Physics . 

Just tike this IIT toj^r, many others also 
'eel that Physics is most Importaai for IIT, 
?MT, PET entratux exaina. So, if you can 
naster Hiysics and get many more marks 
han other students, then it will be much 

fnr vmi to oet admiftsicNi. 
Thoy Don't Teach You This 

mu have been studyuig many subjects fui lU ji 
12 years in sciwols or coaching or tuition. It is sur- 
irising that, not all teachers teach you how to make 
icienufic notes for better memory to srwt/y for sue- 
•ess. 

My Memory Maps for Physics course will help 
m to revise much foster and remember more, so 
Mt you can be more sure of success in your cn- 
Biceeiuun. 

Most Important Mpmory Technique 

The brain has two nwmory stores siiort- 
tarm and long-term. Whatever we rtvise 
again and again goes Into king-teim mainary 
Research shows that without revision, m 24 
hours wa forget $2%. Alter one month we re¬ 
member about S%. 

Most people attend classes or make noter 
or siuoy, but they do not rsvisa enough, so 
their haid work is wasted What really Is 
naedad is to inaka scientific notes such at 
Memory Maps so that you can revise many 
limes, and temeniber much batter for success 

Famous Coaching Course 

such as Bnlti.int, FIIT JFE, Mill 

Ak.T.h. AliinFir, Agrnw.ii, f*lc 

igt 
and conipelition-oiientea. Oluue 2 
to 4 limee more study mateiial 
than the text books 
Monlht' n tskea months to com- 
pleto one revision with such course 

I meteiial or nolaa. 
, RttviiiPfl DimcuB: Many students 
I cannot fully cover Die whole 
! course even twice. Almost Impos- 
j sible to revise more than 3 or 4 
{ bines In a yaar. 
I Grastiv Halpful: Musi Join if you 
' can spend Rs 2,000 or 4,000 or 
I more. 

Ka) Bapna s Memory M.ip 
for F^hysirs 

amall: Conlalna part of Phyaiasark 
ganlzsd aa aclenilflc nolat oalad 
Memory Maps. Very tmallaaeom- 

■ aalbor' —- pared to leal book and coaching 
nolaa. 
Hnura- Thkes just hours Io com- 
plately ravlsa the Mamoty Mapa af¬ 
ter learning once 
Rtvlalon EMy It la nm difflcuii lo linn Easy, n M not OlincMI W 
revise the whole Mamoiy Mm for 
Physics 5 times per month, so. 
Memory Maps are for more aaalar 
to remambar than onllnaiy nolaa. 
Snwfly HalatuI Muai join If you 
can spend Rs 319 or more. Jofei H 
even If you join other coaching. 

Don't Waste Your Time Just To 
Many many students collect a lot of study iitatcrial 

Mcause they think that a kit of good study material 
s enough or necessary to get success. 

But, the truth is that you need to learn all the ba- 
.ic informaiion from a good text book very well, 
ibu have to become an exjiert in the fundamental 
itudy material: you must remember all tiie concepts 
ind equations and many imporunt numerical exam 
lies a^ diagrams. 

Once yw have mastered ail the fundamenial mate- 
lal, then in the available lime, you can use some ad- 
litional study material for practicing to solve 
Himericil problems, etc. 

My Memo» M^ for Physics will lirtp you lo 
naster part of the fundamental Physics. _ 

Basics and Formulas Are 

fioro Important Than Objective Questions 
Ii IS true that IIT scieciui^ test, COSE, C TM t, 

’ET, PMT, etc. have objective type quesiiun papers, 
got, understand that you camtot learn the basics and 
■inulas in Physics pnly solving 90<) or 2U00 or 
fven 10,000 Objeaive types questions. 

The best way Is to learn the basics and formulas is 
0 attend classes, join good coaching, revise often, 
ind Its* rrjy Memory Mops. Once you have revised 
tiy Memory Maps many times, you will be ready to 
est, advance, ai^ pttfea your knowledge by doing 
ibj^vc type questions arid numerical guesiions. 

Whut arc Memory Maps 
Memory 

neniio 
itudy Ihchniques*. , 

This method uses a acientiric way to draw dia- 
[tanis containing informaUon you need to teniem- 
ler. Such notes also use dimensions, arrews, 
lisgiwns^ etc 

And as n result, these notes utilize die powers of 
lour right brain (diamms) and your left brain 
Ic^, equations), so, you use mote mind power. 

These notes take very few pages as compared w 
fsditional linear article-like or sununary-like notes, 
md so you cair revise my notes much faster than or- 
linary notes. 
-1 have created these non-compiphensive Memoiy 
Hspi for Physics so that you can revise In about 3 
four 30 mfaihlM. 

icinOry Maps are scieniiiic ranes, which 1 nrsi 
lioned in niy course *Rai Bapna's Muid Power 

Proof of liludf fit's Success 

Here IS what our students sayr about this course: 
“I had Joined your Physics and Cliemistry courses 
■nd now I giK selected In l.I T. I am very ihankfbl 
to you.* - Htnum SmHiHM. Sliivpun, MP 
‘MeawryMsps have dunged my view point of 

Bio-Data 
pBE, BITSPilam. M Tech. Ill 
I Kharagpur. NISE achuiar. Rank 
I 5 Raj School Board 
ieWOrid-famous author I publish- 
; ad 3 computer books In USA In- 
i dudlng best sailing 'MS-OOS 

MflsiBrs ” 
laEamad SO dollars par HOUR In 
I USA as computer expert and 
I wntei. At the peak of success, I 

left USA to do something m our 
I own country Now, I do tvsearoh et the Mno Power 

Heseerch Institute. 

set rank U02 in BT. But^ did not 
Engineering in OT eo 

iget rank III 
Electronics 

It get 
IhHl 

Physic: 
100% I 

tics. MajTGod bless ycu. Raj. I am more than 
salisiicd with the course. I got much more 

tiiaii I had ever imagined. Thanks.* 
Manav O^rg, Paial* 

•*I had also ordered Brilltam and Apex for BT and 
PMT I am muie tlian 100% satisfied with the 
Memory Maps. 'WtUiuui your help. 1 cannot think 
about liT i£E. * jxaiuolwn MhihL Hwyaiw 

•“liiiiialiy Physics was a tough subject tor me, but 
now [with Memory Maps) it has become easy and I 
like to study Physics. All because of your course * 

- OinMih Kvimaf. Faikikoi. U P 
Topper’s Secrets 

Toppers are not 2 unies more imelligent ibaii oili- 
ers. And tlicy do nut study 2 times more than other 
students. 

To get success lit today’s tough exams, it is not 
enou^ to woik 'hard*. There are only 24 hours in 
oicli day So. you cannot study many mote liours 
than oUteis. One solution is to Icain new powerful 
study and memory techniques nnd use easily reinem- 
berabie notes (such as Memory Maps). 

Ibday I believe that if aiiyonu had given me any- 
iniiig half as good as my courses. I may have got a 
position in top 100 in bT-JEE rather than rank 1102. 
But unfortunately, that unie such concepts were not 
known 

Just uike my SO-page Memory Maps for Physics 
course in your liands and you will be surprised as to 
how light weight my Memory Maps are. 

But, use them for just a few liours and you will 
auioinaiicalty know that my couise is worth its 
weight in gold because it can help you to master 
Physics and help you to be more sure of success in 
your medical/engineering exam._ 

What Will You Get 
(1) Bouk (a) Meitioiy Maps (b) Guide lo Numeri- 

cals with solutions. (2) Pocket Cards lo keep in 
your pocket m school, games, lunch-break, etc. Ex¬ 
cellent for rapid revision and memory._ 

I Lost a Big Chance. 
But You Should Not .. 

Out of 34 students in my high scliool class, 6 siu- 
dents were hopeful or conFident of becoming engi¬ 
neers. Some were so conFidcnt that they did not join 
any coeching. 

TO increase my chance of success in UT entrance, 
1 wanted lo order the ben postal course. But I was 
not sure if the course would reiily give me success. 
So I waited and finally after 3 monfiis, 1 ordered the 

course, 
helped me to 
admission to I 
to join DflS, Pilani. 

I am sorry to say that none of my overconfident 
classmates got admission to IIT or BITS. 

Even in your clas.s, some overconfident studenu 
will foil while some wise studenu will take good 
coaching and greatly increase their success. 

I lost a big chance because I waited. But, you 
should not. Ordei my course lodey and also loin a 
good coacliing course soon (if not already jcttneiD- 

When you get success, you andyour hmily will 
feel proud of your achievement. That dqt, you will 
thank me for my advice and help. 

60-DAY MONEY-BACK 

GUARANTEE 
I am 10U% sure tiiai my cmirre will benefit you 

greatly, so I offer you Una unique guarentee: 
If you are tiol/uf/y 100% deUghlM o»d thrilled with 

the courK (cude 5iUj, sinqtly remra it ao that U muit 
teach us within 60 days of drapatch from our office, and. 
you gri refund of ynur amount (minua Rs 40 for pdsidt 
iiandlitig) by MG No questions aaked-you be the judge. 

Th« pro of Dm Physics courss is Rs 39S'>20. hill H is Mlly Rl 
29S*20 now But to sava Ra 100. you must pool yeuroniarbeloie 
K Get ^it doss not mattstwhan 4 fsachss usj_ 

CsuiH Hum 

BwBsWsMwillitlllM WtSiylf 
UtmoivCiiiiutteiOiwMn 

,Msfflgry C^utH hr Usg|__ 

^jagHlSIS. 
JMmsl 

_ 
i t>fcwRj«yCMUfM>yBt'^uay(wQoiogy'«BoUnirt 1611 WBWl 880 

Best Offer RsTdl^lOO. Rt 995+60. Save Ra S90 
(Save 260/-<k ^ 2 books (K 290/- FREE) 

^t ojder before 25 Ocl 99 
k you order lilt Englnsirini SSI (Bods 922) 01M Mtded M (poea 

9l2)naw,you1sltogellhakilawlng2baokikav|l)WrancadNinWt- 
cats and OuasSons a Answers SI ChtnSilry Neut 19if-) 
pPowsrtulMsnxxylschnmuss lor Students Iwtua 9^1 

I CMUfoNama 
pngiwwrTtw frt^bcoiii 
rBBt 8 >0^.5^ frx 2 baota 

-E? jRKa 
aizliarwoTggO 

Not Sold In Shops 

HOW TO ORDER 
This cour» ia not sold In shops because they do not 

give money-back guarantee. We tend all counes by 
Regd. Pust/courier only No VPP. TO order today, go to 
your bank or post ofttce, and send foil amount by D.O. 
or M O. in the name of M.P.R.l. Udalnur (Rail to: 

Oirecior, Mind Power Research Inatitute 
R-10, Mind Power Chambera, Sector 5 

Udaipur (Rajaathan) 313002 
1mtmm.M.CameUiUemm VM* H CAPflAL WNfl yfoUT nsm*. iMPM, HK 
tlMnflQdBBi(1)MMmQfMOtofmOR(DhMliotOtM OfoMlMiillROk 
nil0.ori«(«grwn ANDW(wM«ifMiRtoroRtorfra«Mrina:Mir 
fiQMiMft EirtHfod to lufRBirtlon of toMGnmmm oourti In 9it^' 
IM'ttadfMnforii CopyrtohllsyRB WthfolW wififw.fotlty.fopni/iiilw<p»ifo^ 
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Who... What... When... Wh0re...Why 
You Ask The Question — We Will Find The Answer 

# Who invented the stethoscope md whenj 
—Rishabh Abishek/Bhagolpur (Bihar) 

In 1816, the French physician Rene Theophite Hyadntiie Laennec 
(1781-1826) introduced a perforated wooden cylinder which 
concentrated the sounds of air flowing in and out of the lungs, and 
described the sound which it revealed. The modem form of 
stethoscope, with flexible tubes connecting the earpieces to a circular 
piece placed agaittst the chest, was developed latH in the nineteenth 
century. 

# What do the following subfects deal toith : Acoustics and 
Arboriculture ? 

—Gopal Chakraborthy, Calcutta (West Bengal) 
Acoustics pertains to the properties or qualities especially of a 

room or hall, etc., in transmitting sound. Arboriculture deals with 
the cultivation of trees and shrubs. 

# What is brain death ? 
—O. Mohana Rao, Ongole (Andhra Pradesh) 

Brain death means the 
irreversible brain damage 
causing the end of independent 
respiration, regarded as indicative 
of death. 

# What do we mean by 
nuclear winter ? 

—Bhaskar Chakraborty, 
Calcutta (West Bengal) 

Nuclear winter is a period of 
abncrmal cold and darkness on 
the earth predicted to follow a 
nuclear war, due to an 
atmospheric layer of smoke and 
dust blocking the sun's rays. The 
idea of a nuclear winter, with 
extensive fires causing disastrous 
effects on the earth's ecosystem, 
was put forward by Carl Sigan 
and other American scientists m 
1983. It remains controversial, 
although there is evidence for a 
similar (non-nuclear) catastrophe 
after an asteroid impact at the end 
of the Cretaceous period 65 
millions years ago. 

# What is meant by 'buffer 

-ianjay S. Dalavi. Miraj 
(Maharashtra) 

A buffer state is a small state 
situated between two large ones 
potentially hostile to one another 
and regarded as reducing the 
likelihood of open hostilities. 

# What is hepatitis-B and 
how does one get infected by it ? 

-~Nimmi IHpatht, Allahabad 
(Uttar Pradesh) 

Hepatitis-B iitfection is acquired from blood and body fluids of 
an in^ted person, usually through sex or shariirg infection needles. 
It can also be passed from mother to baby. Besides producing a 
severe, and sometimes, fatal liver condition, hepatitis-B (HB) is a 
major cause of liver cancer. Globally, at least 350 million are chronic 
carriers of the virus. 

Nearly 40 million Indians carry the deadly hepatitis-B, (HBV), 
one fourth of whom will develop chrotdc liver disuse. The virus is 
killing 2,00,000 Indians aimually. All over the world including some 
Third Wbrld countries, vaccirutlon against hepatitis-B has become 
a regular and successhil feature. 

• What i» meant by the term phototmpism (in plants) ? 
•^Deepak Mishra, Udhampur (fammn Sf Kaahm#) 

Ihototropism refers to the tendency of a plant to bend or tiim 
towards or away from a source of li^t 
• What is Colosseum famous far ? 

—^RN. Sharma, Jaipur (Rajasthan) 
The Colosseum was a giant theatre built around 70 AD. It was 

large enough to seat 50,000 viewers, and it was the scene of 
thousands of battles between gladiators, fights between men and 
animals, and other spectacles. At times, it was even flooded with 
water so that navies of gladiators could batfie one another. Lightning 
earthquakes, and vandalism have left it a ruin, but it still stands in 
Rome today. 
• Which country is the leading producer of mica J 

—Manoj Sitika, Meerut (Uttar Pradesh) 
India Ls the world's leading producer of sheet mica and accounts 

for about 60 per cent of global mica trade. Important mica bearing 
pegmatite occurs in Andhra 
Pradesh, Bihar, Gujarat, Haryana, 
Karnataka, Kerala, Maharashtra, 
Orissa, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu 
and ^4st Bengal. 

• Which is the shortest war 
in history ? ; 

—KJC Duggal, Amritsar 
(Punjab) 

The shortest war on record was 
that between the U.K. and 
Zanzibar (now part of Tanzania) 
from 9.02 to 9.40 a.m. on 
August 27, 1896. The U.K. battle 
fleet under Rear-Adm Harry 
Holdsworth Rawson (1843-1910) 
delivered an ultimatum to the 
self-appointed Sultan Sa'id Khalid 
to evacuate his palace and 
surrender. This was not 
forthcoming until after 38 
minutes of Irombardment. 

• Why is Japan called the 
"Land of the Rising Sun" ? 

—P./. Bartia, Shillong 
(Meifftalayush 

The title of "The Land of thi 
Rising Sun'' is a form of Japan's 
indigenous name of Nippon, 
which literally means "sun 
origin". The allusion is to the 
geographical location of Japan 
with regard to China. The 
Japanese mg shows the sun's red 
disc on a white background. 
• Which was the Indian film 

made by a director of intematkml 
renoum that did not have a single 
woman in the east ? 

—OJR Reddy, Kumool 
(Andhra Pradesh) 

The Malayalam film, Mathilukal (Walls), based on a story by the 
well-lmown Malayalam writer, Vaikom Mohammed Basheer, did 
not have a single actress. The film released in 1990 was directed by 
Adoor Gopala^shnan. 
• Which is the largest tsmple in Uu world T 

—T.JC. JlaifuimrtfiaM, Tbuehl (Ikmll NaA^ 
According to die Gidness Book of Records 1999, Angkor Wkt ("Cih' 

Temple”) In Cambodia is the lai^^t leUgioas structure ever built, 
covering an aiea el 402 acres. The entire temple complex has a total 
area of 15 by 5 miles and consists of 72 iiu^ moraunents, the 
construction of which began in AD 900. 0 
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DESIGMED BY MLUFER MUA 

low COST 
EIICIIII V 

Ji. 
Fifteen years ago, when Sunita Pophale-Ramnalhkar 

graduated in chemistry, the one thing she knew for 
sure was that she did not want a nine to 

ftve job. She wanted her own business 
and worked out a deal with her 

brother to develop a niche market for 
a specific product. “In those days, r 

Indian women were paying a hefty P 
price for facial bleach creams. “Jolan” ■ 
was the best known brand but it was ■ 
prohibitively expensive because it M 

came as a smugged item. So I thought I fl 
would make a cream bleach specially suited to H 

Indian women and I created Fern. It took the market by M 
storm and my brother, who had obtained an American 1 
degree in management, returned to India to set up our 
factory in Nasik in Maharashtra. He took over the job of 
manufactwiring and marketing the products I designed. 
Fern, with good advertising and marketing, became a 
very successful product soon. Today, it is the only brand 
of cream bleach which women trust and the turnover 
has grown so much that we set up Fem Care Pharma 
Pvt Ltd. as an umbrella company for other products. 
Tbd^, this brand sponsors film shows on TV channels 
and ^vertises prolifically. 
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Cjbooaeag^Jromtbe 

Hallmark collection, arntymn^lj^^lK 

have begun well. But no Job is over^^ 

tiOtbepaperwork^dme. WtapUupin 

style with our beatttyid umgpingpegiers. 

Our hue books are ledgersfar those who 

take the business ¥ hue seriousfy. Where the 

stairs of heart can be duti/uify chronicled. 

FromtbeUme you asked her out. Totbetime 

you asked for her hand. Cant find fi/e 

right worsts 

Takeahok 

atourcard 

collection/or 

the correct, 

appngniate 

and precise way h make her go weak in the knees. 

toMuJ, 



Rannathkar is 
essentially a sliarp- 
«ittaif besiness- 
wenan. Starting with 
a somfiany manufac- 
tnring cosmetics, rte 
has gone on to set up 
a company to sell 
affordable western 
clothes to young 
women in college or at 
work... 

by Vimta Pali! 

"Over a period of time, we went into otbei bio producte and developed a done of tte 
aloe vera plant to give us raw matnial for our skincare cream and dianpoo langa 
Today, we have 150 acres of farmland in Nasik, wttese we grow aloe. We oport llie 
Med powder of its puh> to ^obal markets. We make creams out ftfttiis plank and theae 
are vary p(q)ular, thou^ our main product is still Fan oeam bleadL” 

Recently, Sunita and her 8iste^in-law Meona Ptqihale set iq> a ready to wear dothes 
line caUed Barcode. "Nty siste^in-law had a business of tnaldi^ ni^ities and 
leisurewear. I persuaded ter to join me and we set up a NIFT <teign team. Barcode 
sells middle price western outfits to college girls and young wnrking women and has 
an outlet in Mumbai. Regular exhibitions are held in Ahmedabad, ChandigBth. Pune, 
Hyderabad, Choruiai and Ddhi. Catalogue sales are also possiUe and mail mder 
channels are bebng set up. "I love western work dothes mysdf," says Sunita, "But I 
could never get a good size or fit in the western siq)erst(»es because we bMSan women 
have more rounded hips. I decided therefore to create my own line and Barcode is the 
result We are already doing weD. We plan to seD through our wdwite mid throu^ 
virtual shopping stores on the internet,* 

Barcode dothes are made from imported fobiks like lycra, viscose, knits, getxgettes, 
velvets and chiffons to ^ve the dothes a qpedal look and fidl. ITie finishing elements 
like buttons, threads and z^ are also impruted. Prices range firom Rs. 250 to Rs. 3500. 
Elarcode is being positicmed to reach a nidie market as an Intonational westemwear 
line for Indian women. ITie idea is to provide an IndUmised version of dothes based on 
Intematioml frshior looks and styles which are currently available abroad. > 



Sushma Kalzimkar has won the 
award for over-all excellence in the 
World Gold Council's India-wide gold 
jewellery contest in 1999. What does 
the future hold lor artists/ 
entrepreneurs like her’ Will the 
floodgates ot the international 
jewellery design industry open for 
her now’ 

by Viniia Patii 

Sushma Kaizunkar is in a strange predicament. The designs for 
all her own bridal jeweUeiy are ready on paper. But she does 
not yet know the name of her would-be bridegroom! However, 

that her wedding jewellery will be the best any woman can ever 
have is a forgone conclusion. Because the slim, attractive yet 
reticent young woman is the all India wirmer of the best overall 
excellence award for desiring gold jewellery in this year’s 
Swamai\iaii awards contest instituted by the World Gold Council 
and sponsored by Anglo Gold, the world’s largest gold ntj|ning 
company based in South Africa. '? 

Sushma’s prize-winning necklace, called Bride’s Pride, weighs over 
400 gms of 22 carat gold. It was in^ired by the design of an 
intricate Japanese fan and made by joining several basic units of 
two varieties, through a linking rope-chain. 'The units can be re¬ 
teamed variously to create combinations and pennutations so that 
the necklace can l)e worn for casual, semi-formal and formal or 
festive occasions. The various units can be worn singly as 
pendants or earrings or brooches. Sushma’s concept, which 
combines Indian and Japanese design motifs, is not only unique, 
but the fabricated piece is beautiful, multi-ust^ful and made with an 
extraordinary dexterity of mind and hands. 

How does a psqmr-drawn design get translated into an actual three 
dimensional piece of jewellery’’ The designer, like an architect or 
engineer, has to give various elevations, views and sketches to the 
fabricator,” says Sushma, “Also, the designer has to work closely 
with the fabricator till the piece takes its iinal shape. ’The kind of 
polish, wire-work, twist-work or dot-work each section of the 
jewellery item required are spelt out clearly in the design and so 
are the links, chaias and clasp. The fal>ricator assigned to each 
short-listed contestant in this national event is also versatile, 
skilled and capable of translating the design into reality. Thus, the 
piece becomes a combination of the best design, best 
workmanship and the best presentation.” Sushma’s prize-wimting 
necklace was made by Mumbai’s well-known Daruibhai Jewellers. 

Ife. 

Sushma, who comes from the town of Guhagar in coastal 
Maharashtra, has no jeweller background in the family though the 
town of Guhagar is known for its community of expert generations 
of jeweller families. Her family is in the business of brewing local 
liquor from coconut and toddy palms. As a student in Mumbai, 
Sushma completed a textile designing course at the Sophia 
Polytechnic and was offered a job as a jewellery designer at U.P. 
Zaveri & t3o., a firm which exports gold jewellery fmm Mumbai's 
SEEPZ area Later, she worked with Su-fhy Diamonds, Bentex 
Jewellery and lastly, graduated as a settlor designer with Uazurde 
Jewellery of Saudi Arabia ”My present job involves designing for 
the Arab market, specially Saudi Arabia We design the jewellery at 
the Mumbai studio. All items of jewellery are actually fabricated by 
Arab jewellers in the Gulf. Therefore, we, the team of designers 
here, hawe to design surfaces and polishes and use techniques and 
motifs which aqtpeal to that clientele and fmd acceptance with the 
craftsmen in those coimtrics. The jewellery is not sold here at all.” 

’The Swamarviali Award 1999 is not the first honour Sushma has 
won. ^ce 1996, she won the De Beers Bridal Wear jewellery 
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award. She won the De Beers Indian jewellery award in 1997 and 
casual wear award in 1998. She was a Swamai\iali finalist in 1996. 
This proces.sion of awards and honours means that Sushma has 
an extraordinaiy talent for jewellery design. “I came from textile 
designing to jewellery designing because of the employers for 
whom I worked were looking for a frt'sh outlook on this art. 
Tiraditional jewellers stick to traditional designs and in the 
export market, there is a dire need for new concepts and new 
ideas. I could offer exactly what they needed because of my non- 
jewellery backgroimd. I think dl the awards I have won are the 
magic key to my future career," she says, “Winning a national 
design award means there is now no further need to prove my 
credentials. Every mi^or jeweller in the country will know my 
achievements and will be willing to offer me either an 
opport.unity or a job!” Sushma has won a cash award of 
Rs. 100,000 together with a citation and a certificate for her 
triumph. But alas! Rs. 40,000 of this amoimt will be lost to the 
income tax department because of the current laws and 
regulations. “1 was planning to make a similar necklace for 
myself for my wedding in a lesser weight from my prize money," 
Sushma says. She hopes that the taxman will not hack away at 
her prize. In the foreseeable future, she hopes to open her own 
design studio and consultancy service for designing jewellery. 

Sushma's scintillating success has come at a time when India is 
riding a high wave of record gold purchases even in the present 
rectessionary times. “In 1998,” say World Gold Council soun-es, 
“Indians bought 815 tons of gold inrduding .some recycled gold. 
From 405.4 tons in 1993, India has reached the prc.sent 
phenomenal amount in just six years. It is indeed a ‘poor rich’ 
country which has (he highest amount of gold in private 
possession in the whole world. No other country buys as much 
gold - not even the US which comes a poor second at 428.4 tons 
in 1998. Indians worship gold, hoard the precious metal, give or 
buy it during births, marriages, deaths, on fe.stive days, muhurats 
and on every other possible occasion. Every Indian woman 
possesses gold as her SlreetUian and this remairts her absolute 
pro|M;rty in all circumstances. Gold is bought or exchang(;d in 
Indian homes for legal, religioas, emotional, family and many 
other reasons. Though South Africa produces the large.st amount 
of gold from its mines, India is undoubtedly the largest market in 
the world." 

Soon,, as another part of her prize, Sushma will leave for Paris to 
meo^lobally known famous designers, exchange ideas with 
them and see their work. Some day in the future, she may even 
win an international award. This will of course depend on the 
World Gold Council - a non-profit international institutiorv which 
aims at standardising gold and identifying the markets - making 
Swamai\iali in a world-wide contest. “Then, with tlieir talent and 
admirable enterprise, Indian designers esm certainly go global,” 
says Sushma, whose star will begin to rise when she returns 
from Europe to her job of designing exclusive jewellery for 
international markets. 

Like all good Indians, Sachin Tendulkar, 
superstar of India’s sport and celebrity 
world, made a statement giving the 

Almighty all credit for his fitness and 
ability to play world class cricket Not so 
long ago, he was advised complete rest 
and consultations with top BritL^ doctors 
to check out the cause of his backache 
and the resulting inability to play in the 
Coca Cola 'lYiangular matches in the Gulf. 
Sachin stayed in bed during these 
matches and surprised his admirers by 
notching up a century very soon after he 
was back on the crease to play. By May, 
he was in good shape and played the 
World Cup scries. 

FITNESS 

Dr. Krishna Muraii Modi, the leading 
osteopath of Mumbai, has other thoughts 
on the subject. An expert in the 
manipulation of the skeletal system and an 
authority on pain management. Dr. Modi 
has decades of experience behind him in 
treating patients with neck and back 
problems. “Back problems are unpredic¬ 
table. Any one can have them. They have 
nothing to do with the general health or 
fitness of a person. Catches can happen 
when a person bends, slips, falls or 
stretches to touch something. Muscle 
pulls, backbone slips or shoulder joint 
problems are common at all ages. One of 
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Dr. Krishna Murari Modi is a second generation pain 

expert. Son of the legendary naturopath Vithal Das 
Modi of Gorakhpur, U.P., he has much to say about 

celebrities with a back problem. 

by Vimla Patil 

the mipor modem cause of neck and back problems 
is also the urban strc^ss and pressure faced by a busy 
or ambitious person in lus daily lifestyle. Just trying 
to stay out of trouble and making it in the rat race is 
enough to wreck the health of a normal person. 
Sachin Tendulkar and his colleagues have been 
under stress for a long time now. \l^th satellite TV 
covering all spurt.s events, the spotlight has turned 
harshly on cricket, India’s most popular game. 
Cricketers were always popular celebrities in India. 
But the scale has changed phenomenally today. A 
leading cricket player almost becomes a pawn in the 
hands of the media because of incredible public 
adulation. Every consumer product manufacturer is 
after the hero to endorse his product. Ihe reporters 
hound him for interviews. The coach nags liim for 
practice. His doctor demands that he rests. And of 
course, his family grumbles about his constant 
absence. So the man is in a perpetual spin and often 
succumbs to the pressure to be a wiimer in every 
field by acquiring a pain problem,” he says, “Sachin 
has played more matches in the past three years 
than most players and the pressure on him is 
inhuman. There is no time to relax or rejuvenate.” 

Dr. Modi wrote to Sachin offering to cure his 
backache but did not hear from him. “I advise him - 
or for that matter anyone who has back problems - 
to give up mattresses or soft cushions. Sleeping on a 
flat wooden board or even the floor is healthier for 
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the spine which remains in its natural position on a hard 
surface. IMith a mattress, the spine bends in many wnmg 
places and creates cramps and deterioration of beme 
structure over a period of time.” Dr. Modi is a stnmg 
protagonist of yoga and yogic asanas. “These were 
designed by experienced yogis after great research. 
They relieve stress and correct physical ailments when 
practised regularly. Sachin should be a devoted yoga 
student and he wiU never have a back problem. He is 
reportedly well now but if he takes these two sinqrle 
precautions, he will cure himself permanently.” 

Dr. Modi has treated some of India’s best known 
celebrities for similar problems. Last year, he set up one 
of India’s most modem healtli and rejuvenation centres 
and health resorts in the Sahyadri Hills in Kaijat in 
Maharashtra. Dr. Modi is a qualified allopathic doctor 
and spent maity years in England to study orthoiiaedic 
medicine. “I found that pain management caimot be 
done on a permanent basis with drugs or physiotherapy 
aids. So I went back to my father’s approach and 
became an osteopath. This branch of medicine is not 
conunonly recognised or taught in India becaast! it is in 
the haitds of indigenous ‘bone-setters’ or ‘maalishmen’ 
who are peoples’ doctors but are unqualified according 
to the educational system of the country. But it is 
regarded as a great science in th<* west. My father, 
\^thal Das Modi is now 83 and still runs a 150 bed 
nature cure h«^ital in (Jorakhpur, UP. He has cured 
thousands of patients. In my health resort in Kaijat, 
entire families come to change their life.style, to eat 
right and correct their diet pentianently, to In? relieved 
of stress and pain and nitum with new vigour to their 
studies or work." 

The resort is spread over 50 acres of lush land witi. 
sprawling gardens, a state-of-the-art healtli club, a 
beautiful restaurant and 42 w-conditioned cottages 
with all modem amenities. Through the work of the 
Indian and intematioual experts who work at the 
resort. Dr. Modi hopes to create a wider awareness of a 
naturally rich lifestyle to combat pressure, stress and 
fatigue which are the three menacing evils of all 
modem, materialistic societies. ^ 

Actress Ann Agarwal (l^t) at Dr. Modi 's Yoga Class. 



OS'? SPECIAL 

Interviews: How To Succeed 
JudySkocrit 

motion Interviews 
All the other guidance on interviews 

applies to these too. Most of all you must 
show that you understand what the job 
vou are applying (or entails and not just 
that you aue good at the tasks you cunently 
perform. The promotion post may have 
entirely different responsibilities and 
emphases. If you have been preparing for 
this you may have had the chance to 
develop some of the necessary skills 
^ready, through training, coaching and 

r'^idance. 

You may also wish to make the point 
that filling your current post will be easier 
for the organisation than filling this one if 
they deny it to you! This may be useful if 
you think that the employer intends to keep 
you where you are to avoid another 
problem. Malw sure that you put this point 
tactfully and do not gpve the impression 
that you will leave in a huff if you do not 
get the job. 

Interviews with people you know 
Whether you are applying for a 

promotion or not, you may 1% faced with 
having to be interviewed by someone you 
^leady know. Do not assume that ttiis will 
^turally go in your favour, however well 
you are known to and liked by the 
individual concerned. He/she may be 
bending over backwards not to show bias, 
or may be worried that if you are 
appointed and something then goes wrong, 
it will make life even more difficult and 
that superiors will say that they should 
have kriown. You may also have b^ given 
an interview because they do not have the 
courage to admit to you that they do not 
think you are ready for the next post yet 
lust brause yem kimr the interviewer does 
not mean everything will be easier; it may 
be more difficult 

Try to diink of all the negative things 
that the interviewer may consider. If you 
^ve had an appraisal of your work by 
1^ peraon befb^ check any ciiticisinB ffiat 

made and make sure tfuit you can 
■how that you have duinged or learned 
horn those. 

Prepare even more thoroughly than 
luirmaL Do not assume that you will be 
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given easy questions or that your ability to 
do ffie job will be taken for granted. Ybu 
must be very clear about your strengffis 
and weaknesses. Don't ffiink that it doesn't 
matter if you mention your weaknesses 
because the interviewer knows anyway, it 
does matter and you may bring up 
problems that he/she would otherwise 
have forgottoi about. 

Show that however well you know the 
interviewer, you will accept his/her 
decision gracefolly, either way. 

Second Interviews 
You have got over the first hurdle. 

However; now you must prepare evm more 
thoroughly for a second interview You can 
assume that you are considered able to do 
the job but the organisation now wants to 
make a decision based on who will best fit 
in on the basis of personal qualities. This 
is your chatKe to show that you are a 
wonderful person to work withi • 

Find out about the format of the 
interview beforehand and ask who is to 
interview you. You may be passed on to a 
more setuor person than the person you 
were interviewed by before. Find out all 
you can about them, their style and their 
background. If the interviewer is to be the 
same person as the last time, try to analyse 
what hc/she thought before. Cast your 
mind back to any comments made by the 
interviewer which revealed that you 
surprised them, or whether you think that 
they disapproved of anything. 

Medical Examinations 
You should be advised beforehand if the 

organisation wishes you to undergo a 
medical check-up, but these are sometimes 
Included in the Interview process, 
particularly where the organisation has its 
own medical facilities. There is very little 
you can do to avoid this. Give in gracefully! 

BODY LANGUAGE 

This chapter includes hints about 
combating ntevouanass, how to brtwva 
and oOm 'taiddaitals' which you need to 
know. It also covers many of the 'non¬ 
verbal clues' you give the interviewer 

simply through your body language. Marqr 
management training and interview 
courses now contain sections on body 
language and interpretation of it, so don't 
be tempted to lie or to act. If you lie but 
your body language gives you away, you 
will interfere with the clarity of your 
response and hiake the int«viewer doubt 
you. 

Interviewers want to see confident 
applicants, because this makes it easier for 
them to gather all the information they 
need. If you are too reserved or loo 
arrogant this will just be irritating. The 
best applicants will demonstrate that they 
have initiative, can find solutions to 
problems and have the ability to pick out 
impoVtant details. They will demonstrate 
that through what they say, how they say 
it and by having a confident, self-as.suied 
style. It is your job to be like that. 

Combating interview nerves 
The vast majority of interview candidates 

are nervous. This is perfectly normal. 
However, if interview nerves r^uce you 
to a shivering jelly and leave you unable 
to think coherently, you need to be able to 
minimise the effects. 

The preparation you have already done 
should give you confidence. You know 
about the job and about the company. You 
have found out about the selection 
techniques and know how to ^ to the 
interview and what to expect when you 
get there Your next step is to practise the 
interview with a friend and try out what 
you are going to say. Be prepared for all 
the 'nasty' questions and make sure that 
you are satisfied with thr way you sound. 
If you can't find a friend to telp you, use 
a tape recorder. Don't be .put off if you 
think you sound awful. Recordings from 
tape recorders seldom sound as good as 
you'd hoped. Don't be put off by thinking 
your voice doesn't really sound like diat 
Listen for the intonation. Listen to the 
recordings as if it was someone elae. ^ if 
the voice sounds interested and amvlndng. 
If you can't get Oils right at first, don't 
de^air. The whole point of doing this is 
to pra^ise until you achieve your desired 
results. 
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MAINS-CUM-PRELIMS BATCHES 

STABTIilG MOV. 1 &10 
GS. ESSAY, HISTOKY, ANTHRO-^ 

GEOGRAPHY. PHILO., PSYCHOLOGY, 
PUB. ADMN., HINDI UTT, POL. SC., 

SOCIO, SANSKRIT^ EOOLOQY, 
BOTANY, PHYSICS & MATHS. 

ms IMS iw 19M18M m mi m m iw isw m i«r mi 
EQStaLCourses Available 

PBEUMS : QS, Indian Historv, Pub. Admn., Sociologv, 

Philosophy & Physics 

MAINS : GS,HlSTONY,AK?HROPOU>OY,GEOQiMmY, 

Philosophy, Pus. Admn., PouncAb Soencs, 

Psychology, Hinoi Utt., Sanskrit & Physics 

For Information Bulletin send Rs. 30/- fry DD/MO to 

AG-603, Shallmar Bagh, Deih1-110052 
Ph. 7471544,7477317,9810122438 

Only at ShaOmar Bagh (DtIhD and AOgan/(Lucknow) 

HOSTEL FACILITY AVAILABLE 

1 

WhcOier you are pndiBing wWi a fttaid or YvWi s tsps ncoidtc 
do not use a scr^rt. Although you may hava an idaa (rf wdiat you 
are going to My, don't stick to exactly the same words cadi thne— 
It's not a tedtaL Bach time if you manage to My dw same thing 
but in different words, you incresM your confidence whilst 
keepit^ the elemoit of spontaneity 

Make sure that you know exactly how to get to tha Interview 
and have left enough fime for the journey, olherwiM you. wil| 
increase your own anxiety. Also make sure tot you arrive in time 
to go to die toilet before your interview b^tas if you are likely to 
be nervous beforehand. 

Be positive about youisdf. Vbu have been invited to an interview 
because you are a gcxxl candidate. The interviewer has seen your 
application and has been impressed. Remain calm, be enthusiastic 
about die job and realistic about your strengths and iveaknesses. 
Your self-assessment will pay off. Ybu know that you are suited to 
this job. The worst diat will happen is that you will look foolldi 
and not get the job. Put this into perspective. It may be 
embarrassing at the time, but that is ail. 

If you are afraid that feeling nervous will make you look 
nervous, don't worry. The interviewer will be doing his/her best 
to put you at ease when you active. Most candidates look a bit 
nervous—interviewers are very used to that. If you are liable to be 
very nervous, try walking around before the interview to use up 
some of the adrenaline. Breathe deeply. If you ate worried that 
your hands will be sweating because of your nervousness, don't 
shake hands if the interviewer doesn't offer to, and remember that 
it usually seems worse than it is. If your hands are liable to shake, 
don't have a cup of tea, then you won't have to worry about 
spilling it. Sow down, which often helps to reduce your own 
nervousness, make your actions deliberate and try to look calm. If 
you have ever done any public speaking, remember the techniques 
that you were taught for that. These are usually very good for 
helping you to combat nervousness. Listen to yourself and try to 
guard against talking too mucli or loo fast (if you have done the 
practice, this will really pay off). 

Appearance 
There are lots of things which can usually be said about 

appearaiKe; however, the most important is that you should avoid 
extremes and Wear something indiich you feel comfortable in. 

Your clothes should be clean and neat, tidy and conservative. If 
you have studied the organisational culture, you should foel that 
you fit in with the others in the ccxnpany and dial you do not 
stand out unduly. Men should wear a suit, women may be wise, 
to stick to a suit or at least to wear a dress or skirt rather dian’ 
trousers. lAfomen should also wear tights or stockings unless it is 
very hot. If you have stood outside the gates as employees leave, 
you should dress ali^tly more Smartly than the pi^ie you mw 
as it is better to try to look better than normal for the interview 
(and most people have mly so many 'best' clolhesi). Vbur shoes 
should also be clMn, as many people do still look at these. Don't 
wear sandals. 

Choosing an interview 'uniform' may not help. If you have 
been turned down for a couple of jobs, you may b^n to asaociate 
those clothes with failure. Also, if you have several interviews for 
the Hme post, don't wear the Mine clothes each time. Avoid clutter 
both in your clothing and in the things you take with you. 
Don't wear lots of jangling jevrellery as this wUl put the interviewer 
off. 
. TVy to make sure that your cokmrs are relative^ conservative. 
If you are cohnir-blind, ask a ffiend who isn't, to give you an 
opinion. Don't wear blue shoes with a brown suit or vice verm. 
Don't wear knid colours or ostentatious clothing. First impreaslnnf 
can be very powerful and brash coloun may seem aggresaive! 
\^folnen sh^d not wear low necklines and very short or see- 
through skirts. 

\bu should be freshly washed and have clean flngematla, tree a 
deodorant (particularly if you suffer from interview nerves) and a 
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RWuiliWailL If you loMiw ilM you poriptaii in IfiHrvtewa, tiy iwt 
to WMur dotMng'that ii ti^ unte tlw wna and tfiil will marie. 
Do not go into the inlarvlm nom amelling of alcohol, tobacco or 
garlic. If you uw perfume or aftatahave, make auie thia ia not 
overpowering or intruaive. Pragrancea ate vary petaonal; however 
imieh you Ute tfut perfiane/afteeahave, it ahe^ not go ahead of 
yout 
I Your hair and beard or mouatadw ahould alao be neat. No 
flatter how neat your clodwa, you can ruin the whole appearance 
with unkempt, untidy locka. 

Entering the interview room 
Once you are invited into the interview room, the first 

impressions you make will be hard to shift. As already mentioned. 
Studies have shown that interviewera can make up their minds 
within the first four minutes of the interview (that is not to say 
that foey do not change their opinions, but you will have to work 
harder in order to make diem do so). 

lake a deep breath, calm yourwlf and enter die interview room 
slowly and serenely. iW’t poke your head around the door timidly 
to see if dtey are ready as this shows your lack of confidence. You 
do not want to give the impression that you are apologising for 
disturbing the interviewer. Walk ovn to the chair; ^ke hands if 
the intervie^r proffers his/her hand and sit dowa (The candidate 
should not normally initiate die handshake but should be ready to 
respond). 

Your handshake should be firm, but not gripping or domineering, 
jit is supposed to be a gesture of friendlineas. It should tnalw 

.dcontact widi the interviewer, widuHit being limp or seeming as if 
you are trying to keep your hand in his/hers for as little time as 
possible. Dcm't hold on to the interviewer's hand for too long or 
you will appear overfamiliar. &nile at the intervtewer and look 
him/her in the eye as you riiake hands. Don't give the interviewer 
a toothy grin though! Don't shake hands looking downwards or 
you will seem 'shifty*. Vbu ahould seem self-assured rather than 
pushy. 

When you sit down, don't slouch. If you carry a handbag, do 
not put this on the interviewer's desk (despite what you may 
have been told, this will irritate rather than intimidate the 
interviewer) or cm to your lap, crouching defensively over It. 
Place it neatly on the floor beside you (preferably where anyone 
bringing you tea or coffee into the interview room will not trip 
over it). 

Remember to take time to make yourself comfortable, 
particularly if you are nervous, without talking all day. Keep your 

^Ktlons deliberate. Look around the office if that makes )rou feel 
^more relaxed. Establish eye contact with your interviewer(s). Hike 

a deep breath, pause and be ready to listen to the interviewei; 
who will talk first. Usually the interviewer will introduce him/ 
herself. In a panel situation, the Chair wifi introduce the other 
members of the panel. 

Don't chatter instantly Just because you are nervous. The 
interviewer will set the pace and style of your discussion, and at 
least at first, you should take your ittd from him/her. Remember 
that the interviewer wants you to do well, to solve his/her 
problems and make life easier. No Interviewer will be deliberately 
'out to get you'. 

- When the interviewer begins the small talk to help to relax you, 
don't give long«winded descriptions of your travelling 
arrangements or attempt to hold a full-blown discussion on 
how die weather compares with this time last year, etc. This 
kind of ({uestion is only to hdp you settle in—don't take it too 
seriously. 

w Don't smoke at all if you can avoid it, but certainly not until 
^u arc invited to do so. Increasingly, offices are becoming 

no smoking areas and people are more aware of the possible 
health piobleina of paasive amoklng. Don't chew gum or eat sweets 
eidter. 

(Tb be emHnued) 
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UCX^s Fellowships and Lectureships arc coveted by 

so many, that the competition for these positions is 

tough. And whenever competition intensifies, 

Brilliant is inundated with hundreds of letters from 

students seeking preparatory assistance. 

Brilliant's Postal Course for the UGC Exam tor 

Junior Research Fellowships and eligibility for 

Lectureships is specially created in rcst?onse to such 

requests. The course is a comprehensive, 

extensively researched package covering all the 

requirements of Papers 1,11 and 111 fur the 

4 subjects we offer - Economics, Commerce, 

History and English. 8 sets of study material - 1 set 

for Paper-I, 2 for Paper-li and 5 for Paper-Ill, 

cover the sylt&bus thoroughly, while a 

Doubt Letter Scheme allows you to 

clarify doubts with our professors. 

Those appearing for optionals other than the 

4 subjects offered by us, may ask for our 

preparatory material for Paper-I alone. 

Brilliant's Postal Course for the UCK^ Exam. 

Just the kind of assistance you've been hoping for. 

■■■■■.. COURSE DETAILS .... 
* Complete coune for all 3 papers for 

those opting for Economics, Commerce, 

History or English.* Preparatory package 

for Paper-I alone, for all others 

opting for other subjects. 

D9$patch now on tor 
tho UQCExam, Doe. '99 md Juno 2000. 

Write for free prospectus. 

|P.a6aR:48B6^,12,IfeallanianiStrad,T.Nagar,Chennai600017. PIk4342098. 

Enrolment alao opan for 

CSIR-UOe JRF / L EXAM, DEC. *99, JUNE 2000. 
tmmmmmmmmmmmmm Write lor free proepecSO. mmmmmmmmemmmmmm 
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!2| CAT, MAT, 
Vl| MBA 

MRANCE EXAMINATION 

For Sure & Certain Success 

Please remit the Full amount (Price of required book/books plus Rs. 10 for one bo(}k and Rs. 15 
for two books for packing, postage and forwarding) by M.O./Bank Draft mentioning ihe required 
Books. Books will be sent by Regd. Post only. No ordm. Please write your Nome& Full 
Address along Mrith Pin Gxle of your town/cHy on M.O. Coupon in CAPITAL LETTERS. 

OSUDHA PUBLICATEONS (P) LTD. 
r J B-5 Prabliat Kiran, Rajondra Place, New Delhi-11000$ 
wmHAl Phones : 5712898, S718495, 5761086 Fox i 011-5754647 



Facing The Interview Board 
(Right Approach) 

The Candidate 
Rwjit Kumar Chhabra ia a round faced, 

fair complexloned young man of good 
hei^t. mdi his 5'll" height and lean ^ild, 
he looks even taller dun he really is. With 
his smiling face and friendly eyes, he 
appears to be quite lively, pleasant and 
cheerful. From his dress and grooming, one 
can readily conclude that the candidate has 
taken good care to present himself in a 
favourable light at the interview. His dark 
grey suit is well tailored and pressed. It fits 
him nicely, thus enhancing his smart 
appearance. His light blue polyester shirt 
and deep blue tie with white dots on it go 
well wiui his suit. His black shoes are well 
polished, finger nails clean, moustaches 
smartly trimmed and his long, thick hair on 

^e head properly shampooed and combed, 
'’ne arrives at the UFSC building in an auto, 
avoiding the crowded bus journey which 
could have left his dress crumpled or even 
tom. He reaches the venue atout an hour 
before the time scheduled for his interview 
tn order to fill in the form and complete the 
formalities at the reception counter in good 
time and without any haste. This early 
arrival also affords him the opportimity to 
relax for a while before he is called in for 
the interview. 

At the UPSC library, which serves as foe 
candidates' waiting room, he encounters two 
other candidates who had arrived earlier 
than he did. He finds them engaged in some 
interesting discussion and decides to join 
'.hem. 

fie walks straight to the place where they 
seated. Once with them, he requests for 

Remission to join them and his smile 
broadens as he greets them with a warm 
"good morning" and shakes hands with 
them and introduces himself with 
enthusiasm. 

Pre>Iiiterview Discussion 
with Fellow Candidates 

Chhabra : Good morning friends. I am 
Ranjit Kumar Chhabra appearing for the IAS 
interview this morning. 1 should assume that 
both of you are here for the same mission. 

First Candidate : Of course, yes. 
Me Chhabra. Good morning. I am pleased 

to meet you. I am Chandy and our friend 
here is Mr. Sen. It seems he appeared for 
interview last year also. He feels he did not 
make foe grade because foe Board did not 
ask questions on foe topics which he had 
prmarcd. This time he says he has come 
witnout preparation to try his luck agaia 
Although he is against preparation, I have 
been pressing him to give me some brieffng 
as to how I should conduct myself at foe 
interview, especially in the context of his 
previous expierience. 

t onuiiit \<»iiisi ll Most ()| (In' 

sun l‘SS ill I I I I' .11 1st’S uul III tifi'p 

t iiininItnu’iils ,nul iiuisl i.| llu- 

t.iilurcs .Ilf sp.i will'll i\ lifii 

pi'iiplf llmiiuli'i I'vcii I'l toil' 

llu'V st.irt llu- r.iif. ( )nf i .111 

m.iki- .1 nu-ss ol unt-s liK- b\ 

.utin^ liy Ills .mil st.iils ni m.ikf 

.1 mark by tari;i-ls aiul 

stiiviii); ifasi'li-ssl\ b> .ilt.iiii 

Ihcm. Success aiul 1,111 u 1 o 

sprint; Irum uni-'s iniiul. 

Sen : You see Mr. Chhabra, our friend 
here, Mr. Chandy, hasn't read today's 
newspaper, it seems. He thought 1 might 
have gone through it and asked me to tell 
him about the headline and other Important 
news. 1 was telling him to relax and nut to 
worry at all on this account. You see, last 
year, I had read not one but three or four 
newspapers because my interview was then 
in foe afternoon. But they did not ask >>ven 
one quKtion from the newspaper items. You 
will now agree with me that it is a sheer 
waste of time. 

Chhabra : You can call me Ranjit, 
addressing me as Mr. Chhabra sounds very 

formal and distant. Now about preparatiems 
in advance for foe interview and reading of 
the newspapers, 1 feel it would |ive you 
some knowledge and confidence. It is 
always better to be informed than remain 
ignorant. What is more, if you have the 
Imowledge, you can always put it to good 
use when foe opportunity knocks at your 
door. On the other hand, if you do not 
possess foe knowledge, you may not even 
know that opportunity is knocking at foe 
door. 

Sen : [Showing some annoyance and 
irritation) Can you prove to me, 
Mr. Chhabra, I mean Ranjit, in a concrete 
manner how your reading of the.day's 
newspaper would materially help you in the 
interview ? 

Chhabra : Regular reading of the 
newspapers, periodicals and magazines 
enhances and broadens your general 
knowledge. We become aware as tn what is 
happening around us and what are the 
current and burning issues of foe moment 
The day's newspaper could tell you the 
latest developments on certain issues which 
arc current and important. Again, there 
could also be some scoop or fresh news. 

Sen ; All these I have heard before. And 
I told you also that they were of no avail 
during my last year's interview. Now let us 
get down to brass tacks, i am sure you have 
read today's newspapers. Let us hear about 
the sensational news you have found and 
how you would make use of it at the 
interview. 

Chandy : Yes Ranjit. I am also interested 
in that. 

Chhabra ; The latest sensational news is 
foe meeting of Pakistan's PM, Mr. Nawaz 
Sharif with President Clinton of America 
where foe Pakistani PM had agreed to pull 
out the Pakistani intruders who have crossed 
the Line of Control and are entrenched in 
Indian territory. Crave doubts are expressed 
whether the Pak PM would be able to fulfil 
his commitment. Other topics of the day 
relate to foe progress of Kargil war, the 
holding of Lok Sabha elections, foe demand 
of the opposition parties for a Rajya Sabha 
session, eK. 

Chandy : I get your point, Ranjit. But' 
there is one risk or danger. If you introduce 
these topics on your own initiative, there is 
every possibility that foe Board might ask 
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oonwti^ oqploitatlon by uniatipulout agenls and w} on. bi Shimla 
I had voiuntaemd to entertain ouile a few fcwiri 
diea{ 
lel 

quite a few foreign tourtota during 
i eveniiM at our houM. By and large, they have 

[ to theai aspeds. Regarding Shimla, we must build an 
aerodrome on its outakirta. Now they come up to Chandigarh by 
air and lh«i travel to Shiinia by car or bua «dti$ ia time coitaun^. 
Ihe tourbt traffic to Srinagar would be leaa Bum half if the airfield 
waa not fltere- Next ia the road transport good cars for hiring and 
inf», wide roada. 

CoMineata; This cemdidste has kepi hitiudf well mformed of his home 
state amf home town. He enjoys a toealth ideas and a% subshmtiates 
his arguments ht depth. He answers the questions with eotfidence and 
courage and tactfully disagrees where he considers it necessary. We see 
consisUney and vdaledtual integrity on his part. He has also constructive 
and workable suggestions to make in order to overcome proU^ and 
obstacles. 

Second Member: Do you think that India haa taken a right step 
in going fully nuclear and in manufacturing nudear bombs and 
weapoiu to counter existing Chinese and Pakistani nuclear threats ? 

Chhabra: Sic as has been proved in the case of ttie super powers, 
nudear weapons certainly nave the deterrent value, m net, we 
have taken a right dedsion, though belatedly, to go nu^r. Had 
we gone nudear in 1974 itself at the time of Pokhran I, we would 
have surdy become a member of Nudear Qub. The fact that Pakistan 
went nuclrar just within a span of 2 weeks after Pokhran n, shows 
how fast it was developing its nuclear capability. It only vindicates 
our stand to go nudear. In the recent Kiugil conflict, our nudear 
deterrence went a long way in preverrting Pakistan to launch a full- 
scale war. In any case, had we not gone nuclear, Pakistan would 
have definitely struck us at the first available opportunity widi 
pHidear weapons capability a^uired by it wifit Chinese assistance. 

Third Mimber ; Why Chiiia had been providing nudear and 
missile technologies to Pakistan against NIT 7 

Qihabra : Tlw Chinese wanted India to get embroiled with 
Pakistan so that India is prevented from becoming big power in 
South Asia militarily or economically. China also did not want Irtdia 
to become strortg to challenge its illc^ occtq»tion of Indian territory 
in die 1962 war. As for N^, Cl^ pajv scant respect to sudi 
international treaties. Neither America, nor Russia, nor the UN as 
a world body can take any action against China. Hence, die Chinese 
are able to get away wim anything and everythii^. 

Commeiits : This candidate has taken keen interest and acquired 
substantial knowledge on current affairs and uaerrutional events. His 
approach is mature and logical. He is able to analyse and correlate the 
various issues in a logical and realistic manner. As he is able to decide on 
the priorities and come to firm amclusioiK, his organisational capacity 
and decisiott-making ability are rated high. He meets the draUenges with 
determination and resourc^ness. He to also an eye for the details and 
pirns with fbrsswht and imagination. 
fi Fousdi Member ; Do you think India is following the British 

xample in regard to privatisation of industries 7 
Chtiabra : Not exactly. Sir. In England some major industries, 

which were nationalised during the Labour regime, have been 
denationalised. In India, whatever has been started as public sector 
or nationalised, like the bonks, continues to remam so. But they 
have been made more accountable and a small percentage of the 
shares of some public sector units has been disinvested. Further the 
MRTP restrictions have been mostly done away with as also many 
of the licensing, permit and quota restrictions. Thus, the private 
sector could compete with the public sector in many areas like 
banking, dvil aviation, mining etc. 

Fourth Member t Why have we not done away with public 
sector? 

Chhabra : {Smiles) For one thing the politicians do not wish to 
lose the aconomic dout diey ei^y now. Next, the existing employees 
of the public sector oppose it, fearing job insecurity Private sector 
emphasiaes merit white public sector promotes political patronage, 
caste considerations ana vole bonks. 

Flfdi Mamber : Suppose we had followed the Japanese and 
to free economy and private 
ive fated better? 

are that we would have hired 
worse. Tb begin with, Japan and Getmonv were industrially and 
sconmnicolly advanc^ countries even before Vtorto War E After 
the war fiiey became US satellite countries and received extensive 
sconomie and mifitary aid. bidia did not have these advantages. 
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On the other hand, we started wldt many 
haiulicaps. VJe were economically exploited 
and kept as a backward colony by the 
Briti^. Then there was the Partition fiasco. 
Later, we had to fight three wars with 
Pakistan and face the Chinese aggression in 
1962. Lastly, we wanted to avoid the 
disadvantages of industrial revolution and 
opted for economic growth with social 
justice. In other words, we not only wanted 
economic growth but also decided that the 
income should be widely distributed to the 
maximum people. Further, we did not 
become a camp follower of either America 
or USSR but decided to champion Non- 
Alignment. Considering these aspects we 
have done quite well. Of course, we can do 
better with more effective performance of 
the public sector. 

Comments : The candidate reveals good 
command over the specialised subject cf his 
choice. He presents his arguments coherent^ and 
convincm^y. There is enough substance in his 
arguments. His approach is logical and realistic. 
He is able to discern the essentials of a problem 
and suggest workable solutions with imagination 
and foresight. He is not swayed by others but 
prefers to judge things independently according 
to his own yardstick and norms. He does not 
hesitate to d^er arui express his independent 
views when he feels the necessity for it. His 
impact on his audience is fbrcefiil and positive. 

Chairman : The acts of terrorism, are on 
the increase ail over the world. What are 
your views about acts of terrorism and 
terrorism as a weapon in genaal 7 

Chhabra : Sir, no act of terrorism can be 
treated in splendid isolation. The Western 
countries, including the USA have become 
its victims. West Asia has seen several sudi 
acts of terrorism. Perhaps, the terrorists are 
out to tell the USA that they wouldn't 
tolerate its continuing support to Israel. But 
what is embarrassing for a country like India 

that USA does not take a uniform stand 
on the issue of intematioiul terrorism. While 
USA seems to be disturbed by terrorism 
directed against itself, it takes an evasive 
stand as regards the on-going terrorist 
movement openly abetted by Pakistan in 
India's Jammu & Kashmir. 

Chaiiman: hte Qihabra, dim't you think 
that with your qualifications and 
badegiDund, you could expect betternward 
and monetary incentives in the private 
sector particularly in iiutitutions linked to 
multiiutionals 7 

Chhabm : (With a pleasant smile) Thank 
you Sir. You may be ri^it; die multiiiationals 
could offer better monetary incentives. 
HoweYm*, money alone is not enough- Jde 
satisfaction and sense of fulfilment are more 
important. My goal is the IAS and realisation 
of diat goal alone would bring happiness to 
me. 

Siirnmfr^ up : Mr. Chhabra is a cheerful 
and pleasant candidate toilh a friendly and warm 
disposition. He displays excellent awareness, 
keen intertsi and capacity for sustained hard 
work. He takes pains to keep himself welt 
informed cf current affairs and reveals the ability 
to contribute substardially and constructively 
during discussions on natioruil and international 
subjects. He succeeds remarkably in creating a 
strong and favourable impression on his listeners 
by his sitKerity, mature ideas, balanced views, 
ami rational approach. He speaks fluentfy and 
in an objective manner and rtaddy wins over 
others with his way of thinking. He enjoys 
abundant self-confidence and proves tenacious 
and is determined to persist with his ^arts fer 
attaining success in his endeavours. His habits 
ate regular and physically he is quite fit. H i 
approach is almys constructive and systematic 
and the attitude is positive and optimistic. He 
will blossom into a very successfol leader and 
prove a real asset to the organisation. Selected 
ami specially recommended. U 
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Super Brain Super 
Personality Contest 2000 

•Contimied. Jwm page 44} 

certain flelda—like mothers cook food more deliciously 
than fathers, because It is the practice of using standard 
percentage of food Ingredients to make the dish delicious. 
They are perfect In this Add Iqr their sheer practice and 
years of experience. 

In this world, whatever be the profession, one has to 
practise hard to achieve results. Doctors, scientists, 
teachers, lawyers have their own way of pursuing their 
professions. A teacher has to shape up a child’s future a4iere 
he/she comes across several children of varied mentalities 
and It Is her previous experience and practice of dealing 
with vailoiM children that enable a teacher to recognise the 
calibre and aptitude of different children and approach them 
in a suitable manner. Doctors usually come across 
emergency cases which require them to take instantaneous 
decisions whether to perform an operation or give other 
treatment. It is their practice which enables doctors to make 
a instantaneous decision very easily in such cases. 

To get top position In hierarchy, a person has to undergo 
immense practice for months together as is evident from 

the case of beauty queen Ms. Sushmita Sen. She was the 
first Indian lady to win the Miss Universe Crown in 1994 
through dogged practice. 

Practice is one of the main reasons behind the victory 
of Indian tennis players Mahesh Bhupathl and Leander 
Paes in French Open and Wimbledon. For Chess Oscar 
awardee and India's No. I chess player. X^swanathan 
Anand the stepping stone behind his wonderful victory la 
only his heavy and continuous day and night practice. 

Recently, our Indian cricket team lost World Cup-SS, 
because of lack of practice and there is a need for planned 
practice to win the forthcoming matches. 

To give the world's costliest Item diamond a shining 
look, there is a need of sharpening It rigorously. Similarly 
to shine in our life and fulfil our de.stres and reach our 
destination, there is need to sharpen our skills, and this 
can be possible only by practice. 

To summarise, practice is the child of determination 
and ambition. In turn, practice gives birth to faith and 
confidence and perfection is the ultimate result of all the 
above attributes. One has to be aware of the fact that 
without planned and continuous practice, it Is not possible 
to reach or achieve goals. So p^ectlon and practice go 
hand in hand and that's why practice makes a man perfect. 

To fecundate our life which Is otherwise a fallow entity, 
we have to practise and this Is the ultimate truth to achieve 
ultimate perfection. Q 

When Money Speaks, Truth Is Silent 
Article 14 of the Constitution 

provides : The State shall not deny 
to any person equality before the law 
or the equal protection of the laws 
within the territory of India." 

It means that no man Is above the 
law of the land and that every person, 
whatever be his rank or status, is 
subject to the common law and 
amenable to the Jurisdiction of the 
Ordinary Tribunal. Sounds superb, 
isn't It ? But over the years we find 

, that this Article is Just confined to 
^hapter III—'Our Fundamental 
^Rights' of the Indian Corutltudon and 

seldom put to practice. Almost 
everyday we find violation of this 
Article In one form or the other. Such 
violation Is attributed to various 
Influences particularly the money 
power of a powerful segment of 
society. 

'When money speaks, truth is 
silent' Is not new to our soil. Mon^ 
is synonymous with power, influence 
and also corruption. In ancient times 
also, no one dared to speak about 
the atrocities and heinous crimes 
committed fay the Kings and also their 
top ofBdals t.e. Monfris. Masses knew 
that an petitions and cries would fall * 
on deaf ears as either the Judges Le., Kings were themselves 

V the culprit or the Godfathers of culprits. Only a few rulers 
Indian history like Ashoka the Great. Maharaja RanJlt 

Singh, t^kramadltya were concerned more about human 
welfare and allured the luxuries of life and did not let 
their power influence their action. 

The fhuners of our Constitution realised that tor India 
to stand, develop and make a mark in the world. It is 

Ms. Shilpi Mahqjan 
marrtazK wnmat or 
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necessary that State should not 
discriminate against anyone on the 
basts of caste, creed, colour or status. 
All the titles which created a sense of 
discrimination like Thakur, Raja 
Sahib etc., were all abrogated and 
titles were conferred only on the basis 
of merit in the field of academics and 
for exemplary valour In military. What 
can a Constitution, however great It 
may be. alone do when corruption 
has seeped Into the very grass-root 
level of our society? Today, from top 
politicians to lower rung In 
government offices, everyone is 
caught In the grip of corruption. 

Over the years, there has been a 
general decUne In moral and ethical 
values which we otjce cherished but 
arc now Just confined to the pages of 
some spiritual bocks. The bureaucrat 
Is becoming far more dominant 
than ever before. We have seen 
Irmumerable examples of politicians 
who are involved In scams. Involving 
not lakhs but multi-crores of rupees. 
There is hardly any politician left 
whose name is not associated with 
corruption, scams, and other crimes. 
Money which could benefit millions. 

* ^ remains In the hands of the few. We 
have also witnessed that no stringent measures have been 
taken against them. First of all. most of the scandals, 
murders and other crimes committed by the politicians 
and bureaucrats remain under a doud. Even if they come 
under the sun. the real culprits are hardly prosecuted. 
Let us think about the reasons for silence of the truth. 

fa) Who will dare to act as a witness against a person 
who holds a supreme status in society and country ? 
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(b) Even those few who dare to apeak are allenced. 
(c) Even law enforcers are mere puppets In the hands 

of powerful and tnlhienttal persons. Instead of finding 
evidence against them, they try to erase all evidences 
against the culprit and take huge bribes or promotions In 
return. ) 

(d) Any official who sincerely tries to Investigate the 
case Is either threatened with dire conaequences, 
transferred or even eliminated. 

(e) Due to lack of sufficient evidence and also keeping 
in mind the status of poaon, such persons are often 
prized with honourable exoneration by our so-called 
upright Judiciary. 

Further, the long Court proceedings often dishearten 
the other party seeking justice. It la rightly said 'Justice 
delayed Is jusUce denied*. 

There are innumerable examples which vindicate the 
above statements. Some of which may be mentioned bdow: 

(1) The no-confidence motion against the former Prime 
Minister, Mr. P.V. Narsimha Rao. was defeated due to the 
influence of the money power when J.M.M. MPs were 
bribed by the Congress. 

(2) The former Bihar Chief Minister, Mr. Laloo Prasad 
Yadav, who was involved in Rs. 1000 crore fodder scam 
has 8^ not been prosecuted despite the evidence against 
him. Even Judges are reluctant to take any action against 
him; what to talk of common man. Now Bihar ta being 
actually ruled by Laloo in the name of Rabn. The sdf-' 
proclaimed ‘clean* Congresa has entered into a etectaraJ 
alliance with Fodder Scam-talnted Mr. Laloo Prasad for 
1999 elfeCtlotM. thus legitimising his scam indirectly. 

(3) Again the Bofors case in which Late Rajeev Gandhi 
was allegedly Involved Is raised almost at every decUon 
by various poUUcol parties and then forgotten auid put 
Into cold storage. 

(4) Ms. Jayalalitha is suit behaving like a queen despite 
several cases, pending In the Court. She Is a force to be 
reckoned with. 

(5) Mr. Sukhram, the ex-Minister In Central Government, 
tnvdved In Tdecom Scandal, has not only gone scot free 
but wa» also elected to Himachal Pradesh Assembly. 

Earlier, any person whose name got involved In such 
scams and other ctlraea. used to fed abashed and resigned 
on moral grounds. Today, the politicians have become 
thick-skinned. < 

Everybody is ready u stand wtuiesa agalrut a clerk for ^ 
allegedly recdvtng a meagre bribe but no one dares to 
stand witness agalrut any powerful person even though 
his crime trangreases all degrees of nefariousness. Most 
VIPs are financially In a better position to engage the 
services of top lawyers, who by their oratotlal sklUs. hdp 
ball them out of adverse situations. Each time an Inquiry 
Committee la set up. substantial amount la wasted with 
hardly any outcome. 

Charles Darwin's theory 'Survival of the fittest' hdds 
true In our society also. According to the theory the genes 
adilch are hdpful for the survival of Indivlduai and etuble 
him to acquire resources from the environment are 
conserved a^ perpetuated. The unfit gores gets dlmtoated 
from the population. In today's world the most fit genes 
which help the organism to survive are the genes of 
shrewdness, dishonesty, apathy, nefariousness, narrow 
mindedness. etc. Today the genes of honesty, sympathy, 
concern and welfare for othos, peace, etc. are getting 
eliminated from the population. i 

There is a close nexus between crlinlnals and politicians 
and a strong symbiosis exists between them. 'The spirits 
of criminals are touching the al^ as they know that no 
police or Judiciary can even touch them when thqr are 
under the protection of politicians. These crtmlnale are 
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used time and again the politicians to get thdr Jobs 
done. Even criminals have now entered k^slatures on 
the baala of muscle power. 

the BMW case In Delhi in which a bpjr of Influential 
hmlly crushed six persons because of his rash driving 

^ under the Influence of liquor. Is still going on with the 
victims' fiunlly waiting for the Justice. Now the eye-witness, 
an enqdoyee of a Petml Pump, who could act as a witness 
against hliai has turned hostile. We should not be surprised 
If this boy of high connections Is let off one day 1^ the 
court for want of evidence. 

In our villages also, the rich and Influential Zamlndars 
and Sarpanches dictate their terms over the poor masses. 
Because of their money power, the poor masses are 
subjugated and even their lands are grabbed these 
powerful feudals In villages. These criminals often get 
absolved due to lack of evidence. Committing a crime Is 
a sin and being indifferent to a crime Is a bigger sin. The 
first step towards the amelioration of any evil Is Its 
exposure. There are some crimes which the masses can 
prevent If they all stand united. 

To curb all these tendencies, law should be made 
stringent and effective. Judiciary should be made more 
efficient so that cases can be solved within the idiortest 
time span. The responsibility also lies on the shoulders of 
senior politicians. They are the models and heroes of the 

u masses and Ivlth their self-diadpline thty should tiy to 
^ become ideals in the society. Tangible and concrete 

measures should be taken by than to decriminallae politics 
and take stringent measures to curb the tendency of 
corruption and criminallsation In their parties. Any person 
whose name gets involved In a scam should be asked to 
resign immediately and should not be ^ven a ticket in 
next election till he Is cleared of the charges. Senior 
politicians must curb all nefarious activlUea going on In 
the party but first and foremost, they themselves be honest. 
They should remember the fact that whenever atrocities 
committed on public crossed all limits and corruption 
reached Its bright that Oovemment or the ruler has always 
been toppled. This case has been witnessed not only in 
India but the world over I.e. French Revolution. Rusrian 
Revolution of 1917, American Revolution and the Great 
Freedom Struggle launched by India against Britishers 
are classic examples of this. 

Wheneuer there is 
decUne qf righteousness, 
and rise qf unrighteousness, 
I tncornote myself 
to protect the uirtuous 
and to destmy the wtcked 
Jwm Age to Age. 

—<3eeta 
Undoubtedly, the power of money cannot he denied. 

When It Is properly used It becomes a boom. But when 
money la misused in all sorts of crimes and injustices and 
to defend them only then money speaks and the truth is 
ailenced. 

It would be apt to some up this essay in the following 
lines. 

When money speaks, truth Is silent, 
ears deqf and eyes Mind. 
Patoeifid persons keep on whistling, 
downtntdden gets not even a trifling. 
Who has ttme to listen about masses, 
when everyone is involved in his own dashes. 
All real values have gone waste, 
drey are no more the societies taste, 
but let's hope ttme will change, 
as nothing In this world has a stable stage. Q 

The subjects haven't changed, 
the eligibiUty criteria are the same, 

and the competition is as stiff as ever. 
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Constitution Of India 
PiDf. (Dr.) M. V. Pyle* 

Former Vice-Chancellor, University of Cochin 

Fundamental Rights 
An Assessment | 

The chapter on FundamenUl Rights in ' 
the Constitution has been the subject of ' 
aitidsm, both in India and outside, ever ' 
since its adoption. Broadly classified, the ' 
criticsareofthreetypes. firsf, therearethnse ' 
who think ttiat the Constitution does not 
embody Fundamental Rights in i^ality but J 
only an apology for them. According to 
them, many Fundamental Rights such as the ' 
right to work, education, etc., which ought | 
to have found a place in the chapter have 
been ignored. Second, there are those who 
think that the spirit of the whole chapter 
and much of its substance are taken away 

the extraordinary provisions such as | 
piih'entive detention, saspension of the right 
to constitutional remedies, etc. These critics 
allege that what has been given by one hand 
has been taken away by the other. Third, 
there are those who argue that even those 
nghts that are attempted to be safeguarded 
are hedged in with so many exceptions, 
explanatioiw and qualifications that it is 
difficult to understand what exactly is 
available to the individual by way of 
Fundamental Rights. 

It is true that the right to work, the right 
to rest and leisure, material security, etc., 
are not included in the chapter on 
Fundamental Rights. Even the right to 
education does not find a place there. Ihe 
reason why they have nut been included is 
not tar to seek. Every one of the rights in 
th*chapter is a justiciable right. Tliat means 
for every violatbn of these rights, there is a 
judicial remedy, which makes the right a 
practical proposition. On the other fund, 
take for example, the right to education: 
"Every child under the age of fourteen shall 
have the right to free education." It is a 
positive right. To translate it into reality the 
State must provide immediately thousands 
of schools all over the country. Was it 
possible uiuler tlie conditions prevailing in 
India at the time of the adoption of the 
Constitution to have this right realised in 
practice? Needless to say, it was impossible. 
It is a right which can be made available to 

: everyone only in the course of decades. This 
I why the right to education has been 
included in the chapter on Directive 
Frinciplcs of State Policy and a time limit of 
t«>Vears was fbced. 

^e difference between Fundamental 
I^ights and Directive Principles is that the 
farmer are justiciable rights—rights that can 
^ enforced by a court of law—^while the 
latter are non-justidable rights. The fact that 
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certain rights have been made non- 
justiciable dues not make them useless or 
meaningless as has been alleged by some 
critics. The distinction can be understood 
only in the Ught of the evolution of theory 
and practice relating to Fundamental Rights 
in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 

Consequent upon the industrial 
rev’olution in Europe, the labouring classes 
became politically con.scious and realised 
that Uw conditions which they required for 
the development of their personality, whose 
fulfilment they demanded, were different 
from those which the middle classes of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 
required and demand^. What the working 
classes wanted wa.s better conditions oi 
work in the factories, better housing, better 
sanitation, medical relief and social security. 
They wanted education for their children. 
They stood for more equitable distribution 
of wealth and higher and heavier taxation 
on the wealth. The rights to freedom of 
expression and religion, etc., demanded by 
the middle classes called for negative action 
by the State. 

These rights could become real when 
governments abstained from doing certain 
things such as imposing restrictions on the 
Press or dictating religion to its subiccts. But 
the conditions of gcii^ life demandc'd by 
the labourers called (or positive action by 
the State, such as factory legislation, 
compulsory and fiec education, old-age 
pensions, unemployment relief and so on. 
This is the difference between the rights 
demanded during the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries and those demanded 
during the nineteenth and the twentieth 
centuries. Those who question the utility of 
non-justiciable rights do not appreciate this 
distinction. 

The rights to employment and education 
are not rights which can be safeguarded by 
courts of law. When they start safeguarding 
such rights they will cease to be courts. 
These are rights which ought to come within 
the scope of legislative policy. These are not 
appropriate for judicial action. The remedy 
for them lies in the legislature which is 
elected on the basis of adult franchise. In a 
democracy based upon aoult suffrage, 
legislatures are bound to take action and 
see that such rights remain not mere 
platitudes on paper but as effective as 
justiciable rights. 

The provisions dealing with preventive 
detention and the suspension of 
constitutional remedies are not easy to 
defend. Nevertheless, there are 
considerations which can be ai^ed m their 

favour, ft hhs been already pointed out that 
the '^i^ibicHtm.s on individual freedom are 
necessary in the interest of society. The 
Bthers of the Constitution were aware of 
the dangers fo the existence and safety of 
the Republic they were establishing. Tliey 
were f^ving it shape at a lime when the 
country was passing through great stress 
and strain. There ivere groups and parties 
who made i.o secret of their opposition to 
the democratic process and proclaimed their 
faith in violent action to achieve their 
declared aims. 

In spite of such extremely trying 
cirrumstmees under which the country hod 
been functioning during the first two 
decades, the number of persons taken into 
custody under the preventive detention laws 
had lieen comparatively smaller in relation 
to the gigantic proportions of the country, 
both in area and population and the 
magnitude of the problems amfronting it 

During the third decade, however, and 
especially as a result of the declaration of 
intern>i1 emergency in 1975, unlike in the 
past, a large number of persons were taken 
into custody. While this was assailed by the 
opposition as politically motivated, the 
spsikesmen ot the Covomment justified it 
to protect the country from chaos and 
anarchy which weie to result from the 
unconstitutional and violent activities of a 
number of political parties and groups. 
Fortunately, the situation did n >t last long. 
With the announcement of parliamentary 
elections in February 1977, the Central 
Government issued instructions to all the 
States to release political prisoners held 
under the Maintenance of Internal Security 
Act (VfISA) and allow all forms of politick 
activity normally undertaken, especially 
during election time. 

The election results went against the 
ruling Congres.. Patty and as a result, the 
emergency was fully withdrawn and the 
Fundamental Rights were restored. In 
19/^, Uie MISA was abolished. However, in 
1981 the National Security Act (NSA) which 
was little different from the MISA was 
passed. 

As to the question of suspension of 
constitutioj)(4 remedies, .so far there has been 
no {^STon for it in spite of the declaration 



contribute his knowledge on the subject to 
all the other members of the group. That 
way we should consider, analyse and cover 
the subject exhaustively. Each of us will gain 
a lot in this way. If wc were to keep our 
conversation confined to our neighbours 
alone, then there is no necessity to sit as 
one group for discussion. We could have 
chosen our partners and gone off to a comer 
of our choice and carried on there without 
hindraiwe. 

No. 5: (Noting that No. 2 is receiving good 
and strong support and No. 8 is firm and 
forest). All right, all right. If you feel that 
way, let us have the discussion in the 
nuiiwier you want. 

No. 7 : Who is going to bell the cat, 1 
mean, address the group first on the subject? 
You better count me out and it has to be 
somebody else other than me. 

No. 5 : The same with me. 1 am not 
volunteering either 

No. 2 : No, no, Mr. 5. We would love to 
have you as the ftrst speaker. 1 was hopehil 
you would give an interesting start. 
However, since you have declined, let us 
see if there is any other volunteer. (Turning 
toumrds left and right). Anyone keen and 
volunteering to be the opening speaker, 
please. Kindly raise your Mnd. 

No. 8 : I am ready No. 2. However, if 
there are other volunteers. 1 can speak later. 
At the same time, let us also decide the order 
of the subsequent speakers and the 
maximum time that each can avail of, to 
express his ideas. 

No. 2 : That is wrrect. Thank you No. 8 
for your thoughtful suggestions. Now let us 
see. Any other suggestion in this regard? 
What do you say No. 5 and No. 7? 

No. 7: You can decide that between No. 8 
and yourself. 

No. 5 : That is oirrcct. I agree with No. 7. 
No. 2 : Fine. After No. 8 has spoken we 

can proceed clockwise one after another. 
Thus No. 1 will be the second speaker. No. 
2 the third and No. 7 last. Each to speak for 
not more than two minutes. After the first 
mund is over, subject to availability of time, 
we can try for a quick second round. Now, 
No. 8, please start. 

Comments: In this group toe find that No. 2 
has taken tlr initiative to coordinate tiu' group 
as the natural leader for achieving the task. 
When practically all the members of the group 
were engaged in private consultations it is only 
No. 2, who decided with enterprise and self- 
assu.vnce to address the group as a whole and 
make efforts to direct it toroards Us goal. At this 
stage he encounters stiff opposition from Nos. 5 
and 7. They both create formidable obstacles and 
No. 5 pmiste with his obstruction till he finds 
that No. 2 has the strong backing of No. 8. All 
the same No. 2 remains cool. He even goes out 
of the way to humour Nos. S and 7 but they 
both sulk and rifuse to cooperate. Thereafter, 
with the able support of No. 8, No. 2 launches 
the group on its task. No. 8 though rather 
aggressive, means well and does everything for 
the benefit of the team. He is ready to acopf 
responsibility and willing to make sacrifices. He 
emerges as the second natural leader. 

No. 8: Friends, the subject given for our 
group discussion implies that for effective 
maintenance of law and order throughout 
India, the responsibility should be 

us 

transferred from the States to the Centre. 
Thus, the proposition first states prima facie 
that law and order situation, as it exists 
today is far from satisfactory. According to 
the proposition, it is not effective. Next, in 
order to have effective law and order 
situation, the proposition suggests, the 
transfer of the responsibility to maintain law 
and order from the State Governments to 
the Centre. Perhaps, the police may get more 
freedom of action, when the responsibility 
for law and order is transferred from the 
States to the Centre. 

As you are aware, in recent years there 
have been violent communal incidents in 
various parts of the country. Then we 
witness terror being unleashed by the 
extremists in several States. There are the 
continuous and increasing crimes like 
dacoities, murders, kidnappings, rapes, 
kilUng of witnesses and others in the courts 
and so on. There are also other serious 
crimes like smuggling, drug peddling, 
trafficking in women, making and 
circulating counterfeit currency and so on. 
The crime graph is rising year by year. As 
per the latest annual report of the National 
Crime Record Bureau, Crime in India 1977, 
64.11 lakh cognizable crimes were reported 
in 1997, showing an increase of 28.3% over 
the last decade. No doubt a number of 
factors such as increase in population, 
industrialisation, urbanisation, increasing 
vehicles, economic dispa rations, groivth of 
sluRM, unrestrained migration to cities have 
pushed up the crime rale. Yet the figures 
are alarming. The politicians blame the 
police and the police the politicians, for this 
deteriorating law and order situation and 
the growing crime wave. Some also blame 
the courts and the loopholes in our legal 
system. Others blame the films and TV 
serials which glorify violence. 

Therefore, deteriorating law and order 
situation has become a complex problem. I 
wonder whether the problem could be 
solved by transferring the responsibility 
from the States to the Centre. 

No. 5 I Thank God. I thoi^ht you will 
never stop. My goodness, it was a long 
lecture. 

No. 2: (Smilbig) Friends, you all will agree 
that the opening speaker has to introduce 
the subject and explain its set'pe. No. 8 has 
uone this job very well inde^. Now it is 
the turn of No. 1. 

Comments : No. 8 speaks uvll and displays 
adequate knoioledge cf the subject. Already we 
saw that he displayed initiative, interest and 
enterprise and also a great deal if determination 
and thoroughness during the initial stages. By 
rallying round No. 2, he ms able to contain 
No. 5 ami No. 7 and launch the group on its 
task. He has created a strong impact on the group 
and with his present performance, he has 
demonstrated his ability to sustain his leadership 
His approach is systematic and methodical and 
his emphasis is on discipline and organisation. 

He has analysed the implications of the problem 
with clear perception and he has boldly put his 
vieios. He is ready to face challenges with 
courage and determination. This intelligent and 
enterprising candidate has good potential. 
Recommended for selection with high grading. 

No. 1; Friends, in mv humble view, our 
police is ill-trained or ill-equipped to 
up with the increasing law and orcifer 
problem in our country. Their training and 
organisation remain more or less die same, 
as they were during the British days. But 
now that India is a free country, the people 
have become very conscious about their 
rights. Our lawyers, courts and politicians 
are zealous about safeguarding these rights. 
Everywhere there is talk of fundamental 
rights and their infringement. Anybody and 
everybody is going to the Supreme Court 
fur anything and everything. 

The police is blamed for the crimes as 
well as for the excesses. ITie political parties 
and .self-styled leaders resort to agitations 
for anything and everything. Though the 
population has grown phenomenally, the 
police force has not been expanded 
adequately and strengthened. TTiey are yet 
to acquire modern technological and 
scientific facilities. Even modes of 
communication and transport available to 
the police are outdated. Our policemen uM 
only public transport available or go on 
bicycle or on fool. Their pay and 
remuneration are low and give scope for 
corruption. The level of education ot 
ordinary policemen is also limited. Despite 
poor pay, education and training, the 
policemen are called upon to handle very 
difficult and comple.\ situ.itions and face 
serious hazards We have hiid police strikes 
and demonstrations, lielore we consider 
anything else, the lo! of the policemen must 
be improved. Now I'ohceinen are ridiculed 
in onr lilnis. Unless we give the required 
importance and a live liani! lo police, wc 
cannot expeci good law aiul order. 

Comments : No. I has been a silent spectator 
nil he was tailed u/wn to guv his views. When 
his turn armvd, hr has obediently complied with 
llie rrqtiirrmrntt and givc't some ideas whiAi 
are geiwral and i ommonplacc He appears to be 
lacking i-i method ami organisation He does 
not leveal piirpou’ and dynamism. He lacks dash, 
determination and iniliative. He is not keen to 
shoulder responsibility on hit own At best hr 
can Iv regarded es a loyal worker who can 
obey orders faithfiillu- Not recommended for 
leadership role. Rejeeled. 

No. 2 : Friends, I would like to spotlight 
two major aspects ol the problem. The first 
one is on giving a free hand to the police. 
What does this mean? Has not the police 
the required powers to take appropriate 
action against the criminals and law 
breakers.’ 4t is only the police excesses 
and abuse of the powers by some police 
personnel that is being criticised. What 
exactly do we mean by a free hand? It 
simply means iliat within the precincts of 
law, the police may He allowed to ad 
without any interference—political Si 
otherwsie. But what is happming today, 
whenever a criminal is hauled up, there 
rings a bell from a local MLA or MP to let 
him go. The honest police officer, if he 
refuses to oblige, has to pack up and suffer 
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subject systematically and highlighted the salient 
aspects with complete clarity to the group. He 
enjoys extensive ideas and goes to the very root 
of the problem. Hts approach is rational, 
constructive and positwe. The group has been 
greatly impressed and influenced by him, Earlier, 
toe saw him emerging as the natural leader and 
coordinator of the group, displaying urge, sense 
of responsibility, restraint and ad^tability. He 
is resouraful, enterprising and resolute. He is 
able to face the obstacles with courage and 
overcome them with imagination. A natural and 
gifted leader with plenty of talent and potential. 
Being flexible and tactful he readily makes 
himself endearing to others. Selected and 
accorded top rating. 

No. 3 : Gentlemen, 1 confess that after 
hearing No. 6 and No. 2, I feel rather 
diffident to stand before you and talk on 
the subject. In fact, they both have covered 
every aspect of the subject and if I say 
anything it will only be mere repetition. I 
have no wish to bore you with such 
repetitions. I would like to see if others have 
anything different to say or more to add. 
That is all, please. 

Comments : A miM and ttmid candidate 
who is happy to stay in the back seat and follow 
the lead cf others. He has neither the inclination 
nor the gift to shoulder higher responsibilities. 
He offers excuses for shirking his duty. At no 
stage of the proceedings, he has made any 
noticeable contribution. He is a mere passenger 
and a burden to the team. Rejected. 

No. 4 : Friends, 1 have no dispute with 
the contention that police should be able to 
act without undue interference. But this is 
easier said than done. Our social, political 
and economic background does not ^rmit 
us to have this ideal condition in regard to 
our police set*up. In a democracy most of 
the people feel self-important. Everybody 
rushes to the court on flimsiest grounds. 
Often the police are made the laughing 
stock. Our legal system being what it is, the 
culprits and the criminals manage to go scot- 
free most of the time, taking advantage of 
the various loopholes in our laws and the 
cleverness of our lawyers. 

Thus, often all the efforts of the police 
are wasted and they get frustrated and 
demoralised. Secondly, now the police are 
mostly deployed to control crowds, bandhs, 
processions and agitations. They toil and 
sweat day and night in controlling the 
demonstrators and agitators without drink, 
food and shelter. They get a meagre pay 
whereas even a mere clerk of the LIC earns 
more than a DIG of Police. Above ail, the 
police are not suitably equipped and trained 
to cope with the modem law-breakers who 
copy many things from the crime thrillers 
and films. The political parties and leaders 
should themselves realise the grave damage 
they are doing to the police force and to the 
nation. 

After all, the police is a small force as 
compared to the population and they cannot 
tackle the millions all the time. The 
politicians in their greed to gain power keep 
lauiKhing agitation after agitation. People 
and citizens should also cooperate with the 
police. They deserve better pay, recognition 
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and appreciation. They should also be 
provided with modern technical aids, 
communication facilities and transport. The 
same policeman should not be aske^ to 
attend to all complicated jobs ahd 
specialised training should be given to those 
who handle more complex taslu. If we make 
the police function effective and If they can 
be made to work properly, there would be 
no need to transfer the law and order 
responsibility from the States to the Centre. 

Comments : No. 4 has proved himself to be 
an intelligent and resourceful candidate. He 
displays adequate comprehension and good 
knowledge of the subject. He is also able to 
express himself freely and eloquently. He has 
been successful in contributing some original 
ideas of his own and creating a fbnefltl and 
favourable impact on the group. His arguments 
are logical, impressive and convincing. However, 
he was a late starter and his participation during 
the initial stages was limited to being an 
interested listener and spectator. It appears he 
needs time to warm up and get into his strides. 
Since he is intelligent as well as industrious, he 
will respond positively to training and he w 
recommended for selection. 

No. 5 : Well, gentlemen, I have listened 
to what all has beat said by those who spoke 
thus far. I don't see anything new, different 
or sensational. Also I just don't see what is 
there to discuss about this subject. The whole 
thing can be dismissed in just two seconds. 
Anyone who says that the police should not 
exercise full powers, is talking through his 
hat. Police means power, force, strength. 
Police must invoke fear. Otherwise, there is 
no difference between a policeman and an 

ordinary citizen. Secondly, to say that law 
and order should remain with the States as 
at present is sheer ignorance. There is no 
question of dacoits aossing into M.P. from 
U.P. or from M.P. into Rajasthan and so on, 
if law and order rests with the Centre. I 
cannot see any difficulty in enforcing this. 
The only thing against it is the vestecL 
interests of the politicians. You can als6 
quickly put an end to corruption and black 
money if law and order is made a Central 
subject. 1 am surprised that all the speakers 
before me could miss such an obvious thing. 
If you do not want to face facts, that is your 
problem. That is all. Whether you like it or 
not, 1 have done my job. That is all I care. 

Comments : No. 5 is able to speak very 
forcefully and authoritatively and command the 
attention of the audience. He makes an emotional 
and provocative appeal to attract attention. 
However, his views are rigid and one-sided. He 
is intolerant of criticism. Rejected. 

No. 6: Well, friends, you heard what our 
friend No. 5 said just now. He wants 
unlimited powers for the police. He does 
not appreciate that in a democracy the police 
has to function as the servant of the people. 
They cannot command but have to serve. 
India is not an authoritarian State where 
police can do what it wants. Like othes. 
services and departments, police is also 
accountable to people. Secondly, 1 feel that 
military can be summoned for the aid of 
the civil power. When there is an emergency, 
law and order will become the direct 
responsibility of the Centre. The Centre has 
intervened in Punjab. Hence, I do not 
subscribe to the proposition. Police should 
be accountable and Central inten'ention 
should be an exception. 

Comments : No. 6, who did not venture to 
speak or comment earlier, seems to have warmed 
up and benefited by listening to others. He has 
grasped the essentials and reveals the ability to 
take independent decisions. He can he regaled 
as borderline case and given the benffit of doubt. 

No. 7 ; Gentlemen, after listening to all 
that has been said I am sorry to say that I 
have become quite confused. I really do not^ 
know who is right and who is wrong. You 
see, some speak about democracy, some for 
full authority to police and others about 
police accountability and service to the 
people. No doubt, each is right from his 
own point of view. If 1 may say so, the police 
themselves may not precisely know what 
they want and what is best for them. 
Someone painted a grim picture ot the 
working conditions of the policemen. But I 
do not think that the law and order situation 
is all that bad, especially if we take into 
account the vastness of the country, its 
terrain and the size of the population. The 
incidence of crime is no less in advanced 
countries iike America, France, Italy, etc. I, 
therefore, feel we are exaggerating the thing 
too much. 

Comments ; No. 7 wai supporting No. ^ 
during the initial stages and perhaps unwillingly^ 
creating obstacles. However, his ideas outlin^ 
now indicate that he has been following the 
proceedings with interest and has arrived at his 
own independent conclusions. But he is also a 
borderline case on the minus side. □ 
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(Continued from ■page 36) 

Directione (Qe. 42 to 43) : You arc to 
^ooM, from the words given below the 
^o sentences, that word which has the 
same meaning and can be used in the same 
context as the words printed in bold In 
bodi the sentences. 

Q. 42. I. A special team of observers lus 
been despatched to appraise the 
situation. 

II. Can you estimate the 
distance between two sides of 
the river. 

(1) predict (2) guesstimate 
(3) measure (4) control 
(5) guage 
Q. 43. I. Repeated denial ami criticism of 

a child makes him stubborn. 
II. Because of unyielding approach 

of union leader no agreement 
could be reached. 

(1) firm 
(2) adamant 
(3) rebellious 

^ (4) admonishing 
(5) disturbing 
Directions (Qs. 44 to 50) : Pick out the 

most effective word from the given words 
to make the sentence meaningfully 
complete. 

Q. 44. The non-cooperative attitude of die 
member can only_the image of the 
society. 

(1) spoil (2) improve 
(3) degrade (4) defame 
(5) deteriorate 
Q. 45. Nobody can_me to do 

anything which I do not want to do. 
0) encourage (2) request 
(3) oppose (4) compel 
(5) delegate 
Q. 46. The management of so many 

projects and of different nature_no 
common capacity and vigour 

(1) demands (2) require 
(3) permits (4) uige 
(5) offers 
Q. 47. It is_in pursuit of these very 

objectives that our Government has made 
some basic cliaiiges in our economic policies. 

(1) greatly 
(2) constantly 
(3) clearly 
(4) largely 
(5) precisely 
Q. 48. All the employees in the company 

are entitled_reimbursement of 
medical expenses. 

(1) of (2) for 
(3) on (4) to 
(5) with 
Q. 49. The manager is to help his 

subordinates_their potential in their 
present as well as in their future assignment. 

(1) respect (2) train 

(3) delegate (4) judge 
(5) realise 
Q. SO. The committee's most important 

recommendation, pre^ant with 
potentialities, is for the corwtitutlon of a 
separate development fund for every 
university. 

(1) famous 
(2) enormous 
(3) consdouB 
(4) autonomous 
(5) curious 

25. 
29. 
33. (5) 
37. (5) 
39. Part 

40. Part I 

41. Part I 

) : Part (1) should be "Whatever 
he is" instead of "Whatever 
he was" 

): Should be "is coming ..." 
instead of "are coming ..." 

): Should be "Sundays" instead 
of "Sunday" 

43. (2) 44. (1) 45. (4) 
47. (5) 48. (4) 49. (5) 
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Keep Smiling 
We have already discussed how your first 

impression counts in building yourself up 
as a successful personality. The part played 
by your general appearance in terms of your 
bearing, dress and grooming were 
considered in some detail. In passing, 
towards the end, we referred to your 
countenance, the need for a smile, pleasant 
facial expression, hearty handshake, warm 
greetings in the right tone of voice and the 
use of correct and apt words which will 
induce the other individual concerned to 
react favourably. In other words, you have 
to pay attention to. in that order, smile, 
pleasant countenance which flows from 
your smile, hearty and manly handshake, 
warm, enthusiastic and happy greetings in 
the right tone of voice reflecting sincerity, 
interest, regards and respect, and finally the 
use of correct, apt and joyful words while 
opening the conversation. 

A smile, more often than not, is honoured 
with a reciprocating smile. Your smile 
establishes an instant rapport with the other 
individual. The gap dividing yourself and 
the other person is greatly narrowed. If not 
totally eliminated, when you make the first 
impression with a smiling, pleasant, 
cheerful, happy and friendly face. As you 
know only too well, we unconsciously smile 
the moment we sec or meet or catch the eye 
of a person whom we like A smile, 
therefore, means that you like the other 
individual. By using the smile in advance, 
and even before you get formally acquainted 
with the other person, you express your 
liking to him and convey your friendly 
feelings and regards towards him. 

While meeting strangers you can adopt a 
friendly, pleasant and enthusiastic approach 
which appeals to them and makes them feel 
important. Or, you can display a neutral, 
indifferent, non-committal attitude which 
will ^ut the other person on the defensive 
and force him to adopt a critical and careful 
attitude towards you. Worse still, you can 
also adopt a superior and offensive attitude 
which would make the other person feel 
completely hostile towards you. 

You can see very well which attitude will 
pay and make you develop a successful 
personality. You have to show some kind 
of response and in this case even no 
response means some response as it will tall 
under the second categiiry. It is always 
Important from your point of view to show 
pleasure, interest, friendliness, enquiry, 
admiration, respect, regards, curiosity and 
willingness to help when you meet the other 
person. It is so easy to display or convey 
these feelings. As we said all these will be 
conveyed by a genuine smile from you. 
Avoid the mask-like front, toneless 
nonchalance and assumed indifference. 

IMPROVE YOUR 
PERSONALITY 

Never keep your face impassive or in an 
angry superior way when you meet or start 
dealing with other individuals. 

Always and at all cost, aim at looking 
pleased, happy and interested when you 
meet another human being, no matter how 
big, small, important or unimportant he 
might be. With a smile you win a lasting 
friend as the favourable first impression can 
easily be made to last till the end. Your smile 
makes you look lively and alert. It can even 
comperuate to a great extent any limitations 
you may have in regard to your dress and 
grooming. Always and ever, therefore, start 
with a smile. 

Think back and recall to your mind the 
person whom you consider as the most 
charming among your friends and acquain¬ 
tances. Can you imagine that person without 
a smile? Never! The very first thing that 
will come to your mind about the charming 
individual is his or her pleasing, attractive 
and captivating smile. The first ingredient 
of charm and attractive personality is, there¬ 
fore, a happy, friendly and genuine smile. 

A smile instantly changes ane's 
personality. Invariably, men are attracted to 
girls who have a natural smile on their face. 
The girls on their part find that they could 
readily repose their faith in those who have 
a pleasant and friendly smile. A smile 
ensures that your countenance and mood 
remain cheerful all the time. Smiling should 
come to you as a matter of habit. You must 
consciously practise in the beginning. Once 
you have developed the smile habit, it will 
stay with you forever. 

A smile is contagious and spreads soon, 
so it helps you to create a favourable impact. 
People want to sec happy faces because they 
want friends. Smile signifies sympathy, 
warmth, interest and understanding. Often 
we unconsciously return and reciprocate the 
smile of others, even if they are utter 
strangers to us. A smile can also help you 
later in your dealings with the Individual to 
take the sting out of a complaint, refusal or 
even criticism. 

However, the most important thing about 
the smile is that it should be genuine and 
sincere. It ritould come from the core of your 
heart and must be seen not only on your 
Ups but also m your eyes. The spirit of your 
smile, the consideration, warmth, interest, 
friendliness and sympathy that develop in 
your heart towards the other individual 
must flow through your voice, words and 
handshake, We need not worry al^ut your 

not-so-handsome face, poor complexion, 
inadequate dress or make-up and so on.fi 
when we find a genuine, happy, radiating 
smile on your face, eyes and h«rt. You wish 
to know how much a smile can accomplish. 
Then read this poem "Keep Smilingl" 
"My father smiled this morning when 

He came downstairs, you see. 
And mother; and, when he smiled, then 

She turned and smiled at me; 
And when she smiled at me 1 went 

And smiled at Mary Ann 
CXit in the kitchen; and she lent 

It to the baker's man; 
So then he smiled at some one whom 

He saw when going by. 
Who also smiled, and, ere he knew. 

Had twinkles in his eye; 
So he went to his office. 

And smiled right at his clerk. 
Who put some more ink on his pen. 

And smiled back from his work. 
M. 

And when his clerk went home he smiled 
Right at his wife; and she 

smil^ over at his little child. 
As happy as could be; 

And then the little girlie took 
The smile to school and when 

She smiled at teacher from her book. 
Teacher .smiled back again. 

And then the teacher passed on o.te 
To little Jim McBride, 

Who couldn't get his le.ssons dune 
No matter how he tried; 

And Jimmy took it home, and told 
How teacher smiled at him 

When he was tired, and didn't scold. 
But said, "Don't worry, Jim," 

And when I happened to be there 
That very night to play, ^ 

Jim's mother had a smik to spare. 
Which came across my way; 

And then I took for a while 
Back home, and mother said, 

"Here is the very self same smile 
Come back with us to bed." 
Therefore, "Try Smiling." 

"When the weather suits you not. 
Try smiling; 

When your coffee Isn't hot. 
Try smiling; 

When your neighbours don't do the r^t 
Or your relatives all fight. 

Sure it's hard but then you might 
Tty smiling." 

"Doesn't change the things of course 
Just smiling; 

But it cannot make them worse, ^ 
Just smiling; 

And it seems to help your case. 
Brightens up a gloomy place; 

Then, it sort 'O' rests your face. 
Just smiling." CJ 
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Questions And Answers From 
The BBC World TV Quiz Gome 

CompaMion Success Raview has baan sarialising sa/acfed questions from the 
BBC book: The Complete Mastermind. Now we are proud of serialising 

another book—BBC Mastermind India, edited and compiled by India's acfi 
quiz master Siddhartha Basu. CSR hopes that its readers from all over India 
will find die series useful not only in various competitive examinations but in 

widening the horizons of dteir awareness about India and die world. 

1. Which of the 'Navaratnas' of 11. Which American socialist's 1919 
Akbar's court was called 'Kavi 
Priya'7 

2. After which Indian scientist are 
a series of subatomic particles 
named ? 

3. Who succeeded Hitler as the 
leader of Germany in April 1945, 
and signed a peace treaty with 
the Allies four days later ? 

4. According to Hindu myth, which 
goddess is credited with having 
invented Sanskrit ? 

5. What title was adopted by the 
Turkish moderniser Mustapha 
Kemal in 1934 ? 

6. In 1975, who became the first 
Indian to win the 'Man of the 
Match' Award in World Cup 
cricket ? ^ 

7. The 17th Parallel, established in 
luly 1954, marked the ceasefire 
lino between which two Asian 
countries ? 

8. What is the full form of MHOW, 
the cantonment town in Madhya 
Pradesh ? 

9. Which medal was given to 
Mahatma Gandhi by the British 
Government in appreciation 
of his services during World 
War I? 

10. What was Nazi Germany's air 
force called ? 

work on the Russian Revolution 
was titled Ten Days That^ Shook 
the World ? 

12. In Hindu mythology, what is the 
name of the auspicious jewel 
Lord Vishnu wears on a 
pendant around his neck ? 

13. What name was given to the city 
of Yathrib by Prophet Mohammed ? 

14. Which man of letters played the 
lead role in the Saeed Mirza 
film, Mohan Joshi Haazir Ho 7 

15. Name the film directed by 
Adoor Gopalakrishnan that was 
based on the prison diaries of 
the Kerala poet, Vaikom 
Mohammad Basheer? 

16. Which Academy Award 
winning actor co-produced the 
1975 multiple Oscar winner. One 
Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest 7 

17. What is the legal term for a 
person who has given false 
evidence under oath ? 

18. Which member of the 
Kapurthala royal family was the 
first Indian woman to hold a« 
Central Cabinet post ? 

19. Which building serves as the 
headquarters of the US 
Department of Defence 7 

20. On 15 Januarj' 1948, who was 
appointed the first Indian 
Commander-in-Chief of the 
Indian Army ? 
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Latest In General Knowledge 
Abv. 

MBRS : Multi-Barrel Rocket System 
India's own Multi-Barrel Rocket System, 

Pnaka has proved successful during field 
testing for assessing its capability during the 
Kargil conflict. Having a range of 39 
kilometres, Pinaka can fire a salvo of 12 
rockets within 44 seconds. One salvo each 
(12 rockets) fired from battery of six 
launchers can neutralise at a time a target 
area of 3.9 square kilometres. 

IFLC : International Private Leased 
Circuits 

The Videsh Sanchar Nigam Limited 
(VSNL) and Singapore Telecom (Singtel) on 
September 1,1999 jointly launched managed 
International Private Leased Circuits 
between India and Singapore for easier 
connectivity to transmit data. Under the 
a|^ment, VSNL and Singtel will use highly 
advanced network management tools to 
provide the new service to customers. It will 
enable both the telecom organisations to 
view the international leased circuits status 
end to end. 

of Germany's most famous poet Johann 
Wolfgang Von Goethe was observed in 
Germany on August 28, 1999. 

Mother Teresa's Birth Anniversary : 
Mother Teresa's 89th birth anniversary was 
celebrated on August 26, 1999. 

Rajiv Gandhi's Birth Aimivetsary : The 
nation paid homage to former Prime 
Minister Rajiv Gandhi on his 55th birth 
anniversary on August 20, 1999. 

(Q) 

Dadabhai Naoroji's Birth Anniversary : 
Tile 172nd birth anniversary of the great 
social and political reformer Dadabhai 
Naoroji was observed on September 4,1999. 

Teachers' Day : Teachers' Day was 
observed on September .5, 1999. The Day is 
marked by the birth anniversary of the gn-at 
educationist and former President of India, 
f^vepalli Radhakrishnan. 

T/ohann Wolfgang Von Goethe's Birth 
Anidversary : The 25Uth birth anniversary 

Recipients of Rajiv Gandhi Khel Ratna Award, Dronacharya 
Award* and Arjuna Award* toith President K.R. Narayanan 

after receiving the awards at Rashtrapati Bhavan 
in New Delhi on September 1, 1999 

September 1, 1999. Before it, he was the 
Pro-chancellor of Thames Valley University 
in UK. 

Director-General, WTO : Mr. .Mike 
Moore, the former Prime Minister of New 
21ealand took over as the Director-General 
of the World Trade Organisation (WTO) on 
September 1, 1999. 

Chairman And Managing Director, 
VSNL : Mr. Shailendra Kumar Gupta was 
appointed Chainnan and Managing Director 
of the Videsh Sanchar Nigam Ltd. (VSNL) 
on September 7, 1999. 

Deputy Chief, lAF ; Air Marshal S.G. 
Inamdar was appointed Deputy Chief of Air 
Force on St-ptember 6, 1999, replacing Air 
Marshal S.S.H. Naqvi who had resigned on 
personal grounds His posting will be 
effective from October 1, 1999. 

President, FFI : Mr. PV. Gangadharan, 
director of the M.ilhnibhumi Group of 
Newspapers, was elected President of the 
Film Federation of India (FFI) on 
Septembei 6 1999 

President, Singapore: Mr. Seliapan Rama 
Nathan, a veteran diplomat of Indian origin 
was sworn in as f'n-sident of Singapore on 
Sepitmber 1, 1‘199 fie is the second ethnic 
Indian after Mr. Devan Nair to hold the 
fiosition. 

Chainnan, PTI : Mr. N. Ravi, Editor of 
The Hviilu, was elected Chairman of the 
Board of Lliivclors iif th" fVess Trust of India 
(PTI) on September 2, 1999. 

US Permanent Representative to the 
UN : Mr Richard Holbrooke was swoni in 
as the USA's f’erniaiient Representative to 

the United Nations 
(VI August 26, 1999. 

Chainnan, Com¬ 
pany Law Board ; 
Mr. Justice Ajay 
Kumar Banerji took 
over as Chairman of 
the Company Law 
Board on August 23, 
1999 for a perkxl of 
three years. 

Chancellor, Uni¬ 
versity of Wolver¬ 
hampton : Lord 
Swraj Paul, a leadmg 
NRI and Chairman 
of the £500-million 
Caparo group was 
appoint^ Chancel¬ 
lor of the University 
of Wolverhampton. 
England w.e.f. 

Listening Now : Written by Anjana 
Appachana, the book deals with a unique 
relationship between a group of women. 
They share a very strong bond which forms 
the most significant part of the story. Tne 
bcxik particularly portrays strange kinds of 
bonds, governed by patience and affection. 

Once Was Bombay : The book written 
by Pinki Virani, is a portrayal of a city 
whose days ot glory arc past. Bombay's 
vibrant way of life was lust as a result of 
the riots and bomb blasts which was 
perpetrated in the name of language, 
religion and caste. 

Faith And Compassion : This book of 
photo Lssay on the work of Mother Teresa 
and the Misstoiwies of Charity is authored 
by Mr. Naviii Chawla, Principal Secretary 
in the IX'lhi (Jovernment. The text of the 
booK is in two parts The first part contains 
a history of Mother Teri'sa's life and work 
while the second pait includes firs' person 
accounts by the Sisters of the Missionaries 
of Charily and volunteers. 

CcKMhassfONs And 
COMMOTTBKS 

Railway Safety Review Committee: The 
Railway Safety Review ( ommittec 
recommendtJ on September 7, 1999 that 
matriculation should be the ininiinum 
qualification for "any job" in the Railways. 
According to the Committee, increased 
mechanisation of track iraintenance 
"deniands greater powers of 
understanding". At pn.-sent, employees such 
as gangmen, linemen and gatekeepers, are 
either illiterate or non-matriculate. 

Disinvestment Commission : The 
Disinvestment Commission Chairman, 
Mr. C.V RamakrLshna, on August 26, 1999 
sought a national consensus on an eight¬ 
pronged economic blueprint, including 
privatisation of banks, saying reforms had 
lost steam since 1994 mainly due to "political 
uncertainty" and absence of a stable 
government. He advocated for privatising 
ali banks, except the State Bank of India, 
and bring down Government's equity in 
financial institutions to below 51 per cent to 
give them more autonomy, besides merger 
of weak banks as part of financial sector 
reforms. 
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Db>BNCE 

Nag Test-Fired : The indi^onuiisly 
developed anti-tank missile Nag was 
successfully test-fired from the Interim Test 
Range (ITR) at Chandipur-on-Sea, about 
15 km from Balasore, Orissa, on September 
4, 1999. Nag's speciality is that it can make 
the tipper part of the tank vulnerable. It was 
first test-fired on September 9, 1997. 

BDionoNANOi 

Public Services MBA Introduced ; The 
Indian Institute of Public Administration 
(IIPA), New Delhi introduced the one-year 
Public Services MBA which was inaugurated 
on August 30,1999. The programme is jointly 
conducted by the Department of Economic 
Affairs, HPA, Birmingham University and the 
Civil Services College, UK. It is aimed at 
equipping middle management cadre of civil 
service managers with skills to improve the 
quality of public service and adapt it to the 
changing environment. 

WSimm 

Inflation Increases to 1.67 per cent: The 
annual rate of inflation, based on the 
Wholesale Price Index (WPl) nise by O.ll 
percentage points to 1.67 per cent for the 
week ended August 21, l‘W9 following a 
sharp rise in prices of edible nil and fuel. It 
was, however, less than one-fourth of 8.39 
per cent in the corresponding period last 
year. The inflation rate had fallen to a 20- 
year-low of 1.19 per cent (pa'ivisinn.il) for 
the wwk ended luly 24, IW but had been 
soaring since then except for the week endeil 
August 14, when inflation fell by 0 14 
percentage points to 1 ..56 per rent. 

Software Exports ; According to Mr. D.P. 
Oupta, Chief (Co-ordination) of the 
Electronics and Computer Software Kxpi'irt 
Promotion Council, India's exports o( 
Computer software and related services 
could re.nb $5(1 billion befon' the targetted 
year 2008 if value-added products get 
pnorit)' attention. 

India's Exports Up : India's exports in 
the first four months (April to )uly) of the 
cui.ent financial year were estimated at 
$11.04 billion, 4.04 per amt higher than the 
level of $10.61 billion during April-July 1998- 
99. In rupee terms, the exports grew by 8.45 
per cent during this period. 

India's Oil Imports; India's petroleum oil 
imports in the first four months (Apnl to July) 
of the current fiscal year registered a 51% 
increaseat$2.75billionoverthecurrespond<ng 
|vnod of 1998-99 ($1,823 billion). 

FIFA Approves Satyam Infoway's-ADR 
Issue : The Foreign Investment Promotion 
Board (FIPB) okayed Satyam Infoway Ltd.'s 
request to raise its proposTd American 
Depository Receipt (ADR) issue by around 
Rs. 275 rrore tc> Rs. 516 crore on August 30, 
1999. 

Singicl—^Asia's First Trading Portal: 
Singapore Telecom Ltd. (Singtel), together 

with subsidiary 
National Computer 
Systems Pte Ltd 
(NCS), launched 
Asia's first business- 
to-business electro¬ 
nic procurement 
portal, SESAMi.NET 
on September 1, 
1999. The portal, 
operated by a newly- 
hirmed SESAMi.com 
Pte Ltd, allows 
on-line trading and 
links buyers and 
sellers to a market 
place of 5,000 
suppliers with five 
million products. 
SESAMi.com also 
offers electronic 
solutions across the 
procurement chain 
from checking deliv¬ 
ery to payment. 

RBI Projects 
GDP Growth at 6.5 Per Cent: According to 
the armual report of the RBI, released on 
August 24, 1999, the real growth rate of 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is projected 
at 6 to 6.5 per cent for the current fiscal year 
1999-2U(X). The inflation rate during the year 
is likely to remain low at around 2 to 3 per 
cent much below the long-term trend, which 
was about 8.5 per cent a year for the past 
three decades. However, the RBI warned 
that the high fiscal deficit cannot be 
sustained for lung even if the country's real 
CDP grows at an average of 6 to 6.5 per 
cent annually in the coming years. 

Maiuti Launches Zen Classic : TIi* auto 
giant Maruti Udyog Limited (MUL) 
introduced anotlier variant of its popular 
small car 'Zen' named Zen Classic, with 
classic liKiks and different interiors at a price 
of Rs. 3 64 lakh on August 23, 1999. Zen 
Classic is F.iinvl emission norms compliant. 
With this launch, MUL now has five variants 
of Zen. Tlic Zen IJ( and Zen VX models are 
available at a price of Rs. 2.89 lakh and 
Rs. '(.39 lakh (ex-showroom, Delhi) 
respectively while both Zen (diesel) and Zen 
(automatic) are being sold at Rs. 4.18 lakh. 

Rajasthan's Vision 2020 : Rajasthan has 
launched a new prospective plan—^Vision 
2020 aimed at providing a "sustainable base 
to the mining industry" in the State to 
reorient itself to the new requirements. Said 
Mr. Rajiv Sharma, Secretary to Mines 
Department in Jaipur on August 22, 1999: 
'Presently every year the department is 
earning Rs. 300 crore from mining 
exploration works, but with a sustainable 
mineral development, the target can be 
geared up to Rs. 9000 crore by 2020". 

RBI Classifies 249 Banks in the Weak 
Group : According to RBI, it has classified 
249 banks under the category of weak banks 
a., on June 30, 1999. This is based on the 
findings of inspection reports and retiuns 
received. Such banks either have not 
followed the minimum capital requirements 
or iheir overdues and erosion in asset value 
are beyond the prescribed norms. 

RBI Simplifies Forex Norms for 
Students: According to the report published 
on September 1,19W, the Reserve Bank of 
India (RBI) has eased the procedure for 
release of foreign exchange to studenU 
studying abroad. Under the procedure 
students need not produce Journey tickets 
for availing of foreign exchange and 
authorised dealers can release the exchange 
in the form of a draft, tt'legraphic transfers, 
traveller's cheques and in the name of the 
student or educational institution as desired 
by the applicant. 

EE Awards 

UNDP Race Against Poverty Award : Six 
persons were selected for 1999 UNDP Race 
Agaiivst Poverty Award oi. September 7, 
1997 in recognition of their success in 
overcoming poverty or promoting the fight 
against it. TTic six recipients are Dietrich 
Fischer of Germany, Victor Estrada Quispf^. 
of Bolivia, Athanase Rwamo of Burund,, 
Abdallah Mohammed Omar Bagni of Egypt, 
Moukda Intrasan of TTiailand and Elmaz 
Alimovna Appazova of Ukraine. 

ValUthol Award: Prof. S. Gupta Nair was 
selected for this year's Vallathol Award, a 
prestigious literary award in recognition of 
his works in Malayatam on September 6, 
1999. 

UNESCO Noma Literacy Prize : The 
National Literacy Mission was selected on 
September 6,1999 for Noma Literacy Prize 
for the year 1999 for initiating a total literacy 
campaign in India. 'The award given by 
UNESCO comprises a cash prize of $15,000 
(more than Rs. 6 lakh) and a silver medal- 
The Noma prize is one of the four literacy 
prizes awarded by UNESCO. 

Indira Priyadarshini Vriksha Mitra 
Award : Mr. Rongura Hrasel of Mizorajff 
was selected for the Indira Priyadarshini 
Vriksha Mitra Award for 1997-98 for his 
outstanding contribution to afforestation 
and plantation. The award carried a cash 
prize of Ks. 50,000, a plaque and a citation. 
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Rajiv Gandhi National Sadbhavana Awani: Mr. Jagan Nath 
Caul popularly ailed 'Papaji' of the SOS Villages of India was 
jresented the ^jiv Gandhi National Sadbhavana Award on August 
K), 1999 in recognition of his 35 years of service in promoting unity 
ind brotherhood among the younger generation. 

Sulabh International Honeat Man of the Year Award : 
dr. Khuahwant Singh, an eminent journalist and author, has been 
elected for the Sulabh International Honest Man of the Year Award 
orJl99S in recognition of his honesty and moral courage to speak 
mrlhe truth through his brilliant and readable writings. The award 
vhich carries Rs. 10 lakh in cash, a golden plaque, a gold pendant 
ind a citation, is given by Sulabh International Social Organisation 
innually to an outstanding personality who has shown the highest 
evel of public honesty and commitment in his/her work. 

B.P. Mandal Memorial Honest Leader Award: The former Prime 
dinister, Mr. VE Singh was selected for the B.P. Mandal Memorial 
ionest Leader Award on August 24, 1999 for his !ier\'ice towards 
he upliftment of the depress^ sections of the society. The awant 
-.arrics a citation and a cash component ot Rs. 10,000. 

Guru Kelucharan Mohapatra Awards : Four personalities 
relonging to the world of performing arts were selected for the 
3uru Kelucharan Mohapatra .^wards for 1999. They include 
xlebrated exponent of the Odissi dance-form, Guru Tanka) Charan 
3as, noted stage artistes Durlabha Chandra Singh and Manimala 
Devi and renowned exponent of Odissi style of music, Pandit 
Cashinath Pujapanda, the Director of Srijan, an academy on Odissi 
lance. 

Scholarly Achievement Award : Mr. Sitaram Sharma, Deputy 
recretary-General of the World Federation of United Nations 
^sociation was presented the Scholarly Achies'ement Award by 
h^lnstitute of Oriental Philosophy, the Association release said on 
\ugust 20, 1999. The award was given to him for his contribution 
o the promotion of peace and culture throughout the world through 
lis dedication to research and the advancement in the field of 
philosophy and science. 

Women's World Summit Foundation Awards ; Six Indian 
women—Ms. Swarnalata Devi, Ms. Radhaben Dhanabliai, Ms. 
iuseela Devi, Ms. Agnes Rudrapati, Ms. Sangrami Dovi and 
ds. Krishnamal jegannahan were selected for this ye.ir's awards 
or Vt^men's Creativity in Rural Life, by the Geneva-based Women's 
Mirld Summit Foundation. The award carries a cash prize of S>50() 

Inscriptions Found : Three inscriptions in Kannada dating back 
o the 11th and 12th century pertaining to the Rashtrakoota dynasty, 
were found at Mulgund village, 60 km from Dharwad in Gadag 
iisti.ct of Karnataka. The first inscription with .50 lines, was dateii 
>e||iii>mber 1,1019 B.C. The second inscription, found on a pillar of 
h^Annadameshwara temple, was dated IDecember 16, 1224 B.C. 
ITie third found, inside a basachi, mentions the idol ot Parshwanatha 
lad been consecrated for the second time. 

S-Dimensional Model Maps : Geophisical Information System 
!GIS) tecimology scientists are planning to develop what they call 
Js Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) for building three- 
Iimensional model nvips having potential applications in mapping 
itrategic areas such as Kaigil or for building dams m difficult terrams 
with Triangulated Irregular Network, you can measure the slop.’s 
af an area on which you would like to construct a dam. It gives you 
the efficiency to visualise and plan accordingly, said Mr Hujangarao, 
research associate of the Tata Energy Research lastitute (TERI). The 
JbiJity to map out the third dimension also helps when one is 
planning to put up windmills or implementing projects on watershed 
"tanagement. 

grid's Highest Hotel : The Grand Hyatt Shanghai, which is 
deroibed as the world's highest hotel by the Hyatt group and 
Chinese officials, has formally opened in Shanghai on August 28, 
1999. The Five-Star hotel occupies the top 35 flixirs of the recently 
completed 88-storey Jinmao Tower, the third tallest building in the 
vorla at more than 421 metres in height. 

IAS/PCS 
Prelims Ratehes Starting 

November 5 

GS, HISTORY, PUB. ADMN.,GEOG., 
SOCIOLOGY AND PHYSICS 

Postal Courses Available 
PRELIMS : GS, Indian History, Pub. Admn., Socioumv, 

Philosophy & Physics 
MAINS : GS, History, Anthropology, Geography, 

Philosophy, Pub. Admn., Poutical Science, 
Psychology, Hindi Litt., Sanskrit & Physics 

Forfiirther information contact personalia or 
for Information Bulletin send Rs. 3Q/- by Du/MO 

VAHD'S ICS lugkngW 
B-36, SccTOR-Ct Alioanj, 

Lucknow Ph.: 326249 

FRESH BATCHES EVERY FORTNIGHT 
For further information contact personally or 

for Information Bulletin send Rs. 10/-by DD/MO 

AG-603, SHALIMAR BAGH, DELHI-110052 
PH. 7471544, 7477317 

Publications for Civil Services dspirants 
p^Who Cares for Tribol Development Rs. 10/ 

Forensic Anthropology Rs. 40/ 
Nutritional Anthropology Rs. 20/ 
Evolution of Genus Homo Rs. 15/ 

p^Meetings with the Other (on Fieldwork Techniques) Rs. 40/ 
^^Reservation for Backward Classes —A Perspective Rs. 25/ 
p* Basic Concepts in Sociology and Anthropology Rs. 25/ 

Administrative Behaviour Rs. 25/ 
v^Princqdes of Organisation & Comparative Public Admn. Rs. 25/ 

wRi Rs. 40/ 
wtHcOcf wr oirw«n Rs. 80/ 

^ (^gn) Rs. 10/ 
»» 3ftk wnfl Rs.25/ 

Rs. 10/ 
b*- wiBor Rs. 50/ 
b*- saSHiSrilcffa filwra : fjBT Wit? Rs. 10/ 

Full Payment in Advance; Postage Free 

ASHTAM PRAKASHAN 
AG-603, SHALIMAR BAGH, DELHI -110052 

Ph.: 7471544 & 7477317 
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Cost of Elections ; The Election 
Commission said on August 29,1999 that the 
cost of elortions has increased by a whopping 
8,000 per lent over the past 32 years with the 
current elei-tions <-ntaihng an expenditure of 
Rs. 9(X) crore, up fn>m Rs. 11 rrore in 1%7. 

Pakistan Declares Strikes as Terrorist 
Acts: Amidst growing threats of a mass 
movement by opposition parties in Pakistan, 
Nawaz Sharif Government through an 
ordinance promulgated by President, 
Mr Rafiq Tarar on August 27, 1999, declared 
as "terrorist acts" fomenting any internal 
disturbance through "illegal" strikes, go- 
slows or lock-outs. The government warned 
that such acts would be tried in a special 
anti-terrorist court 

pROJBCrS 

Integrated Solar Combined Cycle Power 
Project : The Central Electricity Authority 
(CEA) approved an Integrated Solar 
Combined Cycle Power Project, which 
would be the first of its kind in the world, 
said a press report on August 31, l‘i99, 

Kaiga Atomic Power Project : The Unit 
II of the Kaiga Atomic Power Project is 
poised to go critical by mid-September this 
year. After its criticality, the unit would 
become ready to generate power The pmject 
is located at the fool ol the Western Chats, 
about 47 km from Karwar in Uttara 
Kannada in Karnataka. 

Cuddatore Power Project: According to 
the report publivhed on August 75, 1999. 

the Central Electricity Authority (CEA) has 
given techno-economic clearance to the 
Cuddalore Power Project, the largest in the 
country with an estimated cost of Rs. 6400 
crore. The project which comprises two units 
of 660 mw each, would be installed in South 
Arrnt Vallar district in Tamil Nadu. 

SomcEAm 
Technoloc^ 

UNICEF Study : According to a UNICEF 
study, .55 per cent of Indian children die of 
malnutrition alone under the age of five. It 
W'as UNICFF mes.sagc on National Nutrition 
Week which began on September 1, 1999. 

Global Emissions Dcdine : According 
to a study by the World Watch Institute 
released on September 2, 1999, global 
emissions of carbon from combustion of 
fossil fuels declined last year by 0.5 per cent 
to 6.32 billion tonnes for the first time since 
1993 despite moderate growth in the world 
economy. 

Anti-Cancer Herb ; According to a Press 
report dated August 30, 1999, Dr. Sushil 
Kumar, Director, Central Institute of 
Medicinal and Aromatic Plants, has said that 
the scientists favour further research on the 
ancient herb Ashitv^atidha that has emerged 
as the Indian Ginseng with its remarkable 
aphrodisiac properties. I.,atest studies have 
revealed that Withaferin A, present in the 
leaves of plants, has anli-tumour effects 
without any noticeable toxity. This could 
prove a good .source of a potent and 
relatively safe radio sensitiser or therapeutic 

agent. Further studies are required to explore 
the plant's potential for cancer therapy. 

Ailane Puts Korean Satellite Into Orbit: 
Western Europe’s 120th Ariane rocket 
blasted off from French Guyana An 
September 4, 1999 putting into orbit a 
communications satellite for South Korea. 
The launch was the fourth Ariane mission 
this year and the 46th consecutive successful 
launch of an Ariane-4 rocket. 

Russia Launches Proton : Russia safely 
launched a Proton rocket carrying two 
Russian satellites from the Baikonur Space 
base in Kazakhstan on September 6, 1999 
This was the first launch since a similar 
rocket exploded after lift-off two months ago 
scattering toxic debris across the Kazakh 
steppe. 

Mfr Full-Time Crew Returns 1b Earth : 
The final full-time crew of Russia's space 
station landed safely in a deserted steppe in 
Kazakhstan on August 28,1999 after bidding 
farewell to the 13-year-old orbiter as a prelude 
to its abandonment in 2000. The crew 
included the cosmonauts—Commander 
Victor Afanasyev and Mr. Sergd Axdeyw 
and French astronaut Jean-I’aul Haignefr. 
The Soyuz capsule hit the ground smoothly 
about 1,100 km northwe.st of Almaty, 
Kazakhstan. Next year, the Mtr is scheduled 
to leave outer space, burning up in the 
atmosphere and scattering some remnants 
in the Pacific Ocean. U 
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The History of Science 
and Engineering in 

There was a rime when the IAS was the exclusive territi)r\’ of Law and 

Humanities students. When preparinK for the Ci\-il Services Esum 

meant running from one library to another in .viirch of reie\am 

reading matter. When the coaching a vail >' Ic was for a few‘traditional’ 

IAS subjects like Hisior\. Political Science and Philo.sophy. 

Times have certainly chaiifted. Tcxlay. more and more gradual es 

from the Science, Engineering, Management and other stream.s 

are making their way into the IAS. That’s hecau.se finslly, they 

are able to select an optional subject they’re familiar with, and 

secondly, they can now he sure of receiving top e,ualiry 

prcp.iratotv assistance - whatever their chosen subject. 

The latter advantage is due largely to Brilliant Tutorials. 

Becau.se Brilliant offers coaching for every optional subject 

in the IAS Exam, except Medicine. Whatever your optional - 

Accountanc> or Animal Husbandry, Physics or Philosophy, 

Economics or Electrical Engineering - Brilliant will be with 
you all the way. 

A. commuted team of highly qualified .ind experienced 

professors, researchers and support .staff help you in 5 ilisrinct 

areas of preparation for the IAS - equipping you with relevant 

knowledge of your optional subjects, piovuiing you wiih ,i wide 

cover,ige of general studies and a con.siaiu iipdaie on ciirreni 

affairs and finally coaching you for the mo't gnielling v'l 

interviews. 

Brilliant’s Postal Course for the t-ivil Servu e*. Exam is.; compre¬ 

hensive package dedicated to helping you .ichieve your goal. 

Proof of its power lies in the number of Htdliani’s ..tiulenis who 

get innr the IAS year aftei year. 

MATHEMATICS 

PHYSICS 

CHEMISTnY 

STATISTICS 

CIVIL ENCINEERINO 

MECHANICAL ENeiS. 

ELFCTRICALENQO. 

VETERINARY SCIENCE 

MANAGEMENT 

POLITICAL SCIENCE 

ECONOMICS 

ACCOUNTANCY 

PHILOSOPHY 

PSYCHOLOGY 

GEOGRAPHY 

PUBLIC AOMIN. 

ANTHROPOLOGY 

HISTORY 

SOCIOLOGY 

-Remember- 
2i out of the fop 100 in IAS 'OS, 19 out ofthr lop 100 in I AS '96 

24 out of the Top 100 in IA.S '9' and 21 out of the Top 100, 
with to in the Top 2S, in I,AS '90 were Brilliant's siuirnO,! 

A total of S9 students of Brilliunt were successful in IAS '90. 

TTW 

. V«iii ccii^’t prepare batter 

^ Box; 4996-CS,12 Masilamani St., T. Nagar, Chennai 600 017, Ph: 4342099 (4 lines) Fax: 4343829 

ENROLMENT CONTINUES FOR BRILLIANT’S POSTAL COURSE TOWARDS IAS EXAM 2000. 
‘ General Studies pAII optionals except Medical Science & Indian Languagefs) Literature aConcurrent despatch ot lessons for 

Prelim and Main Exams • Interview Guidance Notes • Mock Viva Training 
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And Now 
Super Brain Awards 

Super Personality Awards 
It was indeed a mindblowing extravaganza that saw the rallying point of India's brains and beauties at the CSR Awards '99 

ceremony at the Convention Hall of the Ashok Hotel in New Delhi on the glittering evening of February 14, 1999. 
It goes to the credit of CSR to have assembled under one aegis a rich mosaic of India's beauties and brains, a feat never before 

accomplished by any other organisation, government, private or voluntary. 

While Nobel Laureate and Bharat Ratna, Prof. Amartya Sen won the prestigious CSR Man of the Year Award, eminent 
journalists, educationists and, intellectuals Mr. Justice P.6. Sawant. Chairman, Press Council of India, Prof. V.R. Mehta, Vice- 
Chancellor. University of Delhi, Prof. P.K. Dave, Director All India Institute of Medical Sciences. New Delhi, Mr. VIrender Mohan, 
Editor-in-Chief, United News of India and Mr. Joginder Singh, former CBI Director bagged the Super Brain of India Awards. Besides 
Film, TV, and stage personalities Kumar Sanu, Mamta Kulkarni, Varsha Usgaonkar, Satish Kaushik, Anand Raj Anand, Penaz 
Masani, Bhupinder Chawla 'Bhupi', Bali Brahmabhatt, Divya Chauhan, Sapna Awasthi, Raju Manwani and Vikas Bhalla, the 
celebrities from the world of entertainment walked off with the Super Personality of India Awards. 

For CSR the evening of February 14. 1999 was also a fascinating rendezvous with the future of India—^the youth fired with a 
mission to change the course of events .'or the better. While Ms. Abhijita Kulshrestha and Mr. Arnav Medhi wrested the Super Brain 
Youth Awards, Ms. Purva Merchant and Mr. Iqbal Wani bagged the Super Personality Youth Awards. 

The Super Brain Super Personality Contest 2000, open to alt citizens of India in the age group of 20 ■ 27 as on June 1, 1999, 
wilt be conducted In two stages. As part of Stage I, there will be a Super Brain Essay Contest every month. Four new topics for 
the Essay Contest will be announced. The candidates will write an essay on any one of the following topics. 

FIFTH SUPER BRAIN ESSAY CONTEST 2000 

Teplos : (1) Eleettone ■*#9 \ • 
(il) WMdieir Ificnsn Oemaemey : ^ 
(ni)Kflowledga isPoww' 
Ov)i»dia~A Tourkrte'>aradlsa:'- ' .V’: ■ ■' 

First Prize - IntellectualTrephyeVtheMei^(!lrHreeBl^«i/1V^ 
Stay In Muaseerie~4ts. 6000 
worth Re. 780 and'e Gerttflpa|s.' 

Cortaeletlon 
Prises (Elgh^ Books worth Rs. 300 eaeh and a CertMeata 
Finalieia (Twelve): A Fully Paid 4 Daye4 la OeSii < 

As suggested by most of you. there will be four First Prize Winners every month. In other words, four essays on four different 
topics will be chosen for the Four First Prizes. In each contest will thus emerge four Intellectuals. All the four first prize winning 
essays will be published in CSR. The duration of the Contest will be six months. 

At the conclusion of the 6-month Essay Contest, all the 24 prize winners will be sent a General Knowledge Paper (Descriptive 
Type) as the second part of the Stage I of the Contest. On the basis of the evaluation of the answers of the General Knowledge 
Paper, there would be a final selection of 12 contestants out of the 24. 

As part of the Stage II of the Contest, all the 12 finalists will be invited to participate in the Super Brain Youth Contest 2000, to 
be hold in New Delhi in February/March. 2000. The second stage of the Contest will comprise the following three phases: (i) A Short 
Essay Writing contest on a given topic (Maximum marks 100); (ii) Personality Assessment, Group Discussion, Interview, etc. 
(Maximum marks 100); and (iii) General Knowledge round. (Maximum marks 100). 

Tne General Knowledge and Extemoore Speech rounds will take place before a large gathering of invited guests. 
On the basis of the performance of the second stage of the Contest, the panel of judges will select Super Brain 2000. Two 

Runnara-up (I and II) will also be selected. 
Winners of Super Brain Youth Awards will get many other prizes in addition to a Return Ticket to LONDON, Supiar Brain Trophy 

and a Gold Madal. There will be a lot of uther prlzaa and aurpriaaa for winnara. 
THERE IS NO ENTRY FEE. Entries for Essays should not exceed 2000 words and should be typed double-spaced on one side 

of the paper and must be accompanied by latest (1) passport size (bust) and (2) full-length black and white photographs. Photographs 
should ba taken In formal dress, l.a., man wearing a ault/shirt with tie and woman wearing a blouss and saraaAop and skirt/ 
aalwar kamaaz as If appearing for an Intarvlaw/Parsonallty Test. Name, address and telephone number (along with STD Code) 
of the contributor along with biodata must be written on the first page of the entry end only name on the back of the photograph. Do 
not write anything, or sign or affix rubber stamp on the front of the photograph. Mutilated or old photographs will not be accepted. 
Handwritten entries or entries without photographs and Incomplete biodata will not bo considered. All entries received WhI be 
the exclusive property of Competition Success Review. Only original essays will be considered. The contributor will be solely 
responsible for any violation of the Copyright Act where the material submitted for the Contest is not original. Editor's decision will 
be final and binding. Pnzes can be substituted. No correspondence will be entertained in this regard. Entries should be 
marked )'^R Super Brain Contest 5" and addressed to Competition Review Pvt. Ltd., 604 Prabhat Kiran, Rajendra Place, 
New D^i-1,10 008. Last date for receiving the entries for the Fifth Super Brain Eaaay Conteat 2000 Is October 30, 1999. 
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39 YEARS OF SERVICE 

Indispensable Books From 
Radically Revised Latest Editions Just Released 

FOR COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS 
Cods Rs. 

1 CSR General Knowledge.75 
4 General Knowledge, Current Affairs & Who's Who .. 40 
5 General Knowledge At A Glance .35 
7 Latest General Knowledge At A Glance.95 

354 Objective General Knowledge At A Glonce.7.5 
360 General Awareness At A Glance.65 
363 Complete General Awareness. 150 

11 CSR Year Book.150 
12 CSR General Knowledge Year Book.175 
14 General Knowledge Encyclopedia. 280 
15 CSR English Speaking Course.85 
21 Arithmetic For Competitive Examinations.45 
24 Business Letters.40 
26 Check Your I.Q.45 
27 Check Your Personality.40 

^ 29 Common Errors In English.40 
30 Constitution Of Indio .40 
31 Constitution Of India (Objective Type). 40 
32 Current Prize Winning Essoys.40 
33 Directory Of Engineering Colleges.55 
35 Directory Of Medical Colleges.65 
36 English Conversation.40 
37 Essays For Competitive Examinations.40 
38 Essays For Juniors.40 
39 Examinatioii Technique.40 
45 Gondhian Thought.45 
49 Grammar For Competitive Exominotions.40 
50 Group Discussion .40 
54 How To Write Better Applications For jobs .45 
55 How To Write Correct English.40 
57 Idioms & Phrases.45 
58 Improve Youi I.Q.40 
59 improve Your Word Power.40 

y 60 Instant Vocobulary.40 
' 61 Interview In A Nutshell.60 

65 Journalism .40 
68 Letters For All Occasions .45 
69 CSR Numerical Ability Tests.40 
70 CSR Objective General English.40 
72 Objective Botany Zoology. 80 
73 Objective Chemistry.80 
74 Objective Physics.:.80 
75 Office Procedure & Drafting.40 
76 Objective General Science.50 
77 Objective General Geography.50 
78 Objective Indian History.50 
80 Paragraph Writing .40 
81 Precis Writing .45 
82 Prize Winning Essays (Junior).40 
83 Prize Winning Essays (Senior).40 
84 Public Speaking. 40 
87 CSR Quantitative Aptitude Tests.40 
88 Sales & Medical Representative.40 

189 Solesmanship.40 
^91 School Essoys.40 

92 Science For Competitive Examinations.45 
93 S.S.B. Interviews & Psycho-Intelligence Tests 

At A Glance.75 

Code Rs. 
94 Synonyms And Antonyms.40 
95 CSR Tost Of Clerical Aptitude.40 
96 CSR Test Of English Language.65 
97 CSR Test Of Roosoning (Non-Verbal).60 
98 CSR Test Of Reasoning (Verbal).60 

101 Word Power.40 
102 Write Better English.40 
355 Civil Services General Studies At A Glance (Prelims) .... 190 
109 Botany For Civil Services Preliminary Exam (C.S P.E.).. 125 
111 Chemistry For Civil Services Preliminary Exam.275 
114 Civil Services General Studies (Prelims) ; 

Latest Question Papers (Fully Solved) .90 
115 Civil Services Examination (Pieliminary & Main). 

Guidelines and Syllabus .40 
116 Economics For Civil Services Proliminory Exam.275 
118 Indian History For Civil Services Preliminary Exam ...125 
120 Mathematics For Civil Services Preliminary Exam.275 
122 Physics For Civil Services Preliminary Exam.195 
123 Political Science For Civil Services Preliminary Exam .... 150 
124 Public Administration For Civil 

Services Preliminary Examination.125 
125 Zoology For Civil Services Preliminary Examination. . 75 
129 I.A.S. Toppers' Personality Tests.200 
130 Assistants' Grode Exarr.ination .150 
131 D.A.A/U D.C. Examination.150 
132 Bonk Clerical Examination At A Glance. 115 
364 Bank Clerical Examination 

Model Question Papers/Practice Tests.80 
351 Bank Probationory Ofticc<-5' Fxomination 

At A Glonce.180 
352 Stote Bonk (Associate Bonks) 

Probationary Officers' Exom At A Glance.175 
135 Bank Recruitment Tests.150 
136 Clerks' Grade Examination At A Glance. .110 
357 Employees' Provider* Fund DATA*^NTRY OPERATORS 

Exomination (Grode 'A') At A Glonce.100 
358 SSC COMBINED PRELIMINARY EXAM 

For Graduate Level Posts At A Glance .150 
359 SSC COMBINED PREIIMINARY EXAM 

For Mot.'ic Level Posts At A Glance.95 
362 SSC COMBINED PRELIMINARY EXAM 

For Metric level Posts 
Model Question Papers/Practice Tests.65 

138 Chemistry' r-'r Rooikco University 
Engineering Entrance Examination.175 

139 Chemistry For JEE .125 
140 Chemistry Foi Adm Tests 

To Engg. & Medicol Colleges.75 
143 Common Admission Test (CAT).230 
365 CAT, MAT, MBA Entrance Exam At A Glance.275 
146 J.E.E. For Admission To 3 Year 

Diploma Course In Hotel Management.125 
148 IIT/JEE Entronce Examinotion.325 
149 inspectors Of Central Excise and 

Income-Tax, Etc Examination.140 
150 lAF Airmen Recruitment Test (Non-Tech. Trades).60 
361 MBA Entronce Examination At A Glance.225 
155 Maths For Admission Tests To Engineering Colleges...75 
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156 All India Pre-Medical/Pre-Dental Ent. Exotn.275 
157 Maths For J.E.E.195 
160 National Defence Academy Examination.250 
161 National Tolent Search Examination.160 
162 1000 Questions ; Chemistry 

Engineering/Medical Entrance Tests.80 
163 Physics For CPMT.95 
164 Physics For J.E.E.125 

Cod# R». 
169 Mathematics For Rooricee University 

Entrance Examination.225 
172 S.C.R.A. Examination.225 
353 Railway Recruitment Board 

Exomination At A Glance.140^ 

174 Grade 'C' & Grode 'D' Stenographers' Exam.15C 
356 Stenographers' Examination 

(Grade 'C' & Grade 'D') At A Glance.140 

ENERAL 
Coda Rt. 
176 Test Of Reasoning .60 
177 Test Of Reasoning 2.60 
178 Test Of Reosoning 3.60 
179 Test Of Reasoning 4.60 
180 Test Of Reasoning 5.60 
181 Success In Interviews .60 
182 Success In Interviews 2.60 
185 Acne.75 

186 Common Childhood Illnesses.95 
188 Body language . .150 
189 Depression.75 
191 Fears And Phobias.75 
192 How To Bring Up Your Child Successfully.95 
193 Goodbye Backache .95 
196 How To Cope With Your "Nerves.75 
197 How To Do What You Want To Do.75 
198 How To Love And Be Loved.75 
199 How To Pass Exams.75 
200 How To Stand Up For Yourself.75 
201 How To Start A Conversation And iyiake Friends.75 
204 How To Say No To Alcohol.75 
206 Making The Most Of Middle Age.75 
207 Making The Most Of Yourself .95 
209 How To Moke Successful Decisions.75 
210 Mind Teasers.75 
211 No More Headaches.75 
212 Overcoming Tension .75 

215 Puzzles For Super Brains.75 
218 How To Stop Smoking.75 
219 Curing Coughs, Colds & Flu — The 

Drug Free Way . 75 
220 Six Weeks To A Healthy Back.75 

Coda Rs. 
221 Solving Your Personal Problems.75 
222 Stress And Your Stomach.75 
223 Taking Care Of Your Skin.75 
225 The Complete Public Speaker.75 
227 What Every Woman Should Know 

About Her Breasts.75 
228 Achieve Success By Overcoming Fear.75 
229 Women And Sex .95 
230 Coping With Depression And Elation.75 
231 How To Love A Difficult Man.95 
400 Beat The I.Q. Challenge.75 
402 Brain Twisters.75 
403 Be Fit & Super Fit..’.75 
404 Business letter Writer.75 
405 Conquering Back Pain.95 
406 Complete letter Writer.95 
415 How To Look Younger.75 
416 How To Get The Job You Want.75 
423 Jokes And Quotes For Speeches.75 
429 Master The Quiz Quest.75 
435 Ploy The Quiz Quest.75 
437 Quiz Quest Challenge.75 
439 Relax And Feel Good.75 
443 The Healing Power Of Acupuncture .75 
445 Great Brain Puzzlers.75 
446 Take *Thw I.Q. Challenge.75 
448 The Ultimate I.Q. Book.75 
603 Body Power.75 
615 How To Be Your Own Best Friend.75 
625 Making The Most Of Loving .95 
639 The Nervous Person's Companion .75 
806 How To Flay leni.is.  95 

-1 ELECTRONICS h-^- 
Code Rs. Code Rs. 
232 R.idio-Technology . 

-1 FOR ACADEMIC EXAMINATIONS h- 

.70 

Code Rs. 
250 Indian Constitution.   50 264 Indian Fconomics At A. Glance.150 

254 Political Science (Theory) .90 309 History Of Ancient India.40 
256 Public Administration Refresher.45 l.* i r\i c c- ttoo cn 
258 World Constitutions .125 ^09 History O Europe Since 1789. 50 

259 Modern Microeconomics Part 1.120 3 ’ ^ ..’50 
260 Modern Microeconomics Port II.75 I History Of Medieval Indio At A Glance.95 

262 Modern Microeconomics.175 312 History Of Modern India At A Glance.75 

Aibb .' Prieu m ubi«cr )e change wllhoul noHc*. AH disputu ar* subloel ta Dalhl jurlidleHen only. 

Plaasa ramit tha Full amount (Prica of requirad book/books plus Rs. 10 for ona book and Rs. 15 for two or mora books 
for packing, postoga and forwarding) by M.O./Bank Draft mentioning tha required Books. Books will be sent by Rsgd. 
Post only. No VPP orders. Please write your Noma & Full Address along with Pin Coda of your town/city on M.O. Coupon 
in CAPITAL LETTERS. 

PSUDHA PUBLICATIONS PVT. LTD. 
r B*5 Prabhat Kiran, Rajendra Place, New Delhi-110008 
■!S!A},Phenes : 5712898, 5718495, 5761086 Fax : 011-5754647 



ELECTIONS '99 
What Are We Heading For ? 

Prof. Rajinder S. Dhillon 
Recipient Of 'H R Gokhale & The Hindustan Timet' AAedals in Joumolitm 

The Grim Picture 
Poverty, misery, starvation, squalor; 

inder'nourished, ill-clad children, 
ropulation explosion, illiteracy, 
inemployment, communalism, 
egionalism, caste and faction-ridden 
society, sponsored-cross border terrorism, 
nfiltration, deteriorating security 
•nvironment, broad daylight murders, 
lacoities, gangrapes, drug trafficking, 
muggling, rampant corruption, 
rureaucratic red tapism, adulteration, 
ipurious drugs, drug addiction, high rate of 
nfant mortality, child abuse, bonded 
abour, labour unrest, social tensions, sad 
ilight of even-suffering, rarely complaining 
vomenfolk, dowry related deaths, massive 
ax evasion, rising fiscal deficit, slackening 
■x^rt growth rate, rising cost of living, 
infavourable balance of payments, high 
lebt service ratio, infrastructural lacunae, 
ll-equipped hospitals, the general ill-health 
>f the nation, moral bankruptcy and a 
hredded political fabric. 

Is this the India of India on the 
hreshold of the new millennium ? What a 
ontrast to the dreams envisaged by the 
■ather of the Nation, Mahatma Gandhi, the 
-lobel Laureate Rabindranath iagote, and 
lumcrous other heroes who sacrificed 
verything lu free India from the foreigii 
hackles! 

Perhaps the respoasibility is ours—we, the 
leople of Ind la, who gave unto ourselves the 
'onstitution of fndia and got adult suftrage. 
Vha: a wielding of power—sending our 
epI^ntaUvestothellth, 12th and 13th Lok 
abha in a span of three yearsi 

And what kmd of representatives ? Does 
he plight of Inoia, which sends shivers down 
ine's spine, stir the conscience of our 
epresentatives in whose hands lies the 
lestiny of this nation 7 The cries of the 
ommon man fall on their deaf ears who, 
,lued to their chairs, have turned a blind eye 
o the woes of the nation, by which it is 
'lagued. 

A nashback—April 1999 
The drama unfolds itself. It had been in 

the making for ail of 
the 13 months the 
Bharatiya Janata 
Party (BJP) and its 
allies shared power 
at the Centre. 
Ms. Jayalalitha had 
made BJP dance to 
her tune and made its 
leaders airdash to 
Chennai more often 
than they visited their 

own constituencies. Madam had to be 
pacified every time she came up with a set 
of fresh demands. And when Vajpayee 
government thought enough was enough, 
she pulled the carpet from under their very 
feet. With the support of 18-member 
AIADMK party withdrawn, Vajpayee 
government (with a razor thin majority) was 
left tottering. 

In a debatable move, the President asked 
the Prime Minister to seek a vote of 
confidence when the Parliament was in 

and fair polls finally 
rested on the Election 
Commission (EC) 
comprising Chief 
Election Commis¬ 
sioner, Or. M.S. Gill, 
and Election Com¬ 
missioners Mr. G.VG. 
Krishnamurthi and 
Mr. J.M. Lyngdoh. 

With the require¬ 
ment of 45 lakh full 

session and the budget was to be passed. 
Finally, after three days of acrimonious 
debate, the Ixik Sabha tixik up the crucial 
voting on April 17. The volte-face by the BSP, 
whose leader Ms Mayawati had declared a 
day before the crucial vote that her party 
would abstain from voting, the National 
Conference member Saifuddin Soz voting 
against the party's whip and the Orissa Chief 
Minister Giridhar Gamang exercising his 
controversial voting right according to his 
"conscience", contribute to the defeat of the 
Vajpayee government by a solitary vote 
(269/270). 

The efforts to install a new government 
began but were doomed from the very 
beginning. Mr. Mulayam Singh Yadav, leader 
of the Samajwadi Party, put icy cold water 
on the hopes of the Congress Party of 
forming Government at the Centre with 
Sonia Gandhi as Prime Minister. Even West 
Bengal Chief Minister, Mr. Jyoli Basu, as 
Prime Minister, was not acceptable to all 
political parties and groups (including his 
own-CPI (M) who had conspired to topple 
the BJP Government. 

Finally, the 12ih Lok Sabha, constituted on 
March 10, 1998, was dissolved on April 26, 
1999 by President Mr. K. R. Narayanan. It 
had the shortest term of 412 days. 

THE 12 LOK SABHAS 

Daleqf Daiecf 
_Coralilutiim Dissolution 

First Lok Sabha 17.04.1952 (34.04.195- 

Second Lok Sabha 05.04.1957 31.03.1962 

Third Lok Sabha 02.04.1%2 03.03.1967 

Fourth Lok Sabha 04.03.1967 27.12.1970 

Fifth Lok Sabha 15.03.1971 1801.1977 

Sixth Lok Sabha 23.03.1977 22.08.1979 

Seventh Lok S.ibha IU.01.1980 31.12.1984 

Eightfi Lok Sabha 3112.1984 27.11.1989 

Ninth Lok Sabha 02.12.1989 1303.1991 

Tenth Ink Sabha 20.06.1991 10.(».1996 

Eteventh Lok Sabha 15.05.1996 04.12.1997 
TwelWt Lok Sabha 10.03.1998 26.04.1999 

Role of the Election 
Commission 
With the dissolution of the 12th Lok 

Sabha, the onerous task of conducting free 

time personnel for ensuring a free and foir 
poll, setting up of 8 lakh polling stations, 
involving the elaborate work of printing of 
ballot papers and stocking of poll material 
and costing the exchequer an estimated 
Rs. 900 crores, it was indeed a mammoth 
exercise. According to the Chief Election 
Commissioner, Dr. M.S. Gill, who was 
summoned by the President from the US to 
start the massive exercise, an Indian general 
election & "the mother of all elections... 6(X) 
million voters ... the scale would worry 
anyone." 

The Commission announced a five-tier 
election schedule on July 11. But it dashed 
with the festivals and posed administrative 
and logistic problems. The revised poll 
schedule was announced on August 3 with 
the polls scheduled to take place in 
five phases on September 5, U, 18, 25 
and October 3,1999, the counting beginning 
on October 6 and 
the election process 
expected to be over by 
Odober 19. The five- 
phase election, spread 
over four weeks, was 
necessitated not only 
by the extraordinary 
situation prevailing in 
Jammu and Kashmir 
but also due to 
seasonal factors. The 
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Comminion also 
announced simul¬ 
taneous Assembly 
elections in 
Karnataka, Sikkim, 
Andhra Pradesh, 
Maharashtra and 
Arunachal Pradesh 
and assembly bye- 
elections in eight 
States. 

The Election Cnn- 
mission decided to use electronic voting 
machines (nearly one lakh) in 46 Lok Sabha 
constituencies in 17 States and Union 
Territories for about six ciore voters in 65/X)0 
polling stations. Ail seven Lok Sa^ha 
constituencies in Delhi had this privilege. The 
Commission launched a major aware¬ 
ness and training campaign tlmugh print 
and electronic media before introducing the 
machines on such a large-scale. It also 
decided to take the services of the NCC for 
the first time in view of the diversion of the 
Central Paramilitary Forces to Janunu atul 
Kashmir. 

Opinion and Exit Polls 
Controversy 
The Election Commission directed the 

media not to be partisan in the coverage of 
the election. It also imposed restnetions on 
tho publication of opinion polls and exit 
polls. However, the guidelines stated that the 
exit polls could be conducted but results 
cannot be published or telecast prior to 
October 3, the last date of the five-phase 
polling. This direction of the EC became 
controversial. Some welcomed the action 
saying that publication or dissemination of 
opinion polls on the eve of election could 
influence the voters’ opinion and the 
publication of the results of an exit poll after 
one phase could influence the electorate 
slated to vote in the other phases. Those 
against the action wondered how the EC 
could infringe u(ion the f undamental Right 
to information and expression under the garb 
of its guidelines. The matter ultimately went 
to a tive-iiiember division bench of the 
Suprvirn' Court, 

The amtmoersitsofHirt.me must tqtpntMe the 
Commisskm’s efforts to conduct fret mi fair 

TWELVE GENERAL ELECTIONS 
_ATAGLANCE_ 

Vav OaeSw Candf- Bsctoiato Vbfsr fMng 
watt Mbs tumour' sUUons 

1*152 489 1,864 173JI13>35 61.2% 196,084 

1957 494 1,591 193,652,069 62.2% 220,478 

1962 494 1,985 216,372,215 55.0% 238,244 

1%7 520 2369 249303334 613% 267355 

1971 518 2,784 274394A93 553% 342,944 

1977 542 2,439 321,174327 605% 358308 

1980 542 4520 355390,700 56.9% 434A42 

1984 542 5481 399316394 64.0% 505351 

1989 543 6.160 498,906.429 62.0% 579310 

1991 543 8399 514,126380* 61.0% 594,797* 

19% 543 13,952592572388 57.9% 767462 

1998 543 4,750 605384,103 62J% 773494 

* tixrluding Janwiu it Kashmir. ** Baaed on valid votes 
for 19S2fc 1957 

Sourer: PIB, Ministry of Information fc Btoadcaating 

dectkmB in the largest iemocrtiqf,v>Uk tiltftaref 
booth capturing, bogus voting, disruptions, riots, 
tnurders aheays looming large. 

Preparing for the Fight 
The Bharatiya Jaruta Party's astute lenders 

understood the public pute and realising 
that while on its own strength the party nuy 
emerge as the single largest party, but was in 
no position to secure an absolute majority in 
theLokSabha, decided to carry in Its wagon 
two dozen minor and major satraps and diua, 
was formed die Natkmal DemoaaticAlliance 
(NDA). The BJP allies also wanted to take 
advantage of the rising popularity of Mr AB. 
Vajpayee and have woven their dreams 
around him. 

NDA Manifesto 
The NDA proposes to provide a stable, 

honest, transparent and efficient government 
The BJP forsake its Qiree contentious issues 
of the Ram Mandic abolition of Aitide 370 
(special status for )& K) and the uniform civil 
code to facilitate the formabon of the alliance. 
Its manifesto promises 33% reservation for 
women, primary education for children and 
development bank for women entrepreneurs, 
among others. On the economic front it 
proposes a strong svmteshi thrust to ensure 
that Tndia is built by Indians'. It proposes to 
eradicate unemployment and earmark 60 per 
cent of the planned funds for agriculture, 
rural development and irrigation. 

Congress Manifesto 
Congress, for sometime, harped on the 

tune of going to the polls all by itself. 
However, the stark reality looked it in die face 
and the stance started changirt^: An 
understanding to restrain the 'communal 
onslaught of BJF has been reached with the 
RJD (read Laloo Prasad Yadav), the AIADMK 
(read Ms Jayalalitha) and some of the left 
parties who are not averse to lending support 
to Congress on the plea of fighting 
communalism. 

The 1999 Congress manifesto and its 
proposals show the extent of its subtle 
evolution in recent years. It rediscovers itself 
as the major poUtkal party of the country and 
envisages its role in the modernisation and 
growth of India in the new millennium. On 
die same note, it also identifies itself with the 
grassroot level of society oimprising die pooc 
deprived and the dalits. With an eye on 
Mulsim vote bank, it promises a 10% 
reservation for jobs for them. It proposes to 
build an economy on the basis of self-reliance, 
which seems to echo the BJP ideology of 
sioadeskL It also plans to create one crore jobs 
armually and provide double agricultural 
credit ta smaU and marginal farmers. The 
manifestp ridicules coalition governments for 
their failure to provide good governance and 
prevent frequent polls. The choice it has 
offered is between a 'cohMive' Congress 
alternative and die 'tailed BJP-4ed coalition'. 

Other Manifestos 
Because of die emergence of the coalition 

era, smaller parties ba^ cm cast^ regions 

and other consider¬ 
ations are receiving 
prominence on the 
national levd. Hence, 
one cannot ignore 
their presence and 
overlook dieir ideol¬ 
ogies. The Janata Dal 
(Secular} promises to 
provide reservations 
in government jobs 
for minorities. The 
Communist Party of India in its manifesto 
claims, 'equidistance is not a sustainable 
policy' It proposes to work for the defence 
of secularism. The All India Forward Bloc 
(AIFB), however, proposes to remain 
equidistant from both the Congress and 
the BJP. The Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD) 
manitoto promises a decentralised economy, 
to revamp the National Security Council 
and to fight corruption. The breakaway 
group of the Congress, die National Congres.s 
Party (NCP), has chosen to remain 
equidistant from "the communal BJP" and 
"the authoritarian and undemocratic 
Congress". Its manifesto suggests electoral 
reforms and the transformation of 
administration in "a neutral, transparent* and 
accountable entity". 

Politics Sans Ideology 
The proliferation of parties has given rise 

to politics sans ideology. And since no 
ideologies are involved, swapping allies to 
form pre-poll or post-poll alliances has become 
a matter of electoral convenience. 

According to the Director of ihe Indira 
Gandhi Institute of Development Research 
(IGIDR), 'Both Congress and NDA manif^tos 
seem remarkably similar. And that is a positive 
sign.' In a desperate attempt to woo the voters, 
the parties have made a concerted effort to 
sound similar in their manifestos. They have, 
however, talked of tall promises whidi in no 
mannerwouid appeal to the common man/or 
whom such promises have made no differff/' ce 
in his standard of living in the past five 
decades. In such a situation, 4t brcomes a 
dilemma for an average voter to distinguish 
between one party and the odier, one politician 
and the other and one ideology and the other. 
This is reflected in the fractured verdict by the 
electorates in the successive elections in the 
recent past 

Issueless Fight 
There is no hesitation in calling the 

India's 13th general elections as one of the 
dirtiest elections in 
the country. There 
are no issues 
involved and the so- 
called issues ate non¬ 
issues. In the past, 
personalities were 
important but there 
were always issues 
to fight over: 1977— 
Emergency; 1980— 
Failure of ^ Janata 
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OAIIMK 
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF FOREIGN TRADE 

School of International Business Management 
announces Admission to the 

MASTERS PROGRAMME IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
2000 - 2002 

IneUan Institute of Foreign Trade provides world class education and training in international trade and business as wall as serves 
as a premier centre of research. Through Its linkages with the Government of India and the Industry A Trade Associations, the 
Insdtute has close interaction w/fh trade policy formulators and Corporate executives. The two year Masters Programme In 
International Business of its School of International Business Management is the flagship programme of IIFT. 

ELIGIBILITY 
Bachelor's degree with minimum 50% marks (or equivalent 
grades) from any recognised University or Institution. 

Candidates appearing for a qualifying examination can also 
apply subject to submission of proof of requisite 
qualification by 30 September 2000. 

No age limit 

MODE OF ADMISSION 
For Qeneral/SC/ST eandldatea; 

• On the basis of Written Test, Group Discussion and Interview. 

• Written Test on Sunday. 16 January 2000 between 10.00 
a.m. and 12.00 noon at Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Bhopal. 
Calcutta, Chandigarh, Chennai. Delhi, Guwahati, Hyderabad. 
Lucknow and Mumbai. 

For Foreign/NRI/NRI-aponsored candidates: 

• On the basis of General Management Aptitude Test (GMAT). 
Minimum score of 550 required 

• GMAT result should not have been declared before 1 January 
1998 and should be received by the Institute latest by 31 
March 2000. 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
Out of total number of 90 seats, 21 seats are reserved for 

t SC/ST candidates and 10 seats for Foreign/NRI/NRI- 
sponsored candidates. 
Application should reach IIFT by 15 November 1999 at IIFT 
Bhawar, B-21, Qutab Institutional Area, New Delhi -110016. 
On receipt of application, the candidate's name will be 
registered for the Written Test and the Prospectus supplied 
through courier at no extra cost. 
Candidates should not apply again on receipt of the 
Proapectua. 
Candidates wishing to obtain Prospectus before applying for 
the Programme should send a crossed Demand Draft tor 
Rs. 100/- favouring IIFT, New Delhi. 

■ Applications of foreign nationals under ITEC and Self 
Financing Schema should be routed through Ministry of 
External Aftairs/Ministry of Human Resource Development, 
Government of India & received by the Institute by 31 March 
2000. 

' IIFT will not be responsible for postal delay or mishap 
Application tee will not be refunded. 

[ Ri^t reserved to change/cancel any Test/Interview Centre. 
Application format with complete details of the programme Is 
also available at our wsbsite:www.iift.adu 

HOWTO APPLY 

Send typed application on thick A 4 size paper with the following 
information in capital letters. Envelope containing application 
should be superscribed “APPLICATION FOR MPIB (2000-2002)” 

1. Programme applied for-MPIB 2000-2002 r- 
2. Name in Full 
3. Date of Birth 
4 Mailing Address Phn'ngMph 

5. Tel. No.r Fax No., if any - 
6 Category Gener.'il/SC/ST/Foreign/NRI/NRI-Sponsored 
7. Centre Opted for Written Test 
6. Centre Opted fcx QD and Intel view (Any of the centres for written 

test except Ahmedabad, Bhopal, Chandigarh and Guwahati) 
9 Educational Qualifications with percentage of maiks/grades 

obtained 
10 Demand Draft No with date and full postal address of the 

issuing Bank 
11. Foreign/NRI/NRI-Sponsored candidates also to indicate 

a Nationality iFor foreign nationals only) 
b. GMAT score 

Signature of the Applicant. 
Date 

Enclosures to the Application 
• Two passport size photographs - One pasted on the application 

and the other, with name of the candidate written on the back, 
stapled along with it 

• Crossed Demand Draft for Rs 900/- (Rs 450/- in case of 
SC/ST and US$30 in case of Foreign/NRI candidates) 
favouring Indian Institute of Foreign Trade, New Delhi 

• Four typed self-addressed adhesive labels 

IMPORTANT DATES 

PLACEMENT 
Guidance and assistance in securing suitable positions for all 
MPIB students. 

HOSTEL 
Hostel facilities available tor students from outside Delhi 

For any query, contact Programmes Officer : 
Tel;- 6857908. 6966568, 6965124, 6965051 Fax;-6853956.6867841. 6867851 E-mail:spslnghSSiift.ac.in 
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For Sure & Certain Success 

Please remit the Full amount (Price of required book/boolcs plus Rs. 10 for one book and Rs. 15 
for two or more books for po^ng, postage and forwarding) by M.O./Bank Draft mentioning the 
required Books. Books will be sent by Re^. Post only. No VH* orders. Please write your Name & 
Full Address abng with Pin Code of your town/city on M.O. Coupon in CAPITAL LETTERS. 

OSUDHA PUBLICATIONS (P) LTD. 
FJ B-5 Prabhat Kiran, Rojendro Place, New Delhi-110008 
suBhaI Phones : 5712898, 571M95, 5761086 Fax:011-5754647 
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Govemmanti 19B«—Under the shadow of 
bidin Gandhi's asBaasinafion; 198!^—Bofois; 
1991—Mandal Commission and Ram 
Ikmple overshadowed by Rajiv Gandhi's 
assassination; 1996—Hawala and other 
scams. 

The present election campaign is being 
cofducted entirely at the level of 
pejbonalities. It's a campaign of denigration 
where abusive language and slander 
remarks make an Iiidian's head bow in 
shame. It seems the Congress has only 
onC'point agenda—"Mr. Vajpayee lied 
dxxit Kargil and is involved in telecom, 
wheat and sugar scams". Similarly, it 
appears "Mrs. Stoiua Gandhi is a foreigner" 
Is dw lutioiul agenda for the BJR Let's see 
how the two main rivals—BJP and 
Congress fought over the following 
so-called issues : 

Kaxgil 
While India was basking under the glory 

of the success of the 'bus diplomacy' at 
Lahore, Pakistan infiltrators, backed by 
Pakistani soldiers intruded the Line of 
Control (LoC) in gross violation of all 
earlier agreements. The govenunoit, under 
Prme Minister Mr. A. B. Vajpayee, after an 
irilUal reluctance to respond to the "some 
kind of movement" in the snow-clad 
Batalik region, launched Operation Vijay to 
flush cnrt the infiltrators ^m the Indian 
soiL After over two months of intense 
fighting and heavy casiulties, India was 
successful in pushing back the intruders 
across the LoC. Kargil exposed the 
intelligence failure and ill-preparedness of 
the defence forces. Kargil also made it 
clear that Pokhran II was successful in 
posing as a nuclear deterrent against a foll- 
fledged war; but not against a clandestine 
war. 

The BJP harped on the Kargil victory in 
its election campaign. It claimed that the 
government meted out a humiliating defeat 
to^kistan in Kargil. The BJP portrayed 
Prmte Minister, Mr. Vajpayee as the real 
Kargil hero, showing him with the defence 
diiefs. 

The Congress criticised the BJP for 
usurping the credit from the country's 
soldiers who fought successfully at Kargil. 
It blamed that intoxicated by the bus ride, 
(he government was negligent. It countered 
the BJFs claim of victory by saying that it 
was because of the government's intelligence 
failure that hundreds of brave jawans lost 
their .lives. It severely rebuked the BJP 

I for gaining undue 
political mileage out 
of the issue. 

Thus, toe see how the 
death, destruction and 
sorrow brought to our 
soldiers toas overcast bg 
the sense of victory of 
those in power and how 
the same was used for 

Foic4(n Origin 
The foreign origin of the Congress 

president, Mrs. Sonia Gandhi and the 
xenophobia of the BJP catapulted ittto the 
swadeshirvideshi fig^t with Mrs. Sushma 
Swaraj in Bellary constituency contesting 
against Mrs. Sonia Gandhi. 

The BJP remarked that Mrs. Sonia 
Gandhi, though an Indian citizen, is a 
person of foreign origin and so, should not 
occupy the hi^iest post in die Executive 
after the Lok Sabha elections. It pointed 
out that Mr. Sharad Pawar, Mr. P. A. 
Sangma and Mr. Ihtiq Anwar left the 
Congress because they were against the 
idea of having a foreigner as the country's 
Prime Mirtister. The party contended ^t 
only a luiiural bom Indian should become 
the Prime Minister and no self-respecting 
nai t could allow a 'foreigner' to occi^y 
the highest seat in the Executive. 

The Congress belittled the issue on die 
context that the Constitution does not make 
it mandatory for a candidate standing for 
the prime ministership to be an Indian by 
birth (the candidate should be an Indian 
citizen). The Congress President said that 
the issue was for the people to decide and 
that she was hopeful of gamering the 
people's mandate. 

Is it not surprising that the issue qf the 
foreign origin has taken precedence over poverty, 
unemployment, corruption, backwardness, 
economic instability etc. 7 

Coalition Experiments 
The BJP blamed the Congress for the 

collafse of two governments at the Centre. 
The Congress on the other hand 

vociferated that all the coalition 
experiments had always remained short¬ 
lived. It criticised the BJP for its failure in 
coping with its allies, each trying to pull 
the alliance in different directions. But the 
party changed its stance later by saying that 
it docs not mind coalition in the case of 
hung Parliament. 

Would the country mind if the coalition 
government is able to attend to its needs and 
bring prosperity to it 7 

Scams 
The Union Cabinet cleared the telecmn 

package to give relief to the private telecom 
services operators on July 7, 1999. The 
package was to be effective from Augusi 1 
and was to allow all cellular, basic, paging 
and value-added service operators to 
migrate from licence fee system to revenue 
sharing system The measure was taken up 
to provide relief to the service providers 
who were hard hit by the poor demand 
for services. 

However, the package could not be 
implonmted as scheduled, as the Congress 
and other opposition parties strongly 
condemned the move since the package 
was cleared on the eve of elections. 

The Congress, during the election 
campaign, also put Prime Minister, 

Mr. Vajpayee in the 
dock over sugar 
deal. It questioned 
Mr. Vajpayee's 
integrity alleging 
that he actively 
connived in the 
import of sugar 
worth Ks 900 crore 
from Pakistan. It 
also alleged that the 
deal benefited the 
ISI-controlted Army Welfare Trust and 
Pakistan premier Mr. Nawaz Arif's family 
TTie party called it 'the scandal of the 
century, ^gaigate'. 

The BJP feeders talked of Congress and 
its allies as the people with soiled hands, 
who over the long period in which they 
ruled the country, wrecked it. Besides 
the much-publicist Bofors scandal, there 
have be«i a large number of scams during 
the Congress regime. Starting witti multi- 
crore securities scam, urea scam, JMM 
bribery case, Chandraswami cheat-ing case, 
Jain hawala case, fodder scam, dhoti 
purchase scam, sugar scam, housing scam— 
die list is fairly long. 

Propaganda 
Political Vendetta and Peraonal 
Vilification 
Since no major issues have been dealt 

with by the political parties, they blended 
the election campaign with propaganda. 
The print media ads for the BJP project 
Mr. Atal Behari Vajpayee as 'The leader you 
cun trust. In war. In peace,' The series of ads 
prints the achievements of the leader in 
his tenure of 13 months and questions 
Mrs. Sonia Gandhi's foreign origin. The 
headline of one goes, 'Don't vole for him 
because HE was btn-n in India, vole for him 
because YOU were'. The headlines of another 
ad claim 'In /ust 1.1 months, he transformed 
recession into growth. Imagine what he will do 
in 5 years. 

The Congress campaign ridicules the 
achievements of the guvernmcni and 
lampoons the Prime Minister. It claims the 
governance of the IK-party coalition 
government as ‘13 months of bungling.... The 
campaign identifies the BJP government 
with 'confusion', 'amateurishness', 'cowardice' 
and 'paralysis’. It claims the bus diplomacy 
was a gimmick. It questioivs 'If Pokhran It 
was a deterrent, why was there the Kargil 
war 7' Another ad arcuses him of following 
ihe policy of appeasement towards Mr. Bal 
Thackeray 'in order lo 
keep his squabbling 
flock together'. One 
accuses him of the 
sugar imports 
scandal, which 
claims, 'Sugar imports 
allowed by the 
Vajpayee gememment 
paid for Pakistani 
weapons in Kargil'. 
The slogan for all 1^^**** Prasad Itadav \ 
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Congress campaigns is ‘Vote Congress—elect 
a government thit lasts'. 

In the 1999 elections, two significant 
innovations have been visible in the election 
campaign. First were die number of print 
media campaigns in which the identity of 
the adverti^r has been underplayed, but 
not fully concealed. The second being the 
increase in the slanderous comments 
mouthed by seasoned politicians. In Lok 
Abhiyan's half-page advertisement which 
resembles the Congress' ads in its 
presentation, points out, ‘A responsible 
opposition does not play political games while 
the nation is at war.' Tlie text poses the 
question, 'But then, what can we expect of a 
party tluU needs to import its own leader V It 
makes it obvious that the ad is drawing a 
caricature of the Prime Mirusteriai candidate 
of the Congress. 

In the absence of clear-cut and drawn- 
out issues, political vendetta has 
transcended to personal vilification in the 
election campaigns. Though the rode of 
conduct has been laid down which urges 
the contenders to focus on issues rather 
than personalities, politicians are resorting 
to dirty talk. The alleged comparison of 
Congress President Mrs. Sonia Gandhi lyith 
Ms. Monica Lewinsky by the Minister of 
Information and Broadcasting, Mr. Framed 
Mahajan shot into national prominence. He, 
however, denied the accusation. The 
Congress spokesman Mr. Kapil Sibal 
accused Mr. Vajpayee of being a "habUual 
liar" who was "not only sleeping with the 
enemy when the enemy came, but also actively 
connived and consorted with the enemy". Some 
of the derogatory remarks made by the 
politicians were unexpected of them. 
Ms. Jayalalitha entertained the crowds 
gafoer^ for her election campaign with the 
song Yeamathi poittingale ayya Vajpayee ayya 
(Vajpayee, you have ciieated me). Her rival 
Me M. Karunanidhi made a pun out of the 
word "cheated" and asked, “what does it 
mean?" He even referred to the possibility 
of Jayalalitha resorting to a dance 
performance in her next campaign. 
According to Defence Minister Mr. George 
Fernandes, the contribution of Mrs. Sonia 
Gandhi is that "she contributed two people to 
the 100 crort population." When BJP decided 
to field actor NIitish Bhardwaj against 
Mr. I^gvijay Singh's brother Mr. Laxman 
Sfogh from Rajgath, the Chief Minister said, 
"had they fieliM an actress, she should have at 

least entertained my 
brother." Mr. Mahajan 
drew a comparison 
between Mr. Shared 
Pawar and Elizabeth 
Taylor when he said, 
"he marries, divorces, 
remarries and again 
divorces." The Prime 
Minister was takm 
aback by the 
scandalous renuirks 

levelled against him by the Opposition 
about his marital status and said, "In my 
long political l^, never have 1 seen anybody 
in the opposition make such personal attacks 
against me." 

Mrs Sonia Gandhi remained unfazed by 
the remarks and said, “Their slander 
campaign does not bother me one bit. It reflects 
their bent of mind and attitude towards 
women." 

Opinion Polls—Some Indicators 
The Lokmat-CMCR-IMS Poll survey 

indicates that the Congress will ettretge as 
the single largest party. However; it pr^icts 
a hung Parliament which may herald a 
period of political uncertainty. 

The surveys conducted by the CMS- 
Outlook, India Today arvi The Times of India 
bidicate that BJP will substantially increase 
its tally in Parliament and with its allies, 
be in a comfortable position to form the 
goverrunent. 

Conclusion 
In the political scenario, where the 

agenda of political parties seons similar; 
where personal vilification campaigns are 
launch^ and gratuitous references made 
to filmstars and others to appeal to the 
baser instincts of tire gallery, where citizens' 
sensibilities are assaulted, civility kept at 
bay, all developmental themes—poverty 
eradication, reducing unemployment, 
removirtg illiteracy, expanding education, 
caring for the environment, generating 
power, working for social justice, 
improving public health— obliterate^,'the 
picture is bound to look gloomy. 

A way out has to be found. The 
electorate of the largest democracy of the 
world must sit and do seme introspection, 
as to where the problems lie. The 
intelligentsia must debate and come up 
with solutions: Is the Presidential system 
appropriate for the coimtiy? Should only 
tire national patties be allowed to contest 
Lok Sabha elections? Should their number 
be restricted? Should some kind of 
qualification be made mandatory for tiiose 
aspiring to sit in the Parliament? While 
one cannot become a clerk in Goverrunent 
of India without qualifying the 
examination conducted by the Staff 
Selection Commiselon, one can boss over 
all Bie I.A.S atui PCS. officers without 
receiving any formal education or entering 
the portals of a school (Read: Rabri Devi). 
What are we in for? Does all tills call for 
serious thinking and-concerted action 
before the political fabric of tiie country 
gets completely shredded ? 

What kind of elections are these 
with hardly 50% of voter turn-outs; an 
overwhelming majority of whidi does not 
know the basic issues confront-ing the 
nation and are simply swayed by 
considerations of caste, creed, religion 

region, language; 
bought over by 
money power or 
simply made to vote 
for a particular 
party/candidate 
under threat of 
muscle power. What 
type of democracy is 

where fake votes 
and fake ballot boxes 
are being freely used 
to rig elections; where impersonation is 
rampant and where candidates are 
attacked, wounded and even killed. 
Indeed, it is a slur on the biggest democracy 
of the world to have to hold five-phase 
elections under the protection of tiie guns 
of security forces. In the Hist two phases 
of on-going 1999 elections, the Election 
Commission had to order repoliing in as 
many as ISO polling booths spread over 
the length and breadth of the country 
following detection of serious electoral 
malpractices. 

After the elections, things do not seem 
to be that rosy. In the event of either NDA 
or Congress combine securing majority; the 
former may have to confront the desif^ 
of JD(U)-combine of Samata, Lok Shakti 
and break-away faction of JD for a bigger 
pound of flesh and the latter the wily antics 
of Ms. Jayalalitha and soaring ambitions of 
Mr. Laloo Prasad with an eye on Prime 
Ministership like Mr. Mulayam Singh of 
Samajwadi Party. There are thus no 
prespects for smooth sailing for either 
combine. On the other hand, in the event 
of a hung Parliament, there will be once 
again "horse trading" with MPs being 
bought over through allurement of office, 
cash and other incentives. Why can't we 
have a law that if an MP wants to change 
affiliation, he must resign Hist and seek re- 
election. Why don't we make it mandatory 
that only a candidate securing at leq.'t 
40% of votes polled will be eligible to be 
elected ? 

Why don't we incorporate a clause from 
German constitution that in case a no- 
confidence motion is passed against an 
incumbent Prime Minister, he will cemtinue 
to remain in office, unless in the same 
sitting of House, another Prime Minister is 
elected. This would ensure full term of five 
years for Lok Sabha and avoid foequent 
elections. 

Lastly, what is tius "good governance" 
if the Government cannot ensure even 
security to the man in the street. The fact 
is that the experiment of Parliamentary 
Democracy has failed to yield the desired 
results. Then vriiy oppose Presidential form 
of Government? vhiy not try it? It will 
weave the co-hesiveness of the couniry 
politically and bring up right persons to 
man ministerial posts irrespective of the foct 
whether they have passed through the 
rigours of elections or not Q 
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RRB Examination for 
App. Telecom Maintainer/Wireleea 

Telecom Maintainer Gr. Ill, 
Tr. Section Engineers (CAW) 

and other categories. 
RRB, Bhopal 

(Last Date : September 30, 1999) 

RRB Examination for 
Stenographers (English), Senior 

Qencs and other Categories 
RRB, Allahabad 

(Laet Date ; October 4, 1999} 

RRB Examination tor Prob. 
Assistant Station Masters, Traffic 
Assistants and Other Categories 

RRB, Calcutta 
(Last Date : October 4, 1999} 

RRB Examiiution fur App. Section 
Engineers (Permanent Way), App. 
Section Engineer (Bridges), App. 

Section Engineers (Sigrul), 
Commercial Apprentices and Other 

Categories 
RRB, Thiruvananthapuram 
(Last Date ; October 4, 1999} 

RRB Examination for Commercial 
Apprentices, Metallurgical Assts. 

Gr. I and Other Categories 
RRB, Bangalore 

(Last Date : October 5, 1999} 

RRB Examination for Tr. Section 
Engineers (C&W), 

Tr. Section Engineers (isiecb), 
Prob. Asstt. Station Masters 

RRB, Bhubaneshwar 
(Last Date : October 11, 1999) 

Common Admission Test (CAT) 
For Admission to Indian Institutes 

of Management (IIMs) 
Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Calcutta, 

Indore, Kozhikode, Lucknow 
(Last Date : October 12, 1999} 

(Exam Date : December 12, 1999} 

UPSC National Defence Academy/ 
Naval Academy ExamiruBon, 

October 1999 
(Exam Date : October 10, 1999} 

SSC Combined PielimiiMty Exam 
For Matric Level Posts, 1999 
(Exam Date : October 24, 1999} 

Recruitment Examination for 
Qerks, Typials (English), Typists 
(Hindi A English), Stenographers 

(English) 
BSRB, Bangalore 

(Exam Date : October 24, 1999) 

Recruitment of Clerks Grade IV 
Coin-Note Examiners Grade II 

Reserve Bank of India : New Delhi, 
Hyderabad, Patna, Ahmedabad, 

Jammu, Kanpur, Guwahati, 
Thiruvananthapuram 

(Exam Date; November 14,1999 (Bepected]} 

Recruitment Exam for Bank 
Qerks, Stenographers and Typists 

BSRB, Chandigarh 
(Exam Date : November 21, 1999} 

Recruitment Exam for Qerks, 
Typists and Stenographers 

BSRB (Central Group), Lucknow 
(Exam Date : December 12, 1999} 

University of Roorkee Entrance 
Exam, for Admission to 

B.E/BArch. ^ 
(Date ofQfual. Exam.: December 29,1999} 

Joint Entrance Examination-20(X) 
for Admission to Undergraduate 
Courses at Indian Institutes of 

Technology : 
Chennai, Delhi, Guwahati, 

Kanpur, Kharagpur, Mumbai, 
IT BHU, Varanasi and ISM, 

Dhanbad 
(Date cf Screening Test: fanuarii 2,2000) 

Vie are glad to announce a unique 
Memory Retention Contest for the 
candidates appearing fur the following 
examinations: 

(1) National Defence Academy/ 
Naval Academy Examination, 
Conducted by UPSC on October 3, 
1999 

(2) SSC Combined Preliminary 
Exam For Matric Level Posts, 1999 on 
October 24. 1999 

(3) Recruitment Examination for 
ejerks. Typists (English), Typists 
(Hindi A English), Stenographers 
(English) Conducted by BSRB, Bangalore 
on October 24, 1999 

The three candidates, who collect the 
maximum number of questions asked 
and send the same to us, will be awarded 
First, Second and Third Prizes of Rs. KXX), 
Rs. 500 and Rs. 250 respectively. Ten 
Consolation Prizes (Books worth fe. 100 
each) will also be awarded. 

Eadi of die above examinatians will 
count aepazatdy for the purpose of the 
award. 

Decision of the Editorial Board will 
be firuil. Entries should be addressed to 
the Editor, Competition Review Private 
Limited, 604 Prabhat Kiran, Rajendra 
Place, New Deihi-110 008. Last date for 
receipt of entries is November 10,1999, 

Just Released 

For Sure & ^ 
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Read 

Available at all leading Bookshops 

throughout India ^ 

Or 

Send Rs. 150 (including postage, 

packing & hrwarding) by Money 

Order mentioning your requirement 

on the M.O. Coupon to: 

SUPHA 

SUDHAPUBUCATIONSlPllID, 
B-5, PRABHAT KIRAN, 

RAJENDRA PLACE, y 
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FAX: 011-5754647 
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Careers & Courses 
Management ★ Forest Management 

-I MANAGEMENT 
The Indian Institutes of Management 

IIMs) Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Calcutta, 
ndore, Kozhikode, Lucknow invilc 
ippUcations from interested candidates for 
iviinmon Admission Test (CAT) to be held 
in Sunday, Dec«nber 12,1999 for admission 
o their following programmes : 

(A) Post Graduate Programmes in 
Management (PGP) 

IIM Ahmedabad : PGP (General) & PGP- 
VBM (Agti Business Management) 

IIM Bangalore ; PGP 
IIM Calcutta : PGP-PGDM, PGP-PGDCM 

ind PGP-PGDBM’ 
FTM Indore : PGP 
IJM Kozhikode : PGP 
IIM Lucknow : PGP 
(B) Fellow Programme in Management 

equivalent to Ph.D.) 
IIM Ahmedabad : FPM 
t|M Bangalore ; H'M 
IJM Calcutta FPM 
IIM Lucknow FPM 
Eligibilitu : For all IIMs, the minimum 

'Iigibility criterion for admission to PGP is 
t least a 3-year Bachelor's degree or 
quivalent in any discipline recognised by 
he Association of Indian Universities 
AIU)/AICTE as eligible for Post Graduate 
iludics. Special eligibility K-quirements for 
IM Ahm^abad : PGl’ (ABM) 15 months . 
rn either (1) a Bachelor's or a Master's 
Icgrce in Agriculture, allied subjects or 
Hied life science, or (2) a Bachelor's degree 
a any discipline with at least one year of 
rork experience after graduation in fields 
losely related to agriculture, agro/food 
■rocessing, rural development or allied 
cities; IIM Calcutta ; Candidates can 
pfP- to more than one of the Post Graduate 
'rogrammes viz., PGDM, PGDCM and 
■CDBM. 

For PGDCM programme, a candidate is 
equired to send a typed application 
mentioning the name, mailing address, CAT 
lulletin Number and/or CAT Registration 
dumber along with a demand draft of 
(8.500 in favour of Indian Institute of 
Management, Calcutta. An Aptitude Test in 
Mathematics (ATM) will be held for 
hortlisted candidates only prior to Group 
discussion and Personal Interview. 'The 
’GP-PGDBM is a 3-year evening 
>rogramme. For this course, an applicant 
mist have (1) a minimum of 2 years work 
■xperience (by May 31, 2000) at an 
ixecutive/Supervisory level after 
3’aduation and (II) must be employed in a 
uUtime job at the time of admission. 
^ndidates appearing for final year 

examinations for the Bachelor's degree (or 
en equivalent examination) can also apply, 
mch candidates, if selected, will be admitted 
’n>visiona^y, provided tlWy complete all 
'Kjuiremepts for obtaining thie degree before 

June 29, 2000 for IIM Ahmedabad; June 26, 
2000 for IIM Bangalore; June 21, 2000, for 
IIM Indore; June 30, 2000 for IIM Calculta, 
tIM Kozhikode and IIM Lucknow. In 
addition, they must produce evidence of 
having satisfied the eligibility requirements 
by the following dates : 

IIM Ahmedabad ; October 9, 2000 
IIM Bangalore/Indore/Kozhikode : 

October 5, 2000 
IIM Calcutta : December 31, 2000 
IIM Lucknow . October 6, 2000 
The CAT Bulletin containing the CAT 

Application Form and other information can 
be obtained at the branches of State Bank of 
India, between August 27, 1999 and 
September 27, 1999 for Rs. 900 (to. 450 for 
SC/ST candidates). A candidate needs to 
buy only one CAT Bulletin irrespective of 
how many IIMs he/she is applying to. All 
Candidates must enclose the bank 
counterfoil with the CAT Application Form. 

(Candidates who are not able to obtain 
CAT Bulletin, under such and other 
exceptional circum.stances, a copy of CAT 
Bulletin can be obtained directly from 
Inchargi—Admissions, Indian Institute of 
Management, Bangalore, Bannerghatta 
Road, Bangalore-560076 by sending a 
crossed demand draft payable at Bangalore 
for Rs. 930 drawn in favour of "Indian 
Institute of Management Bangalore" latest 
by October 4, 1999. 

Issue of CAT Bulletins by SBI ends : 
September 27, 1999 

Last Dale for Submission of CAT 
Appiicattons: October 12, 1999 

Common Admission Test (CAT) 
December 12. 1999. 

'the Indian Institute of Planning and 
Management (IIPM), C-10, Qutab 
Institutional Area, New Delhi-110016 
invites applications for the following courses: 

(a) Two year Full-Time Pn^gramme in 
Planning Management. 

(b) Fellow Pn.gramme in Planning and 
Entrepreneurship. 

Eiigibiliiy Criteria : I. For two year Full¬ 
time Programme in Planning & 
Management, the candidate should possess 
10 + 1/2 with 2/3/4 years of education in 
c(>IIeges/insiitutes in any discipline. Th.,se 
expecting final year re.sults by September 
2fKX) may also apply. 

II. For Fellow Programme in Planning and 
Entrepreneurship the candidate should 
possess First Class Master's Degree or 
equ!''alent in any discipline. 

Seieciian Procedure : Admis.sion is given 
on the basis of entrance test-cum-interviews 
and group discussions. 

Examination Centres : Delhi, Mumbai, 
Calcutta, Chennai, Ahmedabad, Bangalore, 
Bhopal, Bhubaneswar, Chandigarh, 
Guwahati, Hyderabad, Jammu, Jaipur, 
Lucknow, Patna, Shimla and 
Thtnivananthapuram. 

Prospectus and Appiication Forms : 
Application forms and prospeiTus can be 
obtained by M.O./D.D./ crossed-IPO of 
Rs. 6110 drawn in favour of the Indian 
Institute of Planning and Management with 
a forwarding letter mentioning dearly the 
name of the programmes or by cash of 
to. 600 from IIPM, C-10, Qutab Institutional 
Area, New Delhi-110016. 

Last Date of Registration: October 1.5,1999. 

FOREST MANAGEMENT 
The Indian Institute of Forest 

Management Post Box No. 335, Nehru 
Nagar, Bhopal-462 003, an autonomous 
Institute undet Ministry of Environment 6c 
Forests, Govt, of India, invites applications 
from interested candidates for admissfon to 
Two-year Post Graduate Programme in 
Forestry Management fPFM) 2000-2002 
batch. 

I'.ligihililv Applicants should h,ive 
fa) at least a three-year Hachekir's Degree 

ill any discipline obtainc'd through !Oi2i-3 
system or equivalent (|iialifiraluin 
recognised b\ Association of Indian 
Universities (AlU) with minimum 50% 
aggregate marks (45% for SC/ST 
candidates); 

(b) secured 50*',. aggregate marks (45% 
for SC/ST candidates) at High School/ 
Higher Secondary level. 

(Tandidates appearing (or final year 
graduation examinations are also eligible to 
apply, provided they complete their 
graduate examination by June .30, 2(XK). 

Seicction Procedure ; 
I. All applicants seeking admission to 

PFM at IlFM, Bhopal have to appear for 
Common Admission I'est (CAT) conducted 
b/ Indian Institutes of Management (IIMs) 
to be held on December 12, 1999. The IIFF 
will use the C.\T, only for short-listing the 
candidates for the programme IIMs 
however, have ru» role either in the selection 
process or in the conduct of the programme. 

II. In addition to CAT, the candidate 
should also fill up a separate form for 
admission to PPM, avail-iblc from IlFM, 
Bhopal. 

III. Candidates (who meet IIFM's PFM 
eligibility criteria) short listed on the basis 
of CAT score will be called for Group 
Discus-sion and Interviews at IlFM, Bhopal 
during April/May 2t)(X). 

Appiiiation forms : Application forms tor 
admission to PFM, ran be obtained from 
coordinalor-PPM Admissions, Indian 
ln.stitute of Forest Management, Post Box 
No. 335, Nehru Nagar, Bhopal-462(}03 by 
.sending demand draft only of Rs. 40U (100 
for SC & ST) in favour of Director IIFM, 
payable at Bhopal accompanied by a self¬ 
address and .stamped (Rs. 12) envelope of 
28 X 22 cm. 

Last Dale for Submission of Appiication 
Form : December 7, 1999. Q 
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Ltttt 
ELECnONS-99 

The article fin "Eleriionis-*i9" {CSR 
September, 1999) given an excellent 
analytical account of the poll prospects 
of various political alliances and parties, 
in particular of the main contending 
parties-BJP and Congress in the run-up to 
Elections '99, supplemented by pre-poll 
Opinion Surveys conducted by die leading 
magazincs/newspapers such as India Today, 
Outlook and Times of InJiu. Howe\'er, the 
comprehensive and balanced study by CSR 
itself appears mure convincing. Let's see 
how far its election trends fit in the results 
to be announced in October. 
Delhi G. Gehani 

DEFENDING INDIA 
Thanks for a very comprehensive 

article "Defending India" (CSR September, 
1999) emphasising post-Kargil defence 
scenario. 1 feel that we must allocate 
more funds for Defence for acquiring 
sophisticated latest weapons to equip our 
brave jawans to give a belilling reply to the 
Pak marauders to defeat their declared 
objective to "create more Kargils". No doubt 
we have developed a nuclear deterrent, we 
should also strengthen our conventional war 
capability, fur neither India nor Pakistan can 
afford a nuclear conflagration. At the same 
time, there is no sense in holding Indo-Pak 
dialogue to resolve Kashmir and other issues 
till Pakistan stops cross-border terrorism 
through training, arming and infiltrating 
mu)ahideens into Kashmir as also IST- 
sponsored insurgency in North-East and 
bomb blasts elsewhen*. 

At the same time, we have to maintain 
national unity as witnessed during Kaigil 
conflict. We must avoid criticism regarding 
handling of Kargil conflict which would 
only strengthen Pakistan's hands. 
Bikaner (Rajasthan) Arun Bhatia 

KUDOS TO CSR FAMILY 
1 am extremely grateful to the CSR family 

for my success in the "Uttar Pradesh 
Management Combined Admission Test" 
(UPMCAT'99), and last year in the written 
part of CDS (MAY' 98) examination. 

I have been reading the CSR tor the past 
two years and the credit of my success in 
the above examinations goes, to a large 
extent, to the CSR family. The interviews of 
IAS Toppers, Group Discussions, Latest 
General Knowledge and the up-to-date 

knowledge about current national and 
international affairs helped me a lot in my 
preparation. Moreover, your thought- 
provoking Editorials helped me up a lot in 
preparing my mindset and motivating me 
in die darkest hour of my life. 

Kindly accept my thanks and 
congratulations. I wish all the readers of 
CSR all the best and success in their career. 
Delhi Neeraj Agarwal 

It gives me immense pleasure to inform 
you that I have obtained No. 3 rank in the 
C.P.O's 98 exam for the post of Asstt. 

Comdt. in Central Reserve Police. I thank 
you and die CSR family with a sen^of 
gratitude for my success which is entmly 
due to the valuable guidance and 
information provided to me. 

I would like to recommend a regular 
study of CSR to all aspirants for posts under 
various competitive exams. 
Allahabad (Uttar Pradesh) M. Maniruddhi 

CORPORATE WORLD 
I am a regular reader of your magazine, 

Competition Success Review, It is the best all 
round magazine available in India. Your 
Editorial page is always inspiringly excellent 
while the coverage of Current Affairs, 
various competitive exam papers eto., is just 
fantasUc. But remember Sir, there is always 
a scope for improvement and nothing on 
this earth is 100% perfect. 

In this connection, I would like to sug^t 
addition of a corporate company 
Reliance, Tisco etc., titled "Company of 
the Month" describing its origin : Group 
to which it belongs, its history and market 
status etc. Similarly, another item 
on "Political Personality of the Month" 
e.g., Mr. A.B. Vajpayee, Mr. T.N. Seshan, 
Mr. P. Chidambram detailii^ how they 
entered politics, their way to success, their 
life before and after joining politics, their 
strategies, their future plans would be a 
welcome addition. Really, this can help the 
young readers to grasp some good qualities 
of these personalities and assimilate them 
in their personality. 
Mumbai (Maharashtra) Abhijit Patichal 

i 
DISCRIMINATION ? 

Ihough CSR has established its 
credentials as a unique magazine on General 
Knowledge catering especially to the needs 
of candidates appearing in all higher 
competitive exams conducted by UFSC and 
State Public Sendee Commissions yet the 
pre-dominant importance accorded to 
only Civil Services is, to say the least, 
discriminatory as is evident from the 
award of Gold Medals, Cash Prizes etc, to 
1999 IAS Toppers at a glitteiii^ ceremony 
(CSR July, 19W). Why can't other Tt^ers 
in MBA, MBBS, Engg. Services, SCRA, 
NDA CDS, IPS etc be privileged to have 
the same honour from your side? They have 
also come up the hard way like IAS Topg^ 
Hoshiarpur (Punjab) AsMAfsI 

Edited and Published by Surtndra Kumar Sachdeva for Competition Review Pvt. Ltd., 604, Prabhat Kiran, Rajendra Place, New Delld-llO 008 
and printed by him at Farshva Of^et Press, B-9, Sa^r Nagar, Delhi. Tele ; 5712898, 5718495, 5761086, Fax : 91-11-5754647. 

Mumba: Office: 18, Nawab Budding, 527, Dr. D. N. Road, Mumbai-400 001. Tele ; 2833990, 2040987. 
Cknapetition Success Revkw is a monthly magazine published from Delhi. All disputes are subject to Delhi jurisdiction oiUy. 
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Over one lac IT related 

position will be available in 

CANADA & USA 

Will you be able to find 

Employment there ? 

There is a tremendous shortoge of skilled IT workers m North 

America. January 1999 statistics reveol that in Canada alone, 

50.000 IT r^lcrted positions are lying wront and oioiedioits 

e$1tmat|^((l fltit%ure will double by the year- end 

StudjBCW^ ^OfitplKtittfl the Diploma m Applied Information 

Technology Cottrae in ^anoijo ot a reputed Conodion College, 

qualify for job o^j^ii^ties p^cofnpieting the coumes. So high 

is tlie demond'^'^, t^cmj^'cdmpi.'ter professionals ♦hot these 

colleges ore obfe to :|;|leKe around 9^ of their students in high- 

tech positions within ^WO|^of|rad 

Do you think you hq^^^jSl^^HiCii^dp^ttcOtlon'io eqrrio^iary 

of $90,000withiii^e]!^^^/^^-?^!'-- -• j,- • 

'' ;V.’ 
Tronsworld lnternaff«^p||j^i^ilH^;^^e.'|^^^ ^liimifri^lleqes 

of Canada and USA, olW"j^”n|tlelp -^ tpnmbbfk ^on your 

dream career. 

Minimum Qualification : 10-1-2, Graduates preferred. Limited 

seats available for January 2000 semester followed by May 2000 

semester. Students interviews in early December 1999 at New 

Delhi. 

Apply for full details ond college prospectus against a Bonk Draft 

forRs 350/-!o: 

Transworld International 
3, Yoshwont Ploce. Fi.'j* Floor, 

( 'CaKK 1 ChonoVyopui., New D»lhi 1 If) 021 
P^ Q,, 44,3B<i4/0/ra Fon . 011 611 IC9.' 
E-tnoit: Vonsworldindio@siicite.com 

APPROVED BY THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION , ONTARIO, CANADA 

CSR0CT08ER '99/PVMl 



STAMMERING 
Cure It easily & Surely by effective CORRESPONDENCE COURSE with audio- 
cassette & several world class research-oriented techniques developed by an 
ex-stammerer since he is the ideai person to feei S easily rectify your probiems 
from the heart & wide experience Cure it by REGULAR CRASH COURSE in 15 
days only by Microphone Pubiic Speaking & other practicai techniques. Heartiiy 
Welcome you to write/call for FREE Prospectus at INDIA'S ONLY CENTRE FOR 
STAMMERING CURE (SINCE • YEARS): q, , 
STAMMERING CURE CENTRE (080)663 6253 
38.1 tth 'A' Main Road, 5th Block Jayanagar, Bangalore-560 04t upto 10 PM 

i?iiAyi:ii»i 
Entrance Coachin 
.lOlIN l(>l> W! 

SSB INTERVIEWS 
NDA, CDS, SCO, ACC, ALL TYPES COMMISSION/PABT 
ONLY Academy where Success Oriented training is Imparted since 1988 by QENUINE Ex-SSB, 
President. Sr. OTO & Psychologist having inside knowledge of all Ota testa. Latest Indoor Training 
aids. Extensive Outdoor QTO Tasks. Individual Obstacles as in SSB. Special oemonaliaed attention 
to Repeaters A Service Candidates. Each candidate individually interviewed by an ex-President 
and personality analysed. Cemplwto MMT by Ix-AIr Fore* SM MMIUII Terms START 
1st, 11th & 21st every month. But can join any day without loss of training. 
CM1APB8T wt b—t. Admission Rs. "10/-. Tuition Rs. 1200/- Lodging/Boarding Ra. 225/-, 
Rs. 325/- for 10 days training. All stationery requirements provided Free by /Lcademy. Air cooled 
Hostel & Class Rooms. Separate Boys/Qirls Hostel. FREE Prospectus only against Rs. 3/- stamp. 
FH CONCMSION for Defence Personnel/lhslr wards, Sainik School ^ 
A DAV Students. Compfle Tuition Fee RETURNED H not Srtafled.«! h bus Is I 
Each Batch Limited to Maximum 25 candidates on first come first served 
basis. Academy Closes in June & December. 
Brig P S SlDHII|Fx-Presideiit tSSSB, Psychologist 

Op. Capt. D S BAINS ,Ex President 4 AFSB, Interviewing Officer 

MpJ. J S SIDHU.Ex- Sr. QTO 34SSB. QTO - _ . 
R. Tahwar, Director 
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DAV DEFENCE SERVICE ACADEMY 
DAV Complex. Sector 8 C, Chondignrti IbOOlB PI>one 0172 b72Ibfl, 544356 541119 

Make a career in Fashion 

NIFT 
ENTRANCE ’2000 

ENT. EXAM POSTAL COACHING 
72 Successful-out of 136 appeared from 
our Academy in National Inst, of Fashion 
Technology Ent Exam 1999 Merit List.*' 

Eligibility: 10-h2 {Passed/Appeared) 

For Prospectus, send 2 self-addressed slips 

FASHION ACADEMY 
POST BOX 6365 (CS), MADRAS 600 034 
TEL : 8271953 FAX : 044-8259911 

PAT/SS6 Interviews & NDA/CDS Written Exams 
To be a Commissioned Officer in tfie Armed Forces is e challeRae, Accept it end Join 'Toppors' Institute 

under highly qualifwd Defence Service Officers, Brigadier, Colonel & Captoin 

Only laetltutien in India where both elaaeee far written NDAICDS Exnme ind Intervlewe nrn held. 

It IS the CbcuutyiLthiJwit 
We pay full attention to Interviews, Psycho tnd 6T0 Tests under similar conditions that prevail at the SSB. 

Thousands have made the grade. Why not you^ Gain from eur 32 yoari exparionco. 

Lodging end messing facilities Free Prospectus 

Spociil porsonel ittontion paid to repeetere end iefvloe Mnditoat. 
Batches start on 1st. 11th & 21st aich month. 

COMPLETE TUTION FEE RETURNED IF NOT SATISFIED 
PABt • Our Speciality (Both Written & Practical) 

W* apmclallxm In NDA/CDS Writtmn Exam* 
* Experienced Staff * Full Syilabue Covered -k Weekly Tests 

*NOAJCDS Summar Swiona : Whole day Course 1 April, 1 May, 1 June, 1 July, 
font Month) 1 Aug. SaaCa on Raatrvatton Only. 

*Normtl 2 Month Countt : 1 Nov. • 31 Doc., 1 Jan. • 26 Feb., 1 Mer. • 30 Apr. 
a. CM H.S. 

SSB INTERVIEWS/PAT 
NDA, CDS & ALL TYPES OF COMMISSIONS 

DEFENCE ACADEMY! 
92A, PtuLbO iV. MohWl, ChArydigorh-lSO 059 

Ph: (0I72)471*24, iTMSS 

Col. S S Oh4i«nAn (Founder OIreclor) 

SSBTRAINING AT BHOPAL 
Unique peraonality baaed training 
couraa for aucoaaaby Ex-COMDT SSfi 
(Ma) Gen), Senior experlaneed, 
paychologatSQTO. 
Couraa lat S 156i of every month. 
Boarding Lodging. Reaaonablefaa. 

NEW CAREERS ACADEMY 
2570, SECTOR 35-C. CHANDIGARH Tel. (0172) 601291,602359, 607192 

ADMISSION NOTICE FOR EXPORT MARKETING 
• MONTHS CERTIFICATt COURSE BY CORRESPONOENCE, (RECOGNISED BY THE GOVT. OF U.P.) 
Applications in invited f rim persons with 10 * 2 minimuffl qualilicetion end in willing in lithnr chonainp tsport as a 
career er waei le get MgMy piid johs m Eipert Fims, Shippini Ce. etc. Topics these an dean within tlw cwxtt nclwb;' 

# How In Start an Expert Business ♦ Expert Merheting ancticea 
e Ideetificaiion of fonign marketslhuyers S Exportlbnpert policy of the Oevi. 

Addnsses of theeieeds ef nal hiyers from eN ever the world 
for detailed proapeciue A appHcallon form cend Drafl/MO. tor Ra. 1201- to: a Indian Institute Of World Trade ("-r- » 

139 C. Purtni Stbzi Month. Chhipitolt. Aon - 262 001 (U.P.) Ph.:- (0562) 268622 

HELP IN 
PLACEMENT 
FOR JOBS 

NIFT/NID 2000? 
JOIN AFS POSTAL COURSE/: 
ENTRANCE GUIDANCE COURSE 
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Persons And Places In News 
’fill 

Lord Swraj Paul 

Lord Swra] Paul : The leading 
Non-Resident Indian and Chairman of 
the $500-miUion 
Caparo Group, has 
been appointed w.e.f. 
September 1, 1999, 
Chancellor of Univer¬ 
sity of Wblverhampton 
(uk). 68-year-old Lord 
Paul is the first Asian 
to head this premier 
university with a ! 
student strength of 
25,000. The univer¬ 
sity's Vice-Chancellor, 
Prof. John S. Brooks hoped that Ix>rd Swraj 
Paul would "both enjoy the task and bring 

■ great value and .standing to the university" 
w'hirh is regarded as a leading light in 
redefining higher education in the United 
Kingdom. Prior to it, Mr. Swraj Paul was 
the^I’ro-Chancelhrr of Thames Valley 
University (UK) 

Seilapan Rama Nathan : The 7.5-year-uld 
ethnic Indian, born in Singapore, who is a 
veteran diplomat was .s.vorn in as the Sixth 
elected President of Singapore on September 
I, 1999, succet>ding Mr. Ong Teng Cm-ong. 
The Singapore-bas^ The Stniitu fimei> daily 
said : "He is a good, stout-hearted man to 
have around, particularly in times of crisis, 
as his track record shows " He is the second 

I ethnic Indian after Mr. Devan Nair to hold 
\ the position. 

Mike Moore ; The former New Zealand 
Prime Minister, took over as the Direclor- 
Ceneral of World Trade Organisation (WTO) 
on September I, 1999 Fifty-year-old 
Mr. Mike Moore, a former trade unionist and 
a c^mitted left-winger, is scheduled to 
renflin in the office for three years. 

Mireya Moxoso -. The 53-year-old 
Panamanian business w'oman, who had won 
elections on May 2, 1999, was sworn in as 
Panama's first woman President on 
September 1, 1999. She is the widow of 
former three-time President of Panama 
Amulfo Aria.s. The new President promised 
a smooth transition when the Panama Canal 
passes under the Panamanian control, under 
the terms of the 1977 .igreement hammered 
nut by the then two Pn-sidents—Mr. Jimmy 

Carter of the United States and Mr. Omar 
To^os of Panama. 

Khuahwant Singh : The eminent Indian 
journalist and authoi^ was selecttd for the 
Suiabh International Honest Man of foe Year 
Award 1999 for his honesty and moral 
courage to speak out truth through his 
brilliant and readable writing. 

Gaurl Prasad Goenka : The group 
Chairman of Duncan-Cfoenka Group, which 
has a total turnover of Rs. 2,500 crore, was 
elected the President of the Federation 
of Indian Chambers of Commerce and 
Industry (FICCI). He will take over from 
Mr -.udhir Jalan after the 72nd annual 
session in November 1999. 

David Howell; The eight-year-old Chess 
whiz-kid went down 
in chess history as the 
youngest player ever 
lobeat a Grandmaster— 
CM John Nunn, more 
than 30 years his 
senior, in a rapid-play 
exhibition match at 
the Mind Sports 
Olympiad in London 
on August 29, 1999. 
Howell began playing | Oavid Howell 
Chess at the age of *■ .... 
five and is national under-lO champion. 

Raj Reddy : A highly distinguished 
Indian-American engineer was appointed by 
the US President, Mr. Bill Clinton to serve 
as a co-chair of the President's Information 
Technology Advisory Committee (ITIAC) on 
September 1, 1999 for a 2-year-term 
akmgwith Mr. Irving Wladawsky, a 
phv'sicist. Mr. Raj Reddy, an engineering 
graduate from University of Madras, has 
been a member of the PITAC since February 
1997. Winner of several awards, including 
the Legion of Honor awarded by President 
Mr Francois Mitterrand of France in 1984, 
Mr. Reddy obtained his Master's Degree in 
Technology from the University of South 
Wales, Australia and his Doctorate Degree 
from Stanford University, California. 

Tavlin Singh : The London-based 
percussionist became foe first Asian to win 
the prestigious Technics Mercury Music 
Awand, the musical equivalent of the Booker 
Prize in London on September 8, 1999 for 
nis album OK. Tavlin Singh's music i-s a 
fusion of Indian Classical Music with the 
contemporary British dance melody. 

Bulla Choudhaiy : Ace long-distance 
Indian swimmer became the first Asian 
woman to cross the English Channel twice 
on September 2, 1999. (Earlier, she crossed 
the channel in 1989). She accomplished foe 
stupendous task in the early morning hours 
after covering foe 26-mile stretch b^een 
Shakespeare Beach in England fo Cap' Giis 
Nez in France in 13 hours 15 minutes. Bulla 
Choudhary said, "It was a big challimge 
for me to come back and swim after 
marriage and a five-year old child. It waa 
my dream." 

Dr. S. Srinlvasan; The Director of Vikram 
Sarabhai Space Centre of the Indian Space 
Research Organisation (ISRO) passed away 
at 'Thiruvananthapuram at the age of 58 
following cardiac arrest in Chennai on 
September 1, 1999. 

I 
Turkey : More than 12,000 people were 

killed in a devastating earthquake (6.7 on 
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Richter Scale). 
East Timor : The province in Indonesia 

witnessed the UN sponsored "popular 
consultation" (referendum) on August 30, - 
1999. ! 

Sharm-El-Sheikn : The Red Sea Resort 
in Egypt was in the news when Israeli Prime . 
Minister, Mr. Ehud Barak and Palestinian 
leader, Mr. Yasser Arafat signed a revised ' 
Wye River accord agreement on ■ 
September 5, 1999, □ ■ 

EAST WEST COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & MANAGEMENT 
2nd Stage Rajaiinagar Bangalore-10 Tel • 3322909,3321270,3321933 Fax : 080-3323284 E-mail: eastwesicollege@vsnl.com 

ADMISSIONS OPEN FOR THE YEAR 1999-2000 

M.B.A. / M.SC.y Micro Biology 

Eligibility : Pass in degree with 50% marks 

Recognised by Govt, of Karnataka. Affiliated to Bangalore University. Approved by A.l.C T.E. 
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Eligibility : Pass in P.U.C./ 
10+2 or equivalent 

- Computer Science 
- Micro Blloley 
- Nursing 
- Blo-Tschnology 
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SPORTS 
ROUND-UP 

FIDE Wodd CheM Championahip : Grandmaster 
Alexander Khalifman of Russia became the 14th world 
chess champion beating his Armenian opponent 
Vladimir Akopian at the FIDE World Chess 
Championship in Las Vegas, US on August 29, 1999. 

lAAF Wodd Adiletic Championships : Michael Johnson of 
USA became the most decorated gold medalist in the athletics 
world championships history by bagging a record ninth gold 
medal of his career in 4 x IW m relay on the final day of die 
lAAF Wsrld Athletic Championships held at Seville, Spain from 
August 20 to August 29, 1999. Johnson now has two 200 m 
gold medals (1993 and 1995), four straight 400 m gold medals 
(1993,1995,1997 and 1999) and three 4 x 400 relay gold medals 
(1993, 1995 and 1999). 

His team-mate Maurice Greene completed a hat-trick by 
winning his third gold in 4 x 100 m relay. Winner of 100 m and 
200 m sprints golds also, Greene becomes the second man to 
accomplish this feat after Carl Lewis (1983 and 1987). The two 

'^athletes raised the US final gold medal tally to 11 golds, four 
mote than in 1997. In other events, Denmark's Kenya-bom 
world record-holder, Wilson Kipketker won his third straight 
world title in 800 m in one minute 43.30 seconds beating South 
Africa's Hezekiel Scpeng. In men's javelin throw,.Finland's Aki 
Parviainen—world leader this year—^won the title with a throw 
of 89.52 m. Russia's Svetlana Masterkova, the Olympic 
champion in 800 m and 1500 m, won the first gold for a Russian 
woman at the Championships by winning 1500 m in 3:59.53. 
In women's high jump, Inga Babakova of Ukraine won gold 
clearing the bar at 1.99 m. In the women's rclay.s, the Russian 
quartet of Tatayana Chebykina, Svetlana Goncharenko, Olga 
Gilyarova and Natalya Nazarova won the 4 x 400 m gold 
leaving the minor medals for the US and defending champions 
Germany. The next Vibrld Championships will be held in 2001 
m Edmonton, Canada. 

taident K.R. Narayanan presenting Rajiv Gandhi Khel Ratna 
Award to athlete fyotirtnoyee Sikdar in New Delhi 

OH September 1, 1999. 

Coca-Cola Singapore Cricket Challenge Drophy: West Indies 
clinched the Coca-Cola Singapore Cricket ChaUenge Ttaphy 
defeating India by four wickets in Singapore on September 7, 
1999. Man of the Match—Ricardo Powell; Man of the Series— 
Ricardo Powell. 

AO India Junior Grand Prlx Badminton Ibumament: Arun 
flaidya of Railways won the boys singles finals under-19 
defeating Chetan Anand of Air India 1-15,15-2,15-10 at the All 
India Junior Grand Prix Badminton Tournament at Thane on 
August 26,1999. In the girls section, Divys Ramesh of Karnataka 
defeated Thipti Muigunde of Air India 11-7,11-6. 

Sri Lankan skipper Sanath /ayasuriya (C) lifting the AIWA Cup 
along with his team-mates after winning the AIWA Cup 

Triangular Cricket Tournament in Colombo on August 31, 1999 

AIWA Cup Triangular Cricket Ibumament: Sri l^nka won 
the AIWA Cup defeating the World Cup Champions Australia 
by eight wickets with 10.,3 over left, ai the AIWA C:up Triangular 
Cricket liiumami’iit on August 31, 1999. Man of the Match— 
Komesh Kaluwitharan of Sn Lanka. 

1--— - .'.X n.... 

Bangabandhu International Football Ibumament : Japan 
won the Bangabandhu International Football Tournament 
defeating Ghana 3-2 in Dhaka on September 6, 1999. 

SEA Gamea : Thailand became the champions of the 
10-nation South East Asian Games (SEA) in Bandar Seri 
Begawan, Brunei on August 15,1999. The overall medals tally 
is as follows: Thailand won 65 golds, 48 silvers and 56 bronzes 
wliilc Malaysia took second position by clinching 57 golds with 
Indonesia on third position winrung 44 golds compared to a 
record 194 lw%.< years ago in Jakarta. The next SEA games will 
be held in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia in 2001. 

National Sailing Championships : Nitln Mongia of Naval 
Sailing Club, Mumbai retained the laser standard full rig title 
with eight points at the National Sailing Championships in 
Hyvierabad on September 4, 1999. Lt. Cdr. R. Mahesh came 
second with 9 jxiints while ILijesh Chaudhary of EME Sailing 
AsMiciatiun finished third with 18 points. 

NEC Invitational World Golf Championships: Warid No. 1 
golf champion Tiger Woods of tiie US clinched the S3 million 
NEC Invitational World Coif Cliampionships title at Akron, 
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Ohio (St August 29, 1999. He started the Altai round five 
strokes ahead of the field, and seven clear of his compatriot 
Phil Mickelson who shot the day's beat round of five-uitder- 
par 65. But Woods even with three bogeys in die last five 
holes, was able to hang on with a one-over 71 for his sixth 
worl(i-wide victory of the year. 

Hanjln Teda Open Golf : Thailand's Thammancxnt Srirp) 
won the $200,000 Tianjin Teda Open Golf at Tianjin, Chiita on 
August 22,1999. SrirO) emerged victorious by a stroke against 
Korean Park No-Seok while Indian professionals Jyoti 
Randhawa and Amritinder Singh shot identical 70 in the last 
round to finish at joint 24th place. 

PGA Championship : ligCT Wxids of the United States 
edged out the teenager Sergio Garda of Spain to win the PGA 
Championship at Medinah, Illinois on August 15,1999. Woods 
who shot even-par 72 for the day, won the silver Wanamaker 
Trophy with an 11-under-par total of 277, while Garcia posted 
a one-under 71 for 278. 

Three-Test Hockey Series : Sita Gussain scored three goals 
to lead India to a 5-0 victory over New Zealand, in the final 
match in a three-test hockey series. 

Golfer of the Year : Vijay Kumar of Lucknow, winner of 
the recent Cosmo-77n' Hindu open in Chennai, was named 
Mahindra Golfer of the Year for the second consecutive season 
on September 8. 1999 following his outstanding pcrformaitce 
on the Indian professional golf circuit in 1998-99. He will be 
given an award of R.s. 5.76 lakh. 

International Badminton Federation (IBF) Rankings : 
According to the International Badminton Federation (IBF) 
’’ankings n'leased on September 2, 1999, Sun Jun of China 
t(5ps the men's rankings followed by Peter Gade of Denmark 
while Dai Yun of China leads the women's ranking in the 
world. Six of the top 10 women m the list are from China; 
India's national champion Aparrut Popat attained a career 
high ranking of 16 in the world. 

Fan-Pacific Swimming Championship USA 
reigned supreme in the world 
swimming after furious last-race 
victory over Australia to emerge 
champions in the Pan-Pacific 
Swimming Championship in 
Sydney on August 29, 1999. 
Both Australia and the USA 
won 13 gold medals but the 
Americans won a total of 35 
medals while Australia clinched 
32. The t'SA scored 391 to the 
Australian's 372 after eight days 
of Competition that saw 12 
world records broken. 

Asia-Pacific Swimming and 
Diving Championship 
Kerala's M. Usha stole the 
limelight winning two gold 
medals to enable host India 
finish sixth in the 13th Asia- 
Pacific Swimming and Diving 
Championship in New Delhi 
on August 24, 1999. On the last 

Maiiesk Bhupathi 
Winner of the US Open Mixed 

Doubles 1999 

day, India bagged 14 gold medals to take their tally to 
48 w’ith 4 gold, 18 silver and 26 broiue. Of die four gold, UsHa 
won three and Rakhi Mehra clinched one. Chinese Diipdi 
retained the overall championship title with 136 medals 
including 46 gold. Thailand finished runners up with 43 medals 
including 12 gold, 9 silver and 13 bronze while Hong Kong 
was placed third with 45 medals—18 gold, 14 silver and 
13 bronze. 

Serena Williams (R) of the US, Winner of the US Open 
Women's Singles 1999 and Martina Hingis (L) of Switzerland, 

runner-up, holding their trophies 

US Open : Indian duo Mahesh Bhupathi und Leander Paes 
failed to maintain fiieir winning spree in men's doubles (after 
their splendid victories in French Open and Wimbledon) in US 
Open '99 when they went demm to Sebastian Laieau of Canada 
and Alex O'Brien of the US, 6-7, (7-9), (4-6) at Flushing 
Meadows on September 10,1999. However, Mahesh Bhupathi, 
teaming wifii Ai Sugiyama of Japan, retrieved the position by 
clinching the Mixed Doubles defeating Kimberly Pu and Donald 
Johnson of the US 6-4, 6-4. 

In women's singles finals, Serena Williams of the US clinched 
her first Grand Slam title defeating World No. 1 Martina Hingis 
of Switzerland 6-3, 7-6, (7-4) while in the men's singles finals, 
Andre Agassi of the US defeated his compatriot Todd Martin 
6- 4, 6-7, 6-7, 6-3, 6-2. 

In the women's doubles, Serena Williams and Venus Williams 
of the US defeated Chanda Rubin of the US and Sandrine 
Testiied of France 4-6, 6-1, 6-4. 

Great American Insurance Tennis Championship : Pete 
Sampras of the US clinched his 60th career title at the Great 
American Insurance Tennis Championship beating Patri(;k 
Rafter of Australia 7-6 (9-7), 6-3. In the doubles 
final, Jonas ^rkman of Sweden and Byron Black of Zimbabwe 
beat ‘Rxld WsiKlbridge and Mark Wbodforde of Australia 6-3, 
7- 6 (8-6) in Ohio on August 16, 1999. □ 
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Use Safi for at least three months snd you'll get rid of pimples and 

other skin blemishes forever. Use anything else and you'll just be .scra¬ 

tching the surface. Because only Safi can go deep inside the blood and 

remove the impurities that cause pimples, acne boils and skin eruptions- 

from the root. So pick up a pack of Safi. You'll never lose face again. 
CJet 

AimUUt m 100. 200 owl 500 ml |w:b. 



of cosmetics or drown a face in paint and layers of 
colours. The best features of a face should be 
highlighted and those features which are not the best., 
should be underplayed artistically. I personally like a 
clean, wcll-gro<>med, healthy look possibly because I 

handle make-up all the time." 

Mickey is an ‘eye faddist’. “If a woman’s eyes are 
beautiful, she is truly memorable,” he says. “Mascara, 
eyeliner and kajal are therefore the most powerful 
cosmetics. Enhancing eyes, making them look radiant 
and creating sultriness in them, gives a woman an 

aura of glamour and sensuality. Lipstick, Washer, a 
little eye-shadow and a brushing of moisturiser and 

powder create a complete look. But a healthy skin is 
the best basis for good looks.” 

Mickey Contractor is perhaps the greatest make-up 
Guru in India. He has made every beautiful woman 
look spectacular and redesigned many a film star's 
personality with his creative genius... 

by Vimla Patil 

Mickey Contractor is credited with creating ever-new 
looks for super-stars and mega-models. He is the 
artist who has changed the personalities of Kajol, 

Manisha Koirala, ALshwarya Rai, and Sushmila 
Sen and electrified their riveting looks, lie (>vcn 
chooses clothes for a film heroine, thus creating an 
entirely new personality. Mickey dreams of making 
up faces of celebrity-international naidels like (rlinda 
EvangeUsta some day. For the moment, however, he 

call truly boast that he has touched almost everj' 
beautiful face in India with his magic wand and 

turned it into an immortal icon of beauty. , 

k 

jyf / make-up as his profession'? The 
/ y expert’s views are very logical. “It is a 
pride for me that I have mastered the art 
of making people beautiful,” he says, “My 
prof(‘s.sion gives me an access to beautiful 
people and lovely locations. I gel 
incredible travel opportunities. My efforts 
to perfect my art bring me fame and 
money. What more could any ambitious 
person ask for*?” 

Though a etdebrated make-up Guru, 
Mickey says tliat a face saas any make up 
is probably the most beautiful 
countimance. “Cosmetics should be used 
sparingly to create a natural look. They 

should only be ased to enhance one’s 
looks, not to overpower them with layers 

Mickey Cojitraclor created the 'Imk' which look Kajol 
to the top star positioH 





Here Is Your Chance To Become 

Do you have style, poise and wit together with sense of humour 7 Are your communication skills as good as your looks? Can 
you sing or dance or perfomn sA the stage 7 if so, then hem is your chance to be called CSR Ms Super Personality 2000. 
A gala event will be held in January 2000 where the 12 finalists will be asked to prove their vers^lHy and merit 
CSR Ms Super Personality 2000 will get a return air-ticket to London, a Super Personality Trophy and a Ciold AAedai. 
The first arid second runners-up will get a return ticket to Kathmandu. All the finalists will te presented a Ms Personality 

Trophy along with a Certificate. They will also get a fiiliy paid 5 days-4 nights trip to Delhi and Books worth Rs.500 each. 
Besides these, they will get gift hampers. 

To participate you need to te in the age group of 18 - 25 years. You should also be 5'-4" (162 cm) or mote in height 
Please send your bio-data mentioning your name, address, tdephone and fax numbers with three colour postcard size 
photographs, one front close-up upto waist and two ftill length in trendy outfits (Western and Indian ethnic). Plem also write 

your date of birth, height, vital statistics, colour <rf eyes, colour of hair, etc., atong with detai s of your extra-curricular 

.^ activitieVachieveroents which Include debates, elocution, dance, music, ' 
sports and other talent-related activities. DOW 

ymm ^ Your entries should re«:h us on or before 20th October, 1999 October 20, 1999 
m \ by registered post/courier only. Please mark the envelope as etemiB 
■ yg CSR SUPER PERSONALITY 2000 and send it to ErillBK 
^ |B| Competition Review Pvt. Ltd., 604 Prabhat TOD/KYI 

L-— Kiran. Rajendra Place, New Delhi-110008. Ubsssb^^ssssss 

Lost Dole ' 
October 20, 1999 

TODAYI 
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“Careful selection and identification of herbs, stringent 

quality control and atomic absorption spectrophottfinetry 

ensure consistent product efficacy and safety.” 
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“Put simply, these products will take care of you 

from head to toe, without any side effects.” . 

Ayurvedic 
CONCEPTS 
I'nun the makers of Liv. 52. 

GET ON WITH YOUR LIFE. 
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Do you have style, poise and wit together with sense of humour ? Are your communication skills as good as your looks ? Can 
you sing or dance or perform at the stage ? If so, then here is your chance to be called CSR A4s Super Personality 2000. 
A gala event will be held in January 2000 where the 12 finalists will be asked to prove their versatility and merit. 
CSR Ms Super Personality 2000 will get a return air-ticket to London, a Super Personality Trophy and a Cold Medal. 
The first and second runners-up will gut a return ticket to Kadimandu. All the finalists will presented a Ms Personality 
Trophy along with a Certificate. They will also get a folly paid 5 days-4 nights trip to Delhi and Books worth Rs.500 each. 
Besides these, they will get gift hampers. 
To participate you need to be in the age group of 18 - 25 years. You should also be 5'-4" (162 cm) or more in height 
Please send your bio-data mentioning your name, address, telephone and fax numbers with three colour postcard size 
photographs, one front close-up upto waist and two full length in trendy outfits (Western and Indian ethnic). Please also write 
your date of birth, height, vital statistics, colour of eyes, colour of hair, etc., along with details of your extra-curricular 

Goto activities/achievements which include debates, elocution, dance, music, -‘-j" _ ^ - 
sports and other talent-related activities. 

^ Your entries should reach us on or before 15th November, 1999 I November 15,1999 
Ml registered post/courier only. Please mark the envelope as 
■ y§ CSR SUPER PERSONALITY 2000 and send It to BIMTER 
^ Competition Review Pvt. Ltd., 604 Prabhat 

■■ ■ — Kiran, Rajendra Place, New Delhi-110008. .- 
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quality control and atomic absorpti(m spectrophcUonietrc 
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I^ilteNtive Syrup 6t Digeative Capaulea 

Au) Uit^siintt Pieieni giis tomiatum 
Imprme .ipfHMiir ( taii.ini iiniKcr .mil 
I ciincl 

HtAi nU'ARI- PROlVJt'TS 

h,' 1 i|.^ hifiuv 

Paily Health 
CapHulca 

Ri lu \ i‘s stii’ss, inent.il 

l.iiiKtH Ktsuires.1 

IumIiIk «‘qiiUibnui» 
Rkli Ih II.IIIII.U .mil 

oKiil.iiits .iihl \H.iniins 

Jcihcil IriHh .Aiiim 

h.iik. ■XhU.i .Hut 

Vf'lHMie«*iiii 

Peep i'liMnxitit; 
Liitusii 

1 ui.Ui li.msi I Hi'li 

t iKumIvi iU'miKi s 
iliti Iiul.'iiiiii nhik* 

kii iHiii: I ii I if skill 

S.tlt IldlKsti 

Gcnlti FxfdlutinK 

i^pTriib 

1 p > ii .Ills imf 

teiiii'\t‘H ile.ut li'lls 

( mil nils lAtiis 

tll.lllls ,HlJ 

^X'luMlUL'tlhiiil 

sLim.iri' iiislii t 

[••I iti sLui nix'- 

IU*s it.diNm){ i-Liir Nutfii^l 

\ ll•'lll. IIIMI Sill k\ ll III Mil 

vimI< lMiiiiii!ir.i|.i .ihit 
\tit.il iki Pti’icnis h.tir 

loss Iiul sllHllll.llCs 

iiiH itroKili 

I 

1' 

Cough Syrup 

.MiiUbil 

null S4‘ii.iiink: 

li«iiiiiil.iihm Hiih 

llotti'V. IiiIm .Hui 

(•iii).x'i Ri'iii \ i-s. 

snri' thnui. .ilU'iuu 

iiMieb. ilt\ iiHipli 
.Hlii llMiuli uhIi 

eupi*! Inr.llinii 

•rM/lt 

AyurSUm 
i'apKiiIea 

Sale weiiUu lusi, 

fi*rmiU.iiiiin wiih 

( I III nil I .tllJ 

lHi|>piUii KiHliiies 
iliiileiU‘riil.tnit 

inel>iemk' Usds 

(x't II*. K iViX 

“Put simply, these products will take care of you 

from head to toe, without any side effects.” 

.IvnihiK t..<iii|4iuK »ilr 

Ayurvedic 
CONCEPTS 
Fn»m the makcra of Liv. 52. 

GET ON WITH YOUR LIFE. 

Ask lot .4 tree prndiiet iiilorm.iiiiin le.illet .ii yinir iu*»rest retail imtlet, sir wnie ii* R6(P, I'hi* Him.ila>.i PriiK t 4«iiip.un. M.iLali, Ki<i|:.Uore Ii I. www iluUtini.ilavailnigiiii«im 
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The Management of 

time for the 
i 

Exam 

The IAS is no longer the exclusive territory of Law and Humanities students. Today, hnght young Management 

and Commerce graduates are finding the perfect niche for their talent and background in the IAS. And subjects 
like Physics and Mathematics share pride of place with History and Public Administration. But whatever your 
optionals, Time Management is one subject you will need to excel in whan preparing for the Civil Services Exam. 
Because the enormous volume of information to be gathered and absorbed is nothing short of staggering. 

l^nless, of Course, you have Brilliant beside you, committed ^OlLlviCAlLiaC.lEMCK 

team of highly qualified and experienced piofc.-.sors, 

researchers and support staff spend thousands of hours f«Yi^s BCONOMICS 

encapsulating the vast study matter for each subject init) ctItrtitTnY accountancy 
lessons thar arc concise and easy ro assimilate. So that your 

time 1.S spent, not in gathering, but m mastering all this STATionCf WiltoaowiY 

informal ion. , 
_____ CIVtL CNOINBEWNC rsVCHOCOCY 

Our Postal Ciiurse helps you in 3 distinct areas for the IAS ■ HCCHANicalcnqo. QCOOfA^HY 

equipping you with relevant knowledge of youi optional 
subjects, providing you with a wide coverage of gcnci <il studies *l(tCT:«»CAi,iN«o. mu,iCAOMiM. 

and a constant update on current affairs, and finally coaching llorAMy ANTNAOPOLOOT 

you for the must gruelling of interviews. 
-tcooLoienr hwtoky 

Brilliant’s Course for the Civil Services Exam is a __ 
OBOtOOV SOCiObUOY 

comprehensive package dedicated to helping you achieve your 

goal. PrtKif of its power lies in rhe number of Brilliant's students vtT«A»lAAY»qiNCi CNGIICH 

who sweep the top ranks and make it into the IAS yeai 
r tAW , SIANAatNtlNT 

after year. 

- .. .. Remember . ......... 

33 out of the Top 100 in IAS '95,19 out of the Top 100 in IAS '96 24 out of the Top 100 in lA^ '97 and 21 out of the Top 100. 

with 10 in the Top 25, in IAS '90 were Brilliants students! A tatul of 59 studena of BrilliutU were successful in IAS '90. 

tirsTnrrnx: 
> ■..k.T' . \ 

Box; 4996-CS,12 Masilamani St., T. Nagar, Chemai 600 017. Ph; 4342099 (4 lines) 4343829 

ENROLMENT CONTINUES FOR BRILLIANT’S POSTAL COURSE TOWARDS IAS EXAM 2000. 
' QenerN Studies •All optionals except Medical Science & Indian Language(s) Literature •Concurrent despatch of lessons for 

:. Prelim and Main Exams • interview Guidance Not^ • Mock Viva Training 
Write for free prospectus. mmmmeememmmemBeemetesesmsmsmtammeBmemmi 
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e Match us 
. Targetting 100 Successes In IAS 2000 ) 
^"--.O^ir^can Share oursucce^^^-^ 

MAINS AND MAINS«UM-PREUMS BATCHES 

STARTING MOV. 1 &10 
GS, ESSAY, HISTORY, ANTHRO., 

GEOGRAPHY, PHILO., PSYCHOLOGY, 
PUB. ADMN., HINDI LITT, POL. SC., ^^7 m 19M INO 1«1 1»2199J 1»4 INS 19» 1897 1981 

SOCIOLOGY, ZOOLOGY,- 
BOTANY, PHYSICS & MATHS. 

^ Postal Courses Available 
pRgLiMS ; GS, Indian History, Pub. Admn., SoaoLOGv AG-603, Shalimar Bagh, Delhi-110052 

Bulletin send Rs. 30/- by DD/MO to 

MAINS , Is'lHroAV.A.THHOPO.CK.v.GeoSB.PHy. , 
Pub. Admn., Politicau Science. Only at Shalimar Bagh (Delhi) and AllganJ (Lucknow) 
Psychology, Hindi Litt., Sanskrtt & Physics HOSTEL FACILITY AVAILABLE 

VAID'S ICS LUCKNOW 
Prelims Batches Starting N O V E Ml B E R 5 

QS, HISTORY, PUB. ADMN., GEOGRAPHY, SOCIOLOGY & PHYSICS 
Postal Courses Available 

PRELIMS : crs, INDIAN history, pub. admn., sociology & PHYSICS 

MAINS:GS. HISTORY, ANTHRO., GEOG., PUB. ADMN., POL SC., PSYCHO, HINDI LITT., SANSKRIT & PHYSICS 

for fiirllict in/owmlton t imfact jmrsonnlh/ orpr Inpnmhon Bulletin fend Rs. 30/- by DD/MO 

VAID’S ICS LUCKNOW 
B-36, SECTOR-C, ALIGANJ, LUCKNOW PH.: 326249 

BANK P.O.& SSO 
FRESH BATCHES EVERY FORTNIGHT 

Forprther inprmation contact personally or for Inpmmtion Bnllelin send Rs. 10/-by DD/MO 

_ 

AG-603, SHALIMAR BAGH, DELHI-110052 
PH. 7471544, 7477317 K* 
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^Kut^uen t/ic /^rocc^d c^au t^maucyd: 

S. Chanel's Books for Vorious 
Comoetitive examinations 

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE | 

R.S. Aggarwal Rs. 
Advanced Objective General Knowledge 150.00 
Question Bank in General Studies 150.00 
C.8. Bedi i 
S. Chand's General Studies 
for Central Civil Services 500.00 
ManI Ram Aggarwat's 
General Knowledge Digait&6en.Studies 225.00 

LANGUAGE | 

AN. Kapur Ra. 
S. Chand's Dictionary of 
English & Hindi Usage and 
TechnIcalTerminologyfor 
Competitive Examin^ions 80.00 
Gen^ Englishfor Competitions 150.00 
wroTwo xBwrw o qfffoir Junnr 
jRgf^ flPfl-vj fetfi 120.00 

AS. Aggarwal A Monika Aggarwal 
Objective General English 175.00 
T. Saran 
Precis Writing and Drafting 50.00 
dto im 

40.00 
liC.Maha|an 
Modem Enays 7S.00 

REASONING | 

R.S. Aggarwal Ra. 
Logical Reasoning 50.00 
Advanced Non Verbal Reasoningfor 
Bank Recruit Test 65.00 
Advanced Non Verbal 
Reasoning (Hindi) 70.00 
A Modem Approach to Verbal & 
Non Verbal Reasoning 300.00 
(Also available In two parts) 

wnm WH fl«n ri-rt viftn 'rttori 110C0 

COMPLETE GUIDES | 

K.L Kumar Ra. 
Your interview 95.00 

O. DMahMhwari Rt. 
A Complete Guide to Career Planning 75.00 
R.8. Aggarwal & Deepak Aggarwat 
A Comprehensive Guide for M.C.A. 
Entrance Examination 165.00 
A Complete Guide for Bank 
P. O. Exam. 160.00 

NUMERICAL ABILITY 

R.8. Agganwal 
Mathematics for M.B.A. Entrance 
Examination 
Mathematics for B.B.A. Entrance 
Examination 

Quanfitative Aptitude 

AnAdvancedApproachtoOaia Ra. 
Interpretatian 45.00 
ArithmeticfSubjectIve andObjective for 
Competitive Exam.) 100.00 
ObjectiveAtithmetlc 130iX) 
Mathematics fwC.0.S. Entrance 
Examination 135j00 
Mathematics for N.DAEnt. Exams. 135.00 
R.S. AgganiMil A Deepak AggarvMl 
Mathematics for M.C.A Entrance 
Examination 125A} 

REFERENCE BOOKS 

VIshiiooBliagwanAVidyaBhusan Rs. 
IndianAdministration 120.00 
ATextbookofPublicAdministration 120.00 

BOOKSFORENGINEERING&MEDICALENTRANCEEXAMS 

J.N. Gurtu, R. Kapur, V.B. Rana, 
Numerical Chemistry 
J.N. Gurtu, R. Kapur, V.B. Rana 
1.1. T. Chemistry 

MaheshJain 
Physics fwllT-JEE 
Objective Physics 
KKaur 
Objective Chemistry 
V. Venkatnhwar Rao eti. 
EAMCET Mathematics 
R.S. Aggarwil 
1.1. T..JEE Mathematics_ 

A. Kapur 
135.00 

S.R. Singh 
Objective Botany 
Vinay Kumar 
Biology for Pre-Medical/Pre-Dental 
Entrance Examination 
C.S. Bedi 
S. Chand's General Studies 
P.S. Khilnani, N.M. Nlmdeokar 
S. Chand's Common Entrance 
Test(Maharastra) 
P.S. Verms & P.C. Shrivastava 
Objective Zoology fin Press) 

Mani Ram Aggarwal*s 

General Knowledge Digest 
and General Studies 

for Union and State Public Service Commiseion 
Competitive Examinatione 

REVISEDEDmON 

K. MOHAN Rs.225.00 

xx S. CHAND & COMPANY LTD 
RAM NAGAR NbVV DL LHt-110 0!: 

RHGNF r/7?080 81-8? Fax 9MR/777446 
Visit us at Fittp /Rvw'jV srhaudgroup nom. FVMjil sc handcoGViiascllOI vsni ntd iii 

Bunches B,ingylon‘ S'lG (10 1 Ph • C.-ilctJltbi /0(j (J11' f-'h 83t,>''4GM 8/ I'j !-^1 # 

Ctu'nnai 00.' f'h 80g.‘,).'0 • Giiw.ih.iti ('81 001 lOi Hyder,ib3ci-‘)00 I'*'' TOi 4rv'I 1 

Jjiaiidhjr I-Mg: j.-; f-'^ .loiiVj • Kochi rlOO 08‘; O'N .‘O t Ol [ j # i nckoow 00'- 0 1 8 !0i 

MLifTibai 400 001 iOi 8t')0(F,S8.1 T'0.108:0'• N.ogfjtir 14ij ()U.'t'li /’O./.tO ^ • Pdtnj 800 Or'4 I'h G/l.iGt-. 
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hkifumUCn MmKiI 
iilift JA MiliiMi Cran VRMHP ^IPwrlRPV^B^RPHPli^^ 

ISML ImM jh m4 hath SifhiiMt, 

'We have recently recruited 
students from Aptech for 

Software Development and 
> we find their performance i 

extremely satisfactory. We J 
think ail of them possess 4 

good potential." | 

ManoJ Marandi, | 
Managing Dirtetor. 

Knack Software Pvt. Ltd. 

'We have been availing the 
services of Aptech Placements 
and we are pleased with the 
quality of students inducted 
into Satyam Enterprise 
Solutions." 

r 
Satyam Entarprlea ^ 
Solutions M 

"The candidates who have been trained at Aptech are 
definitely better equipped technically and are able to 

k fulfil their tasks with great efficiency. Both in terms of 
^freshers as well as experienced professionals, 

Aptech Placement Cell has provided us with few 
of the best candidates in the industry today." 

M.S. Patrick, 
Manager - HR, 

W ZenKh Software Ltd. 

jir'The Aptech students whom we have 
recruited from Aptech centre, Balasore, 

I have sound technical knowledge and meet 
^ our requirements aptly." 

ISPAT Alloys Ltd. 

Large number of students placed in blue-chip companies like Seagull, IBM Global, Bajaj Black & Decker, GE Capital, 
Tata Honeywell... Students trained in industry-relevant technologies. Personality Development & Marragemenl 
modules. 10 Placement Cells across India Get Aptech certified. Now' 

MkmsoA 

*'Bsdanvia aeknoiiyMoad. 
Aptech Is MIerosofta Internet Solution Partner 

APTECH 
COMPUTtB EDUCATION 

www.aptech-educatlon.com 
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GRADUATES - HERE IS YOUR GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY - 

BANK P.O. RECRUITMENT 
We can help you to become a BANK P. O. 

Bulking: ^ 
A Rewarding Career 
Nearly 1000 Probatimary Officers ^ 
are recruited every year by Banks 

\Our Professional 
f Commitment: ^ 

We coach In regular 
classes In Maharashtra, Goa, 

Success Earned ' 
Is Success Deserved: 
Our offices are located 
In Maharashtra, Goa, Karnataka, Tamil 

In India. This avenue of direct recruitment Karnataka, T.N.. Andhra Pradesh, Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, Bihar, 
as Probationary Officers In Banks offers a Kerala, Bihar, West Bengal, U.P.. M.P., West Bengal, UP.. M.P., Rstfaslhan and 
promising career for bright young people Pafaathan, Orissa and by POSTAL Orissa but our successes have been 
today. Arty graduate between 21 and 28 TUITION throughout Intka for obfective noted across the country. Help and 
yams can apply for the post. The fob brings pgscrlptlve testa of PO exams. All recognition have come from everywhere 
a handsome remuneration, security of gupjgcts - (1) Reasoning (logical. andInabundance.Testafterteat,literally 
service and fob satisfaction. The work non-verbal) (2) Quantitative hundreds of our students loin the 19 

(3) General Awareness and Nationalised Banka, State Bank, 
Current Affairs (4) English Language Associate Banks, LIC, 

a dynamic expression. Bank fobs, therefore ... „nmnri,!inn nir am nmr^r» Th£> ^ w Descriptive testa comprising GIC, RBI as Officers. The sublects, 
oartteioMtJ^in ahmoina our nation's tuiurn Comprehension, analysis and syllabus, pattern of teats and examining 

SS™ -xp,^.lorcfvM,cnalZr,«,„^ Jcdy (IBPS; for .» If.... 
economy In 1991, Banking Industry has ere covered exhaustively. Specialised are same. Naturally, we have a single 
come face-to-face with multidimensional practice books on all subjects covering common BANK RECRUITMENT 
challenges and opportunities. The new thousands of typical and actual exam PROBATIONARY OFFICER (BRPO) 
gcrala set for the Banking Industry demand questions are supplied In the Crwrse. COURSE for all ihese exams. Succeis- 
hlgh quality personnel with strong These books are net sold to others, oriented students Join the Course well 
capabilities for shouldering a broad "THE COURSE IS UPDATED MONTH In advance of the Test and benefit by 

AFTER MONTH.'Tntervlew coaching our step-by-step and exhaustive 
Is given free to all students who coaching. Admissions are open round 

spectrum of critical responsibilities. 

Selection on ^ 
Merit through 
Competitive Exams 

emerge successful in the written Tests. 

MSB’s Faith in 
Specialisation: 
National School of 

When vacancies of Probationary 
Officers are declared at Intervals of National School of 
almost every three months by one Bank Banking, headquartered 
or another, large numbers apply for at Mumbai, was founded- 
them and appear for the Intensely twenty-one years ago as a specialised 
competitive exams based on general institute providing coaching mainly 
Intelligence teats. Standards of for BANK RECRUITMENT exams - of 

the year and are given on flrst-come- 
flrst served basis. JOIN NOW AND 
PREPARE FOR A RICH AND 
REWARDING CAREER For details of 
our special BRPO COURSE, please 
contact personally or write today with 
RS. 10/- P.OfM.O. to ■ 

The Director, 
National School 
of Banking 

(Etm. isrs) 
valuation are most rigorous and impartial. POsandofClerks.lt has grown rapidly Z'lin EiZatioa Society Campu. 
The percentage of success Is lower than gpd la now the largest pre-recruitment Babrekar uarg, Oil Gokhae Road me percentage or success is lower man and Is now the largest pre-recruitment Babrekar uarg, on Gokhae Road (Hotiii) 
O.S%. Therefore, every single additional Training Institute In the country. Dader, Mumbai - 40002s,_ 
mark that you can get becomes Important, our continuous research and 
A provenly competent, specialised and ongoing study of objective and Girgaum'-36Si9a4, rnane-ssxisos, Andberi- 
thorough coaching becomes a MUST. descriptive exam question papers and 

(^11)4rS727, RunaSS32915. SS32234, 
patterns have contributed to our Koufapur-siseis, Nagpur-srssos, Akeia- 
present pre-eminence as the 421014, Aurangabad-31131 in, Naaik-sr4943, 

RECRUITMENT TRAINING. A 479972, Vlaakhapatnam-S4ie2S, Tirapatl- 
computer network Is used to prepare 2791a, Patna-231727, Cateutth- 2302999 
•txoiu tm OanArai Lueknow-399909, Kanpuf, Allahabad, Vatanasl- study materials In General Awareness, jg^ggg^ jaipur-saissi, Bhopai-27005S. 

Bangalora-SS93477, Channal-4343329, 
Uadural-7443SS, Thlruvanthapuram-4e2116, 
Coehln-3S19S3. Fan • Mumba! •.1022)4*49192. 
E-mall ■■ akthakurOgla$bmOt.vtnl.nat.ln 

During the last 21 years, we have helped over 7100 students to secure 
Jobs in Banks as Probationary Officers. We can definitely .help you. 

JOIN NOW AND PREPARE YOURSELF FOft 
475 PROBATIONARY OFFICER VACANCIES IN 
STATE BANK OF INDIA (Exam to be held on 13.2.2000). 
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competition 
i^'■■.-'■■-'^i 

.; _ ;' •'- ^ ?\-; ' / - ' v '-"''S. 
possiMf to Mtt iftot Mkakt^ Mn/^ ortrf e.txtrtit6ir^ aw bt- oceompttshoi f«wr ®«S<> 

Aifiiwfi iHaMviUf orU- ‘Tfk stcfeja (^'yotio;mcm is tAe somt cs thoi rf afi^mtt peof^., Se ft 
V< •a' * . ^ ^ ^ ^ A ^ .>«• -■.•.■■■- Lo.Ss: 

irr-’twa^i^ you tiHft, you cpt n0 hut «Hn iti iAt io^ uo matter uyiouncr the ohstae^^i, 

^ fitfrif^. <i»'e atuftidt rtHth the ttfintf. Stffgrtat mn fiat>e risisn- to 

ysY.attf(.<s 4tspif2 thf aiharisBps, fiarM^^rM^adpevi^es. f/you tfhpfay the npht attitude, f^irntr' ; 

itif'tfff--. mk. f{!Topy '>mtmmt.s harden ouA toitflheu uou t'uf hefp you fa tn/ayaia a»A ,. 

!U,''’ift Uidi rcJi'itHed aiyoto ' ■ 
iwee ■ avjgnmis taith ymu- uBlpouf^^. SPenn w “ofio itHns is the man toho,- "' 

thm^.( imA be(mm he eetn TfiiWj dire shin^tii t^yedtr rtHffpowef ul'timaii'B spoils ytvr mum. . 
■t ,'tnn n>if,[ yu .fin fare onii i^hsiOiie or (AtaHettge amt with iJptintlsm aniChope rnruht ycursi^ tPm ;;■ 
.^:^;cf.f)r. Snerm 'S ant mrrehf a qtteftioH aj (ue^,ar j^tiius. h mostfy depends cm honCpxAU-^and tht .” 

i.l)it'ity to pf.'iisf, iicspite- odds, timpcwAiy srihaeki and adverse rifcum^tafuM, C^r mxess,wiff h aS/^r::' 

the fHim pteaUr ^ you ran nmter and opcKom the chedhenge^. oBsiades and Adverse 

Ti i<: the wU' power which mohe;, ytnt meH ei/ery iwftv-tse nrrufifstattcc Os its master and does nek adtaw{.„- 

it to master » ' ' ' ■'M., 
*Ihe sereei of the- sayPtf} "suecess"is Hie amhimtiem. of fitmtded^ and'{ 

mU the roorfd and fyfouMtfe is poBsp yhradhievr putdu ev^n tB most Brdtddni id^'dhatdd 

trofidated into action By sysfeniMk, su^to^ned and deiBuAtd t0oru ti^thout a^ntr our ideas ts^p. v 

gather dust,get rusted and.go tdemsiH “jhi sHcress WiwVw of IPtS Toppers iffastratr tUdt ifidy 

inteiUyernur andindftoirjin eytceimasyttt'o'gflBthHrfdmedgoais. , 

•DiUgeayte ancCmpdeoalim an 'die.6m ,<*<?» toeUmh to chy esiceffenee andreetek the tdp,ygus heaveds^■; 

do not smf their taini indbi^s hd %' drapegM Hmj dUtifCatUms. fin indkidual is ndther vHse, ,nor^- 

rick nor great.m sdfdgmesdmg ide.ptgd andftrmty pianfdng his steps, hkt eCimf* wdf \ 

Be certam mid adtfdnee. sufi‘:..md he. tufiS everyday hetm Ais prospecls, HfC in the end he gains and , 

^ waehts the tap. It is raia^ seM fhe dM to .the top is not a widktover. But a tt/a^nsp. TB ; 

. neairtis a>t not rewhed pn f dhygft Bdvdd-have to Build the ladder % whkh rot can rise fremt -. '. 
uv! t^urth Bettm to sun^sttp % step and round Bg,nmndJc~ • 

' Cfiu'sU'gat a (aiu- mdto tikgmttdost height, One mddt uti^ md''. 
wefirest ^pthvs, antfane sione'di aiidtednd the peddee tise-s. On* chop at a ttm* and the tiifer/fows. 
Onf. ward ai a tnnf'andHi*grmest fBocdi,Upvritun. Thus, one ihng at a time and that done weT.. 

lf 'wk,hm)tptvma 
t aaK 'ft ourrndomitoSU sPi^ glister, gdr.J^td TiThdii 'tbfpayeei fHorv seCf(/S>kf and steodfnsdy 

he has served our duiUtg Bi pf^tteaC emir spuntHng over Si- ye firs. % fa's dogged 
' ymevtrame, r^Mii^J0,..plBtd^ of '^0ry to Heam ih* pvt ted ’'ttM-Congrm’' t^nme. 

p.<mirur mthmt.Oti^ 9iHi too can rise hy emuUniag fas (tffut^e. . 

y. /' Rentes sincmEy, 

C45*''>>VSt 



DHILLON GROUP OF PUBLICATIONS 
Estd. 1978~-The March la On 

-THE IMNOVATORS 
DGP BOOKS FOR HELPING YOU DON 

UNIFORM AS COMMISSIONED OFFICER 
Do you have a burning deaire to become an 

ARMY / AIRFORCE / NAVY OFFICER? 
Hra you appearing In April, May 2000 NDA, NA/CDS Exam. ? 
Are you prepared to slog It out and not shy? 
Are you looking for good, reliable, authentic study material 
to hMp you achieve your target? 
If yes, procure the following Books, which are also 

1. NDA EXAM. KIT R8. 275 
For Admission to; Army, Navy & Air Force wings of 
NDA ANaval Academy (Executive Branch) 

2. CDS EXAM. KIT RS. 275 
For Admission to: I.M.A., Navai Academy, Air Force & 
Officers'ltalning Academy 

NDA a CDS Exam. KItk contain: 
a Model ftpers Based on PrevlousYears' IHtpere (with 

Answers/Solutions) • Engllah—Practical English 
Grammar. Common Errors, Prepositions, Compre¬ 
hension & Vocabulary • General Knowledge— 
SCIENCES. HUMANITIES • Mathematics—All 
Branches covered. 

3. DGP Kit of MATHEMATICS for NOA Exam. Rs.150 
• Comprehensive coverage of all topics ; Arithmetic, 
Mensuration, A'gebra, Trigonometry, Geometry and Statistics. 

4. DGP Kit of MATHEMATICS for CDS Exam. Rs.lSO 
• Comprehensive coverage of all topics ; Arithmetic, 
Mensuration, Algebra, Trigonometry, Geometry and Statistics. 

5. DGP ENGLISH IMPROVEMENT COURSE Rs.135 
WMisFrss Copy of Common Ermn la Engtlsh langiuge 

Thorough Expisnatlon of Basle Ceneapts, Solved 
Examplas A l^relsea for praetlco. All Anewer* given. 

find dut how our kItohBve 
Commission In the VNIFORUECf 
Follow their Footsteps end senm dtd Nation 

7. imm ibrssc'sCOMBiNED 
P^IMINARY EXAMINATION Rs.240 
FOR GRADUATE LEVEL RECRUITMENTS 
of Assistants, Inspectors of Central Excise, Income Tax, 
Sub^nspectore In CBI/CPO, Diviaional Accountants etc. 

DGP BOOKS FOR BANK P.O. EXAM., M.BAi& 
HOTEL MANAGEMENT ADMISSION TESTS 

1. IDGPlDlamond Kit for BANK r.O. EXAM. Rl29l) 
For State Bank of India & other Nationalised Banks 
Cempmhenslva Coverage of 
• Test of Reasoning (Logical, Verbal & Non-Verbal), Data, 
Inteipratatlon • English Language (Practical English Grammar,! 
Common Errors, Wbrd Power etc.) e General Awareneie (AH aspects 
of G.K.) • Quantitative ApIHude (Numbor System, Graphs, Tabulation 
of Data, Mensuration ate.) • Descriptive English (Short Essays, 
Propositions etc.) • Mods' Papers fFivs Sets- -with Answsrs/Solutions) 
based on Previous Ybars* Papem 

2. [DGP1 Kit for HOTEL MANAGEMENT Rs.390 
For Admission to Degree/Diploma Courses 

3. [M] Diamond Kit for M.B.A. Rs.390 
For Admission Tests of I.I.M. (CAT), MAT, 
FMS, XLRI & Other Institutes/Universities 
DGP Diamond Kit for M.B.A. A Hotel Management Admission 
Tests comprehensively cover • English Language (Practi^i 
English Grammar, Common Errors, Comprehension, \fecabulary etc.) 
e Intelligence ft Reasoning (Logical, Verbal, Non-Verbal). Oats 
Interpretation* Basie Mathsmatlcs (Algebra, Geometry, 
Ihgonometry, Co-ordinate Geometry, Matrices, Calculus) • Basic 
Mathematics Review containing 500 Memory Plus PraetiesI Tips 
• Arithmetic (Number System, Graphs, Tabulation of Date, Mensuration 
etc.) • General KnowledgefOeneral Science • Business end 
Manigement G.K„ Current Affairs • Model Papers (Five Sets- 
with Answers/Solutions) based on Previous Years' Pipers 

4. ENGLISH IMPROVEMENT COURSE Rs.ISS 
with s frssjBopy of Comnwn Errors in English Languogt 

5. INTELLIGENCE & REASONING Rs.tSO 
IMPROVEMENT COURSE (Logical. Verbal & Non-Verbal) 

6. n DATA INTERPRETATION COURSE Rs.120 

T.fPp] PROBABLE (LATEST) ESSAYS 
for Bank P.O. Examination Rs ^(^5 

8. fDGP] Kit of QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE Rs. itiO 
Whh s Ires copy of 'DGP A New Approach of Numsneal Ability' 
• Comprehensive coverage o< sH topics including Number Systems. 
Commercial Ariimetic, Mensuration, Oats Suffciercy and Date Interpretation 

9. [SKitof MATHEMATICS Rs.150 
For CAT (I.I.M.8’), MAT & MBA Admission Tests 
of All Leading Institutes / Universities. 
• Comprehensive coverage of all topics Aiithmetic. Mensuration. 
Algebrs. Trigonometry, Georr>etry CcKirdinaio Geometry, Statistics, Data 
Sufficiency and Data Interpretation.__^ 

Salient Features of DGP Books 
O’- Thorough extensive coverage 

Reader friendly Tabular presentation. Formulas, Tips, 
Ikehniques given for easy grasp and quicker solutions. 
Detailed explanatory notee. Plenty of solved examplsa A 
exercieea for preetlee. 

^ Model Papera with complete Solutions/Hints ttKorponftng 
questions from PREVIOUSYEAR8’ PAPERS. 
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Global War On Terrorism 
For ten years and more, the 

aerenlty of the Kashmir Valley has 
been disturbed by gunfire ar^ the 
access to some of the most beautiful 
spots in the world has been denied 
to tourists from within the country 
and abroad Wbrse still, enemies from 
across the border sowed the seeds of 
discord and hatred between 
communities in the name of religion, 
driving the Hindu Pandits out of their 
moorings to seek sanctuary dsewhoe 
In India. People have lost coimt of 
the killings, massacres, lootings 
kidnappings and other heinous 
crimes In the course of the last ten 
years, all perpetrated by the hardcore 
militants—trained, armed and 
transported by India's neighbour 
Pakistan which has now beramfr a 

• de jbcto ‘terrorist' state, though Its 
"dllies refuse to recognise Its dejure 
status as the springboard of 
internatianal terrorism due to their 
own enlightened self Interest Hundreds of civilians and 
members of India's security forces, the BSF and the CRPF 
have paid with their lives for the proi^ war waged by 
Pakistan 

The Kargil War was the grand climax of the systemaUf 
and sustained campaign of terrorism Pakistan has been 
waging against India Even during the war and ihereafter 
there has been no let-up in the scale of violence and 
bloodshed let loose bv the Pak-tralned terrorists For over 
a decade India has been crying hoarse about internaUonal 
terrorism but none paid any herd to her complaints 
Things are now slowly changing and even USA and Russia 
are now veering round to India's viewpoint that they should 
mount a united front against terrorists training their guns 

the heart of the stability of their countries The US 
concerns were tilggered by June 1996 bomb attack on its 
military personnel m Daharan In Saudi Arabia The bomb 
attacks on the US Embassies In Nairobi and Dar-es- 
Salaam In '998 allegedly masterminded by the Saudi 
millionaire, Osama bin Laden from hts hideouts In 
Afghanistan convinced Washington that international 
co-operation is a prerequisite to curbing state sponsored 
terrorism 

Next to India the worst country to bear the brunt of 
terrorism this year has been Russia that lost more than 
300 people in the bomb blasts that destroyed many 
apartment blocks in Moscow and other urban areas 
Russia traced the hotbed of terrorism as originating from 
the bests of disgruntled elements In Chechnya and 
Dagestan on closer scruUny Russia found that it was ail 
the handiwork of mercenanes trained In Pakistan and 
Afghanistan And the mastermind again wa> once again 
the dreaded Osama bin LadenI Russia protested to 
Pakistan In vain A desperate Russia took things seriously 

^ and launched both a combined air and land assault on 
Chechnya to flush out the terrorists presumably shielded 
by the governn<ent of the breakaway Chechnya 

On September 17 1999. Osama bln Laden added India 
to USA as the two countries against which he and his 

followers have declared ^ehod*. A 
Press release issued in JalalidMid said 
India and USA were the migohldeen's 
"biggest enemies” and th^ would 
target these ‘imperlallat* forces 
whoever possible. He said he was 
ready to help the Kashmiri 
migohideen and be did "help* them 
di^ng the recent Kargil War. India 
can illafTord to ignore the threat of 
Osama bin Laden and India's Home 
Minister, Mr. L.K. Advanl said that 
India would take eveiy step to meet 
any eventuality. Defence sources in 
India are aware that bin Laden has 
an unspecified number of Stinger 
missiles, the Russian-made S^M 7 
surface-to air miaailes and vast 
quantities of sophiatlcated amall 
arms. And when he has the backing 
of Pakistan, why on earth bln Laden 
should worry at all about the arms 
for his ‘holy wari. There is now enough 
flourishing business in drugs trade 

and they have enough money to buy arms 
Against this background, dowlng tributes should be 

paid to the farsighte^ess of me Prime Minister. Mr. Atal 
Behari Vajpayee and the astute diplomacy of Mr Jaswant 
Singh in taking up the diplomatic initiative to forge 
concerted action to fight international terrorism with its 
‘deadly cocktail of violence, religious extremism and 
narcotics trafficking' On September 17, 1999 India and 
the United States began high consultations to find ivays 
of countering the looming spectre of terrorism across 
the world 'The US Coordinator for Counter-terrorism. 
Mr Michael Sheehan met Indian officials to define common 
parameters tor bilateral co operation to prevent terrorist 
bombings USA is keen on evolving an International legal 
framework to punish terrorists This includes proposals 
for extraditing suspecH or the right to prosecute them In 
third countries Both India and USA also discussed the 
terrorism in Kashmir and the rapid spread of extremist 
violence from Afghanistan into the Central Aslan States 
which Include Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan and the Moscow 
blasts, all seen as part of the terror network spreading 
across the globe from Afghanistan and Pakistan 

In recent months, USA has reprimanded Pakistan, at 
least behind the scene, over Its naked support for terronsls 
m Kashmir It is an open secret that the terrorists could 
not have held Kashmir to ransom for so long without the 
matetial support of Pakistan How far USA is prepared to 
take on Pakistan In its war on terroiism without 
jeopardising its traditional relations with Islamabad 
remains to be seen Hie issue of terronsni and how to 
fight it through fora like the UN Security Council was a 
major item In the agenda of the discussions held between 
India s External Affairs Minister, Mr Jaswant Singh and 
hts Russian counterpart, Mr Igor Ivanov, during the UN 
General Assembly deliberations in New York in September. 
1999 At Uie UN itself India signed on September 18. 
1999 the International Convention for Suppression of 
Terrorist Bombings Once ratified, the convention will 
enable the roimtries to either prosecute or extradite those 
accused of terrorist bombings India is the 47th country 
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to 8i^ the convention which has been ao ftr rattSed by 
only six nations. It needs ratillcatlcm by 22 countries to 
come into force. The cmivention was adopted by the UN 
General Assembly in December 1997. 

It is now India’s finest hour with the growing worldwide 
awareness on the dangers of international tororism. No 

country can a£I^ to remain complacent with the mad 
exporters of terrorism even daring to steal mxJear material 
to do their dirty and hebunia Jc^. One should hope that 
USA and RussIb, together with other Permanent Membeta 
of the UN Security Council, would Join together to tadde 
the International blackmail at its very source. Q 

China At Fifty : An Appraisal s 
Together with Indian Independence in 1947. the 

ascendancy of the Communists to power in China marked 
a watersh^ In the history of the worid, highlighting the 
resurgence of Asia and the retreat of 
colonialism and Imperialism. India 
celebrated the Golden Jubilee of her 
Independence In August. 1997 China 
too la celebrating the 50th birthday 
of the Communist Revolution. While 
Gandhljl led the march to freedom 
at midnight, Mao as the Irader of 
China’s millions brought to a 
close the long century of China's 
’humiliation' by imprilallst powers, 
including Japan. There couldn’t be 
any coniparison between Gandhijt 
and Mao, though both played 
distinctive roles In moulding the 
future of their countries. Just as 
Gandhiji left his Inimitable stamp on 
every facet of Indian life, the father 
of the Communist Revolution too had 
revolutionised the Chinese social, 
economic and cultural life. For good 
or bad in fifty years, China has matured as a powerful 
economic and military giant that is sure to throw its weight 
in the new millennium. 

In the avalanche of criticism over the excesses of the 
Cultural Revolution, the Great Leap Forward, the 
regimentation of a closed society and the massacre at the 
Ttananmen Square, the rest of the world underestimates 
China’s stupendous achievements. Most of the Sinologists 
are so carried away by the achievements of the last twenty 
years that they tend to Ignore the substantial contribution 
made by Mao Zedong. Beyond doubt. It was on the firm 
foundation laid by Mao Zedong thaUDeng Xiaoping raised 
the superstructure. 

Whoever has been the Chinese leader and whatever be 
the reforms they sought to achieve in the last fifty years, 
there are certain motivations that underlie every Chinese 
action. It is this distinctive Chinese psyche that strikes 
China observers most and that should inspire the 
developing countries Including India. High ambition to 
become an important power in world politics. Iron 
resolution, discipline, dedication and perseverance, 
adherence to the small family norm, importance of 
education and literacy, and the bdlef that they know much 
better than anyone dse as to what is good for them and 
high individualistic and independent thinking and 
reverence for Chinese values have been the hallmark of 
every programme China undertook be it political, economic, 
social and cultural. It is not the sheer number of 1.2 billion 
people only, but the fact that the Chines-* believed that 
tliey were, are and will be a great people and this 
unshakeable faith in their own greatness that permeated 
their domestic and foreign policies and their relations with 
USA and USSR (now Russia) and other countries, big and 
small. The Chinese wanted the rest of the world to treat 
them for what they are. no less and no more. 

Wherever they floundered, they were prepared to leam 
from their mistakes and mend matters. The Chinese leaders 
spoke with authority on matters th^ considered rif^t 
whatever the rest of the world might construe about their 

actions. And they had the cheek to tdl the Worid Bank 
and IMF to mind their own business vdien both of them 
talked about corruption in China. It was Mao who instilled 

the national pride in every Chinese, 
uniting the nation and raising Ms 
country to a standing of equality 
among the nations. 

Fifty years on, China is slowly 
getting back the territories that, 
CMna believes, belong to her. Hong 
Kong became part of China In a 
smooth transition in 1997 under the 
ixmovative one-coimtry, two systems 
fimnula, and so will be Macao by the 
end of tMs year. There cazmot be two 
Chinas ... the Dragon spitting fire and 
brimstone onsthe mainland and the 
puny Taiwan propped up by USA for 
more than two decades. Both USA 
and Taiwan must yield to thjl- 
overwhelmlng currents of geopolitics 
and let Taiwan become part of the 
mainland under the same formula 

that holds valid for Hong Kong-one country, two systems. 
The way China stormed the citadel of power politics 

shows its “hever say die” spirit. For 23 long years US 
intransigence barred Chinese entry Into the UN and today 
It is one of the five Permanent Members of the UN Security 
Council. In five decades China has achieved an average 
aimual growth rate of 9.8 per cent. In 1997, its gross 
domestic product (GNP) reaped $ 1,055 billion, making 
It In terms of purchasing power parity (PPP) the third 
largest economy in the world. Per capita income rose to 
$ 860, having doubled over the past decade; adult literacy 
rose to 87 per cent and average life expectancy climbed to 
70 years, in just 25 years, China has attracted a direct 
foreign investment of $ 140 billion and has accumulated 
foreign exchange reserves of $ 120 billlan and a trad^ 
surplus with the US of about $ 40 bllUon. Striking statistics 
tliat should inspire our plaimers and administrators! 

Take any field and the average Chinese is possessed of 
the ‘killer Instinct*. In the last Olympics, the Chinese, 
with their record-breaking medal haul, replaced Japan as 
the fourth country with the largest number of medals. 

WMle making the most of the best from our neighbour 
across the Himalayas, India needs to gain a lot by leaving 
the past and opening a new chapter with Chliu. Even 
China Is keen to settle the border dispute with India and 
start things anew; they have already settled the berder 
disputes with Russia and the Cent^ Aslan Republics. 
During the first ever visit to India of a Chinese head of 
state In 1996, Mr. Jiang Zemin said : *We, the two gteat 
nations of wisdom that pioneered hunum civilisation, will 
su^y bring a cooperative and constructive partnersMp 
Into the 21st century.” 

As India and Chliu are about to enter the thresludd of 
the new mlllermium, one should hope that under the 
dynamic leadersMp of Mr. Atal Befaari Vqjpayee and the 
diplomatic skills M Mr. Jaswant Singh, a new twin star 
will rise on the international firmament. □ 
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nraraBASic ENGLISH 

IMPROVEMENT COURSE 
WITH A FREE COPY OF 
DQP Common Errors In English LMtguaas. 

• Practical English Grammar t W«v^00| 
(Fundamental Rules, Common Errors and Pitfalls, 
^lanatlons & Illustrations) 
• Comprehension & Numbered Gaps 

i • \A3cabulary (Synonyms, Antoiwms, Idioms, 
! Phrases, Pair of Words, Foreign words. One- 
iWord Substitution, etc.) 
A stsp by stop, assy A systematic approach, 
Mpa you to bulU a strong foundation of 

INTELLIGENCE A 
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IMPROVEMENT COURSE 
lUDKCHl • Model Papers 
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Exams. & Management Admission Tests 
• ReasonIngTests, Logical,Vbrbai& Non- 
Verbal • Data Interpretation & Management 
AptitudeTesta. 
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Notaa fbr thorough understanding 
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Practical English Grammar 
Common Errors & Pitfalls 
Comprehension • Vocabulary 
Funcamental rules, tips & usage, 
explanations, illustrations & charts. 
Competitive Exams. Question papers 
Specimen Papers 

• Exhaustive Study Material I Re.1001 
• Plethora of Solved Examples • Practical 
Tips, Short Cuts and Explanatory Notes 
• Objective Multiple Choice Questions 
• Exercises for Practice • Model Papers— 
(Questions Incorporated from PrevlousVbars' 
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PRIYA 
ENGLISH SPEAKING 

(SIX WEEK) COURSE 
Basic English Grammar explained 
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I eenflrtonce In speaking English 

ENGLISH VOCABULARY 
^ IMPROVEMENT COURSE 
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IMPROVEMENT COURSE 

• Logical Reasoning 1 
• Commonsense & Analytical Reasoning 
• Data Interpretation • Verbal and Non-Verbal 
Reasoning • Principles. Illustrations, Exercises 
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practical help. 
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INTERPRETATION COURSE 

I IMPROVEMENT COURSE I 
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• Sixty Sample Interviews. 
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1. PROBABLE (LATEST) ESSAYS Ra. 75 

Essays on social, economic, reilective, kHometiCi genera 
and political topics An excellent tx>oK lor higfier grade 
compelilive examinations 

2. LETTER WRITING Ra.40 

3. PRECIS WRITING Ra. 35 
4. PARAGRAPH WRITING Ri. 30 
5. OBJECTIVE ENGUSH-A NEW 

APPROACH Rf. 75 
6. ADVANCED GENERAL ENGUSH Ra. 60 
7. TEST OF REASONING/LOGICAL 
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10. EVERYDAY SCIENCE Rs. 60 
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Objective Multiple Choice Questions 

GENERAL SCIINCE 
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Chemistry, Life Science, Space Science, 
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Principles and Laws • Science Quiz 
• Of.'iective Multiple Choice Questions 
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CURRENT AFFAIRS 

INDIA 
BJP And Allies Surge To 

Victoiy 
It was poetic )ustice to the leaders of the 

BJP and (heir allies, left midstream by crass 
political opportunists, but the enlightened 
electorate of India came to their rescue to 
help them reach the farther shore so that 
they can accomplish their unfinished task. 
Mr. Atal Behari Vajpayee, acknowledged 
today as the number one leader of the 
country and the well-knit team he led, were 
betrayed only months ago by AIADMK, in 
collusion with the Congress, and a few other 
parties whose only agenda all along had 
been that "either they would rule, or they 
wouldn't let any other party or combituition 
rule". But the people of India scripted a 
difliirent verdict in the elections to the 13th 
LoKSabha avenging the wrong done to the 
BJP government. 

THE TALLY 

BJP&MJJES 
Shiv Sena 

Trinamool 
TOP 
Ind. & Others 

TOTAL 

JDfU) 
V 

20 CONG&ALUES total 
4 

Loktantrik 1 Congress 112 
MDMK 4 AIADMK 10 OTHERS 
MGDK 1 KECM 1 BSP 14 
mcp 1 MUL 2 Samajwadi 20 
WC “ 4 ' RJO 7 Ind. 4 Others 10 
PMK 8 RLO 2 TOTAL 00 

Total Elaetivs Seats: S43: Election Hold: B3I; 

Graphic basad on: 537 Results 

The Bharatiya Janata Party and ita allies 
in the National Democratic Alliance have 
secured a comfortable majority in the Lok 
Sabha and Mr. Atal Behari Vajpayee has 
become the Prime Minister of India for die 
third time; thanks to the machinations of 
the Opposition he has risen like a Phoenix. 
He was Prime Minister for just 13 days in 
1996, but he never gave up, fought again 
like a brave a^'t honest soldier and became 
the Prime Mu»..».. In April 1998 and faced 
yet anofoer trial early this year. And he is 
back again. He is the last one to run away 
from the battlefield. Like the jawans who 
stood their ground in the Kargil War, 
Mr. Vajpayee and his illustrious colleagues 
and partymen wrested victory figjiting the 
battle from the vantage ground of moral 
strength and rectitude. 

The people's verdict in favour of the BJP 
and its allies was clinched not only by the 

handled the 
War but also by the 
resentment over the 

**** coalition 
thrown out of 

office through the 
conspiracy hatched 

p—j by the AIADMK 
RS supremo and the 

Congress. India's 
^ oldest national party, 

the Congress, once 
again stands 
discredited, hoist 
with its own petard. 

The BJP stormed 
the Capital with a 
kind of ferocity that 

—surprised the party 
itself; it made a dean 
sweep of all the 

IE FT seven Lok Sabha 
CPI 4 seats. The Congress 
CPi(M) 32 power 

in Delhi in the 
Assembly elections 

' on the fall-out of the 
3 'onion crisis' just ten 

TOTAL n months ago had to 

nniBBC humble pie. 
uTIIbH5 BJP staged a strong 

8SP 14 comeback in 
Samajwadi 2B Rajasthan where it 
Ind. 4 Others 11 had to be content 
TOTAL BA hi the 

1998 Lok Sabha and 
had later suffered 
humiliating defeat 

KBK FoWgraphlcs in the Assembly 

Atal Behari Vajpayee 

elections. While in Orissa, the BJP-BJD 
alliance dealt a stunning blow to the 
Congress, the Indian National Lok Dal-BJP 
combination in Haryana won all the seals 
by big margins blanking Congress. The BJP 
emerged as the biggest gainer in the 
elections m Andhra Pradesh which saw the 
virtual marginalisation of smaller parties 
due to the near-total polarisation of votes 
between the TDP-BJP combine and the 
Congress. While the BJP and its ally DMK 
in Tamil Nadu, the BJP-Shiv Sena alliance 
in Maharashtra and the BJP in Gujarat 
marched ahead of others, the NDA suffered 
setbacks in Uttar Pradesh, Punjab and 
Karr.ataka. In Laloo's Bihar again the BJP- 
JD (U) combine stole the limelight. Laioo 
Yadav himself bit the dust, falling like a 
giant oak weakened by the small strokes 
caused by his own misdeeds. 

With the results announced by 
October 8, 1999, the NDA has crossed tile 
30B-mark bettering its record in 1998, with 
BJP improving its tally of 1998, paving the 
way for the ea.sy formation of government. 

The 1999 elections proved to be the most 
disastrous blow to the Congress Party since 
Independence. Its tally of 112 seats is the 
lowest since 1952 when democratic India 
went to poll for the first time. Stunned by 
the humiliation at the hustings, the Congress 
President, Mrs. Sonia Gandhi called for 
introspection over party's poor showing 
leading to resignations by four of its General 
Secretaries owning moral responsibility for 
the party's debacle in the states under their 
charge. Dr. Manmohan Singh, the leader of 
Congress Party in Rajya Sabha, has also put 
in his papers. Meanwhile, Mrs. Sonia Gandhi 
has got herself elected as leader of Congress 
Parliamentary Party. Yet another casually 
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of the polls has been the socalled Third Front 
tiiat suffered greater shrinkage at the hands 
of the electorate. 

However, the Congress has made 
spectacular gains both in Uttar Pradesh and 

(where it rose from ashes to capture 
10 and 8 seats respectively to Lok Sabha) as 
also in Karnataka with a bag of 16 seats 
(82%) in Lok Sabha. 

State Assemblies 
Elections 

In Karnataka, the Congress emerged 
with an overwhelmingly big majority 
in Assembly elections. Mr. S.M. Krishna, 
KPCC (I) President took oath of office on 
October 11,1999 as Karnataka Chief Minister 
marking the return of Congress rule in the 
State (Forturwtely, the new Chief Minister 
has stated that he would not scrap the August 
1998 Cauvery Accord with Tamil Nadu). 

In Arunachal Pradesh, Congress Chief 
Minister, Mr. Mukut Mithi, riding on a two* 
third majority, is already in the saddle since 
October 11, 1999. 

However, just as the anti*incumbency 
factor did not work in the case of the 
BjPded coalition at the Centre all because 
of the enviable record they had left behind. 

in the case of Andhra Pradesh too that went 
to the Asseihbly polls, the anti-mcumbency 
factor was relegated to the background 
because die people of the State were carried 
away by the style of governance of 
Its Chief Minister, Mr. Chandrababu Naidu 
who streamlined 
the administration ACCBUDIV 
at every level. As RwOEWIUU 
the Chief Minister POLL 
himself admitted, 
the verdict was OUTCOME ^ 
a "positive vote 401111 S 
for development". 19*19 | 
Mr. Naidu has for ^i*"*"""*"**"* 
the second time j| 
assumed office of itostK_' | ^ 
Andhra Pradesh Cong 751 
Chief Minister on SMvSena 69 'L 
October 11, 1999. BJP 56 

In Sikkim, *5x1 
Mr. Pawan Kumar . g —|J 
Chamling, Presi- ggiyi . 3  1 
dent of Sikkim CPH 2 \ 
Democratic Front JO-S 2 
was sworn in OttiOT 16 
second time as 
Chief Minister of 

SSoberTl999‘:" _ 

Cong 75 
SMvSena 69 
BJP 56 
NCP SB 
SP 2 

PWP ■ 5 
BBM 3 
CPU 2 
JO-S 2 

Others 16 

In Maharaditra, Oie Confess is 
to oust BJP-Shiv Sena combine to 
collaboration wtdi Natioiulist Congress 
Party (NCP) of Shaiad Pawar. 

Elections 1999 : Apathy 
And '\^olence 

Between 1989 and 1999 the largest 
democracy in die world has had at many 
as five general elections and if the people of 
India have become sick of the who8e 
exercise, the political parties, die politicians 
and the system have to blame dwmaehres. 
Anxiety is writ large on die fra of electorate; 
voters are reluctant to vote for those who 
are simply not concerned about the day-io< 
day problems the people face. Fifty-two 
years on, the people are struggling to stay 
afloat, denied of access to proper medicare, 
sanitadon and housing. Unemployment is 
mounting and drinking water has become a 
luxury. Tlieir litany of woes is unending and 
with most election promises reduced to a 
sham, every election has become another 
act of betrayal. In Keonjhar district in Orissa, 
nearly 20,000 voters in the tribal belt 
boycotted the poll to protest against the 
government apathy towards them- 
voters in constituencies like Sambalpu? In 
western Orissa, Dhenkenal and Cuttack did 
not go to the polling booths just because 
many of their villages did not have basic 
facilities like roads, drinkmg water, health 
care facilities and schools. 

Large-scale violence in Bihar, Jammu and 
Kashmii; Andhra Pradesh and the North- 
East during the different phases of the 
election to the Lok Sabha showed that the 
polls would have taken still a higher toil if 
the Election Commission had not made 
adequate security arrangements. In Andhra 
Pradesh, the Telugu Desam candidate for 
the Sirpur constituency was gunned down 
along with his three security guards in the 
fourth major attack by the outlawed 
Naxalite outfit, the People's War Group,. In 
a daring daylight operation, the extremists 

KBKFeBgrapliia 
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Our Multimedie / Computers with 
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ADMISSION PROCEDURE 

EMPI uses CAT for shortlisting esndidates for Its 2 year Full Time Post-Graduate Diploma in Management (PGDBM). IIMs have no i 
role either in the aelection procedure or in the conduct of the programme. I 
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VOTER'S PARTICIPATION IN LOK SABHA ELECTIONS 

Than till baan I phtflonMnil hwmH In tlw numbw ol 

1K2 1742.13.635 10,59.44,495 

1167 19.36.52.069 12,34.61,815 

1962 21.63.72.215 11,99,04,315 
1917 24,90.03.334 15.27,24.611 
1971 27,40.94.493 15,15.36,802 

1977 32.11.74.327 16,42,63,915 

1969 35,55.60,700 20,24.05,413 

1994 36,98,16,294 24.95.85.344 

1999 49.99.06.429 30.90.50409 

1991 51,47.26.360 27.52,05,803 

1999 59,25.72.268 33,48.73,286 

1999 60.58.84,103 37,54,54.034 

ELECTIONS 99; KEY FACTS AT A GLANCE 
poumonimoiis 

1991 1996 1996 1999' 
Provislonil t ctmitSXeanslttuenelts only 

1991 1996 1998 1999* 
KBK toHgraphic 

INDEPENDENTS: FADING FORTUNES VIOLENCE IN LOK SABHA ELECTIONS | 

irr 

Details of deaths in 1989* election: 

Land mine blasts and violence by insurgents and extremists 
Violent incidents during the poll period . . 
Total .. 
Of these Security and Poll Personnel 

’Provisional KBK PoIIqmbIijcs 

shot down an Assistant tnspector-General 
of Police in Hyderabad on September 4, and 
a few days later blasted a police station in 
Medak district and carried away weapons 
after killing five constables. The statewide 
bandobust notwithstanding, the Bihar State 
witnessed one of the worst acts of violence 
on the polling day; the outlawed Maoist 
Communist Centre that had called for poll 
boycott struck with fiendish savagery, setting 
up landmines that took away die lives of 
30 people in the districts of Palamu, 
Hazaribagh and Chaira. Most of the victims 
were them on official duty, either police 
offidais or poll officials. 

Elsewhere in Baramula in Jammu k. 
Kashmir; at least eight people, including two 
Jawans of the Irtdo-Tibetan Border Police 
GTBP) were killed, and several offiers woe 
injured in poll-related violence. 

Caste divisions too have played a 
significant role in the pattern of voting to 
dlfitoent States, especially in Bihar and Uttar 
ncadesh. 

As regards the issue of 33% reservation 
for women in the Lok Sabha and State 
Assemblies, notwithstanding the clamour of 
political parties to this effect, the number of 
women candidates stood at abs)rmally low 
of 247—far lower than 1991 (324), 1996 (599) 
and 1998 (274). The Congress fielded 
maximum number (50) followed by JIJP (25), 
Samajwadi Party (12). However only 
47 women candidates eme^ed victorious- 
Coitgress and BJP (15 each), Left parties (4), 
Samajwadi Party and TOP (3 each), 
Tlrinamul Congress (2) others (5). 

Redeeming Featufes 
However, the redeeming features of 

Elections *99 have been a marked decline to 
incidence of poll violence, deaths and 
number of repolb as compared to 1996 and 
1998, a better turn-out of voters 58.3% 
(barring 1998-62%) and a drastic faU (46.5%) 
from 8699 to 1991 to 4648 to 1999 in total 
number of candidates. The independent 
candidates have been getting worst 

drubbing in these elections with over 99* 
getting their security deposits forfeited i 
1991,1996,1998 and 1999 in contrast to .59* 
in 1952. A 22.5% increase in number c 
voters to 62.04 crore to 1999 from 49.84 croi 
in 1991 has entailed a whopping highi 
(130%) expenditure of Rs. 436 crore to 199 
(Rs. 840) as compared to 1991 (Rs. 359 crore 

Another interesting feature of thei 
elections is that the Congress despite havto 
won fewer seats (112) than IQP—4n fact 
was the lowest score since 1952—secure 
higgler percentage of votes (28.42%) than SI 
(23.07%). Henvever to terms of peroenlag 
of votes polled to seats contested (339), SI 
leads with a percentage of 39.67% foDowe 
by a*l(M)—^.40%. Hie Congress secure 
c^y 33.9% on 453 seats contested by IL 

Meanwhile, both CH and newly-ento^ 
JD (Secular) led by former PM, Dave Gmvd 
could lose national status in view of the 
rMpecttvepoerpctil peraentage.of..}<45 an 
0.92 which is far below tiie prescribe 
minimum percentage. 
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Cauvery Disptite 
_Boils Over_ 

Mother Nature never wants her people 
to miss her eternal message; "Our patience 
will adiieve more than our force." ^ it was 
the case with the sparring riparian States, 
T»il Nadu and Karnataka, that squabbled 
ow* the sharing of the waters of the 
Cauvery, with the Centre being forced to 
intervene and as the tempers seemed to go 
out of control, there came the showers of 
mercy from the heavens giving the farmers 
enough water for their fields arid easing the 
tension between Chennai and Bangalore. 

It all began around the middle of 
S^tember 1999 when Tamil Nadu pressed 
the crisis button with the water level sharply 
coming down in the Cauvery delta region 
of Tamil Nadu. The State Government 
swung into action taking steps to rationalise 
the use of available water to ensure 
irrigation of the standing kuruoai crops. 
Tamil Nadu complained that the kuruvai 
rrop.s would be badly hit if the Cauvery 
water was not released by Karnataka as per 
the interim award of the Cauvery Water 
Disputes Tribunal. The State claimed that it 
had till then received 95 tme ft of water 
against 125 tme ft. Hie problems of farmers 
iii^amil Nadu became more acute following 

the drying up of inflow into the Mettur 
reservoir. Karnataka too has been facing 
difficulty in view of the failure of rains; it 
however, claimed that up to September 14, 
1999, it had released to Tamil Nadu 106.2 
tme ft of water as against 121.4 tme ft of 
water it should have released in accordance 
with the June 1991 interim award of the 
Cauvery Tribunal. The then Karnataka Chief 
Minister, Mr. J.H. Patel said on September 
23,1999 that he would abide by the derision 
of the Monitoring Committee of the Cauvery 
River Authority headed by Prime Minister. 

An emergency meeting of the Monitoring 
Committee held in New Delhi on September 
24 failed to bring immediate relief to Tamil 
Nadu, as Karnataka turned down the 
recommendation that it release 3 tme ft of 
water to Tamil Nadu before September .30 
and another 6 tme ft of water by October to 
save the standing crops in Ihe Cauvery delta. 
Thc4Zommittce suggested that Karnataka 
make good a deficit of 20 tme ft of water in 
addition to the mandatory releases by 
Itecember to Tamil Nadu. 

At the instance of the Prime Minister, 
Mr. Atal Behari Vajpayee, a three-member 
team comprising the Union Water Resources 
Secretary, Mr. Z. Hassan, Mr. Mobile, 
Chairman, Central Water Commission and 
Mr. C.O. Kochi, member-secretary to the 
monitoring committee of the Cauvery River 

Authority visii«‘d on September 27,1999 the 
catdunent areas of the Krishna Raja Sagar, 
Kabini, Hemavnii and Harangi in Karnataka 
and the Metliir Rt>servoir in Tamil Nadu 
for a spot assessment of the water situatioa 

Karnataka li'id the visiting Central team 
that as against Itu' requirement of 49 tme ft 
of water to irrigate a command area of 
1,92,000 hectaoK und.>r Krishna Raja Sam, 
only 30.826 linf ft of water was available. 
Till the end of IJecomber 19‘>‘i, 44 hnc ft of 
water was earmarked for standing crops, 
3.25 tme ft tow.li..Is Lwapuration loss iumI 
1.5 ime ft for drinking water supply to 
Mysore city. 

Thus there devekipi>d a stalemate with 
both Karnataka and Tamil Nadu—the two 
ruling allies of NDA—sticking to their rigid 
stands at a crucial juncture amidst rute4>p 
to 1999 elections. Then, all of a sudden die 
looming crisis seimied to dissipate itself at 
rain-bearing clouds gathering OA the 
horizons in I'amil .Nadu and ^matake 
seemed to pacify the frayed nerves. The 
scheduled meeting of the Cauvery River 
Authority summoned by the Prime Minister 
on September 29, 1999 did not take pjeoe 
because of the illness of the Karnataka Chief 
Minister. And all the concerned knew there 
was no point in having a meeting without 
the presence of a leading party to the 
Cauvery water dispute, llie sudden rainfall 
in the catchment areas of the Cauvery 
reservoirs in Karnataka and Tamil Nadu 
cheered up all—the riparian States and toe 
Centre. 

The Celitral team of experts which 
inspected the Cauvery reservoirs in 
Karnataka and Tamil Nadu submitted its 
report to the Prime Minister's Principal 
Secretary on September 29, 1999, but wito 
bountiful raii.s i,using Ihe levels of 
n'servoirs, it is anybody's guess whether 
there would be a meeting of the Cauvery 
River Authority or not. Tlie crisis seems to 
have bU>w'n i"’er; I'lankr i'> rain god. 

Law Commission Focuses 
On Poll Reforms And 

Women's Rights 
In its 170th report, Ihe l.aw Commission 

headed by former Supreme Court Judge, 
B.P. Jeewan Reddy has recommended 
sweeping eledoral reforms in order to have 
cleaner politics that would ensure stability 
of the government. The Commission wants 
the electoral system to be more 
representative, fair and transparent to strike 
deeper roots for democracy and eliminate 
the deleterious tnmds of proliferation and 
splintering of [xiiitical parti(>s. 

For instance, in the just concluded 
elections to the 13th I.ok i^bha there were 
seven national parties, 33 State parties and 
a staggering over 6211 uiiri‘gi.stered parties, 
besides thousands of independent 
candidates, exaspeiating Ihe Hlection 
Commission in finding out new symbols. 

The law C'oruniissioii would like Ihe 
government to inlnuiiu'e a fri-sh chapter in 
the Reprcsentaliiir. of the People Act, 
regulating the form.tin m and fiinctioiimg of 
pijiticai parties, all witli an intent to ensure 
internal demtvr.i.-v !l N!ri.>,:a*d theiiecessily 

CAUVERY WATER DISPUTE 
The Cauvery water sharing dispute has flared-up once again with Karnataka 

refusing to release waters as demanded by Tamil Nadu. 
- 
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of having elections once in five years for 
the Lok Sabha and the Assemblies. The 

j Commission also has sugg(>sted revision of 
the anti-defection law and has proposed that 
a pre-election front or coalition of political 
parties should be treated as a "political 
party" for the purpose ot the Tenth Schedule. 

The Report of the Ijiw Commission has 
suggested that any political party that 
receives less than five percent of the total 
valid voU*s last in the general elections to 
the Lok Sabha or the Slate Avsembly should 
not be entitled to any seal in the Lok Sabha 
or Slate Assembly even if it wins any seat. 
I he Commission has suggested the 
desirability of adopting a rule I'v which only 
a candidate obtaining S) p«‘r cent and above 
of the voles should be decland eli'Cted. 

A major recommendation of the 
t onimission is that indi-peiuK nl candidates 
lie barred from cirnle-.ting eUs'tioiis for the 
I .ok Sabna and the Stale A.-semblii's. 

On tin* state tundin., ot political parlies, 
the Commission has ri'ilerated the 
recommendations in the Indrajif Gupta 
Committee report, subjei i lo certain 
changes. Similiar provision-, .'an be found 
in several other deinoi racics. The 
Coinmis.sion has recommendc'l that in case 
of electoral offences, the trainhig of a charge 
by a court should itsell he a ground for 
disqualification in addilion to conviction. 

The other major recomnieii.hitions of the 

f'ommission cover I he use ot electronic 

voting machines and the reslfiction on "no- 

confidence motion". 

Ibe 15th Uw C.ommisMou is trying lo 
simplify the Central Acts Among others, 
the Commission has also recoinmend**d 
changi*s in the Agri< iilfur.il and 1'roces.sed 
Food Products f.xpiirt I'evelopinent 
Authority Act to ban flie export of 
vegetables, meat and Ipiiits in view of 
acute scarcity and skv-i'oc kelmg prices 
of these products. 

It has also begun a study ol certain 
provisions of the proj'ert)’ rights ol I findu 
women, i‘.spc'ciall\ the daughters lo 
ancttstral propertv The study is intemded to 
bring about an amendment in the Hindu 
Succession Act of 11511 to provide Hindu 
women, especially the daughters, the right 
to ancestral or inherited proi'crly. There are 
two schools of Hindu law— MilAiJiimi and 
Oaythhagu. While f kiwWinya law prevails m 
West Bengal, Assam and part of Drissa, 
Mitakskira prevaiLs in the resl of India. 

Under the Mthtkfhara law, a son, a 
grandson and a great-grandson have a 
right by birth in tlio ancvstral propiTties 
in the hands ol the lather and their interest 
IS equal to that of the father. However, 
this is confined to the ma'e members of 
the joint family and women enjoy no 
rights here whatsoever. 

The amendment lo he suggested by the 
Law Commission would sevk to eliminate 
the gender discrimination in Mitakshara 
coparcenary by including daughters as It^l 
heirs. The Commission is also cwisidering 
the inheritance certificate on the death of 
an individual by all the heits to indicate 
their shares, which would be regarded as a 
proof of flieir nght in propi>rty ot properties 

The objective of the Law CoBunisaion'a 
study is to amend the law in order lo do 
away with the long-standing gender 
injustice. 

Is It OK, With Y2K Just 
Days Away ? 

There was a stale joke in circulation 
.several years ago when it was said that you 
don’t have to pay for coconuts in Canada 
simply because coconuts are not available 
there ! The same is true of the Y2K spectre 
as far as India is concerned just because we 
are not as much concerned as the West just 
because our system is nokthal computerised. 
Or we are living in both the bullock age 
and the age of computer technology. 

The rr industry realised about five years 
ago that when the year 2000 succeeds 1999, 
won't the computer get confused, mistaking 
the last two digits '00' for 1900 instead of 
2IXX). There is a universal fear that this could 
happen and hence there is a worldwide alert 
to set right old computer programmes by 
restoring the full four digits to the year. 

The Govemmmit of India started working 
on the Y2K compliance after international 
rating agencies categorised India along with 
China as among the risk-prone areas in 
regard to Y2K problem. The National 
Informatics Centre is monitoring the Y2K 
preparedness situation on a day-to-day 
basis and taking appropriate steps. 
According lo the Electronics Secretary, 
Mr. Ravindra Gupta, the Company Law 
Board has directed the statutory auditing 
authorities to look into the Y2K 
preparedness of each company. 

Harshad Mehta : "The 
Bull Impounded" 

The infamous securities scam rocked the 
Bombay ShKk Exchange seven years ago, 
sending a chill down the spines of thousands 
of small and first-lime investors. 

After an agonising seven long ywrs, the 
nenusis has ovi*rtaken the arch villain of 
the spcurilies scam, the "Big Bull" Harshad 
Mehta. In a long-awaited and significant 
verdict, a special court in Mumbai ainvicted 
him and three others on September 27,1999 
for misappropriating the surplus funds 
of Marwti Udyog Ltd. (MUL) to the tune 
of Rs. 38.97 crores between April 1989 and 
May 1991. All the foui have been convicU-d 
for being a party to criminal conspiracy, 
criminal breach of trust and dishonest 
•ippropnalion. 

The verdict wa.s pronounced by 
Mr. Justice M.S. Rane in a packed 
cf"irtroom. Besides Harshad Mehta, others 
convicted were Pramod Kumar Manocha, 
former deputy finance manager of MUL, 
Vinayak Narayan Deosthali, former assistant 
manager of the United Commercial Bank 
and Ram Narayan Popali, former officer of 
ANZ Grindlays Bank. The court held 
Harshad and others guilty of conspiracy 
(Section 120-B) to divert MUL funds 
deposited at Canara Bank's Parliament 
Street Branch m Delhi to the account of "Big 
Bull" at Grindlays Bank there. 

Si 

Harshad Mehta 

Manocha was found guilty of abusing his 
position as a public servant by causing and/ 
or allowing the MUL's funds to be 
wrongfully gained by Mehta. He was also 
found guilty of dishonesdy delivering .35 
lakh units of the Unit Trust of India (U Il), 
valued at Rs. 4.99 crore and belonging lo 
the MUL to Khandelwal, the then manager 
of Mehta's firm and now an atloriwy 
Khandelwal had turned approver ikd 
depo.sed against Mehta. The court 
held Deosthali guilty of forging and 
using valuable securities of the UCO Bank 
to cheat llie MLIL. 

Illegal Migrants From 
Bangladesh 

Most of the Stales in the North-Ea.st h,ive 
been fanng the prohlein of illegal t ligrants 
from Bangladesh over the years resulting in 
a steady impact on the political, cultural .ind 
socio-economic life in thi“se Slates. Neither 
legislation nor any executive action by the 
Centn* has been able to solve the problem. 

The 'explosive' matter of illegal migration 
of Bangladeshis into the North liast came to 
the notice of the Supreme Court ol Indi* in 
September 1999 when the apex court 
expressed its concern and asked the Central 
Government to make "hoiu’st and serious" 
attempts to stop the flow. A Bench 
comprising Chief Justice Adarsh Sein 
Anand, Justice M. Sreenivasan and Justice 
R.C. Lahoti said that the large scale 
migration of Bangladeshis irto the North- 
Eastern States po^ the danger of changing 
the demography of the region. 

The Supreme Court made these 
observ'ations during the hearing of a public 
interest petition filed by the All India 
Lawyers Forum for Civil Liberties which 
alleged that both the Central and Slate 
governments were doing nothing to prevent 
illegal migration from Bangladesh. 

In his deposition, the Additional Solicitor- 
General, Mr. R.N. Trivedi said that the 
Centre was actively considering 4he 
suggestion of the Assam Government to 
"repeal the Illegal Migrants (Deportation by 
Tribunals) Act as the State complained that 
it was posing various problems in deporting 
illegal migrants. _ 
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CURRENT AFFAIRS 

i The World 
Fifty Years After The 

Communist Revolution 

At tht end of 1947, with the Communist 
forces makinx steady imuails, the United 
States pulled out of China. After losing 
several battles diroughout the span 
of 194S49, the Kuomintang (KMT) forces 
retreated to Taiwan and in Beijlitg, Mao 
Z^ong proclaimed the establishment of the 
People's Republic of China on October 1, 
1949. A new chapter began in the t'oiourful 
history of China. 

Fifty years on, China and the rest of Ute 
world are taking stuck of China's successes 
and failures. It is quite natural for China to 
gloat over their achievements and 
camouflage their failures. Any other country 
would have done the same while basking 

m the glory ot a Golden Jubilee. Like any 
other nascent nation, China too toddled its 
way before it learnt to stand on its own. 

Though China was quickly granted 
diplomatic recognition afiu the Revolution 
in 1949 by die Soviet bloc nations and some 
Western nations like Britain, it was being 
isolated in international affairs by the US 
which continued to support Taiwan or the 
Nationalist China confined to its offshore 
poBs^ions, while Taiwan still retained the 
seat in die UN, claiming to represent die 
entire China. Enlightened self-interest and 
Its antipathy to Communism made the USA 
stubborn in opposing die entry of China into 
the UN year after year. A country like India 

pleaded for China's admission in die UN 
on the simple k^c that the USA could not 
wish away die presence of a big country 
widi a lui^ population just because it was 
totally opposed to the Communist ideology. 
But die ways of the world are inscrutable 

that while China chose to attack her 
neighbour and Mai Moi Itvlid, nnce her great 
friend at the UN, while decades later in the 
90s the USA and China have become—once 
both sworn enemies—economic benefactors 
and benefleuries in one go. Where the hell 
the ideologies are gone? When seU-inlerest 
supervenes, ideolt^es are given a decent 
burial. Even when China is known to have 
violated the NPT several times over, the 
capitalist USA flinches back at penalising 
the Red China! The simple fact is that it is 
no longer Mao Zedong's China: it is Jiang 
Zemin's—a pragmatic, futuristic leader who 
does not want his 1.2 billion people live in 
the 20th Century as the rest of advanced 
societies in the West cros.<ies the threshold 
into the 21 st century. 

In 1956, Mao announced a policy of "let 
a hundred flowers bloom, let a hundred 

schools of thoughts 
contend," inviting 
aitkrism of the party 
and government, but 
the father of the 
Communist revo¬ 
lution was least 
prepared for the 
whirlwind of criti 
dsm that soon swept 
the country. The 
critics soon found 
themselves in labour 
camps. The idea was 
a boomerang. 

When Russia 
refused to share its 
nuclear secrets with 
China, Mao broke 
with tiie Soviet 
Union and expelled 
all Soviet personnel 

in 1958. There followed the Great Leap 
Forward—a people's plan without any aid 
from abroad. Huge rural communes 
replaced peasant small holdings and co¬ 
operatives and agriculture was placed under 
the direction of the central planning. It was 
indeed a great leap backward that caused 
widespread famine and social dislocation as 
Mao himself admitted in 1960. 

It was around this time that China was 
piqued by the luirest in Tibet which was 
quelled by an iron fist. The Dalai lama and 
hundreds of his followers fled to India. But 
die border war witti India that followed sent 
shock waves throughout the subcontinent 
and punctured the dreams of pacifist 
Jawaharlal Ndini. It was the end of a dream. 

Mao's Cultural Revolution too ended in 
smoke. Hie 1968 Soviet invasion of 
Czechoslovakia convinced Mao that the 
USSR was potoiUally a great threat to China 
than the USA. China bKame closer to the 

USA than ever before. On October 25,1971 
China replaced Taiwan as the mem^ Uij 
the UN and the following year the US' 
President, Ridiard Nixon visited China. 

After the death of 2}iou Gniai, the Prime 
Minister of Qiina, in January 1976 and of 
Mao on September 9, 1976, Deng Xiaoping 
became Chine's paramount leader. 

On January 1, 1979, China and the USA 
entered into formal diplomatic rtiatlom. In 
the 80s, China dismantled Ite rural 
communes and relumed land to individual 
peasant holdings under long term leasee. 
Small scale enterprises came up in rural and 
urban China. 

The ruthless massacre at Tiananmen 
Square has left a black spot on the fsqe of 
China in terms of gross violation of human 
rights The USA and many other countries 
imposed economic sanctions against China, 
but soon there was a thaw and in the 1990 
the USA renewed China's most favoured 
nation statu.s. 

While political dissent was stifled, China 
embarked on massive economic reforms in 
the 1990&, the momentum of which has not 
suffered any let-up as China enters tha 
millennium after her Golden Jubilee, the 
most stunning has been her economic 
miracle, thanks to her rapid integration into 
ttw global economic system. It is predicted 
that by 2020, the Chinese economy could 
be the largest in the world. 

Likewise, the USA may be the sole 
superpower, but China is poised to become 
the potential second superpower, thanks to 
the investment of 10 per cent of its GDP in 
defence. 

in fifty years the political and economic 
maps of the world have changed beyond 
recognition and inevitably China too hat 
changed. Tlie worst vicbm of this change 
has been ideology and the so-called 
'communism' has been made irreievant in 
most parts of the world. The ftr.,t to jettison 
the ideoiogy was die former Soviet Union 
and then followed the East European 
countries; for China to hug this outn^ed 
ideology, she must have her own 
compulsions. One pities the leftover of this 
ideology in Kerala, West Bengal and Tripura 
states of India where what is left of CPI and 
CPM is prepared to go to any length to 
change their spots and shed Aeir skin if 
only it would help stop the BJP juggernaut 

Even at the colourful Golden Jubilee 
celebrations in Beijing on October 1, 1999, 
the Chinese leaders couldn't offer anything 
beyond the usual platitudes. What they did 
not say was more important; the survival 
instinct has killed Marxism, Leninism and 
Maoism. "Let a hundred flowers bloom i" 

A picture releated by Chinese official newa agency, Xinhua on 
the eve of SOth annivereary of People'e Republic of China 

^ ahowe Mao Zedong, Chairman of the Chineee Communist Party 
from 1935 until hie death in 1976, riding a horae on Ma trip to 

Shaanbei in 1947 during the civil war with Kuomintang 
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As the world gears up to <^>cn yet anodwr 
chapter in the history of international 
economic co-operation, with the proposed 
launching of a new trade round at the WTO 
meeting in Seattle. US, in November 1999, 
the APEC (Asia-Pacific Economic Co- Seration) summit held on September 12- 

, 1999 finalised various proposals of the 
21 members of the APEC that represent 
$16 trillion in gross domestic product and 
almost half of the world trade. 

In fact, tlte world leaders discussed more 
of the same troddcm ground such as steps 
to reduce trade barriers and improve 
financial markets in the wake of the Asia 
crisis. The members of the APEC, backed 
the US call for a short, substantive WTO 
agenda under a three-year deadline that 
would cover global trade in ail farming, 
MTvlces and manufacturing areas. 

APEC members also called for the 
abolition of all agricultural export 
subsidies—a stance ainuni at pressuring the 
European Community to redure its bloated 
export payment and other sub.sidy 
programmes. 

APEC leaders also agreed to explore 
regional banking standards and push iur a 
more open airline market, including an end 
to restrictions on air freight, ground 
handling, aimputer rcsi'iv'atiun systems and 
shared flights, known in the industry as 
'code-sharing'. 

Some of the world leaders who attended 
the Auckland summit, were the US 
President, Mr. Dill Clinlon. the Chinese 
President, Mr. Jiang 7.eniin, the Philippines 
President, Mr. Jose Estrada, the Russian 
Prime Minister, Mr. Vladimir Putin, the 
Singapore Prime Minister, Mr Gnh Chok 
Tong and the Thai Prune Minister, 
Mr. Chuatt Leekpai. 

The 21 members of APtC are Australia, 
Brunei, Canada, Chile, China, Hung Kong, 
Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New 
Zealand, Ihe Philippines, Papua New 
Guinea, Russia, Peru, Singapore, South 
Korea, Taiwan, Ihailand, the United States 
and Viebiam. 

East Timor : Tragedy 
After Triumph 

Even at llv hour of triumph the leaders 
of the independence movement in East 
Timor could feel tremors of a backlash: the 
ting leaders of the pro-integration 
movement crying for the blood of the East 
Timorese who voted for secession on August 
30, 1999. Thus, at the dawn of the first 
crimBon rays began a hideous nightmare of 
looting, burning and killing by anti- 
independence militias, all with the 
connivance of the indumsian army. As the 
rest of the world and the UN watched 
helplessly, more than 200,lXX) East Timorese 
were forced to leave their lioineland; nearly 
50,000 pi-ople were shipped to militia-run 
camps in West Timor, where refugees 
unburdened real stories of Ihe masiMcres and 
arson attacks. 

The conspiracv ot the Indonesian army 
to hijack the results of Ihe referendum sbrrcd 

up a hornet's nett 
around the world. 
US President, Mr. Bill 
Clinton announced 
the suspension of ail 
military sales to 
Indonesia and even 
threatened a review 
of the economic ties 
with Jakarta if the 
latter continued to 
scuttle the UN 
moves to send a 
multinational peace¬ 
keeping force to 
safeguard the lives 
of East Timorese 
and cry a halt to the 
orgy of violence 
unleashed by the | 
pro-integration j 
militia. While aid I 
agencies feared that more than 7,000 of East 
Timorese had already been killed, the 
Indonesian government dilly-dallied on the 
international pressure for a UN force to 
restore order in East Timor. At long last the 
Indonesian President agreed on 
September 12,1999 to the proposal for a UN 
Peacekeeping Force in East Timor. On 
September 15,1999 the UN Security Council 
authorised the setting up of a multinational 
force to secure peace and security by 15 to 
0 vote. 

Meanwhile, the UN representatives and 
the Indonesian authorities signed an 
agreement in Jakarta for the smooth 
facilitation of a massive humanitarian relief 
operation in East Timor. Under the accord, 
the Indonesian military units would clear 
areas for the airdrop of food and other relief 
materials by or under the UN supervision. 
Jakarta is bound by tlie new accord to ensure 
that pro-independence militia amtfng 
the East Timorc.se would not block this 
humanitarian exercise. 

Led 1^ Major-General Peter Cosgrove of 
Australia, the International Force Tor East 
Timor (INTERFET) started arriving in Dili, 
the East Timorese capital, from September 
20 to carry out "Operation Stabilise". 

The UN High Commissioner for 
Refugees, Ms. Ogata, came down to Jakarta 
on ^ptember 20 to hold talks with the 
Indonesian President, Mr. B.J. Habibie after 
vialting West Timor to make an 
announcement of the conditions of Ate East 
Timorese who had either fled there or been 
forcibly "re-located" there by the anti- 
independence militia. 

On September 29,1999 Indonesia allowed 
the UN to undertake civilian duties in East 
Timor. With water, electricity and sanitation 
and telecommunications in shambles, the 
UN .las been keen to restore normal life. 

Uncertain of the future, the indepettdence 
crusader, Mr. Xanana Gusamo is 
contemplating a provisional govemment-in- 
exile in Australia as a first step towards his 
eventual goal of shifting base to Dili 

Events fast unfolding in the rest of 
Indonesia will have their fallout over the 
future of East Timor. An uncertain future 
haunts ex'cn the Piesident, Mr. B.J. Habibie 
with the Presidential elections just a few 

I 

East Tiiuoreu loetiiig fitmitun front the burning DUi Governor's 
residence in Dili on September 2M, 1999, after it wee nttegedly 

eet on firs bp pro-lnioneeie militie 

weeks away. Mr. Habibie is already under 
fire for submitting to the UN-sponsored 
referendum in East Timor and the induction 
of the multinatkwial force in the woke of 
the violence in the break-away province. 

In East Timor itself, the anti- 
Independence militia commander has 
warned that the militia would wage guerilla 
war against the UN forces in Timor. L 

The UN admits that it would take moqP 
than $ 100 million in the next six months to 
rebuild the shattered lives of hundreds of 
thousands of East Timorese. 

UN And Human Rights 
Human rights are being violated the 

world over in countries, big and small, by 
the State itself or institutions supposed k> 
safeguard them. The UN itself framed 
several years ago the Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights and on several occasions 
it has found itself not acting on time. 

Opening the last UN General Assembly 
debate of the 20th century, the UN 
Secretary-General, Mr. Kofi Annan, said pn 
September 20, 1999 that the UN could not 
sit back and do nothing when gross human 
violations occurred, even if this meant 
military action Me said that if the Securi^ 
Council did not act on human righU 
violatlona, none would take its directives, 
issued often, seriously. "If States bent upon 
criminal behaviour imow that frontiers are 
not an absolute defence, if they know that 
the Security Council will take action to halt 
crimes against humanity, then they will itot 
embark on such a course of action in 
expectation of aovereign impimity," aaid 
Mr. Annan. 

The Security Council has been faced witii 
China, and at times by Russia, balking at 
military intervention, on one hand, and the 
USA, on the other, turning down substantial 
UN peacekeeping operations with increasing 
regularity, in the politics played by the ao- 
called big powers—the permanent members 
of the S^rity Council—they have turned I 
a blind eye to the violations by certain Statetl 
and recommended UN action where fiteir 
interests were affected. The world body 
looked on supinely when hundreds upon 
thousands were massacred in Rwanda in 
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1994. Slid Mr. Annan. "The choice must not 
be between the Security Council unity and 
dte inaction in the face of genocide-^ in 
Q»e case of Rwanda, on one hand, and 
Council division, with regard to action, as 
in the case of Kosovo, on the other." The 
UN cannot afford to be "selective" where 
human rights are violated. 

This was a point taken up by the Algerian 
Ftcsident, Mr. Abdelazlz Bouteflika udio 
diallenged the trend towards interventitm 
to internal conflicts in the name of human 
flghia, saying it often ignored the economic 
and social roots of such crises. "When does 
aid stop aitd interference begin?" He asked: 
"Is interference valid only for weak or 
weakened States or for all States without 
dtatinction?" He said intervention should 
occur only with the consent of the Stale to 
question "not only because sovereignty is 
our final defence agaiiut the rules of an 
unequal world but because we are not 
taking part in the decision-making process 
by the Security Council." 

The French Prime Minister, Mr. Lionel 
Jospin who also intervened iit the UN debate 
said that the UN's mission is not limited to 
the settlement of ronflicts among States.... 
The mission extends to defending human 
dignity within each State and where 
necessary—as the Charter permits—against 
States." The British Foreign Minister, 
Mr. R(4>in Cook, said that while intervention 
must always be the last resort, "we have a 
shared responsibility to act also when 
Confronted^ with genocide, mass 
displacement of people or major breaches 
of international humanitarian law. To know 
toat such atrocities are being committed and 
not to act against them is to make us 
oomplidt in them. And to be passive in the 
face of such events is to make it more likely 
they will be repeated." 

Meanwhile, India has strongly criticised 
the rising interventionist impu^ under toe 
pretext of defending human rights and 
warned that it runs the danger of 
axacerbating conflicts, between and within 
nattoru. Reacting to UN Secretary General's 
plea for military action by nations or 
groups of natiorw without UN authorisation, 
India's permanent representative to 
UN, Mr. l^mlesh Sharma stated, "It is clear 
toat emergence of a principle of armed 
Intervention to redress humanitarian issues 
woule set the world on a perilous slope; in 
prtoetpie atleast there would be no limits to it" 

Terrorists Strike At Will 
In Russia_ 

Osama bin Laden! A terrorist at large 
who has of Ute given sleepless nights to 
Russia's President Boris Yeltsin. Osama 
has declared jehad on India and USA, 
arrogating to himself the imaginary powers 
of the undeclared 'badshah' of Islamic 
fundamentalism worldwide. Osama shot 
toto limelight just 13 months ago when he 
was said to have mastermind^ the twin 
bombings of the US embassies in Kenya and 
Tanzania which killed 220 innocent people 
and left thousands wounded. In late August 
and September this year one could nnell 
the stench of more or less the same 

corupiracy in yet 
ano^r part of the 
world, all hatched by 
the same aich villain, 
who used more or 
less the same 
methods to strike 
terror. This time 
Osama chose Russia 
using as his conduits 
Chechen warrior 
Shamil Basayev and 
Khattab, the militant 
of Jordanian origin, 
who led the invasion 
into Dagestan in Rwafan toliian carry roundt of heavy maebtne gun ammimlfim 
August last, to give during traintiig held bi Kyzyl Yurt after their arrival from 
vent to his venom. Siberia on September 21, 1999. Military teehnieiane and new 

It was a kind of Rueeian detadimente are arriving in Dageetan everyday to 
serial bombing that rdnforce the Rueeian army on the Chechen border 

August last, to give 
vent to his venom. 

It was a kind of 
serial bombing that 
caught President, 
Mr. Yeltsin napping and found the 
enforcement wing of Russia wanting. On 
September 5, a car bomb ripped through a 
five-storey block of flats in Buinaks, 
Dagestan, killing 60 people. Four days later, 
300 kg of explosives blew up a itine-etorey 
apartment house in Moscow, burying 95. 
/md on September 14, a bomb blast wttened 
an eight-storey Moscow block of flats, killing 
as many as 118 and two days later a truck 
bomb exploded outside an apartment block 
near a dam and an unfinished nuclear plant 
in Volgodonsk, killing 14 people. Home tc 
atomic factory work^, Volgodonsk, 1,200 
km south of Moscow, was founded for 
workers building a Stalin-era hydel plant 
and dam. It later grew to a town of 200,000 
after a factory opened to build equipment 
for nuclear plants. 

A panicky Russian goverrunent soon 
beefed up security at its nine nuclear power 
stations following the serial bombing that 
claimed nearly 300 lives. 

In mopping up operatioits in Russia, the 
Interior Ministry uncovered 521 toimes of 
explosives leading to the arrest of 101 
suspects. Seventeen warlords in Chechnya 
were declared wanted and the Interpol hias 
been informed. 

While the Chechen rebels are held 
responsible for the series of bombings in 
Moscow and elsewhere, the experts draw a 
parallel between the blasts in Russia and 
the terrorist attacks on the US Embassies in 
Nairobi and Dar-es-Salam. A Russian 
security expert claims in an article in a 
Russian daily that the terrorists who 

September 5, 2000 for trial of Osama bin 
Laden and some of his followers chafed 
with planning to kill US nationals abroad 

In a desperate move to stall cross-border 
terrorism Russia asked Pakistan on 
September 19,1999 to immediately stop the 
use of its territory for financing, training and 
shipping terrorists to Chechnya and 
Dagestan. The Russian statement follows 
amid reports of Osama bin Laden's plans to 
send reinforcements to Chechnya. , > 

And at long last in a concerted bid to 
flush out the terrorists from their 
'sanctuaries', Russian warplanes started 
bombing specific targets in Chechnya from 
September 24,1999 and the Russian military 
commanders declared that the air raids 
would continue "until the job of killing off 
the fighters, destruction of their bases and 
sites supporting them is completed," Russia 
that had effectively lost control of Chechnya 
since a 1994-96 war in the region, says the 
territory is teeming with gue^as trying to 
seize control of the neighbouring re^on of 
Dagestan. The Russian air raids for days 
running have triggered an exodus; 
thousands of civilians have packed thair 
bags and fled to neighbouring north 
Caucasus provinces. Meanwhile, Chechan 
president, Aslan Maskhad has declared 
martial law and threatened jehad against 
invading heavily armed and armoured 
estimated 30,000 Russian forces which have 
already occupied a third of the rdiel republic 
upto Terek River. According to Russian 
riime Mmister, Mr. Vladimir Putin,' "Pec^le 
in Chechnya are tired of bandits dem't 

targeted the embassies last year and the 
buddings in Russia seemed to have "learned 
from the same textbcxiks". He points out 
that in the bomb attacks in Nairobi and Dar- 
es-Salam the terrorists used a mbeture of 
aluminium powder, sugar powder and 
saltpeter to make bombs. AIro, in two of 
the four bomb blasts in Russia, the terrorists 
planted toe explosives in trucks parked near 
the targeted buildings—the way they did in 
Kenya and Tanzania. 

Meanwhile, at the Asia-Pacific Economic 
Co-(^ration Forum (APEC) in Auckland, 
the Russian Prime Minister, Mr. Vladimir 
Putin announced that Russia and USA 
would join hands against their common foe, 
Osama bin Laden. In the mean time, US 
federal judge has set a target date of 

want to live among their settlements any 
more. Our aim is not to occupy entire 
Chechanya but to create a Russian 
controlled security zone where pec^le who 
want to live under federal law may find 
refuge." Russia has also spurned the offer 
of talks by Chechnya's President till 
Chechnya's war-lords ate eliminated. 

Meanwhile, USA has called upon Russia 
to exercise lestraint in using "indisciminafe 
force" against Chechnya and Dagestan 
rebels in the on-going conflict in toat area. 
It has also accu^ Russians of racism foci 
arresting thousands of people of 'dari^ 
complexion' from Caucasus region in 
connection with the recent blasts in Moscow 
and other places in Russia for their alleged 
involvement in these explosions. Q 
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Constitution Of Indio 
Pfof.<Dr.)M.V.PylM 

Formar Vlc«-Chcvic0llor, Univwrsity of Cochin 

The Directive Principles 
As die title itself indicates, the principles 

imbodied in this Chapter are in the forai of 
lirectives to various Governments and 
government agencies (including even 
.’illage panchayats) to be followed as 
nindamoitai' in the governance of the 
xnintry. It shall be the duty of the State to 
ipply these principles while making laws, 
liius, they place an ideal before the 
egislators of India while they frame new 
egislation for die country's administration, 
rhey lay down a code of conduct for the 
idministrators of India in the discharge of 
heir responsibilities as agents of the 
iovereign power of .the nation, in short, the 
^rective Principles enshrine the 
ffiidamentals for the realisation of which 
he State in India stands for. They guide the 
lath which will lead the people of India to 
ichieve the noble ideals which the Preamble 
if the Constitution proclaims; Justice, social, 
■conomic and fiolitical; Liberty. Equality and 
fraternity. It is this realisation that impelled 
I member in the Constituent Assembly to 
lemsnd the placing of this Chapter 
mmediately after the Preamble, in order to 
?ive it "greater sanctity" than others. There 
vas also a suggestion to change the title of 
he Chapter to "Fundamental Principles of 
itate". 

There are sixteen Articles of the 
Constitution, from 36 to 51, that deal with 
he Directive Principles. These cover a 

range of State activity embracing 
lumomic, social, legal, educational and 
ntemational helds. The most important of 
hese are the following; 

(1) To ensure and protect a social order 
vhidi atands for the welfare of the people. 
Art. 38) 

(2) bi particular, the State shall direct 
Is policy towards securing: 

<a) adequate means of livelihood to all 
itizens; (b> a proper distribution of the 
nateriai resources of the community' for 
he common good; (c> the prevention of 
oncentratlon of wealth to the common 
tarlmenl; (d> equal pay fur equal work 
or both men and women; (e) the 
irotection of the strength and health of 
rarkers and avoiding circumstances which 
orce citizens to enter avocations unsuited 
Q their age or strength; and (fi that 
Rildren are given opportunities and 
acuities to develop in a healthy manner 
ind in conditions of fre^om and 
lignlty and the protection of childhood 
ind youth agairat exploitation or moral 
ind material abandonment. (Art. 39) 

The State shall secure that the operation 
of the legal system promotes justice, on a 
basis of equal opportunity, and shall in 
particular provide free legal aid, by 
suitable legislation or schemes or in any 
other way, to ensure that opportunities 
for securing justicp are not denied to any 
citizen by reason of economic or other 
disabilities. (Art. 39A) 

(3) To organise village panchayats as 
units of self-government. (Art 40) 

(4) To secure the right to work, education 
and public assistance in cases of undeserved 
want, such as unemployment, old-age 
sickness, etc. (Art. 41) 

(5) To secure just and humane 
conditions of work and maternity relief. 
(Art. 42) 

(6) To secure work, a living wage, a 
decent standard of life, leisure and social 
and cultural opportunities for people, and 
in particular to promote cottage industries. 
(Art. 43) 

(7) The State shall take steps, by suitable 
legislation nr in any other way, to secure 
the participation of workera in the 
management of undertakings, establish¬ 
ments or other organisations engaged in 
any industry. (Art. 43A) 

(8) To secure a uniform civil code 
applicable to the entire country. (Art. 44) 

(9) To provide, within ten years from 
the commencement of the Constitution, 
free and compulsory education to all 
children up to the age of fourteen years. 
(Art. 45) 

(10) To promote with special cam the 
educational and economic interests of the 
weaker sections of the people, especially 
the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribes. (Art. 46) 

(11) To secure the improvement of 
public health and the prohibition of 
intoxicating drinks and drugs. (Art. 47) 

(12) To organise agriculture and animai 
husbandry on scientific lines and preserve 
and improve the breeds and prohibit the 
slaughter of cows, calves and other milch 
and draught cattle. (Art. 48) 

(13) The State shall endeavour to protect 
and improve the environment and to 
safeguaid the forests and wildlife of the 
country. (Art. 48A) 

(14) To protect all monuments of historic 
interest and national importance. (Art 49} 

(15) To bring about the separation of 
the Judiciary from the Executive. (Art 50) 

(16) To endeavour to secure: (a) the 
promotion of internatioiul peace and 

security; (b) the maintenance of juat and 
honourable relations between natlcma; and 
/c) the settlement of intenutional dlsputaa 
by arbitration. (Art. 51) 

Taken together, these principles lay 
down the foundations on which a new 
democratic India will be built up. They 
represent the minimum of the ambitions 
and aspirations cherished by the people' 
of India, set as a goal to be realiaed in a 
reasonable period of time. Indeed, vdim 
the State in India translates these prindplM 
into reality, it can justly claim to be a 
"Welfare State". 

How far the State has moved so far 
towards the realisation of these prindplea 
is a question that deseives an anawer in 
this context It may be stated in general 
that the achievements of the last three 
decades have not yet made the country s 
Welfare State. Neverdicless, no impai^I 
observer ran miss die direction towards 
whidi it is moving, if not fast, at least st 
a reasonable pace. 

The efforts of the State'to translate the 
Directive Principles into reality arc 
concentrated primarily in the national Five- 
Year Plans, the first of which was initialed 
soon after the inauguration of the 
Constitution. The central objective of 
public policy and national endeavour as 
evinced through these plans has been the 
promotion of rapid and balanced economic 
development which will raise living 
standards and open out to the people new 
opportimities for a richer and more varied 
life. Such development is intended to 
expand the community's productive power 
and to provide the environment in which 
there is scope for the expression and 
application of diverse faculties and urges. 
It follows, therefore, that the pattern of 
development must be related to the 
basic objectives which the Constitution 
has kept in view. The objectives are 
defined and explained from time to 
time in order that they may guide the 
State in planning as well as ensure their 
conformity with the Directive Prindplea. 
The basic objectives may be aummed up 
m the phrase "socialistic pattern of 
society". 
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Iliis statement of objectives makes it 
cbMT that the Directive Prindptes are not 
allowed to remain in (he Constitution as 
platitudes but are systematically put into 
application with a view to transforming 
Indian society and bringing about a social 
order in conformity with these principles. 
It is difficult to bring within the sco{k of 
this discussion a detailed survey of 
concrete measures the State has taken so 
far and the results achieved therefrom. Yet 
we may broadly indicate the trends which 
would help the better appreciation of the 
situation. For example, there has been a 
substantial increase in the vesting of both 
ownership and control of material 
resources of the community in the State 
during the last five decades. The great 
multipurpose river valley projects such as 
Bhakra*Nangal, Oamodar Valley and 
Hirakud, iron and steel producing units 
such as Bhilai, Rourkcla, Durgapur and 
Bokaro, and ship-building centres like 
Visakhapatnam and Kochi, and other 
concerns such as the Sindri Fertilisers, 
Hindustan Machine Tools, Chittaranjan 
Locomotive Works, Hindustan Aircrafts, 
etc, which contribute substantially to the 
basic economic development of the 
country, are owned and managed by the 
State. The choice, in fact, is being hirced 
on the State almost nmlinuously and, as 
a result, new economic functions are being 
undertaken by the State machinery. 
According to one estimate, the total 
investment in the publu sivtor in l‘WO-91 
I'tad risen to Rs. I,13,2.'i4 crore Imm a 
small figure of K&. 4,301 crore in 1969-70 
and a negligible figure in 1950. 

It is true that the State has not yet 
moved very far on the road ot achieving 
objectives such as employment, public 
assistance during old age, sickness, etc. 
Nevertheless, must of them have found a 
place in the development plans. Great 
emphasis is now being laid on the creation 
of employment opportunities. Steps are 
lM‘ing taken to bring into being a scheme 
of unemployment insurame. A limited 
scheme of workmen's insurance against 
sickness, accidcr t and disease is already 
in operation. Minimum wages are fixed m 
a number of spheres of employment. Equal 
wages for equal work an' being paid to 
both men and women in almost every area 
of activity. The community development 
programme which w.is in operation all 
over the country sought the transformation 
of the rural economy, particularly the 
reorganisation of agriculture and animal 
husbandry on scientific lines. Besides, most 
of the States have passed laws designed 
to prohibit the slaughter of cows, calves 
and other milch and draught cattle. 
Mention has already been made of a 
number of laws tvhich have been passed 
with a view to protecting children and 
youth against exploitation. The Central 
Council of Health establtsfitsl in 1952 deals 
with matters connected with health, 
hygiene, nutrition, etc., on a national basis. 

Most of the villages in India have now 
their own panchayats which form the 
primary units of administration. 

The passing of a unifonn civil code is 
not an easy measure in India where 
adherents of every religion have their own 
personal lawi. The Hindu Code that was 
psssed in instalments {e.g., the Hindu 
Marriage Act, 1955 and the Hindu 
Succession Act, 1956) are a right move 
towards the ultimate realisaUon of a 
uniform civil code for the entire country. 
In the field of free and compulsory 
primary education for children, great 
strides have already been made. But it is 
now widely realised that the ten-year limit 
that was set in the Constitution to make 
such education available to every child in 
the country was too ambitiouB. It seems 
that India will require another decade to 
make this principle a practical proposition. 
A number of measures have already been 
taken to promote the educational and 
economic interests of the weaker sections 
of the people, especially the Scheduled 
Castes and Scheduled Trfoes. With a view 
to specially help the backward classes 
economically, efforts are being made for 
the setting up of more and more cottage 
and small-scale indastries and also to give 
liberal financial aid for such activities 
undertaken by them. 

Speaking on the motion by which he 
introduced the Fourth Amendment to the 
Constitution in the Parliammt, the then 
Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru observed 
that where there was conflict between a 
Fundamental Right and a Directive 
Principle, the latter should prevail. This 
opinion may appear to be in direct conflicf 
with the view of the Supreme Court. But 
on closer examination, it will be seen that 
the conflict is apparent rather than real. 
For, as far as the Supreme Court is 
concerned, where there is a clear conflict 
between the two, it should uphold the 
Fundamental Right being justiciable, 
against the Directive Principle which is a 
nun-justiciable right. But this solution is 
only a judicial solution of the matter. The 
courts cannot go furdier than that, but 
Parliament can. The final solution is 
arrived at only when the social conflict 
arising out of the competmg claims of a 
justiciable and a non-)ustidabIe right is 
resolved. The guiding principle here is the 
superiority of the social interest over that 
of the individual. To facilitate the putting 
into effect of this principle, the 
Constitution may have to be am^ed and 
the Directive Pifociple allowed to prevail. 
The Constitution was amended several 
times with this abject in view. It should, 
however, be added that whenever the 
Court is called up<m to resolve a conflict 
between a Fundamental Right and a 
Directive Principle, it is the duty of Bte 
Court to resolve the conflict widi an eye 
on the spirit of the Constitution and widi 
a view to harmonising differences to tihe 
extent that is possible and feasible. 

The ugnificanoe of Directive Pfindplv 
in relation to that of Fundamental Rights 
can be determined only by making a 
reference to the object of die Conidtulian. 
makers in making theta prindplM an 
integral part of the Conadtutioa As hu 
already been pointed out, they lepieaeM 
the basic principles which aim at t^ 
creation of a Wdfaic Stale. Taken logedier, 
these prindplea form a charter of economic 
and sodtl democracy in India. On ihc one 
hand, they are assurancea to die people as 
to what they may expect whil^ on the 
other, they are directivea to the 
Governments—Central and State—as to 
what policies they ought to pursue. It is 
unfair to the people as well as inconsistent 
with the spirit of the Constitution to allow 
these principles to remain pious wishes. 
Every effort should be made by the 
representatives of the people and the agents 
of the Government to translate them into 
reality. Nothing dwuld be allowed to stand 
in dreir way, 'not even the Fundamental 
idghts guaranteed to the individual. After 
all, the progress and welfare of society as 
a whole should not be hampered Sy the 
rights of the individual. This is why every 
Fundamental Right is subject to reasonab% 
restrictions in the interests of the general 
public, whether such restrictions are on 
account of public order, morality, decency, 
health or anything else. It is in this sense 
that the Fundamental Rights are to 
subserve the Directive Principles. Indeed, 
there can be no real conflict between 
the two. They arc intimately related to 
and inseparably bound up with each 
other. 

A constitution framed in the middle of 
the twentieth century could hardly do 
without a chapter on CXrective Pringles 
of the type the Indian Constitution has. T'he 
establudunent of political democracy is a 
fundamental aim of a Constitution. But that 
in itself is not enough. The sustaining forces 
of that political democracy have to bif 
carefully built up. The most effective force 
which will sustain a political democracy is 
the simultaneous existence of an economic 
democracy. Where there is no economic 
democracy, political democracy is bound 
to degenerate soon into a dictatorship. 

The real importance of the Directive 
Principles is that they contain the positive 
obligations of the State towards its citizens. 
No one can say that these obligatfons are 
of an insignificant type or that evoi if they 
are fulfill^, the pattern of society in India 
wiU still remain more or less die same. In 
fact, diey are revolutionary in character and 
yet to be achieved in a constitutional 
manner. Herein lies the real value of 
embodying these principles as an integral 
part of the Constitution. Through the 
Directive Prindptes of State Policy, th^ 
Constitution of India will steer dear of the 
two extremes, a proletarian dictatorship 
which destroys the libeity of dw individual 
oiul a capittUot oligarchy whidi hampers 
the economic security of dw moaees. O 
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How to Write and Speak 
triple and Powerful Enqii! 

( )) F (ir pff)|“c whn sttidieil in non Enqlish nnufmm (2) Advanced Spok( n Etiglisli 

Proof of Success .Hi. my name is R^j Baiuia and 1 vaam u tall 
Bapaa'iaigUsh Conrst. Itiaanew 

Sy «^y to qiukkly and easily team hew to write Engl 
^ qoak limple, correct, and powerftil English, me? 

F rr e Soinple of 

Wluit You Will Learn 
Let me leach you how to correctly use 

will/ihtll. MfecaUitBapiui's'^WiU/SlullRiilc 
and it has two parts: 

Pr-- ahmys use wn.i- During my 4 
years in USA, 1 never heard anyone use SHALI .. 

Brw irrtttiM and foT ewns, use ILL like 1*11, 
you'U, he'll, she'll, they'll. This is a short-cut. 
In this way, your sentences will alw;^ be correct. 

I teach you E^iish that 1 myself use-Uke in 
this article and in my books published in USA / 
India. 

Such Engli^ is easy to leara and also 
powertul. 

Different. Better. Unique. 
Plc^ uoie that my course is totally ditTercnt 

frcNO -lupidex'” or any other buoks/courses. I 
^Mwed ^Hi the use of witl/shall so easily and 
Ij^iUcly. Many books may take S to 10 pages to 
leach it and so it takes you many days to team to 
use wtll/sbali correctly. Du you Jully rmlize now 
that my ctuirte is really unique and different! 

Bapna's Will/Shail Rule and other material in 
this course cannot be copied by other 
buoks/courses because this material is based on 
our research, and we own the copyright and 
trademarks. 

Who Will Benefit Greatly 
Bapna's Englislt Course is not for diosc wbu 

studied in Engiish medium. It is tor you if you 
studied in non-English medium. You benefit 
grcaliy if: 
• If you can understand Cogiish when others speak, 

but you are not suic ul cuircctto wiile or 
speak Hngbsii. Or, if you somctinics make 
mistakes ur get eoiifiis^ wbcu speaking English. 

• If you have used eranunar or spcLen Eiiglisn bucks 
^1 learn Engliali, out did not gei much success. 
• Whether you ate a student or in job, if you arc 

highly motivated to learn simple and puwcrfiil 
EngUidi easily and quickly, you will benefit. 

1 Was Weak in English 
1 was born in Rajasthan uliere peupie ate weak 

in English. I studied in goventmcni noii-^lish 
medium schools. So, 1 was also weak in Englisli. 

On my way to Pilani to join O.E., at Chitawa 
railway station, I met one Mr P V Reddy from 
Andhra Pradesh whu was also going to Pilani to 
join B.E. 

I started speaking in Hindi. Mr Reddy said, 
*1 do not know Hindi*, it was a surprise arsd 
shock for me that someone dm not know Hindi. 
I had nm«r laiked in English before and I was 
not confident of talking in English. So. I said, 
*I do not know EngUsii*. 

My Struggle to Laern English 
In the first semester in Pilani. i was a topper 

wUh 10 out of 10 grade points, but 1 was not 
contldem in'English. So, 1 was worried about 
(Uy weak EngKsh and I bought many books, 
guides, dictionaries, and newHMtpcrs. 

I worked hard, but iniprovcniem was very 
daw. Hit example. 1 tuiik mic mondi m read my 
fust novel R. K. Narayan's 'fke Guide because I 
had to scaich so many woids in a dictitHiary. 

I even thtnight of dropping one semester, 
dning at home, and learning only English That 

lime I used to think ‘Why nobody develops s 
Rseuch-beied coune to teach good simple 

tlidi for non-English medium people like 
me?" 

I continued to work hard. And finally I 
improved English end became a lucceuftd 
engineer/auihor in America. Now you can also 
improve your English and fortunately do so 
easily without hard woiic and without wasting 
time. 

Our New Research on 

Practical Grammar 
The schools teach you complete, theoretical 

gnunmar. Their goal is to teach l^glish for 
exam purpose (same exam as in England and 
America). And as a result the schools leave 
many of us confused and unsure of our 
knowledge of English. 

My |i>d is Id teach praciicd English so that 
you quickly gain confidence in speaking and 
writing English. One example of our practical 
amruacb is the Bapna't"’ WU/Shatt Rule. 

This course is totally difTeient and you will not 
find most of our techniques in any other course 
or book. Vfo developed this new course only for 
people like you who snidied in non-English 
medium. 

Easy to Learn 5 Parts 
It you can understand this article, you can 

surely undersuuid my course. And greatly 
beiufit from it. Our belief and experience show 
diat it is better to teach English through English 
than through transiatiun. Why? Because it lielps 
students u> learn u> think, ia EuglFsh. 

The Gompleie course lias 5 pans for easy teaming; 
Eart I : Euenlial English Hart 2 ; linportant and 
HeqiAd Uiagc Ifort 3 ; How to Write ui a hwetlid, 
birective, and Hesuli-Orieiiwd Wry 
Hart 4 : Advanced T.q>ict 
Hurl 5 ; Mint Spelling Oiedonary 

i^rl 3 is su easy ami powvriut diat. it is worth nunc 
than Ua; hd) price for die coinpletc course. 

Some of the other toptca in the course ore- (l|l\vu 
shonsails to powertul English (2/ Lcani to use these 
helpful words (3j How to write letters (4i How fo eir 
hance meaniiy (S) How to Kinenibcr spellings and 
increase vocabulary (6) Coninipn usage 

It is Easy, But Takes Time 
Notbbig good ill lift comes widioui efioii. 
Though nqr aoursc is easy to ieam. you cannot maa- 

ler my course in just one week or widiout etfort. 
But, I use oty erpenise in mind power and study tech¬ 

niques to help you learn quickly and easily in two steps: 
Step 1; Study for 1 hour pur day. You can coiiqileie 

it in 23 to 40 days. 
Step 2; For the next 2 mnnUis, revise it for 2 hours 

per week. Alter that, tor die nest 2 mondit. revise it 
tor I hour per week. In this my. your learning will be 
come pemumeni. 

You get 'pocket cards*. Keep them in your pocket to 
avise in icluol, college, bus, park, playground, etc. 
So, you team English in die free liine ihai most people 
waste because diey don'l have pocket cards. 

• *Befor8 ioining your cmitm I could undentand 
BngUih but I could not nuk BogUab. Now^lcu 
aptak powerfol English. — tamiaaiiiohna«ia,iMi 

• *ln the past, I waa not good at writing u well at 
ipeaklng Bngliib. Using your course, I sm able io 
write simple snd better English widioui mistako 
and 1 ean speak English with others without any 
hesilation. I completed your eourse in 27 dm.* 

— V H paiamii. sniusssaif, un 
• *Good and unique course. I was avenige in 

English. Now I can svriie letters in simple 
English.* — aiiaiaSitrWaa.nn 

• *1 want to thank you for this valuable English 
course. Now I cen write A speak English much 
better than before.* _^^aha<wAwiMiiiii.Naasi,M 

s/e**^“TrSpok«ii 

r^rSpi**** with 
I Spokun English Prnctleu (with 2 csm) | (The book/casscues give words and sentenGcf of oosa-l 

moil uae fut you to repeat again and again tor baler ! 
|leiming The same are reconled for easy practice on , | I cassettes in male/fenude voices. ■ 

Advancsd Spokon English through EMyj 
I OrammarA Simpia Phonstica (ufttn 4 casn I* This it for people from £tq,lish medium or those wkcB 

an already good in Eiiglish or who have used our book I 
I or casKties (code 831 ur 123) This course lielpa you tol 
^jmjnure^ut graouiuu and pimniiiclauon. ! 

60-DAY MONEY-IACK 
GUARANTEE 

It you are luit fully 1011% dehgtueil and thrilled with 
the course (emir 831). simply reium it so that il inuil 
reach us willun 6U days of dcs|>aii.h from mir ufTice, anl 
you get relund of yuur amount Iniiuiu Rs 40 for pnalA 
handling) by MO judge. 

a<i»^Rs ^^0 Ra 2454-20. SavTlBS'^ww 
Na^Post your order before 25 Nov ^a<^ 

Tlie prise ui die (aniisc cude 831 is Ks 323 4 2U, hut 
now you gel il tor Rs 24.3 4 2U only. So, you save Ka 
ISO. But, to saw, you nuisl pint yiair otder on or bafon 

Couni* Namaa (tarn 
Coda 

Pflaar 
Peal 

Bapna'a Engliah Courae gaetu 

Spoken English Prachea (2 caSMilea 4 
24.Daoa book) 

12S iso*ae 

Botti ttw Engiiah couraaa abova 720 3SS*» 

Adyancad %)<kan tdOugh ga&y Granrurutf 
and Stmale Phonetics (4 casset!aa*bix4i) 

730 2BS«aO 

Save 285. FREE book 
Now you get die v.'duable book Hmvtfid Memory 

Teduuiiues for Sludeiiu wlirn yuu order all die 3 
courses. Bui to save Rs 293, yuu must pusi your order 
betore 23 Nov 99 

AII)caumaatMVaisSl412Sv7S«) Yeu ! 72 
alao gat fraa tha book PowNwftf/ Urnmoty \ 
TacAfv/gtfaa for Slui/ontM (vaiiio Of FER 

OtOaiO 

Exacu'rfiW's GuicJa to ^MvarW and Rafutt- 1 gn 
OrufiM Engii&h Ipf Wfiong and Soaaoh t 

306*00 

Aiitlior^a Bl4i4>ata 
• BE. B:rSPi!eni MTacb.llT 

Kheraopur. ttTSE scholai Rank 
S Rst School Board 

• Wbrld-famoua author. I 
published 3 computer books in 
USA includirig best selling 
IHS-OOS Masters* 

• Earned SO doHers per HOUR In 
USA ea computer expert and 
writer At the peak of suceaSK, I 
laft USA to do aomethmg m ou' 
own country Now. i do reseaicl. ai the Mind Pormr 
Research Institute _ 

HOW TO ORDER 
Tliii course is not anld In slinpi lecause llicy do not 

grre money -back guatanicc. Vfe send all courses by 
Regd. Ifost'courier only No VPK To otder tod^. go to 
yuur bank or post office, and send toll amoun' by D.D. 
oi M O m die niiine ul MJilK.L lidatpur /Hxll Ui: 

Oiiectoi, Mi-id Power Re.saaich inatilute 
R.11. Mnd PowerChamlierB, Sectors 

Udaipur (Rajasthan) 313002 
TitmiACPfifliLAiii At ft!.' Capital If t’«'«y(KKna(nfl.>a*Mih,PiN. 

rewdi^rf j • •-J'' 'V' hit 4 '>4/1 bffi h«At )P0. 
'' 't« •- 

Celt***' » ' y'utPu''* •V'fu •'vix'* 

fir Si4 Met* *• evAfV^'.ily/Dn rti •tptywer 

'•rVat'^S 
H uAif C&pyr«9M 

k .\i m’/vr $9/l'tigei7 
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ADMISSION IN THESE COURSE IS ON FIRST COME FIRST SERVED BASIS. 

How9Y9r, thm admissions arm ^nlartymly mxpmctmdto ciosm byZ\%\ December 1999. 

-CORRESPONDENCE COURSES-v 
ic Tests & Evaluation Course for Medical-2000 ir One Year Course for Medical • 2000 

_ ★ Two Years Integrated Course for Medical - 2001 . 
Prospectus for Correspoudsnes/Regular Courses can be had by post by sending DD ofRs. 100/- in favour of 

“Aakash Institute” to our Correspondence Come division at B-3S, Ganesh Nagar, New IMhi - 18 OK 
the same can also be had from the Reception of any branch of the Institute by peying Rs. SO/-. 

Top Rankers Always from Aokosh 

Aakash Institute 
(Premier Institute In India for Medical Entrance Exams.) 

HEAD OFFICE : K-89, NEW MAHAVIR NAGAR, NEW DELHI • 18. PH.: 5111822, 5417482. FAX: 011-8188583. 

We don’t have any branch outside DeOiL 
CSR Ntmdo '93/Pief « ^ 



SUPER BRAIN 
SUPER PERSONALITY 

CONTEST 2000 
We pretent here the FOUR PRIZE WINNING ESSAYS (Atearded let Prixe) under the Super Brain Super 
Pereonality Contest 2000. The Mr. Intellectuals of Contett-4 are Mr. Jot/deep Majumdar, Mr. SaeMn 
Ghai and Dr. Ampady K. and the Me. Intellectual of CoHtest-4 it Me. Subhaeri Panigrahi. 

They Died So That We May Live—• 
A Tribute To Our Jawans 

‘Not to question why but to do and 

—Alfred Lord Tennyson 

The sheer spunk and determlnaliun 
that guides our armed forces. ^ 
unmatched In any sphere and 
history. Is full of accounts of those 
bravest of men whose Indelible 
sacrifice gave a new lease of life to 
millions of present and future. Can | 
we ever repay those noble souls who I ‘ 
guaranteed our breath of this air of *. 
freedom? Perhaps we can't. Every JOffd/BCp 
citizen of this democracy Is extremely nilST PBMZi 
Indebted to those men who made Qgm SUnCR BIL 
supreme sacrifices for preserving the CONTEST 20t 
free and tranquil state of our joudeep k 

B.MnlSYwJ 
demur I The pride of the country arc nnipatL 
these determined soldiers who never Joydeep Me 
gave up whatever the odds may be. prlae winner tif“B 

The ability to vanquish every Hm jn. 
obstacle, every hindrance; the dogged xKB MOIVTH. 1 
determination to win, the absolute participate in tfi 
fearlessness to charge In the line of qf tfie Super Brai 
fire and the preparedness to embrace Contest 3000 os « 
death with a smile la what makes priaes, 
our defences Impregnable. The Conpratulotion 
fundamental unit of such an elite 
Institution reflecting the same constitution is our Jawan— 
the soldier. They aren't mlllloiudres to influence pecuniary 
values, they are not politicians to exert pressure but each 
of them is an example of principles, of honesty and of 
self-pride and of course, the pride to be Indian. And 
therefore, even though they don't have milllor» to back 
them up, they still live a life of respect or die a death with 
honour. 

Tbe Tonng Sacrifice 
Those who died were not old: th^ were young by all 

standards; th^ were in the prime of their youth. E>very 

Joydeep Mc^umdar 
rntsTPiaxB wnmm of 

caa svmt brain pbrbonauty 
CONTEST 3000 (41 ! TOPIC 1 

Mr. Joydeep Mq/umdar Is datny 
B.Teidi Bnd Year from S.V. Iftilvarsittfi 
TIntpatL 

one of them nad a lot to achieve 
socially and erunomically as we do, 
they too had parents, sisters, wives 
and friends; yet tlicy put service before 
self. It Isn't easy to die for people you 
don't know"!* But never did their sense 
of fraternity become brittle because 
they fully accepted Uie responsibility 
of being the saviour of every citizen of 
our dear motherland. Every youth 
who dreams of building a prosperous 
future, a future filled with security of 
all types and of the very freedom to 
conceptualise the future should know 
that this liberty Is an Invaluable gift 
which the tireless fighters have 
presented us. 

Reply To The Aggreeclon 
The naked aggression that we 

Mr-. Jmidean Mafumdar Is tfis Jlrst witnessed In Kargll by the PakisUm 
prixe udan^Melmd t^been “""y regulars and die terrorlsta was 

um MR. IHTtSUJXftVAL OP B treacherous attempt to thwart our 
TKB MOIVTH. He it entitled to 
participate in the remaining etagee 
qf the Super Brain Super Pereonality 
Contest 3000 os tuell as receive ether 
priaes. 

Conprotulotions, Mr. Mq|umdorl 

Is entitled to peaceful existence and would have 
remalninp etagee bad a serious Implication If left 
Super personality unchallenged. And as the armed 
11 as receive other forces pressed ahead to free our land 

of Infiltrators, they walked Into war. 
Mr. Mqlumdorl Nevertheless, these valiant sons 

fought with limitless courage, over¬ 
powering every form of hostility whether from the enemy 
or from the Inhospitable teiraln. Charging amidst the rain 
of bullets with all might, leaving behind their tiredness to 
oblivloii, they transcended all human limits to silence the 
enemy. They fell as bullets pierced their bodies, yet never 
did they give up and continued their advance till the last 
breath. Major Saravan, Lt. Kalla, Major Ajay Kumar, U. 
Col. VIJay Raghavan, Jawan R. Selva Kumar and the list 
runs Into hundreds; each one of them is a saga of supreme 
sacrifice while the recipients of the Param Vir Chakra. 
Capt Vlkram Batra, Lt. Manoj Kumar I^dey, Grenadier 
Yogendra Singh Yadav, Rifleman Sanjay Kumar are 
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examples of that exceptional courage and detenninaUon 
of which every Indian soldier Is an embodiment. 

The army's website on operation Vljay— 
www.vtjaylnkargU.cum clearly elaborates the Immense duty- 
dedication of the man who was chosen for the highest 
gallantry award. An excerpt from the website about PVC 
recipient Capt. Batra says : 

*On 20 June '99. 13 JdfK Rifles were tasked to capture 
point 5140; Capt V. Batra in an audacious move, decided 
to attack the enemy position from the rear along a cliff 
face. Undaunted by fires, the officer, followed by five of his 
men climbed up and hurled two grenades Into the enemy 
aangar. As 3 eneniy soldiers came out, he single-hanctedly 
engaged them in close fire fight and killed ^1 the three. 
Mortally wounded, he went back and called forward his 
men. regrouped them, and led them to capture point 5140. 

For his sustained display of the most conspicuous 
personal bravery and Junior leadership of the highest order 
In the face of the enemy, Capt. Ifikram Batra has been 
awarded the Param Vlr Chakra posthumously”. 

It's absolutely pellucid that they renounced all comforts, 
all securities and fought an impossible war in one of the 
world's highest terrains and won It. Many of these duty- 
bound personnel are no more. Yet, they live through their 
super-human deeds. They gave their today to SEifef^ard 
our tomorrow, they braved all peril so that we are not 
endangered in any way. 

Towards a Noble Cause 
Going through the annals of history, we find an entire 

galaxy of these types of young sacrifices to whom we are 
grateful for safeguarding our present and future. The 
Chinese aggression, tlie F^klstani aggressions have all 
been annulled and our national security reinstated. Yet 
more than the situations of war. the theatres of proxy 
wars In Kashmir and Assam are the real places where the 
young and courageous Jawan stands guard to preserve 

the peace and stability of the nation. With the Pak ISI 
backing the separatist and terrorist activities In India, the 
role of valiant youth of the armed forces has heightened. 
It's true that toll of casualties has conslderab^ increased 
but none of these sacrifices has gone futile. Everyday as 
we wake up and take on our work, these men of grit are . 
still on the guard to insulate our nation against the evil. A 
designs of our enemies. Yes. they are falling In the line of 
duty, yet the truth is they fall so that we grow and prosper. 
It Is due to this noble cause that th^ laid down their lives 
unhesitatingly fighting the enemies. 

With so much of sacrlflce made to preserve our present 
and consolidate our fiiture. every citizen Is indebted to 
these men of valour and infinite courage. The entire nation 
would continue to honour them thereby making the future 
generations aware of the numerous saertflees that have 
been made to keep their present intact. 

The ttattie continued, the bullets rained; 
We charged the enemy with the same, 
Their thought qf win was soon in txiln 
and we won the same old game. 

The war was over, we looked for who fell, 
some were the aggressors, some were our friends. 
The friends had given what they had to give 
Indeedl They died so that we may Uvel 

Time was gone. 
Out of the present, the future was bom i 
smiles, ^freedom, liberty were tn the row, 
yet the truth is: 
they sacrificed so that ive ntay growl 

Generations will honour that sacrifice, 
and accept that they could pay no price 
Eager, in the history they wUl dloc. 
to know ; 
Indeed “my' friends died, 
so that the present may thrive! ' O 

Multinational Corporations—Saviours 
Or Saboteurs 

“Where do you want to go today?" Says the punchline 
of the Microsoft's ad lingo. Well that seems to reflect more 
or less the dilemma of the Konomic policy-makers of India. 
Caught between the Swadeshi bandwagon and the 
multkiatioiiiu corporations (MNCa) protagonists, they seem 
to be brain-racked to seek an answer to the question that 
whether the MNCs are Mvlours or saboteurs of the Indian 
economy. But, tf one were to formulate connotlons from 
the farts and figures since the re-entry of MNCs. the heart 
and mind resonate together tn chorus that this Is 
Indubitably the ern of globalisation and the multtnatlonal 
corporations. 

Setting the etege tot MNCe 
It was in June 1991 when Dr. Manmohan Singh took 

over the reins as the Finance Minister of India. The 
economy was In doldrums and the forex reserves had 
dipped to an all-time low. Had It not been the wise and 
polemical steps of devaluing the rupee and giving the 
green signal for the liberalisation of the economy, India 
would have been a precursor to Mexico. This not only 
opened the gates for the re-entry of MNCs in India but 
also triggered the transition of India from an Aslan minnow 

to an Aslan tiger. Though political instability has 
persistently tried to tmjxde the restructuring of the Indian 
economy, everyone regardless of his politick background 
seems now more or less reconciled to the Idea that Indian 
economy cannot prosper without the MNCs. The healthy 
figures certainly give an Insight into the strength of the 
Indian eeonos^. As of September 3. 1999. the Indian 
foreign currency assets stood at US$ 30,379 million and 
the gold reserves were US9 3,650 million resulting in the 
total foreign exchange reserve of US$ 33,047 million. IMth 
inflation dropping to on all-time low. the Consumer Price 
Index stabilising and the Sensex crossing the magieal 
4,800-mark the Indian economy surely has come out of 
the blue and left behind the lean patch. But the role of 
MNCa has not been restricted to Just re-infiising life in 
the sagging spirits of the corporate and economic sector: 
it has In foct heralded a small renaissance in India which 
has been described in the following paragraphs: 

Indian companies have always been known to be lacking 
In the RftD sector. However, things have changed with 
the entry of MNCs. The foreign companies brouj^t along 
witti them techndoglcally-superlor products and therefore, 
the Indian products dc^nitdy felt a bit stifled in their 
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ADMISSION NOTICE 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES 
DIPLOMA IN 

EXPORT MANAGEMENT 
Applications are Invited from persons with minimum lO-i-R or equivalent qualification for the 4 
months correspondence course in Export Management.This course Is designed to train even 
persons without any knowledge of exporting, to set up an export organisation as well as for 
getting highly paid jobs In export firms, shipping companies etc. Ail rmimvant mmpaeim of 
exporta and Importm aueh am locating a buyer, export eoneapondenee, marketing, 
exportdmport documentation, flnanoe auallable fnun banka, packaging, Qovt, of 
Indla'a lateat pollelea ate., will be covered In detail. Additional study material like 
Dlreotery of WoHd Importera, Bualneaa Writing, Qarment Exporta, Software Exporta 
ate. will be provided. 

DIPLOMA IN 

CENTRAL EXCISE & CUSTOMS 
(RULES & PROCEDURES) 

Applications are invited from persons with 10<t>2 / equivalent qualification for 4 months 
correspondence course in Central Excise and Customs (Rules and Procedures). 
Central Excise is applicable to ail manufacturing concerns and customs knowledge 
Is needed for any business connected with Imports or exports. This course is designed 
to train people with no prior exposure to these areas to understand the rules and 
procedures of Central Excise and Customs. This course will be of immense use to 
Businessmen Involved In trading or manufacturing and also to those people employed 
In or seeking employment In such firms. 

TM 

IHBIIIIIII Indian Institute of Export Management 
PB No. 7531,1953 (B1), 9th Cross, 4th Main, NewThippasandra P.O. 
Bangalore • 560 075 Fax/Ph : 5297316, Ph : 5292553 
E.maii: ilemSgiasbg01.vsni.net.in 

For Free Prospectus end sppllcstion form send sn emsii to us or 
.-^Please ^ here and mall/fax this COUPON to HEM- 

I am enclosing my biodata. Please send me a free Brochure and Application Form for the Program ticked [✓] below: 

O Diploma In Export Management Diploma In Central Excise & Customs 

Mailing Address; 

City— 

Phone: 



JOIN THE MOST POPULAR INSTITUTE OF INDIA 

r TO PREPARE FULLY FOR THE 1999-2000 COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS 
JRAIN YOURSELF THROUGH 

™’I WtHE INDIAN INSTITUTE 
r MANAGEMENT & SERVICES 1 \ I I HO < \ ssl II) 

OK I n KS --0 

\) I HO < \ SSI 11) 

W OK I II K ^ 11 

ACT TODAY AND JOIN OUR CORRESPONDENCE COURSES FOR 1999*2000 COMPETITIVE 
EXAMINATIONS AND AVAIL OF OUR SPECIAL OFFER OF FREE BOOKS WORTH RS. 250/* PLUS ONE FREE 
AUDIO CASSETTE WORTH RS. 50/* ON ENGLISH CONVERSATION/INDIAN CONSTITUTION/POLITICAL 
SCIENCE/INDIAN HISTORY AS PER YOUR CHOICE. HURRY I OFFER VALID TILL DECEMBER 31. 1999. 

IAS (PREL) EXAM 
GENERAL STUDIES PAPER R&ISOO/- 
• I.A.S. (PREL) EXAM OPTIONAL PAPERS : 

1. POLITICAL SCIENCE 2. INDIAN HISTORY 
3. ECONOMICS 4. SOCIOLOGY 
5. PHYSICS 6. CHEMISTRY 7. BOTANY Rs. 850/- 
8. ZOOLOGY 9. PUBUC ADMINISTRATION EMhCurw 

• I.A.S. (PREL.) EXAM. GENERAL STUDIES 
AND AN OPTIONAL PAPER Rs. 2350/- 

• INDIAN FOREST SERVICE EXAM 
(G K. & ENGLISH ONLY) Rs. 1500K- 

• S.B.IJBANK PROBATIONARY 
OFFICERS’ EXAM Rs. 1500/- 

t ASSTT. COMMANOANT/D.S.P. ETC. 
IN B.S.FiC.R.P.FJI.T.B.P. EXAM Rs. 1S0(V- 

• LI.CJG.I.C. A.A.O.'S EXAM Rs. 1500/- 
• COMBINED DEFENCE SERVICES 

(I.M.AJC.D.S.E.) EXAM. Rs. 1500/- 
• SBC COMBINED PRELIMINARY 

EXAM. (GRADUATE LEVEL) Rs. 1500/- 
• INSPECTORS OP CENTRAL 

EXCISEANCOME TAX ETC. EXAM Rs. 1500/- 

MBA ENTRANCE EXAM/ 
CAT/MAT/FMS/XLRIETC. Rs. 180Q/- 
• R.B.I. OFFICERS’ EXAM. GRADE ‘A’/’B’ Rs. 1800/- 
• IB/SSC ASSISTANTS’ GRADE EXAM Rs. 1500/- 
• B.B.S7B.B.AyB.B.M. ENT. EXAM Rs. 1800/- 
• HOTEL MANAGEMENT ENT. EXAM Rs. 1500/- 
• NATIONAL DEFENCE ACADEMY (NDA) Rs. 1500/- 
S I.I.TJJ.E.E. ENTRANCE EXAM Rs. 1800/- 
• M.B.B.SJP.M.T. ENT. EXAM Rs. 1800/- 
• SUB-INSPECTORS OF POLICE. 

B.S.F.. D.P.. C.B.I.. ETC. EXAM Rs. 1500/- 
• BANK CLERKS’/CLERKS’GRADE EXAM Rs. 1200/- 
• SSC COMBINED PRELIMINARY 

EXAM FOR MATRIC LEVEL POSTS Rs. 1200/- 

HAPPY NEWS mow ALSO LISTEN AND LEARN 
THROUGH IIMS AUDIO CASSETTES ON: 

• ENGLISH CONVERSATION (I & II) Rs. 50/- ssch 
• INDIAN CONSTITUTION (I & II) Rs. 50/- each 
• POLITICAL SCIENCE (I & 11) Rs. SO/- each 
a INDIAN HISTORY (I & II) Rs. 50/- aach 

NOTE: 1. While sending your lee. plsMe mention your name, your complete address and the name of the course clearly In capital letters 
on the M.O. coupon or in Vns letter. It will help ua to send you the study material at the earliest. Please write your address dearly. 
2. If possible please send your fee by bank draft only by Reglatered A.U. However, you can send the fee by M.O. also. 
DIRECTOR: QOPAL K. PURI. M.A. BngilshA Pol. So. (Pub.A<lmn.). P.Q. Dip. In Business Admn. (Famous Author of 100 Books) 

Send your full fee by Bank Draft/Monay Order immediately to: 

fSl 
THE INDIAN INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT & SERVICES 
(./ie, (II FLOOR), JANGPURA LXTENSION, (ROUBLE STOREY), 
PURI PUBLIC SCEIOOL BUILDING, NEAR MASJIO ROAD, NEW DELHI-1 1001L 
TELEPHONE NOS, ; 4316915, 4329106, TELE/FAX : 4311946 

E mail : iimsv"’vsnl.com 
IIMS 

IIMS COACHING CENTRES AT GUWAHATI (ASSAM) AND SRINAGAR (J A K). 
OPENING SHORTLY IIMS COACHING CENTRES AT PATNA AND DHANBAD (BIHAR). 

NOW IIMS OFFERS IdslilgMSIMJ IN ALL MAJOR CITIES OF INDIA. 
BECOME AN IIMS FRANCHISEE IN YOUR CITY AND BE A PART OF THE MOST REPUTED 

INSTITUTE OF INDIA. FOR FRANCHISE BROCHURE AND APPLICATION FORM SEND 
Rs. 200/- BY BANK DRAFT/M.O. IMMEDIATELY ON THE ADDRESS GIVEN ABOVE 

JOIN IIMS COURSES, READ IIMS BOOKS AND LISTEN TO IIMS AUDIO CASSETTES 



presence. Hence, the R&D sector 
which had always been kept on the 
back'burnar has now begun to get 
Its due share with the Indian 
customer turning out to be the 
eventual gainer. Moreover the foreign 
companies have evinced Interest in 
key infrastructure areas like power 
and roads which are in a quite sorry 
state in the country. Hence, things 
are going to change for good finally 
in this ‘democratic nation' where the 
common man has always been taken 
for granted. 

Gone are the days of babus: today's 
realm of competitiveness demands 
efficiency and ^ectlveness. To attract 
investment the Indians not only had 
to paint a rosy picture of their 
bureaucracy but also live up to it. 
Therefore, the licence raj was 
scrapped and came along with it a 
more 'compassionate and 
understanding' Industrial and 
investment Promotion Board. Says 
Mr. Narayana Murthy of the Infosys : 
“Yes, liberalisation has a lot to do 
with it. Earlier, it look six to eight 
months and 10 to 15 visits to New 
Delhi to get an Import licence of 
$1500. Today it takes less than half a day and a single 
visit to an office half a mile from ours in Bangalore to 
import a machine of several million dollarsi* 

A Boon to the Nation 
The presence of MNCs has widespread implications that 

are reflected not only in the domestic arena but also on 
the global stage. Not more than 16 months back India 
had declared its arrival in the nuclear club with the 
Pokhran 11 blasts. Such action by a Third World nation in 
disregard of the world (and primarily the USA) opinion 
may have Invited harsh comments from them but definitely 
not a substantial action. What prevented the 0-8 nations 
irom declaring India a ‘rogue state’ and going all out to 
Impose severe sanctions was the interest of their own 
firms doing business in India. This implied tliat if Indian 
economy is hurt then their firms would also be hurt and 
consequentiv the health of their own economy. Thus, it's 
a global village now where backstage lobbying groups have 
more than one Interest to serve. 

It is a well known fact that there are barriers to trade 
which favour the developed countries more than the 
developing economies. Issues ranting from anti-dumping 
investigations, sanitary and photo-sanitary measures, food 
security concerns to quota regime for textiles and peak 
tariffs can however now be discussed at World TVade 
Organisation (WTO) for a Justifiable solution despite the 
dominance of the developed countries. India is in a position 
now to bargain for better rights and strike a balanced 
treatment to all parties, courtesy the Interests of MNCs 
thriving on Indian turf. 

Changing Scenario 
Consider the following scenario: an executive in an MNC 

gets up in the morning, works out in Ann’s gym, has 
breakfast in firm's mess, while entering his office leaves a 
travel booking order at reception, spends the day in air- 
conditioned and most comp^tive environment, has Coke 
fimm dispenser in between and if he wants to speed through 

his project, stays back at night In the 
office. Besides this, he is forced to 
take 22 holidays in a year, avail his ' 
LTC (which usually is in five figures), 
provided air fare if he has to go to 
see a sick relative, made to stay in 5* 
star luxury for the annual conference 
of the company et al. - Ufestyles and 
living standards apart, these MNCs 
have changed the corpmrate culture 
in radical ways. For Instance, the 
concept of 'sweet equity’ allows 
employees to have a stake in the 
company. However, no good thing in 
the world comes for free. To earn a 
handsome pay package one has to 
also put in 100% effort in contrast to 
lackadaisical attitude in the Indian 
PSUs. As one MNC top-brass 
executive explains this simply: 'We 
believe in empowering the employees 
so that they help the organisation to 
grow and slnmltaneously. grow with 
if. 

Since the entry oi MNCs the 
economy and society have passed ' 
through a traiisition period from the | 
days of struggling middle class living 
in the quagmire of deprivation to the ' 
present time, of a powerful and J 

emphatic middle class. Today, we not only have more I 
first-generation billionaires in the avtars of Azlm Hashem | 
Premjis and Narayana Murthys who have catapulted to | 
the pinnacle of success but also many aspiring ones picked j 

up from the campuses by the talent-hunting MNCs who ! 
mean business In every action. But what is most striking I 
is the emergence of the new entrepreneur-professional. | 
dapper middle-class roots, in complete contrast to the 
arch type seth’s overbearing son. < 

Before liberalisation, India had been primarily exporter 
of its brainpower and importer of technology from ttie 
developed world. However, In the post-reforms era, the 
trend has reversed. The Indian youth who earlier used to 
yearn for the West in search of big bucks, working culture, 
social Independence and technological advancements, now | 
finds all of the above in Indian setup. He no longer has 
to settle himself in an alien envlrorunent because MNCs 
have not only transformed the salary structure but also 
the social structure of India in a big way. Indians are 
turning global in the true sense with opportunities to enjoy 
the same world class facilities which their count ei parts 
do in the West. So we have Indians bon uoyope for just six 
months on H-1 visa and a consequential drop in brain 
drain. Things are looking up on the Import front also with 
the import-export gap being slashed down. India is today 
a key player in IT sector and earns a substantial amount 
of forex from software export. As Wlpro's Azlm Hashem 
Premji puts it: ‘Liberalisation has helped upgrade our 
standards and compete in the world market. We are 
constantly benchmarking ourselves even in the domestic j 
market with the best in the world..." 

Acting As Ss'Floiirs 
Many people feared that domestic Industry might suffer | 

due to the advent of MNCs. However, all those people, 
crying hoarse with the slogans of Swadeshi and Socialism, 
have now wisely accepted the fact that the MNCs are here 
to stay and make India a truly global business centre. 
During the post eight years, almost all the political parties 

Sachin Ohai 
nnsr FRfZE wnmsR or 

CSK SUPER BRAIN PBRSONAUnY 
CONTEST aOOO (4) : TOPIC 2 

Mr. Saehfn Ohal Is doing B.E. 
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Moharlshl Doyonond University. 

Mr. Sachin Ohal Is thejlnt prize 
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participate In the remaining atagee 
qf the Super Brain Soper Personality 
Contest 2000 as ivell os receive other 
prizes. 

Congratulattona, Mr. Sachin I 
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have been a part of the government for a while but nobody 
dared to discourage the Foreign Direct Investment (FDI). 
As a matter of fact, the FDI during the United Front regime 
(of which CPI(M) was a part) was to the tune of IRs. 429.9 
billion and during the UJP regime was Rs. 339.2 billion. 
This clearly highlights the fact that opposition to the MNCs 
Is strictly political and persists only as long as a leader Is 
In the Opposition benches but ceases when he occupies 
the Treasury benches. 

The domestic Industry has also In fact prospered In the 
I presence of foreign counterparts. Allegations against MNCs 

dumping obsolete technologies also hold no weight since 
the consumer today demands the best quality at a given 
price. The Intense cut-throat competition In the market 
eliminates any possibility of deceiving the customers. 
Today, only those companies that are “lean and mean’ 
can hope to win the customer's attention. Gone are the 
days when inefficiencies could be passed on to the 
consumers. The consumer Is the King today. That is why 
the badly-run companies, both in the public and private 
sectors, are feeling the heat today. A robust economy 
demands a healthy corporate sector that thrives on 
competlUveness rather than complacency. 

The MNC.S have definitely acted as saviour of the sinking 
Indian economy. However, Uie Indian economy still has a 

long way to go before stabilising Itself on Bna roots. 
Towards this md, the domestic as well as the MNC 
subsidiaries will have to work hand In hand and give a 
fillip to the economic aector. The government also needa 
to shed its Inhibitions and ^ve due Importance to the 
econoR^ and bualneaa. The government bobus have to 
stop looWng at every prq)ect suspiciously. The not so recent ■ 
Tata-Stngapore Airlines fiasco and Enron gaffe are still at 
the back of the hat of the investors. The opening up of 
Insurance sector definitely had a feel-good effect on 
Investors but still the government needs to take more 
reforms quickly and efficiently. Besides, It has also to 
protect the Interests of domestic Industries and aecure 
patents for the agenild products of India. The fallacies of 
the system that have been the target of public wrath and 
rancour of the economists have to be belted out. The 
government needs to relegate the various pressures, and 
design a system which Is characterised by expertise. 
Impartiality and adherence to the International norms. It 
has become Imperative to keep the MNCs In the Indian 
economy and therefore controls on bivestment need to 
be relaxed. The pangs of the economy beckon us to search 
for a panacea In the form of MNCs and if a favourable 
attitude towards them Is not adopted, the positive results 
that are unshered today may be dlluU-d. □ 

Role Of Women In Norion Building 
"Our women haoe a very great part 

to play in the progress oj onr ixfunlr}/, 
as the mental and physical contact of 
women with Iffe is much more lasting 
and comprehensive than that of men. 
For nothing was U said that ‘the lu:nd 
that rocks the cradle rules the world'. 
In the apmn string oJ woman is hidden 
the revolutionary energy which con 
establish paradise on this earth." 

— Or. Rajendra Praaad 
Woman Is the niagntflrent creation 

of God. a multifaceted personality 
with the power of benevolence, 
adjustability. Integrity and tolerance. 
She Is the companion of man gifted 
with equal menial faculty, a protector 
and provider, the emlxidiment of love 
and affection. The role given to 
women In a society is a measuring 
rod and true Index of Its ctvtllsational 
and cultural attainment. In the words 
of RaMndranath Tagore “Woman is 
the builder and moulder of a nation's 
destiny. Though delicate and soft as 
a Illy, she has a heart, far stronger 
and bolder than tliat of man. She Is 
the supreme Inspiration for man's 
onward march'. TTie status of Indian 
women has seen many ups and downs firom the ancient 
time to the present day. 

With the dawn of freedom, particularly dtirlng India's 
national struggle, the position of women took a turn for 
the better. Mahatma Gandhi, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru 
and Dr. Rajendra Prasad began to Ihink deeply about the 
urgent need of women's emancipation. They realised that 
so long as women of the country were not uplifted and 
granted equal status with men in all walks of life—political, 

economic, domestic, educational, 
India could neither progress nor make 
any significant advance In any field. 
Gandhljl gave a clarion call for 
women's participation In the freedom 
movement. Sarojlni Naldu, Mira Ben, 
Sucheta Krlplanl. VIJayalaxml Pandit, 
Anma Asaf All were some of the 
leading women freedom fighters. 

In the present time, a large number 
of women have attained dignity. 
Individuality and respect in their 
respective fields. They are free to Join 
any service. In the post-Independert 
India, women have played a 
significant role as doctors, engineers. 
Judges, pilots, scientists, diplomats, 
legislators and even as a Prime 
Minister. Mrs. Indira Gandhi, our late 
Prime Minister, was held In high 
esteem the world over. Vljayalakstml 
Pandit created a record by becoming 
the first woman President of the 
United Nations General Assembly. In 
the last two decades, wosnen have 
really come Into their own. In the 
modem age, we find the role of 
women in every field. The myth that 
certain fields were only meant for men 

has been demolished by women. Women have proved to 
be more vibrant, dynamic, sincere and perfiK:t in every 
field. Tliey have the ability to Immerse themselves wholly 
in any task they undertake. Modem women In the present 
age occupy top rank and attain Immense success in all 
the fields such as sports, politics, performing arts. Police, 
administration, medicine etc. Mother Teresa, P.T. Usha. 
Mrs. Mohslna Kldwal, Mrs. Margaret Alva. M.S. 

(Continued on page JOT) 
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Use More of Your Mind Power 
For Your Success In Exsms end Competitions. fMMt pMpto IM* only 10%.) 

Hi. nw nwni it Rij Btpiu. In thil imeictting 
iriicle, I want to tell m about my xurprisingfy 
joMtful new course 'Rtj Bapna'i Mind Power 
Study Ibchniquet.* 

Praclical, laiy^ RaMh-OrlBBtad CoursB 
The techniques in the course are efleclive. Thi^ 

Jo not require hard work that makes you tired 
And you can learn them quickly. I teach no theory. 
Only'the techniques that have proved effective for 
myself and other students. Originally, 1 ^searched 
these techniques for my own use. They helped me 
to get success in competitions and to increase my 
lalary, in 7 years, from Rs 1000 per month (after t 
BE) to ^ Dollars per hour in USA. Now you can V 
•asify benefit from m^' hard work, good luck, and \ 
ipecial knowledge (with money-back guarantee). 

Ihubss is Very Difficult in India 
Today i-inre than ever before, the cunipciitions arc 

very very tough There arc upio 2fl0 or mnre snidenis ‘ 
for ciery vingTc scat. So, achieving yucceius is not easy 
in India. So, to ensure your success and to avoid the |_ 
Jitapnointmeiit of failure, you try every possible way 
p> gel even 1 extra mark. Join some good ut,aching. In 
sddilioii, you should join my course and it will help you 
:o get maximum hentfii from your hard work/coacnihg 

Rand Fatter ta Revisa Fastar 
Ewiyone can learn t>> read and undersiand 300, 500 

It nioie words pei miiiuie. But. many of us lead only 
dxHil too wonis per minute My course wiil leach you 
Jie ’I-'inger Technique' to prove in 60 mmuir.s that you 
ran double your reading speed. 

The best uk of leadiiig faster is not to study new 
dialers for the first lime, hut to revise again and again 
juickly so that you can reniemher more in less tinur. 

What STUDINTS and Others Soy 
More than SS.TDO students ate already henefiting 

from this powerful lesuft-oriented counsr Herr is what 
some of them nay : 
•"Your course helped me to win QOLn meoal in 

AMIE exam n has been of immense help to me ' 
— HDfSli Vfefd^n KhAfHW GunR 

•'I topped OAV CollMe Chandigarh. I increased my 
reading speed from 303 to 1000 words per minute.’ 

— SaniMvOtvti f«n<ihfculA H«ry»na 
•'Very useful (or my BSc and ICWA exams IMthin a 
slngla day, i Incraaaad my raading spead from 275 

> to 455 words per minute' -S Jav<w:'«usn. mmiss. in 
am very happy to inform you that my son Ravi 

Anand inertaaed hla raading apead from 228 to aui- 

Can Von Aaswar Thtsa f OatsMoas"^ 
' There is a posiltritiiy that you tic making some ^ 
serious mistakes in lunv you study, and may not be 
getting success to the best of your intelligence and 
ability. Rir example, do you know: 

• For batter mamoiy, should you study early In morn¬ 
ing or lata In night? 

a For batter memory, should you read fast or alow? 
Should you study continuouily or taka laat? 

• Do axamlnari give more marks H you writs mors? 
• Which vitamina ean help your brain to function bat¬ 

ter and to Improve your la? 
• For how many hours must you alaap? 
• la It good (or your IQ to aat Juat bafbra an exam? 

Even if you are making mistakes, do not worry. 
Most other students are also making these mistakes 

because schools & colleges do not leach about this new 
L Kseaich. I can help you to improve greatly now. j 
^^ad this page fully now for your own bwfit. ^ 

Mm If** Mnmory Racard 
w™ Our atudent Raiiv Chaudhaiy set a 

‘ i TQt memory record (Limca Book of Rscords) 
MJjDll-, In mtarviews to nswapapere he said, 'The 
UpB^ageereta of my newly developed memory are 

i-e w—-“postal courses Mind Power Study 
Techniques and Mind Power Music from the Mind 
Power Research Institule.Udapiir" 

Before ioining our coursee, he was an ordinary 
atudent and ecorad only 52.3% in HIgn School Exam. 

What Howsaapan Soy 
•'Simple, effective, practical techniques to improve 
overall intoiligenca and mind power Even average 
student can easily undarstand' - Tunai. of man 

•'Powerful, practical, easy, it will hale all atudenta, 
bank officials and others appearing for lest, exams 
and interviews' ■.intfwnSanki'A&siitiiiiion BuiMm 

•Tt has many techniques to increase your mind 
power quicKly.' -amiki flmir bhum 

(. Technques for Imnoving M*niC7. Concentration. 8 inteitgenos 
7 How k] Use Your tnw In Re Classroom lor Succou 
S Mind Maps: A New Sclonllfic Way to Take Mamorabla Notes 
9 Program YourseR (Of Success by UiirigthaPawsrotBe'iiefs, 

ImaguiBtion. and Neuro Llngunlc Progtairn.lng 
10 AdvsneeR Memow Tecnnxiijes to Remamber Long Sequ'inces, 

Spellings, and DifncuR Thiriga 
11. Some Mgjoi Melskfs Of Exam Days and How to Avoid Them 
12 New Research in Brain Sefcmee Proves Riot You are Morn 

CapBlile Than You Thmk 
Now you gel a new edition of this course so mu also 

' get free 3 bonus sectioiiv la my gilt (value Rs /S each): 
N Bonui Ssetlon 1 The Magic 01 Your Eyas And Youi Mod 

Bonus Section 2 How to Gel Maximum Banafn From (our 
Piolassional Edu^ion Such As Engineenng or Medical 

Bonus Section 3. Success In LRe Bayond School And Colitgt 

*' What the Caurse Canaot Da 
The course cminot make you a supernuin. Similarly, 

it cannot make everyone a tiyiper 
But with it. you will learn to study more efIkienUy 

, than 90% of dm studenu. You will see a good increase 

Author’s Ble*0«ta 
• BE, BITSPilanl. MTeeh, IITKharagpur.NT8E 

tcholar. Rank 5 Ra) Seh^ Board. 
a Wortd-famoua author I publithad 3 compular boeka 

in USA indudlng'baat sailing "MS-DOS Maalsrt.' 
• Earned SO dotlara per HOUR In USA as compular aii> 

pert and wntar. At the peak of aucesaa, I Ml USA to 
do something in our own oountry. Now, I do raaaaroh 
at the Mind Power Reseaich Inshtule. 

• Laamt French. Sanskrit, Karats. Braakhtg wooden 
beerd by hand, many Mediialiena, ate. 

• \Mis a member of 'Society for Accelerated LesmlnB 
S Teechmg, USA* 

I last a lip diaBM. Rot Yoa f kooM Rot. 
I am asking you not to defpy because I iqyself made 

this deadly mistake once. For my UT enliaoce, I winlad 
to order the best pi»lal course to get success. The cost 
wu Rs 3S0. Just tike niaiiy students, 1 could pay the 
money But 1 was not sure if the course would really 
give roe success Alter vysiling for 3 months, I ordered 
Die Goune The cnur» wu very good and it helped ma 
to get rank 1102. Bui 1 dai not get odmiasion to 
ElKlronk-s hngineering in UT and I joined BITS, 
Pilani I l(Ml a hm cliaiicc because I waited aial did not 
order immedialely You sluiild uol lose any chance. 

60-D^, 100% Success 
GUARANTEE 

II jxw ora not fully fORhdaftghMandlhnSedwiRiniyGOuQe 
(cade BOS), simply return R so that s mutt mich ui wRhki (0 daya e( 
despatch niom our once, and we send refund of your emaunt (mbiue 
Re 40 lor posllhandling) by MO No questions etktd. 

Abnoil all sludonit Stan to bonatt quickiy on Rie Sisl dM Rwif gal 
Ria course. And ntigl beriefs greaRy within 1 (V 2 weeks. You IM 
gel a green posiei of 'Bapna's Opteal lOusxm Technique tor 
Concenlralton' Even R you ralum Ria courie for money-back, plaatl 
keep Ria amazing poster free as my gUt to you. 
kauployauiiiiw T(McHiiumtHipsgeHRrwiPdnoiMiiitMtl,vya« 
cwidsodtiiienmsMiiiiiifieioliensflikoiiiinyfuiaiwfkwiiliuoeeit 

Anand Inertaaed hla reading apead from 228 to eur- Piqlessional Education Such Ac Engineenng or Meocal 
prisingly high 1818 words per minute Thank you ter gonua Section 3. Success In Lite Beyond School And Colltge 
youreourae." -0-MLS.nBl..MS.'y*Sui.j«.' Ilwr .LIS. 

•"It wet very benefir<al for my lAS exam" lenaf IBa Cattf SB URaOt Da 
■ diiruk.ni oiksiM n-ckhpui UP The Course cnenot make you a superman. Similarly, 

•TJnbelleyably, I Improved my reading apaed from u cannot make everyone a umper 
75 to 200 words per minute. My eon (pi disa 4) im- Bm will learn to study more efIkienUy 
provedWt menhoiy__He alBO improved hia reading go* of di studenu. You will see a good increase 

•»“ wn“n««ion. Your'efleciiveness 

^ Sava Rs 125 

: ^>S^+20. Rs 220+20 Only. N 

JJasIwdar befara 25 

Te udebrsle the courren Rumfiwl lasl-Sebra Couns wRh 
more than 58,700 vludents, we are gwmg ipacal ofTeta The pries Of 
cbune coda 805 Is Rs 345* : 0, but now it is only fta 220«'20. So, 
you save Rs 125 In eddihon. Rwre Is the BEST OFFER But to 
save, you must post your ordei horn your cHy on or baton 25 Nov 
99 (ii does not nener when H teachae ut) 

SCiytC0 **_ "w^nroi Kumaf, NosA, M} 

How ta loiprava Yavr Meoiary Qaickly 
>bu will team many easy techniques to improve your 

nemory in this coai« Two an." 
Ifedmique I: The brain has (wo memoiy stores; 

ihon-temi and loi^-term. Research shows that without 
wision, alter 24 houn we remember only 18% After 
I month only S %. h clearly shows that we must revise. 
3uu most students do not revise sytteniatically. so much 
}f their hard work it wasted. I teach you die powerful 
echniques 'Systematic Revision' and 'Daily Houline' 
10 Diat you can revise and remember more in less lime 

Ikcmilque 2- Scicniilic reseaich has proved that for 
xlter memoiy. we shculd lake real and not study 
lonimuouily for hours. You will learn my technique 
'Rest Routine* to get maximum beneSi from the real, 
rhii technique qpickly relaxes you, changes your brain 
nsrei, and putt you in a 'tetrnuig tuie*Tor lucceu. 

tera-., m,™. N..*, MS I Vour ability te il^y longer without gening tired (body 
■ or mind) and wnbmil feeling sl^y will increase. 

Ity Qaickly wtcceis in compwliuns will greatly increase 

:s to improve your | fsock Ikc Rosl frooi ladla li Aiasrlca 
t combine the SOOO-year oU Indian techniques widi 

cmoiy stores; Die latest scienlific ditcoveries in brain reseaich, 
ihpws dial widnui nutrition (food use), psychology (study of mind), and 
only 18% Afier motic in America and other countries. So, these 

lal we must revise, techniques are wry very effeclive-you benefit quickly 

lasyfaRaadandRaaaKf 
^Dailv Houline' If you can undersiand tbia paragraph, you will 
more in less lime undersiand die course. 47 diagrams help you to 
IS proved that for ^ w( »wn' even if you are weak in 
A nni chiiiv Englifh. jou wtil lurely benefit from tlie course 

' Both COHrsDS ■DOV 
! OrAndBiQAt'i Mind Pewtr MuM CMI FecMf 
I diiD DpfrfnmMiowi cpi—Wd 

Englifh. Ibu wiU lurely benefit from the course 

Toppars Ara Not 2 Tioiai Snortar. 

Tkay Da Hal Sfody 2 Tloias Mors. iut.. 
Toppers ere not 2 times smerter than you. Or, they do 

Mil study 2 times more than you. There are only 24 fla^ M A MM m mB DUMav « IUII6* Uluic umi jwu. siidi« aic uiuv bp* 

IS PmWMTIII CliMptMfS m 3 PMtff S#Cfi#MS hcnui in • day. So, it it nor pottible to itudy much more 
I. Lmm 2 MM Fewer Stiidv'Techniques In Dm Hour And OukMy than other sludents. Knowii^y or unknowingly, teppeis 

ImpfoveYbieSqidyElllcianey use more of their mind power. 
I __... Are yew Jf»%SMwyMiin*wW folly Dim 
L OuMdona And AMwmThk Knowledge m Help You Greaiy must gel the course it ytm ste realty senaut ahoM i «»ce«.Oettheco»rre.Donc.wmtDonotd.lqy 

than other iludenu. Knowii^y or unknowingly, teppeii 
use more of their mind power. 

Are you 100% sure yen understand folly dial you 
must get the course if you are really serious about 
success. Oet the courie. Do net wait Do not delqi 

oIIVr 
I lerRadtOMsWepflUiadMIO^^ _I 
r MM Tp^noiogY kook leernDteut 
} hyonotMi, Mir.nypnott». and to efMlD your own _ qaa«90 
' Mt-hypnotli DUM cPtfDQD.^i^ aDOui ^ 
t todmotogy fHodMCK mnwid-tBrMp And muth more / } \ 

Not Sold In Shops 

HOW TO ORDER 
This course is not sold In jfoopi because they do not 

tire money-back guarantee.' IM rend all couites by 
Regd. Itesi/courwr only No VW*. To order torisy. go to 
your bank or post otfice, and send full amount by U.D. 
or M.D in the name of M.P.R.I. Udaipur (Hal) te: 

Director, Mind Power Research Institute 
R-11. Mind Power Chambers, Sector 5 

Udaipur (Rajaathan) 313002 
t«wm a eaneaumm wiiq m CAPITAL tenri tail nsnw, sRRrMs. PM, !■• 
GoRlil|l)boiniii<ifMOl|in<i|)M(i)bKkS>t)rWi Do not sent IPO, TMO, 
iN|nm. Alow la 2-3 walks for wRitpnntsliig.MlarpoMHe.liit|sete 
kiriidKIIono'oowtvCeniuiwcov'Uln'JOweiiron'r Ceiqnifnbtn 
lfr.b.lUwww.bcltvsooM.reovwr .K.iarmhir WPase 45 
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IIMS READ THE MOST POPULAR BOOKS OF INDIA 

IVm's f IIMS PUBLICATIONSluuVi'i 
itooKs ■-—— -m ( IIOK I 

6/18, JANGPURA EXTENSION, (DOUBLE STOREY) NEAR MASJID ROAD, NEW DELHI - 14 
PHONES ; 4316915, 4329106, TELE/FAX : 4311946 E>inail : iimspub<9nde.vsiil.net.in 

NOW IIMS PUBUCATIONS DIVISION OFFERS THE BEST BOOKS FOR ALL. 
REAP IIMS BOOKS FOR SUCCESS IN ALL COMPETITIVE EXAMS. 

ESSENTIAL BOOKS FOR ALL COMPETITIVE EXAMS, 

1. OENERALKNOWLEDOE PON ALL COMPETITIVE IXAMS 
(Including 3000 OA/mMw Typ* Bxpcetod Ouoadoim) 

Z 2600 EXPECTED QUESTIONt ON QENENALKNOWLEDOE 
3. M MODEL TEST PAPERS ON OENERALKNOWLEDOE 

(BOOOObIceUtm Type OucMeno lor atteMcrm) 
A 100 PRACnCE PAPERS ON OENERALKNOWLEDOE/OA. 
S. OSJECnVEOENERALENOUSHPORAU EXAMS 

(full Study Udorlml A 0000 OiwMImm) 
A 100 MODEL TEST PAPERS ON GENERAL ENOLISH 

($000 OP/MtfM Typo OuoottoMlot oH eotmot. 
7. 100 PRACnCE PAPERS ON TEST OP ENOLISH LANOUAOE 
A ENOUSH COMPREHENSION (2W Ming Ceiiipirt«wlonPMH0H) 
A COLLEOE A COMPETITION ESSAYS FOR ALL 
1A 100 MIPORTANT ESSAYS FOR ALL 

4. 4100 OSJECnVE TYPE QUESTIONS ON CHEMISTRY R*. 20QF 
A 2000 OBJECTIVE TYPE OUESTIONS ON PHYSICS RA 100F 
A BOQO OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS ON PHYSICS Ra 200F 

Rt. 1S0F 7. 2400 OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS ON BOTANY Ra SO/- 
Ha W-S. 0000 OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS ON BOTANY Ra 200F 

A 3000 OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS ON ZOOLOGY Ra lOOF 
Ra. 1401. ^0’ OBJECTIVE TYPE QUEBTIONB ON ZOOLOGY Ra ZOOh 

11. 4000 OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS ON GEOGRAPHY Ra ISW- 
RS. ISOF 12. 4000 QUESTIONS ON ECONOMICS {With full Study Uttotloh Ra 360F 

13. 4000 QUESTIONS ON INDIAN mTOm (WWl St^ MWarl^ Ra 20W< 
Ra 120F 14. 12,700 OBJECTIVE TYPE EXPECTED QUESTIONS ON 

INDIAN HISTORY (WHA full Study Uotorlon Ra 400^ 
Ra IOOL raYCHOLOOY* STUDY MATERIAL WITH QUESTION BANK Ra 200F 
Rl 1^ !*■ ' STUDY MATERIAL WITH 3,000 OBJECTIVE OUESTIONS Ra 300F 
o!" OBJECTIVE TYPE EXPECTED QUESTIONS 
Ra 70F ON GENERAL STUDIESIQENERAL KNOWLEDGE Ra 200/- 
Rs. OOF 1A 1S,000 OBJECTIVE TYPE EXPECTED QUESTIONS 
Ra. OOF ON GENERAL STUOIES/QENERAL KNOWLEDGE Ra..300F 

11. OBJECnVE ARITHMETIC FOR ALL EXAMS fWNIISIuOyMWartaO Ra OOfIiO. WRIOI wnw - 4000 VrgBPS hiWHH 
1A OBJECnve MATHEMATICS FOR MBA ENT., NOA/ 

CDSIMTSE EXAMS (Wim full Study MMwteO 
IS. SOOO EXPECTED QUESTIONS ON ARITHMETIC (WSIt fuO 

Study MMartoFTIw Comploto Improvomont ^uroo) 
14. 100 PRACTICE PAPERS ON NUMERICAL ABIUrV {fuOy SelWNO 
II. GENERAL INTELLIGENCE/nST OP REABOMNG FOR AU 

EXAMS (4700 Ob/oelluo Quootlono WIdi Study UutorM) 
15. 100 MODEL TEST PAPERS ON TEST OF REABONINO 

(0000 OO/oetluo Typo Quootlono lor oil bamA^ 
17. VERBAL REASONING FOR AU COMPETITIVE EXAMS 

(O0/oeil¥o Typo Quootlono WHh full Study UotorM) 
IS. DATA MTERPHETATION FOR AU COMPETITIVI EXAMS 

(Obloothm Typo Quootlono With full Study OMorloO 
11. OBJICTIVEQINENALICIENCBr4OO0Ot!MlMOiMalle/if> 
50. 3000 OBJECTIVE TYPE EXPECTED QUESTIONS ON 

GENERAL SCIENCE (WHh Stut^ Idotorlol lor oO Ssomo) 
51. 4000OBJECnvE EXPECTED QUESTIONS FOR HT/JEE EXAM 

120. NRB MI sfilsm - anon amn iri S300 as 
31. vmrflBi ftim ■ aaran anA ax sooo a«^ 
22. ipftR - 4000 aigftai (m-Ssif^) m^lm 
23. ^ BYiian - 4700 aigftn (aj-SwftiiM) usWlm Ra. 100F 

RS.100F 

Ra isof 

RaIIOF 

RO. lEOF 

RaIOOF 
Ra. 100F 

RaIOOF 
Ra. 100F 

Ra..300F 
Ra 2001- 
Ra3U/- 
RaSBOF 
Ra. 200/- 
Ra. 200/- 

2A ORlarni-awian anlft ax 4000 xigftw (x|-*xi^) Ra. 2S0F 
2B. aixpa anxx ■ i2jioo xia(>l« (xg-Sxi^) oaSai ra 3I0/- 
M. aixra anxx - oicxxn anm ax i2,ooo xrAai afla ra ooo/- Raooo/- 

BOOKS ON GENERAL STUDIES FOR IAS, IFS, PCS, ETC 

(FULL STUDY MATERIAL WITH QUESTION BANK) 

S2. INDIAN COWTITUTION (FoM Slu^ HMorlol A 1000 OuooHondl Ra IOOF 
23. 1000 OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS ON INDIAN CONBTITUTtON 
84. 2000 OBJECnVE TYPE QUESTIONS ON GEOGRAPHY 
SB. CURRENT AFFAIRS FOR ALL 
20. TEST OF CLERICAL APTITUDE 
27. nwa xn afSain xi^|(R« (xg-Sx>ftxxi) xv>^ 
20. aonm xnn - sooo xigfRn (xg-SxiRxxi) 
2B. aixpx xm • 100 Sftea Oxif 
30. wiam - 2000 xigftw (xg-BxrfSxxi) niim 
SI. wixpa ax nxhnftn x^an 
32. xigftw axnifSni 

Ra. 001- 

Sl’ ScF principles OF MANAGEMENT FOR AU RaIOOF 
COMPUTERS FOR ALL Ra. SOF 

R. M >■ PCBI-IC RELATIONS FORAU Ra. SO/- 
Ra 60/-4. A COMPLETE GUIDE TO JOURNALISM FOR ALL Ra 00/- 
Ra. 100/- i. ADVERTISING MANAGEMENT FOR AU Ra 60F 
Ra140/-*- travel a tourism for all Ra SOF 
Ra. aOfc interior decoration for AU Ra 40F 
- Jr •• minting FOR AU Ra. 60/- 
Ra.200/- 0 BEAUTY FOR ALL ^ m. 
Ra ISO/- 10. ACCOUNTANCY FOR AU Ra. OOF 

11. ENOLISH CONVERSATION COURSE (Conlolnlng 200 
engiloh Convorootlono On Vortouo Topleo In engiloh) Ra ISOF 

- 12. ENGLISH VOCABULARY FOR ALL COMPETITIVE EXAMS Ra ISOF 
Ra. 300/- 13. WORD POWER IMPROVEMENT COURSE ^ 
Ra. 300/- 14. DICnONARY OP SYNONYMS* ANTONYMS HA 70F 
Pm-ootu. **• dictionary OF QUOTATIONS Ra. SOF 
RAOOOF ,, LETTERS FOR AU Ra 70F 

17. PARAGRAPH WRITING FOR AU Ra. SOF 
1A PRECIS WRITING FOR AU Ra OOF 

Ra. IOOF IS. MODEL SCHOOL ESSAYS (for ttoWe A 10*2 eloooot) Ra SOF 
Ra. IOOF 20. COMMON ERRORS IN ENGLISH FOR AU EXAMS. Ra IOOF 
Ra. IOOF 21. IDIOMS AND PHRASES FOR AU COMPETITIVE EXAMS. Ra 70F 
Ra. 100/- 22. ARGUMENTATIVE QUESTIONS ON SOCIAL AND 

ECONOMIC PROBLEMS {Conlolnlng 200 Short BoooyA Ra IMF 
23. DICTIONARY g.SCIENCE...FOR.UL COMPETITIVE UMIS. Ra. TOF 
24. HMSsf^ ixii^ xM (fNt-ifTm) Ra. aooF 
a. BUSINESS Q.KJBUSK«SS AWARENESS Ra IOOF 

S. 'CURRENT AFFAIRI Ra SQ/- 
s. wpim fSim Ra. sooF 
10. tfflm (A«X oflY XRR) Ra 80BF 
11. XIXII XX Yfmnw Ra SOOF 
12. nwi xn wfSum Ra. < 
13. nvAx aidnxwn ra isof RaIIOF 

VALUABLE GENERAL BOOKS FOR ALL 

Ra SOF a 
Ra.200/- s' 

GUIDES FOR ALL COMPETITIVE EXAMS 
S.8.C. COMBINED PREUM EXAM. (MATRIC LEVEL) 
aw.aw.4l. lijxx XT^fllxi xBan (S%xi wix B xiA 4 fliX) 
wixnx amnn MS afti PCS x6«nA 4 fta 

BOOKS FOR M,B,B,S,/PMT ENT, EXAMS 
SOOO OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS ON BOTANY 
SOM OBJECTIVE OUESTIONS ON ZOOLOGY 
SOOO OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS ON PHYSICS 
SOM OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS ON CHEMISTRY 
ZOjOM OBJECTIVE TYPE EXPECTED QUESTIONS FOR 
MEDICAL COLLEGES ENTRANCE EXAM. (QuooOen Sank) 

INDISPENSABLE BOOKS FOR l A.S, (PREL.) EXAM 
SOM OBJECTIVE TYPE OUESTIONS ON SOCIOLOGY 
40M OBJECTIVE TYPE EXPECTED QUESTIONS ON 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (WHh Study MolortoO 
SOM OBJECTIVE OUESTIONS ON POLITICAL SCIENCE 
(With full Study MolorloO 

Ra.400/-|a. DCTIONARY OF.SCIEI^ FOR.ALL COMPETITIVE a. DICTIONARY OF SCIENQ 
M. HMSSfRYI ixi^ XM I 
a. BUSINESS Q.KJBUSK«S! 

Ra. 20aF „ pReposmONS for AU (WWi FM SanMmsa) 
Ra. aoBF confused * MWUSEO WORDS (HWI FM SOHt 
RA 20IIF 2, proverbs for AU OCCASIONS 
a. vuu. SKTRANCE/CAT/MAT PRACTICE PAPERS 
Ra SOOF 31. THESAURUS 

Ra IOOF 
Ra TOF 
Ra TOF 
Ra TOF 
Ra TOF 
Ra 200F 
Ra IOOF 

For frM postsga oand tho full amount In advoncs by M.oyBanh DrxA on Iho abova addraaa. For V.P.P. oand Ra MOF by M.O. m advanca 

BUSINESS G.K. . RS. 100/- [ ; Rg, 200/-1 LAW : RS. 300/- 

Ra. 400F 
Ra 200F 
Ra. 300F 

Ra. 200/- 

[US 
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Srikar M.S. (Tth Rank): IAS Toppan Varik To Ybu 

Strong Determination And 
_Patience Pay 
Srihir M.S. (24) achieved the 7th position 

among the mcces^l candidates of the Civil 
Servian Examination, 1999. 

He has done B.A, LL.B. (Hons) from National 
Unu School of India Umversity. Bangalore. 

We publish below an exclusive interview he 
gatv to Competition Success Review. 

CSRi What Is the secret of your success 
in the Civil Services Examination 7 

Srtfcor M.S.: Setting a fixed goal and woriung 
Inwards it consistently. Pahenoc coiqsled with 
persevenmce aided by a well-planned .'.trategy 
which was executed to a considerable degree. 

Q. How much time do you think one 
requires for serious preparation for this 
examinatian ? 

A. At least a year is required. 
Q. Which journals and newspapers have 

you been reading for the General 
jinowledge and other papers 7 

A. Competition Success Review, General 
Knowledge Today, Frontline, Mamstream, 
Economic And Political Weekly and The Hindu. 

Q. What is your impression of the 
Interview Board 7 

A. Very cordial and friendly. The 
nterview was a pleasant experience with 
.he Board engaged in a serious dialogue. 

Q. What is your advice to the future 
ispirants 7 

A. Strong detenninaliun, well-worked out 
ilan and patience would pay one rich 
lividends. 

Q. Competition Success Review, the 
argest selling youth magazine in English, 
las been extremely helpful because... 

A. ...ot its capsule on interviews with 
•uccessfui candidates in the exam which are 
'.ispiring to the aspirants in this long drawn 
lut affair. 

Q. What prompted you to choose Civil 
iervicea as your career 7 

A. Firm beliet that it will give me the 
ipportunity and space to >nake a 
neaningful difference in society to the best 
if my capacity. The security of the career 
vas also a definite motivator. 

Q. How did your parents, family and 
riends contribute to your success 7 

A. V\fell, the influencF. of my parents in 
'ontributing to my success in the Civil 
iervices is tremendous. 

Q. Had you not been selected in the 
Zivil Services Examination, what would 
lavc been your reaction 7 Which other 
ervice/career would you have gone in/ 
ipted for 7 

A. 1 would naturally have been 
iisappointed. As I am enrolled as an 
dvocate, legal practice would have been 
he alternative option. 

Q. How would you visualise your 
access 7 

A. I visualise my success as the much 

sought-after outcome of my patience, 
perseverance and hard work. The result 
signifies, to me, that hard work does > leld 
dividends ultimately 

Q. What were your Optionals for the 
Civil Services Examination 7 

A. Law for the Prelims and Law and 
Public Administration tor the Mains 

Q. What was your criterion for the 
selection of Optional subjects 7 

A. Law was a natural choice since I have 
completed my B.A., LL.B. (Hons) degree. I 
opted tor Public Administration because ol 
my interest in Indian Administration and 
also its affinity to Law, syllabus wise. 

Q. How did you prepare for your 
Compulsory papers 7 

A. English and Essay didn't require any 
preparation. For Hindi (my Indian l.dtiguage 
Paper) 1 did a bit of reading and attempt^ 
the previous years' question papers. 

U Competition Success Review is (he 
largest-read youth magazine in English. 
How do you visualise the role of this 
magazine in moulding the careers of the 
youth 7 

A. The interviews and strategies of 
successful candidates published in 
Competition Success Review are a great source 
of motivation and inspiration at times when 
one is at a low ebbi 

Q. How did Competition Success Review 
help you in your preparation for the 
interview 7 

A. The accounts of interviews of previous 
years' candidates gave me a fairly good idea 
of what to expect in the interview. 

Q. What is your opinion about 
Competition Success Review 7 

A. The capsules cm the Indian National 
Movement, Gandhian 1 bought, and 

Objective Questions on various subject! 
ntake Competition Success Revieiy a valuabli 
guide for the Civil Ser\'ices aspirants. 

Q. What is your opinion about Generm 
Knowledge Today 7 

A. C-neral Knowldlge Today is an cxtiemel) 
useful guide when time is a constraint and 
informal ion required is vast. 

Q. What do you think is the belter wa} 
of preparation between selective, inlenaivt 
study and wide, extensive study 7 

A. A judicious combination of both, 
perhaps, will serve the purpose. 

Q. Is the pattern of the examination 
appropriate for selection 7 Would you 
recommend any improvement 7 

A t teel it's okay. 
Q. Do you feel that there should be nc 

restriction on the number of attempts 7 
A Four attempts are sufficient for t 

candidate. 
Q. IWth the resumption of Essay papei 

in UPSC examinations, we are giving foul 
senior essays every month. Is this focua- 
oriented, analytical feature helpful for the 
IAS aspirants 7 

A The essays are helpful for aspirants at 
they give an overall idea of writing about a 
particular topic. However, spontaneity and 
original tliinking should be the hallmark ol 
one's strategy in handling the Essay paper 

Q. How do >ou think Competition 
Success Review could be more useful to 
the candidates appearing in the Civil 
Services and various other corapetiUvt 
examinations 7 

A More information about material/ 
books for optionals in general and specific 
areas in the optionals, in particular would 
make Competition Success Review snore 
effective and sought after. □ 

XiMPEmiON SUCCESS REVIEW, NOVEMBER 1999 



A Meaningful And 
Lively Discussion 

I WHS ovcrjoypd to wccive the interview rail—the thought of 
being one step closer to my goal seemed refreshing and relieving. 
The assurances that the Interview Board would lae cordial and 
unintimidating bcxisted my confidenci' levels. 

Since I had almost a month for my interview, 1 took the 
preparations seriously ?.xpe<'t('d questions on issues of local (home 
State), national and internaoonal importance were analysed. 
Newspaper reading wa-. an integral part of this process. Mock 
interview sessions and di.scussiuns on Indian Polity, Economic and 
Social issues were useful. On the whole, I gave emphasis on 
spontaneous mactions to questions rather than prepared answers. 

The interview was on May 3, 1999 in the forenoon session. I 
was the third 
person to be 
interviewed 
and thus had 
aufficienl time 
to converse 
with other 
candidates. 

My inter¬ 
view began 
with the Cluir- 
man, reading 
aloud parts of my bio-data and asking me about the extra¬ 
curricular activities. 

My interview epresisted of a mixed bag of issues—about the spirit 
of the Indian Constitution, Judicial Activism, Public Interest 
Litigation, Legislature-Judiciary relationship (all this presumably 
because of my legal background), India's attitude towards WTO. 
controls on Genetic Engineering, cricket World Cup, secularism, 
"npu Sultan (concerned with Home State), Time Management option 
of IAS alter a legal education. 1 was unhesitant to admit that 1 
didn't know a couple of question.s. 

On the whole. 1 felt I had an excellent interview in terms of the 
various issues raised and level oi discussion involved. The Board 
members were extremely aware of issues; they were cordial and 
attentive and tried to get the best out ul me. 

The interv'ievv, which lasted for half an hour, was more like a 
meaningful, interesting and lively discussion with contributions from 
both sides. 1 fell comfortable and at oa.se throughout the interview. U 

A Great Source CM | 
Inspiration | 

Vie are pleased to publish here a letter from 
Mr. SrikarMSv IAS Tbpper 1999 (7tk Rank) and out 
aspirant readers a similar splendid sukcea. 

'?de Sditaa 

Success, ^evicte 

604 ‘PantAut "K^uut, 

f^ufeudeu. Ptuee 

nutu r>eairttooog 

T^eevt Sift, 

0 teetdd tide te infeem tde aecuUiss cf 

^emftetiticu Success Peuiecc tdsU 0 duct 

cecuned tde ltd PosUisu iu tdc ^iail Sentdees 

Sccust t999. 

Idc Cutewieess aud stnutepies of oueeessfut 

ceuuUdcdes futiUsded iu ^SJR dacte deeu u fseut 

sounec of iMSfUaeuUou to me. *7de ectftsuUs ou. 

tde Oudiu *KaiioHul TfCoeumeut, *?deu^dts of 

ffCadutuc* ^uuddi ioecc deiftftd toe. 

0ivouidtidc to tu4e tdis o^pioniumittf tc tduud 

ASS dUtdt dijU, Ae 

adtd siUfte-uUuded deuotiou toscacds tdcic 

lesfieetivc penis. 

TOitd Sect Ttfisdes. 

StdUe 7fC.S., 9/6S 

I Devoted Less Time 
On Main Authors' Books 

Though 1 couldn't have asked for more 
considering the position I have secuivd, a 
fvM flaws in my approach could have been 
avoided. Selection of opMonals are crucial 
and any hasty 
decision could 
prove costly. I was 
cautious in this 
regard but my 
mlatake was to 
postpone reading 
the main authors 
in my optionals. 
Thou^ ultimately 
I did read onginal 
texts of well-known authors in these 
optionals, 1 felt that had 1 allotted more lime 
to iL 1 could have done better. Hence, listing 
out a few vital contributions in one's 

optionals and reading them is useful. Being 
a Humanities student, issues of Science and 
Technology m my Mains was a weak link. 
Though 1 did not ignore it, I feel I should 

have devoted 
more time to it by 
reading a tegular 
Science nugazine 
or the Science 
and Technology 
supplement of Tlw 
Hindu. While 
writing my Mains 
paper in Law 
misreading of a 

question out of haste and slight over- 
confidence cost me dearly. One should thua 
take time in understanding the full scope 
of the question before attempting it. O 

Bio Data 
□ Name : Srikeu: M.S. 

Q Educational Qualifications: 
B.A., LL.B. (Hons.) 

□ Sdiod : B.F. Indian 
Public School, Malleswaram, 
Bangalore. 

Q College : National Law School 
of India University (NLSIU), 
Bangalore < 

□ Any Award, Gold Medal and 
Scholarship Won : University 
First Rank in NL9U. 
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'*Can you tell me something about 
yourself?'* the interviewer asked 
Mr. Narang. 

"Well sir, / have completed my 
M.Com in '95'% began Mr. Narang. 

The interviewer raised his brows 
apparently not satisfied with the 
grammar of Mr. Narang, a post 
graduate in commerce. 

What is wrong with Mr. Narang's 
sentence "I have completed my 
M.Com in '95". 

Let's look at it. 

Sentences that begin with 7have', 
'He has' are actually present 
perfect tense sentences. In such 
sentences, we do not use a time 
element in past like 'in '95', 
'yesterday', 'last year' etc. 

Like Mr.Narang, many of us need to 
improve our English. Vivekananda Institute 
offers you a special training programme 
which not only improves your grammar but 
also helps you develop your fluency and 
style of language. 

VIVEKANANDA'S research based 
training programme comes to you in two 
packages. 

1. EFFECTIVE ENGLISH ■ SPOKEN 

This easy-to-use programme helps you 
develop fluency, builds up confidence and 
brings out the best In you. The package of 
10 modules is now offered to you for just 
Rs.325/- 

2. EFFECTIVE ENGLISH - WRITTEN 
This step-by-step progranune strengthens your gramWr, 
builds up your vocabulary and updates your style. The package 
of 1S modules is now offered to you for just Rs. 375/- 

( Gat both the packages tor Rt. S7S/- and Saw Ra. 125/- | 

Send this coupon today. We will send you the study material by V.P.P. 

YaQ * improve my English. 
■ Please send me the material by V.P.P. 

1 I Spoken English Package, I'll pay Rs. 325/- 

I j Written English Package, I'll pay Re. 376/- 

I I Spoken & Written English Package, I'll pay Re. 675/- 
(Tick your choice) 

i'll pay the postman and collect the study package. 

My Name & Address; 

9,. Natesan Street,T. Nagar, Chennai • 600 017. 

ZXSrDXA.’ r«o.x 'X'Kj^.xrexrecB xreae'X'X'X'ir'X'a: 

CSR Niwmber <9 



FOR SUCCESS IN ALL COMPETITIVE EXAMS READ IIMS ‘SUCCESS PACKS’ 

IliSliFlIMS PUBLICATIONS! nSM I 
^WdlMII Ks 2(»ll/ -i/v -iw], 1 \\OKIII US :(Hl/ 

6^8. JANGPURA EXTENSION, (DOUBLE STOREY), NEAR MASJID ROAD, NEW DELHI-14 
PHONES : 431691& 4329106, TELE/FAX : 4311946 E-mail : iim5pub®nde.vsnl.net.in 

NOW IIMS PUBLICATIONS OFFER ‘SUCCESS PACKS* OF ESSENTIAL BOOKS TO ACHIEVE SUCCESS IN ALL 
COMPETITIVE EX AMS. BUY IIMS ‘SUCCESS PACK’ TODAY AND AVAR. OF OUR SPECIAL OFFER OF FTIEE BOOKS WORTH 
RS. 2W- PLUS ONE FREE AUDIO CASSETTE WORTH RS. 50/- ON ENGLISH CONVERSATION/INDIAN CONSTITUTION/ 
POLITICAL SC1ENc;E/1NDIAN history as per your CHOICE. HURRY t OFFER VALID TILL DECEMBER 31, 1999. 

I.A.S. 
(Prailma) 
Qaneral 
Studlaa 

t. Oanwral Knowladga Ra. ISO/ 
2. Q.K. Workbook Ro.200/ 
>. 18,000 Quoottona on 

Qonorol Btudloo Ra. 300/' 
4. S0M.T.P.enO.K. Ra. 140/' 
E Oanaral Selanea Ra. 300/' 
0. ObJacUva Qan. Selanea Ra. 100/- 
7. GM^raphy Ra. 300/- 
E Indian Hlatory Ra. 300/- 
9. Indian Economy Ra. ISO/- 
10. Indian ConallluUon Ra. ISO/- 
11.100 P.P. on O.KiO.8. Ra. ISO/- 
13. Oanaral Monlal Ability Ra. 1S0/- 
13. Arllhmalle Ra. 00/- 
lEDiotlonary of Selanea Ra. 70/- 
15.ProvlouaPapara Ra. SO/ 

Total Ra.2270/- 

\ki 
(Prsllms) 

% Gansral Studlas 
(Hindi) 

waire awma 1. uTin* 

2. WTO* 
3. 

7» WTOWI fTO/J|lVIIW 

S. WTOWI ijii 

NDA/CDS 
1. Oanaral Knowrtadga Ra.lSO/- 
2. S0M.TP.onO.K. Ra.140/- 
3. 10i.P.P.onQ.IC/O.S. Ra.ISO/- 
4. Indian Conatltulion Ra.100/- 
5. Oanaral Selanea Ra.200/- 
0. Oaooraphy Ra.300/- 
7. Indian Hlatory Ra.300/- 
0. DIetlonary of Selanea Ra. 70/- 
E OblaellvaMatha Ra.120/- 
10. SHOO Qa. on Aitlthmalle Ra.ISO/- 
11. Oanaral Engllah Ra.130/- 
1E100M.T.P.onEnollali Ra.1S0A 
13.TaatglEng. Languaga Ra.ISO/- 
lECommonEnaialnEngliah Ra.100A 
18. Engllah Convaraatlon ReISO/- 
18. Word Poamr Couraa Ra.200/- 

I.F.S. Exam 
(G.K. ft ENGLISH ONLY) 

Oanaral Knoartadga 
O.K. Workbook 
Oanaral Selanea 

Indian Hlatory 
Indian Conadlutlon 
Indian Economy 
Oanaral Engllah 
100 M.T.P. on Engllah 

. Taat of Eng. tanguaga 

. Common Errora In Eng. 

. ArgumantatlvaOuattlona 

. 100 Important Eaaaya 

. Paragraph Writing 

.Pracia Writing 

. Modal Laltara 

. Synonyma A Antonyma 

. Mloma S Phraaaa 

. Word Powar Couraa 

. Dictionary of Selanea 

.PraviouaPapora 

Ra.180/- 
Ra.300/- 
Ra.800/- 
Ra.300/- 
Ra.800/- 
Ra.180/- 
Ra.1B0/- 
Ra.120/- 
Ra.1S0/- 
Ra.1S0/- 
Ra.10a/- 
Ra.100/- 
Ra. SO/- 
Ra. SO/- 
Ra. to/- 
Ra. 70/- 
Ra. 70/. 
Ra. 70/. 
Ra.200/. 
Ra. 70/' 
Ra. SO/. 

s3iyBANKP.o7 ENGLISH 
EXAM, Aal^MN CRPpf IMPROVEMENT/ 

BSF/ITBP EXAM, BBS/BBA/ SPEAKING COURSE 
BBM ENT. EXAM 

Ra. 600/ 

Ra. 200/ 
Ra. 300/ 
Ra. 320/ 
Ra. 150/ 
Ra. ISO/ 

Ra. 200/ 

Ra. 2500/. 

SSC COMBINED 
PRELIM EXAMy 

INSPECTORS OF I.TAX/SI 
BSF, SI OP/CBI, S.O. 

(AUDIT) EXAM. SSC/IB 
ASSISTANTS’ GRADE, 

HOTEL MGT. ENT. EXAM. 

M.B.A. 
ENTJCAT/MAT/FMS/ 

BAJAJ/XLRI, ETC. 

Ra. 2320/- 

MBBS ENT. 
EXAMS/PMT 

Ra. 
1. 5000 Quaallona on Phyalea 100 
3. 5000 Quaatlena on Chamiatry 100 
3. 5000 Quaatlona on Botany 100 
4. 6000 Quaatlona on Zoology 100 
5. Oanaral Seionea 200 
0. Oblacliva Selanea 100 
7. 3000 Quaatlona on Selanea 100 
S. Dictionary of Selanea 70 

Total: Ra. B70 

1. Sludanta may buy tha eemplata 
‘Sueeaaa Pack' or any book/booka. 
2. FiaaBoekaworthRa.200/.«»ltlba 
aant to thrma atudanta only who buy 
our full ‘Suceoaa Pack* of any couraa 
and aand thafullpaymantin adaanca. 
To avail of thia offer tha atudanta may 
deduct an amount of Ra. 200/- from 
lha total coat of tha'Sueeaaa Pack'aa 
given above while aanding tha amount 
by M.OJBank Draft. 
3. Porfraapoataga.plaaaa aand tha 
full amount In advance by M.0 Aank 
DraNon tha above addraaa. For V.P.P. 
aand Ra. SOO/- by M.O. aa advanea. 
4. Write your name, addraaa and tha 
name of the‘Sueeaaa Pack', alaaily In 
eapilal laltara on Iho M.O. Coupon or 
In tlio loner. 

ENGLISH CONVERSATION ; Rs. 150/- WORD POWER COURSE : Rs. 200/- DATA ; Rs. 100/- 



Indian National Movement 
K. K. Bhardwaf 

^ Eminent Author of History Books 

Round Table Conferences And After 
The First Round Table 
Conference 
In die wake of the ruthless suppression 

if the snowballing Civil Disobedience 
Movement, the British Government 
.ummoned in London on November 12, 
930 the First Round Table Conference of 
ndian leaders and the spokesmen of the 
Intish Government to discuss the Simon 
Tommission Report. The Simon 
Znmmission report published in June 1930 
lad, among other things, recommended a 
■ederal Constitution for India, provincial 
lutonomy, subject to overriding powers 
ested in the Governor, but it did not 
•(in cede that which was morst pressed for — 
xosponsihle Government at the Centre. The 
Congress had rejected the report in August 
930 because it did not guarantee a national 
[ovemmentand the Muslims rejected it just 
iccausc they feared that the Commission 
rporf did not take cognisance of the rights 
il minorities. So when the Conference met 
n [,ondon, the Congres.s boycotted it. It was 
Itended by only the representatives of the 
ndian princes, Muslim League and the 
iindu Mahasabha. The vital conference 
inrepresenled by the Congress was fore- 
loomed to failure 

It was the tough posture taken by the 
'ongress before and after the Round Table 
(inference that made the British yield a 
title and made Lord Irwin negotiate a 
ettlement with Gandhi in March 1931 
fhich later came to be known as the 
iandhi-lrwin Pact. The Viceroy had 
'receded this seemingly conciliatoiy gesture 
y releasing many of the jailed Congress 
:tader5 including Gandhiji on January 2, 
931. The Gandhi-Irwin Pact signed on 
4arch 5, 1931 provided for the immediate 
please of all political prisoners not convicted 
.ir violence and conceded the right to make 
alt for consumption as also ^e right to 
'eaceful picketing of liquor and foreign 
loth shops. Many of the Congress leaders, 
larticularly, the younger and Left-wing 
ection groups were opposed to the Gandhi- 
rwin Pact since the Government had turned 
own one of the major nationalist, demands, 
amely, commuting of the death sentence 
ronouiuxd on the three freedom fighters, 
hagat Singh, Sukhdev and Rajguru to life 
nprisonment. 

Karachi Session 
The Congress ses.sion at Karachi was held 

n March 29,1931, with the martyrdom of 
hagat Shigh and his two comrades 
ondnafing dte minds of all delegates to 
le session; the trio had been executed six 
ays earlier. Despite oiticism of tlw Gandhi- 

Irwin PacL the Karachi session was epoch- 
making in many respects : the Congress 
reiterated the objective of Complete 
Independence or Puma stoaraj; its resolution 
on Fundamental Rights and a National 
Economic Programme was hailed in' all. The 
session laid down the policy of the 
nationalist movement on social and 
economic problems facing the country and 
advocated the nationalisation of certain 
industries, promotion of Indian industries 
and schemes for the welfare of workers and 
peasants. 

The Karachi session, presided over by 
Vallabhbhai Patel, approved the Gandhi- 
Irwin Pact and upheld the participation of 
the Congress in the Second Round Table 
Conference, dioosing Gandhi as llie sole 
a'presentativc of the Congress. 

The Second Round Table 
Conference 
The Second Round Table Conference met 

from September 7 to December 2, 19.31. The 
Labour Government had gone out of office 

and the national government of 
Consen'ativcs and Liberals had been fonned 
with James Ramsay MacDonald aa Prime 
Minister. Sir Samuel Hoare became dm 
Secretary of State. Lord Irwin had been 
replaced by I-ord Willingdon. The attittkte 
of the government had changed. It adopted 
a tough stance on [ndian nationalism. TKa 
Indian side at the Round Table Conferenca 
was represented by, besides Gandhi, the 
Indian princes and Hindu, Muslim and Sikh 
communal leaders who played into Ute 
hands of the British. The princes were 
merely interested in preserving their spheres 
of influence while me different communal 
leaders were more interested in their 
communal politics rather than on the 
common g(K»d of the country. 

According to T^acharias, the Conference 
presented a "pitiful" spectacle. On the one 
hand was the "prophet" Gandhi 
proclaiming his lofty ideals; on the other 
was a "crowd of-cynic self-seekers who, 
whether princes or communalists, 
clamoured each for his own order or 
commuiity, his own vested intereata, his 
own ascendancy over others, his own selflah 
and immediate gains.” 

R. P. Dutt remarks that the Conference 
was a "motley array of govemmentpuppeta 
brought like captives to imperial Rome to 
display thoir confasinn and divisions for the 
amusement of Westminster legislators.'' 
Gandhiji was made helpless by these 
puppets. He returned bare-handed. The 
cornmiinal question dominated the 
Ccnference. All efforts to resolve it by 
mutual agreement proved futile 

Maulana Azad had said on the failure of 
the All Parties Conference of 1928 that "d» 
Muslims were fools to ask for safeguards 
and the Hindus were greater fools to refuse 
them." This was no less true of Second 
Round Table Conference. The British Prime 
Minister gave his "Communal Award*. 

Second Civil Disobedience 
Movement 
Gandhiji returned lo India djsappotnted 

and landed in Bombay on December 28, 
1931. The Civil Disobedience Movement 
started even though Gandhiji did not like 
it. But before Gandhiji arriv^ in Bombay, 
the UP Congress had given a call for 
struggle. It asked the peasantry not to pay 
land revenue. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru and 
Sherwani were arrested. Dr. Khan Sahd) and 
Khan Abdul Gaffar Khan (the Frontier 
Gandhi) were also arrested. Tenoriun raised 
its head in Bengal. Gandhiji sought 
interview with the Governor-General and it 
was refused. Imperialism was on the 
offensive. Repressive ordinances had been 
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protnuigated in Bengal, UP and the NWJh'P. 
The Working Committee of the Congress 
gave a call to resume Civil Disobedience 
Movement. Gandhiji and Saidar Patel were 
arrested on January 4, 1932. The arrest of 
Other leaders followed soon. Satyagra/iis 
filled the jails in thousands. In the first four 
months, 8U,00U arrests wore made. By April 
1933, their number reached 120,000. 

Wholesale violence, physical outrages, 
shooting and beating up, punitive 
expeditions, collective fines on villages and 
seizure of lands and property accompanied 
the arrests. The Congress was banned. At 
this time MacLXinald gave the Communal 
Award and extended "separate electorate" 
to the Harijans. Candhiji went on a fast and 
the "Poona Pact" was signed. Candhiji was 
released on May 8,1^*33. During this period, 
the Civil Disob^ience Movement slackciwd. 
Gandhiji diverted his attention to anti- 
untouchability programme. 

The All-India Anti-Untouchability League 
and the Harijan Seva Sangh were organistKl. 
Gandhiji issued a statement suspending 
mass civil disobedience and only individual 
civil disobedience was retained. The 
Movement was withdrawn in 1934. Subha.sh 
Chandra Bose and Vallabhbhai Patel 
described it as "confession of failure" and 
gave a call for radical organisation of .the 
Congress on a new principle and with a 
new method. Nariman said, "How can we 
induce Gandhiji to nd him.self of this almost 
incorrigible habit... this perpetual 
blundering, blending of religion and 
politics." However, the struggle gave a new 
cottfidence, showed the determination of the 
people to Bght to the finish and proved that 
the repression could not meet the challenge. 

Communal Award—Policy of 
Divide and Rule 
When the Civil Disobedience Movement 

was at its peak, the British Prime Minister 

armounced his "Communal Award" giving 
weightages and separate electorate not only 
to various minorities but also to Harijans. It 
infuriated the people and the Hindu 
community. It was deemed as an attempt 
to disrupt not only the national unity but 
more the unity of Hindu community. 
Candhiji went on a fd.st uf self-purification. 
Reservation in place of separate electorates 
was agreed upon. The British Government 
accepted it. A great disaster was avertcB.- 
Ihe unity of the Hindu community was 
saved. 

The Rebels in Power 
The Government ot India Act, 1935 was 

passed. It gave provincial autonomy to the 
provinces and introduced "dyarchy" and 
"federation" at the Centre. In 1936 the 
Congress fought elections and got thumping 
majorities in six provinces and emerged as 
the single majority party in two other 
provinces, though nut with absolute 
majority. The Act was de.scribed as "Charter 
of Slavery". The elections were fought on 
the slogan of n^ecking the Act. There wa^ 
a bitter contlfevcrsy iii'iUu the Congress 
whether it .should accept office or not. 
Jawaharlal Nehru, Subhash Chandra Bose, 
Socialists and Communists were against the 
acceptance oi offices but the Rightist section 
led b) Vallabhbhai Patel, Rajendra Prasad 
and C. Rajagopalachari was for acceptance. 
Gandhiji threw his weight on the Rightist 
side. 

Gandhiji put a condition that the 
Congress could accept office if the "reserve" 
powers of the Governors were not used. The 
Viceroy made a statement in July 1937, 
stating that the Governors shall not use their 
extraordinary power as far as possible, 
though no change could be made in the Act 
itself. The Congress' accepted office. It 
formed Congress Government in six 
provinces—Bombay, Madras, Bihar, UP, 

Orissa and CP and coalition governments 
in two provinces—North-West Frontier 
Province and Assam. In Sindh, after some 
time, Khan Allah Bux formed a pro- 
Congress Ministry. In Bengal, the Fazlul Haq 
Ministry was formed and in Punjab, the 
Unionist Ministry under Sir Sikandar Hayat 
Khan assumed power. "The Congress 
entered upon a new era ot constructive 
statesmanship as against the old era of 
fights, disobedience and imprisonment," 
says Dr. Pattabhi Sitaramaiah. The Congress 
remained in power for over two years. It 
resigru'd from office in December 1939 on 
the issue of war. 

TheCongressadopted agraiiaii legislation, 
proitibition programme, reduction of burden 
of indebtedness, tenancy legislation, 
industrial conciliation, improvement of' 
wages, etc. It adopted the social, economic 
and educational programme cm the basis of 
Karachi Resolution. 

During this period, there developed a 
"tug-of-war" between the "Right" and the 
"l,eft" forces in the Congress. Subhash 
Chandra Bose got elected 'as President of 
the Congress in 1938 by defeating Gandhm's 
candidate. Dr. Pattabhi Sitaramaiah, by 1^75 
votes against 1,376 votes. He got 
the support of Socialists and Communists. 
The Right wing of the Congress was 
disturbed. Twelve out of 15 members of tiie 
Working Committee resigned. Even 
Socialists deserted him. Subhash Qundra 
Bose was forced to resign at the AICC 
meeting at Calcutta in Apm-May 1939, The 
Leftists were divided among themselves. He 
formed the "Forward Bloc". Public 
demonstrations were held under Ih^ 
auspices of "Left Consolidation Committee" 
in protest against certain Congress 
resolutions. Subhaish Chandra Bose was 
disqualified to hold office for fiirec years in 
the Congress. The Internal unity of the 
Congress could not be preserved. □ 
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Use Memory Maps forPtiysks 
In Addition to Good Coaching for Medical/Engineering 

My mme u R^j Bapna and I wuu to tell 
you i^ottt my Memory Maps™lbr Pl^- 

thei let you reviie fluter and remember better. 
f'liy' K.n r. lm|)f)it,>nt 

In a fcceni interview Ibr India's No. 1 Science 
nugazine "luniut SckuLv Hcfiteiiher*, Mr G. 
Vcnkatesan. Ous 2ntl topper in ItT entrance 

Brilliai 

3 Types of Study Material for Physics 

Net eompatWon-oriantad. 
Patth/ Halnfur BuylL 

said "I had ordered Brilliant'a and 
Agnwal's courses to equip myself with 
good snidy material ana... I felt that JEE 
Physics paper would be the most crucial... 
su I sourai help...for proper guidance in 
PhysicaV 

Just like this IIT topper, many olhera also 
feel that Physics is most important for IIT, 
PMT, PET enuance exams. So, if you lan 
master Physics and get more marks 
than other stuitents, then it will be much 
easier far win m eel admission 

They Don't Teach You This 
You have been siudyiitg many subjects foi 10 or 

12 yean in schools or coding or niition. It is sur> 
piisinp that, not all leachen teach >tiu how to make 
scienti tic notc.<. for better memory to audy for suc¬ 
cess. 

My Memoiy Maps for Physics course will help 
you to revise much tiuter and remember more, so 
dut you can he more sure of success in your en- 
A'lce exam. 

Don't Waste Your Time Just To . 
Many many students collect a lot of study material 

because they think that a lot of good study material 
IS enough or necessary to get success. 

But, the truth is Uiat you need to learn all the ba¬ 
sic informatiun from a gixid text book very well. 
You have to become an expert in the lundamenlal 
study material: you must remember all the concepts 
and equations and many important numerical exam¬ 
ples and diagrams 

Uiius you.luve mastered all the fundamental mate¬ 
rial, then in the available time, you can use some ad¬ 
ditional study material for practicing to solve 
iiumcrtcal probleins, etc. 

My Memon Maps for Physics will help you to 
master pan of the fuiuf 

Basics and Formulas Are 

More Important Than Objective Questions 

Mosi Iniport.inl Mrmory Technique 
Th« brain hna Mo momoiy atofoa: thort- 

tarm and leng-taim. Whalavarwa raviia 
again and again goaa Into long-term memory. 
Rosearch ahowa that without ravtolon. In 24 
houiiwa forgot 82%. Alter ono month wo ro- 
momboraboutSS. 

Moat paopto attend claaaaa or make notes 
oratudy.DutthaydonotrovIsaanough. ao 
lhair ham work It wastad. What raaily la 
naadad la to maka telontiflc notet aueh aa 
Mamory Mapa to that you can tavlta many 
timaa. and ramambar much better for auccaaa. 

f .imOIJS Co.It hllK) COIJISC 

MH h .r. Hr,III,wit I III If t Mill 

Ak,h, Al,ink,ii A(|f,ivvjl clc 

Bta' Their abxly material la > 
and compatiUon-onanted. aivet2 
to 4 Umai mora itudy material 
than the text bookt. 
Montha: It takaa montha tb eom- 
piate bne revialon with aucb course 
material or notet. 
Ravlilon DlffleuB. Many atudants 
cannot folly eovor the whole 
course even Mica. Almost impov 
aible to revlM more than 3 or 4 
timea in a year. 
flfHtly Hiyful: Must join It you 
can spend f 
moro. 

1,000 or 4,000 or 

R.IJ I l.lpll.l 

MI' M1 (' r y M. I {I'. for PI»y ‘. 
BiaaU: Conialna part or Phyaiea «iv Sanicad at aeiantillc nolaa eaNad 

lemoryMapa. Vary tmall aa com¬ 
pand to text book and coachino 
notes. 
Hours: Takaa luat hours to com¬ 
pletely revisa ma Mamory Mapa af- 
br teaming onee. 
Rewlalon Easy: It la not dllBeub to 
lavlsa tha whoio Mamory Maps for 
Phytica 5 timoa per month. So, 
Memory Mapa an tar mon aaalar 
to ramembar than ordinary notes. 
CifeaMy Heintui: Must Join H you 
can aaand Ra 315 or mora. JolnH 
oven It you Join other coaching. 

1 fundamental Physics. 

It IS true thatllT screenu^ test, CB^, CPMT. 
I’ET, PMT, etc. have objective type question papers. 
£ui, understand that you camwl Icam the ba-sics and 
^irmulas in Physics i^ only solving 200U'or even 
10,000 Objective types queslioru. 

The best way is to learn the basics and formulas is 
to attend classes, join good coaching, revise otien. 
and use my Memory Maps. Once you have revised 

Memory Maps many times, you will be ready to 
lest, advance, and perfect your knowledge by doing 
objective type questions and numerical questions. rpe questions and numencal questioi 

Map^r^^entifi^ibtes^vnich 11 I first 
"Raj Bapiia's Mind Power 

Memory Maps i 
mentioned in iqy course 
Shidy Tbehniques''. 

This method uses a scientific way to draw dia- 
giaffli roniainii^ information you need to remem¬ 
ber. Such notes also use dunensions, arrows, 
diigrims, etc. 

And aa a lesull, these noiea utilize the powers of 
your right brain (diagrams) and your left brain 
(logic, cquationi). So, you use mote mind power. 

Tboe notes lake very few pages as compared to 
traditional liiKar atticle-Uke or suimnary-Iiks notes, 
and so you can revise my notes much fiister than or- 
dinaiy notes. 

created these non-conqirehensive Memoiy 
Mapi for Physics so that you can revlae In about i 
hour 30 minutes._ 

of StudcMf's, Slu c.( 

Here Is what bur students saw about Ibis course. 
. ~ isndCI 
and now I got sell 
to you." 

**Mei»oi 

lies and Chemistry courses 
Inl.I.T. I am ve^ thankftil 

N«Mm SriVMiMM, ftkvpurl, 

Author'll Bio-Data 
• BE.BITSPIteni. MTach.UT 

Kharagpur. NTSE acholar. Rank I 
S Raj School Board. 

•World4amoua author. Ipubiiah- 
•d 3 eomputsr booki in USA in¬ 
cluding beet lolling “MS-DUS 
Msstsn * 

aEamod M) doNara par HOUR In 
USA at computer export and 
writer. At tha paak of tuccait, I 
lalt USA to do aomathing in our 
own country Now, I do reasarch at the Mind Powar 
Raaearch InsIHute 

Physics. Miy God bless you, Raj. I am more than 
100% lalisfi^ with the course. 1 got much more 
than 1 had ever imagined. Thanks. * 

- Manav Cnrg F^tulii 
•“I hod also ordered Brilliant and Apex for iff and 
PMT. I am more than 100% satisfied with the 
Memoiy Maps. Without youi help, 1 cannot think 
about ifr JEE. ** ■ Jasinotian Mttut. Harvinx 

•"Initially Physics was a tough subject for me, but 
now (with Memoiy Maps] it has become easy and 1 
like to study Physics. All because of your course.* 

- OinBfth FBiWksit, U P 
Topper's Secrets 

Tbppers are not 2 times mote intclligeol than oth¬ 
ers. And they do not study 2 times mnre than other 
students. 

lb get success in todi^'s tough exams, il is not 
enough to work ’hard*. There are only 24 hours in 
each diQf. So, you cannot study many more hours 
than others. One solution is to learn new powerful 
study and memory techniques and use easily lemem- 
berable notes (su& as Memory Maps). 

'Ibday 1 belipve that if anyone had given me any- 
thir^ h^f as good as my courses. I may have got a 
position in top 100 in ITT-JEE rather man rank U02. 
But unfortunately, that lime such concepts were nui 
known. 

Just lake n^ 80-page Memory Maps for Physics 
course in your han^ and you will he surprised as to 
how light weight my Memory Maps ate. 

But, use them for just a few hours and you will 
automatically know that my course is wo^ us 
weight in gold because it can help you to master 
PIqrsiGS arid help w to be more sure of success in 
your medical/engineerlng exam. 

Wh.it Will You Get 
(1) Book (a) Memoiy Maps (b) Guide to Numeri- 

cals vrilh solutioru. (2) IfocKet Cards to keep in 
your pocket in school, games, lunch-bieak, etc. Ex¬ 
cellent for npid revision and memory. 

■"H 

best course. The course material was ver _ 
and it helped me to get rank 1102 in ilT. But I did 
not gel admission to Electronics Engineering in ITT 
so 1 had to join BITS, Pilaro. 

I am sorry to say that none of my overconfident' 
classmates got admission to IIT or BITS. 

Even in your class, some overconfident students 
will fail while lome wise students will take good 
coaching and greatly increase their success. 

1 lost a big chance because I waited. But, you 
should not. Order my course today and also join a 
good coaching course soon (if luii already joined). 

When you get success, you and your umily will 
feel proud of your achievement. That day, you wtU 
thank me for my advice atul help. 

60-D)\Y MONEY-BACK 

GUARANTEE 
1 am 100% sure that niy course will benefit you 

greatly, so I offer you thi.s unique guarantee: 
If you are nor fuUy K)0% delighted end thrilled with 

the course (code 310), simply return it so that it must 
reach us within 60 days of despaich from our office, and 
sou ger refund of your amount (minus Rs 40 for posUfc 
hindling) by MO. No questions isked-you be the judge. 

ra^5t20. Rt 295+20. SavB Rs 
your order before 25 

Tno rnco of the Physics cciirsA it Rs 396^20, but it it only Rt 
296«20ir}w Bui to save RsIOO, you must post your order bttofs 
25 Nov 9ji trt does not mailer when it reaches us) 

Covri* Ntme 
RitSBpiirtMinioryMBpBiot PflytaB 
Memeyy Cgune *or Cntimtlry 
Memoiy Courf tg> MaPn , 

1 Mamory Course 'oi simi (ZoglOgy+Boany) 

& 
Wjujs. 
’“MS!. 
i^jpaa 

510 
520 

5»-a) 
575-20 

Best Offer; Rs>»+1M. Rs 995+60. Save Rs 590 
(Save 260/-^& ^ 2 books of 290/- FREE) 

Post ordn before 25 Nov 99 
IT you onte uw Engmasriiig Mt (coda 922) or M MsOcO M (oedi 

B12)n<w,youXalu(iallhaMloiiilng2hoekslnc:(1)AdvsncadNixMil- 
cdt snd OuHOons t Answais n Ctemsliy (vOua 19SF) 
(21 Pewaifal Mamixy Tacnniimas tar Sudiiili Ivalus 99X1 

r Cwnt Nm (J*^ I «[«• 
JSlL 

Eiwmiariiic Ml. 510320550-tea 2 teela 922 1546-1M 

brISI 
TfgOTl 

liladaliit510.520J00-tea2l»il« 912 I1545-1OOI 

iiyMapi have Changed my view point of 

Out of 34 itudenu in ti^ high school class, 6 stu¬ 
dents were hopeftil/confioent uf becoming engineers. 
Some were so confident that th^ did not join any 
coachitig, 

1b inenaw foy chance of lucceis in IIT enuance, 
I wanted to order the best postal coutM. But I was 
not sure if the course would really give me success. 
So I waited and finally after 3 months, I ordered the 

HOW TO ORDER 
This course is not sold In shops becauac they do not 

give money-back guarantee. V/e send sU courses by 
mgd. Posl/courier only. No VPP, lb order today, go to 
your hank or post office, and send foil amount ty D.O. 
or M.a in die name of M.P.R.I, Udalmir (Ral) to: 
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Who... What... When... Where... Why 
You Ask The Question — We Will Find The Answer 

# How i$ the Pretident of India elected f 
—K Vivek, Udaipur (Rafaethan) 

The President of India is elected the indiTect way by an electoral 
coDege in accordance with the system of proportional representaticxi 
by means of a single transferable vote. The electoral college consists 
of members of both the Rajya Sabha and the Lok Sabha, the elected 
members of the legislative assemblies of the States and the elected 
members of the Union Territories of Delhi and Pondicherry. 
According to Article 55 of the Constitution, there should be 
uniformity of representation of the different States at the election, 
according to the population and the total number of elected members 
of Ore legislative assembly of each State, and parity should t>e 
maintained between the States as a whole and the Union. This 
second condition ensures that the votes of the States, in the 
aggregate, in the electoral college for the election of the President 
s^ll be equal to that of the people of the country as a whole. In 
other words, this clause makes the 
President at once the 
representative of the nation as 
well as that of the people. 

The makers of the Indian 
Constitution did not recommend 
direct election for obvious 
reasons; direct election means 
undue loss of time, energy and 
money. Besides, when real power 
is vested in the Union Excaitive, 
dtere is no meaning in electing the 
President directly without giving 
him real powers. 

# What does the term 'Grand 
Slam' mean ? 

—Amit K. Kathlana, 
Vadodara (Gujarat) 

Grand Slam is a sports term 
pertaining to a group of matches, 
championships, etc. in a p.irticular 
sport and the winning of all these 
matches. The best known Grand 
Slams are those in tennis (the 
Australian Open, the French 
Open. VlTimbledon, and the US 
C^en), golf (the LiS Open, the 
British Open, the Masters, and the 
PGA), and Rugt>y Union (victories 
against all opposition in the 
competition between England, 
Wales, France, Ireland and 
Scotland). 

# Wnat is Habeas Corpus ? 
—Saiju. S., 

Thiruvananthapuram (Kerala) 
Habeas Corpus is a writ 

requiring a person under arrest to 
be brou^t before a judge or into 
court, especially to investigate the lawfulness of his or her detention., 
thus ensuring that imprisonment cannot take place without a legal 
hearing. 

# Who discovered oxygen ? 
—JC. Sreenivasa Rao, Kellampalli (Andhra Pradeeh) 

The colourless, odourless, gaseous chemical element forming 
about 20 per cent of the Earth's atmosphere was discovered by 
Joseph Priestley in 1774. 

# What is photophobia ? 
—Shanker Chatterjee, Calcutta (West Bengal) 

xTiotophobia means an abnormal fear of or aversion to lig^t. 

• What is meant by Rabi and Khar^ crops ? > 
—MA. Abdul Rahim, Patitanamthitta (Keralaw 

Rabi season is one of the two main crop seasons as observed in 
northern India and Pakistan and Rabi crops are grown dtiring Rabi 
season, i.e., sown during October-November and harvested arouhd 
March. Some of die Rabi crops are barley, mustard and wheat. 
Kharif is the term for the monsoon break, i.e., frem April to 
September and the Kharif oops are smvn before the onset of the 
monsoon and harvreted in autumn and the Kharif crops include 
cotton, maize and niiUets. 
• Where do the UFOs come from ? 

—Chandan Thmaripa, fadModa (Bihar) 
UFOIs the acronym for an unidentified flying obj^. The expression 

is often applied to supposed vehicles ("flying saucers") piloted by 
beings fnm outer space, for which much Sieged evidence has been 
produced, but no proof obtained. Most UFO sightings are ex'cntually 
identifled as weather balloons, aircraft, or meteorological phenomena. 

• Who was the real founder 
of the J.NA, and what is its 
hiatory ? 

—>G. Ahmedpuria,‘Mttnea 
(Punjab) 

A major highlight of India's 
freedom struggle in the course ol^ 
the .Second l^forld War was the 
emergence of what came to be 
known as the Indian National 
Army (INA) or the Azad Hind 
Fauj. Rash %hari Bose, an Indian 
revolutionar}' who had escaped 
from India and had been living 
in Japan for many years, set up 
the Indian Independence Leegue 
with the support of Indians living 
in South East Asia. Thousands of 
Indian soldiers of the. British army 
had been taken prisoner by Japan. 
When Japan defeated the British 
armies and occupied all the 
countries of South East Asia, the 
League formed the Indian 
National Army among the Indian^ 
prisoners of war in order to frec^ 
India from British rule. Gen. 
Mohan Singh, who had been an 
officer in the British Indian Army, 
played a vital role in organising 
the INA. Meanwhile, Subhas 
Chandra Bose who had escaped 
litom India in 1941 and had gigie 
fo Germany to work for Indian 
independence, came to Singapore 
in 1943 to lead the Indian 
Independence League and rebuilt 
the INA which had by then a 
strengdi of 45,000 soldiers. 

On October 21, 1943, Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose proclaimed 
the formation of the proviaional government of independent India 
(AzadHind) in Singapore. The INA, widi its slogans of T>elhi Oialo' 
and the salutation 'Jai Hind' was a source of inspiration to the 
freedom fighters in India. 
• WItttt ie Radon and who dtecoveeed it? >, 

—P. Davaeeelan, Thnjore (TMiil NaduP 
Radon is a gaseous radioactive diemical element discovered by 

Pierre Curie and Marie Curie and others as a product of the radio 
active decay of radium. Radon is used as a source of alpha partides 
in radiodierapy. Small quantities of the gas are also emitted natural^ 
from die ground in granlte>ridi areas. 0 
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FOR SEVEN YEARS 
If there’s one word which typifies Bollywood, it is 

‘superstition’! In this nu^cal world of make-believe, where 
fortunes are made or lost with a transitory whim of the film¬ 

going public, where producers resort to many rituals to allay 
their superstitious fears, to stay in the top slot for almost a 
decade and to be recognised as the top-notcher in your field is 
nothing short of a miracle. Even superstars can rarely claim to 
give a consistent string of sui>erhits one after another. Yet,' in 
this gambling den-like scenario, this impossible feat has been 
performed by a petite, bespectacled woman who has not really 
sought the limelight of publicity till now. With the success of 
yet another mega-movie - Subhash Ghai’s Taal - Sharmishtha 
Roy is poised to break an all time record of success in the 
Hindi film industry. In the last seven years, she has been the art 
director of almost all the biggest box office grossers and 
emerged as the undisputed numero uno in her field. 

“It is not easy for anyone, least of all a woman, to make a mark 
in the film industry in tlie technical or art field - perhaps even 
an entry is hard to come by,” says Sharmishtha, “I was 
extremely fortunate. I am the daughter of the famous art 
director Sudhendu Roy and working with him on several films 
gave me a feel of the field of art direction early in life. I 
followed his footsteps and walked right to the top of the 
profession.” Sharmishtha is one of the four children of 
Sudhendu Roy, who died just a few months ago. She says she 
was never a bright academic and ‘sort of wandered into 
schools and institutions’ till her mother, also a fine arts person, 
pushed her into an interior design course at Mumbai's SNDT 
University. 

“I was brought up in Mumbai, though my father originally 
belonged to Bangladesh. I somehow managed the first semester 
at the SNDT with boredom. But by the time the second 
semester began, something magical luq[>pened to me. I suddenly 
became pasaonately involved in the subject I was learning and 
graduated with flying colours. Still, as a typical middle class 
family’s daughter, I was not encouraged to enter the film 
industry. My father was an integral part of the cinema world but 
I, nor any of my siblings, were welcome to its glamorous, 
hyped-up worid. Though we were well-to-do, our values were 
absolutely middle class,” says Sharmishtha, “But by 1986, my 
father was no more in excellent health. So he allowed me to do 
the drawings and sketches for his films at home. And much 
later, for Aaina, he allowed me to create the set of a home, 
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In the Hindi film industry, art director Sharmishtha Roy 
is the fastest rising star today. With one more megabit 
- Subhash Ghai's Taal - she will have delivered seven 
straight megabits in a career of seven years! 

sayiiig that it was ‘interior design for a house’ rather 
than ‘art direction for a filin’. Nevertheless, I had broken 
the taboo, made my own impression and my jiassion, 
added to the gateway my father provided by his 
experience and standing in the industry, began my 
journey to achievement and success.” 

After Aahia, Sharmishtha worked for Anari, a 
successful remake film made by a South Indian team 
with Karishma Kapoor. Her real chance came when she 
worked for Pam Chopra who, with her iimate sense of 
style and perspectives, taught her a great deal. Then 
came Dan\ a super success. Shamiishtlia's climb was 
swift and imprecedented after this film. She worked for 
Kajshri’s Hum Aapke Haiti Kaun, Aditya Chopra’s 
Dilwale DuUianiya Le Jayenge, Yash Chopra’s DU To 
Pagal Hai, Karan Johar’s Kuch Kuch Hota Hai, Indra 
Kumar’s Matin and Subhash Ghai’s Thai. Though she 
.^ays she works on only a few films at a time, on the 
cards now are some of the biggest forthcoming 
productions: The home production of Shah Rukh Khan 
called Phir BM DU Hai Hindustan'- Karan Johar’s 
new film; Aditya Chopra's new film; Boney Kapur’s next 
production and of course. Subhash Ghai’s next project. 
For DU To Pagal Hai, she won the Filmfare, Zee Lux 
and Screen awards, all in one season. “I was touched 
and thrilled when eJl the art directors in the industry 
got together to give me their own award at a party they 
later organised,” Sharmishtha says. 

“The super success of many of these films is because 
they all belong to a specific genre.” says Sharmishtha, 
“In the late eighties and the early nineties, the earlier 
films, showing poverty, violence and social iiyustice or 

conflict and crime took a back seat People were fed up 
with the ugliness of life around them. They had no 
patience with people who revelled in poverty and 
illiteracy and did not want to feel guilty anymore for 
the woes of the nation. They felt that governmental 
failures were responsible for the state of the country, 
not the people. 'They needed to get away from the dirt 
and ugliness and cinema was one world to which they 
could escape. Films became opulent, carefully 
designed and co-ordinated. Earlier, “Arre bhai, set laga 
do’ would be the art director’s order. Now, art direction 
is a serious part of a film. ’The director, the 
cinematographer, the lighting expert, the script writer, 
the clothes designer and even the star participate in 
the briefing about every scene. Everybody works 
together to create a look, an ambience for the film to 
create the director’s vision. Even Anil Kapoor or Shah 
Kukh Khan thus can consult the art director about the 
colour scheme and look of the set before choosing the 
outfit with the designer. 

“Add to this the fact that the modem generation, 
because of its unprecedented exposure to global 
lifestyles, is tom today between Western values and 
India’s cultural heritage. The most successful films t)f 
the 90s have dealt with this quandary which the youth 
of the country faces as it .stands before the new 
milleimiiun. Ihe heroes and heroines in the.se films are 
hip, very Western in their lifestyle, fa.shions and their 
“look" - yet their values an* firmly in place. 'rh<*y 
respect their elders, they marry or live by Indian values 
and believe that this duality is the new norm in Indian 
life. Adilya Chopra, Karan Johar, SuraJ Barjatya and 
even Subhash Ghai are firm protagonists of Indian 
culture and values and they practise these in their own 
lives. These directors have hitroduced the concepts of 
maryada or restraint, respect for elders, family 
sanctity; marital harmony; sincerity and honesty in 
relationships and deep roots in Indian culture and 
combined them with .snazzy Western clothes, fiLSion 

music, and global technology. It is a quaint, heady mix 
of values which has appealed to the masses and 
classes alike, which is why there is a string of 
successes in this genre.” 

Art direction, says Sharmishtha, is also becoming 
technology-driven. She used to and even now draws 
perspectives or sketches by hand but the computer will 
take over the full operation soon. It already has its 
stroitg presence in music, editing, lighting, camerawork 
and accounting. The planning of a film is done on 
computers. The new generation of directors insist on 
discipline, planning and total homework to complete a 
film in 100 d^ys normally. 'The team works together and 
each frame is designed to make a sustainable whole. ^ 
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Interviews : How To Succeed 
Judy Skoals 

Your speech and voice 
The interviewer will want to hear your 

answers in good spoken English. These 
must be clear and audible. Don't put your 
hand over your mouth as you speak or 
you will not be heard as easily and will 
appear even more nervous. You should not 
feel worried about your accent, though 
sloppy speech, as sloppy presentation, will 
go against you. The interviewer wants to 
hear simple answers, not too long, showing 
a good grasp of the facts. Your answers 
should be backed up by illustrations from 
your experience. 

^ Speak slowly and deliberately imtil you 
relax enough to rp.spond naturally. If you 
are enthusiastic and interested, the tone of 
your voice will vary naturally. Do try to 
avoid speaking in a monotone, and watch 
the interviewer. If they look as if they are 
nodding off, change your tone for a 
moment to catch their attention again. 
Alternatively, pause for a minute. 

Take time over your answers and don't 
blurt them out or gush. If you practise your 
interview technique, you should not have 
any problems with your voice. Signs to 
watch for are the 'squeaky' voice that 
signifies intense nervousness, the mono- 
s)dlabic an.swer, the monotone, and talking 
loo fast or too quietly for the interviewer to 
hear properly. Talking too much will 
probably irritate the interviewer as you will 
b% interrupting the schedule for the 
interview. You may also reveal far more than 
you intended, to your detriment! If you have 
been depressed you are more likely to fall 
into the trap of the monotone answer, so 
guard against this. 

Beware of sounding enthusiastic or 
fanatical about )rour hobbies if you are able 
to sound as eager about the job you have 
applied for. This may happen because you 
Ktt\ that talking about your inteiests is not 
as threatening, so you relax more and ate 
put'off your guard. As already mentioned, 
the interviewer will not be impressed if he/ 
she thinks all the time you are working, you 
are just marking time until you can go 
sailing, for example. They do expect you to 
have other inteiests, of course, but not that 
thn should take over your working time. 

Studies in the USA have shown that the 
jo^ applicants who were offered the post 
spoke for half the time and listened for half 
the time. As is ideal, for each question 
answered or piece of information given, you 
should speak for more than 20 seconds but 
less than 2 minutes. 

It is important to show a sense of humouc 

but don't tell jokes or spend the interview 
wisecracking. You will not be expected to 
remember ttte names and titles of all the 
members in a large panel, but make sure 
that if you do decide to address them by 
name, you get it right! 

One of the points mentioned in earlier 
Chapter was how to deal whh silence. If 
the silence lasts too long, ask what extra 
information the interviewer requires. If you 
have been caught by an unexpected 
question, you may be able to r^at the last 
word in question form, reflecting the 
question back. This technique will probably 
Ire used on you tcxtl 

Posture 
Sit comfortably but upright without 

slouching or leaning on the interviewer's 
desk. Sit attentively, leaning slightly forward. 
Put your arms slightly in tent of you. Don’t 
adopt an over-relaxed posture, with hands 
behind your back or worse still, behind your 
head. Try to slay still, without fiddling with 
your hair, or with your fingers, rings, 
earring, etc. 

If you have established good 2yc contact 
with the interviewer, the interviewer will 
feel friendly. Eye contact reflects your 
confidence. Don't avoid their eyes altogether 
or stare. Rememirer that if a comment has 
surprised you, you will probably avert your 
gaze. Look at the interviewer as he/she talks 
and glance at him/her as you speak. If vou 
arc addressing a panel, addresss the 
questioner for most of the time but glance 
at other members of the panel ton. 

Recapturing the interviewer's 
attention 
Vlfiitcb the interviewer for evidence that 

he/she is listening. If not, vary the pace of 
your speech, or stop for a moment. 
Generally all that is needed is a slight pause. 
If you keep silent for longer, do this .with 
tact—^you will have to assess your rapport 
with the interviewers—^if they are made to 
feel as if they were schoolchildren caught 
out for not concentrating, this tactic will be 
resented! 

Signs that the interviewer's attention is 
wandering may be due to your rambling or 
verbal diarrhoea. Curtail whatever you were 
saying and ask if they require any further 
information. Look at the interviewer and 
smile. (It may be more difficult if you think 
that one member of a panel is falling asleep 
and the others haven't noticed!) A sure sig^ 
that the interviewer's attention is wandering 
is if you just get an 'I see' or 'indeed' 

response as you are speaking, with those 
familiar glazed eyes! Work immediately to 
regain the interviewer's attention. 

Don't be either too passive or over¬ 
familiar. The interviewer's attention may 
well wander if he/she thinks that you are 
too scared to answer, even after all •^he 
encouragement you have been given! 

Arguments, arrogance and.4nger 
.\t all costs, avoid having an argiunent 

with the interviewer—^you won't win. If you 
give up once the argument has begun you 
will be .seen as a wimp; if you don't, you 
will be seen as argumentative and probably 
unable to accept authority. 

Avoid sarcasm even if you think your 
interviewer has said something particularly 
stupid or obvious. Don’t 'put him right' or 
accuse him/her of getting it wrong or of 
twisting your answers. Say firmly, without 
being drawn into aggression yourself, that 
that was not ouite what you meant, and 
explain again. Watch your voire and body 
language. If you get angry, the pitch of your 
voice is likely to go up and your expressiem 
to harden. This will in turn provoke a more 
aggressive response from the interviewer 

If you become angry at something that 
has been said to you, count to ten! Tty to 
analyse why the offensive question has been 
asked before you respond. Take a deep 
breath and respond slowly and calmly Don't 
apologise or be forced into a defensive 
atbtudc. Awkward questions do arise at 
times when the interviewer may have no 
Intention of making you angry or upwet. If 
you ask the interviewer to rephrase the 
uestion, the emphasis maj he entirely 
ifferenl. 
Overstating your claims to fame will not 

go down well. It is seen by interviewers as 
arrogance, as is over-informality. This is a 
classic error in people who are scared to 
admit their faults or are over-anxious to 
impress^ Similarly, Individuals who appear 
'too clever' will only irritate the person 
listening. Flirting is also unacceptable—this 
is another example of arrogant behaviour. 

If the interviewer develops what you 
think Is an unacceptable bonhomie, he/she 
is probably not taking the interview 
seriously. Tly to find a way to bring them 
down to earth without appearing stiff or 
humourless. Assess the culture of the 
organisation—if you think that you should 
be addressed by your title, such aa 
Mr. Smith, Mrs. Jones etc., but the 
interviewer it using your foretume, this is 
probably a sign that this ia nonnal for that 
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company. (The converse also applies.) 
Dealing with an interviewer who is 
artificially informal is difficult. You will need 
to say firmly but politely that you would 
prefer to confine your discussion to Ute 
purpose of the interview, but show that wu 
are willing to chat informally after that. (You 
won't of course, be as informal as you 
suggcM—don't be caught off your guard.) 

Leaving the interview 
Once the mtcrvieiv lias drawn to a close, 

get up, shake hands, thank the interviewer 
and look him/her in the eye with a smile.' 
Pick up any belongings, walk briskly to the 
door and leave. 

I YOUR QUESTIONS 

The final stages : questions you 
need to ask 
Normally, towards the end of the 

interview, you will be asked if there are any 
questions you wish to ask. This does not, of 
course, mean that you should not have 
asked questions along the way. There are 
many things that you will need to find out 
before you decide whether you would 
accept the post even if it was offered. 
Alternatively, if you do not have any choice 
and hatv to take the post if offered, there 
are contract details which should be clarified 
so that you understand what is expected of 
you and on what terms and conditions you 
will be engaged. 

If you really tcel that you do not have 
anything to ask, say .so but add that all your 
questions have already been answered by 
tne information you have been given. You 
may wish to thank the interviewer for 
providing such full and clear details or tell 
the interviewer what your questions were, 
just so he/she knows that you had thought 
of some. You need only say 'I was going to 
ask about x, y and z but you have already 
covered those points.' 

If you don’t have many questions to ask, 
don't prolong the interview artificially. Ihe 
interview has nearly finished: don't make 
the mistake of chatting on aimles.sly jusf so 
that the interviewer will think you have 
something to say. Some people do not know 
how to close an interview or discussion and 
therefore just keep talking—don't let this be 
you! The same applies to this part of the 
interview as to the re.sl; keep your points 
succinct. 

\bu may wish to consult a checklist of 
questions which you made out before the 
interview. This is perfectly acceptable and 
shows that you are organised—as long as 
you can find the list easily and don't keep 
the interviewer waiting while you rummage 
through your belongings to try to locate it. 

Questions that you will want to find the 
answers to at some point during the 
interview include the following; 

How did the vacancy arise ? Why did the 
last joMioider leave ? ritese are important as 
they will tell you a lot about the oiganisation 
and what you can expect. If tlw post is 
newly created, perhaps the company is 
expanding. That in turn may mean that your 
promotion prospects arc good. If the last 
person in the job was promoted, titis again 
may augur well for you if you wish to 
progress within the organisation—^it is 

obviously possible. If the last jobholder went 
to another organisation, see if you can find 
out why and what sort of post he/she 
(Girted. Hie company may provide good 
training so that you can easily progress 
elsewhm. If the last incumbent movM for 
more money, you may be able to do Qiat 
too, in the foture. There are, of course, a 
whole host of other reasons why they may 
have left They may have emigrated abroad 
or to another part of the country, whicy nuy 
have no bearing on the job you are applying 
foe Howevei: what you are looking for are 
the positive sigas that your future will be 
rosy if you work for that company and 
negative signs that there ate difficulties 
there. Negative signals may include problem 
in working relationships; was it the fault of 
the last jobholder that there was a 
piersonality clash, or is the boss very difficult 
to work for, setting impossible targets, 
behaving badly towards staff, etc. Look for 
signs of all these kinds of problems. 

How long did the List person stay in the jab ? 
This will also give you some indication of 
what the organisation expects. If the 
individual did not stay long by that 
company's criteria, you might be told that 
with an explanation of why that was. Probe 
gently and tactfully. If they did stay for a 
long lime, this might tell you either that the 
job is a very good one aiid there is enough 
variety and, challenge to keep you happy 
for quite a long time, or that promotions 
don't come easily. See if you can get an idea 
of how the last jobholder was viewed. If 
he/she was well thought of, the latter is 
unlikely to be true. If not, he/she may have 
been a 'plodder' or not have had any 
an.bilions to progress further. 

Wnen will I hear uihetlier or not I have tihm 
successful in this application ? This is a 
perfectly legitimate question to ask. You are 
entitled to know how long the organisation 
will take to make up its mind. It may also 
be vital to know this if you are in the 
position where you have another job offer 
already but wish to take this post in 
preference if it is offered. If this is the case, 
and you think that you may not be told 
about this post in time to inform another 
company about your decision on their job, 
say so. That might make you seem a more 
attractive candidate—the interviewer may 
be impressed that another company wants 
you too. Alternatively, the interviewer may 
not wish to lose you to the competition. In 
most cases though, it will not make a 
material difference, but will help you to 
obtain the information you need on time. 
Do not put pressure on the interviewer 
tliough. If the outrome is really unlikely to 
be decided before the day when you have 
been asked to let another company know, 
tell the other company the truth and ask for 
a few extra days to think it* over. 

You will seldom be informed of the 
outcome of the interview then and there. 
Most organisations wish to follow up with 
a letter a few days afterwards, perhaps 
having checked your references first. Some 
large and bureaucratic o^nisations will 
take longer; a few will telephone applicants 
to let them know. Find out what to expect 

Don't ask directly if you have Jbeen 
successful. This Invariably irritates 

interviewers. Often they have e ful 
timetable of otiier candidates to see, but ttw] 
hear you say that and fear the worst^oui 
staying seated in front of tiiem, trying emit 
to persuade tlrem that you are the best Thn 
arrogance on your part ignores the fact ths 
tiwy know more about the post you havi 
applied for, and that it is tiieir job to nu^ 
the decisions and to assess the candkistS 
You haven't seen the others. Interview 
candidates do sometimes ask, 'Have I tok 
you ail you need to know to convince you? 
or 'Have I persuaded you that 1 should bi 
given the job?'. To those who find thi 
interview situation very nerve'racking, i 
may seem very unlikely that this kind o 
question does get ask^. However, sale: 
people and other may be guilty of doin; 
this. If a good interviewer has had doubh 
about you, he/she should have probed thi: 
area of uncertainty (and very few candidate! 
are perfect, so all will have weaker sides). / 
less experienced interviewer may not probi 
so extensively—you should watch out fo< 
the signs that there are doubts—but the] 
are more likely to feel embarrassed thai 
helped if you ask this type of question. 

How many candidates are you interviewing 
for this past ? This won't really tell you a lo 
except your statistical chances of beiiv 
picket The etiquette of being interviewtl 
does not permit you to ask about tiie othe 
candidates in detail so you will not know i 
all the candidates were capable of doing thi 
job and the final decision was therefore oni 
of personality, or whether one candidate wai 
far above the rest, or some were considers 
'no-hopers', etc. Trust your judgement abou 
how you feel the interview went rathe.* thar 
putting faith in the numbers. 

Generally, any questions to do with you: 
progression in the comapny go down well 
However, don't overdo your ambition; keef 
it within the confines of what woulc 
normally be expected in that industry. Tak* 
into account the size of the company anc 
what opportunities it may offer (or not bi 
able to offer). If you have not been given i 
job description, n.ake sure that you knov 
exactly what your responsibilities will bi 
either at tlie interview, or an offer of thi 
post. If there arc aspects of the job that yot 
arc still not sure of, make sure that you asl 
now You should also be told who will asses: 
your work and how this will be done. Am 
other questions you may have about thi 
o^anisation, its products, its finances, etc 
stow a positive attitude. You may have t< 
be tactful on the lattei; but questions sud 
as how long tile company has been goin{ 
and what its current turnover is, give yot 
information about your prospective jot 
security as well as dtowing a geiieral interes 
in the cmnpany. 

If you have any reason to be concemec 
about the longevity of the post, ask. It i: 
not good coming out of the interview 
thinking that the job is wonderful, anc 
accepting an offer only to find tiut if yot 
had listened to your instincts and asked^tiv 
right questions you would have beer 
protect^ from a redundancy sihution. I 
the post is on a short-term contract, maki 
aure that you know why. Iheae are the usua 
'doeing' questions for an interview but then 
are otmn that you udil need to find anawen 
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to if you wiih to woric for the ORaniiatioiu end have not already 
beoi t^- As already mentioned you should not ask your first 
questions about salary and conditions of %vork, but you must make 
sure ^t you know the answers to these questions More you leave 
the interview. If you are offered the post, you should be able to 
make an informra decision about whether you wish to take it, 
based on your prospects end finances (after all, few people can 

to work for nothing) and whether you think you will en)oy 
the job. \bu should check the following details but should hsve 
inalysed exactly what you want before the interview. You should 
know what the best you are hopi^ for is. and what your 'bottom 
line' is—that is, the absolute minimum on any one item. 

Check die salary offered now (and whether diis is negotiable). 
You should not attempt to negotiate about salary at this stage, but 
may do so if vou are offeM the post. Ask how salaries ate 
determined. If the grading strucutre is rigid, there may be no room 
for negotiations (think back to what was said in the advertisemait). 
If the advertisement said 'circa' you will probably be able to ask for 
more. If the advertisement said 'up to', it may be difficult to obtain 
the maximum stated. How much you will want to haggle will 
depend on how much you think you are worth and how much you 
want this piost. 

Look at your future salary prospects too (how often rises are 
given when they are due, whether these are based on merit or cost 
of living, or both), etc. You may feel tonpted to join die organisation 
because of the financial advantage now, but will find that in a 
year's time you are worse off than if you had stayed in your current 
company There are, of course, many factors determining whether 
you wish to accept another position, and money may be a small 
part of this for you, but even if that is so, you should be awaw of 
vmat you will be accepting. Look at any additional payments which 
may be available (overtime, bonuses, commission, etc.) and think 
realistically about whether you will be able to earn these. Fringe 
benefits might also be offered (such as a company cac medical 
insurance, contributory or non-contributory pension, etc.) and you 
will need to think about these too. 

You should find out what the hours of work will be and whether 
these are flexible. If you caimot fit in with those times because, say, 
you need to take the children to school, but can work fiom 10 a.m. 
tilt 6 p.m. rather than 9 a.m. till 5 p.m, say so and see if any 
arrangements can be made. Mention this tentatively at the interview, 
without making an issue of it, and then be ready to bargain on that 
point if the job is offered. Usually, if flexibility is possible, the 
interviewer will be glad to have an indication of your preference at 
the interview rather than having a surprise when they thought that 
every thing was sorted out. Remember to be as flexible as you can 
on this point—^you want to create tlie impression that you are part 
of the solution to the company's problems, and would not Iw a 
problem yourself. 

^'ind out what your holiday entitlement will be (and remember 
that if you join the organisation in the middle of the year, your 
entitlement may be reduced). See if any holidays, you have already 
booked would be honoured—they usually are; You may also want 
to check other conditions in the contract, but it is wise not to mention 
sick pay at the interview in rase the interviewer thinks that you will 
constantly be absent. 

Find out from the interviewer if the organisation intends to take 
up references. Usually this will be done, eitiier with your permission 
before the interview, or on.:e a post is offered. However, there are 
a few organisations who take up references after the interview in 
order to help fiieir selection decisions. Tread carefully on the question 
of unions and union membeiship. You will have to assess the 
organisational culture and whether membership will be seen as 
normal or will be frowned on. You may also be interested in further 
training • if this is likely to demonstrate your enthusiasm, mention 
it, but if you Uiink that in this company you will only be seen as 
trying to take everything you can get, avoid it. The interviewer 
may assume dut you think you are entitled to time off for training; 
again this is som^ing to bware of, so show that you do not take 
it for granted unless you have been specifically told that this is the 
case. 

If you have not already found out, ask politely whether expenses 
will paid for your travel to the Interview. Normal expenses cover 
second class rail travel or bus fetes, not first class rail or air tickets, 
fexis over a riiort distance to somewhere inaccessible are permissible. 

fib be continuei) 
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General Knowledge 

Encyclopedia 

Can We Deny Human Rights To Women ? 
Right Urom the womb to the tomb she has been cairytng 

on both her mind and body the tell-tale marks of 
discrimination and violence caused man. people of her 
own sex, the society and Its anachronistic social mores, 
the outdated laws, the government itself, the iiedla, the 
politicians and the political parties as we,, as scores of 
other agencies. From the podium, the high and mighty talk 
about human rights for refugees, the labour class, (he 
prisoners and several categories of the disadvantaged and 
the dispossessed, but most of us know that half of humanity 
comprising women will enter the threshold of the new 
millennium deprived of basic human rights. The 
discrimination and violence she is inflicted upon may vary 
^rom one nation to another and from one re^on to another 
in our country, but the crux of tlie matter is that she will 
continue to be a second class citizen all over the world. Iw 
it under the obscurantist regime of the Taliban in 

A umman cobbler engaged in the profession 
to make a living foUmutng her husband’s death in 

Sahlbabad, Ghazlabad district in Uttar Pradesh 

Afghanistan or the so-called civilised society in USA where 
the person holding the highest pulitlcal ofllce in the country' 
could go scotfree despite the must publicised sexual 
dalliance he seemed to have had with Monica Lewinsky, a 
small-iitne employee in the White Hou.se establlshmeril 
The plight of the women who have to pay a high dowiy to 
get married in the highly literate State like Kerala is no 
different from the widows from West Bengal wtio are dumped 
into Mathura and Biindaban to fend for themselves. 

She is a cross-bearer everywhere in the orthodox Hindu 
society, the fundamentallstlc Islamic world and the so- 
ctilled advanced Christian civilisation. Perhaps, no society 
and no nation can claim that women enjoy the same tights 
as men do. 

The discrimination emd violence begin even before she Is 
bom and continue till her last journey beyond this mtmdanc 

world. Female foeticide secured surrqitltlously throu^ the 
scientific method of amniocentesis easily gets rid of the 
girl child even before she is bom. 1110 preference for boys 
in the tradition-bound Indian society and the fear of the 
looming spectre of dowry that dogs the birth of girls compel 
many of the parents of the middle class and rich families 
to get rid of the girl to be bom to them by resorting to 
selective abortion. In collusion with doctors and clinics 
operating in big cities like Mumbai, £>clht and Chandigarh, 
they try to predetermine the sex of the child to be bom 
and let the guillotine fall If the sex of the foetus is female. 
Shocked at the widespread practice of the evil, the 
Goverament of Maharashtra and later the Government of 
India brought in legislation to stamp out the evil. But 
what we have failed to learn Is that no social evil can be 
exorcised by legislation, however well lntenttoned It may 
be. 

See, how we deny even the rlglit to be born tt» the female 
species I 

Even when she is born, she is not spared. In certain 
parts of Tamil Nadu several poor families, plagued by the 
fear of the prospect of dowry, resort to female Infanticide. 
Tliere are many villages in certain districts notorious for 
the persistence of tills ))crnicious practice and both the 
Slate Government and NGOs have been doing their Ixist to 
w'cari poor fainlltes away from this practice. But such social 
practices camiot be wished away all too stron. Stray cases 
of female infanticide are also reported from the States like 
Rtjasthon and Bihar too. 

So, we deny the girl child even the l>asi«- human right lo 
life ! 

And the poor girl hears the cross all tlirough her 
childluxid. adolescence, adulthood and old age in all the 
realms of life. 

Many girls are still not sent lo school In tnatiy parts of 
Ihe country as many parents hug the notion that “f. girl is 
after all has to go into another family and what Is the use 
wa.sting time and money by sending her to a school?" Tliat 
explains why female lllKeracy Is still high and the Icmale 
diop-ouls from schools is more than the males. Thus girls 
continue to pay a high price for the rampant poverty and 
an education system tliat promises no future for Ihe money 
and time put into it. For the poor, education is a luxury 
ilicy can lll-afford and the girls become either domestic 
help or part of the gigantic army of child labour where 
they arc exploited sexually too. 

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights and our 
own Constitution provide for tlie right to education. But 
how many of our girls enjoy this right In the prevailing 
socio-economic milieu is known to all. 

Adolescence is the period where every girl crosses ihe 
threshold of childhood and prepares for entry into 
adulthood. The rulolescent girl needs a lot of nutrition for 
healthy growth for playing the role of the mother. But in 
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most families in our conservative society, the adolescent 
girl is denied this nutrition. Along with the mother, she 
gets her share of the food last alter serving the male 
members of the family; she gets the left-over, poor In both 
quality and quantity. Add to it the burden of back-breaking 
work at home or outside. 

Millions of ^rls in their formative adolescent stage are 
thus denied the right to health and nutrition, a 
adumbrated in the Universal Declaration of Humui Rl^n^ 

Yet another social practice that comes in the way of girls 
enjoying the rights to education and health is the persistent 

‘fI ' m 

4. j.-" 

Freed Fafctotont women with their ehlldrm 
who had been enslaved by two landlords In a 
village, Kahpro some 360 km east qf KaraehL 
SUwery qf poor peewants Is a normal feudal 

practice In the pruvlnees 
evil of child marriage. Despite the so-called Child Marriage 
Restraint Act. child marriage is still practised, with religious 
fervour, in Rajasthan and to a lesser degree in Crjarat, 
Bihar. UP. Madhya Pradesh, Karnataka and Tamil Nadu. 
During the Akha TeeJ festival, thousands of girls and boys— 
many of them virtual Infants—get married with the 
authorities Just looking away. Attempts to do away with 
this practice have ended in smoke. The Rajasthan 
Government organised a band of women volunteers to 
educate the public against the bad effects of child marriage 
and one of the women volunteers (soffUns) was gangraped 
for taking up the cudgels against marriage before consent. 

Child marriage deprives young girls of their right to 
education and prepares them for motherhood before they 
are mentally and physically prepared for it. 

Of all the crimes against women rape Is the most heinous 
and despicable and the assailants spare none including 
minor girls. A rape victim, once deprived of the right to 
honour and dignified living, loses all Interest In life. Justice 
eludes her and most of the assailants go scotiiee, thanks 
to the prolonged litigation and the loopholes In the law. 
The poor woman goes through one trauma after another 
at the police station, the courtroom and the remainder of 
her life. 

None knows the real number of women and minor girls 
who become victims of rape year after yeer in our country. 
OiBclal figures seldom Indicate the large number of reported 
caaea who refiiae to come out Into the open Ibarlng social 
stigma that may stalk them all through the rest of their 
life. The social attitude towarda the rape victim is as 
repreheiulble as the villainous act to violate the modeaty 
of a woman. A leading politician in our country la aaid to 
have remarked once : *What ia rape after all? In America 
there Is a rape every minute. It la as common as drinking 
tea”. The United FIront government at the Centre went a 
step further when It mooted a scheme whereby rape 
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infeunniM'Gould be taken out. placing a monetary value 
on chaatity. 

Appalled by the poor deterrent valuea of the lava already 
exlatlng in t^ard to the penalty awarded to the guilty, 
Indla'a Home Minister. Mr. L.K. Advanl. went to the extent 
of recommending death penalty for Uie culprit. One may or 
may not agree with him, but one can neither question his 
high feelings about the crime nor underestimate the 

■llbnormlty of the crime. Says the Law Commission : '(Rape) 
is the ultimate violation of the self. It Is a humiliating event 
in the woman's life which leads to fear for existence and 
a sense of powerlessness.* 

Rape robs the woman and the family, to which she 
belongs, their hl^ily valued self-esteem. 

The female is tmlversally treated as a sex object to slake 
the lust of man. This attitude has given rise to the Indecent 
representation of women In the media and more particularly 
in the advertisements, both electronic and printed media. 
A few years ago we passed a law against indecent 
representation of women, but the law lost all Its punch 
when mod women were only willing to Join In the media 
blitzkrieg to make quick bucks. 

Prostitute are no longer prostitutes, but sex workers 
and would like to be recognised as such and they liave 
also asked for the right to health and the right to education 
for their children and the right to pursue their trade without 
the harassment from the law exiforcement agencies. 

, Yet another social evil that takes from every woman the 
«Hght to life, the right to dl^ilHed living Is the scourge of 
dowry. Dowry is an undying conflagration that has 
consumed several Innocent lives In the last thirty years. 
Women, victimised by mental and physical torture, either 
klU themselves or get killed. At the base of the dowry 
problem is the argument that man and woman are not 
equal and every parent has to “buy* a bridegroom to help 
his daughter enter another family with dignity. Just as in 
other social evils, here too law has miserably failed to 
tackle the problem of dowry which perpetuates the theory 
that the woman is inferior to man. Even the education of 
women has not tackled the problem. Today, there is a 
prlcetag for an IAS offleer, a business executive, a doctor, 
an engineer and other boys in top brackets earning high 
emoluments. Education and more wealth (black or white) 
have only deepened the complexity of the problem. In many 
parts of the country parents ruin themselves paying dowry 
jtlll through their life. 

That men and women are equal In social life is more a 
myth than a reality. 

Though women in large numbers are Joining the 
workforce, here too they face sexual harassment in both 
white collar and blue collar Jobs, a burning subject that 
recently drew the attention of the Supreme Court of India. 

Even in regard to inheritance rights women do not enjoy 
the same rights as women. The ISth Law Commission, 
entrusted with the task of revising Central Acts to simplify 
them and to remove anomalies, has begun a stuefy certain 
provisions of the properly rights of Hindu women, especlalfy 
of the daughters to ancestral and inherited prope^. 

For no fault of hers, a widow la a sign of bad omen and 
she seldom attends geda social functions or la totally 
sidelined. Worse still, many of the widows from West Bengal 
are dumped in the pilgrim centres of Mathura and 
Brlndavan where they lead a life of penury singing bhq/ons Sid begging. Iheir crime : they have become widows. And 

ere are still many educated In Ri^asthan who would like 
the widows to Immolate themselves in the frineral pyre of 
their husbands. 

That sums up the plight of the women, denied of basic 
humsn rights ri^t from their birth to death. Q 
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Develop A Trim Look ^ 
You have to develop and acquire a strong, 

forceful, favourable and successful 
personality to function as an effective and 
capable leader. An individual's personality 
to made up of several iacturs, and asaantially 
it depends on how the individual reacts to 
situations and people and what impressions 
and impact nc creates on otlters during and 
after the process. The person enjoying a 
successful personality invariably makes a 
favourable impression and the impact he 
produces is fbnseful. Unconsciously, you are 
influenced and swayed by the ideas, views 
and opinions oi such a successful 
ftersonality. 

And, for you too, it is tairly easy to 
develop a successful perMinality. All you 
need is keenness, interest and sustained 
effort. If you are willing to take trouble, 
adapt your behaviour pattern in a particular 
manner and avoid some mistakes, you can 
develop and acquire a successful 
personality. Let us now examine the areas 
to which one should pay attention for this 
purpose. 

Although outward appearance and 
bearing by themselves alone do not make 
up the personality frame of the individual, 
they do account fur the initial or first 
impres.sion. And it is always advantageous 
to win a favourable finst impression. The 
first impression may last quite longer and it 
requires quite a tot of effort to change an 
unfavourable initial impression. Besides, a 
favourable first impression will help you to 
win over others easily and quickly. You will 
be starting with your right toot in and with 
a lot of advantage. 

Does your initial impression depend 
entirely and solely on your natural physical 
features such as your height, build, 
complexion, colour of your eyes, substance 
and colour ut your hair, strength of your 
muscles, and so on? A moment's reflection 
and your own experience will tell you that 
it is nut so. I'hysical features and attributes 
have only a marginal influence. It is what 
you do with such assets that really matters. 
There are many other things which count. 
You should know how to present whatever 
assets you have in the right light. Ibat is far 
more important. 

In your personal appearance, your dress 
plays a vital part. You need not Itave to go 
in for the costly, superior, dazzling and 
colourful attires. They need not be brand 
new or conform to the latest fa^ion.. But, 
they should be clean, neat and well-fitting. 
A good attire must fit you nicely and it must 
suit the occasion. If it is a formal aiccasicm 
like an interview, you Should dress in a 
formal manner. If it is an informal occasion, 
you can dress in an informal manner. Your 

IMPROVE YOUR 
PERSONALITY 

dress should not be offending or outrageous. 
You sltould not appear half-dad or ill-clad. 
Une should not convey the impression that 
he has slept in his clothes. Simplicity does 
not mean that you should appear in rags. 
Ke^ your dothes washed and well pressed. 
Choose your dress with some care. Pay some 
attention to what you wear. You can make 
your dress to help you to add to your 
personality. 

The fact that you are well dressed will 
not only make an impact on others but will 
also make you feel confident and fully at 
home in all circumstances. On the other 
hand, if you are not properly dressed, it 
will be nagging at the back of your mind ail 
the bme. You will be under some mental 
stress and obsession, your conceirtratiun will 
be diverted and you are likely to be inhibited 
and affected by an inferiority complex if 
your clothes happen to be ill-fitting, shabby, 
dirty or tom. Similarly, if it is not in tune 
with the environment, occasion, custom, you 
might appear quite conspicuous and it 
would in turn make you feel self-conscious. 

Your dress indude.s your footwear also. 
Vour shoes must be polished, neat and clean. 
You must ensure that the shoes are not torn, 
the heels are not worn out and the scams 
are not given way. 

On a formal occasion, when you are going 
to weat a coat, it will be better to go in for 
dark trousers and white shirt. On such 
occasions, you must wear a matching tie. In 
these days of terene and wash-and-wear 
clothings, washing and pressing do not pose 
serious problems. Your wardrobe should, 
therefore, contain adequate and selected 
clothes to show you as a well-dressed 
individual on all occasions. The proverb that 
"while in Rome, do as Romans do" 
emphasises the fact that youi dress should 
conform to the occasion. 

It has been righdy said that "apparel oft 
i 'roclaims the man." If your dothes are well 
tailored, neat and clean, they will definitely 
convey some favourable ideas on some 
aspects of your penonality traits, such as 
your organisation habit, systematic 
approach, disdpiined behaviour, method, 
nearness, carefulness, etc. Once in a way, it 
is better to put a question to yourself and 
check whether you have become slack or 
indifferent concerning your appearance, 
whether your clothes have become 
outdated, shabby, greasy or crumpled and 
whether you could be described as a well- 

dressed, weil-gro6i^jB<t and amar 
individual. If yon do not get an unquali|h( 
'yes' as the ffl^y answer to you 
question, you must do somethin; 
immediately to improve your appearanc 
and bearing 

Along wmyour dress, you must also tak 
care of your grooming. Your haiKut an 
style Should be attended to. You mu^ go i: 
for a hair style, which may enhance you 
appearance. Whether you sjtould Spot 
moustaches or beard depeajda as to whethe 
they will add to your personality from th 
appearance angle. Next comes your persom 
hygiene. Your teeth sho^^ be clean an 
wMte. No bad smell shoUW emanate fror 
your mouth, body or clothes. If you use an 
perfume, it should luit be too strong to caus 
any adverse i-eaction from otherindividual: 
You must ensure that your hands and hngc 
nails arc clean. This is also true of you 
handcuffs, shirt collars, etc. One must fis 
see that the buttons are intact oft the shir 
trousers and coat. These do appear as mine 
things but people notice such things an 
draw conclusions. These do influence th 
initial impres.sion created by your genere 
appearance. 

Next to clothes, our appearance i 
influenced by the way we conduct and carr 
ourselves, how we move about, walk, stam 
or sit down. We must stand straight an 
walk briskly with finn and confident steps 
Our shoulders should be pulled up and nc 
drooping and head held erect and not ber 
over toes. We must take firm and decisiv 
step.s when we walk and sit with a straigh 
back in a relaxed attentive posture whil 
occupying a seat. Our handshake must b 
warm, hearty and firm, (f you greet other 
with a mnmste, do it nicely in proper style 
None ot your movements should be hall 
hearted, indecisive and haphazard. AJway 
look at the other person in the eye will 
warmth and friendliness. Your eye 
invariably radiate and reflect the feelings c 
your heart. 

The next important thing that contribute 
a great deal for a good appearance and 
favourable initial impact is a cheerful 
smiling and happy facial countenance. Witi 
self-disdpUne and systematic practice, ya> 
can always present a smiling face am 
cheerful appearance. 

From yobur own experience you will b 
able to recall how you feel relaxed am 
happy when you meet a smiling, cheerft 
and pleasant person. You feel the UQ(e i 
reciprocate, to talk to him and to attmd t 
him. Like your look and smile, your voic 
and words can also have a tieihendou 
impact on the other iruTividual. Voice am 
wc^ are, therefore, very important ^ 
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Super Brain Super 
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Subbulaxml, Ms. Kiran Bedi. Dr. Padtnavatl. Mrs. Sushma 
Swaraj, the great envtronmentalist and a social activist 
Medba Patkar and Promllla Kalhan have become great 
names In different fields of their work. Sonali Baneijee of 
Calcutta became the first Indian woman Marine ^igineer 
and. Bula Choudhuiy brought fame to our country for 
crossing the English Channd twice. 

Now with the encouragement of co-education, women 
have cast off the age-old inferiority complex and they are 
marching aide by sidb with men In every walk of life. 
Women are actually proving to be academically better and 
socially more active. When wr come across the results of 
Competitive Examinations In All India Services. Civil and 
Police and Indian Universities we are happily surprised to 
note that women capture most of merit seats. They are 
also aware of the fast changing social milieu and they are 
making sustained efforts to scale the ladders of social 
progress by dint of their zeal and dynamism. Th^ are 
contributing significantly towards the building of the nation. 

Women writers like Mahashweta Devi. Pratlbha Roy, 
vArundhatl Roy have established their credentials in the 
^modern literary world and contributed to the literary 
excellence of the nation. 

It Is heartening to note that today we have in India, the 
educated women who are very keen and efficient on taking 
up administrative work. We are amazed to see the 
wonderful work women are doing as officers, typists, clerks, 
receptionists. It has been noticed that they are quick to 
understand every work and have won the applause from 
the bureaucracy. Moreover, they cheer up others with a 
sweet untie and they can win over others to their point of 
view. They are competing for Indian Administrative and 
Foreign Service and mahy other Services too. We have 
women as lawyers, judges and revenue officers. They are 
cool-headed, dispassionate, objective and Impartial. 

There are certain professions and careers which the 
women should choose because mentally, physically and 
culturally they are more suitable to these professions than 
men. Today, women are proving their worth in the field of 

^teaching, one of the noble professions. As children's minds 
are delicate and very sensitive, women can teach them 
with more affection and sincerity than men. The 
Kindergarten and Montessori System of education am being 
Implemented mostly by women in India. 

In the field of healthcare also women as doctors and 
nurses can give a healing touch to patients. It has been 
found that women on account of their tender hearts are 
better nurses and due to their naturally delicate and soft 
hands they are better doctors. Therefore, it can be said: 
*A woman's voice is a cure and her touch a balm*. Florence 
Nightingale, the “Lady with a Lamp,* made history and 
showed the way to womankind how efficiently and nobly 
women can mitigate the sufferings of humanity in war 
and epidemic. 

Even, In the field of Family Planning, women can render 
admirable service of explaining to the village women the 
Importance of Family Planning by taking them Into 
co^dence and can guide them creating awareness 
about cBfiierent methods of birth control. If all the educated 

tIFomen accept the challenge of time and make up their 
mind to serve the nation In checking the population growth, 
H wfil greatly contribute to the socio-economic progress of 
the nation. Every woman cant become a judge, or an 
administrator, but many a woman can become a nurse, 
a teacher and a social worker. 

Vfacaea have come out of their homes and brushed 
shoulders with men as co-workers—as managers, officers, 
TV and radio newsreaders, anchors, musicians, clerks, 
stenographers and what not. We have also many talented 
and successful women entrepreneurs who are doing 
commendable work by their excellent business 
management skills. Women arc no longer physically unfit 
for military and police departments. In the whole length 
and breadth of India, everyone has read and heard of 
Ms. Kiran Bedi. an IPS officer with an Iron hand and a 
soft heart craving for reformation In the state of prisons 
In India. Women should be encouraged to join these 
departments. India does not lack in woman power. They 
should be recruited In Police and Military, B.S.F., C.S.F. 
Delhi, Bombay and U.P. Police have raised Mahila 
Battalions. With the leadership taken by Miss Ahluwalla, 
we shall soon have skilled women Pilots to take upto tlie 
realm of the sky. 

Really, women are less selfish', more dedicated to duty 
and have much patience than men by nature. In order to 
make optimum use of our vast woman power, we must 
liberate Indian woman of many social taboos. However, 
mere legislation cannot emancipate the lot of our women.. 
This needs a radical change in our mental make-up and 
our social structure. For this, we shall have to foster a 
social emancipating spirit in our everyday life. The 
conservative male chauvinistic attitude shall have to give 
way to liberalism. It can be said with a sense of pride and 
confidence that the future of women In India Is quite 
bright and that our prosperity will be safe in their hands. 
Napoleon was right when he declared that by educating 
the women, we educate and uplift the whole nation. 

In order to give them more scope of participation In the 
economic growth of the country, the government has 
implemented major progratmnes like Mahila Samrldhl 
Yojaiu, Women's Development Corporation etc. The female 
literacy on the whole Is on the rise. According to 
Rabindranath Tagore *Woman is God's best creation*. She 
adds beauty and charm to every aspect of life. To quote 
former Miss Universe, Sushmlta Sen, *Women in India 
have now become more aware of their rights as Individuals 
and are now opting for higher position at work, at the 
same time being a perfect housewife at home.’ This Is the 
stage at which women have reached today. Only the boilgn 
and elevating presence of women on the top can hdp 
bring In a semblance oi order in the present situation. 
Emotional, affectionate, caring and yet firm, a woman is 
the perennial source of inspiration for man In the odyssey 
of life. 

Women like Golda Melr, Indira Gandhi, Sirimavo 
Bandaranalkc, Margaret Thatcher have left an Indelible 
mark not only on their nations but also on the International 
level. In the past women like Joan of Arc aiid Rani Lakshml 
Bai of Jhansl did prove the strength of their convictions. 
Modem women have risen far above the domestic drudgery. 
They are educated and aware enough to deal with any 
situation competently. In the present times they are no 
longer the inanimate objects. They have struggled hard to 
establish the identity of their own. They possess enough 
strength and self-confidence in a brave new world. They 
are fully capable of articulating their hopes and 
aspirations—whether It Is mling a country, scaling Mount 
Everest, flying in space or displaying effective managerial 
skill. It retnlrms one of Lord ^ron, who said. There Is a 
tide in the affairs of women knows nowhere t’ In the 
present chaotic world only women can handle the situation 
with patience and perseverance and they arc able to do it 
in a better and more tystematic manner. 

To Manu, the ancient law-giver, ‘woman is dl^ne, holy 
and pure. Therefore, she is worshipped.* According to lilm, 
‘Gods reside in the home where women ore honoured.* 
For Mahatma Gandhi, ‘without the emancipation of 
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women. Independence was meanlngleBs”. He believes that 
woman is, really a nobler sex. She shoiild not regard 
herself helpless, weak and dependent. He was of the view 
that woman is the cultural backbone of the society. She 
is 'the incarnation of Ahimsa'—infinite love which again 
means ‘infinite capacity for suffering.* Education, according 
to him, can enable women to assert their right. His advice 
to the educated women was to conserve the best tiradltlon 
of Indian culture. He want«i them to participate in the 
governance of the country. Gandhljf's efforts resulted in 
the participation of Indian women in the State governments 
in 1937 and In the Central government in 1947. 

Indeed, it was GandhlJI who succeeded in rai^g the 
position of women in India by making them conscious of 
their rights. As a result of the efforts of GandhIJt, the 
position of women has changed and they are gradually 
emerging as a force in social, cultural as well as political 
fields of our country. The talent, patience, inner strength, 
power of tolerance, insight, efficiency of a responsible and 
good woman help In the governance of the country and its 
overall progtess. Therefore. Ralph Waldo Emerson says *A 
sufficient measure of clviltsation Is the Influcmcc of good 

women*. Victor Hugo once said *Men have sight women 
insight* Women run to egetremes. take advanced measures 
for the progress of the country with their pfswer of mental 
strength and extraordinary t^ent. Women have occupied 
a pivotal position today and have achieved eminence in 
different fields. In present time, several women’s^ 
organisations are working for the enlightenment of women ^ 
in India. Some of such organisations are Women's Indian 
Association, National Commission for Women, National 
Council of Women in India, All India Women's Conference, 
Seva Sadan, Jyoti Sangh etc. Despite the hurdles like 
male chauvinism, and indlflerence towards them, women 
have proved their worth as teachers, administrators, 
officers, entrepreneurs, doctors and engineers, nurses, 
computer scientists, and almost in all the spheres of 
activity and every walk of life, contributing immensely to 
nation building. The Government, too has been taldng 
measures to help them. Now the women in India are 
heading towards advancement. By dint of their devotion, 
dedication and determination, women like Mother Teresa, 
Ramadevi, Bhaglni Nlvedlta, Indira Gandhi and many 
others played a vital role in the building of the naUon. □ 

Religion And Science 
“Science doesn't require religion for 

Its existence and religion doesn’t need 
science for its existence, but man 
needs both". 

— Prl^of Capra 
Ever since the dawn of civilisation 

men of wisdom—^Intellectuals and 
scholars, philosophers and 
poliUclans—were In divided camps in 
the contentions over the relative 
worth and dignity of science and 
religion. Now as the twilight of the 
present milleruiium fades away, and 
the dawn of the new one glimmers at 
the horizon, the debate still remains 
hot as ever. In the modem age. it is 
no exaggeration to suppose that the 
future course of history would depend 
on the method adopted by this 
generation to reconcile the conflict 
that exists between religion and 
science 

It Is indeed difficult to Integrate the 
views regarding the evolution of 
religions as they are numerous and 
mutually contradicting. The faculties 
of human mind like fear, wonder. 
Intelligence, logic, ignorance, insight, intuition etc., had 
unquestionable impact on its develofiment. In the early 
days, all branches of knowledge viz religion, medicine, 
politics, poetics, ethics, physics and meluphysics came 
under the general purview of philosophy. In course of 
time each branch developed in Its own way deviating from 
the mainstream, and some, for Instance relii^on and 
science fell at loggerheads. In the east till the advent of 
western education, these developments were in harmony 
with religious doctrines that resulted in their symbiosis. 
Hie technological oirtcry against the sdentlflc developments 
compelled the philosophers and scientists of the middle 
ages to formulate Uielr conclusions in accordance with 
ecclesiastical decrees. Charles Darwin was forced to add 
the phrase ‘bp the creator' in the final sentence of the 
second edition of the The Orfgtn qf Species to conciliate 
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the angry clerics. This unrelenting* 
attitude of religious people virtually 
made the religions static compared 
to the dynamism of science. The 
result was the gradual decay of 
religious influence on society. 
Nevertheless, the scientific reseruches 
till Sir Isaac Newton were more or 
less Influenced by religious concepts. 
Newton's mechanistic model of world 
is an excellent example of this 
influence. But as science progressed 
step-wise at an amazing pace, the 
results of science and beliefs of 
religion came into frank 
disagreement. This period of history 
promoted the Ideals of atheism, 
rationalism and Marxism. Anti- 
religious drive tliroughout the world .■ 
was at its pinnacle during this period 
of history. Eminent thinker and 
psychologist, Sigmund Freud even 
went to the extent of declaring that 
‘there is no future for the illusion 
called reli^on”. The advent of the 
Theory of Relativity, Uncertainty 
Principle and Quantum Mechanics 

bombarded the Newtonian determinism and revolutionised 
the scientific thinking to a great extent. TTiis even created 
a split in the scientific firatemity. This came as a blcsMng 
in disguise for the religion as physicists like Werner 
Heisenberg pointed out the validity of certain jellgious 
concepts in the light of modern theories of science. The 
realisation that religion can't regain its old power until it 
cotiid face the ‘change’ in the same spirit as science did 
lead the reli^ous intellectuals to modlty their concepts in 
accordance with science. Thou^ the orthodox thinkers 
on both aides resisted aity such move, this new recognitlorv 
was a welcome aim as it was a stepping stone towards' 
the efforts that Joter e9qx>sed many of the similarities 
between rellgloR^and science. 

To dravir any definite conclusions concerning the 
challenges that oonfinnt the modem world, it is essential 
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to understand the connection that extota between these 
two seemingly opposing spheres. However, it is difiBcult to 
tackle this question unless the terms under reference are 
defined cleariy. Eminent American psychologist William 
James has broad^ defined religion os a iMlief that there 
It an unseen order, that our supreme good lies in 
Mimoniously odlustlng ourselves thereto’. The ultimate 
goal and the way of llvli^ towards that achievement differs 
considerably among various religions. These diversities 
prevailing in different religions made this field a fiee-for- 
all in which any word or phrase could mean anything or 
everything. But in spite of all the controversies, science 
was able to put up a imited picture due to its logical 
methodology in accepting or rqjectlng a concept. 

Religion is mainly a phenomenon of heart, the main 
weapon in its armoury is faith, while science rests totally 
on reason. When religion speaks in poetic language of 
parables and metaphors, science puts forth its truths, 
concepts and formulae in clear terms. Science always tells 
the truth directly while religion has indirect ways of hinting 
at the truth. For Instance, when science points out that 
sunlight htM seven components (VIBGYOIQ. reUgion says 
it poetically that the Sun God travids in a chariot driven 
by seven horses of seven hues. Rdlglon has been presented 
as a valuable tool for ordering life through right conduct. 
Its unrelenting attitude towards the contemplation of moral 
and aesthetic values and the fear it arouses in the name 
tr God prevents an otherwise chaotic atrrxisphere. Though 
science gets the credit for whatever this generation has 
achieved materially, religion continues to be a ray of hope 
for millions. Even thou^ religion deals with many a thing 
unknown to this world, people are more Influenced by 
religious doctrines than by scientific ones. The main reason 
for this is the tnaglc of faith' which Is an inherent tendency 
of human heart that doesn't require any systematic study 
for its digestion. Bemad Shaw once remarked; ‘Life will 
lose its charm when faith is replaced by cold sdentlflc 
reason*. But unlike religion, science is concerned with the 
general conditions which regulate the physical phenomena. 
All material achievements that mankind has earned till 
date, are the gift of science. Man's social development 
from the paleolithic age to this era of computers, his saga 
from modier earth to space, the Itrxuries he enjoys at 
present, his conquest over dreaded diseases, for each and 
every thing, he owes to science. 
/ In the case of religions, however the diversities prevailing 
in various concepts and the selflsh Interests of their 
protagonists, they have turned out of the havens of 
superstitious and imscientlflc traditions. Untouchability 
and the divisions based on one's ancestry were promoted 
and were given ideological backup. Organised religions 
fought mammoth wars among thernselves that obliterated 
irmumerable lives which they were supposed to {n-otect. It 
is not surprising if somebody doubts whether reUgion had 
completely failed in its basic purpose of promoting 
universal peace. 

Sdeiice also has its seemy side in both material and 
philosophic aspects. It has grown to such a hei^t from 
where it can destroy this world in a fraction of second. 
Greenhouse effect. Ozone depletion, scientific warfare, 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki etc. have Indeed made its 
significance of Universal Saviour questionable. Uttle 
Interest shown by the scientific community towards the 
philosophic aspect of life has reduced the beautiful 
t^gliutions of religious people to mere stupidity. This 
often made the scientific approach Itself a lifeless, 
monotonous and inhuman ad^ture. 

The efforts towards mutual recognition that started in 
the earUer part of this century aroused a series of 
questkms, discussions, arguments and counter-arguments 
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among the scientific and rdlgloua communities. When 
physicists shed their pretentious absolutism and put on 
the garb of relativity, their observation of Universe 
underwent a change and some of them could even 
appreciate the nascent realms of similarities In both the 
fields. Werner Heisenberg In his book Physics and 
Philosophy stretched his Imagination to postulate some 
relations he found between science and religion during 
his research. Geofrey Chew, the founder of boot strap 
physics also found amazing points of coincidence between 
his theory and that of Buddhism. John Archbald Wheeler 
and Eugene Weigher even went to the extent of considering 
human consciousness as the missing link between the 
world of electrons and everyday reality. Few years back, 
famous physicist Pritjof Capra wrote the international best 
seller The Too of Physics which extensively deals with the 
relation of modern science and eastern mysticism. The 
reciprocation from the side of religion was also encouraging. 
Religious heavyweights like Swaml Vivekananda, 
Auroblndo, Paramahamsa. Yogananda, Falter J. Sheon, 
Dalai Lama etc. also did make remarkable contribution 
towards this elfecl. 

Auroblndo influenced by Charles Darwin went on to 
create a religious theory of evolution of souls. At present 
almost all the leading religious leaders are busy In 
explaining the religious doctrines In accordance with 
scientific principles. Moreover, ancient sciences like 
Ayurveda, Yoga, and meditation are also getting recognition 
from the scientific community. Recently Dr. N. 
Gopolakrlshnan, Scientist in CSIR, published an extensive 
study In which he clearly pointed out the sdentific insight 
of ancient Indian sages in biology, physics, chemistry, 
astronomy and mathematics. For example: 

“Yqjananam Sahasre dwe 
Dwe shathe dive cha yqjane 

Ekena Nimlshardhena 
Karmamana Nomosthuthe* 

(XlfradA, BayaBa Bhaihyan} 
(I salute you (light) who h-avels two thousand two 

hundred and two yojanas by half of a Nlmlsha) 
1 Yojana • 12.11 Km. 
1 Niralsha > 0.18 S W 
By this calculation, the velocity of light will turn out to 

be 296291 Km/s which is approximately the same as the 
scientific estimation. 

In spite of all these efforts, diehard traditionalists on 
either side are adamant in opposing all these modem 
views. They consider all these efforts as concerted attempts 
to exploit the people in the name of religion and science. 

On the threshold of a new millennium, we are lefi with 
an undaunted task of utilising Judiciously the benefits of 
both the religion and science yet avoiding their demerits. 
We will have to modify the existing religious beliefs In 
accordance with the advance in science. If religion is a 
sound expression of truth, this modification will only 
exhibit adequately the exact point which is of Importance. 
Thus, the progress of science will result in Interpreting 
religious thoughts to the great advantage of religion. This 
scientific systematisation of rellglun will definitely satisfy 
the Intellectual appetite of the modem generation. Similarly, 
the atrocities that are being perpetrated In this world, 
with the help of science can definitely be reduced If the 
scientific outlook develops with a religious flavour. ThJg 
needs unbiased and wholehearted determination from the 
entire scientific and religious fraternity. Thus, science and 
religion can complement each other, and at times each 
can act as a filter for the other to purge themselves. This 
reconciliation will definitely yield a vision, a vision for the 
coming millennium based on simplicity, co>operation 
Integrity, purity and peace. Q 
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Our Superior Might Alone Will Moke Pakistan 

_Keep Peace With Us 

Nature And Scope 
Group Dtfcuuion ia not a formal debate 

tr a dtacuaaion teat. There will be no leader 
ir chairman. One ia not under any 
ompulaion to argue in favour of the 
iropwltlon or to oppoae It. In other words, 
he candidate la at liberty to say what he 
Ikes, when he likes and as he likes. To make 
t more convenient to all concerned, all 
andidates are referred to as addressed by 
heir roll or chest numbers. 

For the benefit of our readers and 
urticularly to help those who will be taking 
>art in the GD Tests at one or more places, 
ve reproduce below the 'live' discussion 
onducted at our Competition Success 
nstitiite, a group of eight aspirants 
ppearing for the selection of Management 
raiiices. These candidates are participating 
n, their very first Group Discussion, and 
heir present level is evaluated at each stage 
n help them know their own strong and 
reak points. After receiving training at the 
nstitute their performance phenomenally 
mproves and they are assured of success. 

Progress 

Soon after the examiner's exit from the 
cene, the prevailing silence is* broken. The 
andidates initially start asides or subdued 
onversation with their neighbours. Being 
rated in a closed circle as to watch others 
n the group without hindrance, some also 
ndulge in cross talks. One or two candidates 
um around to find out where the examiner 
IBS gpne and whether he has returned. Soon 
he noise gathers momentum and several 
lersons are seen talking at the same time, 
d this stage. No. 4 raises his voice 
ufficlently high to be heard by all in the 
Toup and apeaka to the group as a whole. 

No, 4: Hey folks 11 must say this is rathn' 
n easy sut^. In fact, there could be only 
ne view ao far aa 1 am concerned. No 
luestion of oppoaitton and bringii^ round 
then after arguments and convln^g and 
rhat not. Hope you get my point. If you 
sk me, we can finish this topic in 10 
ninutes or so, and then relax. Last nig^t, I 
rent to the disco and you know I made 
rienda with a lovely girl. You are right. We 
ud a wonderful time, and she was a real 
port. I will tell you how I got around this 
jid whom I had never seen before in my 

When we finish this topic and get going 
ou9^own, I wish they allow us to smoke 

nd order fat some tea. It will be so well 
hen. 

No. 4 : No, Mr. 4,1 am afraid it is not 
ioing to be that easy. This is an important, 
xtremely controversial and intensely 

burning topic of the day, especially in Ihe 
context nf the Kaigil aftermath. It is being 
discussed in the Parliament, debated on the 
TV and radio and in the newspapers. Even 
foreign press and public media are devoting 
a lot of time and space to this. 1 don't know 
whether you have been reading the 
newspapers and magazines. I read even the 
foreign journals. I say, in fact, 1 can talk for 
hours on this subject. 

No. 4 ; (Intirrupting No. € a bit rudely) 
Now listen, you. No. 6. Before you go about 
talking any further, I want to make two 
things damn clear. (Thi$ tudden outburst and 
arguments between Nos, 4 and 6 make others in 
the group to put a stop to their atides, whispers, 
etc. The attention and inlerest o/ tlw group is 
centred on Nos, 4 and 6. They listen to No. 4 
with some apprehension, and No. 4 in the 
meantime continues) First, No. 6,1 warn you 
that I don't like being contradicted by 
anybody. I don't care who and what he or 
she is. That applies to you and also to all 
otheis present here. I want this to sink deep 
into your heads. 

No. 6 : (Showing some nervousness at this 
threat and rude bdk from No. 4 and seeming 
somewhat apologetic) Look, all I said was... 

No. 4: (Again rudely shutting off No. 6 by 
sudden interruption) I already told you once 
not to interrupt me. Now you are just doing 
that. Don't rqMat the mistake again, or you 
will feel damn sorry for yourself. Next time. 

I will use such language and back it up with 
telling action that you sure are not going to 
like it, buddy. (No. 6 looks around in a helpless 
manner. No. 5 sitting as his neighbour w^ed 
between Nos. 4 and 6, gently pats on the arms 
of No. 6 to reassure him without, however, 
uylng or doing anything openly la. attract the 
aiteittlon of No. 4. In the meantime, noticing 
that No. 6 has beaten a retreat. No. 4 proeesda 
to address the group further.) The second thing 
you said was that 1 do not read the 
newspapers and books. This I regard aa a 
great and most damaging insult. I demand 
an instant public apology. For your 
information, we get a dozen dailies in our 
house and may be 100 journals a month. 
My only problem is to find the time to read 
them. One can damn well say that there is 
a library and reading room in our house. 
(He glares at No. 6) 

No. (i t (Rather uneasy at the hostile attitude 
of No. 4, attempts to get up as though to tender 
the apology depanded by No. 4. But No. 5 stops 
him by pidlmg hit. arm with a slight pressure 
and indicating to him that he should remain 
silent. Next, No. 5 himself proceeds to intervene.) 

No. S : Well, No. 4 and friends, please 
permit me to say a few words at this 
juncture. (Others .seem to toatch the new 
development with more interest. They seem to 
wonder what No. 5 would say, and how No. 4 
would react further.) 

No. 4 : What do you want 7 
No. 5: (With a smile) You see my friends, 

1 am in the unenviable position of being 
sandwiched between Nos. 4 and 6. Although 
they may not mean it, if they decide to have 
a showdown and fist fight, it is I who would 
get hurt most. (He laughs. His humorous speech 
and tactful intervention remove the tension in 
the group. Others are also encouraged to 
participate. In the meantime. No. 5 continues) 
First of ali, I want to request the two friends 
sitting on my left and right to spare me from 
this ordeal. (He laughs further good’ 
humouredly and the group joins him. The 
tension is now completely defused, and all are 
at ease. Only No. 6 still remains a bit 
apprehensive.) 

No. 1: (At this stage No. 1 conies forward 
to make some remarks) 'Thank you, No. 5. I 
suppose you are right. We were rather 
worried that there might break out an 
unpleasant fight between your two 
neighbours. Now you have broken the ice 
and calmed down the entire atmosphere. 
The war clouds have vanished and sunshine 
is on; to put it poetically. Since the time is 
running short, why don't you go ahead with 
the discussion and give us your views on 
the subject ? 

No. 4; That is exactly what 1 intended to 
do when this fellow, I mean Shrimai^i No. 6 
butted in. 
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No. 5 ; Well. No, 4. You will agree that 
we are here as friends. My submission is 
that we do not bear or show any ill feelings 
towards one another. You .should not say 
anything personal. In this Group 
Dtscussion, each member of the group has 
complete and total freedom to express his 
views and ideas for what they are worth. 
Everyone has the right to agree or disagree 
with such views My request is that we all 
conduct ourselves as friends. Suppose 1 
were to disagree with your arguments, it 
does not mean that 1 am insulting you 
personally. Among friends, there is no 
question of apologies and regrets. 1 am sure 
we are all agreed on that. 

No. 1Of course, yes No. 5.1 second you 
In toto. We can't talk freely and exchange 
our ideas meaningfully if wo feel hurt by 
opposition, disagreement or criticism. 
(Turning to others in the group) What do you 
all have to say? 

Nos. 8 and 7 : Yes, yes, please. We 
agree. 

Comments ; We saw that No. 4 showed 
ambition and enterprise to shoulder 
responsihihtt/. He addressed the group as a 
whole, and also got a hearing But he was found 
lacking in ideas and the ability to cany others 
with him He was over-assertive and made 
sweeping statements. No. 6, who obviously has 
som.' ideas on the siihiect, expressed views 
contrary to those put forward by No. 4. This 
annoyed No. 4 who did not relish contradictions 
and criticism. He, therefore, becdhie boorish and 
violent, and went after the hlivid of No. 6. The 
other members of the group, except No. 5 seemed 
hesitant to interfere. However, No. 5 came 
forward to bell the cat vnth courage and 
confidence. He displayed a good deal of tact, 
humour and persuasive ability. He avoided any 
head-on collision with No. 4, but tackled the 
situation with imagination and resourcefulness. 
He has now became the natural leader -and 
coordinator of the group. As far No. 6, the rude 
apposition has unnerved him. Though perhaps 
sincere, he proxH’s to be an impulsive type. He 
was on the verge of tendering a public apology 
to No. 4, but thanks to No B, the ordeal was 
aimtded. No. 1 also came forward to coordinate 
and promote the group activity. He gave 
excellent support to No. 1 and mobilised the 
group opinion in Ms favour. Thus, we see the 
group leaiiershlp alternating among different 
candidates according to the part they choose to 
play at any given time. 

No, 5: Thank you. No, 1.1 lowever, since 
No. 4 slnrted the ball rolling, he might like 
to be the opening speaker. Tlien, if you all 
agree we can go anti-clockwlsc to complete 
the round. That is after No. 4, Nos. 3, 2, 1, 
8,7,6 and 5 can speak in that order. I would 
suggest that we take about three minutes 
each during the first round. 

No, 1: Excu.se me. One minute, please. I 
entirely agree with all that you have said. 
But just one correction. Instead of speaking 
for three minutes, it may be better to limit 
it to two minutes only. Then we will have 
more tune to react to the views expressed 
by others. 1 mean we can have a second 

round for a post-mortem. Another point 1 
wish to add. That is. when one candidate is 
on his frct and speaking, he is not to be 
interrupted. Otherwise, there would be 
delays and diversions. 

No. 5 : Well said and thank you, Y4o. 1. 
You are perfMly right. Your amendment is 
accepted. Now No. 4. Please go ahead. 

No. 4 :1 don't want to speak first No. 1 
has already asked you to open the 
discussion. If you don't want to talk, I 
suppose No. 1 can perform the opening 
ceremony. 

No. S : What do you say. No. 1 7 Being 
No. 1, it might be appropriate for you to be 
the opening speaker. 

No. 1: (Smiling) Thanks for the honour 
conferred on me. I am ready to obey the 
orders of the group. However, if there are 
other volunteers, it is only fair that their 
claims should be respected. Perhaps, No. 6 
would like to volunteer. 

No. 6: No. no, thanks please. (He does not 
as yet seem to have got over the jolt he received 
at the hands of No. 4). 

No. 5:1 see there are no volunteers. You 
may gel going. No. 1. 

No. 1: Well No. 5, would you mind if we 
proceed in a clockwise manner? You see. 
No. 8 is not keen to be die second speaker. 
He wants to speak last. . 

No. 5 : Oh, yes. It hardly makes any 
difference. We proceed clockwise, and we 
will speak now in the order of our roll 
numbers. (He smiles) By the way, If one does 
not want to speak when his turn comes, he 
is at liberty to forego his chance. He can 
speak later. As I explained, this is only a 
friendly chit-chat. There is no formality or 
rigidity. No compulsions at all. Let us be 
relaxed and fully at ease. Now, No. 1 kindly 
speak on. 

Commenta ; We find No, 5 to be very 
sporting and making special efforts to win fte 
/kW cooperation and support of No. 4 for further 
harmonious group deliberatione. He oj^ the 
opportunity of Mng the opening eptaker to 
No. 4. Bui No. 4 spume the offer and waetee 
the opportunity. Perhape Me ideae are ehalhno, 
or he hasn't any. As far No. 1, he readily accepte 
Ihe opportunity. But, In hie turn, he alio wante 
to give encouragement to No, 6 who ie yet to 
come out of the shell into which he was driven 
by No, 4. We find Nos.^5 and 1 giving 
precedence to group hitereete over ttuir own. 
No 1 asks for volunteers and No. 5 backs up 
the call. We notice team spirit and selfleeenees 
on their part. Another point to note is the 
sporting and cooficralive way in which No. 5 
acapts criticism and amendments to his original 
proposals from No. 1. The approach iff both Is 
constructive and positive. Both have emerged as 
dynamic leaders and others turn to them for 
leadership. At this stage. No, 8 who so far 

remained a mere onlooker, was given th 
opportunity to be the second speaker. But h 
spurns it. He does not want to accept even thi 
responsibility. He opts to be the last speaker. 1 
appears that he is content to remain a fiillowe 
thnughoul. 

No. 1: Our subject for discussion impUe 
that only superior military and indua|^ 
might can contain Pakistan from laund^f 
furfiier aimed attacks on India. I entirel] 
agree with the proposition. Our Lahore Bui 
Diplomacy only helped Pakistan to deceivi 
us and intrude into Kargil. Pakistan did no 
also honour the Shhnla Agreement. Thus i 
'No Nuclear First Use' Pact with Pakistai 
will only expose us to the grave nuclea 
danger. The only way to keep Pakisbin ii 
check is to keep teaching it a lesson will 
greater military might as we have done ii 
1947, 1965,1971 and now in 1999 when i 
infiltrated into Kargil. 

Commenta ; No. 1 has fair ideas on th 
subject and, as the opening speaker, he has givei 
a good introduction on the subject. He is able h 
decide on his priorities. His power qf-expressioi 
is good, and he has been successful in creathij 
a fairly strong and receptive impact on the group 
He is ready to take risks and accept respansibiliti 
once the lead is given and the example is sff(, b\ 
a stronger leader. He is regarded as one whi 
can respond to training. Selected. 

No. 2: Gentlemen, I feel the time is nov 
opportune to sign a No-War Pact will 
Pakistan since an elected democratii 
government has been functioning in tha 
country for sometime now. We should hel] 
democracy to take roots and sur.'ive ii 
Pakistan. We should further prevent thi 
factors and actions which may lead ti 
another coup and military takeover li 
Pakistan. Patotan is mainly worried abou 
an Indian military attack. Hence, a No-Wa 
Pact will remove this fear and foe milltar 
ill Pakistan will lose its importance to tha 
extent. A democratic government ii 
Pakistan will not hastily resort to an; 
military action against India. We mi^ di 
whatever we can to strengthen the hands o 
elected Pakistani leaders withou 
compromising our security and nations 
Interests. By signing a No-War Pact, then 
will be no compromlae with our accurlt; 
and national Interaata. Tharefore, I favou 
signing a No-War Pact with Paklatai 
Immediately. 

Cornmants t No, 2 has been abk to tpsakfit 
the full two mlnutst assigned to him. He ha 
aleo shown the confidence, though rather at < 
belated stage, to expreu contrary views despIt 
what No. 4 said earlier. Besidee, No, 2 hoe ala 
countered the arguments of No, 1 with fed 
success. He has also shown logic and reaatmini 
in his arguments and presented ther 
convincingly to the group. During hi 
performance, he hoe been successful in ImldMi 
the attention of the group and 
acceptance. On the other hand, he woe a faf 
starter. Overall, the candidMe has not showi 
any negative qualities. He ie abk to play 
dominant rok effter warming up. He has th 
ideas and trfflusneing ability. Recommended. 
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No. 3 : Friends, in my opinion, the arguments presented by No. 
1 seem more valid. The international situation changes rapidly. 
Nothing ever remains static This mearo we should keep our (^ttons 
open, review the sihiation as it develops and decide on a course of 
action best suited to the occasion. Though Pakistan has embraced 
democracy again, its Prime Minister cannot over-rule the Pakistani 
Army which has the real say in that country. The military and also 
the^S influence are all powerful in Pakistan. As matteta stand 
no^ the military can easily reassert itself if it so desires. Pakistani 
leaders have to appease the military as well as die Ammicans. The 
active support by Pakistan to terrorism in Jammu & Kashmir still 
continues unabat^. In fact, Pakistani'engineered terrorism in Jammu 
b Kashmir is on the increase. We must then have the courage to do 

' what we ftol is best rather than getting carried away by the slogans 
I and the outside pressure. In die ultimate analysis, power flows out 
' of the barrel of a gun. Let us build our defences and teach anoflier 
I lesson to Pakistan if it dares to attack us again. 
I Comments : The ease of No. 3 is more or less similar to that of No. 
'[ 2, except that he has expressed views contrary to those advocated hy No. 

2. What is more. No. 3 presents his views with more force and also 
feeling. There are some original contributions among his arguments. He 

: las also made a stronger impact on the group as compared to No. 2. He 
has not achibited any negative traits. He is willing to accept responsibility 
m his turn, that is, when he is asked or required to do so. With training, 
he is likely to overcome his mildness and initial inhibitions. Can be given 
a chance. 

No. 4 : Folks, 1 am quite disappointed that there are different 
views on the subject that Ls .so elementary and obvious. One should 
be f|vit of one's senses if one has to believe that Pakistan would ever 
abandon its warpath against India and become a friend of this 

i country. It is a day dream and a futile hope. We will only be 
I deceiving ourselves and misleading others. I am rather surprised 

that No. 2 could use his fertile imagination and put forward some 
silly arguments to prop up his case. To me, it is unpatriotic even to 
beiieve Pakistan on anything. We are foote if we ever listen to what 
Pakistan says cm any subject under the sun. It is all sheer eye-wash 

I and propaganda trash. 
Comments : No. 4 is rigid and intolerant. Temperamentally, he is 

aggressive and quarrelsome. He cannot accept criticism and differing 
Biewpoints in the proper spirit. Since he displays marked negative qualities 
and cannot cooperate except on his own terms, he is not suited for teamwork. 
Rejected. 

No. 5 ; Dear Friends, Pakistan caimot think of permanent peace 
with India as it is still hellbent upon annexing the whole of Jammu 
k Kashmir by hook or by crook. By signing a No-War Pact we are 
likely to be lulled into complacency in regard to our defence 
preparedness, as it happened with cfhina with our "Hindi-Chini 
Bhai-Bhat" slogan and attitude. We neglected our defences against 
China, trusting Chma to be our great friend. But China stabbed us 
in the back and taught us an important lesson. Right now, we can 
proceed as per the Shimla Agreement and ask Pakistan to 
demonstrate its good faith and b^ Tides by accepting the present 
ceasefire line in Jammu 3c Kashmir as the permanent Intematlonai 
border under guarantees from USA, China, UK, Russia and OIC (In 
particular Saudi Arabia) fbllowli^ a UN resolution to that effect. 
Thus, Pakistan should be asked to prove its bona fldea. If Pakistan 
igrcos to these conditions, we can take the calculated risk of signing 
a No-War-Pact. This pact assumes a still greater significance since 
both the countries are now nuclear potven. A push cm nuclear 
button by an irresponsible country Itlw Pakistan can cause havoc 
Further, the huge amounts spent iy both the countries on Defence 
year-after-year, cqn be diverted to socio-economic development for 
the real welfare of teeming deprived people on both sides. But the 
trouble is while we have acc^ted the existence of Pakistan, flte 
letter has different dreams. So we have to be wary of our enemy's 
designs even after slgnii^ No-War Pact with it. 

Comments: Tliis candidate has a positive approach to solve problems, 
fb uses Ms resources to advantage. He approachn the problem in a logical 
«ul rational manner, and obtains the maximum benefits possible under 
tfe given drcumstanus. Besides being original, he is alto practical and 
ihonugh. This dynamic candidate it goal-tmknted and gifted. He dan lead 
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U$ team to success and contribute to the'growth 
of his organisation sign^cantfy. Select^ with 
top honours. 

No. 6 : Gentlemen, I am sorry, please. 
Dear friends, you must excuse me. You see 
whatever I wanted to say has already been 
said by our friend No. 5. We have identical 
views and if 1 had spoken first, I am sure 
No. 5 would have reacted in the same way 
Ilka 1 am reacting now. Aa I said earlier, I 
have read this subject with keenness in 
different newspapers and journals. I endorse 
the views of No. 5 by which we have 
nothing to lose but a lot to gain. We can 
conclude a No*War Pact and other 
Agreements If Pakistan fulfils our terms and 
conditions. 

Comments t A mild and timid candiltale 
lacking in ulf-eonfldence and enterprise, he gets 
frightened and nervous when he encounters 
opposition and lacks the determination to face 
them with courage. He could be, at best, a usi^ui 
worker under a good leader. Not suited frr 
managerial tasks. Rejected. 

No. 7: From what you all have said about 
Pact with Pakistan I conclude that it has no 
utility in real terms. The Father of the Nation 
believed in truth and not in propaganda. 
We should worry about the substance and 
not bother about the appearances. It is better 
not to talk about the No-War Pact to whidi 
neither of the aiuntries really subscribes. 

Comments : Ho. 7 is confused and self- 
opinionated. By resorting to moralising, he is 
likely to cause divisions. He is also emotional 

WINNING THE FIRST 

IMPRESSION 

^ ^ ' V i 

'iv " ,.C‘ . ' 

P''';r 
1 i,v> 

fc 1 

remain neutral. Among yourselves, you 
can decide by voting If yea want But I 
would not Ute to cast my vote. Thank you, 
thatiaalL 

Comments t No. 8 is a duU and insipid 
individual, devoid of ideas and motivation. 
Dynamically weak, he lacks the urge, pluck and 
MHaiive. He ehiee away from reeponeMflfre, 
end cannot accept any rUks. A totally depeimnt 
individual who will be a Ug burden on Me team. 
Rejected. Q 

and rigid. Basically he has remained aloof from 
group deliberations and abstained from making 
any contribulwn whatever to the achievement 
of the group task. Thus, even as a roorker he 
would be cf no usr to the team. Rejected. 

No. S: Friends, I am the last one to speak. 
I think there is something in whal both the 
sides have said. 1 really do not know what 
to choose and whom to support. It is best to 
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Test Of Reasoning Ability 
Ofeibd And Non-\ferbcil) 

For CAT, MAT State Bonk Probationary Officers’ Exam, etc. 

MODEL QUESTION PAPER / PRACTICE TEST 
Q. 1. Four of the following five are alike 

In a certain way and so form a mup. Which 
is the one that does not belong to that 
rroup? 

(1) PUT (2) QOM (3) CEG 
(4) UWY (5) IKM 
Q. 2. In a row of boys, Ganesh is twelfth 

from the left and Ra]an is fifteenth from the 
right. When tfiey interchange their positions, 
Rajan becomes twentieth from the right. 
How many boys are there in the row ? 

(1) 30 (2) 29 (3) 32 
(4) 31 (5) None of these 
Q. 3. If the alternate letters in the 

following alphabet starting from A are 
wril|en in small and the rest in CAPITALS, 
which of the following will represent the 
bird month after July ? 
ABCDEFGHI JKLM 
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
(1) OCtObEr (2) ocToBeR 
(3) OCTOBER (4) oCtCfoEr 
(5) None of these 
Q. 4. The positions of the first end the 

lixth letters in the word DTSTRJBUni are 
ntetdumged. Similarly, the positions of the 
lecond a^ the seventh, the third and the 
righth letter and so on are interchanged. 
Vhich of the following tetters will be the 
iftti from the left after interchanging the 
XMitlons as directed 

(1) I (21 E (3) S 
(4) T (5) None of these 
Q. 5. In a certain code, PERFECT is 

writifen as RGTHGEV. How is DROWN 
written in that code 

(1) CSFXO (2) DSQYP 
(3) CTQXP (4) DTQYr 
(5) None of these 
Q. & What should come in place of the 

[uestlon mark (?) in the following letter- 
lumber series 7 

B2E D5H F12K H27N ? 
(1) I58Q (2) B7Q (3) L^SP 
(4) I58Q (5) None of these 
Dfn^om (Q$ 7-4); 
(A) « X r means S Is braflier of T. 
(B) 'S - T means S is mother of T. 
(O *8 o r means S is faOier of X 
Q. 7. Whidi of die following represents 

'M is son of Cr f 
(l)MxR-i-Q (2}M + RxQ 
(3)M-R-sT (4).Q + MxR 
(SLNone of diese 
Q. 8. lb find answer to the above 

[uesdon, which of the following statements 
an be dispensed with 7 

(1) B oiuy (2) C only 
(3) B or C only (4) A or B only 
(5) None 

Q. 9. If it is possible to make a meaningful 
word widt the driid, the fifth, the ei^th 
and the tenth letters of the word 
DBTRIBUTE, vidUch of the foUowing will 
be the third letter of that word 7 If no such 
word can be made, give 'X' as the answei; 
and if more than one such words can be 
made, give 'M' as the answer. 

(1) S (2) R (3) E 
(4) X (5) M 
Q. 10. Mohit is taller dian Ashok. Gopal 

is taller than Prabodh. Who among them is 
the tallest 7 lb find out the answer, which 
of the informations given in the statements 
A and B is/are sufficient 7 

A Ashok is taller than Gopal. 
B. Gopal is shorter dun Ashok. 
(1) Botti A and B together are needed. 
(2) Both A and B together are not 

sufficient. 
(3) A alone Is sufRcient 
(4) B alone is sufficient. 
(5) Either A or B alone is sufficient. 
Q. IL Tf X is coded as 7; P ia coded as 9; 

Z is coded as 6; M Is coded as 5; L is coded 
as 3 and D is coded as 2, then what will be 
the coded form of PLDXMZ 7 

(1) 932756 (2) 923756 
(3) 952736 (4) 937526 
(5) None of these 
Q. 12. If P denotes R denotes V; S 

denotes and T denotes V; then what 
will be the value of 3R9P7S9T3P6 ? 

(1) 54 (2) 128 (3) 59 
(4) ' 55 (5) None of these 
Q. 13. Among Prabir, Subodh, Gopal and 

Suresh, who wore a red shirt 7 lb find 
out the answi% which of the informstions 
given in the ststemeots A and 8 Is/are 
sufficient ’ 

A. Each of them wore a shirt of difformt 
colour 

B. Prabir and Gopal wore yellow and 
blue shirts and Subodh wore green 
shirt. 

(1) Both A and B together are not 
sufficient. 

(2) Bofo A uid B together srr> needed. 
(3) Other A or B alone is sufficient. 
(4) B alone is sufficient. 
(5) A alone is sufficient. 
DineUon$ (Qt 14 to IS) ; 
(A) B Q, R, S and T arc sitting in a elzdc 

facii^ the centre. 
(B) R le to die tanmedlete left of T. 
(O P le between S end T. 
Q. 14. Who is to foe Immedute left of R 7 
a) T (2) P (3) Q 
(4) S (5) Cennot be determined 

Q. 15. lb find out the answer to the above 
question, which of the following statements 
can be dispensed with 7 

(1) None (2) B otdy 
(3) B or C cmly (4) C onty 
(5) Ncme of tluse 
DincHotu (Qs 16 to 20); In each of these 

questions, two slatenents are given 
followed by four conclusions numbered I, 
II, m and IV. Ybu have to take the two 
given stalemoita to be true even if dicy 
aeem to be at variance from commonly 
known facta. Read all the conclusions and 
then decide which of the given conclneione 
logically follows from the two given 
statements, diaregaidlng commonly Imown 
facts. 

.Q. 16. Statementt : 
Some papers are pencils. 

’ All pmdls are lions. 
CoHclutions : 

I. All lions are pencils, 
n. Some lions are peneik 

III. Some lions are papers. 
IV. Some papers are lions. 

(1) AH follow 
(2) Only n, m and IV follow 
(3) (3nly m and IV follow 
(4) Only I, n and HI follow 
(5) None of these 
Q. 17. Stotemmtu: 

All cups are trees. 
All trees are tigers. 

ConclHsioNS : 
I. AH cups are tigers 

n. AU tigers arc cups. 
III. All trees are cups. 
rV. Some tigers are cups. 

(1) Only IT and ID follow 
(2) Only I and IV follow 
(3) All follow 
(4) None follows 
(5) None of these 
Q. 18. StotemfHt^ : 

All trains are flowers. 
Some flowers are watches. 

CoHclut1on$ ; 
I. Some rralns are watches. 

IT. Some watches are trains, 
ni. Some w»8tches arc flowers. 
IV. Some flowers are trains. 

(1) All follow 
(2) None follows 
(3) Only I and n follow 
(4) Only n and IH follow 
(5) None of these 
Q. 19. StatemmU: 

Some boxes are cars. 
Some cars are toads. 
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ComluBions : 
I. Some roads are boxes. 

II. Some cars are boxes. 
III. No box IS road. 
TV. Some toads are cars. 

(1) Only II and 111 follow 
(2) Only 1 and IV follow 
(3) Only either III or IV and I and II 

follow 
(4) None follows 
(5) None of these 
Q. 20. StatemtHts : 

No goat is door. 
All diKirs are chairs. 

Cotielusions ; 
I. Some chairs ate dcxirs. 

II. Some chairs are goals. 
III. No chair is goat. 
IV. Some doors are goats. 

(1) Only ather II or 111 follows 
(2) Only either 11 or Ill and IV follows 
(3) Only either II or HI and I follow 
(4) None follows 
(5) None ol these 
Dirtction* (Qt 21 to 2S): In each of these 

questions, a statement is given followed 
by three couraea of action numbered I, II 
and III. A course of action ia a step or 
administrative decision lo be taken for 
improvement, follow up, or further action 
in regard to the problem, policy, etc. On 
the basis of the information given in the 
statement, you have lo assume everything 
in' the statement to be true, then decide 
whl^ of the three given suggested courses 
of action logically follow(s) for pursuing. 
Ulan decide which of the alternatives (1), 
(2>, (3), 14) and (5) is the correct answer. 

Q. 21. 
Statrmtnt : Drinkii.):, walur .suppi) to 
New liumbay has suspended till 
further orders from Maharaslttra Pollution 
Control Hoard, toilowiiig pollution of 
Patalganga river, Cuu.sed by Uischatge of 
effluents from some ciiemical indu.sliies. 
Courses o/ action ; 
I. The industries lesponsible for 

discharging eftluv.U.-. iiiu> the river 
should be askeo u> close down 
immediately. 

II. '.The river water should immediately 
be troateii chemically before resuming 
supply. 

III. The Pollution Control Bo.ud should 
Check tlye natun' lU effluents being 
dischaiged into tiu- rivei l>> mdusirtes 
a< regular inlerc.ii.s. 

(1) All follow 
(2) None follows 
(3) Only I tollows 
(4) Only tl and Ul follow 
(5) None of these 
Q. 3Z 
Stattmmt ; The velii..ular trafiic has 
increased so much in llte recent past that 
it takes at least two hours to travel 
between the city and I he airport during 
peak hours. 
Courses of action ; 
I. Non-airpoit bound vehicles should 

not bi' dlloweii Ic. ply on the road 
conne>'tiiig the ui> iiikI the airport. 

II. The load ol veiucular traffic should 
be diverted llmnigii various link 
iXhids during pe.ik hours 

III. The riep.irtnrv! and arrival of flights 

should be regulated ao as to avoid 
congestion during peak hours. 

(1) All follow 
<2) Only I and II follow 
(3) Only I followt 
(4) Only n ftdlows 
(5) None of these 
Q. 23. 
Stotement: Adevastating earthquake has 
ravaged diedty, kUUnghundteds of people 
and tendering many mote homeless. 
Courses of action i 
1. The entry of outsiders foto die dty 

should be stopped immediately. 
IL The civic administration should 

immediately make alternate temporary 
housing arrangement for the victuna. 

III.The effected, people should 
immedlatdy be diined to a safer place 

(1) Only I follows 
(2) Only n and 10 follow 
(3) Only m followB 
(4) Only either II or 01 follows 
(5) None of these 
Q. 24. 
Statement; Due to cancellation of a huge 
export order for not adhering to the time 
frame, the company ia likely to get into 
incurring losses in the current fiiuincial 
year. 
Courses ef aetion : 
I. The officeivin<haige of the production 

should be immediately suspended. 
II. The goods manufactured for the 

export order should be sold to otfier 
party. 

III. The company should change its 
machinery to maintain the time frame. 

(1) All foiluw 
(2) None loilows ^ 
(3/ Oniy 1 and 11 follow 
(4) Only II follows 
(5) None of these 
Q. 23. 
Statement : The University Grants 
Commission .jiM recommended that the 
primary Wei admission to Government 
and Government-aided schools should be 
done purely by random selection and 
not by admission tests. This is necessiated 
as the number of admission seekers are 
much more than the available seats. 
Couraes action 
1. The Government should instruct the 

private schools also to follow the same 
practice. 

U. The Government should set up an 
independent body to regulate the 
primary level admissions. 

111. The schools should be asked to select 
students only from those who stay in 
the neighbouring areas of the sdiml. 

(1) None follows 
(2) Only 11 and in follow 
|3} Only I and U follow. 
(4) Oniy U follows 
(5) None of these 
Directions (Qs 26 to 30): We come across 

many funny inddenis related to different 
walks of life. One of the fcatufcs of the 
funny incidents is the punch line or a 
ciimax—which gives the inddoii a sudden 
baiistormalion or twist Onto something not 
expected). It is this punch line which 
makes the bidden! fumy. 

In each of the following quesllona an 

inddani la daacrlbad but tha punch lint is 
miaaing .indicatad by a bionic. Aftar die 
inddon^ twu oMsmmts numboiud 1 and 
U an givtn. ConaMaring Iho inddantyou 
havo to dadda which of tha bra atatottoti 
fita oa a punch line. 

Give anawer 'Only I', if you think dial 
only fha atatomoal I fita} Glvo anniit 
'Only ir, if you think that only me 
atatemant n fita; GIva aaiwor 'Bodi with 
contraadng idaoa', if you think that both 
tha atatamanta I and U fit but tha Idoa or 
tha wavolength ol q^prooch In bodi the 
atatamanta la diffarant and controating; 
Give anawtr 'Bodi widi oame idea', ifyon 
think diat both dia statemonts 1 and u fit 
and tha wavalongdi of approach in both 
the atatcmcttta ia mon or leaa the aame; 
Glvo anawur 'Naidiar', if you diink dial 
nddier of dia atatamanta Hts. 

Q. 26. Seeing a boy in the claaa crying, 
the teacher oalM, 'V^y are you crying". 
Die boy replied_ 

I. I cry whenever I don't laugh. 
II. I am crying because I have nothing 

else to do. 
(1) Only n (2) Both with same idea 
(3) Nddier (4) Only I 
(5) Both with contrasting ideas 
Q- 27. Seeing a man smoking in the 

railway compartment, his co-possei^r told 
him, "You should stop smoking, otherwise 
you will get cancer". The man smoking 
replied "_." 

I. Well, 1 am incharge of the cancer 
detection centre of the dty I live. 

If. I was detected for suffering from 
cancer twenty years back. 

(1) Oily I 
(2) Oniy n 
(3) Both with same klea 
(4) Both with contrasting ideas 
(5) Neither 
Q. 28. A man was giving advice to his 

friend by saying, "Remem^C you should 
never steal because_." 

I. Ybu will never become a robber. 
II. That is the only way to avoid entering 

in business. 
(1) Both with same idea ^ 
(2) Both widi contrasting ideas 
(3) Neither 
(4) Only 1 
(5) Only il 
Q. 29. On returning home from office one 

day, a man said to his wife, "I am not going 
to office from tomorrow because_." 

L IhavededdedtoswapourdailyiDutines. 
U. I have been put under house arrest. 
(1) Ndther (2) Only I 
(3) Only U (4) Both widi same idea 
(5) Both with contrasting ideas 
Q. 30. A person, who ctmsumes alcohol 

regularly, toM his friend, "I don't take bath 
on Thuisday because_." 

I. I take bath only when 1 am dnmk. 
IL It is a dry day 
(1) Both with conbasting ideas 
(2) Bodi with same idea 
(3) Only n r 
(4) Neither 
(5) Only I 
Oiiueriofu (Qs 31 to 35)In cadi of dicac 

queadona, a atatemant is givtn urihich la 
followed by diroa saaompHona numbered 
1, n and 111. An aaaumpdon is tomtOiing 
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nippoMd or takta for giaataiL You hnra 
to coMidar tht aUtcmaat and Ilia 
•MuanpHona and dacida which of tha 
Mwaiplfoaa it ioqiUdl in dia atatamanL 
Than dadda which of tha altamatiTaa 
(1), (2), (3), <4> and (S) ia dio corract anawaa 

Q. 31 
MfMmuHt: Fadng the threat of the park 

'Delng daatroyed by the rodenta, the 
authority banned pmple carrying any 
food artkda while entering the pa^ 
AuHmfiioiu: 
I. People may not now bring any food 

aitiw inaide the park, 
n. Ihe rodents may stop invuiing the 

park in future. 
in. The number of people visiting the 

park may decrease. 
(1) All are implicit 
(2) Only I and 11 are implicit 
(3) Only 11 is implicit 
(4) Only n and w are implicit 
(5) None of these 
Q. 32. 
Statement: Being unable to maintain the 
roads in the city, the civic authority has 
decided to invite private enterprises to 
adopt different prominent roads in 
exchange of their advertisement rights on 
ttiese mads. 
Msumptiane : 
I. The common people may not 

welcome the decision. 
n. Adequate number of private enterprises 

may respond to the invitation 
111. The traffic pmblem may decrease in 

near future. 
(1) Only II is implicit 
(2) None is implicit 
(3) Only 11 and III are implicit 
(4) Only I and II are implicit 
(5) None of these 
Q. 33. 
Statement: Saroj made an application to 
the bank for a loan of Rs. 1,80,000 by 
mortgaging his house to Ihe bank and 
promisi'd to repay it within five years. 
Asiumptions : 

The bank has a practice of granting 
* loans for Ks. 1,00,000 and above. 

II. The bank accepts house as collateral 
security against suclt loans. 

III. The bank may grant loan to Saroj. 
(1) All are implicit 
(2) None is implicit 
(3) Only I and II are implicit 
(4) Only II and III are implicit 
(5) None of these 
Q. 34. 
Statement : "Wanted first class 
Engineering graduates to join the team 
of highly motivated employees in our 
company”—an advertisement. 
Aimmptione : 
I. Adequate number of first class 

engineering graduates will respond to 
the advertisement. 

II. Those who do not have first class will 
not apply. 

Ilk Only those who are motivated, will 
respond to the advertisement. 

(1) None is in^licit 
(2) Only I Is implicit 
(3) Only I and II are implicit 
(4) Only I and UI are implicit 
(5) None of these 

Q. 33. 
Statement; "If you want to get the best 
treatment for coronary diseases, you must 
approach hospital Z —A telle B. 
AeeumpHone > 
I. B nuy be a heart patient, 
n. B gerwrally liatena to A. 
in. A may have enough information 

about the hospital facilitlet. 
(1) None is implicit 
(2) AH are implicit 
(3) Only I la implicit 
(4) Only n and IB are implicit 
(5) None of these 
Direettone (Qe 36 to 40) : Read the 

following information carefully and 
answer the queatioiu given below it: 

U) Five friends R a ICS and Ttravelled 
to five different cities, Madras, Calcutta, 
Delhi, Bai^alore and Hyderab^ by five 
different modes of traiuport. Bus, Ikain, 
Aeroplane, Car and Boat, from Bombay 

(ii) Hie person who travelled to Delhi 
did not travel by boat 

tiii) R went to Bangalore by ear and Q 
went to Calcutta by aeroplane. 

(iv) S travelled by boat whereas T 
travelled by train. 

(v) Bombay ia not connected by bus to 
Delhi and Madras. 

Q. 38. Which of the following combi¬ 
nations of person and mode is not correct 7 

(1) T-Aeruplane (2) R-Car 
(3) S-Boat (4) P-Bus 
(5) Q-Aenoplane 
Q. 37. Which of the following 

combinations is true for S 7 
(1) Madras^Bus (2) Madras-Boat 
(3) Dclhi-Bus <4) Data inadequate 
(5) None of these 
Q.38. Whichofthcfollowingcombinations 

of place and mode is not correct 7 
(1) Madras-Boat 
(2) Caicutta-Aeroplane 
(3) Hyderabad-Bus 
(4) Bangalore-Car 
(5) Delhi -Bus 
Q. 39. The person travelling to Delhi 

went by which of the following modes 7 
(1) Dus (2) Train 
(3} Aeroplane (4) Car 
(5) Boat . 
Q. 40. Who among the following travelled 

to Delhi 7 
(1) T (2) S (3) R 
(4) Data inadequate (5) None of titese 

I ANSWERS 
1. (2); In this group, three alternative 

letters of the alphabet are in 
reverse order. 

2. (4): After inteirhanging the positions, 
Rajan Is twelfth from the left and 
twentieth from the right. 

3. (2) 
4. (2): The fifth and the toith letters are 

interchanged. 
3. (4); Each letter is moved two steps 

forward. 
8. (4); Consider the three series 

separately: 
(1) B, D, F, H, J 
(2) 2, 5. 12, 27, 58 
(3) E, H, K, N, Q 
The sequence in series (1) is +2. 

7.(4) 

•.(1) 

M.(5) 
12.(4)! 

13. (2) 
14. (3) I 

23.(1) 
16. (2) I 

27. (2); 

28. (5) : 

The sequence in series (2) is 
x2-t-l, x2 42,x2-t.3, x244. 
The sequence in series (3) is -»■ 3. 

! Q 4- M X R means that Q is father 
of M and M la brother of R, Le. M 
is son of Q. 

SURE 

Given Expression 
-5x9 + 7-9's3 + 6 
-5 X94-7-34-6 
-4547-3 + 6-55 

22. a) 

19. (4) : 
Only III and IV follow 

OR 

29.(5) 
33. (1) 
36. (1) ! 

37. (2) 

24.(4) 
28.(3) 

30. (2) 32. (2) 32. (3) 
34. (3) 33. (2) 

P -> Hyilerabad -* Bus 
Q -* Calcutta -» Aeroplane 
R -4 Bangalore -» Car 
S -* Madras Boat 
T -4 Delhi -4 Train 

38. (5) 39. (2) 40. (1) 

fib be continued) 
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Facing The Interview Board 
Ti 

The Candidate 
NaraA BhatU is a smart young man of 

prod height and fair complexion. His lean 
)ulld and high-heeled shoes add to his 
wight and shw his general appearance to 
da advantage. He has dressed suitably for 
he formal occasion of the IAS interview. 
He has taken care to groom himself well to 
ptin foe advantage of the Brst favourable 
mpression. His abundant, long, dark hair 
s well shampooed and nicely combed. His 
shoes are well polished and shining. His 
inger nails are well trimmed and perfectly 
dean. At the UPSC library, which serves as 
he waiting room for candidates appearing 
or foe IAS interview, we find Mr. Bhatia 
]uite at ease in the company of fellow 
landidates who all happen to be total 
•trwgers as well as competitors to him. Such 
s he self-confidence that he is ready to share 
lis knowledge and ideas with the other 
andidates without the slightest hesitation. 
He discusses with them the various aspects 
)f the interview and his appeal is very 
brceful and convincing. 

Pre-Interview Discussion 
with Fellow Candidates 

Fran ; Now all said and done, I feel this 
o-called personality test is a big hoax. I 
ust cannot understand how one can assess 
he true persoiulity by posing some funny 
(uestioiu and getting all types of odd 
inawets. 

Dhillon : Vifell, I suppose it is all one's 
uck, or shall 1 say fate 7 Why worry 7 If 
roufr stars are good, you will get seized, 
to nutter how you answer the questions or 
or foat matter even if you do not answer at 
lU. What do you say, Mr. Bhatia 71 am sure 
rou will agree with me. 

BhaSa: Well, friends, I feel we must look 
It this in a realistic as well as optimistic 
naimer. We have a deftnite goal and we are 
lete on a specific mission. c5ur aim is to get 
elected for the IAS. If we want to adtieve 
his objective, we must approach the 
iroblem with a positive attitude, lliere 
ippears to be no point in entertaining 
loubts, questioning foe credibility of the 
echnique or displaying a fatalistic attitude. 

(Right Approach) 

We maut face the interview with full 
contiuence and get the best out of it. 
Whether we like it or not, foe interview is 
very much there and if we wish to make to 
the IAS, we have to get through this 
interview or persorulity test with flying 
colours. There may be something called luck 
or fate, but fortune favours the brave. 
Persoiully, I believe in pluck rather than in 
luck. 

Fran; What precisely do you mean by an 
optimistic outlook 7 
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Bhatia . It means that you must feel and 
have the self-confidence foat you can, arid 
you will defittitely, do well at the interview. 
You must have faith in your capacity. As 
you know, ultimately the man who wins is 
the man who thinks he caiv 

Fran : Well, 1 don't say that I have no 
self-confidence. I only pointed out that the 
interview cannot help in correctly 
deciphering one's personality. Even the 
trained psychiatrists find it difficult to 

understand the •.-ouipluateU personality 
traits of their patients 

Bhatia: Now dear Pran. tiu* psychiatrists, 
as correctly saw, ate conrerned with 
patients who have prol>li‘nis You will agree 
that we are nut hen> as patients. What is 
more, sucli doubts and tliinkmg, 1 am afraid, 
will interfere with one s proparatinn for the 
interview and vitally influence one's 
performance during the interview. Whether 
or not we believe in the icsetulness ot foe 
interview, we canaot get awav from the fact 
that the interview te(liiiu|ne is now used 
for assessing foe perMuiality nl the candidate 
for the IAS. Acce|iting this simple fact, you 
should prepan* iiu thi- interview and do 
your best. 

Raj : Mr. Bhatia I li.tve a It is not 
very clear to me how exa n/ the questions 
and answers tigi,riiig i.i ii:.- interview toiild 
help in discovering tIu* (lersonnlily traits of 
an individual. 

Bhatia: You see, the tjiiesiions are trained 
in such a w^v that voui leaderslnp qualities 
can be gauged from lIu* leplies given by 
you. For example, s.iih qualities like 
organising ability, ilvnamism, social 
adaptability, perseverance and so on, can 
be assessed from the answers given by the 
candidates. 

Raj : Can you explain this tiirther with 
some appropriaie examples ? 

Bhatia : All right First, let me pose a 
question. Let us ask Mr. Pran first. Mr. Pran, 
if you get a holiday unexpectedly and the 
whole 24 hours are totally free and 
completely at yoiir dispusat, what would 
you do 7 I mean how would you make use 
of foe unexpected holiday 7 

Pran : Well, 1 really don't plan things in 
advance and, in any case, you said it was 
an unexpected holiday. However, oAe thing 
I would certainly do 1 hate getting up early 
in the morning and 1 would like to stay ih 
bed and sleep as much as I amid. In other 
words, mostly I will relax in btid. In case 1 
get bored, 1 mav w'atch the TV or go to a 
movie. 

Bhatia : Now, I woijUi like to have your 
answer to the same question, Mr. Kaj. What 
will you do with such an unexpected 
holiday 7 

Raj : You sec, I arn a cricket addict 11 1 
get a holiday, as you say, 1 will at once get 



in touch with tny friends and oiganiae a 
cricket match. 

Bhatla: Now friends. Jet us cnnpaie these 
two answers. The first answer shows that 
the speaker is not sure of his own mind. He 
has no priorities and says he cannot make 
up his mind. He admib that he does not 
plan in advance. Thus, when the 
opportunities arise, they will find him 
unpiepared. Further, his answer indicates 
that he will be spending alt, or most of his 
time alone in bed either sleeping or watching 
TV. He does not contemplate any other 
activity. He dues not talk about his friends. 
The indications can be that the candidate is 
weak in the organisational and social 
spheres. On the other hand, the answer of 
Me Ra) shows that his mind is firmly made 
up and that he will organise a cricket match 
with the cooperation of his friends. In other 
words, various leadership qualities can be 
found in his answer. 

Dhlllon : Yes, 1 agree with you. You are 
right that this interview can throw light on 
the personality traits of the candidate and 
thus serve the purpose quite all right. Thank 
you very much indeed fur enlightening us 
on the sui^ect. Lo I they are summoning you 
for the interview. We all wish you the best 
of luck. 

Bhatia: Thank you friends and wish you 
all the same. (He procreds to the interview room 
where, before making hh entry, he gently taps 
on the door and obtains permission. He opens 
the door gently, toalks in and closes the door 
without any noise. Thereafter, he walks up 
smartly towards the Chairman and comes to 
halt near the chair meant for the candidate. 
Standing to attention, hr greets the Chairman 
and Members of the Board in a pleasant, cheerfid 
and audible voire). 

The Interview 
Bhatia ; Good morning to you all. Sirs. 
Chairman : Good morning to you, 

Mr. Bhatia. Please take your seat. 
Bhatia ; Thank you, Sir. (He sits down 

smartly, crossing his legs and keeping them close 
to the chair. His hands are resting on his lap 
and kis back is in touch with the back rest of his 
chair. He remains in an attentive posture, 
keeping his eyes on the Chairman and awaiting 
the ruxt move from the Board.) 

Chairman: Mt Bhatia, I see that you are 
not a native of Delhi. Is it your first visit to 
India's capital, or have you been here 
before T How do you like this city 7 

Bhatia; Sir, 1 have been here earlier on a 
few occasions. I was here once to participate 
in the National Cadet Corps meet and also 
to take part in the Republic Day celebrations 
and nurch past. I had also b^ here as a 
member of the excursion party from my 
college which visited Delhi and other places. 
I like this place very much. It is an 
interesting with quite a few attractions 
for the tourists. 

Chairman ; What are the things which 
impressed you most in Delhi ? 

Bhatia : I found New Delhi to be a well 
planned and neat dty with wide roads lined 
with diady au well as colourful trees. The 
sprawling Central Vista, with the 
Raditrapati Dhavan at one end and the India 

Gate at (he othen is a lovely place with long, 
artificial lakes. Delhi has several historical 
monuments like the Qutab Minar, Red Fort 
Jama Masjid, Humayun's Tomb, Jantar 
Mantar, Purana Qila and the like. The 
modern attractions are the Rashtrapati 
Bhavan, Birla Mandit Nehru Museum, Ra) 
Ghat Shantivatt Birla House, etc. Of course, 
Connaught Place, Chandni Chowk and 
Ajmal Khan Road are the shopping 
attractions. We had been to Buddha Jayanti 
Park, Nehru Park, Rail Museum, Air Force 
Museum and Ashoka Hotel. We were also 
taken to tiie Delhi Zoo. These are the things 
which immediately come to my mind. 
yes. Sic We also went to the Parliament House 
and witnessed foe Lok Sabha in sesskin. 

Chairman: How did you visit the places 
you mentioned 7 Did you have company 7 
Wks it an expensive affair 7 

Bhatia : (Smiling) Oh, I had excellent 
company. During the visit 1 did not have to 
spend anything for sightseeing. The trip was 
arrar.](ed by the NCC Directorate. A lovely 
luxury bus took 50 of us everywhere, and 
we also met the President and the Prime 
Minister. On the second occasion, when our 
collen excursion party was. here, three of 
my friends and 1 hired cycles and went 
cycling. Cycling is my hoibl^ and I love cyde 
treks, especially the long-distance ones with 
friends, extending to 4 to 5 days. 

First Member : What is the longest 
distance you have covered on your cyde 
hikes 7 

Bhatia: I would say about 500 kilometres. 
Sir. 1 think we made it in 5 days. We went 

to Agra from Delhi on cycles and returned 
also on cycles. It took us two days to go 
and three days to return. 

First Member : Why did it take one day 
extra for the return journey 7 Were you 
tired 7 

Bhatia: (Smiling) No, Sir. We went to Agra 
direct but, while returning, we made a 
detouc We went to Brindavan. Of course, 
while camping at Agra, we also made it to 
Fatehpur Sikri and back on cycles. We were 
so happy and the trip was so enjoyable that 
we never felt tired. 

Comments t This candidate is energetic and 
dynamic. He displays strong urge, drioe and 
motivtttion. He has a pleasing appearance and 
proves intelligent and imagirutive. He appears 
well-irfbrmed and displays a positive attitude. 
He approaches a given fmblem with optimism 
end determination. He readily mixes with 
strangers and makes a strong and fimourable 
impact on them with his pleasing manners. He { 
is keen to help others and seeks out new 
op^unities on his awn fnifiefftw. He has a 
flair for adventure and accepts reasonable risks , 
with courage and fortitude. Above alt, he is gjod- 
oriented and enjoys the ability to adtieoe ruidts 
at a member if a team by eSBSdhie iffort and 
cooperation. 

Seornd Member : Me Kuitia, what do | 
you think of the increasing violence,! 
indisdpUne, strikes, hartals atm ogi^tions! 
infoeoountiy7MowdoyouaooDuntlmfham7 | 

Bhatia: After 50 years of Independence, I 
a social transformation is sweeping Ihei 
country and the masses are becoming] 
increasingly conscious of their rights. The | 
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geamal^ihaimm hm mide the menae imUm the aupnme power 
of die heUoi fleeldee, more dun the masMt end file unaerprivOegM, 
it ie dw '^wted tnlereeta, the disgninHed pditkiam, and the mafia 
who aw apcattorinfr oiganlaii^ and feralM the agMatkina and 
vioienoe to serve their sectariah interesta. Ine Assam agitation, 
Pui^ab agtutkm, Gi^arat agitation, farmers' agitation and violence 
in die educational institutions are politically motivated and, in certain 
cases, du forein hands may also be involved. 

Second Medbcr: Can you suggest some aohitions to diis pmbiem 7 
■Wla: I feel, Sii; du political leaden must first realise the danger 

and shun the agitatkmal path. The elected Government must be 
given a dunce to complete its fuH term. Above all, aD ri^l^minded 
dtizens diould back the elected Government in its efforts to tackle 
such agitttireu with a firm hand. Education will hdp to curb violence 
and action. All the publicity nudia should be pressed into service 
to innue the youth with ideals of uitity, sacrifice and service. Of 
course, the anti-social elements should be sternly drelt wHh. Parents 
have a spedal lespoiuibility to dladpUne duir children and make 
them serve the nation. The teachen ruve also an important role to 
piev in containing thia menace. Awareneas, realisation of the danger 
and enlighteiunent—theae are du aiuweis to aolvc the problem. 

Cofimmtt! The amdidale reeeals a Ugh tenee of rteppnribility end 
is fuliy coHscima qf his social obligatbtna. ffe is smcere and earnest in his 
approach and examines the problem sjfstenulicaUg in depth. Hr feu (lie 
courage to express Ms. conviclian arithoul fear or fmour. In short, the 
candidate poises good ormmising and planning abUOg and can be 
relied upon to overcame pnmema and d^fkultks sucees^uUg. 

Third Member : There is a growing demand in die country, 
unfortunately supported by agitations violence, for more and 
more reservations. But some frel reservations should be done away 
widk Vfoat are your views on the siibject 7 

Busda : Sir, reservations, by duir very nature, are short-term 
remedies. They cannot be perpetuated and should never be allowed 
to become permanent. The Constitution, when it was framed, 
provided for reservations only for the Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes and that, too, just for ten years. But this is being 
extended indefinitely mafoly for the pditical expediency of capturing 
votes and winning elections. What is worse, the weapon of 
reservation has bem extended indiscriminately to cover various 
communities and castes in the guise of backward ctasaes. The aim 
Is not to uplift the downtrodden but to capture votes. Our goal is 
a casteless society, but the reservations provision perpetuates class 
and caste divisions. I tiierefore, feel that the reservation provision 
should be modified. It should not be caste-oriented, but mi^t based. 
The present reservations system has done more harm than good, 
and must be imaginatively modified to help the downtrodden and 
economically weaker sectiona. 

Comments; The candidate has taken a keen interest in the happerung^ 
which occur in various parts of the country. He has studied the (nues fit 
depthiAuuUysed and digested the impUcatUm and merits ef the conflicting 
moments and issues. He has the arpaeity to grasp the eKentiaU 0/ the 
probleni. Once again, he displays the courage and intellectual int^rity to 
speak out his mfiuf artd gfic vent to Ms honest views. 

Fourth Member; Why doee America think that it can force any 
country to toe its line 7 

Bhatia : Because, milltartiy, America is the only super power 
today There is no Soviet Union now and nations cannot turn to 
Rusaia to counter the American threat. Secondly America ia also 
the biggest ecoiunnic giant and could intervene economically with 
a telling effect. Even Qifoa and Russia want American economic 
assistance. Further America also wields considerable influence in 
the UN and. its agimdes. It evei bypaaaad the UN by deciding fo 
bombard Kosovo along with other NATD powers. In East Timor 
also, it Intervened effectively though Indirectly, through deployment 
of peace-keeping forces to protect the pro-independence East 
Timorese from tte brutalities of pro-Indone^ militia. Besides, it 
also dominates IMF and World Bank, the two funding agtndea at 
global level. Thus, America feels it can enforce its will on any nattoa 

Fmuflt Memba : Wasn't the American military adventure in 
Vietnw a great disaster 7 

Bhuia t Tou are right, Sr. But tiiia adventure took place durfiig 
the Q>ld Wir period. Afietnam could then get Soviet and Chinese 
aupport 

Fourth Member: Don't you titink tiiat the vast nuclear arsenal 
is the basic muse of Amerkan military auperiority 
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BhadA: Yes Sir, I agree with you. But the world opinion is against 
the use of nuclear weapqp, especially against civilian population. 
Ameiksa coiuioi Hope io get a«v<i/ witti aiiuUiet' iliiUbtiinio or Nagaaoku 

Commeutu : The candidate has an excellent grip over current 
intematuml events. He has studied the important issues in their full 
perspective. His approach is reaHstk. He is able to analyse the pros and 
cons in full depth and adduce logical reasons for his stand. He has succeedai 
In cunoincuig his listeners with his sincere altitude and pragmatism. 

Fifth Member : Mr. Bhatia, how would you explain National 
Democratic Alliance's debacle in 1999 Lok Sabha elections in Punjab 
and Uttar Pradesh and Assembly elections in Karnataka despite a 
comfortable majority on All-India level ? 

Bhatia : To my mind Sir, it was mainly the in-hghtmg at state 
level which led to NDA's debacle; thou^ other factois such as 
pour performance of state governments, dynastic hegemony (Punjab) 
had also adversial effect on the electoral fortunes of ruling parties. 
While in Purqab, the split in Akali ranks due to Tohra factor, led to 
the worst electoral reversal to the niling SAD-BJP combine which 
had virtually to lick dust with just 3 seats as against a clean sweep 
in 1998 elections, tlw inordinate delay in foiging an alliance with JD 
(U) m Karnataka due tu strong opposition by BJP state unit to such 
an arrangement as also the vertical split in ruling janta Dal, 
disillusioned the masses. Same is tme of Uttar Pradesh where a 
sulking CM with the looming threat of ouster and denial of tickets 
to his "men", reportedly canvassed only for his "candidates" 
ignoring other constituencies. 

Chairman : (Smiling) What happens if you are not selected for 
the IAS 7 

Bhatia : 1 will try again till I make it. 1 am absolutely confident 
that I wiU make it. Sir. 

Chairman 1 Young man, I do appreciate your determiitatioii and 
keenness. But you must realise that the selection to the IAS depends 
on the merit list. If there are candidates who score hig^r marks 
than you, one can't stop them. I was, therefore, interested to know 
your other pUm. 

Bhatia: My goal is to serve the country and, according to me, foe 
IAS is the best way to do so. The next best way is to join politics 
and get elected as foe Prime Mimster. i can try that 

Qiktman: VfeU, that is a good one I wish you good hick in all your 
ventures, Mr. Bhatia. Now foe interview is over Good day to you. 

Bhatia ; Thank you. Sirs and good day to you all. (He makes a 
smart exit). 

Summing up : This candidate is intelligent, imaginative, pleasant amt 
cheerful. He has a friendly disposition and proves to be. rnufy mixer. He 
possesses wide knowledge on national affairs too aiui makes sustained 
^rls to keep himself well informed. In the field cf organisation, he can 
determine the priorities with speed, use the available resources to the best 
advantage and produce results, lie is aUc to make up his mind readily and 
stand firm by his decisions. He enjoys good verbal fiicility and present his 
case with telling effict, and can curry his men with him. In dealing with 
others, he is flexible, adaptable and fully cooperative. He has a marked 
preference for outdoor life and adventure. He is eager to dwidder additional 
responsibilities and makes goad use of the apportunitws. With his keenness, 
urge, sincerity and high-level leadmhqi attributes, this candidate, udw 
radiates optimism and displays a positive bent ef mind will prove to be a 
d^mite asset to the organisation. Selected with high placement, ranking amt 
special recvmttundalions. □ 
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Latest In General Knowledge 
Abv, 

ITES : Information Technology Enabled 
Services 

The Information Technology Enabled 
Services is a business where companies in 
the manpower starved cemntries outsource 
their peripheral services to companies in the 
countries with rich manpower. This is 
beneficial for both the parties. While the 
manpower starved countries ran get their 
work done at the cost-effective chaiges, the 
countries rich in manpower can solve their 
unemployment problem at least partially, 
apart from generating revenue. ITKS has 
offered opportunities for the Indian 
entrepreneurs in areas such as building cyber 
shops' forms processing, abstract 
preparation, transcription, back office 
of>erations, cyber classrooms, content 
development, insurance claims pnKessing 
and customer relations management. 
According to the current estimates, though 
the IT^ is worth a whopping $500 billion 
n the world, India is airrently dealing with 

,ust a small fraction of this business worth 
Rs. 1,000 crore, and employing close to 
25,000 people. There is, however, a 
phenomenal growth in this sector and 
according to an estimate of the IT circles in 
the country, it could emerge into a Rs. 85,000 
crore business by the year 2008, employing 
10 to 15 lakh people. 

/Air Force Day : The 67th anniversaiy 
of the Air Force Day was celebrated on 
October 8, 1999. 

Gandhi Jayanti : Nation celebrated the 
130th birth anniversary of the Father of the 
Nation Mahatma Gandhi on October 2, 
1999. 

International Day of Older Persons : 
International Day of Older Persons was 
celebrated on October I, 1999. 

China's National Day : The 50th 
Anniver^ry of the founding of the People's 
Republic of China was celebrated on 
October 1, 1999. 

Wbrid Iburism Day : The World Tourism 
Day was celebrated on September 27,1999. 

dQd 
Chief Minister, Karnataka : Mr. S.M. 

Kriritna was sworn in as the Chief Minister 
of Karnataka on October 11, 1999. 

President, International THbunal of the 
UN Convmtion of Law of the Sea; Fomier 
Union Law Secretary, Dr. P.C. Rao, a sitting 

Judge of the International Tribunal of the 
UN Convention of Law of the Sea was 
elected the President of the tribunal on 
October 4,1999. The tribunal deals with the 
maritime and sea disputes. 

President, INS Mrs. Shobha 
Subramanyan, the Managing Director 
of the Anand Bazar Patrika Group of Pub- 
lications was elected President of the Indian 
Newspaper Society (INS) for 1999-2000 on 
September 20,1999 succeeding Mr. Mammen 
Mathew of Ma/ayafa Manorama. Mrs. 
Subramanyan is also the chajrperson of the 
United News of India (UNI). 

Senior Air Staff Officer : Air Marshal 
S.S. Hussain Naqvi, who had sought 
reinstatement after resigning as the Deputy 
Chief of Air Staff was appointed as the 
Senior Air Staff Officer (SASO) at the 
Training Command, Bangalore on 
September 16, 1999. 

The following six books have been short¬ 
listed for Booker Prize 1999 ; 

Disgrace ; The book is written by the 
South African writer, J.M. Coetzee, the 
winner of the Booker Prize for The Ufi ami 
Times of Michael K. (1983). fri Disgrace the 
author explores the complexities of the new 
South Africa and the dilemmas of 
accountability and lesponsiblity it is dealing 
with, through a seemingly simple yet 
unsettling allegorical tale. David Lurie, a 
profossor of English, had to leave Cape 
Town following a controversy over his 
relations with a student, which he declined 
to apologise for After he retreated to his 
daughter Lucy's farm in eastern Cape, 
Lurie's life was further devastated when the 
farm was aftacked and Lucy raped. 

Fasting, Feasting: The book is written 
by Mussoorie-bom writer Anita Desai. It 
deals with the consumption and deprivation 
in two drastically varying cultures. Uma, a 
bit dimwitted and extremely clumsy, causes 
terrible gridf to her patents, by failing to 
court a suitable or even unsuitable boy. 
The social and cultural lushness and life's 
ironies in India are contrasted in part 
two of the book, which concentrates on 
Uma's kid brother's student life in 
Massachusetts, US. 

Our Fathers : This book is written by 
Andrew OTlagan of Scotland. He is the 
youngest contender at ttie age of 31. The 
book is a sensitive portrayal of a Scottish 
childhood. The narrator, Jamesy Bawn, who 
is living in exile in En^nd, in called back 
to his dying grandfathn Hugh, living in his 
24-storey housing block is Glasgow. The 
narrator rebuilds an alliance with his 

I grandparents and in the process faces the 

Shobha Subrantangan 
I’resiilent INS 

compU*xi(i(><. of hi*, mlationship with his own 
father. ^ 

Tfir Map of lAtve: 'llie book is written by 
49-year-oid Egypt-born writer Ahdaf Soueif 
who is settled in England. Tlie book deals 
with the cross-cultural turn-of-the-century 
exchanges and Egyptian nationalism of the 
60s and 70s. 

Headlong: Phe bcxik is written by English 
writer Michael Frayn. An English Professiw 
of Philosophy and an art lover, chances upon 
what he bidieves is a I6lh century master¬ 
piece by Pieter Bruegel, the Eider. With this 
discovery, lie i.s olisessed and ho frenetically 
researchi-s the painter and makes elaborate 
plots to steal the treasure. In the pnxess, he 
jeopardises his marriage and his carefully- 
balanced existence. 

The Blackwalcr Lightship : This book is 
written by an Irish, Colin Toibin. The book 
is about Helen, a Dublin school teacher who 
is compelled to spend time with her mother 
Lily and her grandmother Dora, following 
the information that her brother Declan is 
dying of Aids. The author exfilores the 
troubled mlationship the females tope with 
as 'veil as the dilemmas thrown up by 
Declan's homosexuality. 

Law Commission: The Law Commission, 
headed by lustice Mr. B.P. jeevan Reddy, in 
its 170th report on reforming electoral laws 
has recommended among a number of 
measures, a fixed five-year term for the Lok 
Sabhd and the State Assemblies to ensure 
stability in the govemana* of the country It 
has suggeshn) the inclusion of a new rule 
1998A in the Rules of Procedure and 
Conduct of Business for Lok Sabha to 
achieve this aim. 
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Akask TMl'fired : 'I'h(> multi-target 
surface-to-air missile with a range uf 25 km, 
Akoi^i was siircossfiillv lest-lired fmm the 
Interim Test Range (ITR) at C!handipur-<m- 
Sea about 15 km from Italasore in Orissa 
hitting an unmanned airtTaft laksbifu on 
October 5, l*^. f-arlier, the missile was 
successfully lestlinM mi Si-ptember 30,1999 
when it hit NishaiU. an nninannod aircraft 
vehicle flown earlier liom the ITR with 
desired aciuracy 

Nhhmt Test-flown : The indigenously- 
built unmanned aircraft, Nisiwnt was 
successfully test-flown from the Interim Test 
Range at {.handipur-on-SM, about 15 km 
from Balasore, Orissa on S»-piember 29,1999. 
Developed by the IVIence Research and 
Development Organisation (DRPO), Nhhant 
was designed to undertake discrete aerial 
surveillance ot battlefields, ijicluding target 
acquisition. It was earlier test-flown on 
April 13, 1999 

Inflation ; The annual rale of inflation 
based on the wholi'sale price index (WPl), 
decliniHl by 0.14 percentage points to 1.88 
per wnt (provisional) for the week ended 
September 25, 1999 from the previous 
week's 2.0?. per cent (pnn'isional). The dmp 
was inainlv on account ol decline in prices 
of manufairtureif goods. 

Decline In Domestic Crude Oil 
Production; A-viiixfiiigtoa report published 
on September ?«, 1999, domestic crude oil 
production has regisien-d a negative growth 
of O.h per rt’i’J ihiriiig ihe fii-st four months of 
the current fiscal lompared to the 
corresponding period ol 1998, even as the 
initfnitofolher in,i|ori'ori*si>i.|orsn>SL during 
the period Crude oil oulpul stood at 1098 
million tonnes (ml) till |uly tins <’tMr against 
11.05 lilt during Ihe coniparohle period ot 
1998. 

STAR and 7.ee Telefilms Partnership 
Ends : The parfiieiship between News 
Corp'sSI'AR ii aiut/.is- lelelilms Lid (ZTl.) 
was imded on September 24, PW. S1AR 
TV and Zee telefilms in separate but 
simultani'ous announcements declared that 
Ihe STAR'S eiitirc .5ii per ivnt stake in the 
Hong Kong-registered broadcasting 
company Asia TiKla\ Ltd (ATI.) as well as 
the K) |MT ci«nt stake m Sitii 'able and PATt'O 
would be Iransferati to the /ce 'Telctilms 
Ltd. for a consideration ol S 29(>.51 million. 
According to the aga'ement, STAR TV 
would be paid hall Ihe consideration in cash 
while the other half would b»’ converted into 
equity in ZTl.. The transaction would be 
subject to the approval of ZTL and the 
regulatory authontiis like the RRI. 

Gold Deposit Scheme : The guidelines 
for launching the Cold Deposit Scheme in 
the country was cleared by the RBI on 
October 5,1’W. 'ITie schoiluled banks would 
accept gold deposits from individuals, 
companies, charitable and religious 
iastitutions only in scrap. Under the Gold 
Deposit Skrheme, the banks will either issue 
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a certificate or bond whi^'h will be 
transferable bv endorsement and delivery. 
Tlie sulisr.ribers of the scheme will be 
eniilliHl to interest payments. "Banks will 
be Inn* to fix their own interc-sl rates on the 
Cold Deposit Scheme", said the RBI. The 
maturity range of the scheme will be from 
three to seven years with an initial lock-in 
periixl to be sptvifu-d by each bank. The 
deposit will be repaid in the form of 
standard gold bar of 0 995 fineness or in 
rupees equivalent to the price of gold as on 
the date of maturity at the option of the 
depositors The scheme which was 
announced by the Finance Minister, 
Mr. Yashwanl Snha, in the I999-2(XM) Budget 
beiamo operational by a notification on 
September 15, luug. The RBI and the 
government have also given certain 
incentives to the hanks to make the scheme 

*M(ituriiy 
yearn.; 

-^Janica'to ftK fcx^-lti 
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operational. 
ICICI—First Indian Firm Enlisted on 

NYSE : The indiislrial Credit Investment 
Corj). of India (It:ic'!) on September 22,1999 
liccame the first Indian company to enlist 
on the New York StiH'k I'xchange (NYSE) 
with American Defiosiior)’ Receipts (ADRs)» 
at S9.8 per ADR or at a 6.5 per cent premium 
to the five-day average closing price of the 
IC'K.'I scrip 0.1 till- domestic market. The 
issue also attrarled a final demand book of 
?1 6 billion - .III t)\'i<rsubscription of around 
5()(l per i-enl 

ONGC Piiifii: According to Mr. B.C. Bora 
< 'htiirman and Managing Director of ONCC, 
September 21, 1999, the Oil and Natural 
( orporalion has registered the highest ever 
pnifil ol Ks. 2,754 rrore during 1998-99 and 
declansl a dividend of 55 per cent. The 
corporation pnxiuced 26.385 million metric 
tonnes of oil and sold 18.414 billion cubic 
metre of natural gas and achieved a gross 
revenue of Rs. 1.5,101 cmre during the year. 
Ihe total contribution to national and state 
exchequers by ONCC skiod at a whopping 
Ks. 6,511.5 ewre. 

Nobel Prize for Medicine : German cell 
and mnleciilar biologist Prof. Guenter Blbbel 
won the 1999 Nobel Prize for Medicine 
on October II, 1999 for his discovery 
that "proteins have intrinsic signals that 
govern their transport and localisation in 
the tell." 

Gisela Bonn Award : Hanna Paulmann, 
a prominent member of Gcrman-India 
Friendsliip Sixaety was presented the Gisela 
Bonn Award (Shittgart: October 8,1999) in 
recognition of his accomplishments ahd 

exemplary contribution in promoting Indian 
culture in Germany. Paulquuui is me diird 
recipient of the award instituted by the 
Indisn Council of Culturel RelalionB 0GCR) 
1999 in the memory of late journalist Gisela 
Bonn. 

Indira Gandhi Award for National 
Integration : The former Presides, 
Dc ^nicar Dayal Surma, was selected fyr 
Indira Gandhi Award for National 
Integration for the year 1998 on October 5, 
1999. The award carries a citation and a cash 
component of Rs. 1.51 lakh. 

Rajiv Gandhi Wildlife Coiuervation 
Awai^ : Me H.S. I’anwar, founder Field 
Director of Kanha National Park, was 
presented the first Rajiv Gandhi IMIdlife 
Conservation Award on October 4, 1999 
while in the institution section. Worldwide 
Fund for Nature, India was conferred Ihe 
award. The awards instituted by the 
Ministry and Environment and Forests, carry 
a trophy and a cash prize of Rs. 1 lakh. 

U Tlumt Peace Prize: The Prime Minister 
of Nepal, Mr. Krishna Prasad BhattaraL was 
awarded the U Thant Peace Prize' for 1999 
in recognition of his life-long commitment 
to peace and freedom. He was awarded Ihe 
prize by the head of the Sri Chinmoy Centre 
International in New York on October ,3, 
1999. 

B.M. Birla Award : Six scientists were 
selected for the B.M. Birla Award for Science 
for the year 1997 on September 22, 1999. 
Prof. T.N. Venkatrafnana of the Tata Institute 
of Fundamental Research (HFR) Mumbai 
bagged the award for his outstanding 
research in the area of Number Theory, 
specifically the theory of Algebraic Groups 
and Discontinuous Groups. Among the 
other recipients of the awani are Dr. Mohit 
Randcria also of TIITI, for his contributions 
in the area of condensed matter physics; 
Dr. Madan Rao, fellow in the Institute of 
Mathematical Sciences, Chennai, for his 
contribution in Statistical Mechanics and soft 
condensed matter Physics; Dr. Pratim 
Kumar Chettaraj, Profosror, Indian Institute 
of Technology, Kharagpur, for his 
contribution to the study of Chemical 
Reaction Dynamics using Quantum- 
Potential based approaches and 
Dr. Shantanu Bhattacharya, Associate 
Professor, Indian Institute of Science, 
Bangalore, for his work in Organic 
Chemistry; Dr. Anil Grover; Reader, Elelhi 
Univ«8ity (Biology), for his contribution to 
plant stress biology, biochemistry, molecular 
biology and biotechnology. 'The award, 
instituted by the B.M. Birla Science Centre, 
Hyderabad, carries a cash prize of Rs. 50,(X)0 
per subject 

World Food Prize : Dr. Walter 
Plowright of the United Kingdom was on 
September 22,1999 awarded the prestigious 
$250,000 VMorld Food Prize, 40 years after 
he developed a vaccine to rid tire world of 
rinderpest, one of the most lethal cattle 
diseases. 

Jesse Owens Global Award: Me Nelson 
Mandela, the former Pr^ident of South 
Africa, was presented the Jesse Oweru 
Global Award in Johannesburg on 
September 22, 1999 in recognition of his 
efforts to promote peace and reconciliation 
through sport. A hige gold and silver globe 
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depleting athletes fnHn the ancient Ckeek 
saupturea was given by International 
Amateur Athletic Association (lAAA). 

Jamnalal BajaJ International Award : 
Prof. Joseph Rotblat, a noted Britidi midear 
physicist was selected for the Jamnalal 
International Award on September 17,1999 
for promoting Gandhian values outside 
India. Among the other recipients of the 
amrds are Mr. Narayan Desai of 
Sampooma Kranti ^^dyaiayB, Surat, for his 
outstanding contribution in the field of 
constructive work; Dr. Ajoy Kumar Basu of 
Sodety for Rural Industrialisation, Ranchi, 
for the application of science and technology 
for the rural development while Ms. 
Saraswathi Cora of Atheist Centre, 
Vijayawada, was selected for Janakidevi 
Bajaj Award for the uplift and welfare of 
wcnnen and diildren. Each of foe awards 
carries a citation, a trophy and a cash prize 
of Rs. 2 lakh. 

Linda McCartney Memorial Award: The 
first-ever Linda McOrtney Memorial Award 
was presented to Actress Pamela Anderson 
Lee on September 18,1999 in recognition of 
her work including posing for a Times 
Square billboard, entitled "Give for the Cold 
Shoulder!", at the People for foe Ethical 
Treatment of Animals Party of the Century 
and Humanitarian Awards ceremony in Los 
Angeles. 

CSIR Technology Awards : The CSIR 
Technology Awards 1999 were presented to 
five laboratories at the 57th Foundation Day 
of the CSIR in New Delhi on September 26, 
1999. The carbon group of National Physical 
I.aboratory (NPL) bagged the award for the 
development of advanced carbon products 
having industrial, strategic and social 
importance. In the engineering technology, 
two teams—from the Central Road Research 
Institute (CRRI), Delhi and the Structural 
Engineering Research Centre (SERC), 
Chennai jointly won the award. (The CRRI 
has developed innovative ways to utilise fly- 
ash for the road and embankment 
construction while the SERC was awarded 
for the development of advanced 
ccimputational methodologies and 
mcidelling techniques, which are recognised 
nationally and internationally.) The award 
for the biology socnces and tedmology was 
bagged by a team from the Central Institute 
of Medicinal and Aromatic Plant, Lucknow 
for foe development of an early maturing 
variety of mint. In the chemical technology, 
a team of researchers from the Indian 
Institute of Petroleum, Dehradun and foe 
Engineers India Ltd, Delhi was awarded for 
developing propane deasphalting of 
petroleum residues which is teing us^ by 
several refineries. 

Shanti Swamp Bhalnagar Awards: Nine 
scientists were ^ected for Shanti Swamp 
Bhatnsgar Awards—the nation's highest 
award for Science by the Council of Scientific 
and Industrial Research. Mr. V. 
Sampathkumaran and Mr. Sunil Mukhi fiom 
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, 
MiRhbai were selected to share foe prize in 
physical sciences for foeir outstanding work 
on condensed matter physics and foe strii^ 
theory, respectively. 1^ Siddharfoa Roy of 
Bose Institute, Calcutta and Me V. Nagaraja 
from the Indian Institute of Science, 

Bangalore were chosen for foeir contribution 
in studying gene expression in different 
systems. Mr. Ganesh Prasad Pandey of 
National (^mical Laboratory, Pune and 
Mr. Deb ^ankar Ray, from Indian 
Association for foe Cultivation of Science 
(lACS), Calcutta w’ill share the award for 
their significant work in the organic 
synthesis and the spectroscopy respectively, 
in the field of chemical sciences while Mr. 
Narashimhan of foe IISC was selected for 
the award in engineering sciences for his 
outstanding contribution in the field of 
fracture mechanics. The Delhi-based 
scientist, Mr. Kajeeva l.axman Kurandikar 
from the Indian Statistical Institute was 
selected for the award in mathematuMl 
sciences for his work on the probability 
theory. Mr. Chintalagiri Mohan Rao of 
Hyderbad-based Centre for Cellular and 
Molecular Biology was sekvted for his work 
on cataract. No award was given for the 
earth sciences, liach award carries a citation, 
plaque and Rs. 1 lakh. 

CSIR Young Scientists Awards : Thn>e 
scientists including tw'o women won the 
CSIR Young Scientists Awards on September 
26, 1999. Ms. Suman Kumari Misra from 
the National Metallurgical Laboratory 
(NML) at Jam.shedpur and Ms. K. Yamuna 
Rani from the Indian Institute of Chemical 
Thchnology (IICT), Hyderabad, shared the 
award in the field of engineering scienctrs. 
Ms. Misra's work has technological 
significance with respect to advanced 
ceramics and applied device fabrication 
while Ms. Yamuna Rani has contributed (o 
control of chemical processes using self- 
tuning control and neutral-network based 
control. Mr. Aluk Dhawan from the 
Industrial Toxicology Research Centre 
(ITRC), Lucknow, was amferred the award 
in biological sciences. His work 
demonstrates that brain cells arc also 
involved in metabolism of drugs and 
xenobiotics. Each award carries a citation, a 
plaque and Rs. 25,00(1. 

Great Patriot of India Award ; 1'lie 
Election Commissioner, Mr. (i.V.Ci. 
Krishnamurthy, was on September 26, 1999 
presented the Great Patriot of India Award 
by the All India Conferena* of Intellectuals 
in recognitian of the distinguised scrvici's 
rendered by him to foe nation. 

Murll M. Chigani Award : Space 
Commission Chairman and Secretary, 
Department of Space, Dr. K. Kasturirangan 
was presented the first Murli M. Chigani 
Award for excellence in applied physics on 
September 24, 1999. Tire award was given 
in recognition of his outstanding and multi¬ 
faceted contribution to the Indian spate 
programme in the last 30 years that saw the 
country attaining tvorld class stature in 
sophisticated high technology area. 
Instituted recently by the Indian Physics 
Association (IPA) to be given biennially, the 
award carries a cash prize of Rs. 1 lakh, a 
citation and a gold medal. 

Lata Mangeshkar Award : Noted 
Playback Singer Asha Bhonsle was on 
September 28, 1999 selected fur Lata 
Mangeshkar Award for 1998-99. The award 
given by the Maharashtra Government 
carries Rs. 1 lakh in cash and a atation. 
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Nobel Prize for LiteraluK: The Germar 
novelist, Mr. Cuenter Grass won foe 199S 
Nobel Prize for Literature on September 30, 
1999 for his novel The Tin Drum. Th« 
Swedish Academy said in the citation foal 
it had awarded the prize to Mr. Grass 
"whose frolicsome black fables portray foe 
forgotten face of history... When Guentei 
Grass published The Tin Drum in 1959, il 
was as if German literature had been 
granted a new beginning after decades of 
linguistic and moral destruction". 

Ri^t Livelihood Award: The 1999 Right 
Livelihood Award, often called an 
•illernative NoIhiI Prize, was conferred on a 
Spaniard, a German and two oiganisations 
from Cuba and ('olombia. llie Swedish 
prize which carries 1.8 million Kronor 
($220300) was shared by foe Spanish larvyeg 
Mr. Juan Garces (fur his efforts to extradite 
the former Chilean President Mr. Auguato 
Pinochet to Spain from Ixmdon to face 
torture charges) and Dr. Hermann Scheer, 
founder of Eurosolar and a member of the 
German parliament, (for his worl^ -to 
promote solar energy worldwide ancThia 
exposure of political and institutional 
obstacles to the trend) while Grupo De 
Agriculture Oiganica of Cuba was awarded 
for development of organic agriculture on 
the communisl-mn island, which has helped 
f'uba in its effort!, to oveifome one of the 
ino.st .serious hxid rnscs in history, together 
with ProgAimme for Consolidation of the 
Amazon Region, Colombia for its 
contribution to help indigenous people 
sustain their culture and ronsiwe rainforests 
in a wa) which mntrasts with conventional 
development strategy. 

Dinosaur's Fossils Found : A four- 
mi-mber le.ini of geologists from Oil and 
Natural CJast orpor.ilioii (ONGC) has found 
dineiaiir bones .ind peliified in*e trunks 
(believed to lit* tlie si’iimd oldest fossils in 
India) in Kiitdi in the Slate ol C.ujarat whidt 
may b<’ over 178 million years old. The 
gcolugi.st-, Mr. K. Satnarayana, Mr. D.K. Das 
Gupta, Mr. Aluk Dave and Mr. K.K. Das 
who have publisliiHl their finding:, in the 
vientific journal Curreiil Unence, discovered 
the fossils during a 12-day field study (our 
at Kaur Bet in Kutch, close to the Indo- 
Pakistan border. 

India to Judge Commonwealth Vtfoten' 
Prize : The Commonwealth Writers' Prize, 
given by the Commonwealth Foundation, 
London, will be judged and awarded in 
India for the first time. Its award ceremony 
and the literary events will be held in Delhi 
fmn April 10 to 14 in 2(X)(>. For this an 
organising committee which has been 
formed to look after the preparation for foe 
ceremony will be chaired by writer-diplomat 
Mr. Pavan Wrma and includes Prof Alok 
Rai and Ms. Lima Iyengar among others. 
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Koyna Stage IV PrO)Cct : Hie first unit 

of 4 X 25)0 MW undrrgnuind power house 

of tlip I.iM’na State IV Pro|eet in IheSahyadri 

ranges in Wsstem Maharashtra was, on 
October 3, 1999 inaugurated by the 
Maharashtra Chief Minister, Mr. Narayan 
Rane that marked the near-completion 
of the project which was conceived 
in 1968. The Rs. 1,200-cn)re World Bank- 
aided project, said to be technologically 
the most advanced hydel project, is an 
engineering marvel constructed about 
1.2 km inside a mountain at Alore village in 
the Konkan region. The project is the 
first to have four units of 2% MW each, a 
capacity of generating 280 MW and even 
picking to 315 MW, a micro-processor-based 
protector system, the use of power cables 
of evacuation and has an insulated switch- 
gear protector. 

Kalga Nuclear Power Project : The 
indigenously-built second unit of the Kaiga 
Nuclear Power Project attained criticality at 
Kaiga (Karnataka) on September 24, 1999. 
The 220 MW second unit is expected to be 
synchioni.sed with the grid in about four 
weeks. 

Kaniminke Combined Cycle 
Power Project : According to a report 
published on September 22, 1999, the 
Central Electricity Authority (CEA) has 
given techno-economic approval to the 
Kaniminke Combined Cycle Power 
Project to be located on Bangalore-Mysore 
highway. Promoted by Peenya Power 
Company, the project, is estimated to cost 
R<i. 390 crore. 

Medicine for Arthritis : According 
to a report published on September 20, 
1999, the first medicine in the world made 
from wild ants to treat rheumatoid 
arthritis has been licensed by China's 
state drug administration. The medig||M 
developed by Dr. Wu Zhicheng at 
the jinling Geriatric Hospital in 
Nanjing, capital of east China's Jiangxu 
province is now under trial production 
at a local factory. 

Stunning Images from Chandra 
X-ray Observatory ; NASA announced 
on September 28, 1999 that a never- 
before-seen ring of X-rays has beer 
discovered .surrounding the heart 
of the massive crab Nebula in space. 
The ring was revealed by the two- 
month-old Chandra X-ray obscrv,atory 
The finding, combined with othei 
observations, may provide clues a; 
to how a powerful neutron star providci 
energy to the Nebula. The crab Nebula 
located about 6,000 light years from 
Earth in the constellation Taurus, is the 
remnant of a star that was >)bserved tc 
explode in AD 1054. L 

ALL INDIA INSTITUTE OF STUDIES 
29, Lazarus Church Road, R.A. Puram, Chennai > 28. 
INDIA. Ph : 044-4956833 Fax: 4933259/4952692 e-mail: alicas@hotmall.com 

AliCAS offers SIX MONTHS and ONE YEAR DIPLOMA COURSES by correspondence. (Distance 
Education Programme) Six months Diploma has 4 written papers and one year diploma has 8 

written papers (Two semesters - Each semester of 4 papers) 

One Year Diploma Courses 
❖ Business Management 

Busi.icss Administration 

❖ Marketing Managenicnt 

Total Quality Management & 

QS 9000/1SO 9000 

❖ Materials Management 

❖ Export & Import Management 

❖ Hotel/Hospitality Management 

❖ Catering Management 

^ Banking & Insuianre Management 

❖ Travel & Tourism Management 

Six Months Diploma Courses 

★ Personnel Management & ★ 
Industrial Relations 

W Labour Welfare & Labour Laws ★ 
•k Human Resources Development it 

it Financial Management it 

it Hotel Front Office Operation 

it Food & Beverage Management it 

★ Housekeeping/Accommodation ★ 
Uperation Management it 

it Food Production Management ★ 
★ Hospital Administration ★ 
★ Foreign Trade Managemait ★ 
★ Computers in Office Mgmt. 

Diploma m Networking & 

Internet Application 

Computer Application Mgmt. 

Business Organisation & Mgmt. 

Hire Purchase and Lea«ng 

Finance Management 

Teacher Training Education 

Educational Management 

International Safety Mgmt. 

International Busing Mgmt. 

Management Information System 

Management information 

Technology 

fToifl Fees : Rs. 900/- lot one year Diplomas - payable in two instalments (Rs. 1000 & 900). Rs. 1000/- for six months Diplomas. EnmlnatToB 
; Will be held at more man 60 centres all over India. Eligibility : 10th passed or above - Minimum Age : 16 years and above. 

For Appllcatloe and Praspectus: Send Rs. 15/- stamped envelope to the above Institute. 
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Expected Questions 

Objective General Knowledge 
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MadanLol 
Former Socratary, Staff SotocNon Commission, Govommont of Inda 

India, Indian National Movement, and so on. 
For the present issue, I have dratim up a test 

battery 40 questions on “Biological Sdences“. 
As an aid to proper and systematic preparation, 
the readers are advised to answer this test paper 
in one hour and then make a self-assessment 
if their performance toith rfermce to the answers 
printed at the end of this ^ure. The following 
grades will help the readers for self-assessment: 

(i) Less than 30 per cent score—Poor 
(ii) 31 to so per cent score—Fair 
(iU) 51 to 65 per cent score—Good 
(io) 66 to 80 per crwJ score—Very Qood 
(v) Above 80 per cent score—Excellent 
The aim cfthe readers should be to achieve a 

score cf not less than 60 per cent. 
In the next issue, a test battery of 

100 questions on “Economics—Theory And 
General" will be drawn. 

The paper on General KnaseU^ or General 
Awareness or General Studies pSiye a piMbd 
role in Bie competitive exandnations conducted 
by varuna boards for reeruitment to puUk 
cervices. As the ruukre are, no doubt, aware, 
this feature has very exteruive coverage ef 
subjects. It covers Everyday Sdenee. Hktory, 
Economies, Geography, MiBad Science, Civics, 
Life Sciences, Current National and 
Memational Affairs/Events, ConstUution if 

Biological Sciences 
Q. 1. Who, amongit the following, 

introduced the term Chromatin and 
deactlbed the splitting of chiomoaomea for 
the firat time? 

<A)W. Ftemmlng (B) CE McClung 
(C) T.H. Morgan (D) None of these 
Q. 2. Which of the following Vitamins 

promotes healthy functioning of eyes ? 
(A) Vitamin O (B) Viumin E 
(O Vitamin A (D) Vitamin K 
Q. 3. Who, amongst the following, 

described Out protoplasm is the physkal 
basis of life ? 

(A) PurUi^ (B) Leeuwenhoek 
(C) R. Virdiow (D) T.H. Huxley 
Q. 4. Which of the following is the latest 

advancement in Genetic Engineering 7 
(A) DNA synthesis (B) Gene splidng 
(C) Plasmid (D) None of these 
Q. S. High intake of which of the 

foUowii^ is regarded as the main cause of 
heart diseases 7 

(A) Cholesterol (B) Proteins 
(C) Staidi (D) Sugar 
Q. 6. The process by which sun rays 

get converted into diemical energy is called 
(A) Solar absorption (B) Bio<onveniion 
(C) Bio-synthesis (D) Solar radiation 
Q. 7. Which one of the following is 

hermaphrodite 7 
(A) Bedbug (B) Hookworm 
(C) Mosquito (D) Earthworm 
Q. A Thimgb which of die fbUoiving are 

heiediuiy duracters transmitted from one 
generation to another 7 

(A) Endophiamic reticulum 
(9) Chromoaomes 

(Q Mifochondria 
(D) None of these 
Q. 9. Which of the following is the largest 

part of die hurrun brain 7 
(A) Cerebellum (B) Cerdirum 
(Q Midbrain (Pj Medulla oblongata 
Q. 10. The word ecruystem was first 

coined by 
(A) A.G. Tansley (B) K. Misra 
(Q EP. Odum 
(D) Mfeaver and Clements 
Q. 11. Which cme of the following factors 

is Biotic 7 
(A) lbxture of soil 
(B) Carbrm dioxide content of the soil 
(C) Rainfall 
(P) Photoperiod 
Q. U. In an ecosystem, big fishes eat small 

Ashes which eat water-fleas supported by 
Phytoplankton. The water-fleas in this 
sydem are 

(A) Prirrury Consumers 
(B) Secondary Consumers 
(C) Producers 
(D) Decomposers 
Q. 13. In a polluted lake the index of 

pollution is 
(A)Fn^ Algae 
(Q Daphnia (D)Aqustk weeds 
Q. 14. The scientist who decoded the 

language of bees was 
(A) William Harvey (B) E Kock . 
(C)SynodgraBB (I^ Karl Vbn Friach 
Q. IS. The insects which arc higlUy 

deatructive to building and wooden 
structures am 

(^Weevils (B) Codcroadi and Ants 
(Q Com borer (C^ ‘AimHaa 

Q. 16. From which part of the plant is 
cotton Abre derived 7 

(A) Bark of stem (B) Phloem 
(C) Epidermal hair.<> of .seed (D) Xylem 
Q. 17. Some plants are carnivorous. 

Which of the following is of that type 7 
CA) Begonia (B) Pitcher plant 
(C) Sundew (D) Water lily 
Q. 18. Which of the following is correctly 

nutched 7 
(A) Apple—Drupe (B) Banana—Berry 
(C) Mango—Derry (D) Tomato—Pome 
Q. 19. Which of the following is an 

epiphytic plant ? 
(A) Bacteria (B) Mushroom 
(C) Mould (O) Orchid 
Q. 20. The name of the plant frinn which 

castor oil is obtained is 
(A) Brassica 
(B) Linumusitatissmum 
(C) Ridnus communis 
(D) Seasanum indicus 
Q. 21. Protein synthesis takes place in 
(A) Ribosomes (B) Plastids 
(Q Mitochondria (D) Lysosomes 
Q. 2Z Which of tiie following is the Erst 

phase of mitotic division 7 
(A) Anaphase Metaphase 
(Q Prophase (O) IblopWe 
Q. 23. Which of the following branches of 

science is concerned with the classification 
of organisms 7 

(A) Agronomy (B) Genealogy 
(C) I&toloKy (D) Ikxoiunny 
Q. 24. For ms studioi on hybridisation, 

Gr^or Mendel ipade use of 
(A)Cowpeas (B) Gardenpeas 
(C) Sweetpeas (D) VIAnged beans 
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Q. 25. In many plants the tap nsot becomes swollen and aaaiimea 
various fonns. Tm happens aue to 

(A) Deficiency of mhwral nutrients 
(B) Inadequate sunUght for photoaynthesis 
(Q The Stonge of food in the loot 
(D) A disease 
Q. 26. When the shape of the primary nxit in a plant becomes 

lUj^t spherical and tapers abni^y downward, it is tenned as 
Conical (B) Fusifbrm (Q Napiform (D) Tuberous 

Q. 27. Which of tte following kinds of cells in the human blood 
lave the longest life span 7 

(A) BasoplUl (B) Erythrocyte (C) Neutrophil (D) natelets 
Q. 28. The kind of cells in the human blood which perform the 

unction of tniuporters of gases is 
(A) Basophil (B) Eosinophil (C) Erythrocyte (D) Neutrophil 
Q. 29. Ine kind of cells in human blood called 'Lymphocyte' 

>erform the function of 
(A) Formation of antibodies 
(B) Libention of thromho-plastin which causes blood clotting 
(C) IVansportation of gases 
(D) No known functi«i te performed by these cells 
Q. 30. In which of the following human organs does fat consumed 

^ts broken down into fatty acids and glycerol ? 
(A) Duodenum (B) Oesophagus (C) Stomadi (D) Small intestine 
Q. 31. When the level of bile pigments increases in the plasma 

vhich of the following is/are stained yellow (called jaundice) 7 
(A) White of the eye only (B) Mucus membranes and skin 
(C) Both (A) and (B) abc^ (D) Ncme of these 
Q. 32. Metallic processes yield substarues which are harmful to 

he body. These are rendered harmless in the 
1 A) Small intestine (B) Liver (Q Pancreas (D) Stomach 
Q. 33. Histiocytes and lymphocytes perform which of the 

ollowing functions in the body 7 
(A) Constrict or dilate the walls of bIcKrd vessels and prevent 

coagulation of blcxxl respectively 
(It) Synthesise antibodies 
(C) Ingest cell debris, bacteria and foreign matter 
(D) Pi^uce flbres and matrix respectively 
Q. 34. The number of iruijor groups of ^ithelia is 
(A)lWo (B) Three (C) Fdtir P)Five 
Q. 35. Of how many distinct layers of epithelial cells is epidermis 

nade up of 7 
(A) 2 (B) 3 (C) 4 (D) 5 
Q. 36. The lowermost layer of epithelial cells of the epidermis is 

'ailed 
(A),Comeum (B) Granulosum (C) Lucidum (D) Malpighian 
Q. 37. The dermis has skin pigment cells called 
(A) Dendrites (B) Erythrocytes (Q Melanocytes (I^ Mbrweytes 
Q. 38. The skin has various types of epidermal and dermal 

filbdificatiotu, in difierent vertebrates. In this regard, which of the 
ollowing statements in not correct 7 

(A) Birds have feathers 
(B) The skin of reptiles and fishes is tudeed but is kept moist with 

mucus secretion 
(C) Nrib, hooves, andeis, horns, daws ate examples of skin derivales 
(D) Mamttuils have hair 
Q. 39. The epidermis is made up of four distinct layers of epifoelial 

ells. From the innermost to the outermost position, the correct 
uence of these layers is 
A) Malpighiani, Granulosum, Lucidum, Comeum 

(B) Comeum, Granulosum, Lucidum, Malpi^tian 
(C) Granulosum, Lucidum, Malpighian, Comeum 
(D) Lucidum, Comeum, Malpighian, Granulosum 
Q. 40. The nerve endings in tlw skin carry the sensations of 
(A) Cold and heat only (B) Ibuch only 
(C) Pain and pressure only (D) All of theM 

ANSWERS 
^(A) 2.(0 3. (D) 4.(B) 5. (A) 6.(B) 
7.(D) 8.(B) 9. (B) 10. (A) 11. (B) «.(A) 

«. (C) 14. P) IS. (D) l«.(Q 17. (D) 18. (B) 
19. (D) 20. (C> 21. (A) 22.(0 23. p) 24. (B) 
2$. (C) 26.(0 27. (B) 26.(0 29. (A) 30. (D) 
31.(0 32.(3) 33. (C) 34. (A) 33. (C) 36. (D) 
37. (C) 38. (B) 39. (A) 40. (D) 

'.CMpermcM success keview, novembek isss 

POSTALCOACHINO admissions open 

BIOTEC H N O LOGY 
Mlcrobloloi^, Bio-chemlsri^, Genetics, Chemistry, Physics, 
Computer Science, Maths. Aiming for All India Biotechnology, 
ACBR, AIIMS, JIPMER, ICAR. IISC, IIT and other State and 
Central University entrances. 

All India Entrances including JNU Delhi, REC Trichy, Pune 
University, HCU. PCU, MNREC, REC Suratkal, Roorkee and 
other Major State & Central Universities. 

Computer Science, BIOTECHNOLOGY 
GATE, HCU. JNU, JNTU & Other All India Entrance Exams. 

Maths, Physics, Chemistry, Botony, Zoology. 

AU INDIA COMSINED BIOTECH - 99 RANK HOLDERS 
H.T. No. Nomo | H.1:No. Namo 

5253 S.Dhirendra Kumar ’ 8764 S. Madhumati 
2066 K.vydchi 9755 Kiranmayee.N 
2164 N.Jayanthi 5676 Manoj Kuttuir 
8514 V.V.S.Kavitha 2197 Antu Kanthi Dey 
2012 N.Chanakya 2382 B.Sirisha 

2191 K. Phancc,swar Rao 0013 Sameer. S, Phalke 
9345 M.V.Subba Reddy 0527 P. Srikanth 
8576 Suryamani Tripathi 2008 Y.Kripal 
5378 Anshu mittal 2121 R.Mukhopadyay 
4308 C. Sujata 2060 G.Loknath 

IIT, Bombay NCL Puna 
(Blotochnolofly) (ClMNilstry) 

H.T.No. Name Rank 4078 Y. Kripal 9th 
BT37S PriyaRanjan 9th 6062 R. Senthil Kumar llth. 
BTI62 ShilpaSinha 12th 4054 NishanthJain 26th 

lISc, Banflalorsi (Biological Seianeaa) 
Intarviaw call for IntogrsitsMl Ph.D 

H.T.NO. Name 
6127 Antu Kanti Dey 6144 Phaneeswar Rao 
3517 Krishn'i Chand 4144 Satisb Kumai 
6131 GowthamDas 
* U. Vasaota Kumar Selected in ICAR, AUoted to NDRI 
* Madhumati Sevana. 1st Rank in HCU, Biochemistry. 
* K.V^dchi, 1st Rank, in HCU, Plant Sciences. 
* 8th Rank Roorkee Univ. Chemistry - Priya Ranjan. 
* 3rd Rank. IIT Bombay, Chemistry, Priya Ranjan. 
* 1st Rank in Roorkee, MCA Entrance. G. Subrahmanyam. 

For details of results and free prospectus write to 

ERUDITES" 
Diisukhnagar, Hyderabad • 500 060. Ph : 4160964 
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And Now 
^ Super Brain Awards 
^ Super Personality Awards 

It was indeed a mindbtowing extravaganza that saw the rallying point of India's brains and beauties at the CSR Awards '99 
ceremony at the Convention Hall of the Ashok Hotel In New ttelhl on the glittering evening of February 14, 1999. 

It goes to the credit of CSR to have assembled under one aegis a rich mosaic of India’s beauties and brains, a feat never before 
accomplished by any other organisation, government, private or voluntary. 

While Nobel Laureate and Bharat Ratna, Prof. Amartya San won the prestigious CSR Man of the Year Award, eminent 
journalists, educationists and, intellectuals Mr. Justice P.B. Sawant, Chalmnan, Press Council of India, Prof. V.R. Mehta, Vioe- 
Chancallor, University of Delhi, Prof. P.K. Dave, Director Ail India Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi, Mr. VIrender Mohan, 
EdItor-in-Chiel, United News of India and Mr. Joginder Singh, former CBI Director bagged the Super Brain of India Awards. Besides 
Film. TV, and stage personalities Kumar Sanu, Mamta Kulkami, Varsha Usgaonkar, Satish Kaushik, Anand Raj Anand, Penaz 
Masani, Bhupinder Chawla 'Bhupl', Bali Brahmabhatt, Divya Chauhan, Sapna Awasthi, Reju Manwani end Vikas Bhalla, the 
celebrities from the world of entertainment walked off with the Super Personality of India Awards. 

For CSR the evening of February 14, 1999 was also a fascinating rendezvous with the future of India—the youth fired with a 
mission to change the course of events for the better. While Ms. AbhIjita Kulshrestha and Mr. Amav Medhi wrested the Super Brain 
Youth Awards, Ms. Purva Merchant and Mr. Iqbal Wani bagged the Super Personality Youth Awards. 

The Super Brain Super Personality Contest 2000, open to alt citizens of India In the age group of 20 • 27 as on June 1, 1999, 
will be conducted in two stages. As part of Stage I, there will be a Super Brain Essay Contest every momh. Four new topics for 
ttie Essay Contest will be announced. The candidates will write an essay on any one of the following topics. 

SIXTH SUPER BRAIN ESSAY CONTEST 2000 

Topics : (I) What Wo Have Not Learnt Since Independence 
(II) Need For Transparency In Public Administration 
(III) The Sooner We Get Rid Of Public Sector, The Better It Is 

For Indian Economy 
(Iv)Tlim Is Money 

First Prize Intellectual Trophy of the Month (Three Daye/Two Nights 
Stay In Museoorle—Re. 6000 Hotel vouchers). Books 
worth Re. 750 and a CertHleats 

Consolation 
Prizes* (Eight) Books worth Re. 300 each and a Certificate 

1 Finalists (Twaiva): A Fully Paid 4 Daya-S NIghto trip to Dalhl. | 

As suggested by most of you, there will bo four First Prize Winners every month. In other words, four essays on four different 
topics will be chosen for the Four First Prizes. In each contest will thus emerge four Intellectuals. All the four first prize winning 
essays will be published in CSR. The duration of the Contest will be six months. 

At the conclusion of the e-month Essay Contest, ail the 24 prize winners wilt be sent a General Knowledge Paper (Descrip^e 
Type) as the second part of the Stage I of the Contest. On the basis of the evaluation of the answrers of the General Krtowledge 
Paper, there would be a final selection of 12 contestants out of the 24. 

As part of the Stage 11 of the Contest, all the 12 finalists will be invited to participate in the Super Brain Youth Contest 2000, to 
be held in New Delhi in February/March, 2000. The second stage of the Contest will comprise the following three phases: (i) A Short 
Essay Writing contest on a given topic. (Maximum marks 100); (il) Personality Assessment, Group Discussion, Intei^risw, etc. 
(Maximum marks 100); and (iii) General Knowledge round. (Maximum marks 100). 

The Gnneral Knowledge and Extempore Speech rounds will take place before a large gathering of Invited guests. 
On the basis of the perfonnance of the second stage of the Contest, the panel of judges will select Super Brain 2000. *Two 

Runners-up (I and II) will also be sefaited. 
Winners of Super Brain Youth Awards will get many other prizes in addition to a Return Ticket to LONDON, Super Brain Trophy 

and a Gold Medal. There wili be a lot of other prizes and surprises for winners. 
THERE IS NO ENTRY FEE. Entries for Essays should not exceed 2000 words and should be typed double-spaced on one aide 

of the paper atKl must be accompanied by latest (1) passport size (bust) and (2) full-length black and white photographs. Photographs 
should be taken In formal drsaa, Le., men wearing a auiVshIrt with tie and woman wearing a blouse and aarae/top md sklrtf 
salwar kamesz as if appearing for an IntarvlowfParsonallty Teat Name, address and telephone number (along with STD Code) 
of the contributor along with biodata must be written on the first page of the entry and only name on the back of the photograph. Do 
not write anything, or sign or affix rubber stamp on die front of the photograph. Mutilated or old photographs will not be aooapted. 
Handwritten entriea or entries without photographs and incomplM biodata will not be eonaWerod. Alt entrias received wili'be 
the exclusive property of Compattt/on Success Review. Only original essays will be considered. The contrttxjtor wW be solely 
responsible for any violation of the Copyright Act where die material submitted for the Contrat is not original. Editor's dedalon wM 
be final and binding. Prizes can be substituted. No correspondence will be entertained in this regard. Entrias should be 
maiked "CSR Super Brain Contest 6” and addressed to Competition Review Pvt Ltd., 604 Prabhat Kiran, Rs^endm Place, 
New Delhi-110 008. Last date tor receiving the entries tor the Sixth Super Brain Easay Contest 2000 Is November 30, 1900. 
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ITUC School of Management 
A Constituant of Icfaian Foundation 

(Sponsored by icfaian Transworld University Center) 

Admission Notice 

Full-Time Management Programs 

Classes at Hyderabad from June, 2000 

IIh' 

MBA 
l’rot;i ;iiii 

MCA-MBA 
Joiiil INo^inin 

IV Botch 
2 years: 2000*2002 

III Botch 
3 years: 2000-2003 

CFA-MBA 
Joint I’rn^nini 

riu' 

CFA-MCA 
Joint IVo^ji.im 

II Batch 
3 years : 2000-2003 

Now Batch 
3 years : 2000-2003 

Eligibility Criteria 

MBA : Post Graduates or Graduates with 10f2-«4 years of 

study (like BE, BArch, etc.) or 
Graduates with 10+2+3 years + 1 year diploma. 

MCA-MBA / CFA-MBA / CFA-MCA: 

Graduates (any discipline) with 50% and above. 

CM abo. apply. 

Admission Process 
GMAT Scores are accepted. 

(Transworld University Code ; 4238) 

ISM Admisiion Tea will be held on January If, 2000 at 30 

ernrm. Interviews will be held in February, 2000 at Hyderabad, 

Last date for filing application form ; January 1, 2000. 

* -Highlights j-> 

• Case Studies on Indian & Fortune SOO Companies « Excellent Computer Lab & Library 

♦ Mentor-Student Program ♦ BIkancial Aid and Merit Scholarships 

• 'Summer Internships/Practice School + Personality Development Workshops 

100% PtecemcDt achicyed for the MBA Clan of 1990 in reputed companies like TCS, WIPRO, VoHas, VisualSoft etc. 

For Combined Prospcctua and Apfrikation Form (including Teat Fee). 

wnd Ra.450 by DD favoring 'ISM A/c iCFAI', to ; 

The Admissions Officer (FTP), ITUC School of Mana^ment 

#11. Dwarakapuri Colony, Punjagutta, Hyderabad 500 082. Ph.: 040-33S-7961, 2277. 
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Celebrating 

Lakh ReaderMhlp 
Thanks to you, dear readers, the readership of CompeHHon Succns Rwiawaxd 
General Knowlec^a Today69.64 lakh as per the btest NoHonal Readership 

Survey, 1999. The readership of CompeHHon Success /bM^is 35.36 lakh 
and the readership of General Kno^t^dge Today \s 34.28 lakh. 

Both of these are the largest read youth magazines in the c6&ntry. 

To celebrate this grand occasion and share our joy v^th our everaxpanding 
CSl^Family, vre ore glad to reduce the price of your favourite magazine 

CompeHHon Success Rwiew from Rs. 21 to Rt. 20. 

competition 
success 
Hew hr Rs. RO eefy 

CSKNtmitr'mv^ 



Qiwsrions And Answers From j 
The BBC World TV Quiz Gome 

CompatUion Suecass Raviaw has baan sarialising salaclad quasHons from fha 
BBC book: Tha Complafa Masfamind Now wa ara proud of sarialising 

anodmr book—SBC Maslamind India, aditad and compHad by India's aca 
quiz mastar Siddhartha Basu. CSR hopas that its raadars bom all ovar India 

ariHBnd tha sarias usafulnrri only in vrwious compatih'va axaminations but also 
in widaning tha horizons of thair awaranass about India and Bta world. 

1. Which Indian king did the 
ancient Greeks refer to as 
Sandrocottus ? 

2. In Hindu mythology, who is also 
called Halayudha, from the 
plough which he wielded as a 
weapon 7 

3. Which modem dty was founded 
by the generals of Emperor 
Akbar as the Mughal capital of 
die Bengal province in 1608 7 

4. Which Indian litterateur was 

conferred the title of honorary 
Commander of the British 
Empire in 1992 7 

5. Which Kushan king presided 
over the fourth Buddhist Council, 
held in Kashmir, where it split 
into the Mahayana and Hinayana 
sects 7 

6. According to Hindu myth, who 

was the Erst man to die ? 

7. By what name was Abhas Kumar 

Ganguly known in die world of 
Indian cinema 7 

8. Whididementdiscoveredinl950, 
is named after a university town 
in California where it was 
discovered 7 

9. What name is given to a 
professional who analyses 
election trends and predicts 
results 7 

10. What is the name of the Indian 
Navy's fbpst indigenous hnissile 
boat 7 

11. From die abbreviation of which 
term did the vehicle name 'Jeep' 
come about 7 

12. In Indian musical terminology, 
what is the feminine of Raga 7 

13. Which dty in Pakistan was called 
Lyallpur until 1979 7 

14. What name was given to the 
fust series of satellites launched 
in 1957 by the erstwhile Soviet 
Union 7 

15. What wartime phrase for a 
subversive operation, was 
pojiularised by General Emilio 
Mola during the Spanish Civil 
War in 1937 7 

16. in whidi Indian State would you 
come across tribes called LAas, 
Zeliangs, Kukis and Angamas 7 

17. The people of which country are 
known as Magyars 7 

18. In 1875, which revivalist body 
was founded by Swami 
Dayanand Saraswati, at Rajghat 
in Saurashtra 7 

19. Gandhiji's Satyagraha Ashram 
in Gujarat is situated on the 
banks of which river 7 

20. In 1957, which Indian Elm was 
nominated for an Oscar as the 
best Foreign Language Elm 7 

ANSWERS 
vtptiamm oz 

BBUUKJBS '61 

(mittS '8t 
XiaSimH ZI 

puer»*»N •91 

wnmioDmJM ’SI 
)|ni|iuis M 

pBqB|M]td tl 
lujSea n 

Modmi iwauao ll 

UnifqiA -01 
IsiSoioqdacia 

(Xaiasiiag jaijc) iun!i»(J3a ‘g 
iBUtn)! uot]8|)| 'Z 

«u»«A 9 
GSmSIUBX 'S 

pniipnwiD 3 periN ‘9 
«»ea ■£ 

BunsiBiBB "Z 

bZjhbw BidnSupuBiQ t 
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For Sure & 
Certain Success, 

Read 

Available at all leading Bookshops 

throughout India 

Or 

Send Rs. ISO (including postage, packing & 

forwarding) by Money Order mentioning your 

requirement on the M. O. Coupon to: 

SUDHA 

SUDHA PUBUUHONS |l>| LTD. 
B-5, Prabhat Kiran, Rajendra Place, 

New Delhi-110008 
Phones : 5712898, 5718495, 
5761086 Fax : 011-5754647 

RRB Examination forTfalfic 
Appicnticea/App. Elect 
Signal Maintainor Gr. 11/ 
App. Section Engineer 
(Elec)/App. Supeiviior 

(P. Way) and other 
categoriea 

RRB, Mumbai 
(Last Date: October 29,1999) 

RRB Examinations for 
Section Engineer (Bridge)/ 

)E (Signal) 
RRB, Muzaffatfmr 

(Exam Date; October 30, 2999) 

Recruitment of Clerks 
Grade lI/Coin>Note 
Examiners Gfhde II 

Reserve Bank of India: New 
Delhi, Hyderabad, Patna, 

Ahmedabad, Jammu, Kanpur, 
Guwahati, 

Thiruvananthapuram 
(Exam Date: November 14,1999) 

Recruitment Exam for Bank 
Clerks, Stenographers and 

Typists 
BSRB, Chandigarh 

(Exam Date: November 21,1999) 

Common Admission Test 
(CAT). 

For Admission to IIMs 
Ahmedabad, Bangalore, 

Calcutta, Indore, Kozhikode, 
Lucknow 

(Exam bate; December 12,1999) 

Refitment Sxent ipr 
aerlM, 

l^pisls and Stenographers 
BSRB (Central Grvuph^ 

Lueknew ^ 
(Exom Dels: OsoHfifcsr 2% 1999) 

University of Rooiltee 
Entrance Exam, for 

Admlsshm to B.E/B.Aidt 
(Quid. Exam. sDeeeadmiR ISM 

Joint Entrance Exam*2000 
for Admission to 

Undergraduate Courses at 
ln£an Institutea of 

Technology: 
Chennai, Delhi, Guwahad, 

Kanpur, Khara^ur, 
Mumbai, IT BHU, Varanasi 

and ISM, Dhanbad 
(Screening Test ;Januartf 2, 2M9 

Recruitment Exam for 
Clerks and Typists (Hindi, 

English, Bilingual) i 
BSRB, Delhi 

(Exam Date: January l€k tom 

Asstt/CFO/CBl/Cusloma/ 
CEExam 

By Staff Selection 
ComtnissioH 

(Last Date; November 12,1999) 
(Bohm Date: January21,2000\ 

Bank Probationary Officers' 
Examination tot 

Indian Overseas Bank 
BSRB, Chennai 

(Last Date: November 12,1999) 
(Beam Date: January 3A 2000) 

Wc aro glad to announce 
a unique Memory Retention 
Contest (or the candidates 
appearing for the following 
examinations: 

(1) RRB Examinations for 
Section Engineer (Bridge>/)E 
(Signal) Conducted by RRB, 
Miizat'farpur on October30,1999. 

(2) Recruitment of Clerks 
Grade Il/Coin-Note Examiners 
Grade II, Conducted by Reserve 
Bank of India, New Delhi on 
Noii'inber 14,1999 

(.1) Recruitment Exam for 
Bank Clerks, Stenographers and 
Typists Conducted by BSRB, 
Chandig.irh on November 21, 
1999 

The three candidates, who 
collect the maximum number of 
questions asked and send tiie 
same to us, will be awarded First, 
Second and Third Prizes of 
Rs 1000, Rs. 500 and Rs. 250 
respectively. Ten Consolation 
Prizes (Bool» worth Rs. 100 each) 
will also be awarded. 

Each of the above examinotiioiu! 
will count separately for the 
purpose of Bic awasd 

Decision of the Editorial Bmid 
will be final. Entries should 
be addressed to the Editor, 
Competition Review Prfiate 
Limited, 604 Prabhat 
Kiran, Rajendra Place, New 
Oeihi-110008. Lost dale for receipt' 
of entries is December 3999, 
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iucf lONS^W 
Wha»AraWiH«adhigFor? 

.'Jr'***' CURRENT ESSAYS 
* kVSuk^ fcptoOfWwYtof 

12 isiuM K lU. 20 > Ri. 240 

TEST OF 
REASONING 
map j.cMtia * i 

12 liiutt X lU.IOaRs. 120 

|CD~ 0] I 
■0 i |q''q! 

HN^TETSwdm _ **] 

2 Boob xRt.iM> Ki. 120 

Comperirien Review Pvt. Ltd. 
604 S 11 Prabhot Kiran, Rojandro Ploca, N«w D«lhi*11OO08 

)iPleose write neatly your Name, Address, State and Pin Code in CAPITAL letters on M.O. coupon in the sp-)T.-: for 
communication in case of M.O. ond on the accompanying letter to be sent by Registered Post in case of 
Bank Draft/Cheque (Payable at New Delhi only). Please aad Rs. 15 for Postoge, Pocking and Forwarding. 

Hunyl Offer Volid Till November 15, 1999 Only 

INDIA'S LARGEST SELLING YOUTH MAGAZINE 

You will be happy to learn that if you subscribe to Competition Success /leview for One Year by paying Rs. 2^0 only 

(12 issues O Rs. 20 per issue), you get General Knowledge Today worth Rs. 120 (12 Jssues 9 Rs. 10 por issue) 

and two extremely useful boob ‘Test Of Reasoning 1 & Test Of Reasoning 2" by Philip J. Carter and Ken A RussH! 

(2 Boob O Rs. 60 per book), published specially for CSR subscribers at a subsidized price (originally published 

London for £ 4.99) FREE. Thus by paying Rs. 240 only, you get magazines and boob worth Rs. 480. 

In other words, 1 2 issues of Competitidh 
Success Review worth Rs. 240 will be 
delivered at your home virtually FREE 



EMPI Group of Institutions_ ..a unique set-up 
EMPI was founded in 1995 with the vision to groom dynamic entrepreneurs 

through management education programmes. The name Rntrcpreiwurship A 
Management Processes international sigiylfies the changing emphasis In 
intemaltonal management thought to purposes and processes as also ^ fading 
distinction between entrepreneurship and management, with the need today 
fbr an entrepreneurial manager. 

At EMPI the driving force compriiies of illustrious business and industry 
leaders with Mr Ajit N Haksar. Chairman, Emeritus ITC Ltd. as the Patron 
Chairman, Ms lara Sinha, CEO. lara Sinha & Associates as the Advisor. 
Institute of AdCoM. Mr Gumam Saran, fonner Executive Director, OilFI. 
as the President. Dr V. 11. (Manek) Kirpalani, Professor Emeritus, Concordia 
University, Canada and Visiting Distinguished Professor, Helsinki School 
of Economics and Business Administration, Finland as the Deaii-lntemationa) 
ind Dr. V. A Eshwar, former Professor IIT as the Director At E^MPJ the 
mission is ’capability building’ via integrating internship, action research 
projects and consultancy assignments as the key elements of the curriculum, 
fhe USPs of EMPI arc its linkages with ouutanding educational institutions 
in India and abroad, partnership with Small and Medium Enterprises, a 
management faculty of international standing, a set of distinguished end 
uninent speakers who constantly interact with the budding EMPIans and a 
jnique Personality Assessment Centre, Enhancement and llpgradadon 
l^ocesses (PACI;-UP) Programme 

The current programmes being olfeied in EMPI ore 

)-yr. Graduate Studies in Entrepreneurial 
Vfanagement; GSEM + BBA / BCA (for 10 + 2) 

Developed in 1994, the course design and assemblage of courses to 
oinstiti’ie EMPI's Graduate Studies Diploma Programme, was done with a 
l^pronged focus i.e. (1) 'international parity’ (2) getting an Indian degree 
vhich will provide hassle free option to join academics like lIMs, IAS etc. 
ind a likely-prolessional skill. (3) integrate a local degree which has better 
icc^tance both at global and national level and a specialisation to enable 
lirect entry into its programmes like HR, Marketing and Finance and t4) to 
mlatge and add-on to the strength of family business. Ihls has proved EMPI’s 
’ision right as: 

• EMPI’s S participants scored the top S ranks in the European 
Consortium Management School SAA. University ofl win, Ital). Manv 
others have joined foreign universities on the basis of credits obtained 
in EMPi's GSEM Programme which is accepted for tran.>rcr. 

• EMPI GSEM + BBA Graduates have been selected by IIMs 
• EMPI GSEM I BBA Graduates have been selected in jiihs by- 

companies like Tata Finance in fields of Finance, Marketing or IIR m 
competition with MBAs from other universities and IIMs Many have 
taken up enlargement of their family business and some others have 
launched thrir own business 

i*yr. Graduate Studies Hons, (with Specialisation) 
;S (Hons) + BBA / BCA (for 10^2) 

Based on American IndUstry-Academia pattern EMPI has designed a 4- 
r. Full Time Hons Diploma whereby one year equivalent time is spent on 
-nparting of skills in a career - dircciions like - 
• Advertising & Communication (GS-AdCoM) 
• International Busine.ss iGS-IBi 
• Computing & Information Systems (GS-iS) 
• Entrepreneurship Development (GS-ED) 
Purpose is to fill the gap in (he Indian educational system whereby theory 

nd practice remain miles apart and give the student - focussed skill so (hat 
e / she con take up a job with confidence and after a few years of working 
ursue his / her masters degree / diploma in Management, if he / she so 

esires. In efiect one is ready for career entry yet has a graduation degree 

2-yr. Full Time Post-Graduate Diploma in Business 
Management (PGDBM) (for Graduates ) 

7 he AlC IE approved EMPi Diploma ■ PGDBM has indeed emerged ava 

prestigious award The first semester of PGDBM is foundational, the secfl^d 
and third semesters ore functional and the fourth is integrative. Among the 

electives offered m PtiDBM arc M.o.rketing. HRM Finance, International 

Business Management SMI- Management and C ompulers & Information 
s'ysl!'>ns 1 (>('“■« plscf"<fiit ‘K last hatrli sliiJciib isnoiiip iriipanii-s lite 

lain. I’l-li.ti'-ct.-Ml-"’ !I-I|U 1 -'-OI-'. n-.' <'!l•■•.!, ' I .Tid tiil-|i:< '. 

the l■^tF‘l f.M,'!ltiv: ,-ii.iii 

moiilh-j! Pojst-CJr»iloate Diploma in GSttbiil 

Managcmonl fPf.'DGM), i.*iMMp;isino yf rtK'orv 

Supcrvi.'tcd Work Fsperitneo (fo Cmduait’s} 

kespt'iidine to libcrati-ea maikci needs i.MPi h.is lau>i,-lK.i .a nii-K 
iiiinpiclu-iisis'c I’lli-riTiH ii->! ■ ■ I'abiis -n il, P(' • .In! v . I-- iti-i, I'l' 
of MRM .’M.-trl '‘ting ' I ioa'.o . il v'v<,‘s r,lol'.-il l|;' vi - kci.";' 1 ii'an." 
Ki‘> I'.ati'fe- - I this i.' o'-. .i c -.n- Internali-i ' H -'; ■•. Si i-' . vt 

.'iiiji'oiiil •. sp .'I'l aln-l'-- 1'- " ii!. 1 • ■ ■ .. i ■ 
■iiipcrviM.m I he .\cadi-niii ic.ai/i tuv . »>■ j-'-.'.-i •-,\,I-i, m-' i-. 
!l ll.e (iliil'I Vlaiia-;., i N i /I 

flHiAj months ? >>vi f jm 

\«lvciHstng. ftif'’'•tli'.it 

fl’t.'D Vdf'oMl, of I kt-'ts y ' '-tjut» vi'’ '•! 
W'oik F.spcfiftur ( f'rr j 

I lie p.Mgi'ioinK aUeiiipl'. i! tuliih itie ir,.!'-1, i .;uiii-,i:i.'i'.' ‘ imoI "te 

'Ad'crtising.ai'dt V'lninimicmi'-r P'-ll- .si j’vjI' ■ n ivife.si'inal '.■.'■o i.s'-uii-ill) 
ciifitnrtii'ile in both business hoc'es am! - ifati'-:- ayi-n-.-ii" ■ if,'n;!i'*n It 
sviieii'ise' llifse oso classit.-illy distil- 1 areas o( .a.»i' iH Ir. addmon li die 

benefit ofendiTseinen! from Ci'iopanies like < nntract AdvertBing (In 
I.td., Enterprise Nwys and Genesis l-iliti Pi/iitiirtinri 'iri.‘ Ml n •’ o:; 

stinlcnl, as interns. r.MPI’s viisl o'lei'i.''--:!-'••'■tv.o'i i-•I'l'-a-x-i.i •, • s 
to dev'^li'p global vision thrttui’h 

• fiJvivicfd SuiJi Option 

Kent Instilnle «r.\rt K Design, ( K 

• !-Ml'ti‘i(ii I'rotfcts 

.bingapoie I’olytechnie. Miiigapcjrr 
• M uttiii’r ,i!tJProf>'y‘,ioiiit'\ 

< anada. t'S, Fintuiid. itiily it t r.anee, Singi-pit.-e * 
• Hi^avarch and f-.Df'x 

.Csian Media Information & Communication Ceiilre (.VMK ), 

Singapore & Commonwealth Rroadeasiinp kssiieiation (I'R Vj I iK 

EMPi's City Centre - Entreprrtieurship & 
Mana^rmenl Institute 

EMl’I leas alsi> s'pened a C M.s (. oiUrc lot ciibdiKing EMPI indu'.try 
inteiaaioiis this is vet ainithci pan of d.s diive to supp^iri industry hi 
cMei'dins! llv concept of. oii.iiU-iW v Ih'-i.uah ", -'o, i.'';.i*i.\ .'mivs" lo go-ips 

•if siniilai '••mi'll .ind .'.1': tiooi I .olci.Hi-.'s Ilk ['.".iiM-ls iri.aiiida-In ng. 
cU-tlronii's. s.iliwiirc ci. ii- sffeet I.MPI ■ i..iiiilntiiiv me | >im 
I'-commeridation'dcs'•!'’(>eil !'• i ^l'’l .iloog, wnh ' \l|)ii Deoi otSci.nie 

and 'l^■cllnol■ll;v, Ntmstrv o' i-n and i)lli.;r eooieoicii iireimisa' >)ij,s 

Hie Cci'irc is equipped with a ' .Hrars and Co'iiputer ( entre fd'’ng wilh 
r!icihiii*< lor holdinjT iii(. | v<.r!opr>',e;it Ptograiniiies lot all levels 

itfiniiii-iriale'opl 'vc's 'll" '. e:jii -mII ait.scvt<‘nd 'ilierI-MpI i-roenni'nes 
and also d.c M jd- is I -mveis-i, orouraiinies of w bich PMPI i.^ tl-e reei'pi 'sed 
Nodal t c'clr" lot fi<oniii!ir,i. these iirog.ramme.s tn Noiihent 'in!i.i 

For Details 
Contact: 

Residential Campus: 
EMPI Business School, CSKM Educational Compl'^v 

Satbari, Mehrauli, New Delhi - 110 030 

dty Centre: 
l-Ml'I Businoss Stl i»'i 

C - 153. Okhla. Phase I. New Delhi - 110 020 

■R Nmnitirr 1% 



Letters 
A CAREEK MOUI DFR 

' '1.1 <, l‘l ' • • ■ !• ■ '!> It I I )M 

In tht' luilitt' AiinutuHli‘3tiM* 

nil lhi> basis (i| ilif iiiiiiti||i;J i-(*siill 

of Ihi* Civil r-.v.iii’inalioii ii’lpiisisl 
|v, thf t''S( tti' 'I i"'i') .viy rani. 

Ill lh(’ I'V 111 !' I I !''i' ■ ' v !'■ I l'ic.< 

■'I Ml !i.< I i 

I r. > I • ■ ,:i -.1 I ’lib ill*- 

< ••ini'.ii!'.-' ■i:n -■ ,< . 'Ill' l.i'.i I' 

)C.lr>. My voi Mbiip i"itli lliis inaR.r/iiie is 

(•.•Mi'll t! in ii'v iivi- }• .i'i;-!".ition in ihi 

. ii'.i- . ' I )i.i.-i .iii'i s, ni/Mi 

•>r).’iini*s(« I'l. I .s ...I- Ir. . >■!< liml I 
li.ivi' I'll-.', il'li-' In '-lii|'>' .111*1 ri'liiu' !iiv 
thmifilu- ai"1 pspt- ..i-i;; 

1 V'lsj • • 1 itll : h 'I'x'. • l l|s lilll'll 

mission .'1 jlll 1 ;»h.. ' Mtl*' I'll ml*. In 

(i-.inp>-t' II. I . I «| . . »U \t; 

1 ■lll|■.■• *.. * ' • ■ 1 ' I'l.It’ h l'.;«'t'*'i ►» 

A M.' \i if NANI ' sirit, IIBOl'R 
■\ 1-! cl* *t » •! :■1 '' ,1 1 ! Ill' 

.j I'l ii.l 4 ; 1.4 j1 .t 1- t ' 1 • i -’t ' iiV 

l'|i' 1 ■'.'.it. 1* t'OIll \ (.1 ni'r.il 

k.ii • le. •ir. 1 !’• '• '* I 'l » ro 1.. It', r.i III” IS (it 

llu- . 1 1 '» • .1* .-l.l.t Cl Ipl'l)' III '' posing 

the 11'".' i.i.'f- • HI' r,~y , 1 /•* o' 1 V '•iuhl'i'iir. 

f .1* I' lii* il:, >: s, * •{ -• , 1 -iig Slid 

il • \ - 11 ■ -fl. . -I n .1- . ' <>! *•. • '1 1’.'! on 

C|i..j i. ^ I\i* -M Ii.v ,lf *' ■.\ l>f'' 1' ii'dioging 

II. » •ti« ,* f ,* imi It’ *01 o lily 

"'i* r t'\ M . I , . Js e ,1c 1 '• I* "i e t 

for it*- ir 't.i:* 1 111 h.; Ih' ' il •- '.i -i-'i 

Rut Ilie ii •I'.lMlt' 1 )*• . • ''ii! i i).' I'llistan 
il.(. ;i I'm 1 i •.•i! ! ivi'.i! ‘.I'l '.'••iiird 
tr. 'l•■' its |oi J ijp'lf I-S! ti.i* ciioi'" Ki'-, nil' 

■in 'I'.'ii'' ‘ itll'i 1* » 1 li'.i'o its line ol 
11",, 1. i li.l\ •• • > .1 • •ii'i- '!•. i'ei(!l'i'<iiii 

.ii.ii '1 il ‘ '1' •*,' -ki-if.-.'i \'' lit'! be 
.1''l*il*l,_ '- t.*'rH 1* '■ 'ft|. Cl'.mi Mit'in 

tniH •t'l/"« f}';,tff.'»i'(rrypi- 

rOI’UI ATTON EXPLOSION 
I ’l" ..•I*'.' sITo* siip^iyslfl bv 

\.»ll .1. lyst l!' ,11) "! '.'.I'H.lh of O'T 
g.llln(..ng 1 *"pii’.i!'"ii 1*. t slc-'i'.Iiny, liM'itilies 

to |,ein'li '..’ho rei''..'iii ' ■eiel'.ile oi '‘tn k to 
oo" I lii'iil ■ mini II.' i '1' ■ li'lf f( y/i (l"|ili'er 
um Ii.,. v|. 1 .1'•.I'l.'ii liv giv mg 
t.lx ii>'.ii 1 !' .'111 il- .1.1 1-' 'I't i letise la. 

,111't a' .i li.'lh SO'..' .' • . 'Cl (I'l Ihe on!' 

1 hi I'l be .1 i."S S|'i'. • iljli' !*. .ii'iii rn iiiiii fri'o 

cdiii ilioii 11(1 111” I'o 0 ; ■,'.|.iii.ilo li'icl, |i.I 

rc**if*i' al II11 ' .'ll’ 1 or . ('i '1 Mi. s too, a Spi" ’1 
Pri'-il* gi'd < iiizeli' ..ll'ci hi .s'aied eiitiliii-).', 

Iree enit. •II -in, u ‘ 1 1 C * IlMT.I I'l'S tl 
■■|.ili!i!i'l'e- •!■ lice I’l..' !' ,' lit (I'ili' ’ i.y S 

SI.'.ilii't; j-’i i'li-iii*: I'M 11- I'* '■•'('I'lnji 1 

t'l •\.i vv.'i 'll. I li. ■ 'ill "';'i s 11. (.iniinii 
an.i ^iisiuini I.-. I Mill'll,ir am! i-isiiv.lu'Ti 

mates 

CW i* no doubt the most read 
comiieiiUvr iiiqulish Mtagaaitte. 1 ined to 
read it mudi befojre t »tartei< preparing 
fnr tlte Civil Seri'icra ciaminatlun' It 
definitety helped me to have a good 
graap of the paitem of eaamination as 
atao the tetl-tale experiences of the 
pieviotia toppma. Tiie informaHim it gave 
aboutoptionala-was reaHy helpful Cjidit 
goea to the c'.'iK tor pfortding nwterfai 
not only for campulsory anblecta 
(General Studimi and Esaayal but alao (or 
different opttonala. 

Ihroogh the columna of CSK, t wish 
all Ita rcadera aucces.s not only In 
roaipittllive examhiatlona but also 
throughout ilidr life 
Oei»r»d«i» Ufifiuti'r iitigh KrtWat, MS 

PnbftdifcJJ_ 

subjci-'l, I'f I'l’ii'si, In MMil Kill mil Ilf tlii'ir 
.intcr(''ii’iits Iriini v iiniy anf.ip. f-iirthlT 

snbu’i I to their i-oh'it.! .im! hi'.iltfi sm-h 

people may lie appnniii'*! ‘Ipeii.il Police 
Oflieers to keep liais'in be'ween polite and 

the puhlit. Tills winilil ee.'.iire .i jxiMlinii nf 

respect for them an*) wimii! other- to 

follow suit. 
. As rcfjirds penal at her. .■igaiii-it llu* pour 

' if.latiiig two child miiiTi, vo'ir siigj>esHi'iis 

are mallv innirn('iiil.il’l' b’li .is ngiiliv 
«aid. the voli* Kink p.'hlii *• i*. omM I s' .i 
sliiiiihlinv* hltsk fori\i"\ j-arl’i licv-iise nu 

I'.iciv ivi'iiM hki- 'll I* -e iis hai'k 
''i .1' /•','- fl . swj(h 

I !)f.'CAI !0\’ - I MC BES I 
C ON ( RAt 

VVi .11.- '’I'.' I'ih I " I -' I 'il'oo Indians', 

I Ocl.he •li"' ■-■.» 'iiuld rot 
er.idicale illi'er.ii 1 *-'"0 'tti-i C . I'ai's iit sell 

niU*. '..n k of pitlMical i lU and piiiieiti of 

funds are le.iin re.'si-Ms why Imlia i.s ha\ ing 

**2(1 milliun non-inatrlculateii. 'Teaching them | 
ivoiild need Rs. 7760 billion ns Ra. .^000 par 
Ntudeni per year is the state expenditure in 
tWomment schoola, 

Ihia work can be done free of coat at 
least in I lindi speaking areas by starting one 
.satellite i>diiration TV channel which can 
coyer all eurnrultiin up to class 11) in the 
best inissible way twice a y<*ar on a fixed 
time schesitile. Rv taking note of Kerala's 
experiment, one c<in safely say that literacy 
is the best contraceptive In chi'ck unbridled 
populaliiin growth. 

<MaiUtya I'rndi'sh) Dr. Alak Sliarma 

rSR SHOWS THE WAY 
I <im ('leased In intimate you that I have 

.11 liii’ved success in the Comhined Defence 
■^eix-ices l•'xarninatlOll, (Viober, !W8.1 have 

•ill* 11. learwi P.S.R. iniiTvicw .successfully and 
got sehxied in Officers Trnining Academy, 
i hennai My UPPC Roll No. is .Uthl. I must 
.i.ltiiil till" c redit for iiiy '.iiici'ss in the above 
<'x.iin g.v's, ti* a l.irge extent, to CSH family 
tor Itelpmg me in my prepar.itions 1 wish 
.ill the ii'.idi'fS Ihe very best m their 
en*1i*'ivonr lor ‘iicix'ss. 
Ath'ntthmi 1/HV Dhurtnraj Sfngh 

A MORAl.E BOOSTER 
1 I,ike this opporliiniiy to th.ink you for 

llie siipi’.irl piovulixf In me in the form of 
<\ii"r<i'hhiiii .Si/,.!’« Hi lint’ and General 
i'.iio.rl.’iiy 'fi'i/m; 1 I'eranii' a subscriber to 
llie.se mngar.int's m since f wanted to 
.ippear for niy fAS exam. I was also 
(ireparing lor my (.'Iiailered Aicountoncy 
c'x.ini Your ntaga/ine proved to Ire a morale 
hoosler .md despite some (M<rsonal problems 
1 was able to clear my exam, in 1997*98 
.11 an early age o' 32. 

Your columns, especially 'Trom Editor 
With C'lr-^ctings' instilled a lot of confidence 
in me. Though 1 have not appeared for my 
IAS exam yi't, I'm planning to do so in the 
next year. Today because of hard work and 
(iicifier planning, I'm financially well-off and 
even though I'm extremely bu.sy with my 
work and social functions, I still manage to 
take out time for reading I'SK and GKT. 
Remember "Will Power". 

I hope you will continue to provide the 
same (or iiiav Ih' bettor, ii pissible) services - 
in lulure too to alt the acpiranis to various 
competitive exaimii.'lions uu'liidiiig Civil 
Seivices I'm nmiuieiit that with the same 
tii'dication and guidance (ircivided by your 
twin magazines. I'll bi' al’le to make up to 
the IAS loo 
Mumbiii (Mahii>H>hliii) Cnlnh A. Singfi 

I'lln/'li' tHUi I'ntil'l'-'' './ I'.f SfOilli/)* '.'li. W; ‘1*1 
•■•title.' (-1/ I, 'li Hi i'f I > )" •! 

Klf.lthltt ('-If/,'. (.’. iVi*. 

Con.'/’etUioii S!/crc.ss Rei’iete m u w 

W....111 'i.r t'l it'll iiri'tiit’ i'l't. llil, 6lt4. Prahitai Kiran, Kajrndra Hacr, Nnn Delht-llO (X)8 
i;r.f r ” - ,.V,ii>i* I'fif - ‘i'’,'/,'-'".'•'7IW.''. .‘i76J»W*, Fiix 1 'ii ii CtTreiMT. 

>• •'•ni.'i'ev.i ” i■’■^ ■H(l:tri..V,w'timl■lm)l)')i. Tt^il• 2333990,2040987. 
iitlhhi niriifuzitiv yuHishcd froni Delhi '\ii lii'if'iiie.t are >ubiecl In Delhi juitfiliflhn tuily. 



ujftimN coftcHiNG FOR NDR/cos 
ALI TYPE S or INTCPVir WS & GD S 

iiAlCH( S Is! M'llh i vciy M(nith (U>E»iul Ihc Yp.ji) 

['liiFfjiiLT.uiii i'liii-n w.lMTi I j1/iS4.</! illlilWj'ii iiiiJii 1 Ij'l^FTlirTiHlii 

uoiim/VL_F>S AO/XOEIVlY 
I racDrd rriTnTlfTTTTTTi:^ UGCUtu In two PncidM. 

DltU ( rOH Lt Col K[) Socj.Mi (Rt'td ) t* Semof GTO (Rusted R.'vu *■ (jn t'lmots of SSBs) 
J Hecipii'Ml ol Chief of Army St n t( i. CorTinH'ncl.tlM >n C.ird Icr Pr (. ( .indid.iti", f e( '-x'IclIiOO Bodf rts 

PAT/$S6 Interviews & NDA/CDS Written Exams 
To be a Commissioned Officer In the Armed Forces Is a challenge. Accept It and Join 
Toppers' Institute to fulfil your dream under hlghfy qualified Defence Service Officers, 

Brigadier, Colonel, Major & Captain. Only InsUtutlon In IniHa where holh elassea ler 
written N0A/C08 Enms and Inteniawe era hnid. It Is the Gheenetl vet the best wHh 
full facilities. We pay full attention to Screwilng Tests, Interviews, Psycho and GTO Tests 
under similar conditions that prevali at the SSB. Thousands have mads the grade. Why not 
you? Gain from our 33 years experience. Ideal Lodging and Messing Facilities. 

Free Prospectus. Special personal attention paid to rapeategi and sanriea csnAdates. 
Batches start on 1st, 11th & 21st each month. You can eveifloinln between. 

COMPLETE TUTION FEE RETURNtMUF NOT MTISFIED 
PABT ■ Our Speciality (Beth Written & Practical) 

W* MpmeMIxm In NDA/CDS Writtnn Exams 
* Expwrinnead Staff * Full Syllabua Covarad * .Waakly Sunday Taats 
irNDA/CDS Summsr Seeelons : Whola day Course 1 April, 1 May, 1 June, 1 July, 

(0ns Month) 1 Aug.. 1 Sapt. State on Rssuvston Only. 
nMormsI 2 Month Counis : Sterling f Nov,, 1 Dec., 1 Jen., 1 Feb., 1 Mar. 

LtCMHS. OHAUnUL'm 

NEW CAREERS ACADEMY 
.■,,11 '-.I ( 11 )u ,1'. <: chandk.aiih !.■! (Ill/,') iiiii’.'yi, t.o? ('yj iiu/i'C’ 

ADMISSION OPEN FOR REPUTED FOREIGN SHIPPING 

1. DICIC CADIT t +2 with PCM, S/6 narmal ayaalght with 
na calaur Bllndmaa 

2. TIIA1NEB MAMNI ENOINi||||,t [B.I. / B.TECH MachanlcaQ 

ADMISSION NOTICE FOR EXPORT MARKETING 
I HOIITm CfRTIFICeTE COURSE IV COmESPONOENCE, (REC06NISE0 BY THE GOVT. OF U.P.) 
AMdlcitio«i in KnrHid frm wriMt wHk 10 * 2 minjniiMi qiiiKfieiiim ind in willing in litkir chiuing ngwt ii i 
CMir m wne tieit kilMy giid jiei n Eiiwt Fimi, SNieiiie Ci. ite. Tigici tlion wi duh wilkin lie cmiii iwMi;- 

a Hiw ti Slut Ml Cigirt BulMis a Eipvl Mirkitmg Pricticii 
a Idiililleitim if Imign miikilijkuyiri a Eiport/Impart polky if tin 8o«t. 

Addnuii if ikMwiidi il nil buyin inn 'k mr Iki world 
Per JiUMIedl proipectiM t ippHceHon form Mnd OrifUMO. fw Rs. laor- to;- 

I HELP IN 
PLACEMENT 
FOR JOBS alNDUN Institute Of World Trade ifad 

TSa PUrsnf SsM Msndl. Chhlphols. Aprs - 292 001 tU P.) Ph.:- (0S62) 299922 

OACB-aiNG 
Army/Navy/AF/Naval Enaa/Tach/TA/CPO/Coaat Guard 
NDA/CDS/WRITTEN-REQULAR/POSTAL COACHING 

SSB Interviews 
NDA/CDS/OWrOCf 

NDA/CDS UPSC VVrrttan 
Easy aecissability (JiolSO min, from NawDalhi 
l^tTMingforscrMninglHl MiHgHHiHHB 
Oir. LI Col Makindir Singh IRM) EpSrGTOAhlaliid 

Cdr S C Kiln (RM u it ^ 

NATIONAL CAREER INSTITUTE 
1302 A Sietor^l, Bihind Milt Fmery, OUROAON. 
« 0124 <91 )-380639/381843/381248 

SSB TRAINING AT BHOPAL 
Unique peraonallty baaed tralnim 
oourae toreucceaa ^ Ex-COMDT SSQ 
(Maj Gen), Senior experienced, 
mcholoiMtiQTO. 
Courae let t IStti of every monih. 
Boarding Lodging. Reaaonabletae. 

C.S. Inst, of Oof. & Mgmt. | 
Qurukul Lavanya 
V.I.P Road, Lai Qhatl, Bhopal-32. 
Tile.BooMng: 0756-234003, 532370 

ALL-INDIA POETRY 

COMPETITION AMONG 

SCHOOL CHILDREN 2000 

Supported by Department of Education. 
HRD Ministry. Government of India 

HRSTPRintRs. 11,000 
SICOHOraiZfaRs. 7,500 
THIRD PRIZi a Rs. 5,000 
5 COMMEIDATIOI FRIZES i 

Rs.1000 oach 
For Rulea and Entry Forms send a self 
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Persons And Places In News 

! 
al Bahari Va]payea : The Prime 

Minister of India whose coalition 
government was 
abruptly toppled by 
just one vote follow 
ing withdrawal of 

by BJP ally^HBH^^^H 
Ms. Jayalalitha 

AIADMK after 
13 monlhs lute, secured 
die people's verdict to 
retain the Prime 
Ministerial post. Under I I 
Mr. Vajpayee's leader-1 Vajpayee | 

ship, the BJP-led National Democratic 
Alliance won a comfortable majority in the 
13th Lok Sabha. He took oath of office 
along with his Council ot Ministers on 
October 13, 1999. 

^uentcr Grass : The 71-year-old 
German novelist won the 1999 Nobel Prize 
for Literature on September 30,1999 for his 
novel "The Tin Drum". He is the seventh 
German to win the coveted prize and the 
last literature laureate of Nobel Prize of the 
20th century. The Swedish Academy said in 
its citation that "when Guepter Grass 
published The Tin Drum in 1959, it was as if 
German literature had been granted a new 
beginning after decades of linguistic and 
moral destruction." By combining 
naturalistic detail witti fanlasticai images and 
events, Mr. Guenter Grass established his 
reputation with The Tin Drum, Cat and Mouse 
and Dog Years, published between 1959 and 
1963. Collectively known as The Darning 
T^logy, the novels captured the German 
leaoMfon to the rise of Nazism, the horrors of 
war and the guilt that lingered in the 
aftermath of Adolf Hitler's regime. 
"The'Hn Drum" drew attention not 
only to Grass' poignant and bizarre sense of 
humour; but also focussed attention on die 
anguish of war and the social and political 
problems the then West Germany faced 
before re-unifleatfon. His most recent book 
Mein Jahrhundert (My Century), published in 
1999, is an attempt to summarise and make 
sense of the entire 20ih century. 

Hosni* Mubarak : The 71-year-old 
Egyptian President was re-elected on 
S^tember 27,1999 for a fourdi consecutive 
six-year term with a massive verdict (94% 
votes). A leading voice in the Arab world 
and a prominent leader of the Norv-Aligned 
Movement, Mr. Mubarak ha< been die 
Ptesiont since his predecessor Anwar Sadat 
was assassinated by militants in October 
1981. Me is known as "the man of 
adiievemenP' and a leader who has worked 

; hard to Impiove die nation's economy and 
jUvirtg conditions. 
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Shobha Subramanyan : The Managing 
Director of the Aruuid Bazar Patrika G^p 
of PubUcations, (ABP) 
was elected Present 
of the Indian News¬ 
paper Society (INS) 
for 1999-2000 (Banga¬ 
lore : September 20; 
1999.) succeeding Mr. 
Mammen Mathew of 
Malayala Manorma. A 
graduate from Calcutta 
University, she joined 
ABP Group in 1979 
and ruse to become its Managing Director 
in August, 1999. She is also the Chairperson 
of United News of India (UNI) and a mem¬ 
ber of ttie Asian Committee of IFRA, the 
Germany-based international newspaper 
association. 

Madhurima Reddy : A 14-year-old 
girl from Anantpur; a small town in Andhra 
^adesh who developed bio-pesticide from 
custard apple seeds, won the third prize in 
the bio-chemistry category at the 
International Science and Engineering Fair 
(ISEF '99) in Philadelphia (USA). 
Madhurima Reddy, one of the four students 
(between age 14 and 18) representing India 
at the ISEF '99, received felicitations and a 
scholarship for further research to develop 
her project. Her discovery is a boon for 
cotton farmers in India who often suffer 
from corp foilure due to pests. 

Nelson Mandela : The 81-> ear-old 
South African former President received the 

Jesse Owens Global 
Award (Johannesburg 
September 22, 1999) 
from International 
Amateur Athletic Asso¬ 
ciation in recognition 
of his efforts to pro¬ 
mote peace and 
reconciliation through 
sport. The award is 
conferred on individuals 
"who had made a 

significant and lasting contribution of 
enduring quality to society horn a back¬ 
ground of sports," according to foe citation. 

Graca Machel: of foe former Squfo 
African President, Mn 
Nelson Mandela, she 
was elected the first 
black Chancellor of foe 
University of Cape 
Town, one of the 
oldest white-oriented 
campuses in South 
Africa. IQiown for her 
crusade for childten's 
rights, she succeeds, 
minfog magnate Harry I Graca Maehel 
Oppenheimer, who held the post from 
1967 to 1996. 

lib- i ^ 

G.V.G. IGrlshnamurthy : The Blecdot 
Commissioner was presented the Gni 
Patriot of India Award by foe All Indil 
Conference of Intellectuals (New Delhi 
September 26, 1999) in recognition qj 
the distinguished services tended by him. 
Mr. Krishnamurfoy retired on Sep. 30,199^ 
after a six-year stint. 

All Abdullah Saleh : The President ol 
Yemen was re-elected with a sweeping 
victory with 96.3 per cent of the voteihfo* 
county's first direct presidential elections. 
Mr. Ali Abdullah Saleh's challengei; M& 
Najib Qahtan al-9iaabi, a member of Ms 
Saleh's Goieral People's Congress Party! 
who contested as an independent ot( 
September 23,1999, got only 3.7 per cent of 
the votes. 

Kapil Dev : The former skipper of 
the Indian cricket team that clinched the 
World Cup in 1983, was appointed the 
national coach of Indian cricket team on 
September 21,1999 for two years, departing 
from the existing one-year term for national 
coaches. This was done at ‘Kapil Dev's 
request. He is world's highest Test wicket- 
taker (434 wickets). 

Taiwan ; A massive earthquake 
measuring 7.6 on Richter Scale rocked 
Ikiwan on September 21,1999 killing more 

foan 1,600 people and injuring over 3,050 
people. 

Katehal Island (Port Blair) : The 
site located off Campbellbay, South 
of Port Blair in India, will see the first 
sun-rise of January 1, 2000, according 
to the Royal Greenwich observatory. 
The Union Tourism Ministry and the 
Andaman and Nicobar Island's 
administration are making special 
arrangements to make the next millennium's 
first sun rise event a mega global tourist 
attraction. □ 
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SPORTS 
ROUND-UP 

SAf*' Gami^BBSH 
-——-- 

SAI= Games ; The Eiglilh SAF <';amps (Seplembur 25- 
Cklobc-i 4 IWv) worn inaiip.ijiatet'. at K.ilhinandu hy King 

m. 
fj’« SAFGftMES 
KATHMANmi 1^(96 

!i'>*-tutra 'Mr Shals IV 
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Nitha Millet 

■“I was held by Madhuri Saxena at 
16:34.51. Nisha Millet, India's Best 
Sportswoman in 5th National Games 
(Imphal; Fi^jniary, 1999) won seven 
gold medals in various swimming 
events breaking five records including (that of her compatriot Bula 
Choudhaiy's 29.29 seconds in 50m 
freestyle set at Colombo in 1991, by 
timing 28.71 seconds. 

In \%illeyball, India clinched both 
the men's and women's titles. India 

retained the men's title defeating Pakistan 25-19, 25-17, 
25-18 while its women's team won the gold beating Sri 
Lankans 25-21, 21-25, 25-16, 25-15. In Boxing, Asian Games 
bantamweight gold-medahst N.C. Dingko Singh won the gold 
beating Bahadur Han of Nepal. In this category, Indian pugilists 
bagged six of the 12 gold medals at stake on the conclisling 
day of the boxing events on September 30, 1999. In 
Weightlifting, Indian weight-lifters clinched all the eight titles 
on offer. In Table Tennis too, India won both men's and 
women's golds, beating their Pakistani counterparts by a 3-0 
margin in the finals. In Football, Bangladesh clinched the gold 
defeating Nepal 1-0, while holders India had to<be content 
with a bronze by beating Maldives 3-1. In women's Taekwondo,' 
India broke Nepal's dominance with G Mahni clinching the 
heavyweight gold. 

The 9th SAF Games will he held in Peshawar, Pakistan in 
2000. 

2-^ Ba^nton 

Yunex German Open : Xia X'lanze of China clinched the 
Yonex German Open badminton championship title detealing 
P Gopl Chand of India 3-15. 15-13,4-15 in Duisbui);, Germany 
on October II, 1999. 

World Junior Chess Championship : Grandmaster 
Alexander Gatkin of Russia won the 37th World Junior Chess 
Championship title in Imys' category defeating Bakhtadze 
Giorge of Georgia in Yerevan on fleptember 30, 1999. In the 
girls' category; Maria Kouvetsou of Greece clinched the title on 
lietter tic-break after four players were tied at 8.5 points. Apart 
from Kouvetsou, the players who were tiiHl at 8 5 points were 
Irish Krish of the US, Jana Jackova of the C^ech Republic and 
Vazda Szidonia of Romania. 

Asian Junior Chess Championship : India's National A 
I'hampi'in Krishnan 5a.sikiran won the Asian Junior Chess 
Championships at Vung Tau City in Vietnam on Septembi-r 24, 
1999 Sasikiran and Ilafizulhimi of Malaysia were locked in a 
close battle with 7.5 points each but the Malaysian was stunned 
by Ehsan Ghaen Maghami of Iran (5 5 points) while the 
promising Filipino Layln Darwin won his game to finish behind 
Sasikiran. In the girls section, Wang Yo of China became the 
Asian girls champion defeating Nguyen Thi Dung of Vietnam. 

EAST WEST COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & MANAGEMENT 
No I9I2.’A dttiMan'F'Qi(M..ic 2na5Uiys i4s|a/i>'.sgar{$ubiamanyan80ar),Bang«k}re-56CO1OTal: 3322909.3321270,3321033 Fax 080-3323264 
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M.B.A. I M.C.A.; M.Sc., B.B.m. I B.P.T / B.Sc., 
. ' Ellolbllltv : Pass In P.U.Cd - Computer Sclaoca 

MIc ro Bio 

Eligibility : Pass in degtee wim 50% marks 

Pass In P.U.Cd 
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• Computer Sciapea 
- Micro Biology 
- Nuraing 

Recognised by Govt. Of Karnataka Affiliated to Bangalore University, Approved By A.t.C.T.E, 
t.MnrmoN succiss au'ir.w. now aibfr 1999 



CRTS 
I.C Cup: South Africa clinched the LG Cup defeating India 

iiy 24 runs in the quadrangular one-day toiunament in Nairobi 
m iX’iober 3, 1999. South Africa—^235/9; India—^209. Man of 

ill-.' Mutch--Herschelle Gibbs; Man of the Scries—Vijay 
i;h<irt.lw>ij (India). 

i'NK.' Cup : India clinched die inaugural OMC Cup One- 
..uy liturnidtiunal Cricket tournament beating West indies 

■: I IP Toronto, Canada on September 14, 1999. Man of the 
‘ iTitv ‘).iurav Ganguly. 

...'......'t also .von the three-match DMC Cup One-Day 
.u(. l•l<.»unat Cricket tournament defeating West Indies 3-0 at 
To»'.''ito, Canada on September 29, 1999. 

A1 Ahram World Men's Team Squash Chomplanahlp: Hott 
Egypt clinched the A1 Ahram World Men's Team Squash 
Championship defeating Walts 3-0 in Cairo on September 22, 
1999. 

Worid Open ; Peter Nicole of Britain became the hrst 
British squash player to win the World Open, beating Egyptian 
Ahmad Barada 15-9, 15-13, 15-11 in the final in Cairo on 
September 16, 1999. 

Kyd.-r Cup : USA, with 10 of die world's 16 top-ranked 
including Tigerwoods, completed the greatest 

vonv.!. .!i k in Ryer Cup history and brou^it the trophy badt to 
iiij States by a sensational win over Europe at the 
i.'ii. lit.. vTub in Brookline on September 29, 1999. 

X 
ivutiur National Hockey Championship : Orissa won the 

N..tional Hockey Championship title for women 
.i< !. :4aryana 3-2 in Mumbai on September 30, 1999. 

Test Hockey; Australia clinched the Olympic Test 
i li.. 11 y in men's category defeating Korea.. In the women's 
.-.•.(•.'g'-irv .iIm', Au.stralia won the title by beating United States 

Sefilember'26, 1999). 

c'>..';.ctci of the World Cup Awards : Rahul Dravid was 
• 1.; ..-I a ihe Ceat Cricketer of the Warld Cup Award for India 

.<1 i.iM.i.wn III Nairobi, Kenya on October 1, 1999. South 
I.' .ill ull lounder Jacques Kallis was adjudged Cricketer of 

I'.v .11- wiiile the South African team was named the Team 
. a..* ..Ml- Ni'il lohnson of Zimbabwe and Steve Tikolo of 
■ '.u'.. vv.'iL .i.iined the Cricketers ot the Warld Cup for their 

countries 
I.C.; Televisiuit Award : Former German tennis players 

.11.-1. ...1.1 .lud Doris Becker were presented the Geiinaii 
iI;Ji-M i-oii Muard 1999 in recognition of their contribution to 
..11...'. cologne on October 2, 1999. 

i\f A’., tipiiiner of the Year Award: Left-arm spinner Karthik 
.viuf-li, represents Railways in the National cricket, e.as 
;jiw-.:ciu.-{'. iiu- MAC Spiimer of the Year Award (1998-99 season) 
... Ciieii.i..i on Si'ptember 27, 1999. The awani comprises a 
.'.’tu.i.in Kiid a cash prize of Rs. 50,000. 

Porsche Grand Prix : Top-seeded Martina Hingis of 
Switzerland captured her 
7th title of 1999 defeating 
4th seeded Mary Pierce of 
France 6-4, 6-1 in the 
Porsche Grand Prix tennis 
tournament to secure the 
third Filderstadt title in 
four years in Germany on 
October 10, 1999. 

Shanghai Open 
Magnus Norman of 
Sweden won the Shanghai 
Open title defeating 
Marcelo Rios of Chile 2-6, 
6-3, 7-5 in Shanghai on 
October 11, 1999. 

Grand Slam Sup : 
Serena Williaim of the US 
clinched the Grand Slam 
Cup defeating her sister 
Venus .Wiliams 6-1, 3-6, 
6-3 in Munich on October 
3,1999. In the men's final, 
Greg Rusedski of Britain 
won the title defeating Tommy Haas of Germany 6-4, 6-3, 
6-7 (5-7), 7-6 (7-5). 

Princess Cup ; Lindsay Davenport of the US won the 
Princess Cup, defeating her compatriot Monica Seles 7-5, 7-6 
(7-1) in Tokyo on September 26, 1999. In the doubles Enals, 
Conchita Martinez of Spain and Patricia Tarabiiii of Argentina 
won the title beating Jelena Dukic of Australia and Amanda 
Coetzer of South Africa 7-6 (7-.‘5), 4-6, 2-6. 

Fed Cup: The US team led by Lindsay Davenport recaptured 
the Fed Cup trophy beating Russia 4-1 at Stanford University 
in Palo Alto, California on September 19, 1999. □ 

Martina Hingis of Switxerlatul 
with her Porsdte Car after winning 

Hie Porsche Grand Prix tennis 
tournament in Filderstadt, Germany 

on October 11, 1999 

I The Open international University for Alternative Medicines I + (f4evue*d/ Indian Board of Altarnativa Modicines ' gL 
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• D:,-}iv>frio. Degree and Post Graduate Courses in Herbalism, Etectro*Homoeopathy, Yoga and Massage, 
N. iu.iyMhy. Medical Astrology. Hypnotherapy, etc, through Ragular/Corresporidence courses_ 

I .-1 Prospciius send Rs. 50/- by M.oyBank Draft to Indian Institute of Alternative Medicines 
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There romes a moment in history when a 
nation can be proud ot itself, despite its 
several black spots. We saw such a moment 
luilolding itself in early October this year, 
making die polity proud of its people who 
possess the uncanny ability to rise in 
judgement on issues concerning themselves 
and those who claim to give them a better 
governance. When the people of India are 
asked to choose between the good and evil, 
the right and wrong, the honest and 
dishonest, they know how to make the right 
choice, be they the educated in urban India 
or the iinletlei^ millions in rural hinterland. 
They c'st their vote with eyes and ears open. 
Thus, the Elections in 1999 for the 13th Lok 

Sabha could be a glowing tribute to India's 
multi-lingual, multi-religious and in many 
ways pluialistic democracy. 

As the last result came in, there lay 
shattered like potsherd many myths. It is 
not absolutely essential for the entire 
electorate to have formal schooling to 
decide what type of leadership they should 
have. You cannot market "dynastic" politics 
without substance. Even the most wily 
politician has to submit to the verdict of 
the people's court. Number 13 need not 
necessarily be unlucky for all, and it has 
proved lucky for Mr. Atal Behan Vijpayee 
and his able lieutenants: the BJP ruled India 
for a mere 13 days in 1996; 13 months in ■ 

1998-99 (excluding the caretaker government 
period); they have been elected with a 
majority for the 13th Lok Sabha and 
Mr. Wijpayee's Council of Ministers took 
oath on 13th October ! 

"The person who makes a success 
of living is the one who sees his goal 
steadily and aims for it unswervingly. That 
is dedication," said Cecil de Mille, a 
Hollywixid director. How true is it in the 
case of our Prime Minister, Mr. Atal Behari 
Vajpayee for whom there is no failure ratCbpt 
in no ion^r trying. Had he iKit embraced 
this positive credo, lie wouldn't have been 
Prime Minister thrice, each time growin|{ 
strunger than ever before and his party 
would not have grown from the two digits 
in the 50's or 60's to the biggest party in 
India replacing the Congress. 

In several ways Elections 1999 is a 
personal victory for Mr. Atal Behari Vajpayee 
and the principles and policies he stood far. 
The success of BJP and those who formed 
the National DenuKTatic Alliance is a virtual 
stamp of approval for the way the Vajpayee 

‘Government conducted its domestic and 
foreign policies. Though local issues 
concerning the daily needs of the people 
did influence poll boycott, political apathy 
and other features, in certain conslitiienaes 
like those in Delhi and elsewhere, the way 
the Katgii War was handled by the BJP-led 
government, despite the extreme 
provocations by Pakistan, influenced the 
voting behaviour. Eor the first lime after 
Independence, India won the moral support 
of USA and Britain over Kashmir as far as 
the violation of LoC by Pak intruders was 
concerned. 

The Congress Party led by Sonia Gandhi 
was stripp^ bare in the people's court and 
it suffered its most humiliating defeat ever, 
its membership in the Lok Sabha falling to 
just 112. Nemesis overtook a party that once 
basked in the lost glory of Nehru and Indira 
Gandhi; the party that claimed to provide a 
stable government turned to be the No. 1 
arch villain to "destabilise" the country, 
making itself culpable by imposing on the 
country one mid-term election after another, 
entailing huge expenditure and disrupting 
the economic progress of the country and 
slowing down domestic and foreign 
investment badly needed for the countre. 
The pa^ pulled down the Deve Gowda 
and Gujral governments and conspired with 
the unprincipled AIADMK and its supremo, 
Ms. Jayalalitha in bringing down the 
Vajpayee government without providing an 
alternative government. The party was 
punished deservedly for its betrayal of the 
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people. Its attempt to brand BJP as 
"communal" had few buyers. The paradox 
has been that almost every party has been 
{Mndering to one caste or another or one 
religion or another and it is no secret that 
there are in Kerala constituencies which 
hijvc become pocket boroughs of the Muslim 
Ljingue with which the Congress Party has 
been in alliance right from the 50's. Yet 
another salient fact is that the Congress 
Party has no leader of standing who can 
stand up to a statesman of stature like Mr. 
Atal Behari Vajpayee. Had there been leaders 
of foresight in the Congress Party, the party 

• would not have stooped to the gimmick 
which the likes of Sitaram Kesri had 
indulged in and raise overnight someone of 
the Indira Gandhi family whose credentials 
to the position of party president rested on 
the dynastic connection rather than 
experience. Once again sycophancy has 
taken its toll and it allowed its logical slide 
to doom despite the presence in the party 
of relatively untainted leaders like 
Madhavrao Scindia, Manmohan Singh and 
AK Antony. 

Ihe people's verdict of 1999 has also 
shown that the socalled anti-innimbency 
factor need not necessarily work towards 
thi disadvantage of the ruling party or 
iwiition if the party in power has been 
sincere and honest to the people. The return 
to power of (he BJP-led coalition at the 
Centre and the Tclugu f)esam in Andhra 
Pradesh shows that people can tell the sham 
from the real. Naidu and I.aloo Yadav arc 
poles apart in the fluid Indian politics; while 
the lormer as the Chief Executive Officer of 
the State did his best to streamline the State 
administration, setting himself as an 
example to other politicians, here was 
another Chief Minister who was selling 
himself as a product, arrogant to a 
nauseating degree and abusing the tmst the 
gullible people of Bihar had reposed in him. 
I le treated Bihar as his fiefdom and let his 
wife succeed him on the throne, pulling the 
strings from behind, as a mulli<rore scam 
tainted him, all the buffixinery enacted in 
tlidf daring daylight of all the democratic 
institutions functioning intact. It looked as 
if in the guise of niceties of freedom any 
wily politician could hold the country to 
ransom. Humty Dumpty had a fall and in 
l.aloo's Bihar people have shown tliat the 
ballot is stronger than the bullet. The likes 
of I.aloo can learn something from what a 
great American, Abraham Lincoln, said: “If 
you once forfeit the confidence of your 
fellow citizens, you can never regain their 
respect and esteem. It is true that you may 
fool all the people some of the time; you 
can even fool some of the people all the 
time; but you can't fool all of the people all 
the time." 

But Humty Dumptys can rise again if the 
National Democratic Alliance, with the BJP 
in particular, shows any chink in its armour 
Ms. Jayalalita functioned as the discordant 
note in the harmony that Atalji strove 
assKluously to achieve and there were 
enough vultures to prey upon when the 
system was about to fall. This shows the 
great need for the 24-parly coalition to stay 
together for five years and give good 
governance for the country under a common 
agenda. The nation expects the Vajpayee 

government to settle down to business soon 
and attend to every item of work that 
concerns the aimmon man. That the NUA 
government has a good team and has the 
whole-hearted support of almost every 
region in the country augurs well for the 
hiture and the agenda it may formulate. 

The economy needs a kick-start; the 
defence sertor merits a brxist in the light of 
the Kargil War and the imperatives of 
preventing future Kargils. But the most 
neglected sector, all these 50 years and more, 
has been the social sector: the sickening 
hospitals and rudimentary medicare, the 
schools without roofs, the classrooms 
without teachers, the sclwxil dropouts, the 
growing illiteracy, the uncontrolled 
population, the slums, the rising 
unemployment, the drinking water problem 
in cities and villages, the environmental 
degradation, the poor hoasing situation and 
the like. The government has also to tackle 
the parallel economy run by black money 
and stamp out corruption. Things easier said 
than done! The l.ok Pal Bill has been 
hanging fire for more than four decades 
Nearly half of the population comprising 
women are still looked down upon as 
second class citizens and a bill to give due 
representation to them is yet to be passed 
by Parliament 

The BJP-led government had set up task 
forces on information Technology, 
Infrastructure and Tourism and all these task 
forces have to woik again with renewed 
energy to make up for the lost time. Let us 
look at our own neighbour China, 
celebrating the Golden Jubilee of the 
Communist Revolution. But all the 
programmes can be implemented only if 
there is political .stability. In the years to 
come, the NDA has to function as an 
indivisible whole, if they want to maintain 
the tnist people have reposed in them and 
if they want to do their best for the people. 
It is high time the Opposition Ick> behaved 
as a responsible opposition and gave 
"constructive" support to the government. 
The time has come to leave behind all petty 
bickerings and work unitedly for a better 
India where no child goes to sleep on an 
empty stomach, where every woman feels 
secure within her home or outside, where 
everyman enjoys the dignity of either a blue- 
collar or white collar labourer, where the 
Hindus, the Muslims, the Christians and the 
Sikh must rcas.sure themselves that the aarti 
from the temples, the resonance of the 
church bells, the muezzin's call to prayer 
from the mosque and the spbad kirtan from 
the gurudwara all remind us ail of the same 
God residing in the hearts of all. U 
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CSt GOLD MEDALS 
FOE EXCEUENCE IN ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Five leading Entrepreneurs of the country 
were awarded CSR Gold Medals and 

Trophies br Excellence In Entrepreneurship 
on November 5, 1999 at OP 
DHAMAKA*. The awards were presented 
by Hon'ble Mr. Justice V.B. Eradi, Former 
Judge, Supreme Court of India in the 
presence of Prof. Asis Dutta, Vice- 
Chancellor, Jawharlal Nehru University, 
Prof. V.R. Mehta, ViceChancellor, University 
of Delhi and Mr. Rahul Dev, Eminent 
Journalist. 
The first to receive the award was 
Mr. Bishamber Das Kapur, President, ATLAS 
Cycle Industries Ltd., Sonepat. Atlas is one 
of the top brands in cycle industry having 
crossed 40 million mark in July 1999. Next 
to receive the award was Mr. R.K. Bhatia, 
Chairman & Managing Director, BENTLEY 
Ties. Bentley is positioned as the most 
premium neckwear brand in the country. 
The hird to receive the award was 
Mr. Avtar Singh, Chairman, Aero Group 
of Companies (WOODLAND). Aero Group 
moved into the No.1 slot among the 
exporters of shoe uppers from India to USSR 
& GDR. Next to receive the award was 
Mr. G.S. Purowal, Chairman PA Group of 
Companies (MAXIMA). PA Industries is, 
today, an ISO 9002 certified firm. Last to 
receive the award was Mr. Kuldip Singh 
Bogga, Chairman, Shimla Chemicals Pvt. 
Lid. (SIMCO). He has the privilege to be 
No. 1 throughout the world wherever there 
is a Sikh bmily. 

..; 

I TJIiSS***'! 
Mr. Avtar Sirtgh receiving the award from 

Hon'ble Mr. Justice V.B. Eradi 

mri 

(From L to R) : Mr. Rahul Dev, Prof. Asis Dutta, Hon'bte Mr. Justice V.B. Eradi, 
Prof. V.R. Mehta and Mr, S.K. Sachdeva, Editor, Competition Success Review 

Mr. Bishamber Das Kapur receiving the 
award ham Hon'bte Mr. Justke V.B. Eradi 

Mr. K.K. Bhatia receiving the award ham 
Hon'ble Mr. Justice V.B. Eradi 

9 

Mr. G.S. Purewa! receiving the award from Mr. Kutdip Singh Bagga receivir^ the awan 
Hon'bh Mr. Justice V.B. Eradi from Hon'ble Mr. Justice V.B. Eradi 





Sachir 
Cricketer Oi 

The short and stocky Sachin Tendulkas. 
descnringly catapulted to lead Indian Cricket 
Team at a very young age (23 years) next to 
Mansur Ali Khan Pataudi (21 years), can apt!/ 
be described as the 'small big' man of Indian 
cricket. In the October-November, 1999 Test and 

One-Dayers series against New Zealand, he 
virtually wrote a new script in India's cricketin); 
history, when he, in a record-breaking spree, 
scored 186 nins (not out), the highest by any 
Indian surpassing the records of Kapil Dev (17.S 
not out) and Saurav Ganguly (183); set a world 
partnership record with Rahul Dravid in One- 
Day Internationals by notching up 331 runs in 
Hyderabad and broke the psychological barrier 
by scoring his first double century (217) in the 
third Test at Ahmedabad. As on November 13 
1999, Sachin's tally stands at 24 centuries in One- 
Dayers—a world record—besides 21 Test 
centuries. 

Sachin, who made his international di^ut l^ 
years ago at 16, can blend the textbook wit 
calculate power, is a class by himself who can 
change the tide during the game. Tor his sterling 
performance, he has eam^ kudos world over 
as well as in India. Apart from being rated the 
top batsman in the world, on form and career 
achievement, by London-based Wisden Crickfl 

International Quality Blend 
STATUTORY WARNING' CIGAREHE SMOKING IS INJURIOUS TO HEALTH 

f COMPCTtTION success REVWW, DECEMBER J 



Tendulkar 
The Millennium 
Monthly, he won the "Sahse Rada Khiladi' (Best 
Player) contest bagging a Daewoo Cielo car in 
lecognition of his superlative performance in the 
lAfarld Cup 19% when he scored three centuries 
and emerged the highest run-getter in a single 
World Cup (523). This Ls what the former Indian 
Captain Mohd. Azharuddin, said about him 
"Sachin is Vivian Richards. Mark Waugh & Brian 
Lara-all rolled into one. He will score a century, 
field like a tiger, and if you give him the ball, 
fake wickets". During the Pepsi Triangular C5ne- 
Day series in India, ^chin proved his mettle by 
his brilliant and devastating Kiwling taking five 
wickets for ,32 runs in 10 overs. Ihe "Wonder 
Boy" of Indian cricket is the first cricketer to be 
conferred the 1997-98 Rajiv Gandhi Khel Ratna 
Award; apart for Aijuna Award (1994) and 
Padma Shri (1999). 

With atieast 10 playing years ahead of him, 
Sachin, universally hailed as the world's best 
l:,:'"^in comparable with the living legend of 
yesteryears. Sir Donald Bradman, may add 
many a leather to his Crown—all to the glory 
and pride of India and self. Fortunately, 
he has come through the travails of his back 
injury which once threatened the illustrious 
cricketing career of this promising batsman of 
the world. □ 





The Psychology 
of winning in 

Exam. 

If 

Th c IAS is no longer the exclusive rerriton’ of Law and Humanities students. Today, bright young Engineering 

and Science graduates are finding the perfect niche for their talent and background in the IAS. .^nd subjects like 
Economics and Commerce share pride of place with History and Sociology. 

But whatever your optionals, and hcjwever comfortable you are 

with your chosen subjects, one thing is for certain. In order to 
excel in the IAS exam, you need to acquire the attitude of a 
winner - deeply committed, highly competitive and completely 
unflappable. Because the percentage of those who arc eliminated 
in this exam is disturbingly high. And the level of prcparedne.s.s 
nece.s.s:irY for success IS enough to terrify even the most valiant 
of aspirants. 

Brilliant’s Postal Course is designed to bring out the winner in 

you. A committed team of highly qualified and experienced 
professors, researchers and support .staff help you in 1 distinct 
areas for the IAS - equipping you with relevant knowledge of your 
optional subjects, providing you with a wide coverage of general 
studies and a constant update on current affairs, and finally 
coaching you for rhe must gruelling of inierview.s. 

Brilliant's C 'oursc for the Civil Services Exam Ls a comprehensive 

package dedicated to helping you achieve your goal. PriKif of its 
jxjwer lies in rhe number of Brilliant's students who sweep the top 
ranks and make't into the IAS year after year. 

MATMHATiet 

MYtICS 

CHIHMTKY 

STAllsTICS 

Civil, eNOiNfimNO 

MtCHANICALfNaC. 

CUCmiCALEMOC. 

•OTANY 

Z00L06Y 

eCOUMY 

YKTEIUNAIIY SCIENCE 

lAW 

roimCAL SCIENCE 

ECONOMICS 

ACCOUNYANCY 

PHIlOSOPHY 

PSYCHOLOOY 

OEOOIIAPHY 

PUBLIC AOMIN. 

ANTHR0P0L06V 

HISTORY 

SOCIOLOOY 

ENGLISH 

MANAGEMENT 

--Remember_ 
23 out of the Top 100 in IAS '95, 19 out of the Top 100 in IAS '96 24 out of the Top tOO in IAS '97 and 21 out of the Top 

100, with 10 in the Tap 25, in iAS '98 were Brilliant V students! A total of 59 students of Brilliant were successful in IAS '98, 

BBILLiOT^ 
TUTORIALS 

Box; 4996-CS,12 Masllamani Si, T. Nagar, Chennai 600 017. Ph: 4342099 (4 lines) Fax; 4343829 

ENROLMENT CONTINUES FOR BRILLIANTS POSTAL COURSE TOWARDS IAS EXAM 2000. 
• General Studies •All optionais except Medical Science & Indian Language(s) Literature •Concurrent despatch of lessons for 

Prelim and Main Exams • Interview Guidance Notes • Mock Viva Training 
Write for free prospocius. mammmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmBmmmmm 
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Tf> Lmid fte fkki t>^... 

... PfcGd.5if»i ^lnuidQ ... 

Gonte ff> tin [ 
SACHDEVA'iSrCOLLEGE 

H.O.: 29-GK. SOUTH PATEL NA6AR. NEW DELHI -110008; PhonM : 5703390. S7S70S0,5798070,5789182; Fax; 91<11-9748070 
a>fliaH: aachdavacoHasaOvanLcom; wabsHa : aachdavacoHaga-cem 

AOIIAl8*MvMsM»MNiAII>lH«fl8M • ALLAHAMONmsUIM. •MMAtAMoMIOMlM •AMIVTSAIIflMNslatk*MUM.«MlBpaS» • MLAIOIlEAltaMbatf MMFADANowHoay 

niMW»tATMAIMaif8M9*KatWAIIMtt9lt99 MKNMIFUftNavtMlIastfM** MAPIIMC Nqs tw M* IHATIMM Hwm NsM* Nov CMcCoMt* • •HnVANIIIasrNotMoSN NHONM. NoMm 

mi •■HUMNKIWMMriNir NMASrimiNiMN MI.CtrrTARNIMMiNMiMllllMHMMMl • CHANOnAlWlM tlC«COGMH1lMMM»CimACRLMM«DCHflAOUNII4^IM.«MLMIMllllil.ffClHMitl8i«* 

tlWosso r8t88> •wiiiivoy Cf»tll8#8>s8 CfcsvfcglS^wwtWstilp •TAWDAIAD MAVAOpuNNOssNM mUm • ttHAIIAlA01vmf8VsNi.q»» ftoiaayfflin • •OmtWPUR D«Nm> 

AAUII(iAmiei»Nil|NwAAWMtlUTlitojt>TSMN<WNAUONnsl»»iNt88lAir»Hnni(ir>NilNMWl8ii^AlNHNI«RfUWl8hN<tBii8|WW»i8NVi|8NMHWimN^Nf MAWOWANDolMIM • tMEWliAiT— • JAJNUW 

MCOifeiloM • JALANDHARiolsatNr Ml • MIMSU OMiktNr NMiMRARJHANtI CNNilBo«RIIMMRIUUi|L« IMIIIMVJNM%eH8Nl •NORDAMrPCtoVMkD* NURUNNHCTRA 108.11# i'JOHIANANMVNoiRrMW 

Cll8t#lflALflAPsnrtM>#>mRDTDstsw>tli|0lW # MNtfARUR RbswuI IsD • HORAPADAP CNR LNOS# MMIArRARRARAR »<N Dir • IMO#UR«lBi*8N( •RANINATRoJot T«* • RATHANNOT Nwi B««b Raii#r 

RRAIIALAISSN HavM#W>TIIAIN>sls#tlill^flHM # WIWniiilllliH>imi.#IIAIWWII^#N>slRiNl#WAHCtC ttsNoNftsii# RHA ARRoNsE NA# HDWTAN CIK # ROURMUaRN % ••OWCRAT 

tRiB# ■IDNAftlWRipoifcbN •UOAIRUR to^aoS Rp ♦VARAWMI LEiswAltDDmMlwiDiDiDMr •VAHUNANARARRoMTsai 

- SUCCESS ORIENTED COACHING FOR - 

Civil Services (Prelims.), NDA, CDS, Bank PO 
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IbWccMiKK polctiul 
like aA «|Mm fm SaHfaai 

WltltAKhaidii^lhMritSoflw^ 

"We have recently recruited students 
from Aptech for Software 

Development, and we find their 
performance extremely 

satisfactory. We think ail of them 
possess good potential." 

ManoJ Marandi, 
Managing Director, 

Knack Software Pvt. Ltd. 

"We have been availing the 
services of Aptech Placements 

and we are pleased with the 
quality of students inducted into 
Satyam Enterprise Solutions." 

Satyam Enterprise 
Solutions 

"The candidates who have been trained at 
Aptech are definitely better equipped 

technically and are able to fulfil their 
tasks with great efficiency. Both in 

terms of freshers as well as 
experienced professionals, 

,Aptech Placement Cell has 
provided us with few of the best 

candidates in the industry today." 
M.S. Patrick, 

Managor > HR, 
Zenith So^Ftware Ltd. 

i.-!: 

' "The Aptech students whom 
we havt: i ecruited from 
Aptech centre, Balasore, 
have sound technical 

knowledge and meet our 
requirements aptly." 
ISPAT Alioys Ltd. 

Large number of students placed in blue-chip companies like Seagull, IBM Global, Bajaj Black 6 Decker, GE Capital, Tata 
Honeywell... Students trained in industry-relevant technologies. Personality Development 6 Management modules. 10 
Placement Cells across India. Get Aptech certified. Now! 

*'Itademarks acknowladoed. 

/Ificrasoft' 
Aptech Is RMenMOfte Internet Solution Partner 

APTECH 
COMPUTEB EDUCITION 

Mnivw.aptech-educatlon.coin 

We c/tart^c lives 

dR im I'MRLR •99fl’agf 13 



^Zi^tyiCd cp<uc 

S. Choncl's Books for Vorious 
Competitive Cxominations 

GENERALKNOWLEDGE 

I US. Aggarwal Rs. 
Advanced ObjecUve General Knowledga 150.00 

I Question Bank in General Studies 150.00 

iC.S.Bedl& 
S. Chand's General Studies 

lor Central Civil Services 500.00 

ManI Ram Aggaiwal’s 
General Knowledge Digests Gen.Studies 225.00 

A.N. Kapur Rs. 
S. Chand's Dictionary of 

English & Hindi Usage and 

TechnicalTerminologyfor 

Competitive Examinations 80.00 

GeneralEnglishforCompetitions 150.00 

airvo^o evirwr? w •t)R<hi simm 

wjPrw 120.00 

R.S. Aggarwal & Monika Aggarwal 
Ot^tive General English 200.00 

T. Saran 
Precis Writing and Drafting 50.00 

tto wva 

OTVTW 40.00 

H.C. Mahajan 
Modem Essays 75.00 

R.S. Aggarwal Rs. 
Logical Reasoning 50.00 

Advanced Non Verbal Reasoning for 

BankRecruitTest 65.00 

Advanced Non Verbal 

G.DMaheshw8ri Rs. 
ACompleteGuidetoCareerPlanning 75.00 

R.S. ^^anwal & Deepak Aggarwal 
A Comprehensive Guide for M.C A 

Entrance Examination 165.00 

A Complete Guide for Bank 

P.O. Exam. 150.00 

NUMERICAL ABILITY 

R.S. Aggarwal 
Mathematics for M.B.A. Entrance 

Examination 

Mathematics for B.B.A. Entrance 

Examination 

Ytenif^ns aiPfwNt 

Quantitative Aptitude 

Reasoniig (Hindi) 70.00 

A Modem Approach to Verbal & 

Non Verbal Reasoning 300.00 

(Also available in two parts) 

wrr^ wr mm vilbti ntiMi 110.00 

COMPLETE GUIDES HU 
K.L. Kutiwr Rs. 
Your Interview 95.00 

An Advanced Approach to Data Rs. 
kitetpretalion ^.00 
Arithmetfc(SiJbjective and Objective for 

Competitive Exam.) 100.00 

Obje^veArithmetic 130.00 

Mathematics forC.D.S. Entrance 

Examination 135.00 

Mathematics for N.D A Ent. Exams. 135.00 

R.S. Aggarwal & Deepak Aggarwal 
Mathematics for M.C.A Entrance 

Examination 125.00 

REFERENCE BOOKS 

VishnooBhagwan&VidyaBhusan Rs. 
IndianAdministration 120.00 

ATextbookofPublicAdministration 120.00 ‘ 

BOOKSFORENGINEERING&MEDICALENTRANCEEXAMS 

J.N. Gurtu, R. Kapur, V.B. Rana, 
Numerical Chemistry 

J.N. Gurtu, R. Kapur, V.B. Rana 
1.1. T. Chemistry 

MaheshJain 
Physics for IIT-JEE 

Objective Physics 

H. Kaur 
Ot^tive Chemistry 

V. Venkateshwar Rao eti. 
EAMCET Mathematics 

R.S. Aggarwal 
1.1. T.-JEE Mathematics_ 

A Kapur 
1S.00 

S.R. Singh Rs. 

Objective Botany 

Vinay Kumar 
Biology forPre-Medical/Pre-Dental 

165.00 

Entrance Examination 

CaS* Bedi 
290.00 

S. Chand's General Studies 

P.S. Khilnani, N.M. Nimdeokar 
S. Chand's Common Entrance 

500.00 

Test(Maharastra) 

P.S. Verma & P.C. Shrivastava 
225.00 

Objective Zoology (In Press). 

MODERN 

ESSAYS 
(On all Debatable Issues) 

I 

H.C. Mahajan Rs.75.00 

^ S. CHAND & COMPANY LTD. 
RAM NA(RAR NFVV DEL Rill D DSE 

PHONE 777E('fE)-f) i ME E.i/ AM 1 77'7M4n 

Shc'P .Hi. titl[> ''.v'A'w sch, iiKl(|i()U[) f f )Mi E f.l.iil mMi, iiKl( (ii7/'qi,is( III) 1 v'S! il,ni'‘t 111 

Bi.inchi'i, Baiuj.iloit' ' D'Ii'i i . uI i • C.ilcult.i 'i.'ii;,' I'l ,'.1‘ i , ii M • 

Cliei 1 nai I'I M I HI'll i'/i.’.'iii • Guwdtiati /-il i ^ 1 • HyJoi.ib.ul ‘.''i' i I'ti ■;i'“ 

.J.ii.ii iflh.u M :. ' I", i 'I; 4.) I >. 1 : • Koclii ' ■. • ' I'l' • • I I. f k nu'A . , i' ' ■ ■ I I! 4, ' ' i . ; 

IVIiJiiih'Ti 4 ' ''Ill’ll /I,"! 1 ,"n 111",.' '• # N.iqpiir '1 1 ' '' ',' ‘ ! 1 Pnln.'i i '''■ ' I i " ' ' > ' 



2000 1^ 

Targetting 100 Successes in IAS 2000 
Wc know it it not thtteasy 
But then it is not too iiifficult 

bu too can Stare our success 

starung dec. 1 & 25 
GS. ESSAY, HISTORY, ANTHRO., 

GEOGRAPHY, PHILO., PSYCHOLOGY, 
PUB. ADMN., HINDI LITT, POL. SC., 

SOCIOLOGY, ZOOLOGY, 
BOTANY, PHYSICS & MATHS. 

Postal Courses Available 
EBSUMS : GS, Geoo., Indian Historv, Pub. Aomm., 

Seals 
Knliaed 

EB^UMS : GS, Geoo., Indian Historv, Pub. Admm., 
Sociology & Physics 

MAINS : GS, History, Anthropology, Geography, 
Pub. Admn., Political Science, 
Psychology, Hindi Un., Sanskrit & Physics 

OUR STUDY-MATERIALS ALSO AVAILABLE AT 

•N. 0)IIA, At LAIIMIAL). PH. 641863 
•JAWAIUR BCX)K CtNI RK I'M: 6962973 6515(47 
•Pl'NKKKR C(3MPE1 ITION BCX)K HOUSE, INDORE. PH 540704 

SFLnaiON CENTRE, HYDERABAD, PH. 4750909, 4753218. 

I 19K 1986 m 19M 1989 IMP 1991 1992 1993 1994 19K 1996 1997 1Mt | 

lor Informatiou liiilMm scud M)/- h\i IH J/A-k) io 

^ro’sics 
AG-603, Shalimar Bagh, Delhi-110052 

Ph. 7471544, 7477317, 9810122438 
Only at Shalimar Bagh (Delhi) and AHganj (Ludmow) 

HOSTEL FACILITY AVAILABLE 

VAID'S ICS LUCKNOW 
Prelims Classes Starting JANUARY 4 

GS, GEOGRAPHY, HISTORY, PUB. ADMN., SOCIOLOGY, PHYSICS & LAW 
Postal Courses Available 

PRELIMS : GS, GEOGRAPHY. INDIAN HISTORY, PUB. ADMN., SOCIOLOGY & PHYSICS 

MAINS : GS, HISTORY, ANTHRO., QEOG., PUB. ADMN., POL SC., PSYCHO. HINDI LITT., SANSKRIT & PHYSICS 
For further information contact personally or for Infimmtion Bulletin semi Rs. 30/- In/ f)/ )/M() 

VAID'S ICS LUCKNOW 
B.36, SECTOR-C, ALIQANJ, LUCKNOW PH.: 326249 

BAISTK F.O.& SSd 

('>HI)IXI'.WIH ‘lO/raxelS 



GRADUATES - HERE IS YOUR GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY - 

BANKP.O.RECRUITMENT 
We can help you to become a BANK P. O. 

Banking: 
A Rewarding Career 

vOur Professional 
^Commitment: 

Success Earned 
Is Success Deservt 

Nearly 1000 Probationary Ofticara coach In regular Ow offices are toeateO 
are recruited every year by Banka claaaea In Maharaahtra, Boa, ^ | lnUaharaahtra,Goa,aulvat,K»nataka, 
m India. Thia avenue of direct recruitment Gujarat, Karnataka. T.N., Andhra Tamil Nadu, Amtttra Pradeah, fCerals, 
aa Probationary Officera In Banka oBera a Pradeah, Kerala, Bihar, Weat Bengal. Bihar, Weat Bengal. U.P.,U.P..Br^aathan 
promlaing career for bright young people u.P., M.P., Bajaathen, Orlaaa and by and Orlaaa but our successes have 
today. Any graduate between 21 end 30 POSTAL TUITION throughout India tor been noted acroaa die country. Help 
yewa^ apply tor the pmt. Theltdtbmga objective and tleacrIpOve teata of PO and recognition have come from 
a handaome remuneratitm, awurlty of axama. All aubjecta - (1} Heaaoning everywhere and In abundetwe. Teat 

(•°9lcal, verbal, non-verbal) (2) after teat, literally hundreda of our 
mment is rum mo Quantitative Aptitude (3) General aludenta join the 19NaUonallaedBanka, 

Awareneaa and Current Aftalra (4) State Bank, Aaaoelate Banka, LIC, 
Bogllah Language (5) Deacrlpdvoteata QIC, RBI as Officera. The aut^ecta, 

tLdi^tTKieXo Mr natliJa tmuie. compriaing compnhenalon, analyala ayllabu^pa^ of tea^Md examining 
And aince llberallaatlon of the Indian expreaalon of viewa mi any given body (IBPS) tor ell theae exama 
economy In 1991, Banking Induatry haa *•;* covered exhauatively. ere aame. Natur^fy. Jingle 
come face-to-face with multl-dimenalonal Speelallaed preetlee booka on all common BANK RECRUITMENT 
ehallengea and opportunitlea. The new aubjecta covering thouaanda of typical PROBATIONARY OFFICER (BRPO) 
goela aet fm the Banking Induatry demand and actual exam queatlona are aupplled COURSE tor ad theae exama. Suceeaa- 
hlgh quality peraonnel with atrong IntheCourae-Theaebookaarenotaold oriented atudenta join the Courae well 
eapabllltlea tor shouldering a broad to othera. “THE COURSE IS UPDATED In advance of the Teat artd benefit by 
apectrum of critical reaponalbllltlea. MONTH AFTER MONTH." Interview our atep-by-atep and exhaustive 

coaching Is given free to all students ctmehing. Admissions are open round 
. , ., who emerge successful In the written the year and are given on flrst-come- 
SelecUon on /rOk 11 ^ rests. first served basis. JOIN NOW AND 

Our officea are located 
In Mahmaahtra, Goa, Gujmrat, Kmtataka, 

apectrum of critical reaponalbllltlea. 

Selection on ^ 
Merit through 
Competitive Exams: NSB s Faith in 

Specialisation: When vacancies td Probationary 
Offlcms are declared at Intervals of National School of 
almost every three months by one Bank Banking, headquartered 
or another, large numbers apply tor at Mumbai, was founded -' 
them apd appear for the Intensely t¥venty-one years ago aa a specialised 
competitive exams based on general institute providing coaching mainly 
Intelligence tests. Standards of for bank RECRUITMENT exams - of 

first served basis. JOIN NOW AND 
PREPARE FOR A RICH AND 
REWARDING CAREER. Fm details of 
our special BRPO COURSE, please 
contact personally or write today wUh 
Rs. 10/- P.OJM.O. to : ®The Director, 

National School 
of Banking 

of Hascomc: 
evaluation are moat rigmoua and Impartial, pog gnd of Clerks. It has grown rapidly Indian Education Society Campua, 
The percentage of success Is lower than gnd Is now the lar^t pre-recruitment on OMhaia Head (North), 
O.S%. Therefme, every single additional Trsinlno Institute In the countrv ' *00029.- 
mark that vou nan amt baeamma Imonrtant '"»*««« country. gnANCHES/PHONE Wo*.: Oadar-44S993$, 
mmrK Wm you CMn gBi DBCOmeB ItnpOnMnt Pyf eoniinUOUB rBSBStCh snd 44aa2$0, 44$$411, F0rt“2O4$410/2O46439, 
A pfovBnIy eonnpBtentf BpBClBlIsBd Mnd onoo/ito study of oblsctlvs snd oirgaum“3S4S9$4, Than^42ifki$, Andharh 
th^^OUOh COSCMftQ bSCOfflSS S kdUSTm f1SRt*HffflVR oytSP* wnH S2t20S$, BorivH'^SOSStSSt OotnShfH* 

^ ^ 099cnpmsexmmqumsu^pmpersmna 1)472727,Puna^S2201BaKolhapur“S22Bl$, 
pattsrns havs contributed to our 'Nmgfur^B2940$, AkOla 4219U, Aurangabad- 
present pre-eminence as the 25$iio,Naaik-574942,sangii-3740S$,Margao- 

- CENTRAL INSTITUTE FOR BANK 
liECRUITMENT TRAINING. A aaoiois; 

1^1 IV computer netwmk Is used to prepare S4itts.Tirupati-275i2,Painea3mr,Caieima- 
In SJQ study materlala In General Awareness. 

270099, Bhutmnaatmar-53OS0S/00, Bangmora- 
^ 55SM77, Channal-4343320, l»adural-r443S0, 

CeeMn-30tS93, Thlruranthaptiram-402110. 
Fax4iumbal:(0a2)4440102. 
E malt:akthalHirOglaabm01.uanl.nat,ln 

During the past 21 years, we have helped over 7100 students to secure 
jobs in Banks as Probationary Officers. We can definitely help you. 

JOIN NOW AND PREPARE YOURSELF FOR 
475 PROBATIONARY OFFICER VACANCIES IN 
STATE BANK OF INDIA (Exam to be held on 13.2.2000). 
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How to Write and Speak 
LJ Simple and Powerful English 

(1) For peo|"e who studied in non-Eiighsh medium. (2) Advariced sTroken Enplis It 

Hi, my name is Bapna ami I warn in tell 
you about Bapna's BtftUsk Course. It is a new 
easy way 10 quickly and easily leam how to write 
and speak siiiqile. correct, and poweriiil English. 

Free Sample of 

What You Will Learn 

Let me teach you how lo correctly use 
will/^1. We cal! U BapnaV** wm/ShaU Rule 
and it has two parts: 

Wm'T—M"g always use W1I.I- During my 4 
years in USA, I never heard anyone use SHALL. 

EBLJattiBR and for esams, use like I’ll, 
^’11, he'll, she’ll, they'll. This is a short-cut. 
in this w^, your sentences will always be correct. 

I teach you Ei^lish that I myself use-like in 
this articie 'and in my books published in USA I 
India. 

Such English is easy to leam and also 
powerful. 

Different Better. Unique. 

Please note that ivy course is totally different 
from Ibqiidex™ or any other books/courses. I 
showed you the use of will/shail so easily and 
quickly. Many books may take S to 10 pages to 
teach it and so it takes you many days to leam to 
use will/shall correedy. Do you fully realize now 
that my course is really unique and dUffereiul 

Bapna’s Will/Shall ^le and other material in 
this course cannoi be copied by other 
books/courses because this material is based on 
our research, and we own the copyright and 
trademarks. 

Who Will Benefit Greatly 

Bapna's English Course is not for those who 
snidM in English medium. It is for you if you 
studied in non-English medium. You beneflt 
greatly if: 
• If you can understand English when others speak, 

but you are not sure of correct to write or 
speak English. Or, if you sometimes make 
misukes or get confUs^ when speaking English 

■ If you have used granunar or spoken English btxiks 
to leam English, but did not get much success 

• Whether you are a student or in job, if you are 
highly motivated to learn simple and powerful 
English easily and quickly, you will bcneni 

Was Weak in English 
I was bom in Rajasthan where people are weak in 

Eiylish. I studied in govemmeM non-English medium 
schools. $0,1 was also weak in English 

On my way 10 Klani to join B.E., at Clurawa railway 
station, I met one Mr P V Reddy horn Andhra Pradesh 
who was also goiq u> Pilani to join B.E 

I mned speaking in Hindi. Mr Reddy said. 
*1 do noi know Hutdi" h was a surprise and shock tor 
me that someone did not know Hindi. I hau never 
talked in English befoie and I was not cniifidem of lalk- 
uig in EngllA. So. I said. “I di 1101 know English" 

FRANCHISEE 
WANTED 

(To Toach Spokon Engltch & Mind Powor) 
Earn in T ways- (I) classPHim teaching (2) selling 

(3) sponsoring new members. Ek Rs 9,flnn. For full 
details &. application, please send Rs SO MO/DD to. ■ Franklin International lowToo"! 

ft-12. Mmd Power ChambersMsins I 
s«as. Udaipur-313002 F***" 

gouil: fTankenglishOhuiinail.com 

My Struggle to Leam English 
In die ftrsi semester in Pilam. I was a topper with U) 

out of 10 grade points, bui 1 was not confident in Eiy- 
lish. So, I was worried about my weak Eiylish and I 
bought many books, guides, dictionaries, and newspa¬ 
pers. 

I worked tiard, but iinpruvemeni was very slow. For 
example, I uwk one month 10 read mv first novel R K 
Narayan's The Guide because I had to search so niai^ 
words in 1 dkiiunary. 

I even thought of dropping one semesuu, sitting at 
home, and learning only Englisli. Thai time I used to 
think "Why nobody develops a iescafch-ba.sed course to 
leach good simple English for non-English medium peo¬ 
ple like me'’" 

I continued lo work hard. And finally I improved 
English and became a successfol enginecr/author in 
America. Now you can also improve your English and 
fortunately do .so easily without hard work and without 
wasting time. 

htqt://5poken. webjump.com 

Our New Research 011 

Practical Grammar 
The schools teach you complete, Ihcoreiical giaiiimar 

Their goal is 10 teach English for exam purpose (same 
exam as m England and America). And as a result the 
schools leave many of us confused and unsure of our 
knowledge of English 

My goal is lo leach practical English so that you 
quickly gain confidence in speaking and writing Erq;- 
lish. Oi^example of our practical approach is the 
Bapna’s* mO/ShaU Rule. 

This course is foully din'ciem and you will not find 
most of our techniques in any other couise or book W; 
developed this new course only for people like you who 
studied in non-English medium. 

Easy to Learn 5 Parts 
if yuu can understand this arliclr, you can surely uii- 

dersund tny course And greatly benefli from it Our 
belief and expenence show that it is beticr to Vjgcii Eng¬ 
lish through English than through uanslaiion. Why'.’ 
Because 11 helps students to learn 10 think in English. 

The complete course has .1 pans for easy learning. 
Part 1 ' Essential English Part 2 : Important and 
Hrlpfol Usage Pari 3 . How to Write in a Powerful. 
Effective, and Resuli-Orienied Wsy 
Part 4 : Advanced Topics 
Part S ' Mini Spelling Dicitonary 

ftrl 3 is so easy and powerfol that, it is worth more 
than the foil price for the complete course 

Some of Ito other topics in the course are’ (t)1\M> 
short-cuts to powerful bnglisti (2) Lx-arn lo use tliese 
helpful words (3) How lo wriu; letters (4) How lo cn 
hance meaning (5) How to remember spelling.s and 
increase vocabulary (A) Common usage 

It is Easy, But Takes Time 
Nothing good in life conies witliout effon 
Though my course is easy to leam, you cannot mas¬ 

ter my course in just one week or without effort 
Bui, I use my expertise in mind power and study tech¬ 

niques to lielp you learn quickly and easily in two steps- 
Step I. Study for I hour per day. You can complete 

It in 25 to 40 days 
Step 2 nit the next 2 months, revise it for 2 hours 

: er week After that, for the next 2 mouths, revise it 
for I hour per week. In this way, your learning will be¬ 
come permanent. 

You gel "pockei cards". Keep them in your pocket to 

revise in school, college., bus, park, playground, etc. 
So, you learn English ui the free time that most people i"*' 
waste because ihQ don't hive pocket cards. 

Proof of Success 
• “Before joinii^ your course 1 could understand 

English but 1 could noi«peak English. Now, I can 
sp^ powerful English." - swni ain^ fmm. b»w 

• "In the past, I was not good at writiiv as well as 
speaking English. Using your course. I am able to 
write simple and better &^lish without mist^ 
and I can speak English with others without any 
hesiution. 1 completed your course in 27 days. * 

- VHIWi<lwM.Ahniidnasw. MS 
• "Good and unique course. I was ave^e in 

English. Now I can write letters in simple 
English." — NciikSnnivu.AP 

• ‘I want to (hank you for this valuable English 
course. Now 1 can write A speak English much 
better than before " ^ gMw Amua m: nmih. ms 

Spoten Engllsir"^w. 
|^4fSurses with 
I SpoksnEngliahPractica(witti2eaas) I 
I The book/casseucs give words and sentences of com-1 
I non use for ytiu to repeat again and again for lasier | ^ 
I learning The same are recorded for easy practice on | 
Icassrlirs in male/female voices. I 

Advanced Spoken English through Easy] 
I GrammarA Simple Phonetics (with 4 ceee] 
(This IS for people from English medium or those whoa 

are already good in English or who have used our book ■ 
I or cassettes (code 8SI or 125) This couise helps you lo I 
J^grovejjOu^rammar and pronunciation ^ 

60-DAYMONEY-BACK 
GUARANTEE 
If you are not fully K)0% delighted and thrilled with 

the couisc (code 851), simply return it so that it must 
reach us within 60 days of despatch from our office, and 
you gel refond of your amount (minus Rs 40 for post& 
handling) by MO. No questions asked-you be the judge 

Rs 24S>20. 
Save 150 

Ttw price of the course code K5I is Rs 395 ■¥ 20, but 
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CoSa 

Prieto 
PoiR 

Bapna's English Course 951 245-^30 

Spoken English Practxm (2 casssitas * 
24,tiage book) 

12S 1S0430 

Both tho EngHah eoitraaa abOM 720 309«35 

Atitneed Seeksn EngMi threugh Easy Crairur 
and Snvis PtioMtcsH cas«an4oi*t 

730 2M-fr30 
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AT YOUR FIRST JOB INTERVIEW, 

THE LAST THING YOU NEED TO WORRY ABOUT, 

ARE THE CREASES ON YOUR SHIRT 

JiF 
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Interview Shirtli 

Usy Ore Wrinkle-free Shirts at Rs. 595/- in six colours. 

Zodisc presents e jxwd reason to stay cnsp, calm and comfortable at your |ob interview A shirt that's wrinWe-free 

To keep you hassle-free And to make sure you're dressed lor success. 

ZODIAC 
FINEST QUALITY SHULTMAKERS 
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1 CURRENT 

INDIA 
NDA Sets A National 

Agenda 

There is hunger for development, time is 
running out and the people are getting 
impatient, so warned the Prime Minister, Mr. 
Atal Behari Vajpayee while addressing the 
national executive committee of the BJP in 
New Delhi. In fact, the Prime Minister was 
reminding his partymen of the supreme 
confidence the people cil India had reposed 
in his government that it would take better 
care of the needs of the people than the 
governments that preceded it. It was a 
message right from the core of his heart 
when he said that the people were not 
asking for the moon; they only wanted basic 
facilities such as clean drinking water, 

) employment and access to education and 
health facilities. 

'Fhe NDA >et forth its clear-cut agenda 
for a pragmatic socio-economic develop¬ 
ment of the country in both the first 
broadcast to nation bv the Prime Minister 
on October 16,1999 after he assumed office 
of the new government and the President, 
Mr. K. R. Narayanan's address to the joint 
sitting of the two Houses of Parliament on 
October 25, 1999. 

The Prime Minister spoke of "a 
government that cares and a government 
that will take can> of the last person in the 
last ix)w. I le promised to redeploy resources 
and rearrange institutions to provide for all: 
safe drinking water, primary health services, 
primary education, rural roads and rural 

^ housing. And he sought the cooperation of 
9 the private sec tor in this endeavour. He said 

that he was in favour of private-sector- 
friendly regime and would ensure ".second 
generation reforms"‘all intended to usher 
in a "proud, and prosperous India." 
are pled^id to the emergence of a new India 
in the new century." 

Mr. Vajpayee warned that terrorism 
would be dealt with sternly : "the life of 
every Indian citizen under our dispensation 
is precious. The Prime Minister also 
emphasised electoral reforms and the 
campaign against corruption, while 
reaffirming his faith in the "lofty principles 
of Secularism, Social Justice, Social Harmony 
and Wjmen’s Empowerment." 

In his address to the joint sitting of 
Parliament the President elaborated on the 
agenda of his new government. According 
to him, during the current year, the Indian 

^Iconomy is expected to grow over six per 
cent. Inflation as measured by the wholesale 
price index is around two per cent, which is 
the lowest in the last two decades. Despite 
an adverse global economic environment, 
our balance of payments position ,ha5 
remained comfortable and our foreign 

exchange reserves are at a record level of 
nearly $ 33 billion. 

On the front of economic reforms, the 
government policy would test rm a triad in 
which the government provides a strong 
policy and regulatory leadership; the private 
sector brings the dj^amism and efficiency 
of the competitive environment; and the 
local democratic institutions and civil society 
bring about people's participation. 

Mr. Narayanan announced that his 
government has decided to give topmost 
priority to the social sector development. In 
the field of education, a separate department 
of Primary Education and Literacy has 
already been created. The face of rural India 
will change beyond recognition. The newly 
created department of drinking water 
supply in the Ministry of Rural 
Development will implement a programme 
to provide clean drinking water to all 
villages in the next five years. Fifty per cent 
of the>)iesel cess would he earmarked for 
construction of all-weather roads in rural 
India. It is planned to have 20 lakh < 
additional housing units each year, and of 
these 13 lakh would be built in rural areas. 

In several sectors, the Vajpayee 
government is seeking to complete the jr**!. 
taken up in 199ti, but which could not bv 
completed because of the fall of government 
For instance, the BJP-led government started 
working on the recommendatif>ns of the task 
force on information technology in 1998 and 
after the new government faMik over, it has 
set up a new Ministry of Information 
Technology for facilitating the initiatives 
in the Central Government, State 
Governments, academia, the private sector 
and the successful Indian professionals 
abroad. The Ministry will implement a 
comprehensive action plan to make India 
an IT superpower in the early part of the 
next century and achieve a target of $ 50 
billion in software exports by 2008. 

The new Telecom policy would seek to 
achieve the objective of providing universal 
access to world-access telecom services at 
the lowest possible price to the public. The 
Communications Minister, M:. Ram Vilas 
Paswan, announced on October M, 1999 that 
government would provide phones in ail 
villages by 2002. The government has also 
plans to provide Internet to villages and 
modernise exchanges. 

The Government proposes to create 10 
crore additional jobs in ten years. For this a 
Iksk Force on Employment has already been 
set up in the Flarming Commission under 
tlie chairmanship of its member, Mr. Montek 
Singh Ahiuwalia. The authorities also 
propose to review the existing Foreign Direct 
Investment (FDl) regime in order to cut 
delays in pnqect implementation and create 
an enabling policy to ensure FDI inflow of 
at least $ 10 billion annually. 

Balayogi Speaker And 
Sayeed Deputy Speaker 

Mr. C.M.C. Balayogi of the Telugu Desam 
Party took over as the Speaker of the lade 

Sabha for a second consecutive term op 
October 22, 1999 following his unanimoiB 
re-eleclion. | 

Mr. Balayogi's re-elwtion was a smooth- 
sailing affair after the Congress and othw 
Opposition parlies agreed to support his 
candidature as a healthy g«»lure towards 
NDA's support for the candidature of P.M. 
Sayeed (Congioss) as IVputy Speaker of the 
Lok Sabha. 

Mr. P.M. Sayml, a verleran parliament¬ 
arian who was elected a record tenth time 
to the l,ok Sabha from Lakshadweep in the 
recent polls, was unanimously elected 
Deputy Speaker of the Lok Sabha on 
October 27, 1‘8I9. 

Ram Prakash Gupta 
New Chief Minister Of UP 

hollowing its unexpected electoral 
debacle in 1999 Parliamentary el(>cKons in 
its self-nited state as a result of squabbling 
among senior BJP leaders of Uttar Pradesl^ 
Prime Minister, Mr. Alai Behari Vajpayee 
decided to act boldly to mend fences for the 
party in the largest state of the aiuntry and 
the ba.stion of its power. In an unusual 
display of authority Mr. Vajpayee decided 
(November 9) to make veteran party leader 
Mr. Rahi Prakash (oipla the next Chir f 
Minister of UP replacing Mr. Kalyan SLigh 
in consultation with top BJP leaders 
including Parly President Mr. Kushabhau 
Thakre, Home Minister, Mr. L.K. Advani & 
Human Resource Development Minister, 
M.M. Joshi. Mr. (iupla, who is stated to be 
enjoying a good equation with a majority 
of BJP leaders including the outgoing Chief 
Minister, tuok oath of office on 
12th November, 1999 as the new Chief 
Minister after Mr. Kalyan Singh tendered 
his resignation. He is presently not a 
member of the State Assembly and was 
Vice-Chainnan of State Planning Board. 
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I Pope John Eulogises 
I India's Secularism 

During his four-day visit to India Pope 
ohn Paul was given mi carpet welcome by 
he leaders and people of India in 

'Pope fwnd time during the four days from 
•November 5 to 8.1999 to rub shoulders with 
ithe commoners and the dignitaries. The 
'Head of the Vatican amceded that there was 
{greater religious freedom in India than in 
many other countries. One of the highlights 
of the papal visit was the holy mass 
conduct^ in the thickly crowded Jawaharlal 
Ndtru stadium. 

Pope John Paul is the first Polish Pope in 
the history of the Roman Catholic Church, 
which traces its origin to St. Peter, one of 
the first Apostles. 1 lis ascension to the papal 
ttirone came after a continuing succession 
of Italian Popes for 4.S,S years. 

Second National Labour 
Commission Constituted 
A second National l.abour Commission 

under the chairmanship of the former 
Labour Minister, Mr. Ravindra Varma was 
constituted by the Government on (October 
16, 1999. The lO-meinber Commission 
would set!k to rationalise labour laws in the 
organised, .sector and formulate 
comprehensive legislation for workers in the 
unoiganisisl sector. The terms of refeienoe 
of the Commission would include follow¬ 
up on foe implications of the recommen¬ 
dations made by a panel set up in May 1998 
to review various administrative laws 
governing industiy. 

The labour front is undergoing traumatic 
changes in the wake of economic 
liberalisation and the technological 
revolution. The Commission would focus on 
the impact of the changes on labour and 
accordingly make appropriate recommen¬ 
dations. The Commission would submit its 
recommendations in Just two years. 

Besides Mr. Ravindra Varma, the 
Chairman, the other members of the 
Coounission are Mr. B.R. Sahade, Mr. Sunil 
Shastri, Mr. Sudarshan Sarin, Mr. Sanjeeva 
Reddy, Mr. Jitendra Vtr Gupta, Ms. F.la R. 
Bhatt Mr. Arvtnd R. Doshi, Mr. Hasubhai 
Dave, and Mr..N. Sanyal. Mr. Sapyal would 
be foe Meinber-Secrelary. ' * 

At a meeting of the commission held on 
November 4,1999, it was decided to set up 
six study teams to review various labour 
laws including social security. The study 
teams would cover existing labour laws in 
India and other countries; make 
recommendations on "umbrella" legislation 
for the informal sector; study impact of 
globalisation on labour; social security; 
women and child labour; and the 
upgradation'of skills and education of 
workers. At its first meeting the Commi.s.sion 
has decided to send a questionnaire to 
industrial workers, different government 
departments, public sector units, state 
governments and trade unions. 

It may be recalled that the first National 
Labour Commission was set up in 1966 and 
a .second Commission has come too late in 
the context of foe breathtaking changes in 
national and global economies and the 
technological innovations. Laws must 
change with the changing situation and 
must safeguard the interests of both the 
labour and foe entrepreneur. There have 
been instances of technological changes 
triggering corporate down sizing, causing 
job los.ses. Iname disparities and foe poor 
baigaining power of the labour have bemme 
part of the fallout of the globalisation 
pnx»». But the most vulnerable has been 
the vast labour force in the unorganised 
sector—the marginalised labour foriv of 
unprotected labour comprising poor men, 
women and childron who comprise 90 per 
cent of the labour foice. Ihe organised scclur 
accounts for barely 27 million of foe entire 
workforce estimated at about 286 million. 

Congtess-NCP Govenunent 
_In Maharashtra , 

A hung assembly exacts its exorbitant 
price in terms of frequent bickerings and 
mutual suspicion when patchwork coalitions 
arc formed. But the greatest casualty of 
shaky coalitions—brought about by 
marriages of convenience—^is instability. The 
partners who strike a deal only tend to 
postpone their date of separation. That has 
been the ordeal of Maharashtra where there 
was a prolonged period of uncertainty in 
the wake of a fractuied mandate throwing 
up a hung assembly. While there was quick 
ministry formation in States like Andhra 
Pradesh, Karnataka, Arunachal Pradesh and 
Sikkim, the Governor of Maharashtra 
Dr. P.C. Alexander had to emerge as 
taskmaster setting a deadline for the 
formation of a new government as major 
political parties were locked in 
indiscriminate horse-trading. 

With the BJP-Shiv Sena combine making 
a poor show in foe Assembly elections, the 
one-time divorcees were together, albeit 
reluctantly. The Congress of Ms. Sonia 
Gandhi and the National Congress Party 
(NCP) led by Sharad Pawar made a bid to 
share power in Maharashtra. Mr. Vilasrao 
Deshmukh of Congress became foe new 
Chief Minister of Maharashtra and Mr. 
Chhagan Bhujbal of NCP, foe Deputy Chief 
Minister. And they were sworn in on 
October 18, the deadline set by the Governor 
for foe formation of foe new government. 

The new coalition 
government in 
Maharashtra also 
roped in foe Peasants 
& Workers Party, 
CPM, Janata Dai (S), 
Samajwadi Party, 
Republican Party of ^ 
India and Bharatiya 
Bahujan Mahasangh. 

An interesting 
aspect of this 
Congress-led combine is sharing of power 
by the Samajwadi Party of Mz Muiayam 
Sir^h Yadav, an avowed opponent of Mrs. 
Sonia Gandhi as Prime Minister of India 
because of her foregn origin (like Sharad 
Pawar-led NCP) under Congress umbrella. 

US Waives Economic 
Sanctions Against India 

It was announced on October 28, 1999 
that the US President Mr. Bill Clinton had 
waived the economic sanctions imposed on 
India and had retained all but two against 
Pakistan. With regard to India, (he President 
has continued a waiver of the post-nuclear 
test sanctions, which allows American • 
Commercial bank lending to continue as also 
loans by the Export-Import Bank. In regard 
to Pakistan, the waiver relates to commercial 
lending and agricultural credits only. 

Said a spokesman of the US National 
Security Council, Mr. Mike Hammer : "The 
different treatment of the two countries 
reflects the reality that things have changed 
for the worse in Pakistan ... Basically we 
have made cl^ar from the start that there 
can be no business as usual with Pakistan 
until an elected government is restored." 
Under section 508 of the Foreign Assistance 
Act, the US President is mandated by law 
to cut off assistance to a country where a 
civilian elected government is overthrown. 

India has welcomed the waiving of 
economic sanctions against India by the US ' 
as a positive gesture tov/ards normalising 
relations between Ihe two countries. The 
sanctions were impo.sed in the wake of 
Pokhran 11. India hopes that the waiver 
would create a congenial atmosphere in foe 
context of the proposed visit of President 
Clinton to India early m^xt year. 

Bofors Case Back To The 
_Centiestage_ 

Much to the embarrassment of the 
Congress, and more particularly foe loyalists 
of foe Congress Presiflent, Ms. Sonia Gandhi, 
the Bofors case was back in foe limelight 
again. The first ever chargeshect in the 13- 
year old Rs. 64 crore payoff case was filed . 
in foe Designated Court of foe Special Judge. 
Delhi, Mr. Ajit Bharihoke, on October 22,. 
1999. 

The chargesheet names, as accused the 
former Prime Minister; Rajiv Gandhi, foe 
former Defence Secretary, Mr. S.K. 
Bhatnagar, the Italian businessman and 
Maid of foe Gandhi family. Me Ottavio 
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Quattrocchi, the former Bofora agent Win 
’ ^Ouidha, the former Bofore President, Mr 
.Martin Ardbo and M/s AB Bofora of 
Swedea 

. 1116 assassination of the former Prime 
* Minister Rajiv Gandhi made those who 
prepared the chargesheet to lay down the 
observation, "not sent up for trial". The 

. chargesheet also mentions the chai]^ of 
; conspiracy, cheating and oHence under foe 
! provisions of the Prevention of Corruption 
I Act, 1947 against Rajiv Gandhi who 
I awarded the fo. 1,437 crore contract to AB 

Bofors in March 1986. According to the 
chargesheet, the probe by the investigation 
agency proved beyond doubt that the 

! accused were parties to a criminal 
conspiracy in awarding the contract to 

' M/s AB Bofors for supply of guns. The 
chargesheet mentions the various acts of 
omission and commission by the 
duugesheeted. The fact that Mr. Quattrocchi, 
Mr. Chadha and the Hinduja brothers were 

t appellants in Swiss courts and that they 
'| su^erted the transfer of documents of India 
1 testifies to the fact kickbacks were paid by 
1 the Bofors and received in their accounts. 
i Mr. Chadha and Mr. Quattrocchi went a step 
i furtfier by transferring funds so received 
> from one account to another to avoid 
< detection and evade the process of law. 
* The CBI seems to have spread its net far 
I and wide and in the process they have 

blocked the escape mutes of some of the 
smaller fish. The dubious role of G. P. 

I Prakash and Srichand — the Hinduja 
! brothers—apart, the CBI was looking for 
I other quarries—^Harsh Chadha, son of Mr. 

Win Chadha, Ms. Maria Quattrocchi and 
' others. The sleuths are determined to go the 
whole hog, and they have embarked on 
several letters Rogatory in Switzerland, 
Sweden, Panama, Luxembourg, Bahamas, 

, Jordan, Liechtenstein and Austria. It is 
] believed that the Hinduja brothers have 
, indissoluble links with the top political brass 
' in India. 
, The chargesheet running into 25 pages is 
, backed up by 213 documents and 
i depositiors of 83 witnes-ses, running into a 
I 'massive 2,500 pages. 
( The boom of the Bofors gun scandal sent 
I tremors across the Congress Opposition in 
I the Lok Sabha, and the irate loyalists of Ms. 
I Sonia Gandhi raised the demand that the 
) name of Rajiv Gandhi be deleted on the plea 

that he was dead and could not defend 
< himself. The government said that it could 
i' not dictate terms to the CBI, which was an 
.' 'independent' investigating agency. 
’ Intervening in the discussioits in the Lok 
( Sabha the Prime Minister, Mr. Atal Behari 
> Vajpayee assured the agitated Congress 
; members on October 28, 1999 that his 

government Irad no objection to a fullscale 
' debate on the Bofors issue. 

Interestingly while jumping in the 1999 
election fray, Mrs. Gandhi had herself 
diallenged Government to probe the Bofors 
deal to Its logical conclusion; implying 
thereby that there was nothing against 
Gandhi family. 

As the Bofors case gained momentum, 
die designated Delhi special court issued on 
November 1, 1999 non-baiiable arrest 
warrants against the accused Italian 
businessman Ottavio Quattrocchi and 
summons to Dubai-based Bofors agent Win 
Chadha, former Defence Secretary, S. K. 
Bhatnagar and former Bofors company diief 
Martin Ardbo and the Swedish company 
A.B. Bofors, now renamed "Celsius". 

Bofors is the first ever scandal of devilish 
proportions in the nation's defence deal 
which came to surface, thanks to the 
extensive coverage by the media by way of 
investigative journalism, compelling Rajiv 
Gandhi to assert that nobody, however high 
he might be, would be spared when the 
recipients of foe kickbacks were known after 
investigation. 

The government had to go in for a sharp 
increase in the diesel price following a sharp 
rise in the iitternational prices of crude oil 
and diesel during the last nine months. 
Between February and September 1999, the 
international price of crude oil went up from 
Rs. 3210 to Ite. 7020 per metric tonne, i.e., 
by 119 per cent. This compelled oil 
companies in India to pay international 
prices for crude oil and diesel. Ifomestic 
diesel pfioes have been fixed on foe principle 
of import parity since November 1997. 

The hike in the basic price of diesel 
announced on October 6,1999 has been only 
to the extent of 40 per cent, though foe 
international price of diesel since foe last 
revision has gone up by 66 per cent. 

The hike in diesel price triggered an 
increase in pas.senger bus fare in many states 
and a rise in freightage of goods transport. 

Trucks all over the country went off the 
road for six days as per protest strike; 
though government did not yield on foe 
issue of lowering the diesel price, it did meet 
half way some of the other demands of foe 

representatives of the All India Motor 
Hansport Congress. In DeOd, foe Die hdted 
bus fares by 100 per cent in one stroke on 
foe pretext of rise in diesel prices 

SC/ST Quota In Lok Sabha 
Extended For Ten Years 

The Lok Sabha and foe Rajya SaUia have 
passed a Constitution Amendment Bill 
during the last week of October 1999 
extending reservation of seats in Parliament 
and State Assemblies for Scheduled Castes 
and Sdieduled Bribes for another ten years. 
The Bill, which also provides for 
representation of Anglo-Indians by 
nomination for another ten years was passed 
with 380 voting for and none against in the 
mandatory division required for passage of 
a Constitution amendment. 

While moving the Bill, Mr. Ram 
Jethmalani, Union Minister for Law, Justice 
and Company Affairs, disclosed that a 
convention of MPs belonging fo SCs/SIk 
would be held before foe winter session of 
Parliamimt and that foe lecofomendations 
of the convention would be placed before 
Parliament. ^ 

A senior Congressman, Mr. Buta Singh 
wanted the scope of reservation to be 
extended to the Rajya Sabha and the 
legislative council as well as specialised 
institutions, judiciary and armed forces. 
According to him there has not been much 
change in the status of people belonging to 
the SC & ST despite reservation for more 
than half a century. He wanted the 
government to take such solid steps for their 
welfare and development which would 
obviate foe need for yet another period for 
reservation. 

A large section of the MI^ feel, however, 
that attitudinal change alone, rather than 
reservation, would alter the socio-economic 
status of foe SCs and STs. It needs to be 
examined why the benefits conferred by the.) 
government are not really percolating to for 
vast needy majority .among the SC/ST 
communities. Does it mean that all the 
"privilages" are cornered by the "creamy 
layer" of the SC/ST communities ? 

Mr. Prakash Ambedkar of the Republican 
Party of India took up an entirely different 
line of thinking. He said that reservation 
itself would not change society and stressed 
the need to bring all cemununitieB on one 
platform with a positive integration. He 
claimed that "merely extending 10 years' 
reservatioit, we are not achieving anything 
. reservation is a hindrance to 
development . Let us make a move 
towards social mobility." 

Unfortunately the creamy layer of SC/CT 
having risen up the reservation ladder 
continue to harvest the privilege for thdr 
children as well denying it to their 
unprivileged breforen. Unless sudt persons 
are excluded, reservation would have to be 
continued for decades due to vote-bank 
polities; whatever be foe political complexion 
of the government at tire Centre. □ 
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■HB 1 CURRENT AFFAIRS! BHB 

Immm The World 
Pakistan : Sharif Ousted 

In A Bloodless Army Coup 
PerhapB a section of historians who would 

chronicle the bizarre developments in 
Pakistani politics would nwiid that when 
Pakistan Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif was 
itdting to have the head of the Army Chief, 
General Pervez Musharraf on a platter, little 
did the ousted Prime Minister know that 
the army in Pakistan would have the last 
laugh. Poor Sharif failed to make the grade 
in the home tasks on the history of his own 
country. As Nawaz Sharif made his last 
desperate move of sacking the army chief 
even as the latter was aboard the plane 
bound homeward from Sri Lanka, he 
''Vuldn't size up that the shots would 
backfire. Within hours of the “sacking" of 
the Army Chief, Sharif himself was 'down 
and out' under house arrest. Pakistan slid 
under military rule once again for the fourtfi 
time at nightfall on October "12, 1999. 

One mote civilian government in Pakistan 
crumbled to the dusiheap of history on 
October 12 when the Prime Minister, riding 
the wave of unpopularity of his own 
creation, what with the row with the 
judiciary, the tiff with the media and the 
chronic tug of war with the military brass, 
elected to cut the Gordian knot by firing the 

Army Chief and 
replacing him by 
Lt. Gen. Khwaja 
Ziauddin, the ISI 
Chief. The Army 
revolted and within 
hours, the soldiers 
were everywhere not 
only in Islamabad 
but all over Pakistan. 
PTV went off the 
air and ail vital 
installations were 
under the military 
control. The Prime 
Minister himself 
turned prisoner in 
his own house. He 
now faces a possible 
death smtence in an 
Anti-terrorist Court 
following his alleged abortive attempt to 
finish off the Army Chief by refusing 
permission to fuel-defidcnt plane carrying 
the Pak Army Chief and two-hundred other 
passengers to land at Karachi airport that 
might have resulted in a crash. 

The differences between the Sharif 
government and the Army Chief came to 
the boil over the handling of the Kargil 
conflict and USA had warned the civilian 
government weeks ago of a possibility of 

"extra-constitutional 
change" in Pakistan. 

'lb the rest of the 
world. South Asia, 
and more parti¬ 
cularly, the Indian 
subcontinent, the 
unfolding sccnaiio 
presented a study 
in contrast ; while 
Pakistan was placed 
under the spell of 
yet another military 
rule on October 12, 
the world's largest 
democracy, in the 
biggest election exer¬ 
cise anywhere in the 
world, had brought 
to power the 
Vajpayee government 
in the neighbouring 
India. Strangely, one 
must presume, at 
least for the time 
being, there was 
jubilation in Pakistan 
over the ‘return of 
Generals' and the 
good riddance of the 
'misrule' of Sharif. 
Sharif's detractors. 

Ms. Benazir Bhutto, forgetting for a while 
what the military rulers did to her own 
father Zulfikar Ali Bhutto (He was »ecuted 
under the militaire dictatorship of General 
Zia-ul-Haq in 19^}, and the ace-cricketer^ 
turned politician, imran Khan, turned ad¬ 
mirers of General Pervez Mu^rraf. The 
warring and sparring politicians in Pakistan 
seemed to forget that the remedy for aay 
alleged misrule is at best a change of gov¬ 
ernment through the ballot, and not a re¬ 
turn to the nightmarish days of Ayub Khan, 
Yahya Khan and Zia-ul-Huq. 

lirue to'form, and falling in line with the 
earlier military dictators who ruled Pakistan 
for nearly 25 years of its 52-year old history, 
Gen. Musharraf, just three days after tlie 
coup, suspended the Constitution and 
proclaimed himself the Chief Executive of 
Pakistan. While declaring a State of 
Emergency throughout the country, he 
suspended the National Assembly and state 
assemblies and curtailed the powers of the 
Supreme Court, but stopped short of 
declaring martial law. He, however, allowed 
President Rafiq Tarar to continue in office. 
"The whole of Pakistan will come under die 
control of the armed forces," the 
proclamation said as army officers moved 
to take key positions in the administraticr.. 

While USA and UK desired an early 
return to civilian rule in Pakistan, Gen. 
Musharraf wouldn't oblige them with any 
promise of an early date for return to die 
democratic process. At least, he was frank 
enough in this regard; one of the military 
rulers of Pakistan promised return to civilian 
rule within three months after he assumed 
power and he ruled for 11 ycarsi Yet another 
clever move to win popular sympathy taken 
by the new ruler of Pakistan was ordering 
the country's commercial banks to freeze 
deposits of all notable politicians and their 
spouses. 
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'The Chief Executive of Pakistan assured 
the rest of the world that there would be no 
change in Pakistan's foreign policy including 
ttve poliqr towards India. One can appreciate 
this viewpoint just because Pakistan's 
foteipi policy has always been moulded by 
the military brass from behind the scenes. 
No wondn the new military ruler talked 
.like any other Pakistani politician on 
iOctober 17, 1999 when he announced a 
unilateral miliury de-escalation along the 
bidia-Fakistan border and pullback of troops 
diat had moved to the border areas. He 
called for a dialogue with India in an 
obviously conciliatory tone to impress 
"Pakistani friends in the West and the 
Muriim worid". But he unmasked himself 
on November 1, 1999 when he said foat 
hostility from India would be met with 
hostility and peace with peace. "Nc^xKly 
ttireaiens us without getting a threatening 
teqponae,* he said. 

Chastened by the experience of four wars 
with Pakistan, India has been monitoring 
fits developments in Pakistan with all the 
seriousness these merit. It knows the minds 
of aU military leaders and knows the stuff 
of whid) the likes of Ayub Khan, Yahya 
Xium, etc. is made of. India knows too that 
it cannot shake hands with a mailed fist. It 
has not forgotten the wars if had with 
Pakistan in 1965 under regime of Ayub Khan 
and the war in 1971 when Pakistan was 
under the dictatorship of Yahya Khan. 
India's defence forces are ever on the al«t 
and India has told Pakistan that before any 
talks could be thought of, Pakistan must first 
stop trans-border terrorism, a condition for 
which India has the full backing of USA. 
The developments in Pakistan should 
reinforce the conviction that India has to be 
eternally vigilant wifo regard to every move 
coming from Pakistan. 

For Pakistan, the period of yet another 
prolonged nightmare has just tegun. 

Indonesia : Ushering in 
Democracy 

On October 20, 1999 Indonesia emerged 
as the world's ttiiid largest democracy, after 
India and the United States when 
Mr. Abdurrahman Wahid, the Islamic 
scholar who champions a secular society for 
his country, was elected the fourfo President 
of Indonesia after he defeated the icon of 
the masses, Ms. Megawati Sukarnoputri. A 
few days before, the People's Consultative 
Assembly (MPR) rejected by 355 votes to 
322 the "accountability reports presented by 
the interim President B. ]. Habibie. This was 
tantamount to passing a vote of no- 
confidence against Nm. Mr. Habibie could 
have stayed in the Presidential contest; but 
after the vote he chose to respect ttie MPR 
mandate and opted out of the race. 

The supporters of Ms. Megawati 
Sukarnoputri would have plunged 
Indonesia into yet another bmit of blo^y 
violence had not the MPR elected her as the 
Vice-President a day afto’ the election of 
Abdurrahman as President. Just before the 
'Vice-Presidential ballot, two influential 
figiiles, Gen. Wiranto, thief of the armed 
forces, and Akbar Tat^ung, chairman of the 

Golkar Party, withdrew their candidacies, 
citting the iw«d for national unity. That left 
Megawati to face Hamazah Haz, diairman 
of the Muslim oriented United Development 
Psrty. She defeated Haz handily, 396-284. 

of Indonesia's respected intellects, 
Abdurrahman 14tahid has long championed 
human rights, democracy, the separation of 
the church—mosque—and the state and a 
tolerant Islam that embraces non-Muslims 
in fraternal embrace. "There is no original 
race in Indonesia," frankly admits this new 
leader of Indonesian democracy. "A great 
grandmother of mine was Chinese. That is 
die reason why I don't accept the idea of 
racial differences in Indonesia." 

As Islamic fundamentalism raises itself 
as a hydra-headed evil in different parts of 
the world, here is a Muslim cleric who gives 
a different tune: "For me, an Isiantlc society 
in Indonesia is treason against the 
Constitution, because it will make non- 
Muslims second-rla.ss citizens," he said way 
back in 1995. His secular stance set him on 
a collision course with other Muslim leaders 
and his liberalism nettled former President 
Suharto. 

Me ^^d and Ms. Sukarnoputri were 
allies in the June parliamentary poll that 
paved the way for die Presidential elections. 
Even when the duo contested the highest 
office in the country, they never allowed any 
kind of bitterness to come in between. The 
fact that Wahid is invalid in several 
respects—a history of two strokes, blindness 
and all that—^would make the Vke-President 
to play a bigger role in the national politics. 
Yet, together the two leaders are expected 
to bring about national unity in a fractured 
and diverse country of about 13,000 islands 
and more than 200 million people. 

In making his reformist Cabinet, the 
new ruler of Indonesia broke with an 
authoritarian past that gave scant regard 
for the susceptibilities of the subjects. It 
was a line-up of new faces. Mr. Kwik 
Kian Gie, an economist and close aide of 
Ms. Sidcamputri was named the Economics 
Minister while Mr. Juwono Sudarsono took 
over as Defencx Minister replacing Gen. 
Wiranto who was shifted to a less powerful 
job of Security and Political Coordinating 
Ministec Mr. AIwi ^ihab became the new 
Foreign Minister replacing Mic AM Alatas 

who had held tiie post for over a decade. 
The President called his Cabinet a cabinet 
of "national unity", a cabinet that sought to 
represent diverse interests and whittle down 
role of the army In all 36 ministers were 
sworn in on October 29. 

The President and the Vice-President do 
make an excellent team and they have 
the full support of the masses an^ 
parliamentarians to make Indonesia a 
democratic and economic power in South 
East Asia. Meanhwile the demand for a 
separate Muslim state by Aceh island, the 
Muslim-dominated island, on the pattern of 
East Timor,, and sectarian violence in other 
islands, pose a new challenge for the secular 
Government. 

US Senate Rejects CTBT 
"Never before has a serious treaty 

involving nuclear weapons been handled in 
such a r^less and ultimately partisan way. 
The Senate ha.s a solemn responsibility under 
our Constitution to offer advice and consent 
in matters involving treaties. The Senate has 
simply not fulfilled that responsibility here," 
lamented the American President Mr. Bill 
Clinton when the CTBT (Comprehensive 
Test Ban Treaty) was rejected by a 51 to 4» 
margin by the US Senate on October 1',,' 
1999. The action of the Senate amounted to 
a knockdown blow to the foreign policy of 
Mr. Clinton. Only four Republicans crossed 
over and joined 44 Democrats in voting to 
ratify the CTBT. But that was poor 
consolation as a two-thirds majority or a 
total of 67 votes was required to see the 
Treaty thniugh. 

Both the US President and Vice-President 
were determined not to be swept away by 
the coup pulled off by the Senate, the latter 
(Mr. Albert Core) resolving to resubmit the 
Treaty for ratification by the Senate if elected 
President. 

An agitated American President said that 
the USA itself wouldn't conduct any nuclear 
tests and appealed to Russia, China, Britain 
and France to exercise self-restraint in thi|| 
regard. He warned the newly emerge^' 
nuclear-capable states of India and Pakistan 
against interpreting the rejection of the CTBT 
by the Senate as a sign that USA did not 
care whether they ratified the treaty or not. 

It was for the second time the /Umerican 
Senate has rejected a major intematioiul 
treaty. In 1920 it had rqected the Treaty of 
Versailles. 

Partly, the President has to blame himself 
for tiic Senate rejection of the CTBT for the 
vote against the TIneaty was tiie result of tiie 
feilure of the Clinton ^ministration to build 
a consensus within the country. 

Without US ratification, CTBT seems to 
be stillborn. The future of the Treaty lies in 
the hands of a new President and as to how 
he would be capable of moulding public 
opinion. Beyond doubt, CTBT will be one 
of the contentious issues that a future 
Demoaat Presidential nominee will present 
for ptdilic debate in the Presidential election 
just IS months away. 

As per Artide 14 of "the Entry into force," 
to be operational, tiie CTBT has to be signed 
by 44 countries, vdiidi have atomic power 
plants, but only 41 countries have so fer 
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■igned it and of these only 23 countries have 
ratified it. An overconfident Clinton 
administration was obsessed with getting 
others such as India and Pakistan sign the 
IVeaty, overiooking the need to build up a 
democratic consensus in his own country in 
hvour of the Treaty. 

Sri Lanka Gears up for 
Snap Pmidential. Polls 

It is a ballot war to end another war, and 
this time President Chandrika Kunuiratunga 
sprang a surprise on all by preponing the 
Presidential elections all with the intent to 
end the ethnic conflict—a promise on the 
baids of which rite was elected in 1994. 
Seeking to overcome the Opposition 
challenge in Parliament, the President 
announced on October 20, 1999 that 
midterm Presidential elections would be 
held by mid>January, ten months ahead 
of schedule. She would thus have 
pariianientaty polls, scheduled for August 
2p00l held after the presidential elections 
whidi she hopes to win with a comfortable 
nujority. The President felt that the lack 
of two thirds majority in Parliament 
prevented her from going ahead with her 
Constitutional peace initiatives. 

The snap decision to go for early 
Presidential polls was welcomed by 
Mb’. Sanil Wickremesinghe, Leader of the 
Opposition, United National Patty (UNF). 
The three prominent Tkmil group, the Ikmil 
Eelam Liberation Organisation (TELO), 
Eelam Peoples Revolutionary Literation 
Front (BPRLF) and the Peopl» Liberation 
Organisation of Ikmil Eelam (PLOTE) have 
ahesdy decided to field a third common 
candidate. The Tamil parties are sore over 
the failure of the government and the main 
Opposition in solving the Ikmil problem in 
Sri Lanka. 

In 1994, Chandrika had won 62 pr cent 
of the votes, the highest any Presidential 
candidate has secured. The clinching factor 
in the spectacular victory was the vote fnxn 
the North-East Tamil majority regions where 
she polled more than her naticmal average. 
While hei national average was 62.28 per 
oenL Chandrika secured 85.14 per cent of 
the votes polled in Jaffna, Vanni, Batticaloa 
and IKncomalee districts. But the year 2000 
is vastly different from the scenario of 1994. 
The Kumaratunga goveriunent has now 
brought the entire northern peninsula utvler 
its control. The Tamil Tigers are now 
confined only to the interior of the jungles 
and now control only Mullaitivu and 
Klllinochi districts and parts of Batticaloa 
and Mannar. 

Chandrika knows that the problem of 
ethnic divide in Sri Lanka cannot be solved 
through violence and counter-violeiux and 
every effort made by her government to 
open a dialogue with LTTE was torpedoed 
by LTTE itself. LTTE that sought to tell rest 
of the work) that they alone represented 
the true aspirations of the 1hmil minority 
in Sri Lanka and in its bid to assert their 
suprmacy, has assassinated every other 
Ikmil leader bdonging to other Ikmil parties. 

It remains to be seen whediR Chjfndtika's 
gamble will py off. But one fact remains.' 
Whosoever becomes the President next year; 
he or she may foce yet another period of 
uncertainty in so far as the total abenation 
of Tamils from the mainstream of the 
island's political life is concerned. 
Meanwhile following the Sri Lankan army's 
biggest set back infoe IS-yeanold efonic war 
with LTTE, Presidott Kumantunn was 
plannii^ to postpone Presidential elections 
due to grim developments. On the other 
hand, the country faces threat of expulsion 
from Commonwealth due to violation of 
human rights. 

US, Taliban and 
Osama Bin Laden 

Having failed to bring to book the 
notorious international terr^L Osama bin 
Laden, the prime suspect responsible for the 
bombit^ m foe US embassieB in Tmaaiua 
and Kenya on August 7, 1998, USA has 
toped in the UN Security Council in its hot 
pursuit of bin Laden and foe lUiban that 
has offered sanctuary for him. On October 
16,1999, the UN Seoirity Council imposed 
sanetknu on A^hanistan's Tkliban rulers 
until tlwy surrender Saudi-bom dissident 
Osama bin Laden for trial cm charges that 
he plotted foe 1998 bombings of the US 
embassies in Africa. The sanctions were to 
become effective on November 14 after a 
30-day grace pericxl unless bin Laden was 
hand^ over by then. The sanctions require 
countries to ban flights by planes owned, 
operated or leased by the Ikliban, and to 
freeze bank accounts and property owned 
or controlled by the Ikliban that contjols 90 
per cent of Afj^nistan. The only exceptions 
would be for flights or funds approved in 
advance on humanitarian grounds by a 
watchdog sanctions committee to be set up 
by the Security Council 

It may be recalled that shortly after foe 
embassy bombings last year; USA launched 
missile attacks against basm in Afghenietan 
alleged to have been used by Bin Ladei's 
al-Qaeda group. US has already ftozen the 
assets of Afghanistan's rutional Ariana 
airline and baruted US investment in and 
trade with the area under Ikhban control 

Bin Laden and an alleged fellow 
conspirator Muhartuned Atef, were indicted 
by a US grand jury in New York in 
November 1998 for allegedly plotting the 
embassy attacks. The US State Department 
has offered rewards of $5 million for 
information leading to their arrest or 
> onviction. 

Though in its immediate reaction Taliban 
refused to relent on its stand not to hand 
over Bin Laden to USA, its representative. 
Me Abdul Hakeem Muiahid, hM a meeting 
wifo the US Assistant Secretary of State for 
South Asia, Mr. Karl Inderfurth in 
Wishington on October 22.1999. There were 
reports that owing to mourttlng US pressure 
Ouma was wilUr^ to leave his sanctuary 
in Afghanistan and go to an undislosed 
destinatum. 

However, according to the Taliban 
spokesman, Osama is a 'life and deafo* 
issue for foe Ikliban and expelling him 

would offend Atetuma and undomirte die 
IklfoarL 'If God ftxMd, we hand him over 
to anyone else, then we wiU definitely lose 
the support of die Afghan people,' he said. 
Sometime back, the militia had ptrqposed a 
roundtable of Islamic scholars from 
Afghanistan, Saudi Artfria and an unnamed 
third country to find an Idamic solution to* 
die issue. The latest funny proposal made 
by Taliban's supreme ruler. Mullah 
Mohammed Omar is that the OIC (the 
Organisation of Islamic Conference) ooiild 
80^ a team to mrmitor Osama's movement 
to ensure that Osama was not engaged in 
terrorism. He said that the OIC motors 
could 'watch over him so that Bin Laden's 
opponents are sure foat he is not using 
A^hanistan against them.' 

Russia's Second War in 
Chechnya 

Once you start a conflagration, you 
wouldn't know where to stop and the 
Russians, now in the thick of yet another 
war in Chechnya, in their bid to destroy 
terrorist bases in Chechnya, are virtually 
using a sledgehammer to Mil flies that have 
been eluding them. The war now sevcralj^ 
weeks old has killed several innocent 
civilians, sending hundreds i^n thousands 
of them scurrying out for safety. While foe 

rest of the world could appreciate Russian 
action against international terrorism, they 
were sharply critical of the unnecessary 
bloodbath imposed on the civilian 
population of Chechnya and the consequent 
problem of refugees. USA expressed its 
shock over the mounting scale of civilian 
casualties and the exodus fn»n Chedmya. 
Similar concern was expressed by the UN 
Secretary General 

Russia's Acting Prosecutor-General, 
Mr. Vladimir Ustinov, reitRated Moscow's 
claim that foreign mercenaries from 
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Tajikistan, Jordan, 
Algiers and even some Baltic States were 
fighting against Russian forces in Chechnya. 
He alM said that Chechnya rebels had 
recently received about S30 millions froih 
sources abroad to purchase weapons. 

Meanwhile, Moscow offered a $ 1 million 
reward for the head of the Chechen wariotd, 
Shamil Basayev, as the Russian troops 
tightened the noose round the Chechen 
capital Grozny □ 
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11 was about 80 years aftu that the American Senate had the coalition led by Mr. Atal Bebarl Vajpayee coming to 
rejected Tor the flrst lime a major international treaty, the |X}wer, Pakistan saw a reversion to another bout of military 
Treaty of Versailles. On October 13, 1999 it did it again, rule leading to the ouster of Mr. Nawaz Sharif. It looked 
neluslng to ratify tlie Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (cmm as if the dramatic turn of developments gave greater 
administering .a knockdown blow to the foreign (xilicy of substance to the Indian viewpoint that total nuclear 
Presld<;nt Bill Clinton. The Treaty was rejected by a 51-48 disarmament is more important than simple 
vote, and only four Republicans crossed over and joined non-prollfcratton. 
44 Democrats in voting for the Treaty. An agitated President India’s stance on the CTBT has been based on her own 
said : “Never Iteforc has a serious treaty Involving nuclear historic crusade for a nuclear-free world. In the same vein, 
weapons been handled in such a reckless and partisan its decision to become a nuclear power has also been 
way. The Senate has a solemn responsibility under our based on considerations of national security in a world 
Constitution to oiler advice and consent in matters involving marked by balance of terror. 
treaties. The Senate has simply not fulfilled that People with short memory might forget that it was India 
re.sponsIbility here." Mr. Clinton warned Pakistan and India which had advocated and called for nuclear disarmament 
against lntcn>retlng the rejection of CTBT by the Senate as and proposed a CTBT as early as in 1954. But India’s 

proposal was strongly op|iosed liy the US that scuttled 
every attempt made hy India to bring about a nucleaT'iree 
world. Forty-five years later, sitting pretty atop a stockpile 
of lethal weapons, the tJSiA in particular, and the other 
nuclear weapon states, want the rest of the world to 
"Ix-have", asking tliem pointhlank to shed Uieir 'nucleaii' 
ambitions. In other words, the only superpower and Its 
allies would like to introduce an elaborate system of 
multilateral control, policed by themselves, to deter 
horl/orital proliferation without providing for an equivalent 
multilateral check on their own actions. 

India's opposition to the CTBT In the present 
form emanates from its consistent criticism of the 
double standard and double speak that characterise the 
nuclear policy of the nuclear weapon states. The five 
permanent members of the UN Security Council seem to 
Ix; blissfully oblivious to the irony implicit in their stressing 
the Importance of retaining nuclear arms for their own 
security, while sancUmonioudy campaigning and arm- 
twisting other countries against nuclear testing and 
proliferatinn. 

Since January 1994, when the Conference on 
Disarmament adopted a mandate to negotiate a CTBT, 
India has taken a consistent stand, in tune with her own 

a sign that Washington did not care whether they raUiled security and the interests of world peace; more particularly 
the landmark treaty or not. A section of the American public in the context of the mandate adopted Iqt the Conference 
opinion is opposed to ratifying the CTBT on the plea that on Disarmament. India’s proposals liave been aimed at 
it would make American security vulnerable. ensuring that the CTBT must be a truly ’Comprehensive’ 

A nuclear India reiterated its position that it would not Thsaty, that is. a treaty which bans all nuclear testing 
“block the entry into force" of the Treaty in .September without leaving any loopholes that would permit nuclear 
1999, as long as other nations adhered to the provisions weapon states to continue refining and developing their 
of the Treaty. India also noted that its voluntary moratorium nuclear arsenals at their test sites and in their latoratorles. 
on testing stood. With the Senate rejection of the Treaty. In a nutshell, India wanted to place the CTBT In a 
the US has lost the moral high ground on the CTBT and disarmament framework, as part of a phased programme, 
^t can no longer dictate to India about the need to sign and to secure the laudable objective of complete eliminaUon of 
raUfy the TYeaty with the vehemence that cliaracterised all nuclear weapons within a tinudramc. 
American policy before the Senate rejecUon. India has always made it clear that the text of the CTBT 

At least for India it was a turning point in her nuclear as drafted by interested parties Is totally flawed and 
policy and diplomacy in general. The Senate r^ection more wouldn’t secute the objective of a comprehensive ban of 
or less coincided with two major world events; even as the nuclear testing. At best the imperfect t^ would give the 
general elections in India conduded on a positive note with gullible world a 'nuclear weapon text explosion ban treaty* 

US Energy Secretary Mr. BUI Richardson (U and 
Foreign Minister Mr. Jaswant Singh 0Q in New 
Delhi on October 26, 1999. Richardson urged 

India to adhere to CTBT 
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y and not a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty. India has also 
, condemned tlw subtle attempts to prevent the Incorporation 

of substantive disannament provisions In the Treaty. The 
' paradox of the story of the comprehensive test ban is that 
i even while the Conference on Olsarmament to debate CTBT 
' was on in Geneva in 1996. one of the nuclear weapon 

states went ahead with nuclear tests Justifying it as 
essential for national aecurity and Ibr permitting completicm 
of work on new designs and gathering of data to enable 
computer simulation and modelling to preserve and refine 
cap^llitles into the distant future. India could well see 
through the mischief of those who are determined to 
maintain their hegemony and monopoly at the cost of a 
majority of other countries who would have to abide by 
the dictates of a few brandishing their nuclear might. And 
these preachers of a flawed test ban treaty continue to 
eiqiend vast resources, both human and material, for the 
research and development related to competitive nuclear 
weapons. 

The submissions by some Of the nuclear weapon states 
to ttie International Court of Justice at The Hague in July 
1996 are further evidence that they are reluctant to 
relinquish their monopoly and regard nuclear weapons as 
tnteg^ to their military strategy. In fact, India's case 
against signing the CTBT was strengthened by the ruling 
of the International Court of Justice on July 8, 1996 that 
the use of nuclear weapons would be Jusdilable under 
‘extreme circumstances'. While admitting that the use of 
nuclear weapons Is 'generally' contrary to International 
law and established humanitarian standards, the Court 
refused to rule an outright ban on the use of nuclear 
weapons. Such a ban by The Hague Court would have 
made the nuclear policies of US. Russia, China. Britain 
and Prance illegal. If such a Judgement was made and 
Implemented. India would have no objection to signing the 
CTOT. The World Court has no powers to enforce its 
‘advisory opinion* even if it did rule against the threat or 
use of nuclear weapons. 

India remains convinced that complete elimination of 
nuclear weapons will promote global security. But this 
objective cannot be attained In the present world order 
which demands a policy of nuclear 'arrogance' for the five 
and a policy of nuclear “submissiveness* for the majority 
of the weaker nations lhat are not shielded by the nuclear 
umbrella. India has also warned against the clandestine 
transfers of nuclear weapons technology. It Is an open 
secret how Pakistan's nuclear weapon programme was built 
up with the massive help of China. 

Said Ms. Arundhatl Chose, India's Ambassador to the 
Conference on Disarmament in Geneva in 1996 : “Countries 
around us continue their weapon programme, either openly 
or In a clandestine manner. In such an envlronmait, India 
cannot accept any restraints on Its capability if other 
countries remain unwilling to accept the obligation to 
eliminate their nuclear weapons.* 

As the largest democracy in the world with a population 
next to China's and with Paktstan under mtlltaiy rule for 
more than 25 years and having gone In for another qieli 
of army role and with a 'live' border dispute with China, 
India can lllafford to abdicate its own vital security 
responsibilities. How prophetic have been the words of 
Ms. Arundhatl Chose. Just a month after Pokhran II, 
Pakistan exploded Its nuclear bomb. Had not India acted 
well on time, it would have been caught napping. The 
humiliation of 1962 when the Chinese troops invaded India 
even while cries of Hlndi-Chinl bhoi bhoi were renting the 
air would have been repeated right now. If the five nuclear 
weapon states feci that they miMt have nuclear weapons 
for their national security. India, still keeping alight the 
flame of democracy, surrounded by an environment not so 
Edendly. has every right to follow Its own sense of Judgement 

and mature wisdom on how best to defend Its own freedom, 
sovereignty and great values. Her stand on CTBT is 
unambiguous : ‘TVe caimot accept that ft is le^mate for 
some countries to rely on nuclear werqxms for their steurity 
while denying this right to others.* 

What is the present status of CTBT? Over 150 countries 
have already signed the CTBT and 23 have ratified it The 
two counbiea to ratify CTBT last year were the two nuclear h 
weapon powers, France and UK. Fiji was the first country j 
to ratify the CTBT (l.e., in 1977). Among the countries that I 
have ratified CTBT are : Austria. Czech Republic, France, I 
FIJI, Japan, Micronesia, Mongolia, Peru. Qatar, Slovakia, 
Turkmenistan. UK and Uzbekistan. Six of the 23 countries 
that have ratified tte Treaty are from those 44 States listed 
in the Treaty whose ratifications, including that of India, 
are necessary for the Treaty to enter into force. It has been 
observed by experts that the clause in the CTBT that India. 
Pakistan and Israel should sign and ratify offered the US 
“a ready and convenient excuse* not to ratify. The Treaty 
In its present form has also given US enormous 
opportunities to conduct advanced computer hi^-tech- 
based sub-critical tests with the rest of the world knowing 
little all about it. 

The states that have not signed the CTBT Include 
Botswana. Libya, Mauiltlus. Nigeria. Sierra Leone, Somalia. 
Sudan, Tanzania and Zimbabwe in the African' region, 
Yugoslavia in Eastern Europe, Bahamas. Barbados, 
Guatemala. Guyana. Cuba, Trinidad and TUbago in Latin 
America; A^hanlstan, Bhutan. India. Iraq, Lebanon. Oman, 
Pakistan, ^udt Arabia and Syria In West Asia and South 
Asia; Malaysia, Singapore and North Korea InBouth East 
Asia and Far East. 

One might be tempted to ask that if advanced countries 
like Canada, Germany, Norway. Sweden, Switzerland and 
Japan have repudiated nuclear weapons status and signed 
the CTBT. what Is lhat which prevents India from signing 
the CTBT. The countries mentioned enjoy either full security 
or fece no threat from anywhm. Canada. Germany and 
Norway, ail members of the NATO, arc under the American 
nuclear umbrella. In case of a clash with either China or 
Russia, Japan will get the nuclear protection from the US. 
Sweden and Finland have had no war with Russia in recent 
times and Switzerland has the distinction of being neutral 
even during times of war. 

But India is a class apart. It has had four wars (including 
the latest Kargll War) with Pakistan and a border war with 
China. A part of Jammu & Kashmir has been In Pakistani 
occupation for more than five decades and it has been the 
pet obsession of the Pakistam rulers, civilian and military, 
to seize the remaining part of Kashmir through pn»ty wars, 
open hostilities and even threat of nuclear blackmail. And 
we have lost thousands of sq. km territory to China, 
burgeoning as a military and economic giant. .\nd we are 
not aligned with any bloc or alliance and should go it 
alone to emplc^ eveiy means possible to defend onr integrity 
and sovereignty. 

India which has taken up the cause of world peace and 
nuclear disarmament more stridently than any other 
country from the days of Jawaharlal Nehru will be the last 
to use nuclear weapon against any country. But that does 
not mean it should not have the ultimate weapon to defend 
itodf when subjected to nuclear blackmail. It is debatable 
whether atomic weapons would have been used against 
Japan. If the latter h^ also possessed them. If one accepts 
the American dispensation of nuclear deterrence, the wc^ 
would not be observing the Hiroshima and Nagasaki ^ 
anniversaries. TTie deterrence thesis aparL India too has a 
right to sdf-respect Just as USA, China and Oennaiiy have. 
Ir^a cannot be bulldozed into giving up its right to digntty 
by those who are determined to keep theira even to the 
extent of pushing the nuclear buttoni Q' 
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SUPER BRAIN 
SUPER PERSONALITY 

CONTEST 2000 

Elecrions '99 
The mother of all elections and 

India’s last general elections of this 
millennium—Elections '99 proved to 
be a turning point in the history of 
polls giving a lesson to the leaders as 
well as parties ‘never topple a 
democratically-elected government 
when it is functioning smoothly.' It 
took an exact one month to decide 
who will lead the fortune of one billion 
people in the new millennium. 
Though most of us were anticipating 
the emergence of another hung 
Parliament and equally precariously 
perched State Assemblies, the Indian 
voters proved their political maturity 
by giving a crystal-clear verdict. 

Elections which were no less than 
a festival earlier in the country faced 
lukewarm response this time if voters 
turnout of 58.30 percent this year 
compared to 61.97 percent 1998 Is 
any indication. With millions of voters 
in the age group of 18- 35 years 
already frustrated with Indian debacle 
in tlie World Cup cricket, hardly was 
aity interest 1^ for the poUtlcians who 
oftm turn a deaf ear and blind eye to 
the miseries and distress of the nation. ^ 

The fall of 13'month BJP-led government of Mr. Atal 
Beharl Vajpayee by a solitary vote In the Lok Sabha in the 
vote of confidence in the parliament paved the way for 
fresh dectlons as no other party was in a position to form 
an alternative government. It was a political drama with 
an element of moral bankruptc)’ unfolded by 'ambitious' 
leaders like Ms. Jayaram Jayalalltha, Mrs. Sonia Gandhi 
and Ms. Mayawati. People of India silently watched the 
dirty game in which the smoothly-running Vajpayee 
government was toppled. And the 12th Lok Sabha. 
constituted on March 10, 1998 was dissolved on April 23, 
1999 tty President, Mr. K.R Narayanan. 

It was a Herculean task for Election Conunlssion to 
conduct free and fair polls in the biggest democracy of the 
world. The Election Commission accomplished this 
mammoth task satisfactorily though it was not as easy as 
it came out. The general elections in which 600 million 
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voters exercised their franchise 
required 4.5 million full time 
personnel, setting up of 8 lakh polling 
stations and the enormous amoimt 
of Rs. 850 crores. It was even more 
dlfQcult to conduct impartial elections 
in militancy-ridden Jammu and 
Kashmir, Nagaland and lawless Bihar. 

^Counting commenced on October 
6. and within three days all the results 
came out and the new government 
took charge on October 13, 1999. 

Along with general elections 
simultaneous Assembly elections in 
the States of Karnataka, Sikkim* 
Andhra Pradesh. Maharashtra and 
Arunanchal Pradesh and assembly 
bye-elections In eight States were 
held. In these elections almost six 
crore voters in 65,000 polling statioiu 
of 46 constituencies used electronic 
voting machines. Ihough the Election 
Commission sought the help of 
Central police and paramilitary forces 
for conducting peaceful elections, 
violent incidents and booth-capturing 
Incidents occurred which claimed 
around hundred lives including a 
BJP candidate from Anantnag 

constituency in Jammu and Kashmir. 
Compantive aaalysla of FolI-08 and Poll-69 

Year 1998 1999 
Electorate (in crore) 60.59 62.04 
Elective seats 543 543 
Voter Turnout 61.97 58.30 
Polling stations 773494 773708 
Expenditure (in crore) Rs. 666 ‘ Rs. 845 
It was perhaps the first election when verbal comments 

went beyond the purview of decency during the campaign 
by different political parties. The (jancliqriis^ of politicians 
which the gullible voters usually saw on thefr television 
sets came live to them in the election campaign when 
the politicians lambasted each other using 
unparliamentary language without any hesitation. It was 
for the first ttnie tn the political scenario of India when 
personal vilification dominated the entire election 
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campaign. Since the contest was mainly between the attacking Mr. Vajpayee In persisting with sugar deal with 
BJP and the Congress, their leaders Mr. Atal Behart Pakistan despite Kargil War. 
Vtgpayee and Mrs. Sonia Gandhi respectively, were the the other parties which were mostly regional ones, 
main victims of the verbal attack. Though a code of stressed on the regional issues. Besides, parties like 
conduct exists which urges the contestants to focus on Samajwadl Party. Bahujan Sam^ Party. Congreas-spllted 
Issues rather than personalities, politicians with an Nationalist Congress Party and Left Parties were hoping 
attitude of 'I care a damn', resorted to washing the dirty for a hung parliament so that they could enjoy a 
linen in the publlr. It was a shameful campaign In the prominent role in the formation of new government. Their 
history of democratic India, where women and senior ounpaign was more or less restricted to condemn both 
cltizerM (who have been adored with great respect) fell BJP and Congress with hardly any constructive 
pr^ to calumny of their callous counterparts. programme. 

Ihe contest was mainly between National Democratic These elections can aptly be recalled as the dirtiest 
Alliance (NDA] led by BJP and allies and Congress and elections in the Indian history. Apart from personal 
its allies. Besides there were more than 200 parties In vlllflcatlon, party hopping, violence, providing liquors to 
the contest in rnmparlaon to a total of 56 parties in the poor voters, booth-capturing, caste-poIlUcs and nepotlmn 
first general elections (1952). This must surely be a world were also prevalent in these elections. The Election 
record—and not one of which India should be inordinately Commission banned the publication of Exit polls, 
proud of. Most of these parties were regional and small However, a five-member division bench of Supreme Court 
ones with their influence ranging from one or two decided to cancel the restrictions. The Opinion polls 
constituency to one or two states. NDA and Congress conducted after this decision were also not free from 
and Its allies were the only national level alliance controversies. Whereas the Lofcniat-CMCR IMS poll 
which were in cut-throat contest and along with them predicted for a hung parliament and Congress as the 
were the Left parties, Samajwadl Party, Bahujan SamaJ single largest party, the CMS-Oudook, Indln Today and 
Party and NCP eCc. claiming for a so-called strong Third Times of India indicated a NDA victory by a narrow 
Front. margin. 

BJP's prudent leaders had realised that It wasn't The results came In a dramatic way indicating the 
possible for them to expand their Ideology further political maturity of Indian citizens in democracy. The 
prompting them to form an appropriate alliance with people of India gave mandate to Mr. Vajpayee to shoulder 
regional parties to seek pure majority in the parliament. the responsibtllty of running the mankind's largest 
They abandoned their controversial issues of Ram Mandir, democracy and the second most populous country and 
abolition of Article 370 and uniform clvU code. Its to lead them In the new millennium, 
manifesto promised for 33% reservation for women, rural Notwithstanding the clear-cut verdict in favour of the 
development and fruitful economic programme. But the NDA. the parties in the Elections '99 campaign did not 
key issues were Kargil war and efficient leadership of address many key issues and problems which common 
Mr. Vajpayee who handled the Kargil War successfully Indian masses arc facing. Even the debate on ls.sues of 
literally accomplishing the Operation Vljay. Undoubtedly. common welfare were conspicuous by their absence, 
the BJP-led National Democratic Alliance (NDA) found Nobody talked for eradication of endless problems viz. 
such Issues as plus points to project the Image of the poverty, population explosion, unemployment. Illiteracy. 
Alliance. At the same time. NDA leaders attacked the social tension, rising cost of living, infrastructural lacunae. 
Congress President, Mrs. Sonia Gandhi on the issue of failure of tidmlnistration, bureaurratlc red tapism. 
her foreign origin and for accepting Indian citizenship adulteration, rampant corruption, regionalism, 
quite late. Moreovei a well- planned media campal^i comniuna]l!«m. drug addiction, child abuse, bonded labour 
along with their think-tanks successfully transformed the and many others. 
Vajpayee-Sonla contest Into a swadestil va videshl contest The politicians claim that they Iiave rei eivcd a shredded 
made their path more easy. verdict from public. They are ton ignorant to unriersland 

Mrs. Sonia Gandhi's foreign origin became the a verdict which is crystal clear. People have kept in mind 
contentious Issue to such an extent that It paved tlie efficient leadership. Nuclear Power, Kargil. giving a 
way to the exit of Congress leaders like Mr Sharad Pawar, marginal majority to Mr. Vajpayee. The verdict clearly 
Mr. P.A. Sangma and Mr. Taxlq Anwar who questioned presents the feeling of the voters and that is. the people 
the legitimacy of Mns. Sonia Gandhi to project herself as do not want to be ruled by a single party. The voters 
a Piiirtc-mlnisterial candidate, leading to the formation have dug out the Congress fit>m grave because they don't 
of Nationalist Congress Party (NCP). want an opposition- less government. Since last three 

The Congress which was In the process of rebuilding. elections which have occurred in a span of three years, 
relied entirely upon Mrs. Sonia Gandhi's charisma for Its the message of the voter Is clear. All of you Joins hands 
success. Tliough inexperienced, Mrs. Gandhi proved that and develop an art of work for the betterment of nation, 
politics was m her liloodstream. Apart from wooing daltt- The same message Is conveyed again from Electlon-99 
muslim vote bank promising reservation of Jobs for and hopefully this time it will be understood and 
Muslims, Congress did not resist from the temptation of Implemented. □ 

Whither Indian Democracy 
When Winston Churchill remarked, ‘Democracy Is the Indian democracy since 1950, when free India declared 

worst form of go\'crnment. unfortunately we do not know itself a Sovereign Democratic Republic, should realise 
anything better." he was not merely enji^ng a paradox. that It is nothing short of a miracle that our country— 
He was underlining the fact, derived from historic a bewildering diversity of languages, religions, ethnicity 
experience, how liiffirult it Is to successfully work a and regional hlstoiy—has preserved the basic framework 
democratic polityl of democracy as bequeathed to us in 1950 in a fairly 

People in India, who revile against the perversions of good shape. This Is ail the more significant in the light 
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of what has happened In most of 
the countileB which got their freedom 
after World War II, including our 
post-partition neighbour, Pakistan. In 
many countries. Including Pakistan, 
mllltaiy rule became the alternative 

t to democratic regime. India is 
perhaps the most notable exception 
where the Army, while serving 
eflectively to maintain external and 
internal security, has scrupulously 
kept out of politics. 

But a look at the political and 
social history of the past five decades 
would reveal that our democracy has 
faced many challenges. Since 
independence, 'each year has 
appeared worse then the previous 
one. Prof. Galbraith's description of 
India as a 'funcUonlng anarchy* is 
now astonishingly precise. Our 
country is fast deteriorating to 
become the “VWld Wtest.* In fact, the 
present situation makes one wonder 
if Uie country has any Constitution 
or laws at all. The age-old, well- 
recognised rules governing 

/ democracy have been consigned to 
the dustbin and the institutions 
meant to safeguard the democratic fabric were devalued. 
All the right thinking people must be wondering whether 
this is the democracy we gave to ourselves. 

A democratic republic, which is what our ConsUtution 
j alms to build, is one in which the worth of the individual 
I is not submerged in the collective will but sustains it. in 
' such a polity no man may walk on crutches or regard 

public business as no concern of bis. Every citizen must 
remember that if matters go wrong with the State it is 
he who is ultimately responsible. He must, therefore, not 
only acquire by study enough familiarity with the working 
of the Government through which democracy functions, 
but also understand the basic problems which have to 
be tackled if the good life is to be realised here and now. 

Bleak political Scenario 
' Ihe present political scenario in our country is pathetic. 

Politics has become tattered and tainted with crime. The 
quality of our public life has slipped to the nadir. The 
moral standards of our politicians, policemen and 
criminals are indlstiuguishable from one another. In large 
parts of the country, the Government simply dues not 
exist. Mafia gangs terrorise and rule; even the thin 
dividing line between the politicians and criminals has 
disappeared giving rise to criminal-politic nexus. Politics 
has been criminalised and crime politicised. If, earlier, 
the criminal sought the protection of the politician, now 
it is the politician who needs the protection of the 
criminals or the two have become one and the same 
person. Governments have lost their credibility, legitimacy 
and even their representative credentials. The pmple have 
lost faith in political parties and in the promises of their 
leaders which have proved to be hollow. 

s Need For Electoral Reforms 
Free and fair elections constitute the foundation of 

paritamentaiy democraqr. The framers of the Constitution 
have given a foolproof electoral mechanism to ensure 
free and fidr elections. However, several factors including 

increase in the use of mon^-power, 
reliance on muscle-power at the time 
of election, inciting the caste and 
communal prejudice in the voters 
and the misuse of official 
machinery—have shaken the 
foundation of the electoral process. 

It is widely recognised that the 
whole electoral system has become 
corrupt, dishonest, divisive and 
exploitative. It is used for gaining 
power by hook or by crook. The only 
remedy in these circumstances lies 
in bringing about systemic changes 
In the polity and elections that offer 
no opportunity to the unscrupulous 
elements to play their nefarious 
game. 

Role of Opposition 
The ruling party in a democracy 

is generally guided more by the lust 
for power than by the sincere desire 
to enhance the living conditions of 
the people. As the government 
becomes more powerful, the rights 
of the people are infringed upon. 
Consequently the Institution of 
democracy degenerates. At the 

Juncture, it is the opposition that pinpoints lapses as 
well as the weakness of the people who constitute the 
government. It remair^s alert and puts check upon the 
erring Government. Opposition helps in making the people 
politically educated. All governments in every type of 
iwlitical system, seek to win for their noikdes the support 
or acquiescence of the population and a common man 
may live under Illusions created by the ruling party's 
false propaganda vindicating its own arlions and policies, 
it is the opposition that brings about the political 
awakening among the people. They will be able to evaluate 
the situation correctly. Sadly in India Ihe opposition dons 
tlie rule of playing negative game for petty poUttcal gains 
by censuring almost everything that the ruling party 
propo.ses to do. The Opposition's actions have been 
restricted to o'aying dubious roles in toppling the 
government as was the case, in the fall of Mr. Atal Behart 
Vajpayee's RlP-led coalition government. Today, the 
constructive opposition which is one of the elements of 
democratic setup has whithered. Even in decisions taken 
on sensitive issues such as the signing of the CTBT, 
which concerns the national security, pollUr al consensus 
is hard to come by. Such typer of petty squabbles and 
dissensions In between political parties flout the very 
idiom and grammar of democracy. 

Independent Judiciary And A Free Press 
The Judiciary plays a very important role as the 

watchdog of our democratic constitution. Our society has 
devalued the judiciary, as it has devalued every other 
Important Institution. Instead of fortifying our Judges 
against political pressures and threats, instep of insisting 
upon inte4rity and neutrality in Judicial appointments, 
we have permitted the executive to enunciate and apply 
the stupefying doctrine that it is al liberty to supers^e 
Judges of fine stature and grit and appoint men who 
subscribe to the philosophy of the ruling party. 

Press la the crucial link between the people and the 
government. The grievances of the people should be 
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brought to the notice of the government and the 
government's policies should be made known to the 
public. It is the Press that keeps the people well Informed 
about the working of the government. A common man 
does not have access lo the information regarding the 
working of the governments. The investigative and 
informative functions of the media are necessary to 
combat every government’s reluctance for transparency 
In ^jvernonce, and to oifset the sheer weight of its public 
relations machine. A government can only be held 
publicly account a hie if people know what it is doing and 
if they have iiii independent means of testing offlclal 
claims atxiul Its (x>Ucles. 

In this resi>ect al.so. we can say that the Press of our 
times Is ml8u.sed, largely influenced by politicians for 
publishing fabricated news and hence is biased. The 
crlttclsm by the Press several times proves to be nothing 
more than libel. Under such circumstances, Ih-e.ss can 
misguide the public and may prove catastrophic for the 
stability of the society. Therefore it is a must that they 
observe an ethical code of conduct. 

Voter Apathy 
Presently there Is a distressing trend in the Indian 

public life and that is the flowing cynicism about politics 
and politicians atnong the people. Tlie public do not 
even care to cast their voles at the time of elrciions. A 
host of factors such as low rate of literacy, apathy, 
unprincipled polltirs. lack ol concrete cfforl on the part 
of the political peu-Ucs In motivating the voters and local 
conditions in some parts of the country are being 
cited as reasons adversely affecting the exercise of 
franchise. The cure lies In instilling confldenre in the 
voters, by laying the emphasis on moral values, 
parliamentary standards, administrative accountability, 
internal democracy in political parties, and clean 
administration. 

Parliamentary democracy is not merely representative 
democracy; it is also participatory democracy. It means 
that the responsibility of the voters does net stop with 
casting their votes: it means continuous active 
involvement in the selection of the government. The 
common man should not be influenced by the promises 
made by the politicians and the parties. He should vote 
for the candidates who have got character and have the 
calibre and competence to deliver the goods. The voter 
therefore should be sufflctenlly educated to distinguish 
between a candidate who will keep his promises and the 
one wlio will leave him in tire lurch after the elections. 
Till the optimum level of literacy Is achieved. Intensive 
voter awareness camps must be held under the aegis of 
the Election Commission all over the eountxy to enlighten 
the voters about the value of the vote and the need to 
exercise the vote. 

The greatest problem of India today la that its finest 
men—men of calibre and vlaion. knowledge and character 
are not In pcflitlcs anymore. In the olden days, we had 
men and women of stature in our midst, individuals 
who were tempered and ennobled by the ordeal of the 
freedom movement. There waa a semUance of morality 
in public life and the vulgarities of today were not even 
thought of. 

In politics, as much as in economics, demand ia an 
important Influence on supply. We ultlmatdy get what 
we strongly demand. "It’s a funny thing about life,” 
observed Somerset Maugham, *if you reftise to accept 
anything but the best, you o^n get it.* This is equally 
true of democracy. If people refuse to accept any but the 
best citizens as candidates in elections, it would usher 
In the golden age of our republic. The Constitution has 
provided us with the shell of Democracy. It is up to us 
to invoke life into it The Puranic legends of Creation 
speak of the >ftrat lying prone to the face of the waters, 
unresponsive to any of the lesser powers that entered, 
until at last the supreme Spirit entered and forthwith 
the \ftrat moved. We may re^ud that as a parable of our 
present political situation. The republic of Weimar in 
pre-Nazi Germany, drew up an admirable *Copstltution 
which became waste paper because the republic had no 
Are in Its belly. It is that Are. that energy of life that 
must be aroused In the dormant consciousness of the 
people if India Is to build up Into a fair, equitable and 
viable democracy. 

Light at the end of timnel 
'Wflth the prevailing political situation in the country it 

might seem that prospects for a radiant democracy are 
not very bright. But it is a wrong supposition. No 
in.stttuUon can establish Itself immediately; there are 
always certain primary obstacles and difficulties. Nothing 
demonstrated the vitality of Indian democracy so much 
as the complete rout of Indira Gandhi in 1977 after the 
herculean efforts she had made during the emergency to 
pervert the Constitution and perpetuate her regime. 
Equally, her return to power in 1980 showed that the 
Indian people will not be tolerant towards leaders who 
betray the trust reposed in them. Again Elections '99 
has proved that the voters won't accept any idea of 
toppling a democratic government without any solid 
reason thereby reinstalling Mr. Atal Behart Vqjpayee as 
Prime Minister of India. The Indian culture wi& its rich 
heritage and uiuuipassable glory has given our people 
boundless patience and a secular attitude, two vital 
factors that are absdutely essential for making democracy 
stable. Therefore with the passing of time, democracy 
will stabilise Itself in our cxruntiy and this expertment of 
adopting democrai^ on such a large scale would be 
successful. a 

Knowledge Is Power 
"Desire for knowledge is the path qf honour, 
desire Jbr wealth is the path of dishonour; 
Wealth is the chain that slaues wear, 
knowledge the kingly crown." 
Knowledge is basically the accumulated body of facts, 

information and beliefs that are acquired through 
education and experience. It is the amassed thought and 
experience of Innumerable minds. 

Knowledge Is the divine inspiration of God. God created 

humans with equal brains, but It Is the utilisation of 
brain and day-to-day added knowledge which make all 
the diiference. Knowledge gives confidence to foce this 
competitive world. It is the knowledge adilch makes all 
the difference between floating and striking of ft person's 
fortunes in this competitive world. It is the eprest for 
knowledge, to leun, to question aditcb is tte mother of 
all inventions aiui leads to sdentlflc dfsooveries. 

(Conttnued on page 109) 
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ADMISSION NOTICE 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES 

DIPLOMA IN 

EXPORT MANAGEMENT 
Applications are invited from persons with minimum 10+2 or equivalent qualification for the 4 
months correspondence course in Export Management. Ttiis course is designed to train even 
persons without any knowledge of exporting, to set up an export organisation as well as for 
getting highly paid Jobs in export firms, shipping companies etc. All relevant mmp0Gt9 of 
oxports and Importm such as locating a buyer, export correspondence, marketing, 
exporf^ng^ort documentation, finance available from banks, packaging, Qovt. of 
India’s latest policies etc., will be covered In detail. Additional study material like 
Ebreettuy of World Importers, Business Writing, Garment Exports, Software Exports 
etc. will be provided. 

CENTRAL EXCISe''& CUSTOMS 
(RULES & PROCEDURES) 

Applications are invited from persons with 10+2 / equivalent qualification for 4 months 
correspondence course in Central Excise and Customs (Rules and Procedures). 
Central Excise is applicable to ail manufacturing concerns and customs knowledge 
is needed for any business connected with Imports or exports. This course is designed 
to train people with no prior exposure to these areas to understand the rules and 
procedures of Central Excise and Customs. This course will be of immense use to 
Businessmen involved in trading or manufacturing and also to those people employed 
in or seeking employment in such firms. 

Indian Institute of Export Management 
PB No. 7531,1953 (B1), 9th Cross, 4th Main, NewThippasandra P.O. 
Bangalore - 560 075 Fax/Ph : 5297318, Ph ; 5292553 
E.mail: iiem@gia8bg01 .vsni.net.in 
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For Free Prospectus and application form send an email to us or 
-Please here and mail / fax this COUPON to HEM- 

I am enclosing my biodata. Please send me a free Brochure and Application Form for the Program ticked [✓] below: 

□ Diploma in Export Management □ Diploma in Central Excise & Customs 

Name:_ 
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City — 
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Constitution Of India 
Prof. (Dr.) M.V. Pylee 

Former Vice-Chancellor, University of Cochin 

The President 
The Constitution of kidia has adopted the 

British model of the Cabinet System of 
responsible Government. On the question 
of the form of Govcnunc.'it, opinion in Uic 
Constituent Assembly was at first divided. 
There were those who advocated the 
adoption of the Presidential System of 
Govenunent prev'alent in the United States 
of America. But they formed only a small 
minority. At least one member pleaded for 
the Swiss form of Collegiate Executive whicli 
combined the merits of both tlie Presidential 
and Pariiamentary Systems by providing 
stability and responsibility at the same time. 
As against these, the overwhelming majority 
was decisively in favour of the Cabinet 

jitem of Government. 
Since India is a Republic, tlie Constitution 

provides for a President of India and the 
executive pow'er of the Union Government, 
including the Supreme Command of the 
Defence Forces, is vested in him. The 
Constitution prescribes only simple 
qualifications for a Presidential candiaate. 
He should be a citizen of India who has 
completed the age of 35 years and is 
qualified to be elected as a member ot the 
House of the People (Lok babha) No person 
who holds any olfice of profit under the 
Government of India or any Stale 
Government or lix:al autliority is eligible for 
election as [’resident. But there are a'rlain 
positions in tlie Government which are 
excluded from the scope of this pnivision. 
^ose are the offices of the President, Vice- 
President, Governors and Ministers of the 
Central and State Governments. 

The Picsident cannot be a member of 
Parliament or Slate Legislature. Any 
member of a legislature who is elected as 
President shall cease to be such a member 
on the date he assumes the office of 
President. Further, the President is 
prohibited from holding any other office cif 
profit. 

He is entitled to have his ofticial residence 
free of rent. He is also entitled to have 
such salaries, allowances and privileges as 
may be determined by Parliament. At 
present, his salary is fixed at Rs. 50,000 per 
month, besides various other allowances. 
His salary and allowances cannot be 
diminished. 

'Section of the President' 

Hie President is elected for a period of 
five years by an electoral college which Ls 
composed of (a) the elected members of 
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Parliament; (b) tlie elected members ot tlie 
State l4>gistative Ass«>mblies Witli a view 
to ensuring unifomiiti of representation ot 
the different Stales at the presidential 
election and parity betwet'ii the States a.s a 
whole and the Union, (he ('niistitotioii lias 
prescribed an ingenious method. Nonnallv 
it should have been pos.sible to achieve this 
unilormity by the simple device of assigning 
each member ot the elechiral college one 
vote. Such uniformity would, howwer, luive 
been invidious because m dillcrent Stales 
different ratios prevailed between the 
population and the number ot legislators 
For example, in one State it niaV bo 
one representative tor every 5(),IIUU ot 
the papulation while in another the 
proportion may be one h) 75,000 or more, 
rhe most populous State in the Union, Uttar 
Pradesh, has about 425 members in the 
Legislative Assembly for a population ut 
over 139 million while Assam has 12b 
members for a population of about 22 
million. That being so, the piobleni was to 
ensure that the voles will have a value in 
proportion to the population tli.il the 
member represanteil 

According to the special method devesed 
to ensure tliis, each elected inenitier (>f the 
State Assembly has a certain number ol 
voles on the basis of the rel/ilibn bi*lweeii 
the total number ol the eleilcd iiieinbers of 
tlie State A.s.senibly and the total popiilatinn 
of the State. The number is worked oul in 
the following mannei : I'lvide the total 
|Kipulfition of the Stale, first hv the tola' 
number of elected members in the 
Assembly. Divide the quo'ient obtained by 
the above division by l.ixX). Fraction<■ ot liaff 
or more should be counted a.s one and 
added to the quotient ivhicii will be itie 
nutnbei of votes each member oi the 
Assembly will have in tlie presidential 
election. 

The number of votes each clectixl 'lember 
of Parliament is entitled to get in the 
presidential election is arrived at by dividing 
the total number of votes given to all the 
elected members of the State Assemblies by 
the total number of elected members of botli 
Houses uf Parliament. 

The election is held in accordance with 
the system of proportional representation 
by means of single transferable vole, 'ilie 
voting at the election is by secret ballot. On 
the whole, this is a unique system of 
presidential election and one is tempted to 
ask what prompted the Comstitution-makers 
to adopt such a system. 

First, in view of the adoption of a 
Cabinet System ol Government under which 
the President was to function as 
Cunstitulional Head ol the Slate, direct 
eUx'tiun by the entin> electorate as in the 
case of the President of the United States 
tin practice) was considered neither 
necessary nor advisable. Yet, it was thought 
desirable to have the Pn-sidenl elected by 
.IS jXipuiar a body as possible. Both these 
ptirposes have been realised under the 
present system. The election becomes 
indirect and also simple when the electomte 
consists of only the eleclfxl members of the 
Slait- Legislative Asspmblic>s and Parliament. 
I hr elected members of the Stale Assemblies 
are lheniselvi.>.s elected on adult suffrage. 
The House of the I'eiiple (Lok Sabha) of 
Parliament is also elecled on the 
same basis. The Council of States (Rajya 
Sdbho) IS elected by tlie Stale Assemblies 
whi.ii are also elected on adult suffrage. 
The electoral college is thus not only 
hri'iid-hased but .substantially large in size 
also 

I he most hotly contested presidential 
elfx-iion so lar was that of 19()9. Tliere were 
thiee principal candidates m that election: 
Mr V. V liiri, Mr. N. Sanjiva Reddy and 
Mr. C. IJ raeshniiikh. When the first 
preierenie voles wi're counted, Mr. Giri 
ohlaineit 1,01,.5(1.5 voles, Mr. Rexidy 3,13,545 
and Mr. Deshmukh 1,12,76". A.s no one got 
the requisite quota of 50 per cent plus one 
of the votes polled, second preference votes 
were counted. As a result, Mr. Girl secured 
42U,(,77 as against Mr Reddy's 405,427. 
Heme Mr Gin was elected President. In 
contrast, in 1977 the presidential election 
produced no heat. It was uiicoiiteslcd 
and Mr. San|iva Reddy -was elected 
unanimously. 

The significance of an electoral college 
composed of not only the members of both 
Houses ol Parliament but also those of the 
various Stale Assemblies needs emphasis. 
In an election where the Head of the State 
is chosen, if the members of Parliament 
alone participate, it is possible that a party 
that has a dear majoritv in Parliament can 
easily see its candidate elected. But when 
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the members of the State Assemblies also 
. participate in the election, the picture is 
likely to undergo a substantial change. For 
it is quite possible that the party which has 
won a majority in Parliament may be in 
minority in many Slate Assemblies or even 
in most of them. Under such conditions, a 
party supported by a majority of members 
in Parliament will not by itself be able to 
grt its candidate elected. 

Although on paper the presidential 
election Is a complicated process, in practice 
it is a comparatively simple process. 
Moreover, thi.s method of electing the 
President seems to be much more in 
consonance with the federal principle than 
that which obtains in the United States 
where the President is supposed to be 
elected by the electors but, in reality, directly 
by the people. The election of the American 
Resident raises the greatest political battle 
in the world for the election of any Head of 
State. But in India, such a contest will pass 
off without a ripple of popular excitement. 
No doubt, it is a matter of all-India 
significance. And yet, since those who 
directly participate in it number just a few 
thousand (about 4,000), it passes off in a 
quiet, businesslike manner. 

Although the President is only a 
constitutional Head of the State who has 
little effective power at his disposal, (he 
office of the President carries with it great 
dignity and prestige. These are retlected in 
certain legal privileges which the President 
enjoys. Thus he is not answerable to any 
court of law for the exercise and 
performance of the powers and functions 
of his office. No criminal proceedings can 
be instituted against him nor can he be 
arrested or imprisoned during the tenure of 
his office. Even no civil proceedings can be 
instituted against him without, at least, two 
months' written notice regarding the relief 
claimed. 

Normally, the Pri'sidenl's office becomes 
vacant in thn*e ways: death, rcsignalion or 
removal by impeachment 'I he Consiiluiton 
lays down a detailed procedure lor the 
impeachment of the President which is 
almost luentical to that in the United Stales 
except for one major difference. In India, 
the charge may be preferred by cither Hou.se 
of Parliament while in the United States the 
({.''use of Representatives alone has the 
power to try the impeachment. The 
President can be impeached only for the 
violation of the Coastitiiiicm, a form which 
Is comprehensive enough to cover crimes 
such as treason, bnbery and other crimes. 
Before the charge is preferred by either 
House of Parliament, the proposal should 
be embodied in a resolution moved after a 
notice of at least fourteen days. The notice 
must he signed by at least one-fourth of the 
total membership of the House. The charge 
shall be prelerred only if such a resolution 
is passeii by a twn<thirds majority at the 
total membership of the House. Once the 
charge has been so preferred in oneT-iou.se, 

the otfier House will Investigate the diarge 
or appoint a special body for such 
investigation. If the result of such 
investigation is that the charge against the 
President has been sustained and to this 
effect a resolution is passed by the House 
with a two-thirds majority of its total 
membership, the President ceases to hold 
the office of the President of India from the 
date of passing of such a resolution. 

When a vacancy arises in the office of the 
President owing to any one of the above 
causes, it will be filled by the Vice-President 
until a new President is elected. But the new 
President should be elected before six 
months elapse after the vacancy has 
occurred. When a new President is elected 
in this manner, he will hold office for the 
full term of five years. There is no 
constitutional bar against the President’s re- 
election. Every doubt and dispute arising 
out of the presidential election shall be 
finally decided by the Supreme Court of 
India. 

Under Article 53 of the Constitution, the 
executive power of the Union is vested in 
the President who is empowered to exercise 
it either directly or through officers 
subordinate to him. The list of powers is 
long and impressive, classified under three 
categories; Executive Powers, Legislative 
Powers and Emergency Powers. 

EXECUTIVE POWERS 
The Constitution lays down that the 

executive power of the Union is co-extensive 
with its legislative power. The Supreme 
Court holds that it embraced not only 
matters upon which Parliament hasjilready 
passed legislation but also those on which 
it is competent to pass legislation. 

Since the President is the Head of the 
Union Executive, his executive power 
embraces the entire field of activities of the 
Union. Ho is the Commandor-in-Chief of 
the Defence Forces and this ensures the 
subordination of the entire Armed Forces 
to the civil authority. 

In addition, the President has vast powers 
ut appointment. He appoints the Prime 
Minister and other members of the Council 
of Ministers and makes rules (or the 
transaction of the business of the 
Government of India and for the allocation, 
among the Ministers, of that business. He 
appoints the Attorney-General, the Chief 
Justice and Judges of the Supreme Court 
and those of the High Courts, the members 
of the Union Public ^rvice Commis.sion, the 
Chief Election Commissioner as also two 
Election Commissioners, the Comptroller 
and Auditor-General oMndia, Ambassadors 
and other diplomatic representatives of 
India abroad, the Commissioner for the 
Scheduled Castes, Tribes, Backward Classes 
and Minorities, the Governors of States, ffie 
Lt.-Govemon, Chief Commissioners and 
Administrators of Union Territories, 
members of the Finance Commission and 

of the Inter-State Council. In Csd, every 
appointment in the Union Government is 
made in the name of the President or under 
his authority. 

Under Article 72, the President is given 
the power to grant pardons. According to 
this, in all Court Martial cases as well as 
cases Involving the breadi of a Union k'v 
where a punishment or sentence is infli^leit 
on any person, the President may grant 
pardon or any other appropriate meny such 
as reprieve, respite, remission or suspension, 
or commutation of the sentence. 

LEGISLATIVE POWERS 
The President forms an integral part of 

the legislative process in that, without his 
assent, no Central Bill can become law. He 
summons the House of Parliament, 
prorogues the House and may dissolve tAe 
Lok Sabha. He may address either House 
of the Parliament or both Houses assembled 
together or send messages to them. He 
nominates 12 members to the Rajya Sabha 
and may nominate two members of the 
Anglo-Indian community to the Lok Sabha. 

Every Bill passed by Parliament must be 
presented to the President for his assent. 
He may withhold his assent or return C... 
Bill to Parliament for reconsideration. He 
causes to be laid before Parliament the 
annual budget showing the estimated 
receipts and expenditure of the Union for 
each year. No demand for a financial grant 
can be made in Parliament except on his 
recommendation. 

Perhaps, the most important legislative 
power of the President is his power to 
promulgate ordinances under Article 123. 
According to this, the President is 
empowered to promulgate ordinances, 
except when both the Houses of Parliament 
are in session, if he is satisfied that 
circumstances exist competiing him to take 
immediate action. A presidential ordinance 
has the same force and effect as an Act 
Parliament. However, every such ordinance 
should be laid before both Houses of 
Parliament within six weeks from the re¬ 
assembly of Parliament. Failure to comply 
with this condition, c.r parliamentary 
disapproval within the six weeks' period, 
will make the ordinance invalid. The 
President may aLso withdraw the ordinance 
at any time he likes. 

EMERGENCY POWERS 
The President is empowered to declare 

an emergency either in any part or the whole 
of India, if he is satisfied that there is a 
threat of war or external aggression or 
armed rebellion threatening die security of 
the country. Further, he is empowered to 
declare an emergency in case of. a 
breakdown of the constitutional maciiindty 
in any State of the Union. He may also 
declare, in case of a financial breakdown, a 
financial emergency. □ 
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20. Dictionary of Sclanea Ra. 70/* 
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Mi?Mugdha SInha (8th Rank): IAS Toppers Talk To You 

] Channelised Hard Work And 
erseverance: Secrets Of My Success 

Ms. Mvgdha Sinho (24) achintd 8th position 
among the successful candidates of the Civil 
Services ExftminatUm, 1999. 

-She has done M.Phil (Diplomacy) from 
lawaharlal Nehru University, Neto Delhi. 

We publish below an exclusive intenmo she 
gave to Competition Success Review. 

CSR: What is the secret of your success 
in the Civil ServiccB Examination 7 

Mugdha Sinha : Channelised hard work 
over a period of time, perseverance and a 
will to succeed are reasons behind my 
success. 

Q. How much time do you think one 
requires for serious preparation for this 
examination 7 

A. Six to eight months of serious 
dedicated and well 'strategised' preparation. 

^ p. Which loumals and newspapers have 
/Jo been reading for the General 
Knowledge and other papers 7 

A. I have been reading Competition Success 
Review, Geniral Knowledge Today, The Times 
of India, The Economic Times, Frontline, 
Outlook and Economic and Political Weekly. 

Q. What is your impression of the 
Interview Board 7 

A. It was extremely cordial and very 
encouraging. They are not so much after 
fact-bas^ information but are interested in 
your'general approach, attitude towards life, 
your confidence and optimism. 

Q. What is your advice to the future 
aspirants 7 

A. My advice to all future aspirants is 
to choose their Optionals after due 
consideration and to prepare an exam 
Strategy to get the best out of the limited 
i^e. But most important is to be mentally 
prepared and self-motivated. 

Q. Competition Success Review, the 
largest selling youth magazine in English, 
has been extremely helpful because... 

K ...it hidlitates in the pteparation of the 
exams by providing relevant information in 
a capsule and is a great time saver for last 
minute brushing up. "Interviews with 
Toppers" are inspiring and provide useful 
insights based on personal experience. 

* Q. What prompted you to choose Civil 
Services as your career '? 

A. Civil Services offers you diverse 
opportunities and challenges to get things 
moving. Besides, the constant interaction 
with people and exchange of ideas provide 
l^th mental satisfaction and service to a 
cause. 
' Q. How did your parents, family and 

ftfiPids contribute to your success 7 
■ A. My parents provided me both guidance 

and moral support in my endeavours. My 
sisters adjuatM to all my demands. 

Q. Had you not been selected in the 
Cl^ Services Examirution, what would 

have been your reaction 7 Which other 
service/career would you have gone in/ 
opted for 7 

A In that case, I had prepared myself to 
make a smooth transition to media. 

Q. How would you visualise your 
success 7 

A. I am feeling very contented But I also 
realise the nature of the responsibility that T 
am required to shoulder. 

Q. What were your Optionals for the 
Civil Services Examination 7 

A. History and Public Administration. 
Q. What was your criterion for the 

selection of Optional sub|ects 7 
A History was the obvious choice since 1 

had graduated in it Public Administration 
inteiested me and T found it relevant. 

Q. How did you prepare for your 
Compulsory papers 7 

A I had a very systematic approach. I 
collected all the relevant material tefoiehand 
and on the basis of last years' papers, 
chalked out a well crafted strategy for 
important topics and inter-related topics and 
updated them with current information. 

O Competition Success Review is the 
largest-read youth magazine in English. 
How do you visualise the role of this 
magazine in moulding the careers of the 
youth 7 

A It provides relevant information on 
various topics in a capsule, for various 
competitive exams. The interviews with 
Ib^rs provide emulating inspiration. 

Q. How did Competition Success Review 
help you in your preparation tor the 
interview 7 

A It offered relevant information on 
current topics. The section on "My Biggest 
Mistake" helped me avoid various 

shortcomings and pitfalls during the 
preparation for the interview. 

Q. What is your opinion about 
Competition Success Review 7 

A. A magazine of repute comes in handy 
for preparation lor several competitive exams, 
it also makes you aware of s«*veral career 
options and provides information on them. 

Q. What is your opinion about General 
Knowledge Today 7 

A A gpod current affairs reckoner. Its 
model test papers provide guidelines for 
preparation and practise 

Q. What do you think is the better way 
of preparation between selective, intensive 
study and wide, extensive study 7 

A It has to be a judicious mix of the two. 
I am not in favour of leaving oul anything. 
During revision mon* lime should however' 
be allotted fur important topii's and others 
cursorily glanced over. 

Q. Is the pattern of the examination 
appropriate for selection 7 Would you 
recommend any improvement 7 

A Yes, it is. Though I personally feel that 
the Mains paper of Public Administration 
should not concentrate on only two or three 
topics but should b<> more broad based. 

Q. Do you feel that there should be no 
restriction on the number of attempts 7 

A No, I am in favour of restrictions on 
the number of attempts. 

Q. With the resumption of Essay paper 
in UPSC examinations, we are giving four 
senior essays every month. Is this focus* 
orienteit analytical feature helpful for the 
IAS aspirants 7 

A Yes, such an analytical approach to 
essay writing will definitely be more useful 
for IAS aspirants, provided the topics are 
well-chosen. Q 
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Presence Of Mind 
And Confidence Paid 
IWM expecting an intm ipw call and the news was a great relief 

and confidence-b(K)stt*r. I had exactly one month's preparation time. 
I was lucky because my ilissertafion which 1 was in the process of 
Wilting covered a very contemporary topic—the Nuclear Blast and 
American sanctions against India and Pakistan, the post-sanctions 
scenario, repercussions and the Budget. I went through the 
newspaper clippings and relevant articles in various magazines. 

On the day of the interview, 1 wore a light blue saree and was 
simply dressed. I was not nervous but initially a little anxious. My 
anxiety was soon put to rest by the wahn welcome given to me by 
tiie BiMrd. 

The interview began with a question about ‘Lady Shri Ram' wife 
of. Lala Shri Ram~the founder of the eponymous college where 1 
had studied. 
The other 
questions that 
followed, cov¬ 
ered a wide 
range of topics 
namely—his¬ 
tory repeats it¬ 
self, whether 
India is in a 
position to ful¬ 
fil its conunit- 
ments to the WTO, environmental legislations, qualities of an 
administrator which I should possess. A lady member asked me on 
women's lib, empowerment of women, reservations for women and 
an erwironmental policy for Delhi. The last two questions were on 
r\iral areas. 

The most interesting point in the interview was a story on which 
a question was asked. The story goes thus : "A father and his son 
were travelling in a car wliich meets vvilh .in accident. The father 
dies on the .spot and the son has a brain hacniorrhagi; and is taken 
to the hospital where tlie doctor refuses to operate on him saying 
"He is my son, I cannot operate upon him. Comment." After a few 
seconds, I answered, in all excitement, that .shi' was his mother and 
a lady doctor which pul the panel in guftaws of laughter. I was 
happy at my presence ot mind. 

1 found tlic board very enciiuragmg and warm. In fact during the 
intervif*w, the chairperson even complimented me once on iny 
confidence. More than your knowlixlge, it Is a very general interview, 
testing your personality, your aptitude and approach towards life. □ 

My Philosopher' 
And Guide 

We are pleased to publish here a letter from 
Ms. Mugdha Sihha, IAS Topper 1999 (8th Rank) and tmh '■ 
our aspirant readers a sintilar splendid success. " i 

“7de BdUse 
0e$it^ieUtleH Stteeeee f^etUem 
604 “Kleatt 

%ete t>eai-ttOOOA 

23m« Six. 

Ot peace me peent A^eaeuic to ednee mp 
oedteaemeMt cuuL witd Ondeed i*c 
mate mmpe idtut ette tdie metpapene da* deem 
Oui^mmeHtal i*t pmuliMp me tmmvtd* mtp peal, 
•Updt tdxeufd mp fetmaUea pemt*. 

Ot drttitp mp icdrrt dep* tdal 0 dccamc it*\ 

te *ee pea ea tde feeat pope ef ^SJ^, " 0 dove 

alee pmUieipated ta Ct* tmxieu* eeeap eempeUtieo* 

and teea pitpe*. Oh. fact, fee me (^S^ da* ieea 

epaeapmea* teitd mp poeet fee exeelteaee. “Ode 

iateeoUM* teitd teppee* peeeided ie^ iaApieatiea 

0H4t Tff/if $K0d£ct0 ^0% 
Oftp feet teiede* te hU it* aepieaat eeadee*. Oh 

tdi* eeatext, it teeald 6e apt te meatiea peae earn 

teeed* : “Of pea eaa deeam- pea eaa aedieee 

OOitd Scet TOiede*. 
OdCttpdda Siada, 0f4S 

--- ' '-"U 

Bio Data | 
□ Nome : Mugdha Sinha 

O Educational Qualifications: M.Phil 
(Diplomacy) JNU, New Delhi. 

Q School ; St. Patrick's Junior College 
(CJM), Agra 

□ College ; Lady Shri Ram College And 
Jaw'aharlal Nehru University. 

□ Any Award, Gold Medal and 
Scholarship Won ; First Prize in CSR 
Junior Contest Essay in January 1995 on 
Abul Kalam Azad; Smt. Manoraipa 
Desai Prize for Best Student in Jiislcty 

• (1994-95); Principal's Prize for promoting 
Academic Ethos of die College (1992- 
93); Best All Round Student of 
St. Patrick's Junior College (1991-92); 
Ford Foundation Scholarship from JNU 
(199S97); JRF born UGC 1996 onwan]a.Q 

I Did Not Complete 
Statistics Portion 

Perhaps my only biggest mistake was 
that, that 1 did not complete the statistics 
portion of the General Studies paper. Since 
I am not with the mathematics background, 
I was advised by my | 
firiends to finish the 
statistics portion 
first and then 
take up the rest 
of ■ the paper. 
Personally, I found 
the section very 
time-consuming. In 
this year's (1996, 
Mains) statistics 
paper, a good time-saving quration on the 
pic diagram was also missing. Having 
oegun first and not being able to solve the 
questions in the allotted time and having to 

MS. MUGDHA SINHA, IAS 

do the rest of the paper disturbed my time 
schedule. 1 feel 1 muld have done better in 
General Studies Paper I, had it not bi>en for 
Statistics. One must never take Statistics 

lightly, especially 
those from the 
non-malhematicB 
field, as it can 
tilt the scales 
heavily in either 
direction. 

Ill spite of 
the fact, that 1 
have got through, 
there is always 

scope for improvement. As for the 
other stages of the exam, I was fairly 
satisfied with both my preparation and 
performance. □ 
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Who... What... When... Where... Why 
You Ask The Question — Wo Will Find The Answer 

• Henv dill thr extm'ssum, "rut the Gordian knot", come into humidity and cold and long nigl 
being ? hpat from the earth for it® cooling ] 

— r.l’. Sinrna, Allahabad (Utlar Pradesh) formation of dew. 
The idiom itself means solving a problem the radical way. Gordian • What are Upanishads and 

knot pertains h’ an intricate knot lieii by Gtirdius, king of Goidiiim, ? 
Phrygia, and cut through with a sword by Alexander, the Great in _{> g. ck, 
reaponae to the prophet v that whoever untied il would become the Upmishad literallv means sittir 
ruler of Asia. picture of a.sincere devotee leamir 
• Who was Lf Corbusier ? The great Sankaracharya would f 

— P.M. Sreenivasalu, Tenali (Andhra Pradesh) simply knowledge of God. 
LeCorbusierflHXy-I^Jti.S) wasa French architect and torvn planner. There are said to be 1tl8 

born in Switzerland. M was he who planned the city of Chandigarh. from a few hundred to many thou 
His buildings include the block of flats in Marseilles known as the some in verse. Of these, sixteen wc 
unite d'hahitafion ('living unit', I945-.'?0). He was a pioneer of the authentic and authoritative. I 
intemahonal style and was influential both as an architect and as Aphorisms, he included quotatio 
a theorist. wrote elaborate commentaries. Ft ii 
• What does the football term f jLjipt' Auj'ioltAt Ik 

•‘fret kick" denote 7 

Guwahati (Assam) > 

olavM *t^Wn^t^o ball* 1111^1101 ^ Qjmnumlata swapt to power In 19^,di^^ncad Are 

• m., d. „„ ny » m 
•predestination’7 Sal^r I# 

-s. K. Mvnstnvn. ^f«Wfor*hlp psved the Way 

humidity and cold and tong nights leading to greater radiation u 
heat from the earth for it" cooling provide the ideal conditions for {h; 
formation of dew. 

• What are Upanishads and how many of them ate availabh 

now 7 

—P. S. Chaturvedi, Varanasi (Uttar Pradesh 
Upanishad literally means sitting near devotedly, and brings thi 

picture of a sincere devotee learning from hisgun/ or spiritual mastei 
Ihe great Sankaracharya would however^ describe the Upanishad ai 
simply knowledge of (jod. 

There are said to be 1tl8 Upanishads ranging in lengtt 
from a few hundred to many thousands of words, some in prose anc 
some in verse. Of these, sixteen were recognised by Sankaracharya ai 
authentic and authoritative. In his commentary on Vedanti 
Aphorisms, he included quotations from six. On the other ten, hi 
wrote elaborate commentaries. Ft is these ten which, partly on accoun' 

of ‘h®*- intrinsic importance bu 

7. i mainly, no doubt, because o 
Sankara's commentaries, havi 

li«kckul»a ti«yPortug«eab;eriKWEifta's^ bf regaWed as thi 
LiL'._j;__<_' onncioal Uvanishads. The.si 

# What do we mean (*j 
'predestination’ 7 

—S. K. Srivastavn, 
Gwalior (Madhya Pradesh) decotettla^ion of|« 

Predestination meins lha. the 
events of everyone's life are H 

determined hefomhand by C.c>d, a,jaawa«wreoe»>otri^wlailiJ»^l 
anddiaitowillisan iIhision.lt SimCduSrtSl^ciSSj| 

«« I ' . reftised.lthasnovi’be«*^ag*eed« 
{354-430AP)t<Hheearh C'lriMian 9urVi>^f ^ 

Church. European colotw, Macau, will 
• When was Aryabhata become part Of China 0« m2 

launched and what was its rwaitotw‘Mi toaa 

overall significance 7 OamWing is ’ *til}. the “ 
— Mehta, -miinatav rtf. rhsf hrraarttmt 

principal Upanishads. The.si 
ten Upanishads that form oni 
of the vital bases of Hinduisrr 
are Isa, Kena, Katha, Prasna 

Mundaka, Mandukya. Chandogya 
Brhadaranyaka, Aitarap anc 
Taittiriya. 

• Haw lethal were the atomii 
bombs dropped in Hiroshima ant 

Nagasaki 7 
—faswant Singh 

Ludhiana (Punjab 
'1 he two atom bombs droppec 

on Hiroshima and Nagasaki bj 
the US in I’ach had ar 
explosive power equivalent to thai 
of 20,000 tons (20 kilotona, 
of trinitrotoluene, called TNT 
"nie Hnmb d nipped on Hiroshima 
code named "Li'.He Boy" 
wa.^i |0 ft long and weighec 
9,000 lb. 
• How versatile was thi 

famous Italian artist Leonardo dt 

Vinci 7 
—MyA, Abdul Karim, 

Calcutta 

Leonardo da Vin''i (1452-1519| 

overall significance 7 CSamWing is *til} the - iiiimi .. w now vrrsarne was rni 
- Mehta. TnailuHay of the hcOriomv of Tourists at Largo dr Smado. famous ftalian artist Leonardo da 

Rarkrt:C.,i,ar„n Mkcan whicsh ha> V1 ■» *^".>1 sgugre in .Macau Vinci 7 . 

Aryabhata iv the name «f ihe populaHon of 400^ the Wme ariitao»-W« by a sinj^e lt«»nsie«?;' 
first Indian saiell.ie laiircho-J Hoag Kimg-bora ^nley Hcs^-gertfirifte half the tMt mveptie ^ 
on April 19. 197.5. Ihe .iM -kg a«Otmtfova kKmh,dFMa«ulB$MbHlioftgiOWdomesHc|MOilt«t;, Leonardo da Vmr^l452-1519, 
satellite was fabricated wholly by per ^^01 oftt3ptth»a©b^i^ Wtecawei* 0«»tdnhse<JNi*6se ® pamter, architect, pbiK^ 
Indian scientists at who foflow Bu^dhikm.iJow^iiw,«ad thedviJ pher pod. composer, sculptor 
Bangalore, in 26 months at .1 cost dOUJinat^ by the.hhi6«e»<t watbyim^n, invenloi 
of Rs. 50 million. Porittiueiieei^trti^ ' ' >. ' “"'f anatomist. This universa 

The satellite was designated ..J ..n*. ....Z!,..... 'n genius was only equalled bj 
Aryabhata after the fifth century astronomer and mathemaheian another towering .Bgure of the Renaissance, Michelangelo. Leonaidt 
Aryabhata of Kiisumapnra near ratliput.'a, now Patna, tvho laid the was vears ahead of his contcihporaries in many fields. In scientifii 
foundation of modern algebr.i. determined the parameters of the msearch, he disregarded what had been found before and acceptec 
movements of various ceJe.stial bodies, calculated the diameters of only what he could observe and test for himself. In painting, hi 
ttie Earth and the Moon, and the importance of their movements used new materials and produced some wonderful works, like thi 
around the sun. Moik Lisa and the Last Supper. He was obsessed by nature anc 
• How is dew formed 7 loced to draw animals, fishes and birds, chiefly because he was 

—riK. Radhakrishuan, Perumhavoar (Kerala) fascinated by their movement. And since he was also a skillec 
When the moisture i.«. depositi*d in the form of water droplets on engineer, he thought a lot about adapting these movements tc 

cooler surface ot solid oblects such as stones, grass blades and plant machines, and thus dreamed up the idea of aeroplanes anc 
leaves, it is known as dew .4 clear sky, little or no wind, high relative submarines. ^ 

of Rs. 50 million. Poriuguelie 

Aryabhata after the fifth century astronomer and irathcmahcian 
Aryabhata of Kiisumapiira near ratliputra, now Patna, who laid the 
foundation of modern algebr.i. determined the parameters of the 
movements of various ceie.stial bodies, calculated the diameters of 
flie Earth and the Moon, and the importance of their movements 
around the sun. 

■ 9 How is dew formed 7 

—P.R. Radhakrishuan, Perumhavoar (Kerala) 

When the moisture i.«. depositi*d in the form of water droplets on 
cooler surface ot solid oblects such as stones, grass blades and plant 
leaves, it is known as dew .4 clear sky, little or no wind, high relative 
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mms 
One more fusion fashion "mela” recently 

predicted the future of style and glamour in 
the coming Millennium. Glitterati and its 

indomitalde chic^ Nancy Lulla laid on a super 
show of garments designed by ten tc^ demgners 
of India - all of whom favoured the simplicity of 
white combined with embroidery, sensual lines 
and gorgeous fabrics. The desigreis used 
diinunering lame, lace, tissue net and viscose 
fatnics combined with jali wcm-k, cri^tals, beads, 

embroidery, crochet woilc and zari work, 
kfany of them •• Salim Ghauii, Jay Ramrakhiani, 
James Pereira, Meera and Muzaffar Ali 
(Kotwara), Neeta Lulla - wmiced with vrtiite and 
pastels as wefl as maroons and navy blues as 



A i:IiiIlIi uf (lesn!i)(;c> juiinul h.fiiils to 

I'joolt’ llii; novj looh lor thn 

r.'lilinnniiiiii flieir oiiiirliosis o.ois on 

ivliiles fjiistels ond ilie novi m.linoss 

ol orystols silk crochet loco ood net 

> 

; 

their look for the coming seaaioh. The 
interesting way in which most designers 
combine eastern glamour with western style 
and workmanship points to an era of fusion 
fashions for the coming age. Colours of spring, 
festivities and gentle motifs from nature are 
favoured by all designers who claim that an 
outfit must never claim superiority over the 

. wearer's persona. Particularly fusion-oriented 
are the clothes created by Neeta Lulla, Pali 
Warraich and Dibya Kanti Sen (Celeb), all of 
whom use net, crochet and embroidery to 
create great clothes. Their designs were 
modelled by the slinkiest of models and 
photographed by Rafique Saiyad. Here is a 
glimpse of what's in store for fashion 

;^fL!icionados in 2000 AD! ^ 
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One wor 
Kapur’s 
wife, Si 

^ne woman w'ho could have made the most of Shekhar 
r’s present global success and media hype is liis young 
Suchitra Krishnamurthy-Kapur or Suchitra K as she 

styles herself. But true to her young and indomitable spirit, she 
prefers to stand on her own shapely feet and make it on her 
own in the profes.sion of her choice, namely pop music. Now 
basking in and thoroughly etyoying the stupendoas success of 
Shekhar's film Eli^alteth, Suchitra still feels proud of Zindaiji, 
her recent successful music album made with Andrew Lloyd 
Weber. This album, .she .says, has given her a taste of working 
with international celebrity artLsts and the discipline witli 
which work is done at tliis level holds her .spellbound. “Soon, I 
am planning to do an English version of this albuin." she says, 
“This will be for the international market.’’ 

Having been associated with show busine.ss from the age of 
five, she is comfortable in any medium of communication but 
after a good deal of experience, she has chosen music as her 
career and will probably make hei future career in this field. “I 
was on the stage at the drop of a hat in my cluldliood. I could 
sing, dance, talk or play any role on stage from that age 
because I was bom an extrovert with confidence. I never had 
stage fright. My sister and mother preferred classical music, I 
turned instinctively to Western music just to be ‘different’. 
Though the heritage of classical mtusic was given to me during 
five years of training, 1 used it to enhance my skill in Western 
style singing. Basic music training is useful for any kind of 
singing because one’s voice becomes fluid and meliifluous with 
-such training. 

“At 15. my first commercial media assignment was CkvnauH. 
But 1 continued to sing. At 19, 1 auditioned for and won the 
main mle in Kabhi Ilan Kahki Nn with Shah Rukh Klian. In 
1994, I went to see Shekhar (Kapur) to ask for work. I liked 
him instantly and soon, we were both involved in a 
relationslup. Of course my family had objections becau.se of 
the big age gap. I was 21 and Shekhar was almost double m 
age But now, my family adores him. 

“I believe in my talent and I am confident that I will find ray 
own success through hard and consistent work. Succeas has to 
come when I work with dedication. I know' there an* missed 
opportimities but I don’t cry over spilt milk. 

“IVhen I married Shekhar, 1 had great faith in hLs love and his 
work culture. I am pleased with his present success and am 
thoroughly etyoying it as hi.': wife. In future, w<* may live 
between Mumbai and Los Angeles and be separated for long 
months at a time but as long as our marriage is strong, w'o can 
go ahead with our own live.s. He has been veiy caring and 1 
love him for his gentle nature. 

“My eyes are now set on the international music scene. 
Zindagi happened by chance. Shekhar and I were with 
Andrew Uoyd Weber and he asked me to sing. When he heard 
me. Andrew said that we should do a project together and 
Zindagi, the result of this meeting, has been a success. We 
may do more work together.” 

Suehilra Krisbanmutliiy-Kaiiyr, new la 
the llmeilaiit at Shajdiar Kapar’t wlfa^ 
draanta of bar own Intaimtlonal success 
and lott of babies... 

by Vimla Patii 

INTERNATIONAL’ 

SUCCESSl 
Suchitra wants ‘a truckload of children’ .some 
day. She loves chihlren anti welcomes the 
concejit of motherluKid for herself. “But right 
now is not the time,” she says, “Too many 
things are happening too fast today. Both 
Shekhar and I should feel contfortablc with 
parenthood, make the most of our 
opportunities, see succe.ss and tlten have 
babies. I am twenty six and there’s enough time 
ahead for this dream to become reality.” 
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I 
Age 

18 10 25 Years 

Height 

5'- 4" or mor<' 

Winners '2 

1999 

; ri- *r“- 

Sci.ond Kannor up Ms Sorij.in.i Suihi I SK Ms. Super (’(usotijlily |‘)9‘l Ptirv.i Merr hunt I irsl Kuonei ii() Ms. Sulukshu.r Ur.imtl 

I'.ini'l Of |ii(tf;cs 1')')<) ( onlesl : M.init.i Kiilk<)rni, I'l'n.i/ M.rs.ini, 

S.rtish K.uishik, B<>li Hrjhm,il)ti.Ul, V.irsli.i I.K^j(jnk>ir .ind Oivya (^h.itihan 

Do you have slyle, poise and wit together with sense of humour ? Are your communication skills as good as your looks ? Can 
you sing or dance or perform at the stage f If so, then here is your chance to be called CSR Ms Super Personality 2000. 
A gala event will be held in January 2000 where the 12 finalists will be asked to prove their versatility and merit. 
CSR Ms Super Personality 2000 will get a return air-ticket to London, a Super Personality Trophy and a Gold McKlal. 
The first and second runners-up will get a return ticket to Kathmandu. All the finalists will be presented a Ms Personality 
Trophy along with a Certificate. They will ;*lso get a fully paid 5 days-4 nights trip to Delhi and Books worth Rs.500 each. 
Besides these, they will get gift hampers. 
To participate you need to be in the age group of 18 - 25 years. You should also be 5'-4" (162 cm) or more in height 
Please send your bio-data mentioning your name, address, tel^hone and fax numbers with three colour postcard size 
photographs, one front close-up upto waist and two full leng^ in trendy outfits (Western and Indian ethnic). Please also write- 
rour date of birth, height, vital statistics, colour of eyes, coicnir of hair, etc., along with details of your extra-curricular 
.Ooltf-*^''''*'®s/**^l''®vements which include debates, elocution, dattce, music, ...■;--- 

sports and other talent-related activities. W®* yOW 
V entries should reach us on or before 10th December, 1999 Bicmhr 10b l«99 

/cNrikS ' by registered post/courier only. Please mark the envelope as 
^ CSR SUPER PERSONALITY 2000 and send it to bNTBK 
^ ' Competition Review Pvt. Ltd.', 604 Prabhat 

—   —1| Kiran. Rajendra Place, New Delhi-110008. .... 

IflilOalB 
gembtr 10> 1999 

iNTm 
lODAYl 
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Interviews: How To Succeed 
Judy Skeats 
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AFTER THE INTERVIEW 

Analysing your interview 
performance 
After the interview is over, you should 

review your performance as soon as 
possible, before the impressions and 
memories fade. Make a bst of the items that 
strike you as important; include any answers 
to questions which you gave especially well 
and answers where you had that uneasy 
feeling that this was not quite what the 

a'Jterviewer was looking for. Keep notes, 
l^ause the awkward questions may arise 
again and this will give you an opportunity 
to think of a more aptly phrased answer or 
to put your rase slightly differently. Similarly, 
you should Keep a note of questions where 
you thought that your answer expressed the 
situation exactly as you wanted to. Keep 
fhLs with your file of job applications so that 
you can refrwh your memory befort* another 
interx’iew, if you have one. It is im.portant 
to do all this whether ot not you arc? 
successful in the interview. The notes may 
well He useful in the future. 

Tf you are unsuccessful in vour application 
and inten'iew, yon should attempt to find 
out whi-. Once vou have analysed your 
in'erview Vfiurself, go back to the 

4nteri'it;wer li possible ,inil ask •o'- bis 
opinion. Remember th,-it ihe interviewer 
could find your approach ♦hreatening, in 
which case you will be unlikelv to get the 
truth. Write politely thanking the interviewer 
and saying hew much you were mterested 
in the position. Tri'- to say somcth'PR nice 
about the company and keen your letter 
short and chatty. Make it very dear that you 
do not wish to challenge the decision but 
that you would very much appreciate some 
feedback on the reasons whv you were not 
successfijl on this occasion. Tf the interviewer 
refuses to discuss it, then yon must accept 
this. You may wsh *0 ask 'lim to keep your 
details on file though, fur future vacancies. 

By making it vrrv dear that you do not 
wish to question his judgement, you will be 
ensuring that you seem professional. If 
another post arises within that company, you 
ai^more likely to be considered if you have 
stuck to these principles. There is also an 
outside chance that the succes.sful candidate 
may refuse the position nr stay only a short 
while; and if you were the second dioice, 
you may be offered the job later, provided 

that you have not criticised the interviewer. 
If vou contact the interviewer in this way, it 
also serves 'o prove that you are still 
interested in the po.sf. Following up like this 
does take courage. It is easy to f^l that it 
was traumatic enough going through the 
interview (and some people do feel very 
deflated by baring all their strengths and 
weaknesses in the inten'iew only to be told, 
as they sec it, that they are not good enough. 
However, this stage is important, if you 
seriously want to do better next time, and 
hopefully to secure the offer of the job, so 
do follow up in this way afterwards.) 

If you can, lelephone rather than writc- 
you are liable to be given fuller details if 
the interviewer is not committed to writing. 
If you find that he/she is constantly busy 
and you are unable to gel through, leave a 
message saying that you would like to talk 
about the interview. Make sure that whoever 
you leave the message with will also convey 
the fact that you are not challenging the 
decision, but are merely interested in tips 
on how you may improve your interview 
(lerformance at the next inlers'iew you have, 
probably with another compiiay. Do not 
insist thai they call you back. Do not give 
the impression that you have no other 
•imbition but to work for this company and 
that yon will .ipplv fo'' every other post that 
is advertised - you will be screened out 
immtxiiately as the interviewer will feel that 
wni will nnlv be a miisanri' 

You may want to fl.itler the inten'iewer a 
bit to enlist his help. Don't overdo it, but 
you do need *0 show that you would value 
His .idvire and ’vill i.ike i* seriously If the 
•ntcrviewci; starts to say something that he 
thinks wil’ help an'* vou arg'JC to try to 
explain eve--, politelv that he got the wrong 
impression, he will just 'switch off' and give 
you no further help Tf you h.-ive given him 
an incorrect idea or he has misunderstood, 
take note and ensure that vou make yourself 
dearer in your next interview. 

Never le!l the interviewer that he is 
wrong, that he obviously had an 'off' day, 
il'.at he ha.s’ made ‘he wmog choice or that 
you will sue him for malpractice. Dii not 
assume that you were the be.st candidate; 
even il you are well qualified. There may be 
other fiactors which are also important, or 
the interviewer may consider that you were 
overqualified or too good for the job. 
(Candidates can be too good for a post; it 
is the inters'iewM-’s job to find someone who 
can do the work and who will stay with the 

organisation, not get bored and leave 
because the work is too easy.l You may have 
appeared ai-mgam or may be completely the 
wrong type of personality for the Job. 
Whether you agree with his judgement or 
not, it is important to know what is thou^it 
of you and how ymi are perceived by othen. 
If you really believe that you were 
discriminated against, why forewarn him of 
your actions ? Contact the relevant agency 
and take legal advice. 

Writing to the interviewer's superior will 
also have a detriment effect. 1116 interviewer 
will be furious and the superior is very 
unlikely to change his decision if only 
because the offer letter to the successful 
candidate would probably already have 
been sent. Most bosses will stick up for their 
staff qnd you may at best get a polite letter 
saying that they are sorry you are 
disap)3ointcd. At worst, you prejudice all 
your future chances with that organisation 
: and do remember that ihferviewers change 
jobs tiK> - yiiu may find that he/she was 
moved to another company, just where 
another job you wanted to apply for is 
situated. Memones of your conduct at or 
after the inlerc'iew won't fade. 

M.iVp sure that yon have a notebook 
handy to take down the criticisms or 
jiointers that the interviewer can give you 
over the telepHnne. If vour analysis of the 
interview poiii's 'o ,1 jiariiciilar weakness, 
Vi’ii *hink vou ma'/ b.ive, /lo ask the 
interviewer about this and explore it. Bear 
in mind the lart that nobrxlv likes to be too 
rude to snmnbo-lv Ibey are Hiking to, so 
the faii'l rn,iv be worse than he indicates 
even if it seems to be oolv mentioned in 
passing. 'Tonvorsely, if *he inter"iewer says 
that il was a very close decision and that it 
is very difficult to help you much because 
you wen: very good in the inten'iew, don't 
necessarily dismiss this as iust flattery. It may 
well be tnie— in cases where the decision is 
close. It can often be very difficult for an 
interviewer to define all the precise masons. 
In that case, listen to his judgement of what 
your particularly strong points were. 

It is very tempting tn think that 'they just 
got it w/rong' if you do not agree with Ihe 
interviewer's analysis. Remember that he is 
likely to know more about the job than you 
do and that wu have given htm the 
impression about you. In cases where you 
have already been performing the job in an 
'acting' capacity, try to find out whether your 
performance has been adequate so far or 
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Earn Your Place in Software Technology 

Competence in 
Software Technology 
Examination 

CST 
on January 23, 2000 
Four Levol* of Examination: E, I, D 
and G, which test ycxjr potential for 
success in the IT industry. Tests cover 
entry level (E) to B.E. Computer Science 
level (G). 
Examination Vanuei: Allahabad, 
Bangalore, Calcutta, Chennai, 
Coimbatore, Delhi, Goa, 
Hyderabad,Thjruvananthapuram 
Mumbai, Pune, Visakhapatnam 

Last Date for receipt of forma: 
Monday. January 3,2000 

Eligibility; A degree in any subject or 
equivalent as recognised by central or 
state government Final year degree 
studenta cart appear pruvKied they 
can coriplete all exams by June/Juiy 
2000. Software competence required 
ranges from no training (E level) to a 
degree m Computer Science or 
InformationTeiiinology (G level). Pre- 
final year BE/BTecIV MCA/ME' MTech 
students in CS or IT are also eligible to 
appear for O level. 

CST is a nation-wide examination conducted armuaily for graduates in 
any field by the National Centre for Software Technology (NCST), a 
scientific R&D lab of the Ministry of InformaUon Technology, Government 
of India. NCST is a centre of excellence in the field of software. 

Detailed Brochures available from: 
28 October, 1999 on payment of Rs 90/- across the counters at places 
given below, or via post at Rs.110/- sent either by DD or by a Mumbai 
cheque in favour of ‘NCST. 
NCST Juhu, Mumbai 400 049 Radio Electric Institute 
Ph; 67032S1.6201606 F: 6210139 Op.Railway Stn. Oombivli (W) 
NCST VashI Stn, Ph; 7812120/2130 Ph; 911-481576, F; 488215 
NCST Vlsvesvaraya Centre, Sllverline Induetrlee Ud 1405, Maker 
Bangalore 560 001 Chmbrs V; Mumbai 400021 Pti;2049161 
Ph; 2863100,2862486 F; 2862531 Silvarilne Institute for Softwere 
CDIT Chitranjali Studio, Thiruvallam, Technology; Kolshet Road, 
Thiruvananihapuram 695027 Thane 400 607 Ph: 5361652 F: 5342997 
Ph; (0471) 461646.460681 Totinl Education Foundation 
Radio Electric Inctitute Lamlngton Sharda Centre, Pune 411 004 
Chambers. Mumbai - 400 004 Ph; 366226 F:361466 
Ph: 3856082, 3886951 F; 3670689 

Bookshops 

Computer Book Shop: Mumbai. 
Cosmo Books; EmakulanV 
Kozhikode. Crossword: Munfial, 
Crystaline Infotek; Pune, Currant 
Booka:Thrissur, Golden Heart 
Emporium; Goa, Higginbothams; 
Bangalore, Chennai, Coimbatore, 
Kochi, Ernakulam, Madurai, 
Bangalore, Ooty. Pondicherry, 
Tirunelveli, Trichy, Trivandrum. 

ItKUa Book House: Calcutta, Delhi, 
Hyderabad. Jyotl Book Depot; 
Visakhapatnam, L B Publishers: 
Bangalore. Modern Book Contra: 
Trivandrum. New Book Shop: Goa, 
Paramount Book Agency; Mumbai. 
Ahmadabad, Sapna Book Houso: 
Bangalore, Salavahana Computer 
Education Council; Vijayawada. 
SwathI Books: Trivandrum. 
Universal Book Stall; Kanpur, 
Vidyarambam: Alleppey. 

CST offers Educational, R&D and Employment Opportunities 

{ Opportunities__ 
j NCSTPosteofS^SdenBateandAcImleMootoNCSreAPGDST 

NCST Posts of i/isilina Software Englnoais and Admission toNCSTs Kauii 
NCST Posts of Software Tfeineas 
Admission to NCST’s Post Graduate Diploma courses in Software 
Technology - PGDST and FPGDST 

Selection as Research Assistants or Tachnieal Assoclatas in NCST 
Satection for Summer or Dissertation Project Fellowships at NCST 
Admission to MCA of VJTI, Goa Univ. and MCA/PGDCSA of SNDT Unlv.l 
Admission to MTach/DIIT In information Technology of IIT, Mumbai 
Cash Awards 
NCST’s Oatabasa of software professionals for use by IT induat 

Requiremonts 
G level scores 
D or G level scores 
E. I or D level scores 
E level (scores In 2 similar 
papers of other levels of CST 
exam are also considered) 
High place in CST merit list 
D level scores 
E and I level scores 
D and G level scores 
Top 1 percent in each level 
Above 50 percentile In any level y National Centre for 

Software Technology 
A Scientific R & O Institution of 
Ministry of informBtion Taehnoloay, 
Government of India. 

Gulinohar Cross Road No.9, Juhu, Mumbai - 400 049. Tel; 620 1606,670 3251 Fax: 022-623 2195,022-621 0139. 



whedifr ihejcfc has changed. In many eaaa when this happens, die 
candidate may have been perfbnning the job Mtisfactoruy, but die 
oiganlsation then wants to change the role or status of the job, so diat 
the new incumbent will actually have different responsibilities. If this 
is the case, you will need to know and to be able to judge the situation 
to determine whether you requite further training to help your future 
career etc. 

If you have received several rqection letters, don't despair. You 
luve obviously been a good candidate or you would not have got 
^ far as the interview stage. Follow up the advice given to you by 
the interviewers and try your role play or pracdce again. Ibu can 
never cover every eventuality or be certain to be better than all the 
other candidates, but the more you work on your interview 
technique, the better chance you will have the next time. 

Although you may have been rejected this time, do not immediately 
assume that your interview technique is at fault, particularly if your 
feedback horn the interviewer suggests this. There are many reasons 
why candidates ace chosen, which may seem unhiir to the unsuccessful 
applicant. Choices between applicants who are all capable of doing 
the job may be based on such factors as your location (whether you 
can travel to work easily or not, whether the oiganisation will save 
itself the relocation expenses it may have to pay to the other applicants, 
etc.) There may be no way to avoid such factors, so accept them and 
realise that if this company considered you capable of undertaking 
the job, so should another. 

If you have been successful and have been offered die post, it 
may still be worth finding out about your interview tedmique which 
will help you next time you wish to change jobs. It may also forewarn 
you if you suspect that in a panel, the decision was not unanimous. 

On offer of the post 
) When you receive the letter confirming that the fiost is offered to 
you, you can begin to negotiate on salary and conditions, etc. 
(provided that you have established that there is some scope for 
this). Do not negotiate before you receive the offer in wrltui^ and 
do not hand in your notice to your present employer until you 
receive this. Even then you must note that offers are often conditional 
on receiving satisfactory references or medical reports. If you think 
that either of these is likely to cau.se pndilems, get in touch with the 
organisation immediately and explain. If you think that your present 
employer is likely to give you a had reference as they do not want 
to lose you, say so (though, despite the fears, few employers do 
this). Explain any potential medical problems and ensure that the 
interviewer understands that this will not materially affect your 
ability to do the work. li it does, you should have been honest 
about llu.s at the interview. 

Negotiate on salary onl> alter the post is offered but before you 
accept in writing, otherwise it will be too late. The same applies to 
any other condition ot employment that you wish to diange. When 
you reply, make sure that you have not signed a contract without 
amending it to that offe«'t and put a mvering note in your acceptance 
letter. If the interviewer has said that 'they are sure that something 
can be sorted out' about your request for a higher salary, that you will 
be able to luve a different sort of company car within six months, 
that satisfactory performance in the post will lead to automatic 
promotion in a year's lime or that your holiday will of course be 
honoured, etc., but nothing is mentioned in your offer lettcc make 
sure that your acceptance of the post makes these provisos (and refer 
to them as having been discussed arwl mutually agreed). If you do 
not do that, there is no way that you can insist later that these matters 
have been agreed, p>irticularly if the staff in the persoimel department 
change. 

. Other things that you must confirm agreement about before you 
start the new job include . 
• the date on which you begin the job 
• the starting salary 
• the date on which your first increase in salary will be 

discuB.sed, and arrangements be made for this 
• whether the offer is subject to satisfactory references, medical 

reports, provision of proof of qutdificatioiu, work permits, etc. 
• details of relocation arrangements, etc. 

f • details cf probationary periods 
• details of company car, commission or bonus scheme 

arrangements, etc. 
• details of other fringe benefits 
• your contract of employment. □ 
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Wherever there is a challenging 
competitive exam, and wherever there are 

students in need of reliable guidance, 
Brilliant can be trusted to come up 

with a welcome solution. 

CSIR-UGC 
JRF/L EXAM 

SUBJECTS OFFERED 
• Chemical Sciences • Mathematical Sciences 

• Physical Sciences • Life Sciences 

The course is a comprehensive, extensively researched 

package covering your subject of specialisatioh, 

apart from the mandatory requirements of General 

Awareness of Science, Cuniputei Science 

fundamentals ami Quantitative Reasoning. 

8 sets of study hiatcnal cover the syllabus thoroughly, 

while a Doubt Letter Scheme allows you to clariiy 

doubts with our processors. 

U O C (Humanities) 

JRF/L EXAM IJJ 

The couiie covers .ill the requirements of Papers I, II 

and III for the 4 subjci-ts we offer - Ecomniiics, 

C'omiiicrcc, His'ory .ind English H seis ol study 

material - I set for I'aper'l, 2 for Paper*!! and 

5 for Pat>er-IIl. cover the syllabus thoroughly, while 

a Doi.bt Letter Sclieme allows you to el.irify' doubts 

with our professois. 

Those appearing toi opcioiials oriiei than the 

4 subjects ottered by us, may ask for our prc|)aratory 

material for Papci*! alone. 

Despatch on for the 
CSIRHICC aiui UCC (HumanlUea) Exams 

of June 2000 
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Secrets Of Success 
Success and Happiness 
Becoming a Icadpr, in the ultimate 

analysis, is unly a means to an aid and not 
an end in itsc'li. Yon want to attain success 
by becoming a leader. If you have become 
a leader and continue to remain a leader, 
you have certainly attained success and the 
attainment of success nr accomplishment of 
the cherished goal gives you the sense of 
satisfaction or sense of fulfilment and it 
makes you feel happy. In other words, you 
should remember that your efforts to 
become a leader are finally linked up with 
the ultimate goal of attaining success and 
finding happiness. A successful 
knowl^geable leader ensures that he attains 
happiness not only as a goal but also during 
the period when he makes the necessary 
efforts to attain success. In other words, you 
should feel happy not only when you have 
gained your goal but also during the period 
when you have been working for your goal. 
In other words, you must enjoy happiness 
while you work and you must also ei^oy it 
when you gather the fruits of your labour 
and rejoice in your victory. 

What is Success ? 
Success in life, when you analyse in depth, 

is simply getting or gaining what you want. 
It is simply the realisation of your goal and 
the fulfilment of your want or desire. The 
correct answer to the question 'who is a 
successful (icrson?' would be the individual 
who secures what hr .sets out according to 
his plans and programmes. The plans and 
programmes are important because there is 
no point in gaining siimething either when 
it is too late or at too much cc»t. Success 
will, therefore, have difterent connotations 
for different individuals. It diipend.s on what 
each individual wants and at what cost. 
Success may also mean different things to 
the same mdividiial at different times. The 
important thing is tliat you must get what 
you wanl.-when you want it, as you want 
it. It may be earning millions of rupees a 
month or inarrvihg the most popular film 
star or getting oneself chosen as the Prime 
Minister of the country. Different people 
want different things and at different times. 
Success and happines.> arc, therefore, 
directly linked to what you want at any 
given time and at what cost. 

Knowing What One Really 
Wants » 
The first requirement for leadership is, 

therefore, knowing well as to what precisely 
one wants. It is often possible that oik may 
have scwral wants simultaneously. Furthet 
as one want is met, one hundred new wants 
may spring up in its place. TiKrefore, the 

IMPROVE YOUR 

PERSONALITY 

leader aspirant should think clearly, 
determine his long-term and short-term 
goals and fix the order of priority for his 
different wants. One should also bie careful 
not to develop wants whidi are in conflict 
with each other. If you wish to get 
promotion in your office, it is not advisable 
to take on part-time jobs elsewhere to 
augment your income. If you want to excel 
in studies, it is advisable to restrict the time 
that you would like to spend on recreation, 
particularly seeing films and the like. 
Knowing what exactly you want and 
thinking about your goal In clear-cut and 
definite terms help you to concentrate your 
mental and physical energies and efforts. 
Such concentration is very essential for 
success. 

Secrets of Success 
The study of the lives of the famous, self- 

made successful men all over the world and 
all through the ages highlights one very 
important leadership attribute. They all 
knew very Well and were experts in the art 
of getting along with people. They-knew 
admirably how to sell themselves to 
strangers and friends, their bosses, 
colleagues and subordinates, to their 
neighbours and to their family members, in 
fact, to everyone with whom they came into 
contact in their daily life both during 
business' hours and during non-business 
hours. They had abundant knowledge as to 
how to kindle the interest and arouse the 
desire of the people, whether young or old, 
men or women, educated or uneducated, 
simple or otherwise. The significant fact is 
that your leadership is in terms of the other 
people with whom you have to deal directly 
or indirectly and they have to help you 
attain your goals or fpdn your wants. The 
greater their cooperation and help, the 
sooner will be your success and the larger 
your happiness. 

If you cannot sell yourself to others, you 
will find it extremely difficult to accomplish 
your goals and realise your wants. All the 
other strong points whk^ you might possess 
are no doubt important but without the 
ability to influence and motivate other 
people, you will find them going waste. In 
short, if you cannot sell yourself to others, 
you cannot win and lead. Since you have 
also to depend on other people to help you 
and cooperate widi you so that you could 
lead, succeed, attain your goals and reap 
happiness, what you have alone ami t^t 

you can do all by yourself, are not sufficient. | 
Success, then, depends, to a great extent, CiJ. 
what you say and what you do wffii your 
ideas, talents and gifts. Invariably, it is not 
merely what you kirnw but what you do 
with your knowledge ffiat determines your 
success. 

You must market and sell your talents 
effectively so that people buy them willingly. 
The public will buy a mediocre product that 
is properly advertised than the perfect one 
which remains under cover. What you have, 
that is, the basic qualities and soundness of 
the product itself are certainly important, 
but these will not suffice. Your ability to 
influence others and motivate them to buy 
the product is more important. The secret 
of success, therefore, is the art of influencing 
people and winning their-cooperation, 
goodwill, S3mnpathy and help willingly, 
voluntarily and continuously. This secret 
you must team well and practise well. 

Secret of Influencing and 
Motivating Others 
What we have considered so far is 

primarily related to motivating ourselves 
and goading us into positive and 
determined action. In all probability, you 
already know quite well that your success 
is dependent on your ability to sell yourself 
and your ideas to others. What you are most 
interested in is how to do it, how to 
accomplish this magic, how exactly to 
motivilte aivl influence othe'- human beings? 
To know the answer to this question, stop 
for a moment and ask yourself what makes 
you listen to some particular individual 
accept his propositions’ Why do you allow , 
yourself to be influenced by one person and* 
not by the other? Why do you read this 
article and what makes you to spend your 
time reading these lines and not a sexy 
thriller? You must dispassionately and 
objectively ffiink and analyse the facts and 
determine the true reasons, bi the ultimate 
analysis, you will find that this article is 
serving your interests, it is meetbig your 
wants, it talks about your requirements, it 
is concerned about your leadership, success 
and happii ess. Anything that concerns you, 
vitsUy affects you, appears to benefit you 
and contributes to your happiness. 

You are only too willing to be interested 
in what applies to you and what applies to 
all other normal human beings. All of us 
are baaicolly interested In ourselves. AU of 
us have oeveral needr or wants. We are 
eager and keen to satisiy our wants or needs; 
We eagerly listen to and do the things 
v^ildv we are aincerely convinced, will help 
ua in realising our needs and luppiiieaa. 
Therefore, whm all you want in die worid 
Is dte aattefacUon and fiilfllment of your 
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md needs, to gain these, you have first to think in tenns of 
the other person's interests, wants, needs, desires, aspirations, 
ambitions, feelings, emotions, belief^ fidths, opinions, views, psyrho- 
personallty duracteristin and so on. It may appear contradictory 
vid confusing on the face of it. If you want your wants to be met 
and goals to be achieved, why you waste your time thinking about 
other people, their interests, wants and go^ 7 The answer is simple. 
You depend on others for your leadenhip and success. You luve 
fo motivate then and get their active, willing and eager coopemtion. 
Hence you have to think in terms of their wants and ne^ first. 
The correct understanding of this basic principle is the first step in 
motivating and influencing people. 

Ralph Waldo Emerson, the great American statesman and his 
son were once trying to force a calf to leave the bam. But the calf 
was not interested in moving and that was that. The father shouted 
and the son yeUed, there was quite a bit of commotion, but the calf 
did not even budge an inch. Just then their maidservant, attracted 
by the noises, arrived on the scene and saw what was happening. 
She put her thumb in the calf's mouth and sucking her thumb it 
followed her out of the bam willingly and happily. It appeared it 
would have followed her to the end of the earth in that fashion. 
This incident narrated by Emerson in his writings proves the 
important principle of psychology for influencing and motivating 
others. You can make others do what you want if you stop to 
reflect and first understand what their n^s are. 

Arousing Interost 
The right way to get people do things the way you want is not 

lo compel them, drive Aem, push them or pull them, or for that 
matter even beg them or entreat them. It is the most difficult thing 
in the world to make an individual do anything agaiiut his will. 
The sure way to antagonise an individual is to give him the 
impression that you are out to force or compel him to do something. 
Even young, iimocent children resent, being 'made' to do things. 
The correct way is, therefore, to arouse a want in them and make 
them do, whether you want them to do willingly, happily and 
eagerly. We all know that we can take a horse to the water's edge 
but cannot yet make the horse to drink the water. Hie only way to 
make it drink is to ensure that it is first made thirsty. Whm it gets 
thirsty, it will, of its own accord, be eager and keen lo drink. You 
don't have to lead it to the water. It would be quite willing to go 
in search of the water itself. The secret of motivation, therefore, lies 
in your ability to arouse the right kind of want or thirst in the other 
people. 

TTie secret of getting what you want, therefore, lies in arousing 
a keen and intense desire on the part of the other persons involved 
lo do what we are suggesting. To do this we must know as much 
as possible about what the other individual wants, what makes him 
thirsty, what makes him hungry, what makes him enthusiastic, what 
makes him get interested and involved. In other words, to 
accomplish your 'wants', you must tactfully convert them into their 
wants. For instance, Indira Gandhi wanted her party to be elected 
with over two-thirds majority to the Lok Sabha and herself chosen 
as the Prime htoister. However, she did not tell the voters that they 
should elect her simply because she wanted. Instead, she told the 
voters that their poverty should be eradicated. They should have 
social justice and economic prosperity. Their country should be 
made strong to deal effectively with the threat to its Integrity. The 
voter should be properly employed and provided with necessary 
social amenities. In odier words, she talked all the time about the 
wants, desires, requirements and interests of the voters. In order to 
get what he wanted, the voter backed Indira Gandhi and elected 
her party with nearly three-fourths majority to die Lok Sabha. 

Ftoce, to get what you want, you must take an active, keen and 
s^lcere interest in the person, ^dy him, pay attention to him, 
speak to hint, listen to him, help hiin and understand him. Think 
in terms of his hopes, ambitions, desires, aspiradons, wishes, wants, 
fears, problems; day-dreams and so on. It is human nature that 
each individual first thinks of his own needs and problems. He is 
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first interested in himself before he could think about others. 
Knowledge of this human nature and psychology should help.you 
and make you to play down your 'wants'. Do not talk about T but 
talk about 'You' always. You must play the game dieir way in 
order to get what you want. There is no other way. To lead and 
win, you must put the emphasis on how the other party will benefit, 
what he will receive and not on what you will ^t. The very first 
thing that the other person wants to know about any proposidon 
you make is,' "What I will get out of it?" Therefore, you musi' 
approach him from-ttte 'You' angle and not from the T angle. 
Always stress and magnify the 'You' and play down and black out 
the r. 

Telling the other person of your wants will not make him hungry, 
thirsty, interested, keen or enthusiastic. The common man or the 
voter who wa.s exercising his fi-anchisc and casting his vote, was 
not interested in Indira Gandhi becoming the Prime Minister unless 
it was bound up with his own interests, welfare, happiness and 
well-being. All those with whom you have to deal either at the 
office, college, department or outside, may not be interested in your 
becoming a leader unless it will mean something to them in gaining 
what they intensely want. To repeat, you must take sincere, keen 
and genuine interest in others, leam what they want and convince 
them that you could deliver the goods and you will find them 
selecting you and making you their leader, without yourself even 
mentioning it. The art of arousing this want on the part of others 
is called by different ways; some call it motivation, otners as selling 
yourself and yet others as influencing people and winning them 
over to your way of thinking. All these means just this. You must 
talk and act in terms of the other man's interests. 

Ever Present Human Need 
Every human being, whether rich or poor, high or low, educated 

or illiterate, leader or follower. Is always and ever hungry and 
thirsty for one thing. That is the need to feel important. He wants 
someone to show interest in him and m what he does. He craves 
to be recognised and appreciated genuinely and sincerely. He wants 
affection, warmth and friendship. Ho desires for appre<-iation and 
understandjpg. He likes to be heard. He at once reacts favourably 
when someone displays a keen, sincere and genuine interest in 
him. This is a standing, continuing, insatiable, perennial or ever 
present hunger on the part of all human beings. It is not a seasonal 
demand. Forever and always, from birth to death, all through the 
day and the year, people crave for importance, recognition, 
appreciation and love There are no exceptions to this natural inborn 
human hunger and you and I share this nagging hunger. To become 
a successful leader, you must master the art of catering to the^ 
perennial hunger in the most effective way. You mi<sl satisfy this 
hunger and thirst fully to attain success and happiness by becoming 
a leader and gain your objectives. You must then start by takmg 
genuine interest in other human beings. T.eam to harmonise your 
needs with the wishes and wants of foe other people. Think and 
talk of foe other individual's interests. You v'ill then certainly go 
places. You will win. You will lead in a very big way. You will be 
crowned with success, glory and happiness. □ 
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Indian Nationa 1 Movement 
K. K. BhardwaJ 

Eminent Author of History Books 

r > Jirth Fangs Of Freedom 
When India was made a party to the 

Second World War by the British, the 
Congress resigned from the provincial 
ministries on December 12, 1939. India got 
ready to wage the struggle for freedom to 
the finish. The slogan "Quit India' 
resounded throughout tlie country. People 
adopted all methods—violent and non¬ 
violent—to overthrow the imperial rule. The 
conununalists played their mischief and 
supported the government more than ever 
before. They joined together to pave the way 
for die partition of the country. Ultimately, 
India got freedom but with all the travails 
of a new birth. The orgy of communal riots 
and transfer of population left the scars on 

I tbe body politic. Mahatma Gandhi was 
I nsassinated by a co-religinnist for his 
! campaign against communal madneiis. 
I The August Offer, the Cripps Mission, the 
! Wavell Plan and the Cabinet Mission Plan 
I followed by the Mountbatten Plan are the 
i main milestones in the history of 

Constitutional Development of the country. 
In 1940, the Muslim League passed the 
Pakistan Resolution and, in seven years, it 
got it. The nation was divided, and it 
unfolded a new story of hatred and 
animosities, arson, loot, and murder. 
Secularism and communalism, nationalism 
and imperialism fought against one another. 
Imperialism retreated but left behind it the 
debris of a shattered economy and frayed 
emotions. 
> 

Resignation of 
Congiess Ministries 
The Second World War started in 

September 1939. The fascist forces of 
Germany attacked Poland. DemixTacy was 
in danger. The political India had been 
always opposed to fascism and war. It 
should have thrown its weight in favour of 
demoCTacies. But the British GoveiTunent did 
noi wait to consult India and made her a 
party to the war. It knew the political temper 
of the country. While India was ready to 
fight against fascism to protect democracy 
and freedom, it was demanding its own 
freedom for which imperialism was not 
ready. The Conservative Government in 
England was not willing to liquidate the 
Efhpire. In protest against the British double 
SMiidards-^enying freedom to people in 
India and waging war in the name of 
democracy— the Congress Ministries 
resigned from the provincial ministries. 

The conflict between the British 
Government and tlic nationalist muvcinent 
became open and sharp in the very first few 
weeks of the war India was proclaimed 
parly to the war and the Governor Geni'ral 
was empowered to suspend provincial 
autonomy. The Defence of India Ordinance 
was pass^ on September 3,1939. It put an 
end to all dvil liberties. The Congress took 
a grave view of these developments. It 
advised its members in the Central 
Assembly nut to attend the next session. It 
demand^ the right of India to frame her 
own Constitution through its Constituent 
Assembly. It asked the government to 
declare its war aims as applicable to India. 
It demanded that India should be treated 
"as a free nation whose policy wilt be guided 
in accordance with the wishes of her 
people." 

In other words, India wanted (i) Completi> 
Independence after war, (ii) an interim 
National Government during the war, and 
(iii) a Constituent Assembly to frame its 
Constitution on the basis of Dcmiwracy and 
National Unity. The Viceroy promised to 
constitute a consultative committee of 
prominent Indians to advise the Governor- 
General on the prosecution of war and 
also held out on assurance that "dominion 
status" would be granted to India at an 
appropriate time. Neither the distant goal 
of "dominion status" nor the immediate step 
to constitute a Consultative Committee 
could satisfy India. Negotiation.s followed, 
but nothing came out of it. The Congress 
Ministries resigned. The working ilass at 
Bombay, Jubbalpore and other places 
observed one-day political strike against 
war—"the imperialist conspiracy against 
humanity". The socialists voiced radical 
sentiments and demanded action. The 
Communist Party, though Illegal, too gave 
the call for "mass struggle against imperialist 
war". 

Individual Satyagraha 
After the failure of the negotiations 

between the government and Congress and 
the resignahon of the Congress Ministries, 
Gandhiji gave a call for individual 
sahfagraia. He did not want to embarrass 
the government and yet wanted to show 
his indignation against the irre.sponsible 
attitude of the government. Individual 
satyagraha and not a mass Civil Disobedience 
Movement was found the right course. Even 

tl-.iN limited step created con-siderable ' 
commotion. few thousand salyagrakis • 
were sent to )ail. TIu' sjlyagrahis gave notice 
of their int.'nlii-n to offer satyagraha, { 
aiiiiouiii iis^ tlu> plivo ar.ii lime to the police i 
.nithoritie*- .uivt shouted uiiti-war and ’ 
national slogaas and got airesled. Vinoba 
Bha ve inaugu rated I he movement as the first 
satyiigrahi Meanwhile, the government 
appointed five Indians to the Governor- 
General's Council and constituted the 
Defence Council. In December 1940, it , 
released the satyagrahis In 1941, Russia was 
attacked by Germany and in I'leicmbcr 1941, , 
Japan made incursions m Asia. It conquered 
Philippines, Indonesia, liidoLliina and 
Malaya by February 1942. Ihirma's fall was 
iinmiiUMit The Coiigiess suspended the 
inovemeiit 

Pakistan Resolution ' 
Aftir Ihe Congress resigned from I 

ministerial offices, the Muslim League 
celebrated the "Deliverance Day". In 1940 
the Muslim League, at its Dihnrc session, 
passed the Pakistan Resolution moved by 
Sir Fazhil Haq and rejected the Federal 
Sclieme a.^ envisaged in the tioveriimeni of 
India Act, 193.3 When Moliantmad Ali 
jinnah uom.inded Pakistan, V. 1'). Savarkar , 
gave the reyiinder, "Hindi, Hindu and j 
Ilindustiin" Aicording to liiin, India was 
the IjihI of I linilus wliiU' Mti.slirns were only 
"ternloriai Indians". K M. Munshi gave the 
slogan (>l "Akhand I liiidustan". 

i 

Cripps Mission 
ill view of japdnc.se threat to the very ■ 

existence ol India, Ihe entry of the United 
Slates of America in the '.rar and Ihe 
presisure exercised by Indian and world ; 
public opinion, (he British Government sent | 
Cripps Mission to pacify India It promised ] 
"dominion status" with the riglit to secede, 
right of provinces not to |oin Indian Union I 
and retain their existing relationship with 
the British Government and the extension 
of the Governor General's Council by 
appointment of all Indian members from 
amongst the political leaders while letaining 
the Defence Portfolio with the Commander- 
in-Chief. The negotiations broke down on 
the quGshon of interim arrangement. 

Quif India Resolution 
After the failuio of the Cripps Mission, 

the Congress adopted a more militant 
course than "indo'idua* =atvagraha". In 
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April 1942 the Congress Working 
Committee met at Allahabad and passed a 
resolution. It asked the people to non- 
cooperate with the invading forces. 
Jawaharial Nehru advised "guerilla warfare" 
to resist the Japanese. C. Rajagopalachari 
proposed that Pakistan should be accepted. 
The All India Congress Committee (AICC) 
rejected his proposal. He, therefore, resigned 
from the Congress. 

In July 1942, the Congress Working 
Committee adopted a resoiutitm demanding 
the "withdrawal of British rule" from India. 
By withdrawal, it did not mean ph}'Sical 
withdrawal ot the British, it did not "intend 
to Jeopardise the defensive capacity of the 
allied powers." it was agreeable to station 
the British forces in India to fight the 
Japanese aggression and even to help China. 
It was prepared to change the ill-will against 
the British and make India a willing partner 
in securing the freedom ol the people of the 
world but it was possible only it India felt 
the glow of freedom, hailing this, the 
committee would resort to nun<tx>peration 
under the leadership ol Mahatma Gandhi. 
Gandhiji was already popularising 
his slogan of "Quit India". The final 
decision was to be taken by the AICC 
which was scheduled to meet in Bombay 
on August 7,1942. 

In the meanwhile, the government 
adopted a policy of repression. It issued a 
ciicular advising all the provincial 
governments to get ready for the struggle. 
Gandhiji, through the columns of Harijm, 
was asking the nation "to do or die". "India 
must be free and free now." He asked people 
to get ready even for an "open rebellion". 

The AICC met at Bombay and adopted 
the historic "Quit India" resolution on 
August 8,1942. It resolved "to sanction for 
the vindication of India's inalienable right 
to freedom and independence, the starting 
of a mass struggle on non-violent lines on 
the widest possible scale." Gandhiji and 
other prominent leaders of the Congress 
were arrested in Bombay on August 9,1942 
Important Congress men were arrested all 
over India. All tiie Congress organisations 

were declared illegal. 
Till the end of 1942, according to the 

government figures, 60,229 persons were 
arrested, 18,000 were detained under the 
■Defence of India Rules, 940 were killed in 
police or military firing and 1,630 persoas 
were injured in such firings. Military was 
called at 60 places. Iii reality, the casualty 
figures were much higher. The people were 
left without leaders and directions. 
Processions, demonstrations, hartals and 
meetings were followed by violence. 
Railway stations, post offices, and other 
government buildings were set on fire. The 
railway system in Biliar and Eastern UP was 
dislocated for weeks together. Over ISO 
police stations were attacked, [parallel 
government was established in Ballia, Basti, 
Satara and Midnapore. The government let 
loose terrorism. Besides police firings, the 
government used aeroplanes, machine 
gunning and bombings of unarmed people. 
Heavy collective fines were imposed. 

During 1943-44, according to Woodhoad 
Commission report, 15 lakhs of people died 
in the man-made famine in Bengal. The non¬ 
official figures ran up to 34 lakhs. The 
profiteers and bureaucracy had joined hand.s 
together. About Rs. ISO crore went into the 
pockets of the rich at the cost of human life. 

From August 1942 to February 1943, 
Gandhiji was in correspondence with the 
Viceroy. He had disclaimed all iespon.sibility 
for the violent outburst. He held out an 
olive branch of peace but the Viceroy said 
"no". Mahatma Gandhi announced a 21-day 
fast. The Viceroy described it as "political 
blackmail". Gandhiji retorted that it was 
"an appeal to the highest tribunal for justice 
which 1 have failed to secure from you." 
His fast led to countrywide agitation for his 
release. A non party conference attended, 
among others, by the prominent leaders, met 
in Delhi whidi demanded his release. Three 
Indian members of the Covenuir-Generai's 
Executive Council resigned in protest. 
The government was not moved. It even 
refused permission to William Philips, the 

personal envoy of President Roosevelt, 6 
see Gandhiji in jail. Kasturfoabai, the wife oi 
Maiiatma Gandhi, died in jail. Gandhiji fel 
seriously ill with malaria and was leleased 
on May 6,1944. The Axis Pow'ers were now 
on retreat, the victory of Allied Powers wai 
in sight. 

k 
The Communists and the 
Royalists 
M. N. Roy and his radical Democratic 

Party supported the government from tht 
very beginning of the war. Roy did sc 
because that it w'as war against Fascism. II 
Fascism succeeds and emerges victorious, 
neither dcmkK'racy nor treedon, of India 
could be sate. 

The Communist.s described it as an 
"imperialist war" in 19.39. Tlicy opposed tlie 
British Government and supported tht 
Congress in its demand for independence 
and interim national government. The 
individual satyujinilta iiiovenient had run its 
coucse. In mici-1941 the erstwhile USSR was 
attacked by Hitlec. Tlie communi.s4 
described tiie war now a.4 "People's War". 
They said: "To fight to win this war is to 
defend our country and realise our 
liberation." They supported war efforts 
because they (^intended that it did nut "lead 
to servile cooperation or submission to 
imperialist government but to a struggle 
against it for winning democratic rights and 
establishing a national government." 

Subhash Chandra Bose and 
Indian National Army 
In September 1942, on the initiative of 

Rash Behari Bose, the Indian National Army 
was raised from amongst the Indian 
captured soldiers and officers in Malaya. 
These officers and men were dissatisfied 
with the discriminatory treatment thiiy ^ 
from the Japanese in food and other 
amenities as compared to the American and 
British soldiers. Subhash Chandra Bose 
escaped from India in 1941 and reached 
Germany via Afghanistan. He joined the 
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dim National Amy (INA) in July 1943. Hie aim of he INA 
ne set by Subhash Chandra Bose: 'This army carried India's 
itional and its slogans were bidia's national slogans." He 
nphasised hat he would like to adiieve India's independence 
ithout anybody's help but said that there was no single instance 
the Matory of the world where an enslaved nation had achlei’cd 

i Ubetation wihout foreign help. He said: "Fbr enslaved India it 
mh more honourable to join hands with enemies of the British 
llflte than to curry favour with leaders of British political parties, 
it not ridiculous for some of our leaders to talk of flghting Fascism 
»asd, while shaking hands with imperialists at home?" The INA 
lught many campaigns for India's liberation in Burma and 
sewhere during 1942-45. Afterthedefeatof Japan and Axis Powers, 
« men and officers of the INA were taken prisoners. They were 
ied for treason. Sir T^ Bahadur Sapru, Bhulabhat Desai and 
waharial Nehru defended them in the historic trial in the Red 
irt at Delhi. The Congress and the nation stood as one In their 
efence. The trial had a miraculous effect on the minds of the 
rople of India. It became a political issue and the British 
wenunent had to retreat. 

The Simla Conference 
After the Allied victory in the European theatres of war, fresh 

rtivity started in India to solve the political deadlock. A conference 
;as held m Simla in June-July 1945 on the basis of the Wavell Plan, 
he Congress leaders were released just before the conference. The 
overnment placed a bait for the Congri.*ss and the Muslim League. 
^,«A-ocated “parity" between Hindus and Muslims in the national 
government to be constituted immediately. The Simla conference 
nded with a greater communal divide. Soon the Labour 
Government came to power m England. 

Soon after the failure of the Simla conference, elections were 
icld to the provincial assemblies under the Government of India 
Vet 19.55. While the Congress monopolised Hindu seats, it did not 
;et more than eight Muslim seats. The Muslim League monopolised 
nost of the Muslim seals. The gulf between Hindu and Muslim 
lad been widened. The Muslim League's claims hardened. There 
vas no chance of any compromise. The Muslim League and the 
'ongress formed ministries in the provinces. The Muslim League 
ised its powers for fomenting communal riots and pushing forward 
ts demand for partition. 

Cabinet Mission 
The Labour government sent the Cabinet Mission to negotiate 

vOt Indian leaders for tran.sfer of power. The Missiem promised 
mmplete indep^idence, a three-tier System of government and a 
Zonstituent Assembly. The Mission failed on the question of the 
Ihree-tier System. However, the Constituent Assembly came into 
leing and the national government was formed in 1946, with 
'awaharlal Nehru as its Vice-President. The Muslim League 
soycotted both. Later on, on the persuasion of Lord Wavell, it 
loined the national government but not the assembly. It carried on 
the struggle for its demand for Pakistan from inside this national 
government. 

Independence 
Lord Wavell was replaced by Lord Mountbalten by the new 

Labour Government in Britain. The Labour government announced 
Is decision to transfer power to Indian bands and fixed mid-1948 
IS the last date, fndia was divided under the Mountbalten Plan. 
Two States were created on August 15,1947. It was a day of glory 
ind joy and yet a day of pain and sorrow. 

TIm British Empire in India ceased to exist on August 15,1947 
:veiT as jubilation over the dawn of a new life was tempered 
7y bitterness and enmity between two principal communities. 
Pieednm meant new responsibilities and resettlement of refugees 
ivho left both the countries for what the)' considered their real 
lome compelled by considerations of religion and safety. O 
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Super Brain Super 
Personality Contest 2000 

Continued fiom page 44) 

Today, the people who reach the 
sentth are no exceptions. It la only 
hrough their day to day knoadedge 
icqulred through perseverance which 
nakea them exceptional and only 
heae exceptionals claim respect and 
itatua In society which ia nothing 
Mit ■power'. 

A knowledgeable person can face 

he challenges In his life in a more 
jictful manner than a lay man. He 
ippUes his astute knowledge to solve 
ils problems. 

It has been seen from time 
mmemorlal that a knowledgeable 
lerson commands respect. In the 
Dourt of Akbar. Birbal acquired a 

mpreme position because of his 
cnowledge and intelligence. Even 
Ilhanakya was an excellent 
idministrator and with his 
idmlnistratlve knowledge as an 

istute politician. he was 
nstrumental in overthrowing the rule 
tf Nand Dynasty and installing 
2handragupta Maurya as the ruler 
it the State. He also wrote, a book 
lameri as KoittUya Shastm. Indeed, 

cnowledge commands power, 
X)sitton and prestige. 

EVen today in such a materialistic world, where money 
lolds a very Important position, knowledge has even 
lurpassed the crucial role of money. The Pen is mightier 
han the Sword' holds good in this regard. T^liat means 

Pen’, which is a symbol of knowledge, holds a more 
x>werful position in comparison to a ‘Sword’. Politicians 
lold IAS officers in good esteem as they are 
cnowledgeable officers in all walks of life and as such 
x>Uticians are highly dependent on these administrative 

>fflcers In the discharge of day-to-day duties. Even 
Mllticians exercise great restraint in front of journalists, 
who have flair for writing. Ministers today caimot 
withstand the presence of journalists like Mr. Karan 

rhapar, the symbol of pen. 
br. Abdul Kalam, father of India’s missile technology, 

laa made India feel so proud and nuclear self-sufficient, 
rills is all because of his knowledge. Dr. Hargobind 
<hurana was credited with deciphering genetic code, and 
twas a major landmark in the history of genetics. 'The 
cnowledge in the field of computer has today 
-evolutlonised the entire world. It is the knowledge of 
Microsoft supremo Bill Gates, which has made him the 
nost powmiul. respectable and the richest person in the 
world. 

Not only in the world of science, the worth and power 
yf knowledge cannot be underestimated in any other 
gjhere whether It is stockmarket or sports. Sharemarkets 
Movlde an excellent oppmrtunity for investors to make a 
{ulck buck, but here only a few investors who have 

proper knowledge of the game earn handsome jxoflts 
whereas others with little knowledge are likely to loose. 
;t has been established that investors who have good 

knowledge and information regarding the policies of the 
government, track record of the promoters, demand and 
supply of the commodities both in International and 
domestic markets are likely to reap good harvests. 

In the modem world, computers play a slgntflcant 
role in the overall growth of economy. I'herefore the 
Investors who have sufficient knowledge of application of 

computers and their future growth 
have earned huge dividends. 

Even in sports, some sports 
personalities excel over others. 
Sachin Tendulkar. VIswanathan 
Anand, Lraiider Paes. Mahesh 
Bhupatlil, Steffi Graf, io name n few, 
are world renowned players. They 
have achieved greater heights which 
their seniors, though having more 
experience of the game, could not. 
Tliis is primarily due to greater 
interest, determination and intense 

knowledge of the gome. Before a 
game is actually played in the field, 
it has to be played in the mindi 
Because only a correct strategy, well 

organised mind demarcates a winner 
from a loser It is the devotion and 
deep knowledge of the game that has 
made Sachin Tendulkar come out 
with flying cninuis and led him to 
earn prcsilgioii.s iiw.ird-. tike At|una 

Award, j'adam .Sliri, Itnjlv Gandhi 
Khel Itatn.'i Award as also the Best 
Batsman in the world at a very 

young age and thus bringing glory 
to the game as well as to the 
country. Becau.se of their knowledge 

and expertise, such players arc ruling the world of sporUt. 
The desire of knowledge Irnireases ever with die 

acquisition of it. Wlille the ordinary men have the thirst 
for wealtli, the great men and salnis have (lie thirst and 
desire to acquire knowledge. It was the spiritual 

knowledge of Gautam Buddha which led Ashoka to abjure 
the path of bloodshed and adopt non -violence or Ahtmsa. 
Raniakrishna Pram.ahans. Vlvekananda acquired 
knowledge through long hours of ineditaUon and due to 
this people not only from entire India, but from many 
parts of the world, followed their teachings and 
worshipped them like God. 

Previously sources of knowledge were limited. They were 
just confined to few books, magazines, etc. But now they 
have increased manifold. As specialised newspapers such 
as Ttte Economic Tbnes, Financial Express, etc. are the 
richest source of financial Information. Mass Media like 
T.V.. telecast news almost throughout 24 hours and also 
lot of informative programmes are being telecast. 
Discovery Chamtel oii TV and Yuva-Vani programme on 
AIR are quite informative. Seminars, syrnposiunis and 
exhibitions are being organised from time to time. All 
this Is done in order to acquaint general masses with 
the l.atest and advanced techniques, technoIogie.s and 
information which is nothing but ‘Knowledge through 
experience and exposure'. In today's world of Information 
Technology. Uie Internet is one of the richest sources of 
Information. Through this information technology we can 
acquire all Information about every nook and comers of 
the world. Definitely all these factors claim that 
'Knowledge is Power’. 

Where knowledge is an asset, little knowledge is always 
dangerous. Today it is the age of mastery and perfection. 

Ms. Swati Mahqjcm 
rnarPHam winmbr or 
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Tfiough It Is good to have diverstiled knowledge, but at 
the same time mastery or expertise In one field is a 
must. ‘Jack of all trades and master of none', does not 
hold good. Because whereas knowledge has led to 
escavatlons and inventions, little knowledge does not 
produce any positive results for the society. 

Samuel Smiles has rightly said 'Knowledge is Power’, 
but... knowledge itself unless wisely directed, might merely 
make bad men more dangerous.' 

Knoadedge is something which a thief cannot steal, 
rather it enhances by sharing with others. 

The more you give, the more you get'. A knoadedgeable 
teacher earns respect from students. But I do not 

appreciate selling or commeretaUsatton of knowledge. 
Today mai^ teachers have made teaching a buataiesB 
rathn than making it a worship of Goddess Saraawatl. 

■Knowledge is the Ibundatlon and source of geodwxlting. 
Hut writer contributes the most, who gives hla reader 
the moat knowledge, and takes from him the least tlmg^, 

Change is the law of nature. In this world, nothing la 
stable, ao is the case with money. Money ia no men’s 
property. It keeps on changing hands. But knowledge Is 
still there to rescue a person. 

That is why It is rightly said: 
’Letxm something, ^ when luck (s suddenly gone, 
knowledge remains, and never leaves men olone'.Q 

India—A Tourists' Paradise 
'If we were to look over the whole 

world to JInd out the country most 
richly endowed wUh alt the wealth, 
power and beauty that nature can 
bestow—In some parts a very 
paradise an earth—I should point to 
India". 

—■lax Mneller 
What Max Mueller said la Indeed 

true. Crowned by the Himalayas on 
top. and vast seas surrounding Its 
pt^nsula, India is quite distinct on 
the world map. 

When a large Island, separate from 
the mighty Oondawana land was 
drifted away. It's fate was sealed. After 
years of secluded life, it Joined the 
Asian mass, with Thesys lake giving 
rise to the mighty Himalayas. Hiese 
years of seclusion gave rise to many 
endemic varieties, both of flora and 
fauna. Tiie Himalayas enveloped all 
the beauty within itself, giving rise to 
the mighty rivers—Indus. Oanga and 
Yamuna and their tributaries, 
spreading over the land like arteries, 
providing life blood to the species. 
While in the Deccan plateau and 
South, the Narmada. Krishna. 
Godavari and Cauvery, sucked water from the vast seas 
and drenched the entire land. With so much vivacity all 
around, life bloomed and soon the entire subcontinent 
was filled with rare, fragrant flowers and beautiful creatures 
started making It tlieir home. 

Could nun be far behind ? India has seen many eras 
blooming on her soil. Bach era has left Its Indelible mark. 
The people were different, the lifestyle, thinkings, 
languages, tastes and the whole cul'ure was different. 
From Harappas to Mauryas, Guptas to Sultans, and 
Mughals to ^e Engitsh, India saw a metamorphosis In 
each era. People mixed, cultures Intermingled, each century 
brought a new India, Influenced by all, yet retaining its 
old identity. So. the whole of India was dotted with temples, 
mosques and churches, palaces, havells and forts. 

'India, it is oilen said, is not a country, but a continent. 
From north to south, and east to weat, the people are 
different, the customs are different, the country is dlfierent. 
There ore few countries on earth with the enormous variety 
that India has to offer. It's a place that oomehow gets into 
your blood.’ 

The biggest asset of India as a 
desirable tourist destination Is Its 
5.000-year-old historical and cultural 
heritage. Every region in India 
developed a culture of Its own. The 
Culture Is a wide term, which 
includes the languages, rituals, 
beliefs, festivals and traditions, given., 
from father to son and carried on with 
generations. 

The re^onal diversity is attributed 
to the fact that the historical roots of 
development of each region culturally 
depended much on the dynasties 
ruling it and also on their proximity 
to other cultures. This limited 
regional Influence was seen in the 
languages, cuisines, dressing sense 
and even in dance and music in each 
region. The local perceptions and 
feelings gave way to regional beliefs 
and traditions. So when North India 
had Greek and Islamic Influence, the 
South India had a distinct Dravadian 
style. The paintings, architecture, 
music, coins, all show their^^t 
developments through ages. 

Take for instance, the desert State 
of Rajasthan. With the Hiar at Its 

background and shifting sand—dunes, mirages and 
camels, the vast palaces, forts and houelles present a very 
distinct aura. The Rajput Culture with bright 'Bandhanl' 
colours, intricate designs and the Royal background glvea 
a very different look. Its unique architecture in the series 
of palaces in Pink City (Jaipur). Lake Palace In Udaipur 
and sand coloured forts In sand-dunes city of Jalsafaner, 
coupled with the folk dances and art, gives it a distinction 
of 'Epitome of Cultural Tourism in India'. 

But, one Jewel wdilch attracts the bulk of tourists is in 
the once Mughal Capital—Agra. The Great Mu^ials gave 

, India the architectural splendor and Influence of Persia. It 
’ reached Its zenith with the symbol of Mughal romance— 
The Taj Mahal. Its architectural perfection gave It a place 
as one of the seven wonders of the world. Todqr, Tiy 
Mahal has become synonymous with India*. 

Be it the Ancient Indian beauty in the form of caves of 
Ajanta-EIIora, Sun Temple at Kbnark, Khajuraho Ten^lea 
or tHe Dravadian style atone-carved temples of Hqysolewara 
and Ranganathswamy or the Mediet^ gloiy of Qutab 
Minor, Red Fort. Fatehpur Sikrl and other forts and 

Ms. Payal Mathur 
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ouLUSoIeuma with iBlainlc Influence of Penla, ban. 'niricqr 
or Afi^ianlstan: or even the EngUah and the Portugueae 
influence In Victoria Memorial Gateway of India and 
churchea in Goa; each one aymboUaea the glory of India 
in the different eras. 

All these eras gave India some spectacular maater-idecea 
Jwhlch are not found anywhoe around the globe. Some 
•master pieces are objects of awe and mystery, not only 
because of theb unique craltamanshlp, challenging the 
modern technological growth but because of their 
technologleal superiority. No me has been able to solve 
the oryatery of the Shaking Minarets in the mosque and 
tomb of Rqj Blbi In Ahmedabad. Ihe Bhool Bholalyan In 
Lucknow and the acoustic wonders of Gol Oumbqt speak 
for themselves. In fact, you can never have enough of 
India when it comes to the architectural wonders and 
excellence. The geniuses who made IruUa theb home, have 
contributed so many treasures, that it will atbact people 
to the eternity. 

Another aspect of Indian Culture is its vibrant and 
colourful Festivals. India has been the mother of the oldest 
religion—^The Hinduism and subsequently Buddhism, 
Jainism and Sikhism. Islam and Christianity also 
erqierlenced the motherly aflectlon of this great country. 
The festivals still carry on the gaiety and colours of past. 
The festive season in India coincides with the Tourist 
^ason and with 33 crores Gods and Goddesses, one 
-surely cannot miss out the colourful extravaganza 
whenever he visits India. In fact, the real cultural 
experience of India Is unaccomplished without these 
festivals. There is a regional Influence on the importance 
of festivals. So it is important to be at the right place and 
at the right time. Wlien visiting Rajasthan, be sure that 
your itinerary Includes the Desert Festival and Kite Festival. 
And don't miss the Boat Race Festivals in South India. 
You are lucky if you planned your visit to Mathura during 
Holl, Mysore during Dusschera, Bengal during Durga 
Pooja. Orissa during Puri Rath Yaba and Maharashtra 
during Ganesh Chaturthi. 

India's Dance and Music FesUvals also has cultural 
roots. The Tty Mahotsava in February. Khajuraho Dance 
Festival at Khajuraho Temples in March and Konark Dance 
Festival in November, give an opportunity of seeing all 
Internatlmally acclaimed faces of Indian Classical Dance 
and Music (teth vocal and instrumental) on one stage. 

.-Arotmd 14 such festivals are arranged all over the country. 
All one needs is to be sure that the itinerary includes 
these festivals, and the trip to India will be the most 
memorable of all. 

If you want more of India, there's a series of Heritage 
hotels. Orient Express, Palace on Wheels. Faliy Queen, 
all at very affordable prices. And If you like to take a 
piece of Indian Cultural heritage with you as a reminisce, 
there Is a huge backbone of Souvenir Industry, with all 
Indian craftsmanship creating magic on marbles, ivory, 
leather, wood, brass and even clay. You cannot find such 
intricate designs and patterns anywhere in the world. 
The diversity of India is not limited to culture, but nature 
too has been very generous to India. While the Himalayan 
Ranges gave beautiful valteys of Kashmb and Himachal, 
'Valley of Flowers'. ‘Scotland of the East", snow capped 
mountains and lush green plains, the Thar Desert |^ve 
sand-dunes and mirages. Its 3200 km. long silvery 
coastUnd gave beautiful and often secluded beaches in 
Ctiva, Aguada, Atjuna. Gopalpur, Konark: and lagoons 
and back waters of Koala and Chllka in Orissa. Kutch 
and Simdaibans, where land and rivers meet sea, gives 
opportunity to nature-lov«s and ecologists to unravel 
tlw ntysterles of nature and observe the delicate balance 
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IBS Admission Tost : Decembor 31, 1999 at 28 Tost Contors, Lost Dots for Appllccrtlon t Docombor 24, 1999 
Ellolblllty O Saiaction Precau : C,ridiiairs in anv diwipUiic with S?% and aliovc marks with Cnglith a> medium of mMniction. Candidatci in the 

tinal year of their Bachelor's Degree course are also eligible to apply. 

■ ■■■— . ■■ ' r^ocomsnts 199^I ■ . 
ACC.AdwncedSpa'geMFiMyslwnr ArrotoTyres EmihRir*CepeilFoiuiin (yw..^FSie:m*cs Ckkiyt’Seo.'tls* CMC CeamA.Couirywm'^nnniiiwFnairt naeMMlOn.COEOnQSyiMmDui 
tBadWMilnhnnatan Services. EIL% RerOae/. Ernst A Yoir9.E«!ntsFnvicU5«vine. EinSi. ^o>h«s.GEC«tteiHivim GtMTsaiBae.GadrtiQ E •teame.QiaarSWsl.GnWieiiriae.HBHiger Wenkip.HDR;. 
HcilustanUiw.lCCBanMnj.ra'ndUsiHGSeLsCaiTtnnyruoert iiii(sy.Ti>rn!k'ae$.JKCeico>ka)i< JatArwey.’ JymCtiuSiml(ei»ya«ieuteiitiKEt:>eeiiiellonal.KPIW.MeiluaiCi»<i.Mailenhda.>leiiTAinenc 
MelsiwEi«ai|inaS<aaoiis Moc Mtsuit^spmton lacaXeiui UatsOvnalSetuau NH.<-Aa«iisnn tt.'VOItotii.i’tiBiha.OiaiinSc^.OghiSMahwAOreitiitig.FosCOTpieitSyileiiie.ftaaCiiina.PlaaleM nen. 
PNVinyFnen^PriceVWailuuiaCoopin Ouamunrniinciil RBI ne>ncvh>liiioc.Rii]e:<ioiS/stan« .sBBlnu» .VarrtiaiBarShBkTuiPeiret.ShateieMiisShiiiin.SaaMniFiatiM.SREieiain.SleniMCMasii 
Bed! Svm, Tae AseelMeneaement. Tala Consuteni^ Swvicm laii France. Tedmocioi. 1hui». .'odi TriM Uaik lonere Fheem. Tniat 1VS SunSii. VWatMoL ZsrOi Gomiwian HdmtivMet _ 

Preapactua 4 Application Form (Inelwiiina Tact Faa) : Send /ts.4tC hy D.D. favoring "IBS A/e tCFAI’, payable at Hyderabad to Admittiom 
Officer, Icfaian Business School (HQ), # 54, Nagarjuna Hills. Puniagutta, Hyderabad 5000S2. E-mail: ibsiafoOia-biz.net Phone: 040-)55-iM2. 

Also available for download at htip://www.icfaian.org/ibt/pgdba.htm 

« Ahmodabad ♦ Bangalora ♦ Calcutta ♦ Chmnal o Hydsrabad ♦ Mumbai ♦ Maw Doihl ♦ Puns 

ICFAI 
Educational Programs 

The Institute of Chartered h'liuiici.ii .'v.n.ilysi'; of India (ICF.M) uffer.s high-quality Career-oriented Educational Programs 'which 

are widely endorsed by leading tmployer:.. These Programs are based on study and examinations, ^ 

CFA 
Chartered Financial Analyst 

Eligibility : Crtwl,uUc\ u iih M/'i 
Duration : Three K us I/ Le-.eh. i 

Fee : ffi.A'.iA'O i/,: u'l Ii 
Kehesher Clas\e\ in Sehn Ciiu % 

Leads to Membership in (XT'A 

T!u‘ .^ccE'leidletl C I .A rro^i\ini 

The Fast Track Option 
For Whom : Working Executives. CAs, MBAs. 

CWMi, C.Ss CAIIBs and Students of these Courses 

Duration : 2 \ears Fee: Rs. 18.000 (Levels I & II) 

Refresher Classes in Select Cities 

Uttds to Membership in CCFA 

Foundation Course 1>H 1 
Eligibility : Deyiedl ngnurr-.ng 

College Suiileitis 

Duration : 9 months Fei: Rs..i.0()0 

Rrfiesher Classes in Seleer Ci’.ie^ 

Ijeads to the CEA Program 

9 CAi, fWAi, CSt are eiigihi, fer vaUers tn sell et suhjtcis. 

Diploma in Business Finance 
For Whom : t.ngineers. IT Professionals, 

.\'on-Fmanciul Executives. Entrepreneurs. Consultants 

Duration : One Year Fee: Rx.H.OOO 

Reiivsher Lias-.es in Select Cities 

Ijeads to CFA (Level II) 

9 Fee payable in installments and through credit cant 

Free l*rospcctus7] hligiMe candiilaie, i an oMoin the I’nispectus and Applicalion (free of cost) by muiiing/faxing the Coupon along 

w i!h iheir Bio-duta. Ciiupons wilhorii Bin-iUta may not be con,Mdered. 

_Please -K here and mail/fax this COUi’ON to K'FAl- 

Ti' The.^d'iiissmn-.Ol’fii.u.ICFAIRiiadt ( h.ini.iFa Mills. Hyderabad VKK)*4 l^i 135-1071.3411 Fax ■ 335-25.': 1.0107 FMail: icdtce0hd2.vsnl.net in 

I am eiicUising niy biu-data Please .M.ml me a fiee Prospccius and Appliculion Form fur the Program tuked (/) below ; 

Cl CPA/Accelerated CFA n Foundation Cour'«c O DBF 

.‘^iie___Qualifications_ 

Mailing Address._______ 

City; ____Slate*____ Pm_ 
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Success Stars in Super Brains Of India Contest 5 

>. .I'. : ' . ••' V '■ ,. 

7/., -t ' «• '^n'itMSSrfOR, 

Consolation Contributors 

1. Ms. Sona Punshi, Dflhi; 2. R. Anand, Pune (Maharashtra); 3. Ms. Bhawna Gupta, Dehiadun (Uttar Pradesh); 4. Ramesh Kuma'r 
Sharma, Sikar (Rajasthan); 5. Ms. Deepti Yadav, Agra (Uttar Pradesh); 6. Rishi Angra, Dehradun (Uttar Pradesh); 7. Ms. M. 
Geethanjali, Pudukottai, (Tamil Nadu); 8. Abhishek Singh, Calcutta (West Bengal); 9. Ms. Ritu, Delhi; 10. Devender Vashist, Son^t 
(Haryana); 11. Ms. Vinodhini. L., Cuddalore (Tamil Nadu); 11 N.K. Riyas AbduUh, Kozhikode (Kerala); 13. Ms. Pratigya Chauhan, 
Agra (Uttar Pradesh); 14. Birendra Suna, New Delhi; 1& Ms. Bharati Borah, Joihat (Assam); 16. S. MasthanuUa Basha, Cuddapah 
(Andhra Pradesh). 

^ccCctfte^ ccAct^,.. 

The British ,, 
Institutes 

Popular Corrospondonco Courtoi 
I Businns ManaoBmsnt ■ Fmlanca Journalism 

■ MarlMlingManaosmsiil ■ Artieie Writing. Reporting 

I Ptnonnei Management ■ Short Story Writing 

I Business Admmistrationa TV & Film ScriptWriting 

■ Hotel & Catenng Mgi. ■ Interior Decoration 

■ Office Management a Practical Photography 

■ Financial Management • Commercial Art 

■ Eaport Management ■ Fine Art 

a Salas Managemeni • Cartooning 

a Industrial Management ■ Water Colour Painting 

I Materials Managemeni ■ Oil Painting 

a Storekeeping ■ Beauty Care 6 Personality 

1 Accountancy & Auditing ■ Etiquette & Entertaining 

■ Personal Secretary's ■ Dressmaking 

■ Executive Secretary's ■ Pattern Cutting & Designing 

■ Amhitectura 

■ CMI Engkwenng 

■ Overseer's (B & R) 

■ Building Conetruction 

■ Mechanical Engineering 

■ Mech. Draughtsmanship 

& Design 

■ AutomoMe Engineering 

■ Motor Cycle Repair 

■ Electrical Engineering 

■ Television Enghiaering 

■ Electronic Engineering 

■ Texbla Manutactura 

■ Textile Technology 

■ Poultry Keeping 

Speak Fluent English 
With Confidence or 181 
Any Foreign Language, 

110 

^Aainona 

I Good English 

I Advanced English 

1 French. German 

I Advertising 

a Design & Creative Embroidery 

Th* Britilh llutHutoB: eamea. uco B«k aug. aa*. 0 N. M. 
Fim Fixjimln. PO. Box 102S. Mumliil ■ 400 023. TaL: OBTOTSS, SB. 17. 
Fm: »1-22-2W60ie. EHMlI'.bMBbomS.vaiilMUi 
Tlw BrKMi imtnatn; 4ama3.vico Bank BMg. see o N. M. 
Flora Fountain. PO Boa lOM. Mun^i - 400 023. 
SwidmaaFReeCATALOOUein ... .... 

Nanta&AdiraMilylr./Mtik... 

B.I. UUiaUAOlB INBTITUTf; WFOt, UCO Bank 
Sto D.N. Road. P.O. Box fOU. Mumbai • 400 OM. 1W.: »V 
ta:»t4l<llillM. ■.mil: llaiebiaa.WHLiieUn 
flMWimdnttPlOipiClUlIV mr r., I i. i TLi.irit t .i ■ ■ .L.-.m■■ 

IdQ.e Floro FOUfltllA. 

.M.I7. 

ZiassiMiEi: 
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Expected Questions 

Objective General Knowledge 

Q. 41. The subcutancDUS fat layer in the 
body is located 

(A) Above the epidermis 
(B) Below the midermis 
(C) Above the dermis 
(D) Below the dermis 
Q. 42. Hypanthodium is a type of 

infloresamce found in 
(A) Fig (B) Mulberry 
(C) Onion (D) Pineapple 
Q. 43. When plants are grown in 

darkness, they are elongated because they 
(A) Do not contain auxin 
(B) Ctmtain more auxin 
(C) Require miiterate 
(D) None of these 
Q. 44. Which tissue is responsible for the 

passage of water in plants ? 
(A) Collcmchymatous (B) Phloem 
(C) Sclerenchyma (D) Xylem 
Q. 45. Bxation of nitrogen is the process 

by which 
(A) Atmospheric nitrogen gets converted 

into useful compounds 
'(B) Nitrogen gels converted into nitric acid 
(C) Li()uefaction of nitrogen takes place 
(D) Both (B) and (C) above 
Q. 46. Magnesium is essential fur plants 

because it helps in 
(A) Flowering 
(B) The formation of chlorophyll 
(C) The develc^ment of roots 
(D) The ripening of fruits 
Q. 47. The effect of the length of the day 

on the flowering of plants is known as 
(A) Photophosphorylation 
(B) Photoperiodism 
(C) PhotosynthesiB 
(D) Phototropism 

COMPETJTJON SUCCESS REVIEW, DECEMBER 1999 

Madan Lai 
Fomrwr Socratary, Staff Sotoctlon Commission, Government of India 

Inlernatwml Affairs/Ei’ents. ConiiUtution 
of India. Indian National Movement, and 
so on. 

for the present issue, I have drawn up a test 
batteiy of questions on "IliolaKtcat Sciences". 
As an aid to proper and syslematie fireparation, 
the nwlers an' advised to ansavr this test paper 
in one hour and then make a self-assessment 
of their performanie with rrfereiier U the 
answers printed at the end of this feature. 
The follmeing grades will help the reaihrs for 
self assessment: 

(il less than .W per cent siim' l‘oor 
(ii) .11 to fit) per cent ricm’ fair 
(nil hi to t>5 pir eeni seon' ■ Cood 
do) M} to HO fur cent sivn’ Verji Cn<oil 
iv) Ahnv 80 pel ivnt seon' Tuellent 
The anil of the n'aders shoiihl Iv to ae/iieiv a 

sivre of not less than bO fvr iviil. 

Q. 56. Ae.slivdtioo may 1h' (l■‘fllled as |< 
(A) Arrangement of floral leaves in the j, 

bud condition 
(B) Arrangeineni of tivules nr the ovary 
(C) AUai'htnenl ol lilamenis to the antherslli. 
(D) Union of floral parts 
Q. 57. Placenlafion means 
(A) Fixation of anthers to the lilam<>nl i'l] 
(B) Fusion of sfanieus witft the petals |*ji' 
tC’) Union of sepals and petals jt 
(D) The mode of arrangement of ovules infT 

the ovary 'ji! 
Q. 58 Which of the following pairing is, i 

nut correct ? r| 
(A) Brinial—Berry If-i 
(B) CiH’on'Jt—Drupe 
(C) Lemon—Pome :r 
(D) All these pair- .in* r.'tost 1', 
Q. 59. WliU'h ol ' -i'-, ^ 'iig !• Is as an|- 

insulator against I-, e it .. sliiH,k--|!j 
absorber in the I ! ' |, 

(A) Dermis I 
(B) Epidermis [ 
(C) Sub-culancMius fat iayei 
(D) None of thesi* 
Q. 60. Which of the following «*11 layers ! ^ 

of the skin is made up of dead, flattened I, 
cells 7 

(A) Corneum 
(B) Granulosuin 
(C) Lucid um 
(D) All the layers have live c ells 
Q. 61, For the formation of bones and I 

teeth, which of the fofhiwing vitamins is, i 
essenbal 7 i j 

(A) Vitamin A ! 
(B) Vitamin B 
(C) Vitamin D 
(D) All of these / 

-U-—t 
«;> 

The paper on General Knowledge or General 
Awareness or General Studies plays a pixvtal 
role in the compelithv examinalhn.s conducted 
by wrious boards for recruitment to public 
services. As the readers are, no doubt, aware, 
this feature has very extensive eojvrage of 
subjects. It covers Everyday Science, History, 
Economics, Geography, Political Science, 
Civics, Life .Sciences, Current National and 

Biological Sciences 
Q. 48. When a short-day plant is expised 

to light during the night, it 
(A) Has no effect (B) Produces flowers 
(C) Produces leaves (D) None of these 
Q. 49. Which of the following seeds grows 

by epigeal germinatiem 7 
(A) Bean (B) Gram (C) Rice (D) Wheat 
Q. 50. The tap loots of many plants 

assume various forms. The tap root of which 
of the following is termed as 'Conical'? 

(A) Carrot (B) Mirahillis 
(C) Radish (D) Turnip 
Q. 51. All of the following are examples 

of plants which have adventitious ro»t$ 
termed as 'Fasciculated', except 

(A) Asparagus (B) Dahlia 
(C) Ruellia (D) Sweet potato 
Q. 52. A typical angiosphermic leaf 

consists of 
(A) A lamina only 
(B) A lamina and a leaf base 
(C) A lamina, a petiole and a !?af base 
(D) A petiote and a lamina 
Q. 53. By wei^t, calcium and sexlium in 

the animai cells range between 
(A) 0.15% to 2% (B) 0.50% to 2.50% 
(C) 1.00% to 3.00% (D) None of these 
Q. 54. Why is chemical metgy the most 

suitable form of energy for living systems? 
(A) It can be easily transferred 
(B) It can be easily transformed 
(C) It can be easily stored 
(D) An of these 
Q. 55. Who, amongst the following, is 

regarded as the 'father of genetics'? 
(A) Gregor Johann Mendel 
(B) Charles Darwin 
(C) Robert Hooke 
(D) None of these 



NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF FASHION TECHNOLOGY 
(Ministry of Textiles, Govt, of India) 

A College of Design, Management & Technology 

Admission Notice for Diploma and P.G. Diploma Programmes 
Commencing from July-2000 in different Centres of NIPT. 

Programmes Offered Centres Duration EllglblUty 

A-1 
SaD2UB-A 
Fashion Design (Delhi, Mumbai, Calcutta, 

Chennai, Hyderabad, 
Gandhinagar & Bangalore 

3 years 10+2 from a recognised Board of Education 
with minimum 50% marks (45% marks for 
SC/ST) 

A-2 Accessory Design (DdhI & Gandhinagar) 3 years — do — 

B-1 
QroMP B 
Knitwear Design & 
Technology 

(Delhi, Mumbai & Chennai) 2 years Graduation from a recognised University 
with minimum 50% marks (45% marks for 
SC/ST) or diploma in FD/AD from NIFT only. 

B-2 Leather Apparel 
Design & Technology 

(Delhi & Calcutta) 2 years — do — 

B-3 Textile Design & 
Development 

(Delhi, Calcutta and 
Hyderabad) 

2 years — do — 

C-1 
Group C 
Fashion Design 
(Advanced Programme) 

Delhi 2 years P.G. diploma or diploma in any of the Desigri 
Programmes of NIFT/NID. 

Bachelors Degree in Home Science 
(Clothing & Textiles) with minimum 50% 
marks. 

OR 
•Bachelors of Fine arts from a recognised 
University with minimum of 50% marks. 

D-1 
firQ.Mp P 
Garment Manufcicturing 
Technology 

(Delhi, Mumbai. Calcutta, 
Chennai, Hyderabad and 
Gandhinagar) 

2 years Graduation from a recognised University 
with minimum 50% marks (45% marks for 
SC/ST) or diploma in FD/AD from NIFT only. 

E-1 Apparel Marketing and 
Merchandising 
Management 

(Delhi, Bangalore and 
Hyderabad) 

2 years Graduation from a recognised University 
with minimum 50% marks (45% marks for 
SC/ST) or diploma in FD/AD from NIFT only. 

F-1 
fiiauiLE 
Fashion Communication Delhi. 2 years Graduation from a recognised University 

with minimum 50% marks (45% marks for 
SCVST) or diploma in FD/AD from NIFT only. 

NOTE : Candioates appearing in their final axanvnatlon of Board/bachelors Degree can also apply and their admission to the 
Programme will be provisional. 

HOW TO APPLY : Prospectus alongwith the Application forms can be collected in person on payment of Rs. 200/- or by post for 
Rs. 300/- through a Demand Draft In favour of NIFT, New Delhi payable at New Delhi, from ttte following NIFT Centres: 

NIFT, 0pp. gulmohar park. Hauz Khas, New Delhi-110 016. (Tel. No. 6965080/6964771 Fax No. 6851198) 
=> NIFT, TATA Milts Compound, Oada Sahib Phalke Marg 0adBr(E). MumbaMOO 014. (Tel. No. 416S669/416S666 Fax No. 4165668) 
=* NIFT. Maniusha Bhawan, 181, Sector-Ill, IB Block, Salt Lake City, Calcutt8-700 091). (Tel. No. 3358872/3355726 Fax No. 3355734) 

NIFT, 0pp. Hitech City, Madhapur, Jubli Hills, Hyderabad-500 134 (Tel No. 3110844 Fax No. 3114536) 
NIFT, Co-optex Building, 350, Pantheon Road, Egmore, Chennal-600 006. (Tel No. 8233013/8233744 Fax No. 8233644) 

^ NIFT. Plot E/4. GIDC Electronic Estate, Behind Tata Telecom, Gandhlnagar-382 044. (Tel No. 30634/30832 Fax No. 30772) 
NIFT, The Karnataka State Co-op Mktg. Federation Bkfg. No. 8, Cunningham Road, Bangalore-S60 052. (TeL No. 2285240/2283733 Fax No. 2284803) 

SAUr OF FORM COMMENCES FROM : 1" NOVEMBER. 1999 
LAST DATE FOR SUBMIS&ON OF FORMS : 7^ JANUARY. 2000 Email - NIFT Admissions 2000 • RadHfmall (xm 
entrance examination : 12^ A 13^ FEBRUARY. 2000 S^TusXcom 
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Q. 6Z Which of the following produces Vitamin D for the body ’ 
(A) Over (B) Lunp (C) Stomadi (D) Skin 
Q. 63. What role is played by the layers of tire dead celto of stratum 

lomeum in the body ? 
(A) Eliminate watei^ salts and other products 
(B) Protect the layers of the living cells underneath from injury 
(C) Help the skin to perceive sensations of cold, heat, touch, etc 

I (D) None of these 
Q. M. The skin of which of the following functions as a site of 

-utaneous respiration ? 
(A) Amphibia (B) Birds (C) Mammals (D) Reptiles and Fishes 
Q. 65i The cardiac or heart muscle functiims 
(A) Valuntarily (under control of free will) 
(B) Involuntarily (not under control of free will) 
(C) M)luntatily in the working phase and involuntarily during slerrp 
(D) None of these 
Q. 66. The nerve fibres in the brain and the spinal cord are 
(A) Mcdullated and noiemedullated fibres respectively 
(B) Non-medullated and niedullatcd fibres respectively 
(C) Medullated fibres in both 
(D) Non>medullatcd fibres in both 
Q. 67. ^4'llnitil^ of the contents of stomadi and of tiie upper intestinal 

ract is a complex reflex axiidinaied by the vomiting centre in the 
(A) Medulla of the brain (B) Oesophagus 
(C) Small intestine (D) Stomach 
Q. 68. Which of the billowing specialised branches of Science is 

oncemed with the study of the microscopic structure of tissues and 
irgans ? 

(A) Cytokigy (B) Histology (C) Macro-ecology (D) None of these 
Q. 69. Which of the following oiastricts or dilates the walls of 

ilood vessels in the body ? 
(A) Heparin (B) Histamine 
(C) Both (A) and (D) above (D) Neither of these 
Q. 70. The function of production of fibres and matrix in the body 

s performed by which of the following cell types ? 
(A) Adipose Cells (B) Mast Cells (C) Plasma Cells (D) Fibroblasts 
Q. 71. Which of the following statements in regafo to cells and 

■toms is not true ? 
(A) Both cell and atom am composed of simple components 
(B) Both serve as basic building blix ks for more complex structure 
(C) Both have the ability to mprodiice 
(D) Both exhibit variations m their properties ba.sed on different 

arrangements of parts 
Q. 72. Which of the following statements in regard to »hc cell 

henry is not correct ? 
(A) Cells arise only from pre-existing (vlls 
(If) Majority of oiganisms are composed of cells and cell products 
(C) Cells are the structural and functional units of life 
(IJ) All these statemimts an- correct 
Q. 73. In mammaLs, the skin performs all of the following 

unctions, except 
(A) Acces-soiy raspiralory function 
(B) Produces Vitamin D (essential for the formation of bones and 

teeth) in the pmsenev of sunliglit 
(C) Sensory function 
(D) Thermo-regulatory function 
Q. 74. During haemopoiesis in the bone marrow, the erythrocytes 

indeigo which of the following changes ? 
(A) An increase in the amount of liaemoglobin in the cytoplasm 
(B) A decrease in the cell size with the loss of nucleus, so that the 

erythrocytes circulating in the human blood are enucleated 
(C) Both (A) and (B) above 
(D) No changes fakes place 
Q. 75. Plants that grow in saline soil are called 
(A) Halophytes (B) Hydrophytes 
(C) Mesophytes (D) Thallophyles 
Q. 76. Circinate vernation is a diaracteristic of leaves of 
(A) Angiospetms (B) Ferns (C) Gymnosperms (D) Moss plants 
Q. 77. Which of the following tissues is lacking both in 

IReridophytes and gymnns|icims ? 
(A) Phloem (B) Tracheids (C) Vessels (D) Xylem 
Q. 78. Dwarf shoots are present in 
(A) Cytas (B) Ferns (C) Mango (D) Pinus 
Q. 79. Ribosomes are related to the function of 
(A) Protein synthesis (B) Respiration 
(C) RNA synthesis (D) Transpiration 
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BRILUANTS POSTAL COURSE FOR 

Admlaslon opan. WHla, eall or fox for fSroo pmspoefus. 

SUBJECTS OFFERED; • Computer Saence S Engg. 
• Electronics & Comm. Engg. • Electrical Engg. 
• Instrumentation Engg. • Mechanical Engg.* Civil Engg. , 
• Geology & Geophysics. • Mathematics • Physics 
• 'Chemistry • Engg Sc [Engg. Maths, Electrical Sc., 
Materials Sc.. Solid Mechanics. Fluid Mechanics. 
Thermodynamics) • Life Sc (Chem.. Bioeham., 
Microbiology) 

OUR TOPPERS IN GATE *99 

VINOOH KUMAR R N.tt COMPUTtR RQCNCE & ENQG ftAMCI 

UPt KUNOU f»«D CiEOtOGV 6 GEOPHYSICS RAMCll 

POORNA SUBHASH PUl LlRUDI •AM CMLENGG RAMkl 

DMVANeSHWAR NAGORAQ rwWAfI 99.12 IPlSTnuMENTATlON FNGTs RANK:! 

AMNWADANFRJEE 99J9 ('.UMRUTER SOENCe 6 ENOO IIANK:4 

Jf^iAN KUMAR G 99.94 INSTFMU^NTAIION ENGG RANIC'A 

GAUHAV HMdT 99,99 EtECTRtOt ENGG HANKIE 

PRASHANT RHARDMAJ 9993 cacT 9 comm.'fngg RANK:* 

nU3MA RAHCHAmKCSAN 99.91 ELFCf a COMM ENGG RAMbt 

ABAF JN 99.92 COMf^UTER SCIENCE A ENGG RANK:* 

BHtOF HWAOHtNVAflHAVANI 9994 MECHANICAI-ENGG RANK; 9 

GORINATH fUVUHt 99.46 INSTHUMENTATK3N ENGG RANK;9 

DESHMUKH RAGHUNA'i H ANANTRAO M INSTRUMENTATION ENGG RANK:? 

SYMPNIL KUMAH flAKtAl T 99.99 ELECTHICAt ENGG RANK: 9 

OTLEFMRNAIR 99.96 ELECT 9 COMM ENGG. RANK;9 

AMRABH ROV &HARMA 99A1 ENGINERRINQ SOENCFS RAMCt 

OAK mni ^AT ASHOK 99.9S ELECT A COMM ENGG RANK:9 

With 44 ranks above the B9th Psreantils and 
303 ranks above the 90th Parcontlle. a whopping 

715 of our students figured 
in the GATE '99 Suecass List. 

LJlLJiliIfW 
' You can’t pruitTB •' ••• 

bor4996<;S.t2Ma$ilanianSl.T.lb^^ Pit 4342099 (4 liiw)Fac 4343829 

BRILUANTS POSTAL COURSES OPEN FOR;* HT-JEE* MBBSEnL* MBABU 
• MCAEnt* GATE* IAS* lES* CSIR-UGC* U(3C* GRE* TOEFL* BSRB 



HEIGHT AT 35 
WITH 

^ Otteribt tht Prefll* tnd 
Pirlormanc* of HarbO'HoighI* 
Thorapir lor furlbar HaigM>Groialb. 

> Horbo-Hai(pii-Therapy (HHT) is an 
Ayurvedic concept and composition 
which has created a revolution in the 
medical world explonng new norms, 
new values, new dimensions breaking 
all ensling stop-even-nonns known as 
Natural Phenomena in height-growth 

t> This Therapy 
has been proved 

Mtrbo-Htight-Thtripitt 

_ Or 0 P BAO'/A _ 
potent enough to 
increase further 
height of male and 
female on several 
thousand 
beneficiaries even 
after stop-even- 
point, even alter 
marriage, even 
alter child-birth in 
between and upto 
the advance age ol 
35 years 

^ DIscust ihe strategy of height* 
growth at compared to the 
contributions ol HHT. 

> Height strategy at birth is around 
lilty centimetres and it grows almost 
double with birth-ptus-growth in two 
years. These 100 centynetres are the 
basic growth ol the human body. 
Remaining centimetres are the normal 
growth ol the body Divide this normal 
growth with years ol present age. Its 
ratio would be around 3-2-1 mm per 
month and with HHT growth ratio is 
around I0-9-8-7-6-5-4-3 in a month, 
faster than the average growth ratio, 
time-saver and economical also. 

t> As ties lime-tested therapy helps 
to increase further height around 20 
to 40 mm (2-4 cms) with short course 
ol 3 monllM. 50 to too mm (5-10 cms) 
with lull course ol 1 year and 5 to 10 
mm with 1 month Inal doses in a 
normal course 

> Height-growth process is subiect 
to fluctuate under plus and minus 
status and environment ol the body 
Just as It IS seen Youngers are tall, 
elders are short Parents are tall, 
children are short. Children are tall, 
parents s'e shod Standard height is 
165-170 cms ol male and 150-155 
cms ol lemale in India. 

^ Give some reasons to believe on 
this claim of HHT 7 

t> HHT R&D and its services are 
unmng in loudli decade with living 

testimony ol several thousand 
oenelicianes to its credit aryoyrng tall 
and attracsve personaMy in india and 
abroad 
!> Its etticiency claim has not proved 
lalse under scruilmy of Govt 
challenge. Judicial examinations. 
Oemo-lests including challenges ol 
Non-believers. Doctors. ScieniiBts on 
scale satisidction in its routine 

> HHT is an alternative science 
stands lor positive height-growth 
against the negative approach ol 
modern science. A composition ol 
natural herbs lor natural way ol 
growlh 

^ Olacuss the poslllya approach el 
HHT for further height-growth In 
Ihia negative scenario. 

^ > In a normal course height matures 
with lood-energy-process in girts at 

Puberty and in boys at Adolescene 
(Age 12 and 14 years) This maturity 
may be little below and above the line 
under plus and minus status and 
environment of the body. 

> According to the modem science, 
height can't increase further alter Ihe 
'bone-ossilicalion' which occurs in 
between and upto Ihe age ol IB years. 

t> Height-growth may turn slow- 
sluggisn-slop earlier to its maturity 
level due to some genetic reasons, 
disease and deficiency ol the body 

> On the other hand. HHT has 
proved on several thousand 
benaliciaries that above mentioned 
slop-even-poinis are not the final 
barrier, these are body resistances 
and can bring into motion lor turthei 
metabolic changes into height till the 
capacity exist in the body or till Ihe 
youth period around 35-40 years. Ihe 
final barrier of heighl-grovrth through 
Harbo-energy-process ol HHT. 
Otherwise these resistances are likely 
to mature at the same level, il required 
aid is not given Almost every body 
lias S to to cms capacity to increase 
further height alter the resisting Icvet. 

^ How one can gain height tall and 
personality attractive with HHT ? 

> HHT helps to improve Ihe height 
reasonably tall with attractive 
personality, il its one course is used 
before the age ol Puberty which is 
likely to mature anytime alter the age 
ol ten Early feeding ol HHT removes 
the deficiency ol genetic impact, 
disease and dial, il any, and improve 
Ihe scope ol height-growth Use ol 
HHT, after puberty has limited scope 
till the user capacity exist in the body 

^ Focus other plus of HHT, If any. 

> Despite height-plus. HHT helps to 
siimulale die functional systems ol Ihe 
body removing deficiency and 
disorders in male and lemale system 
keeping all round lit. physically and 
mentally also Further il removes 
pimples, improves complexion, 
sharpen features, soften skin, 
improves memory, shape-up liguro. 
bulky and thin body turn normal, 
lemale buslline also 

>■ Do you need any Teal report for 
joining the courss 7 Required 
Information be given with its 
expendhurs to follow Ihe procedure. 

> Alter mutual enquiry, as per its 
procedure, height ol Ihe candidate is 
confirmed under mutual satisfaction, 
file IS prepared, required doses aie Siven with prospeclus and necessary 

ireclions, Registralion number is 
allolled lor future lalerence and service 
as and when required after every shod 
course ol 3 month nr after I month Inal 
doses, il desired. Doses are m Ihe 
shape of capsules & drops to bo used 
at homa. Nn frequeni visits Free from 
exercises, reactions, restrictions and 
bitter taste also 

> Normal expenses lor 3 months 
shod course are Rs. 6.000/- and lor 1 
month trial doses Rs. 2,000/- f Rs 
tOOr- Regn /Post In India, Rs 500/- in 
Foreign through MO/DO in the name of 
Or. 0. P. Bagga, Baaar Let Kuan, 1$| 
Floor (Opposite Koocha Pandit) 
Delhi ■ 110006 Phone: 011-3262426. 
Consull 11 to 6 except Sunday Send 
sell-add-siaitqied envetope lor details 

' MB 

Q. sa The purine baeee of DNA aie 
(A) Adenine and cytocine (B) Adenine and guanine 
(C) Cytosine and thymine (D) Uracil and guanine 
Q. SI. During meiosis, chiasmata can be seen very clearly during 
(A) Zygotene (B) Leptotene (C) Diplotene (D) Anaphase 
Q. 8Z Bacteriophage possesses its genetic material in 
(A) Its head (B) Between head and tail 
(C) In all its parts (D) Its tail 
Q. 83, In photosynthetic bacteria, in the presence of light *■ 
(A) (Scygen is piuduced (B) ADP is converted 
(C) Oxygen is never produced (D) None of these 
Q. M. Orgamous lepniduction is present in 
(A) Chlorella (B) Volvox (Q Spirogyra (D) Ulothrix 
Q. 85. Zoospores of algae ace meant for 
(A) Sexual reproduction (B) Asexual reproductiem 
(C) Vegetative propagation (D) None of these 
Q. 86. Iron is present in the human blood in the form of a 
(A) Free Salt (B) Complex (Q Compound (D) Mixtun 
Q. 87. Spondylitis is the name of a disease that affects the 
(A) Spinal column (B) Brain cells (C) Kidney (D) None of thesi 
Q. 88. Blood sugar is the amount of.in the circulating blood 
(A) Galactose (B) Lactose (C) Sucrose (D) Glucose 
Q. 89. Monocot root has all of the following characteristics, excep 
(A) The number of xylem strands is large 
(B) Pith is small or even absent 
(C) Secondary growth is usually absent 
(D) None of these 
Q. 90. Which of the following types of nutrition is absent in fungi' 
(A) Saprophytism (B)Symt^is (Q Parasitism (D) Autotrophisn 
Q. 91. Sporophyte of Ricria is 
(A) Dependent on the gametophyte 
(B) Independent of gametophyte 
(C) Photosynthetic 
(D) Rooted in the soil 
Q. 92. The capsule of the moss plant is 
(A) Fruit (B) Gametophyte (C) Pcothallus (D) Spoiophyb 
Q. 93. Reduction division in the lifo-^de of a moss plant takes place 
(A) During the germination of spores 
(B) During the production of spores 
(C) Iiiunediately after fertilisation 
(D) None o>^th^ 
Q. 94. The visible plant of fern is 
(A) Gamephyte (B) Protonema (C) Sporophyte (D) None of these 
Q. 95. The spores in fern are produced by 
(A) Archegonia (B) ProthaDus (C) Protonema (D) Sporangia 
Q. %. Some seeds require red light for germination. The pigment 

involved in this is know'n as 
(A) Chlorophyll (B) Cytochrome 
(C) Phycocyanin (D) Phytochrome 
Q. 97. Sleeping sickness is transmitted from one host to another 

by the vector known as 
(A) Cuiex Fatigans (B) Glossina Morsitans 
(C) Glossina Palpalis (D) Trypanosoma gambiense 
Q. 98. From which stage of silk moth is silk obtained 7 
(A) Pupa (B) Adult (C) Cocoons (D) Caterpillar 
Q. 99. Mulberry growing is associated widi 
(A) Horticulture (B) Sericulture 
(C) Pisciculture (D) Biological Control 
Q. 100. Whidi sc!t of insects is useful to man ? 
(A) Honeybee, siikmoth, dragonfly 
(B) Honeybee, locust. lac insect 
(C) Lac insect, siikmoth, honeybee 
(D) Rice weevil, siikmoth, honeybee 

ANSWERS ^ I 
4T. (D) 42. (A) 43. (B) 44. (D) 45. (A) 46. (B) 
47. (B) 48. (D) 49. (A) 50. (A) 51. (D) S2. (C) 
53. (A) 54. (D) 55. (A) 56. (A) 57. (D) 58. (C) 
59. (C) 60. (A) 61. (Q 62. (D) 63. (B) 64. (A) 
65. (B) 66. (C) 67. (A) 58. (B) 69. (B) 70. (D) 
71. (C) 72. (B) 73. (A) 74. (C) 75. (A) 76. (B) 
77, (C) 78. (D) 79. (A) 80. (B) 81.(0 BI¬ (D) 
83. (A) 84. * 85. (B) 86. (C) 87. (A) BS. (D) 
89. (B) 90. (0, 91. (B) 92.(0} 93. (B) 94. (O 
95. (D) 96; ID) 97.(0 98.(0 99. (B) 100. (O 
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Facing The Interview Board 
(Right Approach) 

The Candidate 
The candidate for this interview, Mr. Hari 

Ram Misra is a cheerful and confident 
looking young man of average height and 
lean build. He sports a thin moustache 
which is well-trimmed. His light grey eyes 
are sparkling and alive with interest and 
enthusiasm. He has abundant wavy hair of 
light brown complexion which has been 
properly set, cut and trimmed as per the 
pievailing fashion. Mr. Misra is wearing dark 
brown tnnisers, brown socks and shoes. His 
polyester shirt is of light colour He is also 
wearing a maroon colour striped tie which 
provides good contrast and goes well with 
his trousers and shirt. From his smart 
turnout, it can be concluded that he has 

.4aken pains to groom and dress himself 
properly to meet the requin^ments of the 
formal occasion. It also indicates that he is 
quite keen and serious about m.iking the 
grade and joining the IAS. 

The candidate carries the latest issue of 
Compelilion Success Revietf in his hand and 
arrives by an auto at the UPSC office about 
an hour before the scheduled time. After 
completing the preliminaries at the reception 
desk, he proceeds to the library where he Ls 
lo wait tUi he is called for the interview. At 
this waiting place, he meets another 
candidate seated across a table and reading 
The Hinduslan Times. As Mr. Misra walks in, 
the other candidate Mr. Bhasin looks up 
from his newspaper. Taking advantage of 
this opportunity, Mr. Misra greets Mr. Bhasin 
with a smile and introduces himself. 

I Pre>Interview Discussion 
I with Fellow Candidates 

Misra : Hello! Good morning to you. 1 
am Hari Ram Misra appearing for the IAS 
interview this morning. I am sure you are 
also here for the same purpose. {While 
talking, he extends his hand and shakes hands 
with Bhasin.) Well, I see you are rather busy 
reading the day's newspaper. Would it be 

.all right if 1 join you for a chat, or do you 
prefer to concentrate on the newspaper? 

Bhaain : Good morning. I am Arun 
Bhasin. Please do join me. It will be a 
pleasure to have a chat and exchange of 

ideas. By the way, 1 am here rather early. 
Your turn for the interview will be next and 
I come after that. Mr. Raina, the candidate 
liefon* you, was asked to be ready only a 
few minutes before your arrival and he 
would be going in for the interview shortly. 
Therefore, we will have about .W to 40 
minutes at our disposal. 

Misra : Thank 3rou. Have you Finished 
with the newspaper? My anxiety was that I 
should not come m the way of yinir reading. 
It Ls important that you should be up-lo- 

()iui' \ iiii st’l \ 1)111 )^<).il, 

\i)ii li.ivc It) .ilk'inpl .1 s\iiciI'.ii 

.ution ul hodi hmlv aiul niini.1 

to .iltam llic L iiswoia i iii; 

■.inolcMU’ss ot pill pose must 

uiulcilu' .ill voiii I'tloils. Oiuo 

(!»»' rniiiil is I i i in I \ sol, vmi 

mii;lil tiiul lli.il p I o\ nil'111 iai I \ 

.ill till’ I I 1 l U 111 sl.l IKL'S .Sl'l’in to 

l omi’im' on the aim \ on liaii’ 

in miiul 

date widt the news of the day, current events 
and so on. 

Bhasin : Oh yes. I have read the 
newspaper already. Since 1 had nothing else 
to do and as there was nobody to talk to, I 
was just glancing through the paper again. 
I doubt very much whether reading the 
newspaper would be of much help during 
the interview. 

Misra: Believe me, knowledge never goes 
waste. In fact, knowledge is powee You do 
get knowledge and ideas by reading the 
newspapers, magazines, books and so on. 
The Board might ask directly about your 
reading habits. Alternatively, if you feel 

confident and strong in that field, yini can ^ 
u.se the initiative and refer to it when the ’ 
opportunity presimts ilsoK 

Bhasin : In what way would the Board 
be concerned with your rt'admg habits? 

Misra : Let us see. The Board would < 
naturally be keen to find out how well ! 
informed you are about cum*nl national and ' 
international events. It may pose some . 
questions like the implications of CTBT. Ihe I 
Board might ask you what materials you ' 
have read, what an* your inferences, etc. ; 
Ihey may also try to find out how and to ] 
what extent you dwive benefits by reading | 
newspapers and magazines. They may ' 
probe and ask you what news items you ' 
read and so on. Your comments will show 
whether you have grasped the signiFicanoe ‘ 
of the news events, assimilated them and ! 
judged their importance and repercussions 
with original thinking. By and large, most. 
of the topics which come up for discussiim 
during the interview are those which Figure 
in the newspapers and periudiCiils. 

Bhasin ; Well, I can't say. You see, 1 
thought they rather question you about your | 
optional subjeiis. 1 

Misra: Of cuursi*, the Specialist members ’ 
of the Board are bound to ask some ! 
questions on your optional subjects. Then ' 
there is Ihe information you have provided ] 
in the Board's questionnain*. Tlius, there is | 
a set pattern. There will be a question or 
two about your home State. Finally then | 
will be quite a few questions with a bearing > 
on current events. My assessment of the 
trend is based on the experiences of the IAS 
toppt*rs. The LAS toppers have narrated their 
acti/al experiences in this magazine 
Cnmpelitiim Sucees.s Reineio. {He hands over the 
copy of the CSk to Bhasin). 

Bhasin ; {Showing interest and surprise) 
Hey, you an* right! On the aiver itself, 1 
find tlie photograph of a .smart young man' 
and he is Ihe IAS topper. | 

Misra : That is right. Ihe IAS topper* 
narrates his experience. Then there arc oth6r| 
IAS successful candidates who also speak 
to you. I am a regulat reader of CSR. It has 
helfied me a great deal in the objective type 
tests and also in the written papers. I.am i 
equally confident that it will stand by me in 
the interview as welt. It is not merely dw 
news, figures and latest general knowledge. , 

WINNINO STRATEOY 
5 

^el«ti0nigjh ydaiwMNiM IhleUiglaacci, Irirt ~ 
Id mMKh ^ iiiguidi You hardly i' 

hid .Ac «i^p«dtand;of<r. dur.hai«: ionf Aa I 
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development. Hus aspect is a speciality and 
unique featuie of CSR. Again, this is not 
merely my view. All IAS toppers, over the 
yean, have emphasised how CSR has helped 
them to achieve that distinction. 

Bhasin: Thanks. Nice to know the secret. 
Wish someone had told me about it earlier. 
Anyway, I will start reading CSR from now 
onwards. May I have your copy when you 
go in (or the interview? l\fell, there comes 
die messenger to take you to the Interview 
room. Wish you all the best. 

hfisra : l^ish you the same. I iere is the 
CSK copy, and it is all yours. 1 am sure it 
will help you to lead and succeed. Let us 
kmk forward to our meeting at the LAS 
ILaining Academy at Mussoorie. Cheers and 
God bless you. (Misra proceeds with confident 
steps towsrds the interview room. Before 
entering, he gently knocks and obtains 
permission. After entering, he walks up to the 
Chairman and Members seated behind a semi¬ 
circular desk. He comes to a smart halt as he 
approaches the seat in front of the Chairman 
and meant for the candidate. Next, he stands to 
attention and proceeds to greet the Board in a 
dieetfid attd enthusiastic manner). 

The Interview 
MQsia: (In an audible voice and with a gentle 

smile on his lips) Good morning to you all. 
Sirs. 

Chalraian ; Good morning, Mr. Misra. 
Please sit down. (He indicates the seat meant 
for tiu candidate). 

Mam : Thank you. Sir. (He occupies the 
"seat and sits in an altentiw posture. There are 
no signs nervousness or unwanted movements 
on hit part. His feet are demon in and his hands 
are resting across his chest. He looks up to the 
Chairman, awaiting his next observation with 
inlmst and keenness. The smile continues to 

on his i^s and his eyes nfiect enthusmm 
and fUertnesB. We remains cool and collected). 

Qiainnan: I .see you have bi’cn a student 
of Science till your post-graduation stage. 
Howevei; you have chosen History as an 
Optional for the IAS written examinahon. 
linking up these two, can you tell us what, 

; according to you, is the impact of Science 
I on the traditional Indian society? 
j Mian: Sir. when we consider the impact 
I of Science on our society, we must equate 
(Science with modem education as such. 
Indian society has long been bound by 
iandent traditions, customs and the caste 
System. Religion, language, regional ties and 
nuperatitioAs had a stronghold on the 
Ipe^le. People were living mostly in self- 
i^tained villages, while the joint family 
nrstem and patriarchal authority held sway 
Uucatton was confined to a few of the 
lilgher castes, while the vast majority of the 
people remained ignorant and illiterate. 
Wimen occupied a low status and suffered 
linan;^ disabilities. Economically, the 
Ibidustrial Revolution, which swept across 
^rope and revolutionised the lif^tyle of 
people did not arrive at all in India, tillmudt 
jnteg say after two centuries. Pe^le were 
inotjqterested in politics and political 
iiistitutfons as such. Before the advent of 

Science, even the idea of nationhood had 
not taken root. With the induction of Science 
and modern education, all these have 
undergone radical changes. Many urban 
centres have developed and there is a 
constant migration frotn the villages to the 
cities. The joint family system has practically 
ended, except perhaps in some remote 
villages. The Indian nation was bom and 
Independent India has taken its malted' 
place among the comity of nations. The 
experiment in socialist democracy is aeating 
an egalitarian society. People have beenme 
politically conscious. Many superstitions and 
customs are fast disappearing. The caste 
system is also breaking up. The Government 
is making systanatic efforts to narrow down 
the gap between the rich attd the poor. Jet 
travel aitd mam media have narrowed down 
the distances. Thus, Sdence and Technology 
have brought visible changes in our society. 

Cornments: The candidate reveals good grasp 
of the subject and covers the various aspects in 
depth in his answer. He is able to think 
extensively with fair originality and present his 
ideas in a logical and coherent manner. He 
displays awareness and capacity to ident^ the 
priorities, choose the relevant and important facts 
and present them i0ectiaety and convincingly. 
He shows overall inlelligence. imagination and 
marked organising ability. 

First Member: Me Misra, you mentioned 
that the advent of Science hm brought many 
Ch.t.ige8 in our society, but outsiders, 
particularly the Westerners, see sofoe 
contradiction in our behavioun attilude and ' 
thinking. Their criticism is that Indians 
profess one thing and piahiac something 
else. They attack our so-called superiority 
or faith in moral values and ^piiit^ity. b 
their view, we regard them as extremely 
selfish and totally materialistic. Do you ItsA 
this criticism is validT 

Misra : {Smiting) Yes, Sir. I foel there is 
some juatifkation in this critidsm. Wb talk 
about high spiritual and moral values but, 
in day-to-day practice, we abandon-them 

for very narrow selfish ends. Wb talk about 
Candhian ideals without really believing in < 
them. We wi^ to acquire material wealth- 
like the V^festeme^s, ^t are not ready to 
work for it. We stoop to any extent to make 
money, particularly, the so-called educated 
and enlightened ones. In India, corruption 
has become a way of life and we resort to 
smuggling, adulteration, black-marketing 
and hoarding without any twinge of 
conscience whatsoever. In no other country 
has black money come to pby such a major 
role in the national economy as in India. I 
definitely think there exists a huge gap 
between theory and practice, between what 
is preached and what is practised in our 
country than anywhere else. We talk about 
Shakti as the supreme goddess, but treat our 
women most shabbily. We talk about the 
integrity and unity of the country, but 
encourage caste and oornmunal feelings to 
obtain narrow political giins. On foe other 
hand, people in our villages, who do not 
have the advantage of the modern 
education, seem honest, simple and straight 
forward. All 1 can say is foal this might be 
a passing phase and when we bec^e a 
truly developed country, we will also 
become better citizens as in other developed 
countries. 

Comments : Hu candidate reveals common 
sense, courage and consistency. He proves to be 
very resaurafid. He is rwt billed or caroused 
by the ifuestkm posed by the Mettdter. Instead, 
he turns ike very question to prove the 
correctness of his earlier answer,. The reply also 
indicates that the candidate is well-read and 
properly unarmed. He has kept kmudf correctly 
and fi^ infbrmed of Bu latest dewdqmetOs ht 
current events. 

Second Member: Why is it that only the 
USA and foe erstwhile USSR were termed 
as super powers? The UK. Fiance and Oiina 
also paeuesB nuclear capability They beloiq{ 
to foe "Big Five" with veto power m foe 
UN Security Coundl. On the economic iiont, 
J^Mn and Vfm Germany are for rttew} of 
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the Big Five. But none of than is a super 
potyer. Can you, therefore, explain the 
criterion tor super pwver status? 

Misra : Sir, the criterion for super power 
status is detcmiineii by the ability of a 
country to withstand a surprise nuclear 
attack and launch, in turn, a counter or 
A*taliatory massive nuclear attack on the 
Anemy, capable ol causing damage 
Unacceptable to him. In other words, the 
country should, first of all, be able lb surv’ive 
a surprise nuclear attack which might he on 
a massive scale. Secondly, despite such a 
surprise nuclear attack and resultant 
damage, it must still enjnv the capacity to 
mount a massive nuclear counterattack in 
retaliation. The counter-attack or nuclear 
n>taliation should be capable of inflicting 
such grave damage or d**struction as should 
not be aco^table to the enemy. This involves 
defence capabilities against surprise nuclear 
attacks and subscxiucnl ofiensivc capabilities 
on a ma,s.sive scale. One should be able to 

spinning wheel, and his exhortation to buy 
Kluidi and Smdfshi goods. In his view, kugb 
scale industrialisation resulted in the - 
exploitation of labour by the rapitalisli). 
Heiuv, he did not favour machines and 
mass pnidiiction. Iho CMindhian model is 
not suited to the modern scientific and 
ttxrhnolngiral era. Today, even the villager 
is nol salislied with a simple, hard life. He 
wants modern comforts. Jrt travel and mass 
coiiininnicatums have exiKwi-d the villagers I 
lo modern urban living. I'lnally, such a self- J 
supporting model cannot cope with i 
population explosion and defence needs. 
The Nehriivian model emphasises 
indusliialiNilion and iirKin civilisation, lb 
avoid exploitation of the labour, Nehru . 
opted lor SiK'ialism, that is. State ownership 1 
of key indiistrie.4. The Nehruvian model's ' 
limitation is that the Stati>-run industries or 
public sector undertakings have to be 
managed under (he provisions of a ji' 
democratic constitution. There is little !• 

reach at an) point in the enemy's territory, 
overcoming ois defences. Such a situation 
r(>sults in nuclear deterrence These nuclear 
offensive and defensive capabilities are 
enjoyed at present only by the USA and 
Russia. The other big powers do not have 

. retaliatory capacity. Hence, they are not 
^ regarded as super powers 

Comments : The caiiMiilr iliff’lays sound 
knon'lnlge of current internalioiml alfairs Hr is 
able to corre/ale the coiniectiiix factors in a 
meaningful and logical manner ami present his 
ease coiwiiicingly. This question attempts to lest 
the candidate's knowledge in depth The aiiriivr 

shows that the candidate has grasped the question 
in its proper perspective and possesses adequate 
knowledge to analyse it from oarioiis angles. 

Third Member : Mr. Misra, can you 
explain in a lyman's language the Candhian 
and the Nehruvian models of ecoiuunic 
development? What are their respective 
advantages and limitations? Which do you 
think is moa* suited to Indian conditions'' 

Misra ; Clandhiji wanted a simple, self- 
supporting village economy. He said that 
India lives in the villages. He felt the same 
arrangement could continue Tliis approach 
was symbolised by the Cliarkha, or the 

accountability. Besides, then’ is too much |i 
political and bunMiicratic interference, j'' 
I leno‘, most public .sitlor ventures have nol | 
been elficient and profitable. Nevertheless, j. 
the Nehnivian model has maiie India the j, 
eighth biggest industrial power in Uie world.: 
It has oiniribiiti'd to the Green Revolution. ’ j 
Hv ensuring accoiintabililv, the public sector - 
undertakings can he made to work more 
elliciently Besides, many of the amtinis, , 
i|iii>ias, licensing, etc, which inhibit the 
piivale .sector, have been removed. With 
rony:>eli(ion, the public sector has to 
perinrm, or perish. j 
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Comments : The candidate has a good 
understanding of the economic and social 
fnvblems confronting the nation. He is able to 
compare and contrast the different models in a 
clear and crisp mandrr He uses simple language 
and there is no technical /argon. We also notice 
that he is able to make a choice. His conclusions 
are based on logii-al and rational thinking and 
reasoning. We find he can tackle complicated 
issues with competence and inmginatum. 

Fourth Member : Do you (iwl that there 
is any signifirani difference in the 
Panrhayati Raj advocated by Mahatma 
Ciandhi and the Panchayat rule now 
fioposed by our parliamentarians. 

Miara : (Smiles) I suppose Candhiji 
wanted Panchayats to function in our 
villages as they have been functioning 

_ traditionally for ages in this land, and he 
‘ was pleading for a simple, self-contained 
village economy. As we could si.%, the 
Industrial Revolution and the impact of 
modem Science and Technolitgy as well as 
the rapid advances made in transport and 
communications, have brought about 
tremendous change in the life-styles, 
thinking and aspiratioas of people in the 

j villages. The villageis aie no longer satisfied 
with simple village-level economy, lliey 

* desire modem conveniences like their utban 
brethren and these cannot be met from 
within tltc village nvsources. There are also 
far reaching social changes with modem 
education and representative democracy. 

successive Five-Year Plans allocated 
large funds to improve the economic and 
social status of the village have-nots. But 

these funds were swallowed by the 
middlemen and did not peicolste d<n»n to 
the poor in our villages. The present 
approach contemplates direct allocation of 
the funds to the villages and dieir proper 
utilisation through village Panduyats, the 
election and operation of which will become 
mandatory. The Panchayats will enjoy 
adequate legislative, financial and executive 
powers. There could be direct link-up of the 
villages with Delhi. In other words, the 
village, when self-contained and activated, 
could become a unit of direct interaction 
with the Centre. 

Comirrents The candidate is bold and 
honest. He has the courage to put forth his 
origituil convictions and ideas without fair or 
favour. His approadt is rational and logical. 
He tackles a sensitive issue objectivelif and 
not emotionallif. He is realistic and result- 
oriented. 

Sixth Member : In the post-CoId Whr 
situation where the USA has emerged as the 
unipolar supreme power in fite context of 
the demise of the Soviet Union, do you feel 
that China may attack India again? 

Mbra : (Smiles) Sir; in my view nothirrg 
can be predicted about Chinese intentions 
and actions. There is no freely-elected 
democratic regime there and the 
authoritarian leadership, not answerable to 
the electorate, could act in whatever way 
they choose. The shelter we have given to 
His Holiness the Dalai Lama is a major 
irritant for them. The Soviet support we 
eiqoyed earlier under the 20-year I^endship 
lireaty was a deterrent to Chinese military 

adventures against India. Now this 
deterrence is no longer dim. Qiina, being 
a permanent memb« of the UN, will veto 
any UN sanctions against itself. The 
Americans, after the Vietnam War, are 
allergic to committing their own troops 
against the Asians. Hmce, China may be 
emboldened to attack India. Therefore, we^ 
must be militarily prepared to face 
thwart any future Chinese attack on us. 
Fortunately under the able leadership and 
foresight of PM Vajpayee, India went ahead 
with its long-delayed mrelear test which, 
together with our missile programme, 
should act as a big deterrent against any 
Chinese misadventure. However, that does 
not mean that we should become 
complacent. Already there are reports of 
Chinese troops movement near Line of 
Actual Control in Arunachal Pradesh. 
Despite recent Chinese peace overtures, we 
have to be vigilant. The Chinese cannot be 
trusted. 

Comments; The candidate displays excellent 
awareness of international developments and 
events. His approach is analytkalf objective and 
penetrating. He tackles problems with 
amparative ease because 0/ his rational and 
logical approach. His grasp of the essentials is 
also very good. His deciding of the priorities j 
end his judgement indicate imagimrtion and 
resourcefulness. This candidate is good in 
planning, organising and execution. 

Chairman : W^ll, that is all Me Misra. 
The interview is over. 

Misra ; Thank you. Sir. Good day to you 
all. Sirs. (He makes a smart exit). □ 
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Non-Aligned Movement Is The Best Safeguard Of 

The Third World Against America And Its Allies 

imposition and Modus 
Operandi 

The group consists of eight ciindidates, 
seated in a closed circle, each candidate 
facing all the others in the group. No 
one has been designated as the Leader 
or Chairman for the exercise. In other 
words, it has been deliberately made a 
leaderless exercise. The candidates are 
clearly told that the GE) is not a formal 
debate but only a friendly chit-chat or 
exchange of ideas on the given topic. Each 
candidate is welcome to express his views 
or feelings, comment or criticise, fr»*ely 
and frankly whenever he chooses or leels 
like. There are no hard and fast nili*s as 
to how the participants should conduct 
the discussion among themselves. It is 
U1 left to them, the examiner, being sealed 
behind a smoked glass sen-en and provided 
with ear-phones, is able to observe and 
listen to the group deliberations without 
the candidates being aware ot it. The 
candidates are allotted chest or toll nuinbi'rs 
to facilitate easy n'cognition and 
identification. As soon as the oxaeiiner, 
who briefed the candidates about the 
conduct of the exercise, withdraws, the 
candidates break the silence and indulge 
in asides, whispe*rs and cross talks. The 
room, which was absolutely still till then, 
is suddenly filled with the noise ol their 
chatter. Before this slate oi affairs could 
continue for long. No. 5 is seen raising 
his voice above the din .md addressing 
the entire group in a pleasant and (-onfident 
voice. 

No. 5 : (With a friendly md cheerful <imile) 
Friends, with your permission, may 1 say 
a few words to the entire group (Noio 
all others cease talking and, once again, there 
is silence. All are atlraUed by his friendly 
and pleasant approach and pay allention to 
film.) 1 feel we should start our Croup 
Discussion straightaway. fHherwi.se, we 
will lose time and all of us may not get 
the opportunity to express our virws on 
the subject. 

No. 8 ; Easy, easy. No. 5. I'lien- is no 
need to hurry and nish things, hirst of 
all, let me gather some idr-as on the sub|ect. 
If you ask me, I am trying to find out 
from my neighbours on either side as l» 
what they have in their minds. You see, 
this is a complicated subject. It is not so 
easy as you think. It is connected with 

'international issues, diplomatic matters, 
foreign affairs, and so on The examiner 
has really, or rather deliberately, chosen 
a very difficult subject. But not to worry 
You know why ? My fiieiul, I mean my 

Hiike « ship adrift, the Grovp 
Discussion may either get stuck or 
stray away from Uie course set for it 
or reduce iteelf to a pandemottium 
if a leader dues not emerge to 
hammer order out of the chaos. 
Members might be lost in asides me 
could be seen talking at die same 
time or even awesring at each other, 
but the emeq^ng leadeiv with all 
politeness, persuasiveness and 
firmness at his command should 
know how to intervene to assuage 
the frayed tempers and squeeze out 
the best even Irmn the worst id a 
given shnation. For he knows diet 
not all are aliki^ the arguments 
raised, die marshalling of facts and 
approach to an isaue very well 
reflect the predilections of each 
member. But given guidance, many 
of die partkipants could turn out to 
be positive thinkers. What they 
require are words of cheer and 
oudets for their ideas «nd dicy,. who 
wore diffident or fumbling a tilde 
whfle earlier, .could come out with 
their best to make the Group 
Discussion s rewarding experience. 

neighbour No. 7, has .stiuiied in Jawaharlal 
Nehru University. He has div'l with this 
subject. You can say he is an authority 
on the topic. That is why 1 want to get 
some ideas from him first 

No. 5 : Thank you. No. 8 I entirely 
agree with you ih.'t we should not rush 
our discu.ssion and do things in great 
haste or hurry That is why I appealed 
to you all that we must lH*gin our exercise 
straightaway and avoid spending time 
in talking to our neighbours and friends. 
You see, friends, if we do not start now, 
but waste time in asides, we will be ftirced 
to rush the discussion later. 

No. 8 : I say. No. 5, yjin are panicli.ing 
for nothing The examiner did not tell 
IIS to rush things. Me said this is nut a 
tornial debate but only a (riendiv chit- 
ihal Ihi>- means ive i .m l.i'hi- things easy. 
By tile w.iv, the lurii-< md l.iko i' iiii’f towards 

the inliiiiur) I hope llie ex.immer is not 
eavesdropping 

No. 2 : {At this tdoge. No. 2 inlertvnes 

OH his own initialv'i) Please Mr. 8, 1 feel 
you have not exailly IoIUiwihI, or perhaps 
underslotHl dillerenlly the briefing given 
by the examiner on the conduct of this 
exercise. All he iiieanl was that we could 
discuss the siibied given to us in a friendly 
way. Blit we have to i omplete the task 
within the time limit he has laid down. 
We have hivn given only 2S to .W ininiiles. 
And then* are eight of us in the group 
who have to express their ideas on tho 
subject. This means we do need lime. 1 
am atraid we might already have spent 
at least five minutes, it not more. Let 
us, therefore, commence thi' discussion 
immediately. 

No. 8 : No, no, no ! My dear No. 2, 
ydu are completely olf the track. The 
examiner did not mean anything the way 
you said just now. Want to take a bet on 
It ? Well, I am helling my watch on it. 
For your information, it is a digital alarm 
plus calculator. 'I he latest model, which 
costs more than two thousand rupees. If 
you accept the bet, I will go and call the 
examiner. 

No. 2 : (Smiling) Well my friend. You 
arc doing the belting and not me. I have 
nothing to bet. II you wish to part with 
your watch, you are most welcome to 
do so. {/.' lilts rdage No. tnlrrvenes.) 

No. 5 ; Please No. 8, don't take matters < 
personally. As you said yourself, we arc ; 
here to exchange our views only in a j 
friendly and cordial manner Now let us | 
see your requimintmts. You are interested 3 

in the ideas that No. 7 lias on the subject. • 
You want to hear them. Well, sr. are we. 
All ol us are equally keen to know his . 
views on the subject. Hence, if No. 7 and ■ 
you agree we can start the exercise with ^ 
No 7. What do you say. No. 7 ? I 

No. 7 ; I have nothing to say. I will j 

do whatever you all want me to d... j 
Some of the other candidates: Yes, yes. | 

Please go ahead and speak. No 7. t 
Comments : In this group No. .'i has first | 

i-ome Jorward to shoulder the responsihility, f 
displaying initiative and enterprise. He is , 
goal-oriented and displays keenness to • 
accomplish the given objective within the 
allotted timeframe. We find him to be very \ 
tactful, nsiperahue and resoureejul. When 
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No. 8 raiges ptaigient and unnaaonoble 
(AjtcHong. he a able lo bring the opponente 
around, uging the opponents' own argumentg 
in a gkillfitl and pleasant manner. Later, when 
a verbal duel develops between Nog. 8 and 
2, he gtepg in once more in a diplomatic, 
unobtrusive wap and puts across an acceptable 
solution for successfully solving the problem. 
Ultimat^, his suggestion is readily and eagerly 
accepted by all members of the group. We 
also notice that No. 5 is not selfish but has 
given precedence to the interests of the group 
over his own. He does not stake any claim 
to be the first speaker on the sub/ect given 
for discussion. On the other hand, he offers 
the opportunity to stmitone else in the group. 
In brief, he proves lo be a good organiser 
and an able coordinator. He is quite successful 
in motivating others, including those who 
are initially opposed lo him. We find that 
No. 2 also comes forward an his own initiative 
to shoulder responsibility and gives good 
support to No. 5. Although No. S offers stiff 
opposition and poses strong challenges. No. 
2 behaves with patience and perseverance. 
He retains his composure and balance and 
tackles No. 8 in a friendly and accommodating 
manner. He did not get excited or lose self- 
control when No. 8 challimged him to bet. 
No. 8 has proved himself lo be rigid, egoistic, 
selfish, quarrelsome and obstinate. He has 
also not grasped correctly the briefing given 
by the examiner. We also find that he is 
unsure of himself and larking in ideas. He 
appears to be bragging to cover up his complete 
ignorance. He reveals himself to be leaning 
heavily on others for ideas Above all, it 
can also be gauged that he is lacking in 
courage.In spite ofhts bravado and boasting, 
he is afraid that he might be overheard by 
the examiner. Thus, this candidate (No. 8) 
lacks courage, sincerity and frankness. As 
for No. 7, he accepts responsibility when 
called upon to do so. However, at this stage 
he has not shown enterprise and initiative 
to assert himself. The other candidates hatv, 
by and large, remained mere spectators. 

No. 7 : Gentlemen, I feci it would be 
better if 1 begin with a small introduction. 
Aa you all know, on attaining 
independence, India became the largest 
democracy in the world. It gained freedom 
after being a colony of the British Empire 
for 200 years. India had to struggle and 
aacrifice a great deal to win freedom. 
Having attained Independence, its main 
objective was to remain Irt'e and also fight 
against colonialism in any form, anywhere 
in the world. Unfortunately, after World 
Wir n, the ma)or powers, which fought 
as Allies against the Axis powers consisting 
of Hitler's Germany, Mussolini's Italy and 
Japan, split into two rival groups. The 
intern bloc was headed by the United 
States which had become a- super power. 
The democracies of VWstem Europe, which 
were afraid of the growing might of the 
Soviet Union, form^ the NATO military 
alliance under the aegis of the USA. The 
Soviet Union which, in turn, was well 
on the way of becoming a super power. 

retaliated by forming the Wkrsaw Alliance 
under its leadership as a counter-measure 
to NATO An armaments race began 
between the two blocs with emphasis on 
piling up more and more nuclear weapons 
and foolproof delivery systems, which 
could destroy this planet many times over. 
After World War II, China, one of the 
Allies and Big Five, became a Communist 
nation. Then the Korean War started. 
Subsequently, the fight for independence 
in Vietnam was spearheaded by the 
Communists, who had won a big victory 
against France in Dien Bien Phu. America 
and its allies felt that Russia was extending 
its influence in order to bring about 
Communism all over the world. To stop 
the spread of Soviet power and 
communism, America created more military 
pacts like CENTO and SEAIO. The rivalry 
between Moscow and Washington resulted 
in Cold War and each super power tried 
to rope in the newly-liberated countries 
into the military alliances sponsored by 
It. Thus, the stage was set for the world 
to be divided into two sharp, mutually- 
opposed blocs. India, under the leadership 
of Nehru, felt that this would result in 
the independent nations becoming colonies 
once again. Besides, a Third World War 
between the two power blocs wtth nuclear 
weapons would lead to the destruction 
of the world itself and turn out to be 
the end of human civilisation. Hence, in 
conjunction with Marshal Tito of Yugoslavia 
and President Nasser of Egypt, Nehru 
founded the Non-Aligned Movement in 
mid-fifties with about 25 members. Now 
its strength has grown to 109. Peaceful 
coexistence is the basic theme of non- 
alignment. Now the Cold War has ended. 
Besides, the Soviet Union has disintegrated 
into many independent Republics and 
America has emerged as the sole super 
power. It can dictate terms to other 
countries, particularly those of the Third 
World who are weak, poor and 
economically backward. Our topic says 
that though the Cold War scenario has 
ended, the NAM is still vital fur the Third 
World countries to unitedly meet the 
challenges of American domination. Now, 
that you all got this background, you 
may please express, your views on the 
sut^ect. 

Comments : No. 7 speaks fluently and 
has command over the language. However, 
his ideas are general and not specific to the 
point. He .seems reluctant to commit himself. 
He does not want to take risks and prefers 
to play safe. It is also seen that he has not 
really grasped the subject. He has spoken at 

great length about the history tf the Non 
Aligned Movement, which is outside th 
purview of the topic o/ discussion. He ak 
referred to India's democratic norms.Thm 
he appeared to be not clear as to udut i 
required. The only faoouraUe factor on k 
part was that he accepted the reoponsibilit 
when it was assigned to him. in other word, 
he is a willing and cooperative worker.,^ 
this wavering mndidate buks organising 
drive and dynamism, he could at best be 
good worker. Not Selected. 

No. 5: No. 8, would you like to spea 
now 7 If we go clockwise in our ciicl 
it is your turn now after No. 7. We coul 
complete the first round with No. 6. WIw 
do you say ? 

No. S : No, I don't want to speak not 
In fact, 1 would like to speak last. Yo 
can go anticlockwise. That would su 
me better. 

No. 2 : Excuse me. I have one requei 
to make, please. 

No. 5 : Of course, please go ahead. 
No. 2 : You see, we all must get a fa 

dianoe. All must be given equi 
opportunity to express their views on tf 
subject. 1, therefore, suggest that durin 
the first round, each one of us shoul 
speak only for two minutes, and no mor 
Otherwise, the time will be up and tho.s. 
who are going to speak last, may have 
to rush, or may not even get the 
opportunity at all. 

No. 5: You are quite right. No. 2. Thank 
you very much. It is my fault. 1 should 
have mentioned about it earlier. Okay, 
friends, let us limit our initial comments 
to two minutes. Now come on No. 6, it 
is your turn. Please go ahead. 

Comments : No. 8 does not utilise the 
opportunity offered to him. He confirms his 
lack of ideas and selfish altitude. Having 
seen that No. 7 had taken too much time. 
No. 2 takes the initiative and points out the 
necessity to fix a time limit. Hts performance 
indicates alertness and involvement. No. S 
prows cooperative and flexible. He takes the 
blame upon himself and accepts readily the 
useful suggestion made by No. 2. Above all, 
his ability lo coordinate and lead is fully 
established. All look up to him for leadership 
and guidance. He tactfully off&s the next 
opportunity to speak to No. 8, who has been 
proving troublesome. He is also prepared 
for the contingencies and, when No. 8, 
declines. No. 6 is asked to speak instead. 
Thus, No. 5 reveals foresight and problem¬ 
solving ability. 

No. 6 ; Gentlemen, by and large, I am 
in agreement with No. 7. He has explained 
everything. I agree that peaceful co¬ 
existence is the most popular and important 
principle in non-alignment. It is also one 
of the principles of Panchsheel enunciated 
by India. In fact, ail the principles of 
Panchsheel have been accepted by NA^^. 
The other important principles, which 1 
could remember, are respecting the 
sovereignty and territoriai integrity of each 
country, eradication of colonialism. 
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imperlaHsm, racism, apartheid, etc., 
non-interference in the internal affairs 
'of another country'and avoidance of 
violence or force to decide disputed issues. 
These are all very relevant and essential 
principles. 

Comments : This candidate appears to 
jtf ^fuse'd. He is not very dear about the 

of discussion. However, he seems to 
h^ember vaguely that it relates to the relevance 
W non-alignment. But he speaks about the 
jwlfwiHcr of Panchsheel principles. Second, 
[he w lacking in originality. He is overaioed 
by the picture painted by No 7 and decides 
to follow the path opened up by him. Thus, 
No. 6 is unsure of himself and does not 
prove to be dynamic. We have also seen tbjil 
'he had not played any active part earlier in 
Ithe group deliberations. He has been a reserved 
land silent participant, or just an onlooker. 
He cannot accept responsibility and fundion 
•as a successful leader. Reieded. 
j No. 5 : Friends, non-alignment was 
wievant yesterday because the two super 

lowers were in confrontation which, in 
he context of the nuclear holocaust, would 
lave spelt destruction of the human race 
ind civilisation. The two power blocs were 
m^^ed in a disastrous arms race and 
ofging military pacts. The division of 
hr world into two watertight and opposing 
umpaitmcnts or camps rould have n.>sultod 
n the dreaded I'hird World War at any 
ime. Hence, those who were wise and 
aw the danger, decided to launch the 
vIon-Aligned Movement With the non- 
iligned natioas forming a third group, 
he world was no longer divided two 
ilocs. There was the third group to play 
I useful mediatory role. The non-aligned 
lations succeeded in bringing about 
letente. Here non-alignment, more than 
inylhing else, meant not joining any of 
he military pacts, either of the West or 
>f the East. This much about yesterday, 
oday, the situation, as explained by No. 7, 
s f iaily different. There is no longer 
m’ super power confrontation and threat 
if huclear holocaust. All are dependent 
' ?America, which has the military might 
u keep every country in its place. It 
nilitarily intervened, with UN approval, 
vhen Iraq committed aggression against 
Cuwait. Even without pniper UN sanctions. 
'lATO, ruthlessly bombarded Kosovo to 
orce Serbian President to submit-all under 
iS dictates. Prior to this President Clinton 
lot only imposed economic sanctions 
i^inst India and Pakistan for Pokharan II 
ind Chagai nuclear tests; but also dictated 
vestern world to follow suit. Further, it 
s pressurising both India and Pakistan 
o sign CTBT although it has itself failed 
n sign it, following rejection of the move 
>y US Senate. In short, USA today is a 
inipolaa power controlling the world 
nilitarffy and fituncially (through Warld 
lank and IMF). Therefore, it is logical 
o assume that Non-Alignment is no longer 
ilevant. But tomorrow the situation may 
hange. The united Germany, China or 

WINNING THE FIRST 

IMPRESSION 

.-'p 
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even Russia could emerge as super 
powers in the near future and there 
«>uld he rivalry with America. Ihere an‘ 
also economic super powers like Japan. 
Therefore, it is wiser to preserve the 
NAM and make it stronger to saieguard 
the interests of the Third World 
countries. 

Comments : A ivry powerful and inspiring 
speaker. No. 5 displays originality, dynamism 
and independent approach to the subject. He 
has the courage to speak out his mind freely 
and frankly, revealing intdiedua! integrity. 
His ideas indicate a high level of maturity 
and wisdom. Hr has a wealth of ideas and 
argues his rase in depth His approach is 
realistic, prarlical and constructive. He meets 
the rhallenges boldly and squarely, and makes 
up his mind firmly and instantly. He analyses 
the issues in a detached and objective manner, 
and arrives at valid conclusions. He has made 
a forceful as well as favourable impad on 
the group. He has revealed outstanding 
ability to motivate and guide the group as 
a successful and able leader. Selected and 
spedally recommended for top position in 
the group. 

No. 4 : Weil, gentlemen, after listening 
to No. 5, I wonder whether 1 can add 
anything to our discussion. What I mean 
is that nothing further can be said on 
the subject. No. 5 has explained everything 
very cleaiiy. I entirely agree with what 
he has said. 1 second him and support 
him wholeheartedly. I think that would 
do on my part. 

Comments ; No. 4 seems lo be a dull, 
insipid candidate whose ideas are limited. 
His inlerrsi is nominal, and he is lacking 
in drive and enterprise. His presence has 
not at all been fell by the group as he had 
not made any contnbulwn worth talking about 
towards group activity. Rejected. 

No. 3 : Comrades, I want to be blunt 
and tell you pointblank that the so-called 
non-alignment is all woolly talk and sheer 
escapism. It i;. a recourse adopted and 
an excuse offered by weak nations who 
do not wish tn take the plunge and face 
the challenges. As you heard, the 
non-aligned countries are supposed lo 
pledge to end colonialism, imperialism, 
exploitation, racism, apartheid and what 
not. But what do they really do to translate 
these objectives into action ? We all know 
that the Socialist countries are the true 
champions of the poor, backward and 
exploited people. The old imperialism and 
colonialism have been cleverly substituted 
today by neo-colunialism, economic 
exploitation and hegemnnism. By remainii^ 
non-aligned, we had only helped these 
imperialist countries to enslave the world 
once again. It is idle talk to assert that 
detente was ushered in on account of 
the non-aligned. Because Russia became 
a super power and demonstrated its ability 
to launch inter-continental ballistic Inissiles 
(ICBMs) with nuclear warheads, detente 
came into being. If we had then supported 
the Socialist countries, today we would 
not have been begging from the jrich 
industrialised nations. Thus, non-alignment 
has been, and is, wrong, and will always 
be so. It has never been relevant. The 
sooner we wake up from our dreams and 
delusions, the belter it is for us and others 
like us. 

ComMfKts ; Although No. .1 reveals a 
fair measure of ideas and speaks very forcefully 
and fluenlly, his approach is rigid and one¬ 
sided. He does not wish lo consider the Issues 
impartially and ob/eclively. He makes up his 
mind III advance and refuses even lo consider 
the arguments o/ the other side. His inflexible 
and iincaoperalive temperament will lead lo 
clashes and conflicts in the organisation, and 
he cannot accomplish results successfully. 
Rejected. 

No. 2 ; Friends, it is true that the cold 
war saga, which gave impetus to the birth 
of NAM, has ended. However, Russia still 
enjoys nuclear capability to survive a 
surprise nuclear attack and retaliate by 
mounting nuclear counler-altacks from its 
own soil. The ..ituation in Russia is fluid 
and the old Communist hardliners arc 
making sustained efforts to recapture 
per^r. if they succeed, the Cold War might 
start all over again. Besides, Germany, 
China, France and Japan oiuld also emerge 
as super powers. The UN is dominated 
by the Big Five, led by America. Thus, 
NAM is the only forum available for the 
hapless Tiiird World countries to register 
their protest strongly for safeguarding their 
interests. Apart from the military aspect, 
NAM can also help in meeting the 
challenges of economic hegemonism by 
industrialised and wealthy countries. 
Therefore, the preserving and strengthening 
of NAM is all the more important now. 

Comments : This candidate displays new 
initiative and dynamism. He is determined 
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and i>rrsmisii'r. Hi' is intelligent and reveals 

the ability to think extrnswely and argue 
in depth. He appromhes the problem in a 
rational and logical manner. He has mature 

views and analyses the problem from various 
angles, weighing its pros and cons 

dispassionately He is able to think ahead 

and plan milrilically. His organisational ability 

IS sound. He can find loorkable solutions 
and cope up successfully with unexpected 

situations and challenges. Thus, he is able 
to overcome Ihe spell east by No. 5 on the 

group and establish himself also as an able 

leader. He has great urge, dynamism and 
interest. He extends ready cooperation and 

proves enterprising Selected and accorded 

high rank rating. 

Nu, 1 : Aftor listening to the two 
stalwarts in mir group. No. 5 and No. 2, 

I don't think there is anything more to 
be said on this topic. However, I am quite 
clear about one thing. I vehemently 
disagree with the views expressed by our 
comrade No. 2. I don't give a damn about 
all that talk about Socialist countries. The 
question is whether we should retain our 
freedom and liberty, or we should become 
slaves again. Even Siu'ialisl countries may 
not see eye to eye with each other and 
can become rivals and enemies. In my 
view, if we had joined the CENTO and 
SEATO, and perhaps even the NATO, we 
would have fared a lot better. My appeal 
to you is that you should not be led astray 
by false propaganda. That is all. 

Comments ; This candidate hbs also, 
like No. .1 wlwni he opposes, proved lo be 

rigid and headstrong This candidate also 

will ereale friction and divide the organisation. 

Rcp'i led. 
No. 8 ; I am quite surprised, gentlemen, 

that we should debate so much and air 
such funny views on whit h great people, 
our national and intern itional leaders, 
have but one view All political parties 
in India .support non-alignment. I'lic leaders 
from over 1(10 euiniliK's brlievi* m, aiul 
parlicipale m, (be NAM nieels llie super 
p- wcTs and Ihe l.'N show special interc'st 
III NAM uli\lilt's Ho is’e ine.m to sav 
that we aie wiser to diller from them ’ 
At least ! .mi not ,in\ more intelligent 
than tlii';e great people II anv of you 
tliiiik, voii are wiser. 1 am ready to 
ehalleiit’i' tbai \s I said. I am rt'ady to 
bel i( there aie anv taki rs. ^ 

Comments : A-- ohscrivd earlvr ii/mi, we 
'/lid lig.o.' e rig'.l, iju.rrc. ,ome 

iiiiil p>Oi'.i,ii;,v lie lui the ■.'l"iity !o 

cooperate iind adiiisl to tN' needs ol the group 

He has a short tempi''- and over-critical 
aiiproach. He eainiol accept eritieism in the 

right spirit He has no sincerity and honesty 

in his approaih. He/ecled 
Concluding Comments ■ T/iis 'live' group 

discussion clearly brings out that to he 

successful III the CT> Test, the candidates 

itiust not only possess ideas and power of 
expression, hul also positiiv personality traits. 

Thus, wc find Nos. 5 and 2 proving successful 

and gelling selected. U 
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Latest In General Knowledge 
Abv. 

ASEAN : Asscicialion of South East Asian 
Nations. 

According to a report published on 
November 9, 1999 the Assix'iation of South 
East Asian Nations has made a draft 
document for possible adoption as a code 
of conduct regarding the security and 
economic aspects of the disputes concerning 
Spratlys chain of isles in the South China 
Sea. The claimants to the Spratlys arc 
four members of ASEAN-Vielnam, the 
Philippines, Malaysia, and Brunei—besides 
China and Taiwan. 

Indira Gandhi's Death Anniversary: The 
"^th death anniversary of Prime Minister 
'Indira Gandhi was observed on Octirfjer .11, 

1999. 
World Thrift Day : W(»rld Thrill Day was 

observed on October .10, 1999. 
Infantry Day: Infantry Day was observed 

on October 27, 1999 in memory of the 
soldiers who laid down their lives to defend 
the country. 

UN Day : UN Day was celebrated on 
October 24,1999 to mark the establishment 
of the world body—the United Nations 
Organisation. 

World Food Day : World Ptxxl Day was 
observed on October 16, 1<}99. 

oQq 
Chief Minister, Uttar Pradesh ; Mr. Kam 

Prakash Gupta was sworn in as the Chief 
Minister of Uttar Pradesh on November 12, 
1999 replacing Mr. Kaly.m Singh. 

Press Adviser: Senior journalist, Mr. H.K. 
Dua was appointed as .the Press Adviser to 
the Prime Minister, Mr. Atal Behari Vajpayee 
on November 1, 1999. Mr. Dua, former 
editor of the Hindustan Times and Indian 
Express was also Press Adviser to former 
Prime Minister Deve Gowda. 

Attorney General of India : Mr. Soli J. 
Sorabjee was re-appointed as the Attorney 
General of India on November 1,1999 for a 
period of three years. 

Chairman, Central Administrative 
THbuiud : Mr. Justice Ashok Agarwal, a 
retired Chief Justice of the Madras High 
6|hirt, took over as the Chairman of the 
Cmbal Administrative IKbunal (CAT) on 
October 27, 1999. 

Solidlor General of India : Mr. Harish 
Salve, Senior Advocate in the Supreme Court 
of India and Delhi High Court was 
appointed Solicitor General of India for a 
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period of three years on November 1, 1999 
Chairperson, NHRC: Mr. Justice jagdish 

Sharan l^rma, former Chief Justice of India 
assumed office as Chairperson of the 
National Human Rights Commission 
(NHRC) on November 4, 1999 succeeding 
Mr. Justice M.N. l^nkalachaliah. 

President, Indonesia: Mr. Abdurrahman 
Wahid, a moderate Muslim leader was 
elected President of Indonesia on CXrlober 20, 
1999. 

l^ce-President, Indonesia: Ms. Megawati 
Sukarnoputri, leader of the Indonesian 
Democratic Party for Struggle (PDl-P), was 
elected as Vice-President of Indonesia on 
October 21, 1999. 

Director-General UNESCO: Mr. Koichiro 
Matsuura, a Japanese diplomat was elected 
the Director-General of the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organisation (UNESC’O) on October 21, 
1999. 

Speaker, Lok Sabha : Mr. G.M.C. 
Balayogi was re-elected Sipeakcr of the Kith 
U.k Sabha on October 22, 1999. 

Deputy Speaker : Mr. PM. Sayeed was 
re-elected Deputy Speaker of 13th Lok Sabha 
on October 27, 1999. 

Chief Minister, Maharashtra 
Mr. Vilasrao Deshmukh of the Congress 
was sworn in as the Chief Minister of 
Maharashtra on October 18, 1999. 

President, IPU 
Council: Ms. Najma 
Heptullah, Deputy 
Chairperson of the 
Rajya Sabha and the 
distinguished Human 
Development Amba¬ 
ssador of the UNDP 
was elected the 
President of the Inter¬ 
parliamentary Coun¬ 
cil of the 138-nation 
Inter-Parliamentary 
Union (IPU) in Berlin 
on October 16, 1999. 
She is the first woman 
to be elected to this 
office. 

Foreign Minister; 
Pakistan: Mr. Abdus 
Sattar, the former 
Foreign Secretary 
and High Commis¬ 
sioner to India 
was appointed the 
Foreign Minister of Pakistan on October 25, 
1999. 

Vice-President, International Publishers 
Association, Geneva : Mr. Asoke K. Ghosh, 
Chairman and Managing Director of 
Prentfce-Hall of India, was elected the Vice- 
President of International Publishers 
Association, Geneva. 

Foreign Secretary, India : Mr. Lalit 
Mansingh, High Commissioiu-r to Britain, 
was appointed India's next Foreign; 
Secretary on Octolwr 26, 1999. | |i> will take, 
over his ni-w position on Dt'cemlwr 1, 1999. 
succeeding the present incumbent Mr. K. * 
Kaghunatli. 

Chief Minister, Karnataka : Mr. S.M. , 
Krishna was sworn in as the Chief Ministeril', 
of Karnataka on October 11, 1999. 

Presidejit, Argentina : Argentina';^'! 
opposition leader Mr. Fernamlo Ik- la Kua^ 
was elected the Presuh'nt «it Argentiiigj'. 
on October 24, 1999. He will assume.! 
office from Mr. Carlos Menem on Detemben: 
10, 1999. i| 

President, International 'IHhunal of the;! 
UN Convention of Law of the Sea : i-'ormen 
Union Uiw Secretary, Dr. P( . Rao, a sitting) 
Judge of the International Iribuiuil of llwt 
UN Convention of Law ol the Sea wav 
elected the President ol the Inbonal on 
OcUA'.er 4, 19*19. The Tribunal deals with the 
maritime and sea disputes 

The Last Post: Written by Nfiieml.ii Panr,’ 
is his debut novel. Thi- novel ilepuN lh^‘ 
comedy, sordidness, absurdity and small.' 
cruellies of the South Indian small town I atii! 
which are typical of the lot.al < iilluie .is part 

India's top film actress Madhuri Dixit (L) presenting the net’ 
fashion book "101 Ways to Look your Best" written by the 

country's leading fashion designer Riiu Beri (R) during its fashion 
launch in New Delhi on October 30,1999. Madhuri Dixit murned 

US-based Indian surgeon Shreeram Nene in a strictly private 
ceremony held in Los Angeles, United States in October 1999 

of the vibrant Indianness which seiretl>'‘ 
holds together a large and mulli-layeieiL' 
country. 

Children And Human Rights : The boo{(i 
written by S.K Pai hun ileals with the' 
children's plight artd crime against them and., 
the struggle for social justice and economic 
development 



National Commission on Labour ; The 
second National Commission on Labour 
was constituted under the Cliairmanship of 
former Labour Minister Mr. Ravindra Varma 
on October 16, lyoo. The 10-member 
Commission will suggest rationalisation of 
existing laws relating to labour in the 
organist sector and the uinhiella legislation 
for ensuring a minimum level of protection 
to workers in the unorganised sector. 

. INS Sindhuvir : INS Sindhuvir, the 
submarine rejoined the 11th submarine 
squadron of the Rastem Naval Command 
at Vishakhapatnam on Ortoher .11,1099 after 
its extensive modernisation for over (wo 
years. The submarine, which is now 
equipped with state-of-the-art weaponry 
and missile systems has enhanced strike 
capabilities adding to the strength of the 
submarine arm which guards the vast 
maritime border ol the r.astern Sea Board. 
Commissioned in Riga of the then USSR in 
1988, INS Sindhuvir, after completion of four 
operational cycles and 10 years was off¬ 
loaded to Zvezdochka Shipyard, 
Severdovinsk in Russia for a mid-life 
moiiemisation and upgradation of weapons 
and sensors. She was the first Indian 
submarine to be transported on Super 
Servant 3 in 1997 for refit and modemisatiun 
which commenced in July the same year. 
4fter two years of repairs costing an 
ratimated Rs. 140 crore fur the package of 
refit and new equipment the submarine with 
3 new set of weapons and sensors, has 
Dccomc one of the Indian Navy's formidable 
platforms. 

Forex Reserves: India's Foreign Currency 
Assets rose by $237 million to $30,578 
million during the week ending October 29, 

lyw. ine increase in me kjv lesuitea m 
the total foreign exchange reserves going 
up to $33,306 million. 

RBI Cuts CRR Rate: The Reserve Bank 
of India (RBI) in its monetary and credit 
policy 'for the second half of 1999-2000, 
announced on October 29,1999, reduced the 
Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR) maintained by 
the scheduled commercial banks by one per 
cent from the present level of 10 per cent in 
two instalments, effective the fortnights 
beginning November 6 and November 20, 
1999, increasing the iendable resources of 
banks by Rs. 7,(X)0 crore. The RBI has also 
projected a slightly lower GDP growth of 6 
to 65 per cent, as.suming that the reoivery 
in industrial pnxluction, witnessed in the 
first half, would gather momentum during 
the rest of the year and there was no setback 
on the agricultural front. 

Reliance Net Soars ; According to the 
Press reports published on October 21,1999, 
Reliance Industries Ltd (RIL) has registered 
an increase of 22 per cent in its net 
profit which stood at Rs. 1,122 crore for 
the six months ended September 30, 1999. 
Total sales for this period soared by 
18 per cent to Rs. 8,673 crore compared to 
Rs. 7,.374 crore for the corresponding peritxl 
in 1998. 

International Roaming Services : 
According to the reports published on 
October 18,1999, RPC Cellular has launched 
its international roaming services, branded 
as Power Roam. The services enable RPG 
cellular users to use their cellphones in other 
countrie.s they travel to are now being 
offered to seven countries including 
Australia, Belgium, France, Singapore, 
Switzerland, UAG and the UK and also in 
Hong Kong. 

Software Exports up in First-Half : 
Electronics and Computer Software 
Export Promotion Council (ESC) said on 
October 26, 1999 that software exports 
registered a 37 per cent growth during the 
first half of the current fiscal year (April- 
September). Exports during this period was 
Rs. 10570 crore and according to the council 
estimates the second-half exports would be 

in excess of Rs. 13/100 
crore. Mr. Vivek 
Sing^l, ESC Chair¬ 
man said that the 
1999-2000 target 
of Rs. 23,615 crore 
would be exceeded. 
He also estimated 
that the country's 
overall growth in 
software exports 
would be around 33 
per cent over the 
previous year's 
figures of Rs. 17,775 
crore and would 
touch $50 billion 
mark by 2008, as 
envisaged by the 
Prima Minister's Iksk 
Force on Injfbnnation 
Technology (IT)- 
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National 
Aditya Vikram Birla Kalashikhar 

Furaskar : Sarangi player. Pandit Ram 
Narayan was chosen on November 7,1999 
for Aditya Vikram Birla Kalashikh^ 
Puraskar in recognition of his achievem^. 
in Hindustani classical music. The award 
instituted by the Sangit Kala Kendra, carries 
Rs. 15 lakh in cash, a scroll of honour and 
a memento. 

Dada Saheb Phalke Award: Noted film¬ 
maker B.R. Chopra whose hit films 
iiKluding Konoon and Ittefitq and tele-serial 
Mahabharat became the milestones in Indian 
Cinema and TV, was chosen for Dada Saheb 
Phalke Award 1998 on October 21, 1999 in 
recognition of his outstanding contribution 
to film-making. The award which is the 
highest official recognition for film 
personalities, comprises a Swarna Kamal, 
a shawl and a cash prize which has 
been raised this time from Rs. 1 lakh to 
Rs. 2 lakh. 

Dayawati Modi Award : Noted Chazal 
singer jaf^it Singh was selected for Dayawati 
Modi Award on November 1, 1999. Thp 
award is given by Dayawati Modt 
Foundation for Art, Culture and Education. 

Dhanvantri Award : Dr. S.S. Badrinath, 
renowned ophthalmic surgeon and founder 
of Shankar Netralaya, Chennai was 
conferred the Dhanvantri Award by 
Maharashtra Governor Dr. P.C Alexander 
on October 31, 1999. The award carries a 
citation, a gold medal and a bronze statue 
of Dhanvantri, the god of healing. 

Iqbal Samman : Well-known authors 
Ibrahim Yusuf and Jc^indcr Pal were chosen 
for Iqbal Samman for creative writing in 
Urdu literature—for the year 1998-99 and 
1999-2000 respectively. Instituted by the 
Madhya Pradesh Government, the Samman 
carries a cash prize of Rs. 1 lakh and a scroll 
of honour. 

Kalidas Samman : Renowned flutist 
Pandit Hariprasad Chaurasia, noted threatre 
personality Pandit Satyadav Dube, dance 
exponent K.P. Kitappa and visual arts 
exponent Francis Newton Suza were on 
October 28, 1999 selected (or Kalidas 
Samman for 1999-2000. The Samman 
instituted by the Madhya Pradesh 
Government carries a cash prize of Rs. 1 lakh 
and a plaque'. The Samman is given to 
eminent personalities in die fields of classical 
music, classical dance, visual arts and theatre 
for their outstanding achievements. 

Kishore Kumar Award : Noted Hindi 
filmmaker and l3nricist Gulzar was selected 
for Kishore Kumar Award for 1999-2000 on 
October 22, 1999 In recognition of his 
dedicated work in the. field of script and 
song-writing. The award instituted by die 
Culture Department of the Madhya Pradesli 
Government, carries a citation and a cash 
prize of Rs. 1 lakh. 

Lata Mangeshkar Samman : Renowned 
playback singer S J*. Balasubiamanyam, was 
on November 1, 1999 selected for tiw Lata 
Mangeshkar Samman given by the Madhya 
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;>r4desh Government. The award carries 
Ks. 1 lakh in cash and a citation. 

Man of the Letters Award: Former Home 
jecretary Mr. B.R Singh, a distinguished civil 
lervant and scholar, was selected on 
Tctober 2S, 1999 for the first Man of the 
otters Award for bringing out st)me of the 
•omplex features of Indian culture through 
li^ writing. Instituted by the Sulabh 
.^r™lional Social Service Organisation, the 
iivard carries a golden plaque, a gold 
lendant, a citation and a rash prize of Rs. 5 
akh. Mr. Singh is presently Executive 
director of \Mirld Bank lor South Asia. 

Shrimati Rattan Sharma Smriti Bal 
iahitya Puraskar ; Noted Children fiction 
vriter Girirajsharan Aggarwal of Uttar 
’radesh was conferred the Shrimati Rattan 
iharma Smriti Bal Sahitya Piiruskar for his 
xxrk Aao Ateet Mein Chalein on October 25, 
999. Instituted by Dr. Rattan Lai Sharma 
Imriti Nyas, the award carries a citation, a 
nemento and a cash prize of Ks. 1.5,(XX). 

Tansen Samman : Renowned vocalist 
’andit C.R. Vyas was selected for Tansen 
lamman for 1999 on November 9, 1999 for 
lis outstanding contribution to Hindustani 
lassical music. Trained in three different 
;haranas—Kirana, Gwalior and Agra— 
'andit \^as has evolvotf his own distinctive 
’.^e. He has created several ragas including 
Ihiv Abhogi and Dhankimi-Kalyan. Instituted 
>y the Madhya Pradesh Cawernment, the 
iward carries a citation and a cash prize of 
is. 1 lakh 

International 
Booker Prize : The South African author 

■M. Coctzt'e Was selected for the Booker 
'rize for 1999 for his novel Disgrace on 
Ictober 24, 1999. He is the only author to 
vin the prestigious literary prize twke-in 
9K1 for l.ife and Times of Michael K. and in 
999 for Thsgrace. The prize carries a cash 
>rize of £21,000. 

Insignes de Commandcur de Lurdre des 
Irts el des Lettres : Noted Hindi and 
lengali actress, Sharmila Tagore, and actor 
'Himitra Chatterjee, were selected for the 
nsignes de Commandcur de Lordre des Arts 
t des Lettres the highest award for artistes, 
;iven by the French government in 
ccognition of their highly commendable 
ead-roles in several of Satyajit Ray's films. 

Inlemational Anti-Slavery Award ; An 
ndian couple, and human rights activists 
dr. VIvek Pandit and Mrs. Vidyullata Pandit 
vere selected for International Anti-Slavery 
Vward for 1999 for their efforts to free and 
ehabilitate bonded and child labourers in 
daharashtra. The award is given by Anti- 
ilavery International (ASl) in London. 

International Press Freedom Awards : 
4nted Pakistani journalist Mr. Najam Sethi 
,nd liis wife Mrs. Jugnu Mohsin were on 
>ctober 22, 1999 selected for International 
*rcss Freedom Awards, given by the 
Tommittee to Protect Journalists (CPJ), 
i,.New York-based non-governmental 
i^ncy. 

Kalinga Prize : Prof. Marian Ewurama 
Iddy of Ghana, a professor of Biexhemistry 
t the Ghana University and Mr. Emil 
lebrielian, the Director General of the Drug 
nd Medical Technology Administration in 

Armenia and Wee-President of the National 
Academy of Sciences, were Jointly amfened 
the Kalinga Prize for the Popularisation of 
&-ience on Novembi'r «, 1999, Established 
in 1951 by UNESCiO at the initiative of Biju 
Pdtnaik, founder-Chairman ol the Kalinga 
Foundation Trust, Kalinga Prize is pivsented 
annually to a person or persons in 
recognition of their outstanding contribution 
to the interpretation of science and 
technology. The award carries a silver medal 
and a cash component of $U10(). 

Nobel Prizes: The Swedish Academy has 
named the following winners of the Nobel 
Prizes for 1999, in various fields : 

Peace : Medical aid organisation. 
Medicines Sans Frontiers (doctors without 
borders) won the Nobel Prize for Peace for 
its "pioneering humanitarian work in several 
continents". 

Economics ; Mr. Robert Mundell, a 
Canadian-born economist won the N(4>el 
Prize (or Economics in recognition of his 
contribution towards "analysis of monetary 
and fiscal policy under different exchange* 
rate regimes and his analysis of optimum 
currency areas". 

Physics: Dutch physicists Dr. Gerardus, T 
Hooft and Dr. Martinus \feltman won the 
Nobel Prize for Physics "for elucidating the 
quantum structure of electroweak 
interactions in Physics". Their work has 
hxiissed on particle physics, the study of 
the minute units making up atoms and their 
components. 

Chemistry Egypt-born scientist. 
Dr. Ahmed E. Zcwail of the California 
Institute of Technology won the Nobel Prizi* 
for Chemistry for demonstrating that a rapid 
laser technique can observe the motion of 
atoms in a molecule during a chemical 
reaction. 

Medicine : German cell and molecular 
biologist Prof. Guenter Dlobel won the Nobel 
Prize for Medicine for his discovery that 
"proteins have intrinsic signals that 
govern their transport and localisiation in 
the cell." 

Literature : German novelist, Mr. Guenter 

Youth Volunteers Agsinst Poverty 
Awards s Ms. C. Devika from Salem (Tami^ 
Nadu) and Mr. Khem Raj Sharma fromi 
Jammu and Kashmir were presented the- 
Youth Milunhvis Against Poverty Awards, 
1'<99 on October 17, 1999. Ms. Devika was. 
pn‘st*nted the award for showing exemplary ' 
commitment towards working for the' ! 
eradication of poverty and human* 
advancement among poor people in eight 
villages of Salem district of Tamil Nadu.' 
Mr. Sharma was confern'd the award for" 
poverty eradication in 120 villages in the', 
Samba block of lammu district. 'The awards ' 
given by the Nehru Yuva Kendra Sangathan . 
(NYKS) and the United Nations , 
Development Programme (UNDP), carry aijj 
cash prize oi Ks. 15,000, a citation and an I 
plaque. -‘j 

Debris of British Era Plane Found : The' 
debris of an army I?<iknta plane that crashed 
in 19.18 were found near village Ambadi’’ 
under Sausar Tahsil in Chindwara district* 
of Madhya Pradesh, officials said on: 
October 25, 1999. 'The plane belonged to die 
army at that time and was used for carrying- 
mail 'o Kamplee near Nagpur in 
Maharashtra, when it crashed. The debris 
of the plane were tKiticed after they were* 
found floated ashore in the recent floods. ' 

Ford, Businessman of the Century r, 
According to a report published cn* 
November ."I, 1999, Flenry Ford who i 
transformed the automobile from a rich i 
man's toy into the working man's necessity,, 
was named as the Businessman of the' 
Century by Fortune magazine. Ford was > 
selei'ted from a series of profiles on 20th ■; 
century business leaders published ini- 
Fortune over the past six months. Hel 
founded the Ford Motor Co. in 1903 at the . 

Crass won the Nobel Prize for Literature 
for his novel The Tin Drum. "When Guenter 
Grass published The Tm Drum in 1959, it 
was as if German literature had been 
granted a new beginning after decades of 
linguistic and moral destruction", Swedish 
Academy said in its citation. 

Sakharov Prize : The East Timorese pro- 
independence leader, Mr. Xanana Gusmao 
was selected for the European Parliament's 
Sakharov Prize on October 25, 1999 in 
recognition of his "spirit of freedom". The 
prize carries $14,200. 

Vblvo Environment Prize: Noted Indian 
agricuhural scientist Dr. M.S. Swaminalhan 
was presented the Volvo Environment Prize 
for 1999 on October 26, 1999 for his 
achievements as a plant breeder and 
administrator which led to dramatic 
increases in crop yields, his international 
leadership in agriculture and resource 
conservation and his deep cemeem for the » 
poor and disadvantaged. 'The prize which 
was set up in 1988 and was first awarded in 
1990 in New Yoik, carries a cash prize of 
1.5 million kroners. 
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India, Pakistan Among Most Corrupt 
Naiiona: UN Report: According to a Unit^ ^ 
Nations Development Programme (UNOT) 
report, prepared by the Mahbub-ui Haq, 
D^elopment Centre, released on November 
1, 1999 South Asia, including India and- 
Pakistan, is one of the most corrupt and' 
poorly governed regions of the world where 
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the ruling elite is often too powerful to be 
■accountable. 
I Malnourished : According to a FAO 
Ireport State of the Food Security in the World, 

1999 published on October 25, 1999, 
ruitwithstanding its green revolution and 

hfiHid self-sufficiency, India has 204 million 
Uundernourishcd people against 180 million 
fiin dll sub-Saharan Africa. 
0 Use of Richter Scale Outdated: Ms Lucy 
Cjones, a leading seismologist of the 
(iCalifornid institute of Technology (Caltech) 
gSaid on (Vtob«*r 18, 1999 that the Richter 
fiScale, known for decades as the universal 
t,measuie of earthquakes is ruiw considered 
outdated and no longer used by scientists 
among themselves, '"^ismologists no longer 
talk atinut the richter scale when discussing 
the magnitudi-s of earthquakes", said Ms. 
jones. She snd 'hit it had been overtaken 

jby more m'-'!- scientific methods of 
)asses.iing tlie power of earthquakes and the 
lenergy released. The Richter Scale was 
ilformulatcd by American seismologist 
yCharles Richter in 1935. It is a long log- 
earithmic scale that increascHi the amplitude 
»of the seismic waves created by an 
cearthqudke by the powers of 10 in relation 
sto the scale. Thus, a 6.0 earthquake on the 
nrichter scale is 10 limes more powerful than 
Ca 5.0 temblor. 
1 Cricket Bat Enters Guinness Book : LG 
cElectronics said on October 26, 1999 that 
kthe cricket bat created as a promotional 
imeasuTC ftir this year's World Cup by the 
■’company has entered the Guinness Book of 
EWorld Records as the largest of its kind. The 
%al measuring 15.24 metres in length, 1.82 
'metres in width and 430 kilos in weight was 
■’unveiled at the National Stadium in New 
^Delhi on April 16, 1999. 
^ World's Largest School in a Single City: 
•'City Montessori ScIkhiI (CMS), Lucknow has 
?boen recognised by Iht* Ctimness Book of 
‘World Reivrds. as the wiirld's largest school 
(in a single city with 23,IXK) students on its 
jnills in April 1999. 
I Chandrababu Naidu and Priyanka 
IGandhi in Asimoeek List : Ms. Priyanka 
Gandhi Vadra and Andhra Pradesh Chief 
^Minister Mr. Chandrababu Naidu were 
named among 20 young political leaders for 

^the new millennium by the Hong Kong 
based news magazine Asiaweek. The 
magazine writes in its issue "Priyanka has 
emerged a luminiscent political star in her 
own right with her powerful personal 

. rharisma—and at th»> right opportunity—If 
is not inconceivable that one day she could 

. be the el(H:h'd leader ot over one billicm 
people. The issue has profiled political 
leaders bom after Second World War who 

' will be the people to watch in the coming 
decade. The magazine's list of 20 political 
leaders for the millennium include : 
'Chandrababu Naidu (47), India; Shii Kazuo 
(45) SeiTctary, Japanese Communist Party, 
Watanabe Yoshimi (47) Liberal Democratic 
Party l,awmaker and Noda Seiko (39) LDP 
Lawmaker, Japan. 

Most Corrupt Nations and Bribe Payer 
Nations : Trans)iarenry International, the 
Berlin-based anti-corruption watch dog, in 
its fifth annual survey released on October 

26,1999 ranked India and Pakistan among 
the most corrupt countries of the world for 
the second time in a row. Although, India 
was rated as 2.9 out of 10, the same as last 
year, Pakistan slipped even further 
compared to its last year's position of 2.7 to 
toudi 2.2. While Denmark widi a score of 
10 is corrupti<m-free, Camamon widt a score 
of 1.5, nearest to the 2Iero represented the 
highest level of corruption, and was the 
most corrupt nation. Transparency 
International has also brought out, for the 
first time a Bribe Payers Perception Index 
(BPl) that ranked 19 leading exporting 
countries in terms of the degree to which 
their corporations are perceived to be 
offering bribes abroad. Out of the leading 
19 exporters, China (including Hong Kong) 
is at the bottom as top brib^payer while 
Sweden emerged with the cleanest hands. 
At the bottom of the list just above China 
are South Korea, Taiwan, Italy, Malaysia, 
Japan, France, Spain, Singapore, United 
States, Germany, Belgium, United Kingdom, 
Holland, Switzerland, Austria, Canada, 
Australia and Sweden. The survey 
discovered that Singapore, always landed 
among the corruption-free nations, is one 
of the major bribe-giving nations abroad to 
increase exports. 

Japan's electronics giant Kyocera 
employee displaying colour video mobile 

phone, Visual Phone VP-2111 equipped 
vrith a 110,000 pixel CMOS 

video camera and 2-inch LCD monitor 
on its 165 gram body in Tokyo 

_ow November 5, 1999_ 

Vaccine IMthdrawn: According to report 
published on October 18, 1999, Rotashield, 
world's only vaccine' against infant 
diarrhoea was withdrawn from the market 
by Its manufacture' amid fears that it could 
increase infants' risk of dangerous bowel 

•obstruction. The government had advised 
doctors in July to temporarily stop 
vaccinating babies against rota-virus atti i 
99 deaths were reported due to bowel 
c4}struction, possibly linked to the vaedne. 

Artificial Muscle Developed 
Mr. Keiichu Kaneto, Professor at the Kyvsl 
Institute of Technology} Japan has developt 
an artificial muscle that can turn and twi 
just like a human musde. This would chanj 
the world of surgery in the next century, 
catheter fixed with such muscles can reai 
a predetermined spot like the brain, whi< 
is otherwise difficult, finding its uy 
tttrough a complex network of arteries s 
veins. They can also be used in areas rangii 
from actuators in aircraft to toys. 

Drug for HIV Patients Shmving Positi' 
Results : According to a report publishc 
on October 24, 1999, a drug derived from 
tree called Bintagor has shown posith 
results when tested on eight Humr 
Immuno-deficiency Virus (HlV)-positii 
patients in Singapore. The effectiveness ar 
safety of the drug was studied during a tw 
week trial last month by the Communicab 
Disease Centre in Singapore as well as 
centres in Malaysia and the US. 

NASA Produces Radar Map < 
Antarctica : According to a report (nibtushc 
on October 20, 1999, US space agenc 
National Aeronautics Space Administratio 
has produoid the first high resolution rad. 
map of Antarctica, showing networks of ii 
streams, volcanoes and sedimentary roc 
the map was formed from informatir 
gathered during 18 days in 1997 by 
Canadian satellite, Radarsal, launched I: 
NASA. 

Orion-2 Placed in Orbit : A L 
Communications satellite, Orion-2, Wi 
placed in orbit by an Ariane rocket c 
October 19, 1999. The satellite, weighir 
3795 kg, was put into orbit 22 minutes afb 
lift-off. It will be positioned above tl 
Atlantic Ocean where among other thing 
it will be used to transmit data and televisic 
signals to areas lacking sophisticate 
communication infrastructure. 

Ikonos Phbtos Available : fkonos, tl 
satellite which was launched by Spat 
Inuiging Inc., a private Colorado-based fim 
from Vandenberg Air Force Base i 
California, on September 24, 1999, is no 
in a polar orbit, eventually covering evei 
spot on Earth as the globe revolves beneat 
it, orbiting the world every 98 minutes. Tt 
photos have a resolution of one metre, i 
even an amateur photo-analyst ca 
distinguish between a car and a bus (< 
between an armoured tank and a truck, 
military plane and a commercial airliner 
Space Inuging now has applied for a licenc 
by the US government to take and sc 
satellite photography with a resoluticm < 
half a metre, which makes it precise enoug 
to discern images of people. Space Imagi{ 
is $700 million j<mt venture led by Lockhec 
Martin Corporation and Raythem Co. ar 
includes corporate investors from Japa 
South Korea, Singapore, Thailand an 
Sweden. Ikonos isbiiilt by Lockheed Mart 
(.'ommerciai Space Systems. 
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LATEST WHO'S WHO* 
INDIA 

UNION GOVERNMENT 
Mr. K.R. Narayanan: l'rcsidi>nt 

Mr. Krishan Kant: Viiv-Pn-sident 

COUNCIL OF MINISTERS 
Mr. Atal Behari Vajpayee: Prime Minister 

3nd also in charge of the ministries of 
Agriculture Atomic Energy, Food 
Processing, i.abour & F.iiiployment, 
Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions, 
Space, all other departments not allocated 
to any other Cabinet Minister or Minister of 
State with independent charge. 

Cabinet Ministers 
_ Mr. L.K. Advani : I lome 

Via Mr. George Fernandes : Di'lence 
Mr. Yashwant Sinha : Finance 
Mr. Jaswant Singh ; External Affairs 
Ms. Mamata Banerjee : Railways 
Mr. Ram Vilas Paswan : Communications 
Mr. Sharad Yadav ; Civil Aviation 
Mr. Murasoli Maran ; Commerce & 

irulustry 
Me. Manohar )oshi: Heavy lndustri(>s & 

Public Enterprises 
Mr. Ram Naik: Petroleum & Natural Gas 
Mr. Satyanarayan ]atiya : Urban 

Employment & Poverty Alleviation 
Mk Pramod Mahajan : Parliamentary 

Affairs & Water Resources 
Mr. Nitish Kumar : Surface Transport 
Mr. Ananth Kumar : Culture, Sports & 

Youth Affairs 
' Me Sunderlal Patwa: Rural Development 

Mr. )uel Oram : Tribal Affairs 
Mr. Suresh Prabhu : Chemicals & 

Fertilisers 
Me Shanta Kumar: Consumer Affairs & 

Public Distribution 
Mr. T.R. Balu : Environment & Forests 
Mr. Jagmohan : Urban {Development 
Mr. Ram Jethamalani : Law, justice &. 

Company Affairs 

Mr. P.R. Kumaramangalam : Power 
Dr. Murli Manohar foshi: HRD, Science 

A Technology 
Me. Kashiram Rana ; Textiles 
Mr. Naveen Patnaik : Mines A Minerals 

Ministers of State 
(Independent Charge) 

Ms. Maneka Gandhi : Social justice A 
Empowerment 

Ms. Uma Bharati ; 'liiurism 
Mr. Anm jaitley : Information A liniad- 

casting 
Mr. M. Kannappan : Non-conventional 

Energy Sources 
Mr. Dilip Ray : Stet'l 
Ms. Vasundhara Rajc : Small Scale 

Industries, Agro A Rural Industries 
Mr. N.T. Shanmugham : Health A Familv 

Welfare 

Ministers of State 
Mr. Ramesh Bais : Chemicals A 

Fertilisers 
Mr. Bijoya Chakravarty; Water Resources 
Mr. Shriram Chauhan : Parliamentary 

Affairs 
Mr. Bandaru Dattatrcya ; Urban 

Development 
Mr. jaysinghrao Gaikwad Patil ; HRD 
Mr. Santosh Kumar Gangwar : Science 

A Technology 
Mr. Chaman Lai Gupta : Civil Aviation 
Mr. Vallabhbhai Kathiriya : Heavy 

Industries and Public Enterprises 
Mr. Faggan Singh Kulaste 

Parliamentary Affairs 
Mr. V. Dhananjay Kumar : Finance 

Mr. Bangaru Laxman : Ptaniiiiig A 
Programme Implenu'iitation 

Ms. Sumitra Mahajan : HKD 
Mr. Subhash Maharia Rural 

Development 
Mr. Babulal Marandi ; Environment A 

Forests 
Ms. jayawantibchn Mehta : Power 
Mr. MunnI Lai : l.rbour A Employment 
Mr. Omar Farooq Abdullah : Commerce 

A Industry 
Mr. Ajit Kumar Panja : F.xh'inal Affairs 
Mr. Hiran Palhak : IX'fence 
Mr. Devendra Pradhan : Surface 

Transport 
Mr. E. -Ponnuswami : Petroleum 
Mr. A. Raja : Rural IX'velopmt*nl 
Mr. O. Rajagopal : Law, justice A 

Company Affairs 
Dr. Raman : Commerce A Industry 
Mr. N.G. Ramachandran : Textiles 
Mr, Vidaya Sagar Rao : Home 
Mr. S.B.P.P.K. Salyanarayanan Ran : 

Agriculture 
Mr. Bachi Singh Kawat: fX'ftma* 
Mr. Syed Shahnawaz Hussain : Fond 

PrcK'cssing 
Mr. lapan Sikdar : Ciommunications 
Mr. Digvijay Singh : Railways 
Mr. TIL Chaoba Singh ; Culture, Youth 

Affairs, Sports 
Mr. V. Sreenivasa Prasad : Consumer 

Affairs A Public Distribution 
Mr. I.D. Swami: Home 
Dr (Ms) Rita Verma : Mines A Minerals 
Mr. Balasaheb Vikhe Patil : Finance 
Mr. Hukumdeo Narayan Yadav 

A)>riLulture 

CHIEFS OF ARMED FORCES 
Supreme Commander : President Mr. K.R. Naruyaiuin 

Chief of ttie Army Staff : General V.P. Chief of the Air Staff: Air Chief Marshal I Chief of the Naval Staff • Admiral Susl-JI 
Malik Anil Yashwant Tipnis I Kumar 

CAPITALS, GOVERNORS AND 
CHIEF MINISTERS OF STATES 

stiff Capital Coventor Chief Minister 

Andhra Pradesh Hyderabad Mr. C. Rangarajan Mr. N. Chandrababu Naidu 
Arunachal Pradesh Itanagar Mr. Arvind Dave Mr. Mukut Mithi 
Assam Dispur Lt-Gen.(Rtd.) S.K. Sinha Mr. Prafulla Kumar Mahanta 
Bihar Patna Mr. Suraj Bhan Mrs. Rabri Devi 
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Stefa Capital Covemor Chi^Miniater 

Coa Panaji Lt-Gen.(Rtd.) J.F.R. Jacob Me Luizinho Faleiro 

Gujarat Gandhinagar Me S.S. Bhandari Mr. Keshubhai Patel 

Haryana Chandigaih Mr. Mahabir Prasad Mr. Om Parkash Chautala 

Himachal Pradesh Shimla Mrs. VS. Rama Devi Mr. Prem Kumar Dhumal 

Jammu and 
Kashmir 

Srinagar (Summer) 
jammu (Winter) ' Mr. Cirish (Zhandra Saxena Dr. Farooq Abdullah 

Karnataka Bangalore Mr. Khurshid Alam Khan Mr. S.M. Krishna 

JCerala Thiruvananthapuram Me Justice Sukhdev Singh Kang Mr. E.K. Nayanar 

Madhya Pradesh Bhopal Me Bhai Mahavir Mr. Digvijay Singh 
Maharashtra Mumbai Dr. PC. Alexander Mr. Vilasrao Deshmukh 

Manipur Imphai Mr. O.N. Srivastava Mr. Wahengpam Nipamacha Singh 

Meghalaya Shillong Mr. M.M. Jacob Mr. B.B. Lyngdoh 
Mizoram Aizawl Mr. Anandam Padmanabhan Mr. 2foramthanga 
Nagaland Kohima Mr. Om Prakash Sharma Mr. S.C. Jamir 
Orissa Bhubaneswar Mr. M.M. Rajendran Mr. Ciridhar Gamang 
Punjab Chandigaih Lt. Gen. B.K.N. Chibber Mr. Parkash Singh Badai 
Rajasthan Jaipur Mr. Justice Anshuman Singh Mr. Ashok Gehlnt 
Sikkim Gangtok Chaudhury Randhir Singh Mr. Pawan Kumar Chamling 
lamii Nadu Chennai Ms. Justice M. Fathima Beevi Mr. M. Karunanidhi 
Dipura Agartala Prof. Siddeshwar Prasad Mr. Manik Sarkar 
Uttar Pradesh Lucknow Mr. Suraj Bhan Mr. Ram Prakash Gupta 
West Bengal Calcutta Mr. Justice S.K, Sen (Acting) Mr. jyoti Basu 

CAPITALS, LT. GOVERNORS/ADMINISTRATORS AND 
CHIEF MINISTERS OF UNION TERRITORIES 

Union Territory Capital Lt. CovemoriAdministrator Chief Minister 
Andaman and Port Blair Mr. Ishwari Prasad Gupta — 

Nicobar 
Chandigarh Chandigarh Lt.-Gen. (Retd.) B.K.N. Chibber 
Dadra and Siivas.sa Mr. S.P. Aggarwai — 

Nagar Haveii 
Daman and Diu Daman Lt.-Gen. (Retd.) J.F.R. Jacob — 
Delhi l>lhi Mr. Vijai Kumar Kapoor Ms. Sheila Dikshit 
l,akshadweep Kavaratti Mr. Rajeev Talwar — 
Pondicherry Pondicherry Ms. Rajani Rai Mr. R.V. Janakiraman 

HEADS OF IMPORTANT OFFICES 
Mr. Atal Behari Vajpayee : Chairman, Mr. A.S. Dulat; Director, Research and Mr. Anil Kumar : Chairman, Telecom 

Planning Commission. Analysis Wing. Commission. 
Mr. K.C. Pant : Deputy Chairman, Mr. Shyamal Dutta: Director, Intelligence Mr.JusticeS.S.Sodhi: Chairman,Ihlecoin 

Planning Commission Bureau. Regulatory Authority of India. ' 
Mr. Ktishan Kant ; Chairman, Kajya Mr. R.K. Raghavan ; Director Central Mr. Justice K. jayachandra Reddy : 

Sabha. Bumau of Investigation. Chairman, Law Commission. 
Mrs. Najma Heptullah ; Deputy Prof. Krishnaswamy Kasturirangan ; Dr. Amrila Patel; Chaiiperson, National 

Chairperson, Rajya Sabha. Chairman, Space Commission and ISRO. Dairy Development BoanJ (NDDB). 
Mr. G.M.C.BalayoghSpeaker.Lok Sabha. Dr. R. Chidambaram: Chairman, Atomic Lt. Gen Mordegai; Director-General, 
Mr. P.M. Sayeed : Deputy Speaker, Lok Lneigy Commission. Border Roads Organisatiiin. 

Sabha. Mr. Anil Kakodkar : Director, Bhabha Mr. M.N. Sabharwal : Director-General, 
Mr. Justice A.S. Anand : Chief Jusliiv ol Atomic Research Centre. . CRPF. 

India. Mr. P. Rama Rao : Chairman, Atomic Mr. Rajiv Rattan Shah : Chief Executive 
Dr. M.S. Gill Chief Election Energy Regulatory Board. Officer (Acting), Prasar Bharati. 

Commissioner. Mr. E.N. Ram Mohan; Director-General, Mr. Nirmal Kumar Ganguly ; Director- 
Mr. Brajesh Mishra Principal BSE General, Indian Council of Medical 

Secretary to the Prime Minister. Mr. Trinath Mishra : Director-General, Research. 
Mr. Prabhat Kumar : Cabinet Sei-retary. Cen'ral industrial Security Force. Prof. Tahir Mahmood : Chairman, 
Mr.S.S. SohaniiSecnHary-Ceneral, Rajva Lt. Gen. (retd.) Surinder Nath ; Minorities Commission. 

Sabha. Chairman, UPSC. Mr. Justice A.N. Divecha : Chairman, 
Mr. G.C. Malhatra : Sei retarv-General, Mr. K.M. Lai: Chairman, Staff Selection Monopolies and Restrictive Trade 

Lok Sabha. Commission. Practices Commission. 
Mr. Hatish Salve ; Solicitor General of Mr. Dileep Singh Bhuria ; Chairman, Mr. A.C. Wadhawan ; Chairman, Pub)k 

India. National Commission for SCs and STs. Enterprises Selection Boaid. ' 
Mr. Soli J. Sorabjec ; Attorney General Mr. Mohd. Hidayatullah Khan : Dr. S. Rame Gowda : Chairman, 

of India. Chairman, National Minorities Development All-India Council for Technical Education. 
Mr. Lalit Mansingh: Foreign Secretary. and Finance Corporation. Me R.M. Vijayanunni: Registrai>General 
Mr. Kamal Pande; Home Seemtary. Mr. Justice Shyam Sunder ; Chairman, of India and Census Commissioner. 
Mr. P. Manked; Finance Secretary. National Commission for Backward Classes. Mr. Bimal Jalan; Governor, RBI. 
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39 YEARS OF SERVICE 

competition 
...v„ 

Radically Revised Latest Editions Just Released 
.FOR COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS, 

Coda Rs. 
1 CSR General Knowledge.75 
4 Genera! Knowledge, Current Affairs & Who's Who...40 
5 General Knowledge Al A Glance .35 
7 latest General Knowledge At A Glance.95 
8 Current Affairs In A Nutshell. 5 
9 General Knowledge In A Nutshell.15 

10 G.K., Current Affairs & V/ho's Who In A Nutshell.20 
11 CSR Year Book 2000.180 
12 CSR General Knowledge Year Booh.175 

354 Objective General Knowledge At A Glance.75 
360 Generol Awareness At A Glonce.65 
363 Complete General Awareness.150 

14 General Knowledge Encyclopedia.260 
15 CSR English Speaking Course.85 

' 21 Arithmetic For All Competitive Examinations.120 
^ 24 Business Letters.40 

26 Check Your I.Q.45 
27 Check Your Personality.40 
29 Common Errors In English.40 
30 Constitution Of Indio .40 
31 Constitution Of Indio (Objective Type).40 
32 Current Prize Winning Essays.40 
33 Directory Of Engineering Colleges.55 
35 Directory Of Medical Colleges.65 
36 English Conversation .40 
37 Essays For Competitive Examinations. 40 
38 Essays For Juniors .40 
39 Examination Technique.40 
45 Gondhian Thought.45 
49 Grammar For Competitive Exominot'ons.40 
50 Group Discussion .40 
54 How To Write Better Applications For jobs .45 
55 How To Write Correct English .40 
57 Idioms & Phrases.45 
58 Improve Your I.Q.40 
59 Improve Your Word Power.  40 
60 Instant Vocobulary.40 
61 Interview In A Nutshell.60 
65 Journalism .45 
68 letters For All Occasions .45 
69 CSR Numerical Ability Tests.40 
70 CSR Objective General English.40 
72 Objective Bofony-Zoology.80 
73 Objective Chemistry.80 
74 Objective Physics.80 
75 Office Procxidure & D.'afting.40 
76 Objective General Science.80 
77 Objective General Geagraphy.80 
78 Objective Indian History.80 
80 Paragraph Writing .40 
81 Precis Writing .45 
82 Prize Winning Essays (Junior).40 
83 Prize Winning Essoys (Senior).40 
84 Public Speaking.40 

v'87 CSR Quantitative Aptitude Tests.40 
‘ 88 Sales & Medical Representedive..40 

89 Salesmanship.45 
91 School Essoys.40 
92 Science For Competitive Exominations.45 

Coda Ri. 
93 SSB Interviews & Psycho-Intelligence Tests At A Glance ..75 
94 Synonyms And Antonyms.45 
95 CSR Tost Of Clerical Aptitude.40 
96 CSR Test Of English language.65 
97 CSR Test Of Reasoning (Non-Verbal).60 
98 CSR Test Of Reasoning (Verbal).60 

101 Word Power.45 
102 Write Better Eriglish.40 
355 Civil .Services GenerolStudios At A Glance (Prelims)... 190 
114 Civil Services General Studies (Prelims): 

Question Papers 1999-1985 (Fully Solved).110 
115 Civil Services Exam (Prelims & Main): 

General Information & Syllabus 
Guidelines For Success By IAS Toppers.120 

109 Botany For Civil Services Preliminary Exam.125 
111 Chemistry For Civil Services Preliminary Exam .275 
116 Economics For Civil Services Preliminary Exam .275 
118 Indian History For Civil Services Preliminary Exom . 125 
120 Mathematics For Civil Services Preliminary Exam.275 
122 Physics For Civil Services Preliminary Exam.195 
123 Political Science For Ci^il Services Preliminary Exam 150 
124 Public Administration For Civil 

Services Preliminary Exam.125 
125 Zoology For Civil Services Preliminary Exam.75 
129 I.A.S foppers’ Personality Tests.200 
130 Assistants' Grade Examination .150 
131 D.A.A./U.D C. Examination . 150 
132 Bank Clerical Examinotion A) A Glance.115 
364 Bcnk Cloncol Examination 

Model Question Popers/Proctice Tests. 80 
351 Bonk Probofionary Officers' Exam Al A Glance .180 
352 State Bank (Associate Banks) 

Probationary Officers' Exam At A Glance .175 
135 Bonk Recruitment Tests..'. .. 150 
366 Bonk Recruitm.Tiit Tests At A Glance .150 
136 Clerks' Grade Examination At A Glance 110 
357 Employees' Provident Fund ()ATA ENTRY 

OPERATORS Exam (Grade 'A') Al A Olorice ... 100 
358 SSC COMBINED PREIIMINARY EXAM 

For Graduate Level Posts At A Glance 160 
359 SSC COMBINED PRELIMINARY EXAM 

For Metric Level Posts At A Glance 95 
362 SSC COMBINED PREIIMINARY EXAM 

For Matric level Posts 
Model Question Paper s/Proctice Tests. 0 5 

138 Chemistry For Roorkee University 
Engineering Entronce Examination. 175 

139 Chemistry For JEE.125 
140 Chemistry For Adm. Tests 

To Engg. & Medical Colleges.75 
T43 Common Admission Test (CAT).230 
365 CAT, MAT, MBA Entrance Exam At A Glance .275 
146 J.E.E. For Admission To 3-Year Diploma Course 

In Hotel Management. 125 
148 IIT/JEE Entrance Examination.325 
149 Inspectors Of Central Excise and 

fncome-Tox, Etc. Exomination.140 
150 lAF Airmen Recruitment Test (Non-Tech. Trades).60 
361 MBA Entrance Examination At A Glance.225 



39 YEARS OF SERVICE 
Code Rt- 
155 Mglhs For Admission Tests To Engineering Colleges...75 
156 All Indio Pre-Medicol/Pre-Denlol Ent. Exam.275 

157 Mortis For J.E.E.195 
160 Notional Defence Academy Examination.250 
161 Notional Talent Search Examination.160 
162 1000 Questions : Chemistry 

Engineering/Medical Entrance Tests.60 
163 Physics For CPMT.95 

Code Rs. 
164 Physics For J.E.E.125 
169 Mathematics For Rooricee University Ent. Exam.225 
172 S.C^R.A. Exominotion.225 
353 Railway Recruitment Board Exam (Technicol & 

Non-Technical Categories) At A Glance.145 i 
174 Grade 'C' & Grade 'D' Stenographers' Exam.150^tlt 

356 Stenographers' Examination 
(Grode 'C' & Grade 'D'| At A Glance.140 

176 Test Of Reasoning.60 

177 Test Of Reasoning 2.60 
178 Test Of Reasoning 3.60 
179 Test Of Reasoning 4.60 

160 Test Of Reasoning 5.60 
181 Success In Interviews.60 
182 Success In Interviews 2.60 
451 Improve Your I.Q.60 
452 Improve Your I.Q. 2.60 

185 Acne.75 
186 Common Childhood Illnesses.95 
188 Body Language.150 
189 Depression.75 

191 Fears And Phobias.75 
192 How To Bring Up Your Child Successfully.95 
193 Goodbye Backache.95 
196 How To Cope With Your Nerves.75 
197 How To Do What You Wont To Do.75 
198 How To love And Be Loved.75 
199 How To Pass Exams.75 

200 How To Stand Up For Yourself.75 
201 How To Start A Conversation And Make Friends.75 
204 How To Soy No To Alcohol.75 
206 Making The AAost Of Middle Age.75 
207 Mokirrg The AAost Of Yourself.95 

209 How To AAoke Successful Decisions.75 
211 No More Headaches .75 
212 Overcoming Tension.75 
215 Puzzles For Super Brains.75 
218 How To Stop Smoking.75 
219 Curing Coughs, Colds & Flu — The 

Drug Free Way .75 

Code Rs. 
220 Six Weeks To A Heohhy Back.75 

221 Solving Your Personal Problems.75 
222 Stress And Your Stomach.75 
223 Taking Care Of Your Skin.75 
225 The Complete Public Speaker.75 
227 What Every Woman Should Know 

About Her Breasts.75 

228 Achieve Success By Overcoming Fear.75 
229 Women And Sex.95 
230 Coping With Depression And Elation.75 
231 How To Love A Difficult Mon.95 
402 Brain Twisters.75 
403 Be Fit & Super Fit. 75 
404 Business Letter Writer.75 
405 Conquering Bock Pain.95 

406 Complete Letter Writer.95 
415 How To Look Younger. 75 
416 How To Get The job You Want.75 
423 jokes And Quotes For Speeches. 75 
429 AAoster The Quiz Quest.75 

435 Ploy The Quiz Quest.75 
437 Quiz Quest Challenge.75 
439 Relax And Feel Good.75 
443 The Healing Power Of Acupuncture .75 

445 Great Brain Puzzlers.75 

446 Take The I.Q Challenge . 75 
448 The Uiiimate I.Q Book .   75 
603 Body Power.75 
615 How To Be Your Own Best Friend .75 
625 Atoking The Most Of Loving .95 
639 The Nervous Person's Companion.75 
806 How To Play Tennis. 95 

Cod* 
232 Radio-Technology. 

Code 
233 Radio & TV Technology . 

FOR ACADEMIC EXAMINATIONS! 
Code Rs. 
250 Indian Constitution .50 

254 Political Science At A Glance.120 
256 Public Administration Refresher At A Glance.95 

z58 World Constitutions.125 

259 Modern Microeconomics Part-1 At A Glance.150 

260 Modern Microeconomics Part-II At A Glance .110 
262 Modern Microeconomics.175 

Code Rs. 
264 Indian Economics At A Glance.150 
308 History Of Ancient India.40 
309 History Of Europe Since 1789 

At A Glance.90 
310 History Of India.150 
311 History Of Medieval India At A Glance.95 
312 History Of Modern Indio At A Glonce.75 

Afae .* PHoes are si^|ect to change wNhoul notice. All diiputot ore subject to Delhi |uriidictian only. 

Please remit the Full amount (Price of required book/boob plus Rs. 10 (or one book and Rs. 15 for two or more books 
for packing, postage and for^rding) by M.O./Bank Draft mentioning the required Books. Books will be sent by Regd. 
Post only. No VPP orders. Please Ytrile your Name & Full Address along with Pin Code of your town/cily on M.O. Coupon 
in CAPITAL LEHERS. 

PSUDHA PUBLICATIONS PVT. LTD. 
f J B*S Prabhat Kiran, Rajandra Placs, New Delhi*110008 
■WPBAj Phenes : 5712898, 5718495, 5761086 Fox ; 011*5754647 



m Letters 
INDIA ENTHRONES VAJPAYEE 

Covor Storv liiiliu FiithroiiC!' 

'((.SK, Nownihor I'W) is indmi a very 
realistic appraisal of I*****) pcist-election 
srtinano. However, il is liea\ilv lilted in 
lavour (it BJI’-IihI NDA .illiance. It we can* 
to look at the other side nl thi* win, UJP 
tailed to add a single seat to its 1*W8 tally 
il82) di'spite the charisinalu appeal of Mr. 
Alai Behan Vaipavee, who has still to 
depenil on the outside support ol 11 tP lor 
the survival ol his goveriinient. In tact, 
Indian masses havi* failed l<i appreciate the 
singular .servitvs ol V'ajpavee ji to the nation. 
And just within a fortnight of assumption 
of office, B)P tailed Iri win a siii);le seat 
lexrejit for one in Bihar hv |H(1-') out ol tin* 
sev(*n l.ok Sahlia seals, eleilions lor which 
were held on Oilober 2K, pw lhon)*li 
Congress secured the lowest miinher of M'als 
(112) since 1*182 elections, its lallv would 
i>»ive been far low without Mis. *>0111? 

•■•••indhi As lor Stale Asseinhhes, BJP is now' 
.1 ruling; party only in Id’, (iU|ai.it and 
Himachal Pradesh and a loalilion p.irlner 
in Piin|al> and I iarvan.i. I he ( impress h.is 
wrested Karnataka anil Maharashtra l.et's 
see how Mr. Vajpayee delwt rs ytoods in his 
third stint as Prime Minisiei People aie noi 
interested in liofors- i'ver\ polituian nas 
skeletons in liis tujihoard —lhi*\ warn siricl 
niainlenaiice or law Hr oriler with sis unit 
lo move about Irts’lv. coiTujition-lrec public 
dealinj* offices, aflord.ible jirues for 
ni*cessities of life as spell out 10 tiie irliile. 
And this is the tom list.me o( "j'ood 
Kovernaiu e." 
Mi'riiiilii (I’liiiiilh) Kariwirhiinil 

DIVERSIFY COVERAGE 
■' I am a regular readei o( luilli ol vour 
magazines - Loniprlilini} Si/iccs.s Kmcir and 
CeiH'r.U K'hfU’livIfit' 'Iihliiy. rhi*se are, needless 
to say, the best ali-round magazines 
available m India. Vour hiidorials imbibe 
in me enthusiasm and spiritual sln'iigth to 
practise and achieve my goal with 
whoiehearled effort 

The coverage of ( iirrenl Affairs and 
spi*cially 'The Essays ol The Month' is so 
brilliant that it givijs a broad information 
about various topic, for various 
com^H'titioiis ispetiallv lor IAS. The regiil.ii 
feature, lAH To/tiviv Talk To You is inspiring 
and providi*s useful lips to the Civil Sc*rvites 
aspirants Thank you for publishing this 
feature. I would however like to suggest 
some additional innovations in C.8R 
magazine. 

TOease give more objective (Q&A's) i.e., 
more than 20 in lUiC Mafin- Mind Mia Quiz 

IAS TOPPER WRITES 

CSft is very hdpful In preparation of 
General Studies Paper of Civil Services 
ExaminatioA as it provides relevant 
cunent infotquilion and also publishes 
good articles on Pconontlcs, Polity, 
Geography and Science, By puMialiing 
experiences of various Toppers in Civil 
Services, it helps a lot for Interview 
preparattott. It is a very useful magazine 
for all the three stages— Prelims, Mains 
& Interview of Ovii Services, 

1 have been in touch with CSR far die 
last four yctts and am a sort of addict lo K. 

i wish an rite very beat to the readers 
of CSJR. 
Bkaralpnr Sumeer Ckitkam, IA$ 
(RajoBban) 

(ilitiHl and lomjidcd by Indiii's air yui/ 
master, SidJharllij B.i..u. ruhlisli the f o\er 
Story ol any ‘-cieniist or palni'l or .my 
person, well-known in Ins field like 
I’riil. Am,irly.i Sen, railed I’eoph-'s 
bconomisl and Nobel I’li/e winner for 
liionomie.s in l‘W8 Also, jilease spare a page 
on films foi your budding readers. 

I hope yovi will give a pr,irlic.il shape to 
mv .suggi’slioiis 
Ciuhtopah S. Masfhnnullii Haslin 
(Andhra PniJi’yh) 

C HINA AT FIFFY ; 
AN APPRAISAL 

Your header (C'.sK. November l‘W*t) on 
<;hina details the m.irvellmis progress 
Communist China has made during its fifty 
years of its existence. But surely a sivialled 
demiK ralir India cannul match the economic 
performance of its northern neighbour 
except in population proliferation—it has 
n*cently joined the Dillinnaire CTub which 
was the exclusive monopoly of Ciiina 
hitherto—since in democracy every 

MANOFtHEYBAH 
CompetiHan Succ*b§ 

proposes to conduct a Pc^pul«^.!. 
Poll on India's MAN OP 
YEAR, based on the opininxm. of 
CSR'b esteemed teadtats. Entc^,! 
in this respect are invited 9d |tt 
to reach the Editoer 
Competition Review pirt. Lfd^y 
604, Prabhat Kiran, Rajendiil . 
Place, New Delhi-ltOaOS 

December 25,1999 at the lateejU;* 
The contestants/readem ^a^' 
send their ontrjr choaeit. 
either the personalitiee. 
Indians) published in 
from the narnes of their dhttd^ 
Please mail yotir chfkl^ 
immeiRately. Vv 

govi>nimi*nl has lo humour Ihv populacn 
wilK populist nicasuri's nl the cost of 
national inleri'sl. Nor i an it strictly enforce 
its legitimate plans if these clash with 
jiowerful vested inlcri’sts In India, the body 
politic of deiiincracy is infested with 
the worms of casieism, regionalism, 
a()peasemeiil of minoritii>s, reservation 
spree, corniplion, black money, scandals 
Irom top lo hollom etc. Then how can wv 
exiiei'l to in.ilch I 'hina's perlormance which 
h.is cnforcixt one-ihild norm with a stem 
law. And where are we on population 
front ? Unless there is a strong government 
witli a comfortable majority for a single 
parly or like-minded parlies, and a 
responsive and cix>p<*rative Oppisifion, we 
cannot dte.im ol matching the Chinese. 
New Delhi faspreet Singh 

KUDOS FROM NORTH-EAST 
'lli<iMks a lot for acknowledging me as 

one of your subscribers for CSK & GKT 
which an* iisi*ful not only for competitive 
ex.iminations but also in evi‘ry field and in 
every way. I hen* .ire no words io compaic* 
its usi'fiilness. 

Though, for the fust lime I am subscribing 
to ('SR, I have been coll»*cling every issue 
of the magazine for the last five years 
Th.mks a lot for publishing such wonderful 
magazine's I hope lh,it our CSR will really 
help me .and guide me in alt my endeavoure. 
Wokha (Nagaland) N Janponthung Nguttie 
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Management Aptitude Test (MAT) 
Conducted by All India Management 

Association 
(Exam Date : December S, 1939) 

Common Admission Test (CAT) 
For Admission to Indian Institutes 

of Management (IIMs) 
Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Calcutta, 

Indore, Kozhikode, Lucknow 
(Exam Date : December 12, 1999) 
Recruitment Exam for Clerks, 

Typists and Stenographers 
BSRB (Central Group), Lucknow 

(Exam Date : December 12, 1999) 
Undergraduate Aptitude Test 

(UGAT) 
Conducted by All India Management 

Association 
(Exam Date ; December 19, 1999) 

University of Roorkee Entrance 
Exam, for Admission to B.E7B.Areh. 
(Date of Qml, Exam. : December 29, 1999) 

Joint Entrance Examination*2000 for 
Admission to Undergraduate 

Courses at IITs : Chennai, Delhi, 
Guwahati, Kanpur, Kharagpur 

and Mumbai, 
Institute of Technology, BHU, 
Varanasi and ISM, Dhanbad 

(Date of Screening Test ; January X 2000) 

Recruitment Exam for Clerks and 
Typists (Hindi, English, Bilingual) 

BSRB, Delhi 
(Exam Date : January If^ 2000) 

Combined Main Graduate Level Exam. 1999 
For Assistants Grade, Inspectors of 

Central Excise/ Income Tax, 
Sub-liupectors in CBl/CPOs 

(Last Date : Ntmendier 19,1999) 
(Beam Date : January 22-23, 2000) 

For Divisoiul Accounts/Auditois/UDCs 
(Last Date : November 19,1999) 
(Exam Date : January 30, 2000) 

Bank Probationary Officers' Exam 
tor Indian Overseas Bank 

BSRB, Chennai 
(Exam Date ; January 30, 2000) 

Combined Preliminary Graduate 
Level Examination 2000 

By Staff Selection Commission 
' (Last Date : December 12,1999) 
(Exam Date : February 27, 2000) 

RRB Examination for Jr. Engineers 
(Mech.) Gr. Il/Jr. Engineers 

(Electric) Gr. II and other categories 
RRB, Ajmer 

(Last Date : December IX 1999) 
Bank Probationary Officers' Exam 

BSRB, Bhopal 
(Last Date : December 11, 1999) 

(Exam Date ; Mardi S, 2000) 

H I IM 
Army/Navy/AF/Naval Engg/Tech/TA/CPO/Coast Guard 

NDA/CDS/WRITTEN-REGULAR/POSTAL COACHING 
ClHi by: Ex. GTO Bangalore SSB, EX.CHIEF INSTRUCTOR PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE. 
Ex Member Coast Guard Selection Board, PSYCHOLOGIST, INTERVIEWING Officer and team of Senior 

_ Militaty Officers . 
flST ^ Comolefe Fee relumed 

PangodelhifumalaPO TRIVANDRUM, | BANGALORE:No 701.4th‘A'Cross.7thMam.HRBR 
KERALA. Tel (0) 342290 (R; 326594 Layout. KalyanNagar.BLR-43 Tel . (0): 5458939 (R) 5720453 

E-mail ; cavaileri^bgl.vsnl.net.in 

Vk are glad to announce a unique Memur\ 
Retention Contest for the candid.iu.'. 
appearing for the following examinations 

(1) Management Aptitude Test (MAJ), 
Ail India Management Associatioiv/l.. 
December 5. 1999. 

(2) Common Admission Test (CAT), 
Indian Institutes of Management Association, 
on December 12, 1999. 

(3) Recruitment Exam for Clerks, Typists 
and StenographeiB BSRB (Central Group), 
Lucknow on December 12, 1999. 

(4) Undergraduate Aptitude Test (UGAT) 
All India Management Association on 
December 19, 1999. 

(5) University of Roorkee Entrance Exam, 
for Admission to B,E./B.Arch. on Deccmbei 
29, 1999. 

(6) Joint Entrance Exam.-2000 for IITs, 11 
(BHU) & ISM (Dhanbad) on January 1,20(K) 

The three candidates, who collect thi 
maximum number of questions asked and 
send the same to us, will be awarded First, 
Second and Third Prizes of Ks. KXX), Rs. .SIK 
and Rs. 2.50 respectively. Ten Consolatior 
Prizes (Books worth Rs. 101) each) will als( 
be awardiHl. • 

Each of the above examinations will co(ii,i 
separately for the purpose of the award. 

Decision of the Editorial Board will hr 
final. Entries should be addressed to thi 
Editor, Competition Review Private l.imited 
604 Prabhat Kir.in, Rajendra Place, New 
Dcihi'IIO 008 l.asl date for ns'eipt of entries 
is January 10, 2000. 

SSBTRAINING AT BHOPAL 
Sure success through 14 day 
courses by Ex-COmDT SSB 
(Maj Gen), Senior eiuerienced aholodist, GTO. Tution fee 

1st & 15lh of evm month. 
Boarding Lodging available. 

SSB INTERVIEWS 
NDA, CDS, SCO, ACC, ALL TYPES COMMISSION/PABT 

mm. 

ONLY Academy where Success Oriented training is imparled since 1988 by GENUINE Ex-SSB 
President, Sr. GTO & Psychologist having inside knowledge of aH the tests. Latest Indoor Training 
aids. Extensive Outdoor GTO Tasks. Individual Obstacles as in SSB. Special nersonalised attention 
to Repeaters A Service Candidates. Each candidate individually interviewed by an ex-President 
and personality analysed. Cem|»l*9* MAMT by Rx-AIr Fora* SSB MIMBRR Terms START 
1st, 1 tth A 2l8t every month. But can join any day without loss of training. 
CMBAFRST vwt bwet. Admission Rs. 110/-, Tuition Rs. 1200/- Lodging/Boarding Rs. 225/-, 
Rs. 325/- for 10 days training. All stationery requirements provided Free by Academy. Air cooled 
Hoetel & Clase Rooma. Separate Boys/Girls Hostel. FREE Prospectus only aaajnet Rs, 3/- stamp. 
FU CONCRSSION for Defence Personnel/lheir wards, Sainik School 
A DAV Students. ComrtiSt TUWon Feu RETURNED W not SatleiRed. g[ hL.jgJg J|{ 
Each Batch Limited to Maximum 25 candidates on first conne first served i hwalwa Q w5h- 

THE LEADER OFFERS 
Regi4ar/Postal Courses 

NIFX NID-2000 
' PEfiRL, fiPEEJfiY. BFfi 

ENTRflMCE COfiCHINQ 
roe PROSPECTUS send Rs.iosr. by divpo m favour of 

TARGET INSTITUTE OP M6MT. A EN66. STUDIES 
3*7. MASJn MOTH. SOUTH iXTN.2, RBOX -TXA N DCLM - 4* 

OD 6251582,6247224, Tkic Fax • 011-6256986 
E-mail' timc$tid@vsnl.com 

For Franchise Contact Head Office 

basis. Academy Cloaee m June A December. 

■rig P a aiDHU,Ex-Pr(Sld*iit 18SSB. Psychologlal 
OB. Capt. D S BAINS lEx-Pmldatit 4 AFS6, IntsrvMwtng OfAcar 
1114 3 * .TOMsaaro ^ ^ 

DAV DEFENCE SERVICE ACADEMY 
OAV Coiin'lck Sector 8C. Chaiu1i(^arf) IbOOiR Pluine Ot’^b/VIbB, ^4-11 jU.O ) i M'» 

wiumtstat’m' 9 

SUBSCRIBE CSR 
For One Year/ 
Two Years And 
Get Gifts Worth 
Rs. 240/Rs. 480 

for Details See Pages 53 & 108 
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Sachin Tendulkar : The internationally- 
jcclaimed balling 
genius scored yet 
another century at 
Hyderabad against 
New Zealand on 
November 8. 19V9 
taking his tally to 24 
centuries in One- 
Dayers, a world 
record. He has also 
srored 21 H^sl 0!nturu» 
including one double 
century (217 in Ahmcdabad) against New 
Zealand on October 30, 1999. 

Ram Prakasli Gupta : The veteran BjP 
^ader was swom-in as the Chief Minister 
nf Uttar Pradesh on November 12, 1999 
replacing Mr. Kalyan Bmgh. 

G.M.C. Balayogi: The 57-yejr-old Telugu 
Desani Party MP from 
Andhia Pradesh took 
over as the Speaker of 
the I3lh Lok Sabha on 
tXtober 22, 1*199 lor a 
second consecutive 
term following his 
unanimous m-eli'clion. 
Prime Minister, Mr. 
Atal Hehari Vo’payee 
proposed Mr. G.M.C. 
Malayogi's name* which 

was seconded by the Leader of the 
Opposition, Mrs. Soma Camlhi 

Gen. Pervea Musharraf : The lX“lhi-bom 
■•.^h-year-old Pakistan's 
Army C'hiel overthrew 
Mr. Nawar Sharif's 
government in a 
bloodless military oiup 
on October 12, 1999. 
He declared himself 
as the Chief Executive 
of Pakistan and 
also constituted the 
National Security 
Council (NSC) to rule 
the country as the 

_ 
Ceu. Prrvez 
Musharfaf 

supreme decision-making body under his 
authority. 

J.M. Coetzee : The 59-year-old South 
African novelist bagged the Booker Prize 
for 1999 lor his novel Disgrace on October 25, 

Mr. J.M. Coetzee became the first 
riter ever to win the prestigious award 

twice. He had earlier bagged the prize for 
his novel The Life and Times of Michael K. in 
1983. Ir. 'Oisgrace', an ageing English 
Professor retires in disgrace, after an 
impulsive affair with a student, to settle 
down on a farm with his daughter. 

Abdurrahman Wahid ; Indonesia's 
59-year-old Islamic 
scholar with secular 
credentials was sworn 
in as. Indonesia's 
new President on 
October 20, 1999 
def^lii^Ms. Megawati 
Sukarnoputri with the 
support of Ihe former 
ruling Golkar Party, 
(which came second 
to Ms. Megawati's 
party in parliamentary 
elections in June, P^). Mr. Wahid who 
suffers from a stroke-induced vision 
impairment, as also frail health has 
enormous standing—his public appearances 
can draw vast crowds and he is respected 
by Muslims and non-Muslims alike. 

Vilasrao Deshmukh : The 54-year-old 
Maratha leader of the 
Congress was swom-in 
as the Chief Minister 
of Maharashtra on 
October 18, 1999. His 
ministerial career 
began as Minister of 
Agricultun* in 1982 in 
Babasaheb Bhosalc's 

I government l,ater, he 
became Revenue, Co- 
Operation, Public 

Works and Legislative Affai'> Minister in 
Mr. S.B. Chavan's Ministry in 1986. 

B.R. Chopra : The noted film-maker and 
the pioneer of socially R-levant mainstream 
cinema, was selechd for Dadasahi>b Plialke 
Award for 1999 fur his 'outstanding 
contribution' to film making on October 21, 
1999. His films likeKartenn, Ulefatf. Na^ I >aur, 
Dhool Ku Phool, Sadhanu, Cumrah and Waql 
left an indelible mark on the audience. 
Mr. B.R. Chopra was the first director to bag 
Ihe Best Director National Award fur his film 
Hamraaz and his TV senal Mahahharal created 
history by securing % percent TV viewership, 
the highest in the world. 

Padannatha Muhammad Sayeed : The 
58-year-old Congress 
veteran from Laksha¬ 
dweep was unani¬ 
mously re-elected 
Deputy Speaker of 
the 13th Lok Sabha 
on October 27, 1999. 
Like the election of 
Mr. G.M.C. Balayogi, 
Mr. PM. Sayeed's name 
was proposed by the 
Prime Minister and 
seconded by the Leader of the Opposition, 
Ms. Sonia Gandhi. Mr. Sayeed became 
the member of the Lok Sabha for the 
10th consecutive term. 

Najma Heptullah : The Deputy 
Chairperson of the Rajya Sabha and the 
distinguished human development 
ambassador of the United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP), was 
elected as the President of the Inter¬ 
parliamentary Council of the 138-nation 
Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU) in Berlin on 
October 16, 1999. She is Ihe first woman in 
the 110-year hLstoiy of IIh* IPU to be elected 
to the highest office of the Union. The IPU is 
Ihe representative body of National 
Parliaments. 

Fernando Ue La Rua : 'Ttu* Ccntre-I^eft 
alliance Opposition leader and Mayor of 
Argentina's capital Buenos Ain's, won in the 
Presidential elections in Argentina on 
CVlolH'r 24,1999. The 62-year-old President¬ 
elect will take over the office on December 
10,1999 from President, Mr. Carles Menem. 

Megawati Sukarnoputri : Popular 
Indonesian leader, and daughter of the 
aiunlry's founding father, Sukarno, became 
the new Vice-Prosident | 
ol Indonesia, defeating | 
Mr. Hanizah Haz in 
the People's Consul¬ 
tative Assembly (MPR) 
on October 21, 1999. 
The newly elected 
Indonesian President, 
Mr. Abdurrahman 
Wahid's National 
Awakening Party 
(PKB) Itself nomi¬ 
nated Ms. Megawati 
Sukarnoputri for the Vicc-Piesident office 
thereby .she not only salvaged political 
prestige but also became his ally once again 
to promote the cause of Ihe democratic 
reconstruction of Indonesia. 

Orissa : The Stale was in the news when 
a super cyclonic sto'm and floods 

devastated most parts of Orissa killing over 
7,000 people and rendering thousands 
homeless on October 29, 1999. U 
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lURineN concHiNG for ndr/cds 
Al L TYPfZS OF INTERVIEWS & GO’S 
(SSLi BATCHES lst-16lh Every Month Round Ttie Ve<jr) 

r IR Amwd Foimr. A Cimr Par>EicR oILHrI 

JOl^4AI_F>S /VO/XOEIVIY 
TmTTniTfr!i’iiTyi;7^;ijiTiiJii7[Trr^ A Datonee Bceama Ir two Oaeados. 

[JltiM. TQH Lt Col KD Segni> (HcU1 ) L* Senior (iTO (Postorl Twice on Panels of SSBs) 
Hot Ipii't.! of Chp«>f of Army Staff Commt'iul.ilioi’ Card for Pfopdrmq NCC C.iodidjlcs Foi S^'lEclior* Bonrds 

Y CB-1B&. Rinfl Road, N»r«in« (Ntar PWrot Pump) Nvm petit Phon»a ■ 5690941.5698057 

PAT/$$6 Interviews & NDA/CD$ Written Exams 
To be a Commissioned Officer in the Armed Forces is a challange. Accept It and Join 
Toppers' Institute to fulfil your dream under highly qualified Defence Service Officers. 
Brigadier. Colonel. Major & Captain. Only InetiluHon In India whaid bnlli elsteee ler 

written NDA/COS Eiams and interviawe are held. It Is the cmnoeet yet thn.lintjiirHli 

tilt .faMlitfas. We pay full attention to Screening Tests, Interviews, Psycho and StO Teste 
under similar conditions that prevail at the SSB. Thousands have made the grade. Why not 

you? Qain from our 33 years experience. Ideal Lodging and Messing Facilities. 

Free Prospectus. Special personal attention paid to rapetfars and tervien eandidatas. 

Batches start on 1st, 11th & 21st each month. You can evehloIiniiTietweeh. 

COMPLETE TUTION FEE RETURNEDJF NOT SATISFIED 

PABT ■ Our Speciality (Both Written & Practical) 

IV* sp«clalfz« In NDA/COS Wrinmn Ixams 
•k Experienced Steff * Full Syllabus Covered -* Weekly Sunday Tests 
tNOAfCDS Summw tteeefows : Whole day Course 1 April, 1 May; 1 June, 1 July, 

(On» Month) 1 Aug., 1 Sept. Seats on RoatrvtMon Only. 
! Month Courses : Starting 1 Nov., 1 Dec., 1 Jan., 1 Feb., 1 Mar. 
_ U Co! H.S. OHAUWAL’m 

NEW CAREERS ACADEMY 
.■')/0 SbCrOH 3b-C. CHANDIGARH. Tel.: (0172)601291, 602359. 607192 

SSB IMTTERV/IEWS 
Mir All I , p. ■ , . ' C .Minu',- n , . , ■ 

They gat the much needed Supreme Coaching lo 

become Sell Oenermting rather than waiting lo be 

molivaled to easily walk on the road that faada ta 

aaUclton in SS8.a Batches on III 1llha21Marihanianlh| 

A For Prtiep. S Raglttradan Band Re. 21/-by UO only. pT 

Brig. R.K. BhaUa (lldld.| Hon'bla Chairman^ 

X- 26, Main Market. Waat Petal Nagar 
Nevy Oelhi-8. Ph. : S7886B0, S822B32 

SSB COACHING 
For All types of 

COMMISSION ARMY/NAVY/AFfTA 
NAVAL ENQG 

NI).\ (.'OS I N I RANCT (. < ),\t I IIN(, 

Al SO COSIAI C'OAC HINT, 

HUMAN RESOURCES ACADEMY 
dSJMINES ROAO.BANCAMMU: 
TEL: SM3472, SM8I73 

Cmind machine"] 
improve meitiory. concentratton nteth^snee 

Get niore marks fncrease your bran power 
your creativity Make you rela/ed MONEY 

Use tor 7 daiys r»k' 

lalPfice Rs?7K 

For FREE Booklet l/Viite or Call 

pm, SSR INTCRVICUJS^ 
i-T- C:OI_. I3EOi_*S 

MINERVA ACADEMY 
OLOftious Venn 

||<KlirD. 1955) ARf: Madcn. Specialists & tli||hly Qioililied Ocoi 2H.00I) successes One in esers 

■4 ofliccm ia max Maximum traininp facilitiee I'lira Mudern .Auditorium, V.hI Gniunda with Irecs 

Ifuroutdoor tasks Scienliric obstacles course 100 At riiAL IIOIRti OF METilODir'AI. IIMTKNSIVRTRAINING. SEPARATE HOSTEI.S FOR tilRtS & BOAS I xcellcM Mess llcnlrl 

admixainii open day and nifiht Tec hack it not siilisticil leinis start every Isl. Ilth &3lsibul 

■can jom any day and complete full 10 dayscvelc l.ovts ot I'lmiab. Ilaiyana and Himachal leimburse 

"aponamnd vnide of Iji-wirvicemcn upto J I" C) aa pet whemc. We have no bnarbes. Pimpeelas Kite. 

I Note : Jane claaed. December lltli to JIat cImmI. Attention . Kce reviMtl from Ul Jan., 2000. 

I Mrs. ,1. Dcol Lt. Col. I.S. Deoi IXK'A'l'lON MINF.KVA PUBLIC 
5 M,A. (Paycli) B.T. (Retd.) M.A. .SCHOOl. A ACADEMY 
■ Principal Founder Director I p*u„mtw hotel 

|Oini vaai Campna, til b.m from y IOhaiHli|pirh Main Hiis Stand on^C 

(Jiaiailprtir-Kharai Kmul Watch onl^V 

■ Ibr lOib Kai iioae oo Kharar mad x 

I Vie P.U.Dana (413k). Moba8.DtaiL || 

ttRopar-ldOSOI, Diicn laical Boa Na. 9^ 

I Wlnmi Chandigarh toi Daoa Tele.; sjS 
* -a.-a ..m.o^aoa aaw.■ ,0MAAw-m Jt* 

HOTEL 
''KHARAR 

IM.lt PLANT MINERVA. 
ACADEMY 

ADMISSION OPEN FOR REPUTED FOREIGN SHIPPING 
1.0ECK CADET : -f2 with PCM, 6/6 normal •ywsighi with 

no colour Bllndnon 
2. TRAINEE MARINE ENGINEERS: [B.E. / B.TECH Mochanical] 

Nl 
IMID 

RegyPostai Coaching By 
WInnar of Bast Craativity 
Awraird Fronn NIFT 

CREATIVE ACADEMY 
H'1/A, Haul Khan, New Delhi-16 

Ph.6564860 

BANK-PO 
liil n A Entrance 
IVIDM Coaching 

By fommr chairman 
ofSBIASSC 

EMPLOYMENT TODAY 
H-1/A, Hau> Khae, New OelhM6 

Ph.6564860 

DESIGN dl a NAIWNAL iniUMt. Pit 

•' . '-It ' - 'VJt. 
S-AI 2S 

T ZOOO ! 
r/MairariffmTcaLi 

NID 2000 ! 
rrn^rmTi-mrwa’jr^^Br.rrrTir.'rtD::. 
t ilt AFS POSTAL COURSE,CLASSES 

it-3iT.Tnr-:a'].TH'H-yTipn:iT:yTv2FJ 
APBShMMliTopNFTFDIliidee’FDHrt.'KIITIMlia! 

Undar 

No.3, Camp Read, Seiaiyutv Chennal-73. 
91^-2391103. 
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SPORTS 
ROUND-UP 

ATHILETICS fpHBBMli 

New York Marathon : Joseph Chebct of Kenya wcm the 3()ih 
New York Marathon in two houfs. nine minutes and 14 seconds 
and Adriana Fernandez of Mexico clinched the women's race 
in two hours, 25 minutes and seven seomds on November 7, 
IW. 

National Boxing Championships : N.G. Dingko Singh 
of Services retained the bantamweight title beating Zothan 
Mawia of Mizoram at the 46th National Boxing 
Championships in Shimla on CVtober 17, IIW. Ramanand, 
another boxer from Services, defended his featherweight 
title defeating V. Bhaskaian of the Railways. In the 
heavj'weight, Curcharan Singh, also of St*rvices, won the 
title beating Deepak Yadav of OSF. Ramanand was 
adjudged the Best Boxer. 

World Youth Chess Festival; Aarthie Ramaswamy of India 
clinched under-18 title defeating Wang Yu of China at the World 
Youth Chess Festival in Ompesa Del Mor, Spain on November 5, 
1999. 

Rath Idarathon : Kingren Angmo of lainmu and Kashmir 
clinched the Rath Marathon title beating last year's champion 
Sharda Chandel of Punjab m New Delhi on October 17, 1999. 
It was her third title —the first two in 1995 and 19%. She is also 
the winner of women's marathon in SAF Games and National 
Games. In the men's section, Heikliam Imoba of Manipur won 
the title leaving behind Diirga Oraon of Bihar. 

Danish Open : Poui-Erik Hoyer-Larsen of IXmmark clinched 
the men's singles title defeating Wong Choon Harm of Malaysia 
17-1.5, 1.5-4 at the Danish Open Badminton Tournament in 
Denmark on October 17, 1999. Camilla Martin of Denmark 
won the women's singles title beating Zhou Mi of China 

K-11, 11-4, 11-1. 

z 
Emirates Intenutional Snooker Championship : Malaysia 

clinched the Emirates International Snooker Champion.ship title 
defeating Pakistan .1-2 in Dubai on October 17, 1999. India 
finished third defeating the United Arab Emirates (UAE) 3-2 

Amerfom ace gof/er Tiger Woods holding the trofitg after 
winning the American Exfneee World Coif Championship 

in Valderrama on November 7, 1999 

1 

India-New Zealand One-Day Inlemationals : 
First One-Om/ IntrmatUmal at Rajkot (Nooember 5,1999) : New 

Zealand won by 43 runs. 
New Zealand—349/9; 
India—306. Man of the 
Match—Nathan Astlc. 

Second One-Pay 
Intemathnal at Hyderabad 
(NocemberS, 1999): India 
won by 174 f«r,s. India— 
376/2; New Zealand-202. 
Man of the Match—^Sachin 
Tendulkar. Some of the 
highlights of the second 
One-dayer are as follows: 

(a) India's 376/2 was the 
second highest score by 
any team m limited overs 
cricket. The world record 
IS Sri Lanka's 3'l8/5 
against Kenya at Kandy in 
the 1996 World Cup. (b) 
Sachin Tendulkar and 
Rahul Dravid set a world 
partnership record in One- 
Day Internationals by notching up 331 for any wicket, (c) 
Sachin's 186 nut out was the highest by an Indian. 

Third One-Day International at Gwalior (November 11, 1999) : 
India won by 14 runs. India—261/5; New Zcaland~247/8. 
Man of the l^tch—Saurav Ganguly. 

India-New Zealand Tests : The third and final Cricket Test 
between India and New Zealand ended in a draw in 
Ahmedabad on November 2, 1999. India—583/7 (dt>clarpd) 
and 140/5 (declared); New Inland—308 and 252/2. Man of 
the Match—Sachin Tendulkar. India won the Series by 1-0. 
Man of Oie Series—Anil Rumble. 

First Test at Mohah (October 10-14) : The matdt ended in a 
draw. India—83 and 505/3 (declared). New Zealand—215 and 
291/7. Man of the Match—Javagal Srinath. 

Second Test at Kanpur (October 22-26) : New Zealand—254 
and 155; India—^3.30 and 83/2. Result—India won by eight 
wickets. Man of the Match—Anil Kumble, the third Indian 
bowler to capture 250 or more wickets after Kapil Dev (434) 
and Bishen Singh Bedi (266). 

Anil Kumble joined the select band 
of Indian Cricketers on October 24, 
1999 who have taken 250 or more 

wickets in Test Matches 
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PakisUn-AustralU Pint 'Rst: Australia defeated Pakisten 
by 10 wickets at Brisbane on November 9, 1999. Pakistan— 
367 and 281; Australia 575 and 74/no loss. Man of the Match— 
Michael Slater. 

Coca-Cola Trophy: Pakistan clinched the Coca-Cola Unphy 
defeating Sri Lanka by HB-runs in Shatjah on October 22,1999. 

Auatraiia-Zimbabwe Limited Overs Series : Australia 
ciinchtKi the Limited Overs Series 3-0 defeating Zimbabwe on 
October 24, 1999. 

Japanese Grand Prix ; Mika Hakkinen of Finland won 
the Japanese Grand Prix and retained his formula one World 
title leaving behind Eddie Irvine in Suzuka, Japan on 
extober .31, 1999. 

Ibar Championship: Tiger l^foods of die US won the Tour 
Championship defeating David Love in Houston on 
Octob<*r31, 1999. 

Lexus International : jeev Milkha Singh of India 
clinchixl the I.exus International title defeating Zaw Moe of 
Myanmar and Taimur Hu.ssain of Pakistan in Bangkok on 
October 17, 1999. 

Nokia Singapore Open : Kermy Druoe of Australia won 
the Nokia Singapore Open Golf Iburnament title defeating 
Desvonde Botes of South Africa in a sudden-death play-off in 
Singapore on October 24, 1999. jyoti Randhawa of India 
finished a joint-third with Kenny I^ce (Australia) and Sammy 
Daniels (South Africa) with an aggregate 278 points. 

Hero Honda Masters : Jyoti Randhawa of India clinched 
the Hero Honda Masters Golf title defeating Sammy Daniels 
of South Africa in New Delhi on October 31, 1999. 

Mika Hakkinen of Finland 
Winner of Japanese Grand Prix at 

Suzuka on October 31, 1999 

SPORTS 
BiUiaids Player of the Year: Cieet Sethi of India bagged the 

Fred Davis Award, as the Billiards Player of the Year 1998-99 
in recognition of his fourth world professional title, whidi he 
won defeating Mike Russell at Ahmedabad in October 1998 
and for the title victory in the Wbrid Matchplay in Bath (UiQ. 
The award was given by Warld Professional Billiards and 
Snooker Association (WPKA). The ace cueist is the first Indian 
to receive the coveted award instituted by the WP^A. The 
award carries a trophy. 

Wrdon IVophy ; Tiiprr Wbods of the US was conferred the 
honour on the US PtjA Tour when he was named the winner 
of the Vardon Tirophy for best scoring average. Woods who 
capped a sensational season by winning the W3rld Golf 
Championship in Spain on November 7,19W wwi the Vardon 
Thiphy and registered the lowest adjusted average since the 

award format was changed 
in 1988. 

2S0-Wickels Club: Leg- 
spinner Anil Kumble 
became the third Indian 
bowler to capture 250 
wickets in Test Cricket 
when he trapped opener 
Matt Horne Ibw in the 
second innings against 
New Zealand in Kanpur 
on October 24, 1999. 
Kumble achieved this 
distinction in Kth Test. The 
other Indian bowlers who 
took 250 or more wickets 
are Kapil Dev who has the 
distinction of 434 wickets 
in 131 Tests while left-arm 
spinner Bishen Singh Bedi 
achieved the distinction 
with a tally of 266 wickets 
in 67 IbstB. . 

Phil Smart Mercedes Benz Wbmen's World Squash Open: 
Cassie Campion of England won the Phil Smart frfercedes Benz 
Wbmen's l^rld Squash Open title defeating Michelle Martin 
of Australia 9-6, 9-7, 9-7 in Seattle on October 25, 19^1. 

Paris Open : Andre Agassi of the US won the Paris Open 
7-6 (7-1), fe2. 4-6, 6-4 defeating Marat Safin of Russia in Paris 
on November 7, 1999. 

Eurocard Open 
Thomas Enqvisl of 
Sweden clinched the 
Eurocard Open title 
defeating the defending 
champion Richard 
Krajicek of the 
Netherlands 6-1, 6-4, 5-7, 
7-5 at Stuttgart on October 
31, 1999. - 

ITF Satellite Tennis 
Greuit: Prahlad Srinath of 
India won the ITF Satellite 
Tennn Grriiit singles final 
defeating Tom Chicome of 
the USA 7-5, 6-4 in Pune 
on October 30, 1999. 

Lyon Grand Prix : 
Nicolas Lapentti of 
Ecuador clinched the Lyon 
Grand Prix title defeating 
Lleyton Hewitt of 
Australia 6-3, 6-2 in Paris 
on October 25,1999. 

Kremlin Cup : Nathalie Tkuziat of France clinched the 
Kremlin Cup defeating Barbara Schett of Austria 2-6, 6-4, 6-1 
in Moscow on October 24, 1999. 

Eurotel Indoor Tennis Tbumament: Amelie Mauresmo of 
France won her first WTA Tour title beating Kim CUjsters of 
Be^um 6-3, 6-3 in the Eurotel Indoor Ibnnis Tournament in 
Bratislava, Czechoslovakia on October 24, 1999. 

CA Th^hy; Greg Rusedski of Britain won the CA Tn^hy 
beating Nicolas Kiefer of Germany 6-7 (5-7), 2-6, 6-3, 7-5, 6-4 
in Vienna on October 17, 1999. 

Singapore Open : Matcelo Rios of Chile retained his title 
defeating Mikael 'nHstrcmi of Sweden 6-2, 7-6 (7-5) at the 
Singapore Open in Singapore on October 17, 1999. In the 
doidite final Max Mimyi and Eric Taino of the US defeated 
Ibdd Woodbridge and Mark Woodfotde of Australia 6-3, 64. 

Swiss Giallenge : Venus Williams of the US clindted the 
Swiss Challenge trophy defeating Martina Hingis of Switzerland 
6-3, 64 at KJoten, Switzerland on October 17, 1999. □ 

Anstmlian Centre Forward Tim Horan 
holding the Rugby WorU Ciqr '99 
In Cardiff on Nooendier 6,1999. 

Australia defeated France in the final 
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\ arketine isn’t just one aspect of Imsiness... 
it is all of it. 

Business is Marketing 
i 

Subscribe to A&M 
And >vio your own home P Irinceton 

(Just 15 minute., from South Delhi) 

• Win 0 DLF Flat and 31 Videocon Refrigerators This Diwoli 

• 'Win 7 Cars Over The Next 7 Months 

• Win 12 Grand Prizes Every Month 

• Win 12 Super Prizes Every Day 

• Free Nike Gifts Worth Rs 2897 

Subscribe to A&M 
And dri\<* away a Mali 

(/) 
U1 AM. 

BuamnstalltariiaHng 

Draw to be yd on Soturdoy, Hovemter 20,1999 



1 WIN • 
_ _ Plus r 
I ULr rtMl * D L F 

PIUS r I—.. 

3 1VIDEOCON ^ PP't'O'n 
REFRIGERATORS _IJ.111V-.C tCFll 

ESTATE 

\ AND 

WIN # CM.ki 
AM> 2 aiHR fiABUIOUS PUZIS 

(OVER THE NEXT SEVEN MONTHS) A 

KITCHEN 
•'8" K 8’8- 

CORRIDOR 
18’8- X 3’8" WIDE 

1 Flat in DLF CITY 
Just 15 minutes from 

prestigious South Delhi 
'■^(**.1 I I ftijl .M'!. Ta ■ r’.. 1). ' il'r M 

< t'fni• 
I'."') v*.i}l [Vii- 

I I'l •'■-.H' ... M.'-1,. -'It I li-!V .'i; . 
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31 Videocon 311DX 

Elio 2 Door 300 Utre 
No'Froit & Muiltiflow Refrigerators 
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4 Skr irff.-M (. h*f|n Hcji;js, 
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(including a cor) 

Mam to be 
won 

Daewoo Moliz Cor - SD model 

VVt'kniif !•» At'iM ■. '*( lilt* AAilU'DiMiiii) ( ’lit'i witl: 

nlluih': .1 

iil^* l<> AiK.M lofitiy .11x1 im; oMii uimh.’iim) 

nu'iilhtv (ixiw. I'vnv iiioittli ni Uii()ih''n io fxt iltixj lioify 

vll« }WS t.»VO* )llf V'VIMI MHUlJlr, Alnl ill*' VtMMKl 

IIh’ Ul*' V'l'l ' fl'iriit* I I WlftlitlXI N(‘W itit'K' IS <10 

iitlio* !»■ 'll AiS.M Mitifiiiijuifi I 'i'A<ili i Will 1) 

I^ll Mdl (11x1 1 VxliN*! (■!■ (ilxititllit' 

i**nuiihiiu| <*> *ll■'l^ll.• .vill li* piv»vi»ii*ti l(iU‘i 

V( (HI ' ■ .:fi•.>11 ‘.inwilli mxh Ii h‘. U‘li 'H' I'J^I’A'fnlmm ^ V. 
I )> . i M tl>* t. M illi lfl(‘ ■' Ok Mllllt^ illONAi'' < Htli )k-4oK^ 

1 >••( j Mill Iff Ift* Ilf fimilllf u« Mil )*.(.*< jlH Mil 

itiorililiv «llOW lliijl ‘JiVi". V «i Dlf'ly ' 4 » luill* <*S lo Moh' 

I'K k /• > t J« I ri* lyy* 

,>•1 I • 
i Ut-fti /t , * 

I 'll*•*, '• f. » 

.• .(.I'l'Hl 

World's Best Small Car (UK Motor Show) 
World's Most Beautiful Automobile (Milan. Italy) 

New Powerful Xpres$ 5 Engine: gives lightning pickup, more 
power, more mileage, lower emission levels and enhanced engine 
life NIGHT VISION : for safest night riding Single gear cable' 
for lo.iger gear life and efhjrtless gear shifting New Speedometer 
with quartz dock Adjustable back support; provides extra comfort 
on long drives Distinctive rectangular headlight 



tT
i 

^ ■ '4 

Win ^ 
^ PRIZtS 
VERY M! 

3 
VUtocon 
MavWont 
tob»«M]n 

{including a car) 
l¥ SI 

(y) 
VTISKXXIN 

Videocon 5421R Challenger Series 2 lelevisions ^ 

100 progiamme full auto search memory Channel scan 
3 mode selectable picture Easy menu controlled operation 

Child lock for all piogrammes except zero laser disc 
< ompotible Coble ready -S & Hyper Band tuner Personal 

preference -25 settings Aitessago read/ write facility 

Programme swap 

DlgMComMs 
to be won 

4 Philips Digital Camera ESP60 Connel to PC and TV 

VGA resolution, 640 x 480 pixels Optical viewfindci & TFT ICD screen 
4 MB removoble SmartMedia card PhotoStudio Lite software for PC/MAC 
Advanced automatic power sove mode AC adopter and comero/TV remote 

control included PAl/NTSC switchable 

2 
BH 

WQ#)lng MocNpim 
tohctwoTi 

BPL ABS 45 Super Deluxe Washing Atochine 
3 automatic Wash courses-Regulai Heavy Duty and Delica'e 

51 different wosh,rinse & dry combinations to wash tlie dirt away 
4 perfect water control levels-High, Medium, Low2, low 1 

lint filter Quiet Performer 

.A 

"C. 

, MtOuBtoM 

MERIDIEM 
1 ■ ■ : j ■■■ • . 

Hide the n iritis of ;in eagle over 
paradise itselj 

A par Tl. IS hole l.oll Co ,w >Clut-h»u<T >• tcnni« ► Sguash ►Swimminf (iMniusiuip ► Hculih Spa ► TrtkSiuK *■ SaUm »■ AiKcnIure TraiN 

A lOi) fimm 5 «tar <leli*«c nPMtri htttel ► WminQ Club Mcfnbt.n>hip iom iRternirioiMi Uxchongr Club for g4i«way lu over lMiU<iiutic v'scations. 

One year exclusive membership to the Gokarna Golf Club at Le Meridien Kalhmandu-Gokama Forest Golf Resort 



Mintutin* Blwtl) Draw »a Sa«ar<a«. Havcm' yj >999 TMf «tll 0rB« M Sfliay, ffkwwf M, IflM V ' 

far tts^aara ra<a)«t4 tiff fiiday, Hartmb^' 'V CllOCk LilSt vttpBBH fKtIvti fill fBkWWf |W» 

Tan lit •ta« aa Saftrfay. Ha*t FOP Th6 Yaai Slk Draw aa MaaBay, March, 10 1000 

in raiyaaia rnahaO till irWay, lla»a«.- MOIlthly DPaWS '•«•>»•< »WI *•»<•». '*• 
' - ftw hft iMNt'Oo Moaoty, Maia«kn 10 Aiid HHHHHHHBBHHHBBHHHHI 

«^ fn aaioMOiirfOniiloHWtwribyi Millennium ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■ 
Tan SrO Otaw aa TfcaraOar, Jaaany 10, DlWUli DmW 

iai laayaaaa raaolvaO lilt WaOiaiOay, iaiaaiy ■■HBHVHHHBHBBHVHIHHHBHi 



s 
AMI 

A&M Best of the Millennium Subsc*riptionj 

Rs. 2495 

You Save 

Rs. 3505 
(58.4%) 

You Get 

Nike Kit Bog 
worth R$799 t 

Rs. SOO Nike Gift \foucher 
redeemoble on any Nike merchandise 

purchase of Rs 1599 or above 

Nike T Shirt 
worth Rs. 499 

GIFTS WORTH RS. 2897 

(.'ifl Voij^ iiei h.M Cl pell! -'if 
Nike's Jogger-Susloin 
worth Rs. 1199 

Draw to ba bald on Soturdoy, Novomber 20th, 1999 

For rotpoma roceivod til ZOO RM. Friday, Novomber 19lh,1999 A!i :iif u'liiv tjft- i •' Iht' ‘i.'f ’ub'' nfir.-on 
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Ms. Mandeep Kaur introducing the datinguish&d mambers of tm juty and othar t^gnUarias 
/From Ito K/ : Mr. kahd Oar, Emmant Joumcdist P>df. Asis DuHa, VkaC3tanoalor, Jawahatkd 

Nahtv UnrrarsHy, HonUa Mr. JusSoa V.B. Emt, Fartnar Mga, Supnama Court of kuba, 
' Erof VJl. AMhta, VhaChanoallor, Unrrarsky of Dafhi and Mr. S.K. Sachdara, Erbtor, CSV 

CSK Mago SulncripNon Priza Dirtribution 
Function wot hold on Novembar 5,1999 at 
Arovoli Gordans, Naw Dalhi. Hon'bla 
Mr. Juslica V.B. Erodi, Formar Jucigo, 
Suprama Court of Indio, Prof. Asii Dutto, 
Vica-Choncallor, Jowohorlol Nahru 
Univanity, Prof. V.R. Mahto, VicaChancalior, 
Univanity of Dalhi and Mr. Rahul Oov, 
Eminant Journalist gava away tha prizas 
in tha prasanca of distinguishad guasis. CSX 
is plaasad to bring to tha notica of its raodan 
thrt Mr. Justica Erodi and Prof. Dutto, who 
draw lots for tha first and second sloti 
earlier, also presanlad these prizas tc 
the winnan on Novambar 5, 19W. 

Ms. laiitha F. Harm of Mumboi and her daughiar racaiving tha MARUfl BOO CAB from 
Hon’Ua Mr. JusHca V.B. Erodi. Mr. S.K. Saehdava, Editor, CSB it a/to wHh tham 

Mr. Pardcaj Tanwar o/ Dafftl racaMr^ 
Yamaha YBX Bika (2nd Priz^ from 
Fnf Asis DuHa, YicaChancaBor, 

Jowahadoi Nahru Uniuarsity 

ft i ■- «% * 

S : 

Mr. Bafiu Kumar StAu of DaUti raeaMng Mr, KV, VarAataswaran of Otannai racaiving Mr. E.VM B<Am ofChannai raoaidng Yarrm 
Satnsung Co/eur TV with Bamota (3rd Fria) Samiimg Cobur TV tvHh Bamaia (3rd Prit^ YBX Bika (2nd Ftiro^ from Prof. V.B. Mahta, 

horn Mr. BtAu/ Dav. Eminant JoumaBti from Mr Bahu( Dav, Eminant Joumadti VicaChanoaior, UrthrarsHy rd OatV 
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